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The mission of the Bureau of Reclamation is to manage, develop
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economically sound manner in the interest of the American public.
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PREFACE
The Ninth Edition of the Concrete Manual continues a Bureau of Reclamation tradition for providing its technical
staff with current information on concrete technology and testing procedures that will help in construction and
maintenance of Reclamation's water resources projects throughout the western United States. Unlike previous editions,
the Ninth Edition contains two parts. This volume (Part 2) contains standard Reclamation test procedures related
to concrete technology and replaces the test designations in the appendix of the Eighth Edition. Part 1, will contain
the text on concrete technology.
Evolving from a set of loose-leaf, blue-print instructions, the first tentative edition of the manual was published
in 1936. Previous editions to this Ninth Edition have had approximately 153,000 copies distributed throughout the
world. The Concrete Manual is issued primarily for Bureau of Reclamation staff use; however, it has received widespread
acceptance throughout the United States and in many foreign countries.
Since the fundamentals of good concrete practice change little over the years, continued research and construction
experience advance the technology to make concrete more versatile, dependable, and economical. This volume (Part 2)
presents test procedures that reflect advances in concrete technology. The procedures are published primarily for
Reclamation's staff in administering construction and repair specifications and contracts. Some procedures in Part 2
are directly referred to by Bureau of Reclamation specifications. When this is done, these referenced procedures have
the full effect of specification requirements. In instances where procedures in Part 2 of the Concrete Manual are
at variance with specifications requirements, the specifications take precedence.
The Ninth Edition of the Concrete
Manual and earlier editions represent the expertise of individuals too numerous
to mention. Their contributions are acknowledge since each edition is based upon the technically sound foundation
of previous editions.
The Materials Engineering Branch, Research and Laboratory Services Division, Denver Office of the Bureau of
Reclamation is responsible for preparing the Concrete Manual.
James S. Pierce, Chief of the Materials Engineering Branch, supervised production of the Ninth Edition and made
substantial technical contributions. The existence of Part 2, in large part, is due to the relentless efforts of E. E
(Sam) Samuelson (retired Reclamation engineer) of the Materials Engineering Branch, Field Operations Team, who
devoted nearly a decade to production, documentation, and review of the test procedures. He enlisted the help of
many engineers and technical specialists in the Materials Engineering Branch and throughout the Bureau of Reclamation
to ensure the accuracy of the test procedures. Significant contributions were also made by individuals outside Reclamation.
Ed Harboe, a retired Reclamation engineer, returned and contributed his more than 40 years of concrete technology
experience to the test procedures. Edwin R. Dunstan, Jr., a former Reclamation engineer, and Robert E. Philleo
(deceased, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) wrote several procedures under contracts with Reclamation.
Editorial review of the test procedures was provided by Marlene Johnson, and by technical editors Ron Mohr and
Richard Waiters of the Denver Office. Typesetting and graphics personnel of the Denver Office assisted in producing
all 94 test procedures. Coordination for publication was done by Kathy Bauer. Their assistanceand many other individuals,
past and present, who contributed to this publication is gratefully acknowledged.
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INTRODUCTION
The Ninth Edition of the Concrete Manual, unlike previous editions, has two parts. Part 1 will contain the text
on concrete technology. This volume, Part 2, is a compilation of concrete test procedures currently used by the Bureau
of Reclamation.
Part 2 includes many procedures that were not in the Eighth Edition Appendix. A few procedures in the Eighth
Edition are outdated; consequently, they were not reproduced in this edition. Some of the previous procedures were
combined into a single procedure in this edition; other procedures were modified. While some of the new procedures
are based upon previous procedures, attempt is not made to cross reference the procedures in Part 2 (9th ed.) with
those in the Eighth Edition (app.).
These test procedures are frequently referenced in Reclamation construction specifications and thereby become a part
of a construction contract. If the specifications reference test procedures in Concrete Manual, Eighth Edition, those
procedures in the Eighth Edition become part of the contract and no attempt should be made to use an updated
version in the Ninth Edition for that particular contract. If the specifications reference test procedures in Part 2,
Ninth Edition, those procedures become a part of the contract; procedures from previous editions do not apply.
Where specifications requirements are at variance with referenced test procedures, the specifications take precedence.
The format presenting the standard Bureau of Reclamation laboratory procedures follows a Modified Decimal Numbering
system and a sequence of presentation similar to that used by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
Each procedure has a four-digit number corresponding to the following categories:
Category

USBR Series

Equipment calibration
Equipment specifications
General test methods and definitions
Cement and concrete test methods
Soil test methods
Rock test methods
Drilling and sampling methods
General standards
Accreditation and certification
Equipment (list, inventory)
Laboratory buildings
Quality assurafice, documentation, and reporting

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
9000
9000
9100
9200
9300

For some categories, standards or methods are not yet developed, are under development, or are found in other
Reclamation publications such as the Earth Manual, Part 2.
Whenever possible, ASTM standards were consulted as a basis for the Bureau of Reclamation procedures; however,
these procedures are written in a more detailed step-by-step format. Therefore, this volume serves as a testing handbook
as well as a collection of standards. In Part 2, test procedures include examples of Reclamation's data forms and
worksheets to illustrate what data are required and where they are to be recorded. Checking data computations is
as important as performing the test; the test is not considered complete until the data form has been checked. Checkmarks
are not shown on the example data forms so that required data are illustrated neatly and legibly. Instructions for
checking, and an example of a typically checked data form, are presented in USBR 9300: Checking, Rounding, and
Reporting of Laboratory Data. This document should be reviewed and understood as it is considered part of every
test procedure.
A number of procedures for equipment calibration were developed for Reclamation's Earth Manual, Part 2. They
are noted in the contents as Referenced Designations. Regular calibration and inspection of equipment are as important
as adhering to proper testing procedures to ensure acceptable accuracyof results.
Currently, many laboratory tests are performed using computer equipment for running the test, collecting data, and
computing and presenting results. In Part 2, the test procedures provide the necessary information for handwritten
recording of data and for computing results. Regardless of the methods used, the test procedure requirements are
the same. Computerized operations must conform to the test requirements and to the specified accuracies. It is essential
that engineers and technicians using computerized operations completely understand the handwritten operations so
that the accuracy of results can be confirmed.

Occasionally, references are made to proprietary materials or products. Such references are for clarity only, and must
not he construed as an endorsement. The Bureau of Reclamation does not and cannot endorse proprietary products
or processesof manufacturers or the services of commercial firms for advertising, publicity, sales, or other purposes.
Each test procedure has a fixed USBR procedure number followed by the year of acceptance or the year of last
revision. Revisions will be issued, as required, and the user must ascertain that the latest revision is being used.
Bureau of Reclamation organizational units are noted in the introduction of each test procedure and within the text
of others. Recent organizational changes make those references obsolete; all references to the Concrete and Structural
Branch should be to the Materials EngineeringBranch.
After each test procedure was written, it was checked, validated whenever practical, and extensively reviewed. However,
because the procedures are presented in a new format covering both new procedures and revisions to existing procedures,
errors and omissions may exist. User comments and suggestionsfor improvement are invited and should be directed to:
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RESEARCH AND LABORATORY SERVICES DIVISION
MATERIALS ENGINEERING BRANCH D=3730
PO BOX 25007
DENVER CO 80225-0007

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 1104-92

PROCEDURE FOR

LOAD VERIFICATION OF TESTING MACHINES
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1104; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: E4-83a.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for load
(force) verification of tension or compression testing
machines using standard calibration devices, and static or
quasi-static testing machines, which may or may not have
load:indicating systems. This procedure is not intended
to be complete purchase specifications for testing machines.
1.2 Testing machines may be verified using elastic
calibration devices. This applies to verification of loadindicating systems associatedwith machine such as a scale,
dial, marked or unmarked recorder chart, or digital display.
In all cases, the responsible party must designate which
load-indicating system is to be verified, and this designation
should be included in the report.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
E 4 Standard Practices for Load Verification of Testing
Machines •
E 74 Standard Methods of Calibration of Force-Measuring
Instruments for Verifying the Load Indication of Testing
Machines2
3.

Terminology

3.1 Testing Machine.-A mechanical, load-measuring
device for applying a load (force) to a specimen.
3.2 Load.-In the case of testing machines, a force
measured in units such as pound-force, kilogram-force, or
newtons (note 1).
NOTE 1.-A pound-force is that force when acting on a 1pound mass will give to that mass an acceleration of 32.1740
ft/s2 (9.80665 m/s2). Similarly, a newton is that force when acting
on a 1-kilogram mass will give to that mass an acceleration of
1 m/s 2 (3.2808 ft/s2).
3.3 Accuracy.-The specified permissible variation from
correct value. A testing machine is said to be accurate if
I Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vols. 03.0l, 04.02, 07.01, 08.03.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 03.01.

indicated load is within specified permissible variation from
actual load.
NOTE 2.-In this procedure, the term "accurate," as applied
to a testing machine, is used without numerical values. For
example, "An accurate testing machine was used for the
investigation." The accuracy of a testing machine should not be
confused with the sensitivity. For example, a testing machine
might be very sensitive; that is, it might indicate quickly and
definitely small changes in load, but may be very inaccurate.
However, the accuracy of the results is generally limited by the
sensitivity.
3.4 Error.-The
error, or deviation from the correct
value, is the difference obtained by subtracting the load
indicated by calibration device from load indicated by testing
machine.
NOTE 3.-The term "error" shall be used with numerical values.
For example, "At a load of 30,000 lbf (133.4 kN), the error
of the testing machine was +15 lbf (+0.07 kN)."
3.5 Percent Error.-For a testing machine, the percent
error is the ratio, expressed as a percent, of the error to
correct value of applied load.
3.5.1 The test load, as indicated by testing machine,
and applied load, as computed from readings of verification
device, shall be recorded at each test point. The error and
percent error shall be calculated from these loads as follows:
E=

A - B

Ep --

A-B
B

(1)
(100)

(2)

where:
E = error, in pound force (newtons);
A = load indicatedby machine being verified, in
pound force (newtons);
B = correct value of applied load as determined by
calibration device, in pound force (newtons); and
Ep = percent error.
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3.6 Correction.-For a testing machinel the correction
is the difference obtained by subtracting indicatedload from
correct value of applied load.
3.7 Permissible Variation.-For testing machines, the
permissible variation (or tolerance) is the maximum
allowable error in the value of the load indicated.
NOTE 4.-It is often convenient to express permissible variation
in terms of percentage of error. A numericalvalue of permissible
variation i• therefore given in this procedure,
3.8 CapacityRange.-For a testing machine, the capacity
range is the range of loads for which machine was designed.
Some testing machines have more than one capacity range.
3.9 Verified Loading Range.-For
a testing machine,
the verified loading range is the range of indicated loads
for which machine gives results within permissible
variations specified.
3.10 Elastic Calibration Device.-A device used for
verifying load readings of a testing machine that consists
of an elastic member or members to which loads may be
applied; combined with a mechanism or device for
indicating the magnitude, or a quantity proportional to
magnitude, of deformation under load.

i:
t
•

i

4.

Calibration Devices

4.1 When verifying testing machines, use calibration
devices over their class A loading ranges only, as determined
by ASTM E 74.
4.2 Proving Rings:
4.2.1 •i Handling.-Proving rings (fig. 1) are made of
high-grade, high-strength, special alloy steel; and are
calibrated ,by NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) 3 in accordance with ASTM E 74. These rings
have to show certain characteristics under stress or they
will not be approved for verification. The rings are very
sturdy, and will retain their calibration under adverse
conditions. The micrometer dial (fig. 2) on the proving
ring should be protected against any treatment that might
bend the dial or damage the threads. Never lift a proving
ring by the micrometer dial, index posts, or by the mounting
for the vibrating reed. Also, never grab the ring with a
metal hook or anything that might scratch the surface or
change its characteristics. Occasionally, a large proving ring
must be handled in a rope sling; if this is necessary, ensure
sling does not bear against micrometer dial, vibrating reed,
or against any part of internal bosses.
4.2.1.1 Careless handling may cause proving rings
to become useless as a verifying i/astrument; therefore, it
is necessary that rings be handled with care. Do not handle
rings with bare hands; use a clean cloth or gloves on all
handling operations to eliminate possibility of corrosion
or other d•mage to ring surface. The steel ring will rust
easily, and should be wiped with an oil cloth after each
handling. The dial and index posts are of rust-resistant
material. Should ring become rusted, the rust may be
carefully removed by hand rubbing with fine emery paper
followingdirection of grinding marks on ring.
+
3 Formerly Na•tional Bureau of Standards.

Figure I. - Proving ring.
4.2.1.2 The external bosses of the proving ring
are carefully formed at the factory. The lower boss is flat,
and the upper boss is spherical with a radius equal to
height of ring. When placing ring on a metal surface, set
it down carefully to avoid raising a burr or upsetting the
metal of the boss. Never load the upper boss directly against
the compression head of the machine; use a mild steel
pad between boss and machine head and discardpad when
it becomes deformed.
4.2.2 Calibration.-The
calibration of the proving
ring remains practically unchanged under normal service
conditions. However, a severe overload will change the
calibration and every precaution should be taken to avoid
such an overload. If an overload does occur, immediately
note the zero-load reading of ring and compare it with
zero-load readings taken before overload. If difference in
readings exceeds 10 divisions, the calibration may have
changed by more than the NIST specifications permit, and
ring should be recalibrated.
4.2.2.1 The frequency for recalibrating the proving
ring is difficult to establish becausethe ring does not exhibit
any appreciable drift with time, and the main causes of
any change are overloads and wear between vibrating reed
and spherical tip of the micrometer dial. This wear is
dependent on amount of use that ring gets and on how
tight the dial is set during use. In a laboratory where • ring
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app]lJtcabil]ty ,:_•{ re:gu, la•o•y ]h:nh:a•ic,.ns F:,•i<:,r to •]s.e.
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e;las.tic device
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h,,u•t.,:n•u iis ahn<:,,s• t,,z]L,ck, ing vJbcstir•g reed. Tl*Jer•, u•s.ing a
slsarperle:d '•,lF(:]ll[],c[e][l idcl;a?e], se[ relelk{ irJ J[*l:lll:)['i(]l/']: S(.:' [tqla• ir
,,,i]b•a[es,
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E}'()FjIL)[

u=se fJ,•ge.rs t.,::] se.v •eed ],• m,:•ti<:,•nl bec:•use' b()d:: i hear w J[]
e:xt::,arxd reed •nd make readings t]£1rel[able. C<:l, nitJinUe tc•
17ogage dial v,,qith ,one I•a•/,][ •rJ, tJ[ c(:,itll•a,t.:t

butt,:]rl

[{]l][]l•:}7]es the
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*:he ,:•sc::[N!a•ion ]•:[ake the se.rt[r,g SIL|C}:* [h•-•[ [he' c•s.dJ[atic•r•
is cl[a•:•',F,,erledl ,•,•Ltt in ab<:,,•r 2!: seo::•r•ds. Learr• r<:, recogclize
•d-ie s,i:]urJd

7.

Prep, ar'atio, n for Calib,ra•io, n and C:ond!it:i,0,n, ing

7]
Rem,,:.]',..e F, ro,,•Jlr, g ring •ron:l ii,s case: and F,]:ace. Jsear
cal[bratJlo.n F,,,:]sJi•b,::•u s,,:] £ha• r£•g can reach tempe•ntuu:e
e,qlaiillibrium :in, at a•]ll prevai]l .during c:ali!b, rati,o,n. Standard
y•,•sc:tice is; to, se• Lip:, eqluip:/•ler• the a•ternc,,/]ri .•:,r e.x.renJirJg
prior t,..:,. ,•a,.i• ,:if ,::aHi!brati)]r:L Attach a thermome:e• to. •ing
by taping:: I:•LlJh. ,:n4: therl:•c,.,:]me•or ags[r•st s:icle e,4: ring A
ns•g;•qle•l'c, surf:ace-•emperart:lre •}-•errn,:]mete•
wi]• ellimJ[rJate
pc:,ssibilJty of tape nriarrJing s.L•rface o.• •JrJg.
7.2: The spheric:a:i he,Jd o.J: rime tes.•i!ng n-Jachine slna]l]
be removed ar>.] re.pJ[aced h,.y a s•::,J[i,d lue•,J. Ita s.c,]i,:[ t-•ea,:[
Jls r•c:,t •v;•]lablle, spP, e.rJlcal head sl>ould be made as rigid
as; possib]e with its; bearing surface F, ara[le] v¢[tl-• upper
h.ear[•sg surf•,<e c:,l: pD::,vir, g •ir•,g. The pr•>vJi•'lg ring i5;
Jins.raHed by p]aci:ng it di,ectLv upc, n a inarde:n,e,d be'aring
b]k:,c;: p,]aced •.n oc, mpressi,::,,F• tab]e ,,::if rnacbJir•e. Anott-]er
harc[er.,edl b,e:aring b]l.,:)ck is pl•Lcedl .on t,op. beatify, g; ,:•f •Jr•g.
These bearing bl,::>cl<s are suppliecll with the p.ro'ving •Jrzg
T'•e •0',0,dl)CI,0-lbf ,']7'79-kN) p•,::•x•]ng zing ,• •he £;,L•re'a•'s
L'le••ver Ol:•i,ce has bearing bbcks sg:,eciaHy ma,4e •:c,,r •hJis
ring h, ecause tL•,e k,•ocks furnist•ed by :he n-Jan,ufactt, rer 'were
r•ot c:onsideredl saf:e
7'.3
Bet,,:.]re star•ing •e:s, tJing mac:i•Jne., dseck t•, see *t•a•
lc:,aJI valve is dosed. This. vvi]!] pre'verxt accidema]l loading
ar•,d dan-Jage to,, l>rn'uir•g ring. Ors resting m•cbJir•es wii•h
n:uo•e rl•ar• ,,]ne dial range, it is a.dvisablle re,, s•ar• wiXh
hig;he• capacity range. Scalq'•e Islad-lilies are s, Ltk,,j'ec:t •c•. sho.c;•c
]Cl, eldir]g
t,13i n'J, aXilT]LIIIT] cap•],cit?• w•t]hliiL]lall l•he dial indicating
s•cla ]i,0,ad•ing. A SL]•:ffcJier•:t capac:J[t} rJing will s,u, si•:•hs vise
b•:,.•dJng, v•,he:•eas a sm•l]ler r:[nlg ,o,:]tH[d h,e o,,e.rs•tzessed
7. i Si, ta:•t •est•in, g mac[q,[ne ar•,d •aise h::,,adh:g r.•,•] s.,:.] •hat
n: is resting: on oil; thle•s adjust tt-•e "zero" of dial.
7.•I Exercise pl'(]%l'JiClg ring several t{]l:•leS, at leas4 {hree
rirt:leS and as mar, y ns five Clr six •imes., by slowi!ng
pre])::]a,d]ing t,,] capacib., ,o,1c dia], <it •c,. d-•at c,f F•rc,,vJing ring,
wPJ•chever is. less. Hn]id the. maxinJ•.anql ]l,,:]a,d ,::•rJ ring for
ar ie•-•s;t 20 seo:>nds, before redeas.J•qg;. "l-'tne z;e•o reading::;
c,,n •he' micrc•.me.•e.r dilnl shc:,LHd be ap,p>:•x h-na•e.l.y equa]l after
rir•g has be.er•: e:xercised
?'G,
lC,#,,e•L/r•>? Re'e&::
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7.62
EL?edrr/,•:i'/I.'•B,r.•rH>4, •:ee•.g -If prio•.•Jng ri:ng lqas
an e]le.ctrical 'vibratir]g reed: tt:ie Jirl:stru.ct•<:,ns
fc]r man•iptl, latiizq, g clia] are the Ei•{ni-*e: aS; f,£)lr •I man•ua]l xLibratii•n,g reed
(sec 7.•:;.] ) H< ,.x'•,eve• , h ighes• ,:Leg;reee ,:n: acct•racy can be
c:,btahqle.d by c•b.servii•'lg ,Jamper•ilng nctic:,n as c:,:lrtt•ct b•]•t,::>ra
Jis a,dvance,J• inr<,, r,,att• ,::if vik, r•lting reed r'attq, er th.ln Hstening
flL}l•
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9.

Selection of Test Loads

9.1 For any loading range, verify testing machine by
using at least five test loads, except for testing machines
designed to measure only a smaller number of definite
loads, such as some hardness testing machines. The
difference between any two successive test loads shall not
exceed one-third the difference between maximum and
minimum test loads. Report zero-load value of dial, digital
display, and all other data after removal of load. Figure
8 shows typical data form.
9.2 If it is desired to establish the lower limit of a
verified range lower than 10 percent of capacity of range,
verify this lower limit by five successive applications of
load, none of which may differ from this lower limit load
by more than +2.5 percent of this load. Only three successive
load applications are required for creep machines with
fixed-lever ratios of 20:1, nominal, or less.
10.

Eccentricity of Loading

10.1 For determining verified loading range of a testing
machine, apply all calibration loads so that resultant load
is as close as possible to being along axis of testing machine.
NOTE 6.-The effect of an eccentric load on accuracyof a testing
machine may be determined by verification readings taken with
calibration devices placed so that resultant load is applied at
definite distances from axis of machine, and a verified loading
range determined for a series of eccentricities.

VERIFICATION BY ELASTICCALIBRATION DEVICE

11.

Temperature Equalization

11.1 When using an elastic calibration device to verify
readings of a testing machine, place device near to, or
preferably in, the machine a sufficient length of time before
test to assure that response of device is stable.
11.2 During verification, measure temperature of
elastic device within +2 °F or +1 °C by placing a calibrated
thermometer as close to device as possible.
11.3 Elastic calibration devices without an inherent
temperature-compensating
feature must be corrected
mathematically
for the difference between ambient
temperature and temperature to which calibration is
referenced. Temperature-correction coefficients should be
furnished, if applicable, by manufacturer of calibration
device. For additional information, see paragraph 8.2.2 of
ASTM E 74.
11.4 All proving rings are now being calibrated at 73.4.
°F (23 °C). Temperature correction is obtained from the
equation:

12ha.4 : Dt - 0.00015 (r - 73.4) Dt
Dm: Dr- 0.00027(c- 23) Dr
where:
-

(3)
(4)

Dva.4 and D• = ring deflection at 73.4 °F (23 °C),
Dt = ring deflection at monitored
temperature, o F (o C),
t = temperature recorded at time of
test, and
0.00015 = correction factor for each degree
Fahrenheit, and
0.00027 = correction factor for each degree
Celsius.
The temperature correction is the amount that must
be added or subtracted to deflection to compensate for
temperatures other than temperature at which proving'
ring was calibrated. For temperature correction factors, see'
table 1 or figure 7, and for an example calculation on:
determining ring load, see appendix X1.
12.

Procedure

12.1 It is standard Bureau practice to average the zero
reading and temperature reading before and after each run
of five incremental loads. The rings are very sensitive to
temperature, and changes in ring readings are very obvious
as temperature changes.
Note 7.-The standardizing laboratory shall decide whether or
not a zero-load reading is to be taken after each calibration load.
Factors such as the stability of the zero-load reading and the
presence of noticeable creep under load are to be considered in
making this decision. It is pointed out, however, that a lengthy
series of incremental loads applied without return to zero reduces
the amount of sampling of instrument performance. The
operation of removing all load from the instrument permits small
readjustments at the load contacting surfaces, increasing the
amount of random sampling and thus producing a better appraisal
of the performance of the instrument. It is recommended that
not more than five incremental loads be applied without return
to zero load.
12.2 Minimal maintenance requirements will be
realized when establishing initial placement of a testing
machine in an environment that is relatively dust free.
Calibration procedures are enhanced when machine is
placed in a location where temperature is usually constant,
and away from open-door drafts.
12.3 Place elastic device in testing machine so that
centerline of device coincides with centerline of heads of
machine. Record the ASTM E 74, class A verification value
that establishes the lowest limit, or load level, allowable
for loading range of device, see paragraph 7.5.2.2 of ASTM
E 74. Each elastic calibration device is to be used only
within its class A loading range, and identified with
verification readings for which it is used.
12.4 To ensure a stable zero, flex elastic device from
no load to the maximum load at which device will be used.
Hold the maximum load on ring for at least 20 seconds
before releasing. Repeat as necessary, allowing sufficient
time for stability.
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Table 1. -Temperaturecorrection factors.
Temperature,
oF
65.0
65.5
66.0
66.5
67.0
67.5
68.0
68.5
69.0
69.5
70.0
70.5
71.0.
71.5
•Z0
72.5
73.0
73.5
74.0
74.5
75.0
75.5
76.0
76.5
77.0
77.5
78.0
78.5
79.0
79.5
80.0
80.5
81.0
81.5
82.0
82.5
83.0
83.5
84.0
84.5
85.0

Temperature
correction
factor
1.001260
1.001185
1.001110
1.001035
1.000960
1.000886
1.000810
1.000735
--•..-LOQ0660
1.000585
1.000510
1.000435
1.000360
1.000285
1.000210
1.000135
1.000060
0.999985
0.999910
0.999835
0.999760
0.999685
0.999610
0.999535
0.999460
0.999335
0.999310
0.999235
0.999160
0.999085
0.999010
0.998935
0.998860
0.998785
0.998710
0.998635
0.998560
0.998485
0.998410
0.998335
0.998260

Temperature,
°C

Temperature
correction
factor

15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.5
26.0
26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0
28.5
29.0
29.5
30.0

1.002160
1.002025
1.001890
1.001755
1.001620
1.001485
1.001350
1.001215
1.001080
1.000945
1.000810
1.000675
1.000540
1.000405
1.000270
1.000135
1.000000
0.999865
0.999730
0.999595
0.999460
0.999325
0.999190
0.999055
0.998920
0.998785
0.998650
0.998515
0.998380
0.998245
0.998110

12.5 Follow-the-LoadMethod.-The
load on the elastic
calibration device is followed until load reaches a nominal
graduation on load-readout scale of testing machine. Record
this load on the elastic calibration device. This method
is for calibrating a testing machine in compression with
a proving ring having a manually-operated vibrating reed.
However, regardless of whether a testing machine, load
cell, hydraulic press, or other type of load-measuring system
is to be calibrated, the same general method should be
followed.
12.5.1 This method is probably the most accurate
method available, and is recommended for the minimally
experienced operator. However, caution must be exercised
because the hydraulic oil in older testing machines, such
as the Tinius-Olsen, will heat up with loading and unloading
and will refuse to load beyond a certain point.
12.5.2 With head of machine adjusted to be nearly
in contact with boss pad, take a no-load reading on proving
ring and turn dial to a reading equal to capacity load
deflection plus the no-load reading. Allow about five extra

divisions for a safety factor. This precaution is necessary
to prevent overloading the proving ring because of possible
excessive error in load indicator of machine. It is possible
to anticipate where setting will be by using ring calibration
data and adding or subtracting ring zero. The micrometer
can then be moved ahead to minimize danger of bending
reed. Testing machines are occasionally hard to hold at
a particular setting; therefore, if setting is anticipated, the
time required to obtain reading will be lessened.
12.5.3 Zero the load indicator of the testing machine.
Then, after carefully centering ring on axis of machine,
apply desired load slowly and have machine operator adjust
machine during the final part of loading to slowest speed
at which machine will continue to load. This may require
some skillful manipulation by the operator, depending on
type of machine. When machine indicator is within 10
divisions of load to be read, have operator give a signal,
such as "ready." Set the vibrating reed in motion and turn
dial to the right until a light contact is established. Record
the deflection of proving ring at desired load, and then
give the operator an "OK" signal, at which time the
operator should load the machine to the next desired load.
This procedure shall continue for five consecutive loads
before returning to zero. After removing load, take and
record a no-load reading on proving ring. On large-capacity
rings, those with 200,000 lbf (89 kN) and higher capacities,
wait 30 to 60 seconds after removal of load to equalize
temperature effects.
12.5.4 Do not be concerned that the increasing
testing machine load will lightly jam the reed and contact
button together because proving ring is designed to be
used in this manner. However, never attempt to free reed
while it is jammed, either by pushing it aside or by turning
the dial. Always slack off the machine load first, and then
back the dial off. If this precaution is observed, a jam serious
enough to cause the reed to buckle quite noticeably will
not damage the instrument.
12.5.5 The average temperature for the two no-load
readings taken before and after each run of five incremental
readings is used for the temperature correction computation
for each load level.
12.5.6 The follow-the-load method is utilized for
verification by the CCRL (Cement and Concrete Reference
Laboratory) of the NIST, which periodically checks the
Bureau of Reclamation's testing machines. The Bureau
generally uses five incremental load values with the first
one at about 10 to 20 percent of range capacity, the next
three at about every 10 to 20 percent after the first, and
the last one at maximum capacity, if the machine will
allow it (note 8).
NOTE 8.-The factory representatives for the Satec machine
use the maximum load capacity. This is not possible to do with
all machines because many machines are very unstable at
maximum load. Also, using the maximum load requires more
accuracy in reading the proving ring; therefore, this method is
not recommended for the minimally experienced operator.
12.5.7 After selecting the suitable test load increments, obtain zero readings for both machine and elastic
device and apply loads slowly and smoothly during all
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Figure 7a. - Temperature correction graph (inch-pound units).
verification measurements. The technique for applying the
loads is as previously discussed. After preloading proving
ring, a no-load or zero reading is taken and recorded. Ring
is then stressed and a reading obtained for the preselected
load values until entire dial has been compassed, after which
load is released and another zero reading taken. The two
zero readings are averagedfor the correction computations.
The appropriate method for each calibration must be
decided through trial and error to fit particular machine
and existing conditions.
12.6 The calibration procedure must assure that use
of the maximum load indicator, recorder, or other accessory
load devices does not cause testing machine errors to exceed
acceptabletolerances of section 13.1.
12.7 Record indicated load of testing machine and
applied load from elastic calibration device (temperature
corrected as necessary), in addition to the error and
percentage of error calculated from readings.
12.8 Under certain conditions, multidevice setups may
be used in compression loading. All devices to be loaded
in parallel should be the same height (shims may be used),

and machine's load axis should be coincidental with load
axis of device setup. This is necessary so that a net moment
is not applied to testing machine loading member.
Multidevice setups are not recommended unless the use
of a single calibration device is not practical.
CALCULATION
13.

AND REPORT

Basis of Verification

13.1 The percent error for loads within loading iange
of testing machine shall not exceed +1.0 percent (note

9).

NOTE 9.-The report on verification of a testing machine will
state within what verified loading range machine may be used,
rather than reporting a blanket acceptance or rejection of machine.
For machines that possess multiple-capacity ranges, the verified
loading range of each range must be stated.
13.2 When establishing lower limit of a verified loading
range below 10 percent of capacity of range, repeated
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Figure 7b. - Temperature correction graph (SI-metric).

applicationsof load are required (see sec. 9.2). The algebraic
difference between highest and lowest percent error shall
not exceed 1.0 (note 10).

indicating scale can only be estimated to 2 divisions, verified
loading range could not extend downward below load corresponding to 200 divisions. On most machines, the smallest load
than can be measuredis somewhere between these two examples.

NOTE 10.-To establish lower limit of a verified loading range
at less than 10-percent capacity of that range, errors for the
series of five readings shall not only not exceed 1 percent; but
also, no two errors shall differ by more than 1.0 percent. For
example, if minimum error in this series is -1.0 percent, maximum
error cannot exceed 0.0 percent; if minimum error is -0.5 percent,
maximum error cannot exceed +0.5 percent; and if minimum
error is 0.0 percent, maximum error cannot exceed +1.0 percent,

13.4 In no case shall verified loading range be stated
as including loads outside the range of loads applied during
verification test.
13.5 Testing machines may be more or less accurate
than the allowable +1.0 percent error, which is the
verification basis in this procedure. Errors more than +1.0
percent would not comply with this procedure• The
specifications may also require or allow a smaller or larger
error system.
13.6 Correccions.-The
indicated load of a testing
machine that exceeds the permissible variation shall not
be corrected either by calculation or by use of a calibration
diagram to obtain values within required permissible
variation.
13.7 Figures 8 and 9 show examples of manual and
computerized calculations.

etc.

13.3 In no case shall verified loading range be stated
as including loads below a value that is 100 timesthe
smallest change of load than can readily be estimated on
load-indicating apparatus of testing machine (note 11).
NOTE 11.-In a testing machine that has graduations so
.spaced that estimations can be made to 0.1 of a division, verified
loading range could not extend downward to a load less than
that corresponding to 10 divisions. If graduations on load-
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14.

Time Interval Between Verifications

• Statement of how, by whom, and when calibration
of apparatus used in verifying testing machine was made.
• The ASTM E 74, class A value of loading range
for each calibration device.
• Temperature of calibration device and a statement
that computed loads have been temperature corrected
as necessary.
• Statement identifying load-indicating systems that
were verified (for testing machines having more than
one type of indicating system).
• Testing machine error and percent error for each
load-indicating system at each loading point.
• Verified loading range of each load-indicating system
of testing machine.
• Statement that verification has been performed in
accordance with this test procedure.
• Names of calibration personnel and witnesses (if
required).

14.1 It is recommended that tes'ting machines be
verified annually, or more frequently if required. In no
case shall time interval between verifications exceed 18
months, except for machines used in a long-time test that
runs beyond this 18-month period. In such cases, machine
shall be verified after completion of test. Calibration of
machines with minimal use could be extended by some
period of time.
14.2 Testing machines shall be verified immediately
after repairs. This includes new or replacement parts or
mechanical or electrical adjustments that may in any way
affect operation of weighing system or values displayed.
14.3 Verification is also required immediately after a
testing machine is relocated, and whenever there is a reason
to doubt accuracy of indicated load, regardless of time
interval since last verification.
15.

Accuracy Assurance Between Verifications

17.

15.1 Some product-testing procedures may require
daily, weekly, or monthly spot checks to ascertain that a
testing machine is capable of producing accurateload values
between machine verifications as specified in section 14.
15.2 Elastic calibration devices must meet class A
requirements of ASTM E 74 for the load levels at which
spot checks are made.
15.3 Make spot checks at about 20 and 80 percent of
a range, unless otherwise agreed upon or stipulated by
the Government.
15.4 A testing machine error shall not exceed +1.0
percent of spot check applied loads. Should errors be greater
than +1.0 percent at any of the spot check load levels,
verify the testing machine immediately (see sec. 14.3).
15.5 Maintain a record of spot check tests. Record shall
include machine name, serial number, verification date,
verification agency, and the minimum class A ASTM E
74 value of calibrating device used to make the spot checks.
Also include name of individual making the spot checks.
15.6 Testing machine shall be considered verified up
to date of last successful spot check verification (sec. 15.4),
provided machine is verified in accordance with section
14 on a regular schedule. Otherwise, spot checks are not
permitted.
15.7 When spot checks are made, a clear, concise record
must be maintained. The record must also contain
documentation of regular verification data and schedule.
16.

Maintenance

17.1 Testing machines require routine maintenance,
and should be checked every few months and before
calibration for the following:
17.1.1
Wiring.-Ensure
that all wiring is in good
condition. Using dry air, blow the dust from electronic
assembliesevery 6 months, where appropriate.
17.1.2 Lines.-Check all lines for leaks. Air in system
lines causes erratic readings, detected by pulsating or
jumping of load hand.
17.1.3 Oil Reservoir.-Maintain
the oil level 1 to 2
inches (25 to 50 mm) from top of reservoir with ram
down (mandatory). Use extra heavy duty oil with a viscocity
of 313 to 331 at 100 °F (37.8 °C). Currently, the Bureau
uses Kendall R+O AW68 hydraulic oil. Ensure that all
openings in oil system are covered to keep foreign matter
out of oil, and clean debris around hydraulic piston after
each use. For machines equipped with an oil filter, change
filter every 6 months. Some machines are adaptable to
having a filtering system installed. Perform any lubrication
required, where applicable. For additional information, call
the Bureau's Denver Office.
17.1.4 Level Condicion.-If loading cylinder is not
level, excessive wear may result or ram may stick and
permanently damage machine.
17.1.5 Load Pacer and Limit Switches.-The load
pacer should be adjusted to Bureau specifications. Limit
switches for ram travel and to prevent overload of lowrange dial should be adjusted to manufacturer's
specifications.
17.1.6 Maximum Load Hand.-The friction disk
should be adjusted so that drag will not be encountered
on load hand.
17.1.7 Shims.-Check shims of weighing capsule
quarterly, if applicable.
17.1.8 ExerciseMachine.-No machine should sit idle
for too long-exercise occasionally (monthly).

Report

16.1 Figures 8 and 9 show typical reporting forms.
The report should be a clear and complete record on each
verification of a testing machine, and shall include:
• Name of calibrating agency.
• Date of verification.
• Testing machine description, serial number, and
location.
• Method of verification used.
• Serial number and manufacturer of all devices used
for verification.

18.

Precision and Bias

18.1 The precision and bias for this procedure are not
known.
11
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TE•TiHG

MACHINE CALI•,q.ATiOI'J

Machine data:
Location: PHOENIX, AZ
Capacity: 300,000 lbf
Range: 300,0•
lbf
Uerified Range: 0,900 to 390,000 lbf
Cal:brated by: MITCHELL
Frovlng Ring Data:
Size: 400,@00 Ibf
Lower LiMit Class A: 41,200 lbf
Verification date: 9/16/85
Average Tamp:

Run
Run
Run

Load

Corrected
Deflection

Run

Deflection
Reading

I
2
3

I•EPORT

Manufacturer: TiN[US-OLSEN
Serial No.: T-70-269-i
Calib.Dale: 6,"I0/87

Serial

No.:

5-4344

21.9 deg. C
22.2 deg. C
22.2 deg. C
Machine
Reading
(Ibf)

Proving
Ring
(Ibf)

Machine
Error
(Ibf)

Machine
Error
<X)

I
1
I

I
2
3

60.8
60.9
61.0

60.2
60.3
60.2

80,000.
60,000.
50,000.

53,886.
59,932.
59,835.

114.
68.
167.

.19
.I1
.28

,:-":'
2
2

1
2
3

121.2
121.3
121 .8

120.6
120.7
121 .0

120 ,000.
120,000.
120,000.

119,854.
119,895.
120,193.

146.
105.
-193.

. 14,=
.09
-. 16

3
3
3

1
2
3

181.7
181.6
182.1

181.2
181.0
181.3

180,000.
180,000.
180,000.

179,859.
179,598.
179,995.

141.
302.
5.

.05
.17
.00

4
4
4

I
2
=

241.4
241.6
••4• o o

240.9
241.0
241.4

240,000.
240,000.
240,000

239,010:
239,142.
239,539.

990.
858.
461

.41
.36
19

5
5
5

1
2
3

301.5
301.4
301.7

301.0
300.8
300.9

300,000.
300,000.
300,000.

298,497.
298,329.
298,428.

1,503.
1,671.
1,572.

.50
.56
.52

Proving
Ring
(|bf)

Machine
Error
(ibf)

OVERALL
Load

I
2
3
4
5

Deflection
Reading

60.9
121.4
181.8
241.7
301.5

Corrected
Deflection

60.2
120.8
181.1
241.1
300.9

AVERAGES
Machine
Reading
(Ibf)
60,000.
120,099.
180,000.
240,090.
300,800.

59,884.
II9,981.
179,851.
239,230.
298,418.

116.
19.
149.
770.
1,582.

Method of verificalion
is in accordance with ASTM Specification
above described Machine has been found to be within a tolerance
Figure 9. - Typical testing machine calibration report.
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Machine
Error
(%)
.19
.02
.98
.32
.53
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APPENDIX
X.1 EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING RING LOAD
AND TESTING MACHINE ERROR (COMPRESSION CALIBRATION)
(Nonmandatory Information)
Simulated Dam:
(1) Average proving ring no-load micrometer reading:
Ring micrometer reading before test load (zero)
Ring micrometer reading after test load (zero)
Average no-load reading
(2)

:
:
=

2.5
2.7
2.6

=
:
=

436.2
-2.6
433.6

=
=
=

433.62
138.158
(433.62)(138.158) = 59,908 lbf
(266.5 kN)

=

60,000

=

92 lbf

Deflection at t °C (t : 22.8 °C for this example):

Ring micrometer reading for test load at 22.8 °C
Average no-load reading at 22.8 °C
Ring deflection at 22.8 °C
(3) Two methods that may be used to determine ring deflection at 23 °C are:
(a) Multiply ring deflection (433.6) by temperature correction factor for 22.8 °C from table 1 (1.000054):
True ring deflection : (433.6) (1.000054) : 433.62
(b)

Using equation (4) section 11.4, deflection at 23 °C is:

D23

(4)

=
=
=
=
=
:

Dt - 0.00027(t - 23) Dt
433.6 - 0.00027 (22.8 - 23)(433.6)
433.6 - 0.00027(- 0.2)(433.6)
433.6 - (- 0.02)
433.6 + 0.02
433.62

Proving ring load:
True ring deflection
Ring factor (from ring calibration data)
Proving ring load

(5)

Error of testing machine:
Testing machine reading
Load applied to proving ring
Error
92
-- 0.00153, or 0.15 percent error

= 59,908

59,908
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 3100-92

SAMPLING OF WATER
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 3100; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: D 3370-82.
4.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
sampling of water for chemical, physical, microbiological,
and radiological analysis. Three methods are included: (1)
Method A for grab samples, (2) Method B for composite
samples, and (3) Method C for continuous sampling.
1.2 Definite principles have been established for
formulating these sampling methods, which are applicable
in most specific cases. If necessary, changes may be made
to these methods by mutual agreement of all parties
concerned.
2.

4.1 The objective of sampling is to obtain, for analysis,
a portion of the main body of water that is truly
representative. The most critical factors necessary to
achieve this are the points, time, and frequency of sampling;
and maintenance of integrity of sample prior to analysis.
4.2 Homogeneity of the sampling is frequently lacking,
which necessitates multiple-point sampling. If using a
most-representative sampling point is impractical, it may
be better to determine and understand the interrelationships so that results obtained at a minimum number of
points may be extrapolated.
4.3 A totally representative sample should not be an
absolute prerequisite to selection of a sampling point. With
adequate interpretation, a nonrepresentative sample can
yield valuable data about trends and can indicate areaswhere
more representative data would be available. Most samples
collected from a single point in a system must be recognized
as being nonrepresentative to some degree. Therefore, it
becomes important to recognize the degree of representation in the sample and to make it a part of the permanent
record. Otherwise, an artificial degree of precision is
assignedto data when it is recorded.
4.4 The following general rules are applicable to all
sampling methods:

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
D 1129 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to
Water 1
D 1193 Standard Specification for Reagent Water •
D 3370 Standard Practices for Sampling Water •
D 3648 Standard Practices for the Measurement of
Radioactivity2
D 3694 Standard Practices for Preparation of Sample
Containers and for Preservation of Organic Constituents 2
3.

Significance and Use

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This procedure includes three different methods
for sample collection. The first method is for the collection
of a grab sample of water at a specific site representing
conditions only at the time of sampling. It is the only
method suitable for bacteriological analyses and some
radiological tests. The second method is for collection of
a composite sample at a specific site, portions of which
are collected at varied time intervals. The composite sample
may consist of portions collected at various sites or a
combination of both site and time variables. The third
method provides for a continuous flowing sample, from
one or more sampling sites, suitable for onstream analysis.

• Sample must represent conditions existing at point
taken.
• Samples must be of sufficient volume and taken
frequently enough to permit reproducibility of testing
requisite for desired objective, as conditioned by method
of analysis to be used.
• Samples must be collected, packed, shipped, and
manipulated prior to analysis in a manner that
safeguards againstany change in particular constituents
or properties to be examined.
4.5 Sampling of high-purity water requires special
consideration. Contact with any material other than original
container, including contact with air, subjects sample to
possible contamination or alteration.

I AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vol. 11.01
2 AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vol. 11.02.
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5.

7.3 Specific precautions with regard to radioactive
water are discussed in sections 14.3 and 17.3.

Terminology

5.1 For definitions of terms used in this procedure,
refer to ASTM D 1129.
5.2 Sampling.-Obtaining
a representative portion of
material concerned.
6.

8.

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.

Reagents

6.1 Purity ofReagents.-Reagent grade chemicals shall
be used and, unless otherwise indicated, it is intended that
all reagents shall conform to the specifications of the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the American
Chemical Society, where such specifications are available)
Other grades may be used provided it is first ascertained
that reagent is of sufficiently high purity to permit its
use without lessening accuracy of determination.
6.2 Purity of Water.-References to water in this
procedure shall be understood to mean type III reagent
water conforming to ASTM D 1193.
6.3 Acid Dichromate (Cleaning Soludon).-Prepare a
saturated water solution of NazCr207 (sodium dichromate).
To 32 mL of this solution, add 1 L of concentrated H2SO4
(sulfuric acid, sp. gr. 1.84).

9.

METHOD A -- GRAB SAMPLES
10.

Scope

10.1 This method is applicable forsamplingwater from
sources such as wells, rivers, streams, lakes, oceans,
reservoirs, pipelines and conduits, processing tanks and
vats, steam generators, spray ponds, towers, and filters
at atmospheric or higher pressures for chemical, physical,
bacteriological, or radiological analyses. A grab sample
represents the conditions existing only at the point and
time of sampling.
11.

6.4 Nitric Acid (1 +4).-Mix 1 volume of concentrated
HNO3 (nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.42) with 4 volumes of water.

Frequency and Duration of Sampling

11.1 A reasonably accurateestimate of the composition
of a raw water piped from a large body of water, such
as the Great Lakes, and far enough from shoreline to avoid
variation from inflowing tributaries and waste discharges
may be made by taking individual samples at infrequent
intervals, such as biweekly or monthly, and sufficient
enough to cover seasonal changes. If samples are taken
near the shoreline of such a body of water, take samples
at shorter intervals, such as daily, to provide more exact
knowledge of the variations in composition. If greater
variations or cycles of pollution occur or if closer
surveillance of plant intake water is required, take even
more frequentsamples, such as hourly.
11.2 Water undergoing continuous or intermittent
treatment must be sampled with such frequency that
adequate control is assured. The interval between samples
is directly related to the rate at which criticalcharacteristics
can reach intolerable limits.

NOTE 2.-Caution: This acid is a strong oxidant, and contact
with other materials may cause a fire. Acidmay also cause delayed
burns or external ulcers. KEEP CONTAINER CLOSED. Do not
get acid in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Vapors are extremely
hazardous, do not breathe them. Use acid only under a protective
hood with an exhaust fan. In case of contact, immediately flush
skin or eyes with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention
immediately after flushing.

7.

Conditioning

9.1 Conditioning for temperature adjustments and
purity of containers is covered throughout this procedure.

NOTE 1.-Caution: This solution is a strong oxidant, and
contact with other materials may cause a fire. Solution may also
cause delayed burns or external ulcers. KEEP CONTAINER
CLOSED. Do not get solution in eyes, on skin, or on clothing;
and do not breath dust or mist from the solution. In case of
contact, immediately flushskin or eyes with water for 15 minutes
and seek medical attention immediately after flushing.

6.5

Calibration and Standardization

Sodium Thiosulfate .-Powdered Na2SzO3.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.2 Specific precautions with reagents are emphasized
in notes 1 and 2 of section 6.

12.

Temperature Adjustment

12.1 When samples above ambient temperature are
taken, use cooling coils to adjust sample to about the
ambient temperature. Some tests require adjustment to
other than ambient temperature, and this adjustment
should be carried out when indicated.

3 "Reagent Chemicals, American Chemical Society Specifications," Am.
Chemical Sot., Washington, DC. For suggestions on testing reagents not
listed by the American Chemical Society, see References [1,2], section
37.
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13.

Particulate Matter

15.1.5 It is desirable to take a series of samples from
any source of water to determine whether differences in
composition are likely to exist before final selection of
sampling point.
15.2 Confined Flows:
15.2.1 Select sampling points in pipelines, conduits,
tanks, vats, filters, zeolite and chemical water softeners,
deionizing processes, surface condensers, evaporators, or
condensate return lines with regard to the piping and
configuration of individual piece of equipment containing
water to be tested. Alsoconsider the character and changes
occurring between inlet and outlet water, and rate of passage
through equipment. Ensure that a representative sample
is obtained by allowing mixing to take plfice.
15.2.2 A suitable sampling site may be available in
piping immediately downstream from a valve or fitting
causing turbulent flow. In this case, sampling line shohld
be flush with interior pipe wall. If adequate turbulence
is not available, project sampling line to a distance inside
the pipe that will prevent surface sampling. This distance
should be 25 percent of pipe diameter to a maximum of
4 inches (102 mm).
15.2.3 When water to be sampled is confined at low
or subatmospheric pressure, provide special means to
extract sample. A basic arrangement, when physical
conditions permit, is the installation of a barometric leg.
Equipment for removal of a sample from a line or system
operating under vacuum consists of a small positivedisplacement pump arranged to discharge into sampling
container at atmospheric pressure. The pump should be
of such material and construction that sample will not
be contaminated. The sample container may also be located
between pump and sampling point. With this arrangement,
container must be valved off, equalized to atmospheric
pressure, and drained into another container.

13.1 Samples are usually taken without separation of
particulate matter. If constituents are present in colloidal
or flocculent suspension, take samples so that these
suspensions are present in representative proportions.
14.

Volume of Sample

14.1 Consult the specific method of analysis for any
given constituent to determine volume of sample required.
Frequently, the required volume will vary with concentration level of any given constituent.
14.2 The minimum volume collected should be three
to four times the amount determined in section 14.1.
14.3 When sampling highly radioactive water, smaller
sample sizes may be desirable to reduce the radiation hazard.
14.4 Some tests require analysis of the entire sample
and, for these tests, the volume needed determines the
volume collected.
15.

Point of Sampling

15.1 Open Bodies of Water:
15.1.1 Choose point of sampling with extreme care
so that a representative sample of the water to be tested
is obtained. Avoid surface scum.
15.1.2 Because of a wide variety of conditions found
in streams, lakes, reservoirs, and other bodies of water,
it is not possible to prescribe the exact point of sampling.
Where water in a stream is mixed so as to approach
uniformity, a sample taken at any point in the cross-section
is satisfactory. For large rivers or for streams not likely
to be uniformly mixed, more samples are desirable and
are usually taken at a number of points across entire width
and at several depths at each point. When boats are used
in sampling, take care to avoid collecting samples where
turbulence from oars or a propeller has disturbed
characteristics of water. Samples are usually taken at these
points and then combined to obtain an integrated sample.
Alternatively, test the single grab samples to determine
point of highest bacterial density.
15.1.3 Select location of sampling point with respect
to information desired and in conformity with local
conditions. Allow sufficient distance downstream, with
respect to streamflow at time of sampling, from a tributary
or source of pollution to permit thorough mixing. If this
is not possible, it is better to sample stream above tributary
or source of pollution and, in addition, sample tributary
or source of pollution. A distance of 1 to 3 miles (1.6
to 4.8 km) below the tributary is usually sufficient.
15.1.4 Collect samples at least 0.5 mile (0.8 km)
below dams or waterfalls to allow time for the escape of
entrained air. When lakes, reservoirs, or other bodies of
water are sampled, it is necessary to avoid nonrepresentative areas such as those created by inlet streams, more
stagnant areas, or abrupt changes in shorelines unless
determining the effect of such conditions is part of the
sampling program.

16.

Sample Containers

16.1 Sample containers shall be made of materials that
will not contaminate sample, and shall be cleaned
thoroughly before use to remove all extraneous surface
soil. Chemically-resistant glass and rigid and collapsible
plastic containers of polyethylene and polypropylene are
suitable. Polypropylene bottles are particularly suited for
microbiological samples because they are autoclavable.
Plastic containers are not suitable for samples collected
for organic analyses.
16.1.1 New, chemically-resistant glass containers
shall be conditioned by allowing them to stand full of water
for several days. Conditioning may be hastened by a
preliminary treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid
solution. Only polyethylene containers shall be used for
samples where small amounts of hardness, silica, sodium,
or potassium are to be determined.
16.1.2 The collection, storage, and subsequent
analytical determination in plastic containers will result
in erroneous pH values because of the permeability of
plastic to gases such as CO2 (carbon dioxide).
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or sulfur-free rubber tube extension of sample line, into
sampling bottle so that sample line touches the bottom.
Allow a volume of water equal to at least 10 times the
volume of sample container to flow into and overflow from
the container before sample is taken.

16.1.3 Closures for the sample containers shall be
glass stoppers that have been thoroughly washed, or plastic
or metal caps with suitable liners. Polytetrafluorethylene
(Teflon) or aluminum foil are suitable only as cap liners
for samples to be analyzed for organic constituents.
16.1.4 Wash sample containers with soap or
biodegradable detergent, if required. Clean with a hot
cleaning solution. Rinse bottles that have contained samples
with chromate or heavy metals with dilute HNO3 before
a final thorough rinsing with water. Dry by draining.
16.2 For most bacteriological samples, provide widemouth sample bottles of at least 10 fluid ounce (300 mL)
capacity; however, 4.2-fluid ounce (125-mL) bottles are the
most common size for collecting drinking water samples.
These bottles may be of borosilicate glass or other material
resistant to the solvent action of water. Metal or plastic,
wide-mouth, screw caps may be used on the sample bottles.
Bottles, caps, and their liners must be capable of
withstanding sterilization temperatures, must not produce
any compounds by volatilization during sterilizing, and
must not impart any toxic or bacteriostatic compounds
to water sample.
16.2.1 Dedicate appropriate sample bottles for
microbiological use. Wash bottles with a hot detergent
water and brush, and rinse well with type III reagent water.
Bottles for microbiological samples should not be routinely
cleaned with the dichromate solution. If a dichromate or
acid cleaning is necessary, rinse well and after final rinse,
check pH value to ensure that toxic acids or chromate
are not present.
16.2.2 Add Na2S2Oa in an amount sufficient to
provide a concentration of about 100 mg/L in sample if
samples to be taken contain residual chlorine.
16.2.3 Use glass-stoppered or screw-capped bottles
and place a strip of aluminum foil between stopper and
its seat. Stopper and cover bottle tops and necks with
aluminum foil dust covers to protect from contamination.
Loosen screw caps slightly to prevent possible rupture of
container during sterilization. Sterilize bottles in a hotair oven at a minimum of 338 °F (170 °C) for at least
1 hour, or autoclave at 250 °F (121 °C) for 15 minutes.
16.3 When organic constituents are to be determined,
refer to ASTM D 3694.
17.

NOFE 3.-If sample is to be tested for constituents that may
be absorbed on walls of sample container, do not rinse container
and do not allow container to overflow during sample collection.
Oil, grease, and polychlorinated biphenyls are typical constituents
in this category.
17.1.3.1 If a preservative or additive has been
added to sample container, allow sample to free fall into
container but do not allow container to overflow.
17.1.4 If contact with air would cause a change in
the concentration or in the characteristics of a constituent
to be determined, secure sample without contact with air
and completely fill container.
17.1.5 For sampling unconfined water at any specific
depth, such as in ponds, lagoons, or reservoirs, during which
contact with air or agitation of water would cause a change
in concentration or characteristics of a constituent to be
determined, use a sampling apparatus so constructed that
solution at depth to be sampled flows through a tube to
bottom of container, and that a volume of sample equal
to 4 to 10 times the volume of receiving container passes
through the container. Figure 1 shows three types of
sampling apparatus that will permit collection of sample
at desired depth, or collection of an integrated sample
containing water from all points in a vertical section.
17.1.6 When samples are to be shipped, do not
completely fill bottles to allow for expansion when bottles
are subjected to a change in temperature. An air space
i•iLessenger If Support line

/A•

v

(.Line
hook

ine
rip

hit Gas vacuum
i• I
pressure supply

opper
head

I I/Stainless steel
I•1 #
b°dy
Gas actuated
teflon piston

Sample Collection

17.1 Chemical and Physical Analyses:
17.1.1 When sampling streams under pressure,
regulate rate of flow in sample line to not less than 500
mL/min after initially flushing line at a rate sufficiently
high to remove all sediment and gas pockets. In special
cases where dissolved gases are caused to be released from
solution by a drop in pressure, please note such on bottle
label.
17.1.2 Allow sampling stream to flow until in-line
measurements of pH, specific conductance, and temperature are constant before collecting representative samples.
17.1.3 When sampling water from cocks or valves,
insert the sample line, or a thoroughly washed glass tube

A/•

•Floot
ball

•-•/•:•.,,.f Dra i n
B/ •

•Screened intake

valve
•Teflon

•'C

drain
extension
Figure 1. - Sampling devices and recommended application: (A) Teflon
bailer (monitoring wells), (B) Kemmerer sampler (lakes), and (C)
syringe sampler (ground water).
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of about 10 percent usually is sufficient for this purpose;
however, this does not protect bottles from cracking or
breaking due to freezing. This precaution precludes
shipping samples for analysis of constituents as noted in
section 17.1.4.
17.1.6.1 An alternative method that provides
room for expansion and eliminates contact with air is to
use a flexible-plastic sample bottle. Fill bottle completely,
compress it to exclude about 10 percent of the contents,
and replace cap before pressure is released. However, plastic
containers are not suitable for samples for analysis of
organic constituents.
17.1.7 When sampling water that is above the
ambient temperature, cool water using a cooling coil prior
to sampling. Before taking sample, establish a continuous
flow of not less than 500 mL/min, and cooled to less than
98.6 °F (37.0 °C). If sample is to be collected for special
constituents, the sampling method for the specific test
should be used. Calculate recommended minimum purging
times for different sizes of sampling lines as follows:
D

t= (3-)

2

17.1.7.3 Because concentrations of constituents
vary at different water levels, or ratings, and are influenced
by amount of water, take all samples when water is at
normal operating level unless there is a specific reason
for sampling under other conditions. For comparative
testing under abnormal conditions, take samples at similar
water levels or ratings to avoid dilution or concentration
due to changes in amount of water in system.
17.2 Microbiological
Samples:
17.2.1 When taking a sample from a sample line
or tap, allow water to run for at least 5 minutes or long
enough to flush, with 6 to 10 times the line's volume,
the entire part of the system that has been stagnant for
2 hours or more.
17.2.2. Select a sterile sample bottle containing
Na2S203 if water being sampled contains residual chlorine,
has been chlorinated, or contains any free or combined
available oxidizing agent intended to sterilize the water.
If such sterilizing agents are not present, the thiosulfate
may be omitted. In cases where thiosulfate interferes with
subsequent examination, such as in the examination for
sulfate-reducing bacteria, omit using thiosulfate in sample
bottle even if sterilizing agents are present. In this case,
if such sterilizing agents are present, examination must
be performed as soon as possible.
17.2.3 Remove stopper from sample bottle by
grasping the dust cover of the stopper so as not to
contaminate stopper by touching it; do not lay it down.
Hold bottle at the bottom to avoid touching the neck. Do
not rinse bottle with sample. Quickly hold bottle under
flowing sample water until about three-fourths full to
permit mixing by shaking prior to testing. Replacestopper
and promptly crimp dust cover in place over neck of bottle.
Take care that stopper and bottle neck are not touched
during this operation and that no dust blows into bottle.
17.3 Sampling Radioactive Water:
17.3.1 Because of the potential hazards related to
working with water containing radioactive nuclides, special
handling of radioactive samples may be required.
Information on radiological hazards and recommendations
or;radiation protection have been published by the National
Committee on Radiation Protection [3,4] 4 Recommendations of the Federal Radiation Council on radiation
protection guides have been adopted by all Federal agencies
by executive order [5]. Existing standards for protection
against radiation are set forth in the Code of Federal
Regulations [4]. Special methods and precautionary
measures for handling radioactive samples are described
in the literature [6, 7].
17.3.2 When sampling process waters where
radioactivity levers may be high, such as nuclear reactor
cooling waters, follow applicable health-physics regulations. In such cases, the use of suitable protective clothing
may be required. Personnel-monitoring devices may be
necessary when external radiation levels present a potential
hazard. If level of radioactivity in sampling area is

(1)

where:
c = time in seconds, and
D = inside diameter of sampling line in inches
(millimeters).
Approximate purging times for sample lines up to
1 inch (25 ram) in diameter are shown in table 1.
17.1.7.1 Before taking sample, rinse sample
container at least three times by filling it to one-fourth
its capacity with water to be sampled, shaking, and then
emptying.
17.1.7.2 Collect water sample by upward displacement through a tube extending to bottom of container.
Allow container to overflow at least five times its volume,
and then close container with a stopper previously rinsed
with sample water. If analysis cannot be made immediately,
containers should be tightly stoppered to prevent
atmospheric contamination.
Table l. - Approximate purging times for sampling lines, l

Pipe size
inch
(mm)

1/8 (3.2)
1/4 (6.4)
3/8 (9.5)
1/2 (12.7)
3/4 (19.0)
1
(25.4)

Inside diameter
of pipe
inch
(mm)

0.269
0.364
0.493
0.622
0.824
1.049

(6.8)
(9.2)
(12.5)
(15.8)
(20.9)
(26.6)

Purging time
in seconds
per foot
(per meter)
of sampling
line
5
10
15
25
40
60

(16.4)
(32.8)
(49.2)
(82.0)
(131.2)
(196.9)

i These purging times provide three to four times the
sample line volume.

4 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References, section 37.
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19. Time Interval Between Collection and
Analysis of Samples

sufficiently high to introduce a radiation hazard, shielding for sample lines, coolers, and collection devices may
be required to minimize exposure. Exercise precautionary
measures to prevent contamination and spread of
radioactivity by spillage of samples or by leakage or
breakage of sampling lines, valves, or containers. In
addition, take precautions to prevent release of gaseous
or air-borne radioactive substances to minimize exposure
to personnel.
17.3.3 If sample containers are to be shipped, shield
and pack to comply with regulations for shipping
radioactive materials [8].
17.3.4 Procedures for collecting radioactive samples
should, in general, followthose described in section 17.1.
17.3.5 When water sampled is under pressure and
contains gaseous radioactive substances, the container used
should be designed to prevent any disproportionate loss
of gases during sampling.
17.3.6 Employ suitable measures to minimize
adsorptive losses of radioactivity if this has not already
been accomplished during preparation of sample container.
When sampling streams or other natural waters, easily
adsorbable materials may already be on surfaces of whatever
particulate matter is present. In such cases, treatment to
prevent adsorption may result in the undesirable transfer
of radionuclides from the suspended to dissolved phase.
18.

19.1 In general, allow as short a time as possible
between collection of a sample and its analysis. Under some
conditions, analysis in the field is necessary to secure reliable
results. The actual time interval that may be allowed
between the collection and analysis of a sample varies with
the type of examination to be conducted, character of
sample, and the time interval allowable for applying
corrective treatment. Specify the time interval between
collection and analysis of a sample on the examination
report.
19.2 Make the determination of dissolved gases, such
as oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide, at the
source except when such constituents may be fixed and
determined later as specified in the specific test methods.
19.3 When sampling for radioactivity determinations,
note the exact time of sample collection. If short-lived
activity is of interest, analysis should be made as soon
as practical to minimize loss of activity by radioactive decay.
If only long-lived activity is of interest, measurement of
radioactivity can often be simplified by allowing sufficient
time before analysis for the decay of the short-lived
radionuclides.
20.

Preservation of Samples

Labeling and Transportation of Samples

20.1 Provide space for the followinginformation on
an etched area of the sample bottle, a gummed label, or
a cardboard or linen tag securely affixed to container:

18.1 Add chemical preservatives to samples that are
to be used for chemical or physical examination only as
specified in specific test methods. Quick freezing has been
found to be beneficial in preserving some organic
constituents. Note any preservatives added to sample on
bottle label.
18.2 Refrigerate or ice samples collected for biological
examination immediately after collection. Hold or transport
samples at a temperature of not more than 39.2 o F (4.0 o C).
18.2.1 Do not hold samples for microbiological
analyses for more than 6 hours from time of collection
to analysis. Consider performing a field examination if
this time limit cannot be met.
18.2.2 Analyze drinking water samples on the same
day they are delivered to laboratory. A specific exception
is made for samples mailed or sent by public transportation
to control laboratories. These samples are permitted to
be held up to 30 hours.
18.2.3 If the conditions in sections 18.2.1 and 18.2.2
cannot be met, note the actual conditions on the
examination report.
18.3 Chemical treatment of radioactive samples to
prevent biological or algal growth is not recommended
and should be avoided unless essential. When necessary,
select reagents used to avoid chemical interaction with
radioactive species in sample.
18.4 Chemical treatment to retain radioactive species
in solution may be used but care is needed in treatment
selection, see section 7 of ASTM D 3648.

• Sample number.
• Date and time of sampling.
• Source of sample.
• Point of sampling (designated in sufficient detail
to enable anyone to collect a second sample from
identical spot that first sample was taken).
• Temperature and rate of flow of fluid in equipment
from which sample was taken.
• Temperature of sample.
• Type and quantity of preservative added.
• Results of field tests made on sample.
• Signature of sampler.
20.1.1 Figure 2 shows a suggested data form.
20.2 Fix stoppers closing the sample containers in place
by wire, tape, or cord to prevent leakage in transit. Sample
container shall be of such size that when filled with desired
amount of sample, a space approximately equivalent to
10 percent of volumetric capacity of container will be
available for expansion of the liquid. Exceptions to this
are for those constituents noted in section 17.1.4, in which
case the method of section 17.1.6.1 may be used.
20.3 The sample shipping container shall be a case
having a separate compartment for each sample. Line the
compartment around each sample with corrugated paper,
felt, or similar material; or hold sample in place with spring
clips, foamed plastic, or similar material. Use insulated
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24.1
25.

Scope

METHOD C -- CONTINUAL
26.

14
16
18
19
20
SAMPLING

Scope

26.1 This method is applicableto sampling water from
sources such as wells, rivers, streams, lakes, oceans,
reservoirs, pipelines and conduits, processing tanks and
vats, spray ponds, towers, filters, and steam generators
on a continual basis for chemical, physical, or radiological
analyses.

Sample Collection

22.1 Composite samples may be made by mutual
agreementof the interested parties by combining individual
grab samples taken at frequent intervals or by using
automatic samplers.
22.1.1 Refer to individual test methods for the effect
of time interval and temperature prior to analysis [6,7,9].
22.2 Indicate whether volume of sample is proportional
to rate of flow. At the end of a definite period, mix
composite sample thoroughly so that determinations on
a portion of the sample will represent the average for
the stable constituents. Variations of unstable constituents
may be determined by analysis on individual samples.
23.

Sample Handling

Volume of Sample
Sample Containers
Preservation of Samples
Time Interval Between Collection
and Analysis of Samples
Labeling and Transportation of
Samples

21.1 Composite sampling is applicable for subsequent
chemical and physical analyses; however, this method may
not be suitable for radiological examination, particularly
for short-lived radionuclides.
21.2 Composite samples are not suitable for bacteriological examination, for constituents noted in section
17.1.4, or for purgeable organics.
22.

See section 15.

25.1 For information on sample handling, refer to the
appropriate sections as follows:
Section

METHOD B-COMPOSITE SAMPLES
21.

Point of Sampling

24.

containers for quick-frozen samples, which are usually
shipped with solid carbon dioxide to maintain sample in
frozen condition.
20.4 Print addresses of shipper and receiver plainly
on outer container, or attach firmly thereon by cards or
labels. Attach warning and descriptive labels to outer
container, such as "Fragile," "Liquid," "Glass," "Handle
With Care," "This Side Up," etc., when applicable. In cold
weather, attach the label "Keep From Freezing" to outer
container, except for those samples which are intentionally
frozen.

27.

Apparatus

27.1 The apparatus for this method shall consist of
a delivery valve or pump, piping system, flow regulation
system, and a waste disposal system.
28.

Frequency and Duration of Sampling

28.1 Sampling is essentially on a continuous basis;
however, intermittent sampling is possible using sample
bypass equipment, although this is seldom used except in
measuring variables with a time relationship, such as rate
of oxygen uptake. In these cases, deviations from this
method shall be handled under descriptions of the specific
measurement involved.

Frequency and Duration of Sampling

23.1 When sampling process waters, collect composite
samples in at least one 24-hour period. If process is cyclic
in nature, collect samples during at least one complete
process cycle, and identify in accordancewith section 20.1.
Collect increments for composite samples at regular
intervals from 15 to 60 minutes, and in proportion to
rate of flow of water. This may be conveniently done by
taking a simple multiple in milliliters per minute, gallons
per minute, or other unit of flow. Choose a suitable factor
to give the proper volume (about 1 gallon or 4 liters)
for the composite sample.
23.2 When samples are taken from a stream, composite
samples for analysis normally consist of equal quantities
of daily samples for a suitable number of consecutive days,
7 days for example.

29.

Single Sample From Multipoint Sampling

29.1 When simultaneous samples from several
locations are required, water is drawn continually from
each individual source proportionate to flow and mixed
into a single sample.
30.

Particulate Matter

30.1 The size, quantity, and, in some cases, type of
particulate matter often accounts for one or more of the
variables to be measured and, in other cases, introduces
errors in the analysis if they are disturbed. The water
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34.

delivery system shall flow fast enough to keep heavier
particles in suspension, and the system volume shall be
large enough to prevent undesirable filter action through
restrictions.
30.2 The sampling system should be sized to maintain
a Reynolds number of about 4000 to assure turbulent flow.
31.

34.1 This procedure requires no specific worksheet for
calculations. The Bureau's chemistry laboratory in Denver
uses a computer program that calculates the test data,
performs an error analysis on the results, and then prints
out a final report. This program can be used by project
offices if the project laboratory has access to a HewlettPackard HP-86.
34.2 Figures 3 and 4 consist of two computer printouts. Figure 3 provides backup information in the form
of raw data, and figure 4 provides a record of the percent
of error in the tests performed.

Point of Sampling

31.1 Selection of sampling points should conform to
the applicable paragraphs of section 15.
32.

Taking the Sample

35.

32.1 Because pumps employing suction principles
disturb the gas-liquid balance, use a submersible-type pump
for pumping samples from open bodies of water whenever
measurements to be made concern dissolved gases, such
as oxygen or carbon dioxide. Pumps, screens, valves, and
piping must be selected of corrosion-resistant material to
prevent sample from being contaminated by corrosion
products and to prevent undue maintenance.
32.2 The debris screens used around the pump intake
shall be of sufficient size to preclude a significant pressure
drop developing across screens in the event of partial
clogging.
32.3 Manufacturers of continual analyzers and
samplers will generally specify minimum volume and
pressure requirements for proper operation. Sample pump
selection must be based on these minimums and on the
configuration of the piping.
32.4 The piping system between pump and sample
container shall be designed such that pump is operating
against lowest practical head.
32.5 Piping system shall be constructed with a
continual rise in elevation from pump to point of delivery
without reverse bends where sediment and algae could
accumulate. To prevent freezing in outdoor installations,
remove check valve from pump so that piping will drain
in event of power failure.
33. Time Interval
Analysis of Sample

Between

Collection

Calculations

Report

35.1 This procedure requires no specific reporting
form. Figures 5, 6, and 7 consist of three computer printouts for reference in reporting the results of the various
tests. Figure 5 is a printout of sample background data,
figure 6 shows the results of the individual tests performed,
and figure 7 is a printout of the stiff diagram (note 4).
NOTE 4.-The stiff diagram has no specific significance other
than as a check on at least two of the compounds shown on
figure 6.
36.

Precision and Bias

36.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
37.
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Feature

Checked by

Date

Depth,.f'gfAgApT,A to •'•o
SAMPLING OF WATER

ID
No.

Time

Site
ID
No.
Loc.*

Depth
sampled
ft
m

Results of any field tests performed: .4/'•

Tests
desired**
WQ
TMt TMu

Temp. of
source
OF
°C

Rate of
flow
ft/s m/s

Temp. of
sam •le
oF
oC

Preservative
added
Type Quantity

7"•',wa¢ ,J•w'.•,•'•,•,•.•'•

* Location: Point of sampling (designated in sufficient detail so that a second sample could be collected, if necessary, from
identical point of first sample): #•,,o •'.,€ d•'•" ,$'• •" ('.,'• a*€'•/." #.'** ,. ,, / .•r• •',= ,'/.'ca".•.' •*• )
**WQ = Water quality (untreated); includes pH, conductivity, suspended solids, dissolved solids at 221 °F (105 °C), sum
of cations and anions, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, carbonate, bicarbonate, sulfate, and chloride; 1.06 quarts (1 L)
required.
TMf = Trace metals, filtered (dissolved), 0.5 mL of HNOs added; 0.5 quart (500 mL) required.
TM• = Trace metals, unfiltered (total metals), 0.5 mL of HNOa added; 0.5 quart (500 mL) required.
Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form.
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TSS

DATA:

arrap

SEQUENCE

Tss(*)

SAMPLE

I

W

E-9071

RESISTIVITY AND
SEQUENCE
I

1015.00

19.3614

pH DATA:

E-9071

1825.00

TDS

DATA:

WT

TARE

WT

19.3408

array Ecph(*)

RESISTIVITY

RESISTIVITY:

1

GROSS

SAMPLE #

KCI

SEQUENCE

ALIQUOT

pH
7.60

700

arrap Tds(*)
SAMPLE #

ALIQUOT

E-9071

49.76

GROSS WT

TflRE WT

48.0446

48.0270

Ca AND Mg DATA:
SEQ.

#

I

SAMPLE

Ca mg/L

E-9071

87.30

Mg mg/L
11.38

SODIUM AND POTASSIUM DATA:
SEQ.

#

1

SAMPLE

Ha mg/L

E-9071

9.18

K mg/L
1.22

CARBONATE/BICARBONATE DATA: arrav Hco3(*>
SEQ.

#

1

SAMPLE

ALIQ.

E-9071

27.03

H2S04 tIORMALITY:

ml•

1

#

SAMPLE
E-9071

AgH03 NORMALITY:

ml•

0.00

4.5

3.55

.0205

SULFATE AND CHLORIDE DATA:
SEQ.

8.3

Cl

arrav•

ALIQ

l)IC

24.16

1

ml

So4(*)
AgN03

•nd

C1(*)

S04 ALIQ

DIL

166.65

I

0.04

.0497
Figure 3. - Sample of raw data.
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ION
Project .....................
Sampling date ...............

BALANCE

ERROR

LISTING

Dallas Creek
8/14/85

SRMPLE

ERROR PERCENT

E-9071

-0.07

Figure 4. - Percent of error for tests performed.

USBR CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
ENGINEERING AND RESERRCH CENTER
PO BOX 25007/MAIL CODE D-1523
DENVER, COLORADO 80225
FTS-776-6201/303-236-6201
1/15/86

********************* WATER

QUALITY SRMPLE

Project .........................
Sampling date ...................
Humber o? samples ...............
Chemistry
lab numbers ...........
Analyst .........................
Stored under ?iIe name ..........
SAMPLE

1

E-9071

St a.

IDENTIFICATION

Dallas Creek
8/14/85
1
E- 9071 to 9071
R.S./B.F.
UC9021

#3 Dallas

Cr.

@ Old Gage

Figure 5. - Sample background data•
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REPORT

USBR CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
OF MAJOR CATION AND ANION ANALYSES
1/15/86

PROJECT ................................ Dallas Creek
SAMPLING DATE .......................... 8/14/85

E-

9071

Sta.

#3 Dallas

Cr.

@ Old Gage Site

pH .................................................
Conductivity
.......................................
Suspended solids ...................................
Dissolved solids-105C ..............................
Sum oF cations+anions ..............................

7.60E+00
5.42E+02
2.03E+01
3.54E+02
4.19E+02

microsiemens @ 25
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Calcium .................. 4.36E+00
Magnesium ................ 9.30E-01
Sodium .................... 3.99E-01
Potassium ................ 3.12E-02
Carbonate ................ 0.00E+00
Bicarbonate .............. 2.69E+00
SulFate .................. 3.03E+00
Chloride ................. 0.00E+00

8 .73E+01
1 .13E+01
9 .18E+00
1 .22E+00
0 .00E+00
I .64E+02
I .45E+02
0 .00E+00

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

meq/L
meq/L
meq/L
meq/L
meq/L
meq/L
meq/L
meq/L

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........

Figure 6. - Results of individual tests.
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.J
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i

O0

,

E-9071
8-14-85
EC = 542/J.S
TDS =554 mg/L
TSS= 20mg/L
Sum = 419mg/L

SO 4

STATION

NO.5- DALLAS

CREEK

AT

Figure 7. - Stiff diagram.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 3105-92

HYDROGEN ION ACTIVITY (pH) OF WATER
AND WATER-BASED FLUIDS
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 3105; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: D 1293-78.

1.

Dl129 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Water s
Dl193 Standard Specification for Reagent Water s
D1293 Standard Test Methods for pH of Waters
E 380 Standard for Metric Practice3

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
determining the hydrogen ion activity (pH) of water and
water-based fluids by electrometric measurement using the
glass electrode as the sensor (note 1). Two methods are
included in this designation: (1) Method A-Precise
Laboratory Measurement, covered in sections 9 through
17, and (2) Method B-Routine or Continuous Measurement, covered in sections 18 through 27. Method A covers
the precise measurement of pH in water using at least
two of seven standard reference buffer solutions for
equipment standardization, and also covers the measurement of pH in water-based fluids, such as slurry trench
testing. Method B covers the routine measurement of pH
in water and is especially useful for continuous monitoring.

3.

3.1 The pH meter and associated electrodes are
standardized against two reference buffer solutions which
are closest to the anticipated sample pH. The sample
measurement is made under strictly controlled conditions
and prescribed techniques.

4.

NOTE 1.-The pH can be measured either colorimetrically or
electrometrically. The colorimetric method is less expensive but
suffers from interferences due to color, turbidity, salinity, colloidal
matter, and various oxidants and reductants. The indicators are
subject to deterioration as are the color standards with which
they are compared. Also, no single indicator encompasses the
pH range of interest in waters and wastewaters. In poorly buffered
liquids, the indicators themselves may alter the pH of the sample
unless preadjusted to nearly the same pH as the sample. For
these reasons, the colorimetric method is suitable only for rough
estimation and is not described in this procedure. For details
on the colorimetric method, see references [1,2,3]. l
Although the hydrogen electrode is recognized as the primary
standard, the glass electrode is less subject to interferences and
is used in combination with a calomel reference electrode. The
glass reference electrode pair producesa change of 59.1 mV per
pH unit at 77 °F (25 °C).

2.

Summary of Procedure

Significance and Use

4.1 The pH determination of water is a relatively
reliable indication of its acidic or alkaline tendency, it is
not a measure of the quantity of acidity or alkalinity in
a water sample (refer to ASTM D 1067, app. X1). A pH
value less than 7.0 shows a tendency toward acidity while
a value greater than 7.0 shows a tendency toward alkalinity.
Most natural waters range between 6.0 and 9.0, but there
are notable exceptions such as mine drainage water and
unbuffered rainwater. The pH measurement is an
important consideration in determining the corrosive
action of water and assessingwater treatment practices
for industrial processes.

5.

Terminology

5.1 The term "pH" in this procedure is defined in
accordance with ASTM D 1129 as follows: pH is the
negative logarithm to the base 10 of the conventional
hydrogen ion activity. The pH of an aqueous solution is
derived from the electromotive force Eof the cell:

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedure:
3100 Sampling of Water
2.2 ASTM Standards:
D 1067 Standard Test Methods for Acidity or Alkalinity
of Water s

glass electrode I solution II reference electrode

I Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References, section 28.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStand#rcts,
vol. 11.01.

3 AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vol. 14.02
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where double vertical lines represent a liquid junction when
electrodes are immersed in the solution in the diagrammed
position, and the electromotive force E8 obtained when
electrodes are immersed in a reference buffer solution. For
use in the operational definition given below, the sign
of the measured potential difference indicated by many
pH meters must be reversed because the electrode
configuration used with these meters is:

of the metric system including units,
conversion factors, see ASTM E 380.
6.

With assigned pH of reference buffer designated as pHs,
and E and E. expressed in volts:
pH• +

(E-E.)F
2.3026
RT

(1)

where:
F = Faraday constant
R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature, 5/9 (°F + 459.67) or °C
+ 273.15
Values of the factor F/(2.3026 RT) at different
temperatures are given in table 1. See section Xl.1 of
appendix X1 for additional comment on the definition
of pH.

32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95
104
113
122
131
140
149
158
167
176
185
194
203

(0)
(5)
(10)
(15)
(20)
(25)
(30)
(35)
(40)
(45)
(50)
(55)
(60)
(65)
(70)
(75)
(80)
(85)
(90)
(95)

Purity of Reagents

7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all of the safety problems associated with its
use. It is the responsibility of the user to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices, and to
determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior
to use.

Table 1. - Values of factor in equation (1) at different
temperatures.1
Temperature
°F
(°C)

and

6.1 Reagent grade chemicals shall be used in all tests,
except as specifically noted for preparation of reference
buffer solutions. Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended
that all reagents shall conform to the specifications of the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the American
Chemical Society, where such specifications are available
[4]. For suggestions on testing of reagents not listed in
[4], see [5,6]. Other grades may be used, provided it is
ascertained that reagent is of sufficiently high purity to
permit its use without lessening accuracy of determination.
6.2 Unless otherwise indicated, references to water
shall be understood to mean reagent water conforming
to ASTM D 1193, Type I. The water used for reference
buffer solutions shall be prepared as specified for each
standard buffer solution. Precautions shall be taken to
prevent contamination of water with traces of material
used for protection against carbon dioxide. The pH of the
carbon dioxide-free water shall be between 6.5 and 7.5
at 77 °F (25 °C).

reference electrode [[ solution ]glass electrode

pH =

symbols,

F
2.3026 RT, v°lts-1
18.4512
18.1195
17.7996
17.4907
17.1924
16.9041
16.6253
16.3555
16.0944
15.8414
15.5963
15.3587
15.1282
14.9045
14.6873
14.4764
14.2714
14.0722
13.8784
13.6899

8.

Sampling
8.1

Collect sample in accordance with USBR 3100.

METHOD A-PRECISE LABORATORY
MEASUREMENT OF pH
9.

Application

9.1 Method A covers the precise measurement of pH
in water under strictly controlled laboratory conditions.
10.

Interferences

10.1 The glass electrode reliably measures pH in nearly
all aqueous solutions and is not usually subject to solution
interference from color, turbidity, colloidal matter, oxidants,
or reductants.
10.2 The true pH of an aqueous solution or extract
is affectedby temperature. The electromotive force between
the glass and reference electrode is a function of
temperature as well as pH. The temperature effect can
be compensated for automatically in many instruments,
or can be manually compensated for in most other

Values were calculated using a precise value of
logarithmic conversion factor (2.302585) and values
of the fundamental constants:
F = 96 487.0 C/eq
R = 8.31433J/(K.mol)
T = 5/9 (°F + 459.67) or °C + 273.15
5.2 For definitions of other terms used in this
procedure, refer to ASTM D 1129. For an explanation "
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Measurementsat pH values greater than 10.0 shall be made
with a high-alkalinity type electrode to lessen the possibility
of sodium ion errors. Proper care of the electrode is essential
when not in use (note 2).

instruments. The temperature compensation corrects for
the effect of water temperature on the instrument, including
electrodes, but does not correct for temperature effects on
chemical system being monitored. The compensation also
does not adjustthe measured pH to a common temperature;
therefore, the temperature should be reported for each
pH measurement. Temperature effects are discussed further
in section X1.2 of appendix X1.
10.3 The pH response of most glass electrodes is
imperfect at both ends of the pH scale. The indicated pH
value of highly alkaline solutions, as measured with the
glass electrode, will be too low. This interference can be
minimized by selection of the proper glass electrode for
measurements in highly alkaline solutions.
10.4 The indicated pH value of strong aqueous
solutions of salts and strong acids having a pH less than
1, will often be higher than the true pH value. This is
termed negative error, and the pH indicated is somewhat
greater than the true pH.
10.5 A few substances sometimes dispersed in water
appear to poison the glass electrode. A discussion on this
subject is given in section Xl.4 of appendix Xl.
11.

NOTE 2.-New glass electrodes and those that have been stored
dry shall be conditioned and maintained as recommended by
manufacturer. It is necessary to keep immersible ends of electrodes
in water between measurements. For prolonged storage, glass
electrodes may be allowed to become dry, but the junction and
filling openings of reference electrodes should be capped to
decrease evaporation. Ideally, glass electrodes should be stored
as recommended by manufacturer, and reference electrodes should
be stored in a saturated potassium chloride solution.
11.3 Reference Electrode.-A calomel, silver-silver
chloride or other reference electrode of constant potential
shall be used. There are two basic types of reference
electrodes, the flowingand nonflowing liquid junction-type
electrodes. The flowing,liquid junction-typeunit shall be
used for Method A determinations; this unit ensures that
a fresh liquid junctionis formed for each measurement.
The internal elements of the reference and glass electrodes
should be matched. If a saturated calomel electrode is used,
some potassium chloride crystals shall be contained in the
saturated potassium chloride solution. If the reference
electrode is of the flowing junction type, design of the
electrode shall permit a fresh liquid junctionto be formed
between the solution of potassium chloride and the buffer
standard or tested water for each measurement, and shall
allow traces of the solution to be washed fromouter surfaces
of electrodes. To ensure the desired slow outward flow
of reference electrode solution, solution pressure inside the
liquid junction should be kept somewhat in excess of that
outside the junction. In nonpressurized applications, this

Apparatus

11.1 Laboratory pH Meter.-Table 2 shows the most
important characteristics of four typical pH meters
commercially available. Each type of meter, with its
associated glass and reference electrodes, is permissible.
The choice depends on desired precisionof measurement.
11.2 Glass Electrode.-The pH response of the glass
electrode shall conform to requirements of sections 13.1
through 13.5. If glass electrode is used outside electrode
compartment of meter, the lead wire shall be shielded.

Table 2. - Laboratory pH meters.
Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

Range:
Normal
Expanded

0-14
-

0-14
2 pH units

0-14
1.4 pH units

0-14.000
-

Scale division

0.1

0.01

0.01

0.001 digital

Accuracy

+0.05

+0.01

+0.007

-t-0.002

Repeatability

+0.02

+0.005

+0.002

+0.002

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

32-212
0-100

32-212
0-100

32-212
0-100

32-212
0-100

3.6
2

3.6
2

3.6
2

3.6
2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Temperature compensation:
Manual or automatic
Range:
°F
°C
Smallest graduation:
°F
°C
Slope compensator

-
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requirement can be met by maintaining the inside solution
level higher than the outside water level. If the reference
electrode is of the nonflowing junction type, these outward
flow and pressurization considerations do not apply. The
reference electrode and junction shall perform satisfactorily
as required in the standardizing procedure described in
sections 13.1 through 13.5. Proper care of the reference
electrode is essential when it is not in use. Further discussion
on reference electrodes is given in section X1.3 of appendix
X1.
11.4 Temperature Compensator.-The thermocompensator is a temperature-sensitive resistance element
immersed in the water sample with the electrodes. The
thermocompensator automatically corrects for change of
slope of glass electrode (with cfiange of temperature), but
does not correct for actual changes in the pH of the water
sample with temperature. The automatic thermocompensator is not required if the water temperature is essentially
constant and the analyst chooses to use the manual
temperature compensation feature of the pH meter.
11.5 Stirrer and Stir Bar.-The stirrer shall be a small
laboratory-type mechanical stirrer having a glass agitator,
or with a magnetic stirring unit having an inert plasticcoated impeller. The stir bar may come in different sizes.
12.

solutions with a pH less than 9.5 in bottles of chemically
resistant glass. Keep calcium hydroxide solutions in plastic
bottles that are nonporous to air (if obtainable). Keep all
reference buffer solutions well stoppered and replace them
at a shelf age of 3 months, or sooner if a visible change
is observed.
12.1.1 Borax Reference Buffer Solution.-This
solution has a pH8 of 9.18 at 77 °F (25 °C), and is prepared
by dissolving 3.80 grams of sodium tetraborate decahydrate,
Na2B4OT"10H20, in water and diluting to 1 liter.
12.1.2 Calcium HydroxideReference Buffer Solution.-Thissolution has a pH, of 12.45 at 77 °F (25 °C),
and is prepared with pure calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2,
from well-washed calcium carbonate, CaCOs, of low-alkali
grade by slowly heating carbonate in a platinum dish at
1832 °F (1000 °C) and calcining for at least 45 minutes
at that temperature. After cooling, stir the calcined product
slowly into water, heat resultant suspension to boiling,
cool, and then filter through a funnel having a frittedglass disk of medium porosity. Collect the solid from filter,
dry in an oven at 230 °F (110 °C), and then crush to
a uniform and fine granular state. Vigorously shake a
considerable excess (about 3 g/L) of the fine granular
product with water at 77 °F (25 °C) in a stoppered plastic
bottle that is essentially nonporous to gases. Allow gross
excess of solid to settle, and then filter the solution with
suction through a fritted-glassfunnel of medium porosity.
The filtrate is the reference buffer solution. Contamination
of the solution with atmospheric carbon dioxide renders
it turbid and indicates need for replacement.
12.1.3 Phosphate Reference Buffer Solution.-This
solution has a pH• of 6.86 at 77 o F (25 o C), and is prepared

Reagents

12.1 Reference Buffer Solucion.-The pH values of the
reference buffer solutions measured at several temperatures
are listed in table 3. Table 4 identifies each buffer salt
by its NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) number and provides a recommended drying
procedure prior to use. Keep the five reference buffer

'Table 3. - Reference buffer solutions (pH8 values)1.
Solution
Temperature
°F
(oc)
32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95
104
113
122
131
140
158
176
194
203

(0)
(5)
(10)
(15)
(20)
(25)
(30)
(35)
(40)
(45)
(50)
(55)
(60)
(70)
(80)
(90)
(95)

Tetroxalate

Tartrate

Phthalate

Phosphate

Borax

1.67
1.67
1.67
1.67
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.69
1.69
1.70
1.71
1.72
1.72
1.74
1.77
1.79
i.81

3.56
3.55
3.55
3.55
3.55
3.55
3.55
3.56
3.58
3.61
3.65
3.67

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04
4.06
4.07
4.09
4.12
4.16
4.19
4.21

6.98
6.95
6.92
6.90
6.88
6.86
6.85
6.84
6.84
6.83
6.83
6.83
6.84
6.85
6.86
6.88
6.89

9.46
9.39
9.33
9.28
9.23
9.18
9.14
9.11
9.07
9.04
9.02
8.99
8.96
8.92
8.89
8.85
8.83

For a discussionon how these values were assigned, see reference [7].
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Sodium
bicarbonatesodium
carbonate

Calcium
hydroxide

10.32
10.25
10.18
10.12
10.06
10.01
9.97
9.93
9.89
9.86
9.83
-

13.42
13.21
13.00
12.81
12.63
12.45
12.29
12.13
11.98
11.84
11.71
11.57
11.45
-
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Table 4. - National Institute of Standards and Technology materials for reference buffer solutions.
N1ST Standard
sample
designation
187-b
186-II-c
186-I-c
185-e
188
189
191
192

Buffer salO

Drying procedure

Borax (sodium tetraborate
decahydrate)
Disodium hydrogen phosphate
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
Potassium hydrogen phthalate
Potassium hydrogen tartrate
Potassium tetroxalate dihydrate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium carbonate

Drying not necessary (this salt
should be oven dried)
2 hours in an oven at 266 °F (130
2 hours in an oven at 266 °F (130
2 hours in an oven at 230 °F (110
Drying not necessary
Should not be dried
Should not be dried
2 hours in an oven at 527 °F (275

°C)
°C)
°C)

°C)

i The buffer salts listed can be purchased from Office of Standard Reference Materials,National Institute
of Standards and Technology, Washington, DC 20234.
13.

by dissolving 3.39 grams of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate, KH2PO4, and 3.53 grams of anhydrous disodium
hydrogen phosphate, Na2HPO4, in water and diluting to
1 liter.
12.1.4 Phthalate Reference Buffer Solution.-This
solution has a pHs of 4.00 at 77 °F (25 °C), and is prepared
by dissolving 10.12 grams of potassium hydrogen phthalate,
KHCsH404, in water and diluting to 1 liter.
12.1.5 Tartrate Reference Buffer Solution.-This
solution has a pHs of 3.56 at 77 °F (25 °C), and is prepared
by shaking vigorously an excess (about 75 g/L) of potassium
hydrogen tartrate, KHC4H406, with 100 to 300 mL of water
at 77 °F in a glass-stoppered bottle. Filter, if necessary,
to remove suspended salt, and then add a crystal of thymol
(about 0.1 g) as a preservative.
12.1.6 Tetroxalate Reference Buffer Solution.-This
solution has a pHs of 1.68 at 77 °F (25 °C), and is prepared
by dissolving 12.61 grams of potassium tetroxalate
dihydrate, KHC204"H2C204"2H20, in water and diluting
to 1 liter.
12.1.7 Sodium Bicarbonate-Sodium Carbonate
ReferenceBuffer Solution.-This solution has a pHsof 10.01
at 77 °F (25 °C), and is prepared by dissolving 2.092 grams
of sodium bicarbonate, NaHCOs, and 2.640 grams of
sodium carbonate, Na2COs, in water and diluting to 1 liter.
12.2 Other Buffer Solutions.-A buffer solution of
composition identical to one of the previously mentioned
solutions, but of a buffer material or solution source other
than that specified, may be used as a working standard
in this method provided that such a solution is firstchecked
against the corresponding reference buffer solution, using
procedures of this method, and is found to differ by not
more than 0.02 pH unit.
12.3 Commercial Buffer Solutions.-Commercially
available prepared buffer solutions should be adequate for
the standardization in Method A. These solutions usually
have pH values near 4, 7, and 10; the exact pH and working
temperature to be provided by the distributor. The pH
buffer is susceptible to contamination from atmospheric
carbon dioxide, and frequentlyused or partially filledbottles
are particularly vulnerable to this contamination.

Standardization of Assembly

13.1 For standardization of the assembly, first turn on
analyzer and allow for thorough warm up. Then, bring
assembly into electrical balance in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions. Wash glass and reference
electrodes and sample cup with three changes of water
or by using a flowing stream from a wash bottle. Form
a fresh liquid junction if a sleeve-type reference junction
is used. Note temperature of water to be tested. If
temperature compensation is to be manual, adjust
temperature dial of meter to correspond to temperature
of water to be tested and allow time for all buffers, solutions,
and electrodes to equilibrate thermally.
13.2 If anticipated pH of solution to be tested is less
than 10.0, select two reference buffer solutions with pH,
values that bracket the anticipated value, see table 3. Warm
or cool reference solutions as necessary to match within
3.6 °F (2 °C) the temperature of solution to be tested.
Fill sample cup with first reference buffer solution and
immerse electrodes. If pH meter is of the zero-null type,
set dial of meter to equal the pH• value of reference buffer
solution at temperature of buffer, as shown in table 3,
or as interpolated from table 3. Engage operating button
and rotate standardization knob or asymmetry potential
knob until meter is brought to balance. If pH meter is
of the direct-reading type, engage operating button, turn
range switch (if provided) to proper position, and rotate
asymmetry potential knob until reading corresponds to
temperature (corrected pH• value) of reference buffer
solution. Empty sample cup and repeat, using successive
portions of reference buffer solution. Repeat procedure
until two successive readings are obtained, without
adjusting the asymmetry potential knob, that do not differ
from pH• value of buffer solution by more than 0.02 pH
unit. If temperature of electrode differs appreciably from
that of solution to be tested, use several portions of solution
and immerse electrodes deeply to assure that both the
electrodes and the solution are at the desired temperature.
If a flowing-junction reference electrode is used, the level
of potassium chloride solution in reference electrode must
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always be kept higher than that of solution being measured.
To reduce effects of thermal lag, keep temperature of
electrodes, reference buffer solutions, and wash water as
close to that of water sample as possible.
13.3 Wash electrodes and sample cup three times with
water. Place second reference buffer solution in sample
cup, and measure pH• by reading dial or by adjustingbalance
point, depending on type of pH meter. Adjust slope control
until reading corresponds to the temperature corrected
value of second reference buffer solution. Do not change
setting of asymmetry knob in either case. Use additional
portions of second reference buffer solution, as before, until
two successive readings do not differ by more than 0.02
pH unit. The assembly shall be judged to be operating
satisfactorily if pH reading obtained from second reference
buffer solution agrees with its assignedpHs value within
0.05 unit for Type I meters or within 0.03 for Type II,
III, or IV meters (table 2).
13.4 If anticipated pH of test solution is greater than
10.0, use the high-alkalinity type electrode and observe
manufacturer's instructions. Use sodium bicarbonate and
sodium carbonate reference buffer solution for initial
standardization
of assembly. If temperature of
measurement is below 140 °F (60 °C), use calcium
hydroxide reference buffer solution as second standard.
Because the pHs of this second solution changes
significantly with temperature, note temperature of
solution to the nearest 1.8 °F (1 °C) and use this reading
to obtain applicable pH• by interpolation of data in table
3. Judge assembly to be operating satisfactorily if reading
obtained for second reference solution does not differ from
assigned pH• value by more than 0.1. If temperature of
measurement is above 140 o F (60 o C) and the pH is greater
than 10.0, standardize assembly with borax solution alone;
however, prior to doing so, ensure correct functioning of
high-alkalinity electrode with two more alkaline reference
solutions at some temperature below 140 °E
13.5 If only an occasional pH determination is made,
standardize assembly each time it is used. For a long series
of measurements, supplemental interim checks at regular
intervals are recommended. Since commercially available
pH assemblies exhibit different degrees of measurement
stability, conduct these checks at 30-minute intervals unless
it is ascertained that less frequent checking is satisfactory
to ensure performance requirements of sections 13.2 and
13.3. If assembly is in continuous use under flowing
conditions, standardize daily using two reference buffer
solutions to check proper functioning of electrodes. More
frequent checking may be required to ensure acceptable
performance.
14.

having a glass agitator, or with a magnetic stirring unit
having an inert plastic-covered impeller. If measurement
is made outside electrode compartment of pH meter, avoid
use of electric motors for operation of stirring equipment
that generate an electrical signal or heat the water sample
because of possible interference with pH measurement.
Operate stirrer during period of pH measurement at a
rate to prevent splashing and to avoid loss or gain of acid
or basic gases by interchange with the atmosphere. When
necessary, stir briskly enough to intermix the phases of
a nonhomogeneous water sample. Stop stirrer during
period of measurement if streaming potentials are noted.
Insert electrodes and determine a preliminary pH value.
Since this value may drift somewhat, it should be considered
an estimated value. Measure successive portions of water
sample until readings on two successive portions differ
by no more than 0.03 pH unit, and show drifts of less
than 0.02 unit in 1 minute. Two or three portions will
usually be sufficient if water is well buffered. Record pH
and temperature of sample.
14.2 Measure pH of slightly buffered waters (that are
in equilibrium with air) essentially as described in 14.1,
but measure pH of successive portions, with agitation, until
readings for two successive portions differ by no more
than 0.1 pH unit; six or more portions may be necessary
to accomplish this. Take special precautions if sample is
not in equilibrium with the carbon dioxide of the
atmosphere protecting the sample from exposure to the
air during measurement. Make measurements with
externally mounted electrodes in a wide-mouth flask that
has been flushed with carbon dioxide-flee air. Measurement
of unbuffered or slightly buffered samples is more reliably
made in flow-type cells as described in section 23.2. Section
X1.5.3 of appendix X1 describes additional precautions
that should be taken if electrical conductivity of sample
is less than about 13•zS/in (5•aS/cm).
15.

Calculation

15.1 Most pH meters are calibrated in pH units, and
the pH of the sample is obtained directly by reading meter
scale. See note 3 regarding the documentation of
calculations.
NOTE 3.-The Bureau's chemistry laboratory in Denver uses
a computer program that calculates the test data, performs an
error analysis on the results, and then prints out a final report.
The report includes a listing of sample descriptions and assigned
laboratory numbers, an error analysis, and a tabulated report of
test results including stiff diagrams. This program can be used
by project offices if project laboratory has access to a HewlettPackard HP-86 computer.

Procedure

16.

14.1 Standardize assembly with two reference buffer
solutions as described in sections 13.2 and 13.3, and then
wash electrodes with three changes of water or by using
a flowing stream from a wash bottle. Place water sample
in a clean glass beaker provided with a thermometer. Equip
beaker with a small laboratory-type mechanical stirrer

Report

16.1 Report temperature of measurement to the
nearest 1.8 °F (1 °C). Report pH of test solution to nearest
0.01 pH unit when pH measurement lies between 1.0 and
12.0; report to nearest 0.1 unit when measurement is less
than 1.0 or greater than 12.0. See note 3, and utilize the
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20.

computer printouts shown on figures 5 and 6 of USBR
3100.
17.

20.1

Precision and Bias

21.

17.1 Under the strict conditions set forth in this
method, the precision is 0.05 pH unit. To attain this
precision, the condition of the instrumentation and the
technique for standardization and operation is extremely
important. When the pH is less than 1.0 and greater than
12.0, the precision is 0.1 pH unit.
17.2 The bias for method A is not currently known.

Application

18.1 Method B is used for the routine measurement
of pH in the laboratory and the measurement of pH under
various process conditions.
19.

See section 10 and appendix section X1.4.

Apparatus

21.1 Laboratory pH Meter.-See section 11.1.
21.2 Glass Electrode.-See section 11.2.
21.3 Reference Blecrrode.-See section 11.3.
21.4 Temperature Compensator.-See section 11.4.
21.5 Stirrer and Stir Bar.-See section 11.5.
21.6 Process pH Measurement Instrumentation.Instruments used for process pH measurements are
generally more substantially built than those used for more
accurate measurements in the laboratory. The characteristics of three types of process pH analyzers are shown
in table 5. Each of these analyzers is satisfactory for process
pH measurements. The choice of analyzer is generally based
on how closely characteristics of analyzer match requirements of application. These requirements may include an
analyzer signal that can drive external devices, or provision
for pH measurement in one or more specific span ranges.
21.6.1 Electrode Chamber.-Forprocess pH measurements, electrodes and thermocompensator are mounted in
an electrode chamber. One style of chamber (flow-through
type) completely encloses electrodes, and sample is piped
to and from chamber in a flow-throughconfiguration.
Commercially available chambers generally can tolerate
temperatures as high as 212 °F (100 °C) over a pH range
from 0 to 14. Flow-through style chambers are available
for service to about 150 lbf/in2 (1034 kPa). Another style
of chamber (immersion type), suitable for measurement
in open streams or tanks, shields but does not completely
enclose electrodes. Immersion-style chambers are available
for use at depths to about 100 feet (30 m).

METHOD B-ROUTINE OR CONTINUOUS
MEASUREMENT OF pH
18.

Interference

Summary of Method

19.1 A direct standardization technique is employed
in this method for routine batch samples. Two buffers
are used to standardize the assembly under controlled
parameters; however, the conditions are somewhat less
restrictive than those in Method A. An indirect standardization procedure is used on flowing systems, where grab
samples are removed periodically to compare a monitored
pH value of the system with the reading on the laboratory
pH meter.

Table 5. - Remote measurement of pH.

Range:
Normal
Expanded
Signal to recorder
Accuracy

Temperature compensation:
Manual or automatic
Range:
°F
°C
Stability per
24-hour period

Type I

Type II

Type III

0-14
Any 2 pH or
wider units

0-14
Any 2, 4, 5, 7,
10, or 14 pH
units
To 50 mA

0-14
Any 2, 5, or 10
pH units

To 1000 mV
+0.02

+0.005 to 0.04,
dependent
upon span

Yes

Yes

32-212
0-100
0.005 pH unit
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32-212
0-100
0.005 pH unit

To 5000 mV, 4 to 20
or 10 to 50 mA
+0.02

Yes
32-212
0-100
±0.02 pH unit
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21.6.2 Signal Transmission.-The glass electrode is
a high-impedance device from which only an extremely
small current can be drawn. Shielded cable must be used
to connect electrode to pH analyzer. The signal can
frequentlybe transmitted up to about 1000 feet (305 m)
with no loss in accuracy if manufacturer's recommendations
are followedcarefully. The signal can usually be amplified
for transmission over even greater distances.
21.6.3 pH Meter Associated With Remote Measurement.-Usually a different style instrument is used to
indicate or display remote pH measurements. Table 5 shows
the characteristics of three types of suitable meters.
21.7 Tables 6 and 7 list various meters and electrodes.
22.

Reagents

22.1
23.

23.3 Indirect Standardization:
23.3.1 Indirect standardization is to be used when
it is not convenient or practical to remove electrodes from
flowing stream or container on which the pH is being
determined. Use of a laboratory pH meter or an additional
analyzer is required.
23.3.2 Standardize laboratory pH meter or additional
process analyzer as described in section 23.2.
23.3.3 Collect a grab sample of impounded or flowing
water, or the water diverted from process for pH
measurement, from immediate vicinity of electrodes if an
immersion style electrode chamber is to be used; or from
discharge if flow-throughstyle electrode chamber is to be
used. Measure pH of grab sample immediately using
standardized laboratory pH meter or additional process
analyzer. Adjust standardization control on process analyzer
until reading corresponds to pH of grab sample. Repeat
grab sampling, analyzing, and adjusting procedure until
two successive readings are obtained that differ by no more
than 0.05 pH unit or within an acceptable accuracy. This
indirect standardization method cannot be used when pH
of water being tested fluctuates by more than 0.05 pH
unit. The standardization must be accomplished in the
shortest possible time if pH is fluctuating.It is absolutely
essential that grab sample be representative of water in
contact with electrodes of analyzer being standardized. The
integrity of grab sample must be maintained until its pH
has been measured by standardized meter, and its
temperature must remain constant.
23.3.4 Indirect standardization is a one-point
calibration and does not establish proper response of
electrodes over a pH range.

See section 12.

Standardization

of Assembly

23.1 For standardization of the assembly,firstturn on
analyzer and allow for thorough warm up. Then, bring
assembly into electrical balance in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions. Wash electrodes, thermocompensator, and sample cup with three changes of water or
by using flowingstream from a wash bottle. Form a fresh
liquid junction if a sleeve reference electrode junction is
used. If manual temperature compensation is to be used,
note temperature of water sample and adjust temperature
dial of meter to correspond.
23.2 Direct Standardization:
23.2.1 Select two reference buffer solutions that have
a pHs value as close as possible to anticipated pH of water
sample, providing it is less than 10.0. Warm or cool
reference solution to within 3.6 °F (2 ° C) of temperature
of water sample. Fill sample cup with firstreference buffer
solution and immerse electrodes. Engage operating button,
turn range switch (if present) to proper position, and rotate
asymmetry potential knob until reading of dial corresponds
to known pHs of reference buffer solution. Repeat
procedure using successive portions of reference buffer
solution until two successive instrument readings are
obtained which do not differ from pH8 value of buffer
solution by more than 0.02 unit. It is important that this
final standardization be accomplished without changing
setting of asymmetry potential knob.
23.2.2 If anticipated pH of test solution is greater
than 10.0, use the high-alkalinity type of electrode and
observe manufacturer's instructions.
23.2.3 If only an occasional pH determination is
made, standardize assembly each time it is used. For a
long series of measurements, supplement initial and final
standardizations by interim checks at regular intervals.
Since commercially available pH assemblies exhibit
different degrees of measurement stability, conduct these
checks at 30-minute intervals unless it is ascertained that
less frequentchecking is satisfactory to ensure performance.
23.2.4 Repeat standardization using second buffer
solution.

24.

Procedure

24.1 Routine pH Determination of Batch Sample.Standardize assembly as described in section 23.2, and wash
electrodes with three changes of water or by using a flowing
stream from a wash bottle. Place water sample in a clean
glass beaker and determine temperature. Equip beaker with
a small laboratory-type mechanical stirrer having a glass
agitator or with a magnetic stirring unit having an inert,
plastic-coated impeller. Operate stirrer during period of
pH measurement at a rate to prevent splashing and to
avoid loss or gain of acid or basic gases by interchange
with the atmosphere. When necessary, stir briskly enough
to intermix phases of a nonhomogeneous water sample.
Insert electrodes and determine a preliminary pH value
(reading may drift). Measure successive portions of water
sample until readings on two successive portions differ
by no more than 0.05 unit. Two portions will usually be
sufficient if water is well buffered. Record pH and
temperature of sample.
24.2 Continuous Determination of pH.-Select electrodes and electrode chamber to suit physical and chemical
characteristics of process water. Locate a submersion style
electrode chamber so that fresh representative sampling
is provided continuously across electrodes. Agitation may
be required to improve homogeneity. Process pH
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27.

measurements generally have automatic temperature
compensation. The pH value is usually displayed
continuously and can be noted at any specific time. Record
successive pH values frequently to provide a permanent
record.
24.3 Continuous Determination ofpH ofHigh-Purity
Water.-The analyzer used to determine the pH of highpuritywater must have a high-impedancedifferentialinput
to minimizeenvironmentaleffects.Use a metallicelectrode
chamber to shield electrodes, and to electricallyisolate it
from all stray a-c fields. Pay particular attention to
grounding and the use of metallic connectors, as
recommended by equipment manufacturer.Place reference
electrode upstream of glass electrode to impart the small
amount of electrolyteessential to the sensing of the pH
of water sample. One successful flowpatternuses a bottom
inlet, a full chamber, and a top overflow;flow rate and
pressureare held constant;and dischargeis to atmospheric
pressure.Followmanufacturer's instructionsclosely.
25.

27.1 Because of the wide variability in measurement
conditionsand the changeable characterof the pH of many
process waters, precisionof this method is probablyless
than that of Method A; however, a precisionof 0.1 pH
unit shouldbe attainableunder controlled conditions.
27.2 The bias for methodB is not currently known.
28.
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Calculation

25.1 Most pH meters are calibrated in pH units, and
the pH of the sample is obtained directly by reading meter
scale. See note 3 regarding the documentation of
calculations.
26.

Precision and Bias

[5] Rosen, Joseph, ReagentChemicals andStandards, 3rd
ed., Van Nostrand Co. Inc., New York, NY, 1955.
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26.1 Report temperature of measurement to nearest
1.8 °F (1 °C). Report pH value to nearest 0.1 pH unit.
See note 3 regarding preparation of report.
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Table 6. - Varioustypes of pH meters. 1
Table of pH and Specific Ion Meters

Model

Readout
Meter
Display

Readin• Divisions
Normal
Expanded
pH
MV
pH
MV

Power
Battery
Line

Reproducibility
pH

VWR
Cat. No.

VWR Digital
Mini 55

Digital

0.1

X

X

±0.02

34100-630

VWR Digital
Mini 49

Digital

0.1

X

X

±0.05

34100-607

X

±0.05

34100-505

X

±0.01

34100-651

X

±0.07

34101-370

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.001

34101-086
34101-097
34101-100
34101-326
34101-348
34101-359
34101-439
34101-450

X
X

±0.1
±0.1

34101-701
52448-653

X

±0.1

34103-503

X

±0.01

34103-150

X
X

±0.05
±0.05
±0.05

34103-300
34103-558
34103-605

±0.02

34103-128

X
X
X
X
X

±0.01
±0.01
±0.01
±0.001
±0.001

34103-183
34103-219
34103-220
34103-230
34103-310

X

X

±0.004
±0.004

34104-153
34104-200

X
X
X

X

±0.025
±0.005
±0.005

34104-029
34104-040
34104-051

VWR Mini pH

X

VWR Phase IV
Beckman
Zeromatic'* IV

8 pp

0.1
Digital

0.01

Digital

0.03

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.2

Beckman

Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI
Model pHI

20
21
31
40
44
45
70
71

Monitor"II pH/mV
Monitor"II pH/mV 02/° C

X
X

0.05
0.05

Coming Model 3

2½"

0.2

Corning Model 4

2"

0.01

Corning
Model 5
Model 610
Model 620

51/2"

5½"
5W"

0.1
0.1
0.1

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

12

X

10
70

Corning Model 3D

Digital

0.01

Corning
Model 120
Model 140
Model 145
Model 150
Model 155

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001

1
1
1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

10
10

Orion
Model 399 A/F
Model 399 A/L
Orion
Model 201
Model 211
Model 231

18 cm
18 cm

Digital
Digital
Digital

0.01

X
X
X

0.05
0.005
0.01
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Table 6. - Various types of pH meters.*- (Continued)
Table of pH and Specific Ion Meters

Model

Readout
Meter
Display

Orion Model 301

Digital

Orion
Model 407 A/F
Model 407 A/L

18 cm
18 cm

Readin• Divisions
Normal
Expanded
pH
MV
pH
M'V
0.2

20
2O

0.1
0.1

10
10

0.02
0.02

Power
Battery
Line

X

Reproducibility
pH

VWR
Cat. No.

X

i-O.1

34104-109

X

x'-0.004
:L-0.004

34104-459
34104-506

Orion Model 501

Digital

0.01

1

X

+0.01

34104-222

Orion
Model 601A
Model 611A

Digital
Digital

0.01
0.01

1
1

X
X

:•0.01
+0.01

34104-266
34104-288

Orion Model 701A

Digital

0.01

1

X

:k-0.01

34104-313

Orion Model 811

Digital

0.001

X

+0.001

34104-299

Orion Model 901

Digital

0.001

X

+0.001

34104-324

0.001
0.1

0.1

1 Data for this table were taken from VWR Scientific 1984-85 catalogue.
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Table 7. - Types of electrodes. 1
Standard Glass Body and Epoxy Body Models
pH Electrodes
Body L
cm (inches)

Type

pH
range

Temp.
range

Research Grade
Glass Body
Ag AgCI

0-14

0 to 90 °C

12 (4.7)

1.2 (0.47)

1 (39)

HF-Resistant
Polymer Body
For acid
"fluorides

0-4

0 to40 °C

11 (4.3)

1.2 (0.47)

Lead L
m (inches)

Tip Diameter
cm (inches)

Connector

Orion
No.

Cat. No.

Standard

910100

13-641-763

1 (39)

Standard

930100

13-641-784

Tip Diameter
cm (inches)

Lead L
m (inches)

Reference Electrodes
Type

pH
range

Temp.
range

Double Junction
Epoxy Body
For ISE tests

0-14

0 to 100 °C

Sleeve

11 (4.3)

1.2 (0.47)

Single Junction
Epoxy Body

0-14

0 to 100 °C

Sleeve

11 (4.3)

1.2 (0.47)

Reference
junction

Body L
cm (inches)

Connector

Coming
No.

Cat. No.

1 (39)

Pin

900200

13-641-900

1 (39)

Pin

900100

13-641-898

^g ^gel

Ag AgCl

Combination Electrodes
Type

pH
range

Temp.
range

Reference
junction

Body L
cm (inches)

Tip Diameter
cm (inches)

Lead L
m (inches)

Connectors

Orion
No.

Cat. No.

Standard Glass Body Models
Research Grade

0-14

0 to 90 °C

Ceramic

14 (5-1/2)

1.2 (0.47)

1 (39)

Standard/pin

910200

13-641-764

Lab Field Grade
Rugged Bulb

0-12

0 to 90 °C

Ceramic

14 (5-1/2)

1.2 (0.47)

1 (39)

Standard/pin

910400

13-641-681

0 to 90 °C

Glass
Fiber

12 (4.7)

1.2 (0.47)

1 (39)

Standard/pin

915500

13-641-700

BNC

915600

13-641-701

Standard/pin

910500

13-641-689A

BNC
Mini
Phone/pin

910600
910700

13-641-689B
14-641-689C

Standard/pin

967800

13-641-905

Ag AgCl

Epoxy Body Models
RX Series
Refillable
Ag AgCI

0-14

GX Series
Gel-filled

0-12

0 to 80 °C

Wick

11 (4.3)

1.2 (0.47)

1 (39)

Ag AgO

Redox
Platinum
Ag AgCI

0 to 80 °C

Sleeve

13.9 (5-1/2)

1.2 (0.47)

1 Data for this table were taken from the 1986 Fisher catalogue.
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APPENDIX
Xl.
Xl.1

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON GLASS ELECTRODE MEASUREMENTS AND EQUIPMENT
(Nonmandatory Information)

Definition ofpH

both are recommended. The silver-silver chloride is
recommended for measurements at elevated temperatures
because its potential is more stable than that of the saturated
calomel electrode. Depending on environmental conditions,
other electrodes may serve satisfactorily as reference
electrodes.
X1.3.2 If a saturated electrode is used under significantly changeable temperature conditions, care must be
taken to be sure that sufficient solid potassium chloride
is present at all temperatures to ensure solution saturation
throughout, both in free solution in electrode tube and
in solution permeating electrode element. The electrode
must be given 5 or 10 minutes to accommodate itself to
a new temperature condition before a pH measurement
is made. If temperature falls appreciably, crystallization
of potassium chloride may cause plugging of liquid junction,
which can result in high resistance and false or erratic
potential at the junction. Any such accumulation of
potassium chloride should be removed by aqueous washing.
X1.3.3 Reference electrodes of the unsaturated type
have been used preferentially in continuous mechanized
pH monitoring where the temperature is likely to fluctuate.
The selected potassium chloride concentration is frequently
saturated at the lowest temperature of use; e.g., about 3.3
normal concentration for 32 °F (0 °C). Such a reference
electrode has the advantage of being free from annoying
effects caused by variable solubility; however, considerable
care must be taken to prepare the required concentration
and to maintain prescribed value under plant operating
conditions. Follow instrument manufacturer's recommendations on choosing and maintaining reference
electrodes. Changing an electrode from saturated to
unsaturated type (or vice versa) by changing concentration
of potassium chloride may produce drifting potentials for
weeks or even months.
X1.3.4 Reference electrodes are available with various
ways to establish the liquid junction. These include, but
are not limited to, dependence on porosity of wood, fibrous
materials, glass-encased noble metal, ground-glass sleeves,
ceramic frits, and nonflowing polymeric bodies.

Xl.l.1
The term pH historically has referred to the
hydrogen ion activity of a solution, and has been expressed
as the logarithm to the base 10 of the reciprocal (negative
logarithm) of the activity of hydrogen ions at a given
temperature:
pH-

log
H+ 1

--

log (H +)

(1)

where:
H ÷ = activityof hydrogen ions.
Although equation (1) is helpful in giving theoretical
meaning to the term pH and can be used as an approximate
definition, it may not be rigorously related to empirical
pH measurements. The definition given in section 5.1 has
gained wide acceptance.
Xl.2

Temperature Effects

Xl.2.1 Effects of temperature on electrometric pH
measurements are primarily from two categories: (1)
temperature effects that are common to all electrometric
measurements, and (2) variations of sample pH with
temperature. The first category includes the effect of
temperature on the factor F/2.3026 RT that occurs in
equation (1) of section 5.1. Values of this factor for various
temperatures are given in table 1. The first category also
includes variations of glass electrode asymmetry potential
and reference electrode liquid junction potential with
temperature. If pH measurement is made in accordance
with sections 14 and 24, effects of these potentials will
be negligible. For the second category because of changes
in activity coefficients and equilibrium constants with
temperature, the pH of a sample will change with
temperature. These changes are independent of method
of measurement. In general, rate of change of pH with
temperature is not constant, and change may be positive
or negative. The data in table 3, showing changes in pHs
of buffer solutions with temperature, are typical examples.
Xl.3

Xl.4
Faulty Glass Electrode Response
and Restorative Techniques
Xl.4.1 Detecting FaultyElectrodes.-The pH measuring assembly is standardized with two reference buffer
solutions (sec. 13.2) to verify linearity of response of
electrode combination at different pH values. Standardization also detects a faulty glass or reference electrode,
or an incorrect temperature compensator. The faulty
electrode is indicated by failure to obtain a reasonably
correct value for the pH of second reference buffer solution
after meter has been standardized with first solution. A
cracked glass electrode will often yield pH readings that
are essentially the same for both standards, and should

Reference Electrodes

X1.3.1 When making pH measurements with the glass
electrode, the reference electrode used to complete the cell
assembly simply functions as a source of reproducible
potential. The absolute value of the reference electrode
potential is of no consequence because of the way
measurements are made. Both saturated calomel and silversilver chloride electrodes have proven to be satisfactory
reference electrodes. For measurements at normal room
temperatures, either of these electrodes is satisfactory, and
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be discarded. Even though a normal glass electrode responds
well to moderate pH changes, it is not necessarily a perfect
pH measuring device and may fail the rigid requirements
of section 13.2 if, for example, the pH span is made as
great as 5 pH units (phthalate to borax).
X1.4.2 Imperfect pH Response.-The pH response of
the glass electrode may be impaired by a few coating
substances, such as certain oily materials or even some
particulates. When a faulty condition is disclosed by the
check with two reference buffer solutions, electrode can
frequently be restored to normal by an appropriate cleaning
procedure.
X1.4.3 Glass Electrode Cleaning Techniques.-Where
emulsions of free oil and water are to be measured for
pH, it is absolutely necessary that electrodes be cleaned
thoroughly after each measurement. This may be done by
washing with soap or detergent and water, followed by
several rinses with water. Then, the lower third of the
electrodes should be immersed in HCI (1 + 9) to remove
any film that may have formed on them. Rinse electrodes
again by washing in several changes of water before
returning them to service. Process pH analyzers used for
continuous measurement may be provided with an
ultrasonic cleaner to lessen or even eliminate the need
for manual cleaning.
X1.4.4 Thoroughcleaning with a suitable solvent may
be necessary after each measurement if sample contains
sticky soaps or suspended particles. If this fails, a chemical
treatment designed to dissolve the particular deposited
coating may prove successful. Afterfinalrinsing of electrode
in cleaning solvent, immerse lower third of electrode in
HC1 (1 q- 9) to remove possible residual film. Wash the
electrode thoroughly again in several changes of water
before subjecting it to standardization procedure.
X1.4.5 If an electrode has failed to respond to cleaning
techniques, try a more drastic treatment as a last resort.
This treatment, which will limit the life of electrode and
should be used only as an alternative to discarding it, is
immersing it in chromic acid cleaning solution for several
minutes (longer if necessary). Chromic acid is particularly
effective in cleaning foreign substances from surface of
glass; however, it also has a dehydrating effect on the glass.
Consequently, allow an electrode so treated, after
thoroughly rinsing, to stand in water overnight before using
it for measurements. Finally, if electrode fails to respond
to chromic acid cleaning, it may be subjected to mild etching
in an ammonium bifluoride solution. Immerse electrode
for about 1 minute in a 20-percent solution of ammonium
bifluoride (NH4HF2) and water in a polyethylene cup. The
bifluoride actually removes a portion of the bulb glass and
should be used only as a last resort, and then only

infrequently. Follow treatment by thorough rinsing and
conditioning as is recommended for a new electrode. The
electrode manufacturer may have additional suggestions
specific to a particular product.
X1.4.6 Techniques for cleaning flow-cell electrodes
include the use of ultrasonics, brushes, and high-velocity
submerged jets.
X1.5

Special MeasurementTechniques

X1.5.1 Measurements
on Alkaline Waters.-Although
the high-alkalinity electrode exhibits a much lower sodium
ion error than an ordinary glass electrode, the highalkalinity electrode can still introduce an appreciableerror
when sodium ion content and pH or temperature of water
are unusually high. Corrections may, in some instances,
be applied to the measurement if suitable data are available
from electrode manufacturer.
X1.5.2 Carbon dioxide from the air tends to react with
alkaline water and change its pH. Make all measurements
with alkaline waters or buffer solutions as quickly as
possible, with the water exposed to air no longer than
absolutely necessary.
X1.5.3 Measurement of Static Solutions of Low
Conductivity.-When the sample electrical conductivity is
lower than about 13/•S/in (5/zS/cm), the electrical
resistance of water path between glass and reference
electrodes may become high enough to cause measuring
difficulties. If placing junction of reference electrode as
close as possible to pH responsive bulb of glass electrode
does not correct difficulties, the electrode pair should be
protected from electrostatic charges by surrounding
nonconducting cell with a grounded metallic shield. Using
a metallic connector at the inlet and outlet, electrically
connected externally to the chamber, can also be helpful.
X1.5.4 Measurement of Flowing Solutions of Low
Conductivi(y.-When making measurements on flowing
samples having an electrical conductivity lower than about
13•S/in (5/•S/cm), take precautions to avoid difficulties
from streaming potentials. If available, observe special
precautions recommended by instrument manufacturer.
Preferably, make the flowchamber of a conductive material
such as stainless steel and ground it. Because streaming
potential increases with flow velocity, it is advisable to
adjust sample flow rate at a value not exceeding that needed
to keep flow cell properly flushed. This can be done by
conveying sample water to flow cell through a short line
leading from a constant-head overflow chamber. Provide
the line to the cell with a suitable flow-controlling
means.
X 1.5.5 MagneticStirring.-Do not use magnetic stirring
in those instances where it may affect pH measurement.
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procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 3110; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: D 1889-81.

Scope

3.1.4 Absolute Turbidity.-The fractional decrease of
incident monochromatic light through sample, integrating
both scattered and transmitted light (note 2).

1.1 This designation covers procedures for determination of turbidity of industrial water and industrial waste
water. Measurementsof both relative and absolute turbidity
are employed. Three turbidity methods are included: (1)
Jackson Candle, (2) Nephelometric, and (3) Absolute.
2.

NOTE Z-For the small amount of scattering experienced in
essentially colorless solutions, absolute turbidity of a 0.4-inch (10mm) layer corresponds to the extinction coefficient in the equation
expressing Lambert's law.

Applicable Documents

3.2 For definitions of other terms used in these
procedures, refer to ASTM D 1129.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
3100 Sampling of Water
2.2 ASTM Standards:
D 1129 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Water 1
D 1192 Standard Specification for Equipment for
Sampling Water and Steam *
D 1193 Standard Specification for Reagent Water 1
D 1889 Standard Test Methods for Turbidity of Water I
3.

4.

Reagents and Materials

4.1 Reagent
Water.-Unless
otherwise indicated,
references to water shall be understood to mean reagent
water conforming to ASTM D 1193.
4.2 Chemicals.-Chemicals
used in these procedures are
discussed in sections 14.1 and 17.1.

Terminology

5.

3.1 The term "turbidity" in these procedures is defined
in accordancewith ASTM D 1129 as follows:
3.1.1
Turbidity.-The
reduction of transparency of a
sample due to presence of particulate matter.
3.1.2 Jackson Candle Turbidity.-An empirical
measure of turbidity in a special apparatus based on
measurement of depth of a column of water sample that
is just sufficient to extinguish image of a burning standard
candle observed vertically through sample.
3.1.3 Nephelometric Turbidity.-An empirical
measure of turbidity based on measurement of lightscattering characteristics (Tyndall effect) of particulate
matter in sample (note 1).

Precautions

5.1 These test procedures may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and do not claim
to address all safety problems associated with their use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Sampling

6.1 The sample tubes used must be of clear, colorless
glass; and must be kept meticulously clean, both inside
and out. Tubes should be discarded when they become
scratched or etched. Tubes must not be handled at all where
the light strikes them; they should be provided with
sufficient extra length or with a protective case so that
they may be handled properly.
6.2 Collect sample in accordance with applicable
methods of USBR 3100 and ASTM D 1192.
6.3 Turbidity should preferably be determined on same
day that sample is taken. When longer storage is
unavoidable, samples may be stored in the dark up to 24
hours. For even longer storage, treat each liter of sample
with 1 gram of mercuric chloride; however, prolonged

NOTE 1.-The measurement of nephelometric turbidity is
accomplished by measuring intensity of scattered light at 90°
to incident beam of light. Numerical values are obtained by
comparison with light-scattering characteristics of a known or
an arbitrarily chosen material in an equivalent optical system.
Comparison may also be made between transmitted light effect
and scattered light effect.

I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 11.01.
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storage is not recommended. All samples
vigorously shaken before examination.
7.

Calibration

should be

Table 1. - Graduation of ackson candle turbidimeter.
Depth of liquid Turbidity, Depth of liquid Turbidity,
inch
(mm)
JTU 1
inch
(mm)
JTU
0.09
(2.3)
1000
0.40
(10.3)
210
.10
(2.6)
900
.42
(10.8)
200
.11
(2.9)
800
.44
(11.4)
190
.12
(3.2)
700
.47
(12.0)
180
.50
(12.7)
170
.14
(3.5)
650
.53
(13.5)
160
.15
(3.8)
600
.56
(14.4)
150
.16
(4.1)
550
.60
(15.4)
140
.18
(4.5)
500
.65
(16.6)
130
.19
(4.9)
450
.70
(18.0)
120
.21
(5.5)
400
.76
(19.6)
110
.22
(5.6)
390
.84
(21.5)
100
.23
(5.8)
380
.88
(22.6)
95
.23
(5.9)
370
.24
(6.1)
360
.93
(23.8)
90
.98
(25.1)
85
.25
(6.3)
350
1.03
(26.5)
80
.25
(6.4)
340
1.10
(28.1)
75
.26
(6.6)
330
1.16
(29.8)
70
.27
(6.8)
320
1.24
(31.8)
65
.27
(7.0)
310
1.33
(34.1)
60
.28
(7.3)
300
1.43
(36.7)
55
.29
(7.5)
290
1.55
(39.8)
50
.30
(7.8)
280
1.70
(43.5)
45
.32
(8.1)
270
1.88
(48.1)
40
.33
(8.4)
260
2.11
(54.0)
35
.34
(8.7)
250
2.41
(61.8)
30
.35
(9.1)
240
2.84
(72.9)
25
.37
(9.5)
230
.39
(9.9)
220

and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
7.2 Specific calibration for equipment for the nephelometric turbidity method is cited in section 16.
JACKSON CANDLE TURBIDITY
8.

Application

8.1 The Jackson candle turbidity method is suitable for
measurement of light scattering, by turbid waters, but is
not sufficiently sensitive for measurement of turbidity of
well water, filtered water, or clarified effluent samples.
The range of applicability of the method is shown in table 1.
8.2 The standard instrument for determining turbidity
has been, for many years, the Jackson candle turbidimeter.
However, because the lowest turbidity value which can
be measured on this instrument is 25 units and because
method is dependent upon operator's ability to visually
judge point at which candlelight is indiscernible, the candle
turbidimeter is generally being discarded in favor of
photoelectric methods [1].2
NOTE 3.-Equipment available to measure turbidity or
suspended solids in the very low range, less than 3 JTU (Jackson
turbidity units), are the particle-size counter and the plugging
index monitor. For measuring JTU's greater than 3, use the silt
density index monitor by Millipave, a hydrometer, or various
filter weighing techniques.

Jackson turbidity units.
through centerline of candle, top of support being 3 inches
(76 mm) below bottom of tube. The glass tube shall be
graduated either in turbidity units or in inches (millimeters). The relationship between these units of measure
is shown in table 1. The glasstube shall have a flat, polished
glass bottom. The candle shall be made of beeswax and
spermaceti, gauged to burn within the limits of 114 to
126 grains (7.4 to 8.3 g) per hour. The support shall have
a spring or other device to keep top of candle pressed
against top of support.

NOTE 4.-City water supplies frequently measure between 1
and 2 JTU, well below the range of either the Jackson or
nephelometric turbidity methods.
9.

Summary of Method

9.1 The Jackson candle method is an empirical measure
of turbidity based on measurement of depth of sample,
in a special graduated vessel, that is just sufficient to
extinguish the image of a burning standard candle observed
vertically through sample.
10.

11.

Procedure

11.1 Make observations in a darkened room, with glass
tube enclosed in nonreflective material. It is allowable to
substitute an alternate light source for the standard candle,
but instrument must then be calibrated, using a number
of samples, with both the standard candle and alternate
light source.
11.2 Make the turbidity test by pouring sample
suspension into glass tube until image of candle flame is
no longer visible when viewed through column of liquid.
A 400-mL beaker and a glass stirring rod may be
conveniently used for transferring water to graduated tube.
11.3 The turbidity of sample is measured in terms of
the amount of sample required in calibrated tube above

Apparatus

10.1 Jackson Candle Turbidimeter.3-This instrument
consists of a graduated glass tube, a standard candle, a
light shield surrounding glass tube, and a support forcandle
and tube. The glass tube and candle shall be supported
in a vertical position so that centerline of tube passes
2 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 27.
3 This apparatus is available as a complete unit from laboratory supply
houses.
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candle to cause flame to be visible. The sample of water
is shaken thoroughly, and about 200 mL poured into the
400-mL beaker, stirring vigorously with a glass rod to
prevent settling of suspended solids. Then, about 1/2 inch
(13 ram) of the water to be tested is placed in glass tube,
candle lighted, and water from beaker poured slowly into
tube. The water in the beaker should be stirred frequently
during this process. Pouring should be very slow when
flame image becomes only faintly visible, and should be
stopped when image disappears. The removal of 1 percent
of the suspension (water and suspended solids) should make
the image visible again. The glass tube is then removed
from the base and turbidity read. The reading should be
carefully checked, remembering that turbidity values
increase toward bottom of glass. Samples having a turbidity
of more than 1,000 JTU's should be diluted with one or
more equal amounts of clear water until turbidity falls below
1,000 units. The turbidity of original sample is then
computed from reading made on diluted sample. For
example, if reading on diluted sample is 500 JTU's and
amount of original sample in dilute sample is one part
in six, turbidity of original sample is 3,000 units.

nephelos standards using No. 325 (45-#m) mesh
diatomaceous earth, 4 suspended in water, settled for 24
hours, and supernatant suspension pipetted out. This
relationship will vary with different materials of
suspension, size of particles in suspension, and wavelength
of light used for nephelos determination.

12.1 Report turbidity as the JTU's between 25 and
1,000.
12.2 With present instrumentation, the use of the
Jackson candle turbidimeter is practically obsolete;
therefore, no reporting form for this data has been devised.
NOTE 6.-The JTU is an arbitrary number and is not in terms
of parts per million or milligrams per liter.
NEPHELOMETRIC
13.
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Figure 1. - Relationship

Summary of Method

14.1 Nephelometric turbidity instruments measure
scattered light at 90° or at 90° and 270° angles to the
incident beam. These instruments cannot be calibrated
accurately in terms of absolute turbidity, except in the case
of fluids having uniform size particles that are less than
about one-fifth of the wavelength of incident light, see
figures 2 and 3. Nephelos standards have been prepared
by thoroughly mixing suitable amounts of finely divided
TiO2 (titanium dioxide) into partially polymerized
polystyrene. Alternatively, a suspension of formazine has
been used as a turbidity standard, formed by reacting
hydrazine sulfate and hexamethylene tetramine under
carefully controlled conditions [2]. Calibrated commercial
standards in sealed tubes are available.

16.

25

Application

14.

11.4 Figure 1 shows the approximate white-light
relationship between the Jackson candle turbidity and

90

TURBIDITY

13.1 The nephelometric turbidity method covers the
measurement of relative turbidity and is also applicable
to the measurement of low turbidity.

NOTE 5.-Take care to keep glass tube clean both inside and
outside. An occasional rinsing of tube with weak hydrochloric
acid is advisable. Accumulations of dirt inside and soot and
moisture outside the tube will seriously interfere with reliability
of results. To obtain reasonably consistent results, candle flame
must be maintained (as close as possible) at a standard size and
spacing. This requires frequent trimming and adjusting. Do not
keep candle lit for more than a few minutes at a time or flame
size will increase.

I00

Report

12.

between ne]•helos units and Jackson candle

Nephelometeror CalibratedSlit Turbidimeter

Calibration

16.1 Using nephelometric turbidity standards, obtain
readings with at least three separate standards to calibrate
instrument.
16.2 No specific calibration worksheets or instructions
are provided with this procedure because the supplier of
the turbidimeter used will provide complete instructions
on calibration and standardization.
4 Dicalite Speed plus diatomaceous earth, No. 325 (45-#m) mesh has
been found satisfactory for this purpose.

for No. 325 (45-#m) mesh diatomaceous earth.
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270 °
0.05 Wavelength
0.2 Wavelength
Particle Size •
/ Par,ticle Size
--•'Monochr'omatic O°

"" •

180 °
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Part"icle Size

"".---''"
90°

Note-Typical polar diagram of total scattered light for suspensions of approximately uniform size particles of
various dimensions. The ratio of particle size dimension to incident wavelength results in a particular
shape polar diagram for scattered light
Figure 2. - Rayleigh's light-scattering observations for uniform small-size particles.
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17.

Solution Z-Dissolve 10.00 grams of hexamethalene
tetramine, (CH2)sN4, in distilled water and dilute to 100
mL in a volumetric flask.
Stock Turbidity Suspension.-In a 100-mL volumetric
flask, mix 5.0 mL of solution 1 with 5.0 mL of solution
2. Allow mixture to stand 24 hours at 77 +5.4°F (25+3 °C),
then dilute to the mark and mix. The turbidity of this
suspension is 400 units.
17.1.3 Standard Turbidity" Suspension.-Dilute
10.00 mL of stock turbidity suspension to 100 mL with
turbidity-free water. The turbidity of this suspension is
defined as 40 units. Prepare new suspension weekly.
17.1.4 Dilute Turbidi• Standards.-Dilute portions

Procedure

17.1 ReagentPreparation:
17.1.1 Turbicb'ty-Free Water.-Pass distilled water
through a membrane filter having a pore size no greater
than 100 millimicrometers, discarding first 200 mL
collected. Use the filteredwater if it shows a lower turbidity
than the distilled water. Otherwise, use the distilled water.
17.1.2 Stock Turbidity Solutions and Suspensions.Prepare the followingsolutions and suspension monthly:
Solution /.-Dissolve 1.00 gram of hydrazine sulfate,
(NH2)2 H2SO4, in distilled water and dilute to 100 mL
in a volumetric flask.
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of standard turbidity suspension with turbidity-free water
as required. Prepare new suspension weekly.
17.2 Calibration.-Calibrate instrument in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions, running at least one
standard in each range to be used. Turbidities less than
40 units are read directly from instrument scale or from
appropriate calibration scale. For measurement of
turbidities over 40 units, sample is diluted with turbidityfree water until turbidity falls between 30 and 40 units.
The turbidity is then calculated as follows:
NTU -where:
NTU
A
B
C

(A) (B + C )

c

18.2 No specific forms with typical data are included
because most turbidimeters are of the direct readout type.
19.

19.1 Report results in NTU's. No typical reporting
form is included with this procedure because field laboratories will generally report turbidities along with results
of other water quality determinations to satisfy local
requirements.

(1)

ABSOLUTE TURBIDITY
20.

=
=
=
=

nephelos turbidity units,
turbidity units found in diluted sample,
volume of dilution water used, and
sample volume taken in dilution.

21.

nephelometric
NTU = DE

turbidity,

Summary of Method

21.1 An integrating-sphere type of absolute turbidity
instrument measures all of the scattered light. For most
industrial water problems, particle size is greater than onefifth the wavelength of light; therefore, backscattering is
much less than 90° or forward-scattering,see figures 2
and 3. The apparatus shown on figure 4 is arranged to
give the summation of most of the scattered light for such
suspensions and solutions. From this summation, the
approximate absolute turbidity can be calculated.
22.

Apparatus

22.1 Instruments for measuring absolute turbidity are
commercially available or can be constructed for particular
needs. The best instrument for a particular problem will
depend on the average size of light-scattering particles
in the suspension, see figures 2 and 3. If particle size
averagesone-twentieth the wavelength of light, an instrument as shown on figure 5 should be used to determine
absolute turbidity.
22.2 To determine approximate absolute turbidity
where particle size is sufficiently large to neglect backscattering, a simplified integrating-sphere instrument can
be constructed [3].SThis instrument (fig. 4) has eliminated
many interference problems by mounting test cell at outer
surface of sphere and integrating only the forward and
side-scattered light. If test cell is mounted internally in
sphere to integrate all scattered light, many corrections
must be applied because sample cell cannot be made
infinitely small relative to size of sphere. The external
sample cell results in more uniform reflected light within
sphere. Because the sensitive surface of the barrier-layer
photocells are illuminated diffusely, difficulties caused by
variations in sensitivity or different parts of their sensitive
surfaces are thus reduced.

Calculations

18.1 Calculate
units, as follows:

Application

20.1 The absolute turbidity method covers the measurement of both scattered and transmitted light. The
method using the integrating-sphere apparatus is not
subject to a particle size limitation.

17.2.1 Refer to section 16.2.
17.3 Instruments Using NephelometricStandards.First balance instrument system physically and electrically
in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. Then,
replace standards by sample in an optically identical tube
and record reading. The straight-line relationship for
Tyndall effect for small amounts of scattered 90° or 90°
and 270° light produces proportional readings for
nephelometric turbidity standards up to about 100 nephelos
units. Therefore, nephelometric turbidity of sample can
be calculated as turbidity of calibrated standard times ratio
of readings.
17.4 Instruments Using Transmitted Light From
Calibrated Slit As Reference.-Follow manufacturer's
instructions in detail. This type of turbidimeter uses a fixed
ratio of scattered light to transmitted light intensity. A
calibrated slit adjusts quantity of light for transmission
from single light source until observer matches final
intensity of light for different paths. The instrument uses
a special cell for the sample.
17.4.1 For all calibrated slit instruments, estimate
midpoint of interval of uniform-light intensity for the two
fields by rotating dial in one direction only towards higher
values. This eliminates errors caused by lost motion in
mechanism.
17.5 Turbidity measuring equipment manufactured by
Monitek and Hach have been found to be excellent
nephelometric type units.
18.

Report

in nephelos
(2)

where:
NTU = nephelos turbidity units,
D = instrument reading of scattered light, and
E = nephelos units per unit of instrument reading.

5 Beckman makes an absolute turbidity unit that has been found to be
excellent.
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8

I
2

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3

13

6

4

Light source
Condenser lenses
Diaphragm
Lens system,focusing
Lens tube

9. Exit hole
I0. Exit flap
II. Photocells
12. Light trap
13. Light trap cones

6. Specimen holder
7. Inlet hole

14. Polished central chromium plated cone
15. Adjustable support for lens tube

8. Integrating sphere
Figure 4. - Diagrammatic full section of a sphere turbidimeter.

Procedure

23.

24.2

23.1 After instrument has been properly adjusted and
calibrated, obtain one galvanometer deflection for total light
flux with the exit-light-reflecting flap closed to integrate
both transmitted and scattered light. Then, obtain a second
galvanometer reading with exit flap open to allow transmitted light to leave sphere. The second reading is usually
made with a shunt setting for higher sensitivity.
24.

25.

26.

--

T )

27.

=
=
=
=
=
=

Precision and Bias

References

[1] "Standard Methods for Examination of Water and
Wastewater," part 163, 13th ed., American Public Health
Association, American Water Works Association, Water
Pollution Control Federation, Washington, DC, 1971.

(3)

where:
TA
G1
Ca=
&
$2
T

Report calculated absolute turbidity and correswavelength and bandwidth of incident light, filter
light source, and solution temperature.
Refer to section 19.1.

26.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.

24.1 Calculate absolute turbidity with instrument
shown on figure 4, and express result as a percentage
decrease, as follows:
TA = (100) (G,2 Sl
G1 &

Report

25.1
ponding
number,
25.2

Calculations

Refer to section 18.2.

absolute turbidity,
first galvanometer reading,
second galvanometer reading,
shunt factor for G1 reading,
shunt factor for Ca= reading, and
previously determined instrument error
including determined scattered light from
sample cell.

[2] Chevalier, P., "Formazine Standard for Turbidity,"
Brasserie, 152, pp. 132-133, 1959.
[3] Barnes, R. B., and C. R. Stock, "Apparatus for
Transmission Turbidity of Slightly Hazy Materials," Analytical Chemistry,
ANCHA, vol. 21, No. 1, pp. 181-184,
January 1949.
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OPTICAL SYSTEM
A-- Rotatable arm attached to disk
F3--Locationof filtersused for correctingfor
AN --Analyzer
fluorescence
C-- Semioctagonalcell
L --Mercurylamp
C,--Shuttercollimatingtube
L,--Achramaticlens
Cz--Scaftering beam collimatingtube
L z--- Planocylindricallens
D - Graduated disk
0 -- Opal glass depolarizing diffusor (Required for
D,-- Lamp diaphragm.
931A photomultiplier tube but not for
O2--Removable collimatingtube diaphragm
IP21 tube )
D3--Cell table diaphragm
PH-Covered peephole
D4-Nosepiece diaphragm
PT--Photomuffipliertube
Ds-Cafhode diaphragm
po--Demountable polarizer
D6--Collimating tube diaphragm
S --Photographic shutter
EC-Electrical compartment
SC-- Scattering compartment
F,-Monochromatic filter
T • Light-trap tube
F2 Neutral filters
W -- Working standard
Figure 5. - Schematic diagram of instrument used for measuring absolute turbidity, dissymmetry, and depolarization of liquids.
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PROCEDURE FOR

PARTICULATE,

USBR 3115-92

DISSOLVED, OR TOTAL MATTER IN WATER
INTRODUCTION

This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 3115; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: D 1888-78.
D 1129 Standard Definitions of Terms Relatingto Water •
D 1193 Standard Specifications for Reagent Waterz
D 1888 Standard Test Methods for Particulate and
Dissolved Matter, Solids, or Residue in Water 1
D 3921 Standard Test Method for Oil and Grease and
Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Water 3

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for the
determination of particulate, dissolved, or total matter in
water, which are sometimes referred to as the suspended,
dissolved, or total solids.
1.2 The procedures actually cover the determination
of (1) constituents of water that can be removed by
filtration, and (2) the residue on evaporation to dryness
of either filtered or unfiltered samples and, as a result,
these procedures do not always measure water components
as defined. Separation of particulate matter by filtration
requires precise definition of the filtering medium because
some materials that are in no way dissolved, such as certain
colloids, may not be removed by the filter used. Also, an
evaporation residue will usually differ in composition from
the particulate and dissolved matter present in the water.
1.3 When particulate matter is determined separately
(when sample is filtered and residue quantitatively
assessed),a glass fiber medium in a Gooch crucible is
prescribed. Consequently, when reporting results of these
tests, the filtration medium must be stated. All buoyant
floating particles, or large particulate agglomerations,that
cannot be dispersed throughout the sample by vigorous
shaking need not be considered as fundamentalconstituents
of the water under examination, and may be excluded from
the test portion.
1.4 The procedures include steps for the determination
of volatile and fixed matter in the dry residue from
evaporation; however, do not include water constituents
that are (1) volatile at boiling temperature, or (2) normally
classified as "oily matter," which are extractable with
organic solvents or volatile at drying temperature of
residues. For determination of the latter, refer to ASTM
D 3921.

2.

3.

3.1 Total matter is determined by evaporation of an
appropriate aliquot, or the particulate and dissolved matter
are separated by filtration and individually assessed. The
particulate matter is dried, and the mass determined.
Dissolved matter is determined by evaporation of a portion
of filtered sample. Volatile and fixed matter are determined
by ignition of total matter residue at a temperature of
1112 °F (600 °C).

4.

Definitions

4.1 The terms "particulate matter," "dissolved matter,"
"total matter," and other terms related to water constituents
determined in these procedures are defined in accordance
with ASTM D 1129 as follows:
4.1.1 Particulate Matter.-That matter, exclusive of
gases, existing in the nonliquid state, which is dispersed
in water to give a heterogeneous mixture.
4.1.2 Dissolved Matter.-That matter, exclusive of
gases, which is dispersed in water to give a single phase
of homogeneous liquid.
4.1.3
Total Matrer.-The sum of the particulate and
dissolved matter.
4.1.4
Volatile Matter.-That matter which is changed
under conditions of the test from a solid or a liquid state
to the gaseous state.
4.1.5 FixedMatter.-Residue
remaining after ignition
of total matter.
4.2 For definitions of other terms used in these
procedures, refer to ASTM D 1129.

Applicable Documents

2.1
1012
1020
3100
2.2

Summary of Procedure

USBR Procedures:
Calibrating Balances or Scales
Calibrating Ovens
Sampling of Water
ASTM Standards:

1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 11.01.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols.02.05, 05.05, 06.03, 09.01, 10.01,
10.02, 10.03, 10.05, 11.01, 15.09.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 11.02.
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5.

Interferences

5.1 Some evaporation residues readily absorb moisture;
therefore, rapid mass determination is essential to this
procedure. Some residues contain materials, such as
ammonium carbonate, that decompose below 217 °F
(103 °C); others contain liquids, such as glycerol and sulfuric
acid, that will remain as a liquid residue at 217 °F with
or without solution of salts that might also be present.
5.2 Rapid mass determination of ignited residues is
also important because of possible moisture absorption.
There is also the possibility of interference from carbonates,
organic matter, nitrite and nitrate nitrogen, water of
hydration, chlorides, and sulfates, which may be decomposed either completely or in part when ignited at 1112
°F (600 °C). No single temperature is known that will
eliminate all these interferences; however, reasonably
reproducible results should be obtained at the prescribed
1112 °E
5.3 Because the water being sampled is, of necessity,
in contact with the sample container and tubing, it is
important, especially in the case of glass, that the possible
precipitation of cations or absorption of substances
originally present in the water, on these surfaces, be
recognized.
5.4 Too much residue on the filter or in evaporating
dish will entrap water and may require prolonged drying.
6.

8.

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
8.2 Specific precautions for sampling and testing are
covered in section 5.
9.

Sampling

9.1 Collect sample in accordancewith USBR 3100.
9.2 Because of the low concentration of total matter
in some waters and the possible effects of aeration on
others, sampling shall be carried out in a manner that
reduces atmospheric exposure to a minimum.
9.3 Large, floating particles or submerged agglomerates
(nonhomogenous materials) should be excluded from test
sample.
9.4 Floating oil and grease, if present, should be
included in sample and dispersed by a blender device before
aliquoting.
9.5 Samples shall be analyzed as soon as practicable.

Apparatus

6.1 Evaporating Dishes.-Porcelain dishes with 90- to
100-mL capacity. Vycor or platinum dishes may be
substituted, and smaller size dishes may be used if required.
6.2 Filter Discs.-Glass-fiber filter discs either 2.2 or
4.7 cm, without organic binder, Reeve Angel type 934A or 984-H, Gelman type A, or equivalent.
6.3 FilterHolder, Membrane FilterFunnel, or Gooch
Crucible Adapter
6.4 Suction Flask.-A 500-mL flask.
6.5 Gooch Crucible.-A 25-mL crucible is required if
a 2.2-cm filteris used.
6.6 Drying Oven.-Capable of 217 to 221 °F (103 to
105 °C).
6.7 Desiccator.-A desiccator containing calcium sulfate
desiccant (Anhydrite).
6.8 Analytical Balance.-A balance with 200-gram
capacity, capable of determining a mass to 0.0001 gram.
6.9 Steam Bath
6.10 Muffle Furnace.-Capableof 1112 °F (600 °C).
6.11 VolumetricCylinder.-A 100-mL capacity cylinder.
6.12 Volumetric Pipets
7.

Chemical Society, where such specifications are available.4
Other grades may be used, provided it is first ascertained
that the reagent is of sufficiently high purity to permit
its use without lessening the accuracy of the determination.
7.1.2 Unless otherwise indicated, references to water
shall be understood to mean reagent water conforming
to ASTM D 1193.

10.

Calibration

and Standardization

10.1 The calibration and standardization of
miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing
the tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section
2 are covered under that particularprocedure or standard
directly or by reference to another.
10.2 Balances or scales shall be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1012.
10.3 Ovens shall be calibrated in accordance with USBR
1020.
10.4 Muffle furnaces must be checked using a certified
thermometer.
11.

Procedures

11.1 Select a volume of sample sufficient to yield an
evaporation residue of about 25 mg if only the matter
content is to be determined, or about 100 mg if evaporation
residue is to be analyzed.

Reagentsand Materials

7.1 Purity ofReagents:
7.1.1 Reagent grade chemicals shall be used in all
tests. Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended that all
reagents shall conform to the specifications of the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the American

4 "'ReagentChemicals, American Chemical Society Specifications," Am.
Chemical Sot., Washington, DC. For suggestions on testing reagents not
listed by the American Chemical Society, see references [1,2] in section
15.
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11.2 If both particulate and dissolved matter are to
be determined, proceed in accordance with sections 11.3
and 11.4; if only total matter is desired, follow the procedure
starting with 11.5.
11.3 Particulate Matter.-This water component, also
called "suspended solids," is separated by filtrationusing
a glass-fiber filter.
11.3.1 Preparation of Glass-Fiber Filter Disc-Place
disc on membrane filter apparatus, or insert into bottom
of a suitable Gooch crucible. While vacuum is applied, wash
disc with three successive 20-mL volumes of distilled water.
Remove all traces of water by continuing to apply vacuum
after water has passed through. Remove filter from
membrane filter apparatus, or both crucible and filter if
Gooch crucible is used, and dry in an oven at 217 to 221 °F
(103 to 105 °C) for 1 hour. Remove to desiccator and store
until needed. Determine mass immediately before use.
11.3.2 Assemble filtering apparatus and begin
suction. Shake sample vigorously, and rapidly transfer 100
mL to membrane filter funnel assembly using a 100-mL
volumetric cylinder. If suspended matter is low, a larger
volume may be filtered.
11.3.3 Carefully remove filterfrom membrane filter
funnel assembly. Alternatively, remove crucible and filter
from crucible adapter. Dry for at least 1 hour at 217 to
221 °F, cool in a desiccator, and determinemass. Repeat
drying cycle until mass loss is less than 4 percent of previous
mass, or 0.5 rag, whichever is less.
11.3.4 Record mass of particulate matter determined
from the difference between final and initial masses of
test filteras the "mass of particulate matter."
11.4 Dissolved Matter.-This water component, also
called "dissolved solids" on filtration,passes through a
glass-fiber filterand remains after evaporation and drying
at 217 to 221 °E
11.4.1 Preparation ofEvaporating Dishes.-Heat the
clean dish to 1112 °F (600 °C) for 1 hour in a muffle
furnace, cool in a desiccator, and store until needed.
Determine mass immediately before use.
11.4.2 Transfer a measured aliquot of filteredsample
obtained in 11.3.2 to the dish with predetermined mass,
and evaporate to dryness on a steam bath or in a drying
oven.
11.4.2.1 Select an aliquot of sample sufficient to
contain a residue of at least 25 mg. To obtain a residue
capable of having its mass determined, successive aliquots
of sample may be added to the same dish.
11.4.2.2 If evaporation is performed in a drying
oven, temperature should be lowered to about 208 °F
(98 ° C) to prevent boiling and splattering of sample.
11.4.3 Dry evaporated sample for at least 1 hour
at 217 to 221 °F, cool in a desiccator, and determine mass.
Repeat drying cycle at 217 to 221 °F, cooling, desiccating,
and determining mass until loss of mass is less than 4
percent of previous mass, or 0.5 mg, whichever is less.
11.4.4 Record mass of residue determined from the
difference between final and initial dish masses as the "mass
of dissolved matter."

11.5 Total Matter.-The total matter, also called "total
solids," is the sum of the particulate and dissolved matter
in the sample.
11.5.1 Prepare evaporating dishes as in section
11.4.1.
11.5.2 Transfer a measured portion of the wellmixed sample to an evaporating dish of predetermined
mass, and evaporate to dryness on a steam bath or in
a drying oven.
11.5.2.1 If evaporation is performed in a drying
oven, temperature should be lowered to about 208 °F to
prevent boiling and splattering of sample.
11.5.3 Dry evaporated sample for at least 1 hour
at 217 to 221 °F, cool in a desiccator, and determine mass.
Repeat drying cycle until mass loss is less than 4 percent
of previous mass, or 0.5 mg, whichever is less.
11.5.4 Record mass of residue determined from the
difference between finaland initial dish masses as the "mass
of total matter."
11.6 Volatile Matter.-This is the component lost from
the total matter residue upon ignition of the residue at
1112 °F in a muffle furnace.
11.6.1 Precautions.-This test is subject to many
errors due to loss of water of crystallization, loss of volatile
organic matter prior to combustion, incomplete oxidation
of certain complex organics, and decomposition of mineral
salts during combustion. The results should not be
considered an accurate measure of organic carbon in the
sample; however, the results may be useful in the control
of plant operations. The principal source of error in the
determination is the failure to obtain a representative
sample.
11.6.2 Ignite residue obtained for the determination
of total matter at 1112 °F (600 °C) in a muffle furnace
for 30 minutes, cool in a desiccator, and determine mass.
11.6.3 Record the difference between the massesof
total matter and ignited matter residues as the "mass of
volatile matter."
11.7 Fixed Matter.-This
is the residue that remains
after ignition of the total matter residue.
11.7.1 Record the difference in massesbetween the
total and volatile matter, as determined in 11.5 and 11.6,
as the "fixed matter."
12.

Calculations

12.1 Calculate the result of each specific determination
as follows:
M --

Mx
V

(1000)

where:
M

.Mx= M1 =
.•-

M2

•

• Ms•
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matter, in milligrams per liter;
grams of total matter,
grams of particulate matter,
grams of dissolved matter,

(1)
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= 344 = grams of volatile matter,
= 3• = grams of fixed matter; and
V = liters of sample used.

A computer printout, figure 6 of USBR 3100, is another
way of reporting this data.

12.2 When particulate and dissolved matter have been
separately determined, total matter can be calculated by
adding the values of 3'/2 and 3•.
12.3 Since glass-fiberfiltration is used for the removal
of particulate matter, it is mandatory that this be stated
when reporting either particulate or dissolved matter.
12.4 Figures 1 and 2 show suggested worksheets for
recording data and sample calculations.
13.

14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 No statement can be made concerning the precision
of this procedure because the precision is influenced by
both the nature and amount of entrained matter and by
the effects of drying and ignition on actual composition.
14.2 The bias for this procedure has not been
established.
15.

References

[ 1] Rosen, Joseph, Reagent Chemicals andStandards, 3 rd
ed., Van Nostrand Co. Inc., New York, NY, 1955.
[2] United States Pharmacopeia andNational Formulary
XV, 20th ed., Mack Publishing Co., 20th and Northampton
Sts., Easton, PA, 18042, 1980.

Report

13.1 Figure 3 shows a suggested reporting form for
all matter determined in accordance with this procedure.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. DC-7•/2
Project
8R,• rg A" Y

Structure

Tested byA•' f/cost
•
Computed by

Station
•
Offset ---Depth .5"•,•F'.,q¢•"to 2 •'r.

Checked by

PfCO$ R/v'£R
Item k•.4 TgR Qo'.qL / 7- y
Location/•ooo pr. •/..q DA/• Axis

Feature

8RAN'rZEY DA•

Date
7-•;- 8g

•'. F',eosr"

Date

,,q'. ,/-./z'•/. z• R

7-•-8,g

TOTAL, VOLATILE, AND FIXED MATTER
Sample Unfiltered Dish
I.D. aliquot, (V), No.
L (liters)

355

o./oo

#"

Dish mass, g
Initial
Final
(I)
(F)

g

30.1924 90.1<132 O. O30#

Total Matter
M1 (g) = F - I
M1
M (mg/L) = -'• (1000)

M,

Dish mass, g
Ignited
(IGN)

30de

a¢o. /€15o 0.0002

Total matter

M1,

mg/L

Volatile Matter
344 (g) = F - IGN
3,/4
M(mg/L) =--• (1000)

2

Ms,

M,

g

mg/L

6. o.•Og

.•o6'

Fixed Matter
3• (g) = IGN
-I
!/

M (rag/L) = • (1000)

Figure 1. - Sample data and calculation form for total, volatile, and fixed matter.
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Fixed matter

Volatile matter
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mg/L

v
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Spec. or
Solic.
No. D C=7•12

Structure ,•,Ecos

Pr°lect•RA N'TZ A•y"

Item //J,4 r•',•r Q,o,,4• / 7->,.
Location 4•oo F•-. Of.*" DA,•t Axis
Station
•
Offset •
Depth •x/,e•AC A- to ,2 ,•"Z'.

Feature
•RAI•'ZZY
DA,•

,d•ltw•m

PARTICULATE
Sample
I.D.

Aliquot (V),
L (liters)
Unfiltered

333

O./O0

Container
No.

Filtered Filter Dish
O.O97

A

X

M(mg/L)

---

7-g -Date
86

Computed •. ,'w',eo•r:r"

7-• -Date
g•

Checked by
•"/'/'¢€'Z 1 L"R

D•te
7- d-8•

AND DISSOLVED MATTER

Mass, g (grams)
Initial (I)
Final (F)
Filter

Filter

Dish

II..f796 9/.o8d•

Particulate Matter
M2(g) =

Tested by 8. #•",a•057"

Dish

/l. •r•'/o gl./lq@

Particulate
matter
/Vh,
M,
g
mg/L
O.oo/6"

/5

Dissolved
matter
•,
M,
g
mg/L
O, oz•,,•

Dissolved Matter

F-I

•(g) =
M (mg/L) --

• (1000)
V

Filtering Media 6"z,¢a-ar ,,•/8A:•
Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form for particulate and dissolved matter.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

2•C-7d/2

Structure

Tested by

PA'cos •tv••

Project
8.•AJv'r-" w y,.

Item kIP'AfaR 6•O'AZ./ry
Location/,aoO A'r. 0/$" DA•

Feature
Z•RAI•'7"ZEY 4•AA•

Station
--•
Depth.S'uR•,,tc•.

PARTICULATE,

8. ,L:"•osT"

Date
7.d-a•d
Date

Computed byz•" ,'•--,,€os 7"

A×/s

Checked by
•

Offset
to 2•.;r:.

'/"/•'Z/ER

Date
7-•-gd

DISSOLVED, VOLATILE, FIXED, AND TOTAL MATTER IN WATER
Matter, mg/L

Sample
Identification

Particulate 1

Dissolved 1

Volatile

l Separation by •Z,4a'$ •SER
Figure 3. - Sample reporting form.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 3120-92

SULFATE ION IN WATER
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 3120; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: D 516-82.

Scope

3.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the sulfate ion in water and waste water. Four
methods are given as follows:
Method A (Gravimetric Method)
Method B (Turbidimetric Method)
Method C (Volumetric Method)
Method D (Ion Chromatography)

3.1 Sulfate Attack on Hardened Concrete.-For the
degree of attack on hardenedconcreteby soils and waters
containingvarious sulfate concentrations,refer to table 1.
This table also recommends varioustypes of cementitious
materials to minimize the effects of sulfates. For
determining the effect of alkali sulfates on hardened
concrete,see USBR 4908.
3.2 Detrimental Effects ofSulfates in Water forMixing
Concrete:
3.2.1 In concrete construction, proposed mixing
water suspected of having detrimental amounts of sulfate
should be analyzed. Hard and very bitter waters are likely
to contain high sulfate concentrations. Water from wells
and streams in the arid Western States often contains
dissolved mineral salts, chlorides, and sulfates, and should
be regarded with suspicion. The purest available water
should be used for mixing and curing. However, a
concentration of 3,000 p/m (parts per million) or 3000
mg/L of dissolved sulfates has no detrimental effect when
used for mixing or curing.
3.2.2 Researchershave found that the use of mixing
water containing considerable amounts of soluble sulfate
may result in a delayed reduction of compressive strength
of the concrete. In one series of tests, 1.0 percent sulfate,
10,000 p/m or mg/L, in the mixing water produced no
significant reduction in the 28-day compressive strength.
However, after 1 year (1 month standard moist curing
followed by 11 months outdoor storage), compressive
strength of concrete made with 10,000 p/m sulfate-bearing
mix water and Type V cement declined by 10 percent.
For a similar concrete made with Type I cement,
compressive strength at 1 year was 15 percent below the
strength of the control concrete mixed with tap water.
3.2.3 If water with a sulfate concentration in excess
of 3,000 p/m must be considered for use as mixing water,
additional tests should be performed. Time-of-set studies,
in accordance with USBR 4191, should be performed for
general information during construction. Compressive
strength studies, in accordance with USBR 4109, should
be performed for 24 hours' through 1 year's age and at
any intermediate time frame as desired. A reduction in
strength in excess of 10 percent of control mix should
be considered as a failure. Volume stability (length change)

Sections
8-14
15-23
24-34
35-44

1.2 Method A is the primary measure of the sulfate
ion in all water. Methods B and C are less time consuming
than Method A; however, they are frequently more liable
to interference; they are particularly useful in the lower
sulfate ion range, below 20 p/m or mg/L. Method D is
the current method of determination used by the Bureau,
and covers the range from 1 to 300 p/m or mg/L.
2.

Significance

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
3100 Samplingof Water
4109 Compressive StrengthofHydraulicCement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4191 Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Vicat
Needle
4227 Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
4908 Length Change of Hardened Concrete Exposed to
AlkaliSulfates
2.2 ASTMStandards:
D 516 StandardTest Methods for Sulfate Ion in Water *
D 859 StandardTest Methods for Silica in Water *
D 1129 StandardDefinitionsof Terms Relatingto Water •
D 1193 StandardSpecificationfor Reagent Water •
D 1339 Standard Test Methods for SulfiteIon in Water *
E 60 Standard Practice for Photometric Methods for
Chemical Analysisof Metals2
E 275 Standard Practice for Describingand Measuring
Performance of Ultraviolet, Visible, and Near-Infrared
Spectrophotometers
3
i AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 11.0l.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 03.05.
3 AnnualBookofASTMStandards,
vol. 14.01.
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Table 1. - Attack on concrete by soils and waters containing various sulfate concentrations.
Relative degree of sulfate
attack
Negligible
PositivC
Severe 2
Very severe 3

Percent water-soluble sulfate
(as SO4) in soil samples
0.00 to 0.10
0.10 to 0.20
0.20 to 2.00
2.00 or more

mg/L sulfate (as SO4)
in water samples
0 to 150
150 to 1500
1500 to 10 000
10 000 or more

Use Type II cement.
2 Use Type V cement, or approved combination of portland cement and pozzolan which
has been shown by test to provide comparable sulfate resistance when used in concrete.
Use Type V cement plus approved pozzolan which has been determined by t•sts to improve
sulfate resistance when used in concrete with Type V cement.
studies, in accordance with USBR 4227, should be
performed for 7 days' through 2 years' age and at any
intermediate time frame as desired. An expansion in excess
of 0.04 percent at 6 months' age should be regarded with
suspicion. An expansion in excess of 0.1 percent at 1 year's
age indicates remedial action must be taken. An expansion
in excess of 0.2 percent at 1 year's age should be expected
to cause rapid, intense, and readily recognizable expansive
deterioration of the concrete. An expansion in excess of
0.5 percent at any age should be considered as a complete
failure.
3.3 Detrimental Effects ofSulfates in Water forCuring
Fresh Concrete.-Test data on the effect of impurities in
curing water on quality of concrete are minimal. A
concentration of 3,000 mg/L of dissolved sulfates should
not be harmful; however, curing water should be free from
organic matter or other impurities that might stain surface
of concrete.
4.

all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 Picric acid, as discussed in note 2 following section
12.3, is a hazardous material.
7.

7.1

8.

METHOD

Scope

8.1 This method is applicable to all types of water
and waste water, and is directly applicable to samples
containing about 20 to 100 p/m (20 to 100 mg/L) of
the sulfate ion (SO42). This method can be extended to
higher or lower ranges by adjusting sample size.

Terminology

9.

Summary of Method

9.1 Sulfate ion is precipitated and the mass determined
as barium sulfate after removal of silica and other insoluble
matter.

Purity of Reagents

5.1 Reagent grade chemicals shall be used in all tests.
Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended that all reagents
shall conform to specifications of the Committee on
Analytical Reagents of the American Chemical Society,
where such specifications are available. 4 Other grades may
be used, provided it is first ascertained that reagent is of
sufficiently high purity to permit its use without lessening
accuracy of determination.
5.2 Unless otherwise indicated, references to water
shall be understood to mean Type II reagent water
conforming to ASTM D 1193. In addition, reagent water
used for these methods shall be sulfate free.
6.

Collect sample in accordance with USBR 3100.

METHOD A-GRAVIMETRIC

4.1 For definitions of terms used in this procedure,
refer to ASTM D 1129.
5.

Sampling

10.

Interferences

10.1 Sulfites and sulfides may oxidize and precipitate
with the sulfate. Turbidity caused by silica or other insoluble
material would interfere if allowed to be present; however,
removal of such interference is provided for in this method.
10.2 Other substances tend to be occluded or adsorbed
on the barium sulfate, but they do not significantly affect
precision and accuracy of method.
11.

Reagents

11.1 Ammonium Hydroxide (sp. gr. 0.90).-Concentrated NH4OH (ammonium hydroxide).
11.2 Barium Chloride Solution (118 g/L).-Dissolve
118 grams of BaCI2"2H20 (barium chloride) in water and
dilute to 1 liter.
11.3 Hydrochloric Acid (sp. gr. 1.19) (1 + 9).-Mix
1 volume of HCI (hydrochloric acid) with 9 volumes of
water.

Precautions

6.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
4 Reagent Chemicals, American Chemical Society Specifications, Am.
Chemical Sot., Washington, DC. For suggestions on testing reagents not
listed by AmericanChemical Society, see references [ 1,2] section 45.
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11.4 Hydrofluoric
Acid (48 to 51 percent).-Concentrated HF (hydrofluoric acid).
11.5 Methyl Orange Indicator Solution (0.5 g/L).Dissolve 0.05 gram of methyl orange in water and dilute
to 100 mL.
11.6 Nitric Acid (sp. gr. 1.42).-Concentrated HNO3
(nitric acid).
11.7 Picric Acid.-Saturated aqueous solution.
11.8 Silver Nitrate Solution (100 g/L).-Dissolve 10
grams of AgNOs (silver nitrate) in water and dilute to
100 mL.
11.9 Sulfuric Acid (sp. gr. 1.84).-Concentrated H2SO4
(sulfuric acid).
12.

12.6 Add a drop of H2SO4 and a few drops of HF,
and evaporate under a hood to expel silica as SiF4 (silicon
tetrafluoride). Reignite at about 1472 o F, cool in a desiccator,
and determine mass of crucible containing BaSO4.
13.

Calculation

13.1 A typical calculation form is shown on figure 1.
Calculateconcentration of sulfate ion as follows:
Sulfate, p/m or mg/L = M(411•500)
s

(1)

where:
M = grams of BaS04, and
S = milliliters of sample.

Procedure
14.

12.1 Filter sample, if turbid, using a fine, ashlesspaper
(note 1). Wash beaker and filter thoroughly with hot water.

Precision and Bias

14.1 Results of this method are precise to 1.0 percent
of amount of sulfate ion present.
14.2 The bias for this method is not known.

NOTE 1.-Silica may be removed before applying this method
by dehydration with HCI or HCIO4 (perchloric acid) in accordance
with respective procedures in ASTM D 859. In this case, ignition
described in section 12.5 need not be done in a platinum crucible.

METHOD B-TURBIDIMETRIC

12.2 Measure into beaker a quantity of clear sample
containing sulfate ion equivalent to 10 to 50 mg of BaSO4
(barium sulfate). Adjust volume by evaporation or dilution
with water to about 200 mL. Adjust acidity of sample to
methyl orange end point and add 10 mL excess of HCI
(1 +9).
12.3 Heat acidified solution to boiling and slowly add
to it 5 mL of hot BaCl2 solution (note 2). Stir sample
vigorously while adding BaCl2 solution. Keep temperature
just below boiling until liquid has become clear and
precipitate has settled out completely. In no case shall this
settling period be less than 2 hours.

15.

METHOD

Scope

15.1 This method is intended for rapid routine or
control tests for the sulfate ion in industrial water where
extreme accuracy and precision are not required. This
method is directly applicable over the range of 10 to 100
p/m (10 to 100 mg/L) of the sulfate ion.
16.

Summary of Method

16.1 Sulfate ion is converted to a barium sulfate
suspension under controlled conditions. A glycerin solution
and a sodium chloride solution are added to stabilize the
suspension and minimize interferences. The resulting
turbidity is determined by a photoelectric colorimeter or
spectrophotometer and compared to a curve prepared from
standard sulfate solutions.

NOTE l-Faster precipitation and a coarser precipitate can
be obtained by adding 10 mL of saturated picric acid solution
and boiling sample 5 minutes before addingBaCh.
12.4 Filter the suspension of BaSO4 on a fine, ashless,
filter paper and wash precipitate with hot water until
washings are substantially free of chlorides, as indicated
by testing last portion of washings with an AgNOz solution
(note 3). Avoid excessive washing. If any BaSO4 passes
through filter, pour filtrate through paper a second time
(note 4).

17.

Interferences

17.1 Insoluble suspended matter in sample must be
removed. Dark colors that cannot be compensated for in
the procedure interfere with measurement of suspended
BaSO4 (barium sulfate).
17.2 Although other ions normally found in water do
not appear to interfere, formation of the barium sulfate
suspension is very critical. This method is more suitable
as a control procedure where concentration and type of
impurities present in the water are relatively constant.
Determinations that are in doubt should be checked by
Method A, in some cases, or by procedure suggested in
note 7.

NOTE 3.-Do not attempt to obtain a completely negative test
for chloride. Discontinue washing when no more than a faint
opalescence is produced in test.
NOTE 4.-If filtrate is poured through paper a second time,
AgNOa must not be present in filtrate.
12.5 Place filter paper and contents in a platinum
crucible with a predetermined mass, and char and consume
paper slowly without flaming (note 1). Ignite residue at
about 1472 °F (800 °C) for 1 hour, or until it is apparent
that all carbon has been consumed.

18.

Apparatus

18.1 Photometer.-A filter photometer or spectrophotometer suitable for measurements between 350 and 425
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(note 7). Dilute to 50 mL with water if required, and add
10.0 mL of glycerin solution (note 5) and 5.0 mL of NaCI
solution.

nm; preferable wavelength range being 380 to 400 nm.
The cell for the instrument should have a light path through
sample of about 40 mm, and should hold about 50 mL
of sample. Filter photometers and photometric practices
prescribed in this method shall conform to ASTM E 60;
spectrophotometers shall conform to ASTM E 275.
19.

NOTE 7.-The solubility of BaSO4 is such that difficulty may
be experienced in determination of sulfate concentrations below
about 10 p/m or mg/L. This can be overcome by concentrating
the sample or by adding 5 mL of standard sulfate solution
(1 mL = 0.100 mg of SO42) to sample before diluting to 50
mL.This will add 0.5 mg of SO4 to the sample, which must be
subtracted from final result.

Reagents

19.1 Barium Chloride.-Crystalsof BaCI2"2H20 (barium
chloride) screened on the No. 20 to No. 30 mesh (850
to 600/•m).
19.2 Glycerin Solution (1 + 1).-Mix 1 volume of glycerin with 1 volume of water (note 5).

21.3 Fill a 40-mm sample cell with sample solution;
wipe with a clean, dry cloth; and place in cell compartment.
Set colorimeter to zero absorbance (100 percent transmission) for a blank. This compensates for any acid-insoluble
matter that has not been filtered out, for any color present,
or both.
21.4 Pour sample solution from cell back into beaker
and add, while stirring, 0.3 gram of barium chloride (note
8). Continue gently stirring solution for 1 minute, let stand
for 4 minutes, and stir again for 15 seconds. Fill sample
cell as before and immediately take a reading with
photometer.

NOTE 5.-A stabilizing solution containing sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (10 g/L) may be used instead of glycerin solution. 5
19.3 Sodium Chloride Solution (240 g/L).-Dissolve
240 grams of NaC1 (sodium chloride) in water containing
20 mL of concentrated HC1 (hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1.19),
and dilute to 1 liter with water. Filter solution if turbid.
19.4 Sulfate, Standard Solution (1 mL = 0.100 mg
-9.
SO 4 ).-Dissolve 0.1479 gram of anhydrous NazSO4 (sodium
sulfate) in water and dilute to 1 liter in a volumetric flask.
Standardize by the procedure prescribed in section 12.
20.

NOTE 8.-Stirring should be at a constant rate in all
determinations. The use of a magnetic stirrer has been found
satisfactory for this purpose.

Calibration

20.1 Follow procedure in section 21, using appropriate
amounts of standard sulfate solution prepared in accordance
with section 19.4, and prepare a calibration curve showing
sulfate ion content in parts per million (milligrams per
liter) plotted against corresponding photometer readings
(note 6). Prepare standards by diluting with water 0.0,
2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 30.0, 40.0, and 50.0 mL of standard
sulfate solution to 50-mL volumes in volumetric flasks.
These solutions will have sulfate ion concentrations of 0.0,
4.0, 10.0, 20.0, 30.0, 40.0, 60.0, 80.0, and 100.0 p/m or
mg/L, respectively.

21.5 If interferences are suspected, dilute sample with
an equal volume of water and redetermine sulfate
concentration. If value so determined is one-half that of
undiluted sample, interferences may be assumed to be
absent.
22.

22.1 Convert photometer readings obtained with
sample to parts per million (milligrams per liter) of the
sulfate ion using calibration curves described in section
20.
22.2 The Bureau has never performed the sulfate ion
determination by the turbidimetric method; therefore, no
typical data are provided; however, a suggested calculation
form is shown on figure 1.

NOTE 6.-A separate calibration curve must be prepared for
each photometer, and a new curve must be prepared if it is
necessary to change cell, lamp, or filter, or if any other alterations
to instrument or reagents are made. Check curve with each series
of tests by running two or more solutions of known sulfate
concentrations.

23.

20.2 The Bureau has never performed the sulfate ion
determination by the turbidimetric method; therefore, no
typical calibration curves are included.
21.

Precision and Bias

23.1 The precision of this method depends on
interferences present and the skill of the analyst. When
no interfering substances are present, a careful analyst can
obtain a precision of 5 percent of the sulfate ion or 2
mg/L, whichever is greater.
23.2 The bias for this method is not known.

Procedure

21.1 Filter sample if turbid, and adjust temperature
to between 59 and 86 °F (15 and 30 °C).
21.2 Pipet 50 mL or less of clear sample containing
between 0.5 and 5 mg of sulfate ion into a 200-mL beaker

METHOD C-VOLUMETRIC
24.

5 The following commercial reagents have also been found to be suitable:
Colloresine LV, obtainable from General Aniline and Film Corp., New
York, NY, or from Irwin Dyestuff Corp., Ltd., Montreal, Canada; or
Hercules CMC-70 Premium Low, obtainable from Hercules Inc.,
Wilmington, DE.
,

Calculation

METHOD

Scope

24.1 This method is intended for the rapid volumetric
determination of a wide range of sulfate ion concentrations
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in industrial water. The method can be used directly for
routine or control tests for the sulfate ion in certain
industrial waters and, when extended by use of ionexchange and microtechnique, for the accurate determination of the sulfate ion over the range of 5 to 1,000
p/m (5 to 1000 mg/L). For additional information on this
method, see reference [3] section 45.
25.

27.2.1 Resin is held on a suitable screen or filter
plug, and flow is controlled by a length of 2-mm bore
capillary tubing joined to bottom of column. This tubing
is bent into a U-shape, rises to about 13 mm above resin
bed, and then makes a U-bend downward for about 50
to 70 mm.
27.2.2 Other designs of exchange columns are
suitable, such as a small glass column using only 25 mm
of washed resin, No. 100- to No. 200-mesh (150- to 75#m) size; 65- to 70-mm total length; and 15-ram inside
diameter widening to a reservoir cup 50 to 55 mm in
length and 30- to 35-mm inside diameter. This column
is useful for very small samples which must be washed
through the bed with water. Correction must be made for
amount of wash water used.
27.3 The exchange columns shall be regenerated when
about two-thirds exhausted. Regeneration shall be carried
out by passing HCI (1 + 4) through resin column and
by thorough washing with water. If resin column shows
no visual change as exhaustion proceeds, it is advisable
to regenerate after one or two samples have passed through
column.

Summary of Method

25.1 Sulfate ion is titrated in an alcoholic solution under
controlled acid conditions with a standard barium chloride
solution using thorin as indicator. Under controlled
conditions of titration, end point is relatively sharp;
indicator changing from yellow to a stable pink color.
26.

Interferences

26.1 Both cations and anions may cause coprecipitation
errors with barium sulfate precipitate. Potassium, iron,
aluminum, phosphate, flouride, and nitrate are the worst
offenders. Most metallic ions also seriously interfere by
forming colored complexes with the thorin indicator,
especially in alcohol-water mixtures.
26.2 Interference by cations is eliminated by ion
exchange. However, chromium and zirconium may form
varying quantities of anion complexes with the sulfate ion
under certain conditions.
26.3 Fluorides and nitrates cause no serious interference up to concentrations of 2 and 50 mg/L, respectively.
26.4 Ortho and metaphosphates interfere when
present in excess of about 2 mg/L. In industrial water,
such as boiler water, orthophosphate is removed by
precipitation with magnesium carbonate and filtration.
26.5 Sulfite interference is eliminated by determining
sulfate equivalent of sulfite and subtraction of this sulfate
from determined sulfate content. Sulfides also interfere
but can usually be removed by precipitation as zinc sulfide.
26.6 Chlorides obscure the pink end point if present
in concentrations greater than 1000 mg/L when sulfate
present is low (about 5 rag/L). The noninterfering
concentration of chloride increases with increasing sulfate
content.
26.7 Chromium present a's chromates and dichromates
is converted by treatment with hydrogen peroxide to the
cation, Cr ÷3, which is then removed by ion exchange.
27.

28.

Apparatus

27.1 Titration Assembly.-For high accuracy and
determination of low sulfate ion concentrations,a
microburet reading to 0.01 mL is necessary. Efficient
magnetic stirring improves speed and convenience of
titration.
27.2 IonExchange Column.-Asuitablecontinuousflow
column may be prepared by pouring 30 cm of a washed,
wet resin, No. 20- to No. 25-mesh (850- to 710-•m) size,
into a glass column of 9- to 10-mm inside diameter and
500+5 mm in length,the top of whichwidensto a reservoir
of 50- to 55-mm insidediameterand 100+5 mm in length.
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Reagents

28.1 AlcohoL-Ethyl
alcohol (95 percent) 6, isopropyl
alcohol, or methyl alcohol.
28.2 Ammonium
Hydroxide (sp. gr. 0.90) (1 + 99).Mix 1 volume of NH4OH (ammonium hydroxide) with
99 volumes of water.
28.3 Barium Chloride, StandardSolution (1 mL = 0.500
mg SO]2).-Dissolve 1.221 grams of barium chloridein 1
liter of water that has been adjusted to a pH of 3.8 to
4.0 with dilute HCI. Standardize solution in accordance
with section 29 against standard sodium sulfate solutions
that have been passed through ion-exchangeresin.
28.4 HydrochloricAcid (1 + 4).-Mix 1 volume of
concentratedHC1 (sp. gr. 1.19) with4 volumesof water.
28.5 HydrochloricAcid (1 + 99).-Mix 1 volume of
HCI (sp. gr. 1.19) with99 volumesof water.
28.6 Hydrogen Peroxide (30 percent).-Concentrated
H202 (hydrogen peroxide).
28.7 Iodine, Standard Solution (1 mL = 0.480 mg
SO42).-Dissolve 10 grams of KI (potassium iodine) in 100
mL of water, add 1.27 grams of iodine crystals, and stir
until solution is complete. Dilute to 1 liter with water
and store in a dark bottle.Standardizeagainst0.01 normal
sodiumthiosulfate solution.
28.8 Ion-exchangeResin.-A cationicexchange resin,7
No. 20- to No. 25-mesh (850- to 710-#m) or No. 100to No. 200-mesh (150- to 75-#m).
28.9 MgCO3 (Magnesium Carbonate)
28.10 PhenolphthaleinIncb'catorSolution (5.0 g/L).Dissolve 0.5 gram of phenolphthaleinin 50 mL of 95
percentethylalcohol.6 Dilute to 100 mL withwater.
6 Specially denatured ethyl alcohol conforming to Formula No. 3A or
30 of U.S. Bureau of Internal Revenue may be substituted for 95 percent
ethyl alcohol.
7 Commercial resins Dowex 50 > 8 and Amberlite IR-120 have been
found to be satisfactory for this purpose.
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50.0 mL of the standard sulfate solution (1 mL = 0.100
mg SO•2) to 50 mL in volumetric flasks. These solutions
will have sulfate ion concentrations of 0.0, 4.0, 10.0, 20.0,
30.0, 50.0, 70.0, and 100.0 p/m or rag/L, respectively.
29.2 Determine the blank and sulfate equivalent of the
barium chloride solution (note 9) in accordance with
sections 30.3, 30.4, and 30.5.

28.11 Potassium Dichromate.-Heat KuCr207 (potassium dichromate)Sin a platinum crucible to a temperature
just above its fusion point, 745 °F (396 °C), taking care
to exclude all dust and organic matter. After cooling, crush
fused salt to a powder in an agate mortar and preserve
in a glass-stoppered bottle.
28.12 PotassiumIodMe.-The potassium iodides should
not yield a blue color when 1 gram is dissolved in freshly
boiled reagent-grade deaerated water treated with 5 drops
(0.25 mL) of 1.0 normal sulfuric acid and 1 mL of freshly
preparedstarch solution.
28.13 NaHCOs (Sodium Bicarbonate) s
28.14 Na2COs (Sodium Carbonate) s, anhydrous.
28.15 Sodium Thiosulfate, Standard Solution (0.01
N).-Using a 1000-mL volumetric flask, dissolve 2.482
grams of sodium thiosulfates in about 800 mL of water
that has just been boiled and cooled. Invert flaskat frequent
intervals until solid is dissolved. Stabilize solution by
dissolving in it, in the same manner, 1 gram of Na2COs
and dilute to 1 liter with the boiled water. Standardize
against K2Cr207 as described in section 28.15.1.
28.15.1 Dissolve 2 grams of KI and 2 grams of
NaHCOs in 300 mL of water in a 500-mL Erlenmeyer
flask and add concentrated HCI (sp. gr. 1.19) slowly, while
swirling flask, until carbon dioxide gas evolution ceases.
Add 10 mL excess of HCI, mix, and then dissolve 0.010
gram of dried K2Cr207 in the solution. Wash down inside
of flask with a small amount of water without agitating
flask, and allow to stand for 10 minutes. Titrate with the
Na2S203 solution, using starch solution as indicator, until
color just changes from blue to the green color of chromic
salt.
28.15.2 Calculate as follows:
N --

grams of K2Cr207 (1000)
equiv, mass of K2Cr207 (49.04) (S)

NOTE 9.-A solution of known sulfate concentration should
be run with each series of tests or new reagents to check standardization curve. The blank used to determine sulfate content
is preferably that determined from standardization curve
extrapolated to zero.
30. Procedure in Presence of Sulfite, Phosphate,
and Chromium
30.1 In the presence of sulfite and phosphate
interference, as in boiler water, pipet 25.0 mL of filtered
sample containing 10 to 50 p/m (10 to 50 mg/L) of the
sulfate ion into a 100-mL beaker. Add 0.5 mL of starch
indicator and titrate sulfite with iodine solution (1 mL =
0.480 mg SO• 2) (note 10). Record volume of standard iodine
solution required to obtain a blue color.
NOTE 10.-A separate sample may be used to determine the
sulfite by methods of ASTM D 1339.
30.2 Add 2 to 3 drops of phenolphthalein indicator
solution and adjust the pH to about 10.3 with HCI (1 + 99)
or NH4OH (1 + 99). Add 0.3 to 0.5 gram of MgCOs
and boil gently for 5 minutes, using a cover glass to
minimize evaporation loss. Cool to 50 °F (10 °C) (note
11). Filter through acid-washed, open-texture, rapid filter
paper into a 50-mL volumetric flask. Wash precipitate with
three 5-mL portions of water at 50 °E If chromium is
present or suspected, add, with shaking, a few drops of
H902. Adjust volume to 50 mL with water.

(2)

where:
N = normality of thiosulfate in equivalents per
liter; and
S ---- milliliters of Na2S2Oa required.

NOTE 11.-Phosphate ion is almost completely precipitated
at or below 50 °F (10 °C), but solubility increases with increasing
temperature.

28.16 Starch Indicator.-Make a paste using 1 gram of
Arrowroot starch or soluble iodometric starch with cold
water. Pour paste into 100 mL of boiling water and boil
for several minutes. Store in a glass-stoppered bottle in
a cool place. Starch solutions prepared in this manner will
remain chemically stable for 2 or 3 days.
28.17 Sulfate, Standard Solution (1 mL = 0.100 mg
SO•2).-Refer to section 19.4.
28.18 Sulfuric Acid (sp. gr. 1.84).-ConcentratedH2SO4
(sulfuric acid),s
28.19 Thorin Solution (20 g/L).-Dissolve 0.2 gram of
thorin, which is 2 (2-hydroxy-3, 6-disulfo-l-naphthylazo)
benzene arsonic acid, in 100 mL of water.
29.

30.3 Pass solution through ion-exchange column and
discard first 25 to 30 mL of effluent (note 12). Pipet 10.0
mL of the next effluent into a small, white porcelain dish
of 100- to 125-mL capacity.
NOTE 12.-When amount of sample is limited, sample may
be passed through the small ion-exchange column described in
section 27.2 and rinsed through with four or five times its volume
of water so that finalelutriate is 50.0 mL. Concentrate this elutriate
to 10.0 mL, or take a 10.0-mL aliquot.
30.4 Add 40 mL of alcohol and 2 drops of thorin
indicator. Adjust the pH to 3.8 to 4.0 by carefully adding
dropwise NH4OH (1 + 99) until solution.just turns pink
(note 13). Then add HCI (1 + 99) dropwise until pink
color disappears.

Standardization of Barium Chloride Solution

29.1 Prepare a series of standard sulfate solutions by
diluting with water 0.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 25.0, 35.0, and

NOTE 13.-If NH4OH is added too fast, it is possible to overrun
color change from yellow to pink and sample continues to be

s Reagent used for standardization only.
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yellow. It is then impossible to develop pink color by addition
of NH4OH.

$1 = milliliters of original sample titrated, consideration being given to any dilution when
passing through ion-exchange column, and
$2 = milliliters of original sample titrated for sulfite correction.

30.5 Prepare a blank using water and reagents
described in sections 30.1 to 30.4, and record iodine solution
used for sulfite correction of blank. Titrate sample with
BaC12 solution (1 mL = 0.500 mg SO•2), using untitrated
yellow blank as a color reference, to a stable pink color
which deepens to a reddish pink on overtitration. Then
titrate blank to same color reached in sample. Allow a
time lapse of 3 to 5 seconds between additions of last
few increments of BaC12 solution.

33.2 The Bureau has never performed the sulfate ion
determination by the volumetric method; therefore, no
typical data or calculation form are provided.
34.

Precision and Bias 9

34.1 Titration of the sulfate ion in the range of 5 to
100 mg/L, after ion-exchangetreatment, is accurate to 1.5
mg/L. The precision of this method up to 100 mg/L
(excluding laboratory differences) is 0.7 mg/L. Singleoperator precision may be expected to be 0.5 mg/L.
34.2 The bias for this method is not known.

NOTE 14.-The color change may best be seen with constant
stirring and a daylight fluorescent light. If such a light is not
available, use of blue tinted glasses, such as American Optical
No. F-9247, is helpful.
NOTE 15.-For very low sulfate concentrations, a less
concentrated BaCl2 solution (1 mL = 0.200 mg SO•2) is advised.
A standard sodium sulfate solution may be added to sample to
raise total sulfate concentration to 10 to 15 p/m or mg/L of
the sulfate ion. This additional sulfate must be subtracted from
final results.

METHOD D-CHROMATOGRAPHY
METHOD (CONDUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT)
35.

31. Procedure in Absence of Sulfite, Phosphate,
and Chromium

Scope

32.1 If interfering cations are low and high accuracy
is not required, as in certain control tests, directly titrate
10.0 mL of filtered sample in accordance with procedure
described in sections 30.4 and 30.5.

35.1 Determination of the common anions such as Br(bromide), Cl•s(Chloride), F- (fluoride),NO• (nitrate), NO2
(nitrite), PO4 (phosphate), and SO4 (sulfate) is often
desirable to characterize a water and/or to assessthe need
for specific treatment. Although conventional colorimetric,
electrometric, or titrimetric methods are available for
determining individual anions, only ion chromatography
[4,5,6,7] provides a single instrumental technique that may
be used for their rapid, sequential measurement. Ion
chromatography eliminates the need to use hazardous
reagents, and it effectively distinguishes among the halides
(Br-, CL-, and F-) and the oxides (SO•2 - SO•2 or NO2 NO•).

33.

36.

31.1 Pass 50 mL of filtered sample directly through
ion exchangecolumn (note 11). Collect 10.0 mL of effluent
and proceed in accordance with sections 30.3, 30.4, and
30.5, using extrapolated blank.
32. Procedure in Presence of Negligible
Interferences

Calculation

33.1 Calculate the sulfate ion concentration in original
sample as follows:

36.1 A water sample is injected into a stream of
carbonate-bicarbonate eluant and passed through a series
of ion exchangers. The anions of interest are separated
on the basis of their relative affinites for a low capacity,
strongly basic anion exchanger (guard and separator
column). The separated anions are directed onto a strongly
acidic cation exchanger (suppressor column) where they
are converted to their highly conductive acid form, and
the carbonate-bicarbonate eluant is converted to a weakly
conductive carbonic acid. The separated anions, in their
acid form, are then measured by conductivity and identified
on the basis of retention time as compared to standards.
Quantitation is by measurement of peak area or peak height.

Sulfate, p/m (mg/L) =
(V1 - B1) (500)

$1

( 112 - B2) (480)
$2

Summary of Method

(3)

where:
V1 = milliliters of BaCI2 solution required for titration of sample,
112 = milliliters of iodine solution required for titration of sample for sulfite correction,
B1 = milliliters of BaCI2 solution required for titration of blank,
B2 = milliliters of iodine solution required for titra-tion of blank for sulfite correction,

9 Supporting data giving results of cooperative tests may be obtained
on loan fromASTM Headquarters, 1916 RaceSt., Philadelphia, PA, 19103,
by requesting as RR: D-19-145.
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37.

constituent, and filtered through a 0.2-•am membrane filter
to avoid plugging columns.
40.2 Eluant Solution.-Sodium bicarbonate-sodium
carbonate, 0.003 M (molar) NaHCOs - 0.0024 M Na2CO3:
Dissolve 1.008 grams of NaHCOs and 1.0176 grams of
Na2COs in water and dilute to 4 L (liters).
40.3 RegenerantSolution 1 (H2SO4) 1N (normality).Use this regenerant when suppressor is not a continuously
regenerated one.
40.4 Regenerant Solution 2 (H2SO4) 0.025N.-Dilute
2.8 mL of concentrated H2SO4 to 4 L or 100 mL of
regenerant solution 1 to 4 L. Use this regenerate with
continuous regeneration-fiber suppressor system.
40.5 Standard Anion Solutions, (1000 mg/L).-Prepare
a series of standard anion solutions by determining the
indicated amount of salt, dried to a constant mass at 221 °F
(105 °C), to 1000 mL (table 2). Store in plastic bottles
in a refrigerator; these solutions are stable for at least
1 month.

Interferences

37.1 Any substance that has a retention time coinciding
with that of any anion to be determined will interfere.
For example, any relatively high concentrations of lowmolecular-weight organic acids will interfere with the
determination of chloride and fluoride; and a high
concentration of any one ion will interfere with the
resolution of other ions. Sample dilution overcomes many
interferences. To resolve uncertainties of identification or
quantitation, use the method of known additions. Spurious
peaks may result from contaminants in reagent water,
glassware, or sample processing apparatus. Because small
sample volumes are used, scrupulously avoid contamination.

38.

Minimum Detectable Concentration

38.1 The minimum detectable concentration of an
anion is a function of sample size and conductivity scale
used. Generally, minimum detectable concentrations are
in the range of 0.05 mg/L for F- and 0.1 mg/L for Br-,
CI-, NO3, NO2, PO•3, and SO42 with a 100-/•L sample loop
and a 10-/amho full-scale setting on the conductivity
detector. Similar values may be achieved by using a higher
scale setting and an electronic integrator.

39.

Table 2. - Standard anion solutions.

Apparatus

39.1 Chromatograpb.-Anion chromatograph including an injection valve, sample loop, guard, separator and
suppressor columns, a temperature-compensated smallvolume conductivity cell (6 /•L or less), and a strip-chart
recorder capable of full-scale response of 2 seconds or less.
An electronic peak integrator is optional. The ion
chromatograph shall be capable of delivering 2 to 5 mL
of eluant per minute at a pressure of 200 to 1,000 lbf/in2
(1400 to 6900 kPa)
39.2 Separator Column.-An anion separator column
with styrene divinylbenzene-based low-capacity pellicullar
anion-exchange resin capable of resolving Br-, CI-, F-, NO•,
NO2, PO• 3, and SO• 2 (4 × 250 mm).*
39.3 Guard Column.-Identical to separator column
except use (4 × 50 mm)t to protecct separator column
from foulingby particulates or organics.
39.4 Suppressor Column.-The suppressor column is
a high-capacity cation-exchange resin capable of converting
eluant and separated anions to their acid forms.*°

40.

Anion I

Salt

Amount,

CLFBrNOs
NO2
POT, a
SO42

NaCI
NaF
NaBr
NaNo3
NaNO2
KH2PO4
Kg.SOa

1.6485
2.2100
1.2876
1.3707
* 1.4998
1.4330
1.8141

g/L

Expressed as compound.
* Do not ovendry, dry to a constant
mass in a desiccator.

40.6 Combined
Working Standard Solution,
High
Range.-Combine
10 mL of Cl-, F-, NO3, NO2, and PO•ts
standard anion solutions, 1 mL of the BR-, and 100 mL
of the SO42 standard solutions; dilute to 1000 mL; and
store in a plastic bottle protected from light. Solution
contains 10 mg/L each of CI-, F-, NOs, NO2, PO•3; 1 mg
of Br- per liter; and 100 mg of SO• 2 per liter. Prepare
fresh daily.
40.7 Combined Working Standard Solution, Low
Range.-Dilute100 mL of the high range working standard
solution to 1000 mL and store in a plastic bottle protected
from light. Solution contains 1.0 mg/L each of CI-, F-,
NO3, NO2, and po•S; 0.1 mg of Br- per liter; and 10 mg
of SO• 2 per liter. Prepare fresh daily.
40.8 Alternative Combined Working Standard Soludons.-Prepare appropriate combinations according to
anion concentration to be determined. If NO2 and PO• s
are not included, the combijned working standard is stable
for 1 month.

Reagents

40.1
Water.-Deionized
or distilled water free from
interferences at the minimum detection limit of each

41.

* Dionex Part No. 030827 (normal run), Part No. 030831 (fast run),
or equivalent.
t Dionex Part No. 030825 (normal run), Part No. 030830 (fast run),
or equivalent.
t0 Dionex Part No. 030828 (regular), Part No. 35350 (fiber), or
equivalent.

Procedure

41.1 System Equilibration.-Turn on ion chromatograph and adjust eluant flow rate to approximate the
separation achieved in figures 2 or 3 (2 to 3 mL/min).
Adjustdetector to desired setting (usually 10 •amho) and
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POT4 3

•

SO72

frequently. In this type of system, the water dip 11 may
shift slightly during suppressor exhaustion and, with a fastrun column, this may lead to slight interference for For Cl-. To eliminate this interference, analyze standards
that bracket the expected result, eliminate water dip by
diluting sample with eluant, or by adding concentrated
eluant to the sample to give the same HCO•/CO• 2 concentration as in the eluant. If sample adjustmentsare made,
adjust standards and blanks identically.
If linearity is established for a given detector setting,
it is acceptable to calibrate with a single standard. Record
the peak height or area and retention time to permit
calculation of the calibration factor, F.
41.3 Sample Analysis.-If
necessary, remove sample
particulates by filtering through a prewashed 0.2-#m-porediameter membrane filter. Using a prewashed syringe of
1 to 10 mL capacity, equipped with a male luer fitting,
inject enough of the sample or standard to flush sample
loop several times. For a 0.1-mL sample loop, inject at
least 1 mL. Switch ion chromotograph from load to inject
mode and record peak heights and retention times on strip
chart recorder. After the last peak (SO•2)has appeared and
the conductivity signal has returned to base line, another
sample can be injected.
41.4 Regeneration.-Forsystems without fiber suppressor, regenerate with 1N H2SO4 in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions when the conductivity base line
exceeds 300 #mho when the suppressor column is on line.

CI-

L

42.

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

4

8

12

16

20

42.1 Calculate concentration of each anion, in
milligrams per liter, by referring to the appropraiate
calibration curve. Alternatively, when response is shown
to be linear, use the following equation:

Minutes
Figure 2. - Typical
columns.

inorganic

Calculations

C = HFD

anion separation using normal-run

(4)

where:
C = milligrams of anion per liter,
H = peak height or area,
F = response factor = concentration of standard/
height (or area) of standard, and
D = dilution factor for those samples requiring
dilution.

allow system to come to equilibrium (15 to 20 min). A
stable base line indicates equilibrium conditions. Adjust
detector offset to zero-out the eluant conductivky. Then,
with the fiber suppressor, adjust the regeneration flow
rate to maintain stability, usually 2.5 to 3 mL/min.
41.2 Calibracion.-Inject standards containing a single
anion, or a mixture, and determine approximate retention
times. Observed times vary with conditions; however, if
standard eluant and anion separator column are used,
retention is always in the order of F-, Cl-, NO2, PO43,
Br-, NOa, and SO•2. Inject at least three different
concentrations for each anion to be measured, and construct
a calibration curve by plotting peak height or area against
concentration on linear graph paper. Recalibrate whenever
the detector setting is changed. With a system requiring
suppressor regeneration, the NO2 interaction with the
suppressor may lead to erroneous NO2 results; make this
determination only when suppressor is at the same stage
of exhaustion as during standardization, or recalibrate

42.2 Because this method is direct by reading from
the ion chromatograph with corrections made, no typical
calculation form or data is included.
43.

Precision and Bias

43.1 Samples of reagent water, to which were added
the common anions, were analyzed in 15 laboratories;
results are shown in table 3.
] ] Water dip occurs because water conductivity
eluant conductivity (eluant is diluted by water).
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NO•

•

CI-

Conditions:
2.8m of M Na HCO3/2.3m of M No2CO3 eluant
2.0mL/min flow
IO-/zL loop
• lO/zmho/cm full scale

II

FCr
NO•
HPO;,2
BrNO;

so:••

o

I
4

I
6

Concentrations,
p/m or mg/L
.3
4
I0
25
I0
20

25

I
8

Minutes
Figure 3. - Fast-run column separation.
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Table 3. - Precision and bias observed for anions at various concentration levels
in reagent water.
Amount
added,
p/m or
mg/L

Amount
found,
p/m or
mg/L

Overall
precision,
p/m or
mg/L

Singleoperator
precision,
p/m or
mg/L

FFClClClNO•
NO•
BrBrPO43
PO•3

0.48
4.84
0.76
17
455
0.45
21.8
0.25
13.7
0.18
0.49

0.49
4.64
0.86
17.2
471
0.09
19.4
0.25
12.9
0.10
0.34

0.05
0.52
0.38
0.82
46
0.09
1.9
0.04
1.0
0.06
0.15

0.03
0.46
0.11
0.43
13
0.04
1.3
0.02
0.6
0.03
0.17

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

NO3
NO3

0.50
15.1

0.33
14.8

0.16
1.15

0.03
0.9

No
No

0.52

0.07

0.03

No

2.5

2.2

No

Anion

SO42
SO42

44.

0.51
43.7

43.5

Report

(neg.)
(neg.)

(neg.)
(neg.)

[4] Small, H., T. Stevens, and W. Bauman, "Novel Ion
Exchange Chromatographic Method Using Conductimetric
Detection," Analytic Chemistry, 47:1801, 1985.

44.1
Figures 3 through 7 of USBR 3100 show typical
reporting forms for this procedure.
45.

Significant
bias,
95 % level
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DENSITY AND VOIDS IN AGGREGATE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4029; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 29-78.
4.2 Tamping Rod.-The
tamping rod shall be a
round, straight, steel rod of 5/8-inch (15.9-ram) diameter and about 24 inches (610 mm) in length, having one
end rounded to a hemispherical tip of same diameter as
rod.
4.3 Measure.-A cylindrical, metal measure with handles shall be provided. Measureshall be watertight, with
top and bottom true and even, machined to accurate
dimensions on inside, and sufficiently rigid to retain its
form under rough usage. The top rim shall be smooth
and plane within 0.01 inch (0.25 mm) and shall be parallel to bottom within 0.5 o (note 1 ). Measuresof the two
larger sizes shown in table 1, 0.5 and 1 ft 3 (0.014
and 0.028 m3), shall be reinforced around top with a
metal band to provide an overall wall thickness of not
less than 0.20 inch (5.1 mm) in the upper 1-1/2 inches
(38 mm). The capacity and dimensions of the measures
shall conform to limits shown in table 1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for determination of density and voids in fine, coarse, or mixed
aggregates.
2.

Applicable Documents

USBR Procedures:
2.1
1010 Calibrating Unit Weight Measures
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 29 Standard Test Method for Unit Weight and Voids
in Aggregate *
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction
Material 1,2
3.

NOTE 1.-Top rim is considered plane ifa 0.01-inch (0.25mm) feeler gauge cannot be inserted between rim and a piece
of 1/4-inch (6.4-mm) or thicker plate glass laid over measure.
The top and bottom are considered parallel if slope between
pieces of plate glass in contact with top and bottom does not
exceed 1 percent in any direction.

Significance and Use

5.

3.1 This test procedure is often used to determine
necessary density values for use in designing portland
cement concrete mixtures.
3.2 Voids in aggregate for concrete may also be calculated by this procedure.
3.3 In USBR work, it is normal to proportion and
adjust masses in concrete batching by saturated-surfacedry masses. This test procedure discusses densities, percentage of voids, and bulk specific gravities on a dry basis
and not on a saturated-surface-dry basis.
4.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associatedwith its use. It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish appropriate
safety and health practices and determine applicability of
regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Sampling

6.1 Sampling should generally be accomplished in
accordance with USBR 4075, and sample reduction in
accordance with USBR 4702.

Apparatus

4.1 Balance.-The
balance or scale shall be accurate
within 0.1 percent of test load at any point within range
of use. The range of use shall be considered to extend
from mass of empty measure to mass of measure plus
contents at 100 lbm/ft 3 (1602 kg/m3).

7.

Calibration

7.1 Measure.-Fill measure with water at room .temperature and cover with a piece of plate glass in such a
way as to eliminate bubbles and excess water. Determine

t Annum Book of ASTM Staadards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annum Book o£ASTM Smndardss vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
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Table la. - Dimensions of measures (inch-pound units)A
Capacity,
fO

Inside
diameter,
inches

Inside
height,
inches

0.1

6.0 + 0.1

6.1 + 0. I

0.20

0.10

1/2

0.33

8.0 + 0.1

11.5 + 0.1

0.20

0.10

1

0.5

10.0 + 0.01

11.0 + 0.1

0.20

0.12

1-1/2

1.0

14.0 + 0.1

11.2 + 0.1

0.20

0.12

4

Min. thickness
of metal
Bottom,
Wall,
inch
inch

Max. size
of aggregate,a
inch

i Indicated size of measure may be used to test aggregatesof a maximum nominal size equal to
or less than size shown.
2 Based on sieves with square openings.
Table lb. -Dimensions of measures (SI-metric)A
Inside
diameter,
mm

Inside
height,
mm

0.003

155 + 2

0.010

Capacity,
m3

Min. thickness
of metal
Bottom,
Wall,

Max. size
of aggregate,a
mm

tam

mm

160 + 2

5.0

2.5

12.5

205 + 2

305 + 2

5.0

2.5

25.0

0.015

255 + 2

295 + 2

5.0

3.0

37.5

0.030

355 + 2

305 + 2

5.0

3.0

100.0

i Indicated size of measure may be used to test aggregates of a maximum nominal size equal to
or less than size shown.
a Based on sieves with square openings.
net mass of water in measure to an accuracy of +0.1 percent.
Measure temperature of water, and determine its density
from table 2. Calculate factor for measure by dividing
density of water by mass required to fill measure. Refer
to USBR 1010 for additional information on calibration.
7.2 Scale.-Calibrate
scale in accordance with USBR
1012.
7.3 Oven.-Calibrate
oven in accordance with USBR
1020.
8.

9.1.2 When rodding first layer, do not allow rod to
strike bottom of measure forcibly. When rodding second
and third layers, use only enough force to cause tamping
rod to penetrate previous layer of aggregate.
9.1.3 Determine mass of measure and its contents,
and record net mass of aggregate to nearest 0.1 percent.
Multiply the determined net mass by the factor calculated
as described in section 7.1. The product is density of
aggregate by rodding.
9.1.4 Repeat rodding procedure for two additional
tests. If the spread of the three tests exceeds 1 percent
of average net mass, additional tests should be conducted.
The average of the net masses for all tests shall be used
to determine the density.

Conditioning

8.1 Dry sample of aggregate to an essentially constant
mass, preferably in an oven at 230±9 °F (110+5 °C).
9.

Rodding Procedure

10.

9.1 The rodding procedure is applicable to aggregates
having a maximum size of 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm) or
less.
9.1.1 Fill measure one-third full and level surface
with fingers. Rod layer of aggregatewith 25 strokes of
tamping rod evenly distributed over surface. Then, fill
measure two-thirds full and again level and rod. Finally,
fill measure to overflowing and again rod. Level surface
of aggregatewith fingers or a straightedge in such a way
that any slight projections of larger pieces of coarse
aggregate approximately balance larger voids in surface
below top of measure.
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Jigging Procedure

10.1 The jigging procedure is applicable to aggregates
having a maximum size greater than 1-1/2 inches (37.5
mm) but less than or equal to 4 inches (100 mm).
10.1.1 Fill measure in three approximately equal
layers as described in section 9.1.1, compacting each layer
by placing measure on a firm base, such as a concrete
floor, raising opposite sides of measure alternately about
2 inches (51 mm), and allowing measure to drop in such
a manner as to hit floor with a sharp, slapping blow. By
this method, the aggregateparticles will arrangethemselves
in a densely compacted condition. Drop the measure 50
times in this manner, 25 times on each side. Level surface

USBR 4029

of aggregatewith fingers or a straightedge in such a way
that any slight projections of larger pieces of coarse
aggregate approximately balance larger voids in surface
below top of measure.
10.1.2 Determine mass of measure and its contents,
and record net mass of aggregate to nearest 0.1 percent.
Multiply the determined net mass by the factor calculated
as described in 7.1. The product is density of aggregate
by jigging.
10.1.3 Repeat jigging procedure for two additional
tests. If the spread of the three tests exceeds 1 percent
of average net mass, additional tests should be conducted.
The average of the net masses for all tests shall be used
to determine the density.
11.

V=

(1)

where:
V = percent of voids,
A = bulk specific gravity (ovendry basis) as determined in accordance with USBR 4127 or
4128,
B = density of aggregate in pound mass per cubic
foot (kilograms per cubic meter), and
M = density of water, 62.4 lbm/ft3 (1000 kg/m3)
12.2

A typical calculation form is shown on figure

1.

Shoveling Procedure
13.

11.1 The shoveling procedure is applicable to
aggregateshaving a maximum size of 4 inches (100 mm)
or less.
11.1.1 Fill measure to overflowing using a shovel
or scoop, discharging aggregatefrom a height not to exceed
2 inches (51 mm) above top of measure. Exercise care
to prevent, so far as possible, segregation of particle sizes
of which sample is composed. Level surface of aggregate
with fingers or a straightedge in such a way that any slight
projections of larger pieces of coarse aggregate approximately balance larger voids in surface below top of measure.
11.1.2 Determine mass of measure and its contents,
and record net mass of aggregate to nearest 0.1 percent.
Multiply the determined net mass by the factor calculated
as described in 7.1. The product is the loose density of
the aggregate.
11.1.3 Repeat shoveling procedure for two additional
tests. If the spread of the three tests exceeds 1 percent
of average net mass, additional tests should be conducted.
The average of the net masses for all tests shall be used
to determine the density.
12.

(AM)-B (100)
AM

Report

13.1 Use figure 1 to report the density of the aggregate
and the percent of voids, and whether the results were
obtained by the rodding, jigging, or shoveling procedure.
The report shall also include:
•
•
•
14.

Percent of voids in aggregatecompacted by rodding
Percent of voids in aggregate compacted by jigging
Percent of voids in loose aggregate
Precision and Bias

14.1 The multilaboratory standard deviation has been
found to be 1.5 lbm/ft 3 (24.0 kg/m 3) for nominal 3/4inch (19.0-mm) maximum size, normal mass, coarse
aggregate using 0.5-ft 3 (0.014-m•) measures. Therefore,
results of two properly conducted tests from two different
laboratories on samples of same coarse aggregateshould
not differ by more than 4.2 lbm/ft 3 (67.3 kg/m3). The
corresponding single-operator standard deviation has been
found to be 0.7 lbm/ft 3 (11.2 kg/m3). Therefore, results
of two properly conducted tests by same operator on same
coarse aggregateshould not differ by more than 2.0 lbm/ft 3
(32.0 kg/m 3) (note 2).

Calculations

12.1 Void Contentin Aggregate.-The void content in
aggregate can be calculated using the density measured
by the rodding, jigging, or shoveling procedures:

NOTE 2.-These precision values represent the 1S and D2S
limits as described in ASTM C 670.
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Table 2a.-Absolute density of water in pound mass per cubic foot.
°F

0

Table 2b.-Absolute density of water in kilograms per cubic meter.

.I

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

32
33
.34
35
36

62.4t8
.420
.422
.423
.425

.418
.420
.422
.424
.425

.418
.421
.422
.424
.425

.419
.421
.422
.424
.425

.419
.421
.423
.424
.425

.419
.421
.423
.424
.425

.419
.421
.423
.424
.425

.420
.421
.423
.424
.425

.420
.422
.423
.424
.425

.420
A22
.423
.425
.425

37
38
39
40
41

.425
.426
.426
.426
.426

.426
.426
.426
.426
.426

.426
.426
.426
.426
.426

.426
.426
.426
.426
.426

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

.426
.426
.426
.426
.425

42
43
44
45
46

.425
.424
.423
.421
.419

.425
.424
.423
.421
.419

.425
.424
.422
.421
.419

.425
.424
.422
.421
.419

.425
.424
.422
.420
.418

.425
.423
.422
.420
.418

.424
.423
.422
.420
.418

.424
.423
.422
.420
.418

.424
.423
.421
.420
.418

.424
.423
.421
.420
.417

47
48
49
50
51

.417
.415
.412
.409
.406

.417
.415
.412
.409
.406

.417
.414
.412
.409
.405

.417
.414
.411
.408
.405

.416
.414
.411
.408
.405

.416
.414
.411
.408
.404

.416
.413
.410
.407
.404

.416
.413
.410
.407
.404

.415
.413
.410
.407
.403

.415
.412
.410
.406
.403

52
53
54
55
56

.403
.399
.395
.391
.386

.402
.399
.395
.390
.386

.402
.398
.394
.390
.386

.402
.398
.394
.390
.385

.401
.397
.393
.389
.385

.401
.397
.393
.389
.384

.400
,397
.393
.388
.384

.400
.396
.392
.388
.383

.400
.396
.392
.387
.383

.399
.395
.391
.387
.382

57
58
59
60
61

.382
.377
.372
.366
.361

.381
.376
.371
.366
.360

.381
.376
.371
.365
.360

.380
.375
.370
.365
.359

.380
.375
.370
.364
.359

.379
.374
.369
.364
.358

.373
.374
.369
.363
.357

.378
.373
.368
.363
.357

.378
.373
.368
.362
.356

.377
.372
.367
.361
.356

62
63
64
65
66

.355
.349
.343
.336
.330

.354
.348
.342
.336
.329

.354
.348
.342
.335
.328

.353
.347
.341
.334
.328

.353
.347
.340
.334
.327

.352
.346
.340
.333
.326

.351
.345
.339
.332
.326

.351
.345
.338
.332
.325

.350
.344
.338
.331
.324

.350
.343
.337
.330
.324

67
68
69
70
71

.323
.316
.309
.301
.293

.322
.315
.308
.300
.293

.322
.314
.307
.300
.292

.321
.314
.306
.299
.291

.320
.313
.306
.298
.290

.319
.312
.305
.297
.290

.319
.312
.304
.297
.289

.318
.311
.303
.296
.288

.317
.310
.303
.295
.287

.317
.309
.302
.294
.286

72
73
74
75
76

.286
.278
.269
.261
.252

.285
.277
.269
.260
.251

.284
.276
.268
.259
.251

.283
.275
.267
.258
.250

.282
.274
.266
.257
.249

.282
.273
.265
.257
.248

.281
.273
.264
.256
.247

.280
.272
.263
.255
.246

.279
.271
.263
.254
.245

.278
.270
.262
.253
.244

77
78
79
80
81

.243
.235
.225
.216
.206

.243
,.234
.224
.215
.206

.242
.233
.223
.214
.205

.241
.232
.223
.213
.204

.240
.231
.222
.212
.203

.239
.230
.221
.21A
.202

.238
.229
.220
.210
.201

.237
.228
.219
.209
.200

.236
.227
.218
.208
.199

.235
.226
.217
.207
.198

82
83
84
85
86

.197
.187
.177
.167
.156

.196
.186
.176
.166
.155

.195
.185
.175
.165
.154

.194
.184
.174
.164
.153

.193
.183
.173
.162
.152

.192
.182
.172
.161
.151

.191
.181
.171
.160
.150

.190
.180
.170
.159
.149

.189
.179
.169
.158
.148

.188
.178
.168
.157
.147

°C

0

0 999.84
1
.90
2
.94
3
.97
4
.97
5
.97

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.85
.91
.94
.97
.97
.96

.85
.91
.95
.97
.97
.96

.86
.91
.95
.97
.97
.96

.87
.92
.95
.97
.97
.96

.87
.92
.96
.97
.97
.96

.88
.93
.96
.97
.97
.95

.88
.93
.96
.97
.97
.95

.89
.93
.96
.97
.97
.95

.90
.94
.96
.97
.97
.94

6
7
8
9
10

.94
.90
.85
.78
.70

.94
.90
.84
.77
.69

.94
.89
.84
.77
.68

.93
.89
.83
.76
.67

.93
.88
.82
.75
.66

.92
.88
.82
.74
.65

.92
.87
.81
.73
.65

.92
.87
.80
.73
.64

.91
.86
.80
.72
.63

.91
.86
.79
.71
.62

11
12
13
14
15

.61
.50
.38
.24
.10

.60
.49
.36
.23
.08

.59
.48
.35
.22
.07

.57
.46
.34
.20
.05

.56
.45
.33
.19
.04

.55
.44
.31
.17
.02

.54
.43
.30
.16
.01

.53
.42
.29
.14
.99*

.52
.40
.27
.13
.98*

.51
.39
.26
.11
.96*

16 998.94
17
.77
18
.60
19
.41
20
.20

.93
.76
.58
.39
.18

.91
.74
.56
.37
.16

.89
.72
.54
.35
.14

.88
.70
.52
.33
.12

.86
.69
.50
.31
.10

.84
.67
.48
.29
.08

.83
.65
.46
.27
.06

.81
.63
.44
.24
.04

21 997.99
22
.77
23
.54
24
.30
25
.04

.97
.75
.51
.27
.02

.95
.72
.49
.25
.99*

.93
.70
.47
.22
.97*

.90
.68
.44
.20
.94*

.88
.66
.42
.17
.91"

.86
.63
.39
.15
.89*

.84
.61
.37
.12
.86*

.82
.59
.35
.10
.84*

.79
.56
.32
.07
.81"

26 996.78
27
.51
28
.23
29 995.94
30
.65

.76
.49
.20
.91
.62

.73
.46
.18
.89
.59

.70
.43
.15
.86
.56

.68
.40
.12
.83
.53

.65
.37
.09
.80
.49

.62
.35
.06
.77
.46

.59
.32
.03
.74
.43

.57
.29
.00
.71
.40

.54
.26
.97*
.68
.37

* Firstthree significant figures shown in nextline.
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.79
.61
.42
".22
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

St ructure 6"• A v/7-p., ORES- T/O/V,

D 6" - 7• /

Item
A•/X /•/•sI e•N
Location /')•¢vA'•, Co•o.
Station
,-'--,
Offset
.--Depth
,--.--.
to
.-.--

Project •",4•¢A •BAD
Feature •'•AN'rZEY

A3A A¢!

Tested by •'. GAdro
O. ,N/oo •-•',•

Date
2-3-83

Computed byz.. G.A•.7.O

Date
2-3-•3'
Date

Checked by

DENSITY AND VOIDS IN AGGREGATE
Volume of Measure (ft3) a. 4qql
Particle Size Range:•.4to 2 inches(es)
,€.__•0 %,,,,6.4/, 1,,.
g__•_o% //',,z
"
__1

Measure No. /
MSA: • inch(es)
Proportion:

2.77

Bulk Sp. Gr. (ovendry)

Mass of Measure (ibm) If, •O
__%

•. go

Resultant Sp. Gr. (Blend): (Sum of Sp. Gr. Times Percentage of Each Size Fraction)
Sp. Gr. (•.7____])( ,€o %) + Sp. Gr. (2,1to)( go %) + Sp. Gr. ( __ )(%) ÷ Sp. Gr. ( __ )(%) = 2__A_- ? ?
Density of Waterg#.274 lbm/ft3 at Water Calibration Temp. 75,4 °F
Consolidation Method:

Rodding __

Test No.
Mass of Measure and Contents, Ibm
Mass of Measure, Ibm
Mass of Contents, Ibm
Factor: Density H20/Mass H20, fO
Dr• Densi•, lbm/ft3
No. 1
//€/. "/
No. 2
//*. I
No. 3
/ZI. 7
No. 4
/•o. l
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
Avg. of 3:
3ago.'T/3
Avg of ,4 : -'lego.l"/,•Difference from Avg., Ibm
Difference from Avg., %

v -

(AM) - 8
AM

Jigging w"
Measure
Calibration
_4"o. 2. g
/ ?. Z o
3/. o Y

1

2

3

4

7•,o•
/9. Zo
•,•'t,

7Y.•O
1•.2o
•'9.4G

7•.9•
19,;•o
€,o,?•

7•,/g
/?.•o
.€'f.94,

//?.q

/If.

/,•/.7

I,•o.I

/•o.•
o 3

/2o.•
-I./

/#.o.Z
•'/.•"

2. oo37

0oo)
( z.?'• ) ( *z.4 )- /,•°.Z&oo)= ..•/ %
(,•.7'•) (6z.4)

V

where:
V

A
B
M

Shoveling __

=
=
=

percent of voids,
bulk specific gravity (ovendry basis),
density of aggregate,lbm/ft3, and
density of HzO, 62.4 Ihm/fO.

Figure la. - Sample data and calculationform (inch-pound units).
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

DC - 7dl2

,.•E¢ r/a,•

St ructu re•','•A? V/rP"

Item AJ'•/•€ z•"•'/G,,V
Location Dt,,v'y'•,, •'o#.o.
Station
-Offset
Depth
__
to

Project •'-,,€,•A $8A z•
Fea ture,• ,,q,4,,"rd E V A•A

Tested by •'- G•ro
D, .,0€oo r•',•

Date
2-,4 -83

Computed by 7:'. G'.,e•'ro

Date
2-4 -/?3

Checked by

Date
•-4-F3

D, •//oo r•A

DENSITY AND VOIDS IN AGGREGATE
Measure No. g•:
MSA: .q'O mm
Proportion:

Volume of Measure (m 3) O. 0/4 f•
Particle Size Range: q, ?.4"to •"o mm

Mass of Measure (kg)
%

2,8o

•.77

Bulk Sp. Gr: (ovendry)

Resultant Sp. Gr. (Blend): (Sum of Sp. Gr. Times Percentage of Each Size Fraction)
Sp. Gr. (2.77)( *9o %) + Sp. Gr. (2o 1to)(•o%) + Sp. Gr. ( __ )(%) + Sp. Gr. ( __
Density of Water •t..6"4-kg/m 3 at Water Calibration Temp. 2 • °C
Consolidation Method:

Rodding __

Jigging•
Measure
Calibration

1

Mass of Measure and Contents, k•:
Mass of Measure, kS
Mass of Contents, kg
Factor: Density, H20/Mass H20, m 3
Dry Density, kg/m 3
No. 1
/*]2o
No. 2
/•/O
No. 3
/ •4
No. 4
/ q •ak
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
Avg. of 3:
.€"778"/•
Avg of •_•___ : 7?oa./.qDifference from Avg., kg
Difference from Avg., %

•4./q

3o°.a£

A
B
M

/4.9•"
d6. 7•

2

3

6

5

37.•4, .,7•,44 2$'.07

,•r. 7•" z•'. 6• •. zo •'. •
d•.• !•6.7a.• 6•.Ta• •6.7•ff

/q•6

( 2.2• ) (/ooo) -/q#•(/oo)

V"

( 2.?q ) (/ooo)
=
=
=

4

.....
(AM)- B (100)
AM

where:
V

=

Shoveling __

Test No.

V =

f. g4-

percent of voids,
bulk specific gravity (ovendry basis),
density of aggregate, kg/m•, and
density of HzO, 1000 kg/mL

Figure lb. - Sample data and calculation form (Sl-metric).
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MAKING AND CURING CONCRETE
TEST SPECIMENS IN FIELD
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4031; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 31-84.

Scope

be made of steel, cast iron, or other nonabsorbent material
that is nonreactive with concrete containing portland or
other hydraulic cements. Molds shall hold their dimensions
and shape under conditions of severe use, and shall be
watertight during use, as judged by their ability to hold
water. A suitable sealant, such as heavy grease, modeling
clay, or microcrystalline wax, shall be used where necessary
to prevent leakage through joints. A positive means shall
be provided to hold baseplates firmly to the molds. Molds
shall be lightly coated with mineral oil or a suitable
nonreactive release material before use.
3.1.2
Cylinder Molds.-The cylinder molds shall
conform to section 3.1.1 and to ASTM C 470, except that
paper or cardboard molds will not be allowed, and bottom
of all molds shall be flush with bottom of sidewall (no
inside crimp), see figure 1.

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for making
and curing cylinder and beam test specimens in the field
from concrete used in construction.
NOTE 1.-For making and curing test specimens in laboratory,
see USBR 4192. For making and curing test specimens from
no-slump concrete, such as roller compacted concrete, see USBR
4906.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1
USBR Procedures:
1440 Calibrating the Vibratory Table for Maximum Index
Unit Weight Testing
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Volumetric Method
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4906 Casting No-Slump Concrete in Cylinder Molds
Using Vibratory Table
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 31 Standard Method of Making and Curing Concrete
Test Specimens in the Field. •
C 470 Standard Specification for Molds for Forming
Concrete Test Cylinders Vertically•
C 511 Standard Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist
Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing
of Hydraulic Cements and Concretes la
3.

NOTE Z-Satisfactory reusable molds may be made from colddrawn, seamless steel tubing or from steel pipe, see figure 2.
These tubular sections shall be cut to proper length, slotted by
machine on one side parallel to axis, and fitted with a means
of closing the slot and attaching a base plate. Split-tube molds
should be machined inside, if necessary, to ensure compliance
with dimensional tolerances after slotting and clamping.
NOTE 3.-Molds made from less rigid materials, such as formed
sheet metal and certain plastics, should be used with care to
ensure they are not deformed more than stipulated tolerances
during use. Tubes or bands of heavy gauge metal around the
mold during molding of the specimen can be used to maintain
dimensional tolerances.
3.1.3 Beam Molds.-The beam molds shall be
rectangular in shape, and of dimensions required to produce
the specimens as stipulated in section 4.2. Inside surfaces
of molds shall be smooth. The sides, bottom, and ends
of molds shall be at right angles to each other and shall
be straight, true, and free of warpage. The maximum
variation from the nominal cross section shall not exceed
1/8 inch (3.2 mm) for molds with a depth or breadth
of 6 inches (152 ram) or more. The molds shall produce

Apparatus

Molds:
3.1.1
GeneraL-Molds for specimens, or molds for
fastening to specimens in contact with the concrete, shall
3.1

I Annual BookofASTMSrandards,vol. 04.02.
2 Annual BookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.0 1.
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5/16-3/8
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I
I

]
I
I

I

Fabricate from
6-inch extra
strong wrought
steel pipe.

i
I
I
I
I
t
I

Barll

I
I
I

i
I

I

I

LLocking lug

FRONT VIEW

)i
I

II

SIDE VIEW

_•,- •,,5•
•Pi vot-1/2 inch counterFixed •'\'•'•"•'•--•
sunk pin. Plug weld
lu s
//•'\\
/ •\ on inside face and

)/-A--I-• --••

.-

tlot./•/
-• '-/t•
'
\\...'•./•D ,
/ -Locking i,g,
\\/7/ I

"•,•'•/•
I
•

•_: 3i,6
-_L_I

I

I I_l

Ill

/

1_'3/8_1

+

I

1

,.,,

MEMBER A
50

3/4 %/ '•3/4 Dia.

15/8

;r}'l

•-<•

3,, o,.

pivoted about
eccentrically
mounted pin.

J

6%2

(.,/.,
,,3/4R
•.•EJ

MEMBER B
3/4 Dia•
3/4R

Section A-A

5°

3/,

BASE PLATE

NOTE Dimensions ore shown in inches,
linch= 25.4 millimet"ers.

MEMBER C

Figure 2. - Test cylinder mold. 288-D-3270.
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v
£i fnche,.=i I:5,2 mini

@ D•.C h e •.i.

II
ACC: E F:'TAS;LE

@ inches

%,,

6 Inches

f

L
r•0T •CCEPSa BLE

J•.lre

•r:d:rJ.•tJ.n it-tail>

f<. Jb>rr

n>

J.<JsbJctJ n, x _•

•,,]t

spe,,in-•cns n,,t mc•e •-Jan [. 1(5 lrJd-J <J " n:nt s •, n•-r t•:arJ
•cqtJbcd lecgfl: h• aco,rd;n,Le V•.lih •ec•icn •.]. ncv•.vve•.
spe,,imens may ex•'eo5 tiqe requiieJ ieYJ•ff• k) 1 mere tkarJ
1,']{ mdq Exampl¢•, ,)f m11J• tl•a• ]-J,*'•c keen ac•q-tilbic
•re shown Jn f:.gure :.
),.•
Z..,::,,p•,• • Rc•l.•.-Tv,,J
JJth_iv[qt sizes .if t•:•r•ping
r,JJs are useJ b'.e the l{ur•m. TLe ]ar•vr n:d :> 5;8 iricfJ
It ITIYa: I iE'J J •*l•-ietcl ,teqd ,ibc;.£tt i i iI-3.c]•cY, ((5 Ill rnrz<: '...m•
;•q,Jthe s•ndJer >•d J• •,• lr, fJ I(', nqn7: m,Jia•memr ant
•b,,•c 12 inches ,•{M turn/ !.rag The slnd]er n:JI i• ,.Jsed
t:1i >•m let-sized cyl iqJe•, [/, .spe,..JJI S[LIttie'• •-ese•><h w, •rk
f•¢h •,•<t shall he a >rand, s•r•iigh• see<] roJ w•th at least
t]Jt tamping er/ca >rended t, a }qemJsFhericaJ tJF d same
di:]n•ecer as r<•d. P.mh etq,ds J•: r,Jc lc,sy lc¢ :,Jundc,J,
d
prefened.
:.•
]t,7m']>w.-Tl-•e
]rallei >tq•ll l-nr,,e ;1 rukber .:• •av, h,de
]]€•lJ t\'"[]] a 1]-J•gSS 'LJf 1 2•-- (i SO/ ih:n t5,'?+ 227 ql
<4
VhhrJ,*cr,• -C( c,•re•e vibrators ,t•t c]as>JieJ. {n •wc
•_•egc, ries-- interna] anc excexnal External '•ibra•:•s air
sukdiviJled n•< '+ibrmin8 t•/kJes :•rJb,rInvlb•,•t•
r•,
5.4.1
]£gem+, • W]bn+,q, s.• :
5 4.1. ]
The tnlcrral vJbrat-cL, {l:i•! :i .l•lt• <I 51 •bal]
hnve ri•<! <:z fJexik]e ,h•Lhs, ['•¢ferakJ[•' F,,)•0qeF¢.,] by el,_.ctrJv

Fi•t•r<

:',

T'!'l::.ic:.•l )hrxLn;•l I:,c;H•:, m,:.ll,_ls..

,17, )[L]ZS.

7. Li 2
Ti]e ,*ttSlJc dJal&qeI[er (r side ,JJl-l-JerJ>il,n
f •he '• ibralin• eitn:ern• •,h•l] be • ]east-(] 7{ inch119 I[]l]'J ;
S •q,J ••, •t • rearer dmn ] .<. :n,•hes i 3 • nm•t •
n J I •. The ccmbiced len.grl .•} •,tq,ift .me
"< ibrat/n• elerncnr ,,k•al] exceed lqq.al>:.Jnqcll]< depth <I[ seed,in
beng'•ibrared f'• a• l¢:•e• j inches ;71 < ion-J;
5'•.1 4
A r:•qge ,.d :•Te,cluencJc•. wt-ll][u vibr<mJf 1>
,•Feradng is cclncrete
and <l c.•],•u]Jlted Feak amF•i•:uJe ano
n< min;•] pemk .•cce]erari,.n in aJ• is •ven in table 1.
J,,,,] 5
The '•.ikratirJe reed cacl{,merer ,fig. (:} J>
:l s:nqT]e device k,r,cJ]c•,c:ng d•e frequcn,<• ,•f the internal
vihratur ,•Feradng in ;•ir cr in c< •>.•en: SevcrM v•bra•<,r

}:iQ, u•-•

J:

])',•5;I-Iibl<

','i[•[;l:,::,•

I•,•I h•=:,,:,nili

r]:

u:4c

supp,]y firms ]laave pl-ep•lzed scabs <=,•q, swi!,cke.rs v,l-•iclh rn<5,
re.ad:ilLv be stta.ched [,:,, the '•'il::,•tt,:l:l I:,e:ad ,:fig 7:,. This is;
a vis•m]-eh:e.cr •.,•tle:' t:•,,p6,<•l[ v,,e.dg;e:, d-a•t pn:,,•'Jidc:• Jn
appn:,x]n, mm :,ne•st,re <:,£ ]IiILiXillllt;lI1] alr, p.]ict,de •ln,.d the
c•l•str{h•utii,,,•, .,d :,nipJitucie •tl,:u:,•; the he:•dl .A res.c, nanc reed
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Z d 2.1.
TabJc VtL•,r,•r•:ra.-The eft:ectieeness uf table
v•brat>un is largely J funcri, •rJ uf ttJe acce]eratic r" imparted
•cu the ccmcrete hy dqe table , fig. 91.
5.4.2 1 1
VihratL• D" mapulses a•e fre,quentl,.•
•mpaited •,-, a table v:brauar d-Jrcagh e•ectr,omagne•i,c
means
,at by u•ing au eccentriL mass ocJ die sh•Lf• (,f an
ele,ct•v m,.,t(• c:r •:n a segara•e ,_'haft drwen ky a motor
42.1.2
A range ,,f hequencies,
peak amFdirude: and ncmina] peak acce]eratJ,on is given m tak]le ]
while vibratcr •s censol,da:mg cancrete
42.1.3
A resonant reed tachomete• (hg. 81,
gives accurate •,alues elf {•eqaenc'.e A vih>L>graplq
'hg. ]'),
may be L•se,d to check arnpiimde., and it •ecL•zds a waveflorm
whi.:h F>.wJdes :he {•equency.
NOWE 4-Co, nnpa•a Uive re>dings wiitk, ,dn, e equipment menue, ned
abo.ve and a '<b, ra•ing-i:eed •ac:h,,::,,me•e• indicate tl-,al: m,os•
vibradng-•eed tachometers give a va]!ue ab,,•ut 200 vprn less tl-•an
actua]l in the: 3.,(:;00 vpm range. The de.g•ee ,::d: accuracf desired
,::,t u::, c,,:•rnF,]y whl'J s.pecification•,; wi]] dictate d•e metho,d used
m, dete•mJniing an:,p]l]mde arid frequency.

c,,.,
-JLme
spe,aial shape.,; ,::,,f ,•.'ih,,r*m,r heads: fluted ,:tc:,p),. fin, ned
(middle), and square .l:bom•m• Pen ag.onal and hexag,cma]! sJ'•apes,
are a[SlZi, a*,l'•liilabl]<:

]-:J• u•e' 5

tachometer (fig. 8) is a more expensive instrument that
indicates more accurate vahaes o.f frequ•ency,
3.4:.2: t:•xte,rna'/ VTbrato•s.-l.,ow-frequency
high
amplitude vJib.ratJio, n is normally preferred f,o• stiffer
mixtures
High frequency, low' ampl:itude vibration
genez'al•y resahs in, bette:• conscdiida•ion and beu:er su•l[:a(::es
f:or more p]lasdc corJ.s•stencie's. The db•'iding line between
high and low frequencies ic0f e.x:e.inal vib•at]c,n ils arbit[ari]y
taken as; 6,CH)0 vpm (I()0 Hz)and between higl-J and low
arnpllh:nde 0.005 kl,ch ('().13 ram).

3,4 2.2
Forr.• l,Tbrat,o,•:s'.-Form vibrators a•e' s,e][fcooImg and can be eikhe, r the ro,rary or reciprocating: type
(f•g 11).
3A.2:2.1.
Rotary-type f:orm vibrators F,>:•duce
essentially simp]le lh, armorJ]c morion. The impu][s.es have
components both perpendicular to and in the: plane: o.f
the form This t,.i•p,e, rr.ta'.• ,• be F:,n, eumatica]!ly:,, h, ydrauHca]]y:,
or' e]lectrk:a•]y driiven.

Table I- Range o.f ,c}-,ara,•:eristics. perf,:)rmance. •ndl •pplk:ar[on c,i int-erna] and external vibrat:,::•,•s
.....................
Freq.uenq.b #
\.qb• atkms .or lkev,:>luti!,>ns ,. m 'n
vpn-J .o,r rpm

Cycles.
PIz

ind-,

Table
37i,,pe
•C',L:ar m

"ri,,pe

10,,OCIO
]15

Plastic::
S, dff:
P I as t i c:::

S, dff:

•:,,(gO0'

¢,.'0167

2' I[I I•)

tO

8;,,0C<1, t,,:•
12,C1.(I,0

0 42 q
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DD,

tCl,

7,2:00

1)esired
#

1,5,7

{:0
:,C;I(}0'

mil]inleter

]'q,,:imina t Peal;:
Acceleratior• ..,4•,

],c,,ger•,a • •'Tbra•'t(;;,r

Under Load
Type \,•ib.rato•
Ou, tside Dim. or
S,J.de Dimens, i,,:m,
07'5 •,o 150 in,
(19 to. 38, ram)

]'},

Aver_•:,]itude,

C) ,(}l •l

60 [O,

CI' 0081

CI'

•C•'( )

I,,L} () 013,11!;

0'.20<i

?l (•2:

tO '1) 34•.i ,

•l

Ill • ( )

•[, tO 5

120

CI, ,0.0ql t,:) (I, ,006•,,

0'.]'04 u:, 0. Z'L:,,

6 to 10

J 33 t.,:>
20C,I

() ,0006 t,::* 0,00,it ]
O ()0C1'7 to (.:1 00,]2

0.015 to, 0.028
0.0'18 to,, '[').037

1 to :21:
;', u* 5

g = 32.! l 739 S It:/s; • (9 8;(I,6,65 m,,; s. •: ',
J A ca]ouJ:a•ed aoceleta•tkm, wi•h• [•equency an,.d am•ptirude assuln•Jedl i ¢-, ai• F:c,,nn #,CI 309E., the frequency ot: in,•ernall vibrators under
boad is appr,::,xima•e]y ,i/5 the f•eq:uency in .<it. "¢€:q*h lJ'aL,; ,•]k>w,•nce ma,Ae, ac:ceJe•:a•ic, n A•,. J:n g's Jis equal t,•:) 4 -2 f• }• _#:
where:
t = 1/t = f•eqluec•q,,, vibcatdon .cycles or viibratiic,,ns pe: seoDn, d (Hz):
I5:, = e, mp.hi*ude (dle.'•,iiat:J,:atr* fr•,n'J poJr.,:c 04 •es.h i:rJC:h (ram); F,.eak ampli•u, de: c:,.: ,:,he: half pea,:-tc,-peak amp•iuude c,r dJsplia, cemett, t:,
g = !!,8;,rJ in/s: r98]CI, mn::L/s:•):, and
,€- =: time for one c,clmp]ele rcvo.lu•km c,,r viibra¢iicm cycle, se.con•cl

,,='(:•,
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M Ili L. L tl MI E T E IR S
AMPLITUDE,,. SC:AL.EII A,T REST

/iiiii
i i •i
SCALE DUliRIIING VIB;RATIIONI
(llndiicatiin,
g an, amp, lltitudle
of 0.055; iinches (11.4 ram))
INISTRUC:TIONiS FOR USE
Atl:aLch scale to vibrator head a.11: point
where amplitude iis desiired,, with
centerllline o.f "V" pa.ral•el 1:o axiis of
v'Jiib, ra;tor. W'iith head. viibrating, a b, lllack,
triangle forms at the apex of the "V"...
The scalle reaLding at tip of triiang•e is
ioeak ampllitude (hallf the. peak-to-peak
dlliispllac:e.mle, nt).. A, hand re.adingl g:llass
(12!' to,, 3X) w'illl iirnprove, accura•c:y o.f
re.adiing. With care,, this dlevice i , s
capablle of an acc:uracy of aLbout: 0...005
i n, c h (0.1! 21' 7' m m },.
E Jg•[•'

•l

Visual e(iect s,(ale f,::,• messuring amplitude

,::,f '•, ik:,ratu, r opera •[r,,g in aJir

3422.2.
ReciprocatJlng-typ.e
fc,•m vi!brators
accelerate a piston M c:me ,dJirectic,,n:,. stopped (by impacting
against a sree4 plate)., an, d t:h, erJ acce]!e.rate in the oppc,,site
d i re,:: r i,:• n. W h i s b' pe i s y I n: e].] ]wJ •. •:ic a • [ •.l d r i v e n. T Ih e: se •l, • t0l [l a t: i;} r s
produlce imF, Llils.es ac:tJing pe'rpendilca]ar to tee form. The
prir, ciiples ,,ff sMr, ple harmorsc motion do not: apply iin, th, is
CaSe:

•igt. I,L (,

3.4.22.3.
A •an, ge o,€ frequen, cies:, peak amp]it:ude, and n{:,rma] peak acceleradc, n is given in, tab, ie 1 whdle
vJibra[or is; co, c,s,oJlidatir•g concrete
5.4,2:2.4. Data lJisted ur•der sectio, pJ 3,4.21:1.3 J[s
aF,F:,•k:al:,J!e •o, fc, lm 'vibrarozs as wetl as tab]le vibrators.
35, &a:!,;M,• T,L•o.*'Lq-Misce, llan:eo•s too,ls whJich, may be:
requlired are shove]Is, pails:,, strike-off b,a[, v, ood float:,
magnles.ium f]loat, !b]lanted t•o.we]s, steal trowel, straightedge:, fee]er gauge,, scc, aps, and rulers.
3.6 &lump'A, gI•a'ra,•us'-The apparatus for rrmasarem, em:
,:::ff s]l•mp shal]l ore form to r'equi•ements ,:,f USBR 4143.

VJl'*[;l[iil/• re. ,•',,.i Ez•h,w]IqCI•:T
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speciimct]=s >•]w,]]l k:,.e ..:),liindc• s; {:,i c•,.]q,::rc'tc: ,.;•st

•,:, tv,':ice d:,e Jliame*er "line. s.u=,•q,,:Ja•,:t spec]in•e•:, sl-m•*:ll k:,e a
(:.- by i2-incl• ,: ]:{if!:-b);(::IS-]nit:,).cy]]r,,,dc.r v, he.Jn, eq,,;)laqJit:l•t]
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SiZe'

II]l{
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•laHti< .it :i,: m. ,:,.ll s£:,CliliLg ]:•:I]VHL 171{• lat[Llr•:. S('(' t.h[RiIt.' 2 ;ll"ldl }igm'C t 2.

Test Spechnens

•;[',,'e >;t•:engt]•

I;I I'L} ]L:I ,:t J ;] I gl•L
•[ [•:11A},•]::'L
5]Ze

exceed

] - 1./2 i,:•cl:],es ,: 3.7. {, r,, i i•:, ) W hen <.,::,a, •:ae {•g.g:[ eg.a to. cx,.e:cd :!i.
£-1/2 inc:lles: .:Jli:z,z::letc•" ,•t %qJin,}c:• >;Iq•:,l:l be a• le:,'.• m]:•mec•.
time•; •h,: n,: }lllli•q•al] ]1 ,qlilX [ilql]tll•:] SiZ•L> (:,i L( }LLr'•C:' L•,gr{:'gYtC iil":l
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To

rib, roof or

c:on•fro, lle, t-,

,Cl#ih•l e, ll•!cfr'i•c so, ur'c:e,

.-,C:oocrefe

f:lloor

(
'•

Figure 'i•

Vibr:J:t,L•r:,, table

<;;'

c-u
e:J

r:,"

,

1()i-I),-"i!/2

Jlesign ,c::•hena for design s.trength •cc;,r each miixtu•e is s.h,:•,wn
in •abJle 3, and a g:uideliine fc, z the: frequen,c:y (::,f {:e.st h,,at,{hes
basedl c,,n t£me c,,r yardage is sh,,,•ven iin *•:,•e 4.
4.2
FJ?'e'xura/' 5',•re,•i,,•,!• ,•,pe•./m, en,•-The
f]!e'xGr•:l
sEengd-], specin•e.ns sh•]Jl be rect•rJg•iar beams c,f cc,.ncrete
cast and hardened w•th the ](IFJg axes; I>c,•Jze:,n•a]. T'h•e bean:,
]le'ng:•h sE•all be a•: least 2: inches <51 ram)g:reate• than
three dines d•e depth, as •ested. The Rq•ii,o ,of w:iddq, u:,.
,depth as; mc,][dedl shalJ nc,,• ex:ceeJ :1 5. Wk•en beams aFe
,c:as•: spec]ifJical•y for d-m f][e'::•w•e {e'sh •he. standhmd beam
sha]l]: be 6 by 6 inches ,::152: by ]:52 ram) •n cE•,ss se.,c{i:on,
and s;ha[] be used for Gxt:•,•rete with a ma::,,h:rJ•m size <:J
coa:se, aggregate up to:, 2: Jin, L:hes (<,,1 ram) Hove, ever, many
beams that arc 4 by 4 inches ,(1(1,2 by I(}!: ram) are cast
•Cof

c:,tt•eI'

tests

st•ch

as

vohLJme

change

and

,dynamic

pn:x,pertie.s. F]lexure tests on these-:*-by d-iinch, beams are
permitted with maxim.un, siize agg;•ega•e up to,, :1 -] ..,"2 inches
,::3,75, ram) Wh, er] cc, arse ag:g•eg:ate exceeds: 2 inches,, d-•e
smaI]er c:>:•ss-sectic, n•d dime.ns•i,,:•n ,,:,f bean-], shal:l be: at Ileas.t
d-],tee dines uq, e n.,wnina]l maximum siiz:e (,,•: the coarse
aggr'egate.
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o;, v e r e <.!l • • • <{ e r r t-•, x t I-:' a r t i c u 1 a • p • ,: Jc c d a •: • e c :, • s m a ,a d a n-• ql d i r ect I y
or •}., tc{ercltce
7.2
The ca]it:•r,•tq,:uq• •,f inverl:•a] ,•r ,:xternaJ; ,::tatr:,.le ,u.r
l:(•rm ) '• iJ•raror,; •,:.} ensme c<:,mpliance w h h secrk:,n 3'; may
bc aco,,lnpllish, ed kliSiin,,• a '•.'ibra•mg .... ,r resc,.nant-reed
ta,Lh•:;,s]ctea ( n(li'[e •-}
7.3
Fci, r • m•:,•:e l-,.,l:•,sii•ive t:l•e'thi•i,d •:,t veri•yingc,:m•plliance
,;,f tank: •[b:rav,•rs v, ith, sect:ion !,..d, ,t.kJ;l:iS.r;lNoru
i]•.ay be
F, eri,:•rmed in ;•,c,u•rda rJcc w iklh USBR l: 4dO.
8..

Conditioning
N,•, par:ii¢•J],ar <:,,:,r, diti<:,n, ir, g is reql,:aii•ed.

8.1
9.

Procedu re:
!; II]

I

5;,.

Precautiions

S.]
This test f]IT,II,L'CdlJIe ]lKlIa)'l iinv.,,],,•e IhazardlC, LJS
rnate'•ikJ]s, ,:3per;•t:i,:•Jt,s, ;uJd ,cqu•it•JneN, h and d,:aes *>;,: claiNq
to address •1]1 >;•{eI'>.' pru, blums :,ss,=,da•ed wi•h its, i. use ]1•
iis •he resp<;,nsiibii[iry
,,# th,,¢ i@.er t,o ,t.,o•7*st]h aN.J, eSL4bli,;h,
appr(:lpI"i•ltc•
•,aJ•{zl'ljy
;lind
]:le;i]lth
It{e:[e]NI]li•lt-:
pl*al•

t]lCeS

a]:•c•[

appllicabNli%.. ,::at regullat,;•.r 7 IMNi•aN.,ans prbr rt,;, u*se
6.

Sampling C:oncrc•:e
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•'alqc :5.•lNiJ,]:,k:s (:,t C(•NLJ:,-te ,{-•:,:c test S. pe.Lil•l•-N.S ila]
accc:,.rd;l•n,x' w i,h, I?,<;FNR
i,!15"2 Rucc,>:l]
•hc l•,.,•atR:,.cl •:,t
concrete d,q>:;,sii•ion wi•h, in •h,e sK,uctur¢' d-JW: is reprcse.•>
m•mdve •:,i zli• sa:n',plles •aken.
(i,.2
•;::'i.g L%:e'*•g. •{ ,J,:ml, inal ITINX[III]ILIIIT) S[ZC '[1'•
agg.reg:•te is grcal:e'r •]•;t1• ;-]/2 i•21<hes I• 3 ;' 5-]•ql]]-J ]I , "!tc'et •,ie'•'e
th, c •xn, ix acr<:,ss the 1-11 2-inch steve £ru a.cc,•rdarJ.ce v,,[tl:J
US.EI.R ]I;"2 •:, :,•.:L.L;,]lr•nrJ,•,.da•c Jn.,:Nlds <:,• meau,.LU-Cs as. •eqtdredi.
7.

Calil%r'a¢iion and St:andardization

7]
Tllu ,dal•ibe;•,•[,;m a•/,! s[alldurdiz•lNi.,,I:/, ,•il l]:,£scc]lanueqmi•;:,n-.a.•N{ ,:u; ;L]a|)LLI';NFLII•:i tLJS¢{I ih/ I2:,cFJ,[lrll]l],il-]l•. [he lLes{'m;
]listed LmJCr •}•,• A ]i,17:.[:i..ub]u E)'., nuN•ucm>.
•,,t secti,:,• 2 art.:

t;,LJS

•;i,![Jl,•]• I Ll•d •ql]l.I• C]iJlfJ'tCIr']'t:

9.]11
5;Ts•rGp-Meas'are the: slump ,:•f e;ich batch ,:•t
oc, ncrete.. •:r,:,im which specimens were made,, immediatel 7
a {• e r :t-hi x i n g i n a cc < :, r d a n c e w it }'l L; $, B R i ]. 1:3
9.12
A•rr (.]:•,•eL,g-Determ,
ine the ,•i• c,::>nrerm w]he.c•
reqL]Jred= in a,.:,c:,;Jrdlarl, c:e 'a, idq eii•e• USBR d 1:73..,;•r 4231,,
as applkable Diis.card c(:,E<•:ete use'd {,at arm all" c:,:mtent
dle.•er miinas,•Jn.
{£;' 2
M,=:•,tL')•>: Speee•')•':,e,•s:
9.2 I.
•7,i!'ce ca'/: 3J'ka,,'lc4/:}•@"-•l.,::,•d speciJrle•>•i p,l'oNlptl'.y
on a level, rigid, hc, Nzc, n,•a] su•a,L:( tha• iis f•e'e {rein
,,'ibra•k:,.n and c:=,the• disturbances, an,.{ at a3 I,:•caNor• as near
as pracricab]le t,•, where spe,chne.n,s are to, be s.t.,::•red during
first 24 h.oL•rs. H d-is 2s rJ.<;,: practicable, •:na,,,( sF:,eci:rner•s
t(J s•,::,.:£ge Ic,.catk:,,n MHne:dilately after beirJ• struck .c, fE Av(:,id
jarring:, s•rik:ing:, Nk[ng, .•:,• scarring SL•rface ,,:Jr s.pecimer•,s
'•,• h e ]3 ;I N•,,:)v i n g,
922 •5%<,:R# 69•'JlCre',•e'.-P]ace
c.c, ncrete iin m•.lds
usi ng a s,,.oc;,F,, Ni untedl t r• :,.weI.. ,: •r s h o.ve]l Se]ect earth ]:neasul re
<:,.•: coc,.cre'•e /r{:,m mb.::ir3g pa•q t.,::, e3:•sure' that ]it is
repre:s.e•q•tative ,:•f batch. It may be •e.cessar 7 •,3, ren:-uix the
cc;,n,.me•e iN, mixing pan wiN-J :J sh<:,ve] ,:Jr wowel t,:a prevent
segregat[•.c• d•rm, g m.Nd!ing c,{ SpCL:ill'qleI3S •'•"•'{:,•,re t]:'le: SC',2,,:)p
C:,r •r,;Jwel ar,OLmd t•i:•,g:, edge ,;•.f rn,:•ld as c,:Jr•crete
iis pllace.cl
i!nr<:, k t,:a ensure, a sNnr,3e•ica] clistr[bud!,=,r•
,:ff the o::,,cwrete
an, 2] to minimilze segregaN,:),l •:•,f coarse aggregate within
mold. Further di[stribu, te the c•:,n<rete by L•tsi•3g a t rat',ping
rod F,•k:,• t<:, start •:,f cc,.ns,:lid•tii.,::,n.
]•q, l->Ia.cirJg the final
ilaye•=, operat,w" shall atte,nF, r t,) a,dd an am,:mnr ,,ff concrete
•h, at w'N1 e.x•<:@ fi]l the n-•c,]d aRer c<:,n:ll::,,acti•:,.c,
Do not
a d d n,: • ru r e p re s e n •a • i v e s.z• •n,, p le s .,:, f c,,:•, n c re •c •< •. a r, u n d e r f i'l [e d
i n,,= •ld.
'92.2.]
A•:,u:•L•e;" c:,'/ /,%re'r.q-]M•Nke
.3.pec[,-nerls irl
]a},,c•s as h3,dlicated m, tak,.ae S.
')- 3.
,L]:•' a'.S.L';,'.& L• rk •.• ;' :
')'3.1
AfC'g/Ha•;(•, o! (]},.N,s,,r;,.6."d'gm#m.-PreparaNor*
,:If
sa•is(acr(•ry speciimens reqluSres different n3ed-Jods o.f
c,ar•so]idati,•rJ
Th, e rv,,<:, rnc•h,:ads ,;:,.•: •,:.•,ns(:,.l:idaN,an
are
r,:JI,diing and internat c,t <.x:ern:•l x.,i•c,•s•tJi,,:•,•,•. Base sele,c:tic, n
II:)l• i:Flethlii)cI; (lln, •ll/e:'
ShlJJl•,p, Nl:,le',i.s ¢h,e I:YIt::thl•d t,;} be used
[s •;•s-•e.•t in dne specJitica6:u-:,s UlLi,de:t "0•'hl{Ch •k'le' '0I•',s, rk iis
being periC,i:)l-•ned R.¢,d o:m.cretes wiN:J •, SILIMp greater l•hal]
3 [111¢.213es 176 rnm),,
r(:,.d ,:lr viibra•re .,:Jncretes "9,;i{]] ShJNI71p
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and, for each upper layer, allow rod to penetrate about
1/2 inch (13 mm) into underlying layer when depth of
layer is less than 4 inches (102 mm) and about 1 inch
(25 mm) when depth is 4 inches or more. If voids are
left by tamping rod, tap sides of mold lightly to close the
voids. Extreme care must be taken when tapping sides
of metal or plastic molds.
9.3.3 Vibration.-Maintain a standard duration time
of vibration for the particular kind of concrete, vibrator,
and specimen mold involved. Duration of vibration required
will depend upon workability of concrete and effectiveness
of vibrator. Sufficient vibration has been applied as soon
as surface of concrete becomes relatively smooth and
exhibits a shiny, wet appearance, at which time vibrator
is slowly withdrawn. Continue vibration only long enough
to achieve proper consolidation of concrete; overvibration
may cause segregation. Fill molds and vibrate in the required
number of approximately equal layers as shown in table 5.
Place all concrete for each layer in mold before starting
vibration of that layer. Add the final layer so as to avoid
overfilling by more than 1/4 inch (6 ram). Finish the
surface either during or after vibration when external
vibration is used, and after vibration when internal
vibration is used. When surface is finishedafter vibration,
add only enough concrete to overfill mold about 1/8 inch
(3 ram), work concrete into surface, and then finish.
9.3.3.1 Internal Vibration.-For cylinders, the ratio
of diameter of cylinder to diameter of vibrating element
shall be 4.0 or higher. In compacting the specimen, vibrator
shall not be allowed to rest on or touch bottom or sides
of mold. Carefully withdraw vibrator in such a manner
that no air pockets are left in specimen. After vibration
of each layer, tap sides of molds to ensure removal of
large entrapped air bubbles at surface of mold; use extra
care with metal or plastic molds.
9.3.3.1.1
Cylinders.-Use three insertions of
vibrator at different points for each layer. Allow vibrator
to penetrate through layer being vibrated, and about 1 inch
(25 mm) into layer below.
9.3.3.1.2 Beam.-Insert
vibrator at spaced
intervals not exceeding 6 inches (152 mm) along centerline
of long dimension of specimen. For specimens wider than
6 inches, use alternating insertions along two lines. Allow
shaft of vibrator to penetrate about 1 inch (25 mm) into
bottom layer.
9.3.3.2 External Vibration.-When external vibration is used, take care to ensure that mold is rigidly attached
to or securely held against vibrating element or vibrating
surface.
9.4 Finishing.-Afterconsolidation by any of the
methods, unless finishing has been performed during
vibration (9.3.3), saw surface with a strike-off bar or edge
of float, and floator trowel as required. Perform all finishing
with minimum manipulation necessary to produce a flat,
even surface that is level with rim or edge of mold and
which has no depressions or projections more than 1/8 inch
(3 ram). If a trowel is used, it is generally better to leave
surface slightly high after striking-off and floating, with
the intent of finishingflushwith the trowel later. However,
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__
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(c) 1-½ to 3 in (37.5 to 75 ram) Nominal Size Range.
Figure 12. - Sizing nomenclature for concrete aggretate.

of 1 to 3 inches (25 to 76 mm), and vibrate concretes
with slump of less than 1 inch (25 mm).
NOTE 6.-Concretes of such low water content that they cannot
be properly consolidated by methods described herein, or requiring
other sizes and shapes of specimens to represent the product
or structure, are not covered by this procedure. Specimens for
such concretes shall be made in accordancewith the requirements
of the specific USBR designation concerned.
9.3.2 Rodding.-Place
concrete in the mold in the
required number of layers of approximately equal volume.
For cylinders, rod each layer with rounded end of rod using
the number of strokes required for that specimen size as
indicated in table 6. Rod bottom layer throughout its depth.
Distribute the strokes uniformly over cross section of mold
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Table 3. - Minimum number of cylinders per test batch to satisfy varying design criteria for design strength of each mixture.
Design
strength,
•"

Strength
determined
at age of
specimen,
days

Number of cylinders
through age required
of/d
6 by 12 inches
(d by 2d)*
(152 by 305 mm)

Number of cylinders
after assurance of/c"
or equivalent
6 by 12 inches
(d by 2d)*
(152 by 305 mm)

28-day

7
28
90
180
365

1
3
1.*
1"*
1.*

2***
-

0
3
1"*
1.*
1.*

2***
-

90-day

7
28
90
180
365

1
1
3
1.*
1"*

2***

0
1
3
1.*
1"*

2***
-

180-day

7
28
90
180
365

1
1
1"*
3
1.*

2***
-

0
1
1.*
3
1.*

2***
-

365-day

7
28
90
180
365

1
1
1.*
1"*
3

2***

0
1
1"*
1.*
3

2***

* (d by 2d): This refers to mass concrete, which generally uses mold sizes of 8 by 16 inches (203 by 406 mm); 12 by 24 inches
(305 by 610 mm); or 18 by 36 inches (457 by 914 mm).
** Every 15th batch.
*** Every 10,000 yd 3 (7646 m 3)

Table 4. - Frequency of test batches based on time and/or yardage.
Concrete Quantities

Cylinder Fabrication

1 to 12 yd 3 (0.8 to 9.2 m3) per structure

One set: Each week or an accumulation of 50 yd•
(38.2 m3), whichever comes first.

12 to 50 yd 3 (9.2 to 38.2 mS) per structure

One set: Each day or structure, whichever is
completed first.

50 to 100 yd 3 (38.2 to 76.5 m3) per day

One set: Each day

100 to 500 yd3 (76.5 to 382 m 3) per day

Two sets: Each day

500 to 1000 yd 3 (382 to 765 m 3) per shift or day

Two sets: Each shift or day

1000 to 3000 yd 3 (765 to 2294 m3) per shift or day

Three sets: Each shift or day

Over 3000 yd3 (2294 m 3) per shift or day

Three sets: Each shift, or One set: For every
1000 yd• (765 m 3) per day
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Table 5. - Number of layers required for specimens.
Specimen depth

Mode of
compaction

Cylinders:
12 inches (305 mm)
Over 12 inches (> 305 mm)
12 to 18 inches (305 to 457 ram)
Over 18 inches (> 457 mm)
Beal•S :

6 to 8 inches (152 to 203 mm)
Over 8 inches (> 203 mm)
6 to 8 inches (152 to 203 mm)
Over 8 inches (> 203 ram)

Number
of layers

Approximate depth
of layers

Rodding
Rodding
Vibration
Vibration

3 (equal)
As required
2 (equal)
3 (or more)

4 inches (102 mm)
4 inches (102 mm)
One-half specimen depth
8 inches (203 mm), as
near as practicable

Rodding
Rodding
Vibration
Vibration

2 (equal)
3 (or more)
1
2 (or more)

One-half specimen depth
4 inches (102 mm)
Depth of specimen
8 inches (203 mm), as
near as practicable

Table 6. - Number of roddings to be used in molding
cylinder specimens.
Diameter of cylinder,
inches (mm)

Number of
strokes per layer

such as stoves, light bulbs, or thermostatically controlled
heating cables. A temperature record of specimen storage
shall
be established
using
maximum-minimum
thermometers.

6 (152)
8 (203)
10 (254)

25
50
75

NOTE 7.-The temperature within damp sand and under wet
burlap or similar materials will always be lower than temperature
in surrounding atmosphere if evaporation takes place.
9.5.3 Standard Laboratory Curing For Cylinders.Remove test specimens made for these requirements from
molds after 204-4 hours of curing, and store in a moist
condition at 73.4-t-3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) until time of test.
As applied to treatment of demolded specimens, moist
curing means that test specimens shall have free water
maintained on entire surface area at all times. This
condition is obtained by immersion in saturated lime water
(note 8), and may also be obtained by storage in a moist
room or cabinet meeting requirements of ASTM C 511.
Specimens shall not be exposed to dripping or running

work load priorities will generally negate this procedure
for cylinders in the field. Take care not to overtrowel as
this brings too much mortar to the surface and creates
a weakened plane.
9.4.1
Cylinders.-After
consolidation, finish top
surfaces of cylinders by sawing with a strike-off bar or
edge of a float, when consistency of concrete permits; and
float or trowel as required.
9.4.2
Beams.-Beams
shall be finished with a wood
or metal float.
9.5
Curing:
9.5.1
Covering After Finishing.-To prevent evaporation of water from unhardened concrete, cover
specimens immediately after finishing, preferably with a
nonabsorptive, nonreactive plate or a sheet of tough,
durable, impervious plastic. Wet burlap may be used for
covering; however, care must be used to keep burlap wet
until specimens are removed from molds. Placing a sheet
of plastic over the burlap will help keep burlap wet.
9.5.2 Initial Curing.-During the first 24 hours after
molding, store all test specimens under conditions that
maintain the temperature immediately adjacent to
specimens in the range of 60 to 80°F (15.6 to 26.7°C),
and prevent loss of moisture from specimens. Store
specimens in tightly constructed, firmly braced wooden
boxes; stock watering tanks; damp sandpits; temporary
buildings at construction sites; under wet burlap in
favorable weather; in heavyweight closed plastic bags; or
other suitable storage that meets the temperature and
moisture loss requirements. Storage temperature may be
regulated by using ventilation, by evaporation of water
from sand or burlap (note 7), or by using heating devices

water.
NOTE 8.-Saturated lime (calcium hydroxide) water is defined
as "that point where no further lime powder will go into solution."
At 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C), it requires 0.160 gram of lime
per 100 millimeters of water to bring mixture to a saturated,
lime-water state. This is about 1.33 pounds of lime for every
100 gallons of water. A small cloth bag of high-calcium, hydrated
lime placed in each tank should keep lime water in a saturated
condition. Lime water can irritate the skin and can cause rashes
on hands and arms; consequently, personnel involved should wear
gloves. Also, deep containers should be avoided by personnel,
or a satisfactory mechanical means provided to remove specimens.
9.5.4 Special Curing For Cylinders.-Store test
specimens for these requirements as near to the point of
use as possible. As far as practicable, provide these
specimens with the same protection from the elements
on all surfaces as was given to portions of structure which
they represent. Test specimens in the moisture condition
that results from the specified curing treatment. To meet
these conditions, specimens made for the purpose of
determining when a structure may be put in service shall
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be removed from molds at time of removal of formwork.
9.5.5 Standard Curing for Beams=Remove test
specimens made for these requirements from mold between
20 and 48 hours after molding, and cure the specimens
according to provisions of section 9.5.3, except that storage
for a minimum of 20 hours immediately prior to testing
shall be done in saturated lime water at 73.4+3 °F
(23.0+1.7 °C). At end of curing period, between time
specimens are removed from curing until testing is
completed, prevent surface drying of specimens.
NOTE 9.-Relativelysmall amountsof surface drying of flexural
specimens induce tensile stresses in extreme fibers that will
markedly reduce indicated flexural strength.
9.5.6 Special Curing forBeams.-Cure test specimens
made for this requirement in the same manner as curing
the concrete in the structure, as near as practical. At the
end of 48+4 hours after molding, move specimens in molds
to a location preferably near a field laboratory and remove
them frommolds. Store specimens representing pavements
or slabs on grade by placing them on ground as molded,
with top surfaces up. Bank sides and ends of specimens
with earth or sand that shall be kept damp, leaving top
surfaces exposed to specified curing treatment. Store
specimens representing structure concrete as near as
possible to the point in the structure they represent, and
afford them the same temperature protection and moisture
environment as the structure. At end of curing period,
leave specimens in place and exposed to elements in same
manner as structure. Remove all beam specimens from
field storage and store in lime water at 73.4+3 °F
(23.0-1-1.7 °C) for 24+4 hours immediately before time
of testing to ensure uniform moisture condition from
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specimen to specimen. Observe precautions given in section
9.5.5 to guard against surface drying between time of
removal and from curing to testing.
10.

Shipment to Laboratory

10.1 Cylinders shipped from field to laboratory for
testing shall be packed in sturdy wooden boxes or other
suitable containers surrounded by wet sand or wet sawdust,
or other suitable packing material, and protected from
freezing during shipment. Upon receipt by laboratory,
cylinders shall be placed immediately, in required curing
at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C).
11.

Calculations

11.1 No particular calculations are involved in this test
procedure.
12.

Report

12.1 Figure 13 shows a typical reporting form. The
report shall include:
• Sampling procedure.
• Identity of sample with respect to location of concrete
represented, and time of testing.
• Slump.
• Density.
• Air content.
• Type of specimens molded.
• Method of consolidation.
• Method of curing.
• Time and method of transporting to laboratory.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
project

Structure

DC- 7•/2

Tested by
D, ,4•z-•',q
Computed by
A/A
Checked by
A,'A

DAM
Item /oeg
Location 8zoc•< 8-/,2- qA,,t
Station
•
OffsetC• CE./tr•'R
Depth• 6"E,stTfA to

A•A At 7",' E

Feature
•RA•r'," EP" DAm

MAKING AND CURING CONCRETE TEST SPECIMENS IN

Date

f/EL. D

SamplingProcedure:
d.4a'ea/ a s•eetfe-.•,'p,• .rhc, ve/ •o o•a/•
4-e'aw•,'• jar d 6 ac•e #.
&'o
yd'/day
Cylinders
[] Beams RepresentingPlacement:
[•'Cylinders
[] Beams RepresentingTest:
7.• V

Production Rate:
Sets of:
Number of:

Date
//-•-86
Date

co,.,cre•e

#A'S"• #,'f @1

Z

SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION AND AGE FOR TESTING AND/OR BREAKING
Age
in days

3by6

7
28
90
180
365

6by 12

Cylinders, inches
8by 16

12 by 24

I
/
/
/
.•

by

Beams, inches

2

Shift
/
Time ,€•:ooa.m.
MixI.D. No. A44-325"g -'°A
Wet Screened Over
/•
-inch sieve

4

inch(es)

Consolidation Method: [] Rodding[B• InternalVibrator,diameter of vibrating head
[] External Vibrator
[] Form Vibrator, Type
[] Table Vibrator (describe)
Lifts: No. 2 if'2.
Thickness
•. ft/•
inches
Rodding:
Strokes per Lift
lbm/ft• [] Total Mix
lbm/ft•
Slump 2 t•
inch(es) Density: I•Wet Screened
/$3. g
%
Air Cont-e•t.'nt." I•f Wet Screened
3. o° %
[] Total Mix
•'o #o o°0 °F Time Frame
24 hours
Curing:
Initial:
Method2"• Tra,'/ee(ta/e# •ar/a?) Temp.
72, q-o 7•
°F Time Frame//° .4•6" days
Final:
Method F•,_• C•.,'e
Temp.
Method of Transportation from Jobsite to Final Curing:
(d,*r,'ed

,'•

W'et

So,,./)
Figure 13a. - Typical reporting form (inch-pound units).
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Spec. or
Solic. No. D C- 7g 1 2

Structure
DAM
Item /0 <€
Location8•ocK 8-12- ?M
Station •
Offset• 6"#',€,r•',•
Deptht•CEHr#'R to

Project

8RAW rL E V
Feature

BRAwrz •v" DAM

MAKING AND CURING CONCRETE TEST SPECIMENS IN

Tested by
0. ARrER
Computed by
A/A
Checked by
A/A

Date
//-d-8•
Date
Date

F/A'/. 0

SamplingProcedure:
Used-'- s¢aare-•o/n• s•ov,el #o o•a/• coac/-afe Fro,., a
•.•-•a•t'¢ me•ger
•&cke•C."
S'20
m3/day
2
I•Cylinders
[] Beams Representing Placement:
I•Cylinders
[] Beams Representing Test:
7• 2.

Production Rate:
Sets of:
Number of:

SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION AND AGE FOR TESTING AND/OR BREAKING
Age
in days
7

28

90
180
365

75 by 152

152 by 305

Cylinders, millimeters
203 by 406 305 by 610

by

Beams, millimeters
152 by 152 by
100 by 100 by

t

/

/
/
3

2

Shift
/ __ Time 4:00 a.m.
Mix I.D. NOI Md•-32•g-2A
Wet Screened Over
37. 6"
-mm sieve

mm

Consolidation Method: [] Rodding [•/InternalVibrator, diameter of vibrating head
[] External Vibrator
[] Form Vibrator, Type
[] Table Vibrator (describe)
Lifts: No. •? f 8
Thickness/#'••'r30•" mm
Rodding:
Slump _6"4
mm Density: [/•'Wet Screened
q/. /
kg/m 3 []
Air Content: •;'-Wet Screened
3. o° %
[] Total Mix
Curing:
Initial:
MethodZn Tral /er(Vi/eTt Sar/ap) Temp. I•'. (•
Final:
Method t•off Care
Temp. 2/. B
Method of Translx•rtation from Jobstte to Final Curing:
TRMCt¢ •EO oF ,•;c•¢t./.•

1. Strokes per Lift
Total Mix
kg/m 3
%
•o 2g. 7 °C Time Frame
•4
hours
#o 24.7 °C Time Frame/#o3d.g'days

r'•ar/ed ,'• We • •apd)

Figure 13b. - Typical reporting form (SI-metric).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4039-92

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test method is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4039; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 39-83b.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of compressive strength of cylindrical
concrete specimens such as molded cylinders and drilled
cores.
NOTE 1.-For methods of molding concrete specimens, see
USBR 4031 and 4192. For methods of obtaining drilled cores,
see USBR 4042.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
2.2 ASTM Standards:
.C 39 Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength
of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens 1
E 74 Standard Methods of Calibration of Force Measuring Instruments for Verifying the Load Indication of
Testing Machines2
3.

test procedure because strength is not a fundamental or
intrinsic property of concrete made from given materials.
Values obtained will depend on size and shape of specimen;
batching; mixing procedures; methods of sampling,
molding, and fabrication; and the age, temperature, and
moisture conditions during curing.
4.2 This test procedure may be used to determine
compressive strength of cylindrical specimens prepared and
cured in accordance with the Applicable Documents of
section 2.1.
4.3 Results of this test procedure may be used as a
basis for quality control of concrete proportioning, mixing,
and placing operations; determination of compliance with
specifications; control for evaluating effectiveness of
admixtures; and similar uses.

5.

5.1 Testing Machine.-The
testing machine shall be of
a type having sufficient capacity and capable of providing
rates of loading prescribed in section 9.2.
5.1.1 Verification of calibration
of testing machine
in accordance with section 8 is required.
5.1.2 Design.-The design of the testing machine
must include the followingfeatures:
5.1.2.1 Machine must be power operated and must
apply load continuously rather than intermittently, and
without shock. If machine has only one loading rate
(meeting requirements of section 9.2), it must be provided
with a supplemental means for loading at a rate suitable
for verification. This supplemental means of loading may
be power or hand operated.
5.1.2.2 The space provided for the test specimens
shall be large enough to accommodate, in a readable
position, an elastic calibration device which is of sufficient
capacity to cover potential loading range of testing machine
and which complies with requirements of ASTM E 74.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This test procedure consists of applying a
compressive axial load to molded cylinders or cores at a
rate which is within a prescribed range until failure occurs.
The compressive strength of specimen is calculated by
dividing maximum load attained during test by crosssectional area of specimen.
4.

Apparatus

Significance and Use

4.1 Care must be exercised in interpretation of
significance of compressive strength determinations by this

NOTE 2.-The type of elastic calibration device most generally
available and most commonly used for this purpose is the circular
proving ring.

I A nnual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTMSgandards, vol. 03.01.

5.1.3 Accuracy.-The
accuracy of testing machine
shall be in accordance with the following provisions:
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by more than 0.001 inch in the diameter of any smaller
block; new blocks shall be manufactured within one-half
of this tolerance. When diameter of bearing face of
spherically seated block exceeds diameter of specimen by
1/2 inch (13 mm) or more, concentric circles not more
than 1/32 inch (0.8 mm) deep and not more than 3/64 inch
(1.2 mm) wide shall be inscribed to facilitate proper
centering.

5.1.3.1 The percentage of error for loads within
proposed range of use of testing machine shall not exceed
+1.0 percent of indicated load.
5.1.3.2 Accuracy of testing machine shall be
verified by applying five test loads in four approximately
equal increments in ascending order. The difference
between any two successive test loads shall not exceed onethird the difference between the maximum and minimum
loads.
5.1.3.3 The test load, as indicated by testing
machine and the applied load computed from readings of
verification device, shall be recorded at each test point.
Calculate the error and percentage of error for each point
from these data as follows (note 3):
E = A -B

E. = 100 (AB - B)

NOTE 4.-It is desirable that bearing faces of blocks used for
compression testing of concrete have a Rockwell hardness of
not less than 55 HRC.
5.2.1 Bottom bearing blocks shall conform to the
following requirements:
5.2.1.1 The bottom bearing block is specified for
the purpose of providing a readily machineable surface
for maintenance of specified surface conditions (note 5).
The top and bottom surfaces shall be parallel to each other.
The block may be fastened to the platen of testing machine.
The minimum horizontal dimension of the block shall be
at least 3 percent greater than diameter of specimen to
be tested. Concentric circles, as described in section 5.2,
are optional on bottom block.
5.2.1.2 Final centering must be made with
reference to upper spherical block. When lower bearing
block is used to assist in centering specimen, the center
of the concentric rings (when provided) or the center of
the block itself must be directly below center of spherical
head. Provision shall be made on the platen of machine
to assure such a position.
5.2.1.3 The bottom bearing block shall be at least
1 inch (25 mm) thick when new and at least 0.9 inch
(22.5 mm) thick after any resurfacing operations.

(1)

(2)

where:
E= error,
Ev = percentage of error,
A = load indicated by machine being verified in
pound force (newtons), and
B = applied load as determined by calibrating device
after load value is corrected to calibrated
temperature of device, in pound force
(newtons).
NOTE 3.-The above calculation is not required for this
particular test procedure as it is covered under the calibration
procedures of USBR 1104, which are generally performed
annually.

NOTE 5.-If testing machine is so designed that platen alone
can be readily maintained in specified surface condition, a bottom
block is not required.

5.1.3.4 The report on verification of a testing
machine shall state within what loading range machine
was found to conform to specification requirements rather
than reporting a blanket acceptance or rejection. In no
case shall loading range be stated as including loads below
the value which is 100 times the smallest change of load
that can be estimated on load-indicating mechanism of
testing machine or loads within that portion of the range
below 10 percent of maximum range capacity.
5.1.3.5 In no case shall loading range be stated
as including loads outside the range of loads applied during
verification test.
5.1.3.6 The indicated load of a testing machine
shall not be corrected either by calculation or by use of
a calibration diagram to obtain values within required
permissible variation.
5.2 Testing machine shall be equipped,with two steel
bearing blocks with hardened faces (note 4), one of which
is a spherically seated block that will bear on upper surface
of specimen, and the other a solid block on which specimen
shall rest. Bearing faces of blocks shall have a minimum
dimension at least 3 percent greater than diameter of
specimen to be tested. Except for the concentric circles
described below, the bearing faces shall not depart from
a plane by more than 0.001 inch (0.025 mm) in any 6 inches
(152 mm) of blocks 6 inches in diameter or larger, or

5.2.2 The spherically seated bearing block shall
conform to the following requirements:
5.2.2.1 Maximum diameter of bearing face of
suspended spherically seated block shall not exceed the
values shown in the following tabulation:
Diameter of
test specimen
inches
(mm)
2
3
4
6
8

(51)
(76)
(102)
(152)
(203)

Maximum diameter
of bearin• face
inches
(ram)
4
5
6.5
10
11

(102)
(127)
(165)
(254)
(279)

NOTE 6.-Square bearing faces are permissible, provided
diameter of largest possible inscribed circle does not exceed
diameter shown in previous tabulation.
5.2.2.2 The center of the sphere shall coincide with
surface of bearing face within a tolerance of +5 percent
of radius of sphere. Diameter of sphere shall be at least
75 percent of diameter of specimen to be tested.
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5.2.2.3 Ball and socket must be so designed by
manufacturer that steel in contact area does not
permanently deform under repeated use, with loads up
to 12,000 lbf/in 2 (82.7 MPa) on test specimen.
NOTE 7.-The preferred contact area is in the form of a ring,
described as the preferred "bearing" area, as shown on figure 1.
5.2.2.4 The curved surfacesof socket and spherical
portion shall be kept clean and lubricated with a petroleumtype oil such as conventional motor oil, not with a pressuretype grease. After contacting specimen and application of
a small initial load, further tilting of spherically seated
block is not intended or desirable.
5.2.2.5 If radius of sphere is smaller than radius
of largest specimen to be tested, the portion of bearing
face extending beyond sphere shall have a thickness not
less than the difference between radius of sphere and radius
of specimen.The minimum dimension of bearing face shall
be at least as great as diameter of sphere (see fig. 1).

below the value which is 100 times the smallest change
of load which can be read on scale. Scale shall be provided
with a graduation line equal to zero and so numbered.
The dial pointer shall be of sufficient length to reach
graduation marks; width of end of pointer shall not exceed
clear distance between smallest graduations. Each dial shall
be equipped with a zero adjustment which is easily
accessiblefrom outside the dial case and with a maximum
load indicator.
NOTE &-Along the arc described by end of pointer, 1/50
inch (0.5 mm) is considered to be as close as can be reasonably
read. Also, one-half of a scale interval is about as close as can
reasonably be read when scale spacing on load indicating
mechanism is between 1/25 and 1/16 inch (1.0 and 1.6 mm).
When spacing is between 1/16 and.l/8 inch (1.6 and 3.2 mm),
one-third of a scale interval can be read with reasonable certainty.
When spacing is 1/8 inch or more, one-fourth of a scale interval
can be read with reasonable certainty.
6.

Precautions

6.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.

7.1 Specimens Shall not be tested if any individual
cylinder diameter differs from any other diameter of same
cylinder by more than 2 percent.

I

R

Test Specimens

i
i

NOTE 9.-This may occur when single-usemolds are damaged
or deformed during shipment, when flexible single-use molds
are deformed during molding, or when a core drill-deflects or
shifts during drilling.

I

T must be no less than (R-r)

7.2 All test specimens for a given age shall be broken
within the permissible time tolerances prescribed as
follows:
Test aAe

TEST SPECIMEN

24 h (hours)
3 days
7 days
28 days
90 days

Note-- Provision shall be made for holding the ball in the
socket and the entire unit in the testing machine.
Figure 1. - Schematicof a typical spherical bearing block.
5.2.2.6 Movable portion of bearing block shall be
held closely in spherical seat; however, design shall be
such that bearing face can be rotated freely and tilted at
least 4° in any direction.
5.3 If the load of a compression machine used in
concrete tests is registered on a dial, the dial shall be
provided with a graduated scale that can be read to at
least the nearest 250 lbf (1112 N) of load (note 8). The
dial shall be readable within 1 percent of indicated load
at any given load level within loading range. In no case
shall loading range of a dial be considered to include loads

Permissible tolerance
+0.5 h
2.0 h
6.0 h
20.0 h
2.0 days

or
or
or
or
or

2.1%
2.8%
3.0%
3.0%
2.2%

7.3 Compression tests of moist-cured specimens shall
be made as soon as practicable after removal from curing
room. When tested, neither end of compressive test
specimens shall depart from perpendicularity to the axis
by more than 0.25 °, which is equal to about 1/16 inch
in 12 inches (1.6 mm in 305 mm). Ends of compression
test specimens that are not plane within 0.002 inch (0.051
mm) shall be capped (note 10). Test specimens shall be
kept moist by any convenient method during the time
between removal from moist storage and testing.
Specimens shall be tested in a moist condition. Diameter
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bearing block. Wipe clean the bearing faces of upper and
lower bearing blocks and surfaces of test specimen and
place test specimen on lower bearing block. Carefully align
axis of specimen with center of thrust of spherically seated
block. As spherically seated block is brought to bear on
specimen, rotate its movable portion gently by hand so
that uniform seating is obtained.
9.2 Rate of Loading.-Apply load continuously and
-without shock. On screw-type testing machines, the moving
head shall travel at about 0.05 in/rain (1.3 mm/min) when
machine is idling. On hydraulically operated machines,
apply load at a constant rate within the range of 20 to
50 (lbf/in2)/s (0.14 to 0.34 MPa/s). During application
of first half of anticipated load, a higher rate of loading
shall be permitted. Make no adjustment in controls of
testing machine while a specimen is yielding rapidly
immediately prior to failure.
9.3 Apply load until specimen fails, and record maximum load carried by specimen during test. Note type of
failure and appearance of concrete as suggested on figure2.

of test specimen shall be determined to nearest 0.01 inch
(0.25 mm) by averaging two diameters measured at right
angles to each other at about midheight of specimen. This
average diameter shall be used for calculating crosssectional area.
NOTE 10.-For methods of capping compression specimens,
see USBR 4617.
7.4 The number of indivMual cylinders measured for
determination of average diameter may be reduced to 1
for every 10 specimens or 3 specimens per day, whichever
is greater, if all cylinders are known to have been made
from a single lot of reuseable or single-use molds which
consistently produce specimens with average diameters
within a range of 0.02 inch (0.51 mm). When average
diameters do not fall within this range or when cylinders
are not made from a single lot of molds, each cylinder
tested must be measured and the value used in calculations
of the unit compressive strength of the specimen. When
diameters are measured at the reduced frequency, the crosssectional area of all cylinders tested on that day shall be
computed from the average of the diameters of the three
or more cylinders representing the group tested that day.
7.5 The length of the test specimen shall be determined
to nearest 0.1 inch (2.5 mm) by averaging two lengths
measured on opposite sides of specimen. The length
measurements shall include the thickness of one or both
(whichever the case may be) properly bonded caps, but
shall not include the thickness of compressible pads in
the event they are used in place of caps. The average length
shall be used for calculating the length-to-diameter ratio.
The frequency of these measurements shall be the same
as referenced in section 7.4.
8.

10.

10.1 Effect of Wet Screening and Type of Curing.Cylinders of concrete used for compressive strength tests
are generally 6 inches (152 ram) in diameter and 12 inches
(305 ram) long. The strength of mass concrete in masscured larger cylinders, 18 by 36 inches (457 by 914 ram)
or 12 by 24 inches (305 by 610 ram), can be estimated
using figure 3. If strength of fog-cured 6- by 12-inch
cylinders made with 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) maximum
aggregate wet screened from full mass mix is known,
strength of mass concrete at various ages can be predicted
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Also, if desired
strength of mass concrete is known, figure 3 may be used
to determine required strength of wet-screened, 6- by 12inch cylinders.
10.2 Effect of Cylinder Size.-The test data shown on
figure 4 are typical of relative strengths to be expected
when same concrete is tested in cylinders varying in size
from 2 by 4 inches (51 by 102 mm) to 36 by 72 inches
(914 by 1829 mm), except that concretes containing 3/8and 3/4-inch (9.5- and 19.0-mm) maximum aggregate were
not tested in cylinders larger than 18 and 24 inches (457
and 610 ram) in diameter, respectively; and concretes
containing 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) maximum aggregate
were not tested in cylinders smaller than 6 inches (152
mm) in diameter. The values shown on figure4 were based
on the average of 28- and 90-day tests. Note that a much
smaller reduction in strength is indicated as diameter of
test specimen is increased beyond 18 inches (457 ram).
10.3 Effect of Cylinder Height.-A
standard test
cylinder has a diameter one-half its height. When available
specimens do not have these relative dimensions, table
1 or figure 4 may be used to correct indicated strengths
to make them comparable with those obtained from
standard specimens. Since the curve on figure 4 is quite
flat for ratios of 1.5 and over, small variations in height
of specimen do not greatly affect strength.

Verification of Calibration

8.1 Verification of calibration of testing machines in
accordance with USBR 1104 is required under the following
conditions:
• After an elapsed interval since previous verification
of 18 months maximum, but preferably after an interval
of 12 months.
• On original installation or relocation of machine.
• Immediately after making repairs or adjustments
which may in any way affect operation of mass
determining system or values displayed, except for zero
adjustments that compensate for the mass of tooling
and/or specimen.
• Whenever there is reason to doubt accuracy of results
without regard to time interval since last verification.
9.

FactorsAffecting Test Results

Procedure

9.1 P/acing Specimen.-Place plain (lower) bearing
block, with its hardened face up, on table or platen of
testing machine directly under spherically seated (upper)
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Figure 2. - Sketches of different types of fracture.
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Figure 3. - Ratios of mass concrete compressive strengths in seal-cured cylinders to compressive
strengths of 6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-mm) fog-cured cylinders. Fabricated from minus 1.5-inch
(-37.5mm) MSA wet-sieved concrete.
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Figure 4. - Relationship of specimen length and diameter to compressive strength.
11.

[1] Hutchinson, G. W., et al., Bulletin 16, Lewis Institute,
Chicago, IL.

11.1 Calculate compressive strength of specimen by
dividing maximum load carried by specimen during test
by average cross-sectional area determined as described in
section 7, express result to nearest 10 lbf/in 2 (0.1 MPa).
A typical calculation form is shown on figure 5. Some
typical examples follow.
11.1.1
Assume a 6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-ram)
concrete cylinder without pozzolan, fog cured, and
fabricated from minus 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) MSA wetscreened concrete indicated a 28-day compressive strength
of 3,000 lbf/in 2 (20.7 MPa). From figure 3, use the following
ratio:
Ratio -compressive strength of mass concrete
compressive strength of 6- by 12-inch cylinders

Table 1.-Strength correction factors for variations in L/D.
L/D

Factor, %

L/D

Factor, %

2.25
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

101.4
101.1
100.6
100.0
99.2
98.4
97.6

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

96.8
96.0
95.2
94.5
93.1
90.0
85.0

Calculation

Note: Cylindrical specimens with an L/Dless than 1.0 may
be broken for information purposes but are not considered
as acceptable specimens for strength evaluation. Cylindrical
specimens with an L/D greater than 2.25 should be sawed
to an L/Dof 2.0.

To predict strength of mass concrete at 1 year's age,
pick the point on the abscissa (fig. 3) of the 28-day, 6by 12-inch cylinder and project its intersection with the

3 Number in brackets refers to entry in Reference, section 14.
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curve representing mass concrete at 1 year's age. This
intersection is approximately at a ratio of 1.14. Therefore,
1.14 =

compressive strength of 6- by 12-inch cylinder
= 3,000 = 3,106 lbf/in2 (21.4 MPa)
0.966

compressive strength of mass concrete
3,000 lbf/in 2 (20.7 MPa)

compressive strength of 36- by 72-inch cylinder
= (3,000)(0.85) = 2,550 lbf/in2 (17.6 MPa)

and, compressive strength of mass concrete (1-year age)
= (1.14) 3,000 ibf/in 2
= 3,420 lbf/in 2 (23.6 MPa)
11.1.2 Assume mass concrete without pozzolan had
a required strength of 3,000 lbf/in 2 (20.7 MPa) at 180
days, what strength would be required of a 28-day, 6- by
12-inch concrete cylinder that was fog cured and fabricated
from minus 1-1/2-inch MSA wet-sieved concrete? On
figure 3, again select point on abscissa of 28-day, 6- by
12-inch cylinder and project its intersection with curve
representing mass concrete at 180 days. This intersection
is approximately at a ratio of 1.07. Therefore,
1.07 =

3,000 lbf/in 2
compressive strength of 6- by 12-inch cylinder

11.1.6 Assume a cylinder has a compressive strength
of 3,000 Ibf/in 2 at any age, but with an LID (length-todiameter ratio) of 1.25. The standard L/D is 2.0. From
table 1, correction factor for an LID of 1.25 is 94.0 percent.
Therefore,
(3,000)(0.9317) = 2,795 lbf/in 2 (19.27 MPa)
This is the compressive strength corrected to an L/D
of 2.0. As an alternate to or a check of table 1, figure 4
can be used. Locate L/D of 1.25 on abscissa (fig. 4) and
project its intersection with curve. This intersection is
approximately at the 107.3-percent level. Therefore,
1000

1.073

and, compressive strength of 6- by 12-inch cylinder at 28
days is:

D
D

2,795 ibf/in 2 (same value obtained using table 1)

11.2 The curves on figures 3 and 4 are not applicable
for conversion of concrete or shotcrete cores smaller than
6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-mm) cylinders or varying
diameters of cores or cylinders with length-to-diameter
ratios of 1.0 or 2.0. Regression formulas have been
developed for converting strengths of various size cores
or cubes to equivalent strengths of different size cores or
cubes in addition to 6- by 12-inch cylinders fabricated and
cured in the fog room. These derivations are discussed
in USBR 4042.

3,000 lbf/in 2
1.07
= 2,804 lbf/in 2 (19.3 MPa)
11.1.3 Assume a 6- by 12-inch cylinder indicated a
28-day compressive strength of 3,000 lbf/in 2. To project
what a 36- by 72-inch (914- by 1829-mm) cylinder would
indicate at 28 days, locate 6-inch diameter on abscissa (fig. 4)
and project its intersection with curve for factors for
converting to strength of 36- by 72-inch cylinders. This
intersection is approximately at the 82-percent level.
Therefore,

12.

(3,000)(0.82) = 2,460 lbf/in 2 (17 MPa)

Report

12.1 Figure 5 shows a typical reporting
report shall include:

11.1.4 Assume a 36- by 72-inch cylinder indicated
a 28-day compressive strength of 3,000 lbf/in 2. To project
what a 6- by 12-inch cylinder would indicate at 28 days,
locate 6-inch diameter on abscissa (fig. 4) and project its
intersection with the curve for factors for converting to
strength of 36- by 72-inch cylinders. This intersection is
the same as for the example in 11.1.3 of about 82 percent.
Therefore,

form. The

• Identification number.
• Diameter and length to nearest 0.01 inch (0.25 mm)
and 0.1 inch (2.5 mm), respectively.
• Cross-sectional area in square inches (square
millimeters).
• Maximum load in pound-force (newtons).
• Compressive strength calculated to nearest 10 lbf/in 2
(0.1 MPa).
• Type of fracture.
• Defects in either specimen or caps.
• Age of specimen.

3,000 = 3,659 lbf/in 2 (25.2 MPa)
0.82
11.1.5 Assume an 8- by 16-inch (203- by 406-mm)
cylinder indicated a 28-day compressive strength of 3,000
lbf/in 2. To project what a 6- by 12-inch or a 36- by 72inch cylinder would indicate at 28 days, locate 8-inch
diameter on abscissa (fig. 4) and project its intersection
with the curve for strength in percent for 6- by 12-inch
cylinders and the curve for factors for converting to strength
for 36- by 72-inch cylinders. These intersections are
approximately at the 85- and 96.6-percent level, respectively. Applying these percentages to the appropriate curve:

13.

Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been determined at this time.
14.

Reference

[1] Hutchinson, G. W., et al., Bulletin 16, Lewis Institute,
Chicago, IL.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4040-92

ORGANIC IMPURITIES
IN FINE AGGREGATES FOR CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4040; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This procedure is a modified version of
ASTM designation: C 40-79.
1.

equipped with watertight stoppers or caps, and not soluble
in the specified reagents.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for an
approximatedetermination of presence of injurious organic
compounds in fine aggregatesthat are to be used in cement
mortar or concrete.
2.

5. Reagents and Reference Standard
Solution

5.1 Reagent Sodium Hydroxide Solution(3 percent).Dissolve 3 parts by mass of NaOH (sodium hydroxide)
in 97 parts water.
5.2 Reference
Standard Color Solution.-Dissolve
reagent grade K2Cr207 (potassium dichromate) in
concentrated sulfuric acid (sp. gr. 1.84) at the rate of 0.250
g/100 mL of acid. Solution must be freshly made for the
color comparison using gentle heat if necessary to effect
solution.
5.3 A permanent color standard (note 1) may be
prepared by dissolving 9 grams of chemically pure
FeCla'6H2 (ferric chloride) and 1 gram of chemically pure
COC12"6H20 (cobalt chloride) in 3.38 fluid ounces (100
mL) of water to which 0.011 fluid ounce (0.33 mL) of
HCI (hydrochloric acid) has been added. This mixture, when
hermetically sealed in a glass bottle, will remain stable
indefinitely (note 2).

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4087 Effect of Organic Impurities in Fine Aggregate on
Strength of Mortar
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-#m) Sieve in
Mineral Aggregates by Washing
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 40 Standard Test Method for Organic Impurities in
Fine Aggregates for ConcretO
D 1544 Standard Test Method for Color of Transparent
Liquids (Gardner Color Scale) 2
3.

Significance and Use

NOTE 1.-It is preferable to use a permanent color standard
when running a large quantity of tests.

3.1 This procedure is of' significance in making a
preliminary determination of the acceptability of fine
aggregates.
3.2 The principal value of this procedure is to furnish
a warning that organic impurities may be present. When
a sample subjected to this test produces a color darker
than the standard color solution (set. 5.2), it is advisable
to perform the test for the effect of organic impurities
on the strength of mortar in accordance with USBR 4087
4.

Color

NOTE 2.-This is the standard color solution used in the Bureau's
Denver Office Laboratory.
6.

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Apparatus

4.1 Glass Bottles.-Colorless glass, graduated bottles of
oval cross section, 12-fluidounce (about 350-mL) capacity,

7.

Sampling

7.1 Sample shall be selected in general accordance with
USBR 4075.

I Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook o[ ASTM Standards, vols. 06.01, 06.02, 06.03.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4042-92

OBTAINING AND TESTING DRILLED CORES AND
SAWED BEAMS OR CUBES OF CONCRETE AND SHOTCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4042; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 42-84a.

3.

Scope.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
obtaining, preparing, and testing cores drilled from concrete
or shotcrete for length and compressive or splitting tensile
strength determinations; and beams or cubes sawed from
concrete slabs or shotcrete test panels for compressive or
flexuralstrength determinations.
2.

Apparatus

3.1 Core DrilL-This drill is used for obtaining the
cylindrical core specimens. For specimens to be removed
by drilling downward perpendicular to a horizontal surface,
a shot drill may be satisfactory; for specimens taken by
drilling in other directions or when test specimen diameter
is to be accurately determined for a more precise calculation
of compressive strength, a diamond drill shall be used.
3.2 Saw.-The saw is used for cutting beam or cube
specimens to size for compressive and flexural strength
tests. Saw shall have a diamond or silicon-carbide cutting
edge and shall be capable of cutting specimens which
conform to the prescribed dimensions, without excessive
heating or shock.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4094 Specifications for Ready-Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4496 Splitting Tensile Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 42 Standard Method of Obtaining and Testing Drilled
Cores and Sawed Beams of ConcretO
C 78 Standard Test Method for Flexural Strength of
Concrete (Using Simple Beam With Third-Point Loading)•
C 116 Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength
of Concrete Using Portions of Beams Broken in Flexure•
C 174 Standard Method for Measuring Length of Drilled
Concrete Cores 1
2.3 A CI Manual:
301 Chapter 17, Evaluation and Acceptance of Concrete;
and paragraph 17.3.2.1, Core Tests2
318 Chapter 4, Evaluation and Acceptance of Concrete;
and paragraph 4.8.4.3, Investigation of Low-Strength Test
Results2

4.

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

5.

Sampling

5.1 General:
5.1.1 Samples of hardened concrete for use in the
preparation of strength test specimens shall not be taken
until concrete has become hard enough to permit sample
removal without disturbing the bond between mortar and
coarse aggregate. In general, concrete shall be 14 days old
before specimens are removed. Shotcrete may be cored
or sawed at any age over 24 hours, or as low as 6-hour's
age if it contains a hardening accelerator. When preparing
strength test specimens fromsamples of hardened concrete
or shotcrete, samples that show abnormal defects or
samples that have been damaged in process of removal
shall not be used.

t AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 ACI Manualof Concrete Practice, part 3, "Use of Concrete in BuildingsDesign, Specifications, and Related Topics." Available from American
Concrete Institute, P O Box 19150, Redford Station, Detroit, Michigan
48219.
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5.1.2 Specimens containing embedded reinforcement shall not be used for determining the splitting tensile
strength, and specimens for determining flexural strength
shall not be used if reinforcement is embedded in tensile
portion of specimen.
NOTE 1.-Cores or cubes, for determining compressive strength,
that contain embedded reinforcement can yield either higher or
lower values than cores or cubes without embedded steel. These
specimens should be avoided if possible or trimmed to eliminate
the reinforcement, provided a length-to-diameter ratio of 1.00
or more can be attained in cores or a minimum 3-inch (76-mm)
cubed specimen can be obtained from sawing.
5.2 Core Drilling.-A core specimen taken perpendicular to a horizontal surface shall be located, when possible,
so that its axis is perpendicular to the bed of concrete
as originally placed and not near formed joints or obvious
edges of a unit of deposit. A specimen taken perpendicular
to a vertical surface, or perpendicular to a surface with
a batter, shall be taken from near the middle of a unit
of deposit, when possible, and not near formed joints or
obvious edges of a unit of deposit.
5.3 Saw Cutcin&-Remove
a slab or panel sufficiently
large to secure desired test specimens without the inclusion
of any concrete that has been cracked, spalled, undercut,
or otherwise damaged.
6.

Calibration

and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.
7.

Conditioning

7.1 Conditioning of specimens are described in sections
9.3, 10.2, 11.2, and 12.2.
DRILLED CORES
8.

Dimensions of Drilled Core Specimens

8.1 Diameter and Length.-A core specimen for
determination of length shall have a minimum diameter
of 3 inches (76 mm). Measure the core length in accordance
with provisions of ASTM C 174.
9.

tested. A shotcrete core having a maximum length of less
than 95 percent of its diameter before capping or a length
less than its diameter after capping shall not be tested.
9.2 Preparation of Test Specimen.-The ends of core
specimens to be tested in compression shall be essentially
smooth, perpendicular to longitudinal axis, and of same
diameter as body of specimen. If necessary, saw or tool
ends of specimens until the followingrequirements are
met;
• Projections, if any, shall not extend more than 0.2
inch (5 mm) above end surfaces.
• End surfaces shall not depart from perpendicularity
to longitudinal axis by more than 5 ° .
• Diameters.of ends shall not depart more than 0.1
inch (2.5 mm) from mean diameter of specimen.
9.3 Moisture Conditionin&-Submerge
the test specimens in lime-saturated water at 73.4±3.0 °F (23.0+1.7 °C)
for at least 40 hours immediately prior to making
compression test. Test specimens promptly after removal
from water storage. During the period between removal
from water storage and testing, keep specimens moist by
covering with a wet blanket of burlap or other suitable
absorbent fabric.
NOTE 2.-When so directed, cores may be tested in a moisture
condition other than that achievedby the conditioning of section
9.3. Length-to-diametercorrection factors shown in section 9.7
are applicable to both dry and soaked concrete. Direction for
consideration of testing in a moisture condition other than that
achieved by soaking for at least 40 hours may be found in ACI
301, chapter 17; and ACI 318, chapter 4.
9.4 Capping.-Before
making the compression test, cap
or grind ends of specimens in conformance with USBR
4617. The capped surfaces of specimens shall conform to
the planeness requirements of USBR 4192.
9.5 Measurement.-Prior to testing, determine the
average length by averaging two lengths measured on
opposite sides of capped specimen. Determine average
diameter by averaging two measurements taken at right
angles to each other about midheight of specimen. Measure
core length and diameters to nearest 0.01 inch whenever
possible, but to at least the nearest 0.1 inch (2.5 mm).
Use these measurements to compute the length-todiameter ratio.
NOTE 3.-Most shot-drilled cores will not be smooth enough
to justifymeasuring diameters closer than the nearest 0.1 inch
(2.5 mm).

Compressive Strength

9.6 Testing.-Test specimens in accordance with
applicable provisions of USBR 4039.
9.7 Calculations:
9.7.1 Calculate compressive strength of each concrete
specimen using computed cross-sectional area based on
average diameter of specimen. If the L/D (length-todiameter ratio) of concrete specimen is appreciably less
than two, make allowance for this by multiplying
compressive strength by applicable correction factor shown
in table 1 or by using figure 1 (table 1 is a reciprocal
of figure 1). The ratio of L/D is defined as the overall

9.1 Test Specimens.-The diameters of core specimens
for determination of compressive strength should
preferably be at least three times, and must be at least
two times, the maximum nominal size of the coarse
aggregate used in the concrete. The length of the specimen,
when capped, shall be as nearly as practicable twice its
diameter. A concrete core having a maximum length of
less than 95 percent of its diameter before capping or
a length less than its diameter after capping shall not be
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Table L-Strengthcorrection factors for variations in LID = 2.
LID

Factor,
percent

LID

Factor,
percent

2.25
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

101.4
101.1
100.6
100.0
99.2
98.4
97.6

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

96.8
96.0
95.2
94.5
93.1
90.0
85.0

Note: Cylindrical specimens with an LID less than 1.0 may be
broken for information purposes, but are not considered as
acceptable specimens for strength evaluation. Cylindrical
specimens with an LID greater than 2.25 should be sawed to
an L/Dof 2.0.
length of cylinder or core, including cap, divided by average
diameter.
9.7.2 Calculate compressive strength of each
shotcrete specimen using computed cross-sectional area
based on average diameter of specimen. If so directed,
shotcrete core specimens shall be cut to an L/D of 1.0.
Correction to an L/D of 1.0 from an occasional variation
of that ratio may be applied using table 2.
Table 2.-Strength correction factors for variations in L/D= 1.
L/D

Factor,
percent

LID

Factor,
percent

2.25
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4

119.3
118.9
118.4
117.6
116.7
115.8
114.8
113.9
112.9
112.0

1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

111.2
109.5
105.9
100.0
96.8
91.5
85.4
77.3
63.9

Note: Clyindrical specimens with an L/D less than 0.5 may be
broken for informational purposes, but are not considered as
acceptable specimens for strength evaluation. Cylindrical
specimens with an LID greater than 1.0 should be sawed to an
LID of 1.0 because of the large correction factor involved.

10.

Type of fracture, if other than standard.
Moisture condition at time of testing.
Nominal maximum size of aggregate.
Defects in either specimen or caps.
Age of specimen.
Splitting Tensile Strength

10.1 TestSpecimens.-The diameters of core specimens
for determination of splitting tensile strength should
preferably be at least three times and must be at least
two times the maximum nominal size of coarse aggregate
used in the concrete. The length of the specimen shall
be at least equal to the diameter. The ends of the specimen
shall be essentially smooth and perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis. The ends of the specimens shall not be
capped.
10.2 Moisture Conditioning.-Prior to testing, condition specimens as described in section 9.3.
10.3 Bearing Surfaces.-The line of contact between
specimen and each bearing strip shall be straight and free
of any projections or depressions higher or deeper than
0.01 inch (0.25 ram). When line of contact is not straight
or contains projections or depressions greater than 0.01
inch, grind or cap specimen to produce bearing lines
meeting these requirements (note 4). Do not use specimens
with projections or depressions greater than 0.1 inch. When
capping is used, caps shall be as thin as practicable and
shall be formed of high-strength capping compound.
NOTE 4.-Figure 2 illustrates a device suitable for applying
caps to 6-inch (152-mm) diameter specimens to be used in the
splitting tensile test.
10.4 Testing=Test specimens in accordance with
applicable provisions of USBR 4496.
10.5 Calculations and Report.-Calculate the splitting
tensile strength, and report the results as required in USBR
4496 (fig. 6). Indicate that the specimen was a core, and
show the moisture condition at time of testing.
SAWED CUBES

9.8 Reporc.-Figure
3 Shows a typical concrete core data
sheet. Figure 4 shows a typical test data reporting form.
The report shall include:
• Identification number.
• Diameter of test specimen, in inches (millimeters).
• Length of test specimen after capping, in inches
(millimeters).
• Cross-sectional areaof test specimen, in square inches
(square centimeters).
• Maximumload, in pound force (kilonewtons).
• Compressive strength to the nearest 10 lbf/in2 or
0.05 MPa when diameter is measured to nearest 0.01
inch (0.25 mm), and to nearest 50 lbf/in2 or 0.35 MPa
when diameter is measured to nearest 0.1 inch (2.5 ram)
(after correction for L/D, when required).
• Direction of load application on specimen with
respect to horizontal plane of concrete as placed.

11.

Compressive strength

11.1 Test Specimens.-A cube specimen for the
determination of compressive strength shall generally have
a cross section of 3 by 3 inches (76 by 76 mm), measured
to nearest 0.05 inch (1.3 mm). Perform the sawing
operation so that concrete will not be weakened by shock
or by heating. The sawed surfaces shall be smooth, plane,
and parallel; and free from steps, ridges, and grooves. Take
care in handling sawed cube specimens to avoid chipping
or cracking.
11.1.1 Preparation of Test Specimens.-The bearing
faces of the specimen shall not depart from a plane by
more than 0.002 inch (0.05 mm); bearing faces that are
not plane shall be groundor capped to meet this 0.002-inch
tolerance. Capping procedures shall followthe applicable
10l
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• Cross-sectional area, in square inches (square
millimeters).
• Maximum load, in pound force (kilonewtons).
• Compressive strength to the nearest 10 lbf/in 2 or
0.05 MPa.
• An indication of method of obtaining specimen.
• Direction of load application on specimen with
respect to horizontal plane of concrete as placed.
• Age of specimen and details of curing.
• A description of failure and appearanceof concrete.
• A description of conditions of curing specimens and
moisture condition at time of test.

Average from tests by Hutchinson
[ I']• age of specimenswas
28 days

140

•20

40O

8O

0

0.5

I.O

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

RATIO OF LENGTH OF CYLINDER TO DIAMETER (L/D)

iI

Figure 1. - Relationship of length and diameter of concrete specimen to
compressive strength.
provisions of USBR 4617. Caps shall cover full width of
cube.
11.2 Moisture Condicioning.-Submerge
test specimens
in lime-saturated water at 73.4---+3 °F (23.0d-1.7 °C) for
at least 40 hours immediately prior to test. Test specimens
promptly after removal from water storage. During period
between removal from water storage and testing, keep
specimens moist by covering with a wet blanket of burlap
or other suitable absorbent fabric.

I
I

I

"U"

t'NJ

--

m

-t/2,

NOTE 5.-When so directed, cubes may be tested in a moisture
condition other than that achieved by the conditioning of section
11.2.
- __ -• .........
=J
I
'
I

11.3
Testing.-Apply
the load continuously and without
shock. Adjust the loading to a constant rate within the
limits of 35±15 lbf/in• (241+103 kPa) per second. Test
specimens to failure. Record the total load indicated by
testing machine at failure of test specimen.

I

PLAN

NOTE 6.-A limited literature search indicates that cubes on which
the compressive load is applied in the same direction as the
direction of deposition and compaction of the concrete may show
higher compressive strength results than when a load is applied
perpendicular or in a direction at right angles to the direction
of deposition and compaction of the concrete.
11.4 Calculations.-Figure
5 shows a typical calculation
form. Calculate unit compressive strength to nearest
10 lbf/in 2 or 0.05 MPa using the cross-sectional area as
determined in section 11.1.
11.5 Report.-Figure
5 can also be used as a reporting
form. The report shall include:
• Specimen identification number.
• Cube dimensions, in inches (millimeters).

dlus
3_"
I

•

•,,

]

ELEVATION
linch = 25.4 mm
Figure 2. - Suitable capping device for the Splitting Tensile
Strength Test.

3 Number in brackets refers to entry in Reference, section 14.
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SAWED BEAMS
12.

Flexural Strength

12.1 Test Specimen.-A
beam specimen for determination of flexural strength shall generally have a cross
section of 6 by 6 inches (152 by 152 mm) (note 7). Specimen
shall be at least 21 inches (533 mm) in length; however,
when two tests for flexural strength are to be made in
one beam, specimen shall be at least 33 inches (838 mm)
long. Perform sawing operation so that concrete will not
be weakened by shock or by heating. The sawed surfaces
shall be smooth, plane, and parallel; and free from steps,
ridges, and grooves. Take care in handling sawed beam
specimens to avoid chipping or cracking.

stresses in extreme fibers that will markedly reduce
indicated flexural strength.
12.3 Testing.-Test specimens in accordance with
applicable provisions of ASTM C 78.
NOTE 8.-Compressive strengths of portions of beams broken
in flexure may be determined by testing such portions as modified
cubes in accordance with ASTM C 116.
NOTE 9.-Sawing may significantly reduce indicated flexural
strength; therefore, beams shall be tested with the molded surface
in tension when possible. Location of tension face with respect
to position of concrete as placed, and position of sawed surfaces
should be noted on report.
12.4 Calculations and Report=No typical forms for
calculations and reporting for this section on sawed beams
are provided because the Bureau does not usually analyze
flexural strength in accordance with ASTM C 78. Flexural
strength studies performed by the Bureau are generally
on 4- by 4- by 30-inch (102- by 102- by 762-mm) molded
specimens.

NOTE 7.-In many cases, particularly with prisms cut from
pavement slabs, width will be controlled by size of coarse aggregate
and depth by thickness of slab.
12.2 Moisture CondMoning.-Submerge test specimens
in lime-saturated water at 73.4-I-3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) for
at least 40 hours immediately prior to flexure test. Test
specimens promptly after removal from water storage.
During period between removal from water storage and
testing, keep specimens moist by covering with a wet
blanket of burlap or other suitable absorbent fabric.
12.2.1 When so directed, beams shall be tested in
a moisture condition other than that achieved by the
conditioning of section 12.2. Relatively small amounts of
drying of surface of flexural specimens induce tensile

13.

Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision and bias statements
procedure are not known at this time.
14.

for this

Reference

[1] Hutchinson, G. W., et al., Bulletin 16, Lewis Institute,
Chicago, IL.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

4D- C 7-4Z 7

Project
CoZO/•AD•
R/V•R JrO/eA GE
Feature .SE,ev/c•- /eoA• 7"•,',,/.,/•
,•NA,e/L/TA T/o/./. G'z•-w C,,IN'r• P.•

Structure
7"L/A/AI•'L L
Item Co,,•'CR£7"E CoRE
Location C,•ow•,
Station /• 8/
Depth 0

Drilled by •o•-.•7,eUCTa•S- Date
PA •cO('OPE, e. //•xuoww)
/__/•A•aww
Placed
Date
•-2o-8/
Offset //'got .,•r. o• £•
to 45//,,'c//Es

DRILLED CONCRETE CORES
Present Condition of Structure: 6"ooD
Core No.: 3
Core Diameter: 23.•/•'w• r
Length: 4..•-•w•/ES
Direction Drilled: b/.z•,e r/ e'A,c z V" f./,ow:,• Rz•
Rate Drilled Per Hour: /_.lA,-•,•o ,,•-,,,/
Remarks: Co-•#•Z•.•E/v 7-0 A#so'A'£ /c•z/•.-G /N" C•ooa,• 5 I,•.,'ru.aZ ///S,o•-CT/•/€ ,• .Y.w•'fGAr/oH
•//•/( OA/

•r//5//r/• 7-10/¢

•A/•

•T•/d/A/•

•O/•'•/Y•

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS DESIREDFOR THE CHARACTER

•-•/€•'•. •/•/• •0•

OF THE CONCRETE

Cement:
Brand
Source A/•" ,4y,q/I.AS/E
Type ,455. T•pEa•'/-A
Pozzolan:
Brand/i• r- Z/'.a'Aro
Source
Class
Sand Source •o•.• ,•'•.,• •_ A•/×
Gravel Source
•-.,•.,,.t•
Max. Size Aggregate, inches (-ram-) //.¢/z
Total Aggregate, lbm/yd3 (kg/m3)Z/'•w.vPercent
Sand/•'.,.-.•v'o •v"
Type of Concrete (interior, exterior,•i•) 7•ww•,€ Z/•//,/a
Type of Cure E*z/,•/•'a C•/•o•/•
Field Mix (by weight): 1: /-•ewo •,v.
W/(C+P)/-/'•e•ouv• Slump, inches (-•4• (',,#•) Percent Air •..l•'•f"/Cve;)
Cement Content, lbm/yd• (kg/m3)/_•,•w, emo •..-m
Pozzolan Content, lbm/yd• (kg/m•)
,,Vo,•/E
Water Content, lbm/yd3 (kg/m•)
/_.€',•wm•-o w.,w
Density, lbm/ft• (kg/m3) •.€',•/<•o ,,--•
Temperature, °F (° C): Max. Air •__•-Yv- Min. Air r-•°ff.• Mix Water 7-.•¢•',•- Concrete ;,-•
Type of Mold Used for Test Cylinders
Pz:.•o'r/•
Test Cylinder No, •,€,v'ow,•
Control Cylinder Compressive Strength, lbf/in 2 (MPa): 7-Day/_•,¢,e*o ww 28-Day •.7•--•"•,, •/.•," 90-Day /-•A'aaa•,€

Remarks:

Figure 3. - Concrete core data sheet.
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Spec. or
Solic. NO.

-'€• -C 742 7

Structure

Project

Feature 5•RV/CE RoAD 7•NEL
REHA•/• / TA T/ON¢ 5c Et¢ CA w YoW RR

7"•'N'/WE/_

Z/N/,v•

Item Cooc•_•'•E
CopeE
Location C, eo u/,,v
Station 1+81
0ffset/•r-•q oF •:
DepthS•,•fACE to 45/,•d//E5

Tested by_

Z..). PA#8oDy

Computed by
.Zg, ,• RoDY"
Checked by
E. 3A•U•ZSO,V

CORE TEST DATA
Core No.3-SEc.4(/3")Date Placed o°-2o - •'/ Age/--°.5"Dxr.s - Nominal Diameter, inches 2
Type of Core:
{• Concrete
[] Interior (Lining)
[] Compression and Elasticity
[] Rock
[] Exterior
[] Direct Tension
Moisture Condition: [] Saturated

MSA, inches

//•

f"] Other

Average Height
Average Diameter
L/D (length-to-diameter ratio)
X-Section Area
Mass of Core
Apparent Mass of Submerged Core
Apparent Mass of Can + Submerged Chain
Mass of Water Displaced
Volumeof Water Displaced
Density of Core

•o. ?e• inch(es)
2. 7£ inch(es)
A o 5"
5. •4
in 2
/. 2 7
ibm
O. 7Z.
Ibm
NA
Ibm
O. 55Ibm
O. O0 gg
ft3
/4 4. 3 lbm/ft3

Type of Cap: [] CAPPED
[] GROUND
Test forEand/a: [] YES
[] NO
[] STATIC
I-I DYNAMIC
Total Compressive Load
3/• 7•lb f
Compressive Strength
• 33 7 lbf/in 2
Compressive Strength (L/D) •
•4qO lbf/in 2
E (modulus of elasticity)
,•/A lbf/in 2
/• (Poisson's ratio)
A/A
"Ibtal Tensile/Load
A/A lbf
Tensile Strength
A/A lbf/in2
Percent of Large Aggregate Exposed __/cA %
Percent of Broken Aggregate
A/A %
Construction Joint:
[] YES
[] NO
Location of Joint from Bottom
A/A
inch(es)
Joint Break:
[] YES A/A [] NO

Figure 4a. - Core test data (inch-pound units).
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Spec. or 4 0 - C 742 7
Solic. No.
Project
•"o/_ o,•A Do R/vE/• Cr'o•A 6 E

Structure

Feature 5ER V/CE RoA • •'NEZ
J(•E/'IA 8IL I TA TI O Al j •l- E•J •'dl N YO,c" P-,•

7-z////t/•'/. /-.,',v/,• G
Item Co,,•c,• E T-E Co,•2•
Location C•o v,.-/w
Station / ÷ g/
Offset 6.3 m R ,,# £z
Depth S/,/,efA•'£ to //43 t,•

Tested

bYD. PA Rosy

Date
/Z-23-81

Computed by
D. P,4•o•v"
Checked by
•. SA/,4 UEZ SON

Date
/2-23-o°I
Date
/2- 23-21

CORE TEST DATA
Core No.3-.f¢c.4(350tom'y)ate
Type of Core:
• Concrete
[] Rock

Placed o°-•o-o•i Agel#fDAys Nominal Diameter, mm
70
[] Interior (Lining)
[] Compression and Elasticity
[] Exterior
[] Direct Tension

Moisture Condition: [] Saturated

[] Other

Average Height
Average Diameter
L/D (length-to-diameter ratio)
X-Section Area
Mass of Core
Apparent Mass of Submerged Core
ApparentMass of Can + Submerged Chain
Mass of Water Displaced
Volume of Water Displaced
Density of Core •

REMARKS: "•7"/,,/s

•-omE

wA•,

MSA, mm .3 Z •"

7J. 7
mm
• "1. q
mm
/, o•
0. 005#,4mm 2
0. 5"77
kg
0, 327
kg
__ /VA
kg
O. 2EO
kg
O. O0o//
m3
2303• kg/m3

co,•#o•'•D

Fo,•

Type of Cap: [] CAPPED
[] GROUND
Test for E and g,: [] YES
IRI NO
[] STATIC
[] DYNAMIC
Total Compressive Load
/.4/ kN
Compressive Strength
3•, •'MPa
Compressive Strength (L/D) •
:t2 5' MPa
E (modulus of elasticity)
/cA GPa
(Poisson's ratio)
/CA
Total Tensile/Load
AtA kN
Tensile Strength
N'A kPa
Percent of Large Aggregate Exposed __ ,CA %
Percent of Broken Aggregate
•/A %
Construction Joint: [] YES
[] NO
Location of Joint from Bottom
A/'A
mm
JointBreak: [] YES a/A [] NO

coA,qPR•:SSIVE

Figure 4b. - Core test data (SI-metric).
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D •" - 71.54

Spec. or
Solic. No.

Structure

Proj y_AR/<ect
/../•
Feature

/-//./N'7"ER

•,•'A,,'•'L

Item 5aoTc/eEr• Tdsr PAx/EL$
Location/f,4ERED/r/4 •ELD OFf..-60

Tested by
8. S/•oKMA/€
Computed by
E..5"A•UEL50A/

4-Z2-7/ Date
•-2q-7 /
•-20-7/
4-22-7/ Date
4.£_.•o_7/-2
9- 7/

Station
Depth

Checked by
Z•. SIROK/v•A/

4-22 - 7/ Date
4-2q-7/
5-20- 7/

?-d//A/EL L/AIIA/G

•

Offset
•
to
•

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CUBES
(6//o 7-c•E rE )
/• inch Source 7"•/•v M#•oo ws A•/E ME*Eo/r•Sp. Gr.: Coarse 2. g 2
Aggregate:
MSA __
Fine 2. G•"
Cement: Brand .IDZ'A/.
Typez•Z/_,el
Source Po•rLAt¢o, Co
Sp. Gr. 3./7
Pozzolan: Class #" Supplier/d/Ea'ra-Rw .•sa Source PAGEo AZ
Sp. Gr. 2.3/
Admixtures:
AEA: Brand A?.•L c.•'arE A/m
Supplier MoilER •$aL/•E5
ACC: Brand /•HEaZ•U/&D
Supplier A4A C-/./$,zl
WRA: Brand P#A 2 £XL
Supplier/•,•o r•x Z•#z/$r•/•$
Fibers: Type.S'rEE/-Z/mEo(//oo•-•,a•Supplier M/ 7-c •/EL /_ •-/sE•COA/
Mix: Process [] Dry
li• Wet
Fibrous
[] Yes
[] No
Accelerated [] Yes
I-I No
Proportions: Coarse Aggregate -9'5"%, Fine Aggregate S'S" %, Cement 5"2•;
Ibm/yd',
Pozzolon /32
Ibm/yd', Pozzolan Replacement 2• %, W/(C+P) 0.40 , AEA
7 oz/yd•6mL-ityd-•;-,
WRA
-'# oz/cwt-(mL-/qlm•, WRA (high range)
/3 oz/cwt •Fiber Content
/•O Ibm/yd',
Slump: Before HRWRA
• inch, After HRWRA -# inch; Air Content 6. o %, Yield 3q3/
lbm/yd•
Mix No.

/

I.D. No. •.-•7•-0.4•-2(#)Nozzle Operator D. 5'c/¢z/z •-2

Application Times: VP-/• q.'4• a. tm.j

Application Date •z-22-7/

VP-2• q.'•-3 a. m.j •/p-/• /o..// a. a*. 5 •/P-• /o:Z• a. •.

Horizontal Application - Degrees Inclined: qo'D,',efc•'/-- V"//a,•,/za/crA;
PA/CA/f:•
Direction of Load Application on Specimen with Respect to Horizontal Plane of Concrete as Placed:.
X-Section
A•e
Total Load, Compressive
Cube Dimensions
Area,
Hours Min. Days
lbf
Strength,
x
x
inches
in •
lbf/inz
.
Panel 1, Cube A
3. •0 • .3. 05-x 2.qS
•./£
•"
0o
7• • oo
B'•/
B 3.oi•e..o. oo•, •.qct
9.o3
g
05
7,06•o
7•4
C
•.qqx3.o2x•.OO
q.o•
•
•zaO00
D 3.00•e3.01•3.0l
q. o3
7
3/• ooo
•,4a3
E 3.02•3.00•2.q8
q. og
2#
B4, 75O
.• 8"•g
.€•o85F •. aS•e •. 03 ,e 3. O0
q. 242•
3 • 7£'•
$'4"7
Panel 2, Cube A 2. q•'x 5.05x 5.Oo
q. O0
2•
/o
• 6 4-0
B 3.00x•.qqx 2.qg
o°.q7
•
I.•
q•oo
/a o2•;
C •.qq•3.oh,3.ot
q.oO
7
2•-Oo
3, • 76•
D Z.qgx3.aZx•.q7
g,q•
7
32,2S'0
•, 607
E g.•x •.04x3.02
•.Og
2•
41,2•'0
4, s5•
F 2.q7x 3.00 ,e 3.03
8. qi
2•'
42, 2So
4, 74:,
Y Ov•/-/•A•C•
Vertical Application - Degrees Inclined: o ° •/•T•
Panel 1, Cube A
6". 8".•"
7
5"0
6"• .400
q•q
B'. 9 7
7
5".£"
•,40o
q3•
B 2.@,i'x .a.Olx3.O.•C •,*7x•qq•x•qg
F. •'g
7
•/, •..•"o
3, s-/q
D 3.9Z • •.q@x 3.04
q. o•
7
3• S'oo
3, q.€.4
E •.Olx •.qd •.2.q7
o•. ql
_ _
2 8"
,€•,00•
4, gZ•
F 2.•q x 2.•7x 3.0•
,#.;78
ZF
-•2=2Eo
,•ta TS'-6"
Panel 2, Cube A
•.og x •.?gx 3.oK
2.9•x 3.03x 2.q7
•/. o•
6" /o
q, goo
/, o,•'•"
C
3. off x 3.00 • 2.q£
q./.•
7
3•oo0
2s•z•
D 2.qqx3.Olx3.OO
•. oo
7
36 7•-o
$• s2•"
E 3.O3x2.q?x.3.o•"
@.0•
2B
45ooo
-€.,q•7
/ F"L...OZ.,• •. St'.

Figure 5a. - Compressive strength of sawed cubes (inch-poundunits).
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Figure X1.1
Equivalent to
6- by 12-inch Cyl.
&'lO •*
760 •e
a,330
3a 7•o
3i •60
#'• 0 •
/, O00
.3__, "I•0
.9,, 5#o

% 4• z o
4b • oo

q30 o*
qlO
3, 4.10
$, 8•, o
.€•6go
,Ca • E O

/• o 5o
3, 7,o
3a • g o

4•#2o

€•,./r/o•t •R •#.Xt
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Spec. or
D G- 7/34
Solic. No.
Project/c
R Y-A RK
Feature
/-/vN r•'R

7•A,'ArE£

Structure

7•a,'N'•'/. /_.,,vv'/m'•
Item 5No rcR • T$ T•s r P• aeE• s
Location,4C'E,eE•/TH •w-'o Of•- CO
Station
•
Offset
Depth
•
to

Tested by

4-22- 7/
4-2q- 7/

Date

Computed by

4-zz- • /
4-•?-'7/
•--zo-7/
.€-Z•--•J
.at_2. •-7/
S-•O-V/

Date

E. SA •UEI.5ON"
Checked by
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Figure 5b. - Compressive strength of sawed cubes (SI-metric).
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APPENDIX
Xl.

RESULTS OF BUREAU RESEARCH ON SHOTCRETE
(Nonmandatory Information)

X1.1 Shotcrete is frequently applied with a relatively
small thickness. To evaluate such shotcrete using drilled
cores or sawed cubes frequently requires smaller specimen
sizes than normally used when evaluating concrete.
Regression equations have been developed by the Bureau
during research on the relationship between 6- by 12-inch
(152- by 305-mm) cylinders, various size cores with lengthto-diameter ratios of 1.0 and 2.0, and various sizes of cubes. 1
This research included fabricating slabs by pneumatically
applied shotcrete and by normal concrete placement.
Meaningful 6- by 12-inch cylinders could not be made by
the pneumatically applied shotcrete. Table X1.1 shows a
summary of average strength ratios for various specimen
sizes; each ratio was based on 24 data points with each
point being an average of three specimens. Shotcrete
specimens have more scatter than concrete specimens
because of greater variability in placement; therefore, the
data in table X 1.1 were taken only from concrete specimens.
These data reflect the effect of specimen size and shape
and also the edge effect from drilling and sawing. These
relationships would not necessarily hold true for specimens
cast in these sizes and shapes. All specimens were subjected
to compressive load applied in the same direction of
deposition of the concrete. Considerable variation in
individual test results were noted, especially in the smaller
specimens such as the 2- by 2-inch cores and 2- by 2inch cubes where the edge effect had significant impact
on the test results. Greater accuracy would be obtained
using the regression equations shown in table X1.3 because
they reflect changes in ratio at different strength levels.
The range of strength of the test specimens in the test
program was 1,000 to 6,000 lbf/in 2, and tables X1.1 and
X1.3 should not be used outside this range. The
relationships of strength values of cored and sawed
specimens to the equivalent strength of cast 6- by 12-inch
cylinders at low strength levels are particularly misleading
because the regression equations do not go through point
zero-zero. The data on 3- by 3-inch concrete cubes appear
to be flawed with no logical explanation. Data from the
shotcrete specimens (data not included) place the 3- by
3-inch cubes between the 4- by 4-inch cubes and the 2by 2-inch cubes, which seems to be more reasonable. Except
for the 3- by 3-inch cubes, there is good agreementbetween
the concrete and shotcrete specimens.
X1.2 If sawed or drilled shotcrete cubes or cores are
used to monitor construction strength requirements, the
required average strength must also be modified in
accordance with table X1.2 for the design requirement of
the percentage of strength required to exceed the design
strength, and the coefficient of variation obtained on the
construction work.
I Rutenbeck, T, "Shotcrete Strength Testing-Comparing Results of
Various Specimens," ACI Publication SP-54, Shorcrete for Ground
Support, 1977.

X1.3 Example Calculations Using Table X1.2(a).Assume a design strength (£') of 3,000 lbf/in2 is specified
based on the compressive strength of a 6- by 12-inch
cylinder subjected to standard laboratory curing. Assuming
a coefficient of varation of 15 percent and to ensure the
80 percent of the cylinders exceed f•', an average strength
(f•-) of 3,440 lbf/in2 is required. From table X1.2(b), assume
a design strength (fg) of 20 MPa is specified based on
the compressive strength of a 152- by 305-mm cylinder
subjected to standard laboratory curing. Assuming a
coefficient of variation of 15 percent and to ensure that
80 percent of the cylinders exceed f•', an average strength
(f•r) of 22.95 MPa is required. From table XI.1, the ratio
of a 3- by 3-inch core on the Y-axis is 99 percent of a
6- by 12-inch cylinder on the X-axis; and a 3- by 3-inch
cube is 98 percent of a 6- by 12-inch cylinder on the Xaxis. Therefore, 0.99 (3,440) = 3,406 (use 3,410) Ibf/in2
or 0.99 (22.95) = 22.72 (use 22.70) MPa strength for a
3- by 3-inch core and 0.98 (3,440) = 3,371 (use 3,370)
Ibf/in2 or 0.98 (22.95) = 22.49 (use 22.50) MPa strength
for a 3- by 3-inch cube.
X1.4 Tables X1.1 and X1.3 have not been converted
to metric because metric molds are built to even numbers,
and the specimen size would be somewhat different from
those shown in the tables. Also, the ratios would be slightly
different.
X1.5 A study of the data presented by Rutenbeck in
addition to a literature search prompts this author, with
Rutenbeck's concurrence, to generate a new table based
on averages from table X1.1 and projected into specimen
-configurations. The specifications should state that a
minimum core diameter of 3 inches and a minimum cube
dimension of 3 inches shall be required because the edge
effect from drilling and sawing smaller sized samples is
highly significant. Table X1.4 is a simplification of the
data shown in table X1.1. In table X1.1, the ratios for
similar shaped specimens are nearly the same; e.g., as
compared to a 6- by 12-inch cast cylinder, all three drilled
core sizes with a L/D of 2.0 have nearly the same ratio
as all the drilled cores with a L/D of 1.0. The same is
true of the three cube sizes with the exception of the 3by 3-inch cubes, which are about 10 percent different from
the other two cube sizes. It is not known if the 3-inch
cube ratios reflect an error in testing procedure or a real
strength difference due to an unknown physical phenomenon. This author assumes that a testing error could
be involved and, for reasons of logic and simplicity, chooses
to average these values. Table X1.4 shows the results of
averagingthe ratios for specimens assumedto be the same.
Because laboratory testing has shown (ACI SP-54,
Rutenbeck) significantly higher coefficients of variation for
2-inch specimens, this procedure does not recommend the
use of 2-inch specimens and the data for this size were
not used in the preparation of table X1.4. The ratios for
the remaining specimens were averaged, assuming that
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6- by 12-inch cylinder of 3,440 lbf/in 2 indicated on the
X-axis should yield on the Y-axis:

the results on the 4- by 8-inch and 3- by 6-inch cores
to be identical, results on the 4-by 4-inch and 3- by 3inch cores to be identical, and results on 4- by 4-inch and
3- by 3-inch cubes to be identical. Data on the cast cylinders
(fig. 4 of USBR 4039) indicate that specimens with a LID
of 2.0 show increasing strengths as the specimen size gets
smaller. It appears that, for drilled or sawed specimens,
this effect is offset by surface damage that occurred during
the cutting process. As the specimen size decreases, the
percentage of damage from cutting increases the offsetting
of the strength increase. Table X1.4 represents specimens
of identical curing conditions, and does not reflect possible
differences in laboratory curing of the 6- by 12-inch
cylinders versus the field curing of structures or panels
from which the cubes or cores are taken. Referring to
discussion on •r in section X1.3 and using table X1.4,
to •hieve an equivalent compressive strength for the

• (3,440)(0.86) = 2,958, use 2,960 lbf/in 2 for a core
with a LID of 2.0
• (3,440)(1.01) = 3,474, use 3,470 lbf/in 2 for a core
with a LID of 1.0
• (3,440)(1.04) = 3,578, use 3,580 lbf/in 2 for a cube
Conversely, whatever size or shape of specimen provided
for compressive strength determinations, that size and
shape could be substituted into the X-axis of table X1.4
utilizing the average conversion factor to analyze
compliance with the specifications for whatever compressive strength that was specified for whatever configuration
of specimen was selected.

Table XI.1. - Summary of average strength ratios, Y/X, of various specimen sizes. SM-74 Series (concrete
slabs).
SPECIMEN SIZE IN INCHES
6x12

4x8

3x8

2x4

.3 ylinder

Core

Core

Core

4x4
Core

3x3
Core

2x2
Core

4x4
Cube

3x3
Cube

2x2
Cube

1.15

1.17

1.13

0.97

1.01

1.03

0.91

1.02

0.97

1.02

0.98

0.84

0.87

0.89

0.78

0.89

0.84

0.97

0.83

0.88

0.87

0.77

0.88

0.82

0.88

0.89

0.90

0.80

0.91

0.85

1.03

1.05

0.93

1.05

0.99

1.02

0.90

1.02

0.98

0.89

1.00

0.94

1.12

1.06

8x12
Cylindel

€o
uJ
.IO
Z
-z
D
uJ
N

4x8
Core

0.87

3x6
Core

0.85

0.98

2x4

0.88

1.02

1.04

4x4
Core

1.03

1.19

1.21

1.17

3X3
Core

0.99

1.15

1.17

1.13

0.97

2x2
Core

0.97

1.12

1.14

1.11

0.95

0.98

4x4
Cube

1.10

1.28

1.29

1.24

1.07

1.09

1.13

3x3
Cube

0.98

1.13

1.14

1.09

0.95

0.98

1.00

0.89

2x2
Cube

1.04

1.19

1.22

1.17

1.01

1.04

1.08

0.94

Core

z
I,kl
0
IJJ
0.
0

0.95

1.08

Example: If the test strengthof o 4-by8-inchcore is 4,000 Ibf/in2, the
estimated strengthof a 2-by4-inchcore would be'
(4,000)(I.02)=4,080 Ibf/in2
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Table Xl.2a. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (inch-pound units).

Design
strength

Average strength required (f•,) in lbf/in 2 so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (f¢')

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

20

25

2,000

75
80
85
90

2,070
2,090
2,110
2,140

2,150
2,190
2,240
2,300

2,230
2,290
2,380
2,490

2,320
2,410
2,530
2,710

2,410
2,540
2,720
2,980

2,500

75
80
85
90

2,590
2,610
2,640
2,680

2,680
2,730
2,790
2,880

2,790
2,870
2,970
3,110

2,900
3,010
3,170
3,390

3,010
3,180
3,400
3,720

3,000

75
80
85
90

3,110
3,130
3,170
3,210

3,220
3,280
3,350
3,450

3,340
3,440
3,560
3,730

3,470
3,620
3,800
4,070

3,620
3,810
4,070
4,460

3,500

75
80
85
90

3,620
3,660
3,690
3,750

3,760
3,830
3,910
4,030

3,900
4,010
4,160
4,360

4,050
4,220
4,440
4,740

4,220
4,450
4,750
5,210

4,000

75
80
85
90

4,140
4,180
4,220
4,280

4,290
4,370
4,470
4,600

4,460
4,590
4,750
4,980

4,630
4,820
5,070
5,420

4,820
5,090
5,430
5,950

4,500

75
80
85
90

4,660
4,700
4,750
4,820

4,830
4,920
5,030
5,180

5,010
5,160
5,350
5,600

5,210
5•30
5,700
6,100

5,430
5,720
6,110
6,690

5,000

75
80
85
90

5,180
5,220
5,280
5,350

5,370
5,470
5,590
5,750

5,570
5,730
5,940
6,220

5,790
6,030
6,340
6,780

6,030
6,360
6,790
7,440

5,500

75
80
85
90

5,690
5,750
5,810
5,890

5,900
6,010
6,150
6,330

6,130
6,310
6,530
6,850

6,370
6,630
6,970
7,450

6,630
6,990
7,470
8,180

6,000

75
80
85
90

6,210
6,270
6,330
6•20

6,440
6,560
6,710
6,910

6,680
6,880
7,130
7,470

6,950
7,240
7,600
8,130

7,240
7,630
8,150
8,930

(•')

lbf/inz

Coefficient of variation, percent

NOTE: For an explanation on how this table was developed, see appendix X1 of USBR 4094.
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Table X1.2b. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (SI-metric units).
Average strength required (f•-) in megapascals so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (Fg)

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

2O

25

10

75
80
85
90

10.35
10.45
10.55
10.70

10.75
10.95
11.20
11.50

11.15
11.45
11.90
12.45

11.60
12.05
12.65
13.55

12.05
12.70
13.60
14.90

15

75
80
85
90

15.55
15.65
15.85
16.05

16.10
16.40
16.75
17.25

16.70
17.20
17.80
18.65

17.35
18.10
19.00
20.35

18.10
19.05
20.35
22.30

20

75
80
85
90

20.70
20.90
21.10
21.40

21.45
21.85
22.35
23.00

22.30
22.95
23.75
24.90

23.15
24.10
25.35
27.10

24.10
25.45
27.15
29.75

25

75
80
85
90

25.90
26.10
26.40
26.75

26.85
27.35
27.95
28.75

27.85
28.65
29.70
31.10

28.95
30.15
31.70
33.90

30.15
31.80
33.95
37.20

30

75
80
85
90

31.05
31.35
31.65
32.10

32.20
32.80
33.55
34.55

33.40
34.40
35.65
37.35

34.75
36.20
38.00
40.65

36.20
38.15
40.75
44.65

35

75
80
85
90

36.25
36.55
36.95
37.45

37.55
38.25
39.15
40.30

39.00
40.15
41.60
43.55

40.55
42.20
44.35
47.45

42.20
44.50
47.55
52.05

40

75
80
85
90

41.40
41.80
42.25
42.80

42.95
43.75
44.70
46.05

44.55
45.90
47.50
49.80

46.35
48.25
50.70
54.20

48.25
50.85
54.35
59.50

45

75
80
85
90

46.60
47.00
47.50
48.15

48.30
49.20
50.30
51.80

50.15
51.60
53.45
56.00

52.10
54.25
57.05
61.00

54.25
57.20
61.10
66.95

50

75
80
85
90

51.75
52.25
52.80
53.50

53.65
54.65
55.90
57.55

55.70
57.35
59.40
62.25

57.90
60.30
63.35
67.75

60.30
63.55
67.90
74.40

Design
strength

(g)

MPa

Coefficient of variation, percent
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Table X1.3. - Summary

of slope and intercept

values for linear

regression equations.

The slope is the

top value shown in each block and the intercept is the bottom value. SM-74 Series (concrete slabs).

SPECIMEN SIZE IN INCHES
8x12
•ylinde•
8x12
,3 ylindef

o3
bJ
¢j
Z

4x8
Core

3x8
Core

2x4
Core

1.410

1.594

1.351

1.190

1.164

1.235

1.046

1.209

1.011

-927

- 782

-796

"925

"652

-846

- 634

" 740

- 199

4x4
Core

3x3
Core

2x2
Core

4x4
Cube

3x3
Cube

2x2
Cube

4X8

0.676

0.988

0.934

0.835

0.816

0.857

0.712

0.819

0.695

Core

796

104

182

39

234

132

323

263

613

3x8

0.629

0.931

0.912

0.786

0.796

0,849

0.702

0.835

0.675

186

201

185

254

103

326

174

634

0.830

0,830

0.880

0.760

0.906

0.729

121

238

99

200

30

526

Core

926

2x4
Core

0.668
888

0.964
193

0.999
129

Z
IJ.I
N

4x4

0.795

1.165

1.164

1,122

Core

965

73

148

159

Z
IJJ
•;

3x 3

0.792

I.I 59

1.200

1.142

Core

837

-46

-120

-55

bJ
0..
U)

2x2
Core

0.710
1099

1.029
343

1.081
221

1.024
298

0.875

0.887

0.794

0,9-05

0.780

315

387

400

366

692

0.970

1.017

0.855

1.009

0.851

264

152

341

177

608

0.988

1.050

0.870

1.062

0.839

"88

-122

138

"160

520

4x4

0.872

1.333

1.301

1.244

1.123

1.094

1.174

1.125

0.936

Cube

946

-202

-37

-4

-203

63

-176

-3

531

3x3

0,696

1.075

1.041

0.989

0.909

0.905

0.962

0,824

0.752

Cube

1134

185

332

376

163

297

154

286

799

2x2

0.778

I.II5

1.150

1.134

0.978

0.947

1.043

0.872

0.944

Cube

1073

288

231

150

127

393

80

313

445

Example: The linear regression analysis plot with 2-by q-inch core strength on
the X-axis and 3-by 6-inch core strength on the Y-axis has o slope
of 0.912 and on interceptof 201. Therefore, the linear regression
equation is Y:0.912X+ 201 for strengthsin pound force per square inch.
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Table X1.4. - Averaged strength ratios by specimen configuration.

SPECIMEN SIZE IN INCHES

Or)
1,1.1
-I€..)
Z

3x3

3x3

6xl2
Cylinder

3x6
and
4x8
Cores

and
4x4
Cores

ond
4x4
Cubes

6xl2
Cylinder

1.00

1.16

0.99

0.97

3x6
and
4x8
Cores

086

1.00

0.85

0.83

1.01

1.18

1.00

0.98

1.04

1.21

1.03

I .00

Z
I,tJ
N
Z
i,i

:E
(.)
txl
(1.
(/)

3x3

and
4x4
Cores

3x3

and
4 x4
Cubes

Example I: A 6-by 12-inch cylinder on the X-axis is fabricated and cured by a standard
laboratory procedure to an average strength (fcr) of 5,440 Ibf/in2. By
configuration , the required strength on the Y-axis would be:
For L/D=2.0,Y=(0.86)(3,440)=2,960 Ibf/in2
For L/D= 1.0 ,Y= (I .01 )(5,440)= 3,470 Ibf/in2
For o cube , Y=(I.04)(3,440)= 3,580 Ibf/inz
Example 2:A3-byG-inch core on X-axis with fcr = 3,000 Ibf/in 2"
For o cylinder ,Y=( 1.16)(3,000)= 3,480 Ibf/in 2
For L/D = 1.0, Y:( I.I 8)(3,000)= 3,540 Ibf/in 2
For o cube , Y=(I.21)(3,000)=3,6301bf/in 2
Example 3:A3-ty 3-inch core on X-axis with fcr= 3,500 I bf/in2"
For a cylinder, Y= (0.99) (3,500)= 3,4 70 I bf/in 2
For L/D=2.0,Y= (0.85)(3,500)=2,980 I bf/in2
For o cube , Y:(I.03)(3,500)=3,610 Ibf/in 2
Example 4: A 3-by 3-by 3-inch cube on X-axis with fcr = 3,600 Ibf/in2:
For o cylinder, Y=(0.97) (3,600)= 3,490 Ibf/in 2
For L/D = 2.0, Y=(0.83) (3,600)=2,990 I bf/in2
For L/D = 1.0, Y=(0.98) (3,600)=3,530 Ibf/in 2
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PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4075-92

SAMPLING AGGREGATES
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4075; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: D 75-82.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
sampling of coarse and fine aggregatesfor the following:
•
•
•
•

Preliminary investigation of potential supply source.
Control of operations at source of supply.
Control of operations at site of use.
Acceptance or rejection of materials.

NOTE 1.-Samplingplans and acceptance and control tests vary
with the type of construction in which the material is to be
used. Attention is directed to ASTM E 105 and D 3665.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4040 Organic Impurities in Fine Aggregates for Concrete
4087 Effect of Organic Impurities in Fine Aggregate on
Strength of Mortar
4088 Soundness of Aggregates Using Sodium Sulfate
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75 #m) Sieve in
Mineral Aggregates by Washing
4123 Low Density Pieces in Aggregate
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4131 Resistance to Degradation of Small-Size, Coarse
Aggregate by Abrasion and Impact in Los Angeles Machine
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4142 Clay Lumps and Friable Particles in Aggregates
4227 Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
4295 Petrographic Examination of Aggregate for
Concrete
4535 Resistance to Degradation of Large-Size, Coarse
Aggregate by Abrasion and Impact in Los Angeles Machine
4566 Total Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying
4666 Resistance of Concrete to Rapid Freezing and
Thawing
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
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4903 Flat and Elongated Particles in Coarse and Fine
Aggregate
4904 Percentage of Crushed Particles in Coarse and Fine
Aggregate
5325 Performing Gradation Analysis of Gravel Size
Fraction of Soils
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 88 Standard Test Method for Soundness of Aggregates
by Use of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate1,2
C 1137 Standard Test Method for Degradation of Fine
Aggregate Due to Attrition1
D 75 Standard Practice for Sampling Aggregates•,2,3
D 2419 Standard Test Methodfor Sand Equivalent Value
of Soils and Fine Aggregate1,2
D 3665 Standard Practice for Random Sampling of
Paving Materials2
E 105 Standard Recommended Practice for Probability
Sampling of Materials 2,<5
E 122 Standard Recommended Practice for Choice of
Sample Size to Estimate the Average Quality of a Lot or
Process 4
E 141 Standard Recommended Practice for Acceptance
of Evidence Based On the Results of Probability Sampling 4

3.

Significance and Use

3.1 Sampling is equally as important as testing, and
the sampler shall use every precaution to obtain samples
that will show the nature and condition of the materials
which samples represent.
3.2 Samples for preliminary investigation tests may
be obtained by the Government or by the party responsible
for development of the potential source (note 2). Samples
of materials for control of production at source or control
of work at site of use are obtained by manufacturer,
contractor, or other parties responsible for accomplishing
work. Samples for tests to be used in acceptanceor rejection

I
2
3
4

AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards,vol. 04.02.
AnnualBook ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.03.
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.08.
Annual Book ofASTMStandards,vol. 14.02.
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decisions by the Government are obtained
Government or an authorized representative.

by the

NOTE 2.-The preliminary investigation and sampling of
potential aggregate sources and types is very important in
determining availability and suitability of the largest single
constituent entering into the construction. The preliminary
investigation influences the type of construction from the
standpoint of economics and governs the necessary material
control, from the aggregate standpoint, to ensure durability of
the resulting structure. This investigation should be done only
by responsible, trained, and experienced personnel. For more comprehensive guidance, see appendixes X1 and X2.
4.

Apparatus

4.1 Excavating Equipment.-Equipment such as
bulldozers, backhoes, draglines, and bucket augers is
recommended.
4.2 Pan.-A large pan with dimensions adequate for
catching full stream of aggregate is necessary.
4.3 Templates.-Templates are needed for belts and
windrows.
4.4 Scale.-Capacity of 1,000 lbm (454 kg).
4.5 Sampling Tube.-About 1-1/4 inches (30 ram)
minimum diameter by about 6 feet (2 m) minimum length.
4.6 Miscellaneous Tools.-Tools such as a square-edged
shovel, round-point shovel, brush, and dustpan are required.
5.

7.

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the
tests listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2
are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference.
7.2 The scale shall be checked for calibration in
accordance with USBR 1012.
8.

Procedure

8.1 Sampling From a Flowing Aggregate Stream (Bins
or Belt Discharge).-Selectunits to be sampled from the
production by a random method, such as ASTM D 3665.
Obtain at least three approximately equal increments,
selected at random from unit being sampled, and combine
to form a field sample whose mass equals or exceeds the
minimum mass recommended in section 8.5. Take each
increment from the entire cross section of the material
as it is being discharged. To accomplish this, it is usually
necessary to have a special device constructed for use at
each particular plant. This device consists of a pan of
sufficient size to intercept entire cross section of discharge
stream and hold required quantity of material without
overflowing. A set of rails may be necessary to support
the pan as it is passed under discharge stream. Keep bins
as full as possible to reduce segregation.
NOTE 3.-Sampling the initial discharge or the final few tons
from a bin or conveyor belt increases the chances of obtaining
segregated material, and should be avoided.

Precautions

8.2 Sampling From Conveyor Belt.-Select units to be
sampled from the production by a random method, such
as ASTM D 3665. Obtain at least three approximately
equal increments, selected at random, from unit being
sampled and combine to form a field sample whose mass
equals or exceeds the minimum mass recommended in 8.5.
Stop conveyor belt while sample increments are being
obtained. Insert two templates, the shape of which
conforms to shape of belt in aggregate stream on belt,
and space them such that material contained between them
will yield an increment of required mass. Carefully scoop
all material between templates into a suitable container,
and then collect the fines on the belt with a brush and
dustpan and add this material to the container.
8.3 Sampling From Stockpiles or Transportation
Unirs.-Avoidsampling coarse aggregate or mixed coarse
and fine aggregate from stockpilesor transportation units
wheneverpossible,particularlywhen samplingis done for
purposeof determiningaggregate propertiesthat may be
dependentupongradingof sample. If circumstancesmake
it necessary to obtain samples from a stockpile of coarse
aggregate or a stockpile of combined coarse and fine
aggregate, design a samplingplan for specific case under
consideration.This approach will allow sampling agency
to use a sampling plan that will give a confidencein the
obtainedresults that is agreed uponby all partiesconcerned
to be acceptablefor the particularsituation.The sampling

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Calibration and Standardization

Securing Samples

6.1 GeneraL-Where practicable, samples to be tested
forquality shall be obtained fromfinishedproduct. Samples
from finishedproduct to be tested for abrasion loss shall
not be subject to further crushing or manual reduction
in particle size preparation unless size of finishedproduct
is such that it requires further reduction for testing
purposes.
6.1.1 The task of obtaining truly, representative
samples of aggregate is complicated because of the
segregation that takes place when aggregate is handled
or moved. The sampling procedures in section 8 describe
methods which, if carefully adhered to, will generally
compensate for segregation.
6.2 Inspection.-Material shall be inspected to determine discernible variations. The contractor or manufacturer
shall provide suitable equipment needed for proper
inspection and sampling.
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plan shall define number of samples necessary to represent
lots and sublots of specific sizes. General principles for
sampling from stockpiles are also applicable to sampling
from trucks, rail cars, barges,or other transportation units.
For general guidance
in sampling from stockpiles, see
appendix X1.
8.4 Sampling From Roadway (Bases and Subbases).Sample units selected from the productionby a random
method, such as ASTM D 3665. Obtain at least three
approximatelyequal increments,selected at random from
unit being sampled, and combine to form a field sample
whose mass equals or exceeds the minimum mass
recommended in 8.5. Take all incrementsfromthe roadway
for the full depth of the material, taking care to exclude
any underlyingmaterial. Clearly mark specificareas from
which each incrementis to be removed; a metal template
placed over the area is a definite aid in securing
approximatelyequal incrementmasses.
8.5 Number andMasses ofField Samples:
8.5.1 The number of field samples, obtainedby one
of the methods described in 8.1 through 8.4, required
dependson the criticalityof, and variationin, the properties
to be measured. Designate each unit from which a field
sample is to be obtained prior to sampling. The number
of field samples from the productionshould be sufficient
to give desiredconfidencein test results.

Table 1. - Size of samples. •
Maximum nominal
size of aggregate2
inches
(mm)

Fine Aggregate

9.

No. 8
No. 4

(2.36)
(4.75)

1/4
3/8
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/4
I-1/2
2
2-1/2
3
3-1/2
4
4-1/2
4-3/4
5
5-I/2
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18

(6.3)
(9.5)
(12.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(31.5)
(37.5)
(50)
(63)
(75)
(90)
(100)
(115)
(120)
(125)
(140)
(150)
(175)
(200)
(225)
(250)
(275)
(300)
(450)

0.8
0.8

(0.4)
(0.4)

Coarse Aggregate

NOTE 4.-Guidance for determining number of samples
required to obtain desired level of confidence in test results may
be found in ASTM E 105, E 122, and E 141.
8.5.2 The field sample masses previously discussed
are tentative; masses must be predicted on type and number
of tests to which material is to be subjected and sufficient
material obtained to provide for the proper execution of
these tests. Standard acceptance and control tests are
covered by Bureau standards and specify the portion of
the field sample required for each specific test. Generally,
amounts specified in table 1 will provide adequate material
for routine grading and quality analysis. Extract test
portions from field sample according to USBR 4702 or
as required by other applicable test methods.

Approximate minimum
mass of field samples
Ibm
(•)

2
2
3
10
22
45
80
175
360
600
1,020
1,400
2,120
2,400
2,720
3,820
4,700
7,460
11,200
15,860
21,820
28,800
37,600
126,400

(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.25)
(4.50)
(10)
(20)
(40)
(80)
(160)
(280)
(460)
(640)
(960)
(1 100)
(1 240)
(1 740)
(2 140)
(3 380)
(5 200)
(7 200)
(9 900)
(13 060)
(17 200)
(57 400)

i This table is based on data in USBR 5325, which established
minimum size samples for gradation analysis. It is assumedthat,
under sampling conditions such as test pits or stockpiles, four
times the minimum gradation size sample would be required.
Under more controlled conditions, such as a belt sample or samples
from batcher bins, two times the minimum gradation size sample
would probably assure adequate material for split-down.
2 For processed aggregate,the maximum nominal size of particles
is the largest sieve size listed in the applicablespecifications upon
which any material is permitted to be retained.

Shipping Samples
form for various tests under other procedures that use
this procedure as a reference.

9.1 Transport aggregatesin bags or other containers
so constructed as to preclude loss or contamination of any
part of sample or damage to contents from mishandling
during shipment.
9.2 Shipping containers for aggregate samples shall
have suitable individual identification attachedand enclosed
so that field reporting, laboratory logging, and test
reporting may be facilitated. Figure 1 shows a suggested
data sheet that should accompany the samples.

11.1 No specific reporting form is required for this
test procedure; however, figures 3 find 4 show suggested
reporting forms for various tests under other procedures
that use this procedure as a reference. Other suggested
reporting forms are given in appendixes X1 and X2.

10.

12.

11.

Calculations

10.1 No specific calculations are involved in this
procedure; however, figure 2 shows a typical calculation

Report

Precision and Bias

12.1 Because of the nature of this test procedure, a
precision and bias determintation is not possible.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. PA• #3 PS C I P I C A 7"1o1€
Project
Co,, o,•ADo •sv'E•
Feature

•Ea; CAwv'oN g.l'wtr

Structure

GL6• CA•Yo• DA•

Item •"o,v'a•E;r"E • G6•'E•'A rE
Location WANWfAp ••KD&"Jl•$/r
Station I2÷So
Offset D/$ g/a/E •'O '
DepthTpIo?
O to 22°0 F6'•'r

Sampled by
,% r./"'.a C. A. L•,l•,a4. 8.
Computed by

Date

g-20-.•'g

Checked by

Date
Date

SAMPLING AGGREGATES
QUARRY

('A/'o r ApPI.IcA BZ. E)

Name
Ownership
Location
[] Developed

[] Undeveloped

Distance From Proposed Construction
Type of Roads
[] Sketch of Quarry Attached
Dimensions of Source
Quantity and Character of Overburden
Approximate Quantity Available
Method of Obtaining Samples
Number of Samples
Size of Samples
SAND AND GRAVEL DEPOSIT
Name

14/A/414I•"AIP

CREEI• •EPOSlI"

Ownership
Go VERJv'I•Ealr
Location •'crloaes 2ga a• •,•aa]ge3g of
[] Developed l•Undeveloped
Distance From Proposed Construction
Type of Roads

T. aF3S . R.$• •,.•'•¢./ oF 7:4"4S. a Ro3•.) •orJt oCe"
%'
"
.•€•*';t AAACE•'/•.•E•_/•',•/OIAN'

•" 7"o •1/..•',,¢ •'W' oP •,,•a,•

/'•,,•4//- /•,•1•$ A/EEa r• BE •€.///-r

[] Sketch of Deposit Attached ('€/'o S•.•rcl4 c41•le•al•al• .4Y•I*'AA•£•:)
Dimensions of Sot, rce
3 a•lg•s ,•*" • ea,'•r/-I •" @oo F¢.r •€ w/ara
Quantity and Character of Overburden
ApproximateQuantity

Available

W'/Ho-•Ao•

l@ Mll-/-Io•

S•IO o• V•l•l• O•r•lS

Cgl•lC •,•$

Method of Excavation
•Al•,,a/'•-•"
•Uc:•€•'7"
DimensionsofPitorTrench
•l•': •,o 81e'.•o F•'•r ar $gRFACE
Method of Obtaining Samples

m•g•l/v'•

Number of Samples
a/ PII. •
Size of Samples
I0 o 7"o • ooo

•l.•¢Er

po¢No$

Depth to Water Table d•. O FEET
Date •-•O-,4-•'
Notes:
•4•I•qP$ •,•A• i,lar•O IN" •Ag .A•A•,or

7"o .5•/E" ,•E•ow

•r•A•

I'•

Signature
Figure I. - Sample data sheet to be submitted with aggregate samples.
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Feature ,..,

t¢oos•w•-Lr

[•WAggregate

DAM

[] Riprap

IPr°jectc'•'•'r, eA,'

,AA•IZo,4c'A

I Specificati°nsDEs/GN

f-I Other:

Sample No.
Freeze and Thaw Durability

TEST: 12•Petrographic

ST"AGE

•-772,•

Date Received

9-J'-8..€"

[•Routine Aggregate

I•oncrete

Processed by A/, .3•W',ac$o,a¢

•jL..€- ro Io-l-o°S

[] Routine Riprap

[] Riprap

Tested by

JO-I 7- 8S

[] Other:

• •/,aJSow

Computed by At'. -T•CHSoN
Checked by

A•. ,•'S•

do-J?-gJ"

//-4-d•'S

Sample Source: •°,•#"ro C•Edc (j°lr-A•a•/)- ASoa r 12 •,• •s E•ST oF •oos4V'•L •" •A•t
Lo €•r•a /N T. $ A•. • •. 13 E.• GIlA A•o SAt_r •lv'• MEA•o IAAt --Jq•lMtSrAdr•O X•F
Fo•eE•r S••'g c•
GRAVEL or RIPRAP
Grading - USBR 4136
Mass
Retained

Nominal
Size Fraction

Percent
Retained

Inches

Ibm
-m-n'r.
..k.g.-"
6+
150+
3 to6
75 to 150
1½ to3
37.5 to 75 Io4.•i
¼to 1½
19.0 to 37.5 l•l.q
gs toga
9.5 to 19.0 •i•/o4
No. 4 to •/8 4.75 to9.5
•o$"
Total Gravel Mass
•. 7
FM (Fineness Modulus)
Sand Mass
•S•.
Total Sample Mass
Percent Sand
Los Angeles Abrasion - USBR 4131

b"4•Grading

USBR 4131

Mass, grams
5000

or

No.

USBR 4535

Test Sample
Abrasive Charge
Test Sample
Abrasive Charge

No. 50 •m0-mm
No. 100•

2.7
•6
•1
•6

•7
.•-•
"74
I00

t7q4

IOTel

18•3
14 o,et.

1187
ggB

g?•
S'• I

Z •'4-

N'or OEr

B

Material Passing
No. 200 (75-pro) Sieve
USBR 4117
Test Sample Mass
Dry (B) = I•"o 3
Washed 1C) = I•O
Minus No. 200 (75 .tim)
Passing No. 200 •"•)

33

•84o

I. Ig

- USBR 4535 [] Grading
1
Mass Retained
No. 12 ( 1.70 mm), grams
Mass Loss, grams
G •J•g
@• 2.

C

•. gg
•.•7

2o•o
No. 4 to 1½ inches •4.75 to 37 5 mm
Weighted
Average
Weighted
•, •'4
a°, g,,•
•'. d3
]o •.€1
/. •J"
]..•4.

Average
2. g4"
1..3 I

Specific Gravity
Absorption, %
D

Revolutions
100

3 783

500

2O0
1000

grams Cum. Indiv. grams Cure.
O
o
O
o
o
1•4 / 7
17
/•.1
/7
•q/P
30°,
2I
E$'4 3q
JOg •4 •g 470 dS
dooS g,,o •4 g37 ,Poe
7•1
97
q 70:' •7

No. 200 (75/am)
Pan
781 /00
7•.•.
FM
3. 04
Washed Mass
**
[ -- **
* Indicates oversize
** Indicates mass for USBR 4117

(•-c) = K.•

•'73

SAND
Grading (As Received) USBR 4136
Sample No. 1
Sample No. 2
Average
Mass
Mass
Ret.
% Retained Ret., % Retained % Retained

Nominal
Sieve
Size
* No. 4 g4..2-g.em•
No. 8 (2L-3(•.m•
No. 16 •,,,l.g-m•w)
No. 30 (•)

Indiv. Cumol

24-Hour Specific Gravity and Absorption - USBR 4127
Test Sample Mass
B
B-A
ff--•-(100)
B- C
B
C
B-C
A
SSD Mass SSD Mass Displaced
Mass of
Absorption
in Air,
in Water,
Mass of
Os,endry
Mass of iAbsorption, SSD Bulk
Water,
Sample in Air,
Water,
Specific
grams
grams
grams
grams
grams
percent
Gravity

lndiv. Indiv. Cum.
o
0
o
/7
/7
/7
•'Z
e/.s 3•.5
2(,
8• dq.K
23 e3.•" gg
•I
q
q7

Mass
Ret., % Retained
grams Cum. Indiv.
o
o
o
/31
17
17
284 3g
21
47•"
[,3
2S"
•4• tPg Z3
73/ 77 11

Mass
Ret.,
% Retained
grams Cum. indiv.
o
o
o
II•
17
17
273 3•1
27.
44.[ g4 z•"
gol 8d
8Z
•73 •/7
11

1oo
g•]6 IOO
.3. ol
3. o•
4040
Clear
•
2
3 (Std.)
Clear
1
2
3 (Std.)

24-Hour Specific Gravity and Absorption - USBR 4128
Sample
[] As Received
•Washed

Remarks:

Absorption

Jar No,
/
Water Temp. = •_ °F.t,.•C•
SSD Samp'/e Mass (B) = 7/4.•Jar Calibration Mass (E) =/38•Total Mass (B +E) = •O4"Z.
Jar Sample Mass, Water (F) = / 7 ?•0
Displacement (B+ E- F) =•. • •'. 4
Specific Gravity (--ff¥-•_F) = e.71

Sample Mass
SSD (B) = 730. E
Dr), (A) = 7•3.
Absorption,
Water (B- A) =7.
Absorption,
B-A
A
(100) = /" O• ¢'•

Figure 2. - Physical propertiesof cuncrete aggregate and/or riprap (sheet 1 of 2).
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Percent Loss
.•"o 24

,?-"q-. 34-

Grading (Washed) USBR 4136
Sample No. 1
Sample No. 2

/oo
75"4
3. og
3. o•"
Organic Im•ourities - USBR
L.• As Received
COLOR I7 Washed

Specific Gravity

,' ,2/7

2

Average
% Retained

Indiv Cum.
O
O
17
17
gS.K 3g.•"
•"
g3.•"
/1

q7

-•.oZ
4
4

5
5
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Sodium Sulfate Soundness - USBR 4088
Bowl No. 22
Solution

Start Date 10-1-8•"
[] Reused

•. Fresh

Cycles

Low Density Pieces -. USBR 4123

Results Date 10 -II-8,•
• 5 (Std.)

•{
19.0• (4.75-9.5 ram)

[] Other

i

Original

Sieve
Size

i

.•.•..,-i

,.•...t

I

SAND
Specific Gravity =

No.8 (2.36 turn)

Heavy Liquid:

No. 16 (I.18 ram)

Clay Lumps (CL) and Friable Particles (FP) - USBR 4142

No.30 (600 ,urn)
No.50 (300 ,ran)

io

3A-I ½ inch
119.0-37.5
m_.._•n )•

Total Weighted
GRAVEL - RIPRAP
2'Z_.. • incll (63 mm.._.•)
lV_, inch137.5 ram)

inch

No.4 (4.75 ram)
Total Weighted

--

--

20

40

I00 100

_ __ -

s3e.7
4_;,4_.8
lO•.•
•€]ol
--

--

QUALlTY EXAMINATION - COARSE SIZES
Sieve

l

Total

Si......•e

[

Particles

2• inch (63 ram)

]

Splitting

Cracking

Flaking
Gravel CI./FP
Total Weighted Percent =

I• inch t37.5 [•

Moisture Content of Aggregate - USBR 4566

% inch (19.0 ram) I

No.4- Y8 inch saF•nd
14.75-9.5 mm)•

Physical Properties, Standard Concrete Freeze-Thaw Durability Mix - JSBR 4666
Gravel

30-Minute Specific Gravity and Absorption - USBR 4127

Nominal
Size
Fraction

B-A
Absorption
Mass of I Oven-Dry] Mass of
Water, I Mass,
I
Water,
grams

Standard Grading - USBR 4666
Sand

Gravel
B
SSD Mass ISSD Mass I
in Air, l inWater,[

Specific Gravity
Absorption

Average
.o. S'q$"
I. 34

•

(100)

Size Fraction
I SSD Bulk Vs---"•A inch
Absorption, ] Specific
(9.5-19.0 ram)
percent

2•

/.45"

/7

I.•3

Weighted
8. 5q

60

No•r3•--•mm)

(4.75-9.5 mm)

T;72r

40

30-Minute Specific Gravity and Absorption - USBR 4128
Specific Gravity
Absorption
Sample Mass
Jar No. __ Water Temp. =
SSD (B) = •.•, 1
SSD Sample Mass (B) =
Test Sample Mass
Dry (A) =882.
Jar Calib. Mass (E) =
Dry (B) = 8OOoO
Total Mass (B+ E) =
Washed (C) =7el3, 0
Absorption,
Jar Sample, Water (F) =
Minus No. 200 (75 pm)
Water (B- A ) =/8o•"
Displacement (B + E- F) =
(B- C) = 7, o
Absorption
Passing No. 200 (75 /am Specific Gravity
(100) =/.4g %

(-rr-0.m
T

EN

Net Absorption (at time of mix), percent
% Net Abs. = % Abs. - % RM (Residual Moisture)
Size Fraction
• Net Abs.
Ys-.% inch (9.5-19.0 ram)
No.4- Ys inch (4.75-9.5
Weighted Gravel
Sand (FM = 2.74)
Freeze-Thaw Specimens - Date Cast __
Strength,
Mass Loss,
lbf/in 2 (MPa)
percent
Cycles

Remarks:

Figure 2. - Physical properties of concrete aggregate and/or riprap (sheet 2 of 2).
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No.50 (300 p•

FM = 2.74

SAND
Material Passing
No. 200 (75-gm)
Sieve
USBR 4117

•%

__•t.•__ N o.4 -•/8 inch

I. 3•.€"

•--•

Sieve Size
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Project C•'A/T•J. A•/•'0•€,4

Ownership:

Feat u re ,•oo S•'VEd. 7" D,A Jvl

Location:

Date Letter Transmitted

Ao'G#$r lqS?

Branch File No. C- 141£8
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QUALITY EVALUATION
[] Riprap

I•Concrete Aggregate
Region

State AAlgot•'A

Sample No. M- 772'• t•
VisualEstimateofPlus

/' C

Source No.

Date Received

•

•-$"-8£"

Latitude

[] Filter Material
3• °N'

MaterialSA•'DC'GA'AIc•'Z

,3

inches•

Volume •o• o'$/,•0/•.*/o• '•

yd•,g, rr¢)

-inch • IJ'•C•M•,S/zE E•CCo•H?•/•EO

,3

Overburden N'or Gs w•',•€

Source Name

/10 °14/

Longitude
Max. Size Sampled

•o To 30 I•¢e•CSS"

Remarks:

TEST RESULTS
Sieve Analysis - USBR 4117 and 4136
Cumulative Percent Retained

Sieve
Size,
No., inch, or mm
G
R
A

Gravel,
Sand,
As Rec'd. Unwashed

3/AP'/nc'A
Nb. •*
]v'o. 5,

S
A
N

a?.
74"
/oo

A•e. 1•
A/o+. •o
IV'o. $'a

ffo. lOO
N'o. 20o
P•i•
Fineness Modulus "I,-4"4
Percent Sand
Percent Fines
I•Plain Water
Washed
I•Ovendried
Sand
[] Wetting Agent
[] Rapid Drying

D

o
I•

o
17

39
•S"
#8

35'
•
8g

q?

q7

1oo
,•,0•
,•'4"

Ioo

3. 5"

A
100
Rev.

£

500
Rev.

g•'

Remarks:

No., inches, or mm

/•€'/h /t•ck* s•cA A,¢a.4

Grading
1
2
3

D
2O0
Rev.
1000
Rev.

Fine

;Washed
Fine

Agg.

Agg

•, /

Organic Impurities
USBR 4040
Low Density Pieces
Specific Gravity - USBR 4123

2.[,g

2.1,7 2.g2 2. gO

2.71

LO

I.I

Absorption, percent
USBR4127.4128

1,•

Clay Lumps and Friable
Particles, percent - USBR 4142

A/OT re:'reo

1, g

Sodium Sulfate Soundness
[• USBR 4088 [] ASTM C88
Solution: 1•' Fresh [] Reused
No. of cycles

L4

q

--

Effect of Organic Impurities on Strength of Mortar - USBR 4087
Grading: [] Standard
[] Other

Average Strength Ratio of Fine Aggregate for Untreated to
Treated Condition

Compressive Strength, lbf/in 2 (kPa)

__ Day
7-Day

A/'o 7"

__ Day
28-Day

TffSTED

Potential Alkali Reactivityof Cement-Aggregate Combinations - USBR 4227
Sand
Gravel

Los Angeles Abrasion
USBR 4131
USBR 4535
Grading
B
C

•'-'1,• /g,• 3/•o,8• •_

Specific Gravity
USBR4127,4128

0

3-/n,'•

v I•/a-,'a,,,4
L

Sand,
Washed

Nominal Sieve Size Fractions

Test Agg., %
Neutral A88.,%

,00,0o I ,Ol2,I ,0o io01,01
i I

Low
Alkali
Cement No. 1
Cement No. 2
Pozzolan
Expansion, e.•
Av•. of 4

High Alkali

la}w
Alkali

High Alkali

Sample

No.
M-

Type
"•
',•
or
K,O Na,O Na,O
Class
Equiv.

__ months
6 xnonths
12 months
__ months
Resistance of Concrete to Rapid Freezin• and Thawin• - USBR 4666
Concrete: •ffeCylinder
[] Core
Size:
• BY' 6. "•',€1•,•
Riprap Size:
Fresh
Hardened
Meter
Density
Water
Density
28-Day
Mass
No.
Density Mass
No.
W
Slump,
Air
Air
Comp. Str.
Loss,
of
Loss,
of
C + P
inches
Content
Ibm/yd •
Ibm/yd•
Ibm/yd •
Content
Ibf/in *
Cycles
Ibm/yd •
Cycles
'•
kg /m •
-k.gTh.rdkg /m •
9•
•
"•
kg /m •
"•
0.5"1
•. •;
•;. o
//or •sy•H
•;
•'o•- D•,•'•/alfD
.•9•'o
•"
1o2o
INFORMATION SHOWN ON THIS DATA SHE]ET REGARDINGCOMMERCIAL PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE USED FOR ADVERTISING
OR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, AND IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS AN ENDORSEMENT OF ANY PRODUCT BY THE BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION. APPROVAL OF DEPOSITS BY THE CONTRACTING OFFICER SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED AS CONSTITUTING
THE APPROVAL OF ALL OR ANY SPECIFIC MATERIALS FROM THE DEPOSIT.
Figure 3. - Typical reporting form for quality evaluation of concrete aggregate, riprap, and filter material (sheet 1 of 2).
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Petrographic Summary - USBR 4295
The gravel, primarilysubrounded in shape withabout29 percent flatand/orelongatedparticles and about2 percent
calcium carbonate and sandgrain coated particles,is composed primarily ofgranite and quartzosesandstone with
lesseramountsofaltered volcanics,gabbro, glassy volcanics,basalt, chert, and limestone.About2 percentphysically
unsoundmaterial and 11 percentpotentiallyalkali-reactivechert and glassy volcanicparticles are present. The
sand, subroundedto angular in shape, is composed of decreasingamounts of the rock types found in the gravel
and increasingamountsofmonomineralic grains of quartz, feldspar, amphibole,pyroxene,mica, chlorite, magnetite,
zircon, calcite, and iron oxides with a few miscellaneousdetritalminerals in the finer sizes. About 2 percent
physicallyunsoundmaterialand 4 percent potentiallyalkali-reactivechert andglassy volcanicparticles are present
in the coarse sand.
Conclusions : Aggregate comparable to sample No. M-7724 is suitable for use in concrete provided the sand is
washed to remove excess silt, propergradings are obtained, andlow-alkali cement is used.

Figure 3. - Typical reporting form for quality evaluation of concrete aggregate, riprap, and filter material Isheet 2 of 2 ).
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Project CE•lr,•,4 •. A,•/zo•,4
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MISCELLANEOUS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MINERAL AGGREGATE

•.-•_D•eo

4_ at

4_D . o

IiK'Concrete Aggregate
[] Filter Material [] Subbase Course [] Base Course [] Asphaltic Concrete Aggregate
[] Other
State AR/ZOMA
Region
LC
Source No.
..-x..-Latitude AZoT G/VEAl
Longitude •toT" G/v'•'N
Sample No. M- • 7•4
Date Received ,4-5"-•o
Material PsT-Ra• SIIG Max. Size Sampled
.3
inches-4m*•r
Visual Estimate of Plus
3 -inch •
,4/'o 7" •l•E•
Source Natne•9• •vs•'•"/4/Ashy
Overburden A,•r •/y'•'•v
Volume At'or •/V'EN'
yd • (m •)
Remarks:

TEST RESULTS
Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse A$sre•ates - USBR 4136
Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-#m) Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washin$ - USBR 4117
Washed Sample: • i•.cE (mm3 Thru No. 200 (-7--5-•m•
[• Plain Water [] Wettin,g Asent
[•Ovendried
Cumulative Percent li•Retained [] Passing
Fl Rapid Drying
Sample Description

/,•

MSA
inches
•

3/4 - •/•_

No. 4

No. 8

No. 10

No. 16

No. 30

No. 50

No.100

t•€• ;•g s'•€• •"-Sa*m • _.aZ•mm I•m 600win

500•m

•SO•*n

No.200
Pan

As ,•c s/wa'•

.S"4 % Sand
% Silt Fineness Modulus: Coarse 7. S'4
Fine: Washed 3. 0.4- Unwashed .•.
Remarks: 3" To I •-I,VC/.I S g Z•" A¢'o • •'•'Eo A•EC,C•a'E •#••",qwl,•, Io• o• .5".,q,•," •" .4o's•.,•#o I"o
•" .S'AP•v)•" A• 3" AV'E•T -,€',,*¢,€•gE,• .S'/E I/•'. W'E/•/•-•
,,'°E,,4'C•'H •,,•, • A•,•,S•-'•' o •t •T,•>v'•'/o•/o,•"
3fS-/•/cA•.
Length-to-Width or Width-toThickness Ratio = ,3-'/
bewoc•$e /ew•r •4etn S'•
Flat, ¢5•
Elon/•ated, •,,•
Flat and Elongated, <,•
Total Flat and/or Elongated, '•
Crushed Particles in Agg.-USBR 4904
Single Face Fracture, "•
Multiple Face Fracture, •,•
Total Fractured Aggregates, e,•

Flat and Elongated Particles in A$sre•ates - USBR 4903
Gravel (Weighted Averages)
Sand (Weighted Avera•;es)
/•
•'o 3/• s',o €,/'•
No. 4 C.4..2-5.-m•) to No. •oo
Particle
Particle
Particle
Particle
Total Weighted Average
Total Weishted Averase
Mass
Count
Mass
Count
A/O
A,"A
/g
17
By Mass
B• No.
By Mass
By No.
,4•,,q
A,tD
1
1
,,'VO
21
8o
No. 4 (•) to No. 3o
/_•-- inch (ram) to No. 4 •4,-34--rm•
: a,.oolya ,'.r •o cto•re ,•A•)• oto•o.
'#A 4 • o, eden# ,'//,,'..#,,"•,•'.',•.,'e •..
ql
q•.

Sand Equivalent Value of Soils and Fine Aggregate- ASTM D 2419
Sand Reading
Sand Equivalent, c• = Clay Reading (100)
1

2

3

Average
A/o 7"

I
7"E-,*';r:•'O

2

Degradation of Fine Aggregate Due to Attrition - ASTM C 1137
Grading: [] Standard [] Specifications
Mass of Impeller, Ibm (kg): Before
Fineness Modulus: Before
After
Minus No. 200 (75pm): After
Remarks:
At0 ote•,, •e•r "•A• • •e •er•., ,',, eo) "

3

After
eX ,,,€o•," f•'T•'•)

,•,q de,,,, •e• "'At'. / A•/ "# - ,6 /e "'

Figure 4. - Typical rel•)rting form for miscellaneous physical pr(,perties of mineral aggregate.
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APPENDIXES
(Nonmandatory Information)
Xl.
XI.1

SAMPLING AGGREGATE FROM STOCKPILES OR TRANSPORTATION

Scope

UNITS

X1.1.1 In some situations, it is mandatory to sample
aggregatesthat have been stored in stockpiles or loaded
into rail cars, barges, or trucks. In such cases, the sampling
method should ensure that segregation does not introduce
a serious bias into the results.

aggregate, the outer layer, which may have become
segregated, should be removed and sample taken from
material under the outer layer. Sampling tubes of about
1-1/4 inches (30 mm) minimum diameter by about 6 feet
(2 m) minimum length may be inserted into pile at random
locations to extract a minimum of five increments of
material to form sample.

X1.2

X1.3

Sampling from Stockpiles

X1.2.1 In sampling material from stockpiles, it is very
difficult to ensure unbiased samples because of the
segregation which often occurs when material is stockpiled;
coarser particles usually roll to outside base of pile. For
coarse or mixed coarse and fine aggregate, every effort
should be made to use power equipment to develop a
separate, small sampling pile composed of materials drawn
from various levels and locations in main pile. Then, several
increments may be combined to compose the field sample.
If necessary to indicate degree of variability existing within
main pile, separate samples should be drawn from separate
areas of pile.
X1.2.2 Where power equipment is not available,
samples from stockpiles should be made up of at least
three increments taken from top third, midpoint, and
bottom third of pile volume. A board pushed vertically
into pile just above sampling point aids in preventing
further segregation. In sampling stockpiles of fine

X2.
X2.1

Units

X1.3.1 In sampling coarse aggregates from railroad
cars or barges, effort should be made to use power
equipment capable of exposing the material at various levels
and random locations. Where power equipment is not
available, a common method requires excavation of three
or more trenches across the unit at points that will, from
visual appearance, give a reasonable estimate of characteristics of load. The trench bottom should be about level,
and at least I foot (0.3 m) wide and 1 foot deep. A minimum
of three increments from approximately equally spaced
points along each trench should be taken by pushing a
shovel down into the material. Coarse aggregatein trucks
should be sampled in essentially the same manner as rail
cars or barges, except for adjusting the number of
increments according to size of truck. For fine aggregate
in transportation units, sampling tubes, as described in
section X1.2.2, may be used to extract an appropriate
number of increments to form sample.

EXPLORATION OF POTENTIAL AGGREGATE SOURCES

Scope

X2.1.1 Sampling for evaluation of potential aggregate
sources should be performed by responsible, trained, and
experienced personnel. Because of the wide variety of
conditions under which sampling may have to be done,
it is not possible to describe detailed methods for all
circumstances. This appendixis intended to provide general
guidance and list more comprehensive references.
X2.2

Sampling From Transportation

Sampling Stone From Quarries or Ledges

X2.2.1 Inspection.-The
ledge or quarry face should be
inspected to determine discernible variations or strata.
Differences in color and structure should be recorded.
X2.2.2 Sampling and Size of Sample.-Samples of at
least 600 lbm (272 kg) should be obtained from each
discernible stratum being investigated. The sample should
not include material weathered to such an extent that it
is no longer suitable for purpose intended. One or more

pieces in each sample should be at least 6- by 6- by 4inch (150- by 150- by 100-mm) size with bedding plane
plainly marked, and should be free of seams or fractures.
NOTE X2.1.-In sampling stone from quarries or ledges that
is intended for use as a riprap material, samples of at least 600
Ibm (272 kg) should be obtained from each discernible stratum
being investigated. These samples should represent proportionally the quality range from poor to medium to best as found
within each stratum. The minimum volume of individual
fragments should be at least 0.5 ft3 (0.014 m3) and preferably
1 ft3 (0.028 m3).
X2.2.3 Report.-A typical reporting form is shown on
figure 3. In addition to the general information accompanying all samples, the following information should be
recorded for samples taken from ledges or quarry faces:
• Approximate quantity available. If quantity is very
large, this may be recorded as practically unlimited.
• Quantity and character of overburden.
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upon quantity of material needed, topography of area,
nature of deposit, character of material, and Potential value
of material in deposit. If visual inspection indicates there
is considerable variation in material, individual samples
should be selected from material in each vcell-defined
stratum. If necessary, each sample should be thoroughly
mixed and quartered so that field sample thus obtained
will contain at least 200 Ibm (90 kg) of sand, 200 Ibm
of 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) nominal maximum size aggregate,
and 100 Ibm (45 kg) each of all other nominal aggregate
sizes being investigated. Figure X2.2 shows a proposed
layout of samples as taken from a pit, and figure X2.3
shows a typical grading sheet from test pit samples.
X2.3.3
Report.-Figures
3 and 4 show typical reporting
forms. In addition to the general information accompanying
all samples, the following information should be recorded
for samples of bank-run sand and gravel:

•
Boundaries and locationof material represented by
each sample.
NOTE X2.2.-A test pit log showing thickness and location
of different layers is recommended for this purpose, see
figure X2.1.

X2.3 Sampling Roadside or Bank-Run Sand and
Gravel Deposits
X2.3.1 Inspection.-Potential sources of bank-run sand
and gravel deposits may include previously worked pits
from which there is an exposed face, or potential deposits
discovered through aerial photography interpretation,
geophysical exploration, or other types of terrain
investigation.
X2.3.2 Sampling.-Samples should be chosen from each
different stratum in the deposit discernible to the sampler.
An estimate of the quantity of different materials should
be made. If deposit is worked as an open-face bank or
pit, samples should be taken by channeling the face
vertically, bottom to top, so as to represent materials
proposed for use. Overburden or disturbed material should
not be included in sample. Test holes should be excavated
or drilled at numerous locations in the deposit to determine
quality of material and extent of deposit beyond exposed
face, if any. The number and depth of test holes will depend

•
•
•
•
•

Location of supply.
Estimate of approximate quantity available.
Quantity and character of overburden.
Length of haul to proposed site of work.
Character of haul (kind of road, maximum grades,

etc.).
• Extent and location of material represented by each
sample (note X2.2).

3,250
3,24O
3,230
3,220 --

321o
Fgd
t*/
h.
Z
Z
O
I-<t
>
UJ
_J
taJ

3,200
3,190

t Foot =O.3048

3,1 eo
3,170

14%S

3,160
3,t50

3,14o
3,130•

•,12o
3,1.10
3,•00
Figure X2.1. - Typical log of test pits.
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ERvALS tNTEST PITS AS MEASURE D
5 to l0 leer 10 to 15 feet 15 to 20 feet20 to 25feef25fo30fe,

\

I inch=25.4 mm

SIEVED

MATERIAL

I foot=0.3048m

TEST PIT[

I

SIEVING

I

AND MASS
DETERMINATION

I

Test pits in deposits that ore
not stratified to a marked
deEree may be divided into
5- foot (l.5-m) depths for size
separotion.
If deposit strotified, depths should
be used thor generolly correspond
to the stratifoction of the materiols.

I_
Figure X2.2. - Sand and gravel from a test pit stored in" systematically arranged piles that facilitate sampling
and inspection.
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Spec. or P•E.CP•'CIPl CA Tl o/€
Solic. No.
Pr°jec•"o,t o•.,a o o •1 V•'•
Feature "

G,' e'g ff.•,vvo• U.•tr

MATERIAL
SIEVE
REPRESENTED OPENINGS
Mass
of Sample,
Ibm.£k•
Aggregate

G•E•t C•Nvo•t D,*•

Item •4,'cA4r•" AaaAEaA'#'•
Location/4/,,q•CW'gAp •rA,•-•" M•E'AI•nStation /•.€'O OffsetD/.$ d#'• "D• Checked by
Depth rplo9
o to 28.o F•'•'t"
GRADING AGGREGATE FROM A TEST PIT

I$.0 r018.0

18. or° 22.0

I.g l q

]q g f

1• 6 g

At"o

0

0

0

•t.4PLE

•/A/'•'

/O

7

oO•*'•

2d

ld?

21

A•At'a

27

2q

2I

20

27

30

/7

Iq

22
•q

4.Sroo°.o

•¢'AtmP•E•

•Abq t,'Eg

Sample No.

/

2

/

2

I

2

No. 8
(2.36 ram)
No. 16
(1.18 ram)
No. 30
(600 •um)
No. 50
(300/urn)
No. 100
(150/am)

28

2q

2/

2/

2£

-•2

/el

21

II

11

13

g2

Io

1o

q

9

7

7

IG"

15"

23

g3

lq

/g

2o

2o

20°

30

23

Ig

13

7

Pan

NOTES:

Percent

Date

•0 ro 13.0

0 ro 4. S"

Percent
Sand

Date
8-20-56'
Date

SIEVE ANALYSIS, PERCENT RETAINED FOR EACH S1ZE
DEPTH OF TEST PIT IN FEET•

fie,
6 inches
(150 mm)
3 inches
(75 mm)
1 V2 inches
(37.5 mm)
•A inch
(19.0 ram)
¥8 inch
(9.5 mm)
No. 4
(4.75 mm)

Sampled by
g. T.g. a €'. A. La •,1.8.
Computed by

Structure

24

36"

31

All sieve openings to be square.
Indicate presence of organic material, soft stones, shale, clay, mud balls, boulders, coated materials, conglomerate,
deleterious materials.
Indicate ground-water level and general moisture condition of the material.

mica in sand, or other

k/atew Pag/e aP o°.o feet•. •amlos ased riot. •'amp/,'a 3 •e/ow woige•
,5'aacp ]ed Ay atra•A'•e • aeke#
L•em#•
/ •o/e was 2&o
sa•/e Ado. I wa$ aav•tAeol•
A/o. 2 was
•/ff o,d aawaxAed

wa•/." a. •g, e. $o• •2. 57

•¢ of wasAed.•a•d:

Figure X2.3. - Sample of a systematic and comprehensive form for recording test pit exploration
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4087-92

EFFECT OF ORGANIC IMPURITIES IN FINE AGGREGATE
ON STRENGTH OF MORTAR
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4087; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 87-83.

Scope

aggregate that has been washed in a soclium hydroxide
solution to remove organic impurities.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the effect on mortar strength of the
organic impurities in fine aggregate, whose presence is
indicated by tests under USBR 4040. Comparison is made
between compressive strengths of mortar made with fine
aggregate treated to remove organic matter and fine
aggregate washed in accordance with USBR 4117.

2.

4.

4.1 This procedure is used to determine whether
contamination of fine aggregate with organic material is
serious enough to significantly affect its strength-producing
potential in concrete.
4.2 This procedure is only applicable to those samples
which, when tested in accordance with USBR 4040, have
produced a supernatant liquid with a color darker than
that of the reference standard color solution.

Applicable Documents

2.1
USBR Procedures:
4040 Organic Impurities in Fine Aggregates for Concrete
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-/•m) Sieve in
Mineral Aggregates by Washing
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 87 Standard Test Method for Effect of Organic
Impurities in Fine Aggregate on Strength of Mortar •
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates 1,2
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland CemenO,3
C 230 Standard Specification for Flow Table for Use in
Tests of Hydraulic Cement 1,3
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction
Materials 1,2,3,4

3.

5.

6.

ofASTMSrandards, vol.
oICASTM Standards, vol.
of ASTM Standards, vol.
ofASTMSrandards, vol.

Interferences

6.1 The only known interference is in the sodium
hydroxide used to remove the organic material. The
aggregate must be washed carefully to remove the sodium
hydroxide without removing fines.
7.

Apparatus

7.1 Scales.-Shall meet requirements of USBR 4109.
7.2 Standard Masses.-Shall
meet requirements of
USBR 4109.
7.3 Glass Graduaces.-Shall
meet requirements of
USBR 4109.
7.4 Specimen
Molds.-Shall
meet requirements of
USBR 4109.
7.5 Mixer, Bowl, Paddle, and Scraper:
7.5.1 The mixer shall be an electrically-driven,
mechanical type equipped with paddle and mixing bowl,
as specified in USBR 4305.
7.5.2 In the event that the fine aggregate being used
includes particles so large that adjustment bracket (as
described in USBR 4305) cannot provide adequate

Summary of Procedure

Annual Book
Annual Book
Annual Book
Annual Book

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are defined in ASTM
C 125.

3.1 The fine aggregate in a mortar compressive
strength test is compared with a sample of the same
I
2
3
4

Significance and Use

04.02.
04.03.
04.01.
04.08.
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clearance, the oversized particles shall be removed by
sieving on the No. 4 (4.75-mm) or No. 8 (2.36-mm) sieves.
If this procedure is employed, the report shall so state
and shall indicate quantity of material so removed.

and rinsed aggregate with a suitable indicator such as
phenolphthalein or litmus to assure that all sodium
hydroxide has been removed prior to preparation of mortar.
The samples (as tested) shall normally have a standard
grading (2.74 fineness modulus), as shown in table 1. If
fine aggregate samples (as tested) have a nonstandard
grading, the difference in the fineness modulus between
the two comparative samples shall not exceed 0.10.

NOTE 1.-Caution: The clearance between paddle and mixing
bowl, as specified in USBR 4305, is suitable when using standard
mortar made with Ottawa Sand. To permit mixer to operate
freely and to avoid serious damage to paddle and bowl when
coarser aggregatesare used, it may be necessary to set clearance
adjustment bracket to provide a greater clearance than specified.
A clearance of about 4 mm is required in USBR 4305; a clearance
of about 5 mm has been found to be satisfactory for this procedure
when used with fine aggregate from which material retained
on No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve has been removed.

Table l.- Standard sand grading.
Passing
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

7.6 Flow Table, Flow Mold, and Caliper.-Shall conform
to requirements of ASTM C 230.
7.7 Tamper, Trowel, and Testing Machine.-Shall meet
requirements of USBR 4109.
8.

12.

Reagentsand Materials

13.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

10.1 Obtain samples of fine aggregate in accordance
with applicable provisions of USBR 4075, and reduce
samples for test portions in accordance with USBR 4702.
10.2 Make and cure specimens as required in section 13.
11.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/am)
50 (300/am)
100 (150 #m)
200 (75/am)

15
15
25
24
16
5

Conditioning

Procedure

13.1 Preparation of Reference Fine Aggregate.Prepare the reference fine aggregate in accordance with
the provisions of section 11.1.
13.2 Preparationof Mortar:
13.2.1 Mold the batches of mortar that have had
the aggregate treated in sodium hydroxide and the batches
with untreated aggregate on the same day. Mold six cubes
from each batch, three cubes for 7-day tests and three cubes
for 28-day tests.
13.2.2 Prepare mortar in a mechanical mixer in
accordance with the method described in section 10 of
USBR 4305, except that mortar shall be proportioned to
produce a consistency of 100+5, as determined by the flow
test.
13.2.3 Use water and cement in quantities that will
yield a water-cement ratio of 0.6 by mass. It has been
found that 600 grams of cement and 360 mL of water
will usually be adequate for a six-cube batch.
13.2.4 Using fine aggregatethat has been brought
to a saturated-surface-dry condition as described in USBR
4128, prepare a quantity of aggregate estimated to be
slightly more than needed to produce a batch of desired
consistency.

Precautions

9.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
10.

4 (4.75 ram)
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/am)
50 (300/am)
100 (150/am)

Grading,
percent

2.1 The temperatures of mixing water, moist closet,
and storage tank shall be maintained at 73.4+3 °F
(23+1.7 °C).

8.1 Sodium Hydroxide Solution (3 percent).-Dissolve
3 parts by mass of NaOH (sodium hydroxide) in 97 parts
of water.
8.2 Phenolphthalein or Litmus
8.3 Cemenc.-Portland cement, Type I or II, complying
with ASTM C 150.
9.

Sieve size
Retained on

Calibration and Standardization

11.1 Wash the fine aggregate over a No. 200 (75-•m)
sieve to remove excess silt and any removable organic
impurities. Dry and split the material into two parts, using
one part for the reference material and the other part
for the test (treated) sample. Soak and wash the test fine
aggregatein sodium hydroxide and follow with a thorough
rinsing in water. Repeat this treatment a sufficient number
of times to obtain a washed material that, when tested
in accordance with USBR 4040, produces a supernatant
liquid color lighter than standard. Perform washing in such
a manner as to minimize loss of fines. Check the washed

NOTE 2.-If absorption has been determined in accordance with
USBR 4128, aggregate may be prepared for test by adding to
a known mass of dry aggregatethe amount of water it will absorb,
mixing thoroughly, and permitting aggregateto stand in a covered
pan for 30 minutes before use.
13.2.5 After placing all mixing water in bowl, add
cement to water. Start mixer and mix at the slow speed
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of 140+5 r/min for 30 seconds. During mixing, add a
measured quantity of aggregate estimated to provide proper
consistency.
NOTE 3.-The quantity of aggregate used may be determined
by subtracting from a known quantity of prepared aggregate,
the mass of the portion remaining after mixing.
13.2.6 Stop mixer, increase to medium speed of
285+10 r/min, and mix for an additional 30 seconds.
13.2.7 Stop mixer and let mortar stand for 1-1/2
minutes. During first 15 seconds of this interval, quickly
scrape down into batch any mortar that may have collected
on side of bowl; cover bowl with lid for remainder of
standing period.
13.2.8 Complete procedure by mixing for 1 minute
at medium speed of 285+10 r/min. If flow appears to
be too high, additional sand may be added after first 30
seconds of this mixing period. If this is done, stop mixer
briefly, add sand, and complete mixing.
13.2.9 In any case requiring a remixing interval, any
mortar adhering to side of bowl shall be quickly scraped
down into batch with scraper prior to remixing.
13.2.10 Make a determination of flow.
13.3 Flow Test:
13.3.1 Carefully wipe top of flow table clean and
dry, and place flow mold at center of table. Immediately
after completing mixing operation, place about a 1-inch
(25-ram) thick layer of mortar in mold and tamp 20 times
with tamper. The tamping pressure shall be just sufficient
to ensure uniform filling of mold. Then, fill mold with
mortar and tamp as specified for first layer. Cut off mortar
to a plane surface flush with top of mold by drawing trowel
straightedge (held nearly perpendicular to mold) across
top of mold with a sawlike motion. Wipe top of table
clean and dry, being especially careful to remove any water
from around edge of flow mold. Lift mold away from mortar
1 minute after completing mixing operation. Immediately
drop table through a height of 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) 10
times in 6 seconds. The flow is the resulting increase in
average diameter of mortar mass, measured on at least
four diameters at approximately equal angles, and expressed
as a percentage of original diameter.
13.3.2 Should flow be too high, return mortar to
mixing vessel, add additional sand, mix for 30 seconds
at medium speed, and make another determination of flow.
If more than two trials are necessary to obtain a flow
of 100+5 percent, consider the mortar as a trial mortar
and prepare test specimens from a new batch.
13.3.3 If mortar is too dry, discard batch.
13.3.4 Determine quantity of sand used by subtracting the mass of the portion remaining after mixing from
the mass of the initial sample.
13.3.5 A typical worksheet showing mix proportions
is shown on figure 2.
13.4 Molding Test Specimens:
13.4.1 Immediately following completion of a flow
test indicating acceptable consistency, return mortar from
flow table to mixing bowl, scrape bowl, and then remix
entire batch 15 seconds at medium speed (285+10 r/rain)
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(note 4). Upon completion of mixing, shake excess mortar
from paddle into bowl.
13.4.2 Start molding specimens within 2.5 minutes
after completion of original mixing of mortar batch. Place
a 1-inch (25-ram) layer of mortar, which is about half
the depth of mold, in all cube compartments. Tamp mortar
in each compartment 32 times in about 10 seconds over
4 rounds, with each round being at right angles to the
other and consisting of 8 adjoining strokes over surface
of specimen, as shown on figure 1. The tamping pressure
shall be just sufficient to ensure uniform filling of molds.
The 4 rounds of tamping (32 strokes) shall be completed
in one cube before going to the next. When tamping of
first layer in all cube compartments is completed, fill
compartments with remaining mortar and then tamp again,
as specified for first layer. During tamping of second layer,
mortar forced out onto tops of molds after each round
of tamping shall be put back into the compartments using
the hands and tamper. This shall be done on completion
of each round and before starting next round of tamping.
On completion of tamping, tops of all cubes should protrude
slightly above tops of molds. Mortar that has been forced
out onto tops of molds shall be put back into the
compartments using the trowel. Smooth off cubes by
drawing flat side of trowel, with leading edge slightly raised,
once across top of each cube at right angles to length of
mold. Then, to level mortar and make mortar that protrudes
above top of mold of more uniform thickness, draw flat
side of trowel, with leading edge slightly raised, lightly
along length of mold one time. Cut off mortar to a plane
surface flush with top of mold by drawing straightedge
of trowel, held nearly perpendicular to mold, with a sawing
motion over length of mold.

Rounds I and 3

Rounds 2 ond 4

Figure 1. - Order of tamping in molding of test specimens.

NOTE 4.-When a duplicate batch is to be made immediately
for additional specimens, flow test may be omitted and mortar
allowed to stand in mixing bowl for 90 seconds; then remixed
at medium speed for 15 seconds before molding specimens.
13.5 Testing.-Store
test specimens and determine
compressive strength in accordance with USBR 4109.

USBR 4087

14.

14.1 A typical sieve analysis work sheet and sample
calculations are shown on figure 2 of USBR 4075. The
fineness modulus determination is also shown on this figure
as well as on figure 3 of USBR 4705.
14.2 Calculate the compressive strength of each specimen by dividing maximum load specimen carried during
test by cross-sectional area of specimen. Average the
strengths of three specimens from each batch. Calculate
three strength ratios by dividing average strength for a
batch containing sand unwashed by sodium hydroxide by
average strength for corresponding (in respective order
of mixing) batch containing sand washed with sodium
hydroxide. Typical calculations are shown on figures 3 and 4.
15.

• Average ratio of 28-day strength for untreated fine
aggregateto treated fine aggregate.

Calculations

Report

15.1 A typical reporting form is shown on figure 3
of USBR 4075. The report shall include:
• Source of fine aggregate.
• Grading analysis of companion sand materials;
necessary only when nonstandard graded sands are
tested.
• Fineness modulus determination of companion sand
materials; necessary only when nonstandard graded
sands are tested.
• Average ratio of 7-day strength for untreated fine
aggregateto treated fine aggregate.

16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 The following precision statement is applicable
when a test result is the average ratio, as defined by this
test procedure, of three pairs of mortar-batch strength tests
with all batches mixed on same day and tested at same
age.
16.2 The single laboratory coefficient of variation for
the 7-day compressive strength determinations has been
determined to be 5.4 percent (note 5). Therefore, results
of two properly conducted tests in same laboratory should
not differ from each other by more than 15.3 percent (note
5) of their average. The maximum range (difference
between highest and lowest) of the three individual ratios
used in calculating the average should not exceed 17 percent
(note 6). The single laboratory coefficient of variation for
the 28-day compressive strength determinations would not
necessarily agree with this precision statement; however,
28-day determinations normally have less variation than
the 7-day determinations.
NOTE 5.-These values represent, respectively, the 1S• and D2S
limits as described in ASTM C 670.
NOTE 6.-The precision statements are calculated as described
in section 3.3.2 of ASTM C 670.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. D C- 7080
Project PS/• BP
G•t R•/SON D/Vf/• S/oAt
Feature •

Structure
REAC/4 3-8
Item 3AAtD
At- gTlq
Location D•*A/Vg• LAB
Station A/oT 6/ve',vOffset •
Depth .--to
•

Tested by
/(. •/r'€//Ez.,

Date
3-/d-??

/•./•qt *x'NE4e
Checked by
A,Gr A;•E•.

3-/d- 7 7
Date

MIX PROPORTIONS FOR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS

Sample
No.

Brand
Name
/-€" r/c./A 8
$'ra•. Cwm.

,,/.

Plant
ID

sz,o•vt
Jo

or

Class
2TZA

Sand
No.

Cement,
grams

grams

g'oo

/KdO

..*do

/oo

/#'go

3do

/o4

,do

Sand,

Water,
mL

Flow,
percent

Specimen
No.
Made
e• / es

Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form for mix proportions of hydraulic cement mortars.
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Specimen
Size
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A) C- 7080
Project PS/tq BP
t•A/•/e/3oW D/V'EA• S/OH
Feature
AvA-C., usKAV' d°.,g.w,A/

Structur/•,EAc/qe_

3-8

Item S/q/t O
A4- o
w 7/q
Location DEAt'VE• /.,48
StationA6r GsV•'a' Offset
Depth •
to

Tested by
A•. Av?/•-•,•-,/./

Date
3 -@3- 7 ?

Computed by
!•. /Iq/ rcNdz/,
Checked by
.77. Ow'E•$

Date
3-24 - 7 ?
Date
3-30- 77

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 2-INCH CUBE SPECIMENS

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID.

M-d4oo

D•' •1/. i.$-

.f'eta• •/r

or

Class

Age
at
Test,
days

Specimen
No.

a•'/A

7

Total
Load,
lbf

Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in 2

/3,Soo

3•37•"

/3, 9oo

3, 4 7.•

/4, 3oo

3, 5"7f

/ 3. •oo

3• 4so

14,ooo

3, :oo

7

/3, goo

• 4•'o

&

/4,5"oo

3,/, a•"

9

/•/oo

3. szS

//

/4• •oo

3• Cfo

1• 300

• •'?£

i• 9oo

• 4 r•

I• ooo

3, :o o

/4, Zoo

a, 55o

Average
Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in z

2
3

4

i

q

• 4 70

3• 5"/o

i

• •'3o

i

/2
./3

/7
/&

i

I
I

NOI'ES:

3. szo

iI

rte=/ed." W:a•Aed,'• sog,'.m AyJrox,'de
Ava. //•/'r•=/'ed : -•a•:-mC/oo)=
3 •'oo
9&.9•
dv5. Tre•ed

• $'•0 "

"

Figure 3. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 2-inch cube specimens (sheet 1 of 2).
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A•C-TO SO
Project P.,¢A4 8P

Structure
/•'E,¢C// 3"A•
Item -5",4A/O M-gTIq

Tested by
,•. /•v'//rc//•'z,,

Location g•gA,/k,-•;• LAB
St ation/•or Gs V,#tw' O ffset --,---"
Depth
...1..to ..--.-

Feature
Av/cCe•#•eE• " •/•',¢z

Date
4-/4-77

Computed by
Checked by
.•. OW'•'A,/$

Date
4-ZO- 7 7

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 2-|NCH CUBE SPECIMENS
Age
Brand

Sample
No.

M-g-q•o

Plant

Name

ID

/•" rt/z,,q a

.z'o •'A ," ,
Dgv'//. ' $

fr•.C6•, sz/g •r

or
Class

at

Specimen

.•r/A

Test,
days

No.

Total
Load,
lbf

Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in2

Average

Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in 2

21

zo•ooo

2•

•ooo

23

4• q(.o

24 ,1
/ q• 800

4, 9•'o

I• q•'o

4, qso

2S/•-o

•oq,o

/ q, •/oo

4, e17• "

2o, 300

•o7•

33

19• qoo

•,•5

34

/q, 85o

4• •,•"

37

20,•00
2o• •so

• o 7•"
• //5

\

2g

4, qqo

c

2'7
31
32

,

v

f

NOTES:

38

@,?

•o/o

7>'e.. •"e4: l•a sA• o/ ,',, so•/,',, ,. A•r o • ,'de
• •"reo•eJ

- •ozo (/oo)= •q.E,Y•.

Figure 3. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 2-inch cube specimens (sheet 2 of 2).
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Spec. or
Solic. No. DC-d cl30
Project P.a'M 8P
•ARR/.,,"o,,€ O /t,,'E/e s/o w
Feature
*qc C,: u-c/c6Y CA.cA-,

/

Structur/•G.Acdqe_

Item SA•IO /Vl-g3•3
Location OEA, tVE,• •8
StationA/br GJvt,€ Offset
Depth ..-,..to

Tested by
bXq, Oo'PFO'S

Date
3-27-72

Col•. pDo.Ffo,$u
ted by

Date
3-27-72.
Date

Checked by

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 50-mm CUBE SPECIMENS

Plant
ID

or
Class

Specimen
No.

Age
at
Test,
days

/

7

Average
Total
Load,
kN

Compressive
Strength,
MPa

Compressiv.e

Strength,
MPa

NOTES:

;rr eo •ed: P/a sA e at ,'• soo/;a m Axo/wo x/d'e
Jlv•. d/wtreaPed
Av•o.7"re• #ed

-

•0oo) =/OO.lfiff•
.

Figure 4. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 50-mm cube specimens (sheet 1 of 2).
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Spec. or
Solic. No. DC-•30
Project pd'AVl 8 P
GAie,•/son D/vEieS/oA/
Feature

McC," vsK•" C•vv, ae.

Structure

/•ACN /
Item .•'ANO /H-g3g3
Location D#'At'V•'Ae L.A8

StationA•r G,SV•N Offset
Depth

..-,..-

to

Tested by
EL DVFFU..•

Date
4-/7-7•

Computed by
1•. DZ/,'r•w'S
Checked by

Date
4-17- 72
Date

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 50-ram CUBE SPECIMENS

or

Specimen

Class

No.

Age
at
Test,
days

Total
Load,
kN

Compressive
Strength,
MPa

Average
Compressive
Strength;
MPa

Avq. L/n•reafea/ 3#. 28 (lOO)
Avg. Treated
= 38.32 "
" = gg" q •o

Figure 4. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 50-mm cube specimens (sheet 2 of 2).
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PROCEDURE FOR

SOUNDNESS OF AGGREGATES USING SODIUM SULFATE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4088; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 88-83.
and other purposes. The procedure may detect a structural
weakness in an aggregate not defined by other quality
testing. The values obtained may be compared with the
requirements of Bureau specifications, or ASTM C 33, that
are designed to indicate the suitability of aggregate
proposed for use. The precision of this procedure (sec.
15) is poor; therefore, it may be suitable only for acceptance,
but not rejection of aggregateswithout confirmation from
other quality tests related to the specific service intended.
3.2 Values for the permitted-loss percentage by this
procedure are usually different for fine and coarse
aggregates. The data base for the standard Bureau
soundness test has been developed using a sodium sulfate
solution; ASTM C 88 provides for using either sodium
or magnesium sulfate solutions. Attentionis called to the
fact that test results using these salts differ considerably,
and care must be exercised in fixingproper limits in any
specifications that include requirements for these tests. The
test is usually more severe when magnesium sulfate is used;
accordingly, limits for the allowable percent loss when
magnesium sulfate is used are normally higher than the
limits for sodium sulfate.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
testing of aggregatesto estimate their soundness when
subjected to weathering action in concrete or other
applications. This is accomplishedby repeated immersion
in a saturated solution of sodium sulfate followed by oven
drying to either partially or completely dehydrate the salt
precipitated in permeable pore spaces. The internal
expansive force, derived from the rehydration of the salt
upon reimmersion, simulates the expansion of water on
freezing. This procedure furnishes information that is
useful in judging the soundness of aggregates when
adequate information is not available from service records
of the material exposed to actual weathering conditions.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4O75 Sampling Aggregates
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 33 Standard Specification for ConcreteAggregates •
C 88 Standard Test Method for Soundness of Aggregates
by Use of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate *
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials•
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes *,2
E 100 Standard Specification for ASTM Hydrometers3
E 126 Standard Method for Inspection, Test, and
Standardization of Hydrometers3

NOTE 1.-Refer to the appropriate sections in ASTM C 33
that establish the conditions for acceptance of coarse and fine
aggregateswhich fail to meet requirements based on this test.
4. Apparatus
4.1 Sieves.-The sieves shall have square openings of
the sizes shown in table 1 conforming to ASTM E 11 for
sieving the samples in accordance with sections 7, 8, and 11.
Table 1. - Sieve sizes.
Fine series

3.1 This designation provides a procedure for
estimating the soundness of aggregatesfor use in concrete

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

l Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 14.02.
3 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 14.01.

i Sizes greater than 2-1/2 inches (63 mm) increase
by 1/2 inch (12.5 mm).
* These sieves are not normally required for the
standard Bureau soundness of aggregatetest.

3.

Significance and Use
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100 (150/am)
50 (300/am)
30 (600/am)
16 (1.18 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
4 (4.75 mm)

Coarse series •
No. 4 (4.75 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
*2 inches (50 mm)
"2-1/2 inches (63 mm)

USBR 4088

4.2 Containers.-Containers for immersing samples of
aggregate in the solution should be corrosion resistant.
Porcelain or metal (stainless steel or nickel) evaporating
dishes and bowls are satisfactory. Containers, if perforated,
should permit free access of solution to the sample and
allow drainage of solution from sample without loss of
aggregate. Baskets made of suitable wire mesh, or sieves
with suitable openings, are satisfactory.

solution that has been used previously to test the same type
of carbonate rock, provided that solution meets requirements of
5.1.1 for specific gravity.

NOTE Z-Perforated or wire mesh containers promote easier
drainage of excess sulfate solution prior to sample drying, and
possibly faster drying of samples for some size fractions of
aggregate due to better circulation of air around aggregate
particles. However, the use of proper decanting techniques with
a porcelain or metal dish, or bowl type containers, provides
comparable drying, prevents loss of any material during test,
and minimizes any possible contamination of sodium sulfate
solution. Techniques for removing aggregate samples from
solution immersion prior to oven drying depend upon type of
container used, and are described in section 10.2.
4.3 Temperature Regulation.-Suitable means for
regulating the temperature of samples during immersion
in the sodium sutfate solution shall be provided.
4.4 Balances.-For fine aggregate, a balance or scale
accurate within0.1 gram over the range requiredfor test.
For coarse aggregate, a balance or scale accurate within
0.1 percent or 1 gram, whichever is greater, over range
required for test.
4.5 Drying Oven.-The oven shall be capable of being
heated continuously at 230±9 °F (110+5 °C). The rate
of evaporation, at this range of temperature, shall be at
least 25 grams per hour for 4 hours, during which period
the doors of the oven shall be kept closed. This rate shall
be determined by the loss of water from 1-L Griffin lowform beakers, each beaker initially containing 500 grams
of water at a temperature of 70±3 °F (21±2 °C), and
placed at each corner and at the center of each shelf of
the oven. The evaporation requirement is to apply to all
test locations when oven is empty, except for the beakers
of water.
4.6 Specific Gravity Measurement.-Hydrometers
conformingto requirements of ASTM E 100, or a suitable
combinationof graduated glassware and balance, capable
of measuringthe solution specific gravitywithin±0.001.
5.

Reagents and Materials

5.1 Prepare the sodiumsulfate solution for immersion
of test samples in accordance with 5.1.1 (note 3). The
volume of the solution shall be at least five times the
solid volume of all samples immersed at any one time.
The solution should be kept in a covered vitreous
earthenwarecrockor similar containernot affected by the
solution. It is recommended that one batchof sodium sulfate
solution be used for not more than 10 cyclesof test.
NOTE 3.-Some aggregates containingcarbonates of calcium
or magnesiumare attackedchemicallyby the fresh sulfate solution,
resulting in erroneouslyhigh-measuredlosses. If this condition
is encounteredor is suspected, repeat the test using a filtered
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5.1.1 Sodium Sulfate Solution.-Prepare a saturated
solution of sodium sulfate by dissolving a USP (United
States Pharmacopeia), or equal grade of the salt, in water
at 77 to 86 °F (25 to 30 °C). Add sufficient salt (note
4), of either the Na2SO4 (anhydrous) or Na2SO4"10H20
(crystalline) form (note 5), to ensure not only saturation
but also the presence of excess crystals when solution is
ready for use in tests. Thoroughly stir mixture during the
addition of the salt and stir solution at frequentintervals
until used. To reduce evaporation and prevent contamination, keep solution covered at all times when access
is not needed. Allow solution to cool to 70-+-2 °F (21±1 °C),
stir again, and allow to stand at designated temperature
for at least 48 hours before use. Prior to each use, break
up the salt cake (if any) in the container, stir thoroughly,
and determine specific gravity of solution. When used,
solution shall have a specific gravity not less than 1.151
nor more than 1.174. Discard a discolored solution, or filter
it and check for specific gravity.
NOTE 4.-For the solution, 215 grams of anhydrous salt, or
700 grams of decahydrate, per liter of water are sufficient for
saturation at 71.6 °F (22 °C). However, because this salt is not
completely stable and that it is desirable that an excess of crystals
be present, the use of not less than 350 grams of anhydrous
salt, or 750 grams of decahydrate salt, per liter of water is
recommended.
NOTE 5.-The decahydrate sodium sulfate presents difficulties
in compounding the required solution because of its cooling effect
on the solution. A grade of sodium sulfate that is designated
by the trade as "dried powder," and which may be considered
as approximately anhydrous, may be the most practical and is
more economically available than the anhydrous form. Bureau
practice is to use reagentgradesodium sulfate (anhydrous powder)
meeting the specifications of the ACS (American Chemical
Society).
6.

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.

Samples

7.1 The sample shall be obtained in general accordance
with USBR 4075, and reduced to test portion size in
accordancewith USBR 4702.
7.2 Fine Aggregate.-Fine aggregate for the test shall
be passed through a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. Sample shall
be of such size that it will yield for testing not less than
100 grams of each of the sizes shown in table 2 that are
available in amounts of 5 percent or more.
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for 20 minutes using a mechanical sieve shaker. Determine
and record mass of each size fraction, and place in separate
containers for the test. For sizes larger than 3/4 inch
(19.0 mm), record number of particles in test sample.
8.3 Particles of any fine or coarse aggregatesize fraction
sticking in the meshes of the sieve should not be used
in preparing test samples.

Table 2. - Fine aggregate,100-gram minimum
sample size.
Passing Sieve
No.
No.
No.
No.

30 (600/•m)
16 (1.18 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
4 (4.75 mm)

Retained on Sieve
No.
No.
No.
No.

50 (300/•m)
30 (600 t•m)
16 (1.18 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)

7.3 Coarse Aggregace.-Coarse
aggregate for the test
shall consist of material from which the sizes finer than
the No. 4 sieve have been removed. Sample shall be of
such size that it will yield for testing not less than the
amounts of the indicated sizes shown in table 3 that are
available in amounts of 5 percent or more.
7.4 When an aggregateto be tested contains appreciable amounts of both fine and coarse material that have
a grading with more than 10 percent coarser than the
No. 4 sieve and more than 10 percent finer than the No.
4 sieve, test separate samples of the minus No. 4 fraction
and plus No. 4 fraction in accordance with the procedures
for fine and coarse aggregate, respectively. Report the
results separately for both the fine aggregate fraction and
coarse aggregate fraction.
7.5 If the standard Bureau grading for this test is not
to be used for calculating weighted percentage losses, the
percentages of the individual coarse and fine aggregate
fractions in initial grading shall be determined.
Table 3. - Coarse aggregatesample size.
Sieve size
(square openings)
3/8 inch to No. 4 (9.5 to 4.75 mm)
3/4 to 3/8 inch (19.0 to 9.5 mm)
1-1/2 to 3/4 inch (37.5 to 19.0 mm)
2-1/2 to 1-1/2 inches (63 to 37.5 mm)
Larger sizes with a 1-inch (25-mm)
spread in sieve size (each fraction)

8.

Minimum mass,
grams
100
500
2000
5000

9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
9.2 Sieves shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
ASTM E 11 in accordance with USBR 1025.
9.3 Balances shall be calibrated to meet requirements
of section 4.4 in accordance with USBR 1012.
9.4 Drying ovens shall be calibrated to meet requirements of section 4.5 in accordance with USBR 1020.
9.5 Hydrometers shall be calibrated to meet requirements of ASTM E 100 in accordance with ASTM E 126.
10.

Procedure

10.1 Storage ofSamples in Solution.-Immerse samples
in prepared solution of sodium sulfate for not less than
16 nor more than 18 hours in such a manner that solution
covers them to a depth of at least i/2 inch (13 mm) (note
6). Cover the containers to reduce evaporation and to
prevent the accidental addition of extraneous substances.
Maintain samples immersed in solution at 70+2 °F
(21-1-1 °C) for the immersion period.
NOTE 6.-Suitably weighted wire grids placed over sample in
containers will permit this coverage to be achieved with very
low density aggregates.

7000

10.2 Drying Samples After Immersion.-Remove
aggregate samples from the solution after immersion
period. Allow samples in perforated or wire mesh
containers to drain for 15+5 minutes before placing in
drying oven. Decantation of excess solution from dish or
bowl containers must be carefully performed. Decantation
of coarse aggregate samples is accomplished by placing
a cover fabricated of suitable wire mesh over the bowl
container and draining solution from container. Fine
aggregate samples in dish containers are initially decanted
by very lightly tapping or vibrating the dish container by
hand against a table top, carefully decanting excess solution,
avoiding any loss of sample, and then placing samples
in drying oven. After about 15 minutes, fine aggregate
samples are removed from oven and a second decantation
is performed. This second decantation may be made as
before or, preferably, accomplished by using a table top
vibrator to bring any solution not removed in first
decantation to the sample surface, and then carefully
pouring off excess solution. After second decantation, fine

Preparation of Test Sample

8.1 Fine Aggregate.-Make a rough separation of the
fine aggregate by using a nest of the standard sieves
specified in table 2 to obtain about 130 grams of each
size fraction to be tested. Recombine and thoroughly wash
these fractions on a No. 100 (150-#m) sieve, dry to a
constant mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C), and final sieve
for 20 minutes using a mechanical sieve shaker. Prepare
samples consisting of a minimum of 100 grams from each
of the separated fractions after final sieving, and place
in separate containers for the test.
8.2 Coarse Aggregate.-Make a rough separation of the
coarse aggregate into the size fractions to be tested. The
quantities of the different size fractionsobtained should
be of sufficient size to meet- requirements of table 3.
Thoroughlywash and then dry each size fraction to a
constant mass at 230+9 °E Final sieve each size fraction
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record each amount. The difference between each of these
amounts and the initial mass of the fraction of sample
tested is the "loss" in the test, and is expressed as a
percentage of initial mass.

aggregatesamples are stirred with a small 1/8-inch (3-mm)
diameter rod to expedite subsequent drying by exposing
a greater particle surface area. Care must be taken to prevent
loss of fine aggregateparticles during this stirring. Samples
are then replaced in oven to complete drying. The
temperature of the oven shall have been previously brought
to 230+9 °F (110+5 °C). Dry samples at specified
temperature until a constant mass has been achieved.
Establish the time required to attain this constant mass
as follows: With oven containing maximum sample load
expected, check mass losses of test samples by removing
and determining their mass, without cooling, at intervals
of 2 to 4 hours; make enough checks to establish required
drying time for the least favorable oven location (sec. 4.5)
and sample condition (note 7). A constant mass will be
considered to have been achieved when mass loss is less
than 0.1 percent of total sample mass in 4 hours of drying.
After constant mass has been achieved, allow samples to
cool to room temperature, when they shall again be
immersed in prepared solution as described in 10.1.

12.

12.1 Make a qualitative examination of test samples
coarser than 3/4 inch (19.0 mm) as follows(note 8):
12.1.1 Separate particles of each test sample into
groups according to the action produced by the test (note
8).
12.1.2 Record number of particles showing each type
of distress.
NOTE 8.-Many types of action may be expected. In general,
the action may be classified as disintegration, splitting, crumbling,
cracking, or flaking. While only particles larger than 3/4 inch
(19.0 ram) are required to be examined qualitatively, it is
recommended that examination of smaller sizes also be made
to determine whether there is any evidence of excessive splitting.

NOTE 7.-The drying time required to reach constant mass
may vary considerably for several reasons. Efficiency of drying
will be reduced as cycles accumulate because of salt adhering
to particles and, in some cases, because of increase in surface
area due to breakdown. The different size fractions of the
aggregatewill have differing drying rates. The smaller sizes will
tend to dry more slowly because of their larger surface area and
restricted interparticle voids; however, this tendency may be
altered by effects of container size and shape.

13.

Calculations

13.1 Refer to figure 2 of USBR 4075 for a suggested
worksheet with typical calculations.
14.

Report

14.1 Refer to figure 3 of USBR 4075 for a suggested
reporting form. The report for this procedure shall include
the following data:
14.1.1 Material from each fraction of sample finer
than sieve on which fraction was retained before test,
expressed as a percentage of original mass of fraction.
14.1.2 The weighted average loss, calculated from
percentage of loss for each fraction and based on the
standard Bureau fine or coarse aggregatesample data base
grading, is shown on table 4.

10.3 NumberofCycles.-Repeat the process of alternate
immersion and drying until required number of cycles is
obtained. The data base for the standard Bureau soundness
test is established for five cycles.
11.

Qualitative Examination

Quantitative Examination

11.1 After completion of final cycle and after sample
has cooled, wash the sample free from the sodium sulfate
by circulating water at 109+11 °F (43+6 °C) through the
samples in their containers. This may be done by placing
samples in a tank into which the hot water can be introduced
near the bottom and allowed to overflow. Fine aggregate
samples are washed on a No. 100 (150-/zm) sieve. In the
washing operation, samples shall not be subjected to impact
or abrasion that may tend to break up particles. To ensure
complete removal of sodium sulfate during washing, a small
quantity of the wash water is obtained and a few drops
of BaCI2 (barium chloride) solution added. The presence
of sodium sulfate is indicated by a formation of white
precipitate of BaSO4 (barium sulfate).
11.2 After sodium sulfate has been removed, dry each
fraction of sample to a constant mass at 230+9 °F
(110-t-5 °C). Sieve each aggregate fractionfor 15 minutes
over same sieve on which it was retained before test. The
method of sieving shall be the same as used in preparing
the test samples. No extra manipulation shall be used to
break up particles or cause them to pass the sieves.
Determine mass of material retained on each sieve, and.

Table 4. - Weighted average loss.
Fine Aggregate Sample
Size Fraction

No.
No.
No.
No.

Standard
Grading
(percenO

4 to No. 8 (4.75 to 2.36 mm)
8 to No. 16 (2.36 to 1.18 mm)
16 to No. 30 (1.18 mm to 600/•m)
30 to No. 50 (600 to 300 •m)

20
20
30
30

Coarse Aggregate Sample
Size Fraction

1-1/2 to 3/4 inch (37.5 to 19.0 mm)
3/4 to 3/8 inch (19.0 to 9.5 mm)
3/8 inch to No. 4 (9.5 to 4.75 mm)
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Standard Grading
(percent)
3/4 inch 1-1/2 inches
(19.0 mm) (37.5 ram)
max.
max.
60
40

50
30
20
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14.1.3 When sufficient material is unavailable for
testing in any size fraction, that size shall not be tested.
For purposes of calculating weighted test results, this
untested size shall be considered to have same loss in sulfate
treatment as average of next smaller and next larger size
or, when one of these sizes is absent, shall be considered
to have same loss as next larger or next smaller size,
whichever is present.
14.2 In some specific cases (or when test results are
reported in accordance with ASTM C 88), weighted average
calculations in accordance with USBR 4136 from the
percentage of loss for each fraction, may be based on grading
of the sample as received or on the average grading of
material from that portion of the supply of which sample
is representative, except that:
14.2.1 For fine aggregates with less than 10 percent
coarser than the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve, assume sizes finer
than the No. 50 (300-•m) sieve to have 0 percent loss
and sizes coarser than the No. 4 sieve to have same loss
as next smaller size for which test data are available.
14.2.2 For coarse aggregate with less than 10 percent
finer than the No. 4 sieve, assume sizes finer than the
No. 4 sieve to have same loss as next larger size for which
test data are available.
14.2.3 For an aggregate containing appreciable
amounts of both fine and coarse material tested as two
separate samples as required in 7.4, compute weighted
average losses separately for the minus No. 4 and plus
No. 4 fractions based on recomputed gradings considering
both the fine and coarse fractions as 100 percent. Report
results separately giving the percentage of the minus No.
4 and plus No. 4 material in the initial grading.
14.2.4 For calculating weighted average, consider any
sizes in sections 7.2 or 7.3 that contain less than 5 percent
of sample to have same loss as average of next smaller
and next larger size or, if one of these sizes is absent,
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to have same loss as next larger or next smaller size,
whichever is present.
14.2.5 See figure 1 for an alternate reporting form
that reports the results in accordance with ASTM C 88
based on grading of samples as received rather than the
Bureau standard data base grading which is reported on
figure 3 of USBR 4075.
14.3 The report shall also include the following data:
14.3.1 For particles coarser than 3/4 inch (19.0 mm):
(1) number of particles in each fraction before test, and
(2) number of particles affected; classified as to number
disintegrating, splitting, crumbling, cracking, or flaking.
14.3.2 Whether solution was freshly prepared or
previously used.
15.

Precision and Bias

15.1 For coarse aggregate with weighted average
sodium sulfate soundness losses in the range of 6 to 16
percent, the precision indexes are:

Multilaboratory:
Sodium sulfate
Single-operator:
Sodium sulfate

Coefficient of
variation (1S),
percent

Difference between
two tests (D2S),
percent of average

41

116

24

68

Note: These values represent the (1S) and (D2S) limits
as described in ASTM C 670.
15.2 The bias for this procedure
established.

has not been
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Figure 1. - Sample form for recording test data and for the qualitative examination.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

SPECIFICATIONS FOR

USBR 4094-92

READY-MIXED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This specification is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. These specifications are issued under the fixed designation USBR 4094; the number
immediately following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. These specifications are a modified
version of ASTM designation: C 94-83.

1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the specifications for readymixed concrete manufactured and delivered to the
Government in a freshly mixed and unhardened state. •
Requirements for the quality of concrete shall be either
as stated herein or as specified in the contract. Where
requirements of contract differ from these specifications,
the contract shall govern. These specifications do not cover
placement, consolidation, curing, or protection of concrete
after delivery.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
3115 Particulate, Dissolved, or Total Matter in Water
3120 Sulfate Ion in Water
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by
Volumetric Method
4191 Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Vicat
Needle
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4211 Selecting Proportions for Concrete Mixtures
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 33 Standard Specification for Concrete Aggregates 1
C 94 Standard Specification for Ready-MixedConcretO
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement 2
C 260 Standard Specification of Air Entraining Admixtures for Concr(•t(,•1

,L
C 330 Standard Specification for Lightweight Aggregates
for Structural Concrete 1
C 494 Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures
for ConcretO
C 567 Standard Test Method for Unit Weight of
Structural Lightweight ConcretO
C 595 Standard Specification for Blended Hydraulic
Cements 2
C 618 Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture
in Portland Cement Concrete 1
D 512 Standard Test Methods for Chloride Ion in Water 3
D 1428 Standard Test Methods for Sodium and Potassium
in Water and Water-Formed Deposits by Flame
Photometry 3
2.3 ACI Standards: 4
211.1 Recommended Practice for Selecting Proportions
for Normal and Heavyweight Concrete
211.2 Recommended Practice for Selecting Proportions
for Structural Lightweight Concrete
214 Practice for Evaluation of Strength Test Results of
Concrete
305R Hot Weather Concreting
306R Cold Weather Concreting
2.4 National Institute ofStandards and Technolgoy5 :
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances, and Other
Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring
Devices

3.

Basis of Purchase

3.1 The basis of purchase shall be by the cubic yard
or cubic meter of freshly mixed and unhardened concrete
as discharged from mixer.
3.2 The volume of freshly mixed and unhardened
concrete in a given batch shall be determined from total
mass of batch divided by actual mass per cubic yard or
per cubic meter of the concrete. The total mass of batch
shall be calculated either as the sum of the masses of all
materials entering batch (including water), or as net mass
3 Annual Book ofASTMStandards,vol. 11.01.
4 Available from American Concrete Institute, P O Box 19150, Ledford
Station,Detroit,Michigan48219.
5 FormerlyNationalBureau of Standards

I Annual BookofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
2 Annual BookofASTMSrandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
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of concrete in batch as delivered. The mass per cubic yard
or per cubic meter shall be determined in accordancewith
USBR 4138 from average of at least three measurements,
each on a different sample. Each sample shall be taken
from midpoint of each of three different truckloads by
procedure of USBR 4172.

Table 1. - Acceptance criteria for questionable water supplies.

Limits
Compressive
strength, minimum percent of
90%
control at 7 days
Time-of-set, deviaFrom 30 % earlier
tion from
to 30 % later
control

NOTE 1.-It should be understood that volume of hardened
concrete may be, or appear to be, less than expected due to waste
and spillage, overexcavation, spreading forms, some loss of
entrained air, or settlement of wet mixtures.
4.

USBR 4109
USBR 4191

Comparisons shall be based on fixed proportions and same volume
of test water compared to control mix using city water or distilled water.

Materials

5.1.1 Designated size, or sizes, of coarse aggregate.
5.1.2 Slump, or slumps, desired at the point of
delivery. For acceptance tolerances, see table 3.
5.1.3 Air content of samples taken from transportation unit at point of discharge. For recommended air
contents and tolerances, see note 4 and table 4.

4.1 In the absence of designated applicable specifications covering requirements for quality of materials, the
followingspecifications shall govern:
4.1.1 Cement.-Cement shall conform to ASTM
C 150 or C 595. The Government shall specify type or
types required; however, if no type is specified, the
requirements of Type II cement as prescribed in ASTM
C 150 shall apply.

NOTE 4.-In selecting the specified air content, the exposure
conditions to which concrete will be subjected should be
considered. Air contents less than those shown in table 4 may
not give required resistance to freezing and thawing, which is
primary purpose of air-entrained concrete. Air contents higher
than those shown in table 4 may reduce strength without
contributing any furtherimprovement of durability.

NOTE 2.-These different cements will produce concretes of
different properties and should not be used interchangeably.
4.1.2 Aggregates.-Aggregates shall conform to
ASTM C 33, or to ASTM C 330 if lightweight concrete
is specified, or as designated in the specifications.
4.1.3 Water:
4.1.3.1 Mixing water shall be clear and apparently
clean. If water contains quantities of substances that cause
discoloration, make the odor or taste unusual or
objectionable, or cause any suspicion, water shall not be
used unless service records of concrete made with such
water or other information indicate that water is not
injurious to quality of concrete. Water of questionable
quality shall be subject to acceptance criteria in table 1.
4.1.3.2 Wash water from mixer washout operations may be used for mixing concrete provided tests of
wash water comply with physical tests shown in table 1.
The wash water shall be tested weekly for about 4 weeks,
and then monthly provided no single test exceeds applicable
limit (note 3). Optional chemical tests shown in table 2
may be specified when appropriate for the construction.

5.1.4 Which of the alternatives described in sections
5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 should be used as a basis for determining
the proportions of concrete to produce required quality.
5.1.5 When structural lightweight concrete is
specified, the density as wet mass, air-dry mass, or ovendry
mass shall also be specified.
NOTE 5.-The density of fresh concrete, which is the only
density determinable at time of delivery, is always higher than
the air-dry or ovendry mass. Definitions of and methods for
determining or calculating air-dry and ovendry masses are covered
in ASTM C 567.
5.2 Alternative No. 1:
5.2.1 When the Government assumes responsibility
for proportioning the concrete mixture, the Contracting
Officer shall also specify the following:
5.2.1.1 Cement content in bags or in pound mass
per cubic yard (kilograms per cubic meter) of concrete.
5.2.1.2 Maximum allowable water content in
gallons or in pound mass per cubic yard (kilograms per
cubic meter) of concrete, including surface moisture on
aggregates but excluding water of absorption (note 6) or
maximum allowable water-cement plus pozzolan ratio.
5.2.1.3 The type, name, and dosage of the
admixtures to be used. The cement content shall not be
reduced when admixtures are used under this alternative
without written approval of the Government (note 7).

NOTE 3.-When recycled wash water is used, attention should
be given to effects on dosage rate and batching sequence of airentraining and other chemical admixtures. A uniform amount
should be used in consecutive batches.
4.1.4 Admixtures.-Admixtures shall conform to
ASTM C 260, C 494, or C 618, whichever is applicable.
5.

Test designation 1

Ordering Information

5.1 In the absence of designated applicable general
specifications, the Government shall specify the following:
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NOTE 6.-In selecting requirements for which the Contracting
Officer assumes responsibility, consideration should be given to
requirements for workability, placeability, durability, surface
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Table 2. - Chemical limitations for mix water.
Chemical requirements, maximum concentration in mixing water*

Limits,
mg/L

Chlorine as Cl:
Prestressed pipe
Prestressed concrete or in bridge decks
Other reinforced concrete in moist environments, containing aluminum
embedments, dissimilar metals, or with stay-in-place galvanized metal
forms
Sulfate as s04
Alkalies as Na20 + 0.658 K20
Total solids

100
3500
31 000
3 000
600
50 000

Test designation
or standard 2
ASTM D 512

USBR 3120
ASTM D 1428
USBR 3115

l Wash water, reused as mixing water in concrete, may exceed the listed concentrations of chloride and sulfate
if it can be shown that the concentration calculated in the total mixing water, including mixing water on the
aggregatesand other sources, does not exceed the stated limits.
2 Other test methods that have been demonstrated to yield comparable results may be used.
3 For conditions allowing use of CaCI2 accelerator as an admixture, the chloride limitation may be waived by
the Government.
Table 3. - Allowable slumps for various types of construction, t
Type of construction

Slump• inches !mm)
maximum
minimum

Footings, caissons, and substructures
Beams and reinforced walls
Sidewalls and arch in tunnel linings
Tops of walls, piers, parapets, and curbs
Pavements, slabs, and tunnel inverts z
Canal linings 3
Mass concrete, mass construction
Building columns
Other structures

3
4
4
2
2
3
2
4
3

(76)
(102)
(102)
(51)
(51)
(76)
(51)
(102)
(76)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)

1 The maximum slumps are for concrete after placement and before consolidation,
and for mixes having air contents given in table 4. For certain applications, the
use of a HRWRA (high-range water reducing admixture) is allowed. If mix is
properly designed to prevent segregation, a HRWRA can be used to produce flowing
concrete with a maximum slump of 9 inches (229 mm); however, each use or
application must be allowed in the specifications or approved by contracting officer.
2 The slump of tunnel inverts placed monolithically witfi sidewalls and arch may
be increased to a maximum of 4 inches (102 ram).
3 On machine-placed canal lining less than 3 inches (76 ram) thick, the slump
may be increased to a maximum of 4 inches (102 mm).
texture, and density, in addition to those for structural design.
The. Contracting Officer is referred to USBR 4211 and ACI
Standards 211.1 and 211.2 for selection of proportions that will
result in concrete suitable for various types of structures and
conditions of exposure. The water-cement ratio of most structural
lightweight concretes cannot be determined with sufficient
accuracy for use as a specification basis.

aggregates;the dry mass of cement, and saturated-surfacedry masses of fine and coarse aggregates;quantities, type,
and name of admixtures; and the water per cubic yard
or per cubic meter of concrete that will be used in the
manufacture of each class of concrete ordered.
5.3 Alternative No. 2:
5.3.1 When the Government requires the manufacturer to assume full responsibility for selection of
proportions for the concrete mixture (note 6), the
Government shall also specify the following:
5.3.1.1 The required compressive strength as
determined on samples taken from transportation unit at
point of discharge evaluated in accordance with section
11.4. The Government shall also specify the requirements,
in terms of compressive strength, of standard specimens
cured under standard laboratory conditions for moist curing

NOTE 7.-In any given instance, the required dosage of airentraining, accelerating, and retarding admixtures will vary;
therefore, a range of dosages should be specified which will permit
obtaining desired effect.
5.2.2
At the request of the Government, the
manufacturer shall, prior to actual delivery of concrete,
furnish a statement to the Contracting Officer giving the
sources, specific gravities,
and sieve analyses of the
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Table 4. - Recommendedtotal air content
Nominal maximum size,
inches
(mm)
3/8
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/2
2
3
4
6

(9.5)
(12.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(37.5)
(50)
(75)
(100)
(150)

for

air-entrainedconcrete. 1
Air content,
percent
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
3.5

Allowable tolerances are +l.0 percent. An air content less than shown
in table may not give required resistance to freezing and thawing, which
is primary purpose of using air-entrainedconcrete. Air contents in excess
of those shown in table may reduce the strength without contributing
additional protection. However, strength reductions in lean mixtures,
such as mass concrete containing 3-inch (75-mm) maximum size aggregate
or larger, are minimized due to reduction in quantity of paste. Because
of significant improvement of workability in lean mixtures, air
entrainment is recom'h•ended when durability is not a consideration.
as detailed in USBR 4031. Unless otherwise specified, the
age of specimens at time of testing shall be 28 days.
5.3.1.2 The expected concrete service conditions
and requirements for durability.
5.3.2 At the request of the Government the
manufacturer shall, prior to actual delivery of concrete,
furnish a statement to the Contracting Officer giving the
dry mass of cement; saturated-surface-dry masses of fine
and coarse aggregates; quantities, type, and name of
admixtures; and the water per cubic yard or per cubic meter
of concrete that will be used in the manufacture of each
class of concrete ordered. The manufacturer shall also
furnish satisfactory evidence that materials to be used and
proportions selected will produce concrete of quality
specified.
5.4 Alternative No. 3:
5.4.1 When the Government specifies a minimum
allowable cement content, and requires the manufacturer
to assume responsibility for selection of proportions for
concrete mixture (note 6), the Contracting Officer shall
also specify the following:
5.4.1.1 The required compressive strength as
determined on samples taken from transporation unit at
point of discharge evaluated in accordance with section
11.4. The Government shall also specify the requirements,
in terms of compressive strength, of standard specimens
cured under standard laboratory conditions for moist curing
as detailed in USBR 4031. Unless otherwise specified, the
age of specimens at time of testing shall be 28 days.
5.4.1.2 Minimum cement content in bags or in
pound mass per cubic yard (kilograms per cubic meter)
of concrete.
5.4.1.3 The expected concrete service conditions
and requirements for durability.

5.4.2 At the request of the Government the
manufacturer shall, prior to actual delivery of concrete,
furnish a statement to the Contracting Officer giving the
dry mass of cement; saturated-surface-dry masses of fine
and coarse aggregates;the quantities, types, and names
of admixtures; and the water per cubic yard or per cubic
meter of concrete that will be used in the manufacture
of each class of concrete ordered. The manufacturer shall
also furnish satisfactory evidence that materials to be used
and proportions selected will produce concrete of quality
specified. Whatever strengths are attained, the quantity
of cement used shall not be less than the minimum
specified.
5.5 The proportions arrived at by Alternative No. 1,
2, or 3 for each class of concrete and approved for use
in a project shall be assigned a designation to facilitate
identification of each concrete mixture delivered to project.
This is the designation required in section 12.1 to supply
information on concrete proportions when they are not
given separately on each delivery ticket as outlined in 12.2.
A certified copy of all proportions, as established in
Alternatives No. 1, 2, and 3, shall be on file at batch plant.
6.

MeasuringMaterials

6.1 Except as otherwise specifically permitted, cement
and pozzolan shall be measured by mass, which shall be
determined on a scale and hopper that are separate and
distinct from those used for other materials. If batch plant
is equipped with automatic, interlocking, sequential
batching controls, the cement and pozzolan masses may
be determined cumulatively with one scale and hopper,
provided this determination is automatically controlled
within specified tolerances and the cement mass is
determined first. If batch plant is not equipped as such,
the cement and pozzolan masses shall be determined
separately with individual scales and hoppers. When
quantity of cement exceeds 30 percent of full capacity of
scale, the quantity of cement and cumulative quantity of
cement plus pozzolan shall be within + 1 percent of required
mass. For smaller batches to a minimum of 1 yd3 (0.8 m3),
the quantity of cement and quantity of cement plus pozzolan
used shall be not less than required amount nor more than
4 percent in excess. Under special circumstances that have
been approved by the Government, cement may be
measured in bags of standard mass (note 9). No fraction
of a bag of cement shall be used unless mass is determined.
NOTE 9.-In the United States, the standard mass of a bag
of portland cement is 94 Ibm (42.6 kg) ±3 percent.
6.2 Aggregate shall be measured by mass. Batch masses
shall be based on SSD (saturated-surface-dry) materials,
and shall be the mass of the material plus the moisture
that is contained on the surface of the aggregatethat is
wetter than SSD or minus the moisture that is absorbed
by aggregate that is drier than SSD. The quantity of
aggregateused in any batch of concrete, as indicated by
the scale, shall be within +2 percent of required mass
when determined in individual aggregatebatchers capable

NOTE 8.-Alternative No. 3 can be distinctive and useful only
if designated minimum cement content is at about the same level
that would ordinarily be required for the strength and durability
desired considering the aggregate size and slump specified.
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of mass determination. In a cumulative aggregatebatcher,
the cumulative mass after each successive determination
shall be within ±1 percent of required cumulative amount
when scale is used in excess of 30 percent of its capacity.
For cumulative masses less than 30 percent of scale capacity,
the tolerance shall be +0.3 percent of scale capacity or
+3 percent of required cumulative mass, whichever is less.
6.3 Mixing water shall consist of water added to batch,
ice added to batch, water occurring as surface moisture
on aggregates, and water introduced in the form of
admixtures. This added water shall be measured by mass
or volume to an accuracy of 1 percent of required total
mixing water. Added ice shall be measured by mass. In
the case of truck mixers, any wash water retained in drum
for use in next batch of concrete shall be accurately
measured. If this is impractical or impossible, wash water
shall be dischargedprior to loading next batch. Total water
including any wash water shall be measured or the mass
determined to an accuracy of +1 percent of specified total
amount. Each truck mixer shall be equipped with an
accurate watermeter, located between supply tank and
mixer, and having a dial or digital indicator and reliable
revolution counter, located near watermeter, that can be
readily reset to zero for indicating total number of
revolutions of drum for each batch.
6.4 Powdered admixtures shall be measured by mass,
and paste or liquid admixtures by mass or volume. The
accuracy of mass determination and volumetric measurement shall be within 4-3 percent of total amount required.
NOTE 10.-Mechanical-type admixture dispensers capable of
adjustment for variation of dosage and of simple calibration are
recommended.
7.

BatchingPlant

7.1 Storage bins with adequateseparate compartments
shall be provided for fine aggregateand for each required
size of coarse aggregate.
7.1.1 Coarse aggregateshall be deposited in batch
bins directly over discharge gates. Aggregate larger than
3/4-inch (19.0-mm) nominal size shall be deposited in
batch bins through effective rock ladders unless it can be
proven to Government's satisfaction that aggregatewill
not otherwise be subject to breakage, degradation, and
segregation beyond limits allowable in specifications.
7.1.2 Each bin compartment shall be designed and
operated to discharge efficiently and freely, with minimum
segregation, into the hopper for determining mass. Control
shall be provided so that, as quantity desired in hopper
is approached, discharging material may be shut off with
precision. Hoppers shall be constructed to eliminate
accumulations of materials and to discharge fully.
7.2 Separate storage bins, not containing a common
wall, shall be provided for cement and pozzolan. The bins
shall be dry, weathertight, and properly ventilated. Bins
shall be emptied, cleaned, and inspected annually by the
manufacturer. Before a concrete placement is started,
sufficient cement and pozzolan shall be in storage at batch
plant to complete placement.

7.3 Indicating devices shall be in full view and near
enough to operator to be read accurately by operator while
charging the hopper. The operator shall have convenient
accessto all controls.
7.4 Scales for batching concrete ingredients may be
either beam or springless dial scales and shall conform
to applicable sections of current edition of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology's Handbook
44,
"Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices." Methods
for determining mass (electric, hydraulic, load cells, etc.)
other than by beam or springless dial scales that meet
all tolerances are also acceptable.
7.5 Scales in use shall be accurate, when static load
tested, to +0.4 percent over the working range. Adequate
standard test masses shall be availablefor checking accuracy.
All exposed fulcrums, clevises, and similar working parts
of scales shall be kept clean, and periodic static tests shall
be scheduled and performed to verify accuracy of equipment.
Beam scales shall be equipped with a balance indicator
sensitive enough to show movement when a mass equal
to 0.1 percent of nominal capacity of scale is placed in
batch hopper.
7.6 The clear interval for dial scales graduations shall
be not less than 0.03 inch (0.76 ram). Each scale graduation
shall indicate increments no greater than 2.5 Ibm (1.13 kg)
for water and cementitious materials, and no greater than
10 Ibm (4.54 kg) for aggregate for each cubic yard or cubic
meter normally batched. Each batch mass indicator and
volumetric dispenser shall be in full view of operator.
Batching controls shall be interlocked so that a new batch
cannot be started until hoppers have been completely
emptied of last batch and scales register zero mass.
7.7 The device for measurement of added water shall
be capable of delivering to the batch the quantity required
within the accuracy required in section 6.3. The device
shall be so arranged that measurements will not be affected
by variable pressures in water supply line. Measuring tanks
shall be equipped with outside taps and valves to provide
for checking their calibration unless other means are
provided for readily and accurately determining amount
of water in tank.
NOTE 11.-The scale accuracy limitations of the National Ready
Mixed Concrete Association Plant Certification meet the
requirements of USBR 4094.
8.

Mixers and Agitators

8.1 Mixers may be stationary mixers or truck mixers.
Agitators may be truck mixers or truck agitators.
8.1.1 Stationary mixers shall be equipped with a
metal plate or plates on which are plainly marked the
mixing speed of drum or paddles and maximum capacity,
in terms of volume, of mixed concrete. When used for
the complete mixing of concrete, stationary mixers shall
be equipped with an acceptable timing device that will
not permit batch to be discharged until specified mixing
time has elapsed.
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•
•
•

8.1.2 Each truck mixer or agitator shall have,
attached in a prominent place, a metal plate or plates on
which are plainly marked the gross volume of drum,
capacity of drum or container in terms of volume of mixed
concrete, and the minimum and maximum mixing
rotational speed of drum, blades, or paddles. When concrete
is truck mixed as described in 9.5 or shrink mixed as
described in 9.4, the volume of mixed concrete shall not
exceed 63 percent of total volume of drum or container.
When concrete is central mixed as described in 9.3, the
volume of concrete in truck mixer or agitator shall not
exceed 80 percent of total volume of drum or container.
The mixing speed shall not be less than 12 nor more than
22 r/min. Truck mixers and agitators shall be equipped
such that the number of revolutions of drum, blades, or
paddles may be readily verified.
8.2 All stationary and truck mixers shall be capable
of combining the ingredients of the concrete, within
specified time or within number of revolutions specified
in 8.5, into a thoroughly mixed and uniform mass and
of discharging the concrete so that not less than five of
the six requirements shown in table X2.1 of appendix X2
shall have been met.

9.2 Mixers and agitators shall be operated within limits
of capacity and speed of rotation designated by manufacturer of equipment.
9.3 Central-Mixed Concrete.-Concrete that is mixed
completely in a stationary mixer and transported to point
of delivery in a truck agitator, a truck mixer operating
at agitating speed, or in nonagitating equipment approved
by the Government and meeting requirements of section
10, shall conform to the following:Mixing time shall be
counted from time all materials are in the drum. The batch
shall be so charged into mixer that some water will enter
before cement and aggregate, and all water shall be in
drum by end of first one-fourth of specified mixing time,
with the exception that about 5 percent of total water
may be withheld until just prior to placement.
9.3.1 When no mixer performance tests have been
made, the minimum acceptable mixing time shall not be
less than 2-1/2 minutes.
9.3.2 Where mixer performance tests have been
made on given concrete mixtures in accordancewith testing
program set forth in the following sections and mixers
have been charged to their rated capacity, the acceptable
mixing time may be reduced for those particular
circumstances to a point at which satisfactory mixing, as
defined in 9.3.3, shall have been accomplished. For airentrained concrete, when shortened mixing time (9.3.3)
is the acceptable minimum mixing time, the maximum
mixing time shall not exceed the minimum mixing time
by more than 60 seconds.
9.3.3 Sampling for Uniformity Tests of Stationary
Mixers.-Samples of concrete for comparative purposes
shall be obtained immediately after one of the arbitrarily
designated mixing times described in the following
procedures:
9.3.3.1 Alternative Procedure /.-Mixer shall be
stopped and required concrete samples removed at
approximately equal distances from frontand back of drum.
.
9.3.3.2 Alternative Procedure 2.-As mixer is being
emptied, individual samples shall be taken after discharge
of about 15 and 85 percent of load. Anyappropriate method
of sampling may be used provided samples are representative of widely separated portions and not from start or
end of load (note 13).
9.3.3.3 Samples shall be tested in accordance with
USBR 4039, and any differences in test results between
the two samples shall not exceed the limits shown in
appendix X2. Mixer performance tests shall be repeated
whenever appearance of concrete or the coarse aggregate
content of samples selected as outlined in this section
indicates that adequate mixing has not been accomplished.
9.4 Shrink-Mixed Concrete.-Concrete that is first
partially mixed in a stationary mixer and then mixed
completely in a truck mixer, shall conform to the following:
The time of partial mixing shall be the minimum required
to intermingle the ingredients. After transfer to a truck
mixer, amount of mixing time at designated mixing speed

NOTE 12.-The sequence or method of charging the mixer
has an important effect on uniformity of concrete.
8.3 The agitator shall be capable of maintaining the
mixed concrete in a thoroughly mixed and uniform mass
and of discharging the concrete with a satisfactory degree
of uniformity as defined in appendix X2.
8.4 Slump tests on individual samples taken after
discharge of about 15 and 85 percent of load may be made
for a quick check of probable degree of uniformity (note
13). These two slump tests shall be obtained within an
elapsed time of not more than 15 minutes. If slumps differ
by more than that specified in table X2.1 (app. X2), the
mixer or agitator shall not be used unless condition is
corrected, except as provided in section 8.5.
NOTE 13.-No samples should be taken before 10 percent or
after 90 percent of batch has been discharged. Because of the
difficulty in determining actual quantity of concrete discharged,
the intent is to provide samples that are representative of widely
separated portions, but not at the start or end of the load.
8.5 Use of the equipment may be permitted when
operation with a longer mixing time, a smaller load, or
a more efficient charging sequence will permit requirements of appendix X2 to be met.
8.6 Mixers and agitators shall be examined routinely
and as frequently as necessary to detect changes in condition
due to accumulations of hardened concrete or mortar and
the wear of blades. When such changes are extensive
enough to affect mixer performance, the proof-tests
described in appendix X2 shall be performed to show
whether correction of deficiencies is required.
9.

Central-Mixed Concrete
Shrink-Mixed Concrete
Truck-Mixed Concrete

Mixing and Delivery

9.1 Ready-mixed concrete shall be mixed and delivered
to the point designated by the Government by one of the
followingcombinations of operations:
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will be that necessary to meet requirements for uniformity
as stated in appendix X2. Tests to confirm
such
performance may be made in accordance with sections 9.3.3
and 9.3.3.3. Additional turning of mixer, if any, shall be
at a designatedspeed.
9.5 Truck-Mixed Concrete.-Truck-mixed concrete is
concrete that is completely mixed in a truck mixer for
70 to 100 revolutions at mixing speed designated by
manufacturer to produce uniformity of concrete as indicated
in appendix X2. Concrete uniformity tests may be made
in accordance with 9.5.1. If requirements for uniformity
(app. X2) are not met with 100 revolutions of mixing
after all ingredients, with the exception of about 5 percent
of the water (sec. 9.3), are in drum, the mixer shall not
be used until condition is corrected, except as provided
in 8.5. When satisfactory performance is found with one
truck mixer, the performance of other mixers of same
design and condition of blades may be regarded as
satisfactory. Additionalrevolutions of mixer exceeding the
number found to produce required uniformity shall be at
a designated speed.
9.5.1 Sampling for Uniformity ofConcrete Produced
in Truck Mixers.-The concrete shall be discharged at
normal operating rate for mixer being tested, using care
not to obstruct or retard the discharge by a partially opened
gate or seal. Samples, each of about 2 ft3 (0.06 m3), shall
be taken after discharge of about 15 and 85 percent of
load (note 13). These samples shall be obtained within
an elapsed time of not more than 15 minutes. Samples
shall be secured in accordance with USBR 4172; however,
they shall be kept separate to represent specific points
in batch rather than combined to forma composite sample.
Between samples, when necessary to maintain slump, the
mixer may be turned in the mixing direction at agitating
speed. During sampling, the receptacle shall receive the
full discharge of the chute. Sufficient personnel should be
available to perform the required tests promptly.
Segregation during sampling and handling should be held
to the minimum practicable and each sample should be
remixed the minimum amount to ensure uniformity before
the specimens are molded for a particular test.
9.5.2 When bulk cementitious materials and
aggregates are dry batched and hauled to placement, each
batch shall be protected during transit to prevent spillage
or wind loss and to limit prehydration of the cementitious
materials. Separate compartments with suitable covers shall
be provided to protect cementitious materials, or they
should be completely enfolded in or covered by aggregates
to prevent wind loss. If cementitious materials are enfolded
in moist aggregates or otherwise exposed to moisture, and
delays occur between batching and mixing; the contractor
shall, at his own expense, add extra cement and pozzolan
to each batch in accordance with table 5.
9.6 When a truck mixer or truck agitator is used for
transporting concrete that has been completely mixed in
a stationary mixer, any turning during transportation shall
be at speed designated by manufacturer of equipment as
agitating speed.
9.7 When a truck mixer or agitator is approved for
mixing or delivery of concrete, no water from truck water
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Table 5. - Additional cementitious materials requirements.
Hours of contact between
cementitious materials
and wet aggregate I
0 to2
2 to3
3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
Over 6

Percentage of additional
cementitious materials
required
0
5
10
15
20
Batch shall be rejected

The Government reserves the right to require the addition of
cementitious materials for shorter periods of contact during hot
weather, and contractor shall be entitled to no additional
compensation for such an addition.
system or elsewhere shall be added after initial introduction
of mixing water for the batch except when, on arrival
at jobsite, the slump of the concrete is less than specified.
Then, such additional water to bring slump within required
limits (tempering water withheld in accordance with 9.3)
shall be injected into mixer under such pressure and
direction of flow that requirements for uniformity (app.
X2) are met; provided, that in no case shall design water
content be exceeded. The drum or blades shall be turned
an additional 30 revolutions or more, at mixing speed,
until uniformity of concrete is within these limits. Water
shall not be added to the batch at any later time. Discharge
of the concrete shall be completed before the drum has
revolved 300 revolutions, or within 1-1/2 hours after
introduction of mixing water and cernentitious materials.
These limitations may be waived by the Government if
concrete is of such slump, after the 1-1/2-hour time limit
has been reached, that concrete can be placed without the
addition of water to the batch. In hot weather, or under
conditions contributing to quick stiffening of the concrete,
a time limit less than 1-1/2 hours may be specified by
the Government.
9.8 Fresh concrete shall be placed at the temperature
specified in the contract. Temperature will be determined
by placing a thermometer in the concrete immediately after
sampling at placement site. Then, temperature of concrete
at batch plant shall be adjusted to assure that specified
concrete temperature is attained at placement.
9.8.1 Concrete ingredients shall be heated as
necessary; however, they shall not be heated to a
temperature higher than necessary to keep temperature
of mixed concrete, as placed, from falling below specified
minimum temperature. Methods of heating concrete
ingredients shall be subject to approval.
9.8.2 The contractor shall use effective means, such
as precooling of aggregates and mixing water, placing at
night, incorporating flake or chip ice in mix, or induction
of liquid nitrogen, as necessary, to maintain temperature
of concrete, as placed, below specified maximum. Methods
of cooling shall be as approved or directed by the
Government.
NOTE 14.-When hot water is used, rapid stiffening may occur
if water is brought into direct contact with cement. Additional
information on cold-weather concreting is contained in ACI 306R.
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NOTE 15.-Additional information on hot-weather concreting
is contained in ACI 305R.
10.

Use of Nonagitating Equipment

10.1 Central-mixed concrete may be transported in
suitable nonagitating equipment approved by the
Government. The proportions of the concrete shall be
approved by the Government, and the following limitations
shall apply:
10.1.1 Bodies of nonagitating equipment shall be
smooth, watertight, metal containers equipped with gates
that permit control of discharge of concrete. Container
covers shall be provided for weather protection, as
necessary.
10.1.2 Concrete shall be delivered to worksite in a
thoroughly mixed and uniform mass, and discharged with
a satisfactory degree of uniformity as prescribed in appendix X2.
10.1.3 Slump tests of individual samples taken after
discharge of about 15 and 85 percent of load may be made
for a quick check of probable degree of uniformity (note
13). These two test samples shall be obtained within an
elapsed time of not more than 15 minutes. If slumps differ
by more than that specified in table X2.1 (app. X2), the
nonagitating equipment shall not be used unless conditions
are corrected as provided in section 10.1.4.
10.1.4 If requirements of appendix X2 are not met
when nonagitating equipment is operated for maximum
time of haul and concrete has been mixed for the minimum
time, the equipment may still be used for shorter hauls,
longer mixing times, or combinations thereof that will
result in meeting the requirements of appendix X2.
11. Inspection of Materials, Production,
ery, and Concrete

Deliv-

11.1 Access.-The manufacturer shall afford the
Government all reasonable access, without charge, for
making necessary checks of facilitiesand equipment and
for securing necessary samples to verify that concrete is
being produced in accordance with these specifications.
Tests and inspections shall be so conducted as not to
interfere unnecessarily with the manufacture and delivery
of the concrete.
11.2 Sampling Equipment.-The contractor shall
provide mechanical sampling devices for safely procuring
and handling representative test samples of aggregates and
other concrete materials during batching. At central-mix
plants, the contractor shall also provide mechanical
sampling devices for obtaining representative concrete
samples from a point in the discharge stream as concrete
is discharged frommixers. In addition, ample and protected
working space near the batch plant site shall also be
providedfor conducting quality control testing.
11.3 Slump and Air Content.-Slump and air content
tests shall be performed,as necessary, in accordance with
USBR 4143 and 4173. If measured slump of air content
falls outside specified limits, a check test shall be made

immediately on another portion of same sample. In the
event of a second failure, concrete shall be considered to
have failed requirements of these specifications.
11.3.1 Concrete shall be available within the
permissible range of slump and total air content for 30
minutes from time of arrival at jobsite or 30 minutes after
initial slump adjustment permitted in section 9.7,
whichever is later. The first and last 0.25 yd3 (0.2 m3)
discharged are exempt from this requirement. If contractor
is unprepared for discharge of concrete from vehicle, the
Government shall not be responsible for the limitation
of minimum slump and air content after the 30-minute
time limit has elapsed.
11.3.2 Uniformity in concrete consistency frombatch
to batch is required. To maintain concrete at proper
consistency, the amount of water and sand batched for
concrete shall be adjusted to compensate for variations
in moisture content or grading of aggregates as they enter
mixer. Also, the amount of air-entraining admixture shall
be adjusted to obtain specified total air content.
11.3.3 Slump Test.-Unless other tolerances are
included in project specifications, the allowable slump shall
be as shown in table 3. The Government reserves the right
to require a lesser slump whenever concrete of such lesser
slump can be consolidated readily into place by vibration.
11.3.3.1 The use of buckets, chutes, hoppers,
pumps, transit-mix trucks, or other equipment which will
not readily handle and place concrete of specified slump
will not be permitted.
11.3.3.2 Addition of water to compensate for
stiffening of concrete after mixing, known as retempering,
will not be permitted.
11.3.3.3 The maximum allowable slump loss from
time concrete has been mixed until placement is 2 inches
(51 mm).
11.3.4 Air Content Test.-Unless other tolerances are
included in project specifications, the allowable total air
content shall be as shown in table 4.
11.4 StrengtA-When strength is used as a basis for
acceptance of concrete, standard specimens shall be made
in accordance with USBR 4031. The specimens shall be
cured under standard moisture and temperature conditions
in accordance with sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.3 of USBR 4031.
11.4.1 Strength tests, as well as slump and air content
tests, shall generally be made with the frequency shown
in section 4.1.1 of USBR 4031 or note 5 of USBR 4192.
11.4.2 A strength test is defined as "the average
strength of all specimens of same age fabricated from a
sample taken from a single batch of concrete, or from
opposite ends of mixer when performing concrete
uniformity tests for acceptability of mixers or agitators."
For the strength test, a minimum of two standard test
specimens shall be made froma sample obtained as required
in sections 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5. The test shall be the average
of strengths of two specimens tested at age specified in
5.3.1 or 5.4.1 (note 16). If either specimen shows definite
evidence, other than low strength, of improper sampling,
molding, handling, curing, or testing, specimen shall be
discarded and the strength of remaining specimen shall
be considered to be the test result.
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NOTE 16.-Additional tests may be made at other agesto obtain
information on adequacy of strength development or to check
adequacy of curing and protection of the concrete. Specimens
made to check adequacyof curing and protection should be cured
.in accordancewith section 9.5.4 of USBR 4031.
11.4.3 The Government shall ascertain and record
the delivery ticket number for the concrete and the location
in the work at which each load represented by a strength
test is deposited.
11.4.4 To conform to requirements of these
specifications, the averageof all strength tests (sec. 11.4.2)
representing each class of concrete shall be sufficient to
ensure that the following requirements (notes 17 and 18)
are met:
11.4.4.1 For concrete in structures designed by
working stress method and all construction other than that
covered in 11.4.4.2, not more than 20 percent of strength
tests shall have values less than specified strength, f•', and
the average of any six consecutive strength tests (note
17) shall be equal to or greater than specified strength.
11.4.4.2 For concrete in structures designed by
ultimate strength method and in prestressed structures,
not more than 10 percent of strength tests shall have values
less than specified strength, f•', and the average of any
three consecutive strength tests (note 18) shall be equal
to or greater than specified strength.
NOTE 17.-Because of variations in materials, operations, and
• testing, the averagestrength necessary to meet these requirements
:will be substantially higher than specified strength. The amount
higher increases as these variations increase, and decreases as
variations decrease. This is a function of the coefficient of variation
and other factors of control as explained in ACI 214. Pertinent
data are shown in tables 6 and 7.
NOTE 18.-When number of tests made of any class of concrete
totals six or less, the average of all tests shall be equal to or
greater than value shown in table 8.
11.4.4.3 Failureto Meet Strength Requirements.If concrete tested in accordancewith requirements of section
11.4 fails to meet strength requirements, the manufacturer
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of the concrete and the Government shall confer to
determine whether agreement can be reached as to what
adjustment, if any, shall be made.
12.

Batch Ticket Information

12.1 The manufacturer of commercial ready-mix
concrete shall furnish to the Government, with each batch
of concrete before unloading at the site, a delivery ticket
on which is printed, stamped, or written, information
concerning the concrete as follows:
• Name of ready-mix batch plant.
• Date and serial number of ticket.
• Truck number.
• Name of purchaser.
• Specific designation of job (name and location).
• Specific class or designation of concrete in conformance with that used in job specifications.
• Amountof concrete in cubic yards (cubic meters).
• Time loaded or of first mixing of cement and
aggregates.
• Water added by receiver of concrete and receiver's
initials.
12.2 Additionalinformation for certification purposes
as designated by the Government and required by job
specifications shall be furnished when requested; such
information may include:
• Reading of revolution counter at first addition of
water.
• Type, brand, and amount of cement.
• Type, brand, and amount of admixtures.
• Information necessary to calculate total mixing water
added by manufacturer, which would include free water
on aggregatesor water absorbed by aggregatesdrier
than SSD, water and ice batched at plant, and water
added by truck operator from mixer tank.
• Maximum size of aggregate.
• Mass of fine and coarse aggregate.
• Ingredients certified as being previously approved.
• Signature or initials of ready-mix representative.
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Table 7a. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (inch-pound units).

Average strength required (t'•,) in lbf/in 2 so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (/{)l

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

20

25

2,000

75
80
85
90

2,070
2,090
2,110
2,140

2,150
2,190
2,240
2,300

2,230
2,290
2,380
2,490

2,320
2,410
2,530
2,710

2,410
2,540
2,720
2,980

2,500

75
80
85
90

2,590
2,610
2,640
2,680

2,680
2,730
2,790
2,880

2,790
2,870
2,970
3,110

2,900
3,010
3,170
3,390

3,010
3,180
3,400
3,720

3,000

75
80
85
90

3,110
3,130
3,170
3,210

3,220
3,280
3,350
3,450

3,340
3,440
3,560
3,730

3,470
3,620
3,800
4,070

3,620
3,810
4,070
4,460

3,500

75
80'
85
90

3,620
3,660
3,690
3,750

3,760
3,830
3,910
4,030

3,900
4,010
4,160
4,360

4,050
4,220
4,440
4,740

4,220
4,450
4,750
5,210

4,000

75
80
85
90

4,140
4,180
4,220
4,280

4,290
4,370
4,470
4,600

4,460
4,590
4,750
4,980

4,630
4,820
5,070
5,420

4,820
5,090
5,430
5,950

4,500

75
80
85
90

4,660
4,700
4,750
4,820

4,830
4,920
5,030
5,180

5,010
5,160
5,350
5,600

5,210
5,430
5,700
6,100

5,430
5,720
6,110
6,690

5,000

75
80
85
90

5,180
5,220
5,280
5,350

5,370
5,470
5,590
5,750

5,570
5,730
5,940
6,220

5,790
6,030
6,340
6,780

6,030
6,360
6,790
7,440

5,500

75
80
85
90

5,690
5,750
5,810
5,890

5,900
6,010
6,150
6,330

6,130
6,310
6,530
6,850

6,370
6,630
6,970
7,450

6,630
6,990
7,470
8,180

6,000

75
80
85
90

6,210
6,270
6,330
6,420

6,440
6,560
6,710
6,910

6,680
6,880
7,130
7,470

6,950
7,240
7,600
8,130

7,240
7,630
8,150
8,930

Design
strength

(•')

lbf/in 2

Coefficient of variation, percent

t See appendix XI for an explanation on how the f•. values were calculated.
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Table 7b. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (SI-metric units).

Average strength required (•r) in MPa so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (•,)l

Design
strength
(•')
MPa

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

20

25

10

75
80
85
90

10.35
10.45
10.55
10.70

10.75
10.95
11.20
11.50

11.15
11.45
11.90
12.45

11.60
12.05
12.65
13.55

12.05
12.70
13.60
14.90

15

75
80
85
90

15.55
15.65
15.85
16.05

16.10
16.40
16.75
17.25

16.70
17.20
17.80
18.65

17.35
18.10
19.00
20.35

18.10
19.05
20.35
22.30

20

75
80
85
90

20.70
20.90
21.10
21.40

21.45
21.85
22.35
23.00

22.30
22.95
23.75
24.90

23.15
24.10
25.35
27.10

24.10
25.45
27.15
29.75

25

75
80
85
90

25.90
26.10
26.40
26.75

26.85
27.35
27.95
28.75

27.85
28.65
29.70
31.10

28.95
30.15
31.70
33.90

30.15
31.80
33.95
37.20

30

75
80
85
90

31.05
31.35
31.65
32.10

32.20
32.80
33.55
34.55

33.40
34.40
35.65
37.35

34.75
36.20
38.00
40.65

36.20
38.15
40.75
44.65

35

75
80
85
90

36.25
36.55
36.95
37.45

37.55
38.25
39.15
40.30

39.00
40.15
41.60
43.55

40.55
42.20
44.35
47.45

42.20
44.50
47.55
52.05

40

75
80
85
90

41.40
41.80
42.25
42.80

42.95
43.75
44.70
46.05

44.55
45.90
47.50
49.80

46.35
48.25
50.70
54.20

48.25
50.85
54.35
59.50

45

75
80
85
90

46.60
47.00
47.50
48.15

48.30
49.20
50.30
51.80

50.15
51.60
53.45
56.00

52.10
54.25
57.05
61.00

54.25
57.20
61.10
66.95

50

75
80
85
90

51.75
52.25
52.80
53.50

53.65
54.65
55.90
57.55

55.70
57.35
59.40
62.25

57.90
60.30
63.35
67.75

60.30
63.55
67.90
74.40

Coefficient of variation, percent

1 See appendix Xl for an explanation on how the f,•. values were calculated.
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Table 8. - Required average strength (f•) of concrete
for six or less tests.
Required average strength (f•) of
consecutive test€

Number
of
tests

Section 11.4.4.1

Section 11.4.4.2

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.85 L'
0.92 •"
0.95 •'
0.97 L"
0.99/J
1.00 •'

0.90 L'
0.98 •'
1.02 •"
1.04 •'
1.06 •'
1.07/c'

No explanation can be offered for the discrepancy in the factors
of//shown as compared to those shown in ASTM C 94.
NOTE: The following equation was furnished by the ASTM
Chairman of Subcommittee C09.03.09:

•,= (•" + ts) -

F•
r1112

where:
t'o- = •, which is the average strength required to ensure that a minimum of a certain percentage of tests exceed •',
•" = design strength specified,
r = student's r for infinitenumber of specimens,
s = o, the standard deviation, which is obtained by dividing sum of
squares of individual strengths by n, subtracting square of
their average, and extracting the square root:

S--

Xl 2 + •2

+ . . . + Xn2 _ •2

112

Also, s = V•, where V is the coefficient of variation expressed as a
decimal equivalent. Average Bureau control is obtained when V is no
more than 15 percent.
V(percent)

o

=

x (100), equation 3-3 of ACI 214-77, or

=

•

$

(100)

F(z) = normal distribution function, which is the strength level below
which the average of n tests would be expected to fall only 2
percent of the time; e.g., F (z) for z = 2.0 = 2.0/0.9772 =
2.0467.
n = number of tests, which would generally be considered to be a
minimum of two specimens; however, under section 11.4.2,
could easily be one cylinder per test.
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APPENDIX
Xl.

CALCULATION OF AVERAGE STRENGTH VALUES
(Nonmandatory Information)

X1.1 The average strengths required (f=), shown
on tables 7a and 7b, were computed from equation 4-1
(AC1 214-77) using values of student's t for 30 samples
fromtable 4.1 (AC1 214-77), and from t values extracted
from the table originally produced by Fisher and Yates,
"Statistical Tables forBiological Agriculture and Medical
Research," refer to table 6.
X1.2 An example of the computations for fer
follows.
Given:

strength values; however, we now base the t
value on 30 compressive strength values).
From table 6, t = 0.854.
Determine f•r:
f•-3,000
1 - (0.854) (0.15)

_

f/
C
1-tV
3,000 -- 3,441 lbf/in 2
0.8719

If fd = 20 MPa in this example,

fd = 3,000 lbf/in 2 (for structures designed by working stress method),
f•. = strength required to ensure that 80 percent of
tests exceed re',
V = coefficient of variation of 15 percent
expressed as a decimal equivalent (0.15),
and
t = a constant dependingon number of tests that
may fall below f/(the Bureau previously
based this t value on 10 compressive

for =

20
1 - (0.854) (0.15)

_

.20
0.8719

= 22.94 MPa
The values shown in tables 7a and 7b were rounded
to the nearest 10 lbf/in 2 and 0.05 MPa, respectively;
therefore, these example values would be rounded to
3,440 Ibf/in 2 and 22.95 MPa.

APPENDIX
X2.

CONCRETE UNIFORMITY AND MIXER PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
(Mandatory Information)

X2.1 The variation within a batch, as shown in table
X2.1, shall be determined for each property listed as the
difference between the highest and lowest value, or from
averages obtained from different portions of same batch.
For this determination, the comparison will be between
two samples, representing the first and last portions of
batch being tested. Test results conforming to the limits
of five of the six tests listed in table X2.1 shall indicate
uniformly mixed concrete within limits of these
specifications.
X2.2 The coarse aggregatecontent, using the washout
test, shall be computed as described in sections X2.2.1 and
X2.2.2.
X2.2.1 Using a density container or an air meter
of sufficient capacity:
2F/-- ¢
V ' or

(1)

c (100)
P = •

(2)

c = saturated-surface-dry mass in air, in pound
mass (kilograms), of aggregateretained on
the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve, resulting from
washing all material finer than this sieve
from the fresh concrete;
b = mass of sample in air, in pound mass (kilograms), of fresh concrete in density container or air-meter pot; and
V = volume of sample, in cubic feet (cubic meters),
in density container or air-meter pot (this
includes the volume occupied by air).
If M is computed from a submerged mass:

M=

.

[

GI+G2

+

_ 1)

(3)

where:
Ms = submerged mass of coarse aggregate, No. 4 to
3/4-inch (4.75- to 19.0-mm), fraction from
the density container or air-meter pot, in
pound mass (kilograms);
G1 = specific gravity of the No. 4 to 3/4-inch coarse
aggregate fraction multiplied by its proportional amount of coarse aggregate in concrete mix, and

where:
M = mass of coarse aggregate, in pound mass (kilograms) per cubic foot (cubic meter) of
concrete;
P = mass percent of coarse aggregate in concrete;
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Table X2.1. - Requirements for uniformity of concrete and mixer performance.
Requirement expressed as
maximum permissible
difference in results or
averagesof tests of
samples taken from two
locations in concrete batch

Test

1.

Density calculated to an air-free basis (total mix)

1.0 lbm/ft3 (16 kg/m 3)

2.

Air content (volume percent of concrete)

1.0 percent

3.

Slump:
4 inches (102 mm) or less (average)
4 to 6 inches (102 to 152 mm) (average)

1.0 inch (25 ram)
1.5 inches (38 ram)

4.

Coarse aggregatecontent, retained on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve
(total mix):

5.0 percent

5.

Variation in density of air-free mortar in pound mass per cubic foot (kilograms per cubic meter) from average

0.8 percent

6.

Average compressive strength at 7 days for each sample basedon average strength of all comparative test specimens I

7.5 percent 2

t Not less than three cylinders shall be molded and tested from each of the samples.
2 Tentative approval of mixer may be granted pending results of 7-day compressive strength tests.
(37.5 mm) required in density container or air-meter pot samples
to represent original concrete. The density of full mix can be
computed by dividing total mass of density container or air-meter
pot sample and mass of plus 1-1/2-inch material required to
represent original samples, by volume of density container or
air-meter pot sample and volume of plus 1-1/2-inch material
computed from its mass and specific gravity.

G2 = specific gravity of the 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch
(19.0- to 37.5-mm) aggregatefraction multiplied by its proportional amount of coarse
aggregatein concrete mix.
X2.2.2 Using an air meter or density container
restricted to a maximum size aggregateof 1-1/2 inches
(37.5 mm) and wet-screening sample to remove coarse
aggregatelarger than 1-1/2 inches, mass of total coarse
aggregateper cubic foot or per cubic meter is:

X2.3 The density
calculated:

of the air-free mortar

shall be

b--C
D=

c+
M =

(inch-pound units)

V-

+(VA
•-•

b

(SI-metric units)

(inch-poundunits)(6)

(4)
b-C

M

•)

(5)

(SI-metric units)

(7)

where:
D

density of air-free mortar, in pound mass
per cubic foot (kilograms per cubic
meter);
A
air content of concrete, in percent, measured
in accordance with USBR 4173 or 4231 on
sample being tested;
Gl + Gu + G3 (computed specific gravity of
total coarse aggregate); and
Other terms as previously defined.

where:
S = mass of total sample, in pound mass (kilograms), before wet screening;
T = mass of portion of sample, in pound mass
(kilograms),passing through the
1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) sieve;
Ga = specific gravity of the plus 1-1/2-inch
(+37.5-mm) material, and
Other terms as previously defined.

X2.4 Calculations and Report.-Calculations are
covered under this appendix. Figure X2.1 shows a typical
calculation and reporting form.

NOTE X2.1.-The term (S - T/T) b in equations (4) and
(5) is the mass of coarse aggregate larger than 1-1/2 inches
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project

D C- 76/2

_
F"•--•C o$

R/vA•

Feature
•RAH 7"L E P" •)A •

Structure DA Art

Tested b•. A4'mo •-•'

Item
Location
Station
•
Depth
--.

Computed by
Offset
to

7- Date
•-8•"

Checked by
D. A R TE R

Date
7-]0.-oo•

MIXER PERFORMANCE TEST
Plant: A4o*'rf,•El," •ta"t.•ixer: •7•q.¢'/" Shift:
DAY
Time:
/,4-oQ
Mix No.: IvI4-3050-•P Batch No.:
A/,d
Mixing Time, sec.: 120 :;i•'- MSA:
Specific Gravity:
No. 4 to 1-1/2 inches • 7•
1-1/2 to
4 inches
2. 7.•
NOEE: The percent material retained on the 1-1/2-inch
sieve is based on the minus 1-1/2-inch fraction
rather than on the total sample for these calculations.
(1) Mass of sample (Test Result)
(2) Mass of material retained on a 1-1/2-inch sieve (Test Result)
(3) Difference in mass, (1) - (2)
(4) Material retained on 1-1/2-inch sieve, [(2)/(3)](100),
percent

Sample from front
of mixer
Mass,
Volume,
Ibm
fO
/5S./?'7
-4S./?3
rio. o•

Sample from back
of mixer
Mass,
Volume,
Ibm
ft3
15.K. 55
.gF. #q
//5".4,#

4.1'. d•" %

34. £5 %

(5)

Slump, inches

/•

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Mass and volume of samples in air meter (Test Result)
Air Content by meter (Test Result), percent
Volume of Air, (7) × (6) vol.
Mass and volume of air-free sample, (6) mass and

3•r.a• [ ,o.e4•.#"
.8.8"0%
o. 0o •"

3 •do

3J. •d o. 2.4oo

3Z6o 0. e,#o•

12.17

/2./•

/9. 08

/ZO/

(6) vol.- (8)

(10) Submerged mass of material retained on No. 4 sieve
(Test Result)
(11) SSD mass of material retained on No. 4 sieve,
(10) × sp. gr./(sp, gr. - 1)
(12) Solid volume of material retained on No. 4 sieve,
(11)/(sp. gr. × 62.4)
(13) Mass representing mortar in sample, (6) mass - (11)
(14) Volume representing mortar in sample, (9) vol. - (12)
(15)

/#.•4 inch(es)

/4•'. •0 Ibm/ft3

Compressive strength at 7 days, lbf/in •

ot•

1%

0./lo4
0. I80•
/•'O. •'3 lbm/ft3

/

• /.IZ
0.8%
from avg.

/3.34
D. 0777
/.•'7. fro0 lbm/fO

lbm/fts

34•. e3

32. 35

/oz./g

qY.g7

d4. 7q %

dS.•-g

%

/•€.,q. q / Ibm/It •

1o/'4. •'O Ibm/fO

2• $S'o

2, 74-0

2• g go

Z• ggE

• 73£

Avg.gfllO

2• 7/.•

avg.Z;gqo

Figure X2.1a. - Data for mixer efficiency determination (inch-pound units).
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4-6 in, 1.5

Iq.•9
O./#. q•

Density of air-free mortar, (13)/(14), lbm/ft3

lO. •4q•

.#.So %
o. oo,g 7

O.//Og
l• q#

(16) Mass of material retained on 1-1/2-inch sieve for meter
sample to represent a full mix• (4) × (6) mass
(17) Solid volume of material retained on 1-1/2-inch sieve for
meter sample to represent a full mix, (16)/(sp. gr. × 62.4)
(18) Density of full mix, (6) mass + (16)/(6) vol. + (17),
lbm/fO
(19) Total coarse aggregatein meter sample and plus 1-1/2-inch
sieve material to represent full mix, (11) + (16)
(20) Total coarse aggregateper cubic foot of concrete,
vol. (19)/(6) + (17)
(21) Mass of coarse aggregatein concrete, [(20)/(18)]× 100,
percent
(22) Density calculation to an air-free basis, (18)/(1.00 - (7)),
lbm/ft3
(23)

inch(es)

Maximum
variation
allowed

a•

5%

OV'I Ibm/f0
7.5 %
from avg.
•24a. 5 7
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

OC- 7•12

Pr°jec•:•'Co, s" ,•1 v•',•
Feature
A•'•.,qvwT'l•'y

/•,4A4,

StructureD,4,• t

Tested byo. Ailoo T•',€

I•em
Location
Station
--.-Depth •

Computed by
O. A4oo ;r'•',•
Checked by
0. ,•,•T•',•

Offset --'----"
to •

Date
7-/•-85

MIXER PERFORMANCE TEST
OA V"
Time:
/•'/•"
Plant: Ado,•/z•'A'e'v • Co•Jsr.[ Mixer: • 14/'gSr Shift:
Mix No.: A44-3O•'O-2P
Batch No.: A,",,4
__ Mixing Time, sec.: /2o •
MSA:
Specific Gravity:
4.75 to 37.5 mm 8, 7•
37.5 to
/oZ mm 2.7.4"
"•9"oy.•.z-aE
NOTE: The percent material retained on the 37.5-mm
sieve is based on the minus 37.5-mm fraction
rather than on the total sample for these calculations.
(1) Mass of sample (Test Result)
(2) Mass of material retained on a 37.5-mm sieve (Test Result)
(3) Difference in mass, (1) - (2)
(4) Material retained on 37.5-mm sieve, [(2)/(3)](100),
percent
(5)

Slump, mm

Maximum
variation
allowed

•Zo6 %

d•..4" mm

/7..4"7 0.00706•"
2.#o %
0. ooo i •8
IZ 5"7

o.ao6g•7

3.•o %
o. ooo•4 7
IZ#J

0-102 mm,°'•
25 mm
102-152 ram,
38 mm
1% o•

•.Oo6EI•

•.8o
q.72

•.So
o. oo3 5"22

Z s"s

Density of air-free mortar, (13)/(14), kg/m3

(16) Mass of material retained on 37.5-mm sieve for meter
sample to represent a full mix, (4) X (6) mass
(17) Solid volume of material retained on 37.5-mm sieve for
meter sample to represent a full mix, (16)/(sp. 8r. X 1000)
(18) Density of full mix, (6) mass + (16)/(6) vol. + (17),
ks/mS
(19) Total coarse aggregatein meter sample and plus 37.5-mm
sieve material to represent full mix, (11) + (16)
(20) Total coarse aggregateper cubic meter of concrete,
(19)/(6) vol. + (17)
(21) Mass of coarse aggregatein concrete, [(20)/(18)] × 100,
percent
(22) Density calculation to an air-free basis, (18)/(1.00 - (7)),
kg/m 3
(23)

Sample from back
of mixer
Mass,
Volume,
kg
m•
•..,•
I•. •7
S'o.•5

Sample from front
of mixer
Mass,
Volume,
k8
m3
70. 7'•I
/3. q/

..•1•. l mm

(6) Mass and volume of samples in air meter (Test Result)
(7) Air Content by meter (Test Result), percent
(8) Volume of Air, (7) × (6) vol.
(9) Mass and volume of air-free sample, (6) mass and
(6) vol.- (8)
(10) Submerged mass of material retained on 4.75-mm sieve
(Test Result)
(11) SSD mass of material retained on 4.75-mm sieve,
(10) × sp. 8r./(sp. gr. - 1)
(12) Solid volume of material retained on 4.75-mm sieve,
(ll)/(sp. gr. × 1000)
(13) Mass representing mortar in sample, (6) mass - (11)
(14) "" Volume representing mortar in sample, (9) vol. - (12)
(15)

lot. mm

dr. 7J

23.• 5" kg/m•

4. 30

d.3'f
0. 002324
2f'/6 kg/m •

/4. o2

14.3"q

16 2S"

l•-Sg
°K 5 %

el4./3 %
,,-°dO ? kg/m5

/•. iS

/d.€o
Avg. IE.30

Figure X2.1b. - Data for mixer efficiency determination (Sl-metric).
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o. oo• •3•

=0,34 7 kg/m3

/•.4o

Compressive strength at 7 days, MPa

O. 005 o•o

•do7 kg/m•

°•6 kg/m3
7.5 %
from avg.
o1€"

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

(!)
USBR 4109-92

PROCEDURE FOR

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
MORTARS USING 2-INCH OR 50-MILLIMETER
CUBE SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4109; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 109-80.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the compressive strength of hydraulic
cement mortar using 2-inch or 50-mm cube specimens.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 109 Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength
of Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using 2-Inch or 50-mm
Cube Specimens)
C 230 Standard Specification for Flow Table for Use in
Tests of Hydraulic Cement2
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials 3
C 778 Standard Specification for Standard Sand •
2.3 National Institute of Standards and Technology4:
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices
3.

Apparatus

3.1 Scales.-Scales are used to determine the standard
masses of the materials used for mortar mixes. For scales
currently in use, the permissible variation at a load of 2000
grams shall be 4-2.0 grams. For new scales, the permissible
variation shall be one-half this Value, or 4-1.0 gram. The
sensibility reciprocal5 shall be not greater than twice the
permissible variation.
I Annum Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01 and 04.02.
3 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08. •
4 Formerly National Bureau of Standards.
5 Generally defined, the sensibility reciprocal is the change in load required
to change the position of rest of the indicating element of a nonautomaticindicating scale a definite amount at any load. For a more complete
definition, see reference [1], section 16.
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3.2 Standard Masses.-The
permissible variations on
masses used in determining the standard masses of
materials for mortar mixes shall be as shown in table 1.
Table 1. - Permissible variations on mass.

Mass,
grams
1000
900
750
500
300
250
200
100
50
20
10
5
2
1

Permissible variations on mass
Currently
New,
in use,
+gram
+gram
0.50
.45
.40
.35
.30
.25
.20
.15
.lO
.05
.04
.03
.02
.01

0.250
.225
.200
.175
.150
.125
.100
.075
.050
.025
.020
.015
.010
.005

3.3 Glass Graduates.-Graduates
of suitable capacities,
preferably large enough to measure the mixing water in
a single operation, are required to deliver the indicated
volume of water at 68 o F (20 o C). The permissible variation
of the water volume is 4-2 mL. These graduates shall be
subdivided to at least 5 mL, except that the graduation
lines may be omitted for the bottom 10 mL of a 250mL graduate and for the bottom 25 mL of a 500-mL
graduate. The main graduation lines shall encircle the
graduate and shall be numbered. The least graduations shall
extend at least one-seventh of the circumference of the
graduate, and intermediate graduations shall extend at least
one-fifth the circumference.
3.4 Specimen Molds.-These
molds shall be tight fitting
for the 2-inch or 50-mm cube specimens, shall not have
more than three cube compartments, and shall be separable
into no more than two parts. The parts of each mold,
when assembled, shall be positively held together. The
molds shall be made of a hard metal that will not be
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chemically attacked by the cement mortar. For new molds,
the Rockwell hardness number of the metal shall be not
less than 55 HRB. The sides of the molds shall be
sufficiently rigid to prevent spreading or warping. The
interior faces of the molds shall be plane surfaces with
a permissible variation of 0.001 inch (0.025 mm) for new
molds, and 0.002 inch (0.051 mm) for molds currently
in use. The distance between opposite faces shall be 2-t-0.005
inches or 50+0.13 mm for new molds, and 2+0.02 inches
or 50+0.50 mm for molds currently in use. The height
of .the molds, measured separately for each cube
compartment, shall be 2 inches or 50 mm with permissible
variations of +0.01 inch (+0.25 mm) and -0.005 inch (0.13 mm) for new molds, and +0.01 inch and -0.015 inch
(-0.38 mm) for molds currently in use. The angle between
adjacent interior faces, and between the interior faces and
top and bottom planes of the mold, shall be 90+0.5 °
measured at points slightly removed from the intersection
of the faces.
3.5 Mixes, Bowl, and Paddle.-An electrically-driven,
mechanical mixer with paddle and mixing bowl is required,
as specified in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of USBR 4305.
3.6 Flow Table and Flow Mold.-These
items shall
conform to the requirements of ASTM C 230.
3.7 Tamper.-The
tamper shall be made of a nonabsorptive, nonabrasive, nonbrittle material such as a rubber
compound having a Shore A durometer hardness of 80+10,
or seasoned oak wood rendered nonabsorptive by
immersion for 15 minutes in paraffin at about 392 °F
(200 °C). Tamper shall have a cross section of 0.5 by 1
inch (13 by 25 mm), and a convenient length of about
5 to 6 inches (120 to 150 mm). The tamping face shall
be flat and at right angles to length of tamper.
3.8 TroweL-The
trowel shall have a steel blade 4 to
6 inches (102 to 152 mm) in length, with straight edges.
3.9 Testing Machine.-The testing machine shall be of
either the hydraulic or screw type, with sufficient opening
between the upper and lower bearing surfaces to permit
use of verifying apparatus. The load applied to test specimen shall be indicated within an accuracy of +1.0 percent.
The upper bearing shall be a spherically seated, hardened
metal block firmly attached at center of upper head of
machine. The center of the sphere shall lie at center of.
surface of block in contact with specimen. The block shall
be closely held in its spherical seat, but shall be free to
tilt in any direction. The diagonal or diameter (note 1)
of bearing surface shall be only slightly greater than the
diagonal of the face of the 2-inch or 50-mm cube to facilitate
accurate centering of specimen. A hardened metal bearing
block shall be used beneath specimen to minimize wear
of lower platen of machine. The bearing block surfaces
intended for contact with specimen shall have a Rockwell
hardness number of not less than 60 HRC. These surfaces
shall not depart from plane surfaces by more than 0.0005
inch (0.013 ram) when the blocks are new, and shall be
maintained within a permissible variation of 0.001 inch
(0.025 ram).

152-ram) cylinders, is satisfactory, provided
block has a diameter slightly greater than
2-inch cube but not more than 2.9 inches
centered with respect to upper bearing block
by suitable means.
4.

that lower bearing
diagonal of face of
(73.7 mm), and is
and held in position

Materials

4.1 GradedStandardSand:
4.1.1 The sand used for making test specimens shall
be natural silica sand conforming to the requirementsof
ASTM C 778 for graded standard sand (note 2).
NOTE Z-The graded, standard sand should be handled in such
a manner as to prevent segregation because variations in grading
cause variations in consistency of mortar. When emptying bins
or sacks, care should be exercised to prevent formationof sand
mounds or craters in sand because coarser particles will roll down
such formations. Bins should be of sufficient size to permit these
precautions. Devices for drawing sand frombins by gravity should
not be used.
5.

Temperature and Humidity

5.1 Temperature.-The air temperature in vicinity of
mixing slab, dry materials, molds, base plates, and mixing
bowl shall be maintained between 68 and 81.5 °F (20 and
27.5 °C). The temperature of mixing water, moist closet
or room, and water in storage tank shall be set at 73.4
°F (23.0 °C) and shall not vary from this temperature
by more than +3.0 °F (+1.7 °C).
5.2 Humidity.-The relative humidity of the laboratory
shall not be less than 50 percent. The moist closet or moist
room shall be so constructed as to provide storage facilities
for test specimens at a relative humidity of not less than
95 percent.
6.

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety precautions associated with its use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.

Test Specimens

7.1 Three or more specimens shall be made for each
test period specified.
8.

Calibration and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
8.2 The calibration of scales to comply with section
3.1 shall be accomplished in accordancewith USBR 1012.
8.3 Glass graduates shall be checked for compliance
with section 3.3 by measuring and determining mass of
water required to measure volume.

NOTE 1.-A bearing surface diameter of 3.125 inches (79.4
mm), which is large enough for testing 3- by 6-inch (76- by
16l
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8.4 Specimen molds shall be checked for compliance
with section 3.4 by measuring and by using straightedges.
8.5 The testing machine shall be calibrated to comply
with section 3.9 in accordancewith USBR 1104.
9.

Preparation of Specimen Molds

9.1 Thinly cover interior faces of specimen molds with
mineral oil or light cup grease. Thinly cover contact surfaces
of each half of mold with a heavy mineral oil or light
cup grease, such as petrolatum. After assembling molds,
remove excess oil or grease from interior faces and from
top and bottom surfaces of each mold. Set molds on plane,
nonabsorptive base plates that have been thinly coated
with mineral oil, petrolatum, or light cup grease. Apply
a mixture of 3 parts paraffin to 5 parts rosin by mass,
heated to between 230 and 248 °F (110 and 120 °C), at
the outside contact lines of the molds and base plates so
that watertight joints are obtained (note 3).
NOTE 3.-The paraffin-rosin mixture for sealing the joint
between mold and base plate may be difficult to remove when
mold is cleaned. Use of straight paraffin is permissible if a
watertight joint is secured, but due to low strength of paraffin
it should be used only when mold is not held to base plate by
paraffin alone. A watertight joint may be obtained with paraffin
alone by slightly warming mold and base plate before brushing
joint. Molds so treated should be allowed to return to specified
temperature before use.
10.

Conditioning

10.1 Conditioning
section 11.
11.

procedures

are discussed in

Procedure

11.1 Composition of Mortar:
11.1.1 The proportions of materials for the standard
mortar shall be 1 part cement to 2.75 parts graded standard
sand by mass. Use a water-cement ratio (W/C) of 0.485
for all portland cements, and 0.460 for all air-entraining
portland cements. The amount of mixing water for other
than the portland cements and the air-entraining portland
cements shall be such as to produce a flow of 110+5, as
determined in accordance with 11.3, and shall be expressed
as the mass percent of cement.
11.1.2 Quantities of materials to be mixed at one
time in the batch of mortar for making six and nine test
specimens shall be as shown in table 2.
11.2 Preparation of Mortar.-Mechanically mix mortar in accordance with USBR 4305.
11.3 Determination ofFlow.-Carefullywipe top of the
flow table clean and dry, and place flow mold at center
of table. Place a layer of mortar, about 1 inch (25 mm)
thick, into mold and tamp 20 times with tamper. The
tamping pressure shall be just sufficient to ensure uniform
fillingof the mold. Then, finish fillingthe mold with a
second layer of mortar and tamp as specified for firstlayer.
Cut off mortar flush with top of mold and to a plane
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Table 2. - Material quantities for six and nine test specimens.
Material

Cement, grams
Sand, grams
Water, mE
Portland cement,
W/C = 0.485
Air-entrained portland
cement, W/C = 0.460
Other (flow of 110+5)

Number
of specimens
Six
Nine
500
1375

740
2035

242

359

230
-

340
-

surface by drawing the straightedge of a trowel (held neazly
perpendicular to mold) across top of mold with a sawing
motion. Wipe table top clean and dry, being especially
careful to remove any water from around edge of flow
mold. Lift mold away from mortar 1 minute after
completing mixing operation, and immediately drop table
1/2 inch (12.7 ram) 25 times within 15 seconds. The flow
is the resulting increase in average base diameter of the
mortar mass, measured on at least four diameters at
approximately equally spaced intervals, and expressed as
a percentage of original base diameter. Make trial mixes
with varying percentages of water until specified flow is
obtained. Use fresh mortar for each trial test. A typical
worksheet on mix proportions is shown on figure 2.
11.4 Molding Test Specimens:
11.4.1 For portland and air-entraining portland
cements, allow mortar to stand uncovered in mixing bowl
for 90 seconds. During the last 15 seconds of this interval,
quickly scrape down into the batch any mortar that may
have collected on side of bowl. Then, remix at medium
speed for 15 seconds. Upon completion of mixing, mixing
paddle shall be shaken to remove excess mortar frompaddle
into mixing bowl.
11.4.2 For other than portland and air-entraining
portland cements, or when a flowtest is desired on portland
and air-entraining portland cements (note 4), return mortar
from flow table to mixing bowl immediately following
completion of flowtest. Quickly scrape down into the batch
any mortar that may have collected on side of bowl, and
then remix entire batch at medium speed for 15 seconds.
Upon completion of mixing, mixing paddle shall be shaken
to remove excess mortar from paddle into mixing bowl.
11.4.3 Start molding specimens within 2.5 minutes
after completion of original mixing of mortar batch. Place
a 1-inch (25-mm) layer of mortar, which is about half
the depth of mold, in all cube compartments. Tamp mortar
in each compartment 32 times in about 10 seconds over
4 rounds, each with each round being at right angles to
the other and consisting of 8 adjoining strokes over surface
of specimen, as shown on figure 1. The tamping pressure
shall be just sufficient to ensure uniform fillingof molds.
The 4 rounds of tamping (32 strokes) shall be completed
in one cube before going to the next. When tamping of
first layer in all cube compartments is completed, fill
compartments with remaining mortar and then tamp again,
as specified for first layer. During tamping of second layer,
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Table 3- - Permissible tolerances at testing age.

Test age,
days

Permissible tolerance,
+hours

1
3
7

0.5
1
3

28

Rounds I and 3

keep these specimens completely immersed in water at
a temperature of 73.4+3.0 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) until time
of testing.
11.6.2 Wipe each specimen to a surface-dry
condition, and remove any loose sand grains or incrustations
from faces that will be in contact with bearing blocks of
testing machine. Check these faceswith a straightedge (note
5). If there is any appreciable curvature, grind to plane
or discard specimen. A periodic check of the cross-sectional
area of the specimens should also be made.

Rounds 2 ond 4

Figure l. - Order of tamping in molding of test specimens.

mortar forced out onto tops of molds after each round
of tamping shall be put back into the compartments using
the hands and tamper. This shall be done on completion
of each round and before starting next round of tamping.
On completion of tamping, tops of all cubes should protrude
slightly above tops of molds. Mortar that has been forced
out onto tops of molds shall be put back into the
compartments using the trowel. Smooth off cubes by
drawing flat side of trowel, with leading edge slightly raised,
once across top of each cube at right angles to length of
mold. Then, to level mortar and make mortar that protrudes
above top of mold of more uniform thickness, draw flat
side of trowel, with leading edge slightly raised, lightly
along length of mold one time. Cut off mortar to a plane
surface flush with top of mold by drawing straightedge
of trowel, held nearly perpendicular to mold, over length
of mold with a sawing motion.
NOTE 4.-When a duplicate batch is to be made immediately
for additional specimens, flow test may be omitted and mortar
allowed to stand in mixing bowl for 90 seconds; then remixed
at medium speed for 15 seconds before molding specimens.
11.5 Storage of Test Specimens.-Immediately upon
completion of molding, place test specimens in moist closet
or moist room with their upper surfaces exposed to moist
air but protected from dripping water for 20 to 24 hours.
If specimens are removed from molds before 24 hours,
keep them on shelves of moist closet or moist room until
they are 24 hours old, and then immerse the specimens,
except those scheduled for the 24-hour test, in saturated
lime water that is in storage tanks constructed of
noncorroding materials• Keep the storage lime water clean
by changing as required.
11.6 Determination of Compressive Strength:
11•6.1 Test specimens immediately after their
removal from either the moist closet (for the 24-hour specimens) or from the storage water (for all other specimens).
All specimens for a given test age shall be broken within
the permissible tolerance shown in table 3. If more than
one specimen at a time is removed from moist closet for
the 24-hour tests, keep these specimens covered with a
damp cloth until time of testing. If more than one specimen at a time is removed from storage water for testing,
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NOTE 5.-Values much lower than the true strength will be
• obtained by loading faces of a cube specimen that are not truly
plane. Therefore, it is essential that specimen molds be kept
very clean so that irregularities on the surfaces of the specimen will not occur. Instruments for cleaning molds should always
be softer than the mold metal to prevent wear. If grinding specimen faces is necessary, it can best be accomplished by rubbing
specimen on a sheet of fine emery paper or cloth glued to a
plane surface, using only moderate pressure. Such grinding is
tedious for more than a few thousandths of an inch (hundredths
of a millimeter); therefore, it is recommended that specimen
be discarded if more grinding than this is necessary.
11.6.3 Apply load to specimen faces that were in
contact with true plane surfaces of mold. Carefully place
specimen in testing machine below center of upper bearing
block. Prior to testing each cube, it shall be ascertained
that the spherically seated block is free to tilt (note 6).
Use no cushioning or bedding materials. For specimens
having an expected maximum load of more than 3,000
lbf (13.3 kN), an initial loading of up to one half the
expected maximum load may be applied at any convenient
rate. Apply no initial loading for specimens having an
expected maximum load of less than 3,000 lbf. Adjust rate
of load application so that remainder of load (or entire
load in the case of no initial loading) is applied to failure,
without interruption, at such a rate that the maximum
load will be reached in not less than 20 nor more than
80 seconds from start of loading. Make no adjustment in
the controls of the testing machine while a specimen is
• yielding before failure.
NOTE 6.-It is advisable to apply only a very light coating
of a good quality, light mineral oil to the spherical seat of the.
upper platen.
12.

Faulty Specimens and Retests

12.1 In determining the compressive strength, do not
consider specimens that are obviously faulty, or those that
163
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give strengths differing by more than 10 percent from
the average value of all test specimens made from the
same sample and tested during the same test period (note
7). After discarding specimens or strength values, if less
than two strength values are left for determining.
compressive strength at any given period, make a retest.
NOTE 7.-Reliable strength results depend upon careful
observation of all specified requirements and procedures. Erratic
results for a given test period indicate that some of the
requirements and procedures have not been carefully observed;
for example, not observing all of the procedures described in
sections 11.6.2 and 11.6.3. Improper centering of a specimen
in the testing machine can result in an oblique fracture. Lateral
movement of one of the testing machine heads during loading
will result in lower strength results.
13.

Calculations

13.1 Record total maximum load indicated by testing
machine, and calculate compressive strength in pounds
force per square inch (megapascals). If cross-sectional area
of specimen varies more than 1.5 percent from nominal,
use actual area for calculation. The compressive strength
of all acceptabletest specimens (see section 12) made from
same sample and tested during same test period shall be
averaged and recorded to nearest 10 lbf/in 2 or 0.05 MPa.
Figures 3 and 4 show typical calculation forms.
14.

Report

Precision and Bias

15.

15.1 The precision statements given in this section are
applicablewhen a test result is the average of compressive
strength tests on three cubes molded from a single batch
of mortar and tested at same age. The batch mortar must
be of type I, II, or III cement, and cubes must be tested
at 3 or 7 days. The appropriate precision limit is somewhat
larger for 1-day tests, and slightly smaller for tests at ages
greater than 7 days.
15.1.1 The multilaboratory coefficient of variation
has been found tO be 7.3 percent (note 8). Therefore, results
of properly conducted tests of single batches by two
different laboratories should not differ by more than 20.6
percent of their average (note 8).
15.1.2 The single-laboratory coefficient of variation
has been found to be 3.8 percent (note 8). Therefore, results
of two properly conducted tests of single batches of mortar
made with same materials either on same day or within
same week should not differ from each other by more
than 10.7 percent of their average (note 8).
NOTE 8.-These numbers represent the (1S) and (D2S) limits
as described in ASTM C 670.
15.2
time.
16.

The bias for this procedure is not known at this

Reference

[1] "Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical
Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices,"
Handbook
44, National Institute of Standards and
Technology.

14.1 A typical reporting form is shown on figure 5
of USBR 4183.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project

A/'A
NA

Structure/l/A t

Tested by
,•. t,•e•r•-//•'d,'

Item d'g•,2g•er A°•'P.. dAa .q',C,•PL g$
Location
..---Station
•
Offset
Depth
....to

Co•.//,q/uted by
mC//EL /
Checked by
Ft4. •o,f,,'e,,'ar

Date
J'-2o -o°f
Date
o°-•a-8.4"
Date
8-2o-,e.a-

MIX PROPORTIONS FOR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS

Sample
No.
-?7
CCR/_
-?g

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

A/X

/t,'A"

A/2"

HI

Type
or

Class
/v'.Z"
,4/2"

Sand
No.
..•'7"O.

g',a•o•o

Cement,
grams

Sand,
grams

Water,
mL

Flow,
percent

6"OO

/3Za"

24Z

//0

•'Oa

/3 7S

24Z

/ 08

Specimen
No.
Made
77-1

7 7-•

78'-1
?-•/•'/./'

NOTES:
A/2"-- Ado / Ia/e,,•," •"ed

Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form for mix proportions of hydraulic cement mortars.
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Specimen
Size
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A/A
Project
N'A

Structure

/V'A

ItemC'f•i•gH1 vI•EA/•'A•' S,€,•pzE$
Location
..,..Station •
Offset
.----Depth
....to
--•

Feature
A/A

Tested by
A•./P/,, rc,cE*'z
Computed by
K. NiP/rclzEzz
Checked by
A,f...7•,€,,/50,¢

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 2-INCH CUBE SPECIMENS

Specimen
No.

Age
at
Test,
days

77-/

3

/2• oS'o

77o•

3

/• •,so

77-3

3

/2,400

Type

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Class

C CA•£.
-77

,4/'.2"

,•'2"

At'.T

or

Total
Load,
lbf

Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in 2

•osr
% /'•'•

7;'-4

7

77-s

7

/ 4• 5"oo

77-g

7

/ • 45o

Average
Compressive
Strength,
lbf/in 2

s, ovo

R3gz
• b"40

NOTES:
.a/I - • / I.,/e,.t I,"l'/ ed

Figure 3. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 2-inch cube specimens.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A/A
Project
A/,4

Structure

A/,4
Item•'g,•E•Vr .•Ep. •',.•a S.,•.4,¢p• •'jr
Location
----Station •
Offset .-•
Depth
.---to

Feature

/v'A

Tested by
• ,o•2trcl/f, ez
Computed by
A•./r2.. rc.,e-L Checked by

Date
8-•3-8.€"
Date
.p'-t3-.P5
Date

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT MORTARS USING 50-ram CUBE SPECIMENS

Sample
No.
CCR/.
- 78

Brand
Name
,,vZ"

Plant
ID
/v'.z"

Type
or
Class
,,v.z"

Specimen
No.

Age
at
Test,
days

Total
Load,
kN

Compressive
Strength,
MPa

78-/

3

6•'. oo

@7. ,?

7#-Z

3

dg. z$"

26.a"

7g-3

3

•E.7•"

•77.[
8'/. Z

?g-4

7

75'. 2S"

31. 5

?g- s"

7

7..•. 7.6"

30.3

7o°-g

7

77. eF

3o.•1
q2.•"

Average
Compressive
Strength.
MPa

27. O.4"

3o. ES

NOTES:

/•z •Ho / .To/e,., l,',t,'ed

Figure 4. - Sample data and calculation form for compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using 50-mm cube specimens.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

(D
USBR 4117-92

MATERIALS FINER THAN NO. 200 (75-#m) SIEVE
IN MINERAL AGGREGATES BY WASHING
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4117; the number immediately
following-the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This procedure is a modified version of
ASTM designation: C 117-84.

1.

Scope

and reported as the percentage of material finer than a
No. 200 sieve by washing.

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for the
determination of the amount of material finer than a
No. 200 (75-#m) sieve in aggregate by washing. Clay
particles and other aggregate particles that are dispersed
by the wash water, as well as water-soluble materials, will
be removed from the aggregate during the test.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4136 Sieve Analysis of'Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
533O Performing Gradation Analysis of Fines and Sand
Size Fraction of Soils, Including Hydrometer Analysis
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 117 Test Method for Material Finer Than 75-#m
(No. 200) Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washing la
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materialsla,3
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes1,3

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Material finer than the No. 200 sieve can be
separated from larger particles much more efficiently and
completely by wet sieving than by dry sieving. Therefore,
when accurate determinations of material finer than No.
200 in fine or coarse aggregate are desired, this procedure
should be used.
4.2 Occasionally, a dispersing agent will be required
to assist loosening material finer than No. 200 (75-/•m)
sieve from the coarser material. Any dispersing agent, or
liquid dishwashing detergents, which will promote
separation of the finer materials, will be acceptable.
NOTE 1.-If particle size distribution of minus No. 200 (75/zm)
sieve size soil is desired, the Bureau uses sodium hexametaphosphate as a dispersingagent to disperse flocculated particles (refer
to USBR 5330).

5.

Apparatus

3.1 A sample of the aggregateis washed in a prescribed
manner and the decanted wash water containing suspended
and dissolved material is passed through a No. 200 (75-#m)
sieve. The loss in mass resulting from the wash treatment
is calculated as a percentage of the original sample mass

5.1
Balance.-A balance or scale readable and accurate
to 0.1 gram or 0.1 percent of test load, whichever is greater,
at any point within the range of use.
5.2 Sieves.-A nest of two sieves, the lower being a
No. 200 (75-/am) sieve and the upper a No. 16 (1.18-mm)
sieve, both conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 11
for sieves with standard circular, full-height, 2-inch
(51-mm); or half-height, 1-inch (25-mm), 8-inch
(203-ram) diameter frames. An extra deep frame may be
used for the No. 200 sieve when washing a sample that
will all pass the No. 16 sieve.

1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.03.
3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.

NOTE Z-The use of mechanical apparatus to perform washing
operation is permitted, provided the results are consistent with
those obtained using manual operations. The use of some
mechanical washing equipment on some samples may cause
degradation of the sample.

3.

Summary of Procedure
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5.3 Container.-A pan or vessel of sufficient size to
contain sample covered with water and to permit vigorous
agitation without loss of any part of sample or water.
5.4 Oven.-An oven of sufficient size and capable of
maintaining a uniform temperature of 230+9 °F
(110±5 °C).
NOTE 3.-For control purposes, particularly where rapid results
are desired, samples may be dried at the higher temperature
associated by using hotplates or gas dryers without affecting
results; that is, provided steam escapes without generating
pressures sufficient to fracture particles, and temperatures are
not so great as to cause chemical breakdown of aggregate. Five
to ten comparative samples should be dried by the above methods
compared to oven-drying to assure that appreciable error is not
induced by the rapid dry.

Precautions

10.

Sampling

7.1 Sample the aggregate in accordance with USBR
4075. If the same test sample is to be tested for sieve
analysis according to USBR 4136, comply with the
applicable requirements of that procedure.
7.2 Thoroughly mix the sample of aggregate to be
tested and reduce the quantity to an amount suitable for
testing using the applicable methods described in USBR
4702. If the same test sample is to be tested according
to USBR 4136, the minimum mass shall be as described
in the applicable sections of that procedure. Otherwise,
the minimum mass of the test sample, after drying, shall
conform with table 1. The test sample shall be the end
result of the reduction. Reduction to an exact predetermined
mass shall not be permitted.
Table 1. - Sample size for nominal, maximum size aggregate.
Nominal maximum sieve size
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)

Minimum mass,
Ibm (grams)
0.22
1.10
2.20
5.51
11.02

Conditioning

9.1 No particular conditioning is required for this test
procedure.

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all of the safety problems associated with its
use. It is the responsibility of the user to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices and
determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior
to use.
7.

Calibration and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of
miscellaneous equipment or apparatusused in performing
the tests listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section
2 are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference to another.
8.2 The balance or scale shall be calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1012 to meet the requirements of
section 5.1.
8.3 The sieves shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1025 to meet the requirements of section 5.2 and
ASTM E 11.
8.4 The oven shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1020 to meet the requirements of section 5.4.
9.

NOTE 4.-During rapid drying, to evaluate if mass has reached
equilibrium, a simple check is to place a cigarette paper on the
aggregatesample. If it curls, the sample is still emitting moisture.
6.

8.

(100)
(500)
(1000)
(2500)
(5000)
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10.1 Dry test sample to a constant mass at a
temperature of 230+9 °F (110±5 °C), and determine the
mass to nearest 0.1 percent of sample mass.
10.2 If a sieve analysis is to be determined according
to USBR 4136, proceed as described in 10.2.1 or 10.2.2.
10.2.1 For aggregateswith a nominal maximum size
of No. 4 (4.75 mm) or less, first test the sample in
accordancewith USBR 4136, and then test the same sample
as stipulated in sections 10.3 through 10.6 of this procedure.
10.2.2 For aggregateswith a nominal maximum size
greater than No. 4, a single test sample may be used as
described in 10.2.1, or separate test samples may be used.
10.3 After drying and determining its mass, place test
sample in container and add sufficient water to cover it.
No detergent, dispersing agent, or other substance shall
be addedto the water. Agitate sample with sufficient vigor
to result in complete separation of all particles finer than
the No. 200 (75-#m) sieve from the coarser particles, and
to bring the fine material into suspension. Immediately
pour wash water containing the suspended and dissolved
solids over the nested sieves that have been arranged with
the coarser sieve on top. Take care to avoid, as much as
feasible, the decantation of coarser particles of the sample.
10.4 Add a second charge of water to sample in
container, agitate, and decant as before. Repeat this
operation until wash water is clear.
10.5 Mechanical Washing:
10.5.1 If mechanical washing equipment is used to
perform procedures described in sections 10.3 and 10.4,
charging of water, agitation of sample, and decanting of
wash water may be a continuous operation.
10.5.2 Fine aggregate test samples with a nominal
maximum size of No. 4 (4.75 mm) or less can be washed on
the nested sieves by a water spray. To prevent overloading
the sieves when this method is used, the sample may be
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tested in a number of increments until entire sample has
been washed. The mass of material on the nested sieves
should not exceed 0.0085 lbm/in 2 (6.3 kg/m 2) or 4 g/in 2
of sieving surface (note 2). In no case shall the mass be
so great as to cause permanent deformation of the sieve
cloth. Wet sample thoroughly with a gentle stream of water.
Remove nested sieves from under the spray nozzle and
adjust pressure on nozzle to 10+0.5 lbf/in 2 (68.9+3.4 kPa).
Return nested sieve assemblageto its position under nozzle
and, moving sieves in spray with a circular motion in a
horizontal plane at about one motion per second, wash
sample until wash water is clear. Every portion of the
sieve should be sprayed during each circular motion of
the sieves. During washing, hold sieve assemblageso that
bottom of spray nozzle extends 0.5 inch (13 mm) below
top of sieve frame.

B = original dry mass of sample in grams, and
C = dry mass of sample in grams after washing.
11.2 A suggested calculation form is shown on figure2
of USBR 4075.
12.

12.1 Report percentage of material finer than the No.
200 (75-#m) sieve by washing to nearest 0.1 percent, except
if the result is 10 percent or more, report to nearest whole
number. A typical reporting form is shown on figure 3
of USBR 4075.
13.

NOTE 5.-The 4 g/in 2 (6.3 kg/m 2) amounts to 0.43 Ibm (194 g)
for 8-inch (203-mm) diameter sieve.

Calculation

11.1 Calculate amount of material passing the No. 200
(75-/•m) sieve by washing as follows:
where:

A --

B-C
B
(100)

Precision and Bias

13.1 The multilaboratory standard deviation has been
found to be 0.22 percent for nominal 3/4-inch (19.0-mm)
maximum size coarse aggregatewith less than 1.5 percent
passing the No. 200 (75-/1m) sieve. Therefore, results of
two properly conducted tests from two different laboratories on samples of the same coarse aggregateshould
not differ by more than 0.62 percent. The corresponding
single-operator standard deviation has been found to be
0.10 percent. Therefore, results of two properly conducted
tests by the same operator on the same coarse aggregate
should not differ by more than 0.28 percent. See note 3.

10.6 Return all material retained on nested sieves to
washed sample by flushing. Dry the washed aggregateto
a constant mass at a temperature of 230+9 °F (110+5 °C),
and determine its mass to nearest 0.1 percent of origirial
sample mass.
11.

Report

NOTE 6.-Thepercentage values given in section 13 for standard
deviation represent the (1S) and (D2S) limits as described in
ASTM C 670.

(1)

A = percentage of material finer than a No. 200
(75-/•m) sieve by washing,

13.2
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procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4123; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
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Scope

3.2 This procedure may be useful in identifying porous
or otherwise unsound aggregate particles in research
activities or in petrographic analyses.
3.3 This procedure can be used to determine the
progressive differential spread in the specific gravity of
aggregateparticles. Also, the pertinent analyses of sinkfloat fractions resulting from heavy liquid separations will
indicate any significant improvement in aggregatequality
caused by the removal of low density material. Procedure
is also useful in studies to evaluate the economic feasibility
of any aggregate beneficiation processing method
dependent upon the specific gravity relationship between
an acceptable product and waste material.
3.4 Procedure serves as a specifications product quality
control test for aggregate produced by beneficiation
processing methods, such as heavy-media separation or
hydraulic jigging, and also provides a means to monitor
processing plant operating conditions to ensure optimum
production efficiency.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the percentage of low density pieces in
aggregateusing a sink-float separation in a heavy liquid
of suitable specific gravity.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Srandards:
C 123 Standard Test Method for Lightweight Pieces in
AggregatC
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 2
E 100 Standard Specification for ASTM Hydrometers•
E 126 Standard Method for Inspection, Test, and
Standardization of Hydrometers 4

3.

4.

4.1 Balances.-For determining mass of fine aggregates,
a balance having a capacity of not less than 1.1 Ibm (500 g),
and sensitive to at least 0.0002 Ibm (0.1 g) is required.
For determining mass of coarse aggregates, a balance having
a capacity of not less than 11.02 Ibm (5000 g), and sensitive
to at least 0.0022 Ibm (1 g) is required.
4.2 Containers.-The containers shall be suitable for
drying the aggregate sample.
4.3 Heavy LiquidConrainers.-Stainless steel beakers
are necessary for holding the heavy liquids during the sinkfloatseparation procedure, and also for holding any required
wash liquid. Beakers with about 2 quarts (2 L) capacity
with pouring spouts are suitable for fine aggregate
separations, which consist of minus No. 4 (-4.75-mm)
material. For separation of coarse aggregate, which is the
plus No. 4 material, 8- to 12-quart (8- to 12-L) capacity
beakers are required.
4.4 Sample Conrainers.-The sample containers shall
be baskets, with bail-type handles, fabricatedfrom wovenwire sieve cloth conforming to requirements of ASTM E 11.
Baskets shall fit snugly, but without binding, in the heavy

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure is used to determine conformance
with specifications provisions pertaining to the amount
of low density material in fine and coarse aggregates.A
heavy liquid with a specific gravity of 2.0 is used to separate
particles which may be classified as coal or lignite. Heavier
liquids may be used to check the percentages of other low
density pieces, such as chert, that have a specific gravity
less than 2.4.
I
2
3
4

Apparatus

AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vols. 04.02, 04.03.
AnnualBookofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
AnnualBookofASTM Standards, vols. 05.03, 14.0l.
AnnualBookofASTMStandards,vol. 14.01.
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liquid containers. The fine aggregatesample basket shall
be fabricated from No. 50 (300-/•m) wire cloth, and coarse
aggregatesample basket from No. 10 (2.00-mm) wire cloth.
Basket construction should be suitably reinforced to
maintain the basket shape without any deformation that
might be caused by repeated usage.
4.5 Skimmers.-Saucer-shaped skimmers, with handles,
fabricated from woven-wire sieve cloth conforming to
requirements of ASTM E 11 are required for separating
floating pieces from the heavy liquid. Fine aggregate
skimmers shall be fabricated from No. 50 (300-•zm) wire
cloth, and coarse aggregate skimmers from No. 10
(2.00-mm) wire cloth. The skimmers for fine aggregate
should be about 2 inches (50 mm) in diameter, and those
for coarse aggregate about 4 inches (100 ram) in diameter.
4.6 Sieves.-The sieves shall be No. 30 (600•zm) and
No. 4 (4.75 mm), conforming to ASTM E 11.
NOTE 1.-Any sieve that may be required to obtain an aggregate
sample for testing shall conform to ASTM E 11.
4.7 Specific Gravity Measurement.-Equipment for
determining specific gravity can be hydrometers conforming to requirements of sections 4 through 10 of ASTM E 100
and with cup-top hydrometer cylinders, or a suitable combination of graduated glassware and balance capable of
measuring heavy liquid specific gravities within +0.01. Also
required is a dipper or ladle for transferring, when required,
the heavy liquids or the wash and rinse liquids.
4.8 Hood.-A downdraft-type fume hood, with safety
sash. The minimum face velocity, with sash fully open,
should be 100 ft/min (0.51 m/s).
4.9 Oven.-Forced-air ventilated oven suitable for
drying the aggregate samples to a constant mass at
230+9 °F (110+5 °C).
4.10 Aggregate Drying Trays (optional).-Trays with
legs, fabricated from No. 10 (2.00-mm) woven-wire sieve
cloth conforming to ASTM E 11, may be used for rapid
drying of aggregatesamples retained on a No. 8 (2.36-mm)
or larger sieve. Trays should be of reinforced construction
to maintain their shape. The trays should be about 1 inch
(25 mm) deep; dimensions of width and length may vary
but should be such that test sample can be spread out
on tray to a thickness of one aggregateparticle. Suggested
width and length dimensions range from about 12 by 18
inches (305 by 460 mm) to about 18 by 36 inches (460
by 915 mm). One side of tray should have a chute to facilitate
transference of material. Use of a drying tray allows a
free flow of air around aggregate particles, and expedites
testing procedure when a large number of sink-float
separations are to be made or when USBR 4123 is used
as a quality control measure for aggregate production
processing.
5.

concrete aggregates limit the allowable percentage of
material having a specific gravity less than 1.95+0.02. The
zinc chloride liquid solution is used to make this
determination. About 690 grams of the zinc chloride salt
per liter of water are required to produce a solution of
the required specific gravity.
5.1.2 A mixture of kerosene with 1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane (acetylene tetrabromide), proportioned to
produce the desired specific gravity. The tetrabromoethane
has a specific gravity of about 2.95, while kerosene has
a specific gravity of about 0.80. Approximate proportions
by volume of the kerosene-tetrabromoethane mixture for
the heavy liquid at various specific gravities are shown
on figure 1.
5.2 The specific gravity of the heavy liquid shall be
maintained within +0.01 of specified value at all times
during test. The liquids in 5.1.2 have differential rates of
evaporation which will cause a progressive change in the
specific gravity of mixture. Periodic checking and
adjustment of the specific gravity for this heavy liquid will
be necessary. The zinc chloride solution (5.1.1) is relatively
stable; however, occasional specific gravity checks should
be made.
NOTE Z-Caution:The chemicals listed in 5.1.2 are toxic, both
by absorption through the skin and by inhalation. These chemicals
shall be used only in a down draft-type hood, and care shall
be taken to avoid inhalation or contact with eyes or skin. There
is no particular hazard from the fumes of the zinc chloride solution
(5.1.1); however, this solution is caustic. Protective clothing such
as gloves, aprons, and goggles should be worn to prevent contact
of these chemicals with the eyes or skin.
5.3
6.

RinseLiquids.-Kerosene or denatured alcohol.

Effect of Aggregate Moisture Conditions

6.1 The moisture content condition of aggregate
samples has a significant effect upon the results of sinkfloat separations. This is particularly true for fine aggregate
and "pea gravel" size coarse aggregate. Deviation from
the reliably reproducible and stable saturated-surface-dry
moisture condition, within the time frame required for
sink-float separations, will produce inaccurate test results.
Low density aggregate particles in a dry or less than
saturated-surface-dry condition will rapidly absorb heavy
liquids, and the relative increase in particle density causes
many low density "float" particles to react erroneously as
high density "sink" particles. A film of free moisture around
an aggregate particle not displaced by the heavy liquid
may occupy a volume sufficient to significantly lessen the
specific gravity of the particle and thus, a sink particle
may react as a pseudo-float particle. When free water is
present on aggregateparticles, the high surface tension
characteristics of the water will tend to cause particles to
cluster or cling together after immersion in heavy liquid
solution. Some sink particles will thus be captured by float
particles rising to surface of heavy liquid and will be
removed in float particle separation process. The presence
of free moisture on aggregate particles may also dilute
heavy liquid and lower its specific gravity.

Chemicals

5.1 Hea W Liquid.-The
heavy liquid shall consist of
one of the liquids described in 5.1.1 or 5.1.2.
5.1.1 A solution of zinc chloride in water, with a
specific gravity up to about 2.0. Bureau specifications for
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Figure 1. - Approximate proportions of kerosene-tetrabromoethane mixture for heavy liquid at various
specific gravities.
7.

Precautions

10.

7.1 This test procedure, which involves hazardous
materials and operations, does not claim to address all
safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.2 Specific precautionary measures for the chemicals
are given in section 5.
8.

Sampling

8.1 Secure field sample of aggregatein accordancewith
USBR 4075, and reduce sample to test portion size in
accordancewith USBR 4702.
8.2 Dry the test portion size of sample to a constant
mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C) before testing (note 3).
Minimum size of test sample shall be as shown in table 1.
NOTE 3.-This test procedure is performed on aggregate
samples in a saturated-surface-dry condition; therefore, "wet"
samples of processed material obtained at aggregateproduction
plants for quality control tests need not be dried to a constant
mass. If necessary, these wet samples should be washed to remove
any contaminating materials.
9.

Calibration

Conditioning

10.1 The conditioning required in this procedure is
primarily maintaining the specific gravity of the heavy
liquid as discussed in section 5.
11.

Procedure

11.1 Preparation of Test Samples.-Allow the dried test
sample to cool to room temperature. Sieve the fine
aggregate, minus No. 4 (-4.75-mm), samples over a No. 30
(600-#m) sieve, and the coarse aggregate, plus No. 4,
samples over a No. 4 sieve. Sieving should continue until
less than 1 percent of the retained material passes the
sieve during 60 seconds of continuous sieving. The mass
of the fine aggregate portion retained on the No. 30 sieve
should be a minimum of 0.22 Ibm (100 g) (note 4). Immerse
the aggregatesample in water for 30 minutes. If aggregate
samples are already saturated, this soaking period is not
required. Bring sample to a saturated-surface-dry condition
by the procedures specified in USBR 4128 (fine aggregate)
or USBR 4127 (coarse aggregate). Determine mass of test
sample to nearest 0.0002 Ibm (0.1 g) for fine aggregate,
and to nearest 0.0022 Ibm (1 g) for coarse aggregate.
NOTE 4.-In most Bureau quality evaluation investigations, the
nominal gradation separation points for coarse aggregateare No.
4, 3/8 and/or 3/4 inch, 1-1/2 inches, and 3 inches (4.75 mm,
9.5 and/or 19.0 mm, 37.5 mm, and 75 mm), and test samples
are separated at these points.

and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 Balances shall conform to the requirements of
section 4.1 by calibration in accordancewith USBR 1012.
9.3 Sieves shall conform to the requirements of section
4.6 and ASTM E 11 by calibration in accordance with
USBR 1025.
9.4 The oven shall conform to the requirements of
section 4.9 by calibration in accordancewith USBR 1020.
9.5 Hydrometers shall conform to the requirements
of section 4.7 by standardization in accordance with
ASTM E 126.

Table l. - Minimumsize of sample.
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Nominal maximum
aggregate(sieves with
square openings)

Minimummass of
sample, Ibm (g)

No. 4 (4.75 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)

0.44 (200)
3.31 (1500)
6.61 (3000)
11.02 (5000)
22.05 (10 000)
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11.2 Sink-Float Particle Separation.-All subsequent
heavy liquid, sink-float, separation procedures shall be
performed in the fume hood. Transfer sample to sample
basket container and place into heavy liquid beaker
container. The volume of the heavy liquid shall be at least
three times the absolute volume of the aggregate. To bring
floatparticles to the surface of the heavy liquid, stir sample
vigorously or agitate using a vertical, up-and-down,
reciprocating motion of sample basket for 5 seconds. This
stirring or basket agitation should be sufficiently vigorous
to free the low density "float" particles surrounded and
entrapped by the high density "sink" particles. Allow about
15 seconds for heavy liquid turbulence to subside, and then
remove floating aggregate particles with the skimmer.
Skimming depth should be just sufficient to remove only
the aggregate particles floating on heavy liquid surface.
Care should be taken while skimming not to create any
undue currents in the heavy liquid that would disturb the
settled sink material. Aggregateparticles suspended in the
heavy liquid mid-zone between the float and sink portions
of the sample should not be removed with the floatmaterial.
After skimming, allow excess heavy liquid to drain from
skimmer back into beaker. Transfer skimmed float material
to a wire basket container for rinsing to remove residual
heavy liquid from aggregate particle surfaces. Repeat
stirring or basket agitation and skimming sequence until
all low density material has been removed and transferred
to rinse basket. Skimming should be completed within 5
minutes fromtime test sample is immersed in heavy liquid.
11.2.1 After the sink-float separation has been
completed, clean float particles by washing in a suitable
solvent to remove residual heavy liquid from the particle
surfaces. For cleaning material separated in the zinc chloride
solution, thoroughly wash float particles in water. For
cleaning material separated in the kerosenetetrabromoethane mixture, immerse rinse basket containing float material in a beaker of kerosene. Then, agitate
material by using a vertical up-and-down motion of rinse
basket for 3 minutes. Remove basket frombeaker and drain
excess kerosene for 1 minute. Remove remaining kerosene
by agitating basket in a beaker containing denatured alcohol
for 2 minutes. Remove basket frombeaker and drain excess
alcohol for 1 minute. To prevent excessive contamination
and to maintain their effectiveness as rinse liquids,
replacement of kerosene and alcohol is recommended after
12 to 15 tests. Dry the floatparticles to a saturated-surfacedry condition. Determine mass of float particles to nearest
0.0002 Ibm (0.1 g) for fine aggregate, and to nearest
0.0022 lbm (1 g) for coarse aggregate.

aggregate sampies into water, kerosene, or alcohol should be
kept separate and not interchanged. These same precautions also
apply to the wire cloth skimmers used for separation of float
material from heavy liquid solutions.
11.2.2 Usually, the difference between the oven-dry
mass and the saturated-surface-dry mass of an aggregate
sample will not significantly affect the calculated percentage
of lightweight pieces. If greater precisionis required, this
percentage can be determined based on the oven-dried
aggregate sample mass condition for the mass values
defined in section 12.
11.3 Figure 2 shows a flow diagram of the steps
described in this section.
12.

Calculations

12.1 Calculate the percentage of low density pieces
(pieces floating on surface of heavy liquid) as follows:
For fine aggregate:
L=

M--21 (100)
M2

(1)

M__! (100)
3/3

(2)

For coarse aggregate:
L =

where:
L = percentage of low density pieces,
M1 = saturated-surface-dry mass of pieces that float,
M2 = saturated-surface-dry mass of portion of fine
aggregatetest sample coarser than the No. 30
(600-#m) sieve, and
Ms = saturated-surface-dry mass of original coarse
aggregatetest sample.
12.2 A suggested calculation form is shown on figure 3
of USBR 4075.
13.

Report

13.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 also shows a typical
reporting form.
14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 No interlaboratory or intralaboratory studies have
been conducted to determine precision indexes for this
procedure. The accuracy of this procedure may be estimated
by running separate specific gravity and absorption
determinations on individual pieces of the separate sink
or float fractions, or both.

NOTE 5.-Caution :To minimizeevaporation and the resulting
lowering of specific gravity, beakers containing the 1,1,2,2tetrabromoethane heavy liquid solutions should be covered at
all times when access is not needed. To prevent dilution of heavy
liquid solutions by introduction of liquids of lower specific gravity,
the wire cloth baskets used for immersion of aggregate samples
into the heavy liquids and the baskets used for immersion of

14.2
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SOAK SAMPLE IN WATER
FOR 3O MINUTES

RECORD
MASS

DRY SAMPLE TO SSD
ON DRYING SCREEN

DETERMINE FLOAT MASS
ON BALANCE

FORMULA:
FLOAT (PERCENT•
SSD MASS OF FLOAT
xlO0
SSD MASS OF SAMPLE

DETERMINE SAMPLE MASS
ON BALANCE

DRY FLOAT TO SSD
ON DRYING SCREEN

RECORD MASS

RINSE IN
WASH FLOAT IN IMMERSE IN
ALCOHOL
KEROSENE
HEAVY LIQUID
FOR 2 MINUTES FOR 3 MINUTES AND SEPARATE
FLOAT

NOTE:
FLOAT IS LOW-DENSITY PARTICLES
IN SAMPLE
SSD = SATURATED-SURFACE-DRY

LEGEND:
•ID. SAMPLE
.... " SAMPLE IN BASKET
...... D- FLOAT IN BASKET

Figure 2. - Flow diagram for separation of low-density pieces in aggregate.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND ABSORPTION
OF COARSE AGGREGATE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4127; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This procedure is a modified version of
ASTM designation: C 127-84.

1.

E 12 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Density
and Specific Gravity of Solids, Liquids, and Gases t'7
2.3 AASHTO Standards:
T 85 Standard Method of Test for Specific Gravity and
Absorptionof Coarse Aggregates

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
determination of specific gravity and absorption of coarse
aggregate.The specific gravity may be expressed as ovendry
bulk specific gravity, SSD (saturated-surface-dry) bulk
specific gravity, or apparent specific gravity. The SSD bulk
specific gravity and absorption are based on aggregatethat
has been soaked in water at room temperature for 24 hours.
This procedure is not intended to be used with lightweight
aggregates.

2.

3.

3.1 A sample of aggregateis immersed in water for
about 24 hours at room temperature to essentially fill the
pores of the aggregate. The sample is then removed from
the water, the water dried from the surface of the particles,
and the mass determined. Subsequently, the mass is also
determined while submerged in water. Finally, the sample
is ovendried and the mass determined a third time. Using
the three different masses obtained and the formulas given
in this procedure, it is possible to calculate three different
types of specific gravity and the absorption.

Applicable Documents

USBR Procedures:
2.1
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4566 Total Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete.
and Concrete Aggregates •,2
C 127 Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity and
Absorptionof Coarse AggregatO
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction
Materialsta,3,4
D 448 Standard Specification for Standard Sizes of Coarse
Aggregatefor Highway Construction la,4
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes •,3,5,6
1
2
3
4
5
6

AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vol.
Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol.
AnnualBooko£ASTMStandards, vol.
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol.
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol.
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol.

Summary of Procedure

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 The bulk specific gravity is the characteristic usually
used for calculation of the volume occupied by the aggregate
in various mixtures containing aggregateincluding portland
cement concrete, bituminous concrete, and other mixtures
that are proportioned or analyzed on an absolute volume
basis. Bulk specific gravity is also used to compute the
voids in the aggregatein USBR 4029. The SSD specific
gravity is used if the aggregate is wet; that is, if the
aggregate'sabsorption has been satisfied. Conversely, the
ovendry bulk specific gravity is used for the computations
when the aggregateis dry or assumedto be dry.
4.2 Apparent specific gravity pertains to the relative
density of the solid material making up the constituent
particles, but not including the pore space within the
particles that is accessibleto water.
4.3 Absorption values are used to calculate the change
in the mass of an aggregatedue to water absorbed in the

04.02.
04.03.
04.01.
04.08.
04.06.
14.02.

7 AnnualBook ofASTMStandardsl vol. 15.05.
8 Available from AASHTO (American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials), 444 North Capitol St., N.W., Suite 225,
Washington DC 20001.
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pore spaces within the constituent particles, as compared
to the dry condition, when it is deemed that the aggregate
• has been in contact with water long enough to satisfy most
of the absorption potential. The laboratory standard for
absorption is the absorption obtained after submerging
the dry aggregatein water for about 24 hours. Aggregates
mined from below the water table may have a higher
absorption, when used, if not allowed to dry. Conversely,
some aggregates may contain an amount of absorbed
moisture less than the 24-hour soaked condition. For an
aggregate that has been in contact with water and that
has free moisture on the particle surfaces, the percentage
of free moisture (dry mass basis) can be determined by
deducting the absorption from the total moisture content
that is determined by USBR 4566.
4.4 The general procedures described are suitable for
determining the absorption of aggregatesthat have had
conditioning other than the 24-hour soaked condition, such
as boiling water or vacuum saturation. The values obtained
for absorption and the SSD bulk specific gravity by other
methods will be different than the values obtained by the
prescribed 24-hour soaked condition.
4.5 The pores in low-density aggregatesmay or may
not become essentially filled with water after immersion
for 24 hours; many such aggregatescan remain immersed
in water for several days without satisfying most of the
absorption potential. Therefore, this procedure is not
intended for use with low-density aggregate.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Specific Gravity.-The ratio of the mass in air of
a unit volume of a material to the mass of the same volume
of water at stated temperatures.
5.1.1 Bulk Specific Gravity (Ovendry Basis).-The
ratio of the mass in air of a unit volume of aggregate
(including the permeable and impermeable voids in the
particles, but not including the voids between the particles)
at a stated temperature to the mass in air of an equal
volume of gas-free distilled water at a stated temperature.
5.1.2 Bulk Specific Gravity (SSD Basis).-The ratio
of the mass in air of a unit volume of aggregate (including
the mass of water within the voids filled to the extent
achieved by submei'ging in water for about 24 hours, but
not including the voids between the particles) at a stated
temperature to the mass in air of an equal volume of gasfree distilled water at a stated temperature.
5.1.3 Apparent Specific Gravity.-The ratio of the
mass in air of a unit volume of the impermeable portion
of the aggregate at a stated temperature to the mass in
air of an equal volume of gas-free distilled water at a stated
temperature.
5.2 Absorption.-The increase in mass of an aggregate
due to water in the pores of the aggregate, but not including
water adhering to the outside surfaces of the particles,
expressed as a percentage of dry mass. The aggregate is
considered "dry" when it has been maintained at 230+9 °F
(110+5 °C) for a sufficient time to remove all uncombined
water.
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NOTE 1.-The terminology for specific gravity is based on terms
defined in ASTM E 12, and that for absorption in ASTM C 125.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Balance.-A device for determining the mass that
is sensitive, readable, and accurate to 0.05 percent of the
sample mass at any point within the range used, or
0.001 Ibm (0.5 gram), whichever is greater. The balance
shall be equipped with suitable apparatus for suspending
the sample container in water from the center of the mass
platform or pan of the balance.
6.2 Sample Container.-A wire basket of No. 6
(3.35 mm) or finer mesh, or a container of approximately
equal breadth and height, with a 1- to 2-gallon (4- to 7-L)
capacity for the 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) nominal maximum
size aggregate or smaller, and a larger container as needed
fortesting the larger maximum size aggregate. Each sample
container shall be constructed so as to prevent the trapping
of air when container is submerged.
6.3 Water Tank.-A watertight tank into which the
sample container may be placed while it is suspended below
the balance.
6.4 Sieves.-A No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve, or other sizes
as needed, see sections 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4, conforming to
ASTM E 11.
6.5 Oven.-An oven of appropriate size capable of
maintaining a temperature of 230-t-9 °F (110+5 °C).
6.6 Miscellaneous
Equipment.-Electric
fans and
various drying cloths and pans.
7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all the safety problems associated with its use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
8.

Sampling

8.1 Sample the aggregate in accordance with USBR
4075.
8.2 Thoroughly mix the sample of aggregateand reduce
it to the approximate quantity needed using the applicable
procedures in USBR 4702. Reject all material passing a
No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve by dry sieving, and wash thoroughly
to remove dust or other coatings from the aggregate
surfaces. If the coarse aggregate contains a substantial
quantity of material finer than the No. 4 sieve, such as
the sizes 8 and 9 shown in ASTM D 448, use the No. 8
(2.36-mm) sieve instead of the No. 4 sieve. Alternatively,
separate the material finer than the No. 4 sieve, and test
the finer material in accordancewith USBR 4128.
8.3 The minimum mass of the test sample to be used
is shown in table 1. Frequently, it may be desirable to
test a coarse aggregatein several separate size fractions
and, if sample contains more than 15 percent retained
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68 to 86 °F (20 to 30 °C) with a preferred range of 68
to 77 °F (20 to 25 °C).

Table 1. - Minimummass of test sample.
Nominal
maximum size
inches
(mm)

Minimum mass
of test sample
Ibm
(kg)

1/2
3/4
1
1-1/2
2
2-1/2
3
3-1/2
4
4-1/2
5
6

4.4
6.6
8.8
11
18
26
40
55
88
110
165
276

(12.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(37.5)
(50)
(63)
(75)
(90)
(100)
(112)
(125)
(150)

NOTE 2.-When testing coarse aggregate of large nominal
maximum size requiring large test samples, it may be more
convenient to perform the test on two or more subsamples. The
values obtained are then combined for the computations described
in section 11.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(8)
(12)
(18)
(25)
(40)
(50)
(75)
(125)

10.2 When the absorption and specific gravity values
are to be used in proportioning concrete mixtures in which
the aggregateswill be in their naturally moist condition,
the requirement for initial drying to a constant mass may
be eliminated. If surfaces of particles in the sample have
been kept continuously wet until test, the 24-hour soaking
period may also be eliminated.
NOTE 3.-Values for absorption and SSD bulk specific gravity
may be significantly higher for aggregatenot ovendried before
soaking than for the same aggregatetreated in accordance with
section 10.1. This is especially true of particles larger than 3 inches
(75 mm) because the water may not be able to penetrate the
pores to the center of the particle in the prescribed soaking period.

on the 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) sieve, tests should be made
on the material larger than 1-1/2 inches in one or more
size fractions separately from the smaller size fractions.
When an aggregate is tested in separate size fractions,
the minimum mass of the test sample for each fraction
shall be the difference between the masses prescribed for
the maximum and minimum sizes of the fraction.
8.4 If sample is tested in two or more size fractions,
determine the grading of the sample in accordance with
USBR 4136, including the sieves used for separating the
size fractions for the determinations in this procedure.
When calculating the percentage of material in each size
fraction, ignore the quantity of material finer than the
No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve, or the No. 8 (2.36-mm) sieve when
used in accordancewith section 8.2.
9.

Calibration

10.3 Remove test sample from water and roll sample
in a large absorbent cloth until all visible films of water
are removed. Then, wipe the larger particles individually.
A moving stream of air may be used to assist in the drying
operation. Take care to avoid evaporation of water from
aggregatepores during the surface drying. Determine mass
of test sample in the SSD condition. Record this and all
subsequent masses to the nearest 0.001 lbm (0.5 gram)
or 0.05 percent of sample mass, whichever is greater.
10.4 After determining mass, immediately place the
SSD test sample in the sample container and determine
mass of sample in water. Take care to remove all entrapped
air before determining the mass by shaking the container
while immersed.

and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
9.2 The balance shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1012.
9.3 The sieves shall be checked for compliance in
accordance with USBR 1025 to meet the' requirements of
ASTM E 11.
9.4 Drying ovens shall be calibrated in accordancewith
USBR 1020.
10.

NOTE 4.-The container should be immersed to a depth
sufficient to cover both the container and test sample during
mass determination. The balance shall be tared to compensate
for the mass of the empty container while it is immersed. The
wire suspending the container should be of the smallest practical
size to minimize any possible effects of a variable immersed
length.
10.5 Dry the test sample to a constant mass at 230+9 o F
(110+5 °C); cool in air at room temperature for 1 to 3
hours, or until aggregatehas cooled to a temperature that
is comfortable to handle, about 122 °F (50 °C); and then
determine mass.
10.6 This procedure, which is based on a 24-hour
soaking period, determines the standard values for specific
gravity and absorption. To meet the particular requirements
for concrete mix design studies, the values for the SSD
coarse aggregatemay be determined for something other
than 24-hour soaking periods, with the test procedure being
identical in all other respects.

Procedure

10.1 Dry the test sample to a constant mass at 230+9 o F
(110+5 °C); and cool in air at room temperature for 1
to 3 hours, for test samples of 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm)
nominal maximum size, or longer for larger sizes until
aggregatehas cooled to a temperature that is comfortable
to handle, about 122 °F (50 °C). Subsequently, immerse
the sample in water at room temperature for 24+4 hours.
Room temperature is considered to be in the range of
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11.

Calculations

11.1 Calculations for specific gravity and absorption
in this section use the letters A, B, and C:
where:
A = mass of ovendry test sample in air,
B = mass of SSD (saturated-surface-dry) test sample
in air, and
C ---- mass of SSD test sample in water.
A, B, and C are all in units of pound mass (grams).

NOTE 5.-Some users of this procedure may prefer to express
the results of the tests in terms of density. The density may
be determined by multiplying any of three specific gravity values
by the density of water at 73.4 °F (23.0 °C), which is 62.27
lbm/fO (997.5 kg/m 3 or 0.9975 Mg/m3).Some authorities recommend using the density of water at 39.2 °F (4.0 °C), which is
62.43 lbm/ft3 (1000 kg/m 3 or 1.000 Mg/m3), as being sufficiently accurate. Whichever value is used, the results should be
expressed to three significant digits. The density terminology
corresponding to the three types of specific gravity has not been
standardized.
11.3 Absorption.-Calculate the percentage of absorption as follows:

11.1.1 Bulk Specific Gravity (Ovendcy).-Calculate the
ovendry bulk specific gravity as follows:
A
Ovendry bulk sp. gr. -- B-C

(1)

11.1.2 Bulk Specific Gravity (SSD).-Calculate the
SSD bulk specific gravity on the basis of the mass of the
SSD aggregate as follows:
B
SSD Bulk sp. gr. = B-"'--C

(2)

Absorption (percent) =

P1Abl
P2Alou
Ab100 + 10--• +

G =
+

P2
100 Gu

+

"

(6)

Ab = average absorption,in
percent,
P1, P2.... P• = mass percentages of each size
fractionpresent in original
sample, and
Abl, A/• .... A/• = absorption percentages for
each size fraction.
11.5 Figure 1 shows a typical data and calculation form
for this procedure.
12.

Report

12.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 may be used as a reporting
form for this procedure. The report shall include:

(4)
P1
100 Ca

I°.AI•
'" 100

where:

(3)

11.2 Average Specific Gravity Values.-When sample
is tested in separate size fractions, an average value for
any of the three different bulk specific gravities can be
computed as the weighted average of the values computed
in 11.1 using equation (4). The derivation of this equation
is given in appendix XI.

(5)

11.4 Average Absorption Value.-When sample is
tested in separate size fractions, the average absorption
value is the average of the values computed in section
11.3, weighted in proportion to the mass percentages of
the size fractionsin the original test sample:

11.1.3 Apparent Specific Gravity.-Calculate the
apparent specific gravity as follows:
A
Apparent sp. gr. -- A-C

B-A
7 (100)

P•
100 G,,

• Report specific gravity results to the nearest 0.01,
and indicate which type of specific gravity is being
reported.
• Report the absorption result to the nearest 0.1
percent.
• If the specific gravity and absorption values were
determined without first drying the aggregate, as
permitted in section 10.2, this option should be noted
in the report.

where:
G = average specific gravity (all forms of
expression for specific gravity can
be averaged in this manner),
-'°1, P2 .... Pn = mass percentages of each size fraction present m original sample,
and
Ca, Gu .... G• = appropriate specific gravity values
for each size fraction depending
on type of specific gravity being
averaged.

13.

Precision and Bias

13.1 Precision.-The
estimates on the precision for this
test procedure are shown in table 2, and are based on
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the results from the AASHTO Materials Reference
Laboratory Reference Sample Program, with testing
conducted using ASTM C 127 and AASHTO Method T

Table 2. - Precision estimates.

85. The only significant difference between these two
methods is that ASTM C 127 requires a saturation period
of 24+4 hours while T 85 requires a minimum of 15 hours.
This difference has been found to have an insignificant
effect on the precision indices. The data shown in table
2 are based on the analyses of more than 100 paired test
results from 40 to 100 laboratories.
13.2 Bias.-The bias for this procedure has not been
determined at this time.

Single-Operator Precision:
Ovendry bulk specific gravity
SSD bulk specific gravity
Apparent specific gravity
Absorption2, percent
MultilaboratoryPrecision:
Ovendry bulk specific gravity
SSD bulk specific gravity
Apparent specific gravity
Absorption
2, percent

Standard
Deviation
(1S) 1

Acceptable
Range of
Two Results
(D2S) t

0.009
.007
.007
.088

0.025
.020
.020
.25

.013
.011
.011
.145

.038
.032
.032
.41

i These numbers represent the (1S) and (D2S) limits as described
in ASTM C 670. These precision estimates were obtained from the
analysis of combined AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory
reference sample data from laboratories using 15-hour minimum
saturation times and other laboratories using 24+4-hour saturation
times. Testing was performed on normal density aggregates,and tests
were started with aggregatesin ovendry condition.
2 These precision estimates were based on aggregateswith absorptions
of less than 2 percent.
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Figure 1. - Typical data and calculation form for average values of specific gravity and absorption for a coarse aggregate tested in separate size
fractions.
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APPENDIXES
Xl.

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
(Nonmandatory Information)

X1.1 The derivation of equation (4) in section 11.2
is apparent from the following simplified case using two
solids. Solid No. 1 has a mass of MI in pound mass
(kilograms), a volume V1 in cubic feet (cubic meters), and
a specific gravity GI of 1141/171. Similarly, solid No. 2 has
a mass 342, a volume V2, and a G2 of 342/V2. If these
two solids are considered together, the specific gravity of
the combination is the total mass divided by the total
volume:
G

G =

1
Vl-[-V2
341 + M2

M1
/141 +/142

--

P1

and

100

V1

1

Vx + I12

and, G1

1

M2
M1 + M2

--

Ga
Gs
Ga
Ab

M1 and Gu

X2.2

+

+ __P2 (_.•)
100

__P1 (•11)
100

V2
341 q- M2

= Equation (4)

G8

GR

1

=

G•
Ab

ovendry bulk specific gravity,
SSD bulk specific gravity,
apparent specific gravity, and
absorption (percent).

G•

100
100

Then:

Ga=
--

Ab =

( 1+•Ab) Ge
1
Ge

1

Ab
100

_

I00

342

1

G =

Let:
=
=
=
=

P2
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X2. INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SPECIFIC GRAVITIES
AND ABSORPTION AS DEFINED IN USBR 4127 AND 4128
(Nonmandatory Information)
X2.1

•22

Therefore,
1

Vl
3/1 + 342

M1 + M2

However, the mass fractions of the two solids are:

M1 -I- M2

=

+

MI+M2

Manipulation of this equation yields:
G =

341

Ge

AbGd
100
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

)

USBR 4128-92

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND ABSORPTION
OF FINE AGGREGATE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4128; the number immediately following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C128-84.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
determination of bulk and apparent specific gravity and
absorption of fine aggregate.
1.2 This procedure determines, after 24 hours in water,
the bulk specific gravity and the apparent specific gravity
(as defined in ASTM E 12), the bulk specific gravity on
the basis of mass of SSD (saturated-surface-dry) aggregate,
and the absorption as defined in ASTM C 125.

3.

Significance and Use

3.1 The bulk specific gravity is the characteristic usually
used for calculation of the volume occupied by the aggregate
in various mixtures containing aggregate, including
portland cement concrete, bituminous concrete, and other
mixtures that are proportioned or analyzed on an absolute
volume basis. Bulk specific gravity is also used to compute
the voids in the aggregate in USBR 4029 and the
determination of moisture in the aggregate,by displacement in water, in ASTM C 70. The SSD (saturated-surfacedry) bulk specific gravity is used if the aggregateis wet;
that is, if the aggregate's absorption has been satisfied.
Conversely, the ovendry bulk specific gravity is used for
the computations when the aggregateis dry or assumed
to be dry.
3.2 Apparent speci'fic gravity pertains to the relative
density of the solid material making up the constituent
particles, but not including the pore space within the
particles that is accessible to water. This value is not widely
used in construction aggregate technology.
3.3 Absorption values are used to calculate the change
in the mass of an aggregate due to water absorbed in the
pore spaces within the constituent particles, as compared
to the dry condition, when it is deemed that the aggregate
has been in contact with water long enough to satisfy most
of the absorption potential. The laboratory standard for

NOTE 1.-The ASTM subcommittee is considering revising
ASTM C 127 and C 128 for coarse and fine aggregate,respectively,
to use the term "density" instead of "specific gravity."
2.

C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction
Materials1,2,3,4
E 12 Definitions of Terms Relating to Density and
Specific Gravity of Solids, Liquids, and Gases •,5
2.3 AASHTO Standard:
T 84 Standard Method of Test for Specific Gravity and
Absorption of Fine Aggregates 6

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1030 Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4566 Total Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 70 Standard Test Method for Surface Moisture in Fine
Aggregatel
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates•,2
C 127 Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity and
Absorptionof Coarse Aggregate•
C 128 Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity and
Absorptionof Fine Aggregatel,2

3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
4 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.08.
5 AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards,vol. 15.05.
6 Available from AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials), 444 North Capitol St., N.W., Suite 225,
Washington DC 20001.

1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.03.
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absorption is the absorption obtained after submerging
the dry aggregate in water for about 24 hours. Aggregates
mined from below the water table may have a higher
absorption, when used, if not allowed to dry. Conversely,
some aggregates, when used, may contain an amount of
absorbed moisture less than the 24-hour soaked condition.
For an aggregate that has been in contact with water and
that has free moisture on the particle surfaces, the
percentage of free moisture (dry mass basis) can be
determined by deducting the absorption from the total
moisture content determined using USBR 4566.
4.

Apparatus

4.1 Balance.-A balance or scale having a capacity of
1 kg or more, sensitive to 0.1 g or less, and accurate within
0.1 percent of the test load at any point within the range
of use for this test. Within any 100-g range of test load,
the difference between readings shall be accurate within
0.1g.
4.2 Pycnometer.-A flask or other suitable container
into which the fine aggregate test sample can be readily
introduced and in which the volume content can be
reproduced within +0.1 cmL The volume of the container
filled to mark shall be at least 50 percent greater than
the space required to accommodate the test sample. A
volumetric flask of 500 cm3 capacity, or a fruit jar fitted
with a pycnometer top, is satisfactory fora 500-g test sample
of most fine aggregates. The Bureau-modified pycnometer,
a 1-quart (0.9464-L) fruit jar with opening edge surfaces
ground level and capped with a plate glass disk top, is
satisfactory for a 500- to 800-g sample.
4.3 Mold.-A metal mold in the form of a frustumof
a cone with dimensions as follows: 40+3 mm inside
diameter at the top, 90-1-3 mm inside diameter at the
bottom, and 75+3 mm in height, with the metal having
a minimum thickness of 0.8 ram.
4.4 Tamper.-A metal tamper with a mass of 340+15 g
and having a flat circular tamping face 25+3 mm in
diameter.
4.5 StorageJar.-A water storage jar of about 5 gallon
(20 L) capacity for maintaining water at room temperature.
Room temperature is considered to be in the range of
68 to 86 °F (20 to 30 °C) with a preferred range of 68
to 77 °F (20 to 25 °C).
4.6 Pump.-A vacuum pump or an aspirator apparatus
capable of producing 20 inches (67.7 kPa) of mercury
vacuum; and with the necessary pipe, connections, and
gauges for removing the entrapped air from pycnometers.
NOTE 2.-Either the pump or aspirator is preferable, but not
required, over the manual agitation described in section 6.6.1.
4.7 Oven.-An oven of appropriate size capable of
maintaining a temperature of 230+9 °F (110+5 °C).
5.

to address all the safety problems associated with its use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safcty and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Calibration and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedureor standard directly
or by reference to another.
6.2 The balance or scale shall be calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1012.
6.3 The mold shall be checked for compliance with
section 4.3 by linear measuring devices and calipers meeting
the requirements of USBR 1000.
6.4 The tamper shall be checked for compliance with
section 4.4 by a balance and linear measuring device or
outside calipers meeting the requirements of USBR 1012
and 1000, respectively.
6.5 Drying ovens shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1020.
6.6 The pycnometer or flask shall be calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1030.
6.6.1 Alternative to Determining Volume of
Pycnometer.-Adjustingthe pycnometer and its contents
to a designated temperature for each determination of fine
aggregate specific gravity may require considerable time.
A convenient pycnometer calibration method determines
pycnometer masses, when filled to capacity with water,
at the various room temperatures that will typically prevail
under laboratory conditions. Pycnometers should be clean
and dry prior to this calibration. Entrapped air is removed
from the water by manual agitation of the pycnometer
or, preferably, by application of a vacuum for 15 minutes.
During vacuum application, the pycnometer may be gently
rolled or tapped occasionally to aid in the removal of air
bubbles. If the preferred vacuum application is not used,
manually roll, invert, and agitate pycnometer until all air
bubbles are eliminated. After final adjustment of the water
level to pycnometer calibration capacity, dry olltside of
pycnometer and determine mass of the water-filled
pycnometer to the ne•/rest 0.1 g and water temperature
to the nearest 1 °F (0.3 °C). Repeat this procedure for
at least six different temperatures within the range of
laboratory conditions. A calibration curve is then plotted
through the data points obtained, using pycnometer masses
as the ordinate and temperatures as the abscissa. The mass
of the pycnometer, filled with water at a specific
temperature, can then be selected from the curve, or from
a calibration chart prepared for each 1 °F temperature
interval (see fig. 1).
NOTE 3.-Some procedural differences for the calibration of
volumetric flasks or fruit-jar pycnometers are: (1)Volumetric
Flask.-Fill flask with water until lowest lSoint of concave water
meniscus is even with calibration capacity reference line on flask
neck. If, after removal of entrapped air, water level is below
flask reference line, adjust water level with a buret or pipet to

Precautions

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
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8.1.2 As an alternative to the "method described in
section 8.1.1 and where the absorption and specific gravity
values are to be used in proportioning concrete mixtures
with aggregatesused in their naturally moist condition,
the requirement for initial drying to a constant mass may
be eliminated and, if surfaces of particles have been kept
wet, the 24-hour soaking may also be eliminated.
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NOTE 4.-Values for absorption and specific gravity in the
SSD condition may be significantly higher for aggregatenot oven
dried before soaking than for the same aggregate treated in
accordance with section 8.1.1.
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Figure 1. - Typical calibration curve for the mass of water in
pycnometer at various temperatures.
reset the water meniscus at the reference line. (2) FruirJar
Pycnometer (Conical Metal Top).-Prior to calibration, the conical
metal top should be screwed down snugly and permanent
alignment marks scribed on top and jar to ensure that a uniform
compression of the rubber gasket may always be obtained. Fill
jar to top with water and remove entrapped air, then screw
down conical metal top until alignment marks on top and jar
match. Adjust water level to calibration capacity (cone top hole
opening) with a buret or pipet. If manual agitation is used to
remove air bubbles, cover the top hole with a finger while rolling
jar. (3) FruirJar Pycnomerer (Modified With Glass Disk Top).Fill jar to top with water and remove entrapped air. Add sufficient
water such that a convex water meniscus forms at jar opening.
Then slowly slide glass disk top horizontally with a slicing motion
across the opening, taking care to avoid any entrapping of air
below the disk top.
7.

Sampling

7.1. Sampling shall be accomplished in general
accordancewith USBR 4075.
8.

Preparation of Test Specimen

8.1 Obtain about 1.2 to 1.5 kg of the fine aggregate
from the sample using the applicableprocedures described
in USBR 4702.
8.1.1 Dry the fine aggregateobtained in a suitable
pan or vessel to a constant mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C).
Allow to cool to a comfortable handling temperature, cover
with water (by immersion or by the addition of at least
6 percent free moisture), and allow to condition for 24+4
hours. If sample is not completely immersed in water, the
pan should be covered to prevent moisture loss.
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8.2 Decant excess water with care to avoid loss of fines,
spread sample on a flat surface exposed to a gently moving
current of warm air, and stir frequently to secure
homogeneous drying. If desired, mechanical aids such as
tumbling or stirring may be used to assist in achieving
the SSD condition. Continue this operation until test
specimen approaches a free-flowing condition. Follow the
method in 8.2.1 to determine whether surface moisture
is present on the constituent fine aggregate particles. It
is intended that the first trial of the cone test will be
made with some surface water on the particles. Continue
drying with constant stirring, and test at frequent intervals
until test indicates that Specimen has reached a surfacedry condition. If the first trial of the surface moisture test
indicates that moisture is not present on the surface, the
specimen has been dried beyond the SSD condition. In
this case, thoroughly mix a few milliliters of water with
the fine aggregate and permit the specimen to stand in
a covered container for 30 minutes. Then, resume the
process of drying and testing at frequent intervals for the
onset of the surface-dry condition.
8.2.1 Cone TesrforSurfaceMoisrure.-Hold the mold
firmly on a smooth nonabsorbent surface with large
diameter of mold facing down. Place a portion of the
partially dried fine aggregate loosely in the mold by filling
mold to overflowing and heaping additional material above
the top of the mold by holding it with the cupped fingers
of the hand holding the mold. Lightly tamp the fine
aggregate into the mold with 25 light drops of the tamper.
Each tamper drop should start about 0.2 inch (5 ram)
above top surface of the fine aggregate. Permit the tamper
to fall freely under gravitational attraction on each drop.
Adjustthe starting height of the tamper to the new surface
elevation of the aggregate after each drop and distribute
the drops over the surface. Remove loose sand from the
base and lift the mold vertically. If surface moisture is
still present, the fine aggregate will retain the molded
shape. When the fine aggregate slumps slightly, that
indicates that it has reached a surface-dry condition. Some
angular fine aggregate, or a material with a high proportion
of fines, may not slump in the cone test when reaching
a surface-dry condition. This may be the case if the fines
become airborne upon dropping a handful of the sand from
the cone test 4 to 6 inches (102 to 152 ram) onto a surface.
For these materials, the SSD condition should be considered
as the point when one side of the fine aggregate slumps
slightly upon removal of the mold.
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NOTE 5.-While stirring the sand during drying, visual
inspection and handling of the fine aggregatewill indicate the
approach of the required free-flowing SSD condition. If the sand,
when formed into a pile, is cut vertically with a spoon or small
trowel and the cut portion of the pile remains vertical, surface
moisture is still present. If the sand, when squeezed in the hand,
retains the molded shape, excess surface moisture is present.
During drying, most sands change from a dark (wet) to light
(dry) color. Adhering wet sand particles will, as drying progresses,
tend to become separate and distinct from one another when
near the SSD condition.

fine aggregate sample, prepared as described in section
8, into the pycnometer. Then, fill with additional water
to about 90 percent of capacity. Entrapped air shall be
removed by subjecting pycnometer contents to vacuum
treatment and/or manual agitation (rolling, inverting, etc.)
of the pycnometer. When entrapped air bubbles have been
eliminated, bring water level in pycnometer to its calibrated
capacity, and dry off outside of pycnometer. Determine
and record the total mass of the pycnometer, sample
specimen, and water to the nearest 0.1 g; and the
temperature of water in the pycnometer to the nearest
1 °F (0.3 °C).

NOTE 6.-The following criteria have also been used on
materials that do not readily slump: (1) Provisional Cone Test.Fill cone mold as described in 8.2.1, except only use 10 drops
of the tamper. Add more fine aggregate and use 10 drops of
the tamper again. Then, add aggregate two more times using
3 and 2 drops of the tamper, respectively. Level off the material
even with top of mold, remove loose material from base, and
lift moldvertically. (2) ProvisionalSurface Test.-If airborne fines
are noted when fine aggregate is such that it will not slump
when it is at a moisture condition, add more moisture to the
sand and, at onset of surface-dry condition, lightly hand pat about
100 g of the material on a flat,dry, clean, dark, or dull nonabsorbent
surface such as a sheet of rubber, a worn oxidized, galvanized,
or steel surface, or a black-painted metal surface. After 1 to 3
seconds, remove the fine aggregate. If noticeable moisture shows
on the test surface for more than 1 to 2 seconds, surface moisture
is considered to be present on the fine aggregate. (3) Colorimetric
procedures described by Kandhal and Lee [1] 7. (4) For reaching
the SSD condition on a single size material that slumps when
wet, hard-finish paper towels can be used to surface dry the
material until the point is reached where the paper towel does
not appear to be picking up moisture from the surfaces of the
fine aggregate particles.
8.2.2 When the sample of sand has reached a surfacedry condition, the sample should be split into two parts
using a sand splitter. One part will be used for
determination of absorption and the other for specific
gravity. Determine the mass of each part to the nearest
0.1 g. If bulk (dry basis) and/or apparent specific gravities
are to be determined, adjust the two parts into identical
mass values for the absorption and specific gravity samples.
8.3 The preparation of the test specimen, based on
a 24-hour soaking period, determines standard values for
specific gravity and absorption. To meet the particular
requirements of concrete mix design studies, specific gravity
and absorption values for SSD fine aggregate may be
determined for other than the 24-hour soaking period, with
the procedure being identical in all other respects.
9.

Procedure

9.1 Specific Gravity=Partially fill pycnometer with
water at room temperature, and immediately place the SSD
7 Number in brackets refers to entry in Reference, section 13.
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NOTE 7.-h normally takes about 15 to 20 minutes to eliminate
air bubbles.

9.1.1 When filling pycnometer to calibrated capacity,
any air bubbles that may be entrapped between the fine
aggregate grains must be eliminated to obtain accurate
specific gravity values. When manual agitation is used to
remove entrapped air, stopper or cap the pycnometer to
prevent any loss of sample. When using fruit-jar
pycnometers, match the alignment marks on the conical
metal top and jar and, during manual agitation of jar
contents, cover top hole in jar with a finger. The glass
disk top of a Bureau-modifiedpycnometer should be held
firmly in place during agitation of the jar. When subjecting
pycnometer contents to vacuum treatment by connection
to an aspirator or vacuum pump, position and hold vacuum
stopper or cap over pycnometer opening until reduction
in air pressure is sufficient to seal stopper or cap in place;
then continue to reduce air pressure until required vacuum
is attained. To minimize the "boiling action" that occurs
with some fine aggregatesamples when subjected to the
reduced air pressure, the vacuum should be applied at a
slow rate. After application of the vacuum for about 15
minutes, slowly increase air pressure until vacuum seal
is broken, and then add water necessary to fill pycnometer
to its calibrated capacity. After sufficient water is added
to the Bureau-modified fruit-jar pycnometer for a convex
meniscus of water to rise above the jar opening, the glass
disk top is moved horizontally across the jar opening.
Firmly hold glass disk in place and manually agitate jar
with a swirling motion to bring entrapped air bubbles to
top of jar. Remove the glass disk top and repeat this
procedure until air bubbles are no longer visible.
9.2 Absorption.-Dry the absorption sample to a
constant mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C), and determine
sample mass to nearest 0.1 g.
9.2.1 If a single sample is being used for both specific
gravity and absorption, remove fine aggregate sample from
pycnometer after determination of specific gravity, dry to
a constant mass at 230+9 o F, cool in air at room temperature
for lO-0.5 hour, and determine sample mass to nearest
0.1 g. Care must be used to avoid any loss of fine material
during removal of fine aggregate sample from pycnometer.
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10.

Calculations

10.1 Bulk Specific GraviO, (Dty-Basis).-Calculate the
bulk specific gravity, as defined in ASTM E 12, as follows:
A
Bulk sp. gr. -- E+ B- F

(1)

12.

where:
A

=

B
E

=
=

F

=

10.2 Bulk Specific Gravity (SSD).-Calculate the SSD bulk
specific gravity on the basis of mass of SSD aggregate
as follows:

13.

(2)

Reference

[ 1] Kandhal and Lee, Highway Research RecordNo. 307,
p. 44.

10.3 Apparent Specific Gra vity.-Calculatethe apparent
specific gravity, as defined in ASTM E 12, as follows:
A
Apparent sp. gr. -- E + A - F

Precision and Bias

12.1 Precision.-The estimates on the precision for this
test procedure are shown in table 1, and are based on
results from the AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory
Reference Sample Program, with testing conducted using
ASTM C 128 and AASHTO Method T 84. The only
significant difference between these two methods is that
ASTM C 128 requires a saturation period of 24+4 hours
while T 84 requires 15 to 19 hours. This difference has
been found to have an insignificant effect on the precision
indices. The data shown in table i are based on the analyses
of more than 100 paired test results from 40 to 100
laboratories.
12.2 Bias.-The bias for this procedure has not been
determined at this time.

mass of ovendry test specimen in air, in
grams;
mass of SSD sample, in grams;
mass of pycnometer filled with water (grams)
to calibration mark at temperature T; and
mass of pycnometer including specimen and
water (grams) to calibration mark at
temperature T.

B
SSD Bulk sp. gr. -- E + B - F

• If the fine aggregate was tested in a naturally moist
condition other than the ovendry or 24-hour soaked
condition, report the source of the sample and the
method used to prevent drying prior to testing.

(3)

Table 1.-Precisionestimates.
Acceptable
Standard range of
deviation two results
(1S) l
(D2S) 1

10.4 Absorprion.-Calculate the percentage of absorption, as defined in ASTM C 125, as follows:
Absorption (percent)'--

B-A
(100)
A

(4)

Single-Operator Precision:
Ovendry bulk specific gravity
SSD bulk specific gravity
Apparent specific gravity
Absorption 2, percent

10.5 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a typical data and
calculation form for this procedure.

0.011
.0095
.0095
.11

0.032
.027
.027
.31

0.023
.020
.020
.23

0.066
.056
.056
.66

Multilaboratory Precision:
11.

Report

Ovendry bulk specific gravity
SSD bulk specific gravity
Apparent specific gravity
Absorption •, percent

11.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 may be used as a reporting
form for this procedure. The report shall include:

t These numbers represent the (IS) and (D2S) limits as described
in ASTM C 670. These precision estimates were obtained from the
analysis of combined AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory
reference sample data from laboratories using 15- to 19-hour saturation
times and other laboratories using 24+4-hour saturation times. Testing
was performed on normal density aggregates,and tests were started
with aggregatesin the ovendry condition.
2 These precision estimates were based on aggregates with absorptions
of less than 1 percent, and may differ for manufactured fine aggregates
and fine aggregateshaving absorption values greater than 1 percent.

• Report specific gravity results to the nearest 0.01
and absorption to the nearest 0.1 percent. Appendix
X2 in USBR 4127 shows the mathematical interrelationships among the three types of specific gravities
and the absorption. This information may be useful in
checking the consistency of reported data or calculating
a value that was not reported by using other reported
data.
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procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4131; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 131-81.

Scope

impact, and grinding in a rotating steel drum containing
a specified number of steel spheres; the number of which
depends upon grading of test sample. As drum rotates,
a shelf plate picks up sample and steel spheres, carrying
them around until they are dropped to opposite side of
drum, creating an impact-crushing effect. The contents roll
within the drum with an abrading and grinding action
until shelf plate impacts, and then the cycle is repeated.
After the prescribed number of revolutions, contents are
removed from drum and aggregate portion is sieved to
measure degradation as percent loss.

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for testing sizes
of coarse aggregatesmaller than 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
for resistance to degradation using the Los Angeles testing
machine.
NOTE 1.-A procedure for testing coarse aggregatelarger than
3/4 inch (19.0 mm) is covered in USBR 4535.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for LinearMeasurement Devices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4535 Resistance to Degradation of Large-Size, Coarse
Aggregate by Abrasion and Impact in Los Angeles Machine
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 131 Standard Test Method for Resistance to Degradation of Small-Size Coarse Aggregate by Abrasion and
Impact in the Los Angeles Machine t
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials 2
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 3

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 The Los Angeles test is a measure of degradation
/
of mineral aggregatesof
standard gradings resulting from
a combination of actions including abrasion or attrition,

1 AnnualBook of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.03.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
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4.

Significance and Use

4.1 The Los Angeles test has been widely used as an
indicator of the relative quality or competence of various
sources of aggregatehaving similar mineral compositions;
however, results do not automatically permit valid
comparisons to be made between sources distinctly different
in origin, composition, or structure. Specification limits
based on this test should be assigned with extreme care
in consideration of available aggregate types and their
performance history concerning specifk uses.

5.

Apparatus

5.1 Los Angeles Machine.-The Los Angeles testing
machine, conforming in all its essential characteristics to
the design shown on figure 1, shall be used for this test
procedure. The machine shall consist of a hollow steel
cylinder, closed at both ends, having an inside diameter
of 28+0.2 inches (711±5 mm), and an inside length of
20±0.2 inches (508+5 mm). Cylinder shall be mounted
on stub shafts attached to ends of cylinder but not entering
it, and shall be mounted in such a manner that it may
be rotated with axis in a horizontal position within a
tolerance in slope of I in 100. An opening shall be provided
in cylinder for introduction of test sample. A suitable, dusttight cover shall be provided for this opening with a means
for bolting .the cover in place. The cover shall be so designed
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Figure 1. - Design drawing of Los Angeles tesdng machine.
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as to maintain the cylindrical contour of cylinder's interior
surface unless shelf is so located that charge will not fall
on cover or come in contact with it during test. A removable
steel shelf extending the full length of the cylinder and
projecting inward 3.5+0.1 inches (89+2 mm) shall be
mounted on interior cylindrical surface,of cylinder in such
a manner that a plane centered between the large faces
coincides with an axial plane. The shelf shall be of such
thickness and so mounted, by bolts or other suitable means,
as to be firm and rigid. Position of shelf shall be such
that distance from shelf to opening, measured along outside
circumference of cylinder in direction of rotation, shall be
not less than 50 inches (1270 mm).

NOTE 4.-Steel ball bearings 1-13/16 inches (46.0 mm) and
1-7/8 inches (47.6 mm) in diameter, with a mass of about 0.88
and 0.97 Ibm (400 and 440 g) each, respectively, are readily
available. Steel spheres 1-27/32 inches (46.8 mm) in diameter
with a mass of about 0.93 Ibm (420 g) may also be obtainable.
The charge may consist of a mixture of these sizes provided
the mass tolerances of sections 5.4 and 5.4.1 are met.
6.

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 Precautions on shelf distortion in machine are
outlined in note 2, section 5.1.
6.3 Precautions on backlash or slip in driving
mechanism of machine are outlined in note 3, section 5.1.1.
6.4 Maintenance of Shelf:
6.4.1 The shelf of the machine is subject to severe
surface wear and impact. With use, working surface of
shelf is peened by the steel spheres and tends to develop
a ridge of metal parallel to and about 1-1/4 inches (32
mm) from junction of shelf and inner surface of cylinder.
If shelf is made from a section of rolled angle, not only
may this ridge develop, but the shelf may be bent
longitudinally or transversely from its proper position.
6.4.2 Shelf should be inspected periodically to
determine whether it is bent either lengthwise or from
its normal radial position with respect to cylinder. If either
condition exists, shelf should be repaired or replaced before
further tests are made. The influence that a developed
metal ridge from peening of working face of shelf has
on the test results is not known; however, for uniform
test conditions, it is recommended that ridge be ground
off if its height exceeds 0.1 inch (2 mm).

NOTE 2.-The use of a shelf of wear-resistant steel, rectangular
in cross section and mounted independently of cover, is preferred.
However, a shelf consisting of a section of rolled angle, properly
mounted on inside of cover plate, may be used provided direction
of rotation is such that charge will be caught on outside face
of rolled angle. If shelf becomes distorted from its original shape
to such an extent that requirements of section 6.4 are not met,
shelf shall either be repaired or replaced before resuming testing.
5.1.1 The machine shall be so driven and so
counterbalanced as to maintain a substantially uniform
peripheral speed of from 30 to 33 r/min (note 3). If a
section of rolled angle is used for shelf, direction of rotation
shall be such that charge is caught on outside face of angle.
NOTE 3.-Backlash or slip in driving mechanism will probably
give test results that are not duplicated by other Los Angeles
machines producing constant peripheral speed.
5.1.2 The machine shall be equipped with an
adjustable revolution counter that will automatically stop
machine after required number of revolutions.
5.1.3 A material discharge catch pan of suitable
dimensions is required to preclude any test sample loss.
5.2 Sieves.-Sieves
shall conform to ASTM E 11.
5.3 Balance.-A balance or scale accurate to within 0.1
percent of test load over range required for this test is
required.
5.4 Charge.-The
charge shall consist of steel spheres
averaging about 1-27/32 inches (46.8 mm) in diameter,
with each sphere having a mass of between 0.86 and 0.98
Ibm (390 and 445 g).
5.4.1 The charge, depending upon grading of test
sample as described in section 8, shall be as follows:
Grading

Number of
spheres

Mass of charge
Ibm (g)

A

12

B

11

C

8

D

6

11.02+0.055
(5000±25)
10.11±0.055
(4584±25)
7.34±0.044
(3330±20)
5.51±0.033
(2500±15)

Precautions

7.

Sampling

7.1 The field sample shall be obtained in accordance
with USBR 4075, and reduced to test portion size in
accordance with USBR 4702.
8.

Conditioning

of Test Sample

8.1 The test sample shall be washed and oven dried
at 221 to 230 °F (105 to 110 °C) to a substantially constant
mass (note 5), separated into individual size fractions, and
recombined to the grading shown in table 1 that most
nearly corresponds to range of aggregate sizes furnished
for work. The mass of the sample prior to test shall be
recorded to nearest 0.002 Ibm (1 g).
NOTE 5.-If aggregate is essentially free of adherent coatings
and dust, requirement for washing before and after test may.
be waived. Elimination of washing after test will seldom reduce
the measured loss by more than about 0.2 percent of original
sample mass.
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Table 1. - Gradings of test samples.
Mass of indicated sizes, Ibm (g)
Grading

Sieve size
(square openings)
Passing
I-1/2 inches (37.5
I inch (25.0
3/4 inch (19.0
I/2 inch (12.5
3/8 inch (9.5
1/4 inch (6.3
No. 4 (4.75

mm)
ram)
mm)
ram)
turn)
mra)
ram)

I inch (25.0
3/4 inch (19.0
1/2 inch (12.5
3/8 inch (9.5
I/4 inch (6.3
No. 4 (4.75
No. 8 (2.36
Totals

9.

A

Retained on
rnm)
ram)
rara)
ram)
ram)
ram)
mrn)

2.76:/:0.055
2.76:t:0.055
2.76±0.022
2.76±0.022

(1250:1:25)
(1250±25)
(1250±10)
(1250±10)

11.02+0.022 (5000± 10)

C

D

5.51±0.022 (2500±10)
5.51±0.022 (2500±10)
-

5.51±0.022 (2500± 10)
5.51±0.022 (2500±10)
-

I 1.02±0.022 (5000±10)

1 !.02±0.022 (5000±10)

11.02±0.022 (5000± 10)

11.02±0.022 (5000±10)

NOTE 6.-Valuable information concerning uniformity of
sample under test may be obtained by determining loss after
100 revolutions. Ratio of loss after 100 revolutions to loss after
500 revolutions should not. exceed 0.20 for material of uniform
hardness. It is standard Bureau practice to determine percent
loss after both 100 and 500 revolutions.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 The Los Angeles machine shall be checked
periodically for wear and to assure compliance with section
5.1.
9.3 Sieves shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
ASTM E 11 in accordance with USBR 1025.
9.4 The balance or scale shall be calibrated to meet
requirements of section 5.3 in accordance with USBR 1012.
9.5 The charge dimensions shall be checked to meet'
requirements of section 5.4 by using the linear measurement
devices in accordance with USBR 1000. The mass of the
charge shall meet requirements of section 5.4 by using
scales calibrated in accordance with USBR 1012.
9.6 Calibration of revolution counter shall be accomplished by visual observation and by manually counting
revolutions.
9.7 Speed of revolution counter shall be checked with
an appropriate tachometer. This will provide the "average"
rotational speed of cylinder but not the uniformity of the
"peripheral" speed.
10.

B

11.

Calculation

11.1 Express the loss (difference between original and
final mass of test sample) as a percentage of original mass
of test sample. Report this value as the percent loss.
11.2 A suggested worksheet is shown on figure 2 of
USBR 4075.
NOTE 7.-The percent loss determined by this procedure has
no known consistent relationship to percent loss for same material
when tested by USBR 4535.
12.

Report

12.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested
reporting form and typical data.
13.

Precision and Bias 4

13.1 For nominal 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) maximum size
coarse aggregatewith percent losses in a 10- to 45•percent
range, the multilaboratory coefficient of variation has been
found to be 4.5 percent. Therefore, results of two properly
conducted tests from two different laboratories on samples
of same coarse aggregatesshould not differ from each other
by more than 12.7 percent of their average. The singleoperator coefficient of variation has been found to be 2.0
percent. Therefore, results of two properly conducted tests
by same operator on same coarse aggregate should not
differ from each other by more than 5.7 percent of their
average.
13.2 The bias for this procedure has not been
determined.

Procedure

10.1 Place graded test sample and charge in Los
Angeles machine and rotate for 100 revolutions. Discharge
material from machine and make a preliminary separation
of sample on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. Sieve the finer
portion on a No. 12 (1.70-mm) sieve in a manner
conforming to USBR 4136. The total mass of material
that would be retained on the No. 12 sieve is determined
to nearest 0.002 Ibm (1 g). Care should be taken to avoid
loss of any part of sample. The entire sample, including
the dust of abrasion and fracture, is then returned to testing
machine and rotated for 400 revolutions. Discharge sample
from machine and repeat previous sieving procedure. Wash
material coarser than No. 12 sieve (note 5), oven dry at
221 to 230 °F (105 to 110 °C) to a substantially constant
mass, and determine mass to nearest 0.002 ibm.

4 These precision values represent the (IS percent) and (D2S percent)
limits as described in ASTM C 670.
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SIEVE ANALYSIS OF FINE AND COARSE AGGREGATES
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This test
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following
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1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4136; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 136-84.

4.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of particle size distribution of fine and coarse
aggregates by sieving.
1.2 Some specifications for aggregates that reference
this procedure contain grading requirements including both
coarse and fine fractions. Instructions are included for the
sieve analysis of such aggregates.

2.

4.1 This procedure is used primarily to determine the
grading of materials proposed for use as aggregatesor
being used as aggregates.The results are used to determine
compliance of the particle size distribution with applicable
specification requirements and to provide necessary data
for control of the production of various aggregateproducts
and mixtures containing aggregates.The data may also
be useful in developing relationships concerning porosity
and packing.
4.2 Accurate determination of material finer than the
No. 200 (75-#m) sieve cannot be achieved by use of this
method alone; designation USBR 4117 for material finer
than the No. 200 sieve by washing should be used.

Applicable Documents

USBR Procedures:
2.1
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4O75 Sampling Aggregates
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-/•m) Sieve in
Mineral Aggregates by Washing
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 136 Standard Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and
Coarse Aggregates 1
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials •'2
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 3'4
2.3 AASHTO Standard:
T 27 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates5
3.

Significance and Use

5.

Apparatus

5.1 Balances.-Balances
or scales used in testing the fine
and coarse aggregates shall have readability and accuracy
as follows:
5.1.1 For fine aggregate, readable and accurate to
0.0002 Ibm (0.1 g) or 0.1 percent of test load, whichever
is greater, at any point within range of use.
5.1.2 For coarse aggregate or mixtures of fine and
coarse aggregate, readable and accurate to 0.001 Ibm (0.5 g)
or 0.1 percent of test load, whichever is greater, at any
point within range of use.
5.2 Sieves.-The sieves shall be mounted on substantial
frames constructed in a manner that will prevent loss of
material during sieving. Suitable sieve sizes shall be selected
to furnish the information required by the specifications
covering the material to be tested. The sieves shall conform
to ASTM E 11. Sieves with openings larger than 5 inches
(125 mm) shall have a permissible variation in average
opening of +2 percent and shall have a nominal wire
diameter of 5/16 inch (8.0 mm) or larger.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A determined mass of the sample of dry aggregate
is separated through a series of sieves of progressively
smaller openings for determination of particle size
distribution.

NOTE 1.-It is recommended that sieves mounted in frames
larger than the standard 8-inch (203-mm) diameter frames be
used for testing coarse aggregate.

1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.02, 04.03.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.0l, 04.08.
3 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05.
4 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 14.02.
5 Available from American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, 444 North Capitol Street NW., Suite 225,
Washington, DC 20001.

5.3 Mechanical
Sieve Shaker.-A mechanical sieve
shaker, if used, shall impact a vertical, or lateral and vertical,
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motion to the sieve that will cause the particles thereon
to bounce and turn so as to present different orientations
to the sieving surface. The sieving action shall be such
that the criterion for adequacyof sieving described in section
10.4 is achieved in a reasonable time period.

Table 1. - Fine aggreagate sample size. t
Minimum amount
Minimum mass
passing sieve
of test sample,
Ibm
(kg)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

NOTE Z-Use of mechanical sieve shaker is recommended when
size of sample is 44 Ibm (20 kg) or greater, and may alsobe
used for smaller samples including fine aggregate.Excessive time
(more than about 10 minutes) to achieve adequate sieving may
result in degradation of the sample. The same mechanical sieve
shaker may not be practical for all sizes of samples because the
large sieving area needed for practical sieving of a large nominal
size coarse aggregatecould possibly result in loss of a portion
of the sample if used for a small sample of fine or coarse aggregate.

Table 2.-Coarse aggregatesample size.
Nominal maximum size
Minimum mass
(square openings)
of test sample,
inches
(mm)
Ibm
(kg)
3/8
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/2
2
2-1/2
3
3-1/2
4
4-1/2
5
6

(110+5°c).

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

7.

(0.10)
(0.10)

1 These samples are split in accordance
with USBR 4702, and the sieve analysis
performed on the resultant two samples.

5.4 Oven.-An oven of appropriate size that is capable
of maintaining a uniform temperature of 230+9°F

6.

0.20.
0.20

Sampling

(9.5)
(12.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(37.5)
(50)
(63)
(75)
(90)
(100)
(112)
(125)
(150)

0.5
0.75
2.5
5.5
20
45
90
150
255
350
530
680
1,175

(0.25)
(0.30)
(1.1)
(2.5)
(10)
(20)
(40)
(70)
(115)
(160)
(240)
(310)
(535)

Note: The masses shown for each size are not
mathematically interchangeable, each mass was
rounded off to a more convenient number.

7.1 Sample aggregatein accordancewith USBR 4075.
The mass of field sample shall be mass shown in USBR
4075 or four times the mass required in sections 7.4 and
7.5 (except as modified in 7.6), whichever is greater.
7.2 Thoroughly mix sample and reduce it to an amount
suitable for testing using applicable procedures described
in USBR 4702. The sample for test shall be about the
mass desired when dry and shall be the end result of the
reduction. Reduction to an exact predetermined mass shall
not be permitted.
NOTE 3.-Where sieve analysis, including determination of
material finer than the No. 200 (75-#m) sieve, is the only testing
proposed, size of sample may be reduced in field to avoid shipping
excessive quantities of extra material to laboratory.
7.3' Fine Aggregace.-The
mass of the fine aggregate,
after drying, should approximate the amount shown in
table 1. This amount is split into duplicate samples for
sieve analysis. After splitting, resultant test samples are
placed on separate nests of sieves and sieved in accordance
with sections 10.2 through 10.7.
7.4 Coacse Aggregate.-The mass of the test sample
of coarse aggregate shall conform to table 2.
7.5 Coarse and Fine Aggregate Mixtures.-The mass
of the test sample of coarse and fine aggregate mixtures
shall be the same as for coarse aggregate (sec. 7.4).
7.6 The size of sample required for aggregates with
large nominal maximum size shall be such as to preclude
testing except with large mechanical sieve shakers. A large
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sample may be split in accordance with USBR 4702 into
several suitably smaller portions, with each smaller portion
then sieved and mass of each specified size fraction in
that portion determined. After all portions have been
sieved, total mass of each specified size fraction shall be
determined and required gradation calculations made based
upon mass of original large sample. However, the intent
of this procedure shall be satisfied for samples of aggregate
larger than 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) nominal maximum size
if a smaller mass of sample is used, provided that criterion
for acceptanceor rejection of the material is based on the
averageof several samples, and that sample size used times
number of samples averaged equals minimum mass of
sample shown in section 7.4.
7.7 In the event that amount of material finer than
the No. 200 (75-•m) sieve is to be determined by
USBR 4117, proceed as follows:
7.7.1 For aggregateswith a nominal maximum size
of No. 4 (4.75 mm) or less, use the same test sample
for testing by USBR 4117 and this procedure. First, test
the sample in accordance with USBR 4117 through the
final drying operation, and then dry sieve sample as
stipulated in sections 10.2 through 10.7 of this procedure.
7.7.2 For aggregateswith a nominal maximum size
greater than No. 4 (4.75 mm), a single test sample may
be used as described in 7.7.1, or separate test samples may
be used for USBR 4117 and this procedure.

USBR 4136

7.7.3 Where specifications require determination of
total amount of material finer than the No. 200 (75-•m)
sieve by washing and dry sieving, use method described
in 7.7.1.
8.

Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.
8.2 Balances or scales shall conform to requirements
of section 5.1 by calibration in accordance with USBR 1012.
8.5 Sieves shall conform to requirements of section
5.2 and ASTM E 11 by calibration in accordance with
USBR 1025.
8.4 The oven shall conform to requirements of section
5.4 by calibration in accordance with USBR 1020.
9.

Conditioning

9.1 The conditioning of the material is washing (if
required) and ovendrying.
10.

Procedure

10.1 Dry sample to a constant
(110+5°C).

mass at 230+9°F

NOTE 4.-For control purposes, particularly where rapid results
are desired, it is generally not necessary to dry the coarse aggregate
for the sieve analysis test. The results are minimumly affected
by the moisture content unless (1) nominal maximum size is
smaller than about No. 4 (4.75 mm), (2) coarse aggregatecontains
appreciable material finer than No. 4, or (3) coarse aggregate
is highly absorptive, as in low density aggregate.Also, samples
may be dried at the higher temperatures associated with the
use of hot plates without affecting results provided steam escapes
without generating pressures sufficient to fracture particles, and
temperatures are not so great as to cause chemical breakdown
of aggregate.
10.2 Nest sieves in decreasing size of opening from
top to bottom and place sample on top sieve. Agitate sieves
by hand or mechanical apparatus for a sufficient period
that has been established by trial or checked by
measurement on actual test sample to meet criterion for
adequacy of sieving described in section 10.4.
10.3 Limit quantity of material on a given sieve so
that all particles have the opportunity to reach sieve
openings several times during sieving operation. For sieves
with openings smaller than No. 4 (4.75 mm), the mass
retained on any sieve at completion of sieving operation
shall not exceed 0.0085 Ibm/in 2 (6.0 kg/m 2) of sieving
surfaces (note 5). For sieves with openings of No. 4 and
larger, the mass in pound mass per square foot (kilograms
per square meter) of sieving surface shall not exceed the
product of 2.5 times the sieve opening in inches
(millimeters). In no case shall the mass be so great as
to cause permanent deformation of the sieve cloth.

NOTE 5.-The 0.0085 lbm/in 2 amounts to 0.428 Ibm (194 g)
for the standard 8-inch (203-mm) diameter sieve. The amount
of material retained on a sieve may be regulated by using a sieve
with larger openings immediately above the given sieve or by
testing sample in a number of increments.
10.4 Continue sieving for a sufficient period and in
such a manner that, after completion, not more than
1 percent of the residue on any individual sieve will pass
that sieve during 1 minute of continuous hand sieving
performed as follows: Hold individual sieve, provided with
a snug-fitting pan and cover, in a slightly inclined position
in one hand. Strike side of sieve sharply and with an upward
motion against heel of other hand at a rate of about 150
times per minute while turning sieve about one sixth of
a revolution at about every 25 strokes. In determining
sufficiency of sieving for sizes larger than the No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve, limit material on sieve to a single layer
of particles. If size of mounted testing sieves makes the
described sieving motion impractical, use 8-inch (203-mm)
diameter sieves to verify sufficiency of sieving.
10.5 In the case of coarse and fine aggregate mixtures,
portion of sample finer than the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve
may be distributed among two or more sets of sieves to
prevent overloading of individual sieves.
10.5.1 Alternatively, the portion finer than the No.
4 sieve may be reduced in size using a mechanical splitter
according to USBR 4702. If this procedure is followed,
compute mass of each size increment of original sample
as follows:

where:
A1 = mass of size increment on total sample basis,
MI = mass of fraction finer than No. 4 (4.75-mm)
sieve in total sample,
M2 = mass of reduced portion of material finer than
No. 4 sieve actually sieved, and
B = mass of size increment in reduced portion
sieved.
10.5.2 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested
worksheet and typical computations.
10.6 Unless a mechanical sieve shaker is used, hand
sieve particles larger than 3 inches (75 mm) by determining
smallest sieve opening through which each particle will
pass. Start test on smallest sieve to be used. Rotate particles,
if necessary, to determine whether they will pass through
a particular opening; however, do not force particles to
pass through.
10.7 Determine mass of each size increment on a scale
or balance conforming to requirements in section 5.1 to
nearest 0.1 percent of total original dry sample mass. The
total mass of material after sieving should check closely
with original mass of sample placed on sieves. If amounts
differ by more than 0.3 percent, based on original dry
sample mass, results should not be used for acceptance
purposes.
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10.8 If sample has previously been tested by USBR
4117, add the mass finer than the No. 200 (75-/•m) sieve
determined by USBR 4117 to the mass passing the No.
200 sieve by dry sieving of same sample in this procedure.

3/8 inch (9.5 mm), 3/4 inch (19.0 mm), 1-1/2 inches
(37.5 mm), and larger, increasing in the ratio of 2 to 1.
11.3 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested
worksheet and typical computations.

NOTE 6.-Careful maintenance of sieves is required for accurate
sieving. Fine aggregatesieves, generally 8 inches (203 mm) in
diameter, should be carefully cleaned to minimize blinding of
mesh openings. A soft brass, bristle brush or a stiff, short bristle,
stencil brush is satisfactory for cleaning the No. 50 (300-/.tm)
and coarser sieves. Only a soft hair brush should be used for
cleaning the No. 100 (150-•m) and finer sieves. Cleaning brushes
should be gently applied to underside of sieve after each test.
Harsh raking or scraping actions with cleaning brush should
be avoided because the wire cloth may be damaged by too much
pressure. It is neither practical nor desirable to remove all particles
lodged in sieve; however, the number of blinded openings in
sieve should be reduced to a reasonable minimum. With each
usage, sieves should be visually inspected for wear or damage
and to guard againstuse of sieves with broken or stretched wires.
If soldering is required to repair small holes or breaks around
sieve edges, a noncorrosive flux such as rosin core should be
used. Battering or jolting standard sieves to dislodge aggregate
particles caught in sieve openings can damage the wire mesh
or deform the frame. Rims of nesting sieves should not be struck
on hard surfaces such as edges of trash cans. Cuts, indentations,
and other damage to rims will make it difficult to properly nest
the sieves in a stack.

12.2 An alternate method for reporting the sieve
analysis determination is by plotting graphs, see figures
1 and 2.

11.

13.

Calculations

12.

Report

12.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 shows a typical reporting
form. Depending upon form of specifications for use of
material under .test, report shall include:
• Total percentage of material passing each sieve, total
percentage of material retained on each sieve, or
percentage of material retained between consecutive
sieves.
• Report percentages to the nearest whole number
unless percentage passing the No. 200 (75-#m) sieve
is less than 10 percent, then report to nearest 0.1 percent.
• Report fineness modulus, when required, to nearest
0.01.
• Report average data for fine aggregatesamples

Precision and Bias

13.1 The estimates of precision for this procedure, as
shown in table 3, are based on the results from the
AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory Reference
Sample Program with testing conducted by ASTM C 136
and AASHTO T 27. While there are differences in the
minimum mass of test sample required for other nominal
maximum sizes of aggregate,no differences entered into
the testing to affect the determination of these precision
indexes. The data are based on the analyses of more than
100 paired test results from 40 to 100 laboratories. The
values in table 3 are given for different ranges of percentage
of aggregatepassing one sieve and retained on the next
finer sieve.
13.2 There is no known bias.

11.1 Calculate percentages passing, total percentages
retained, or percentages in various size fractions to nearest
0.1 percent on basis of total mass of initial dry sample.
If same test sample was first tested by USBR 4117, include
mass of material finer than the No. 200 (75-#m) size (by
washing) in the sieve analysis calculation; and use the total
dry sample mass (prior to washing) in USBR 4117 as
the basis for calculating all percentages.
11.2 Calculate the fineness modulus, when required,
by adding total percentages of material in sample that is
coarser than each of the following sieves (cumulative
percentages retained), and dividing this sum by 100:
No. 100 (150•tm), No. 50 (300/•m), No. 30 (600 •tm),
No. 16 (1.18 mm), No. 8 (2.36 mm), No. 4 (4.75 mm),
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Table 3. - Precision values.

Coarse aggregates:t*
Single-operator
precision

Multilaboratory
precision

Fine Aggregates:
Single-operator
precision

Multilaboratory
precision

Acceptable range of
test results
(D2S %),*
(D2S),t
percent of
percent
average

Percentage of size
fraction between two
consecutive sieves

Coefficient of
variation (1S %),*
percent

Standard
deviation (1S), t
percent

0 to 3
3 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 50

30S

1.4
0.95
1.38

855

4.0•
2.7
3.9

0 to 3
3 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50

35S

1.06
1.66
2.01
2.44
3.18

99s

3.0
4.7
5.7
6.9
9.0

0 to 3
3 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50

0.I4
0.43
0.60
0.64
0.71

0.4
1.2
1.7
1.8
2.0

0 to 3
3 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50

0.21
0.57
0.95
1.24
1.41
-

0.6
1.6
2.7
3.5
4.0
-

* These numbers represent, respectively, the (1S %) and (D2S %) limits as described in ASTM C 670.
t These numbers represent, respectively, the (1S) and (D2S) limits as described in ASTM C 670.
The precision estimates are based on coarse aggregateswith a nominal maximum size of 3/4 inch (19.0 mm).
S These values are from precision indices first included in ASTM C 136-77. Other indices were developed in 1982 from more
recent AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory sample data; however, these data did not provide sufficient information to revise
the values.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 4138-92

PROCEDURE FOR

DENSITY, YIELD, CLEAN SEPARATION, AND AIR
CONTENT (GRAVIMETRIC) OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4138; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revisiorL This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 138-81.

Scope

3.

3.1 BMance.-'The
balance or scale shall comply with
accuracy shown in table 1. The range of use shall be
considered to extend from the mass of empty measure
to mass of measure plus contents at 160 lbm/fO (2563
kg/m 3).

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of mass per cubic foot, per cubic yard, or
per cubic meter of freshly mixed concrete; and presents
formulas for calculating yield, materials content, and air
content of the concrete. Yield is defined as the volume
of concrete produced from a mixture of known quantities
of the component materials.

2.

Apparatus

Table l. - Minimum capacity of measures, and accuracy of scales.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1011 Calibrating Measuresfor Sand Calibration
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4O29 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4094 Specifications for Ready-Mixed Concrete
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4188 Density of Hydraulic Cementitious Materials
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4211 Selecting Proportions for Concrete Mixtures
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4311 Sampling and TestingFly Ash or Natural Pozzolans
for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
4905 Consistency and Density of No-Slump Concrete
With Vibratory Table
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 138 Standard Test Method for Unit Weight, Yield, and
Air Content (Gravimetric) of ConcretO
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement la
t Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
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Max. nominal
size of aggregate

Min. capacity
of measure

Required accuracy
of scales

inches

(mm)

ft3

(m3)

+Ibm

(+kg)

No. 4
3/8
3/4
1
1-1/2
2
3
4
4-1/2
6

(4.75)
(9.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(37.5)
(50)
(75)
(100)
(115)
(150)

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.33
0.50
0.75
1.00
3.00

(0.0014)
(0.0028)
(0.0042)
(0.0057)
(0.0071)
(0.0093)
(0.0142)
(0.0212).
(0.0283)
(0.0850)

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.50

0.005
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.23

3.2 Tamping Rod.-The tamping rod shall be a round,
straight, steel rod that is 5/8 inch (16 mm) in diameter
and about 24 inches (610 mm) in length with the tamping
end rounded to a 5/8-inch-diameter hemispherical tip.
3.3 Internal
Vibrator.-Internal
vibrators may have
rigid or flexible shafts, preferably powered by electric
motors. The frequency of vibration shall be 10,000 to 15,000
vibrations per minute or greater while in use. The peak
amplitude, or one-half the peak-to-peak value, operating
in air shall be 0.0167 to 0.030 inch (0.4 to 0.8 mm). The
frequency and amplitude shall be determined by the
procedure outlined in USBR 4192. The outside diameter
or side dimension of the vibrating element shall be at
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least 0.75 inch (19 mm) and not greater than 1.50 inches
(38 mm). The length of the shaft shall be at least
24 inches (610 ram).
3.4 Measure.-The measure shall be a cylindrical
container made of steel or other suitable metal. (note 1).
Measure shall be watertight and sufficiently rigid to retain
its form and calibrated volume under rough usage. Measures
that are machined to accurate dimensions on the inside
and provided with handles are preferred. The minimum
capacity of measure shall conform to requirements of table
1. All measures, except for measuring bowls of air meters
which are also used for USBR 4138 tests, shall conform
to requirements of USBR 4029. When measuring bowls
of air meters are used, they shall conform to requirements
of USBR 4231. The top rim of the air-meter bowls shall
be smooth and plane within 0.01 inch (0.25 ram) (note 2).
NOTE 1.-The metal should not be readily subject to attack
by cement paste; however, reactive materials such as aluminum
alloys may be used in instances where, as a consequence of an
initial reaction, a surface film is rapidly formed which protects
metal againstfurther corrosion.

3.5 Strike-Off Plate.-A flat, rectangular, metal plate
at least 1/4 inch (6 mm) thick or a glass or acrylic plate
at least 1/2 inch (13 mm) thick with a length and width
at least 2 inches (50 mm) greater than diameter of measure
with which plate is to be used is required. The edges of
the plate shall be straight and smooth within a tolerance
of 1/16 inch (1.6 mm).
3.6 Calibration Equipmenr.-A piece of plate glass,
preferably at least 1/4 inch (6 ram) thick and at least
1 inch (25 mm) larger than diameter of measure to be
calibrated is required. A supply of water-pump or chassis
grease that can be placed on rim of container to prevent
leakage is also required.
3.7 Mallecs.-One mallet, with a rubber or rawhide head,
shall have a mass of about 1.25+0.50 Ibm (0.57+0.23 kg)
for use with measures of 0.5 ft3 (0.014 m3) or smaller.
For measures larger than 0.5 ft3, a mallet with a mass
of about 2.25+0.50 Ibm (1.02+0.23 kg) is required.
Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.

Calibration

6.

and Standardization

5.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
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Sample

6.1 Obtain sample of freshly mixed concrete in
accordance with USBR 4172.
7.

NOTE 2.-The top rim is satisfactorily plane if a 0.01-inch
(0.25-ram) feeler gauge cannot be inserted between rim and a
piece of 1/4-inch (6-mm) or thicker plate glass laid over top
of measure.

4.

listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
5.2 Balancesor scalesshall be calibrated to comply with
section 3.1 in accordance with USBR 1012.
5.3 The frequency and amplitude of the vibrators shall
be calibrated to comply with section 3.3 in accordance with
procedure outlined in USBR 4192.
5.4 Measuresshall be calibrated to comply with section
3.4 in accordance with USBR 1011.
5.5 Calibrate measure and determine factor used to
convert mass in pounds or kilograms contained in measure
to density in pound mass per cubic foot or kilograms per
cubic meter. Follow procedure outlined in USBR 4029.
Measuresshall be recalibratedat least annually or whenever
there is reason to question accuracy of calibration.

Procedure

7.1 Rod concrete with a slump greater than 3 inches
(76 ram), rod or vibrate concrete with a slump of 1 to
3 inches (25 to 76 mm), and vibrate concrete with a slump
less than 1 inch.
NOTE 3.-Nonplastic concrete such as commonly used in
manufacture of pipe, unit masonry, and roller compacted concrete
is not covered by this procedure. Refer to USBR 4031, 4094,
4192, or 4905.
7.2 Rodding.-Place concrete in measure in three layers
of approximately equal volume. Rod each layer with 25
strokes of tamping rod when 0.5-ft3 (0.014-m3) or smaller
measures are used and 50 strokes when a 1-fO (0.028m3) measure is used. Rod bottom layer throughout its depth,
but rod shall not forcibly strike bottom of measure.
Distribute strokes uniformly over cross section of measure
and, for top two layers, penetrate about 1 inch (25 mm)
into underlying layer. After each layer is rodded, tap sides
of measure sharply 10 to 15 times with appropriate mallet
(see sec. 3.7) to close any voids left by tamping rod and
to release any large bubbles of air that may have been
trapped.
7.3 Internal Vibracion.-Fill and vibrate measure in two
approximately equal layers. Place all concrete for each layer
in measure before starting vibration of that layer. Insert
vibrator at three different points for each layer. In
compacting bottom layer, do not allow vibrator to rest
on or touch bottom or sides of measure. In compacting
final layer, vibrator shall penetrate into underlying layer
about 1 inch (25 mm). Take care that vibrator is withdrawn
in such a manner that no air pockets are left in specimen.
The duration of vibration required will depend upon
workability of concrete and effectiveness of vibrator (note
4). Continue vibration only long enough to achieve proper
consolidation of concrete (note 5). Observe a constant
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duration of vibration for the particular kind of concrete,
vibrator, and measure involved.
NOTE 4.-Usually, sufficient vibration has been applied when
surface of concrete becomes relatively smooth and exhibits a shiny
wet appearance, at which time vibrator is slowly withdrawn.
NOTE 5.-Overvibration may cause segregation and loss of
appreciable quantities of intentionally entrained air.
7.4 On completion of consolidation, measure must not
contain a substantial excess or deficiency of concrete. An
excess of concrete protruding about 1/8 inch (3 mm) above
top of mold is optimum. A small quantity of concrete may
be added to correct a deficiency. If measure contains a large
excess of concrete at completion of consolidation, remove
a representative portion of the excess concrete with a trowel
or scoop immediately following completion of consolidation
and before strike-off (sec. 7.5).
7.5 Strike-Off.-After consolidation, strike-off top
surface of concrete and finish smoothly with flat strikeoff plate; take care to leave measure level full. The strikeoff is best accomplished by pressing strike-off plate onto
top surface of measure to cover about two-thirds of surface.
Then, withdraw plate with a sawing motion to finish only
area originally covered. Againplace plate on top of measure
to cover original two-thirds of surface and advance it with
a vertical pressure and sawing motion to cover entire surface
of measure. Several finalstrokes with inclined edge of plate
will produce a smooth finishedsurface.
7.6 Cleaning and Determining Mass.-After strike-off,
clean all excess concrete from exterior of ineasure and
determine net mass of concrete in measure to an accuracy
consistent with requirements of section 3.1.
8.

8.3

Cement Content.-Calculate actual cement content:

N,
y

N= m

where:
N = actual cement content in pound mass per cubic
yard or kilograms per cubic meter,
Nt = mass of cement in batch in pound mass or
kilograms, and
Y = as previously defined.
8.4

Air Content.-Calculate air content:
A _ Ve-VaVr (100)

A = air content (percentage of voids) in concrete,
Ve = volume of concrete that batch was designed to
produce in cubic yards or cubic meters, and
Vr = total absolute volume of concrete produced
per batch in cubic yards or cubic meters.
NOTE 7.-The theoretical mass per cubic foot, per cubic yard,
or per cubic meter is, customarily, a laboratory determination,
the value for which is assumedto remain constant for all batches
made using identical component ingredients and proportions. The
theoretical density is calculated from the equation:
T-

y•

M

-D

(1)

where:

(3)

where:

Calculations

8.1 Density.-Calculate net mass of concrete in pound
mass or kilograms by subtracting mass of measure from
gross mass. Calculate density by dividing net mass by unit
volume of measure used, in accordance with USBR 4029.
8.2 Yield-Calculate the yield as follows:

(2)

M1
vt

(4)

where:
T

theoretical density of concrete computed on an airfree basis in pound mass per cubic foot, pound
mass per cubic yard, or kilograms per cubic
meter,
Vf
as defined above, and
MI= total mass of all materials hatched corrected for
moisture, and oversize and undersize in pound
mass or kilograms.
The absolute volume of each ingredient in cubic feet is equal
to the quotient of the mass of that ingredient divided by the
product of its specific gravity times 62.4, as determined in
accordance with USBR 4127 or 4128. The absolute volume of
each ingredient in cubic yards is equal to the quotient of the
mass of that ingredient divided by the product of its specific
gravity times (27)(62.4), or 1684.8. The absolute volume of each
ingredient in cubic meters is equal to the mass of that ingredient
in kilograms divided by 1000 times its specific gravity. For the
aggregate components, the bulk specific gravity and mass should
be based on the saturated-surface-dry condition. For cement and
pozzolan, the actual specific gravity should be determined by
USBR 4188 (specific gravity) and 4311 (pozzolans), respectively;

Y = volume of concrete produced per batch in
cubic yards or cubic meters;
M = total mass of all materials hatched in pound
mass or kilograms (note 6), and
D = density of concrete in pound mass per cubic
yard or kilograms per cubic meter.
NOTE 6.-A value for Y greater than 1.00 indicates an excess
of concrete being produced, whereas a value less than 1.00 indicates
the batch to be "short" of its designed volume.
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a value of 3.15 may be used for cements manufactured to meet
requirements of ASTM C 150; a value for pozzolans must be
determined because of the extreme variability in specific gravity.

a PCQCS (Project Concrete Quality
example not included in this procedure
9.

NOTE 8.-The total mass of all materials hatched is the sum
of the masses of the cement, fine aggregate in condition used,
coarse aggregate in condition used, mixing water added to batch,
and any other solid or liquid materials used. Refer to USBR
42 ll for selectingproportions of concrete mixtures.

Control

Sytem),

Report

9.1 Figure 3 shows a typical reporting form that
includes a slump measurement in accordance with USBR
4143. A PCQCS form is also available (not included).
10.

8.5 Figure 1 shows a typical calculation form for this
procedure. The calculations are called "clean separation
calculations" because they correct for moisture content and
oversize or undersize in the aggregate. Step-by-step
instructions for completing figure 1 are shown on figure
2. A computerized worksheet is also available that is called

Precision and Bias

10.1 Data are being compiled and developed that will
be suitable for use in developing precision statements for
this procedure.
10.2 The bias for this procedure has not been
established.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.*
Project*

Structure
F'OUAIDATJOAt

DC-B82o

Tested by
t•. A•u•aEae

PLUG

Item46 : 3-/awA tHSA I•rEA/ot•

.,u'.,• v--AR x

Computed by
R. 8uAaEa
Checked by

Location

Feature*

PaE•Lo DA•

Station

•

Offset

Depth

•

to

Date
/2-30-70
Date
/8-3o-7o
Date

P/•#s/A

/ 2-3 0-7o

CONCRETE MlX DATA WORKSHEET
(Clean Separation Calculations)
Volume of Concrete Represented*: lard
yd3; Test Cylinder Nos.: _r-32• rHtea _T-330
W.F./€A•toy Co.
LAO•g•O
Type and Source of Portland Cement*:2"o•'•t. AZ'ZA-,,•bATZ.aa•,£a, Class and Source of Pozzolan*:
F'zv" AsH "•"
: .
,@
-Percent Cementtttous*/.4" ; Brand and Source of AEA*: P•or•x
; Dosage per (oz. or mL)*
Type and Brand of Other Admixtures* W•eA POA-;•
; Dosage per (oz. or mL)*/.5•Z//•m GE•Et/r/r/oz/s
Slump* 2. oo
inches; Density (D) =/4t 7. 3 •or yd3; Measured Air Content* 4.._o o/•.,•, Temp.* 5"0 °F
Date (Mo., Day, Year) and Shift* /•-3o--•-(S•o d'•cl.cr)
; Inspector ,•. 8o,•aEae
1.

2.

Ingredients
Va ---/,OOo yd•

Corrrection For
Moisture in Aggregate
A.
B.
C.
Percent
SSD
Batched
of
Batched
Water in
Moisture Quantity, Aggregate.
Ibm
Ibm
3.

Amount
Actually
Batched,
Ibm

4•

Correction for Oversize and
Undersize in SSD Aggregate
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilA.
:B.
C. Clean
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Distrib.
Batched
Separiiiiiii•!iiiiiiiiiiiii•!ii!iii
of
Quantity
ation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Nominal
Ibm
Adjust.iii!iii!i!ii•i•iiiiiiiii•!!!i
Size,
lent,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
percent
Ibm

5.

6.
Quantity
Corrected
per
Batch
Cubic
•uantities,
Yard
Ibm
of
Concrete
Ibm

:::::::::::::::

N =o0.4 -

Sand

qq7

C

No. 4

oa

8/• to
inch

r
s

•

e

/•inches

0o#'2"

qgl

........................
9 •" 7

4. •.

0. 6

•;•;•;;• !

40

84 7

qgg

-•.•"

K

/'•
to
inches

g 9d•

702

--0.•

Total
Aggregate

/.5"•

]i i •!•:!•!•!i•i•!•i•!•!•i•!•i:,i•i•i!•i i•i!•i •i!•i!•i i!•i i i i

3€, 5"•

Specific gravities:

Yield of Batch: Y=

Water-Cement

/.g
1..4

Nominal
Fraction

•6. O

Oversize
Undersize

8. g
,B.O

Oversize

,•.4

-- g

7.4
•'g

Oversize

O

34"
Cement

-• } e•.•

0. •/•"

o°•'..• "

0./95

q30

q•.,g"

•,•10

7.,-7/

727

0.1•£

g"
1 o°.6"q

•13

8•
t• • q -•
Uq ) "• • 2 "• 1
0°•'6.
•q.• ) •,•.5"Z
•b"OO

Pozzolan •.•;2

, No. 4"

in:Z,62, • to • in • ,•

•'°O*

--•

"• •/-• 1

=

0.

/'f'/" /•'*

= O,K•

to ""

Total Aggregate Volume

in

Percent Sand*:
T = 41•L

* Data to be submitted with monthly progress report (fig. 3).

l -O.gXZyd3 (100) = 3.g
1 yd3

(o.zt5) yd3 (100)
(o,78'5) yd3

lb,n/fO,

Figure la.-Sample concrete mix data worksheet (inch-pound units).
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0.1/0 i!iiiiii•iiill

Total Coarse Aggregate Volume

to•L(4_ in2,60 ,3/4 to]__•_ inZ,
•../,

( / g5 ) Ibm
( 3•8' ) Ibm

Zq.

)(

( 3997 )Ibm
/,OOJ"
(•99•)
Ibm/yd3 =
ydS Air Content (Gravimetric Method)*: A =
W
C + P

3'•* •.

•-•

Sand •,,/•/

Ratio*:

Coarse
Aggregate
Grading,
percent
(Based on
Solid
Volume)

N=2• " 0. 020
q4 7

!i i•i•i•i •i •i•i •i•i •i•i•i i•i !!i i !i i i i i i i l i i i•i i •i •i i i i i!•i!•i i!•i i i i i i i i iiiiii ii
.3.17

8.

/7 t•/• -.•
/• ) •1• t7 -.•

Undersize
Nominal
Fraction
+Oversize

I • to

•

g•"

i

•40 =

g°°'g

Undersize
Nominal
Fraction

__
to
inches
Water

qoo. 9_

Oversize
Undersize

NominalFraction

e
g
a
t
e

Nominal
Fraction

--_6"

A
g
gr

•;•ii:iiE•i

Solid
Volume
per
Cubic
Yard,
yd3

iiiiiii i iiiiii

°men, ' iiiiiiii i i!i i i'i i i i i i i; i il i i i i i i 'i li i 'i i i"i"i"i i :i i H j i . .

Pozzolan

7.

=

2.7.4-%

%
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Spec. or
Solic. No.*
Project>,q

Structure
/•ou•'oAT"/o•€

£)0-•8•0

Item4•: 7S'-,mm A4•A
Location

I,'-A • K

Feature*
PMEB 4. o

PLUG

Station

DAM

•

Depth

Zar#sto8

to

Date
I2-30-7o

Computed by
•. B•t•6E•

Date
/2-30-70

Checked by

Offset

•

Tested by
•. 8d•aE•

Date

C. P• o'$/,4

..-_,

/ 2-30-70

CONCRETE MIX DATA WORKSHEET
(Clean Separation Calculations)
Volume of Concrete Represented*: /42 m3; Test Cylinder Nos.: Z-325 TM•U •r-33 0
I,A.F./4A•oI'C=.
Type and Source of Portland Cement*:Zoj,4 t trZA-•rgA•=,¢•;
Class and Source of Pozzolan*: fz y A sa "F • LAOu• •I0
Percent Cementitious* 1•" ; Brand and Source of AEA*: PAoT#X
; Dosage per (oz. or mL)*
Type and Brand of Other Admixtures* WRA PD,4-2S
.; Dosage per (oz. or mL)* 3. B,',*g/A•
Slump* 5"0. F
mm; Density (D) = 235"f kg/m3; Measured Air Content* 4.o %; Temp.* /o °C
Date (Mo., Day, Year) and Shift*/E-3o-70 (,€•€o•o SJctpr)
1.

2.

Ingredients
Vd =
/, 0Oo m•

3.

mou.tA

Actually
Batched,
kg

Corrrection For
Moisture in Ag.Aregate

4.

; Inspector •. 8o',•a•'

Correction for Oversize and
Undersize in SSD Aggregate

ssoC i i i i !i !i

Percent
Batched
Distrib.
Batched
of
Batched Water in
of
Quantity:
Moisture Quantity Aggregate, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Nominal
kg
kg
kg
Size,

5.

6.
Quantity
per
SeparBatch
Cubic
ation Quantities, Meter
Adjustkg
of
Concrete
ment,
kg
kg

C ea rrece

AEA ' Nii i i i i i i i i i i i li i i i l
•

percent

Cement

N• =/5-0

/5"O

Pozzolan

Nt =5"/

•'/

Sand

5"q/

C

4.75 mm

O

tO

a Iq.Omm

CE•Ewr/rlous

7.

8.
Solid
Coarse
Volume Aggregate
per
Grading,
Cubic
percent
Meter, (Based on
m•
Solid
Volume)

•0•

r

s
e

Iq. o
to

JT.. J" mm

A
g

3Z5

gr

7•'mm

tO

5"70

413

e
g
a

t
e

to

mm
Water
Totals, M

Total
Aggregate

•0
M=
•.37•
2/• g]

Specific Gravities: Cement 3,17

Total Coarse Aggregate Volume [ O, b"?O I

Sand 2.. 6l ,,q-.75 to 19, o mm Z. •o, IR_.O0 to •7, •" mm 2.•__•1,
•7.,¢to

Yield of Batch: Y =

, Pozzolan ff_____•2,
2.

75 mm, ""

( Z•37 o )kg
(ZSS•r) kg/m•

Water-Cement Ratio*:

W
C + P

to "•"

= /,•05

mm "" , •
m•

( lID ) kg
( Zoo ) kg

to •

Total AggregateVolume

mm "-"

Air Content (Gravimetric Method)*: A

=

o. •;$

Percent Sand*:
T:

* Data to be submitted with monthly progress report (fig. 3).

(•164) m•
(O. €•0o) m•

2.,,f •'1

Figure lb.-Sample concrete mix data worksheet (SI-metric units).

2O4

1 - 1o.?•zm3
m•

kg/m•

(100)

(100) = 3.g %
= 27.3-%
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INSTRUCTIONS

FOR USING CONCRETE MIX DATA WORKSHEETS

The portion of the worksheet above the numbered columns is self-explanatory. For the balance of the worksheet, use the following instructions.
Step/.-In column 1, insert each nominal size range for the coarse aggregate.
Step 2.-In column 2, record (1) actual batch quantities, (2) total mass of all ingredients, and (3) total mass of all aggregates (box marked
"Total Aggregate"). The liquid admixture quantities are not included for computations of totals.
Step 3.-In column 3A, record (as a percentage) the amount of free moisture or absorbed moisture from moisture tests performed on
each nominal aggregate size. Use a plus (+) sign for free moisture and a minus (-) sign for absorbed moisture.
Step 4.-In column 3B, record SSD (saturated-surface-dry) mass for each aggregate size as batched:
SSD Mass --

Batch Mass (100)
100 4- Percent of Moisture ' where + sign indicates free moisture, - sign indicates absorbed moisture, batch from

column 2, and percent of moisture from column 3A. Record the total of these values in the box marked "Totals, M."
Step 5.-Subtract SSD mass in column 3B from batch mass in column 2 and record difference in column
3C. This difference, if plus,
is water being contributd to mix by the aggregate; if minus, it is amount of water that will be absorbed by aggregate to reach the
SSD condition. The algebraic sum of these masses for all of the aggregates in column 3C should be recorded at the bottom of column
3C opposite "Water" in column 1. To verify this value, the total aggregate mass in column 2 minus the total in column 3B should
be equal to the value recorded in column 3C.
Step 6.-From test results of aggregate gradation analyses, record in column 4A the percentages of oversize, undersize, and nominal fraction
for each nominal size aggregate. The total percentage for each size of aggregate should be 100 percent.
Step Z-Multiply percentage in column 4A by mass in column 3B, divide result by 100, and record value in column 4B. The total'of
column 4B should be equal to total of column 3B, except for occasional and insignificant round-off errors.
Step 8.-Transfer
to column 4C the undersize and oversize mass values in column 4B as indicated by the small arrows shown on the
dividing line between columns 4B and 4C.
Step 9.-Add combined masses in column 4C to corresponding nominal fraction in column 4B and record the resulting clean, separated,
SSD batch quantities in column 5.
Step 10.-Transfer
the quantities for cement, pozzolan, and admixtures from column 2 to column 5. Determine total amount of mixing
water by adding mass of water in column 2 to mass of water in column 3C and record result in column 5. The total of all ingredients
in column 2 should equal the total in column 5.
Step //.-Calculate volume of batch, which is combined batch mass (total of either column 2 or column 5) divided by measured density
of fresh concrete. An equation for this calculation is provided at bottom of worksheet.
Step 12.-Calculate
and record in column 6 the mass of each ingredient per cubic yard (meter) of concrete by dividing each corrected
batch quantity (col. 5) by volume of batch in cubic yards (meters). The toal of column 6 can be verified by mutliplying the measured
density in pound mass per cubic foot by 27 or by direct comparison if density is in kilograms per cubic meter.
Step 13.-Calculate
solid volume of each mix ingredient (mass in col. 6 divided by density of each ingredient) and record in column
7. At the bottom of column 7, show the total of solid volumes and also the solid volumes for coarse aggregate and total aggregate,
where indicated. Record these total values to the nearest 0.001 cubic yard (or cubic meter).
Step 14.-The volume of air is equal to one minus the total solid volume of the ingredients in column 7, and the gravimetric percentage
of air is equal to volume of air in cubic yards per cubic yard (cubic meters per cubic meter) of concrete times 100. An equation for
this calculation is provided at bottom of worksheet. Record air content to nearest 0.1 percent.
Step 15.-Calculate
Sand:

percent sand:
Percent Sand ----

(

Sand Volume
Total Aggregate Volume

) (100)

The sand volume and total aggregate volume are obtained from column 7. An equation for this calculation is provided at bottom
of worksheet.
Step 16.-Based on clean separation, calculate percentage of each nominal fraction of coarse aggregate by dividing solid volume of fraction
size by total volume of coarse aggregate and then multiplying by 100. Record results in column 8.
Step 17.-Calculate water-cement ratio from masses of water and cement (plus pozzolan if used) shown in column 5. An equation for
this calculation is provided at bottom of worksheet.

Figure 2.-Instructions for using concrete mix data worksheets.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

(

PROCEDURE FOR

e, gall

USBR 4140-92

SAMPLING AND TESTING
CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4140; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure' is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 140-75 (Reapproved 1980).
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for sampling
and testing concrete masonry units for compressive
strength, absorption, mass, moisture content, and
dimensions.
2.

Applicable Documents

whole 10t of units from which they are selected. If specimens
are selected at worksite, those selected for moisture content
tests shall be protected from rain and Other moisture after
delivery and until time of test.
6.

Number of Specimens

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 140 Standard Methods of Sampling and Testing
Concrete Masonry Units 1
E 6 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Methods
of MechanicalTesting 2

6.1 For the strength, absorption, and moisture content
determinations, 6 units shall be selected from each lot of
10,000 units or fraction thereof and 12 units from each
lot of more than 10,000 and less than 100,000 units. For
lots of more than 100,000 units, 6 units shall be selected
from each 50,000 units or fraction thereof contained in
the lot. Additional specimens may be taken at the discretion
of an authorized representative of the Government.
6.2 The number of specimens prescribed in section 6.1
may be reduced by one-half when only strength tests are
required.

3.

7.

Terminology

3.1 For definitions of terms used in this procedure,
refer to ASTM E 6.
4.

Precautions

4.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
SAMPLING
5.

7.1 Mark each specimen so that i• may be identified
at any time. Markings shall cover not more than 5 percent
of superficial area of specimen.
7.2 Determine mass of units for moisture content tests
immediately after sampling and mark!ng.
8.

Calibration and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.

Selection of Test Specimens

MEASUREMENT OF DIMENSIONS

5.1 For purposes of test, full-size concrete masonry
units shall be selected by an authorized representative of
the Government. Specimens shall be representative of the
1 Annum Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.05.
2 AnnuM Book of ASTlt4Standards, vols. 03.01, 08.03

Identification

9.

Apparatus

9.1 Measure overall dimensions with a steel scale
graduated in 1/32-inch (or 1-mm) divisions. Face-shelland
web thicknesses shall be measured with a caliper rule
2O8
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graduated in 1/64-inch (or 0.5-mm) divisions and having
parallel jaws not less than 1/2 inch (13 ram) nor more
than 1 inch (25 mm) in length.
9.2 Measurement devices shall be calibrated in
accordancewith USBR 1000.
10.

Specimens

10.1 Three full-size units shall be measured for length,
width, and height. Cored units shall also be measured for
minimum thicknesses of face shells and webs.
NOTE 1.-The same specimens may be used in other tests.
Measurements

11.

11.1 Read individual measurements on dimensions of
each unit to nearest division of scale or caliper and record
the average.
11.2 Measure length L on longitudinal centerline of
each face, width Wacross top and bottom bearing surfaces
at midlength, and height H on both faces at midlength.
Measure face shell and web thicknesses, FST and WT, at
thinnest point of each such element 1/2 inch (13 mm)
above or below mortar-bed plane. Where opposite face
shells differ in thickness by less than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm),
average their measurements. Disregard sash grooves,
dummy joints, and similar details in the measurements.
11.3 Calculations.-The
equivalent web thickness can
be calculated as follows:
TWT
EWT -(12")
(1)
L
where:

* For metric units, use 1000.
11.4 Figure 1 shows a typical form for calculations and
recording measurements.
Report

12.1 Figure 2 shows a typical
report shall show average length,
each specimen; the minimum
thicknesses; and the equivalent web
for the three specimens.

14.1
15.

Three full-size units shall be used.

Procedure

15.1 Saturation.-Immerse
test specimens in water at
room temperature, 60 to 80 °F (15.6 to 26.7 °C), for 24
hours. Determine mass of specimens while they are
suspended by a metal wire and completely submerged in
water. Remove specimens from water and allow to drain
for 1 minute by placing them on a 3/8-inch (9.5-mm)
or coarser wire mesh, remove visible surface water with
a damp cloth, and immediately determine mass.
15.2 Drying.-Subsequent
to saturation, dry all
specimens in a ventilated oven at 212 to 239 °F (100 to
115 °C) for not less than 24 hours and until two successive
mass determinations at intervals of 2 hours show a decrease
no greater than 0.2 percent of last previously determined
mass.
16.

Calculations

16.1

Absorption.-Calculate the absorption as follows:
AB --

B-A
A

(100)

(2)

where:

16.2 Moisture Content.-Calculate the as-sampled
moisture content (note 2) as follows:
MC--

D-A
B-A

(100)

(3)

where:
reporting form. The
width, and height of
face-shell and web
thickness as an average

ABSORPTION, MOISTURE CONTENT,
AND DENSITY
13.

Test Specimens

AB = absorption in percent,
A = mass of oven-dry test sample in air in pound
mass (kilograms), and
B = mass of saturated-surface-dry test sample in
air in pound mass (kilograms).

EWT = equivfilent web thickness in inches per linear
foot (millimeters per linear meter),
TWT = total web shell thickness in inches per linear
foot (millimeters per linear meter), and
L = length of unit in inches (millimeters).

12.

14.

MC = as-sampledmoisture content in percent,
D = mass of sample as received, in whatever
moisture condition, in pound mass
(kilograms), and
A and B = as previously defined.
NOTE 2.-By definition, this is not the moisture content of
the block; it is the moisture content of the block in the as-received
moisture condition as a percentage of the total absorption.

Apparatus

13.1 The balance used shall be sensitive to within 0.5
percent of mass of smallest specimen tested, and shall be
calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1012.

2O9

16.3

Density.-Calculate the density as follows:
De --

A
B-C

(62.4*)

(4)

USBR 4140

19.

where:
De =

dry density in pound mass per cubic foot
(kilograms per cubic meter),
C = mass of suspended sample immersed in
water in pound mass (kilograms),
and
A and B = as previously defined.

19.1 Three full-size units shall be tested within 72
hours after delivery to laboratory, during which time they
shall be stored continuously in normal room air.
19.2 Units of unusual size, shape, or strength may be
sawed into segments, some or all of which shall be tested
individually in same manner as prescribed for full-sizeunits.
The strength of the full-size units shall be considered as
that which is calculated from the averagemeasured strength
of the segments.

* For metric units, use 1000.
16.4 Figure 1 shows a typical form for calculations and
recording data.
17.

20.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
Apparatus

18.1 Testing Machine=The testing machine shall
conform to requirements of USBR 1104. The machine shall
be equipped with two steel-bearing blocks (note 3), one
of which is a spherically seated block that will transmit
load to upper surface of masonry specimen, and the other
a plane rigid block on which specimen will rest. When
bearing area of steel blocks is not sufficient to cover bearing
area of masonry specimen, steel bearing plates meeting
the requirements of section 18.2 shall be placed between
bearing blocks and capped specimen after centroid of
masonry bearing surface has been aligned with center of
thrust of bearing blocks, see section 21.1.
NOTE 3.-h is desirable that bearing faces of blocks and plates
used for compression testing of concrete masonry have a Rockwell
hardness of not less than HRC 60 (BHN 620).
18.2 Steel Bearing Blocks andPlates.-Surfacesof steel
bearing blocks and plates shall not depart from plane by
more than 0.001 inch (0.025 ram) in any 6-inch (152mm) dimension. The center of the sphere of the spherically
seated upper bearing block shall coincide with center of
its bearing face. If a bearing plate is used, the center of
this sphere shall lie on a line passing vertically through
centroid of specimen bearing face. The spherically seated
block shall be held closely in its seat but shall be free
to turn in any direction. The face diameter of the bearing
blocks shall be at least 6 inches. When steel plates are
used between bearing blocks and masonry specimen (sec.
21.1), plates shall have a thickness equal to at least onethird the distance fromedge of bearing block to most distant
corner of specimen. In no case shall plate thickness be
less than 1/2 inch (13 mm).

Capping Test Specimens

20.1 Cap bearing surfaces of units by one of the
following methods:
20.1.1 Sulfur and Granular Materials.-Spread evenly
on a nonabsorbent surface that has been lightly coated
with oil (note 4), the proprietaryor laboratory-prepared
mixtures of 40 to 60 percent sulfur, by mass. The balance
of the mixture shall be ground fire clay or other suitable
inert material passing a No. 100 (150-#m) sieve, with
or without a plasticizer. Heat the sulfur mixture in a
thermostatically controlled heating pot to a temperature
sufficient to maintain fluidityfor a reasonable time after
contact with capping surface. Take care to prevent
overheating, and stir liquid in pot just before use. The
capping surface shall be plane within 0.003 inch (0.08 ram)
in 16 inches (406 mm) and shall be sufficiently rigid and
so supported as not to be measurably deflected during
capping operation. Place four 1-inch (25-mm) square steel
bars on surface plate to form a rectangular mold about
1/2 inch (13 mm) greater than inside dimensions of
masonry unit. Fill mold to a depth of 1/4 inch (6.4 ram)
with molten sulfur material. Then, bring surface of unit
to be capped quickly into contact with liquid and insert
specimen, holding it so that its axis is at right angles to
surface of capping liquid. Allowunit to remain undisturbed
until solidification is complete. Allow caps to cool for a
minimum of 2 hours before testing specimens. Patching
of caps shall not be permitted. Remove imperfect caps
and replace with new ones.

Report

17.1 Report all results separately for each unit and
as average for three units. Example reporting data are
shown on figure 2.

18.

Test Specimens

NOTE 4.-The use of oil on capping plates may be omitted
if it is foundthat plateand unit can be separated without damaging
cap.
20.1.2 Gypsum Plaster Capping.-Spread evenly on
a nonabsorbent surface that has been lightly coated with
oil (note 4), a neat paste of special high-strength plaster
(note 5) and water. Such gypsum plaster, when mixed with
water at the capping consistency, shall have a compressive
strength after 2 hours of not less than 3,500 lbf/in2 (24.1
MPa) when tested as 2-inch (50-mm) cubes. The casting
surface plate shall conform to requirements described in
section 20.1.1. Bring surface of unit to be capped into contact
with capping paste by firmly pressing down on the
specimen with a single motion, holding it so that its axis
is at right angles to capping surface. The average thickness
of the cap shall be not more than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm).
Patching of caps shall not be permitted. Remove imperfect
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caps and replace with new ones. Age caps for at least
2 hours before testing specimens.

VE•

Procedure

* For metric units, use 1 × 109.
NOTE 7.-Net area calculations are based on values obtained
in the absorption, moisture content, and density portion of this
procedure, sections 13 through 17.
22.4 CompressiveStrengtA-Calculate the compressive
strength of a concrete masonry unit as follows:
P

NOTE 6.-For homogeneous materials, centroid of bearing
surface can be considered to be vertically above center of gravity
of masonry unit.

= A-7

P
&- A•Ag

21.2 Speed of Testing.-Apply load up to one-half of
expected maximum load at any convenient rate. Then,
adjust controls of machine as required to give a uniform
rate of travel of moving head such that remaining load
is applied in not less than 1 nor more than 2 minutes.

As -V• --

V•

Vg

A

Da

(100)

(5)
(6)

(8)
(9)

where:
P = total maximum load in pound
force (kilonewtons),
Sg = compressive strength based on
gross area Ag in pound force per
square inch (megapascals),
So = compressive strength based on net
area An in pound force per
square inch (megapascals),
Ag = L W = gross area in square inches (square
millimeters), and
A,•, L, and W = as defined in section 22.3.

Calculations

22.1 Compressive strength of a concrete masonry unit
shall be the maximum load in pound force (kilonewtons)
divided by gross cross-sectional area of unit in square inches
(square millimeters). The gross area of a unit is the total
area of a section perpendicular to direction of load, including
areas within cells and within reentrant spaces unless these
spaces are to be occupied in the masonry by portions of
adjacent masonry.
22.2 Where a minimum compressive strength on
average net area as well as on gross area is specified,
calculate maximum load in pound force (kilonewtons)
divided by average net area, and include result in the report.
22.3 NetArea.-Calculate the average percentage of net
area (note 7) of the unit as follows:

(7)

As = average net area in percent,
V• = net volume of unit in cubic feet (cubic
meters),
Vg = gross volume of unit in cubic feet
(cubic meters),
L = length of unit in inches (millimeters),
W = width of unit in inches (millimeters),
H = height of unit in inches (millimeters),
and
A andDe = as previously defined in section 16.

21.1 Position of Specimens.-Position test specimens
with the centroid of their bearing surfaces aligned vertically
with center of thrust of spherically seated steel bearing
block of testing machine (note 6). Except for special units
intended for use with their cores in a horizontal direction,
test all hollow concrete masonry units with their cores
in a vertical direction. Test masonry units that are 100
percent solid and special hollow units intended for use
with their hollow cores in a horizontal direction in the
same direction that they will be in when in use.

22.

1728"

where:

NOTE 5.-Two such high-strength plasters are "Hydrostone"
and "Hydrocal White." Other plasters should not be used unless
they have been certified by testing to meet the strength
requirement.
21.

L WH

22.5 Figure 1 shows a typical form for calculations
and recording data.
23.

Report

Report results to nearest 10 lbf/in 2 or 0.05 MPa separately for each unit and as average for three units. Typical
reporting data are shown on figure 2.
24.

Precision and Bias

24.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

,

USBR 4142-92

CLAY LUMPS AND FRIABLE PARTICLES IN AGGREGATES
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4142; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 142-78 (Reapproved 1984).

1.

Scope

4.4 Drying Oven.-An oven providing free circulation
of air and capable of maintaining a temperature of 230+9° F

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
approximate determination of clay lumps and friable
particles in natural aggregates.

2.

(11o+5oc).
5.

Applicable Documents

5.1 Aggregate for this test shall consist of material
remaining after completion of testing in accordance with
USBR 4117. To provide quantities designated in sections
5.3 and 5.4, it may be necessary to combine material from
more than one test by USBR 4117.
5.2 The aggregate shall be dried to substantially a
constant mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C).
5.3 Test samples of fine aggregate shall consist of
particles coarser than a No. 16 (1.18-mm) sieve, and shall
have a mass not less than 100 grams.
5.4 Test samples of coarse aggregateshall be separated
into different sizes using the following sieves: No. 4
(4.75 mm), 3/8 inch (9.5 ram), 3/4 inch (19.0 ram), and
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm). Test sample shall have a mass
not less than that indicated in table 1.
5.5 In the case of mixtures of fine and coarse aggregates,
material shall be separated into two sizes on the No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve, and samples of fine and coarse aggregates
shall be prepared in accordancewith sections 5.3 and 5.4.

USBR Procedures:
2.1
1012 CalibratingBalances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-#m) Sieve in
MineralAggregates by Washing
2.2 ASTM Srandards:
C 142 Standard Test Method for Clay Lumps and Friable
Particles in Aggregates •
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 2
3.

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure is of primary significance in
determining the acceptability of aggregate with respect to
particles strong enough to withstand concrete mixing
operations, but which may later break down in hardened
concrete exposed to freezing and thawing or other natural
weathering actions and produce unsightly surface spalling
or popouts.

4.

Samples

Table 1. - Size of test sample for determining clay lumps and
friableparticles.
Size of particles in test sample

Apparatus
No. 4 to 3/8 inch (4.75 to 9.5 mm)
3/8 to 3/4 inch (9.5 to 19.0 mm)
3/4 to 1-1/2 inches (19.0 to 37.5 mm)
Over 1-1/2 inches (>37.5 mm)

4.1 Balance.-A balance or scale accurate to within
0.1 percent of mass of test sample at any point within
range of use.
4.2 Containers.-Rust-resistant containers of a size and
shape that will permit spreading of sample on bottom
in a thin layer, .and of sufficient depth to permit
submergence of largest particle.
4.3 Sieves.-Sieves shall conform to ASTM E 11.

6.

Minimum mass
of test sample,
Ibm (grams)
2.20
4.41
6.61
11.02

(1000)
(2000)
(3000)
(5000)

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish

t Annual Book o£ASTM'Standards, vols. 04.02, 04.03J
2 AnnualBook of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
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appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.

Calibration

allow to cool, and determine mass to nearest 0.1 percent
of mass of test sample as defined in section 5.3 or 5.4.

and Standardization

10.

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
7.2 Balances or scales shall be calibrated to meet
requirements of section 4.1 in accordancewith USBR 1012.
7.3 Sieves shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
ASTM E 11 in accordancewith USBR 1025.
7.4 Drying ovens shall be calibrated to meet requirements of section 4.4 in accordancewith USBR 1020.
8.

10.1 Calculate percent of clay lumps and friable
particles in fine aggregate, or individual sizes of coarse
aggregate as follows:
P1 --

Procedure

9.1 Determine mass of test sampleto accuracyspecified
in 4.1, spreadsample in a thin layer on bottom of container,
cover with potable water, and allow to soak for 24+4 hours.
Roll and squeezeparticles individually between thumb and
forefinger to attempt to break particle into smaller sizes.
Do not use the fingernails to break up particles, and do
not press particles against a hard surface or each other.
Any particles that can be broken by rolling and squeezing
into fines removable by wet sieving shall be classified as
clay lumps or friable particles. After all discernible clay
lumps and friable particles have been broken, separate the
detritus from remainder of sample by wet sieving over
the sieve prescribed in table 2. Perform the wet sieving
by passing water over samplethrough sieve, while manually
agitating sieve, until all undersize material has been
removed.
Table 2. - Size of sieve for wet sieving aggregatesfor determination
of clay lumps and friable particles in each size fraction.

Fine aggregate[retained on No. 16
(1.18-mm) sieve]
No. 4 to 3/8 inch (4.75 to 9.5 mm)
3/8 to 3/4 inch (9.5 to 19.0 mm)
3/4 to 1-1/2 inches (19.0 to 37.5
ram)
Over 1-1/2 inches (>37.5 mm)

M1

(100)

(1)
(2)

where:

Conditioning

Size of particles in test sample

M1 - M2

P2 = PI × % original grading X 100

8.1 The only conditioning required in this test
procedure is soaking the sample for 24±4 hours in potable
water.
9.

Calculation

P1 = percent of clay lumps and friable particles,
/141 = mass of test sample (for fine aggregate, this is
mass of portion coarser than No. 16 (1.18mm) sieve as described in section 5.3),
M2 = mass of particles retained on designated sieve
(sec. 9.2), and
/'2 = weighted percentage of clay luumps and friable
particles of the coarse aggregate based on the
original percentage retained on each sieve
fraction (sec. 10.2).
NOTE 1.-If a No. 200 (75-#m) sieve is nested beneath sieve
prescribed for washing sample after testing, the approximate
percentage of friable material, as opposed to clay- or silt-size
fines, may be obtained by determining mass of material passing
designated washing sieve and retained on No. 200 sieve.
10.2 For coarse aggregates,the percent of clay lumps
and friable particles shall be an average based on percent
of clay lumps and friable particles in each sieve size fraction
weighted in accordance with grading of original sample
before separation or, preferably, the average grading of
the supply represented by sample. Should aggregatecontain
less than 5 percent of any of the sizes specified in section
9.1, that size shall not be tested but, for purpose of
calculating weighted average,shall be considered to contain
same percent of clay lumps and friable particles as next
larger or next smaller size, whichever is present.
10.3 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested worksheet for calculations.

Size of sieve for
removing residue of
clay lumps and
friable particles

11.

Report

11.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 serves as a typical reporting form for this procedure.

No. 30 (600Bm)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

12.

No. 4 (4.75 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

Precision and Bias

12.1 The precision for this test procedure has not yet
been determined, but is being investigated. A precision
statement will be included when proper data have been
obtained and analyzed.
12.2 There is no known bias for this procedure.

9.2 Remove retained particles carefully from sieve, dry
to substantially a constant mass at 230±9°F (110±5°C),
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SLUMP OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4143; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 143-78.

Scope

of cone. The mold shall be provided with foot pieces and
handles similar to those shown on figure 1. The mold
may be constructed either with or without a seam. Interior
of mold shall be relatively smooth and free from projections,
such as protruding rivets or weld material. The mold shall
be circular and free from dents. A mold which clamps
to a nonabsorbent baseplate is acceptable provided the
clamping arrangement is such that it can be fully released
without movement of mold. Care must be used while
disengaging the clamp because any vibration would increase
the slump of the concrete.
3.2 Tamping Rod-The tamping rod shall be a round,
straight, steel rod 5/8 inch (16 mm) in diameter and about
24 inches (610 mm) in length, with tamping end rounded
to a 5/8-inch-diameter hemispherical tip.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of slump of concrete, both in the laboratory
and in the field.
NOTE 1.-This procedure is considered applicable to plastic
concrete having coarse aggregateup to 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
in size. If coarse aggregate is larger than 1-1/2 inches, the
procedure is applicable when applied on the fraction of concrete
passing a 1-1/2-inch sieve with the larger aggregate being
removed in accordance with section 4 of USBR 4172. This
procedure is not considered applicable to nonplastic and
noncohesive concrete.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 143 Standard Test Method For Slump of Portland
Cement Concrete 1

3.

4.

Precautions

4.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Apparatus

5.

3.1 Mold.-The test specimen shall be formed in a mold
made of metal not readily attacked by the cement paste.
The metal shall not be thinner than No. 16 gauge (Bwg)
and, if formed by the spinning process, there shall be no
point on the mold where the thickness is less than 0.045
inch (1.14 mm). Mold shall be in the form of the lateral
surface of the frustrum of a cone. When made using inchpound units, the base shall be 8 inches in diameter, the
top 4 inches in diameter, and the height 12 inches. All
of these values shall be within +1/8 inch of the prescribed
dimension. When using SI-metric units, the base shall be
203 mm in diameter, the top 102 mm in diameter, and
the height 305 mm; with all values being within +3.2 mm
of prescribed dimension. The base and the top shall be
open, parallel to each other, and at right angles to axis

Sample

5.1 The sample of concrete from which test specimens
are made shall be representative of entire batch, and shall
be obtained in accordancewith USBR 4172.

6.

Calibration and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
7.

Conditioning

7.1 Dampen the mold and place it on a flat, moist,
nonabsorbent, rigid surface.

1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
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8.

Procedure

8.1 The mold shall be held firmlyin place during filling
by the operator while standing on the two foot pieces.
From sample of concrete obtained in accordance with
section 5, immediately fill mold in three layers, each
approximately one-third the volume of mold.
NOTE 2.-One-third of volume of the slump mold fills the
mold to a depth of 2-5/8 inches (67 mm); two-thirds the volume
fills the mold to a depth of 6-1/8 inches (156 ram).
8.2 Rod each layer with 25 strokes of tamping rod,
uniformly distributing strokes over cross section of each
layer. For bottom layer, this will necessitate inclining rod
slightly and making about half the strokes near the
perimeter, then progressing with vertical strokes spirally
toward center. Rod bottom layer throughout its depth. Rod
second layer and top layer each throughout its depth so
that strokes just penetrate into underlying layer.
8.3 In fillingand rodding top layer, heap concrete above
mold before rodding is started. If rodding operation results
in subsidence of concrete below top edge of mold, add
additional concrete to keep an excess above top of mold
at all times. After top layer has been rodded, strike off
surface of concrete by means of a screeding and rolling
motion of tamping rod. Remove mold immediately from
concrete by raising it carefully in a vertical direction. Raise
mold 12 inches (305 mm) in 5+2 seconds using a steady
upward lift with no lateral or torsional motion. Complete
entire test from start of fillingthrough removal of mold
without interruption within 2-1/2 minutes.
8.4 Immediately measure slump by determining
vertical difference between top of mold and displaced
original center of top surface of specimen. If a decided
falling away or shearing off of concrete from one side
or portion of the mass occurs (note 3), disregard test and
make a new test on another portion of sample.

NOTE 3.-If two consecutive tests on a sample of concrete
show a falling away or shearing off of a portion of the concrete
from the mass of the specimen, concrete probably lacks necessary
plasticity and cohesiveness for slump test to be applicable.
8.5 After slump measurement is completed, the side
of the concrete frustum should be tapped gently with
tamping rod. The behavior of the concrete under this
treatment is a valuable indication of its cohesiveness,
workability, and placeability, see figure 2. A wellproportioned, workable mix will slump gradually to lower
elevations while retaining its original identity; however,
a poor mix will crumble, segregate, and fall apart.
Operations !nvolved in making the slump test are illustrated
on figure2.
9.

Calculations
9.1

10.

No calculations are involved in this procedure.
Report

10.1 Record the slump in inches (millimeters) to
nearest 1/4 inch (6 mm) of subsidence of specimen during
test.
10.2 No specific reporting form is required for results
of this test, but may be reported in conjunction with results
of other test procedures, such as figure 3 in USBR 4138.
11.

Precision and Bias

11.1 Data are being compiled and developed that will
be suitable for use in developing precision statements for
this procedure.
11.2 The bias for this procedure has not been
established.
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AUTOCLAVE EXPANSION OF PORTLAND CEMENT
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4151; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 151-84.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the autoclave expansion of portland
cement using a test on a neat cement specimen.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1007 Calibrating Dial Indicators
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1040 Calibrating Pressure Gauges
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4187 Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
4305 MechanicalMixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 151 Test Method for Autoclave Expansion of Portland
Cement 1
C 490 Specification for Apparatus for Use in Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement Paste, Mortar,
and Concrete •,2
C 511 Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist Rooms,
and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing of Hydraulic
Cements and ConcretesU2
E 177 Recommended Practice for Use of the Terms
Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurement of a
Property of a MaterialU3

3.

Significance

3.1 The autoclave expansion test provides an index
of potential delayed expansion caused by the hydration
of CaO (calcium oxide) and/or MgO (magnesium oxide).

4.

Apparatus

4.1 Scales and Standard Masses.-For determining the
mass of the materials conforming to the requirements of
ASTM C 490.
1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
3 AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vol. 14.02.
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4.2 Glass Graduates.-Graduates should have either a
200- or 250-mL capacity, conforming to the requirements
of ASTM C 490.
4.3 Molds.-Molds shall have a 1- by 1-inch (25- by
25-ram) cross section, conforming to the requirements of
ASTM C 490. Typical molds are shown on figure 1.
4.4 TroweL-Trowel shall have a straightedged steel
blade 4 to 6 inches (102 to 152 mm) in length.
4.5 Autoclave.-The autoclave shall consist of a highpressure steam vessel with a thermometer well, and
equipped with an automatic pressure control and a rupture
disk with a bursting pressure of 350 lbf/in2 (2413 kPa)
+5 percent. In locations where use of a rupture disk is
not permitted, autoclave shall be equipped with a safety
valve. In addition, autoclave shall be equipped with a vent
valve to allow the escape of air during early part of heating
period and to release any steam pressure remaining at
end of cooling period. The pressure gauge shall have a
dial with a nominal diameter of 4.5 inches (114 ram) and
shall be graduated from 0 to 600 lbf/in2 (0 to 4137 kPa)
with scale divisions of not more than 5 lbf/in 2 (34 kPa).
The error in the gauge shall not exceed +3 lbf/in2 (+21
kPa) at the operating pressure of 295 Ibf/in 2 (2034 kPa).
The capacity of heating unit shall be such that with
maximum load (water plus specimens), pressure of
saturated steam in autoclave may be raised to a gauge
pressure of 295 lbf/in2 in 45 to 75 minutes from the time
heat is applied. The automatic pressure control shall be
capable of maintaining gauge pressure at 295+10 Ibf/in 2
(2034+69 kPa) for at least 3 hours. This pressure
corresponds to a temperature of 420+3 °F (215.6+1.7 °C).
The autoclave shall be designedto permit gauge pressure
to drop from 295 lbf/in 2 to less than 10 lbf/in2 within
1.5 hours after heat supply has been shut off. The rupture
disk shall be made of a material having a tensile strength
that is relatively insensitive to temperature from 68 to
420 °F (20.0 to 215.6 °C), and that is electrochemically
compatible with the pipe leading to the disk and its holder.
A typical autoclave is shown on figure 2.
4.6 Length Comparator.-The comparator used for
measuring the length change of specimens shall conform
to requirements of ASTM C 490. Figure 3 shows a typical
length comparator.
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5.

6.

Temperature and Humidity

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment; and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

5.1 Molding Room.-Maintain temperature of molding
room, dry materials, and mixing water; and relative
humidity of molding room within the limits of ASTM
C 490.
5.2 Moist Storage Facilides.-Maintain temperature and
humidity of the moist storage facilities according to the
requirements of ASTM C 511.
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6.2
AucocIave:
6.2.1 The pressure gauge should have a maximum
capacity of 600 lbf/in2 (4137 kPa) because with a smaller
capacity there is not enough arc length for the gauge handto indicate pressures above the specified maximum working
pressure. The operator must ensure that the gauge hand
has not passed the maximum graduation on the scale. It

units). From ASTM C 490.
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is best to have the pressure gauge tested; however, a
thermometer should always be used with it to provide a
means of detecting any failure of the gauge to operate
properly and to indicate any unusual condition.
6.2.2
Maintain the automatic control in proper
working order at all times.
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C 490 and C 511 by checking with certified thermometers
and relative humidity testers.
8.

pressure at 295+10 lbf/in 2 (2034+69 kPa) for 3 hours.
At end of 3-hour period, shut off heat supply and cool
autoclave at such a rate that pressure will be less than
10 lbf/in 2 after 1.5 hours. At end of 1.5-hour period, slowly
release any remaining pressure by partially opening vent
valve until atmospheric pressure is attained. Then, open
autoclave and place test specimens in water at a temperature
above 194 °F (90 °C). Cool water surrounding bars at
a uniform rate by adding cold water so that water
temperature will be lowered to 74 °F (23.3 °C) in 15
minutes. Maintain water temperature surrounding specimens at 74 °F for an additional 15 minutes; then, surfacedry specimens and measure their lengths again.

Number of Test Specimens

8.1 Make at least one test specimen for each sample
tested.
9. Conditioning
Molds

or Preparation

9.1 Prepare specimen molds
requirements of ASTM C 490.
10. Conditioning
imens

of Specimen

in accordance

or Preparation

with

of Test Spec-

10.1 Mixing CementPaste.-Prepare the standard batch
consisting of 650 grams of cement and sufficient water
to give a paste of normal consistency (USBR 4187). Mix
this batch in accordance with the procedure described in
USBR 4305. Both the time-of-set specimens and an
• autoclave bar may be made from same batch. Figure 4
shows a typical mix record.
10.2 Molding Specirnens.-Immediately following
preparation of the time-of-set specimens or completion
of mixing, mold test specimen into two approximately equal
layers. Each layer should then be compacted with thumbs
or forefingers by pressing paste into corners, around gauge
studs, and along surface of mold until a homogeneous specimen is obtained. After compacting top layer, cut off paste
flushwith top of mold with thin-edged trowel, and smooth
surface with a few strokes of trowel. During mixing and
molding, protect hands with rubber gloves.
10.3 Storage of Test Specimens.-After filling mold,
place it in moist closet or moist storage room. Store specimens in molds uncovered in moist enclosure for at least
20 hours; if removed from molds before 24 hours, specimens shall be kept in moist closet or moist storage room
until time of test.
11.

Procedure

11.1 Remove specimens from the moist atmosphere
24+0.5 hours after molding, and immediately measure for
length. Then, place specimens in autoclave at room
temperature in a rack so that all sides of each specimen
will be exposed to the saturated steam. The autoclave shall
contain enough water, at an initial temperature of 68 to
82 °F (20.0 to 27.8 °C), to maintain an atmosphere of
saturated steam vapor during entire test. Ordinarily, 7 to
10 percent of autoclave volume should be occupied by water.
11.2 To permit air to escape from autoclave during
early portion of heating period, leave vent valve open until
steam begins to escape. Then, close valve and raise
temperature of autoclave at a rate that will bring gauge
pressure of steam to 295 lbf/in2 (2034 kPa) within 45
to 75 minutes from time heat is turned on. Maintain

NOTE 2.-If it is preferred to make all measurements at 80
°F (26.7 °C), it is recommended that specimens, after removal
from moist enclosure, be placed in water maintained at 80 °F
for at least 15 minutes, removed and measured for length, and
then placed in autoclave. Upon removal from autoclave, cool
specimens and water to 80 °F in 15 minutes, keep specimens
in 80 °F water for an additional 15 minutes, and then repeat
length measurements.
12.

Calculation

12.1 Calculate difference in length of test specimen
before and after autoclaving as the percent of effective
gauge length and record to nearest 0.01 percent. Record
percentage of increase in length as autoclave expansion;
indicate a decrease in length by a minus sign prefixed to
percent value. Figure 5 shows a typical calculation form.
13.

Report

13.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.
14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 For a 0.11- to 0.94-percent length expansion, the
single, laboratory-operator, multibatch-day precision has
been found to be 7.46 (R1S percent); and the singleoperator, multilaboratory-batch-day precision has been
found to be 15.31 (RIS percent), as defined in ASTM E
177. Therefore, 95 percent of the time, two test results
(each the average of duplicate determinations of properly
conducted tests) obtained by same operator on different
days should not differ by more than 21 percent of their
mean, and test results (each the average of duplicate
determinations of properly conducted tests) obtained by
two laboratories should not differ by more than 47 percent
of their mean.
14.2 The bias for this procedure is not known.
15.

Reference

15.1 For additional useful information on details of
cement test methods, see "Manual of Cement Testing,"
Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
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Figure 4. - Mix proportions of hydraulic cement mortars for autoclave expansion.
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UNITED.STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4172-92

SAMPLING FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4172; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 172-82.

1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
obtaining representative samples of fresh concrete, as
delivered to project site, on which tests are to be performed
to determine compliance with quality requirements of the
specifications under which the concrete is furnished (note
1). The procedure includes sampling from stationary,
paving, and truck mixers; and from agitating and
nonagitating equipment used to transport central-mixed
concrete.
NOTE 1.-Composite samples are required by this procedure
unless specifically excepted by requirements governing the tests
to be performed, such as tests to determine uniformity of
consistency and mixer efficiency. Methods used to select the
specific test batches are not described in this procedure, but it
is recommended that random sampling be used to determine
overall specifications compliance.

4.

4.1 Sieves.-Designated sieves shall conform to ASTM
Ell.
4.2 Wet Sieving Equipment.-Equipmentfor wet
sieving concrete shall be a sieve of designated size and
conveniently arranged and supported so that it can be
shaken rapidly by either manual or mechanical means.
Generally, a horizontal back and forthmotion is preferred.
The equipment shall be capable of rapidly and effectively
removing the designated size of aggregate. The screening
equipment shown on figures 1 and 2, although primarily
designed for screening concrete aggregate or soils, can be
used to remove aggregate larger than 1-1/2 inches (37.5
mm) from a concrete sample. A simpler apparatus for
screening fresh concrete is shown on figures 3 and 4.
4.3 Hand Tools.-Shovels,
hand scoops, plastering
trowels, and rubber gloves as required.

1.2 This procedure also covers methods to be used for
preparing a sample of concrete for further testing where
it is desirable or necessary to remove aggregate larger than
a designated size. This removal of larger aggregate particles
is preferably accomplished by wet sieving.
2.

5.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4094 Specifications for Ready-Mixed Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 172 Standard Method of Sampling Freshly Mixed
Concrete 1
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes2
E 323 Standard Specification for Perforated-Plate Sieves
for Testing Purposes 3
3.

Apparatus

6.

SamPling

6.1 The elapsed time between obtaining the first and
final portions of the composite sample shall be as short
as possible, but in no instance shall it exceed 15 minutes.
6.1.1 Transport the individual samples to the
location where the fresh concrete tests are to be performed
or where test specimens are to be molded. Samples shall
be combined and remixed with a shovel the minimum
amount necessary to ensure uniformity and compliance
with minimum time limits specified in 6.1.2.
6.1.2 Start tests for slump and/or air content within
5 minutes after obtaining final portion of composite sample.
Complete these tests as expeditiously as possible. Start
molding specimens for strength tests within 15 minutes
after obtaining composite sample. Keep the elapsed time

Terminolgy

3.1 Wet Sieving Concrere.-The process of removing
aggregate larger than a designated size from fresh concrete
by sieving it on a sieve of designated size.
I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
3 AnnualBook of ASTMStandards, vols. 05.05, 14.02.
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Figure 1. - Sieving hopper and hand sieves for gradation tests of coarse aggregate and soil
materials.
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I]/,L'
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I• iq;''

betv,'ee•l •:•btaifJ•ir,•: •Ln.d using the samp[e as shc,.r• as
p,:,,ssib[el, and pn:,,•e,ct s•,mple, f>,,m SL]*•, wind: and ,,)ther
s,:•u•,ces •:,,i r:xpid eva•p,::•rati•:,,r•,, and fF(:,Jil:-J C<ll•tk•tTtJin:dti,()•3.
7..

C:allibradon,

and S.[andar'dization
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supp,::,•ted! above t•'Je s.ubuade to F:,.•even• dlisplac:ement during
dJls,:harge.

7.1
The caJlibr•tic, n and '•;tan,Jardiz•l•:ic, n c,.f mii>c:ellarseous eqtJipntent ,•,r appa•at,us use.d in f•erfo•ming •]l•e. tests.
]listed under the Appllicable D.,::<•me.nts ,,)f se:ctii,,:)•:, 2 a:•e
o::,,ve•edl •mdler that pa•t•i.c:u]lar l-:,.r,•),:e.dt,re <:,• su•n.da•'d (lire'c:t]ly
or by •eferet•(e to,. anot]qe•
8.

Tru'ck Mfve'es
reguIa•]y
spaced intervals du•ing ,discb, a•'ge of middlle pcl,•tii,,,n of.
k,.:•d> De, n,:)• ok,.tain samp][es unti]i after ,:•1]1 wa•er has: been
added to, m[:ver, and dlo n•,,• ,::,bta•n samples fr,,m-n fiir'st or
las• pc,,•fi,:)ns c,,f b•tc]h, di!seha•ge Sample by repeatediy
passing a recep, tacie through enri•e dliscfJ, arge stream •ar
by cc, mple•ely dive.r'•iirJg dilsch, arge into. a sanq, F,]e .containe.r
Re.gulate rate t:,.f discharge c,f batch, h,.y the rate of revo]lution
,<)f &'urn and nov by sJize c,f gate opening.
Cc,mposilte
samples• within mr, e lima specified in s.ecti,:m, ,:5, into. c,.ne
samp]le •:c,¢ test: purposes.
el, 2: q •<ao-•T,.L,'):!g t:ron:,.
Open- Tc, p Truc•; •i•2'.x:cr.s',.
A•,/ea'eors, A,•canag:/r..,n• - Equ:,p•e'•e;
or ()r.&e• TT;pes of
(;•,en'-Top Co.n'•a'.•ers.-Take samples by whichever me•hod
described in 5:'..2.1, 92.2, e,,r 9.23 is. most appliic:ablk, under'
the given o::,nditions.
9.2.3

Of

Co.nditior, ing

8,.•
No sp.ecifk: cc,.ndJitic, ning is. requh•ed f,::)r this
procedure o•her •han that •equ[red unde• the •'efere•ced
ap.pEcable d.,::•cument s.
9'.

Procedure

9. i
.&e•_w, .c,,/:S.mZpie:.-Tlm size ,,:ff the oc, mp.,:)sit:e sample
for s.t•'ex-•gtf, te.sts sha][ be a n:•Jininmm
.c,f I ft e' (0.03 m•).
S.mlalJer samples
pe•mit*ed for rcl, ut[ne air c:,:}n•el-Jt
and S]LImp te's•s, and •he samp.le size sha•l be dictaiedl by
the maxJimun:• aggregate, size.
92 Tk•e methods used in, sampling:; sfJ,dl include the
use .of eveLv pre.cautii,,)n that wil] assi!st iin obtainJing samples
that are. t•uJly representati!ve of •lne. nature and cor•,d:hi.c,n
.,•f d-m ,c,,mcrete sampled
JElay

b,e

&,'mpf,'Lig/)o±n

A•v'&•!&,)IS,-S•]m•[:,[e:

Re'vok'e•:•jV

•,(},ncrete

10.
Additional
Method
S•z:;e,,. Aggregat:e Concrete

at

for'

Drum

t-W'J,

or

La•'ge,.

II"J,o•e

Maximum-

'• (). ]
\X/hen o: mcrete cc, nta•ns agg;•egate larger than that
apprc,.prJiate f•.r siiz.e of molds or equipm, ent to be •se.d,
wet sieve the sarnp.]e but man-:e, density dle.termiinations for
use m y•ield o::•mputa:at•c, ns on the full mix.

NC•[ •!: SaSL-lpli**g sh,:::,,L•lcl n.,z•:n/al]ly k:,e: perf,:,•med as. the
o:::,ncre•:e is ,delivere.d (•,:m, fl-,e .•,ehic]le used t.,• :ran, sp,<•:{ the
c,::,ncrete t,::, the •:c, rms.; h<:,weve•7, specJlfJcati,::,ns ma? re,quilre <•.ther
pc, m•s .•t: sem-•p.lhing, such •s •];se cli>ch•trge ,:•i • c.,:)t.,czete p'mmp
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from the aggregatebefore it is discarded. Place only enough
concrete on the sieve at any one time so that after sieving,
the thickness of layer of retained aggregateis not more
than one particle thick. The concrete which passes the
sieve shall fall into a batch pan of suitable size which
has been previously dampened or onto a clean, moist,
nonabsorbent surface. Scrape any mortar adhering to sides
of wet-sieving equipment into the batch. After removing
larger aggregateparticles by wet sieving, remix batch with
a shovel the minimum amount necessary to ensure
uniformity and proceed with testing immediately so that
time limits specified in section 6 are complied with.

NOTE 4.-The effect of wet sieving on the test results should
be considered. For example, wet sieving concrete causes the loss
of a small amount of air due to additional handling. The air
content of the wet-sieved fraction of the concrete is greater than
that of the total concrete because the larger size aggregate, which
has been removed, does not contain air. The apparent strength
of wet-sieved concrete in smaller specimens is usually greater
than that of the total concrete in larger, appropriate-size
specimens. The effect of these differences may need to be
considered, or determined by supplementary testing for quality
control or test result evaluation purposes.
10.2 When a density determination is needed for total
material, including the plus 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) material,
and a mold or equipment of sufficient size is not available,
the density can be computed. An example of these
computations and information on concrete uniformity and
mixer performance requirements are given in USBR 4094.
10.3
Wet Sieving.-After
sampling concrete, pass
concrete over designated sieve and remove and discard
aggregate retained. This shall be done before remixing.
Shake or vibrate sieve by manual or mechanical means
until no undersize material remains on sieve. Mortar
adhering to aggregateretained on sieve shall not be wiped

11.

Calculations and Report

11.1 Calculations and reporting requirements required
for the specific test are covered in the procedures or
standards listed under the Applicable Documents of
section 2.
12.

Precision and Bias

12.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
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Figure 4. - Design drawing of wet-sieve apparatus shown on figure 3.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4173-92

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
BY VOLUMETRIC METHOD
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4173; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 173-78.

Scope

or more, of the volume of the bowl. These graduations
shall be accurate to +0.1 percent by volume of bowl. Upper
end of neck shall be threaded and equipped with a screwcap
and gasket to make a watertight connection.
3.2 Funnel.-A metal funnel with spout of a size that
will permit it to be inserted through neck of top section
and long enough to extend to a point just above bottom
of top section. Discharge end of spout shall be so constructed
that when water is added to container there will be a
minimum disturbance of the concrete.
3.3 Tamping Rod.-A round, straight, steel rod that
is 5/8 inch (16 ram) in diameter and at least 12 inches
(305 ram) long, with both ends rounded to a hemispherical
tip of same diameter.
3.4 Strike-Off Bar.-A flat, straight, steel bar at least
1/8 by 3/4 by 12 inches (3 by 19 by 305 ram) long.
3.5 Measuring Cup.-A metal cup having a capacity
equal to 1.03+0.04 percent of volume of bowl of airmeter.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of air content of freshly mixed concrete
containing any type of aggregate whether it be dense,
cellular, or lightweight.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 173 Standard Test Method for Air Content of Freshly
Mixed Concrete By the Volumetric Methodx
3.

NOTE 1.-Volume of measuring cup is slightly larger than 1.0
percent of volume of bowl to compensate for volume contraction
that takes place when 70 percent isopropyl alcohol is mixed with
water. Other alcohols or defoaming agents may be used if
calculations show that their use will result in an error in indicated
air content less than 0.1 percent.

Apparatus

3.1 Airmeter.-An airmeter (fig. 1) consisting of a bowl
and top section conforming to following requirements:
3.1.1 BowL-The
bowl shall be constructed of
machined metal of such thickness as to be sufficiently rigid
to withstand normal field use, and of such composition
as not to be readily attacked by cement paste. Bowl shall
have a diameter that is from 1 to 1.25 times its height,
and shall have a flange at or near the top surface. Capacity
of bowl shall not be less than 0.075 ft3 (0.002 m3).
3.1.2
Top Secrion.-The
top section shall be
constructed of machined metal of thickness sufficiently rigid
to withstand normal field use, and of composition not
readily attacked by cement paste. Capacity shall be at least
20 percent larger than the bowl, and shall be equipped
with a flexible gasket and hooks or lugs to provide for
attachment to bowl flange to make a watertight connection.
Top section shall be equipped with a glass-lined or
transparent plastic neck that is graduated in increments
of no more than 0.5 percent from 0 at the top to 9 percent,

3.6 Syringe.-A small, rubber, bulb syringe having
a capacity at [east that of measuring cup.
3.7 Pouring Vessel.-A metal or glass container of about
1 quart or 1 liter capacity.
3.8 Trowel.-A blunt-nosed brickmason's trowel.
3.9 Scoop.-A small metal scoop.
3.10 Mallec.-A rubber- or rawhide-head mallet with
a mass of about 1.25+0.50 lbm (0.57+0.23 kg) for use with
0.5-ft3 (0.014-m3) measures or smaller, and a mallet with
a mass of about 2.25+0.50 Ibm (1.02+0.23 kg) for use with
measures larger than 0.5 ft3.
4.

Reagentsand Materials

4.1 Isopropyl AlcohoL-Use 70 percent by volume
isopropyl alcohol, which is about 65 percent by mass
(notes 1 and 2).

I Annual BookofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
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screw cap

appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
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6.

6.1 The bowl volume of the airmeter, in cubic feet
or cubic meters, shall be calibrated by accurately
determining mass of water required to fill the bowl at
room temperature and dividing this mass by the density
of water at the same temperature. Follow the calibration
procedure outlined in section 7 of USBR 4029.
6.2 Determine accuracy of graduations on neck of top
section of airmeter by fillingthe assembled bowl and top
section with water to level of mark for any air content.
Then add a quantity of water at room temperature, equal
to 1.0 percent of volume of bowl, to water already in the
neck. The height of the water column shall increase by
an amount equivalent to 1.0 percent of air.
6.3 Determine volume of measuring cup using water
at 70 °F (21.1 °C) by the method outlined in section 6.1.
A quick check can be made by adding 1 or more cups
of water to assembled apparatus and observing increase
in height of water column after filling to a given level
as described in 6.2.

Graduated neck, lined with
glass or clear plastic

I

\._.)

V, = Vz (approx.)

Top section
Volume=Vz

7.

Sample

7.1 Obtain the sample of freshly mixed concrete in
accordance with applicable provisions of USBR 4172. If
concrete contains coarse aggregate particles that would be
retained on a 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) sieve, wet sieve a
representative sample over a 1-1/2-inch sieve to yield
somewhat more than enough material to fill measuring
bowl. The wet sieving procedure is described in USBR
4172. Perform the wet sieving operation with the minimum
practicable disturbance of the mortar. Make no attempt
to wipe adhering mortar from coarse aggregate particles
retained on sieve.

/( Flanges with gasket
]
end clam )s

-r-

Measuring bowl

Calibrationof Apparatus

Volume = V,

8.

Conditioning

8.1 No specific conditioning is required for this
procedure.
i[_

D=Itol¼H

9.

=

Procedure

95 Rodding and Tapping.-Using the scoop and aided
by the trowel if necessary, fill bowl with freshly mixed
concrete in three layers of equal depth. Rod each layer
25 times with tamping rod. When rodding second and
NOTE 2.-Isopropyl alcohol (70 percent) is commonly available
third layers, rod should penetrate about 1/2 to 1 inch
as rubbing alcohol. More concentrated grades can be diluted with
(13 to 25 ram) into layer below. After each layer is rodded,
water to required concentrations.
tap sides of measure 10 to 15 times smartly with mallet
. •to close any voids left by tamping rod and to release any
5. Precautions
j..
large bubbles of air that may have been trapped.
9.2 Striking Off.-After placement of third layer of
5.1 This proceduremay involve hazardous materials,
concrete in accordance with 9.1, strike off excess concrete
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
with the strike-off bar until surface is flush with top of
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
bowl. Wipe flange of bowl clean.
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
Figure 1. - Apparatus for measuring air content of fresh concrete by
volumetric method.
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9.3 Adding Water.-Clamp
top section into position
on bowl, insert funnel, and add water until it appears in
neck. Remove funnel and adjust water level using rubber
syringe until bottom of meniscus is level with zero mark.
Attach and tighten screwcap.
9.4 Agitating and Rolling.-Invert
and agitate the unit
until concrete settles free from base and then, with neck
elevated, roll and rock the unit until air appears to have
been removed from concrete. Set apparatus upright, jar
it lightly, and allow it to stand until air rises to top. Repeat
operation until no further drop in water column is observed.
9.5 DispellingBubbles.-When
all air has been removed
from concrete and allowed to rise to top of apparatus,
remove screwcap. In 1-cup increments using syringe, add
sufficient isopropyl alcohol to dispel foamy mass on surface
of water.
9.6 Reading.-Make
a direct reading of liquid in neck,
reading to bottom of meniscus, estimating to nearest
0.1 percent.
9.7 Screening and Washing.-If air content in mortar
fraction alone is needed, screen sample across the No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve and wash all material finer than this sieve
from the fresh concrete and record a submerged mass
determination.
NOTE 3.-The SSD (saturated-surface-dry) mass of the plus
No. 4 to 1-1/2-inch (4.75- to 37.5-mm) material may be dried
back to the SSD condition and mass determined, but it requires
less time to record a submerged mass and calculate the SSD
mass knowing the specific gravity as follows:
Msso = Ms( G---G-- )
G-1

where:
Msso = saturated-surface-dry mass,
Ms = submerged mass, and
G = specific gravity of the plus No. 4 to 1-1/2-inch (4.75to 37.5-mm) material.
10.

Calculations

10.1 Calculate the air content percent of concrete in
measuring bowl in percent by adding to the reading from
section 9.6 the amount of alcohol used in accordance with
section 9.5.
10.2 When sample tested represents that portion of
the mixture obtained by wet sieving over a 1-1/2-inch
(37.5-mm) sieve, calculate air content of mortar or of full
mixture by using the formulas given in USBR 4231. These
formulas are based on batch masses.
10.3 Figure 2 shows a typical calculation form.
11.

Report

11.1 The results of this procedure shall be reported
on figure 3 of USBR 4138.
12.

Precision and Bias

12.1 Data are being compiled and developed that will
be suitable for use in developing precision statements for
this procedure.
12.2 The bias of this procedure has not been
established.

(1)
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Spec. or L•C- 7•/2.
SOlic. No. "4- .5•-57-00• qO
Project
A•,eA/v7-/. E • A/Ew MEXICO
Featurez•A•Am'TA•: >/ •.•,/x,•

Structure•',•A V/ TY" ,•EC T/OA/
Ite• A•/× OESIGAt
LocationD•'MVE•. CoaCRETE LAB
Station
• Offset
Depth
to

Tested by T. GAET"O
A2. A,VooT"E/e
Computed by Z-.G/t
Checked by

Date
2-3-g3
Date
2- 3-o°3
Date
Z-3-g3

: ro

D. A4oor'E/•

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE BY VOLUMETRIC METHOD
Meter No. _•/Tare Mass 5.4S'lbm(leg') Volume O.974g. ft30m"y)
Isopr0pyl Alcohol Used •cups (mL)
Specific Gravity: Plus/. •" inch (+3X____Kmm)2.7OPlus No. 4 (+4.75 mm) ,a.70

Massof total sampie
Mass of plus/. 5 inch (+.o7.•mm)
Difference in mass: (1) - (2)

(1)
(2)
(3)
*(4)

Volume,
ft3

Mass,
Ibm
8q. Iq
I#. g2
74..a'?

Percent of plus g •" inch (+J2•"mm): •7• (100)

/•.g %

(5) Mass and volume of sample in air meter
(6) Percent air by meter
(7) Volume of air: (6)(5 vol.)
(8) Mass and volume of air-free sample:
(5 mass) and (5 vol.) - (7)
(9) Submerged mass of plus No. 4 (+ 4.75 mm)
(10) SSD mass of plus No. 4 (+ 4.75 mm):
(9) (Sp. Gr.)/(Sp. Gr.- 1)
(11) Solid vol. of plus No. 4 (+4.75 ram) to/. 5 inch (aZEmm):
(10)/(Sp. Gr. x 62.4), ft3 or (10)/(Sp. Gr. x 1000), m 3
"(12) Mass and volume of mortar in sample:
• (5 mass) - (10), Ibm (ks); (8 vol.) - (11), ft 3 (m 3)
(13) Mass of plusZO" inch (+JT.•'mm) for air meter
sample to represent full mix: (4) (5)
(14) Solid volume of plus/, a- inch (+3Zo"mm) for air meter
sample to represent full mix:
(13)/(Sp. Gr. x 62.4), ft3 or (13)/(Sp. Gr. x 1000), m 3
(15) At = 100 x (6) x (8 vol.)/[100 x (8 vol.) + (14) - (6) (14)], %
(16) Am = 100 x (6) x (8 vol.)/[100 x (12 vol.) + (6) x (8 vol. - 12
vol.)], %

/o. '/4- I o. o;,4-a"

Mass,
k•
4o.4E

Volume,
m3

/q.g%

4.2%
0. 00314-

0. ooooqo

10. q4 0.07166

O.O02DZE
l. d, S#

•.d, 2

5..7g

0. 000 9":'O

0. 034_31
5.. 1 6

0. 03 7.33-

2.•4

0. OOIOS•"

o. q7

Z./4
O. 0/2 70
3. g%

o.ooo3Eq
-9.6%
Z8 %

Z.g%

Formulas:
At

100 Aa Ve
100 Vt-Aa V•

Am

100Aa V,
100 V= + Aa ( Ve- V=)

where:
At
As

=
=

V, =
vt =
v, =

Am

=

Vm

=

air content of full mixture (15), percent;
air content of sample tested (6), percent (do not use in decimal form);
absolute volume of mix passing/.___•inch (2/7.K'mm) sieve, air free, (8 vol.), ft3 (m3);
absolute volume of total mix (8 vol.) + (14), ft• (m0;
absolute volume of mix coarser than/.6" inch (3_7.•'mm), (14), ft• (m0;
air content of mortar fraction (16), percent; and
absolute volume of mortar fraction, air free, (12 vol.), ft• (m•).

* By definition, percent retained should be basedon mass of total sample. Additional steps to those shown for this example
would therefore be required.
Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form.
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INTERIORBuREAU
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OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

SAMPLING AND ACCEPTANCE

FOR

(•)

USBR 4183-92

OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT

INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4183; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 183-83a.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
sampling and evaluating hydraulic cement for acceptance.
2.

3.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-1nch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4114 Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement
4151 Autoclave Expansion of Portland Cement
4185 Air Content of Hydraulic Cement Mortar
4186 Heat of Hydration of Hydraulic Cement
4187 Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
4188 Density of Hydraulic Cementitious Materials
4191 Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Vicat
Needle
4204 Fineness of Cementitious Materials by Air
Permeability Apparatus
4227 Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
4233 Testing Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete
4266 Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Gillmore
Needles
4311 Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural Pozzolans
for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
4430 Fineness of Hydraulic Cement by No. 325 (45-gm)
Sieve
4441 Effectiveness of Mineral Admixtures in Preventing
Excessive Expansion of Concrete Due to Alkali-Aggregate
Reaction
4451 Early Stiffening of Portland Cement (Paste Method)
2.2 ASTM Standards:
Cl15 Standard Test Method for Fineness of Portland
Cement by the Turbidimeter •
C 157 Standard Test Method for Length Change of
Hardened Cement Mortar and ConcretCa
1
2
3
4

2.3 Army Regulation:
ER 1110-1-2002 Cement and Pozzolan
Testing (app. A)5

AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards,vol. 04.01.
Annual BookofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
AnnualBookofASTMStandards,vol. 04.03.
AnnualBookofASTMSrandards,vols. 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.

Acceptance

Units of Measurement

3.1 A ton as used in this procedure is 2,000 Ibm
(907.2 kg).
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 The sampling methods described in this procedure
are intended for use in the procurement of samples for
acceptancetests of hydraulic cement, and are not intended
as sampling methods for quality control purposes in
manufacturing. The acceptance procedures cover the
amount of testing to be done, and provide guidance for
reporting on compliance or noncompliance of cements with
specifications requirements.
5.

Type and Size of Samples

5.1 A cement sample secured from a conveyor, bulk
storage, or from a bulk shipment in one operation shall
be termed a "grab sample." A sample obtained during a
10-minute interval using an automatic sampling device that
continuously samples a cement stream may also be termed
a "grab sample."
5.2 Grab samples taken at prescribed intervals over
a period of time may be combined to form a "composite
sample" that is representative of the cement produced
during that period.
5.3 Composite samples on which physical and chemical
tests are to be made are called "test samples."
5.4 All samples, whether grab or composite, shall have
a mass of at least 10 Ibm (4.5 kg).
5.5 The Government may designate a representative
to supervise the sampling, packing, and shipping of
samples.
5 Engineering and Design, Department of the Army, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, Washington, DC 20314.
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8.1.1 From Conveyor Delivering to Bulk Storage.Take one grab sample of 10 Ibm (4.5 kg) minimum at
about 6-hour intervals.
8.1.2 Transfer Sampling.-Samples of cement in
storage may be taken while the cement is being transferred
from one bin to another. One grab sample shall be taken
from the the transfer stream for every 400 tons (363 Mg)
of cement, or fraction thereof, but no less than two samples
shall be taken.
8.1.3 Other Sampling Methods.-When neither of
the sampling methods of sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 is
applicable, the sample may be taken, when authorized by
the Government, by one of the following methods:
8.1.3.1 From Bulk Storage atPoints ofDischarge.Withdraw cement from discharge openings in a steady
stream until sampling is completed. The quantity of cement
in tons to be withdrawn from one discharge opening may
be estimated as 0.2 times 0.00173 d 3, where d 3 is the
depth in feet of cement above the discharge opening. If
a high circular silo is being sampled, all samples may be
taken from one opening. If quantity of cementin bin
exceeds 1,200 tons (1089 Mg) when low rectangular bins
are being sampled, the number of discharge openings used
in the sampling shall be such that, for no opening, shall
number of samples represent more than one-half the.
contents of bin, or more than 2,000 tons (1814 Mg). In
sampling bulk storage at points of discharge while the
cement is flowing through openings, take samples at such
intervals so that one sample shall be taken for every 400
tons (363 Mg) of cement in bin or silo.
8.1.3.2 From Bulk Storage or Bulk Shipment
Using a Slotted-Tube Sampler or Sampling Pipe.-When
depth of cement to be sampled does not exceed 7 feet
(2.1 m), samples may be obtained bya slotted-tube sampler
similar to that shown on figure 1. The sampler shall be
between 5 and 6 feet (1.5 and 1.8 m) long, about
1-3/8 inches (35 ram) outside diameter, and shall consist
of two polished brass telescopic tubes with registering slots
which are opened or closed by rotation of the inner tube;
the outer tube being provided with a sharp point to facilitate
penetration. For depths of cement greater than 7 feet, a
sampling pipe activated by an air jet, which is capable
of removing samples from different depths, may be used
where applicable. Take samples obtained with slotted-tube
sampler or sampling pipe from well-distributed points and
various depths of the cement so that samples taken will
be representative of total quantity.
8.1.3.3 From Packaged Cement Using Tube
Sampler.-Insert sampler (fig. 2) diagonally into valve of
bag and place thumb over air hole. Then, withdraw the
sampler. Take one sample from a bag for every 5 tons
(4.5 Mg), or fraction thereof.
8.1.3.4 From Bulk Shipment by Car or Truck:
8.1.3.4.1 Single Shipment.-If only one car or
truck is being loaded, a 10-Ibm (4.5-kg) sample shall be

5.6 Samples shall be packed in moistureproof, airtight
containers that are to be numbered consecutively in the
order that samples were taken. Containers shall be crated,
if necessary, before shipping to testing location.
NOTE 1.-Containers made of polyvinyl chloride have
occasionally been found to affect the air-entraining potential of
a cement sample. The same problem might be experienced with
containers made from other plastics.
6. Testing Time Requirements for Compliance
Verification Tests
6.1 When compliance verification tests of hydraulic
cement are required to be made at a laboratory other than
that of the cement manufacturer, the cement sampling
schedule, sample transportation time, and sample testing
schedule must be coordinated among the Government,
manufacturer, and testing laboratory so that test results
will be available when decision to accept or reject cement
must be made.
6.2 The cement manufacturer shall make the cement
available for obtaining test samples at a date prior to the
date that the test results are needed for the acceptance
or rejection of the cement so that at least the applicable
time intervals shown in the following tabulation can be
ensured. This will allow the testing laboratory to provide
test results not later than the indicated number of days
after sampling:
Tests 1
4109, 4114, 4151, 4185, 4191, 4204, 4266,
4451, C 115, C 265, and C 563
(1-day results)
4109 (3-day results)
4109 and 4186 (7-day results)
4227 and C 452 (14-day results)
4109 and 4186 (28-day results)
C 157 (34-day results)
42_27 (56-day results)
4227 (91-day results)

Time interval,
days

8
10
14
21
35
41
63
98

1 Numbers preceded by a C are ASTM Standard Tests; other
numbers are USBR Procedures.

7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim to
address all safety problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
8.

Sampling

8.1 The cement may be sampled by any of the applicable
methods described in this section.

Figure 1. - Slotted tube sampler for bulk "cement.
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11.

Approx. volume= 19.6 in 3 (320 cm3)

Amount of Testing

11.1 GeneraL-The
Government shall specify the
amount of testing when heat of hydration and/or falseset determinations are required. Test samples made up
of composites of two consecutive samples shall be tested
for autoclave soundness, normal consistency, and time-ofset. When there is an odd number of samples, the last
sample shall be tested alone. All other tests shall be made
on individual samples selected as shown in table 1.

Figure 2. - Tube sampler for packaged cement.

taken if loading is continuous and all cement is from same
source. If not continuous, or unknown, five or more portions
from .different points in the load shall be combined to
form the test sample.
8.1.3.4.2 Multiple Shipmencs.-When shipment
consists of several cars or trucks loaded from same source
and on same day, the shipment may be sampled at a rate
of one sample for every 100 tons (91 Mg) of cement, or
fraction thereof, but no less than two samples shall be
taken. Cement represented by such samples may be
considered as a "lot" sample, and should be tested in
accordance with section 11.3.
8.2 Protection of Samplcs.-As samples are taken, they
shall be placed directly in moistureproof, airtight containers
to avoid moisture absorption and aeration of sample. If
samples are placed in cans, the cans shall be completely
filled and sealed immediately. Moistureproof, multiple-wall,
paper or plastic bags may be used if they are strong enough
to avoid breakage; and if they can be sealed immediately
after filling in such a manner as to eliminate excess air
in sample and to avoid moisture absorption and aeration
of sample. Samples shall be conditioned as described in
section 10.

Table 1. - Number of samples for testing.

Lot size,
No. of
samples

No. of tests
at normal
testing rate

No. of tests
at reduced
testing rate

2
3
4 to 10
11 to 20
Over 20

2
3
4
6
8

2
2
2
2
2

11.2 Car and Truck Samples.-All required tests shall
be made on each sample, except as noted in 8.1.3.4.
11.3 LotSamples.-The number of samples to be tested
from each lot of samples shall be as specified in table
1, except on tests forautoclave soundness, heat of hydration,
false set, normal consistency, and time-of-set.
11.4 All Ocher Cases.-For cases not otherwise
specified, a test sample shall represent any quantity
acceptable to the Government. For example, a test sample
may represent a lot of cement stored in one bin or produced
in 1 day.

NOTE Z-The recommended frequency for sampling and
testing project samples is as follows: A minimum of one sample
per project per year or when, in opinion of contracting agency,
field performance of cement indicates the need for a check test.
Also, the cement supplied from a qualified producing plant
(App. A of Army Regulation ER 1110-1-2002) shall be sampled
once at beginning of job, then once for every 1,000 tons (907 Mg)
of cement thereafter. After samples are properly sealed, packaged,
and contain all of the proper project identification, they should
be sent to:
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, Waterways
Experiment Station, Atm: Structures Laboratory, Cement and
Pozzolan Test Branch, P O Box 631, Vicksburg, MS 39180.
9.

Conditioning

10.1 Before testing, pass each sample through a No. 20
(850-/•m) sieve 6 or any other sieve having about 20
openings per inch (or per 25 mm) to mix the sample,
break up lumps, and remove foreign materials. Discard
the foreign materials and hardened lumps that do not break
up during sieving or brushing. Store cement in airtight,
moistureproof containers to prevent aeration or absorption
of moisture prior to test.

,•

/l"

2 i (64 ram) -•

Brass tubing-•

10.

NOTE 3.-Random grab samples taken at inappropriate times,
such as immediately following repair or adjustment of
manufacturing equipment, or from inappropriate places, such as
from top surface of material in a car, will not suitably reflect
the properties of a cement and therefore, should not be used
as the basis for acceptanceor rejection of a lot of cement.
11.5 Normal Testing.-The normal testing rate shall
be used as follows:

Calibration and Standardization

• Before quality history has been established.
• When no samples from a given mill have been tested
within a year.

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.

6 Detailed requirements for this sieve are given in ASTM E l 1.
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random method. The numbers identifying the subgroup
are listed in numerical sequence and paired in the order
of listing. The range, which is the difference between the
test results of a pair, for each of these pairs of test results
is then computed.
These ranges are totaled and their sum
divided by total number of ranges used to obtain average
range (.•). The average range shall be computed for each
included physical and chemical property limited by the
specifications requirements.
12.2.2 CriticalLimit.-Calculate
the critical limit (C)
for each included physical and chemical property limited
by the specifications requirements. First, the average range
is multiplied by the probability factor 2.49, yielding a
value which, for convenience, is called d. If the requirement
has a maximum specification limit, C is obtained by
subtracting d from that specification limit. If there is
a minimum limit, obtain C by adding d to that limit.
• Quality history charts shall be maintained.

• When quality history is based on any data more than
2 years old.
• When it is deemed necessary to recalculate critical
limit because of indicated lack of control (sec. 12.2.3).
11.6 Reduced Testing.-After quality history has been
established (sec. 12.2.1), testing may be done at the reduced
testing rate (note 4). If results of these tests are within
critical range, additional tests (equal to number of tests
at normal testing rate) shall be made.
NOTE 4.-When quality history indicates that the results for
a given requirement will probably be within critical range and
that substantial delay in completion of tests would result from
making additional tests (e.g., compressive strength), it may be
desirable to make tests at normal rate rather than at reduced
rate.
11.7 Selection of Samples for Testing.-The samples
to be tested from each lot of samples shall be taken by
some random method. The followingmethod is suggested:
A group of consecutively numbered markers equal to the
number of samples are placed in a container and mixed.
Then, one marker at a time is drawn from container until
number of markers drawn is equal to number of samples
to be tested at the normal rate. If testing is to be done
at the reduced rate, the markers so drawn are again placed
in a container, mixed, and two markers drawn to select
the samples to be tested.
12.

NOTE 5.-Improved estimates of ? and, consequently, C will
result if test results are not rounded. For example, the test result
of 21.78 percent for SiO2 is preferred to the rounded value of
21.8 percent. For fineness, the calculated value of 3243 is preferred
to the rounded value of 3240.

Acceptance

12.1 Definitions:
12.1.1 Reduced Testing Rate.-A test program that
provides for testing only two samples from any given lot
of samples that have been obtained and prepared for testing
at normal rate as described in section 11. The program
for reduced testing uses probability factors and is designed
such that when results from the two tested samples fulfill
requirements of test program, there is a 95-percent
confidence level that less than 5 percent of the untested
samples would be outside the specifications limits.
12.1.2 Lot.-Aspecific quantity of cement offered for
inspection and acceptance at any one time. A lot may be
one or more storage bins filled consecutively, or the contents
of one or more transport units representing cement drawn
from same storage bin.
12.2 The procedure for establishing a quality history
and control charts shall be as follows:
12.2.1 Quality History.-The quality history shall
represent cement from same source as cement to be tested,
and shall be based on data not more than 2 years old.
There shall be available test results for not less than 40
test samples representing not less than 7 lots of cement.
The test samples shall conform to the applicable provisions
of section 11. A pair shall be two test samples from the
same lot, in numerical sequence. Several pairs from the
same lot may be used when available. The number of paired
samples representing a large lot may be reduced as follows:
From the consecutively numbered group of tested samples
representing entire lot, a subgroup is selected by some
242

12.2.3 Control Chart.-A control chart of the range
shall be maintained to indicate when critical limit needs
to be recomputed. The average range (sec. 12.2.1) is
multiplied by the probability factor 3.267 to obtain the
upper control limit for the range between each consecutive
pair of test results. The horizontal scale of the chart will
be successive groups of two tests, and the vertical scale
will be the range. When the chart indicates lack of control
(points beyond upper control limit), the critical limit may
need to be recalculated. The occurrence of two consecutive
points beyond upper control limit for the range or the
occurrence of three points beyond upper control limit in
any series of five consecutive points, shall be considered
cause to recalculate critical limit. When it becomes necessary
to recalculate critical limit, reduced testing shall be
discontinued until a new quality history has been
established.
NOTE 6.-Examples on tile calculation of ? and d, and quality
history and control charts are shown in table 2 and on figures
3 and 4. Tile specifications limits used in these examples are
hypothetical.
12.3 Acceptance for Normal Testing.-When testing is
being done at normal testing rate, the cement shall be
accepted if it meets specifications requirements; and shall
be reported as failing to meet specifications requirements
if it does not meet each requirement specified.
12.4 Acceptance for Reduced Testing.-When testing
is being done at reduced testing rate, the cement shall
be accepted if the average of the test results is further
from the specified limit than it is from the critical limit.
If average of results for one or more requirements are
between critical limit and specification limit, additional
samples shall be tested (equal to number of tests at normal
rate) for that requirement. After completion of additional
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Table 2. - Test data for type 11, low-alkali, portland cement.
Lot No.

Sample
No.

Alkalies,
percent

88

1
13
17
21

0.58
0.61
0.57
0.55

91

1
5
13
21

0.55
0.55
0.57
0.54

98

5
13
17
21

0.55
0.56
0.56
0.56

5
13
17
21

0.42
0.45
0.47
0.39

4
8
12
20

0.47
0.46
0.40
0.41

4
8
16
20

0.45
0.44
0.41
0.40

3
7
15
19

0.45
0.48
0.48
0.49

2
15
20
24

0.49
0.46
0.47
0.49

1
6
11
21

0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46

6
11
21
26

0.46
0.45
0.44
0.44

106

107

111

112

113

120

123

Totals

Range,
percent

7-day total
10ad of three
specimens,
lbf
40,200
42,700
34,500
36,000

0.03
0.02

34,000
37,400
38,100
39,700

0.00
0.03

37,150
37,880
40,000
41,600

0.01
0.00

40 300
37,800
36,380
35,130

0.03
0.08

37,650
38,900
34,600
37,100

0.01
0.01

41,200
42,600
40,350
41,350

0.01
0.01

42,400
37,900
38,350
39,750

0.03
0.01

37,640
36,040
38,330
37,500

0.03
0.02

35,000
36,170
34,500
36,100

0.00
0.00

42,050
41,600
39,800
40,750

0.01
0.00
0.34

Range,
Ibf

2,500
1,500
3,400
1,600
730
1,600
2,500
1,250
1,250
2,500
1,400
1,000
4,500
1,400
1,600
830
1,170
1,600
450
950
33,730

7-day total
load of three
specimens,
kN

Range,
kN

178.8
189.9
153.5
160.1

11.1
6.6

151.2
166.4
169.5
176.6

15.2
7.1

165.3
168.5
177.9
185.0

3.2
7.1

179.3
168.1
161.8
156.3

11.2
5.5

167.5
173.0
153.9
165.0

5.5
11.1

183.3
189.5
179.5
183.9

6.2
4.4

188.6
168.6
170.6
176.8

20.0
6.2

167.4
160.3
170.5
166.8

7.1
3.7

155.7
160.9
153.5
160.6
187.0
185.0
177.0
181.3

5.2
7.1
2.0
4.3
149.8

Calculation of critical limit and control limit
2.49 F
Critical limit
3.267 •Control limit

0.017
0.04233
0.60-0.042 = 0.558
0.0555
0.056

1,686.5
4,199
30,000+4,199 = 34,199
5,510
5,510
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7.49
18.65
133.4+18.7=152.1
24.47
24.5
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Figure 3. - Quality history chart.
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tests, if all results meet specified requirements, the cement
shall be accepted. The cement shall be reported as failing
to meet the specifications requirements if any test result
does not conform to a respective requirement.
13.

Noncompliance and Retest

13.1 If any test result fails to meet a specifications
requirement, the lot of cement involved shall not be rejected
unless noncompliance is confirmed by a retest as described
in 12.2.
13.2 A retest is considered to be an additional test of
a certain property. The retest is made when results of
initial test of this property would cause rejection of a cement
for nonconformance with specifications requirements. A
retest may consist of either a single determination or a
set of replicate determinations.
13.3 - Retests shall be conducted in accordance with the
provisions, if given, of the applicable specifications. If no
provisions are given, the following procedure shall be used:
13.3.1 Make retest on a portion of same sample used
for the initial test. Use reference methods, when provided,
for determination of property requiring retest. In such cases,
use only the results obtained by these reference methods.
Retest shall consist of same number of determinations
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re•.uired for initial tests or, if a within-laboratory precision
statement is given which is based on a specified number
of replicates (i.e., duplicate or triplicate determinations),
the number of replicates used as the basis of such a precision
statement. If two or more determinations are required,
the value reported shall be the average of all results that
are within the limits of precision of the procedure at the
95-percent confidence level, as stated in the applicable
specifications or as generally recognized.
14.

Calculations

14.1 Suggested worksheets for typical calculations are
provided with the test procedures listed in the Applicable
Documents of section 2.
15.

Report

15.1 Figure 5 shows a typical reporting form for all
acceptancetests of hydraulic cement.
16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 Precision and bias statements are not appropriate
for this procedure because numerical reports of success
or failure are not required.
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Cam lied by

Project YAI<IA4A

Ownership:
Z•'h'/GH C/'A,I EJVr C=,.
Location'
Feature,Co=A D/V4R$/o•vDAM
sv/=crALj•'E F.•z zs• vv'A
,€'/3N ScR •E,v,.,€•',•.
Section •/,4 Township ,,v,4
Date Letter Transmitted ?-2q-Sg
Range N'A Meridian ,,v'A
Branch File No.C-/•EX

$o,' tO./V<=. 5"-•'/-/o- o522 o

Date

Checked by •'. ,•'s$

g.,/D/a.•

Reviewed by •Doc•'H

•. Do!•g
Date

Submitted by _7:.,•,,•'Ac•"

QUALITY EVALUATION
[] POZZOLAN

[•CEMENT

Sample No. M-34.Ex

Region: PN
State; W•sP/,'H=; ro•v
Material: .,4S7".• c/5o C•'•EA*T

Date Rec'd.: d-/I-Sg

Type:.2Z"

Class:

Source Name: A,'•frAL,,/V£ F'A," L$

Volume;

Physical Properties

Oxide
Analysis

From USBR 4188 or 4311,Density =3./..•_& Mg/m 3
From USBR 4185 or 4311, Air Content=e'...___o_o %

Si02
AIzO •

From USBR 4151 or 4311, Autoclave Expansion=-°.°•%

--,-.--

..-,-Chemical Analysis,%
USBR
4311

USBR
4114

•e.oc

3.7O
Fez03
3,Zo
From USBR 4204, Fineness(BlaineAir Permeability)•Specific Surface='•3m2/kg •ofabove 2•Po=/O
CoO
•
3.7o
From USBR 4311 or 4430, Passing No. 325(45-p.m)Sievet=/°-3%
From USBR 4186,Heat of Hydration in•--•-/k•or cal/g:3-day•pT-doyZ?6128-day3•S/ MgO
/o9O
#.9o
From USBR 4187, Normal Consistency2__•5°/o/&ZmL of H20,/-.•°mm of Penetration SO 3
From USBR 4311 or ASTM CI57, Drying Shrink0ge: •..•._%

Time-of-Set:

From USBR 4191,Vicat Needle, lnitial/?°min,Final2•'omin
From USBR 4266, Gillmore Needle, Initial/8•min, Final 98__._°rain
False

USBR 4451(Paste Method)
Initlal•
mm

I
I

30
/•€>mL

of

Control

Final,
mm

Ramie,
mm

/3

2t

Set

Penetration
USBR 4359(Mortar Method)

_•...°/o Penetration Ratio

Compressive Strength Usin? 2-inch or 50-mm Cubes
USBR 4311-Cement/Pozzolan Mortar Test Mix
W/C : •,•'•Zm L H20.//---°U/o F I o w W/(C+P):" ,•mL H20,•..% Flow

USBR 4109 - Standard Teet
USBR 4311 - Control MIx

Age,
days

.-I
3
7
28

Camp. Str.,
Ibf / in 2

Camp. Str.,
MPo

Comp. Str.,
Ibf/in 2

Camp. Str.,
MPo

H20 Req'd.
Flow•°/o of
Control

Total

Availoble

Misc. Properties

I ioo..
so.-

H20

Alkalies
No20
K20

PAI of Portland
Cement, % of
Control

Total
Alkaliee •
C00
(Free Lime)
Insoluble
Residue
Loes on
Ignition
Moisture
Content
"R" Factor

•I. oo

....

3.5"40

•4.,€o

....

90 -

/•/0
:0.•

/.50

C3S
C4AF
Co S04

Composition
2Z
•'6"
/o
•V•O

USBR 4311-PAI(Pozzolan Activity Index)With Lime

Minor Constituents

__mLof H20,•%FIow, 7-Oay Strength=__lbf/inZ(MPa)
USBR 4311 or 4441-Reactivity With Cement Alkalies

TiO 2
P205

Expansion:Control Mix•_% ,Test Mix•_%,14-Day Reduction•_%
FromUSBR 4233 or 4311, Limits on Amount of AEA in Concrete

ZnO
Mn203

Cement: []4233 [] ProjectiSource
Type__
Aggregate: Coarse ( [] 4233 [7 Project)• Source__,Sp.Gr.__, MSA__in.(mm
Fine(i-14233 [] Project)•Source__,Sp.Gr.•,F.M.-AEA Brand
Manufacturer

Sulfide
Sulfur

Control
MIx

Teat
MIx

! Control
MIx

CI-

Test
Mix

Cement, Ibm/yd3(kg/m 3

w/C or w/(C+P)

Air Content (Gray.), %

Poz zol an, I bm/yd3(kg/m3

FA:TA Ratio

Air Content (Press.),%

Water= Ibm/yd3(kg/m3)

Slump, In.(mm)

AF'A, oz/yd3(g/m•

AEA:CEM Ratio

:•

Alkalies as NozO equivalent:No20+0.658 K20
AEA= Air- Entraining Admixture

Figure 5. - Sample reporting form for USBR 4183.
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(C-5)/F

Compound

C•S
C•A

3o ?o

0,•'3

o./9
O. O7

AtO
/VZ•

Control
Mix

Test
MIx

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 4185-92

PROCEDURE FOR

AIR CONTENT OF HYDRAULIC

CEMENT MORTAR

INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4185; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 185-80.

Scope

is being made. The air content ol• concrete is influenced
by many factors other than the potential of the cement
for air entrainment.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of air content of hydraulic cement mortar
under specified conditions.
2.

5.

Applicable Documents

5.1 Flow Table, Flow Mold, and Caliper.-These items
shall conform to the requirements of •STM C 230.
Illustrations of these items are shown on figures 1 and
2.
5.2 Measure.-A cylindrical measure having an inside
diameter of 3q-1/16 inches (76.2+1.6 mm) and a depth
of 3-15/32 inches (88 mm) is required. The depth is
adjusted by standardization with water so that the measure
contains 400+1 mL at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) (note 1).
For purposes of this test, capacity of the measure in
milliliters is the amount of water content of measure, in
grams, divided by 0.9976; no mass correction made for
buoyant effect of air. The measure shall have a uniform
wall thickness. The thickness of the wall and bottom shall
not be less than 0.115 inch (2.92 mm). The total mass
of empty measure shall not be more than 900 grams. The
measure shall be made of a metal that will not be chemically
attacked by the cement mortar.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1030 Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortarsof Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 185 Standard Test Method for Air Content of Hydraulic
Cement Mortar•
C 230 Standard Specification for Flow Table for Use in
Tests of Hydraulic Cement •a
C 511 Standard Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist
Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing
of Hydraulic Cements and Concretes za
C 778 Standard Specification for Standard Sand •
3.

Summary of Procedure

NOTE 1.-The 400-mL measure can be calibrated readily by
filling with distilled water at 73.45:3 °F (23.04-1.7 °C) to a point
where meniscus extends appreciably above top of measure, placing
a clean piece of plate glass on top of measure, and allowing
the excess water to be squeezed out. The absence of air bubbles,
as seen through the glass, ensures that measure is completely
full. Care shall be taken to wipe excess water from sides of
container before determining mass.

3.1 The mortar to be tested is prepared with standard
sand and cement using a water content sufficient to give
a required flow. This mortar is compacted into a measure
of known volume, and then the mass is determined. The
air content is then calculated from the determined mass
per unit volume of the mortar, the known specific gravities
of the constituents, and the mixture proportions.
4.

Apparatus

5.3 Clearance Adjustment Bracket, Mixer, Bowl, and
Paddle.-These items shall conformto section 4 of USBR
4305. An illustrationof these items is shown on figure 3.
5.4 Straightedge..-A steel straightedge not less than
4 inches (102 mm) long and not less than 1/16 inch (1.6
mm) nor more than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) in thickness is
required.
5.5 Spatula.-A spatula witha metal blade 6 inches (152
mm) in lengthand 0.5 inch (13 mm) in width,withstraight
edges and a woodenhandle, is required.

Significance

4.1 The purpose of this procedure is to determine
whether the hydraulic cement under test meets the airentraining or non-air-entraining requirements of the
applicablehydraulic cement specification for which the test
1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
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7.

Standard Sand

7.1 The sand used for making the standard mortar
(sec. 11.1) shall be natural silica sand, conforming to the
requirements for No. 20 to No. 30 (850- to 600-#m)
standard sand as described in ASTM C 778.
8.

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
9.

Sampling
9.1

10.

Sample the cement in accordancewith USBR 4183.
Calibration and Standardization

10.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
10.2 The flow table, flow mold, and caliper shall be
checked to meet the requirements of ASTM C 230 by using
linear measurement devices conforming to USBR 1000.
10.3 The measure shall be checked to meet the
requirements of section 5.2 by using linear measurement
devices conforming to USBR 1000. Further calibration of
the measure may be made in accordance with note 1, section
5.2.
10.4 The mixer, bowl, and paddle shall be checked for
compliance with USBR 4305. The straightedge, spatula,
tamper, tapping stick, and spoon shall be checked for
compliance with section 5 by using linear measurement
devices conforming to USBR 1000.
10.5 The scales shall be checked to meet the
requirements of section 5.6 in accordance with USBR 1012.
10.6 Glass graduates shall comply with section 5.7 by
being checked in accordance with USBR 1030.
10.7 Temperature controls of materials and molding
room and the humidity in molding room shall comply with
section 6 and ASTM C 511 by using certified thermometers
and relative humidity(esters.
11.

Procedure

the spoon, place about a 1-inch (25-mm) layer of mortar
in mold and tamp 20 times with tamper. The tamping
pressure shall be just sufficient to ensure uniform filling
of mold. Then, finish filling mold with a second layer of
mortar and tamp as specified for first layer. Cut off mortar
to a plane surface, flush with top of mold, by drawing
straightedge across top of mold with a sawing motion.
Wipe top of flow table clean and dry, being especially careful
to remove any water from around edge of mold. Lift mold
away from mortar 1 minute after completing mixing
operation. Immediately drop table 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) 10
times in 6 seconds. The flow is the resulting increase in
average diameter of mortar mass, as determined with
calipers, measured on at least four diameters at about equally
spaced intervals, and expressed as a percentage of original
diameter. Make trial mortars with varying percentages of
water until specified flow is obtained. Make each trial with
fresh mortar.
11.4
Mortar Mass.-When the quantity of mixing
water has been found that produces a flow of 87.5-!-7.5
percent, immediately determine the mass per 400 mL of
mortar using the mortar remaining in mixing bowl after
flow has been determined; do not use the mortar used
in the flowdetermination. Using spoon, place mortar gently
into 400-mL measure in 3 equal layers, spading each layer
20 times with spatula in one complete revolution around
inner surface of measure. One complete up and down
motion with the spatula held in a vertical position shall
be considered one spading. When spading first layer, do
not strike spatula forcibly against bottom of measure. When
spading second and final layers, use only enough force to
cause spatula to penetrate surface of previous layer. After
measure has been filled and spaded, tap sides of measure
lightly with the side of the tapping stick one time at five
different points at about equal spacing around outside of
measure to preclude entrapment of extraneous air (note
2). No obvious space shall be left between mortar and
inner surface of measure as a result of the spading operation.
Then, cut off mortar to a plane surface, flush with top
of measure, by drawing straightedge across top of measure
with a sawing motion. Make two passes over entire surface,
with second pass being made at right angles to the first.
If, in the cutting-off operations, loose sand grains cause
straightedge to ride above top surface of'measure, these
grains shall be removed and the operation repeated.
:.Complete entire operation of fillingand cutting off measure
within 1.5 minutes. Wipe off all mortar and water adhering
to outside of measure. Determine mass of measure and
its contents, subtract mass of container, and record mass
of mortar in grams.

11.1 Batch=The proportions of the standard mortar
shall be 350 grams of cement to 1400 grams of No. 20
(850-#m) to No. 30 (600-#m) standard sand and sufficient
water to give a flow of 87.5+7.5 percent when determined
in accordance with section 11.3.
11.2 Mixing of Mortar.-Mix the mortar in accordance
with USBR 4305.
11.3 Flow Determinarion.-Carefully wipe dry the top
of the flow table and place flow mold at center. Using

NOTE 2.-This operation may be facilitatedby placingmeasure
on a steady, flat-surfaced support of lesser diameter than the
measure while fillingand wiping.
12.

Calculations

12.1 Calculate air content of mortar from equation (1),
which is based on the use of the measure specified in section
5.2 and on the batch proportions given in section 11.1
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(note 3). This equation also uses a specific gravity of
portland cement of 3.15, and 2.65 for the No. 20 to No.
30 (850-to 600-#m) standard sand. When the hydraulic
cement is other than portland, the appropriate value for
its specific gravity shall be substituted for the 3.15 value
and the equation rederived accordingly. Figure 5 shows
a typical calculation form.
(182.7 + P•
100 - M \2-•-6_17•,•]

V =

=

. [ 182.7 + P\

-- lOO- M

12.2 Make•6nly one determination of air content per
batch of mortar.

(1)

V = volume of air content of mortar in percent,
M = mass of 400 mL of mortar in grams, and
P = percentage of mixing water based on mass of
cement used.
NOTE 3.-Equation (1) can be derived as follows:

NOTE 4.-Difficulty has occasionally been experienced in
determining the mass per unit volume using USBR 4185 by some
personnel. These difficulties usually have been with values for
air content that are abnormally high and that may be greater
than the specified maximums in specifications for hydraulic
cement. The air-entraining potential of the sand may be reduced
by washing in the laboratory with potable water and by decantation
until a clear, colorless, supernatant liquid is obtained. In case
of dispute, such freshly washed sand shall be used.
13.

where:

1400 +
1400
+ 2-• +

14.

(350)(P)(0.01)
(350)(P)(0.01)

V,, M, and P = as previously defined
Substituting the above values for Ma and Mc into equation
(2):

15.

Reference

15.1 For additional useful information on details of
cement test methods, reference may be made to the "Manual
of Cement Testing," which appears in the Annual Book
ofASTM&andards, vol. 04.01.

V= 100 [1- (4--•)(1"827+0"01P•]••+O-.O•-P
,.]

- lOO-

Precision and Bias

14.1 The single-operator, within-laboratory, standard
deviation has been found to be 0.56 percent air content
throughout the range of 8 to 19 percent air. Therefore,
results of two properly conducted tests by the same operator
on similar batches should not differ by more than 1.6
percent air.
14.2 The multilaboratory standard deviation has been
found to be 1.0 percent air content throughout the range
from 8 to 19 percent air. Therefore, results of two different
laboratories on similar batches should not differ from each
other by more than 2.8 percent air.
14.3 There is no known bias for this test procedure.

5+0.01 P
1.827 + 0.01P

__

Report

13.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.

Ma = actual mass per unit of volume as determined
by USBR 4185 (note 4)
= (M/400 g)/mL (sec. 11.4)
Mc = theoretical mass per unit of volume calculated
on an air-free basis and using values for
quantities of materials and specific gravities
as given in sections 11.1 and 12.1
+

W

= Equation (1)

where:

350
350
3.15

2 -M [ 182.7 + P\

(M• •(1.827 + 0.01P'•

]
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Figure 5. - Sample data and calculation form.
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USBR 4186-92

HEAT OF HYDRATION OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4186; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 186-82.

Scope

3.1 Calorimetric Apparatus:
3.1.1 Calorimeter.-The calorimeter (fig. 1) shall
consist of a 1-pint (0.47-L), wide-mouth vacuum jar, with
cork stopper, held in a suitably insulated container (sec.
3.1.2) to keep vacuum jar in position and protect jar from
excessive temperature fluctuations.The vacuum jar shall
be coated inside with a material resistant to hydrofluoric
acid, such as a baked phenolic resin, baked vinyl-chloride
acetate resin, or beeswax. The acid-resistant coating shall
be intact and free of cracks at all times; it shall be examined
frequently and recoated whenever necessary. An alternative
method of protecting the vacuum jar is a plastic liner of

suitable size. The contents of the vacuum jar shall not
change by more than 0.001 °C/min per degree difference
from room temperature when filled with 425 grams of
the acid specified in section 6.2, stoppered, and allowed
to stand unstirred for 30 minutes. The temperature for
this check shall approximate the starting temperatures to
be used in making the determination.
3.1.2 Insulated Container.-The insulated container
shall have an insulating layer of cotton or similar material,
which shall be at least 1 inch (25 mm) thick and encase
sides and bottom of vacuum jar, but shall be so arranged
as to permit easy removal of jar.
3.1.3 Differential and Reference Thermometers.The adjustable differential thermometer shall be of the
Beckmann type, graduated to at least 0.01 °C, and shall
have a range of about 6 °C. The thermometer shall be
so adjusted that upper limit of scale approximates room
temperature. The portion of thermometer that rests inside
calorimeter shall be protected with a coating resistant to
hydrofluoric acid (sec. 3.1.1). The differential thermometer
shall be equipped with a suitable reading lens. The
differential thermometer zero must be determined by
immersion in a liquid and by comparison with reference
thermometer. An accurate reference thermometer, of
appropriate range and having 0.1 °C divisions, shall be
placed in the proximity of calorimetric apparatus. The
reference thermometer shall be used for room temperature
readings and for establishing the differential thermometer
zero.
3.1.4 FunneL-The funnel through which sample is
introduced into calorimeter shall be glass or plastic, shall
have a stem about 3 inches (76 mm) long, and an inside
diameter of not less than 1/4 inch (6.4 mm).
3.1.5 StirtingAssembly.-The
stirrer shall be a threebladed polyethylene propeller having dimensions as shown
on figure 2, and shall extend as close as possible to bottom
of calorimeter (note 1). The motor shall be of the constantspeed type, at least 1/20 horsepower (37 W), and shall
be equipped with a geared speed reducer so that one speed,
in the range of 350 to 700 revolutions per minute, can
be maintained constant.

1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.

NOTE 1.-The stirrer shown on figure 2 may be readily made
froma commercially available three-bladed polyethylene propeller
having a propeller diameter of 1-3/8 inches (34.9 ram), shaft

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for the
determination of heat of hydration of a hydraulic cement
by measuring heat of solution of dry cement and heat of
solution of a separate portion of the cement that has been
partially hydrated for 7 and 28 days; the difference between
these values being the heat of hydration for the respective
hydrating period.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1025 Checking Sieves
4114 Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement
4183 Sampling and Acceptanceof Hydraulic Cement
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 186 Standard Test Method for Heat of Hydration of
Hydraulic Cement 1
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials2
E 11 Standard Specifications for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 3
3.

Apparatus
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Figure 1. - Calorimeter.
3.5 Plastic Vials.-The vials shall be about 3-5/32 by
1 inch (80 by 25 mm), shell type, with tight-fitting stoppers
or caps.
3.6 Doing Oven.-Drying
oven shall be maintained at
212 to 230 °F (100 to 110 °C).
3.7 Mass Determination
Bottles.-These
bottles shall
be about 1.6 inches (40 mm) in height and 1 inch (25
mm) wide, with matching stoppers.
3.8 Stop Watch or Clock Timer.-Required for timing.
3.9 Sieves.-No. 100 (150 #m) and No. 20 (850 #m),
conforming to ASTM E 11.
3.10 Crucibles.-Platinum, 30-mL capacity, with covers,
for loss-on-ignition determination.
3.11 Muffle Furnace.-A muffle furnace, or suitable
burners capable of maintaining a temperature of 1652 to
1742 °F (900 to 950 °C).
3.12 Analytical Balance andAnalytical Weights.-These
items shall conform to the requirements prescribed in

diameter of 1/4 inch (6.4 mm), and a shaft length of 18 inches
(457 mm). The stirrer has two functions: (1) to maintain uniform
temperature throughout liquid, and (2) to supply sufficient
agitation to keep the solid in suspension in acid mixture. Since
a stirrer capable of keeping the solid in suspension generates
considerable heat in the calorimeter, it is important that the
stirrer speed, and hence the rate of heat generation, be maintained
constant. Therefore, a synchronous motor and geared speed
reducer are almost mandatory.
3.2 Mixer.-A moderate-speed mechanical mixer, such
as a milk-shake mixer, capable of intimately mixing the
cement and water to a uniform paste is required.
3.3 Stotage.-Storage
space shall be temperature
controlled at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C).
3.4 Mortar Bowl and Pestle.-A vessel about 8 inches
(200 mm) in diameter with a bowl-shaped cavity in which
partially hydrated samples are ground or pounded with
the pestle.
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9 N

5u

linch = 25.4 mm

SECTION A-A
Figure 2. - Stirring assembly.
USBR 4114 for determining mass of calorimetric samples
and loss-on-ignition samples.
3.13 Balance.-Balance
shall have a capacity of 1
kilogram, and be capable of measuring mass of acid charge
to nearest 0.05 gram.
4.

capacity determinations are made with each batch of diluted
HNO3 so prepared.
5.4 Wax.-Paraffin wax, or other suitable wax, for
sealing vials.
5.5 Zinc Oxide.-The ZnO (zinc oxide) shall be heated
at 1652 to 1742 °F (900 to 950 °C) for 1 hour, cooled
in a desiccator, ground to pass a No. 100 (150-•m) sieve,
and stored. Immediately prior to a heat capacity
determination, 7 grams of the ZnO so prepared shall be
heated for not more than 5 minutes at 1652 to 1742 °F,
cooled to room temperature in a desiccator, and the mass
determined accurately for introduction into calorimeter.

Significance and Use

4.1 The purpose of this procedure is to determine if
• the hydraulic cement under test meets the heat of hydration
requirement of applicable hydraulic cement specification.
5.

Reagents

5.1 Purity of Reagents.-Reagent grade chemicals shall
be used in all tests [1] 4 . Unless otherwise indicated, it
is intended that all reagents shall conform to the
specifications of the Committee on Analytical Reagents
of the AmericanChemical Society, where such specifications
are available. For suggestions on the testing of reagents
not listed in reference [1], see references [2,3]. Other grades
of chemicals may be used, provided it is first ascertained
that the reagent is of sufficiently high purity to permit
its use without lessening the accuracy of the determination.
5.2 HydrofluoricAcid.-Concentrated
HF (hydrofluoric
acid) with a specific gravity of 1.15.
5.3 NitricAcid.-The 2.00 N (normal) HNOa (nitric
acid), for use in the calorimeter, shall be prepared and
standardized in large quantities. Optionally, the dilute
HNOa may be made with 127 mL of concentrated HNOa
(sp. gr. 1.42) per liter of solution, provided that heat
4 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 15.
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NOTE 2.-The rate of solution of the ZnO varies with the
preliminary treatment. The procedure describes results in a
product which dissolves at about same rate as dry cement.
6. Procedure for Determining Heat Capacity of
Apparatus
6.1 To determine the heat capacity of the system, that
is, the number of calories or joules required to raise
temperature of calorimeter and contents 1 °C, measure
corrected temperature rise obtained by dissolving 7 grams
of ignited ZnO in the specified acid mixture (sec. 6.2 to
6.6).
6.2 Transfer about 400 grams of the 2.00 N HNOa,
which has been cooled to temperature indicated by lower
range of differential thermometer, ordinarily about 4 to
5 °C below room temperature, into the vacuum jar, add
8.0 mL of HF (sp. gr. 1.15), determine mass, and add
sufficient additional 2.00 N HNOa to bring total mass

USBR 4186

of solution to 425 grams. Then, assemblecalorimeter and
start stirring motor. Ensure that stirrer blades or shaft
do not touch thermometer, sides or bottom of jar, or cork
stopper. The lower end of funnel stem shall extend about
1/4 inch (6 mm) below lower surface of stopper and at
least 1/2 inch (13 mm) above level of liquid. The upper
end of differential thermometer bulb shall be at least 1-1/2
inches (38 mm) below surface of liquid. Place upper end
of bulb at same depth in all determinations. After an initial
stirring period of at least 20 minutes to allow temperature
of system to become uniform, record temperature of room
to nearest 0.1 °C, record temperature of acid to nearest
0.001 °C, record time, and then immediately introduce
prepared ZnO through funnel at a uniform rate (note 3).
Complete introduction of ZnO in not less than 1 nor more
than 2 minutes. Brush any ZnO clinging to funnel stem
into acid mixture using a small "camel's-hair" brush.

where:
C = heat capacity in cal/°C (J/°C);
3€• = mass of calorimetric sample, on ignited basis, in
grams;
t = final temperature of calorimeter in o C, 02o plus
temperature when differential thermometer
reading is zero;
T = room temperature when sample is introduced
into calorimeter, in °C; and
R = corrected temperature rise in °C.
NOTE 4.-Heat of solution of the ZnO is 256.1 cal/g
(1072 kJ/kg) at 30 °C. For each degree decreasein temperature
below 30 °C, the heat of solution increases by 0.1 cal/g
(0.42 kJ/kg). The heat capacity of ZnO is 0.12 cal/(g'°C)
[0.5 kJ/(kg'°C)]. The heat required to bring the ZnO to the
final temperature of the calorimeter must be included in the
effective heat of solution.

NOTE 3.-Temperature of sample shall be identical with that
of room when sample is introduced into calorimeter.
6.3 Read temperature to the nearest 0.001 °C, at 20
and 40 minutes after beginning introduction of sample.
The first 20-minute period is the uncorrected temperature
rise, which covers the solution period, and the second 20minute period is the rating period. The temperature
difference between the 20- and 40-minute readings is the
correction to be addedto or subtracted from the uncorrected
temperature rise, according to whether calorimeter
temperature rises or falls during rating period.
6.4 Calculations:
6.4.1 Calculate corrected temperature rise as follows:
Ro = 020 - 0o

(1)

R = Ro - (040 - 020)

(2)

8.

lhr. [256.1 + 0.I (30-t) + 0.12 (T-r)]
R

and

(3)

C (in J/° C)
_

34]- [1072 + 0.42 (30-t) + 0.5 (T-t)]
R

Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 Calibration and standardization of miscellaneous
equipment or apparatusused in performing the tests listed
under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference.
8.2 Calibration of calorimeter shall be checked by
thermometers certified to meet requirements of section
3.1.3.
8.3 The stirring assembly shall be checked for
compliance with section 3.1.5 by using linear measuring
devices meeting the requirements of USBR 1000 and with
certified revolution counters.
8.4 Drying oven shall meet requirements of section
3.6 by being calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1020.
8.5 Sieves shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
section 3.9 and ASTM E 11 in accordance with USBR
1025.

C (in cal/° C)
=

Precautions

7.1 This procedure involves the use of hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment. Users are responsible
for determining applicability of regulations and for
establishing appropriate safety practices.

Ro = observed temperature rise in °C,
02o = calorimetertemperature at end of solution
period,
0o = calorimetertemperature when sample was
introduced,
R = corrected temperature rise in °C, and
040 = calorimeter temperature at end of rating period.
of calorimeter

• When differential thermometer is reset.
• When a new coating is applied to thermometer,
stirrer, or flask.
• When a new thermometer, stirrer, or flask is put
in service.
• When a new batch of acid is used.
• At other times when, according to judgment of
operator, need is indicated.
7.

where:

6.4.2 Calculate heat capacity
contents (note 4) as follows:

6.4.3 Figures 3 and 4 show typical calculations.
6.5 If more than a trace of ZnO is found adhering
to the tip of the funnel or to the stopper when the
calorimeter is opened, reject the test.
6.6 Redetermine the heat capacity at the following
times:

(4)
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8.6 The muffle furnaceshall be checked for compliance
with section 3.11 using thermometers certified by
manufacturer.
8.7 The analytical balance, analytical masses, and the
balance shall be calibrated to meet requirements of sections
3.12 and 3.13, and the balance and masses shall also meet
requirements of USBR 4114 in accordance with USBR
1012.
9.

Conditioning and Standardization

9.1 Preparation ofCement Paste.-Store the cement and
mixing water in a constant-temperature room at 73.4+3 °F
(23+1.7 °C) until materials are at ambient temperature
before preparation of paste. Mix 150 grams of cement
and 60 mL of distilled water using a spatula, and then
vigorously stir mixture with a mechanical stirrer for 5
minutes. Place approximately equal representative portions
of paste in four or more plastic vials, fillingvials to within
about 1/2 inch (13 mm) of top. Immediately after filling
vials, seal them with tight-fitting stoppers or caps. If there
is any doubt regarding tightness of seal, sealed ends of
vials should be dipped in molten paraffin wax. Store the
vials in an upright position in a water bath at 73.4+3
°F until time of test.
9.2 Preparationof PartiallyHydratedSample for Heat
of Solution Test.-At specified age of test, remove a vial
of partially hydrated sample from storage and, during the
20-minute initial stirring period of calorimeter, break the
plastic away from the sample and rapidly crush entire
sample with mortar bowl and pestle so that all material
will pass through a No. 20 (850-#m) sieve; then quickly
place sample in a well-stoppered bottle. Take care,
particularly with the 7-day partially hydrated sample, to
expose sample to the air as little as possible, and thus
minimize any carbon dioxide action or loss of moisture
from sample.
10. Procedure
Hydration

for

Determining

Heat

of

10.1 CalorimetricProcedure, Dry Cement.-Determine
the heat of solution of the dry cement sample according
to the procedure described for the heat capacity determination in section 6, but use a 3-gram sample (determined
to nearest 0.001 gram) of the dry cement instead of the
prepared ZnO (note 3). Exercise care in securing a uniform
and representative sample. Calculate and report the results
on the ignited mass basis (set. 10.3). Make the heat of
solution test on the dry cement just prior to the test on
the corresponding 7-day partially hydrated sample.
10.2 Calorimetric Procedure, Partially Hydrated
Sample.-For the heat of solution of the partially hydrated
sample, follow the same procedure as for dry cement
described in section 10.1, but use a 4.18+0.05-gram
calorimetric sample of the partially hydrated cement,
determined to nearest 0.001 gram (note 3). Calculate the
results on the ignited mass basis (sec. 10.3).
10.3 Loss on Ignition.-Immediately before and after
calorimetric sample mass has been determined, determine
256

mass of a similar sample and place it into a platinum
crucible for determination of loss on ignition. Use the
average of the two determinations for the final recorded
value. Ignite the dry cement at 1652 to 1742 °F (900 to
950 o C) for at least 1-1/2 hours. Immediately place crucible
containing sample in a desiccator and allow to cool to room
temperature; then immediately determine mass of crucible.
When determining loss on ignition of hydrated cement,
first dry the sample with known mass in an oven at 212
to 230 °F (100 to 110 °C) for 1 hour; then place sample
in muffle furnace at 1652 to 1742 °F overnight, or over
a suitable burner for not less than 5 hours. Reduce mass.
of cement sample that was introduced into calorimeter
to ignited mass basis for use in final calculations (figs. 3
and 4) as follows:
A
M,. -(M)
(5)
B
where:
A = mass of ignited sample, in grams;
B = mass of sample before ignition, in grams;
M = mass of original calorimetric sample, in grams;
and
Mi = as previously defined.
11.

Calculations

11.1 Heat of Solution of Dry Cement.-Calculate
corrected temperature rise as described in sections 6.3 and
6.4. Also, correct the heat of solution value if final
calorimeter temperature of the heat of solution test is
different from temperature of calorimetric sample when
introduced. Thus, for the dry cement, which has a specific
heat of about 0.2 cal/(g'°C) [0.8 kJ/(kg'°C)], if final
calorimeter temperature exceeds temperature of cement
sample at time it was introduced, add a correction of
0.2 cal/(g'°C) difference in those temperatures when
calculating the heat of solution. Calculate the heat of
solution of the dry cement as follows:
RC
91 (cal/g) -0.2 (T-re)
(6)
M,/-/1 (kJ/kg) --

RC

M,.

0.8 (T-td)

(7)

where:
Hi = heat of solution of dry cement, in calories per
gram (kilojoules per kilogram);
te = final calorimeter temperature at end of determination on dry cement, in °C; and other
terms as previously defined.
11.2 Heat of Solution of Partially Hydrated Sample.The heat of solution of a partially hydrated sample is
calculated similar to the dry cement calculations of section
11.1 with some additional corrections. Because an increase
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of 1 °C in te/-nperature, at which the heat of solution test
occurs, causes a decrease of about 0.3 cal/g (1.3 kJ/kg)
in the heat of solution, if the temperature of the heat
of solution test of the partially hydrated sample exceeds
the temperature of the dry cement determination, a
correction of 0.3 cal/(g'°C) [1.3k J/(kg'°C)] difference in
temperature shall be added to the heat of solution value
obtained for the partially hydrated sample. Also, correct
the heat of solution value if final calorimeter temperature
of the solution test is different from the temperature of
the calorimetric sample when introduced. Thus, for the
partially hydrated sample, which has a specific heat of about
0.4 cal/g (1.7 kJ/kg) of ignited cement, if the final
calorimeter temperature exceeds the temperature of the
sample at the time it was introduced, add a correction
of 0.4 cal/(g-°C) [1.7 kJ/(kg'°C)] difference in those
temperatures when calculating the heat of solution.
11.2.1 Calculate the heat of solution of the partially
hydrated sample as follows:
H2 (cal/g)
RC
-M,.
/-/2 (kJ/kg)
RC
3/-

0.4 (T-t•) - 0.3 (td-t•)

(8)

1.7 (T-o,) - 1.3 (ta-t•)

(9)

where:
Hh = heat of hydration of ignited cement, in calories
per gram (kilojoules per kilogram);
/-/1 = heat of solution of dry cement, equation (6) in
section 11.1;
/-/2 = heat of solution of partially hydrated sample,
equation (8) in section 11.2.1; and
th = same numerical value as in equation (8) in section 11.2.1.
11.3.1
12.

Figures 3 and 4 show typical calculations.

Retests

12.1 In case of failure to meet the 28-day requirement
for heat of hydration, a reserve sample of cement paste
may be tested at a later age and a correction value of 0.5
cal/g (2.1 kJ/kg) per day of excess age added to bring
the retested heat of solution to tl4e 28-day basis. The period
over which this correction may be made shall be limited
to 4 days. In case of failure to meet the 7-day requirement,
a complete retest including mixing of the paste should
be made.
13.

Report

13.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.

where:
/-/2 = heat of solution of partially
hydrated sample, in calories per
gram (kilojoules per kilogram);
R, C, Mi, and T = as previously defined for equations (3) and (4), but as related
to partially hydrated sample;
te = same numerical value as in equation (6) of section 11.1, and
th = final calorimeter temperature at
end of determination on partially hydrated sample, in °C.

14.

14.1 Single-Oper•ttor Precision=The single-operator
standard deviations (1S) have been found to be 2.91 cal/g
(12.2 kJ/kg) and 3.54 cal/g (14.8 kJ/kg) for the
determinations of heat of solution and heat of hydration,
respectively. Therefore, results of two properly conducted
tests by the same operator on samples of the same cement
should not differ from each other by more than 8 cal/g
(33.5 kJ/kg) in the determination of heat of solution, or
10 cal/g (41.8 kJ/kg) in the determination of heat of
hydration.5
14.2 Multilaboratory Precision.-The multilaboratory
standard deviations (1S) have been found to be 4.42 cal/g
(18.5 kJ/kg) and 4.03 cal/g (16.9 kJ/kg) for the
determination of heat of solution and heat of hydration,
respectively. Therefore, results of two properly conducted
tests from two different laboratories on samples of the
same cement should not differ from each other by more
than 13 cal/g (54.4 kJ/kg) in the determination of heat
of solution, or 11 cal/g (46.0 kJ/kg) in the determination
of heat of hydration)
14.3 The bias for this designation has not been
established.

11.2.2 Figures 3 and 4 show typical calculations.
11.3 Heat of Hydration.-A final calorimeter temperature of 25 °C shall be considered as the basis to which
the heat of hydration shall be referred. Also, any variation
in this temperature should be kept in mind when
considering the test results. An increase in the final
temperature raises the heat of hydration about
0.1 cal/(g'°C) [0.4 kJ/(kg-°C)] of ignited cement. For
example, if final temperature is 27 °C, then 0.2 cal/g (0.8
kJ/kg) should be subtracted fromobserved heat of hydration
to refer the results to 25 °C. In borderline cases, proper
correction should be made for the effects of final calorimeter
temperature. Calculate the heat of hydration of the cement
as follows:
Hh (cal/g) =/-/1 -/-/2 + 0.1 (25.0 - O, )

(10)

+ 0.4 (25.0 - th)

(11)

Hh (kJ/kg) = H1

-/-/2

Precision and Bias

5 These deviation values represent the (1S) and (D2S) limits as described
in ASTM C 670.
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Figure 3. - Sample data and calculation form (metric). Sheet 1 of 3.
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PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4187-92

NORMAL CONSISTENCY OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4187; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 187-83.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the normal consistency of hydraulic cement.
2.

Applicable Documents

USBR Procedures:
Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
Calibrating Balances or Scales
Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4305 MechanicalMixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
2.1
1000
1012
1030
4183

2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 187 Standard Test Method for Normal Consistency of
Hydraulic CemenO
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and ConcretOa
E 177 Standard Recommended Practice for Use of the
Terms Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurements
of a Property of a Material*,3
2.3 National Institute of Standards and Technology 4:
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices
3.

Significance and Use

3.1 This test procedure is intended to be used to
determine amount of water required to prepare hydraulic
cement pastes for testing.

4.

Apparatus

NOTE 1.-The requirement that the rod be made of stainless
steel shall apply only to new Vicat apparatus or replacement
rods and not to equipment currently in use that meets the other
requirements of this procedure.
5.

Precautions

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all of the safety problems associated with its
use. It is the responsibility of the user to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices and
determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior
to use.

4.1 Scales.-For scales currently in use, the permissible
variation at a load of I kg shall be +1 gram. The permissible
variation on new scales shall be one-half of this value.
(Refer to sec. 2.3.)
1
2
3
4

4.2 Glass Graduates.-Graduates shall be of either 200or 250-mL capacity, and shall conform to the requirements
of ASTM C 490.
4.3 VicatApparatus.-The Vicat apparatus (fig. 1) shall
consist of a frame bearing a 300-g movable rod. The plunger
end of the rod shall be 10 mm in diameter for a distance
of at least 50 mm; the other end of the rod shall have
a 50-mm long, I-ram-diameter,removable needle. The rod
is reversible, can be held in any desired position by a set
screw, and has an adjustable indicator which moves over
a scale (graduated in millimeters) attached to the frame.
The rod shall be made of stainless steel having a hardness
of not less than 35 HRC (note 1), and shall be straight
with the plunger end, which is perpendicularto the rod
axis. The cement paste is held in a rigid conical ring resting
on a glass plate about 100 mm square. The ring shall be
made of a noncorroding, nonabsorbent material; shall have
a height of 40 ram; and an inside diameter of 70 mm
at the base and 60 mm at the top. In addition, the Vicat
apparatus shall conform to the requirements shown in table
1.

6.

Calibration and Standardization

6.1 The calibration
and standardization
of
miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing
the tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section
2 are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference to another.
6.2 Scales shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
section 4.1 in accordancewith USBR 1012.

AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01
Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02
AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vol. 14.02
Formerly National Bureau of Standards
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Figure 1. - Vicat aparatus.
water shall not vary from 73.4 °F (23 °C) by more than
+3 °F (5:1.7 °C).
7.2 The relative humidity of the laboratory shall be
not less than 50 percent.

Table 1. - Additional Vicat apparatus requirements.
Mass of movable rod

300+0.5 grams

Diameter of plunger end of rod

10+0.05 mm

Diameter of needle

1+0.05 mm

Inside diameter of ring at bottom

70-l-3 mm

Inside diameter of ring at top

70+3 mm

Height of ring

40+3 mm

8.

8.1 Preparation of Cement Paste.-Mix 650 grams of
cement with a measured quantity of clean water following
the procedure prescribed in section 9 of USBR 4305.
8.2 Molding Test Specimen.-Quickly form the cement
paste (sec. 8.1) into a ball with gloved hands and toss
six times through a free path of about 6 inches (150 mm)
fromone hand to another so as to produce a nearly spherical
mass that may be easily inserted into the Vicat ring. Press
ball of paste, resting in palm of one hand, into larger
end of conical ring held in other hand, completely filling
ring with paste. Remove excess paste at larger end by
a single movement with palm of hand. Place ring on its
larger end on the plane, nonabsorptive, glass plate and
slice off excess paste at smaller end at top of ring by a
single, oblique stroke of a sharp-edged trowel held at a
slight angle with top of ring; smooth the top, if necessary,
with a few light touches using pointed end of trowel. During
these operations of cutting and smoothing, take care not
to compress paste.
8.3 ConsistencyDetermination.-Center paste, confined
in ring and resting on plate, under the rod and bring plunger
end of rod in contact with surface of paste; tighten setscrew. Then, set movable indicator to upper zero mark
of scale, or take an initial reading, and release rod
immediately. This process must not exceed 30 seconds after

Graduated scale t
The graduatedscale when compared with a standard scale accurate
to within 0.1 mm at all points, shall not show a deviation at any
point greater than 0.25 mm.
6.3 Glass graduates shall be calibrated to meet
requirements of ASTM C 490 in accordance with USBR
1030.
6.4 Compliance with section 4.3 for the Vicat apparatus
shall be accomplishedby using linear measurement devices
complying with USBR 1000.
7. Conditioning
and Humidity

or Preparation

Procedure

of Temperature

7.1 The air temperature in vicinity of mixing slab, dry
cement, molds, and base plates shall be maintained between
68 and 81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C). Temperature of mixing
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completion of mixing. The apparatus shall be free of all
vibrations during test. The paste shall be of normal
consistency when rod settles to a point 10 +1 mm below
original surface 30 seconds after being released. Make trial
• pastes, using fresh cement for each trial, with varying
percentages of water until the normal consistency is
obtained.
9.

Calculation

9.1 Calculate amount of water required for normal
consistency to nearest 0.1 percent and report it to nearest
0.5 percent of mass of dry cement. Figure 2 shows a typical
calculation form.
10.

Report

10.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.
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11.

Precision

11.1 The single operator-instrument precision has
been found to be 0.25 (1S), and the multilaboratory
precision has been found to be 0.35 (1S), as defined in
ASTM E 177. Therefore, results of tWO properly conducted
tests by same operator in a laboratory should agree within
0.7 percent, and test results between two laboratories should
agree within 1.0 percent, 95 percent of the time.
12.

References

12.1 For additional useful information on details of
cement test methods, reference may be made to the "Manual
of Cement Testing," which appears in the Annual Book
of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

USBR 4188-92

FOR

DENSITY OF HYDRAULIC CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4188; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C188-84.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the density of hydraulic cementitious
materials. Its particular usefulness is in connection with
the design and control of concrete mixtures.
1.2 The density of hydraulic cementitious materials is
defined as the mass of a unit volume of the solids.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Proceduce•.
1030 Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
4114 Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 188 Standard Test Method For Density of Hydraulic
Cement.
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials.2
3.

Apparatus

3.1 Le Chatelier Flaslc.-This standard flask is circular
in cross section with shape and dimensions conforming
essentially to the design shown on figure 1 (note 1). The
requirements in regard to tolerance, inscription and length,
spacing, and uniformity of graduation will be rigidly
observed. There shall be a space of at least 10 mm between
the highest graduation mark and the lowest point of
grinding for the glass stopper.
3.1.1 The material of construction shall be best
quality glass, transparent, and free of striae. The glass shall
be chemically resistant and shall have small thermal
hysteresis. The flasks shall be thoroughly annealed before
being graduated, and shall be of sufficient thickness to
ensure reasonable resistance to breakage.
3.1.2 The neck shall be graduated from 0 to 1 mL
and from 18 to 24 mL in 0.1-mL graduations. The error
of any indicated capacity shall not be greater than 0.05
mL.

3.1.3 Each flask shall bear a permanent identification
number, and the stopper, if not interchangeably ground,
shall bear the same number. Interchangeable ground-glass
parts shall be marked on both parts with the standardtaper symbol, followed by the size designation. The standard
temperature shall be indicated, and the unit of capacity
shall be shown by the letters "mid' placed above the highest
graduation mark.
3.2 Kerosene, free of water, or naphtha, having a
gravity not lighter than 62 API (American Petroleum
Institute) shall be used in the density determination.
3.3 The use of alternative equipment or methods for
determining density is permitted provided that a single
operator can obtain results within +0.03 Mg/m3 of the
results obtained using the flask method.
NOTE 1.-The design is intended to ensure complete drainage
of flask when emptied, and stability of standing on a level surface,
as well as accuracy and precision of reading.
4.

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all of the safety problems associated with its
use. It is the responsibility of the user to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices and
determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior
to use.
5.

Calibration and Standardization

5.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
5.2 The Le Chatelier flask shall comply with requirements of section 3, and shall be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1030.
6.

Conditioning

6.1 No special conditioning
procedure.

1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandatds, vol. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
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50mm o.d.•i

Ground glass stopper •
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emm (rain.)

17 mLoopocity at 20°C2•

Two 0.1 mLgroduotions
extend above I and
,
below 0 marks
-•
1.0 mL capacityat 20=C

Capacity of bulb
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!
=

Note- Variations of o few millimeters in such dimensions as total height of flask, diameter
of base, etc., are to be expec#ed and will not be cause for rejection. The dimensionsshown
nDply only to new flasks and not to flasks in use which meet other requirements of this test
procedure.
Figure 1. - Le Chatelier flask.
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7.

Procedure

7.1 Determine the density of the cementitious
materials as received, unless otherwise specified. If a density
determination on a loss-free sample is required, first ignite
the sampleas described in the procedure for loss on ignition
in section 16.1 of USBR 4114.
7.2 Fill the flask with either of the liquids specified
in section 3.2 to a point on the stem between the 0 and
1-mL mark (note 2). Dry inside of flask above the level
of liquid, if necessary, after pouring. Record first reading
after flask has been immersed in water bath in accordance
with section 7.4.

NOTE 5.-In connection with proportioning and control of
concrete mixtures, density may be more usefully expressed as
specific gravity, the latter being a dimensionless number. Calculate
specific gravity as follows:
Sp. gr. = cementitious materials density/water density at 4 °C
At 4 °C, density of water is 1 Mg/m3(lg/cm3).

NOTE Z-It is advisable to use a rubber pad on the table top
when filling or rolling the flask.
7.3 Introduce a determined quantity of cementitious
materials (about 64 grams for portland cement) in small
increments at the same temperature as the liquid. Take
care to avoid splashing, and ensure that the cementitious
materials do not adhere to inside of flask above the liquid.
A vibrating apparatus may be used to accelerate
introduction of the cementitious materials into flask and
to prevent them from sticking to the neck. After all the
materials have been introduced, place stopper in flask and
roll flask in an inclined position or gently whirl it in a
horizontal circle, so as to free the materials from air until
no further air bubbles rise to surface of liquid. If a proper
amount of cementitious materials has been added, the level
of the liquid will be in its final position at some point
near the upper series of graduations. Take the final reading
after flask has been immersed in water bath in accordance
with section 7.4.
7.4 Immerseflask in a constant-temperature water bath
for sufficient periods of time to avoid flask-temperature
variations greater than 0.2 °C between initial and final
readings.
NOTE 3.-Before cementitious materials have been added to
flask, a loose-fitting, lead-ring weight around stem of flask will
be helpful in holding flask in an upright position in water bath,
or the flask may be held in water bath by a buret clamp.
8.

NOTE 4.-The displaced volume in millimeters is numerically
equal to displaced volume in cubic centimeters. Density in
megagrams per cubic meter (Mg/m 3) is numerically equal to
grams per cubic centimeter (g/cm3). Calculate the density of the
cementitious materials to three decimal places and round to
nearest 0.01 Mg/mL

Calculation

8.1 The difference between initial and the final
readings represents volume of liquid displaced by the mass
of cementitious materials used in test.
8.2 Calculate the cement density, p, as follows:
p (Mg/m 3) = p (g/cm 3) = mass of cementitious
materials in grams per displaced volume (cm 0

8.3 If a constant temperature water bath is not available
and the temperature variation between the initial and final
temperature readings is greater than 0.2 °C, the volume
change shall be corrected by 0.22 mL per °C of the variation
because of expansion/contraction of the kerosene. For a
decrease in temperature, add the correction to the volume
difference; for an increase in temperature, subtract the
correction.
8.4 Figure 2 shows a typical calculation and data form.
NOTE 6.-The results obtained from a procedure without a
constant temperature water bath must check within +0.03 Mg/m3
of the results obtained with a constant temperature water bath.
9.

Report

9.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.
10.

Precisionand Bias

10.1 The single-operator standard deviation 3 for
portland cements has been found to be 0.012. Therefore,
the results of two properly conducted tests by the same
operator on the same material should not differ by more
than 0.03.
• 10.2 The multilaboratory
standard deviation3 for
portland cements has been found to be 0.037. Therefore,
the results of two properly conducted tests from •two
different laboratories on samples of the same cement should
not differ by more than 0.10.
10.3 There is no known bias.
3 These deviation values represent the 1S and D2S limits as described
in ASTM C 670.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 4191-92

PROCEDURE FOR

TIME-OF-SETTINGOF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
BY VICAT NEEDLE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4191: the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 191-82.

Scope

permissible variation on new scales shall be one half of
this value. !Refer to sec. 2.3.)
3.2 " Glass Graduates.-Graduates
slaall be of 200- or 250mL capacity, and shall conform to requirements of ASTM
C 490.

1.1
This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the time-of-setting of hydraulic cement
by means of the Vicar needle.

3.3
Vicar Apparams.-The
Vicar apparatus (see fig. 1,
USBR 4187) shall consist of a frame bearing a 300-gram
movable rod. The plunger end of the rod shall be 10 mm
in diameter for a distance of at least 50 mm, and the other
end of the rod shall have a 1-mm-dia/neter, 50-mm-long,
removable steel needle. The rod is reversible, and can be
held in any desired position by a setscrew. Mounted on
the rod is an adjustable indicator which moves over a scale
(graduated in millimeters) that is attached to the frame.
The cement paste is held in a conical'.ring
that rests on
a glass plate that is about 100 mm square. The ring shall
be made of a noncorroding, nonabsorbing material; shall
have an inside diameter of 70 mm at the base and 60 mm
at the top; and a height of 40 mm. In addition, apparatus
shall conform to the requirements shown in table 1.

NOTE 1.-For the procedure for determining time-of-setting
by Gillmore needles, see USBR 4266.

2.

Applicable Documents

USBR Procedures:
Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
Calibrating Balances or Scales
Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Gillmore
Needles
4305
Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
2.2
ASTM Standards:
C 191
Standard Test Method for Time of Setting of
Hydraulic Cement by Vicat NeedlO
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete. 1,2
2.3 National Institute of Standards and Technology 3
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices

2.i
1000
1012
1030
4183
4187
4266

3.

Table 1. - Vicat apparatus tolerances.

Mass of plunger
Diameter of larger end of plunger
Diameter of needle
Inside diameter of ring at bottom
Inside diameter of ring at top
Height of ring
Graduated scale t

Apparatus

300
10
l
70
60
40

9:0.5 grains
9:0.05 mm
___ 0.05 mm
9:3 mm
9:3 mm
___ 1 mm

i The graduated scale, when compared with a standard scale
accurate to within 0.1 mm at all points, shall not show a

3.1
ScMes.-The
scales shall conform to the following
requirements: On scales currently in use, the permissible
variation at a load of 1000 grams shall be +1 gram. The

deviation at any point greater than 0.25 ram..

4.
1 AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
3 FormerlyNational Bureau of Standards

Precautions

4.1
This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
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to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
4.2 Further precautions for using the apparatus and
the effects that the water percentage, water temperature,
air temperature, humidity, and amount of kneading the
paste receives will. have on the final results are discussed
in section 7.3.
5.

Calibration

the ball, resting in palm of one hand, into larger end of
conical ring of Vicat apparatus held in other hand,
completely filling ring with paste. Remove excess paste
from ring by a single movement with the hand. Place ring
on its larger end on ffie glass plate and slice off excess
paste at smaller end of ring using a single oblique stroke
of a sharpedged trowel held at a slight angle to top of
ring. Smooth top of specimen, if necessary, with one or
two light touches of pointed end of trowel. During the
operation of cutting and smoothing, take care not to
compress the paste: Immediately after molding, place test
specimen in moist closet or moist room and allow it to
remain there, except when time-of-setting determinations
are being made. The specimen shall remain in conical mold
and supported by glass plate throughout test period. A
time-of-set specimen and an autoclave bar may be made
from the same batch.
7.2 Time-of-Setting Determination.-Allow the timeof-setting specimen to remain in moist area for 30 minutes
after molding without being disturbed. Determine the
penetration of the l-ram needle at this time and every
15 minutes thereafter (every 10 minutes for type III
cements) until a penetration of 25 mm or less is obtained.
For penetration test, lower the needle of the Vicat apparatus
until it rests on surface of cement paste. Then, tighten
the setscrew and set the indicator at upper end of scale
or take an initial reading. Release the rod quickly by
releasing the setscrew and allow the needle to settle for
30 seconds, then take the reading to determine penetration.
If paste is obviously quite soft on initial readings, the fall
of the rod may be retarded to avoid bending the needle,
but the rod shall be released only by the setscrew when
actual time-of-setting determinations are made. No
penetration test shall be made closer than 1/4 inch
(6.4 mm) from any previous penetration and no test shall
be made closer than 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) from the inside
of the mold. Record results of all penetration tests and,
by interpolation, determine the time when a penetration
of 25 mm is obtained. In accordance with the Cement and
Concrete Reference Laboratory (CCRL) procedure this
value shall be reported to the closest 5-minute time interval.
This is the initial setting time. The final setting time is
when the needle does not visibly penetrate into the paste.
A typical data form is shown on figure 1.
7.3 Precautions.-The Vicat apparatus shall be free
from vibration during the penetration test. Take care to
keep the l-ram needle straight, and also clean as the
collection of cement on sides of needle may retard
penetration while cement on the point may increase
penetration. The time-of-setting is affected not only by
the percentage and temperature of water used and the
amount of kneading paste receives, but also by the
temperature and humidity of the air; therefore, the results
are only approximate.

and Standardization

5.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
5.2 Scales shall be calibrated to conform with section
3.1 in accordance with USBR 1012.
5.3 Glass graduates shall be calibrated to conform with
ASTM C 490 in accordance with USBR 1030.
5.4 The Vicat apparatus shall be calibrated to conform
with requirements of section 3.3 using scales conforming
with section 5.2 and linear measurement devices in
accordance with USBR 1000.
6.

Conditioning

and Preparation

6.1 Temperature and Humidity:
6.1.1 The temperature of the air in vicinity of mixing
slab, dry cement, molds, and baseplates shall be maintained
between 68 and 81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C). The temperature
of mixing water and of the moist closet or moist room
shall not vary from 73.4 °F (23 °C) by more than -t-3 °F
(--+1.7 °C).
6.1.2 The relative humidity of laboratory shall be
not less than 50 percent. The moist closet or moist room
shall be so constructed as to provide storage facilities for
test specimens at a.relative humidity of not less than 90
percent.
6.2 Preparation":of Cement Paste 4 :
6.2.1 Mix 650 grams of cement with percentage of
mixing water required for normal consistency following
procedure described in USBR 4305. Distilled water is
preferable and shali be used for all referee or cooperative
tests.
6.2.2 The test specimen used for determination of
normal consistency may be used for the additional
determination of time-of-setting by Vicat needle following
procedure described in section 7.2.
7.

Procedure

7.1 Molding Test Specimen.-Quickly form cement
paste, prepared as described in section 6.2, into a ball with
gloved hands and toss six times from one hand to the
other, keeping hands about 6 inches (150 ram) apart. Press

8.

Calculations
8.1

4 See USBR 4187.
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A suggested calculation form is shown on figure 1.
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9.

10.

Report

Precision and Bias

10.1 Statements of precision and bias will be included
in a later revision of this procedure, none are available
at this time.

9.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure 5
of USBR 4183.
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Figure 1. - Sample data and calculation form.
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 4192-92

PROCEDURE FOR

MAKING AND CURING CONCRETE
TEST SPECIMENS IN LABORATORY
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4192; the number immediately following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified
version of ASTM designation: C 192-81.

1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for making
and curing horizontal and vertical cylinders and beam and
prism test specimens of concrete in the laboratory under
accurate control of materials and test conditions. Making
cylinders from no-slump concrete is not included in this
procedure. For making and curing cylinders from no-slump
concrete, see USBR 4906.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1440 Calibrating the Vibratory Table for Maximum Index
Unit Weight Testing
4031 Makingand Curing Concrete Test Specimens in Field
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Volumetric Method
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4566 Total Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
4905 Consistency and Density of No-Slump Concrete
With Vibratory Table
4906 Casting No-Slump Concrete in Cylinder Molds
Using Vibratory Table
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 192 Standard Method of Making and Curing Concrete
Test Specimens in the Laboratory *
C 470 Standard Specification for Molds for Forming
Concrete Test Cylinders Vertically 1

1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.

C 511 Standard Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist
Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing
of Hydraulic Cements and Concretes *,2
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision and Bias
Statements for Test Methods for Construction
Materialsl,2,3,4
2.3 American Concrete Institute:
ACI 211.3 Materials and General Properties of Concrete,
Standard Practice for Selecting Proportions for No-Slump
Concrete 5
2.4 NationalInstitute of Standards and Technology6:
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances and Other
Technical Requirements for Commercial Weighing and
Measuring Devices7

3.

Apparatus

3.1 Molds, GeneraL-Molds for specimens or fastenings
thereto in contact with concrete shall be made of steel,
cast iron, or other nonabsorbent material that is nonreactive
with concrete containing portland or other hydraulic
cements. Molds shall conform to dimensions and tolerances
specified in method for which specimens are required, and
shall hold their dimensions and shape under conditions
of severe use. Molds shall be watertight during use as judged
by their ability to hold water poured into them. A suitable
sealant, such as heavy grease, modeling clay, or microcrystalline wax, shall be used where necessary to prevent
leakage through joints. Positive means shall be provided
to hold base plates firmly to molds. Molds shall be lightly
coated with mineral oil or a suitable nonreactive release
material before use.

2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
3 Annual Book ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.03.
4 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.08.
5 ACI Manual of Concrete Practice, Part 1, Available from American
Concrete Institute, P O Box 19150, Redford Station, Detroit, MI 48219.
6 Formerly National Bureau of Standards.
7 Available from National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20234.
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If necessary•, edges ,:::4 s•c,.t sha]• k,,e. reinfo, r,ced to, mMntam,
dili]el]sioi]•t] s.tabi]ity. Unless speclimens are. t•:• be .capF:,ed
or .gr•:,und t<:, prc:,.d'uce plane ends, mc,•ds, shall be p,r'oviided
wJ!ch two m•lchirzed meta• er•d pdates at ]least 1 JrJich ([2"5 £]l-llTli:l,
d-lie:k, ,and v•',;:xkh]g surfaces; •,•h, ali comply wi:tk• requiirem, en, ts
•cc:,• F,,]arm'ne,ss and surface roughn,ess ,re, i: sectiorx 42: c,f
"L:SBR 4:,:!;] ?. P:ovJs, h::m shM]l be mnJe hJ, r t:ixing both, end
p,J•ltes •:Jrml?, t•.:, mold. The ir•side surface o4 each end f:,la•e
s, ha]li be' F,•,:•vilded w:ihh ac •eas, t d-•,ree •ugs •:,r s•o•ds, •b,::>ut
] linch ]l,L)ng and rim:lily [,istef•ed •,;, pl•ite [or en-J•,edrnene
inl Gl, ci.crele. ()rle k,,•.<.;e E,•ate shaLll k,,e diqHed from d•e h-is;de
st: an angle t<::,, F,.ern:•i!t lead wJhe froinri strai:n gauge to, exJh
t}]e specJn]er• through, edge <:,f plate Prcl.vJ:sim:,.rJ shMI] be
made for accurateJly pcisitiol-J, irl•:: s.[::rain ga•Lxg;e. A]II necessary
h,:des, sl]a]• be as sn'Ja]ll aS pt,,ssik,,le to ]:Ei[rJirlliJze distu•barlce
t<::,, subs.eqLmnt strain measurement, and •i,•]lu•I] be sealed to
preve.n,: ]tea ka<ge.
•,7•
fle•l,tT:i, snd P>G'n2 J•:•)s-Un]ess ottle:Fwi:se specJfJ:edl, d'•e, se :l:n,:.LIds sh, al7 be' •:e'c::angu]•r in sh, aF,,e <rod c,f
,dJin:-Jensi:or•s required to pr'.oduce desired specimen size T'he
inside sur•faces, o£ t-i<i,e n:-/c,,Jdls sh, a]l[ be: straiight and true •md
f•ee ,o,f w•rE, age, Maximum vdrk•N,,:)r• from nc, min'al cr,c:,s,s,
secli:o,z• s}]•]]l no•: exceed I/8 linch, (3,2 n:-lm) •f,:•r mo,Jds wi•h
ide'pirl] e,• breadth ,;J.l: 51 irJ, C•qie.s (]•.i'2 •l]n'l)' Cl'r n'•ore.. 0i"
1/'16 Jin,<:h (ii .d ran:J) fo• mc, h!ls. uf sn]al]e• depth, <:,• bze.adth.
Except •:c,,• f:]exure s;]_•,e.c•men,:s;, n:tc,]d:s shal][] n,:lt valy f>:>m
t}-it_: rJ.l:)rl]ir•a]l length, [Tr' rrlo.re tl]arJ• ]../15. {nell. F]lexure m,Ll,]dS
S,•q,n[] rzo, t be s.i].o, rter than 1/](.7 inch, of :'e.qMred length,.
b.Ut• may exceed reqLuired length by F£1,i;)ye I}]anl ] ./"]i5, Jrlci3
[:>,4
•Lr•s/:,,Sn•
R,•;<):y-Tw,;I sizes ,:ff tampil]g ro,ds •re
•eqluJired, Each ro,d s•la]i 15e a zot:ind, 51traight:, steel rod
s,•,it]] at ]eJs• the taI1-JF:,,i•]•; e:•q,:[ :,,)uc,ded to a hen,-,isp, he•ic:M
•ir:, ,:.ff same dJlarnerer as rod, It prefe,•e,d:, 15,,::,¢h ends may
h,e' r•:,unded,
3.4.1
L,,i!rqe's 2R,:•o{-Shal]l be: S/.'8 JirJC{qi (]<.,C i n:-nn)]:ni
,:][•une.ter and clL)cIi'LI[ 2'i incli•es 'i 610 rJillllql ) long.
3.42 .5:m!'aqTer RoO::-Sl,a]ll be 3..,"S, inch (9.5 mnq:a J:n
dJameee'r and about 12: inc]l'les, (305 iFl:ln)],;In<•;
•,S
)•,f,:J'J')•.-A •Tlg.]•et, 'wiC]l a rubber ,.:,• raw]:iJde I:-leaJ,,
wiXh, a mass ,::ff 1,2:S--0 SII, ibm (5,57_+22:7 g:, shall be us, ed
3 ,i:7:i
I4rT•,r•'•*c:,,rs,
(]:mcrete v]!br'at,:•rs, are class, ifi:ed in two
,c:ategorJes,- Jin:e'•nal arm e::,:ternsl External vi]::,rat,ors are,
subdJ:vJ:ded into vJibrariing tables; an,:] fc,,rn2 'vibrators
3, 5.1
h•rerT•,S l,',•b•,s'.!,t,•,r's :
.•,.G; 11.1
T'h,e. i:nte.rr•;•]vil::,r',il,:n ,::fJig. 4) s]]al] }lave
r•gid ,,n,r f]exJMe shaft, p,:e,f:e, cabJ[y p<•,we,red by an electric

3.2.:

(•,.d/•,dY,r ZiS•U,ds:
3.2.1 ]MoldJs for .c:•stir, g specimens vertically sl-ia]l
o:mf:,,:•rm to requJlreme.nrs ,•ff s, ectic:,n 3.11 and ASTM C d?0,
except that: paper c:,r cardboard moids, wH]l no•: be Mllo,wed
and b<•,E<mn ,/ff aH m•,,•dls sha]ll be f'][ush •,•i{•]l b,19{lLOfU] Cit
side.wal'J ,::no inside crimph Figure 1 sh,:•ws, a :yp.i:ca]l steel
,cylir]lde.r n-sold:, •lrid J:i:gl:ire 2: s;h,l:Yc•i,s f.:d'l, ricatJ,:•ix dletM]s f,,xx
p,•astic arm lilh m,olds,
322 H,,:•,rgzorJtM molds t,:>r ,c•eep-tes, t cy]l•nders
,•:ig. •i,)S]']a]l C,:•,ritrorrEi tel requJ[reme•,•:s
s.ecti,on 7,,.1 ;lrlLi
•o recjluiirel:'•ents for symnr•erry and d, hTlensi,ux•lal t,u]lerar•ce
in aco:•rd•nce with ,A, STM C 470' The L•se Of hc:,riz:orJ•:d
mo, lds is. intended .only f,or creeF:, specie-nerds th• ,cor•t•Jn
axially elmlbedded stiain gaL•g;es.. Molds fi::,,• c:•eep cylinders,.
•o be: fi]]e.d w]]ii]e suppo•te,Jl irl a l-ll::lrJz...)rltted pCll•lii[CIr]lll shaJll
ha,,•e a fiil]ing sI<:ld,, parallel t,l:• •n•:is ,0,f mCl, Idl•, which ex{e.rJids
falil •ength of ml0,1d t,l:• seceiive t]hle concrete. "['he: v+'id{h
,elf the' s.h::)t Shlall] be .l:.)ne-I]a]l• ¢]ne diameter ,::if speci!me.ri.
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3.6.1.2. The outside diameter or side dimension
of the large vibrating element shall be at least 0.75 inch
(19 mm) and not greater than 1.5 inches (38 mm) and
the combined length of shaft and vibrating element shall
exceed maximum depth of section being vibrated by at
least 3 inches (76 mm).
3.6.1.3. The 3- by 6-inch (76- by 152-mm)
cylinders for the freeze-thaw tests shall be vibrated
internally using a specially designed 3/8-inch (10-mm)
small vibrating element.
3.6.1.4. A range of frequencies, while vibrator is
operating in concrete, and a calculated peak amplitude and
nominal peak acceleration in air is given in table 1.
3.6.1.5. The vibrating reed tachometer (fig. 5) is
a simple device for checking the frequency of the internal
vibrator operating in air or in concrete. Several vibrator
supply firms have prepared scales on stickers which may
readily be attached to the vibrator head (fig. 6). This is
a visual-effect scale (optical wedge) that provides an
approximate measure of maximum amplitude and the
distribution of amplitude along the head. A resonant reed
tachometer (fig. 7) is a .more expensive instrument that
indicates more accurate values of frequency.
3.6.2 External Vibracors.-Low-frequency high
amplitude vibration is normally preferred for stiffer
mixtures. High frequency, low amplitude vibration
generally results in better consolidation and better surfaces
for more plastic consistencies. The dividing line between
high and low frequenciesforexternal vibration is arbitrarily
taken as 6,000 vpm (100 Hz) and between high and low
amplitude 0.005 inch (0.13 mm).

3.6.2.1.
Table Vibrators.-Theeffectiveness of table
vibration is largely a function of the acceleration imparted
to the concrete by the table (fig. 8).
3.6.2.1.1. Vibratory impulses are frequently
imparted to a table vibrator through electromagnetic
means, or by using an eccentric mass on the shaft of an
electric motor or on a separate shaft driven by a motor.
3.6.2.1.2. A range of frequencies, peak amplitude, and nominal peak acceleration is given in table 1
while vibrator is consolidating concrete.
3.6.2.1.3. A resonant reed tachometer (fig. 7)
gives accurate values of frequency. A vibrograph (fig. 9)
may be used to check amplitude, and it records a waveform
which providesthe frequency.
NOTE 1.-Comparative readings with the equipment mentioned above and a vibrating-reed tachometer indicate that most
vibrating-reed tachometers give a value about 200 vpm less than
actual in the 3,600 vpm range. The degree of accuracy desired
or to comply with specifications will dictate the method used
in determining amplitude and frequency.
3.6.2.2. Form Vibrators.-Form vibrators are selfcooling and can be either the rotary or reciprocating type
(fig. 10).
3.6.2.2.1. Rotary-type form vibrators produce
essentially simple harmonic motion. The impulses have
, components both perpendicular to and in the plane of
the form. This type may be pneumatically, hydraulically,
or electrically driven.

Table 1. - Range of characteristics, performance, and application of internal and external vibrators.
Frequency, t
Vibrations or Revolutions/min, Cycles,
vpm or rpm
Hz

Type Vibrator
Outside Dia. or
Side Dimension
0.75 to 1.50 in
(19 to 38 mm)

Average Amplitude, Yp
inch
Internal Vibrator

Under Load
10,000
to
15,000

millimeter

167
to
250

0.0167
to
0.0300

Nominal Peak
Acceleration, Av
g*
Desired
t

0.424

74

0.762

300

External Vibrators
Table
Type

Plastic:
Stiff:

3,600 to
7,200

60 to
120

0.0081 to 0.0136
0.0041 to 0.0068

0.206 to 0.345
0.104 to 0.173

3 to 5
6 to 10

Form
Type

Plastic:
Stiff:

8,000 to
12,000

133 to
200

0.0006 to 0.0011
0.0007 to 0.0012

0.015 to 0.028
0.018 to 0.031

1 to 2
3 to 5

*g = 32.17398 ft/s2 (9.80665 m/s0.

1" A calculated acceleration with frequency and amplitude assumed in air. From ACI 309R, the frequency of internal vibrators under
load is approximately 4/5 the frequency in air. With this allowance made, acceleration At, in g's is equal to 4 n-2/'2 yp + g :
where:
f = I/t= frequency,vibration cycles or vibrations per second (Hz),
Yp = amplitude (deviation from point of rest, inch (mm); peak amplitude or one-half peak-to-peak amplitude or displacement,
g = 386 in/s 2 (9810 mm/s2), and
r = time for one complete revolution or vibration cycle, second.
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s•r•lightedge, fee.[ei g•ulge,, sc<::,,:•ps, rLi]lers, rLJl::•h,.er glo.ves.,
aFJd me.ral mix:rag b,:•w, ls sh•l[;I be p.r,:wlded.
3.8 ,SZ, m;•, .,41•pm•.,.,'.•,
The: •r:,.[-:,•,J•t•t•,•: f<:,r meas,ure.;ne.r,•
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6.2 The calibration of internal and external vibrators
to ensure compliance with section 3.6 may be accomplished
using a vibrating- or resonant-reed tachometer.
6.3 For a more positive method of verifying compliance
of table vibrators with section 3.6, calibration should be
performed in accordancewith USBR 1440.
7.

Conditioning

7.1 Temperature.-Bring materials to a uniform
temperature, preferably in the range from 68 to 77 °F
(20 to 25 °C) before mixing concrete.
7.2 Cement.-Store cement in a dry place in moistureproof containers, preferably made of metal. Cement shall
be thoroughly mixed to provide a uniform supply
throughout the tests, and shall be passed through a No. 20
(850-•m) or finer sieve to remove all lumps, remixed on
a tarp or plastic sheet, and returned to containers.
7.3 Aggcegates.-To preclude segregation of coarse
aggregate, separate into individual size fractionsand, for
each batch, recombine into proper proportions to produce
desired grading.
NOTE 6.'-Only rarely can a coarse aggregatebe batched as
a single size fraction. The number of size fractions will generally
be between two and five for aggregatesmaller than 2-1/2 inches
(63 mm). When a size fraction to be hatched is present in amounts
in excess of 10 percent, the ratio of opening of larger to smaller
sieve should not exceed 2.0. More closely sized groups are
sometimes advisable.
7.3.1 Unless fine aggregate is separated into
individual size fractions, maintain the aggregatein a damp
condition, or restore to a damp condition, until use to
prevent segregation unless material uniformly graded is
subdivided into batch-size lots using a sample splitter with
proper size openings. If unusual gradings are being studied,
the fine aggregate may need to be dried and separated
into individual sizes. In this case, if total quantity of fine
aggregaterequired is larger than can be efficiently blended
into a single unit, then mass of individual size fractions
should be determined in quantity required for each
individual batch. When the total quantity of fine aggregate
needed for the complete investigation is such that it can
be thoroughly mixed, blended, and maintained in a damp
condition, then aggregateshould be handled in that manner.
Determine specific gravity and absorption of aggregates
in accordancewith USBR 4127 and 4128.
7.3.2 Before incorporating into concrete, prepare
aggregate to ensure a definite and uniform condition of
moisture. Determine mass of aggregate to be used in batch
by one of the following procedures:
7.3.2.1 Mass of low-absorption aggregates, those
with an absorption less than 1.0 percent, may be determined
in room-dry condition with allowance made for amount
of water that will be absorbed from unset concrete (note 7).
This method is particularly useful for coarse aggregate
which must be batched as individual sizes because of the
possibility of segregation. This method can be used for
fine aggregate only when fine aggregate is separated into
individual size fractions.
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NOTE 7.-When using aggregates with low absorption in a
room-dry condition, the amount of water that will be absorbed
by aggregatesbefore concrete sets may be assumedto be 80 percent
of the difference between the 24-hour absorption of aggregates,
determined by USBR 4127 or 4128, and the amount of water
in pores of aggregates in their room-dry state, as determined
by USBR 4566.
7.3.2.2 The mass of the individual size fractions
of aggregate may be determined separately, recombined
into a tared container in amounts required for batch, and
immersed for 24 hours prior to use. After immersion, excess
water is decanted and combined mass of aggregate and
mixing water determined. Allowance shall be made for
amount of water absorbed by aggregate. The moisture
content of the aggregatesshall be determined in accordance
with USBR 4566.
7.3.2.3 Aggregate may be brought to and maintained in a saturated condition, with surface moisture
contained in sufficiently small amounts to preclude loss
by draining, at least 24 hours prior to use. When this
method is used, moisture content of aggregate must be
determined to permit calculation of proper quantities of
damp aggregate.The quantity of surface moisture present
must be included as part of required amount of mixing
water. Surface moisture in fine aggregate shall be
determined in accordance with USBR 4566, allowing for
amount of water absorbed. This method, with moisture
content slightly exceeding absorption, is particularly useful
for fine aggregate. This method is used less frequently
for coarse aggregate because of the difficulty of accurately
determining moisture content; however, if it is used, each
size fraction must be handled separately to ensure that
proper grading is obtained.
7.4 Lightweight Aggregates.-The methods for specific
gravity, absorption, and preparation of aggregates described
in this procedure pertain to materials with normal absorption values. Low-density aggregates, air-cooled slag, and
certain highly porous or vesicular natural aggregate may
be so absorptive that these methods would be difficult to use.
The moisture content of low-density aggregate at time of
mixing may have important effects on properties of freshly
mixed and hardened concretes, such as slump loss, compressive strength, and resistance to freezing and thawing.
7.5 Admixtures.-Powdered admixtures that are
entirely or mostly insoluble, that do not contain hygroscopic
salts, and are to be added in small quantities, should be
mixed with a portion of the cement before introduction
into batch in mixer so as to ensure thorough distribution
throughout concrete. Essentially insoluble materials that
are used in amounts exceeding 10 percent by mass of
cement, such as pozzolans, should be handled and added
to batch in same manner as cement. Powdered admixtures
that are mostly insoluble but contain hygroscopic salts,
may cause bailing of cement and should be mixed with
sand. Water-soluble and liquid admixtures should be added
to mixer in solution in the mixing water. The quantity
of such solution used shall be included in calculation of
water content of concrete. Admixtures that are incompatible in concentrated form, such as solutions of calcium
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chloride and certain air-entraining and set-retarding
admixtures, should not be intermixed prior to their
introduction into the concrete. The time, sequence, and
method of adding some admixtures to a batch of concrete
can have important effects on concrete properties, such
as time-of-set and air content. The method selected must
remain unchanged from batch to batch and should simulate
good field practice.
NOTE 8.-The mixing apparatusand associatedequipment shall
be thoroughly cleaned to ensure that chemical additions or
admixtures used in dissimilar batches of concrete do not affect
subsequent batches.
8.

Procedure

8.1 Mixing Concrete:
8.1.1 General-Mix concrete in a suitable mixer, or
by hand, in batches of such size as to have about 10 percent
excess after molding test specimens. Hand-mixing methods
are not applicable to air-entrained concrete or concrete
with no measurable slump. Mixing methods are given in
sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3; however, other methods may be
used when it is desired to simulate special conditions or
practices, or when method specified is impracticable. It
is important not to vary the mixing sequence and method
from batch to batch unless the effect of such variation
is under study.
8.1.2 Machine Mixing.-Prior to starting rotation of
mixer, add the coarse aggregate, some of the mixing water,
and the solution of admixture, when required, in accordance
with section 7.5. When feasible, disperse admixture in
mixing water before placing in mixer. Start mixer and
then add fine aggregate, cement, and water with mixer
running. If it is impractical for a particular mixer or for
.a particular test to add these materials while mixer is
running, they may be added to a stopped mixer after
permitting mixer to rotate a few revolutions following
introduction of coarse aggregate and some of the water.
After all ingredients are in mixer, mix for 3 minutes, stop
mixing for 3 minutes, and mix again for 2 minutes. Cover
open end or top of mixer to prevent evaporation during
stop period. Take precautions to compensate for mortar
retained by mixer so that discharged batch, as used, will
be correctly proportioned (note 9). To eliminate segregation, deposit machine-mixed concrete in the clean, damp,
mixing pan and remix by shovel or trowel until concrete
appears to be uniform.
NOTE 9.-It is difficult to recover all of the mortar from a
mixer. To compensate for this difficulty, the following method
may be used to ensure correct final proportions in the batch:
prior to mixing the test batch, the mixer can be "buttered" by
mixing a batch proportioned to simulate the test batch. The mortar adhering to mixer after discharge will compensate for loss
of mortar from actual test batch.
8.1.3 Hand Mixing.-Mix the batch in a watertight,
clean, damp, metal pan or bowl with a bricklayer's blunted
trowel. Mix the cement, powdered insoluble admixture (if
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used), and fine aggregate, without addition of water, until
these materials are thoroughly blended. Add the coarse
aggregate and mix entire batch, without addition of water,
until coarse aggregate is uniformly distributed throughout
batch. Then, add the water and admixture solution (if used),
and mix until concrete is homogeneous in appearance and
has desired consistency. If prolonged mixing is necessary
because of the addition of water in increments while
adjusting the consistency, discard batch and make a new
batch in which mixing is not interrupted to make trial
consistency tests.
8.1.4 Mixed Concrete.-Select portions of batch of
mixed concrete to be used in tests for molding specimens
so as to be representative of actual proportions and
condition of concrete. When concrete is not being remixed
or sampled, cover to prevent evaporation.
8.2 Wet Sieving.-If nominal maximum size of aggregate is in excess of 1-1/2-inches (37.5-mm), wet screen
the mix across the 1-1/2-inch screen in accordance with
USBR 4172 to accommodate molds or measures as required.
8.3 Slump, Air Content, and Yield:
8.3.1 Slump.-Measure the slump of each batch of
concrete immediately after mixing in accordance with
USBR 4143.
NOTE 10. The slump test is unsuitable for concrete that
is so dry that it slumps less than 1/4 inch (6 mm). The noslump concrete may be tested in accordance with USBR 4905.
Other testing methods are described in ACI 211.3.
8.3.2 Air Content.-Determine the air content, when
required, in accordance with either USBR 4173 or 4231;
however, USBR 4231 should not be used with concretes
made with low-density aggregates, air-cooled blast-furnace
slag, or aggregates of high porosity. After determining
air content, discard concrete used for the determination.
8.3.3 Yield-Determine the yield of each batch of
concrete, if required, in accordance with USBR 4138.
Concrete used for slump and density testing, provided
density test is not done on same sample used for air content
determination, may be returned to mixing pan and remixed
into batch.
8.4 Making Specimens:
8.4.1 Place of Molding.-Mold specimens as near as
practicable to location where they will be stored for initial
24 hours. If this is not possible, move specimens to place
of storage immediately after being struck off. Place molds
on a rigid surface that is free from vibration and other
disturbances. Avoid jarring, striking, tilting, or scarring
surface of specimens when moving to storage.
8.4.2 Placing.-Place concrete in molds using a scoop,
blunted trowel, or shovel. Select each measure of concrete
from mixing pan to ensure that it is representative of
batch. It may be necessary to remix concrete in mixing
pan with a shovel or trowel to prevent segregation during
molding of specimens. Move scoop or trowel around top
edge of mold as concrete is discharged to ensure a
symmetrical distribution of the concrete and to minimize
segregation of coarse aggregate within mold. Use a tamping
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rod to further distribute concrete prior to start of
consolidation. Place concrete in molds by layers, as specified
in table 3. When placing final layer, operator shall attempt
to add an amount of concrete that will exactly fill mold
after compaction. Do not add nonrepresentative samples
of concrete to an underfilled mold.
8.5 Consolidation:
8.5.1 Methods of Consolidation.-Preparationof
satisfactory specimens requires different methods of
consolidation.These methods are internal and external
vibration, and rodding. Base selection of method on the
slump, unless a specified method is stated in the
specifications. Rod concretes with a slump greater than
3 inches (76 mm), rod or vibrate concreteswith a slump
of 1 to 3 inches (25 to 76 mm), and vibrate concretes
with a slump of less than 1 inch (25 mm), see note 10
and sections 3.6.1.2, 3.6.1.3, 8.5.3.1, and 8.5.3.2.

8.5.2
Rodding.-Place
concrete in mold, in the
required number of layers of approximately equal volume.
Rod each layer with rounded end of rod using the number
of strokes and size of rod specified in table 4. Rod bottom
layer throughout its depth. Distribute strokes uniformly
over cross section of mold and, for each upper layer, allow
rod to penetrate about 1/2 inch (13 mm) into underlayer
when depth of layer is less than 4 inches (102 mm), and
about 1 inch (25 mm) when depth is 4 inches or more.
If voids are left by tamping rod, tap sides of mold lightly
with mallet to close voids. Extreme care must be used
when tapping sides of metal or plastic molds.
8.5.3
Vibration.-Maintain
a standard duration of
vibration for the particular kind of concrete, vibrator• and
specimen mold involved. The duration required will depend
on workability of concrete and effectiveness of vibrator.
For internal vibration, three insertions of 3 or 4 seconds

Table 3. - Number of layers required for specimens.
Specimen type and
size, as depth

Mode of
compaction

Number
of layers

Cylinders:
Up to 12 inches (305 mm)
Over 12 inches
Up to 18 inches (457 ram)
Over 18 inches

Rodding
Rodding
Vibration
Vibration

3 (equal)
As required
2 (equal)
3 (or more)

4
4
9
8

Prisms andhorizontal
creep cylinders:
Up to 8 inches (203 mm)
Over 8 inches
Up to 8 inches
Over 8 inches

inches (102 mm)
inches (102 mm)
inches (229 mm)
inches (203 mm), as
near as practicable

Rodding
Rodding
Vibration
Vibration

2 (equal)
3 (or more)
1
2 (or more)

4
4
8
8

inches (102 mm)
inches (102 mm)
inches (203 mm)
inches (203 mm), as
near as practicable

Approximate depth
of layers

Table 4. - Diameter of rod and number of roddings to be used in molding test specimens.
Cylinders
Diameter of cylinder
2 to(6 inches (51 to•152mm)
6 inches (152mm)
8 inches (203mm)
10 inches (254mm)

Diameter of rod
3/8
5/8
5/8
5/8

inch
inch
inch
inch

(10
(16
(16
(16

Number of strokes per layer
25
25
5O
75

mm)
mm).
mm)
mm)

Beams andPrisms
Top surface area of specimen
25 in2 (16 129 mm2) or less
26 to 49 in2 (16 774 to 31 613 mm2)
50 in2 (32 258 mm2) or more

Diameter of rod
3/8 inch (10 mm)
3/8 inch (10 mm)
5/8 inch (16 mm)

Number of roddings per layer
25
One for every 1 in2 (645 mm2) of surface area
One for every 2 in2 (1290 mm2) of surfacearea

Horizontal Creep Cylinders
Diameter of cylinder
6 inches (152 mm)

Diameter of rod
5/8 inch (16 mm)
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Number of roddings per layer
50 total (25 along both sides of axis)
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each are usually sufficient. Sufficient vibration has been
applied when surface of concrete has become relatively
smooth and exhibits a shiny, wet appearance. Continue
vibration only long enough to achieve proper consolidation
of concrete; overvibration may cause segregation. Fill molds
and vibrate with the required number of approximately
equal layers. Place all concrete for each layer in mold before
starting vibration of that layer. Add the final layer so as
to avoid overfilling mold by more than 1/4 inch (6 mm).
Finish the surface either during vibration, when external
vibration is used; or after vibration when either internal
or external vibration is used. When finishing surface after
vibration, addonly enough concrete with a trowel to overfill
mold by about 1/8 inch (3 mm), work into surface, and
then strike off.
8.5.3.1 Internal Vibration.-For cylinders, the ratio
of diameter of cylinder to diameter of vibrating element
shall be 4.0 or higher. In compacting specimen, vibrator
shall not be allowed to rest on or touch bottom or sides
of mold or strike embedded items such as strain meters.
Carefully withdraw vibrator in such a manner that no air
pockets are left in specimen. After vibration of each layer,
tap sides of mold to ensure removal of large entrapped
air bubbles at surface of mold, using extreme care with
metal or plastic molds.
8.5.3.1.1
Cylinders.-Use
three insertions of
vibrator at different points for each layer. Allow vibrator
to penetrate through layer being vibrated into layer below
by about 1 inch (25 mm).
8.5.3.1.2 Beams, Prisms, and Horizontal Creep
Cylinders.-Insert vibrator at intervals not exceeding 6
inches (152 ram) along centerline of long dimension of
specimen, or along both sides, but not in contact with
strain gauge in creep cylinders. For specimens wider than
6 inches, use alternating insertions along two lines. Allow
shaft of vibrator to penetrate into bottom layer about I inch
(25 ram).
8.5.3.2 External Vibration.-When external vibration is used, ensure that mold is rigidly attached to or
securely held against vibrating element or vibrating surface.
No-slump concrete should be consolidated in accordance
with USBR 4906.
8.6 Finishing.-After consolidation by any of the
methods, unless finishing was done during vibration (8.5.3),
strike off surface of concrete and float or trowel in
accordance with method used. Perform all finishing with
minimum manipulation necessary to produce a flat, even
surface that is level with rim or edge of mold and which
has no depressions or projections greater than 1/8 inch
(3 ram). If no finish is specified, finish surface with a
wood or magnesium float. If a trowel is used, it is usually
better to leave surface slightly high after striking off and
floating, with the intent of returning later to trowel flush.
However, take care doing this because there is a tendency
to overtrowel and bring too much mortar to the surface,
which creates a weakened plane. Perform all finishing with
minimum manipulation necessary to produce a flat, even
surface that is level with rim or edge of mold and which
has no depressions or projections greater than 1/8 inch.
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8.6.1 Cylinders.-After consolidation, finish top
surfaces by striking off with tamping rod or strike-off bar,
where consistency of concrete permits, or with a wood
float or trowel.
8.6.2 Horizontally Case Creep Cylinders.-After
consolidation, strike off specimen with a trowel or float,
then trowel the minimum amount required to form the
concrete in the opening concentrically with rest of
specimen. Use a screed curved to radius of specimen to
more precisely shape and finish concrete in the opening.
8.7 Curing:
8.7.1" Covering After Finishing.-To prevent evaporation of water fromunhardened concrete, cover specimens
immediately after finishing with a nonabsorptive,
nonreactive plate or a sheet of tough, durable, impervious
plastic. Wet burlap may also be used for covering, but
care must be used to keep burlap wet until specimens are
removed from molds. Placing a sheet of plastic over the
burlap will help keep burlap wet.
8.7.2 Removal From Molds.-Remove specimens
from molds not less than 20 nor more than 48 hours after
casting.
8.7.3 Curing Environment.-Unless otherwise
specified, all specimens shall be moist cured at 73.4+3 °F
(23.0+1.7 °C) from time of molding until time of test
(note 11). Storage during initial 48 hours of curing shall
be in a vibration-flee environment. As applied to treatment
of demolded specimens, moist curing means that test
specimens shall have free water maintained on entire
surface area at all times. This condition may be met by
immersion in saturated-lime water (note 12), or by storage
in a moist room or cabinet meeting requirements of ASTM
C 511. Specimens shall not be exposed to dripping or
running water.
NOTE 11.-The temperature within damp sand and under wet
burlap, or similar materials, will always be lower than temperature
in surrounding atmosphere if evaporation takes place.
NOTE 12.-Saturated-lime(calcium hydroxide) water is defined
as that point where no furtherlime powder will go into solution.
At 73.4+3 °F (23.0:t:1.7 °C), 0.160 gram of lime powder per
100 mililiters of water is required to bring mixture to a saturatedlime water state. This is about 1.33 pounds of lime for every
100 gallons of water. A small cloth bag filled with high-calcium
hydrated lime and placed in each tank should keep the lime water
in a saturated condition. Lime water can irritate the skin and
can cause rashes on the hands and arms and, consequently, personnel will need to wear gloves. Deep containers for the lime water
should be avoided, or a satisfactory mechanical means should
be provided to remove the specimens.
8.7.4 Flexural Strength Test Specimens.-Cure the
flexuralstrength test specimens in accordance with sections
8.7.1 and 8.7.2, except that while in storage for a minimum
of 20 hours immediately prior to testing, specimens shall
be immersed in a saturated-lime solution at 73.4+3 °F
(23.0+1.7 °C). At end of curing period, between time
specimen is removed fromcuring until testing is completed,
drying of surfaces shall be prevented.
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11.2 The single-operator standard deviations for
slump, density, air content, and 7-day compressive strength
of trial batches have been found to be 0.7 inch (17.8 mm),
0.9 lbm/ft 3 (14.4 kg/m3), 0.3 percent, and 203 lbf/in 2
(1.4 MPa), respectively. Therefore, the results of properly
conducted tests on two trial batches made in same laboratory
should not differ by more than 2.0 inches (50.8 mm),
2.5 lbm/ft3 (40.0 kg/m3), 0.8 percent, and 574 lbf/in 2,
(4.0 MPa), respectively. This precision statement is
considered applicable to laboratory trial batches proportioned to contain the prescribed quantities of materials
and having a constant water-cement ratio. The values
should be used with caution for air-entrained concrete,
concrete with slump less than 2 inches (51 mm) or more
than 6 inches (152 mm), or concrete made with other
than normal mass aggregate or aggregatelarger than 1
inch (25.0 mm) nominal maximum size.
11.3 The multilaboratory
standard deviations for
slump, density, air content, and 7-day compressive strength
of trial batches have been found to be 1.0 inch (25.4 mm),
1.4 lbm/fO (22.4 kg/m3), 0.4 percent, and 347 lbf/in2
(2.4 MPa), respectively. Therefore, the results of properly
conducted tests on single trial batches made in two different
laboratories should not differ by more than 2.8 inches
(71.1 mm), 4.0 lbm/ft3 (64.1 kg/m3), 1.1 percent, and
981 lbf/in2 (6.8 MPa), respectively. This precision
statement is considered applicable to laboratory trial
batches proportioned to contain the prescribed quantities
of materials and having a prescribed water-cement ratio.
The values should be used with caution for air-entrained
concrete, concrete with slump less than 2 inches (51 mm)
or more than 6 inches (152 mm), or concrete made with
other than normal mass aggregate or aggregate larger than
1 inch (25.0 mm) nominal maximum size.
11.4 Bias.-The bias has not been established for this
test procedure.

NOTE 13. Relatively small amounts of surface drying of
flexural strength specimens will induce tensile stresses in the
extreme fibers that will markedly reduce the indicated flexural
strength.
9.

Calculations

9.1 No particular calculations are involved for this test
procedure.
10.

Report

10.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The report shall include:
Specific intent of mix study in laboratory.
Source of materials involved.
Physical properties of materials.
Slump.
Air content.
Type of specimens molded.
Method of consolidation.
Method of curing.
Any special remarks concerning mix.

10.2 Becausemany variables may be a requirement for
a specific mix design, no attempt was made to devise a
typical reporting form. Each mix design submittal will
probably be handled by a cover letter that will include
whatever data are considered to be significant.
11.

Precision and Bias

11.1 Data to establish precision statements for the
various types of testing required in this procedure were
obtained in the Concrete Reference Sample Program of
the Cement and Concrete Reference Laboratory. Analysis
of the data for the single-operator and multilaboratory
precision is shown in table 5.

Table 5. - Values for precision statements relating to making trial batches by USBR 4192 and testing by appropriate methods.
USBR 4192
Slump, inches (mm)
Density, lbm/ft3 (kg/m 3)
Air content 2, percent by volume
Compressive strength (7-day),
lbf/in 2 (MPa)

ASTM

Multilaboratory precision*
1S
D2S

Single-laboratory precision2
1S
D2S

C 143
C 138
C 173

1.0 (25.4)
1.4 (22.4)
0.4

2.8 (71.1)
4.O (64.1)
1.1

0.7 (17.8)
O.9 (14.4)
0.3

2.0 (50.8)
2.5 (40.0)
0.8

C 39

347 (2.4)

981 (6.8)

203 (1.4)

574 (4.0)

1 The 1S and D2S precision limits are as defined in ASTM C 670.
2 Use the air content values with caution for air-entrainedconcrete.
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FINENESSOF CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
BY AIR PERMEABILITY APPARATUS
INTRODUCTION
This test
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following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4204; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 204-84.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of fineness of cementitious materials using
the Blaine air permeability apparatus, in terms of the
specific surface expressed as total surface area of cement.
Although the procedure may be, and has been, used for
determination of the measures of fineness of various other
materials, it should be understood that, generally, relative
rather than absolute fineness values are obtained.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4183 Samplingand Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 204 Standard Test Method for Fineness of Portland
Cement by Air Permeability Apparatus 1
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials1.2
2.3 Other Documents:
UU-P-236 Federal Specification for Paper; Filtering3
No. 114 National Institute of Standards and Technology
Standard Reference Material4

3.

3.2 Permeability
CeiL-The
permeability cell shall
consist of a rigid cylinder 12.70+0.10 mm inside diameter,
constructed of austenitic stainless steel (note 1). Interior
of cell shall have a finish of 0.81 #m. The top of the
cell shall be at right angles to principal axis of cell. The
lower portion of the cell must be able to form an airtight
fit with upper end of manometer so that there is no air
leakage between contacting surfaces. A ledge 0.5 to 1 mm
in width shall be an integral part of the cell or be firmly
fixed in cell 554-10 mm from top of cell for support of
perforated metal disk. Top of permeability cell shall be
fitted with a protruding collar to facilitateremoval of cell
from manometer.
NOTE 1.-The AISI Type 303 stainless steel (UNS designation
$30300) has been found to be suitable for construction of
permeability cell and plunger.
3.3 Disk.-The disk shall be constructed of noncorroding metal and shall be 0.94-0.1 mm in thickness,
perforated with 30 to 40 holes of 1 mm diameter equally
distributed over its area. Disk shall fit snugly inside the
permeability cell. The center portion on one side of the
disk shall be marked or inscribed in a legible manner so
as to permit operator to always place that side down when
inserting it into cell. The marking or inscription shall not
extend into any of the holes, touch their peripheries, or
extend into that area of disk that rests on cell ledge.
3.4 Plunger.-The plunger shall be constructed of
austenitic stainless steel and shall fit into cell with a
clearance of not more than 0.1 ram. Bottom of plunger
shall sharply meet lateral surfaces and shall be at right
angles to principal axis. An air vent shall be provided
by means of a flat that is 3.04-0.3 mm wide on one side
of plunger. Top of plunger shall be provided with a collar
such that when plunger is placed in cell and collar brought
in contact with top of cell, the distance between bottom
of plunger and top of perforated disk shall be 15+1 mm.
3.5 Filter Paper.-The
filter paper shall be medium
retentive, corresponding to Type 1, Grade B, as prescribed
in Federal Specification for Paper; Filtering (UU-P-236).
The filter paper disks shall be circular, with smooth edges,
and shall have same diameter as inside of cell (note 2).

Apparatus

3.1 Nature of Apparatus.-The Blaine air permeability
apparatus consists essentially of a means of drawing a
definite quantity of air through a prepared bed of cement
of definite porosity. The number and size of pores in a
prepared bed of definite porosity are a functionof size
of particles and determine rate of airflow through bed.
The apparatus, as shown on figure 1, shall consist
specifically of the parts described in sections 3.2 through 3.8.
1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
3 Available from Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120.
4 Available from National Institute of Standards and Technology
(formerly National Bureau of Standards), Office of Standard Reference
Materials, Chemistry Building, Washington, DC 20234.
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apparatus.

3.7 Manometer Liquid.-Manometer shall be filled to
midpoint with a nonvolatile, nonhygroscopic liquid of low
viscosity and density, such as dibutyl phthalate (dibutyl
1,2-benzene-dicarboxylate)or a light.grade mineral oil.
3.8 Timer.-The timer shall have a positive starting
and stopping mechanism and shall be capable of being
read to nearest 0.5 second or less. Timer shall be accurate
to 0.5 second or less for time intervals up to 60 seconds,
and accurate to 1 percent or less for time intervals of 60
to 300 seconds.

NOTE 2.-Filter paper disks that are too small may leave part
of sample adhering to inner wall of cell above top disk. When
too large in diameter, disks have a tendency to buckle and cause
erratic results.
3.6 Manometer.-The
U-tube manometer shall be
constructed according to the design indicated on figure 1,
using nominal 9-ram-outside-diameter, standard-wall, glass
tubing. The top of one arm of the manometer shall form
an airtight connection with permeability cell. This arm
shall have a line etched around tube 125 to 145 mm below
top side outlet, and additional lines at distances of 15+1
ram, 70+1 ram, and 110+1 mm above that line (see fig. 1).
A side outlet shall be provided 250 to 305 mm above bottom
of manometer for use in evacuation of manometer arm
connected to permeability cell. A positive airtight valve
or clamp shall be provided on side outlet not more than
50 mm from manometer arm. Manometer shall be mounted
firmly and in such a manner that arms are vertical.

4.

Reagentsand Materials

4.1 Manometer Liquid.-Phthalate (dibutyl 1,2benzene-dicarboxylate) or light grade of mineral oil.
4.2 National Institute of Standards and Technolgy
Standard ReferenceMaterial, No. 114.
4.3 Mercury.-ACS reagent grade or better.
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5.

Precautions

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.2 Tongs are advised for handling the permeability
cell as discussed in section 6.2.1.
6.

Calibration

of Apparatus

6.1 SampIe.-The
calibration of the air permeability
apparatus shall be made using the current lot of National
Institute of Standards and Technology Standard Reference
Material No. 114. Sample shall be at room temperature
when tested.
6.2 Bulk Volume of Compacted Bed of Powder.Determine the bulk volume of compacted bed of powder
by mercury displacement method as follows:
6.2.1 Place two filterpaper disks in permeability cell,
pressing down edges, using a rod having a diameter slightly
smaller than that of cell until filter disks are flat on
perforated metal disk. Fill cell with mercury, ACS reagent
grade or better, removing any air bubbles adhering to wall
of cell. Use tongs when handling cell. If cell is made of
material that will amalgamate with mercury, interior of
cell shall be protected by a very thin film of oil just prior
to adding mercury. Level mercury with top of cell by lightly
pressing a small glass plate against mercury surface until
glass is flushwith surface of mercury and rim of cell; ensure
that no bubble or void exists between mercury surface and
glass plate. Remove mercury from cell, and determine and
record mass of mercury. Remove one of the filter disks
from cell. Using a trial quantity of 2.80 grams of cement
(note 3), compress cement (note 4) in accordance with
section 6.5 with one filterdisk above and one below sample.
Into the unfilled space at top of cell, add mercury, remove
entrapped air, and level off top as before. Remove mercury
fromcell, and again determine and record mass of mercury.
NOTE 3.-It is not necessary to use standard sample for bulk
volume determination.
NOTE 4.-The prepared bed of cement shall be firm. If bed
is too loose or if cement cannot be compressed to desiredvolume,
adjust trial quantity of cement used.
6.2.2 Calculate bulk volume occupied by cement to
nearest 0.005 cm 3 as follows:
Yc --

Ma-Mb
pm

(1)

pm= density of mercury at temperature of test in
grams per cubic centimeter, see table 1.
Table 1. - Density of mercury and viscosityof air at given temperatures.
Room
temperature,
°F
(°C)
60.8
64.4
68.0
71.6
75.2
78.8
82.4
86.0
89.6
93.2

(16)
(18)
(20)
(22)
(24)
(26)
(28)
(30)
(32)
(34)

Density of
mercury,
g/cm •

Viscosity of air,
)/T or •?s

or

13.56
13.55
13.55
13.54
13.54
13.53
13.53
13.52
13.52
13.51

0.0001788
.0001798
.0001808
.0001818
.0001828
.0001837
.0001847
.0001857
.0001867
.0001876

0.01337
.01341
.01345
.01348
.01352
.01355
.01359
.01363
.01366
.01370

6.2.3 Make at least two determinations of bulk
volume of cement using separate compactions for each
determination. The bulk volume value used for subsequent
calculations shall be the average of two values agreeing
within +0.005 cm 3. Note temperature in vicinity of cell
and record at beginning and end of determination.
6.2.4 Figure 2 shows a typical calculation form.
6.3 Preparation
of Sample.-Enclose
the contents of a
vial of the standard cement sample in a 4-ounce jar (about
120 cm3), and shake vigorously for 2 minutes to fluff cement
and break up lumps or agglomerates. Allow jar to stand
unopened for an additional 2 minutes, then remove lid
and stir gently to distribute throughout sample the fine
fraction that has settled on surface after fluffing.
6.4 Mass of Sample:
6.4.1 The mass of the standard sample used for the
calibration test shall be the mass required to produce a
bed of cement having a porosity of 0.500+0.005, and shall
be calculated as follows:
Ms = pc Vc (1 - e•)
(2)
where:
Ms = grams of sample required,
pc = density of cement (for portland cement, a
value of 3.15 Mg/m3 or 3.15 g/cm 3 shall be
used.),
Vc = bulk volume of bed cement in cubic centimeters, as determined in accordancewith section 6.2, and
es = desired porosity of bed of cement,
0.500+0.005 (note 5).
NOTE 5.-Porosity is ratio of volume of voids in bed of cement
to total or bulk volume of bed.

where:
Vc = bulk volume of cement in cubic centimeters,
Ma = grams of mercury required to fill cell (no
cement being in cell),
Mb = grams of mercury required to fill portion of
cell not occupied by prepared bed of cement
in cell, and

6.5 Preparation ofBed of Cement.-Seat perforated disk
on ledge in permeability cell with the inscribed or marked
face down. Place a filter paper disk on metal disk and
press edges down with a rod having a diameter slightly
smaller than that of cell. Determine cement mass to nearest
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8.2 Size of Test Sample.-The mass of sample (note
9) used for test shall be same as that used in calibration
test on standard sample, except that when determining
finenessof Type III cements or other types of fine-ground
cements whose bulk for this mass is so great that ordinary
thumb pressure will not cause plunger collar to contact
top of cell, sample mass shall be that required to produce
a test bed having a porosity of 0.530+0.005.

0.001 gram as determined in accordancewith 6.4 and place
in cell. Tap side of cell lightly to level bed of cement.
Place a filter paper disk on top of cement and compress
cement with plunger until plunger collar is in contact with
top of cell. Slowly withdraw plunger a short distance, rotate
about 90 degrees, repress, and then slowly withdraw. Use
of fresh disks is required for each determination.
6.6 Permeability Test:.
6.6.1 Attach permeability cell to manometer tube,
ensure an airtight connection is obtained, and take care
not to jar or disturb preparedbed of cement.

NOTE 9.-When this procedure is used for materials other
than portland cement, or if one of the required porosities given
in 8.2 cannot be attained for a portland cement sample, the mass
of sample shall be adjusted so that a firm, hard bed is produced
by compacting process. In no case; however, should more than
thumb pressure be used to secure proper bed, nor should such
thumb pressure be used that plunger "rebounds" from cell top
when pressure is removed.

NOTE 6.-If a rubber stopper is used for connection, it should
be moistened with water. If a standard-taper joint is used, a
little stopcock grease should be applied. The efficiency of the
connection can be determined by attaching cell to manometer,
stoppering it, partially evacuating one arm of manometer, and
then closing valve. Any continuous drop in pressure indicates
a leak in system.
6.6.2 Slowly evacuate air in one arm of manometer
U-tube until liquid reaches top mark; then close valve
tightly. Start timer when bottom of meniscus of manometer
liquid reaches second (next to top) mark, and stop timer
when bottom of meniscus of liquid reaches third (next
to bottom) mark. Note the time interval measured, in
seconds, and record. Note the temperature of test in degrees
Fahrenheit (Celsius), and record.
6.6.3 During calibration of instrument, make at least
three determinations of the time of flow on each of three
separately prepared beds of standard sample (note 7).
Calibration shall be made by same operator making fineness
determination.

8.3 Preparation of Bed of Cement.-Prepare test bed
of cement in accordance with section 6.5.
8.4 Permeabili(y Tests.-Make permeability tests in
accordance with method described in 6.6, except that only
one time-of-flow determination is required on each bed.
9.

Calculation

9.1 Calculate specific surface values in accordancewith
the following equations:

(3)
(4)

NOTE 7.-Sample may be refluffed and reused for preparation
of test bed, provided that it is kept dry and all tests are made
within 4 hours of opening of sample.
6.6.4 Figure 3 shows a typical calculation form.
6.7 Recalibration.-The apparatusshall be recalibrated
(note 8):

sr =

• At periodic intervals to correct for possible wear
on plunger or permeability cell
• If any loss in manometer fluidoccurs
• If a change is made in type or quality of filterpaper
used for tests

ST =

ss cbs- s) (brv'6
• • V•r ibT- eT)

NOTE 8.-It is suggested that a secondary sample be prepared
and used as a fineness standard for check determinations of
instrument between regular calibrations with standard cement
sample.

sr = or (br-

7.

Sr =

Conditioning

7.1 Conditioning or preparation of sample and bed of
cement for calibration is given in sections 6.3 and 6.5.
8.

(5)

x/ 7

(6)

(7)
(8)

where:
Sr = specific surface of test sample in square centimeters per gram,
Ss = specific surface of standard sample used in calibration of apparatusin square centimeters
per gram,

Procedure

8.1 Temperature of Cement.-The cement sample shall
be at room temperature when tested.
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TT = measured time interval, in seconds, of
manometer drop for test sample (note 10),
T. = measured time interval, in seconds, of
manometer drop for standard sample used
in calibration of apparatus (note 10),
7/7 = viscosity of air, in poises, at temperature of
test of test sample (note 10),
•s = viscosity of air, in poises, at temperature of
test of standard sample used in calibration
of apparatus (note 10),
eT = porosity of prepared bed of test sample (note
10),
es = porosity of prepared bed of standard sample
used in calibration apparatus (note 10),
pT = density of test sample (for portland cement, a
value of 3.15 Mg/m3 or 3.15 g/cm 3 shall be
used),
ps = density of standard sample used in calibration
of apparatus (assumed to be 3.15 Mg/cm3
or 3.15 g/cm3),
&r = constant for other than portland cement, and
bs = a constant (for portland cement, a value of 0.9
shall be used).
NOTE 10.-Values for •
•
and X/-•T; or X/"•,
X/•e•s, and X/'•'• may be taken from tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
9.1.1 Equations (3) and (4) shall be used in
calculations for the finenessof portland cements compacted
to the same porosity as the standard fineness sample.
Equation (3) shall be used if the room temperature (vr)
at the time of testing the test sample is within -4-5.4 °F
( + 3 o C) of the toom temperature (t,) at the time of testing
the standard sample. Equation (4) shall be used if the
temperature is not within this range.
9.1.2 Equations (5) and (6) shall be used in
calculations forthe finenessof portland cements compacted
to some porosity other than that of the standard fineness
sample. Equation (5) shall be used if the room temperature
(vr) at the time of testing the test sample is within -+'5.4
°F (+3 °C) of the room temperature (ts) at the time of
testing the standard sample. Equation (6) shall be used
if the temperature is not within this range.
9.1.3 Equations (7) and (8) shall be used in
calculations for the fineness of materials other than
portland cement. Equation (7) shall be used if the room
temperature (vr) at the time of testing the test sample
is within +5.4 °F (+3 °C) of the room temperature (t•)
at the time of testing the standard sample. Equation (8)
shall be used if the temperature is not within this range.
9.1.4 It is recommended that values of &r be
determined on no less than three samples of materials
in question. Test each sample at a minimum of four
different porosities over a porosity range of at least 0.06.
Correlation coefficients should exceed 0.9970 for the
correlation of •versus eT on each sample tested,
see figure4.
9.2 To calculate specific surface values in square meters
per kilogram, multiply surface area in square centimeters
per gram by the factor0.1.
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Table 2. - Values for porosity of cement bed.
Porosity of bed

or

ET or •s

0.495
.496
.497
.498
.499

0.348
.349
.350
.351
.352

.500
.501
.502
.503
.504

.354
.355
.356
.357
.358

.505
.506
.507
.508
.509
.510

.359
.360
.361
.362
.363
.364

.525
.526
.527
.528
.529

.380
.381
.383
.384
.385

.530
.531
.532
.533
.534
.535

.386
.387
.388
.389
.390
.391

9.3 Round values in square centimeters per gram to
nearest 10 units, and values in square meters per kilogram
to nearest unit. Example: 3447 cm2/g is rounded to 3450
cm2/g or 345 m2/kg.
9.4 If it is desired to calculate specific surface values
in square centimeters per cubic centimeter, multiply surface
area in square centimeters per gram by the specific gravity
of the sample.
9.5 Figure 5 shows a typical calculation form for specific
surface of a portland cement and for a fly ash.
9.5.1 The terms in equations (5) through (8) of
(1 - e•) and (1 - eT) were applicable in ASTM C 204-79a
until ASTM C 204-84 changed these terms to (b- e,)
and (b - e), where b is equal to a constant (for portland
cement, a value of 0.9 shall be used). In addition, section
9.1.4 recommends that values of &r for materials other
than portland cement be determined on no less than three
samples, and each sample must be tested at a minimum
of four different porosities over a porosity range of at
least 0.06, see section 9.1.4 and figure 4. In this procedure,
the Bureau has changed the terms (1 - e) and (b - e)
to (1 - eT) and (br- eT).
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Table 3. - Time of airflow.
Tr
or

T•

or

Tr

Tr

Tr
OF

or

T,

or

or

or

or

T,

T,

Tr

Tr
or

or

or

oi"

T,

T•

26
26.5
27
27.5
28

5.10
5.15
5.20
5.24
5.29

51
51.5
52
52.5
53

7.14
7.18
7.21
7.25
7.28

76
76.5
77
77.5
78

8.72
8.75
8.77
8.80
8.83

101
102
103
104
105

10.05
10.10
10.15
10.20
10.25

151
152
153
154
155

12.29
12.33
12.37
12.41
12.45

201
202
203
204
205

14.18
14.21
14.25
14.28
14.32

28.5
29
29.5
30
30.5

5.34
5.39
5.43
5.48
5.52

53.5
54
54.5
55
55.5

7.31
7.35
7.38
7.42
7.45

78.5
79
79.5
80
80.5

8.86
8.89
8.92
8.94
8.97

106
107
108
109
110

10.30
10.34
10.39
10.44
10.49

156
157
158
159
160

12.49
12.53
12.57
12.61
12.65

206
207
208
209
210

14.35
14.39
14.42
14.46
14.49

31
31.5
32
32.5
33

5.57
5.61
5.66
5.70
5.74

56
56.5
57
57.5
58

7.48
7.52
7.55
7.58
7.62

81
81.5
82
82.5
83

9.00
9-03
9.06
9.08
9.11

111
112
113
114
115

10.54
10.58
10.63
10.68
10.72

161
162
163
164
165

12.69
12.73
12.77
12.81
12.85

211
212
213
214
215

14.53
14.56
14.59
14.63
14.66

33.5
34
34.5
35
35.5

5.79
5.83
5.87
5.92
5.96

58.5
59
59.5
60
60.5

7.65
7.68
7.71
7.75
7.78

83.5
84
84.5
85
85.5

9.14
9.17
9.19
9.22
9.25

116
117
118
119
120

10.77
10.82
10.86
10.91
10.95

166
167
168
169
170

12.88
12.92
12.96
13.00
13.04

216
217
218
219
220

14.70
14.73
14.76
14.80
14.83

36
36.5
37
37.5
38

6.00
6.04
6.08
6.12
6.16

61
61.5
• 62
62.5
63

7.81
7.84
7.87
7.91
7.94

86
86.5
87
87.5
88

9.27
9.30
9.33
9.35
9-38

121
122
123
124
125

11.00
11.05
11.09
11.14
11.18

171
172
173
174
175

13.08
13.11
13.15
13.19
13.23

222
224
226
228
230

14.90
14.97
15.03
15.10
15.17

38.5
39'
39.5
40
40.5

6.20
6.24
6.28
6.32
6.36

63.5
64
64.5
65
65.5

7.97
8.00
8.03
8.06
8.09

88.5
89
89.5
90
90.5

9.41
9.43
9.46
9.49
9.51

126
127
128
129
130

11.22
11.27
11.31
11.36
11.40

176
177
178
179
180

13.27
13.30
13.34
13.38
13.42

232
234
236
238
240

15.23
15.30
15.36
15.43
15.49

41
41.5
42
42.5
43

6.40
6.44
6.48
6.52
6.56

66
66.5
67
67.5
68

8.12
8.15
8.19
8.22
8.25

91
91.5
92
92.5
93

9.54
9.57
9.59
9.62
9.64

131
132
133
134
135

11.45
11.49
11.53
11.58
11.62

181
182
183
184
185

13.45
13.49
13.53
13.56
13.60

242
244
246
248
250

15.56
15.62
15.68
15.75
15.81

43.5
44
44.5
45
45.5

6.60
6.63
6.67
6.7l
6.75

68.5
69
69.5
70
70.5

8.28
8.31
8.34
8.37
8.40

93.5
94
94.5
95
95.5

9.67
9.70
9.72
9.75
9.77

136
137
138
139
140

11.66
11.70
11.75
II.79
11.83

186
187
188
189
190

13.64
13.67
13.71
13.75
13.78

252
254
256
258
260

15.87
15.94
16.00
16.06
16.12

46
46.5
47
47.5
48

6.78
6.82
6.86
6.89
6.93

71
71.5
72
72.5
73

8.43
8.46
8.49
8.51
8.54

96
96.5
97
97.5
98

9.80
9.82
9.85
9.87
9.90

141
142
143
144
145

11.87
11.92
11.96
12.00
12.04

19l
192
193
194
195

13.82
13.86
13.89
13.93
13.96

262
264
266
268
270

16.19
16.25
16.31
16.37
16.43

48.5
49
49.5
50
50.5

6.96
7.00
7.04
7.07
7.11

73.5
74
74.5
75
75.5

8.57
8.60
8.63
8.66
8.69

98.5
99
99.5
100
100.5

9.92
9.95
9.97
10.00
10.02

146
147
148
149
150

12.08
12.12
12.17
12.21
12.25

196
197
198
199
200

14.00
14.04
14.07
14.11
14.14

272
274
276
278
280

16.49
16.55
16.61
16.67
16.73

NOTE: TT or T• = Time of airflow in seconds, and •

or X/-•'• = factorfor use in equations.
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9.5.2 The typical example for fly ash specific surface
determination (fig. 3) uses the formulas in use in 1981.
No specific surface determinations on fly ash by this method
have been made by the Bureau since April 1984; therefore,
no typical determinations of a /yr value are included in
a typical worksheet with calculations.
10.

Report

10.1 For portland cements and portland cement-based
materials, report results on a single determination on a
single bed.
.
10.2 For very high fineness materials with long time
intervals, report averagefinenessvalue of two permeability
tests, provided that both values agree within 2 percent
of each other. If they do not agree, discard the values and
repeat test until two values so agreeingare obtained.

arm. For additional information,
Testing."5

see "Manual of Cement

10.3 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure 5
of USBR 4183.
11.

Precision and Bias

11.1 Single-Operator Precision.-The single-operator
coefficient of variation has been found to be 1.2 percent.
Therefore, results of two properly conducted tests by same
operator on same sample should not differ by more than
3.4 percent of their average (note 12).
11.2 Multilaboratory Precision.-The multilaboratory
coefficient of variation has been found to be 2.1 percent.
Therefore, results of two different laboratories on identical
samples of a material should not differ from each other
by more than 6.0 percent of their average (note 12).
NOTE 12.-These values represent the 1S percent and D2S
percent limits as described in ASTM C 670.

NOTE 11.-Lack of agreement indicates a need for checks on
procedure and apparatus. Care shall be exercised in the
preparation of test beds, and precautions shall be taken to ensure
an airtight connection between permeability cell and manometer

11.3

There is no known bias for this test procedure.

5 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
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Mass
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23.0

/ 3. 5•

Io 883
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Trial
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No. 1
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No. 2
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Figure 2. - Calibration--bulk volume of compacted bed of powder with mercury.
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FINENESS OF CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS BY AIR PERMEABILITYAPPARATUS
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of
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I
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Surface',
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9€£ 7
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23
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23

Bed No. 3
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Average
Bed No. 1

Bed No. 2

Bed No. 3

Average
Bed No. 1
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Bed No. 3
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= 3?$0 cm•/g

Figure 3. - Calibration --timeof flow of standard referencecementsample.
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1.0

0.9
Avg. b

>t-

0.8

\

O
0
a.
(23
ILl
rn
I-.-

•u

0.7
0.6

\

\

\ \ "-,,,

0.5

0.4

,Y

o

i

Et

Mt
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0.500
0.470
0.440

2.350
2.500
2.650
2.800

29.0
42.0
57.5
82.5

2.078
2.291
2.443
2.651

0.530
0.500
0.470
0.440

2.350 390
2.500 55.5
2.650 79.0
2. 800 108.5

2.410
2.610
2.846
3. 040

0.530
0.500
0.470
0.440

2.350
2.500
2.650
2.800

2.769
3.021
3. 286
3.4 72

2

3.5

Material: Silica Flour
Pt:density°ftest sample: 2.654/cm3
Vc =bulk volume of sample bed= 1.887cm 3
ET-'desired porosity of test
MT :grams of sample required : PT Vc( l-Et )
T t : measured test time interval in seconds
Computed values of"bT"by IEneor regression:
Sample I: bT :0.863(correlation coeff.= 0.9980)
Sample2: bT : 0.869 (correlation coeff.= 0.9993)
Sample 3: bT :0.879(correlation coeff. :0.9973)
,Average : bT = 0.870

Tt

51.5
73.0
104.0
141.5

3

Figure 4. - Illustration on method for determination of/yr value for use in fineness calculations of materials other than portland cement.
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Figure 5. - Specificsurfaceof cementitiousmaterialsas determinedby air permeability.
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USBR 4211-92

FOR CONCRETE MIXTURES

SELECTING PROPORTIONS

INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4211; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ACI standard: 211.1.

1.

Scope

2.1 In conducting laboratory tests to provide information for selecting concrete proportions, the latest revisions
of the following specifications and methods should be used.
2.1.1 Ingredient Specifications:
2.1.1.1
USBR Procedures:
4094 Specifications for Ready-MixedConcrete
2.1.1.2 ASTM Standards:
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement •a
C 260 Standard Specification for Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete •
C 494 Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures
for Concrete •

C 595 Standard Specification for Blended Hydraulic
Cementsl, 2
C 618 Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete •
2.1.2 For Tests of Ingredients:
2.1.2.1
USBR Procedures:
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4188 Density of Hydraulic Cementitious Materials
4311 Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural Pozzolans for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
4566 Total Moisture Content of Aggregate by Drying
2.1.3 For Tests of Concrete:
2.1.3.1
USBR Procedures:
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air
Content (Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure Method
2.1.3.2 A CI Publications:
211.1 Standard Practice for Selecting Proportions for
Normal, Heavyweight, and Mass Concrete 3
214 Recommended Practice for Evaluation of Strength
Test Results of Concrete •

t Annual Book ofASTMSrandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annum Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.

3 ACIManuMofConctetePractice, part 1, American Concrete Institute.

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
selecting proportions for all normal density concrete
made with aggregatesof average density, as distinguished from low density and special high density aggregates, and workability suitable for normal cast-in-place
construction and most precast concrete construction similar in nature to the cast-in-place concrete. Although the
same basic data and procedures are used in the proportioning of mass concrete, additional information on mass
concrete is also presented.
1.2 These procedures provide a first approximation
of proportions intended to be checked by trial batches
in laboratory or field, and adjusted to produce desired
characteristics.
1.3 This designation also provides theoretical equations that predict the effects of aggregates, cements,
pozzolans, air-entrainment, and chemical admixtures on
concrete strength. This information is presented in
appendix X 1.

2.

Applicable Documents
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3.

Significance and Use

3.2.2 Placeability.-The
placeability, including
satisfactory finishing properties, encompasses traits of
"workability" and "consistency." For the purpose of this
discussion, workability is considered to be that property
of concrete which determines its capacity to be placed
and consolidated properly and to be finished without
harmful segregation. The workability also includes such
concepts as moldability, cohesiveness, and compactability. Workability is affected by the grading, particle shape
and proportions of aggregate,amount of cement, presence of entrained air, admixtures, and consistency of
mixture. Consistency is basically the wetness of the concrete mixture. The consistency is measured in terms of
slump, the higher the slump the wetter the mixture; and
the consistency affects the ease with which the concrete
will flow during placement. Consistency is related to but
not synonymous with workability. In properly proportioned concrete, the unit water content required to produce a given slump will depend on several factors. The
water requirement increases as aggregatesbecome more
angular and rough textured, but this disadvantage may
be offset by improvements in other characteristics such
as the bond to the cement paste. Required mixing water
decreases as the maximum size of clean, well-graded
aggregateis increased, and also decreases with the
entrainment of air. The mixing water requirement may
often be significantly reduced by certain admixtures.
These procedures permit all of the factors of workability
and consistency to be taken into account to economically
achieve satisfactory placeability.
3.2.3 Strength.-The strength is an important characteristic of concrete, but other characteristics such as
durability, permeability, and wear resistance are often
equally or more important. These characteristics may be
generally related to strength but are also affected by factors not significantly associated with strength. For a given
set of materials and conditions, concrete strength is
determined by the net quantity of water used per unit
quantity of cement. Th• net water content excludes water
absorbed by the aggregates, but includes water adhering
to the surfaces of aggregate, often termed "free moisture." Differences in strength for a given water-cement
ratio may result from changes in maximum size of aggregate; grading, surface texture, shape, and strength of
aggregate particles; differences in cement types and
sources; air content; and the use of admixtures, which
affect the cement hydration process or develop cementitious properties themselves. To the extent that these
effects are predictable in the general sense, they are
taken into account in this designation. Estimated values
are assigned to these effects, which are outlined in
appendix Xl. However, in view of their number and
complexity, it should be obvious that accurate predictions of strength must be based on trial batches or on
experience with materials to be used.
3.2.4 Durability.-The
concrete must be able to
endure those exposures which may deprive it of its serviceability such as freezing and thawing, wetting and drying, heating and cooling, chemicals, and deicing agents.
Resistance to some of these exposures may be enhanced

3.1 Introduction:
3.1.1 Concrete is composed principally of cement, aggregates, and water; will contain some amount
of entrapped air, and may also contain some purposely
entrained air obtained by using an admixture or airentraining cement. Admixtures are also frequently used
for other purposes such as to accelerate or retard the
time-of-set, improve workability, reduce mixing water
requirement, increase strength, or alter other properties
of the concrete. Certain pozzolanic materials may be used
in conjunction with portland cement for economy or to
provide specific properties such as reduced early heat of
hydration, improved workability, or increased resistance
to sulfate attack and alkali-aggregate reaction.
3.1.2 The selection of concrete proportions
involves a balance between reasonable economy and
requirements for placeability, strength, durability, density, and appearance. The required characteristics are
governedby the actual final use for the concrete and by
conditions expected to be encountered at time of placement. These factors are often, but not always, reflected
in the specifications for the job.
3.1.3 The ability to tailor concrete properties to
the actual job requirements reflects technological developments which have taken place, for the most part, since
the early 1900's. The use of the water-cement ratio as
a tool for estimating strength was recognized about
1918, and the remarkable improvement in durability
resulting from the entrainment of air was recognized in
the early 1940's. These two significant developments in,
concrete technology have been augmentedby extensive
research and development in many related areas, including the use of admixtures to counteract possible deficiencies, develop special properties, or achieve economy [1].4 It is beyond the scope of this discussion to
review the theories of concrete proportioning which
have provided the background and sound technical basis
for the relatively simple procedures of this designation.
More detailed information can be obtained from references [2 through 19].
3.1.4 proportions calculated by any method are
always considered to be subject to revision on the basis
of experience with trial mixes. Depending on the circumstances, trial mixes may be small batches prepared in a
laboratory or full-size batches prepared in the field. The
use of full-size field batches avoids the possible pitfalls
of assumingthat data from small batches mixed in a laboratory environment will predict the performance of concrete under field conditions.
3.2 Basic Relationships:
3.2.1 Concrete proportions must be selected to
provide necessary placeability, strength, durability, and
density for the particular application. In addition, when
mass concrete is being proportioned, consideration must
be given to generation of heat.
4 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 17.
3O2
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by use of special ingredients such as low-alkali cement,
pozzolans, or selected aggregateto prevent harmful
expansion due to alkali-aggregatereaction which occurs
in some areas when concrete is exposed to a moist environment. Also, sulfate resisting cement or pozzolans may
be used for concrete exposed to sulfate-bearing soils
and/or sulfate waters, or aggregatefree of excessive soft
particles where resistance to surface abrasion is required.
Use of a low water-cement ratio will prolong the life of
concrete by reducing the penetration of aggressiveliquids. Resistanceto severe weathering, particularly freezing and thawing, and to salts used for ice removal is
greatly improved by incorporation of a proper distribution of entrained air. Entrained air should be used in all
exposed concrete in climates where freeze-thaw cycles
occur. References [20,21] provide detailed information
on concrete durability.
3.2.5 Generation ofHeat.-A major concern in
proportioningmass concreteis the size and shape of the
completedstructureor portionthereof. Concrete placements large enoughto requirecontrolmeasuresforgeneration of heat and resultantvolume change withinthe
mass will also require considerationof temperature
controlmeasures, as explainedin the mass concretesections of this procedure.Generally, hydrationof cement
willgenerate a concretetemperaturerise of 10 to 15 o F
per 100 lbm/yd3 (9 to 14 °C per 100 kg/m 3) of portland cement. If temperaturerise of concretemass is not
held to a minimumand the heat allowed to dissipateat
a reasonable rate, or if concrete is subjected to rapid
cooling,crackingis likelyto occur. Temperaturecontrol
measures can includea relativelylow initialplacingtemperature, reduced quantitiesof cementitiousmaterials,
and circulationof chilled water. Also, the insulationof
concrete surfaces may be required to adjust for these
various concreteconditionsand exposures.It should be
emphasized that mass concrete is not necessarilymade
of large aggregateconcrete,and the concernaboutgeneration of an excessiveamountof heat in concreteis not
confinedto massive dam or large foundationstructures.
Many large structuralelements may be massive enough
that heat generation should be considered,particularly
when minimumcross-sectionaldimensionsofa solidconcrete member approach or exceed 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to
0.9 m) or when cement contentsabove 600 lbm/yd3
(356 kg/m3) are being considered.
3.3 BackgroundData.-To the extentpossible,selection ofconcreteproportionsshouldbe based on test data
or experience with materials to be used. Where such
backgroundinformationis limitedor not available, estimates providedin thisdesignationmay be used (note 1 ).
The followinginformationfor availablematerialswillbe
useful:
• Sieve analyses of fine and coarse aggregates.
• Optimu.m combination of coarse aggregatesto
obtain maximum density.
• Dry-rodded or dry-jigged density of coarse aggregate.
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• Bulk specific gravities and absorptions of aggregates.
• Bulk specific gravity of each cementitious material.
• Mixing water requirements of concrete developed
from experience with available aggregates.
• Relationships between strength and the W/(C + P)
(water-cement plus pozzolan ratio) for the available
combinations of cementitious materials and aggregate.
NOTE l.-Estimatesfrom tables 1 and 2, respectively, may
be used when the last two items of information are not available.
4.

Apparatus

4.1 The apparatus required for proportioning
concrete mixes are covered under the individual test procedures listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2.
5.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

6.1 Procedures for sampling, and a description and
suggested quantities of test specimens and test units are
given under the individual test procedures listed under
the Applicable Documents of section 2.
7.

Calibration

and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the
tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2
are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 Conditioning of materials for all tests required
prior to proportioning of concrete mixes are covered
under the individual test procedures listed under the
Applicable Documents of section 2.
9.

Procedure

9.1 The procedure for selection of mix proportions
discussed in this section is applicableto all normal density
concrete. Although the same basic data and procedures
are used in proportioning mass concrete, additional
information required for mass concrete design is given
in the mass concrete portion of this designation.
9.2 Estimating the required batch masses for the concrete involves a sequence of logical, straightforward
steps which, in effect, fit the characteristics of the availa-
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Table 1. - Approximate air and water contents per volume of concrete; and proportions of fine and coarse aggregate.l

Max. size of
coarse a•regate
inches
(am)
3/8
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/2
2
3
4
6

Recommended
total air content,
+ 1 percent

(9.5)
(12.5)
(19.0)
(25.0)
(37.5)
(50)
(75)
(100)
(150)

Sand,
percent
of total
aggregate
by solid
volume

Percent of dryrodded or dryjigged density of
coarse aggregate
per unit volume
of concrete

60
50
42
37
34
30
28
26
24

41
52
62
67
73
76
81
84
87

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
3.5
ADJUSTMENT

Air-entrained
concrete, average
water content
lbm/yd 3
(kg/m 3)
320 .
305
280
265 .
245
230
200
185 ..
165

(190)
(180)
(165)
(155)
•(145)
(135)
(120)
(110)
(100)

OF VALUES FOR OTHER CONDITIONS 2

Water
content,
percent

Percentage
of
sand

When WRA 3 is used

-5

+ 2

When HRWRA 4 is used

-12

+ 5

-

+1

Changes in materials or proportions

Each 0.2 increase or decrease in fineness modulus of sand
Each 1-inch (25-am) increase or decrease in slump

+3

Each 10 °F (5.6 °C) increase or decrease in concrete
temperature

+2

Each 1 percent increase or decrease in air content

:g3

:•1

-

+1

Each 0.05 increase or decrease in W/(C+P)

Percentage of
dry-rodded or
ctry-jigged
coarse aggregate

q:2

m

:g2

Each 1 percent increase or decrease in sand content

+1

Each 10 percent increase or decrease in fly ash

:t=3

:t= 1

When manufactured sand is used

+5

+2

When flat, elongated or angular coarse aggregateis used

+8

+4

+2

i For 70 °F (21 °C), concrete containing natural sand with a fineness modulus of 2.75, average coarse aggregate,and a slump
of 3 to 4 inches (76 to 102 am) at the mixer.
2 If aggregatesare proportioned by the percentage of sand method, use first and second columns; if by •he dry-rodded or dry-jigged
density method, use first and third columns.
SWRA = water reducing admixture (Type A or D, ASTM C 494).
4HRWRA = high-range water reducing admixture (Type F or G admixtures, ASTM C 494).

hie materials for a mixture suitable for the work. The
question of suitability is frequently not decided by the
individual selecting the proportions because the job specifications may dictate some or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strength overdesign, admixtures, type of cement, and
.type of aggregatesources.
9.3 Regardlessof whether the concrete characteristics are prescribed by the specification• or are left to the
individual selecting the proportions, establishment of
batch masses per cubic yard or cubic meter of concrete
can best be accomplished using the following sequence:
9.3.1 Step 1, Choice o£Slump.'If a slump is not
specified, a value appropriate for the work can be
selected from table 3. The slump ranges shown apply
when vibration is used to consolidate concrete containing

Maximum W/(C+P).
Minimum cementitious materials content.
Air content.
Slump.
Maximum size of aggregate.
Strength.
Other requirements relating to such factors as
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Table 2. - Approximate strength of concrete (containing good aggregate)for
various water-cement ratios. 1
Water-cement ratio
by mass

0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70

Compressive strength at 28 days
Air-entrained
Air-entrained
concrete
concrete with WRA
ibf/in •
(MPa)
lbf/in2
(MPa)
5,700
4,900
4,200
3,600
3,100
2,600
2,200

6,500
5,600
4,800
4,200
3,600
3,100
2,700

(39.3)
(33.8)
(29.0)
(24.8)
( 21.4 )
(17.9)
(15.2)

(44.8)
(38.6)
( 33. I )
(29.0)
( 24.8 )
(21.4)
(18.6)

z For information on mix design parameters for concrete containing chemical admixtures, see reference [29].

Table 3. - Recommended slumps for various types of construction.
Type of construction

Slump, inches (ram)
maximum
minimum

Footings, caissons, and substructures
Beams and reinforced walls
Sidewalls and arch in tunnel linings
Tops of wails, piers, parapets, and curbs
Pavements, slabs, and tunnel inverts 2
Canal linings 3
Mass concrete, mass construction
Building columns
Other structures

3
4
4
2
2
3
2
4
3

(76)
(102)
(102)
(51)
(51)
(76)
(51)
(102)
(76)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)

1 The maximum slumps are for concrete after placement and before consolidation, and for
mixes having air contents given in table 1. For certain applications, the use of a HRWRA
(high-range water reducing admixture) is glowed. If mix is properly designed to prevent
segregation, a HRWRA can be used to produce flowing concrete with a maximum slump
of 9 inches (229 mm); however, each use or application must be allowed in the specifications
or approved by contracting officer.
2 The slump of tunnel inverts placed monolithically with sidewalls and arch may be increased
to a maximum of 4 inches (102 mm).
3 On machine-placed canal lining less than 3 inches (76 mm) thick, the slump may be
increased to a maximum of 4 inches ( 102 mm).

entrained air. Mixes of the stiffest consistency that can
be placed efficiently should be used.
9.3.2 Step 2, Choice of Maximum Size of Aggregate.-Large maximum sizes of well graded aggregates have less voids than smaller sizes; therefore,
concretes with the larger sized aggregates require less
mortar per unit volume of concrete. Generally, the maximum size of aggregate should be the largest that is economically available and consistent with dimensionsof the
structure. The maximum size aggregate should never
exceed one-fifth the minimum dimensionbetween sides
of forms; one-third the depth of slabs; or two-thirds the
minimum clear spacing between individual reinforcing
bars, bundles of bars, or pretensioning strands. These
limitations are sometimes waived if workability and
methods of consolidation are such that the concrete can
be placed without honeycombs or voids. When high
strength concrete is desired, best results are usually
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obtained with smaller, reduced maximum sizes of clean
aggregate.Concrete strength is usually limited by the
bond developed between aggregateand paste. Smaller
size aggregatehas more surface area and can be expected
to produce a higher strength at a given water-cement plus
pozzolan ratio.
9.3.3 Step 3, Estimate ofMixing Water and Air
Content.-The quantity of water per unit volume of concrete required to produce a given slump is dependent on
the maximum size, particle shape, and grading of the
aggregates; on the amount and class of pozzolan; amount
and type of chemical admixtures; and on the amount of
entrained air. The water quantity is not appreciably
affected by the quantity of cement in the amounts normally used. Table 1 provides estimates of required mixing water for air-entrained concretes made with various
maximum sizes of aggregate. Depending on aggregate
texture and shape, mixing water requirements may be
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replacement of cement, about 15 to 25 percent by mass,
the water-cement ratios shown in table 2 should be
reduced by about 0.05 to account for the slower
strength-gaining properties of many pozzolans and, consequently, the reduced 28-day strength normally
expected for concrete containing pozzolan.
9.3.4.2 For severe conditions of exposure, the
water-cement plus pozzolan ratio should be kept low to
provide sufficient durability even when the strength
requirements could be met by a higher ratio. Table 5
gives limiting values.
9.3.5 Step 5, Calculation of CementitiousMaterimsContent.-Theamount of cementitious materials per
unit volume of concrete is fixed by the determinations
made in sections 9.3.3 and 9.3.4. The required cementitious materials are equal to the estimated mixing water
content determined in section 9.3.3 divided by the
water-cement plus pozzolan ratio determinedin section
9.3.4. However, if the specifications include a separate
minimum limit on the cementitious materials content in
addition to the requirements for strength and durability,
the mixture must be based on whichever criterion
requires the greater amount of cementitious materials.
9.3.6 Step 6, Estimate of Aagregate Content.-Estimatesfor the fine aggregate content by the
sand percentage method or for the coarse aggregate
content by the dry-rodded or dry-jigged density method
are presented in this section. Concrete of comparable
workability can be expected with aggregates of comparable size and grading provided the volume of mortar
remains constant. The solid volume of cement, pozzolan,
water, air, and sand may be interchanged to maintain a
constant mortar content and constant coarse aggregate
content. The percentage of sand in a concrete mix has
been used extensively as a means of identifying the proportions of sand and coarse aggregate for Bureau mixes.
Recommended percentages of sand for each maximum
size of coarse aggregate are listed in table 1, along with
suggested sand adjustments to maintain a constant mortar
content, to allow for effects of varying sand fineness
modulus, and to allow for improved workability
obtained from fly ash. In section 9.3.6.1, it is demonstrated that aggregates can be proportioned by computing the total solid volume of sand and coarse aggregate
in the concrete mix and multiplying this total volume by
the recommended percentage of sand or, as described in
9.3.6.2, by estimating quantity of coarse aggregate and
paste initially, and then determining amount of sand.
Either method is satisfactory, and will result in about the
same proportions for most conditions. However, basing
amount of coarse aggregate on a fixed percentage of the
dry-rodded or dry-jigged density may be easier because
it automatically makes allowances for differences in most
materials. For example, angular aggregates have a higher
void content, and therefore require more mortar than
rounded aggregates. The higher void content results in
a lower dry-rodded or dry-jigged density and therefore
decreases the amount of coarse aggregate obtained from
the fixed percentage, which automatically produces a
greater amount of mortar.

somewhat above or below these tabulated values; however, these values are sufficiently accurate for initial estimate. Such differences in water quantity are not
necessarily reflected in strength because other compensating factors may be involved. For example, a rounded
and an angular coarse aggregate, both well graded and
of good quality, can be expected to produce concrete of
about the same compressive strength for the same cementitious materials factor regardlessof differences in watercement plus pozzolan ratio resulting from different
mixing water requirements. Particle shape per se is not
an indicator that an aggregate will be either above or
below average in its strength-producing capacity.
9.3.3.1 Table 1 shows the recommended air
contents for each aggregate size. The use of these recommended amounts of air entrainment in concrete with a
specified strength above 5,000 lbf/in 2 (34.5 MPa) may
not be possible because each additional percent of air
lowers the maximum strength obtainable with a given
combination of materials by about 5 percent. Therefore,
exposure to water, deicing salts, and freezing temperatures should be carefully evaluated. If the concrete is not
expected to be continually wet and will not be exposed
to deicing salts, lower air content values may be appropriate even though the concrete is exposed to freezing and
thawing temperatures. However, for an exposure condition where the concrete may be saturated prior to
cycles of freezing and thawing, the use of air entrainment
should not be sacrificed for strength.
9.3.3.2 When trial batches are used to establish
strength relationships or verify the strength-producing
capability of a mixture, the least favorable strength producing combination of mixing water and air content
should be used. Air content should be the maximum permitted or likely to occur for the job conditions, and the
slump should be the highest permissible by the specifications after considering slump loss from batch plant to
placement. This will avoid developing an over-optimistic
estimate of strength on the assumption that average
rather than extreme conditions will prevail in the field.
9.3.4 Step 4, Selection of Water-Cement Plus
Pozzolan Ratio.-Therequired water-cement plus pozzolan ratio is determined by strength requirements in addition to other factors such as durability and finishing
properties. Because different aggregates and cementitious materials generally produce different strengths at
the same ratio, it is desirable to have or developthe relationship between the strength and this ratio for the
materials actually to be used. In the absence of such data,
approximate values for concrete containing Type II
portland cement can be taken from table 2. With satisfactory materials, the tabulated ratios should produce the
strengths shown based on 28-day tests of 6- by 12-inch
( 152- by 305-mm) specimens that have been fabricated,
cured, and tested under prescribed laboratory conditions. Keep in mind that the average strength selected
must exceed the specified strength by a sufficient margin
to keep the number of low tests within the specified limits, see table 4.
9.3.4.1 When pozzolan is used as a partial
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Table 4a. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (inch-pound units).
Average strength required (t'cr) in lbf/in 2 so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (/'c)

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

2O

25

2,000

75
80
85
90

2,070
2,090
2,110
2,140

2,150
2,190
2,240
2,300

2,230
2,290
2,380
2,490

2,320
2,410
2,530
2,710

2,410
2,540
2,720
2,980

2,500

75
80
85
90

2,590
2,610
2,640
2,680

2,680
2,730
2,790
2,880

2,790
2,870
2,970
3,110

2,900
3,010
3,170
3,390

3,010
3,180
3,400
3,720

3,000

75
80
85
90

3,110
3,130
3,170
3,210

3,220
3,280
3,350
3,450

3,340
3,440
3,560
3,730

3,470
3,620
3,800
4,070

3,620
3,810
4,070
4,460

3,500

75
80
85
90

3,620
3,660
3,690
3,750

3,760
3,830
3,910
4,030

3,900
4,010
4,160
4,360

4,050
4,220
4,440
4,740

4,220
4,450
4,750
5,210

4,000

75
80
85
90

4,140
4,180
4,220
4,280

4,290
4,370
4,470
4,600

4,460
4,590
4,750
4,980

4,630
4,820
5,070
5,420

4,820
5,090
5,430
5,950

4,500

75
80
85
90

4,660
4,700
4,750
4,820

4,830
4,920
5,030
5,180

5,010
5,160
5,350
5,600

5,210
5,430
5,700
6,100

5,430
5,720
6,110
6,690

5,000

75
80
85
90

5,180
5,220
5,280
5,350

5,370
5,470
5,590
5,750

5,570
5,730
5,940
6,220

5,790
6,030
6,340
6,780

6,030
6,360
6,790
7,440

5,500

75
80
85
90

5,690
5,750
5,810
5,890

5,900
6,010
6,150
6,330

6,130
6,310
6,530
6,850

6,370
6,630
6,970
7,450

6,630
6,990
7,470
8,180

6,000

75
80
85
90

6,210
6,270
6,330
6,420

6,440
6,560
6,710
6,910

6,680
6,880
7,130
7,470

6,950
7,240
7,600
8,130

7,240
7,630
8,150
8,930

Design
strength
Ibf/in 2

Coefficient of variation, percent

NOTE: For an explanation on how this table was developed, see appendix X 1 of USi3R 4094.
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Table 4b. - Average strength that must be maintained to meet design requirements (SI-metric units).
Average strength required (fcr) in megapascals so that
75, 80, 85, or 90 percent of tests are greater
than design strength (fc)

Percent of
strength
greater
than design
strength

5

10

15

20

25

10

75
80
85
90

10.35
10.45
10.55
10.70

10.75
10.95
11.20
11.50

11.15
11.45
11.90
12.45

11.60
12.05
12.65
13.55

12.05
12.70
13.60
14.90

15

75
80
85
90

15.55
15.65
15.85
16.05

16.10
16.40
16.75
17.25

16.70
17.20
17.80
18.65

17.35
18.10
19.00
20.35

18.10
19.05
20.35
22.30

20

75
80
85
90

20.70
20.90
21.10
21.40

21.45
21.85
22.35
23.00

22.30
22.95
23.75
24.90

23.15
24.10
25.35
27.10

24.10
25.45
27.15
29.75

25

75
80
85
90

25.90
26.10
26.40
26.75

26.85
27.35
27.95
28.75

27.85
28.65
29.70
31.10

28.95
30.15
31.70
33.90

30.15
31.80
33.95
37.20

30

75
80
85
90

31.05
31.35
31.65
32.10

32.20
32.80
33.55
34.55

33.40
34.40
35.65
37.35

34.75
36.20
38.00
40.65

. 36.20
38.15
40.75
44.65

35

75
80
85
90

36.25
36.55
36.95
37.45

37.55
38.25
39.15
40.30

39.00
40.15
41.60
43.55

40.55
42.20
44.35
47.45

42.20
44.50
47.55
52.05

40

75
80
85
90

41.40
41.80
42.25
42.80

42.95
43.75
44.70
46.05

44.55
45.90
47.50
49.80

46.35
48.25
50.70
54.20

48.25
50.85
54.35
59.50

45

75
80
85
90

46.60
47.00
47.50
48.15

48.30
49.20
50.30
51.80

50.15
51.60
53.45
56.00

52.10
54.25
57.05
61.00

54.25
57.20
61.10
66.95

50

75
80
85
90

51.75
52.25
52.80
53.50

53.65
54.65
55.90
57.55

55.70
57.35
59.40
62.25

57.90
60.30
63.35
67.75

60.30
63.55
67.90
74.40

Design
strength
MPa

Coefficient of variation, percent
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Table 5. - Maximum water-cement plus pozzolan ratios for exposure condition (durability) shown.
W/(C+P) by mass

Class

A

D

Severe
climate, wide
range of
temperature,
long periods
of freezing,
or frequent
freezing and
thawing

Type or location of concrete or structure,
and degree of exposure

Mild
climate,
rainy or
arid, rare
snow

or

frost

Concrete in portions of structures subject to exposure of extreme
severity such as bridge decks exposed to deicing salts; top 2 feet
(0.6 m) of walls, boxes, piers, and parapets; all of curbs, sills, ledges,
copings, corners, and cornices; and concrete in range of fluctuating
water levels or spray such as parts of dams, spillways, wasteways,
blowoff boxes, tunnel inlets and outlets, tailrace walls, valve houses,
canal structures, and other concrete work.

0.45+0.02

0.55+0.02

Concrete in exposed structures and parts of structures where exposure
is less severe than in A, such as portions of tunnel linings and
siphons subject to freezing, exterior of mass concrete, and other
exposed parts of structures not covered by A.

0.50+0.02

0.55+0.02

Concrete in structures or parts of structures to be covered with backfill
or to be continually submerged or otherwise protected from weather,
such as cutoff walls and foundations, and parts of substructures, dams,
trashracks, gate chambers, outlet works, and control houses. If severe
exposure during construction appears likely to last several seasons,
reduce W/(C+P) by 0.05 for parts most exposed.

0.58+0.02

0.58+0.02

Concrete subject to attack by sulfate alkalies in soil and ground water,
and placed during moderate weather.

0.50±0.02

Concrete subject to attack by sulfate alkalies in soil and ground water,
but placed during freezing weather when calcium chloride would
normally be used in mix. Do not employ CaCl2, but decrease
W/(C+P) value shown.

0.45+0.02

F

Concrete deposited under water using tremies or pumps.

0.45±0.02

G

Canal lining

0.53+0.02

H

Concrete for interior of dams

0.58±0.02

The W/(C+P) ratio for this concrete will be governed by strength,
thermal properties, and volume
change requirements established
for each structure.

9.3.6.1
Percentage oFSaad Methoc/.-Exarnple
1 in section 9.3.7 uses the percentage of sand method.
To use this method, first calculate volume of water,
cement, pozzolan, and air per cubic yard or per cubic
meter of concrete. Then, calculate total volume of aggregate by subtracting the volume of paste initially calculated. The volume of sand is obtained by multiplying
total volume of aggregate by percentage of sand recommended in table 1. The volume of coarse aggregate is
determined last, by subtracting volume of paste and sand
from unity. If more than one nominal size fraction of
coarse aggregate is used, it is desirable to determine the

optimum proportion of each by density comparisons of
various proportions of the combined nominal size fractions. Then, the volume of each nominal size of coarse
aggregateis computed using the optimum percentages
obtained by the comparison. Finally, the mass of each size
aggregateis determined by multiplying volume of aggregate by bulk density of aggregate.
9.3.6.2 Dty-Rodded or Dry-Jigged DensityoF
Coarse Aggregate Method.-Example 2 in section 9.3.7
uses this method. Initially, determine dry-rodded or dryjigged density of the coarse aggregate. If more than one
nominal size fraction of coarse aggregate is used,
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determine optimum proportion of each by density comparisons of various proportions of the combined nominal
size fractions. Then, select percentage of dry-rodded or
dry-jigged density of coarse aggregateper unit volume
of concrete from table 1. Calculate mass of coarse aggregate per cubic yard or per cubic meter of concrete by
multiplying this percentage by the optimum dry-rodded
or dry-jigged density of the coarse aggregate.The volume of coarse aggregateis obtained by dividing this mass
by the bulk density. To obtain the volume of sand, add
volume of coarse aggregateto volume of paste and subtract from unity. The mass of the sand is obtained by
multiplying volume of sand by bulk density of sand.
9.3.7 Computations of Proportions and Batch
Masses for Trial Mixes.-Computations for determining
the proportions for concrete mixes are initially based on
the SSD (saturated-surface-dry) aggregates, and later
adjusted for actual moisture conditions. The following
materials and values shall be used for the computations:
• Water with a specific gravity of 1.00 and density
of 1,685 lbm/yd3 ( 1000 kg/m3).
• Type II portland cement with a specific gravity of
3.15.
• Fly ash with a specific gravity of 2.50.
• Sand with a specific gravity of 2.63, fineness modulus of 2.75, and moisture content of 5.0 percent wet
of SSD.
• Coarse aggregatewith a specific gravity of 2.68.
The No. 4 to 3/4-inch (4.75- to 19.0-mm) size fraction has a moisture content of 1.0 percent wet of SSD,
and the 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch (19.0- to 37.5-mm) size
fraction has a moisture content of 0.5 percent wet of
SSD. The optimum combination of No. 4 to 1-1/2inch (4.75- to 37.5-mm) aggregateis 45 percent 3/4inch nominal MSA (maximum size aggregate)and 55
percent 1-1/2-inch nominal MSA.
• The dry-rodded or dry-jigged density of the
combined No. 4 to 3-inch (4.75 o to 75-mm) aggregate
is 2,990 lbm/yd 3 (1774 kg/m3).
• A neutralized, vinsol resin, air-entraining admixture. The manufacturer recommends 2 fluid ounces
per 100 pounds ( 130 mL/100 kg) of the cementitious
materials.

(27.6 MPa). Average Bureau control, which is considered as having a coefficient of variation no more than
15 percent, requires an average 28-day strength of
4,980 lbf/in 2 (34.3 MPa), see table 4. When designing
a mix with new materials or for a new batch plant or
contractor, a coefficient of variation of 20 percent should
be assumedsimilar to the recommendations in ACI 214.
9.3.7.2 Example2.-This
example, which uses
the dry-rodded or dry-jigged density method, is shown
in table 7 using SI metric units. This example is a 75-mm
(3-inch) nominal MSA concrete mix for a pumping plant
foundation having a minimum thickness of 610 mm
(24 inches) and a minimum rebar spacing of 102 mm
(4 inches). The concrete will be exposed to mild climatic
conditions. The design is based on 80 percent of the
152-by 305-mm (6- by 12-inch) standard test cylinders
having 28-day compressive strengths greater than
30.0 MPa (4,350 lbf/in2). Assuming average Bureau
control (coefficient of variation of 15 percent), requires
an average28-day strength of 34.4 MPa (4,990 lbf/in2),
see table 4. The contractor is required by the specifications to use a water reducing admixture. In addition, the
contractor has elected to use a suitable fly ash to replace,
by mass, 20 percent of the cement.
9.3.8 Batch Masses.-The trial-mix computations
in sections 9.3.7.1 and 9.3.7.2 provided batch quantities
for one cubic yard and one cubic meter of concrete. It
is seldom possible to mix concrete in exactly one unit
batches; therefore, these quantities must be converted to
the size batch to be used. Figure 1 illustrates a convenient
form for recording computations when converting
design masses to batch masses. This conversion can be
accomplishedby multiplying unit quantity of each ingredient by volume of batch. For example, assume that a
0.10-cubic yard mixer is available for the laboratory trial
mixes, and use the trial mix design of example 1, section
9.3.7•1. The batch proportions would be:
Water:
Cement:
Sand:
No. 4 to 3/4-inch
aggregate:
3/4- to 1-1/2-inch
aggregate:

(0.10) (245) = 24.5 Ibm
(0.10) (557) = 55.7 Ibm
(0.10) (1,055) = 105.5 Ibm
(0.10) (939) = 93.9 Ibm
(0.10) (1,147) = 114.7 lbm

Aggregates were assumed to be in SSD condition for
initial computations. Under field conditions, the aggregates would generally be moist (due to sprinkling stock
piles and the use of spray bars on rescreens) and quantities to be batched must be adjusted accordingly. Assume
tests show sand contains 5.0 percent free moisture, No. 4
to 3/4-inch aggregatecontains 1.0 percent free moisture, and 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch aggregatecontains 0.5
percent free moisture. Since the quantity of SSD sand
required is 105.5 Ibm, the amount of moist sand that
must be determined is 110.8 Ibm (105.5)(1.05). Similarly, the mass of moist coarse aggregatethat must be
determined is 94.8 Ibm (93.9)(1.01) and 115.3 Ibm
(114.7)( 1.005), respectively. Coarse aggregateis sometimes drier than SSD. Assuming the 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch

NOTE 2.-The conversion factor for fluid ounces to milliliters is 29.57.
9.3.7.1 Example 1.-This example, which uses
the percentage of sand method, is shown in table 6 using
inch-pound units. This example is a 1-1/2-inch nominal
MSA concrete mix for a reinforced retaining wall having
a minimum thickness of 12 inches (305 mm) and a minimum rebar spacing of 2.5 inches (64 ram). The concrete
will be exposed to severe climatic conditions (many
cycles of freezing and thawing) but will not often be
saturated, which puts it into class B, see table 5. The
structural design is based on 90 percent of the standard
6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-mm) test cylinders having
28-day compressive strengths greater than 4,000 lbf/in 2
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Table 6. - Example 1, computation of trial mix using percentage of sand method.
Mass,
lbm/yd3

Mix ingredients
Water:
Estimated value from table 1 for a
3- to 4-inch slump at mixer = 245

245

Conversion
of mass
to volume

Conversion
of volume
to mass

245

Solid volume,
yd3/yd 3
of concrete

0.145

1,685

Cement:
W/C for durability, class B, from table 5=0.50
W/C for strength, from table 2=0.44
(Strength controls, use 0.44)
water
245
Cement .....
W/C
0.44

557

557

•7
(3.15)(1,685)

0.105

Air:
From table 1 = 5% = 0.050

0.050

Sand:
From table 1 = 34% of volume of aggregate
= [1.000-(0.145+0.105+0.050)](0.34)
= (0.700)(0.34) = 0.238

1,055

(0.238)(2.63)(1,685)

0.238

3/4-inch nominal MSA=45• of coarse
aggregate volume = (0.45)(0.462) = 0.208

939

(0.208)(2.68)(1,685)

0.208

l-1/2-inch nominal MSA=55% of coarse
aggregatevolume---- (0.55)(0.462) = 0.254

1,147

(0.254)(2:68)(1,685)

0.254

Coarse Aggregate:
Volume of all ingredients except coarse aggregate = 0.145 + 0.105 + 0.050 + 0.238
= 0.538
Coarse aggregate= 1.000- 0.538 = 0.462

Totals

3,943

1.000

Note: W/C = water-cement ratio
MSA = maximum size aggregate

aggregatecontains -0.5 percent free moisture (aggregate will absorb 0.5 percent moisture to reach SSD
condition), the amount of dry aggregatethat must be
determined is 114.1 Ibm (114.7)(0.995). Free water in
the aggregatemust be considered as part of the mixing
water and theoretically removed from the quantity of
water to be batched. Conversely, in the case of dry aggregate, water must be added to allow for absorption. In this
example, the free water (mixing water) in the sand is
5.3 Ibm, 110.8-105.5; the No. 4 to 3/4-inch aggregate
contains 0.9 Ibm, 94.8-93.9; and the 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch
aggregatecontains 0.6 Ibm, 115•3-114.7. If the 3/4- to
1-1/2-inch aggregatewere dry as mentioned previously,
0.6 Ibm ( 114.7-114.1 ) of water would have to be added
to the batch water to allow for absorption.
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NOTE 3.-Theoretically, the aggregatemasses should be
reduced to a dry basis by dividing batching mass by 1 plus the
percentage of moisture (as a decimal), determining quantity of
water required to satisfy absorption, and then bringing material
back to a SSD basis (mix design criteria). The method developed in this procedure for use in designing mixes based on SSD
criteria eliminates several steps in determining the amount of
added water; the magnitude of the error is so small that it will
not affect the adequacy of the mix design. When designinglow
density concrete with low density aggregate and a high percentage of absorption, this error could be more significant.

9.3.9 Adjustments to TrialMix.-When working with
materials that the personnel involved have little or no
experience with, several trial mixes will usually be necessary
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Table 7. - Example 2, computation of trial mix using dry-rodded or dry-jigged density method.
Mass,
kg/m•

Mix ingredients
Water:
Estimated value from table 1 = 120-13= I•07
(-5% when WRA is used, and -3% for
every 10% of fly ash used)

Conversion
of mass
to volume

Conversion
of volume
to mass

107

107

Solid volume,
m3/m3 of
concrete

0.107

1000

Cementitious Materials:
W/(C+P) for durability, class C, from table
5=0.58
W/(C+P) for strength from table 2
= 0.49-0.05=0.44 (reduce W/(C+P) by
0.05 when pozzolan is used)
(Strength controls, use 0.44)
Cementitious
water
W/(C+P)

materials
107
0.44

-- 243

Portland cement = 80%
= (243)(0.80) = 194

194

194

49

49

Pozzolan =20% =(243)(0.20)=49

0.062

(315)(1000)

0.020

(2.50)(1000)

Air:
From table 1 = 4.0% = 0.040

0.040

Coarse Aggregate:
From table 1 =81+4=85 (+2% for every
10% of portland cement replaced by fly ash)
Then, 85% of dry-rodded or dry-jigged density
of coarse aggregateper unit mass of concrete
=(0.85)( 1744)= 1482

Sand:
Volume of all ingredients except sand
=0.107 +0.062+0.020+0.040+0.553
Sand = 1.000-0.782=0.218

=0.782
Totals

1482

1482

0.553

(2.68)(1000)

573

(0.218)(2.63)(1000)

2405

0.218
1.000

Note: W/(C + P) = Water-cement plus pozzolan ratio.
WRA = Water-reducing admixture.
to establish the correct quantities, especially the water
requirement and air-entraining admixture dosage. After
the actual water requirement is established for the job
materials, the mix must be redesigned by repeating the
computations previously discussed beginning with the
amount of cement. Figure 1 illustrates a convenient form
for recording trial mix data. The data presented on figure
la conform to the trial batches of example 1 (sec. 9.3.7.1)
with appropriate adjustmentsmade to the mix after testing
the slump, entrained air content, and yield.

9.3.9.1 Adjustmentof Water.-After performing tests on the fresh concrete and calculating actual composition of batch based on the yield, the mix should now
be redesigned. Assume first trial batch had only a 2-inch
slump and 4.0 percent air. Table 1 indicates that to
increase the slump by the desired 1.5 inches, an increase
in water content of 4.5 percent is necessary, 1.5 times
3 percent. Similarly, when increasing air content 1.0 percent, an adjustment in water content must be made.
Because entrained air improves workability and conse-
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quently increases slump, this adjustment will be a
decrease in water content of 3.0 percent, 1.0 times 3 percent. These two adjustments occur simultaneously and
result in a net increase of 1.5 percent to the actual quantity of batch water used, (1.015)(248)=252 Ibm.
9.3.9.2 Adjustment of Air-Entraining Admixture.-Thepercentage of entrained air in the mix can
be measured directly with an air meter or obtained by
computing the difference between the calculated (theoretical) volume of air and the measured volume. It is
advantageous to record both air contents because any
marked difference indicates an error and may lead to
discovery of mistakes in mix design, trial mix computations, or test methods. A difference in the indicated air
contents of as much as 0.3 percent is considered normal.
The amount of air-entraining admixture required to produce the desired 5.0 percent can be easily calculated by
assuming a straight-line adjustment of the dosage. Since
333 mL produced 4.0 percent air and 5.0 percent is
desired, then (5.0/4.0)(333) or 416 mL should be used
in trial batch number 2.
9.3.9.3 Adjustment of Aggregate Proportions.-It is usually necessary to adjust the aggregate
proportions. This adjustment will be a judgmentbased
on intended use of concrete mix and method of placement. If concrete mix appears too harsh or does not consolidate or finish well, the sand and fines should be
increased. If mix appears too fat or is sticky, the mortar
should be decreased.
9.3.9.4 Adjustment of Water-Cementitious
Materials Ratio.-Onceconcrete strengths are known by
testing cylinders cast from the mix, it will be necessary
to adjust the water-cement plus pozzolan ratio to achieve
the proper strength level consistent with the coefficient
of variation. The average strengths obtained from the
test cylinders may need to be increased by redesigning
the mix with a lower ratio. Conversely, if strengths are
above the average strength required (•r), the ratio may
need to be higher to improve economy of mix. The field
mix need not be adjusted for minor fluctuations in the
ratio. A difference of 5:0.02 is considered normal, and
usually results from maintaining a constant slump. However, this variation should be considered when selecting
the ratio so that, with the usual variation, the specified
maximum is not exceeded.
MASS CONCRETE
10.

MIX PROPORTIONING

Scope

10.1 Introduction.-Mass concrete is defined as "any
volume of concrete with dimensions large enough to
require that measures be taken to allow for generation
of heat of hydration from the cement and pozzolan and
attendant volume change to minimize cracking" [26].
The purpose of the mass concrete proportioning procedure is to combine the available cementitious materials,
water, fine and coarse aggregates, and admixtures such
that the resulting mixture will not exceed some established allowable temperature rise and shall also meet
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requirements for strength and durability. In some cases,
two mixtures may be required--an interior mass concrete, and an exterior concrete for resistance to the various conditions of exposure. Accordingly, the concrete
technologists and designers should consider the effects
of temperature on the properties of concrete during the
design stage._ For example, a 6-inch (152-mm) wall will
dissipate generated heat quite readily, but as thickness
and size of placement increase, a point is reached where
the rate of heat generated far exceeds the rate of heat
dissipated. This phenomenon produces a temperature
rise within the concrete and may cause sufficient temperature differential between the interior and exterior of the
mass or between the peak and ultimate stable temperatures to induce tensile stresses. The temperature
differential between the interior and exterior of the concrete, generated by decreases in ambient air temperature
conditions, may cause cracking at exposed surfaces. Also,
as concrete reaches its peak temperature and subsequent
cooling takes place, tensile stresses are induced by the
cooling if the change in volume is restrained by the foundation or connections to other parts of the structure. The
tensile stress developed by these conditions can be
expressed by the equation:
S= REeT

(1)

where:
S=
.R =
E=
e =
T =

tensile stress,
restraint factor,
modulus of elasticity,
thermal coefficient of expansion, and
temperature difference between interior and
exterior of concrete, or temperature difference between concrete at maximum temperature and at ambient air temperature.

Detailed discussions on mass concrete can be found
in references [22,23,24,25,28].
10.1.I The thermal cracking of bridge piers,
foundations, floor slabs, beams, columns, and other
massive structures (powerplants and dams) may reduce
the service life of a structure by promoting early deterioration or excessive maintenance. Furthermore, it should
be recognized that the selection of proper mixture proportions is only one means of controlling temperature
rise, and that other aspects of the concrete work should
be studied and incorporated into the design and construction requirements. For additional information on
heat problems and solutions, consult references [23, 28].
10.2 Mass Concrete Properties.-During the design
stage of the proposed project, desired specified compressive strengths with adequate safety factors for various
portions of the structure are normally first established.
The designer will then expand on the other desired
properties required of the concrete. The proportioning
of ingredients to ensure that a mass concrete mixture will
have the desired properties requires an evaluation of the
materials to be used. If adequate data are not available
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from recent construction projects using the proposed
materials, representative samples of all materials proposed for use must be tested to determine their properties and conformance with applicable specifications.
11. Properties of Materials Related to Heat
Generation
11.1 Cementitious Materials.-The cementitious
materials for mass concrete work may consist of portland
cement or blended hydraulic cements as specified in
ASTM C 150 and C 595, respectively, or a combination
of portland cement and pozzolan. Pozzolans are specified
in ASTM C 618.
11.1.1 Portland Cement .-The hydration of portland cement is exothermic; that is, heat is generated during the reaction of cement and water. The quantity of
heat produced is a function of the chemical composition
of the cement and the initial temperature, as shown on
figure 2. Type II cement is most commonly used in mass
concrete because it is a moderate heat cement and generally has favorable properties for most types of construction. When used with a pozzolanic material, which
will be discussedlater, the heat generated by the
combination of type II cement and pozzolan is comparable to that of type IV cement. In addition, type II cement
is more readily available than type IV. Optional heat of
hydration requirements may be specified for type II
cement by limiting the chemical compounds or actual
heat of hydration at 7 days. A low initial concrete placing
temperature, commonly used in mass concrete work, will
generally decrease the rate of cement hydration and
initial heat generated. Correspondingly, strength development in the first few days may also be reduced. The
fineness of the cement also affects the rate of heat of
hydration; however, it has little effect on the final heat
generated. Fine-ground cements will produce heat more
rapidly duringthe early ages than coarse-ground cement,
all other cement properties being equal.
11.1.2 Blended Hydraulic Cements.-Type 1P
blended hydraulic cements conforming to requirements
ofASTM C 595 may be used effectively in mass concrete.
These cements are composed of a blend of portland
cement and pozzolan. The suffix (MH) or (LH) may be
used with the designated type of blended cement to specify moderate heat or low heat requirements where applicable.
11.1.3 Pozzolans.-Major economic and temperature rise benefits have been derived from the use of
pozzolans. Pozzolan is defined as "a siliceous or siliceous
and aluminous material which in itself possesses little or
no cementitious value, but will, in finely divided form
and in the presence of moisture, chemically react with
calcium hydroxide at ordinary temperatures to form
compounds that possess cementitious properties"
[26], (note 4). Natural pozzolans include some diatomaceous earths, opaline cherts and shales, tufts, and volcanic ashes or pumicites, any of which may or may not
be processed by calcination, and other various materials
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requiring calcination to induce satisfactory properties
such as some clays and shales. Fly ash, the finely divided
residue that results from the combustion of ground or
powdered coal and transported from combustion chamber by exhaust gases, is also a pozzolan. Fly ashes meeting
the ASTM definition for a class C pozzolan in addition
to having pozzolanic properties also have some cementitious properties. The use of pozzolans in concrete
provides a partial replacement of the cement with a material that generates considerably less heat at early ages.
The early-age heat contribution of a class N or F pozzolan
may conservatively be estimated to range between 15
and 50 percent of that of an equivalent mass of cement.
NOTE 4.-Pozzolanic properties are defined as "the ability
to combine with the free lime released in the hydration of
cement and to then act as a cementing agent."
11.1.3.1
The effects of a pozzolan on the
properties of freshly mixed concrete vary with the type
and fineness; chemical, mineralogical, and physical characteristics of the pozzolan; fineness and composition of
the cement; ratio of cement to pozzolan; and mass of the
cement plus pozzolan used per unit volume of concrete.
For example, it has been reported that some pozzolans
may reduce water requirements by as much as 7 percent
and may reduce the amount of air-entraining admixture
required by as much as 20 percent. Because certain other
pozzolans may require as much as 15 percent additional
water and over 60 percent more air-entraining admixture, it is important to evaluate the pozzolan intended for
use prior to the start of the proportioning.
11.1.3.2 The proportion of cement to pozzolan
depends upon the strength desired at a given age, heat
considerations; chemical and physical characteristics of
both cement and pozzolan, and the cost of the respective
materials.
11.1.4 Aggregates.-The largest aggregates recommended for use under various placing conditions
should be used. A nominal maximum size aggregate up
to 6 inches ( 150 mm) should be considered if large size
aggregate is available, is economical, and placing conditions permit. Because larger aggregate provides less surface area to be coated by the cement paste, a reduction
in the quantity of cement and water can be realized for
the same water-cement plus pozzolan ratio.
11.1.4.1 Coarse Aggregate Combination.After determining the nominal maximum size, the individual aggregate size groups available should be combined to produce a gradation approaching maximum
density and minimum voids. This results in the maximum
amount of mortar available for placeability, workability,
and finishability. The dry-rodded or dry-jigged density
method is the recommended procedure. If this procedure is not followed, table 8 may be helpful for combining the individual aggregate size fractions to approximate
the ideal curve. This table is based on the work by Fuller
and Thompson [27] on the packing characteristics of
particulate materials. The ideal combined gradings for
3- and 6-inch (75- and 150-mm) crushed and rounded
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Table 8. - Idealized combined coarse aggregate grading for 3- and 6-inch (75- and 150-mm)
nominal maximum size aggregate.

Sieve size
6 inches (150 mm)
5 inches (125 ram)
4 inches (100 mm)
3 inches (75 ram)
2 inches (50 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 ram)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

6 inches (150 mm)
Percent Retained
Crushed Rounded
0
15
15
16
16
10
9
6
8
5

0
11
ll
14
15
10
11
7
12
9

aggregatesare shown in table 8. An acceptablegrading
for an aggregatethat is partially crushed or partially
rounded may be interpolated from this table. Using the
individual gradation of each size group, 3 to 6 inches (75
to 150 mm), 1-1/2 to 3 inches (37.5 to 75 mm), 3/4 to
1-1/2 inches (19.0 to 37.5 mm), and No. 4 to 3/4 inch
(4.75 to 19.0 mm), a trial and error method of selecting
the percentage of each size group will be necessary to
produce a combined grading of the total coarse aggregate approximating the idealized gradation. Selection of
this percentage can usually be done such that the
combined grading is generally within 2 or 3 percent of
the ideal grading.
11.1.4.2 Coarse Aggregate Content.-The proportion of fine aggregate for mass concrete depends on
the final combined grading of coarse aggregate, particle
shape, fineness modulus of fine aggregate, and quantity
of cementitious material. The coarse aggregate amount
can be found using the sand percentage method or the
dry-rodded or dry-jigged density of coarse aggregate
method described in section 9.3.6.
11.1.5 Admixtures.-When proportioning mass
concrete, the use of admixtures should always be
considered. The two most commonly used admixtures in
mass concrete are the air-entraining and water-reducing
admixtures.
11.1.5.1 Air Enrrainmenr.-Air entrainment
meeting the requirements of ASTM C 260 in mass concrete
is necessary if for no other reason than to increase the
workability of lean concrete mixtures. The use of air
entrainment in mass concrete, as in other concrete, permits
a marked improvement in durability, improvement in
plasticity and workability, and reduction in segregation and
bleeding. The effect of air entrainment on the strength
of mass concrete is minimized due to the reduction in
the quantity of paste in concrete which contains 3- and
6-inch (75- and 150-mm) nominal maximum size
aggregate.However, such effects should be considered in
the design of mass concrete having 3/4- or 1-1/2-inch
(19.0- or 37.5-mm) nominal maximum size aggregate.In
the lean mixtures, strengths are not reduced as much when
air entrainment is used and, in some cases, strengths may
315

3 inches (75 mm)
Percent Retained
Crushed Rounded
0
31
17
18
9
16
9

0
25
14
17
11
19
14

increase due to the reduction in mixing water requirements
with air entrainment. Air contents should be in accordance
with those recommended in table 1.
11.1.5.2 Water-Reducing Admixture.-Waterreducing admixtures meeting the requirements of ASTM
C 494 have been found effective in mass concrete mixtures.
The water reduction permits a corresponding reduction
in the cementitious materials content while maintaining
a constant water-cement plus pozzolan ratio. The amount
of water reduction will vary with different concrete
materials and different types of admixtures; however, 5
to 8 percent is normal. In addition, certain types of waterreducing admixtures tend to improve the mobility of
concrete and its response to vibration, particularly in large
aggregatemixtures.
12.

Strength

12.1 The procedure for proportioning mass concrete
is used primarily for controlling the generation of heat
and temperature rise and still meet the requirements for
strength and durability. The strength properties are primarily governed by the water-cementitious materials
ratio. This is the ratio, by mass, of the amount of water
(exclusive of that absorbed by aggregates)to the amount
of cement and pozzolan in the concrete. Unless previous
water-cement plus pozzolan ratios and compressive
strength data are available, the approximate 28-day compressive strength for concrete tested using 6- by 12-inch
(152- by 305-mm) cylinders for various water-cement
ratios can be estimated from table 2. If compressive
strength designs are given for the full mass mixture containing aggregatelarger than 1-1/2-inches (37.5 mm),
approximate relationships between the strength of the
full mass mixture at ages up to 1 year and wet-screened
6- by 12-inch cylinders can be obtained using figure 3.
12.2 Design strengths of mass concrete are often
based on ages other than 28 days to take advantage of
the slower strength-producing and lower heat-producing
properties desirable in mass concrete. Figure 4 shows
rates of strength development for concrete made with
various types of portland cement. Tests were not per-
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formed on concrete containing pozzolan or blended
cement; however, experience has shown that concrete
containing type II cement and 15 to 25 percent fly ash
replacement develops strength beyond 28 days at a rate
similar to the curve plotted for concrete containing type
IV cement.
13.

Durability

13.1 The recommended maximum permissible
water-cement plus pozzolan ratio for concrete subject to
various conditions of exposure are shown in table 5.
Sometimes, the ratio required to obtain adequate
strength or durability governs the proportions rather
than heat generation. When this situation occurs, alternative measures to control heat are necessary. For example
in gravity dam construction, an exterior-facing mix containing additional cementitious materials may be used to
provide the required durability. Other measures may
include a reduction in the initial concrete temperature
at placement, a limitation on size of placements, or heat
dissipative measures such as embedment of cooling pipes
and circulation of cool water within the pipes.
14.

Calculations

14.1
15.

Report

[8] Dunagan, W. M., "The Application of Some of the
Newer Concepts to the Design of Concrete Mixes,"ACI
Journal, Proceeding•
vol. 36, No. 6, pp. 649-684, June
1940.
[9] Goldbeck, A. T., andJ. E. Gray, "A Method Of Proportioning Concrete for Strength, Workability, and
Durability," Bulletin No. 11, National Crushed Stone
Association, 9th Printing, 1971.
[10] Swayze, M. A., and E. Gruenwald, "Concrete Mix
Design-Modification of Fineness Modulus Method,"
ACI Journal, Proceedings,
vol. 43, No. 7, pp. 829-844,
March 1947.
[11] Walker, Stanton, and Fred F. Bartel, "Concrete
Mix Design-A Modification of the Fineness Modulus
Method," ACIJournal, Proceedings,
vol. 43, part 2, pp.
844-1-17, December 1947.

[ 13] Mather, Katharine, "High Strength, HighDensity
Concrete," ACI Journal, Proceedings, vol. 62, No. 8,
pp. 951-960, August 1965.

Precision and Bias

16.1 The precision and bias statements for this procedure have not been established at this time.
17.

[7] Weymouth, C. A. G., "A Study of Fine Aggregate
in Freshly Mixed Mortars and Concretes," Proceedings,
ASTM, vol. 38, part 2, pp. 354-372, 1938.

[12] Henrie, James O., "Properties of Nuclear Shielding Concrete," ACI Journal, Proceedings,
vol. 56,
No. 1, pp. 37-46, July 1959.

Refer to section 9 and figure 1.

15.1 Figure 1, along with a cover letter, shall serve
as a reporting form for this procedure.
16.

Consideration of the Voids in Mortar and Concrete,"
Proceeding• ASTM, vol. 21, p. 940, 1921.
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1 inch = 25.4 millimeters
1 yard = 0.9144 meters
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APPENDIX
XI.

THEORETICAL EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING CONCRETE STRENGTHS
BASED ON ACTUAL MATERIALS IN MIX
(Nonmandatory Information)
NOTE: Values for specific gravity and density
used in the above equations were obtained from
section 9.3.7.
3,130
K =(
0.088
6)2 = 39,850

Xl.1 The equations shown in this appendix can be
used to troubleshoot, evaluate, predict, or estimate concrete strengths. They can also be used to determine
which material in the concrete mix has caused a strength
problem, to compare performance of various selections
of materials with costs to determine most economical
material, and to predict concrete strengths based on
actual materials in mix once their effects on strength are
known. However, because of the numerous variables
involved in a concrete mixture, strengths calculated by
any method must always be considered subject to revision on the basis of experience with field or trial batches.
X1.2 The basic equation for concrete strength is the
one proposed by Feret in 1896, and is:

0.088 + 0.166 + 0.0
This is approximately the average K-value for this
example. The 28-day value for this K may vary from
30,000 to 45,000. A conservative value for Kcould be
assumed to be about 35,000.
Xl.4 The K-value can be used to compare aggregates.If the same cement, water, and air content are used
and aggregate is changed, a change in the K-value indicates the change in aggregate. In theory, the actual
cement, water, and air content per cubic yard do not have
to be the same for the two different aggregate mixes;
therefore, concretes with widely different quantities of
cement and air can be used to compare aggregates.
Xl.5 Equation (1) can also be modified to include
the effects of admixtures. Admixtures include pozzolanjc
type materials such as fly ash, silica fume, and blast furnace slag; and chemical admixtures such as waterreducing and/or set-controlling admixtures.
Xl.5.1
Secondarycementitious materials
(pozzolanic type materials) can be described by the following modification of equation (1):

(1)

ec=x cv+ +av
where:
c

cv=
wv=
Av

compressive strength in pound force per square
inch,
volume of cement in cubic yards,
volume of water in cubic yards,
volume of air in cubic yards, and

K= a constant.

The constant K in equation (1) includes all factors
that affect strength except for the effects of water,
cement, and air, which are already included in the equation. Many of the factors that affect or modify Kwill be
discussed in this appendix; however, it is impossible to
account for all of the factors that affect the strength of
concrete.
X1.3 The value of K can be calculated from strength
data. Equation (1) can also be shown as:

K=(

)•

C•

(2)

c•+ wv+ A•

For example, if a cubic yard of concrete has a strength
of 3,130 lbf/in 2, contains 6.0 percent total air content,
470 Ibm of cement, and 280 Ibm of water, the value of
K can be calculated:

280
(1.0)(1,685)

A v = (0.06)(1)

Cv

-Ac + ve +

f-

c.
c,•+r.

)2

(3)

(4)

where:
Era =
n =
f=
CW =
FW =

maximum efficiency of secondary material,
lime fixation factor,
the decimal percent of secondary material,
mass of cement per cubic yard, and
mass of fly ash or secondary material per cubic
yard.
All other terms as previouslydefined.

The value for Era describes the total strength contribution of all reactions by the secondary material, which
include reactions with lime given off by the cement and
reactions by the secondary material, which require nothing from the cement. Pure pozzolanic materials, such as
many class F pozzolans and silica fume, gain strength by
reacting with lime given off by the cement. Conversely,
class C pozzolans and blast furnace slags may have a high

470
C• = (3.15)(1,685) = 0.088 yd3

W,, =

vc = K 1+

I'( l_f)n.•

= 0.166 yd 3

= 0.06 yd3
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3,130

lime content and require little or no lime from the
cement. Some suggested values for Em and n are:
Material
Class
Class
Silica
Blast
Note:
values

28-day Em

n

Em=

F fly ash
0.50 to 2.00
0.5 to 1.5
C fly ash
0.75 to 1.75
0.1 to 1.25
fumes
5.00 to 7.00
1.0 to 2.0
furnace slag
1.00 to 3.00
0.1 to 0.6
Because this concept is relatively new (1985), these
may change with further evaluation.

It is possible to calculate Em and n from strength
data, and an example is shown later in this appendix. A
minimum of two mixes with different percentages of secondary material are required because of the two
unknowns, E,,, and n. Any two percentages may work,
but reasonable accuracy is assured only with wide differences in the percentages of the secondary material. Suggested percentages are about 20 and 80 percent of
secondary material. If only one mix is available containing the secondary material, the best approach is to
assume a value of n from the previous tabulation. The
most common secondary material currently used by the
Bureau is class F pozzolan, which has an n-value from
0.5 to 1.5. However, very reactive siliceous fly ashes and
a few very reactive natural pozzolans may have an
n-value as high as 2.0. A very appropriaten-value may
be the average value 1.00. If n= 1, the strength equation
would be:

Fc =

K(I+Emf)

Cvj

Cv+ Wv+ A

Em =
f--

Cv =

Wv =

+(+v +v v)2
f

400
270
1,685

The value of E,,, for many fly ashes after 28 days is
between 0.50 and 2.00, as shown in previous tabulation.
When Em can not be calculated, assume an average
value of 1.25.
X1.5.2 Fly ashes normally reduce the water
requirement of a concrete mix by about 20 percent of
the actual fly ash replacement. For example, if fly ash is
17.5 percent of the cementitious material, the water
reduction from that of cement only (of equal cementitious material) will be (0.20) (17.5) = 3.5 percent. The
new water requirement will be 100-3.5 = 96.5 percent.
In the example of section X1.3, the control (no fly ash
mix) had 280 Ibm of water and the second mix (17.5
percent fly ash) (sec. X1.5.1) had (280) (0.965) =
260 Ibm of water per cubic yard. If two concrete mixes
are available, both Em and n can be calculated. Use the
mix from the example in section X1.5.1 as the first mix.
The second mix has a strength of 680 lbf/in 2, 94 Ibm of
cement, 480 Ibm of fly ash, and 233 Ibm of water per
cubic yard with a 6.0 percent total air. The equation can
be modified to the following form:

where:
Ef = efficiency value of secondary material at percentage used in concrete mix, and all other terms
are as previously defined.
The use of equation (7) provides the following
results: For the first mix with 0.175 decimal percent of
fly ash,
Eoa75 = Er= Em(1-f)n=

1.11

For the second mix with 0.836 decimal percent fly
ash,

(6)

Er= Em(1-f)n=

E0.836 =

85
= 0.175
400 + 85

(3.15)(1,685)

-- 1.23

0.175

(5)

-1

+Wv+A

-1

(7)

For estimation purposes, an average value for Em
could be used, or calculated from strength data as follows: Assume a concrete mix with a strength of 3,130
lbf/in 2, 400 Ibm of cement, 85 Ibm of class F fly ash
(n= 1.0), and 270 Ibm of water. Using the following
modification of equation (5), E#, can be calculated:

F•

0.075
)2
39,850 0.075 + 0.160 + 0.06

0.31

These two values can now be used to calculate Em
and n. The value for Em is a constant, and is the same
in both of the above equations. Setting Em from both
equations equal to each other yields:

= 0.075 yd s

E0.175

-- 0.160 yd 3

(l-f) n

= Em --

E0.836

(l-f) n

From this relationship,

A v = (0.06)(1) = 0.06 yd 3
K = 39,850 (sec. X1.3)
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Solving for n,

Ka =

log \0.31]
[1-0.175•

log 3.58

=

log 5.03

- 0.80

For n = 0.80 then,

Ell]

Eo.175

1.11

(1_0.175)0.80

0.857

- 1.29

Therefore for this example, the actual values are Em
= 1.29 and n = 0.80 rather than the assumed value of
n = 1.0, which produced an E,, of 1.35.
X1.5.3 The equation may also be modified to
include chemical admixtures:

3

9,850

(

3,720

--'•.088

1

•t-1 = 0.12

0.088+0.157 +0.06JJ

A conservative value for K_ would be 0.10. The
water reduction for a chemical admixture for dosages up
to two or three times the normal dosage, 3 to 6 ounces
per 100 Ibm, can be assumed to be a straight line. That
is, if water reduction at the normal or recommended
dosage is 5 percent, then a double dosage would produce
10 percent water reduction. This can be assumed to be
true for estimation purposes up to two or three times the
normal dosage. When a chemical admixture is used with
fly ash, the total water reduction may be about 75 percent
of that calculated for the total of the two admixtures
(chemical and fly ash).
X1.5.4 When both a chemical admixture and fly
ash (n° value assumed to be 1.0) are used in the mix,
equation (8) can be modified as follows:
2

(8)
Fc =(I+Ka--•)(I+Enf)(K)(cv+ Wv+Av)
where:

X 1.5.5 Equation ( 1 O) is very useful for estimating
quantities, such as determining what cement content is
required to obtain a required compressive strength.
Equation (10) can be shown as:

Ks = factor for chemical admixture,
D = dosage of admixture in ounces per 100 Ibm, and
N = dosage of admixture to calculate.Ka in ounces per
100 Ibm (assumed to be normal dosage).
All other terms as previously defined.

(3.15)(1,685) (1,"•-• + Av) (A)

The relationship 1 + K•D/Nprovides
an estimate
for the chemical admixture effect for up to two or three
times the normal dosage, possibly even higher. This relationship assumesa straight-line relationship that will not
hold true for very high dosages, such as five times the
normal dosage. The factor Ka can be calculated from the
strength data. Assume a concrete mix, with no secondary material such as fly ash, that has a strength of
3720 lbf/in 2, 470 Ibm of cement, and 265 Ibm of water
per cubic yard with 6.0 percent total air. Then, Ka can
be calculated by the following modification of equation
(8):

Ka =

+W +A
D
M

-1

Cw=

1-A

Ww = mass of water, and
A = a value as defined by equation (12).
All other terms as previously defined.
Then,
Fw--

C•f
l-f

(13)

(9)
For example, determine fly ash and cement contents
to produce a strength of 4,275 lbf/in2, assuming a 6.0
percent total air content. The fly ash maximum efficiency
is estimated to be 1.35, the Ks of normal dosage of
admixture estimated at 0.10, estimated water is 260 Ibm
per cubic yard, and fly ash percentage estimated to be
18. Then,

470
(3.15)(1,685) - 0.088 yd 3

265
Wv - 1,685

(11)

where:

If dosage rate is normal, D/N= 1 and,
Cv =

(10)

= 0.157 yd •

1+0.1)[1+(1.35)(0.18)](39,850)

A v = (0.06)(1) = 0.06 yd3
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685 o (o 292,

For example, the 7-day K-value

would be:

/(7= (39,850)[0.684 log (7+ 1)] =24,616

1-0.292

= 469 lbm/yd•
(469)(0.18)
Fw-1-0.18
-- 103 lbm/yd 3
X1.6 There are many other factors that affect
strength such as age of testing, cylinder size, length-todiameter ratio, changes in maximum size aggregate,and
many other less significant effects.
X 1.6.1 The age of testing is very significant. The
K-value of 39,850 in previous examples varies with age.
For example, at 1-day age the K-value would be much
smaller, and at 90-day age, much larger. An estimate of
the age effect often follows the 20-, 40-, 60-, 80-, and
100-percent rule of thumb. That is, the I-day strength
is 20 percent of the 28-day strength, the 3-day strength
is 40 percent, 7-day is 60, 14-day is 80, and 28-day
strength is 100 percent. At 7 days, the K-value would
be about 60 percent of the 28-day value, or (0.60)
(39,850)=23,910. This estimate can be approximated
for type II cement by the following relationship:
Kag e = (K2s)[0.684 log (P+ 1)]
where:
Kage = K-value for age desired,
K2s = 28-day K-value, and
P = age in days.
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For many type I and III cements, the early ages will
produce higher percentages than shown in the previous
relationship, and type V cement may produce lower
percentages at early ages, see figure 4.
X1.6.2 The size, shape, and type of cure of test
specimen also affects strength, and the K-value will vary
with each of these variables. For example, consider figures 3 and X 1.1. On both of theses figures, a comparison
to a 6- by 12-inch cylinder is made. Figure 3 compares
the standard cure 28-day cylinder to mass concrete specimens. Figure X1.1 compares effect of cylinder diameter
and effect of cylinder length-to-diameter ratio. How
would the K-value change if length-to-diameter ratio was
1.0 rather than 2.0 for the standard cylinder? From figure X1.1, the value shown is about 118 percent; therefore, the K-value would be (1.18) (39,850)=47,025.
X1.7 Summary.-The
equations shown in this
appendix provide a tool for concrete technologists to
fully evaluate each concrete strength situation. Each
material in the mix can be evaluated in addition to testing
age, specimen shape, type of cure, and many other factors. As mentioned in the introduction, any equation is
subject to revision based on experience with trial batches; however, the examples show how to adjust the
equations to fit a specific application. The equations can
also be modified to describe field or trial batches for the
investigator. When an equation conforms to field data,
it is a useful tool for making a multitude of evaluations.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
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PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4215-92

FUNDAMENTAL TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL, AND
TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4215; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 215-85.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
measurement of fundamental transverse, longitudinal, and
torsional frequencies of concrete prisms and cylinders for
the purpose of calculating the dynamic Young's modulus
of elasticity, dynamic modulus of rigidity (sometimes called
"the modulus of elasticity in shear"), and the dynamic
Poisson's ratio.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Scandards:
C 215 Standard Test Method for Fundamental Transverse,
Longitudinal, and Torsional Frequencies of Concrete
Specimens 1
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials 1
3.

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure is intended primarily for detecting
significant changes in the dynamic modulus of elasticity
of laboratory or field test specimens that are undergoing
exposure to weathering or other types of potentially
deteriorating influences.
3.2 This procedure may be used to assessuniformity
of field concrete, but it should not be considered as an
index of compressive or flexural strength nor as an adequate
test for establishing compliance of modulus of elasticity
of field concrete with that assumed in design.
3.3 The conditions of manufacturing, moisture content,
and other characteristics of test specimens (sec. 6)
materially influence results obtained.
3.4 Comparison of results from specimens of different
sizes or shapes should be made with caution because
different computed values for dynamic modulus of elasticity
1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
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may result from widely different resonant frequencies of
specimens of different sizes and shapes made of same
concrete.
3.5 Although used primarily for concrete, this
procedure may also be used to determine the dynamic
modulus of elasticity of rock cores.

4.

Apparatus

4.1 Driving Circuit.-The driving circuit shall consist
of a variable frequency audio oscillator, an amplifier, and
a driving unit. The oscillator shall be calibrated to read
within +2 percent of true frequency over range of use,
about 0.1 to 10 kHz. The combined oscillator and amplifier
shall be capable of delivering sufficient power output to
induce vibrations in test specimen at frequencies other than
the fundamental, and shall be provided with a means for
controlling the output. The driving unit for creating
vibration in specimen shall be capable of handling full
power output of oscillator and amplifier. This unit may
be used in contact with test specimen or separated from
specimen by an air gap. When test specimen is contactdriven, vibrating parts of driving unit shall be small in
mass as compared to mass of specimen. Oscillator and
amplifier shall be capable of producing a voltage that does
not vary more than +20 percent over frequency range and,
in combination with driving unit, shall be free from
spurious resonances that will be reflected in output.
4.2 Pickup Circuit.-The pickup circuit shall consist of
a pickup unit, amplifier, and indicator. The pickup unit
shall generate a voltage proportional to amplitude, velocity,
or acceleration of test specimen, and vibrating parts shall
be small in mass as compared to mass of test specimen.
Either a piezoelectric or magnetic pickup unit meeting these
requirements may be used. Amplifier shall have a
controllable output of sufficient magnitude to actuate
indicator. The indicator shall consist of a voltmeter,
milliammeter, or cathode-ray oscilloscope. For routine
testing of specimens whose fundamental frequency may
be anticipated within reasonable limits, a meter-type
indicator is satisfactory and may be more convenient to
use than a cathode-ray oscilloscope. However, it is strongly
recommended that whenever feasible, a cathode-ray
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oscilloscope be provided for supplementary use or to replace
meter-type indicator. Use of an oscilloscope as an indicator
may be necessary when specimens are to be tested for
which fundamental frequency range is unpredictable. The
oscilloscope is also valuable for checking equipment for
drift and for use in the event that it should be desired
to use equipment for certain other purposes than those
specifically contemplated by this procedure. The response
of pickup unit shall be proportional to motion of test specimen in accordance with characteristics of type of pickup
selected, and shall be free from spurious resonances in
normal operating range.
4.3 Specimen Support.-The
support shall permit specimen to vibrate without significant restriction. This may
be accomplished by supporting specimen on knife-edges
located near nodal points or on a thick pad of sponge
rubber. The support shall be so dimensioned that its
fundamental frequency falls outside frequency range of use.
4.4 Scales.-The
scales shall meet requirements of
section 6.2.
4.5 Measurement
Devices.-The
measuring devices
shall meet requirements of section 6.2.
5.

"••0.2

_t__•____•-

Figure 1. - Specimen configuration.

Precautions

Test Specimens

Calibration

and Technology) 2 radio station WWV, or against suitable
electronic equipment such as a frequency counter,
calibration of which has been previously checked and found
to be adequate.
7.3 Scales shall meet requirements of section 6.2 by
calibration in accordance with USBR 1012.
7.4 Measuring devices shall meet requirements of
section 6.2 by calibration in accordancewith USBR 1000.
8.

Conditioning
8.1

9.

No special conditioning of specimens is required.

Procedure

9.1 Determination of Transverse Frequency:
9.1.1 Place specimen on support in such a manner
that it may vibrate without significant restriction in a freefree transverse mode. The specimen shall be so positioned
that driving force is normal to a surface, and applied at
a point distant from nodal points, generally midway
between ends or near one end of specimen (fig. 1). Place
pickup unit against a surface of the concrete so that it
will be actuated in direction of vibration.
9.1.2 The test specimen shall be forced to vibrate
at varying frequencies and, while doing this, observe
indication of amplified output of pickup. Record frequency
of test specimen that results in a maximum indication
having a well-defined peak on indicator, and note which
observation
of nodal points indicates fundamental
transverse vibration as the fundamental transverse
frequency (note 1). Adjust amplifiers in driving and pickup
circuits to provide a satisfactory indication. To avoid
distortion, maintain driving force as low as feasible for
good response at resonance.

6.1 Preparadon.-Test
specimens shall be made in
substantial accordance with USBR 4192 unless another
procedure is specified (see sec. 3 and fig. 1).
6.2 Measurement of Mass and Dimensions.-The mass
and average length of specimens shall be determined within
+0.5 percent. The average cross-sectional dimensions shall
be determined within +1 percent.
6.3 Lim#adons on Dimensional Rado.-Specimens
having either very small or very large ratios of length
to maximum transverse direction are frequently difficult
to excite in fundamental mode of vibration. Best results
are obtained when this ratio is between 3 and 5. For
application of indicated calculations (sec. 10), the ratio must
be at least 2.
7.

o.224L

Nete: The"o"dimension mus't be less "thon "the
"b" dimension.

5.1 This test method may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.2 Precautions on vibrations are given in note 1 (sec.
9.1.2).
6.

24 L

and Standardization

7.1 Calibration and standardization of miscellaneous
equipment or apparatusused in performing the tests listed
under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference to another.
7.2 The calibration of the variable frequency audio
oscillator shall be checked periodically against signals
transmitted by the NIST (National Institute of Standards

NOTE 1.-For fundamental transverse vibration, nodal points
are located 0.224 of length of specimen from each end (about
2 Formerly National Bureau of Standards
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the quarter points). Vibrations are maximum at ends, about threefifthsof maximum at center, and zero at nodal points; therefore,
movement of pickup along length of specimen will inform
operator whether vibrations observed on indicator are from specimen vibrating in its fundamentaltransverse mode.
9.2 Determination of LongitudinalFrequency:
9.2.1 Place specimen on support in such a manner
that it may vibrate without significant restriction in a freefree longitudinal mode. Position specimen such that driving
force is normal to and in center of one end surface (fig. 1).
Place pickup unit against a surface of the concrete so that
it will be actuated in direction of vibration.
9.2.2 The test specimen shall be forced to vibrate
at varying frequencies and, while doing this, observe
indication of amplified output of pickup. Record frequency
of test specimen that results in a maximum indication
having a well-defined peak on indicator, and note which
observation of nodal points indicates fundamental
longitudinal vibration as the fundamental longitudinal
frequency(note 2).
NOTE 2.-For fundamentallongitudinal mode, there is one node
at center of length of specimen. Vibrations are maximum at ends.

9.3 Determination of Torsional Frequency:
9.3.1 Place specimen on support in such a manner
that it may vibrate without significant restriction in a freefree torsional mode. Position specimen so that driving force
induces a torsional effect near one end of specimen (fig.
2). Place pickup unit against a surface of the concrete so
that it will be actuated in direction of vibration.
9.3.2 The test specimen shall be forced to vibrate
at varying frequencies and, while doing this, observe
indication of amplified output of pickup. Record frequency
of test specimen that results in a maximum indication
having a well-defined peak on indicator, and note which
observation of nodal points indicates fundamentaltorsional
vibration as the fundamentaltorsional frequency(note 3).
NOTE 3.-For fundamental torsional mode, there is one node
at center of length of specimen. Vibrations are maximum at ends.
10.

Calculations

10.1 Calculate the dynamic Young's modulus ofelasticity fromfundamentaltransverse frequency,mass, and
dimensions of test specimen as follows:
ET -•

CMn 2

(i)

Driving Circuit
Oscillator

Amplifier
XX
To driving
unit
X X YY

1

XX

"

I

Oscilloscope
-Y

X"
A

YY

B

C
YY

I

Meter

,

]

I --,, ,er ] tl
Pickup Circuit

A- Driver and pickup positions for transverse resononce
B- Driver ond pickup positions for torsionol resononce
C - Driver ond pickup positions for longitudinal resonance
Figure 2. - Schematic diagram of a typical apparatus showing driver and pickup posiuons for three types of vibration.
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where:

Table 1.- Values of correction factor T* for Poisson's ratio.

ET- = dynamic Young's modulus of elasticity in
pound force per square inch (gigapascals),
M = mass of specimen in pound mass (kilograms),
n = fundamental transverse frequency in hertz,
LST
C = (0.00416) --• in seconds squared per
square inch, or
L• T
= (0.16373) --07 in seconds squared per
square meter for a
cylinder; or
L•T.
= (0.00245) • m seconds squared per
square inch, or
L3T
= (0.09646) • in seconds squared per
square meter for a
prism.

K/L

T

K/L

T

0.00
.01
.02
.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.08

1.00
1.01
1.03
1.07
1.13
1.20
1.28
1.38
1.48

0.09
.10
.12
.14
.16
.18
.20
.25
.30

1.60
1.73
2.03
2.36
2.73
3.14
3.58
4.78
6.07

* Values of T for a Poisson' ratio of 1/6 were derived
from figure l of reference [1]3. Poisson's ratio for watersaturated concrete may be higher than l/6. The correction
factor, T', for a different value of Poisson's ratio, #, and
given K/L, may be calculated from the following relationship:
T" = T [1+(0.26#+3.22# 2 )K/L1
1 + 0.1328 K/L
L

where:

_J

where Tis taken from this table.

L = length of specimen in inches (meters),
d = diameter of cylinder in inches (meters),
a,b = dimensions of cross section of prism in inches
(meters), a being in direction that prism is
driven, and
T = correction factor that depends on ratio of
radius of gyration to length of specimen and
on Poisson's ratio. Radius of gyration for a
cylinder is d/4, and a/3.464 for a prism.
Values of T for a Poisson's ratio of 1/6 may
be obtained from table 1.

10.3 Calculate dynamic modulus of rigidity from
fundamental torsional frequency,mass, and dimensions of
test specimen as follows:
G =
where:
G = dynamic modulus of rigidity in pound force
per square inch (gigapascals),
n" = fundamental torsional frequency in hertz,
4LR
B -- gA in seconds squared per square inch
(seconds squared per square meter),
R = a shape factor,
= 1 for a circular cylinder,
= 1.183 for a square, cross-section prism,

10.1.1 A typical calculation form is shown on
figure 3.
10.2 Calculate the dynamic Young's modulus of
elasticity from fundamental longitudinal frequency, mass,
and dimensions of test specimen as follows:
EL =

DM (n")2

(2)

where:

a

dynamic Young's modulus of elasticity in
pound force per square inch (gigapascals),
t
fundamental longitudinal frequency in hertz,
L
D= (0.01318) d-2 in seconds squared per square
inch, or
L
(0.51890) -•7 in seconds squared per square
meter for a cylinder; or
L
(0.01035) ga in seconds squared per square
inch, or
L
(0.40748)
in seconds squared per square
meter for a prism.

EL

-•

A typical

calculation

form is shown

-

+

2.52(b) 2

b

a
+

0.21(b)6

for a rectangular prism whose cross-sectional
dimensions are a and b in inches (meters),
with a less than b ;
g = gravitational acceleration, 386.4 in/s 2
(9.81 m/s0,
A = cross-sectional area of test specimen in
square inches (square meters), and
M and L = as previously defined in equation (1).
10.3.1
figure 5.

M, L,d, b, and a as defined in equation (1).
10.2.1
figure 4.

(3)

BM(n")2

A typical

calculation

form is shown

on
3 Number in brackets refers to entry in Reference, section 13.
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10.4 Calculate Poisson's ratio, the ratio of lateral to
longitudinal strain for an isotropic substance, #, as follows:
E
= • - 1

Table 2.-Test results for a single operator in a single laboratory.

(4)

where:

Within-batch single specimen
Within-batch, average of three
specimens2
Between-batch, average of
three specimens per batch

/• = Poisson's ratio,
E = Young's modulus of elasticity in pound force
per square inch (gigapascals), and
G = as previously defined in equation (3).

12.

1.0

2.8

0.6

1.7

1.0

2.8

12.2.1 The different specimen sizes, with the first
dimension being the direction of vibration, represented
by the data include the following:
3 by 4 by 16 inches (76 by 102 by 406 mm)
4 by 3 by 16 inches (102 by 76 by 406 mm)
3-1/2 by 4-1/2 by 16 inches (89 by 114 by 406 mm)
3 by 3 by 11-1/4 inches (76 by 76 by 286 mm)
4 by 3-1/2 by 16 inches (102 by 89 by 406 mm)
3 by 3 by 16-1/4 inches (76 by 76 by 413 mm)

NOTE 4.-Values of Poisson's ratio for concrete normally vary
between about 0.10 for dry specimens and 0.25 for saturated
specimens.
Report

11.1

Acceptable
range of
two results,•
percent of
average

These values represent, respectively, the 1S and D2S percentage
limits as described in ASTM C 670.
2 Calculated as described in ASTM C 670.

10.4.1 When values of E and G in equation (4) are
dynamic values, Poisson's ratio should be designated as
the dynamic Poisson's ratio (note 4).
10.4.2 A typical calculation form is shown on figure
5, utilizing data from figure 4.

11.

Coefficient
of variation,
percent

A typical reporting form is shown on figure 6.

Precision and Bias

12.1 The following precision statements are for
fundamental transverse frequency only, determined on
concrete prisms as originally cast. The statements do not
necessarily apply to concrete prisms after they have been
subjected to freezing-and-thawing tests. Data appropriate
for determining the precision of fundamental torsional and
longitudinal frequencies are not currently available.
12.2 Single-Operator Precision.-Criteriafor judging
the acceptability of measurements on fundamental
transverse frequency obtained by a single operator in a
single laboratory on concrete specimens made from the
same materials and subjected to the same conditions are
given in table 2. These limits apply over the range of
fundamentaltransverse frequencyfrom 1400 to 3300 Hz.
NOTE 5.-The coefficients of variation for fundamental
transverse frequency have been found to be relatively constant
over the range of frequencies given for a range of specimen
sizes and age or condition of the concrete, within limits.
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12.3 The multilaboratory coefficient of variation for
averages of three specimens from a single batch of concrete
has been found to be 3.9 percent for fundamental transverse
frequencies over the range from 1400 to 3300 Hz (note 5).
Therefore, two averages of three specimens from the same
batch tested in different laboratories should not differ by
more than 11.0 percent of their common average (note 6).
NOTE 6.-These numbers represent, respectively, the 1S and
D2S limits as described in ASTM C 670, where 1S is the estimate
of the standard deviation characteristic of the total statistical
population and D2S is the difference between two individual
test results that would be equaled or exceeded in the long run
in only 1 case in 20 in the normal and correct operation of
the method.
12.4 The bias for this procedure
• established.
13.

has not been

Reference

[1] Pickett, Gerald, "Equations for Computing Elastic
Constants from Flexural and Torsional Resonant Frequencies of Vibration of Prisms and Cylinders," Proceedings,
ASTEA, ASTM, vol. 45, p. 846, 1945.
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Tested by
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Feature
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Checked by
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FUNDAMENTAL TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL, AND TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS
Specimen Configuration:
i--I Circular Cylinder
I-I Square Cross Section Prism
• RectangularCross Section Prism
Specimen Moisture Condition:
I-] Air Dried [] Oven Dried [] Saturated (100% Humidity Room) [] Saturated (50% Humidity Room)
L
Length,
inches

Specimen
No.

d
Diameter,
inches

(m)

b
Prism
Width,
inches

a

Prism
Depth,
inches

.6m-)-

T
Correction

I-1 Other

C
(o. 0o24£ )

Factor

L3T
ba 3 ,

(a/3.494 )

Avg. 0.2q70
Date

Age,
days

Specimen No. 1
/9
M
Mass,
Frequency,
Ibm
hertz

Specimen No. 2
/9
M
Mass,
Frequency,
Ibm
hertz

M
Mass,
Ibm

-0g-y"

Average

ET

/9

Frequency,
-hertz

Modulus
CMn 2 x 106,

lbf/in2

1o-/3-$€

3

40.$#

3-3q

,CLog

3"5o

4o. 9g

5"44

3.do

10-17

7

4Loo

Sg#

4LIq

goo

4L/o

Sq4

4.31

1o.a4

14

4Loo

d25

4Llq

632

41.10

d2g

4.El

10-3 I

21

4/.oo

d4#

4L Iq

dSO

4LIo

d4q

•. 14

11-7

25

,#Log

C,52

4L Iq

6gl

4L I0

6..•'g

•.25"

!1-21

42

41.o3

670

4L 20

dEO

4LII

(75"

5...q'g

12-9

£0

4/.o3

d•l

4L 22

£@o°

4tl./2

6E4

£71

I-•-•'1

qo

,4Lol

d qg

4/. 22

70•P

4L/1

703

6.03

12-7

/2o

4Lo3

700

4/'24

7/0

.4LI4

7o•"

6.07

4-1,

Igo

4L o3

700

4L 2•

71S"

dl. 14

?OZP

6. 12

7-d

27o

41. o•

7/•

41.3o

721

dLIq

7/E'

6.31

41. o9

720

4L 30

730

41. 20

7g•"

d.43

IO-IO

Figure 3. - Typical data and calculation form for sonic vibrations of cylindrical or prismatic specimens (Transverse Frequency).
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Spec. or
Solic. No..Z'•/wE•rT/erAT"/O•CS

Structure
Rock

Project

Item ..5"7"A81/. I TJ," Sz'o'D/•'S
Location DE,•c'V'E• LAB
Station
•
Offset ..-,--Depth
•
to

Feature
Jeoc•€ TwvEsrt6Awto•"
FUNDAMENTAL

Fou/coA•r/o/v"

TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL,

Tested by •./v'li 7-tHE/Date
G,/4oA•r• A•/o
•'-3-•'4
Computed by
"
Z. A4 /rC/./•L
Checked by

A. C oz• /•G

L
Length,
inches

/

d
Diameter,
inches

_(•a.)-

(m)

[] Other

D
(o.o/31@)

b
Prism
Width,
inches

a

Prism
Depth,
inches

L

(dz),

s2/in 2

(m)

O. 02•b• 27

(,e. 4 • z#)

2

Date

g-3-54

AND TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS

Specimen Configuration:
[] Circular Cylinder
[] Square Cross Section Prism
[] Rectangular Cross Section Prism
Specimen Moisture Condition:
[] Air Dried [] Oven Dried [] Saturated (100% Humidity Room) [] Saturated (50% Humidity Room)

Specimen
No.

Date
dF-3-S'4

0o0248oq

N

Sooo)

Avg.. 0. O2,47•g
Date

8-34"4

Age,
days

N

Specimen No. 1
M
/-/
Frequency,
Mass,
Ibm
hertz

2. 13g

d4/o

Specimen No. 2
r/
M
Mass,
Frequency,
Ibm
hertz

gglO

2. I£o

M
Mass,
Ibm

Frequency,
hertz

EL
Modulus
DM(n ,)2 × 106,
lbf/in2

d510

2.24

Average

-.6vet"

2. /43

n

Figure4. - Typical data and calculation form for sonic vibrations of cylindrical or prismatic specimens (Longitudinal Frequency).
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Spec. or
Solic. No..Z'•vgSrlGA;r'lO/V*$
Pr°ject•AST.eE/•ocK.
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Feature
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Structure
•o • •u•oA •-/ o •
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Checked by
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Date
g'-J-S'4
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#-3-S4

FUNDAMENTAL TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL,

AND TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS

!Specimen Configuration:
I• Circular Cylinder
[] Square Cross Section Prism
[] Rectangular Cross Section Prism
Specimen Moisture Condition:
R] Air Dried I'-I Oven Dried [] Saturated (100% Humidity Room) [] Saturated (50% Humidity Room)
:L
Length,
ihches

Specimen
No.

d
Diameter,
inches

(.m-)-

b
Prism
Width,
inches
(m)

a

Prism
Depth,
inches
(m)

R
Shape
Factor

B
4 LR
gA
s2/in2

we.oaf-m•

/
•'4/e
8. 5"000

2

•

2./ZS"

[] Other

O. 024•10

J. 0o00

Avg. 0.0•471•1
Date

Specimen No. 1

Age,
days

#'3"$4

M

/'/"

Mass,
Ibm

Frequency,
' hertz

Specimen No. 2
M
r/""
Mass,
Frequency,
Ibm
hertz

•-"

I

2. 150

I

!

M
Mass,
Ibm
•./4B

Average

n in

Frequency,
hertz

G
Modulus
•M(n ,,)2 x 10•
lbf/in2
/.o6

I

Figure 5. - Typical data and calculation form for sonic vibrations of cylindrical or prismatic specimens (Torsional Frequency).
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Spec. or
Solic. No..Z',•'VE87"/GAT"/o•I$
Project
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FUNDAMENTAL TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL, AND TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS
ET = Dynamic Young's modulus of elasticity (Transverse Frequency)
EL = Dynamic Young's modulus of elasticity (Longitudinal Frequency)
G = Dynamic modulus of rigidity (Torsional Frequency)
# = Dynamic Poisson's ratio
Specimen
Ident.

Specimen
Configuration

Length,
inches
.(.m-).

Specimen Size
Width, Depth, Diameter
inches
inches
inches
(m)
(m)
.(.m.)..
N

2./25"

Moisture
Condition
A 1.q

D,•/•o

ET× 106

EL× 106

lbf/in 2

lbf/in2

G x 106
lbf/in 2

2. 24

I. og

(GPa)

•

Figure 6. - Typical reporting form for dynamic modulus determinations.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4227-92

POTENTIAL ALKALI REACTIVITY
OF CEMENT-AGGREGATE COMBINATIONS
(MORTAR-BAR METHOD)
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4227; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 227-81.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of susceptibility of cement-aggregate
combinations to expansive reactions involving hydroxyl
ions associated with the sodium and potassium alkalies
by measurement of the increase or decrease in length of
mortar bars during storage under prescribed conditions
of test.
1.2 Alkalies participating in expansive reactions usually
are derived from the cement; under some circumstances
they may be derived from other constituents of the concrete
or from external sources. Two types of alkali reactivity
of aggregatesare recognized: (1) an alkali-silica reaction
involving certain siliceous rocks, minerals, and natural or
artificial glasses, and (2) an alkali-carbonate reaction
involving dolomite in certain calcitic dolomites and
dolomitic limestones. This procedure is not recommended
as a means to detect the latter reaction because expansions
produced in the mortar-bar test by the alkali-carbonate
reaction (see ASTM C 586) are generally much less than
those produced by the alkali-silicareaction for combinations
having equally harmful effects in service.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4305 MechanicalMixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
4311 Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural Pozzolans
for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to
Concrete and Concrete Aggregates m

C 227 Standard Test Method for Potential Alkali
Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations (MortarBar Method)l
C 230 Standard Specification for Flow Table for Use in
Tests of Hydraulic Cement 1
C 289 Standard Test Method for Potential Reactivity of
Aggregates (Chemical Method)•
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete L3
C 511 Standard Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist
Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing
of Hydraulic Cements and Concretes •,3
C 586 Standard Test Method for Potential Alkali
Reactivity of Carbonate Rocks for Concrete Aggregates
(Rock Cylinder Method)l
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes[,3, 4

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Mortar bars containing cement-aggregate combinations are stored over water at 100 °F (37.8 °C), and
expansion of the bars is measured at specified time
intervals.

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Data correlating results of tests performed using
this procedure with the performance of cement-aggregate
combinations in concrete in service, results of petrographic
examination of aggregates,and results of tests for potential
reactivity of aggregatesby chemical methods have been
published in ASTM C 289; and should be consulted in
connection with using test results from this procedure as
the basis for conclusions and recommendations concerning
use of cement-aggregate combinations in concrete.
4.2 The results of tests by this procedure furnish
information on the likelihood that a cement-aggregate

I AnnuMBookofASTMStandards,voL 04.02.
2 AnnualBookofASTMStandards,rot..04.03.

3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
4 Annual BookofASTM Srandards, vols. 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
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cc,,n'Jbil]at{lx.n iSl p,•/tent[all'y ,L:•eF:,,xt:,,Ie. c,f hazn-lf:u]l aMkali-silica
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STAINLESS STEEL
GAUGE STUD

No•e: 'A" Dimensions to be specified by purchaser.

Figure 2a. - Single and double molds (inch-pound units). From ASTM C 490.
in use, it is important to maintain a tight seal between
cover and container wall or top. The inner sides of
containers shall be lined with an absorbent material, such
as blotting paper, to act as a wick and to ensure that
atmosphere in container is quickly saturated with water
vapor when container is sealed after specimens are placed
therein. The liner shall extend into the water in bottom
of container and extend above tops of specimens.
Containers shall be so constructed that, when used for

storing specimens, loss of moisture is prevented by tightfitting covers and/or sealing. Provisions shall be made for
supporting the mortar bars in a vertical position, with
lower end of bars about 1 inch (25 mm) above surface
of water in container. The mass of the mortar bar specimens
shall not be supported on the metal gauge stud. Spacers
shall be provided to ensure that specimens do not touch
sides of container or each other. Provisions shall be made
to prevent water splashing and condensate dripping onto
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STAINLESS STEEL GAUGE STUD
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y •,O.omm

END VIEW DOUBLE MOLD

GAUGE STUD

HOLDER

Nofe : "A" dimensions fo be specified by purchaser.
Figure 2b. - Single and double molds (Sl-metric). From ASTM C 490.
specimens. The provisions

currently

to prevent water splashing on

specimens should not include baffle plates and supports
to hold

the specimens

reduce opportunity
of container

vertical

that

would

substantially

for vapor transfer from water in bottom

to atmosphere around specimens

(note

NOTE 1.-One laboratory eliminated splash baffle and made
the support for the bottoms of the bars out of galvanized, welded,
square mesh, wire cloth made out of O.O80-inch (2.0-mm)diameter
galvanized wire.

1).

If required to prevent growth of mold on liner, a suitable
fungicide may be added to water in container.

in use by the Bureau are constructed of Plexiglass,

as shown on figure 5.

Containers
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Figure 3. - Three-gang mold.
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Figure qi

'View ,i,ia three gang m,:,]d (wihh ins• re.) ready f'or F, tcy,uluL•:iorl ,,i: m,,re;Ir-bar sr:cc.]n<ler<les
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used film el:ie •i,:li•;•-se:iJc!.cl .,.l,:;,•age <l.i ,Fl,:lrtJi

bl:F >pec :h l]e[G•.

7..

Materials
7. I

5b'/ecM;:,::,

F:,>:)posedl f,:•r use
in con, cre:e sl-Ja]li be prc,,,L:e.•,.•,ed, as descriibed
in section ?'2 with ;t miniirni:in-i ,:J,•: crushinlg. Materia][s
p.ro,p,:•sed far us.e as coarse agg:•eg;•te in c,:m•cre.re s!hal[ be
p,r{:,cesse,.• by crushir•g •o pr(::,dt•lce: :4; rJea•ly •. p::,ractic•n],
,i gr3de, d p•<l,dmct f>i>m whJc:h iJ sa.r•]ple C•1• be: ,::•bu•ined.
The sample sh•l]l have the g;radirJ, g •s prescriibed m, 7.2,
and be reF,•esencath..,e of t:he corriposi•Jkl, n ,,:l,f .c,:3a•se
aggreg•ate as proposed fox use
7.].1
When n giveci qu, arriedl nri<l•e.riial is pr,:q-:,,:.J.sed
f:ll, r use:, ]k?,.;_:)i:•li as c,o<;•r•.i;e 4Fid f:Jl-•e aggregate,, it w]l]l l:•.e tested
.c)rtl)., by s.e]lec:•k:,n (,,i: •u:l •iF•F:,>c),prik•te sample ClylLfS, i]ed C(:i the
fhT•e aggregaee sizes, un]ess {here is re•s.,:•t• t.,:• expect that
as fii-Je aggsega•e

co•lrser s]z:e fractiorJs will] have •L different composkior•
than the fih>::• s•z:es and these differences rnigh• s, ignifican:l};
affect exp:•ns]c,c• du, e tu, •eacti•:,c• wiktn alk:aEes {n :lie ce.n:Jer•t
I•I tt•Ji5 case:, the: o:,,arsez size fractions 5,•]Cl,lLlld Ei'e rested
in a n•anrler simiila• t.,:• zha: rise,21 for d•ae fMer sizes.
7.1.2 ([o•Lrse ;•gg;rega•e cruished t<:• sand size may give
increased expansion because ,:ff the ir-icreas.edl surface
c.xp.osed uF:,.or• C]'tl,•.;[]irl• Therefore, Jif: c,::•arse aggregate
cested by d-J, is pr,oc:edure pr,•:WM,L:es ar• excessive arn,tmn•t c,[
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7,2
I)rc[:,3r•,,q,:•,:• ,,/A,•Tre>;ace,,-F'Me agg•e:ga•e shall] be
•es•ed in •l grad ir•g •1,• lvie:e u,i requ iren:-Jer•ts ,mr specifk:a•ions
f<,,• the: F,•,;•je,c:•,, e>,,•€17,• •hat a•lq'y mare•ii•ll •e•aMe, d on :he
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No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve shall be removed. Fine aggregates
being tested for reasons other than to determine compliance
with individual specifications, and all coarse aggregatesto
which this procedure is applied shall be graded in
accordancewith requirements shown in table 1. Aggregates
for which sufficient quantities of sizes specified in table
1 do not exist shall be crushed until required material has
been produced. In the case of aggregates containing
insufficient amounts of one or more of the larger sizes
listed in table 1, and if no larger material is available for
crushing, the first size in which sufficient material is
available shall contain the cumulative percentage of
material down to that size, as determined from table 1.
When this method is necessary, it should be so noted in
the test report. After the aggregate has been separated
into the various sieve sizes, each size shall be washed with
a water spray over the sieve to remove adhering dust and
fine particles from the aggregate.The portions retained
on the various sieves shall then be dried and, unless used
immediately, each portion shall be stored individually in
a clean container provided with a tight-fitting cover.

aggregate combination. Circumstances may dictate that
more specimens than noted here be made.
9.3 Preparation of Molds.-Prepare
molds in accordance
with requirements Of ASTM C 490.
9.4 Proportioning ofMortar.-Proportion dry materials
for test mortar using 1 part cement to 2.25 parts of graded
aggregate by mass. The quantities of dry materials to be
mixed at one time in batch of mortar for making two
specimens shall be 300 grams of cement and 675 grams
of aggregate. The aggregate shall be made up by
recombining portions retained on various sieves (sec. 7.2)
as shown in table 1, or of a graded aggregate meeting
requirements of the specifications for the project. Use an
amount of mixing water to produce a flow of 105 to 120
percent as determined in accordance with USBR 4109,
except that flow table shall be dropped 1/2-inch (12.7ram) 10 times in about 6 seconds instead of 25 times within
15 seconds (sec. 11.3, USBR 4109). The amount of mixing
water used shall be expressed as a mass percent of the
cement.
9.5 Mixing of Morcar.-Mix the mortar in accordance
with requirements of USBR 4305.
9.6 Molding of Test Specimens.-Immediately following completion of flow test, return mortar from flow table
to mixing bowl. Mix entire batch for 15 seconds. Start
molding specimens within 2.25 minutes after completion
of original mixing of mortar batch. Fill molds with two
approximately equal layers, compacting each layer with
tamper. Work mortar into corners, around gauge studs,
and along surfaces of mold with the tamper until a
homogenous specimen is obtained. Aftertop layer has been
compacted, cut off mortar flush with top of mold and
smooth surface with a few strokes of trowel.
9.6.1 When a duplicate batch of mortar is to be made
immediately for additional specimens, flow test may be
omitted and mortar allowed to stand in mixing bowl for
90 seconds and then remixed for 15 seconds before molding
specimens.
9.7 Sequence of Making Batches of Mortar.-When
more than one cement-aggregate combination is to be
tested as part of a single investigation, make total number
of batches of mortar (two per cement-aggregate combination) in random order, except that in no case shall the
two batches representing a single cement-aggregate
combination be made consecutively. When the making of
all specimens for a single investigation requires that batches
be made on 2 working days, each cement-aggregate
combination shall be represented by one batch made each
day. The order in which the combinations are represented
by batches shall be different on the 2 days. When more
than 2 days are required, one cement-aggregate combination
shall be represented by a batch made on each day.

Table 1. - Grading requirements.
Passing
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

4 (4.75 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/zm)
50 (300 #m)

Sieve size
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Retained on
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/zm)
50 (300 •zm)
100 (150 #m)

Mass,
percent
10
25
25
25
15

7.3 Cement.-Cement
used to determine the reactivity
of aggregateswith the cement alkalies shall be high-alkali
cement with an alkali content of 1 percent or more
expressed as sodium equivalent. Parallel tests using a
cement with an alkali content of 0.60 percent are also
usually conducted to determine the effectiveness of
specifying low-alkali cement to control deleterious
expansion.
8.

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
9.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

9.1 Obtain samples of aggregate in accordance with
applicableprovisions of USBR 4075, cement in accordance
with USBR 4183, and pozzolans in accordancewith USBR
4311.
9.2 Number of Specimens.-Make at least four test
specimens, two from each of two batches, for each cement345

10.

Calibration and Standardization

10.1 Permissible variations in the scales are outlined
in ASTM C 490, and shall conform to requirements of
USBR 4192.
10.2 Glass graduates shall conform to requirements of
ASTM C 490.
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10.3 Molds shall conform to requirements of ASTM
C 490 and section 6.1.1 of this designation.
10.4 Sieves shall comply with section 6.1.2 of this
designation and to ASTM E 11.
10.5 The mixer, paddle, mixing bowl, and scraper shall
comply with section 6.1.3 of this designation and to USBR
4305.
10.6 The flow table and flow mold shall comply with
requirements of ASTM C 230.
10.7 The tamper and trowel shall comply with
requirements of USBR 4109.
10.8 Containers shall comply with requirements of
section 6.1.7.
10.9 The length comparator shall meet requirements
of ASTM C 490.
10.9.1 The specimens may be adjusted to a standard
overall length (out-to-out of gauge points) by means of
the adjustableinsert screws.
10.10 Sand shall be standardized as outlined in
section 7.
11.

Conditioning

11.1 The temperature of molding room and dry
materialsshallbe maintained at not less than 68 o F (20 o C)
and not more than 81.5 °F (27.5 °C). Temperature of
mixing water, moist closet or moist room, and room in
which measurements are made shall not vary from 73.4 °F
(23 °C) by more than 3 °F (1.7 °C).
11.2 The relative humidity of molding room shall be
not less than 50 percent. The moist closet or room shall
conform to ASTM C 511.
11.3 The storage room in which specimens in
containers are stored shall be maintained at a temperature
that shall not vary from 100 °F (37.8 °C) by more than
3 °F (1.7 °C).
11.4 IniciaI Storage of Specimens.-After
each mold has
been filled, place immediately in moist cabinet or room.
Specimens shall remain in molds for 24+2 hours. Then,
remove specimens from molds and, while protecting them
from loss of moisture, properly identify and measure for
initial length. The initial and all subsequent measurements
shall be made and recorded to nearest 0.0001 inch (0.002
mm). If specimens appear too fragile to stand on end in
container, return them to moist cabinet or room until such
time as deemed feasible to place them in container.
11.5 Subsequent Storage of Specimens.-Stand specimens on end over, but not in contact with, water in storage
container. Seal and place container in a cabinet or room
maintained at 1000-3 °F (37.8+1.7 °C).
12.

Procedure

2-years" age or until required data are obtained. These
measurement ages may be varied to whatever circumstances
are dictated. Record the measurement data on a form
similar to the form shown on figure 6.
12.2 After each length measurement, specimens may
be examined in same manner described in section 13 to
provide supplemental information on their condition.
12.3 All specimens placed in a given container after
initial length measurement shall have been made on same
day, and shall be placed in the container
at same time
so that all specimens in a given container shall be due
for measurement at same time. Each time length
measurements are made, clean container and change water.
12.4 Always place specimens in comparator with same
end uppermost; after measurement, replace specimens in
container in inverted position as compared with previous
period.
13.

Examination at End of Test

13.1 After final length change measurements have
been made, each specimen shall be examined and tested
for warping.
13.1.1
Warping.-The warping, if any, that each specimen has manifested during the test period shall be
determined by placing specimen on a plane surface and
measuring maximum distance between specimen and
surface. Specimen shall be placed so that its ends curve
down to reference surface, and measurement made to
nearest 0.01 inch (0.3 mm).
13.1.2 Examination.-Items
to be noted in examination include:
• Presence, location, and type of cracking pattern.
• Appearance of surfaces and surface mottling.
° Surficial deposits or exudations, their nature,
thickness, and continuity.
13.1.2.1 When it is believed that additional
features of noteworthy importance are likely to be revealed
thereby, a further examination of interior of specimen may
be made, preferably by a petrographer. In such cases, the
presence of gel-filled pores and fissures, evidence of reaction
with aggregate particles of specific types, nature of such
evidence, and properties of reaction products are among
the items to be noted.
14.

Calculation

14.1 Calculate the difference between initial length of
specimen and the length at each period of measurement
to nearest 0.001 percent of effective gauge length, and
record this difference as the expansion of the specimen
for that period. Report average of expansion of four specimens of a given cement-aggregate combination to nearest
0.01 percent as expansion for combination for a given
period. Figure 6 shows a typical recording form.

12.1 Remove specimens from container at least 4 hours
(preferably 16 hours) before length measurements are to
be made to permit them to cool to 73.4-t-3 °F (23±1.7 °C),
the temperature at which measurements should be made.
Make measurements at ages of 7 and 14 days; 1, 2, 3,
6, 9, and 12 months; and every 6 months thereafter until

346
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15.

Report

• Amount of mixing water expressed as mass percent
of the cement.
• Type, source, proportions, and chemical analyses,
including Na20 and K20, of any pozzolans employed
in tests.

15.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 shows a typical reporting
form. The report shall include:
• Type and source of aggregate.
• Type and source of portland cement.
• Alkali content of cement as percent K20 (potassium
oxide), Na20 (sodium oxide), and calculated sodium
oxide equivalent.
• Average length change in percent for each specimen measurement.
• Any relevant information concerning preparation of
aggregate including grading of aggregate when it differs
from that given in section 7.2.
• Any significant features revealed by examination of
specimens during and after test.

347

16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 Precision shall be considered satisfactory if
differences in the values for percentage expansion of any
given specimen in a group, from average value for
percentage expansion of group, does not exceed 0.003. An '
exception would be that, if average expansion exceeds 0.020
per.cent, the repeatability shall be considered satisfactory
if percentage expansion of each specimen molded from
same cement-aggregate combination is within 15 percent
of average.
16.2 The test has no known bias.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4231-92

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
BY PRESSURE METHOD
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4231; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 231-82.

Scope

principle of Boyle's law. For purposes of reference, these
two meters are designated Type A Meter and Type B Meter.
3.1.1
Type A Mecer.-An air meter consisting of a
measuring bowl and cover assembly (figs. 1, 2, and 3)
conforming to requirements of sections 3.2 and 3.3. The
operational principle of this meter consists of introducing
water to a predetermined height above a sample of concrete
of known volume, and the application of a predetermined
air pressure over the water. The determination consists
of the reduction in volume of air in concrete sample by
observing the amount the water level is lowered under
the appliedpressure, which is calibrated in terms of percent
of air in concrete sample.
3.1.2
Type B Mecer.-An air meter consisting of a
measuring bowl and cover assembly (figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7)
conforming to requirements of sections 3.2 and 3.3. The
operational principle of this meter consists of equalizing
a known volume of air at a known pressure in a sealed
air chamber with an unknown volume of air in concrete
sample. The pressure gauge is calibrated in terms of percent
of air for the observed pressure at which equalization takes
place. Working pressures of 7.5 to 30.0 lbf/in 2 (51.7 to
206.8 kPa) have been used satisfactorily:
3.2 Measuring BowL-The
measuring bowl shall be
essentially cylindrical in shape, made of steel or other hard
metal not readily attacked by the cement paste, have a
minimum diameter of from 0.75 to 1.25 times height of
bowl; and a capacity of at least 0.20 ft3 (0.006 m 3) for
1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) MSA (maximum size aggregate) or
0.40 ft 3 (0.012 m3) for 3-inch (75-mm) MSA. (Refer to
figs. 8 and 9.) Bowl shall be flanged or otherwise constructed
to provide for a pressure-tight fit between bowl and cover
assembly. Interior surfaces of bowl and surfaces of rims,
flanges, and other component fitted parts shall be machined
smooth. The measuring bowl and cover assembly shall be
sufficiently rigid to limit the expansion factor, D, of the
apparatus assembly to not more than 0.1 percent of air
content on indicator scale when under normal operating
pressure, refer to appendix Xl (sec. X1.6).
3.2.1 Calibration Equipment.-A piece of plate glass,
preferfibly at least 1/4 inch (6 mm) thick and at least
1 inch (25 mm) larger than diameter of measure to be

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the air content of freshly mixed concrete
by observation of the change in volume of concrete with
a change in pressure.
1.2 This procedure is intended for use with concretes
and mortars made with relatively dense aggregates for
which the aggregatecorrection factor can be satisfactorily
determined by the technique described in section 7. This
procedure is not applicable to concretes made with
lightweight aggregates, air-cooled blast furnace slag, or
aggregatesof high porosity; see USBR 4173 for these cases.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4094 Specifications for Ready-Mixed Concrete
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by
Volumetric Method
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4211 Selecting Proportions for Concrete Mixtures
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 231 Standard Test Method for Air Content of Freshly
Mixed Concrete by the Pressure Method •

3.

Apparatus

3.1 Air Mecers.-There
are air meters available that
satisfy the two basic operational designs employing the
1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
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PUM P ASSEMBLY

PART NO.

PART NO.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6A.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
I1.
12.
13.
14.
15.

PRESSURE CHAMBER
PRESSURE CHAMBER CAP
PRESSURE CHAMBER ELBOW
PRESSURE CIIAMBEB GASKET
PRESSURE CHAMBER AIR REI_EASE STEM
PRESSURE CHAMBER AIR REt_EASE CAP
REt.EASE CAP •k
COMPt.ETE GAUGE
PUMP ASSEMBLY (COMPLETE)
PUMP PISTON LEATHER•
PUMP AIR CHECK GASKET
NEEDLE VALVE STEM
NEEDLE VALVE NUT
NEEDLE VALVE LEVER
NEEDLE VALVE SPACER
NEEDLE VALVE "0" RING

16.
17.

NEEDLE VALVE
NEEDLE VALVE

SPRING
SPRING

18.

NEEDLE VALVE

SEAT

RETAINER
ASSEMBLY

19. COVER
20. COVER "0" RING
21.
22.

COVER
CLAMP

PETCOCK

23.

CLAMP

NUT

24.
25.

CLAMP TRUNION
CLAMP SPRING

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

CLAMP TOGGLE
TOGGLE SET SCREW
TOGGLE LOCK NUT
BASE
BASE HANDLE
CALIBRATING VESSEL
CALIBRATING TUBE (OUTER)•
CALIBRATING TUBE (INNER)•

34.
35.

STRIKE-OFF BAR :•
TAMPING ROD :•

36.
37.
38.

SYRINGE :•
GAUGE GLASS •(
CARRYING CASE •(

42.
50.
51.

CLAMP STUD
PUMP PISTON•
"0" RING FOR PUMP

52.
53.

PUMP TUBE ASSEMBLY
"0" RING FOR TUBE SEAL

54.

PUMP PISTON ASSEMBLY
•NOT
ILLUSTRATED

Figure 7. - Schematic diagram of Type B meter shown on figure 6.
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S = volume of concrete sample (same as volume
of measuring bowl, Vs), in cubic feet or
cubic meters;
B = volume of concrete produced per batch (note
1), in cubic feet, cubic yards, or cubic
meters;
F• = total mass of fine aggregate in the moisture
condition used in batch, in pound mass
(kilograms);
Cs = mass of coarse aggregate in concrete sample,
in pound mass (kilograms); and
Cb = total mass of coarse aggregate in the moisture
condition used in batch, in pound mass
(kilograms).

and measuring bowl. However, the calibration test
described in appendixsections X1.8 and X2.8, as applicable
to type of meter being checked, must be made as frequently
as necessary to ensure that proper gauge pressure is being
used for type A meter or that correct air contents are
being indicated on pressure gauge air-content scale for
type B meter. A change in elevation of more than 600 feet
(183 m), from location at which type A meter was last
calibrated, will require recalibration. (Refer to figs. 8, 9,
and 10.)
6.

Conditioning

6.1 Fine and Coarse Aggregate.-Conditioning of the
fine and coarse aggregate moisture content for the
aggregate correction factoris covered in section 7.2.
6.2 Concrete TestSample.-Preparation of concrete test
sample to exclude aggregate larger than 1-1/2 or 3 inches
(37.5 or 75 ram) is covered in section 8.1.
7.

NOTE 1.-The volume of concrete produced per batch can be
determined in accordance with applicable provisions of USBR
4138.
7.4 Placement of Aggregate in Measuring BowL-Mix
representative samples of fine aggregate F• and coarse
aggregate C• and place in measuring bowl filledone-third
full with water. Place mixed aggregate, a small amount
at a time, into bowl. If necessary, add additional water
so as to inundate all of the aggregate. Add each scoopful
of aggregate in a manner that will entrap as little air as
possible, and promptly remove accumulations of foam.
After each addition of aggregate, stir mixture to eliminate
entrapped air, tap sides of bowl, and lightly rod upper
1 inch (25 mm) of mixture about 10 times.
7.5 Aggregate Correction Factor Determination:
7.5.1 Initial Procedure for Types A and B Meters.When all aggregate has been placed in measuring bowl,
remove excess foam and keep aggregate inundated for a
period approximately equal to time between introduction
of water into bowl and time of performing the test for
air content before proceeding with determination of factor
as directed in 7.5.2 or 7.5.3.
7.5.2 Type A Meter.-Complete the test as described
in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2. The aggregate correction factor,
G1, is equal to hi - h2, see figure 1 (note 2).

Determination of Aggregate Correction Factor

7.1 Aggregate Correction Factor.-The determination
of the aggregate correction factor has not been a standard
practice for the Bureau of Reclamation. For sound, dense
aggregates-the factoris assumed to be zero. However, some
authorities believe this factor should not be ignored even
with good aggregate because the correction factormay fall
in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 percent. With porous or
lightweight aggregates, the correction factor may be
0.8 percent or higher, in which case the procedure of
USBR 4173 may be more appropriate.
7.1.1 It is recommended that the aggregate correction factor be determined for each aggregate source used.
In the event of a controversy or borderline point of
rejection, the. aggregate correction factor must be
determined and included in determination of air content.
7.2 Procedure.-Determine the aggregate correction
factoron a combined sample of fine and coarse aggregate
as directed in sections 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5. The factor is
determined independently by applying calibrated pressure
to a sample of inundated fine and coarse aggregate in about
the same moisture condition, amount, and proportions
occurring in concrete sample under test. Figure 11 shows
a typical calculation form for determining the correction
factor.
7.3 Aggregate Sample Size.-Calculate the mass of fine
and coarse aggregate present in the sample for fresh
concrete, for which the air content is to be determined:
S
F• = /• (Fb)

(1)

S
G = • (G)

(2)

NOTE Z-The aggregate correction factor will vary with
different aggregates. Factor can be determined only by test because
it is not apparently directly related to absorption of the particles.
The test can be easily performed, and the factor will usually
remain reasonably constant for given aggregates. However, an
occasional check test is recommended.
7.5.3 Type B Meter.-Perform
the test as described
in section 9.3.1. From the assembledand filled apparatus,
remove a volume of water that is approximately equal
to volume of air that would be contained in a typical concrete
sample of a size equal to volume of bowl. Remove this
water in the manner described in section X2.8 of appendix
X2. Then, complete the test in accordance with section
9.3.2. The aggregatecorrection factor, Gu, is equal to reading
on air-content scale minus the volume of water removed
from bowl, expressed as a percent of volume of bowl.

where:
Fs = mass of fine aggregate in concrete sample, in
pound mass (kilograms);
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8.

Preparation of Concrete Test Sample

8.1 Obtain the sample of freshly mixed concrete in
accordance with applicable procedures of USBR 4172. If
concrete contains coarse aggregateparticles that would be
retained on a 1-1/2- or 3-inch (37.5- or 75-mm) sieve,
wet sieve a sufficient amount of representative sample over
one of these sieves, as described in USBR 4172, to yield
somewhat more than enough material to fill measuring
bowl with size selected for use. Perform the wet-sieving
operation with the minimum practicable disturbance of
the mortar. Make no attempt to wipe adhering mortar
from coarse aggregateparticles retained on sieve.
9. Procedure for Determining Air Content of
Concrete
9.1 Placement and Consolidation of Sample:
9.1.1 Place a representative sample of concrete,
prepared as described in section 8, in measuring bowl in
equal layers. Consolidate each layer by rodding (9.1.2) or
by vibration (9.1.3). Strike off the final consolidated layer
(9.1.4). Rod concretes with a slump greater than 3 inches
(76 mm), rod or vibrate concretes with a slump of 1 to
3 inches (25 to 76 ram), and consolidate concretes with
a slump of less than 1 inch (25 mm) by vibration. Determine
• the slump in accordance with USBR 4143
9.1.2 Rodding.-Placeconcrete in measuring bowl in
three layers of approximately equal volume (3-inch MSA
shall be placed only by vibration). Consolidate each layer
using 25 strokes of tamping rod evenly distributed over
the cross section. After each layer is rodded, tap sides of
bowl sharply 10 to 15 times with the mallet to close any
voids left by tamping rod and to release any large air bubbles
that may have been trapped. Rod bottom layer throughout
its depth; however, rod shall not forciblystrike bottom
of bowl. When rodding second and final layers, use only
enough force to cause rod to penetrate surface of previous
layer about 1 inch (25 ram). Add final layer of concrete
in a manner to avoid excessive overfilling (9.1.4).
9.1.3 Vibration:
9.1.3.1 Internal Vibration.-Place concrete in
measuring bowl in two layers of approximately equal
volume. Place all concrete for each layer before starting
vibration of that layer. Consolidate each layer wih three
insertions (six insertions for 3-inch MSA) of vibrator evenly
distributed over the cross section. Add final layer in a
manner to avoid excessive overfilling (9.1.4). When
consolidating bottom layer, do not allow vibrator to rest
on or touch bottom or sides of bowl. Take care when
withdrawing vibrator to ensure that no air pockets are
left in concrete. Observe a standard duration of vibration
for the particular kind of concrete, vibrator, and measuring
bowl involved. This duration will depend upon workability
of concrete and effectiveness of vibrator. Continue vibration
only long enough to achieve proper consolidation of
concrete. Overvibration may cause segregation and loss of
intentionally entrained air. Usually, sufficient vibration has
been applied when surface of concrete becomes relatively
358

smooth and has a glazed appearance. Never continue
vibration long enough to cause escape of froth from sample.
9.1.3.2 External Vibration.-The external vibrators shall be operated in accordance with section 3.4 of
USBR 4031 or section 3.6 of USBR 4192.
9.1.4 Strike Off.-After consolidation of concrete,
strike off top surface by sliding strike-off plate across top
flange or rim of measuring bowl with a sawing motion
until bowl is just level full. On completion of consolidation,
bowl must not contain a great excess or deficiency of
concrete. Removal of about 1/8 inch (3 ram) of concrete
during strike off is optimum. A small quantity of
representative concrete may be added to correct a deficiency.
If bowl contains a great excess of concrete, remove a
representative portion with a trowel or scoop before strike
off.
9.1.5 Application of Test Method.-Any portion of
test method not specifically designated as pertaining to
the type A or type B meter shall apply to both types.
9.2 Procedure for Type A Meter:
9.2.1 Preparation for Test.-Thoroughly clean
flanges or rims of bowl and cover assembly so that when
cover is clamped in place, a pressure-tight seal will be
obtained. Assemble the apparatus and add water over the
concrete using the spray tube until water rises to about
the halfway mark in the standpipe. Incline apparatus
assembly about 30° from vertical and, using bottom of
bowl as a pivot, inscribe several complete circles with upper
end of column, simultaneously tapping cover lightly to
remove any entrapped air bubbles above concrete sample.
Return assembly to a vertical position and fillwater column
slightly above zero mark, while lightly tapping sides of
bowl. Bring water level to zero mark of graduated tube
before closing vent at top of water column, see figure l(a).
NOTE 3.-The internal surface of cover assembly should be
'kept clean and free from oil or grease; surface should also be
wet to prevent adherence of air bubbles that might be difficult
to dislodge after assembly of apparatus.
9.2.2 Test Procedure.-Applyslightly more than the
desired test pressure, about 0.2 lbf/in2 (1.38 kPa) more,
to the concrete using the small hand pump. To relieve
local restraints, tap sides of bowl sharply and, when pressure
gauge indicates exact test pressure, Po, as determined in
accordance with appendix section X 1.8, read the water level
ha, and record this level to the nearest division or halfdivision on the graduated precision-bore tube or gauge glass
of standpipe, see figure l(b). For extremely harsh mixes,
it may be necessary to tap bowl vigorously until further
tapping produces no change in indicated air content.
Gradually release air pressure through vent at top of water
column and tap sides of bowl lightly for about 1 minute.
Record water level, h2 to nearest division or half-division,
see figure 1(c). Then, calculate the apparent air content:
A•

= hi-h2

where:
Aa = apparent air content of test sample, in percent;

(3)
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G2 = aggregate correction factor for a Type B
meter, in percent; and
As = as previously defined.

hi = water level reading at pressure Po, and
hz = water level reading at zero pressure after
release of pressure 19o.
9.2.3 Check Test.-Repeat
the steps described in
section 9.2.2, except do not add water to reestablish water
level at zero mark. The two consecutive determinations
of apparent air content should check within 0.2 percent,
and shall be averaged to give the value of As to be used
in calculating the air content, As in accordance with
section 10.
9.2.4 If air content exceeds range of meter when
operating at normal test pressure Po, reduce pressure to
an alternative test pressure and repeat steps of 9.2.2 and
9.2.3, where Po is the normal test or operating gauge
pressure in pound force per square inch (kilopascals).
9.2.5 Figure 11 shows a typical calculation form.
9.3 Procedure for Type B Meter:
9.3.1 Preparation for Test.-Thoroughlyclean
flanges or rims of measuring bowl and cover assembly
so that when cover is clamped in place, a pressure-tight
seal will be obtained.Then, assemble the apparatus.Close
air valve between air chamber and bowl, and open both
petcocks on holes through cover. Using a rubber syringe,
injectwater through one petcockuntilwater emerges from
oppositepetcock.Jar the metergently untilall air is expelled
from petcock.
9.3.2 Test Procedure.-Closeair-bleedervalve on air
chamber and pump air into chamber until gauge hand is
on initialpressureline. Allowa few seconds forcompressed
air to cool to normal temperature. Stabilize gauge hand
at initialpressure line by pumpingor bleeding off air as
necessary, tapping gauge lightly. Close both petcocks on
holes through cover. Open air valve between air chamber
and bowl. Tap sides of bowl sharply to relieve local
restraints. Lightly tap pressure gauge to stabilize gauge
hand and read percentageof air on dial of pressuregauge.
Failure to close main air valve before releasing pressure
from either the container or air chamber will result in
water being drawn into air chamber, thus introducingan
error in subsequent measurements. If water enters air
chamber,watermustbe bled fromchamberthrough bleeder
valve followed by several strokes of pump to blow out
all traces of water. Release pressure by opening both
petcocksbefore removing cover (fig. 5).
10.

10.2 Air Content ofFullMixture.-When sample tested
represents that portion of mixture that is obtained by wet
sieving to remove aggregate particles larger than a 1-1/2or 3-inch (37.5- or 75-ram) sieve, air content of full mixture
may be calculated:
At =

air

As = As - Gl or G2

(4)

(5)

where:
At = air content of full mixture, in percent;
V• = absolute volume of ingredients of mixture
passing a 1-1/2- or 3-inch (37.5- or 75-mm)
sieve, airfree, and as determined from corrected batch masses, in cubic feet, cubic
yards, or cubic meters;
Vt = absolute volume of all ingredients of mixture,
airfree, in cubic feet, cubic yards, or cubic
meters;
Vo = absolute volume of aggregatein mixture
coarser than 1-1/2- or 3-inch (37.5- or 75mm) sieve, and as determined from corrected batch masses, in cubic feet, cubic
yards, or cubic meters; and
As = as previously defined.
10.3 Air Content. of Mortar Fraction.-When it is
desired to know air content of mortar fractionof mixture,
calculate as follows:
Am =

100 As Vs
100 Vm + As( Vs - Vm)

(6)

where:
Am = air content of mortar fraction, in percent;
Vm = absolute volume of ingredients in mortar fraction of mixture, airfree, in cubic feet, cubic
yards, or cubic meters; and
Other terms as previously defined.
NOTE 4.-The values in equations (5) and (6) are most
conveniently obtained from data on concrete mixture tabulated
as shown for a batch of any size on figure 11.
11.

Report

11.1 The air content of the mortar may be reported
on many different forms. Of prime concern to the Bureau
of Reclamation are the following three main forms:
11.1.1 Mix Design.-The form included in USBR
4211 (fig. 1).
11.1.2 Mix Data.-The form included in USBR 4138
(fig. 3).
11.1.3 Concrete Compressive Strength.-The form
included in USBR 4039 (fig. 5).

Calculations

10.1 Air Content
of Sample Tested.-Calculate
content of concrete in measuring bowl as follows:

100 As V•
100 Vt - AsVo

where:

12.

As = true air content of sample tested, in percent;
G1 = aggregate correction factor for a Type A
meter, in percent;

Precision and Bias

12.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project

Feature

Structure

A/A
Item g•',Cv'g•OfP/C•" Z,40 Eaa•,'•
LocationCoA,'€•4rr4" L.,dd
Station .-,.-Offset
Depth
...,..to

iV'A
A/A

JVA

Tested by..
•. •8•'S
Computed by
K. Jwo•SE$
Checked by
E.. A/A,•8oE

Date
3-3-87
Date
3-3- 8" 7
Date
9-3-87

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE BY PRESSUREMETHOD
Elevation
Air
Above
Meter
Sea Level,
No. Type! •m)

8

gzso

Water
.•T.•mp.,
(..•.F.d(°C)

czz

Absolute
Density of
Water at
Measures Temp.,
•(kg/m3)
g2.3•o

BM
Type A Meter
w
.
W
Total Mass
of Bowl,
cT> BM- (Be+ G-r)
Mass of
Cover, and Mass of
Water to Fill Water to Fill
Water
Type
•kg) Calib. Vessel
Bowl,
Ibm (kg)
Ibm (kg)

Air
Meter
No.

2& 02

•

---

CT
Tare Mass of
Calibration
Vessel,
(•kg)
0.34

BT
Tare Mass of
Air-Meter
Bowl,
(•kg)

o. 78

(r kg)
2.6-4-

7. *7,4-

Type B Meter
w
W
( Cu - CT )
Bu - (Be+ Cn')
Mass of
Mass of
Water to Fill
Water to Fill
Calib. Vessel,
Bowl,

Cg' kg>

CM
G-r
Tare Mass of
Mass of
Water-Filled
Glass Plate
Calibration Vessel
Cover,

C kg)
/..•. 5,,€*

Type A
O• (ioo)
w
at Pressure

P•,

percent
•

Cg' kg>
/.12

Type B
RB
•-(100),

VB
Volume of
Air-Meter
Bowl,

percent

•yd 3, m 3

5.. 02.

O. 24q8

Notes: Ral and RB are constants, and are the effective volumes of the calibration vessels expressed as a percentage of the volume
of the air-meter bowls.

Figure 9. - Sample worksheet for calibration of calibration vessel and air-meter bowl.
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A/A

Solic.Spec" OrNo.
Project

,4/A

Structure/i/A

Tested bytf,"/•"•8•'s

Date
3-3-g7

ItemD•'•CA/E•
OfFIC•" •- •'•o, ,,.a.
Locatio n •'oa,,¢,•-/.•" /-Am

Computed by
K. Fo•g$

Date
3-3-87

Checked bff
• HA,•ao•

Date
3- 3 - 8 7

.-*.-•

Station
Depth

Offset
..,.to
•

•

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE BY PRESSURE METHOD
Air meter No.
Mass of
Water Req'd.
to Fill
Calibration
Vessel,
Ibm (kg)

Use With Figures 1 and 2

TYPE A

W
Mass of
Water Req'd.
to Fill
Air-Meter
Bowl,
Ibm (kg)

Iv

K1

PtA1
Og"

(= -J•l)

(100)

W
Effect. Volume
of Calibration
Vessel,
%

Calibration
Reading

Initial
Pressure
Req'd. to
Determine
K1
lbf/in 2 (kPa)

First Trial

Second Trial

hs

/'/4

h8

Reading at
Pressure
P,.

Reading
at Zero
Pressure
(After Release
of P,-), %

Reading at
,Pressure
P,-

%

%

h4

Reading
at Zero
Pressure
(After Release
of P,'), %

Remarks:
The expansion factor D, which is the difference between the initial and zero water level marks, does not enter into the above
calculations but should be checked.
Factory establishment of Pi is usually at 15 lbf/in2 (103.4 kPa).

Air meter No.
Do
Expansion
W (100)
Factor
Effect.
at
Volume
pressure
of Calib.
Pu
Vessel,
%
RA2

Remarks:

TYPE A
1'22
(= 0.98 Rm
Calibration
Reading
at
Pressure
Pu

P•
Pressure
Required
to Produce
lbf/in 2 (kPa)

First Trial
h5

h6

t15

1/6

Reading
at
Pressure
Pu

Reading
at Zero
Pressure
(After
Release
of P,), %

Reading
at
Pressure
Pu

Reading
at Zero
Pressure
(After
Release
of P•), %

%

on

Gauge

•4.0

Remarks:

%

01

Determined
Expansion
Factor
at/• - zero
Reading

K3
(= Rm + D1)
Calib.
Reading
at Pressure

Pressure
Required
tO

Produce
lbf/in 2 (kPa)

Calibration reading Ka is assumed to be 0.98 Rm, and expansion factorDo is assumed to be zero.

Air meter No. D- •q I
Pr
Initial
Pressure
Line

Use With Figures 1 and 3
Second Trial

TYPE B

First Trial Second Trial
Ao
Ao
Air Contem Air Content
at Zero
at Zero
Pressure
Pressure
After
After
Release
Release
of Pr, %
of Pr, %
o.0

0.o

P•,
Adjusted
Initial
Pressure
Line
on
Gauge

D=
Expansion
Factor
D2 = Ao

o.o

//'/1

Mass
of Water
Removed
From
Air-Meter
Bowl,
(•(kg)

0.72?

Use With Figures 4, 5, and 6
W
Total Mass
Mass
of Water
of Water
Removed
Req'd.
to Fill
From
Air-Meter
Air-Meter
Bowl,
Bowl,
(•)(kg)
•(kg)
m2

/. •d;

/5. a'4

RBI

Effective
Volume
of Water
Removed,
%

•. oa?

Factory establishment of Pr is approximately 4.0.
D• = zero, if calibration is correct.

Figure 10. - Sample worksheet for calibration of Type'A or B apparatus (sheet 1 of 2).
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RB2
K4
Total
Air-Meter
Effective
Readings
During
Volume
of Water Calibration of
Removed, Graduations
of Air-Meter
%
Bowl, %

/o. 04

j j#,.0
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED ON SHEET 1 OF 2
mass of water required to fill calibration vessel, in pound mass (kilograms).
W ---- mass of water required to fill measuring bowl, in pound mass (kilograms).
RAI
constant = effective volume of calibration vessel expressed as a percentage of the volume of the air-meter bowl for
pressure Pi.
K1
RAI = calibration reading at pressure Pi, in percent.
Pi = pressure to establish Kt, in pound force per square inch (kilopascals).
h3 -•
water-level reading at pressure Pi.
h4 --•
water-level reading after release of pressure P,.
D= expansion factor, in percent.
RA2 = constant = effective volume of calibration vessel expressed as a percentage of the volume of the air-meter bowl for
pressure Pu.
Do
expansion factor at pressure
Pu, in percent.
K2= (0.98) (RA2) = calculated calibration reading at pressure Pu, in percent.
P.= pressure to establish K2, in pound force per square inch (kilopascals).
hs = water-level reading at pressure Pu.
h• = water-level reading after release of pressure Pu.
Dl = determined expansion factor at h0 - zero reading.
I• = RA2 + D] = calibration reading at pressure Pt, in percent.
Pl -= pressure to establish K3, in pound force per square inch (kilopascals).
P:= initial pressure line on gauge, a pure number.
Ao
air content at zero pressure after release of pressure Pr, in percent.
P.= adjusted initial pressure line on gauge, a pure number.
192= Ao = expansion factor, in percent.
1171 -•mass of water removed from air-meter bowl to check air content graduations, in pound mass (kilograms).
117 2
total mass of water removed from air-meter bowl to check air content graduations, in pound mass (kilograms).
RB1 = effective volume of water removed with calibration vessel, in percent.
RB2
total effective volume of water removed with calibration vessel, in percent.
air meter readings in calibration of gauge graduations, in percent.
Figure 10. - Sample worksheet for calibration of Type A or B apparatus (sheet 2 of 2).
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Spec. or
Solic.
No.

• C - dg• O

Project ,•"A• •-A,•/¢
Feature/o/,/•'•/.o

,•A•

Structure, p•,/•'•Z o DAn

Tested by,•. 8J,•GE•

Item
A/,4
Location A/'A
Station
I,..---

Computed by,,•

Offset

Depth

to

•

Checked by

Date
/2-18-7o
Date

8o',¢aE• /e-/8-7c
Date

.--t-.--

AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE BY PRESSURE METHOD

Meter No. Dhl 7

Nominal
Size
Fraction

Sand

AGGREGATE CORRECTION FACTOR
Type of Meter

Mass for Batching
Aggregates in
Concrete Mix

Fb

Cb

Concrete Volume B =

Mass for Proportionin•
Aggregates in Meter
:
Bowl to Determine G
Fa
C•
Fb (S)
Ct, (S)
Ingredients

Mass of
Mass of
Fine
Coarse
Aggregate, Aggregate, Mass of
Ibm
Ibm
FinelbmAgg.,
B+27
B+27

12#

B

Mass of
Agg.,C°arselbm

/o.4

•, 5"

ft 3

Volume of Ingredients. of Concrete Test
Sample for Air Content Determination
V•
V•
V•
V•
Vt
Volume
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
of Air
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
in Unit
of Cement
of Mortar
of Coarse
of All
•atch,
in Unit
in Unit
Aggregate
Materials
0•
d3Batch'

(•
d3Batch'

in•
d3Sample' "'./•--i•n•ple'
•

0.0471

0.1o•'7

Water
Fine
Aggregate
No. 4 to
•.• inches
Plus
inches• Vo =

O./oK7

O./qo/, o./qog

o./qog
•./735"

0.77•4"

1,2. /
Air
Cement
Water
Fine
Aggregate
No. 4 to
__ inches
Plus
inches, Vo =
Totals

Air
Cement
Water
Fine
Aggregate
No. 4 to
I inches
Plus
inches, Vo =
Totals
Figure 1 la. - Sample worksheet for aggregate correction factorand air content of concrete (inch-pound units, sheet 1 of 2).
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0. Io3"7

o.4od8 0.40/,2
0.0471 O.OTdCl 0.•732

Totals

/4-6

VolumeofbowlsampleS=•o•4C]2

0.o7•9 0.o7•9 0.o?gq O.aTd?

Cement

97

Yd 3

f•)Yd3

Air

No. 4 to
3/8 inch
No. 4 to
½ inch
No. 4 to
3A inch
No. 4 to
1 inch
to
3A inch
½ to
1 •A inches
•A to
1½ inches
Plus 1½
inches
1 to2
inches
lZAto
2½ inches
1½ to 3
inches
Plus 3
inches
2 to4
inches
3 to6
inches

Aa
Design
Air
Content,
%

3"

0.q52?
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Type A Meter
hi
ha
Gl
Aa
Reading Reading hi -/'• Design
at
at Zero
Agg.
Air
Press. i Press. (After Corr. Content
%
Po,
Release Factor
%
%
of Po),
%

Concrete
Sample
No.

4.5"

0.70

4.•"

4.7

0,•

4.S

0.70

4.•"

4.7

0.2

Mm
Mass of
Tare Mass
Air-Meter of Air-Meter
Bowl and
Bowl,
Test Sample,
Ibm
Ibm

44.gZ

Type B Meter ,
Water Removed
A.
G•
from Bowl
Meter A•- Aa
mt
Rm
Reading Agg.
Mass,
Volume, for Agg. Corr.
Ibm
%
Corr.
Factor,
Factor,
%
%

ze4

D•
Mm - BT
S
Density of
Test Sample,
lbm/fO

14#.o

AIR CONTENT
At
Aj
GI or•
Am
Air-Meter
Aggregate Aa- GI or(/•g
100 A• V•
Reading of
Correction
True Air'-- l O0 V,- A, Vo
Air Content of
Content of
Test Sample,
Factor,
Full Mixture,
Test Sample,
%
%
%
%

o.a

4.4

3.5

Am
IOOA

Air Content
of Mortar,

%

8:.4

Figure 1 la. -- Sample worksheet for aggregatecorrection factor and air content of concrete (inch-pound units, sheet 2 of 2).
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Spec.
Solic. or
No.
Project

Fraction

Item
A/,4
Compute•.
Location A/A
.8o',e 6"•'A•
Checked by
Station •
Offset
D. OmA/€
Depth •
to
AIR CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE BY PRESSURE METHOD

Type of Meter

Mass for Batching
Aggregates in
Concrete Mix
Fb
Cb
Mass
Fine°f

Mass
Coarseof

Aggregate, Aggregate,
kg
kg
Sand
4.75 to
9.5 mm
4.75 to
12.5 mm
4.75 to
19.0 mm
4.75 to
25.0 mm
9.5 to
19.0 mm
12.5 to
31.5 mm
19.0 to
37.5 mm
Plus
37.5 mm
25.0 to
50 mm
31.5 to
63 mm
37.5 to
75 mm
Plus
75 mm
50 to
100 mrn
75 to
150 mm

Tested by• 8U,•¢Et•

D,4•

/2-/6'-7o
Date

,,•'A• I,'-,•,•/•

Meter No. O g/7

Nominal
Size

Structure/oo',Ea/_o

D 6"- •' 820

2000

8

AGGREGATE CORRECTION FACTOR
Concrete Volume B =
3
m3

Mass for Proportioning
Aggregates in Meter
Bowl to Determine G
F,
C,
Fb (•-)

Cb (.•_)

Mass of
Fine Agg.,
kg

Mass of
Coarse
Agg., kg

4. 705

Ingredients

Aa
Design
Air

V•/•
Volume

Content,%

in
ofUnit
Air
Batch,
m3

4, K

Air

/•'g i

3. d 7.;2

Volume of bowl sample S =O.0oTOtTm 3
Volume of Ingredients of Concrete Test
Sample for Air Content Determination
V•
V•
v•
vt
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
of All
of Cement of Mortar of Coarse
in Unit
in Unit
Aggregate Materials
in Sample, in Sample,
Batch,
Batch,
m•
m3
m3
m3

O. oq•71

O.oT/,q 0.o7g,9 o.oTgq

Cement

Date

I•-lq-7o

O.O?gq

0.Io5.7 O.ioK7 0.105"7

Water
Fine
Aggregate
4.75 to

O. I•O(,

o./qo6 O./gog
0.40/,2 0.4092
0.173£

0.0471 O.07gq 0.3732 O. 77q40. 9•'2q

Totals

233•k

£4•o
Air
Cement
Water
Fine
Aggregate
4.75 to
-- mm

Plus
mm, Vo =
Totals

Air
Cement
Water
Fine
Agsre•ate
4.75 to
__ mm
Plus
am, Vo =
Totals
Figure 1 lb. - Sample worksheet for aggregatecorrection factor and air content of concrete (SI-metric units, sheet 1 of 2).
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Type A Meter
hi
h2
Reading Reading
at
at Zero
Press. Press. (After
Po,
Release

%

of Po),
%

M,

Concrete
Sample
No.

GI
Ad
hi -/• Design
Agg.
Air
Corr. Content
Factor
%

%

Mass of
Air-Meter
Bowl and
Test Sample,

ks
20.33

Type B Meter
Water Removed
A,
G,
from Bowl
Meter A• - A•
ml
Rm
Reading Agg.
Mass,
Volume, for Agg.
Corr.
kg
%
Corr.
Factor,
Factor,
%

%

4.5 O. 3/8

4.a"

4.7

o.z

4.f O.3/8'

4.5"

4.7

a.Z

Tare Mass
of Air-Meter
Bowl,

ks
.3.60

D,

M.- BT
S
Density of
Test Sample,
k•/m3

23 7/

AIR CONTENT
A,
GI or:)
Air-Meter
AggregXaf6
Readingof Correction
Test Sample,
Factor,
%

%

4.4

o.a

At

Am

Am- G1 or •
100 Aa V#
True Air'IOO V,- A, Vo
Air Content of
Content of
Full Mixture,
Test Sample,

%

%

4.2

d.S

Figure 1 lb. -- Sample worksheet for aggregatecorrection factor and air content of concrete

Am

100 AV•
100 V= + A. (Vm- Vm:
Air Content
of Mortar,

%

•4

SI-metric units, sheet 2 of 2).

APPENDIX
X1.

CALIBRATION OF TYPE A APPARATUS
(Mandatory Information)

X1.1 The symbols used in this appendix are of the
generic type; more explicit use of the symbols, complete
with subscripts, is shown on the worksheets, figures 8
through 11.
X1.2 Calibration tests shall be performed in accordance
with the following methods as applicable to the meter
type being used.
X1.3 Calibration of Calibration VesseL-Determine
accurately the mass of water, w, required to fill calibration
vessel, using a scale accurate to 0.1 percent of mass of
vessel filledwith water.
X1.4 Calibration ofMeasuring Bowl.-Determine mass
of water, W, required to fill measuring bowl, using a scale
accurate to 0.1 percent of mass of bowl filled with water.
Slide a glass plate carefully over flangeof bowl in a manner
to ensure that bowl is completely filled with water. A thin
film of cup grease smeared on flange of bowl will make
a watertight jointbetween glass plate and top of bowl.
X1.5 Effective Volume of Calibration VesseL-The
constant R represents effective volume of calibration vessel
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expressed as a percentage of volume of measuring bowl.
Calculate R as follows:

_/o.98 w•

R -- •](100)

(1)

where:
R = effective volume of calibration vessel
expressed as a percentage of volume of
measuring bowl,
u, = mass of water required to fill calibration
vessel, in pound mass (kilograms); and
W = mass of water required to fill measuring bowl,
in pound mass (kilograms)..
NOTE Xl.1.-The factor 0.98 in equation (1) is used to correct
for the reduction in volume of air in calibration vessel when
air is compressed by a depth of water equal to depth of measuring
bowl. This factor is about 0.98 for an 8-inch (203-ram) deep
measuring bowl at sea level. This value decreasesto about 0.975

USBR 4231

at 5,000 feet (1524 m) above sea level, and to 0.970 at 13,000 feet
(3962.4 m) above sea level. The value of this constant will decrease
by about 0.01 for each 4-inch (102-mm) increase in bowl depth.
X1.5.1 Figures8 and 9 show typical calculation forms
for determining volume of calibration vessel and air-meter
bowl.
X1.6 Determination of Allowance for Expansion
Factor.-Determinethe expansion factor D (note X1.2)
by fillingapparatus with water only and applying an air
pressure approximately equal to operating pressure P, as
determined by calibration test described in section X1.8.
Ensure that all entrapped air has been removed and that
water level is exactly on zero mark (note X1.3). The amount
the water column lowers will be the equivalent expansion
factor, D, for that particular apparatus and pressure
(note X1.4).
NOTE X1.2.-Although the bowl, cover, and clamping
mechanism of the apparatus must necessarily be sturdily
constructed so that it will be pressuretight, the application of
internal pressure will result in a small increase in volume. This
expansion will not affect the test results because, as described
in sections 7 and 9, the amount of expansion is the same for
the test for air in concrete as for the test for the aggregate
correction factor on combined fine and coarse aggregates, and
is thereby automatically cancelled. However, this expansion does
enter into calibration test to determine air pressure to be used
in testing fresh concrete.
NOTE X1.3.-The water columns on some type A meters are
marked with an initial water level and a zero mark, the difference
between these two marks being the allowance for the expansion
factor. This allowance should be checked in the same manner
as for meters not having these marks. For meters with such
marks, the expansion factor should be omitted when computing
the calibration readings in section X1.8.
NOTE X1.4.-For this procedure, it is sufficiently accurate to
use an approximate value for P, as determined by making a
preliminary calibration test as described in section X1.8 except
that an approximate value for the calibration reading, K, should
be used. For this test, K= 0.98 R. The expansion factor D,
as yet unknown, is assumed to be zero.
X1.7 Calibration Reading.-The calibration reading, K,
is the final meter reading to be obtained when meter is
operated at correct calibration pressure. This reading is
determined:
K = R + D

(2)

where:

X1.8 Calibration Test to Determine Operating
Pressure on Pressure Gauge for Meters Similar to Meter
Shown on Figure 2.-If rim of calibrationvessel contains
no recesses or projections,install three or more spacers
equallyspaced aroundcircumferenceof vessel. Invertvessel
and place at center of dry bottomof rfieasuring bowl. The
spacers willprovidean openingfor the flow of water into
vessel when pressureis applied. Secure the invertedvessel
against displacementand carefullylower cover assembly.
For meters similar to the meter shown on figure 3, the
calibrationvessel is maintained in the upright position.
Fill the meter bowl with water. After cover is clamped
in place, carefullyadjust apparatus assembly to a vertical
positionand add water at existinga!r temperature, using
the tube and funnel, until water rises above zero mark
on standpipe. Close the vent, and pump air into apparatus
to approximateoperating pressure. Incline the assembly
about 30° from vertical and, using bottom of bowl as a
pivot, inscribeseveral complete circles with upper end of
standpipe. During this operation,tap the cover and sides
of bowl lightlyto remove any entrapped air adhering to
inner surfacesof apparatus.Return apparatusto a vertical
position,gradually release pressure(to avoid loss of air
from calibrationvessel), and open vent. Bring water level
exactlyto zero mark by bleedingwater through the petcock
in top of conicalcover. After closingvent, apply pressure
until water level has dropped an"amount equivalent to
about 0.1 to 0.2 percent of air more than the value of
the calibrationreading, K, as determinedin x 1.7. To relieve
local restraints, lightlytap sides of bowl and, when water
level is exactly at value of calibration reading, K, read
the pressureP, as indicatedby gauge, and record to nearest
0.1 lbf/in2 (0.7 kPa). Graduallyrelease pressureand open
vent to determinewhetherwater level returns to zero mark
when sides of bowl are tapped lightly, failure to do so
indicatesloss of air from calibrationvesse! or loss of water
due to a leak in assembly. If watei level fails to return
to within 0.05 percent air of zero. mark and no leakage
other than a few drops of water occul:s,some air probably
was lost from calibration vessel. In this case, repeat
calibrationprocedure from the start. If leakage is more
than a few dropsof water, tighten the leakingjointbefore
repeating calibrationprocedure. Check indicatedpressure
reading promptlyby bringingwater level exactly to zero
mark, closing vent, and applying,the pressure, P, just
determined.Tap gauge lightlywith a. finger. When gauge
indicates the exact pressure, P, the water column should
read the value of the calibrationre'ading, K, that was used
in the initialpressureapplicationwithinabout0.05 percent
of air.
Caution: The apparatus assembly must not be moved
from the verticalpositionuntilpressurehas been applied,
whichwill force water about one-thirdof the way up into
calibrationvessel. Any loss of air from vessel will nullify
the calibration.

K = calibration reading, in percent;
D = expansion factor (sec. X1.6 and note X1.5), in
percent; and
R = as previously defined.
NOTE X1.5.-If water column indicator is graduated to include
an initial water level and a zero mark, with the difference between
the two marks being equivalent to expansion factor, the term
D shall be omitted from equation (2).

X1.9 Figure 10 shows a typical worksheet for
determining expansion factor D, calibration reading K,
and operating pressure P
368
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APPENDIX
X2.

CALIBRATION OF TYPE B APPARATUS
(Mandatory Information)

X2.1 The symbols used in this appendix are of
the generic type; more explicit use of the symbols,
complete with subscripts, is shown on the worksheets,
figure 8 through 11.
X2.2 Calibration tests shall be performed in
accordance with the following methods as applicable
to the meter type being used.
X2.3 Calibration of Calibration VesseL-Determine
accurately the mass of water, w, required to fillcalibration
vessel, using a scale accurate to 0.1 percent of mass of
vessel filledwith water•
X2.4 Calibration OfMeasuring BowL-Determine mass
of water, W, required to fill measuring bowl, using a scale
accurate to 0.1 percent: of mass of bowl filled with water.
Slide a glass.plate carefully over flange of bowl in a manner
to ensure that bowl is mmpletely filled with water. A thin
film of cup grease s•neared on flange of bowl will make
a watertight joint between glass plate and top of bowl.
X2.5 Effective Volume of Calibration VesseL-The
constant R representsZeffective volume of calibration vessel
expressed as a percentage of volume of measuring bowl.
The depth of measuring bowl and atmospheric pressure
do not affect the effective volume of vessel for type B
meters. Calculate R as follows:

where:
R = effective volume of calibration vessel
expressed as a percentage of volume of
measuring bowl,
w = mass of water required to fill calibration vessel, in pbund mass (kilograms); and
W = mass of wafer required to fill measuring bowl,
in pound mass (kilograms).
X2.5.1 Figures8 and 9 show typical calculation forms
for determining volume of calibration vessel and air-meter
bowl.
X2.6 Determination of Allowance for Expansion
Factor.-The allowanc• for the expansion factor, D, is
included in the difference between the initial pressure
indicated on pressure gauge and zero-percent mark on aircontent scale on gauge. This allowance shall be checked
by filling apparatus with water and pumping air into air
chamber until gauge hfind is stabilized at indicated initial
pressure line, and then releasing air to measuring bowl
(note X2.1). During this operation, ensure that all
entrapped air has been removed. If initial pressure line
is correctly positioned, gauge should read zero percent.
The initial pressure line shall be adjusted if two or more
determinations show the same variation from zero percent.
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The test shall be repeated to check the adjusted initial
pressure line.
NOTE X2.1.-This determination may be accomplished in
conjunction with calibration test described in section X2.8.
X2.7 Calibration Reading.-The calibration reading, K,
is the final meter reading to be obtained when meter is
operated at correct calibration pressure• For the type B
meter, the calibration reading is the same as the effective
volume of the calibration vessel:
K = R

(2)

where:
K = calibration reading, in percent; and
R = as previously defined.
X2.8 Calibration Test to Check Air Content Graduationson Pressure Gauge.-Fill measuring bowl with water
as described in X2.4. Screw the short piece of tubing or
pipe furnishedwith apparatus into threaded petcock hole
on underside of cover assembly, and assemble apparatus.
Close air valve between air chamber and measuring bowl,
and open the two petcocks on holes through cover assembly.
Add water through the petcock on cover assembly having
the extension below until all air is expelled from second
petcock. Pump air into air chamber until pressure reaches
indicated initial pressure line. Allow a few seconds for
compressed air to cool to normal temperature. Stabilize
gauge hand at initial pressure line by pumping or bleeding
off air as necessary while lightly tapping gauge. Close
petcock not provided with tube or pipe extension on
underside of cover• Remove water from assembly to
calibration vessel controlling the flow, depending on
particular meter design, by opening petcock provided with
tube or pipe extension and cracking air valve between air
chamber and measuring bowl or by opening air valve and
using petcock to control flow. Perform calibration at an
air content which is within normal range of use. If
calibration vessel has a capacity within normal range of
use (set. X2.3), remove exactly that amount of water• With
some meters, the calibration vessel is quite small, which
makes it necessary to remove its capacity several times
to obtain an air content within normal range of use. In
this instance, carefully collect water in an auxiliary container
and determine amount removed by determining mass to
nearest 0.1 percent. Calculate the correct volume, R, using
equation (1). Release air from apparatus at petcock not
used for filling calibration vessel and, if apparatus uses
an auxiliary tube for filling vessel, open petcock to which
tube is connected to drain tube back into measuring bowl
(note X2.2). At this point, measuring bowl contains the
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previously described. If difficulty is encountered in
obtaining consistentreadings, check for leaks, for presence
of water inside air chamber (fig. 4), or for presence of
air bubbles clinging to inside surfaces of meter from the
use of cool aerated water. For this latter case, use deaerated
water which can be obtained by cooling hot water to room
temperature.

percentage of air determined by calibration test of
calibration vessel. Pump air into air chamber until pressure
reaches initial pressure line marked on pressure gauge,
close both petcocks in cover assembly, and then open valve
between air chamber and measuring bowl. The indicated
air content on pressure gauge dial should correspond to
percentage of air determined to be in-measuring bowl.
If two or more determinations show the same variation
from the correct air content, the dial hand shall be reset
to correct air content and test repeated until gauge reading
corresponds to calibrated air content within 0.1 percent.
If dial hand was reset to obtain correct air content, recheck
initial pressure mark as noted in section X2.6. If a new
initial pressure reading is required, repeat calibration to
check accuracy of graduation on pressure gauge, as

NOTE X2.2.-If calibration vessel is an integral part of cover
assembly, petcock used for filling vessel should be closed
immediately after filling vessel and not opened until test is
completed.
X2.9 Figure 10 shows a typical worksheet for
determining the expansion factor D, calibration reading
K, and operating pressure P.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

••

USBR 4232-92

BLEEDING OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4232; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 232-71 (Reapproved 1977).

Scope

mm), and shall be externally reinforced around the top
with No. 10 to No. 12 U.S. gauge metal band, 1-1/2 inches
(38 mm) wide. Inside of container shall be smooth, and
free from corrosion, coatings, or lubricants. A steel cover
shall be provided for container. Container and cover shall
conform with design shown on figure 1.
3.2 Scale.-A scale with sufficient capacity to determine
mass within an accuracy of 0.5 percent.
3.3 Pipet.-A pipet or similar instrument for removing
free water from surface of test specimen.
3.4 Glass Graduate.-A 100-cm 3 capacity glass graduate
for collecting and measuring quantity of water withdrawn.
3.5 Tamping Rod.-A round, straight, steel rod, 5/8
inch (16 mm) in diameter and about 24 inches (610 mm)
in length, with tamping end rounded to a 5/8-inch-diameter
hemispherical tip.
3.6 MetalBeaker (Optional).-A 1000-cm3 metal beaker
for collecting decanted supernatant water and sludge (note
1).
3.7 Balance (Optional).-A balance sensitive to 1 gram
for determining mass of decanted water and sludge (note
1).
3.8 Hotplate (Optional).-A small, electric hotplate or
other source of heat for evaporating decanted water (note
1).

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the relative quantity of mixing water that
will bleed from a sample of freshly mixed concrete. Two
methods, which differ primarily in the degree of vibration
to which the concrete sample is subjected, are included
as follows:
1.1.1 Method A.-For a sample consolidated by
tamping only, and tested without furtherdisturbance.
1.1.2 Method B.-For a sample consolidated by
vibration, and tested with additional intermittent periods
of vibration.
1.2 Samples of concrete from the same batch are not
expected to yield same test results when tested by each
method. When various concretes "are to be compared, all
tests should be conducted using the same method, and the
sample masses, if batches are of similar density, should
not differ by more than 2 Ibm (0.9 kg).
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete.
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 232 Standard Test Method for Bleeding of Concrete 1
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials I

NOTE 1.-The optional items (secs. 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8) are required
if procedure of measuring amount of bleeding water recovered
is one involving mass determination, evaporation, and
redetermining mass.
4.

METHOD A - SAMPLE CONSOLIDATED
BY TAMPING
3.

Precautions

4.1 This method may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Apparatus

3.1 Container.-A cylindrical container of about 0.5 ft3
(0.014 m 3) capacity, with an inside diameter of 10±1/4
inches (254±6.4 ram) and an inside height of 11±1/4 inches
(279±6.4 mm). Container shall be made of a metal having
a thickness of No. 10 to No. 12 U.S. gauge (3.6 to 2.8

5.

Test Specimen

5.1 For concrete made in laboratory, prepare concrete
as described in USBR 4192. For concrete made in field,
sample concrete as described in USBR 4172.

I AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
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BLEEDING CONTAINER
Figure 1. - Container and cover.

5.2 The apparatus described in this method may be
used with samples of concrete containing any size aggregate
graded up to and including a nominal maximum size of
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm). Concrete containing aggregate
larger than 1-1/2 inches shall be wet sieved over a
1-1/2-inch sieve and test performed on portion of sample
that passes this sieve.
5.3 Fill container with concrete in accordance with
section 7 of USBR 4138, except that container shall be
filled to a height of 10+1/8 inches (254-t-3.2 mm). Level
top surface of concrete to a reasonably smooth surface by
a minimum amount of troweling.
6.

Calibration

and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
7.

Procedure

surface at 10-minute intervals during first 40 minutes and
at 30-minute intervals thereafter until cessation of bleeding.
To facilitate collection of bleeding water, tilt specimen
carefully by placing a block about 2 inches (50 ram) thick
under one side of container 2 minutes prior to each time
water is withdrawn. After water is removed, return
container to a level position without jarring. After each
withdrawal, transfer water to a 100-cm 3 graduate. Record
accumulated quantity of water after each transfer. When
only the total volume of bleeding is to be determined,
the periodic removal procedure may be omitted and entire
amount may be removed in a single operation. To determine
mass of bleeding water and to exclude material present
other than the water, carefully decant contents of cylinder
into a metal beaker. Determine and record mass of beaker
plus contents. Dry beaker plus contents to a constant mass
and record final mass. The difference between the two
mass determinations is the mass of the bleeding water.
The mass of the sludge may also be obtained, if desired,
by subtracting mass of beaker.
8.

7.1 During test, maintain ambient temperature
between 65 and 75 °F (18.3 and 23.9 °C). Immediately
after troweling surface of specimen, record time and
determine mass of container plus contents. Place specimen
and container on a level platform or floor that is free
from noticeable vibration, and cover container to prevent
evaporation of bleed water. Keep cover in place throughout
test, except when drawing off water. Remove with a pipet
or similar instrument the water that has accumulated on

Calculations

8.1 Calculate volume of bleeding water per unit area
of surface as follows:
V --

V1
A

(1)

where:
V = volume of bleeding water per unit area of surface
in cubic feet (cubic centimeters),
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V1 = volume of bleeding water measured during
selected time interval in cubic feet (cubic
centimeters), and
A = surface area of concrete in square feet (square
centimeters).
8.1.1 The comparative rate of bleeding can be
determined as test progresses by comparing volume of
bleeding water for each equal time interval.
8.2 Calculate the accumulated bleeding water,
expressed as a percentage of free (above saturated-surfacedry) mixing water contained within test specimen, as
follows:
C=

•
(S)
(m)

Bleeding (percent) = D(100)

(2)

12.

(3)

12.1 The vibrating cycle shall be power on for 3
seconds, power off for 30 seconds. However, due to coasting
of motor after power is turned off, period of perceptible
vibration is about 7 seconds.

where:
C = mass of water in test specimen in pound mass
(grams),
M = total mass of batch in pound mass (kilograms),
m = free mass of water in batch in pound mass
(kilograms),
S = mass of sample in pound mass (grams), and
D = mass of bleeding water in pound mass (grams)
or total volume withdrawn from test specimen in cubic feet (cubic centimeters) multiplied by 62.4 lbm/ft 3 (1 g/cm3).
8.3

13.

9.1
10.

14.

Figure 3 shows a typical calculation form.

Figure 3 also serves as a reporting form.
Precision and Bias

10.1 Data are not currently available to evaluate
precision of method A directly; however, the precision for
method A is at least asgood as that for method B. Therefore,
the values given in section 17 for method B may be used
as maximum precision limits for method A.
10.2 The bias for method A has not been established.
METHOD B - SAMPLE CONSOLIDATED
VIBRATION
11.

Vibrating Cycle

Test Specimen

13.1 Sample shall be prepared as described in section
5.1.
13.2 Sample shall be placed in container to a depth
equal to about one-half the average diameter of container.
Size of the test sample can best be regulated by mass;
a sample with a mass of 45+1 Ibm (20.4+0.5 kg) usually
meets the requirements for the apparatus.

Report

9.

to shaft of motor by a setscrew. The eccentric shall be
fabricated from cold-rolled stock in accordance with details
and dimensions shown on figure 2. The hole through the
eccentric shall be 34/64 inch (13.5 mm) or an appropriate
size to accommodate motor shaft. The platform shall be
supported on rubber supports resting on a concrete slab.
The concrete slab should be separated from the floor by
a layer of cork (fig. 2).
11.2 Timer.-A timing device to regulate periods of
vibration of platform and specimen shall be provided in
accordance with section 12.
11.3 The remainder of the apparatus is identical with
that given in sections 3.1 through 3.8.

BY

Apparatus

11.1 Vibrating Platform.-Aplatform shall be provided
upon which the filledcontainer shall be mounted. Platform
shall be equipped with a suitable device so that intermittent
periods of vibration of reproducible duration, frequency,
and amplitude will be imparted to specimen container as
prescribed by section 12. Suitable vibration will be provided
by a 1/8-hp (93-W) electric motor bolted to platform,with
a small eccentric having a mass of about 110 gramsattached
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14.1 Consolidation of Test Specimen.-Consolidate
sample in container by vibrating only until desired degree
of compaction has been achieved. Stop consolidating
procedure immediately upon firstappearance of free water
segregating from concrete as indicated by development of
a water sheen on its surface. For some unusuallywet or
plastic mixtures, no consolidating effort will be needed
beyond that supplied by placing sample in container,
handling container during operations of mass determination, and placing container on platform for test.
14.2 Intermittent Vibration.-Place cover on container
and then place on vibrating platform. Clamp container
to platform and the cover to container. Note and record
time, and start motor. Continue intermittent vibration for
1 hour.
14.3 Determination of Bleecb'ng Water.-The intermittent periods of vibration do not permit determination of
bleeding water at a number of different time intervals,
only a final total amount of bleeding water. Determine
total volume of bleeding water in accordance with applicable
portions of section 7.
15.

Calculations

15.1 Calculate percentage of bleeding water as
described in section 8. Figure 3 shows a typical calca•lation
form.
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Figure 2. - Details of vibrating platform apparatus.
16.

Report

16.1
17.

operator on same day on clifferent batches of same mixture
should not differ by more than 2.0 percent for bleeding
range from 0 to 10 percent, 3.0 percent from 10 to 20
percent, and 5.0 percent for more than 20 percent.

Figure 3 also serves as a reporting form.

Precision and Bias

17.1 The single operator-day-multibatch
standard
deviation has been found to be 0.71 percent for a bleeding
range from 0 to 10 percent, 1.06 percent from 10 to 20
percent, and 1.77 percent for more than 20 percent.
Therefore, results of two properly conducted tests by same

NOTE 2.-Values of precision shown in section 17.1 are the
1S and D2S limits as described in ASTM C 670.
17.2
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The bias for method B has not been established.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

Structure

OC- 7_4"5 7

Project_
••'AI TAeAA A,,• / z o,,q',4
Feature
oWA•r-G/zA

A•E.qC•/l- 8
A¢•EDz/cr

Date

Tested b•. /,9"YA 7" T

Item

Location
Station,•,4L2÷OO
Depth
._-

Computed by
Date
8. 14/yA 7 7"
.£-/ 7-$'.g
Checked by
Date
6. ,•'rEPHEH$ .4"-/7-84

Offset --to ....

BLEEDING OF CONCRETE
CONCRETE MATERIALS
TypeandSourceofPortlandCement:
TyP£2• ZAj A,•I2"o,v'A Po,,•r-'A,,V',oj R/." L/r'oa AZ
Class and Source of Pozzolan:
•"• .• .•s • ktf•'..s'•',•,•,,AsN•
C'-".•At/c..s'D.,4•' • .4 Z
AEA:
P,•o 7"E)€
Other Admixtures:
P,•o TEX P,O,,e• - •5"
MIX PROPORTIONS
Water,
Ibm

Cement Pozzolan,
Ibm
Ibm

234

434

/o q

Sand,
Ibm

No. 4 to 3/4 inch,
Ibm

Coarse Aggregate
3/4 to 1-1/2 inches,
Ibm

1-1/2 to 3 inches,
Ibm

,P o •

••r,•"

•

l• /q8

AEA,
ounces

WRA,
ounces

Density,
lbm/yd 3

c?

23

,3, 7 72

M (Mass of Batch): •Ibm, m (Mass of Water in Batch):
2.•4 Ibm, S (Mass of Sample):
79. •/ Ibm
Container:
Diameter //. O inches, Height //. O
inches, A (Area of Exposed Concrete) (wD2/4) o. 66" ft2
Mass of Beaker: O. 22. 7 Ibm, Ambient Temperature:
70 °F

10
Mass of beaker, bleed water, and
accumulatedsludge, Ibm
Mass of beaker and accumulated sludge
(water evaporated), Ibm
Mass of beaker, Ibm

O. •'73

o. 230°

20

Method A minutes
30
40

Method B
70

100

1 hour

0. •71

O. 2•q

O. •£7

0. 265

d. 247

O. 3 S*q-

o. 25,Y

0. 2•0

to. 2eg 2

o. 2e•2

0. 227

0.2Z7

0.353

Mass of sludge, Ibm

0.011

to.@20

0.027

0oO3l

•. to35

0. 03•"

O. 03ff

D, Mass of bleed water, Ibm

0. 035"

O. 0•,4-

o. o/5"

to. tooq

O. 0 05

0. 003

0. 0 q I

V•, Volume of bleed water, in•

O. • q

O. •

4/5

O. 24q

O. I•

0. 0 •

2. St20

v, Volume of bleed water per unit area of
surface:
V = Vz/A, in•

0.0107.

O. d070 o. 0044 O. oo•

O0/S" O. O00q

0. o•£

C, Mass of water in test specimen,
C= (m/m)(s) =
4.'• Ibm
Bleeding (percent) = (D/C)(IO0)

O. 71

0. 48'

0. •0

O. 18

Figure 3a. - Sample data and calculation form (inch-pound units).
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BLEEDING OF CONCRETE
CONCRETE MATERIALS
Type and Source of Portland Cement:
TYPE 27" •',4. A,•/aro,•/A Po•,7"z.A.v•. •s•[../7"o,
Class and Source of Pozzolan:
•"-',4a'_w ,• /4,",e",¢T•'•" .•rH,
•AAr•'=•A•=•a •4.Z
AEA:
,•€•o 7"•x'•€
Other Admixtures:
Pe•o•"3€
,ObA-•_a"

.,4.Z

MIX PROPORTIONS
Water,
kg

long

Cement Pozzolan,
kg
kg

/q7

4q

Sand,
kg

4.75 to 19.0 mm,
kg

K.€4

Coarse Aggregate
19.0 to 37.5 mm,
kg

37.5 to 75 mm,
kg

4.4d?

•

36 7

AEA,
mL

WRA,
mL

Density,
kg/m 3

2d•;

• 73

17/I

M (Mass of Batch):
/ 7// kg, m (Mass of Water in Batch):
/O6 kg, S (Mass of Sample): 3• •oO grams
Container:
Diameter •o 7 •r ram, Height • 7 q ram, A (Area of ExposedConcrete) (7rD2/4) d/3. I cm 2
Mass of Beaker:
/o.8 grams, Ambient Temperature:
2. l °C

Mass of beaker, bleed water, and
accumulatedsludge, grams
Mass of beaker and accumulated sludge
(water evaporated), grams
Mass of beaker, grams
Mass of sludge, grams
D, Mass of bleed water, grams

Method A, minutes
40
30

100

Method B
1 hour

20

/Z4

/23

122

/•/

lO•i'

//2

I/•

/17

II•J"

//q

II q

lOB

/0•

IO•

Io.•

Io•

lOB

/0•

•"

q

/•

/4-

/•"

/•

/6"

/$

//

-(

.f

2

.,41

,4-

2

.4./

V•, Volume of bleed water, cm•

//

V, Volume of bleed water per unit area of
surface:
V = V•/A, cm 3
C, Mass of water in test specimen,
C = (mlM)(S) = •2"q•
grams
Bleeding (percent) = (D/C)(IO0)

70

10

7

0.o251 !0. o/7€/ o.!1• t

o. 71

004=/

O. OOg•" 0. o0•3

o. 81

Figure 3b. - Sample data and calculation form (SI-metric).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4233-92

TESTING AIR-ENTRAINING ADMIXTURES
FOR CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4233; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 233-82.

1.

D 1193 Specification for Reagent Water 3
D 1429 Test Methods for Specific Gravity of Water and
Brine 3
E 70 Test Method for pH of Aqueous Solutions with
the Glass Electrode 4
E 100 Specification for ASTM Hydrometers 5

Scope

1.1 This designation covers procedures for testing of
materials proposed for use as air-entraining admixtures
to be added to concrete mixtures in the field. These tests
are based on arbitrary stipulations permitting highly.
standardized testing in the laboratory and are not intended
to simulate actual job conditions.

2.

3.

Materials

3.1 Cement=The
cement used in any series of tests
shall be either the cement proposed for specific work in
accordance with section 3.4, Type I or II cement conforming
to ASTM C 150, or a blend of two or more cements in
equal parts. Each cement of the blend shall conform to
requirements of either Type I or II cement conforming
to ASTM C 150. If a blend of cements is used, the blend
shall also be a combination which produces an air content
less than 10 percent when tested in accordance with USBR
4185.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by
Volumetric Method
4185 Air Content of Hydraulic Cement Mortar
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4211 Selecting Proportions for Concrete Mixtures
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4232 Bleeding of Concrete
4403 Time-of-Setting of Concrete Mixtures by Penetration Resistance
4666 Resistance of Concrete to Rapid Freezing and
Thawing
2.2 ASTM Standatds:
C 150 Specification for Portland Cement •.2
C 157 Test Method for Length Change of Hardened
Cement Mortar and Concrete •
C 233 Standard Method of Testing Air-Entraining
Admixtures for Concrete 2
C 260 Specification for Air-Entraining Admixtures for
Concrete 2

3.2 Aggregates=Except
when tests are made in
accordance with 3.4, using aggregates proposed for specific
work, the fine and coarse aggregatesused in any series.
of tests shall come from single lots of well-graded, sound
materials that conform to the requirements of 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
and 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Aggregate Gradation.-The specific work requirements of section 3.4 may dictate aggregate gradings for
fine and coarse aggregate. If no specific workrequirements
exist, aggregates should conform to requirements shown
in sections3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
3.2.2 Fine AggregateGrading.

i AnnualBook o£ASTMStandards,vol. 04.01
2 Annual BookofASTM Standards, voL 04.02

3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 11.01.
4 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 15.05.
5 AnnualBookofASTMSrandards,voL 14.01.

NOTE 1.-h is recommended that whenever practicable, tests
be made in accordance with section 3.4 using the cement and
pozzolanic or chemical admixtures,if any, proposed for the specific
work.
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Sieve size
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Pan

4 (4.75 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600 #m)
50 (300 #m)
100 (150 #m)

Percentageretained
(individual)
0 to 5
5 to 15
10 to 25*
10 to 30
15 to 35
12 to 20
3

* If individual percentage retained on No. 16 sieve
is 20 percent or less, maximum limit for percentage
retained on No. 8 sieve may be increased to 20 percent.
3.2.3 Coarse Aggregate Grading.-The maximum
size aggregate shall be 1-1/2 inches (37.5 ram). The coarse
aggregate shall be separated into two size fractions,No.
4 to 3/4 inch (4.75 to 19.0 mm) and 3/4 to 1-1/2 inches.
These two fractions shall be combined in equal masses.
For the No. 4 to 3/4-inch fraction,a minimum of 50 percent
should be retained on the 3/8-inch (9.5-mm) sieve. For
the 3/4- to 1-1/2-inch fraction,a minimum of 25 percent
should be retained on the 1-1/4-inch (31.5-mm) sieve.
3.3 Reference Admixture.-For this procedure, unless
otherwise requested by purchaser, the reference admixture
used in the concrete mixture specified in section 4 shall
be "neutralized Vinsol resin. ''6
3.4 Specific Use Test Materials.-When
it is desired to
test an air-entraining admixture for use in specific work,
cement and aggregatesshould be representative of those
proposed for use in the work, and concrete mixtures should
be designed to have the cement content specified for use
in the work (note 1). If maximum size of coarse aggregate
is greater than 1-1/2 inches, the freshly mixed concrete
shall be screened over a 1-1/2-inch sieve prior to fabricating
test specimens in accordance with wet sieving procedure
described in USBR 4172.
3.5 Preparation and Determination of Mass.-All
materials shall be prepared and all mass determinations
shall be made as prescribed in sections 3, 4, and 7 of USBR
4192.
4.

Concrete Mixtures

under test is for use in specific work (sec. 3.4), in which
case the air content used in selecting proportions shall
be the median of the range to be permitted in the work.
If lightweight aggregatesare to be used in specific work,
the density of concrete used in selecting proportions shall
be the median of the range permitted in the work.
4.1.4 Water and sand content shall be adjusted to
obtain a slump of 2-1/2+1/2 inches (63.5+12.7 mm).
Workability of concrete mixture shall be suitable for
consolidation by hand rodding, and mixture shall have
minimum water content possible. These conditions shall
be achieved by final adjustments in the proportion of fine
aggregateto total aggregate,or both, while maintaining
yield and slump in required ranges.
4.2 Conditions.-Concrete mixtures shall be prepared
with both the air-entraining admixture under test and with
the reference admixture. Admixtures shall be added in
amounts necessary to produce air content selected in
accordance with 4.1.3 within a tolerance of -t-0.5 percent
of concrete volume.
5.

Precautions

5.1 No particular hazards exist in performing the tests
required under this procedure to justify special safety
precautions.
5.2 Specific precautions in selection of materials,
preparation of mix, preparation of specimens, and methods
of curing and testing are covered throughout this test
procedure.
6.

Calibration and Standardization

6.1 Calibration of testing equipment is covered under
the individual test procedures referenced in section 2.
6.2 Standardization of materials is covered in sections
3 and 4. Standardization of solutions for check tests for
uniformity are covered in section 12.
7.

Mixing
7.1

4.1 Proportions.-Using USBR 4211, all concrete shall
be proportioned to conform to requirements of sections
4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4.
4.1.1 Cement content shall be 517+4.7 lbm/yd3
(307+2.8 kg/m3), except when tests are being made for
specific uses (sec. 3.4).
4.1.2 Initial trial mixture shall contain the percentage of sand shown in USBR 4211 for the maximum size
of aggregate and for the fineness modulus of sand being
used.
4.1.3 Air content used in computation of proportions
for all concrete shall be 5.0 percent except where admixture

Machine mix concrete as prescribed in USBR 4192.

8. Tests
Concrete

and

Properties

of Freshly

Mixed

8.1 The minimum number of tests shall be as shown
in table 1. Test samples of freshly mixed concrete from
at least three separate batches for each condition of concrete
shall be prepared in accordance with the followingUSBR
designations:
• Slump.-See USBR 4143.
• Air Content.-See USBR 4231. When lightweight
aggregates are used under the provisions of section 3.4,
use USBR 4173.
• Bleeding.-See USBR 4232.
• Time-of-Setting.-See USBR 4403, except that
temperature of each ingredient of concrete mixtures,

6 Vinsol resin is manufactured by Hercules Inc., Wilmington, Delaware.
Neutralization may be accomplished by treating 100 parts Vinsol resin
with 9 to 15 parts of sodium hydroxide by mass. In an aqueous solution,
the ratio of water to resinate shall not exceed 12:1 by mass.
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10.2 Types of Specimens.-Prepare
specimens made
from concrete with the air-entrainingadmixture under test
and with the reference admixture in accordance with
sections 10.2.1, 10.2.2, and 10.2.3.
10.2.1 Compressive Strength.-Make and cure test
specimens in accordance with USBR 4192.
10.2.2 Resistance to Freezing and Thawing.-Test
specimens shall consist of cylinders made and cured in
accordance with the applicable requirement of USBR 4192.
The cylinders shall be 3 by 6 inches (76 by 152 mm),
with the +3/4-inch (+19.0-mm) material removed by wet
screening. Make one set of specimens from the concrete
mixture containing the air-entraining admixture under test
and from the reference concrete mixture; the air content
of each mixture being as specified in section 4.2.
10.2.3 Length Change=Make and cure test specimens in accordance with ASTM C 157. The moist-curing
period, including time in molds, shall be 14 days.

just prior to mixing, and temperature at which timeof-setting specimens are stored during test period shall
be 73.4-1-3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C).
9.

Preparation of Test Specimens

9.1 Specimens for the test of hardened concrete,
representing each test and age of test and each condition
of concrete being compared, shall be made from at least
three separate batches. The minimum number of specimens
shall be as shown in table 1. On a given day, at least
one specimen shall be made for each test and age of test
from each condition of concrete except that at least two
specimens for the freezing and thawing test shall be made
from each condition of concrete. The preparation of all
specimens shall be completed in 3 days of mixing.
9.2 Manifestly Faulty Specimens-Each group of
specimens representing a given test or a given age of test,
including tests of freshlymixed concrete, shall be examined
visually before or during test, or both, whichever is
appropriate. Discard any specimen found to be manifestly
faultyby such examination. Visually examine all specimens
representing a given test at a given age after testing, and
should any specimen be found to be manifestly faulty,
disregard test results. Should more than one specimen
representing a given test at a given age be foundmanifestly
faulty, either before or after testing, entire test shall be
disregarded and repeated. The test result reported shall
be the average of the individual test results of specimens
tested or, in the event that one specimen or one result
has been discarded, it shall be the average of the test results
of remaining specimens.
10.

11.

Tests on Hardened Concrete

11.1 Test specimens of hardened concrete in accordance
with sections 11.1.1, 11.1.2, and 11.1.3.
11.1.1 Compressive Strength.-SeeUSBR 4039. Test
specimens at 3, 7, and 28 days; 6 months; and 1 year (note
2). Calculate compressive strength of concrete containing
admixture under test as a percentage of compressive
strength of reference concrete by dividing average
compressive strength of specimens made from concrete
containing admixture under test at a given age of test by
average compressive strength of specimens made from
reference concrete at same age of test, and multiply quotient
by 100.

Test Specimens of Hardened Concrete

10.1 Number of Specimens.-Make six or more test
specimens for the freezing and thawing test, and three
or more test specimens for each of the other types of
test and age of test as specified in table 1 for each condition
of concrete to be compared.

NOTE 2.-When tests are conducted with materials representative of those proposed for use in specific work in accordance
with section 3.4, and if results of tests are required in a period
of time that will not permit curing of specimens to the ages
of 6 months and 1 year, the tests at those ages may be waived.

Table 1. - Types and minimum number of specimens and tests.

Test

Slump
Air content

Bleeding
Time-of-setting
Compressive strength
Freezing and thawing
Length change

Number of
types of
specimen€

Number of
test ages

Number of
conditions of
concrete2

Minimum
number of
specimens

1
1

l
1

2
2

3

l
l
1
1
1

1
4
5
l
1

i See sections 8 and 10.2.
2 See section 4.2.
Determined on each batch of concrete mixed.
4 See section 8.1.
Specimens for duplicate tests from each batch.
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2
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6
6
30
512
6
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11.1.2 Resistance to Freezing and Thavcing.-See
USBR 4666. The six specimens for freeze-thaw testing
shall be cured before being placed under test. Three
cylinders shall be cured 28 days at 100-percent relative
humidity at 73.4+3 °F (23+1.7 °C). The other three
cylinders shall be cured 14 days at 100-percent relative
humidity at 73.4+3°F, and followedby 76 additional days
of curing at 50-percent relative humidity at 73.4+3 °E
11.1.3 LengthChange.-SeeASTM C157. The drying
period shall be 14 days.
NOTE 3.-Applicable only when specifically required by
purchaser for use in structures where length change may be of
critical importance.
12.

Check Tests for Uniformity

12.1 The check tests listed in ASTM C 260 covering
"Optional Uniformity Requirements"shall be determined
as described in sections 12.1.1, 12.1.2, and 12.1.3.
12.1.1 pH.-The pH of liquid, air-entraining
admixtures shall be determined in accordancewith ASTM
E 70. Nonliquid admixtures should be prepared in solution
concentration when required for use as a preliminary to
determining pH (note 4). The temperature of check test
sample shall be within +2 °F (+1 °C) of that for the
acceptance sample and preferably in the range from 70
to 80 ° F (21 to 27 ° C). The sample taken should be sufficient
to fill container so as to minimize carbonation.

in accordance with USBR 4185. The air-entraining
admixtures shall be combined with mixing water prior
to start of mixing procedure. The determinations for both
reference test sample and acceptance sample should be
made on same day. Any changes in air-entraining capacity
of acceptance sample as successive check tests are made
should be noted.
13.

Conditioning

13.1 Conditioning of materials
sections 3, 4, and 7 through 12.
14.

is covered under

Procedure

14.1 The procedure of testing is covered under sections
3, 4, and 7 through 12.
15.

Calculations

15.1 Calculations involved in the referenced procedures
of section 2 are covered in each respective procedure.
16.

Report

16.1 Figure 1 shows a typical reporting form, the report
shall include:
• Results of tests specified in this procedure as
compared with requirements of ASTM C 260.
• Brand name, manufacturer's name and lot number,
character of material, and quantity represented by
sample of admixture under test.
• Brand name, manufacturer's name, and other data
on reference admixture.
• Brand name, manufacturer's name, type, and test
data on the portland cement portion of the cements
used.
• Description of and test data on the fine and coarse
aggregates used.
• Detailed data on concrete mixtures used, including
amounts and proportions of admixtures used, actual
cement factors, water-cement ratios, ratios of fine to
total aggregate, consistency, and air content.
• In the event that, in accordance with provisions of
note 2 or 3, some of the tests have been waived, the
circumstances under which such action was taken shall
be stated.

NOTE 4.-Unless there is a reason to do otherwise, dissolve
material in water in proportions specified for job use as shown
on package or in other manufacturer's instructions.
12.1.2 Specific Gravity.-The specific gravity of
liquid, air-entraining admixtures shall be determined in
accordance with ASTM D 1429, sections 6 to 10, or by
a hydrometer meeting the requirements of ASTM E 100,
series 111H-120H. Nonliquid admixtures should be
prepared in solution concentration when required for use
as a preliminary to determining specific gravity (note 4).
The temperature of check test sample shall be within +2 o F
(+1 °C) of that for the acceptance sample and preferably
in the range from 70 to 80 °F (21 to 27 °C); the same
test method shall be used for the determination. The
reagent water should meet the requirements of ASTM
D 1193.
12.1.3 Air Content of Mortar.-Using the same
amounts of successive lots of air-entraining admixtures with
the same cement, determine the air contents of mortars
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PROCEDURE FOR

TIME-OF-SETTING OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
BY GILLMORE NEEDLES
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

i.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4266; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation C 266-77.

Scope

3.2 Glass Graduates.-Graduates
shall be of 200- or
250-mL capacity, and conform to requirements of ASTM
C 490.
3.3 Gillmore Needles.-Shall
conform to requirements
of table 1. The needle tips shall be cylindrical for about
3/16 inch (4.8 mm). The needle ends shall be plane, at
right angles to axis of rod, and shall be maintained in
a clean condition. Preferably, needles should be mounted
as shown on figure 1.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of time-of-setting of hydraulic cement by
Gillmore needles.
NOTE 1.-For the procedure for determining time-of-setting
by the Vicat needle, see USBR 4191.

2.

Applicable Documents

Table 1. - Tolerances for Gillmore needles.

USBR Procedures:
2.1
1000 Standards for LinearMeasurement Devices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4187 Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
4191
Time-of-Setting of Hydraulic Cement by Vicat
Needle
4305 MechanicalMixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency

Tolerance

2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 266 Standard Test Method for Time-of-Setting of
Hydraulic Cement by Gillmore Needles •
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concreteh2
2.3 National Institute of Standards and Technology3:
Handbook 44 Specifications, Tolerances, and Other
Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring
Devices
3.

Initial needle:
Mass
Diameter

0.25 ±0.001 lbm (113.4 ±0.5 g)
0.083 ±0.002 inch (2.11 ±0.05 mm)

Final needle:
Mass
Diameter

1.000 ±0.001 Ibm (453.6 ±0.5 g)
0.042 ±0.002 inch (1.07 ±0.05 mm)

4.

Precautions

4.1 This test method may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
4.2 Further precautions on use of apparatus, and effects
that water percentage, water temperature, air temperature,
humidity, and amount of kneading paste receives will have
on end results is discussed under section 7.3.

Apparatus

3.1 Scales.-For scales currently in use, the permissible
variation at a load of 1000 grams shall be +1 gram;
permissible variation on new scales shall be one-half this
value.

5.

Calibration and Standardization

5.1 Calibration and standardization of miscellaneous
equipment or apparatusused in performing the tests listed
under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly.
5.2 Scales shall be calibrated to conform to section 3.1
in accordancewith USBR 1012.

I Annual Book ofASTMSrandards, vol. 04.01.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
3 Formerly National Bureau of Standards.
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(a) Pat with top surface flattened for time of setting by Gillmore Method

NOTES : Cross arms must be
designed to prevent
their rotation about
the vertical shaft.
Lower arm preferably
adjustable for height.

N

-

V

II

Detail of needle tips.
Replaceable tips may be mode of stock drill
rod,or wire tempered after shaping,
and held by suitable chuck or other fastener.

v

1in =25.4mm

(b) Gillmore Needles

Figure 1. - Gillmore apparatus and test specimen.

5.3 Glass graduates shall be accepted upon certification
by manufacturer to conform to ASTM C 490,
5.4 The Gillmore needles shall be calibrated to conform
to requirements of section 3.3 by using scales conforming
to section 5.2 and linear measurement devices in accordance
with USBR 1000.
6.

Conditioning

6.1 Temperature andHumidity:
6.1.1 The temperature of air in vicinity of mixing
slab, dry cement, and Gillmore needles shall be maintained
between 68 and 81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C). The temperature
of mixing water and of moist closet or moist room shall
not vary from 73.4 °F (23 °C) by more than ±3 °F (±1.7 °C).
6.1.2 The relative humidity of laboratory shall be
not less than 50 percent. The moist closet or moist room.
shall be so constructed as to provide storage facilities for
test specimens at a relative humidity of not less than 90
percent.
6.2 Preparation of Cement Paste.-Mix 650 grams of
cement with percentage of mixing water required for
normal consistency (USBR 4187) followingthe procedure.
described in USBR 4305. Distilled water is preferable and
shall be used for all referee or cooperative tests.
7.

of-setting are being made. A time-of-set specimen and an
autoclave bar may be made from same batch.
7.2 Time-of-Setting Determination.-When determining time-of-setting, hold needles in a vertical position and
apply lightly to surface of pat. Consider cement to have
acquired its initial set when pat will bear, without
appreciable indentation, the initial Gillmore needle.
Consider cement to h•ive acquired its final set when pat
will bear, without appreciable indentation, the final
Gillmore needle.
7.3 Precautions.-The time-of-setting is affected not
only by percentage and temperature of water used and
amount of kneading paste received, but also by temperature
and humidity of air. Therefore, thedetermination of timeof-setting is only approximate.
8.

Calculations
8.1

9.

Report

9.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure 5
of USBR 4183.
10.

Procedure

A typical calculation form is shown on figure2.

Precision and Bias

10.1 No precision data are available at this time,
statements on precision and bias will be included in a later
revision of this procedure.

7.1 Molding
Test Specimen.-From
cement paste
prepared as described in section 6.2, make a pat about
3 inches (76 mm) in diameter and 1/2-inch (13 mm) in
thickness at center, with a flat top and tapering to a thin
edge (fig. 1). Place pat on a flat, clean, glass plate about
4 inches (102 mm) square. In molding the pat, flatten
cement paste initially on glass plate and then form pat
by drawing trowel from outer edge toward center; then
flatten top. Place pat in moist closet or moist room and
allow to remain there except when determinations of time-

11.

References

11.1 For additional information on details of cement
test methods, reference may be made to the "Manual of
Cement Testing," which appears in the Annual Book of
ASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A/A
Project
A"A
Feature

Structure
A/A
Item 6"•',•[•v r A•A'F. O"4,•€•
LocationZ•&-At.y*•R /_,48
Station ---x---- Offset
Depth
.-._.to

A/A

•s

Tested by_
/K. A•/rcW•'z•

Date
3-d-#'g

Computed by
K. AvI / rc/./EAZ
Checked by
AK .To

Date
3-d -Sd
Date
-•-d- gd

TIME-OF-SETTING OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT BY GILLMORE NEEDLES

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

d'd'•Z 7ol

/V'.Z"

h'J"

CCA'L 80

HA"

N'.Z"

or

Class

NI

Time
hour:minutes
Initial
Final
Start
Set
Set

Time-of-Setting
hour:minutes
Initial

Final

Cement,
grams

Water,
mL

Penetration,
mm

d.q'o

/5"g

/I

q.'2o //:5£

2:0o

2:35

#." 4o

d•'o

/dd

/o

•.'35 /d.'/o

Z:4a

Z:35

5:oS

NOTES:
,'VZ -- A/or .Z'o•-wr,,F'/Eo

Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION
OF AGGREGATE FOR CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4295; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 295-79.

1.3 This procedure does not attempt to outline the
techniques of petrographic work because it is assumedthe
procedure will be used by personnel qualified by education
1.1 This designation outlines procedures for the
and experience to employ such techniques for the
petrographic examination of samples representative of
recognition of characteristic properties of rocks and
materials proposed for use as aggregatesin concrete, and
minerals and to describe and classify constituents of an
is based on methods of reference [1].1 The specific
aggregatesample. The objectives of this procedure are to
procedures employed in the examination of any sample
outline the extent to which such techniques should be used,
will depend to a large extent on purpose of examination
selection of properties that should be looked for, and
and nature of sample. In most cases, examination will
manner in which such techniques may best be employed
require use of optical microscopy. Complete petrographic
in the examination of samples of aggregatesfor concrete.
examinations for particular purposes or to investigate
These objectives will have been attained if engineers
particular problems may require examination of aggregates
responsible for the applicationof the results of petrographic
or selected constituents using additional procedures such
examinations to the evaluation of aggregatematerials for
as X-ray diffraction analysis, differential thermal analysis,
use in concrete construction have reasonable assurancethat
or infrared spectroscopy. In some instances, such procedures
such results, wherever and whenever obtained, may
are less time consuming and more definitive than
confidently be compared.
microscopical methods. Petrographic examinations are
1.4 The rock and mineral names given in ASTMC294
made to:
should be used when appropriate in reports prepared
according to this procedure.
. Determine physical and chemical properties of
2. Applicable Documents
material that may be observed by petrographic methods,
and that have a bearing on performance of material
2.1 USBR Procedures:
in its intended use.
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
° Describe and classify constituents of sample.
1020 Calibrating Ovens
° Determine relative amounts of constituents of 4075 Sampling Aggregates
sample, which is essential for proper evaluation of 4114 Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement
sample when constituents differ significantly in 4117 Materials Finer than No. 200 (75-/•m) Sieve in
properties that have a bearing on performance of Mineral Aggregates by Washing
material in its intended use.
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
1.2 Identification of the constituents of a sample is Size
4903 Flat and Elongated Particles in Coarse and Fine
usually a necessary step towards recognition of the
properties that may be expected to influence behavior of Aggregate
2.2 ASTM Standards:
material in its intended use, but identification is only part
C 294 Standard Descriptive Nomenclature of Constituof an examination. The value of any petrographic
examination depends to a large extent on how represen- ents of Natural Mineral Aggregates2
tative the examined samples are, completeness and accuracy C 295 Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination
of information provided to petrographer concerning source of Aggregates for Concrete2
and proposed use of material, and petrographer's ability E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes2
to correlate these data with findings of examination.
1.

Scope

t Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 19.

2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
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3.

Planning

3.1 It is assumed that the examination will be made
by personnel qualified by education and experience to
operate equipment used and to record and interpret results
obtained. In some cases, the petrographer will have had
experience adequate to provide detailed interpretation of
materials' performance with respect to engineering and
other consequences of observations. In other cases,
interpretation will be made in part by engineers, scientists,
or others qualified to relate observations to questions to
be answered.

of flat, elongated, or thin chip-like particles in manufactured
fine aggregates also make harsh mortars and require
increases in cementitious materials, or water, or both.
NOTE 1.-For methods to determine the proportion of flat
and/or elongated particles in coarse and fine aggregates in
concrete, see USBR 4903.

4.5 Petrographic examinations shall identify and call
attention to potentially alkali-silica reactive and alkalicarbonate reactive ingredients. The examination shall
determine such ingredients quantitatively, and recommend
additional tests to confirm or refute the presence, in
significant amounts, of aggregate ingredients capable of
4. Significance and Use
reaction in the concrete with potassium hydroxide and
sodium hydroxide usually derived from cement constituents.
Alkali-silica reactive constituents found in aggregates
4.1 Petrographic examination of aggregateconsidered
for use in hydraulic cement concrete is only one aspect include opal, cristobalite, tridymite, siliceous and some
intermediate volcanic glass, chert, glassy to cryptocrystalline
of the evaluation; the examination is also used for many
acid igneous rocks, synthetic siliceous glasses; some
other purposes, some of which are discussed in the
argillites, phyllites, and metamorphic graywackes; also
subsequent sections.
rocks containing highly metamorphic quartz such as
4.2 Petrographic examinations provide identifications
graywackes, phyllites, schists, gneisses, gneissic granites,
of types and varieties of rocks present in potential
vein quartz, quartzite, and sandstone. Criteria are available
aggregates.The identification of every rock and mineral
in mineralogic literature for identifying these minerals by
present in an aggregate source is only part of the
optical properties and/or X-ray diffraction, and in
examination. The examination should also establish
petrographic and petrologic literature for identifying the
whether the aggregate contains chemically unstable
rocks by mineral composition and texture in thin section,
minerals such as soluble sulfates, unstable sulfides that may
sometimes assisted by X-ray diffraction in the mineral
form sulfuric acid, radioactive materials in significant
amounts, or volumetrically unstable materials such as composition. Alkali-carbonate reactive rocks are usually
smectites (the montmorillonite-saponite
group of calcareous dolomites or dolomitic limestones with clayey
insoluble residues; however, some dolomites essentially free
minerals) or swelling clays. These are aggregateingredients
that could be dangerous to personnel handling them and of clay and some very fine-grained limestones free of clay
and with minor insoluble residue, mostly quartz, are also
also dangerous to the concrete.
4.3 Petrographic examinations should discriminate the capable of some alkali-carbonate reactions.
4.6 Petrographic examinations may be directed
portion of each coarse aggregate that is weathered and
specifically at the possible presence of contaminants in
the extent of that weathering, whether it is severe,
aggregates, such as synthetic glass, cinders, clinker or coal
moderate, or slight, and should distinguish the proportion
ash, magnesium and/or calcium oxide, soil, hydrocarbons,
of each rock type in each degree of weathering. If concrete
in which the aggregate may be used will be exposed to chemicals that may affect setting behavior of concrete or
properties of aggregate,animal excrement, plants or rotten
freezing and thawing in a critically saturated condition,
finely porous and highly weathered rocks should be vegetation, and any other contaminant that may prove
undesirable in the concrete.
discriminated because they will be especially susceptible
to damage by these conditions. Such damage would cause
5. Apparatus and Supplies
aggregateportion of concrete to fail, which would ultimately
destroy the concrete because such aggregatescannot be
5.1 The apparatus and supplies listed in sections 5.1.1
protected by adequately air-entrainedsound mortar. Finely and 5.1.2 comprise a selection that will permit the use
of all of the procedures described in this test designation.
porous aggregatesnear the concrete surface are also likely
to form popouts, which are blemishes on pavements and All specific items listed have been used, in connection with
walls.
the performance of petrographic examinations, by the
4.4 Petrographic examinations may also be used to procedures described herein; however, it is not intended
determine proportions of cubic, spherical, ellipsoidal,
to imply that other items cannot be substituted to serve
pyramidal, tabular, flat, and elongated particles in an similar functions. Whenever possible, the selection of
aggregate sample. Flat, elongated, and thin chip-like
particular items should be left to the judgment of the
particles in coarse aggregateincrease amount of mortar
petrographer, based on experience and familiarity. The
needed to form a workable concrete mixture. By increasing
minimum equipment regarded as essential for a petroamount of cement paste required, the amount of cement
graphic examination of aggregate samples are those items,
needed increases, which raises the cost, or the amount of or equivalent items that will serve the same purpose, that
water needed increases, which will lower the quality of are denoted by (E) in the listings of sections 5.1.1 and
the paste, or both. Fine aggregateswith significant portions
5.1.2.
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Laboratoriesmay find it reasonable to buy a thin-section
machine or use a commercial thin-section maker. Remotely
located laboratories have more need to be able to make
• (E) Rock-CuttingSaw=Preferably with a 14-inch their own thin sections.
(350-mm) or larger diamond blade, and automatic feed.
5.3 It is necessary that facilities be available to the
• (E) Horizontal Grinding WheeL-Preferably 16 petrographer to check index of refraction of immersion
inches (400 mm) in diameter.
media. If accurate identification of materials is to be
• Polishing WheeL-Preferably 8 to 12 inches (200 to attempted; e.g., the differentiation of quartz and chalcedony
300 ram) in diameter.
or differentiation of basic from intermediate volcanic glass,
• (E) Abrasives.-Silicon carbide grit No. 100 (122 #m), the indexes of refraction of the media need to be known
No. 220 (63 #m), No. 320 (31 #m), No. 600 (16 #m), with accuracy. Media will not be stable for very long periods
and No. 800 (12 #m); alumina M-305 (5 #m).
and are subject to considerable variation due to temperature
• Geologist's Pick or Hammer.
change. In laboratories not provided with good temperature
• (E) MicroscopeSlides.-Clear, noncorrosive,1- by control, it is often necessary to recalibrate immersion media
1.75-inch (25- by 45-ram) size.
several times during the course of a single day when accurate
• (E) Canada Balsam.-Neutral,in xylene, or suitable identifications are required. The equipment needed for
low-viscosityepoxies,or Lakeside 70.
checking immersion media consists of an Abbe refractome• (E) Xylene.
ter, which should be equipped with compensating prisms
• (E) Mounting Medium.-Suitable for mounting rock to read indexes for sodium light from white light, or it
slices for thin sections.
should be used with a sodium arc lamp.
• (E) LaboratoryOven.
5.4 A laboratory that undertakes any considerable
• (E) Plate-Glass Squares.-About 12 inches (300 mm) amount of petrographic work should be provided with
square for thin-section grinding.
facilities to make photomicrographic records of such
• (E) Sample SplitterwithPans.
features that cannot adequately be described in words.
• (E) Micro CoverGlasses.-Noncorrosive, square, 1/2 Photomicrographs can be taken using standard microscope
to 3/4 inch (12 to 18 ram) or 1 inch (25 mm).
lamps for illumination; however, it is recommended that
• PlatmerMortar.
whenever possible a zirconium arc lamp be provided for
this purpose. For illustrations of typical apparatus, ref5.1.2 Apparatus and Supplies for Examination of erence may be made to the paper by Mather and Mather [1].
Specimens:
Manufacturers of microscopes equipped with cameras and
photomacrographic equipment may also be consulted.
• (E) Polarizing Microscope.-With mechanical stage;
low-, medium-, and high-power objectives, and 6. Precautions
objective-centering devices; eye-pieces of various
powers; full- and quarter-wave compensators; quartz
6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
wedge.
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
• (E) Microscope Lamps.-Preferablywith a sodium to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
arc lamp.
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
• (E) Stereoscopic Microscope.-With objectives and appropriate safety and health practices and determine
oculars to give final magnifications from about 6× to applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
about 60×.
• (E) Magnet=Preferably Alnico,or an electromagnet. 7. Sampling
• (E) NeedleholderandPoints.
7.1 Samples for petrographic examination should be
• Dropping Botde.-Capacity of 2 ounces (60 mL).
taken by or under the direct supervision of a geologist
• Petri CultureDishes.
familiar with the requirements for random sampling of
• Forceps.-Smooth,straightpointed.
aggregates for concrete and, in general, following
• (E) LensPaper.
• (E) Immersion Media.- n = 1.410 to 1.785, in requirements of USBR 4075. The exact location from which
sample was taken, geology of site, and other pertinent
increments of 0.005.
data should be submitted with sample. The amount of
•
Counter.
material actually studied in the examination will be
• Photomicrographic
Camera and Accessories.
determined by the nature of the examination to be made
• Sieves=Shall meet requirements of ASTM E 11.
• Balances or Scales=Shall meet requirements of and the nature of the material to be examined, as discussed
USBR 4114.
in sections 7.1.1 through 7.1.4.
7.1.1 Undeveloped quarries should be sampled by
means of cores drilled through the entire depth expected
5.2 The items listed under section 5.1.1 are, in most
to be productive of sound material. Drilling such cores
cases, those used to make thin sections. Semiautomatic thinshould be in a direction that is essentially normal to
section machines are now available, and there are several
thin-section makers who advertise in Geotimes,
the
dominant structural feature of rock. Massive material may
American Mineralogist, and other geological journals. be sampled by "NX," 2-1/8-inch (54-ram) diameter cores.

5.1.1 Apparatus and Supplies for Preparation of
Specimens:
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Thinly bedded or complex material should be represented
by cores not less than 4 inches (102 ram) in diameter.
There should be an adequate number of cores to cover '
limits of deposit proposed for work under consideration.
The entire footage of recovered core should be included
in sample, and accurate data given as to elevations, depths,
and core losses.
7.1.2 Operating quarries and operating sand and
gravel deposits, where stockpiles of material produced are
available, should be represented by not less than 100 pounds
(45 kg) or 300 pieces, whichever is larger, of each size
of material to be examined. Samples from stockpiles should
be composed of representative portions of larger samples
collected with due consideration given to segregation in
the piles.
7.1.3 Exposed faces of nonproducing quarries, where
stockpiles of processed material are not available, should
be represented by not less than 4 pounds (2 kg) from
each distinctive stratum or bed, with no piece weighing
less than 1 pound (0.5 kg), or by a drilled core as described
in 7.1.1.
7.1.4 Undeveloped sand and gravel deposits should
be sampled by test pits excavated to anticipated depth of
future economic production. Samples should consist of not
less than the quantities of material indicated in table 1,
selected so as to be representative of deposits.
NATURAL
8.

GRAVEL AND SAND

Selection of Samples for Examination

8.1 Samples of gravel and natural sand for petrographic
examination should be dry sieved in accordancewith USBR
4136 to provide samples of each sieve size. For sands,
an additional portion should then be tested according to
USBR 4117, with wash water being saved and removed
by drying to provide a sample of material passing the No.
200 (75-/zm) sieve. Results of sieve analysis of each sample
made according to USBR 4136 should be provided to
petrographer for use in calculating results of petrographic
examination. Each sieve fraction should be examined
separately, starting with largest size. Rocks are more easily
recognized in larger pieces; the breakdown of a heterogeneous type rock present in the larger sizes may have
provided particles of several apparently different types

using smaller sizes. Some important and easily confused
types may be recognizable using the stereoscopic
microscope if they are first recognized and separated in
larger sizes, but may require examination using the
petrographic microscope if they are first encountered in
smaller sizes.
8.2 The number of particles of each sieve fraction to
be examined will be fixed by required precision of
determination of the less abundant constituents. Assuming
that field and laboratory sampling procedures are accurate
and reliable, the number of particles examined, identified,
and counted in each sieve fraction will depend on required
accuracy of the estimate of constituents present in small
quantities. The numbers given in this procedure are
minimal; they are based on experience and statistical
considerations [2,3]. It is believed that at least 300 particles
of each sieve fraction should be identified and counted
to obtain reliable results. Precise determinations of small
quantities of an important constituent will require more
than 300 particles. If sample of a sieve fraction contains
many more particles than need to be identified, sample
shall be reduced in accordancewith one of the procedures
of USBR 4702.
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 Calibration and standardization of miscellaneous
equipment or apparatusused in performing the tests listed
under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference to another.
9.2 Oven shall be calibrated in accordancewith USBR
1020.
9.3 The balances or scales shall meet requirements of
USBR 4114, and shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1012.
10.

Conditioning

10.1
11.

Conditioning required is covered under section 11.

Procedure

11.1 Examination of Natural Gravel:
11.1.1 Coatings.-The pebbles shall be examined to
establish whether exterior coatings are present. If present,
it should be determined whether coatings consist of

Table 1. - Minimum sizes for samples from undeveloped sand and gravel deposits.
Sieve size

Ibm

> 6 inches (>150 mm)
3 to 6 inches (75 to 150 ram)
1-1/2 to 3 inches (37.5 to 75 ram)
3/4 to 1-1/2 inches (19.0 to 37.5 ram)
No. 4 to 3/4 inch (4.75 to 19.0 mm)
Finer than No. 4 (4.75 mm)**

400
200
100
50

* Not less than one piece from each apparent type of rock.
** Fine aggregate.
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Minimum for sample
kg
No. pieces
180
90
45
23

300*
-
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materials likely to be deleterious in concrete, such as opal,
gypsum, easily soluble salts, and organic matter. It should
also be determined how firmly coatings are bonded to
pebbles. The coated particles shall be counted and the
proportion calculated as a particle percentage of the whole
sample.
11.1.2 Particle Shape.-Pebbles
shall be examined to
determine proportions of angular, subangular, subrounded,
rounded, and flat and/or elongated particles. The primary
particle shape shall be noted, and the flat and/or elongated
particles counted and the proportions calculated as particle
percentages of each sieve size examined.
11.1.3 Rock Types.-The
sieve fraction should be
sorted into different rock types by visual examination. If
all or most of the groups present are types easily identifiable
by examination of a natural or broken surface or by scratch
and acid tests, no further identification may be needed.
Fine-grainedrocks that cannot be identified megascopically
or that may consist of or contain constituents known to
be deleterious in concrete should be examined with the
stereoscopic microscope. If they still cannot be identified,
they should be examined with the petrographic microscope.
The amount of work done in identifying fine-grained rocks
• should be adapted to the data needed about the particular
sample. Careful examination of one size of a sample, or
study of data from a previous examination of samples from
same source, will usually reveal amount of additional
detailed microscopical work required to obtain adequate
data. In some cases, petrographic methods other than
microscopy, such as X-ray diffraction, may be required or
may more quickly serve to identify fine-grained rock
materials.
11.1.4 Condition.-The
separated groups of each rock
type should be examined to determine if further separation
by physical condition is necessary. If all particles of a rock
type are in comparable condition, that fact should be noted.
More frequently, particles in several different degrees of
weathering will be found in a group, and should be sorted
into categories based on condition and on the expectation
of comparable behavior in concrete. These categories are:
(a) fresh, dense, (b) moderately weathered, (c) very
weathered; or (a) satisfactory, (b) fair, (c) poor; or (a)
dense, (/5) porous (or porous and friable). It usually is not
practicable to recognize more than three conditions per
rock type, and one or two may be sufficient. An important
constituent present in larger quantities may sometimes
require separation into four groups by condition. A
conspicuous example is chert, when it is the major
constituent of a gravel sample. It may be present as dense,
unfractured chert; as vuggy chert; as porous chert; and
as dense but highly fracturedchert. The determination of
which of these four conditions characterizes a particle may
be expected to have an important influence on the
prediction of behavior of the particle in concrete.
11.1.5 Record:
11.1.5.1 Notes should be taken during the
examination describing each rock type. The relevant
features may include:

• Particle shape.
• Particle surface.
• Grain size.
• Texture and structure, including observations of pore
space, packing of grains, and cementation of grains.
• Color.
• Mineral composition.
• Significant heterogeneities.
• General physical condition of rock type in sample.
• Presence of constituents known to cause deleterious
chemical reaction in concrete.
11.1.5.2 Particle counts should be recorded so that
tables can be made for inclusion in the report. When
examination has been completed, notes should contain
enough information to permit preparation of tables and
descriptions. Tables should be prepared showing composition and condition of sample by sieve fractions, and the
weighted average composition based on grading of sample
as received and on distribution of constituents by sieve
fractions. Descriptions of constituent groups should be
prepared containing relevant features listed in section
'11.1.5.1.
11.1.5.3 A tabulation should be prepared listing
the rock types (noting the alkali-reactive types), rock
descriptions, physical qualities, and percentages by particle
count for the 3/8- to 3/4-inch (9.5- to 19.0-mm) and 3/4to 1-1/2-inch (19.0- to 37.5-mm) size fractions. Figure 1
shows a typical tabulation of this type of data. The physical
and chemical quality can then be determined and reported
in tabular form along with the particle shapes and coatings,
see figure 2. The No. 4 (4.75-mm) size fraction is visually
examined and lithologically, physically, and chemically
compared with the 3/8- to 3/4-inch size material.
Differences and results are noted on figure 2.
11.2 Examination of Natural Sand.-The procedure for
examination of natural sand is similar to that for natural
gravel, with modifications necessitated by differences in
particle size.
11.2.1 Sizes Coarser Than No. 30 (600#m).-Each
sieve fractionpresent that is coarser than the No. 30 (600/•m) sieve should be reduced in accordance with one of
the procedures of USBR 4702 until a split containing at
least 300 particles is obtained. The reduced sample of each
sieve fraction should be examined, and its constituents
identified and counted, using the stereoscopic microscope.
It is convenient to spread out the sample in a fiat-bottom
glass dish, such as a Petri dish, and manipulate grains
with forceps and dissecting needle. The identification of
grains in coarser sand sizes is often easier when grains
are just submerged in water. The submergence lessens
reflection from outer surfaces and may show diagnostic
features that cannot be seen when grains are dry. There
are exceptions to this generalization. Where identification
is difficult, the examination includes examination of natural
surface (dry and wet), of a broken surface (dry and wet),
and scratch and acid tests. The petrographer should resort
to the petrographic microscope only after all of these steps
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF COARSE AGGREGATE

Rock types

Quart•;ite
and
sandstone

Limestone

Gneiss

Chert I

Granite

Basalt

Description of rock types

Physical
quality

Hard; dense; white, yellow, or red; fine-grained;
structureless; slightly absorptive, weathered,
and fractured; includes quartzose, feldspathicquartzose, and calcareous sandstones.

Satisfactory

Firm; moderately absorptive, weathered, fractured,
and friable.

Percentase b)" particle count
3/4 to
3/8 to
1-1/2 inches
3/4 inch
(19.0 to
(9.5 to
37.5 mm)
19.0 mm)
34.5

29.5

Fair

6.5

3.0

Firm to soft; highly absorptive, weathered,
fractured, and friable; sandstone fragments
easily disaggregate into individual grains.

Poor

1.0

0.5

Hard; dense; light gray, yellow, or brown; finegrained; structureless; slightly absorptive,
weathered, and fractured; includes silty,
fossiliferous, and argillaceouslimestones.

Satisfactory

29.0

24.5

Hard to firm; moderately absorptive, weathered,
and fractured.

Fair

4.0

5.0

Firm to soft; highly absorptive, weathered,
and fractured;may cause popouts in concrete.

Poor

0.5

0.5

Hard; dense; green, pink, red, or gray; fine
grained; schistose to gneissic; slightly
absorptive, weathered, and fractured;
includes granite and diorite gneisses as
well as minor schist and miscellaneous
metamorphic rocks.

Satisfactory

10.5

14.0

Hard to firm;moderately absorptive,
weathered, and fractured.

Fair

1.0

2.0

Hard; dense; brown, yellow, or gray; cryptocrystalline to chalcedonic; structureless;
slightly weathered and fractured;includes
minor cherty limestone.

Satisfactory

7.0

11.5

Hard to firm;slightly absorptive; moderately
weathered and fractured.

Fair

0.5

1.0

Soft, highly absorptive and weathered; may
cause popouts in concrete.

Poor

Hard; dense; pink, white, and/or yellow; fine
to medium grained; structureless; slightly
absorptive, weathered, and fractured; includes
minor feldspar grains and monzonite.

Satisfactory

4.0

6.0

Hard to firm;slightly friable; moderately
absorptive, weathered, and fractured.

Fair

1.0

0.5

Hard; dense; dark gray; aphanitic; structureless;
slightly absorptive, weathered, fractured, and
vesicular.

Satisfao
tory

0.5

1.0

Hard to firm; moderately absorptive, weathered,
fractured, and vesicular.

Fair

-

0.5

Alkali-reactive rock type.

Figure 1. - Typical data sheet for coarse aggregate.
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SUMMARY OF QUALITY OF COARSE AGGREGATE
Percentage by particle count
3/4 to 1-1/2 inches
3/8 to 3/4 inch
(19.0 to 37.5 mm)
(9.5 to 19.0 mm)
Physical quality:
Fair
Poor
Chemical quality:
Remarks:

Satisfactory
13.0
1.5
Alkali reactive

85.5
12.0
1.5
7.5

8&5
13.0

Particle shape: Particles are generally rounded with about 26 percent flat and/or elongated.
Coatings: About 1 percent of particles are less than 5 percent covered with a thin, well-bonded, calcium
carbonate coating.
The No. 4 (4.75-mm) material is lithologically, chemically, and physically similar to the 3/8- to 3/4inch (9.5- to 19.0-mm) size fraction.

Figure 2. - Typical data sheet on the quality of coarse aggregate.

have been taken and the grain is still unidentified. Grains
that cannot be identified using the stereoscopic microscope,
or that are suspected of consisting of or containing
substances known to react deleteriously in concrete, should
be set aside to be examined with the petrographic
microscope. If the question of reaction with alkalies (sodium
and potassium) of portland cement paste is important in
the examination of a sample, certain additions to the
procedure are indicated. If coarser sand sizes contain finegrained, possibly glassy, igneous rocks, several typical
particles of each variety of such rocks should be selected
for a more thorough examination. The petrographer should
determine the presence or absence of glass by crushing
typical grains and examining them in immersion media
using the petrographic microscope. In difficult or especially
important cases, it may be necessary to break suspected
grains and to make immersion mounts of part of the grain
and a thin section of another part. Where sand contains
chert and the potential reactivity of the chert is an
important consideration, a number of chert particles from
fractions retained on the No. 30 (600-tzm) sieve should
be set aside for determination of index of refraction.
11.2.1.1 The shape of the particles and the
percentage by particle count of unsound and alkali-reactive
particles in each size fraction shall be determined. The
percentages by particle count of coated and flat and/or
elongated particles are determined only in the No. 8 (2.36-

mm) size fraction unless excessive, in which case they are
counted in all fractions.
11.2.1.2 After examination is completed, rock and
mineral types and percentages by particle count are reported
in tabular form along with the particle shape and
percentages of physically unsound, alkali-reactive, coated,
and flat and/or elongated particles, see figure 3.
11.2.2 Sizes Finer Than No. 30 (600-#m).-The sieve
fractionsfinerthan the No. 30 (600-/•m) sieve should each
be reduced in a sample splitter or by quartering to about
4 or 5 grams. This amount will usually be less than a
level teaspoonful. In some gradations, fractions retained
on the No. 100 (150-tLm) and No. 200 (75-/•m) sieves
may be present in such small amounts that reduction is
unnecessary. If not, these splits should be further reduced
on a miniature sample splitter or by coning and quartering
with a spatula on a clean sheet of paper. A representative
portion of each reduced split should be mounted in
immersion oil on a clean glass slide and covered with a
clean cover glass. No entirely satisfactory method of
reducing a split to about 300 grains is known. The reduced
split can be sampled by spreading it in a thin layer on
glass or clean paper, dragging end of a dissecting needle
moistened in immersion oil through sample, and
transferring grains that adhere to needle to a drop of
immersion oil on a clean slide. If this is done carefully,
a fairly representative sample will be obtained. If dissecting
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No. 8
(2.36 mm)

Percentage by particle count
No. 16
No. 30
(1.18 mm)
(600 tam)

Quartzite, sandstone, and quartz grains
(includes quartzose, feldspathicquartzose, and calcareous sandstones)

27

34

51.0

Limestone (includes silty, fossiliferous,
and argillaceouslimestones)

25

20

6.0

Gneiss (includes granite and diorite
gneisses as well as schist and miscellaneous metamorphic rocks)

9

5

5.0

Chert (includes minor cherty limestone)

22

17

9.0

Granite

7

4

3.O

Basalt

1

2

0.5

Feldspar grains

9

18

25.0

Mica

-

Percent unsound
Percent alkali reactive
Percent flat and/or elongated
Percent well-bonded, calcium carbonate
coated

0.5

3

3

2.0

22

17

9.0

6

ND

ND

ND

ND

Trace

Remarks:
Coarse sands are generally subrounded to angular in shape.
Fine sands are subrounded to generally angular in shape and consist of decreasing amounts of rock
types found in coarse sand and increasing amounts of monomineralic grains of quartz, feldspar, calcite, mica, amphibole, zircon, epidote, iron oxide, magnetite, clay, and a few miscellaneous detrital
minerals. Fine sands also contain about 1 percent physically unsound material and 5 percent potentially alkali-reactive chert particles.
The silt-size material removed by washing, about6 percent by mass, consists of same material found
in fine sand sizes with additional clay.
Qualitative chemical tests indicate presence of trace amounts of water-soluble chloride and sulfate
ions.
ND denotes not determined.

Figure 3. - Typical data sheet for coarse sand.
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needle is made of magnetized steel, a concentration of
magnetic minerals may result. It is usually necessary to
make several mounts of the No. 50 (300-/•m) and No.
100 (150-•um) sieve fractions to obtain at least 300 grains
of each. The index of the immersion oil should be selected
to make identification of important constituents as easy
and as definite as possible. The use of an immersion oil
with an index of or just below the lower index of quartz
(1.544) is recommended. The slide should be mounted on
a petrographic microscope equipped with a mechanical
stage. Several traverses should be made, and each grain
that passes under the cross hair should be identified and
counted. Care should be taken to move the slide on the
north-south adjustment between traverses so that no grain
will be counted twice. Each sieve fraction passing the No.
30 (600-•m) and retained on the No. 200 (75-#m) sieve
should be examined in this way. Ordinarily, material passing
the No. 200 sieve is mounted on a slide, examined by
petrographic microscope, and its composition estimated.
If an unusually large amount of this size is present, or
if it contains constituents that may be expected to have
an important effect on suitability of aggregatefor intended
use, it should'be counted.
11.2.2.1 Present policy for examination of sieve
fractions finer than No. 30 (600 •am) varies somewhat
from that described in section 11.2.2. The No. 50 (300#m) and No. 100 (150-#m) size fractions are split, and
200 particles are obtained for stereomicroscopic examination. The particle shape is noted, physically unsound
and alkali-reactive particles are counted, and then the
percentages by particle count are determined. The minus
No. 100 material is examined in immersion oils under
the petrographic microscope to determine rock and mineral
types present. Figure 3 shows typical recorded data.
11.2.2.2 Sand is qualitatively analyzed for soluble
chloride and sulfate ions. The sand is washed, and the
water chemically tested using a few drops of silver nitrate
to detect chloride ions and barium chloride to detect sulfate
ions. This information is also recorded, see figure 3.

Examination of Drilled Core

12.1 Each core should be examined, and a log prepared
showing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Footage of core recovered
Core loss and location
Location and spacing of fractures and parting planes
Lithologic type
Alternation of types
Physical condition and variations in condition
Toughness, hardness, and coherence
Obvious porosity
Grain size and texture (including variations of both)
Type of breakage
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capable of deleterious

12.2 If size of core permits, the probability that rock
will make aggregateof required maximum size should be
considered. If surface of core being examined is wetted,
it is usually easier to recognize significant features and
changes in lithology. Most of the information usually
required can be obtained by careful visual examination,
scratch and acid tests, and hitting the core with a hammer.
In the case of fine-grained rocks, it may be necessary to
examine parts of the core using stereoscopic microscope,
or prepare thin sections of selected portions. Some
considerations and procedures are more applicable to
particular rock types than to others. Ordinarily, layered.
rocks considered for concrete aggregatewill be limestone;
occasionally metamorphic rocks such as phyllite, gneiss,
or schist. One of the most important questions arising
in the examination of limestone is that of the presence,
type, and distribution of argillaceousimpurities. Limestones
that contain intercalated thin beds of soft shale may make
suitable sources of aggregateif shale is so distributed that
it does not prevent manufacture of required maximum size,
and if shale can be eliminated or reduced in processing.
Where argillaceous impurities are present, it should be
determined whether they actually consist of clay minerals
or of other minerals in clay sizes. If they do consist of
clay minerals, it should be established whether the minerals
include members of the smectite or montmorillonite group
(swelling clays) [4]. X-ray diffraction analysis is especially
valuable in identification and quantitative determination
of clay minerals. In the examination of fine-grained igneous
rocks, particular attention should be directed to the nature
of ground mass. This examination should include
determination of presence or absenceof opal, chalcedony,
natural glass, and clay minerals of the smectite or
montmorillonite groups. If any of these groups are found,
estimate the amount of each. If natural glass is found,
type should be determined.
13.

DRILLED CORE, LEDGE ROCK, CRUSHED
STONE, AND MANUFACTURED SAND
12.

• Presence of constituents
reaction in concrete

Examination of LedgeRock

13.1 The procedure used in this examination should
be the same as for core samples to the extent that spacing
of samples and size of individual pieces allow. If sample
consists of a relatively large quantity of broken stone
produced by blasting, it is desirable to inspect whole sample,
estimate relative abundance of rock types or varieties
present, and sample each type before further processing.
Subsequent procedure should be the same asgiven in section
14 for crushed stone.
14.

Examination of Crushed Stone

14.1 The procedure for examination of crushed stone
should be similar to that for core, except that necessary
quantitative data should be obtained by particle counts of
the separated sieve fractions obtained as described in
sections 8, 11.1, and 11.2.

USBR 4295

15.

Examination of Manufactured Sand

17.

Report

17.1 The report of the petrographic examination
should summarize essential data needed to identify sample
as to source and proposed use, and should include a
description of essential data on composition and properties
of material as revealed by examination. Report should also
record test procedures employed and describe nature and
features of each important constituent of sample,
accompanied by such tables and photographs as may be
CALCULATIONS AND REPORT
required. Findings and conclusions should be expressed in
terms likely to be intelligible to those who must make
decisions as to suitability of material for use as concrete
16. Calculations
aggregate.
17.2 When sample has been found to possess
16.1 Calculate composition of each sieve fraction of
properties or constituents that are known to have specific
a heterogeneous sample and weighted average composition
unfavorable effects in concrete, those findingsshould be
of whole sample as described in the subsequent sections.
described qualitatively and, to extent practicable,
16.1.1 Express composition of each sieve fraction quantitatively. The unfavorable effects that may be expected
by summing total number of particles of that fraction to ensue in the concrete should be mentioned. When
counted, and then calculating each constituent in each
appropriate, it should be stated that a given sample was
condition as a percentage of total amount (as number of
not found to contain any undesirable features. When such
particles in percent, in each sieve fraction).It is convenient is the case it may also be appropriate,especially if report
to calculate and record percentages to tenths at this stage.
of petrographic examination is not accompanied by reports
An example of these calculations is given in the top portion of results of physical and chemical tests for which numerical
of figure4.
limits may be applicable, to add that material appears
16.1.2 Obtain mass percent of sieve fractionin whole acceptable for use provided applicable acceptance tests are
sample (individual percentages retained on consecutive made and results are within appropriate limits. However,
sieves) from grading of sample as determined by USBR the report should not contain conclusions other than those
4136.
based upon the findings of the examination unless
16.1.3 By multiplying percentage of constituent in additional data to support such conclusions are included
sieve fraction(sec. 16.1.1) by percentage of sieve fraction in or with the petrographic report and petrographer has
in whole sample (sec. 16.1.2), calculate percentage in whole been authorized to analyze other relevant nonpetrographic
sample of that constituent in that size (weighted percentage data.
17.3 The petrographic report should include
of constituents in sieve fraction, fig. 4). It is convenient
to calculate and record these percentages to tenths.
recommendations regarding any additional petrographic,
16.1.4 By adding weighted percentages of each chemical, physical, or geological investigations that may
constituent in each sieve fraction, obtain weighted be required to evaluate adverse properties that are indicated
percentage of each constituent in whole sample (see by the petrographic examination. Supplementary petroweighted composition of sample on fig. 4).
graphic investigations might include qualitative or
16.1.5 Construct a table to show composition of each quantitative analysis of aggregate or of selected portions
sieve fractionand weighted composition of whole sample; thereof by X-ray diffraction, differential thermal methods,
record values to nearest whole number. Reportconstituents or other procedures that are directed to identification and
amounting to 0.5 percent or less of a sieve fraction or description of constituents of aggregate.
of whole sample as traces. Figure 5 is an example
17.4 The report should include a conclusion on the
constructed fromdata obtained on figure4. As a convention, physical and chemical quality of both gravel and sand, which
total in each sieve fractionand total in whole sample shall may differ from one another; percentage of flat and/or
each be 100 percent without the traces. Difficulties in elongated particles; type and percentage of coatings;
abiding by this convention can usually be avoided by presence or absence of soluble ions; and any appropriate
grouping minor constituents of minimum engineering recommendations.
importance. It is preferable to tabulate constituents known
17.5 Report should have a summary of both gravel
to react deleteriously in concrete so that their distribution and sand including particle shape, percentage of coated
will be apparent from inspection of table, even though particles .(if appropriate), rock and mineral types, and
amount in whole sample or in any fractionis very small. percentages of physically unsound and alkali-reactive
For other methods of presenting results of petrographic portions.
analysis, see tables 1 through 4 in reference [5].
17.6 The report should contain data summarizing the
16.2 Present policy is not to calculate weighted petrographic examination of coarse aggregate (see fig. 1),
averages, but to use only particle count percentages as quality of coarse aggregate (see fig. 2), and petrographic
determined in section 16.1.1.
examination of coarse sand (see fig. 3).
15.1 The examination of manufactured sand is similar
to that fornatural sand, with particular emphasis on amount
and extent of fracturingand amount and nature of rock
dust developed by milling operations. If a sample of rock
from which sand was produced is available, examination
of the rock will provide useful information.
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RESULTS OF PARTICLE COUNTS
Individual
percentge
retained
on sieve
Constituents
A1
A2
As
BI
B2
B3
C1
C2

3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
17.4
Number
of
Percent
particles
250
50
10
107
76
5
2

C8

-

Totals

*500

50.0
10.0
2.0
21.4
15.2
1.0
0.4
-

100

Composition of fractions retained on sieves
1/2 inch (12.5 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 ram)
32.-•"
29.5
Number
Number
of
Percent
of
Percent
particles
particles
200
40.0
150
100
20.0
125
50
10.0
75
70
14.0
62
53
10.6
19
20
4.0
43
5
1.0
20
2
0.4
6
....
*500
100
*500

No. 4 (4.75 mm)
20.5
Number
of
Percent
particles

30.0
25.0
15.0
12.4
3.8
8.6
4.0
1.2

50
100
100
32
87
96
20
10
5
*500

100

Weighted percentages of constituents in each sieve fraction

A1

A2
Ao
B1
B2
Bs
CI
C2
G
Total in sieve
fraction
Total in sample,
condition 1
Total in sample,
condition 2
Total in sample,
condition 3

3/4 inch
(19.0 ram)

1/2 inch
(12.5 ram)

3/8 inch
(9.5 ram)

No.4
(4.75 mm)

8.7
1.7
0.4
3.7
2.6
0.2
0.1

13.0
6.5
3.3
4.6
3.5
1.3
0.3
0.1

8.9
7.4
4.4
3.7
1.1
2.5
1.2
0.3
-

2.1
4.1
4.1
1.3
3.6
3.9
0.8
0.4
0.2

17.4

32.6

29.5

20.5

10.0
20.0
20.0
6.4
17.4
19.2
4.0
2.0
1.0
100

Weighted composition of
sample
32.7
19.7
12.2 Total of A = 64.6
13.3
10.8
7.7 Total of B = 31.8
2.5
0.9
0.2 Total of C = 3.6

48.5
31.4
20.1

Note: This tabulation indicates a convenient method of setting up a worksheet for recording results and calculations. Results developed here are
entered in the form indicated on figure 5, which should be included in petrographic report. The letters A, B, and C refer to various constituents found,
subscript numbers 1, 2, and 3 refer to various conditions in which each constituent has been found, such as relative degree of weathering.
* The requirement that each fraction include at least 300 particles has been met; selection of 500 particles per fraction for the sample is to illustrate
calculation; it is not intended to suggest that a predetermined number of particles per fraction should be selected.

Figure 4. - Typical calculation form for particle counts.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. 40-C •°035
Pr°J ec•"_-¢',• Z'•A/. /_Jr,4 •€
Feature
..5"r/LL •V'AT"E,•

•,•'A/E•.

Structure
7"•/A,t•E•
LI.,v'/.•G
Item C'o.,v'¢. ,4GG. A'f-74G•
Locationg•'•,/.ZA.4•o-/-/Ja,'7",4•A.TIh
• Station
-Offset •
Depth
•. to --

Tested b•.

SII•LD01¢

Computed
•. •"•'•'• DO •/
Checked by

gEC•CTO•O

Date
d-/-gE.
Date
•'_/_,•.,o
Date

6-0°-82

COMPOSITION AND CONDITION OF AGGREGATE SAMPLE

Constituents

3/4 inch
(19.0 mm)

Amount, as number of particles, in percent•
In fractions retained on sieves 2
In whole sample 3
1/2 inch
3/8 inch
No. 4
Condition
Condition
Condition
(12.5 mm)
(9.5 mm)
(4.75 mm)
1
2
3

Totals

A
B
C

62
37
1

70
29
1

70
25
5

50
43
7

33
13
2

20
11
1

12
8
Tr

65
32
3

Totals

100

100

100

100

-

-

-

100

48

--

--

-

32
-

20

Weighted average, condition 1
Weighted average, condition 2
Weighted average, condition 3

This tabulation was constructed from data shown on figure4.
2 Based on count of 500 particles in each sieve fraction. (The number of particles of each sieve fractioncounted should be
shown in report, and may conveniently be done as a footnoteon the report.)
3 Based on grading of sample as received and on distribution of constituents by sieve fractions shown. (If petrographic report is
part of a complete investigation of sample, including a report of grading, grading need not be shown. If petrographic report is
to be submitted alone, grading of sample should be included.)

Figure 5. - Typical example constructed from data on figure 4.
17.7 A narrative summation of the petrographic
analysis along with the above referenced figuresis included
on the reporting form illustrated by figure3 in USBR 4075.
18.

Precision and Bias

18.1 Precision and bias statements are not appropriate
for this type of procedure.

19.
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USBR 4305692

MECHANICAL MIXING OF HYDRAULIC CEMENT PASTES
AND MORTARS OF PLASTIC CONSISTENCY
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4305; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 305-82.

Scope

diameter of a grain of No. 20 to No. 30 (850- to 600-/•m)
Ottawa sand.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
mechanical mixing of hydraulic cement pastes and mortars
of plastic consistency.
2.

NOTE 1.-The Model N-50 Mixer, less the clearance adjustment
bracket, manufactured by Hobart Corp., Troy, Ohio, is considered
to conform to these requirements.
NOTE 2.-When bracket is in proper position beneath motor
housing, the lugs are to the front and facing upward and heads
of adjustment screws are to rear and facing downward in the
path of the sliding frame that holds bowl. It is intended that
the bracket be fastened at the front housing connection by
inserting replacement screws of an appropriate size upward
through opening in each lug and into existing threaded holes
in bottom of motor housing. The original stops for the sliding
frame are to be filed down if they prevent frame from coming
in contact with adjustment screws.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 305 Standard Method for Mechanical Mixing of
Hydraulic Cement Pastes and Mortars of Plastic
Consistency 1
Manual of Cement Testing2
3.

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure is intended for use in the mechanical
mixing of pastes and mortars for the testing of hydraulic
cements.
4.

4.2 Paddle.-The
paddle shall be readily removable,
made of stainless steel, and shall conform to basic design
shown on figure 2. Dimensions of paddle shall be such
that, when in mixing position, paddle outline conforms
to the contour of bowl used with mixer; and clearance
between corresponding points on edge of paddle and side
of bowl in the position of closest approach shall be about
4 mm but not less than 0.8 mm.
4.3 Mixing BowL-The removable mixing bowl shall
have a nominal capacity of 1-1/4 gal (4.73 L), be of general
shape and comply with limiting dimensions shown on
figure 3, and made of stainless steel. Bowl shall be so
equipped that it will be positively held in mixing apparatus
in a fixed position during mixing procedure. A cover lid
made of a nonabsorbing material that is not chemically
attacked by cement shall be provided for the bowl.
4.4 Scraper.-The scraper shall consist of a semirigid
rubber blade attached to a handle about 6 inches (150 mm)
long. The blade shall be about 3 inches (75 mm)long,
2 inches (50 ram) wide, and tapered to a thin edge about
1/16 inch (2 mm) thick.

Apparatus

4.1 Mixer.-The mixer shall be an electrically driven
mechanical mixer of the epicyclic type, which imparts both
a planetary and revolving motion to mixer paddle. Mixer
shall have a minimum of two speeds controlled by definite
mechanical means; rheostat speed adjustment is not
acceptable. The first (slow) speed shall revolve paddle at
a rate of 1404-5 r/min, with a planetary motion of about
62 r/min. The second (medium) speed shall revolve paddle
at 285+10 r/min, with a planetary motion of about
125 r/min. The electric motor shall be at least 1/6 hp
(124 W or 124 J/s) (note 1). The mixer shall be equipped
with a clearance adjustment bracket (fig. 1) which shall
be used to maintain a clearance between lower end of paddle
and bottom of bowl of not greater than 2.5 mm and not
less than 0.8 mm when bowl is in mixing position (note
2). The 0.8-mm clearance value is based on the approximate

NOTE 3.-A kitchen tool known as a plate and bowl scraper
conforms to these requirements.

I AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
2 For additionaluseful information on details of cement test methods,
reference may be made to the "Manual of Cement Testing," which appears
in the AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vol. 04.01.

4.5 Supplementa•Apparatus.-The balances, standard
unit masses, glass graduates, and any other supplementary
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Figure 1. - Clearance adjustment brackets.

7.

apparatus used in measuring and preparing the mortar
materials prior to mixing shall conform to the respective
requirements for such apparatus as specified in the
procedure for the particular test for which mortar is being
prepared.
5.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Materials, Proportioning,

and Consistency

6.1 The materials and their proportions and quantities
shall conform to the requirements of the particular
procedure for which the paste or mortar is being prepared.
398

Calibration

and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatusused in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular standard directly or by
reference.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 The temperature of mixing room shall be
maintained between 68 and 81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C),
and temperature of dry materials, paddle, and bowl shall
be within this same range at time of test. Temperature
of mixing water shall not vary from 73.4 °F (23 °C) by
more than ±3 °F (±1.7 °C).
8.2 The relative humidity of the mixing room shall
he not less than 50 percent.

USBR 4305
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Figure 2. - Paddle.
9.

Figure 3- Mixing bowl.
l

Method for Mixing Pastes

(4) Stop the mixer, change to medium speed (285+10
r/rain), and mix for 30 seconds.
(5) Stop mixer and let mortar stand for 90 seconds.
During first 15 seconds of this interval, quickly scrape
down into the batch any mortar that may have collected
on sides of bowl. Cover bowl with lid for balance of
standing interval.
(6) Complete method by mixing for 1 minute at
medium speed.
10.2 In any case requiring a remixing interval, any
mortar adhering to sides of bowl shall be quickly scraped
down into batch with scraper prior to remixing.

9.1 Place dry paddle and dry bowl in mixing position
in mixer. Then, put materials for a batch into bowl and
mix in following manner:
(1) Put all mixing water in bowl.
(2) Add cement to water and allow 30 seconds for
absorption of water.
(3) Start the mixer and mix at slow speed (140+5
r/min) for 30 seconds.
(4) Stop mixer for 15 seconds and, during this interval,
scrape down into batch any paste that may have collected
on sides of bowl.
(5) Start mixer at medium speed (285+10 r/min) and
mix for 1 minute.
10.

NOTE 4.-Caution: Clearances between paddle and bowl
specified in this procedure are suitable when using standard
mortar made with Ottawa sand. To permit mixer to operate
freely and to avoid serious damage to paddle and bowl when
coarser aggregatesare used, it may be necessary to adjustclearance
bracket to provide greater clearances than those specified in
section 4.1.

Method for Mixing Mortars

10.1 Place dry paddle and dry bowl in mixing position
in mixer. Then, put materials for a batch into bowl and
mix in following manner:
(1) Put all mixing water in bowl.
(2) Add cement to water, start mixer, and mix at slow
speed (140+5 r/min) for 30 seconds.
(3) Add entire quantity of sand slowly over a 30-second
period while continuing mixing at slow speed.

11.

Calculations

11.1
12.

Report

12.1
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No calculations are involved in this procedure.

No report is required for this procedure.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4311-92

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL
POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A MINERAL ADMIXTURE
IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4311; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 311-85.
4185 Air Content of Hydraulic Cement Mortar
4188 Density of Hydraulic Cementitious Materials
4233 Testing Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
4430 Fineness of Hydraulic Cement by No. 325 (45-#m)
Sieve
4441 Effectiveness of Mineral Admixtures in Preventing
Excessive Expansion of Concrete Due to Alkali-Aggregate
Reaction
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 150 StandardSpecificationfor Portland Cement 1,2
C 157 Standard Test Method for Length Change of
HardenedCement Mortar and Concrete m
C 260 Standard Specificationfor Air-EntrainingAdmixtures for Concrete2
C 311 Standard Methods of Sampling and Testing Fly
Ash or Natural Pozzolans for Use as a Mineral Admixture
in PortlandCement Concrete2
E 200 Standard Methods for Preparation, Standardization, and Storage of Standard Solutions for Chemical
Analysis3
E 617 StandardSpecificationfor LaboratoryWeights and
Precision Mass Standards4
E 832 StandardSpecificationfor LaboratoryFilterPapers
(Redesignation, formerlyD 1100) 4,5

Scope

1.1 This designation covers procedures for sampling
and testing fly ash and raw or calcined pozzolans for use
as a mineral admixture in portland cement concrete.
1.2 The procedures appear in the following order:
Section
Sampling
6
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Moisture content
Loss on ignition
Silicon dioxide
Aluminum oxide and iron oxide
Calcium oxide
Magnesiumoxide
Sulfur trioxide
Available alkalies

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

PHYSICAL TESTS
Density
Fineness
Increase of drying shrinkage of mortar bars
Soundness
Limits on amount of air-entraining admixture
in concrete
Air entrainment of mortar
Pozzolanic activity index with portland cement
Water requirement
Pozzolanic activity index with lime
Reactivity with cement alkalies
2.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

3.

Apparatus and Materials

3.1 Balance.-The analytical balance used in the
chemical determinations shall have a capacity of not more
than 200 grams. The balance may be of conventional design,
either with or without "quick" mass-determining devices,
or it may be a constant-load, direct-reading type. Balance

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4114 Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement
4151 Autoclave Expansion of Portland Cement

t
2
3
4
5
400

AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
AnnualBook of ASTM Standards, vol. 15•05..
AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 14.02..
AnnualBookofASTMStapdards,vol. 15.09.
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shall be capable of reproducing results within 0.0002 gram
with an accuracy of +0.0002 gram. Direct-reading balances
shall have a sensitivity not exceeding 0.0001 gram (note 1).
Conventional two-pan balances shall have a maximum
sensibility reciprocal of 0.0003 gram. Any rapid weighing
device that may be provided, such as a chain, damped
motion, or heavy riders, shall not increase the basic
inaccuracy by more than 0.0001 gram at any reading and
with any load within rated capacity of balance.
NOTE 1.-The sensitivity of a direct-reading balance is the mass
required to change reading one graduation. The sensibility
reciprocal for a conventional balance is defined as the change
in mass required on either pan to change the position of
equilibrium one division on the pointer scale at capacity or at
any lesser load.
3.2 Standard Masses.-Standard masses used for
analysis shall conform to type I or II, grade S or O, and
class 1, 2, or 3 as described in ASTM E 617. They shall
be checked at least annually, or when questioned, and
adjusted at least to within the allowable tolerances for class
3 standard masses (note 2). For this purpose, each
laboratory shall maintain, or have available for use, a
reference set of standard masses from 50 grams to 10
milligrams, which shall conform at least to class 3
requirements and be calibrated at intervals not exceeding
5 years by NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology). 6 After initial calibration, recalibration by
NIST may be waived provided it can be shown by
documented data obtained within time interval specified
that a mass comparison between summations of smaller
standard masses and a single larger standard mass
nominally equal to that summation establishes that
allowable tolerances have not been exceeded. All new sets
of standard masses shall begin at 1-gram size, be made
of stainless steel or other corrosion-resisting alloy not
requiring protective coating, and shall meet density
requirements for grade S or O.
NOTE 2.-Scientific supply houses do not presently list standard
masses as meeting ASTM E 617; however, they do meet NIST
or OIML (International Organization of Legal Meterology)
standards. This situation is in a state of flux because of the trend
toward internationalization; hopefully, this problem will soon
be resolved. The NIST classes S and S-1 and OIML class F1 masses meet the requirements of this procedure.
3.3 Glassware and Laboratory Containers.-Standard
volumetric flasks, burets, and pipets should be of precision
grade or better. Standard-taper, interchangeable, groundglass joints are recommended for all volumetric glassware
and distilling apparatus, when available. Wherever
applicable, use of special types of glassware, such as colored
glass, for the protection of solutions against light is
recommended. Alkali-resistantglass and high-silica glass,
which have exceptional resistance to thermal shock, are
recommended. Polyethylene containers are recommended"
for all aqueous solutions of alkalies and for standard
solutions where presence of dissolved silica or alkali from
6 Formerly National Bureau of Standards.
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the glass would be objectionable. Such containers shall be
made of high-density polyethylene having a wall thickness
of at least 0.04 inch (1 mm).
3.4 Desiccators.-Desiccators
shall be provided with a
good desiccant such as magnesium perchlorate, activated
alumina, or sulfuric acid. Anhydrous calcium sulfate may
also be used provided it has been treated with a colorchange indicator to show when it has lost its effectiveness.
Calcium chloride is not a satisfactory desiccant for this
type of analysis.
3.5 Filter Paper=Filter
paper shall conform to the
requirements of ASTM E'832, type II, quantitative. When
coarse-textured paper is required, class E paper shall be
used; when medium-textured paper is required, class F shall
be used; and when retentive paper is required, class G
shall be used.
3.6 Ccucibles.-Platinum
crucibles for ordinary chemical
analysis should preferably be made of pure unalloyed
platinum and be of 15- to 30-mL capacity. Where alloyed
platinum is used for greater stiffness or to obviate sticking
of crucible and lid, alloyed platinum should not decrease
in mass by more than 0.2 milligram when heated at 2192 °F
(1200 °C) for 1 hour.
3.7 Muffle Furnace.-The
muffle furnace shall be
capable of operation at temperatures required and shall
have an indicating pyrometer accurate within +77 °F
(+25.0 °C), as corrected, if necessary, by calibration. More
than one furnace may be used provided each is used within
its proper operating temperature range.
4.

Purity of Reagents

4.1 Purity of Reagents.-Reagent grade chemicals or
equivalent, as specified in ASTM E 200, shall be used in
all tests.
4.2 Purity of Water.-Unless
otherwise indicated,
references to water in sections 11 through 16 shall be
understood to mean distilled water or water of equal purity.
4.3 Concentrations
of Reagents.-Concentrations
of
reagents used in these procedures shall conform to section
4 of USBR 4114.
5.

Precautions

5.1 These test procedures may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and do not claim
to address all safety problems associated with their use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

6.1 Size andNumber ofSamples:
6.1.1 Samples for purpose of tests shall have a mass
of at least 4 Ibm (1.8 kg) each when they are to be
composited. Individual test samples, on which all specified
tests are to be made, shall have a mass of at least 8 Ibm
(3.6 kg).

USBR 4311

6.1.2 Test samples shall be either individual or
composite samples, as may be specified, and one individual
test sample shall represent not more than 400 tons
(363 Mg).
6.1.3 The sampling Shall be done by or under the
direction of a responsible representative of purchaser.
6.2 Sampling.-The mineral admixture may be sampled
by any one of the methods described in sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2,
6.2.3, or 6.2.4.
6.2.1 From Conveyor Delivering to Bulk Storage.Take one sample of 4 Ibm (1.8 kg) or more from at least
every 400 tons (363 Mg) passing over conveyor. This may
be done by taking entire test sample in a single operation,
known as the "grab method," or by combining several
portions taken at regular intervals, the "composite
method." When obtaining a composite sample, combine
approximately equal masses of mineral admixture taken
at regular intervals. Automatic samplers may be used in
obtaining samples.
6.2.2 From Bulk Storage at Points of Discharge.Draw sufficient mineral admixture from discharge
openings to obtain samples representative of admixture.
This is determined by appearance at openings of indicators
placed on surface of admixture directly above openings
before drawing out the admixture. Take one 4-1bm (1.8-kg)
sample for at least every 400 tons (363 Mg) by either
the grab or composite method described in 6.2.1.
6.2.3 From Bulk Storage Using Sampling Tubes.When methods of 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 cannot be applied and
when depth of mineral admixture to be sampled does not
exceed 10 feet (3 m), obtain samples using sampling tubes
inserted vertically to full depth of admixture. Obtain these
samples from points well distributed over area of storage.
6.2.4 For samples taken fromcars and trucks, where
mineral admixture is being shipped from one source,
combine samples from multiple cars or trucks to form
a test sample representing not more than 400 tons
(363 Mg). When bulk shipments are sampled, take
representative samples from well-distributed points.
6.3 Preparation of Sample.-Prepare composite
samples for tests, as required in section 6.4 by arranging
all test samples in groups, with each group representing
number of tons required by test forwhich composite sample
is intended. From each test sample in a group, take equal
proportions sufficient in amount to form a composite
sample large enough to permit making the required
physical or chemical determinations. Mix composite sample
thus prepared thoroughly before using.
6.4 Number of Tests:
6.4.1 Each sample representing 400 tons (363 Mg),
or the sample representing the quantity sampled but less
than 400 tons, shall be tested for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.4.2 All other physical tests and chemical
determinations shall be made on composite samples
representing every 2000 tons (1815 Mg). The composite
sample for this purpose is prepared by combining equal
parts of five consecutive samples, each representing 400
tons (363 Mg).
7.

Calibration and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the
tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2
are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference to another.
7.2 The calibration and standardization of other
miscellaneousequipment or apparatus used in performing
these tests, such as ovens, are to be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1020.
7.3 Muffle furnaces to comply with sections 3.7 and
10 must be checked with certified thermometers.
7.4 Balances used to determine the mass in all tests
must be calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1012.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 Conditioning of materials for the individual tests
is covered under the procedure for each test.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
9.

Moisture Content

9.1 Summary of Procedure.-This procedure is based
on drying a sample as received to a constant mass in an
oven at 221 °F (105 °C). The loss in mass is calculated
as moisture.
9.2 Procedure.-Dry sample, with mass determined as
received, to a constant mass in an oven at 221 to 230 °F
(105 to 110 °C).
9.3 Calculation.-A typical calculation form is shown
on figure 1. Calculate percentage of moisture to nearest
0.01, as follows:
D-A
Moisture content (percent) -D (100)
(1)
where:
D = mass of sample at time of sampling, in grams;
and
A = mass of oven-dried sample in air, in grams.
NOTE 3.-Be aware that this moisture content is based on
the as-sampled condition, not on the oven-dry basis.

Fineness, No. 325 (45-#m) sieve analysis
Moisture content
Density
Loss on ignition
Soundness
Lime-pozzolan test, 7-day

10.

Loss on Ignition

10.1 Summary of Procedure.-In this procedure, a
previously dried sample is ignited in a muffle furnace at
1382 °F (750 °C) to a constant mass. The loss in mass
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between 221 and 1382 °F (105 and 750 °C) is calculated
as ignition loss.
10.2 Procedure.-Determine
the LOI (loss on ignition)
in accordance with section 16 of USBR 4114, except that
material remaining from determination of moisture content
shall be ignited to a constant mass in an uncovered
porcelain, not platinum, crucible at 1382+90 °F
(750+50 °C).
10.3 Calculation.-A
typical calculation form is shown
on figure 2. Calculate percentage of loss on ignition to
nearest 0.01, as follows:
LOI (percent) --

A-G
A (100)

(2)

where:
G = mass after ignition loss, and
A = as defined in equation (1).
11.

Silicon Dioxide

11.1 Summary of Procedure.-This
procedure is based
on the sodium carbonate fusion followed by double
evaporation to dryness of the HCI (hydrochloric acid)
solution of fusion product to convert SiO2 (silicon dioxide)
to insoluble form. The solution is filtered, insoluble siliceous
residue ignited, and-mass determined. The SiO2 is
volatilized by HF (hydrofluoric acid) and loss of mass is
reported as pure SiO2.
11.2 Procedure:
11.2.1 Determine mass of a sample of ignited
material equivalent to 0.5 gram of moisture-free sample
before ignition as follows:
Mass of ignited sample (grams) =
0.5 (100 - percent LOI)
100
11.2.2 Thoroughly mix sample with 4 to 6 grams
of Na2CO3 (sodium carbonate) by grinding in an agate
mortar. Place a thin layer of Na2CO3 on bottom of a
platinum crucible of 20- to 30-mL capacity, add sample
Na2CO3 mixture, and cover mixture with a thin layer of
NauCO3. Place covered crucible over a moderately low flame
and increase flame gradually to a maximum, about 2012 °F
(1100 °C). Maintain this temperature until mass is
quiescent (about 45 minutes). Remove burner, lay aside
cover of crucible, grasp crucible with tongs, and slowly
rotate crucible so that molten contents spread over sides
and solidify as a thin shell on the interior. Set crucible
and cover aside, and cool.
11.2.3 Place crucible upright in 250-mL beaker, add
30 to 40 mL of concentrated HCI, and cover beaker
immediately with a watchglass. After chemical action has
subsided slightly, add 5 to 10 mL of water. When action
has againsubsided, place beaker on a steam bath and repeat
additions of 5 to 10 mL of water at 3- to 5-minute intervals
as long as each addition causes noticeable further solution
of fused cake, or until a total volume of 75 mL of water
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has been added. With a glass rod, turn crucible on its side
and, if necessary, add sufficient water to just cover crucible.
Digest until disintegration is complete, then lift crucible
and cover from beaker, thoroughly rinsing each with hot
water directly into beaker. If any gritty particles are present,
fusion is incomplete and must be repeated using a new
sample and a larger amount of Na2CO3.
11.2.4 Decant liquid through a rapid filter paper into
a 600-mL Pyrex beaker. Wash down sides of 250-mL beaker
with hot diluted HCI (1:99) and break up larger particles
of siliceous material with flattenedend of a glass rod. Decant
as before, permitting only finely divided material to pass
on to filter paper. Repeat above steps until all siliceous
material has been quantitatively transferred to filter paper.
Wash filter paper and residue several times with small
portions of the hot HC1 and finally with hot water until
free of chlorides; retain the residue.
11.2.5 Evaporate filtrate to dryness on a steam bath
and bake residue in oven for 1 hour at 221 to 230 °F
(105 to 110 °C). Cool and wet the dried residue thoroughly
with 10 mL of concentrated HCI, add 90 mL of hot water,
heat to incipient boiling, and digest with intermittent
stirring until all soluble salts are in solution. Filter
immediately through a medium texture paper and wash
residue thoroughly with the hot HCI (1:99), then with
hot water until free of chlorides. Retain filtrate and
we.shings for determination of ammonium hydroxide
group, section 12.1.
11.2.6 Transfer filter papers and residues from both
filtrations to a platinum crucible with known mass. Dry
and ignite, slowly at first, until carbon of paper is completely
consumed without flaming, and finally at 2012 to 2192 °F
(1100 to 1200 °C) for at least 1 hour. Cool in a desiccator
and determine mass. Treat SiO2 thus obtained, which will
contain small amounts of impurities, in the crucible with
0.5 to 1.0 mL of water, 2 drops of H2SO4 (1:1), about
10 mL of HF, and evaporate cautiously to dryness. Finally,
heat the small residue at 1922 to 2012 °F (1050 to 1100 °C)
for 5 minutes, cool in desiccator, and determine mass. The
difference between this mass and mass previously obtained
represents the amount of SiO2. Add 0.5 gram of Na2S207
(sodium pyrosulfate) or K9.$9.O7 (potassium pyrosulfate)
to crucible and heat below red heat until small residue
of impurities is dissolved in melt. Cool, dissolve fused mass
in water, and add it to filtrate and washings retained for
determination of ammonium hydroxide group (sec. 12.1).
11.2.7 Blank Determination.-Following
same
procedure and using same amounts of reagents, make a
blank determination and correct results obtained in analysis
accordingly.
11.3 Calculation.-A
typical caiculation form is shown
on figure 3. Calculate percentage of SiO2 to nearest 0.01
by multiplying mass in grams of SiO2 by 100 divided by
mass of sample used (0.5 g).
12.

Aluminum Oxide and Iron Oxide

12.1 Ammonium HydroxideGroup:
12.1.1 Summary of Procedure.-The ammonium
hydroxidegroup, designated by R203 and consistingof
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aluminum, iron, titanium, and phosphorus; are precipitated
from filtrate, after SiO2 removal, using ammonium
hydroxide. With care, negligible manganese will be
precipitated. The precipitate is ignited and mass determined
as oxides.
12.1.2 Procedure:
12.1.2.1 Treat filtrateretained fromsilicon dioxide
determination (sec. 11) for determination of ammonium
hydroxide group, principally AI2Os (aluminum oxide) and
Fe2Os (iron oxide), in accordance with sections 7 and 8
of USBR 4114. Retain the combined filtrate for
determinations of CaO (calcium oxide) and MgO
(magnesium oxide) if either or both of these are required
and the referee methods of USBR 4114 are used.
12.1.2.2 Calculate combined percentage of SiOu,
A1203, and FeuO3 by adding percentageof SiOu determined
in section 11 to percentage of ammonium hydroxide group
calculated in accordance with section 8 of USBR 4114.
Report result to nearest 0.01. A typical calculation form
is shown on figure4.
13.

Calcium Oxide

13.1 Summary ofProcedure.-This procedure covers the
gravimetric determination of CaO after removal of SiO2
and ammonium hydroxide groups, and the double
precipitation of calcium as the oxalate. The precipitate is
converted to CaO by ignition, and then mass is determined.
13.2 Procedure:
13.2.1 Acidify combined filtrates obtained in the
precipitation of aluminum plus ferric hydroxides (sec. 12)
with HCI and evaporate them to a volume of about 100 mL.
Add 40 mL of saturated bromine water to the hot solution
and immediately add NH4OH (ammonium hydroxide) until
solution is distinctly alkaline. Boil solution 5 minutes or
more, making certain that solu;ion is at all times distinctly
alkaline. Allow precipitate to settle, filter using medium
texture paper, and wash with hot water. Discard precipitate.
Acidify filtratewith HC1 and boil until bromine is expelled.
Add 5 mL of HCI, dilute to 200 mL, add a few drops
of methyl-red indicator, and 30 mL of warm ammonium
oxalate solution (50 g/L). Heat solution to 158 to 176 °F
(70 to 80 °C), and add NHaOH (1:1) dropwise while
stirring until color changes from red to yellow (note 4).
Allow solution to stand without furtherheating for 1 hour
(not longer) with occasional stirring during first 30
minutes. Filter, using retentive paper, and wash moderately
with cold, 0.1 percent ammonium oxalate solution. Retain
filtrate and washings. Transfer precipitate and filter paper
to beaker in which precipitation was effected. Dissolve
oxalate in 50 mL of hot HCI (1:4) and macerate the filter
paper. Dilute to 200 mL with water, add 20 mL of
ammonium oxalate solution, heat solution to nearly boiling,
and precipitate calcium oxalate again by neutralizing acid
solution with ammonium hydroxide as previously described.
Allowsolution to stand for 1 or 2 hours (longer standing
will now do no harm), filter,and wash as before. Combine
filtrate with that already obtained, acidify with HC1, and
retain for determination of MgO (sec. 14). Dry precipitate

and paper in a covered platinum crucible of known mass,
char paper without flaming, burn carbon at as low a
temperature as possible, and finally heat with crucible
tightly covered in an electric furnace or over a blast lamp
at 2012 to 2192 °F (1100 to 1200 °C). Cool in a desiccator
and determine mass as CaO. Repeat the ignition to constant
mass.
NOTE 4.-This neutralization must be made slowly, otherwise
precipitated calcium oxalate may have a tendency to run through
filter paper. When a number of these determinations are being
made simultaneously, the following technique will assist in
ensuring slow neutralization: Add 2 or 3 drops of NH4OH to
first beaker while stirring, then 2 or 3 drops to the second, and
so on, returning to first beaker to add 2 or 3 more drops, etc.,
until indicator color has changed in each beaker.
13.2.2 BlankDetermination.-Make a blank determination followingsame procedure and using same amounts
of reagents, and correct results obtained in analysis
accordingly.
13.3 Calculation.-Calculate percentage of CaO to
nearest 0.01 by multiplying mass in grams of CaO by 100
divided by mass of sample used (0.5 g). A typical calculation
form is shown on figure 5.
14.

MagnesiumOxide

14.1 Summary of Procedure.-In this procedure,
magnesium is precipitated as magnesium ammonium
phosphate from filtrate after removal of calcium. The
precipitate is ignited and mass determined as Mg2P207
(magnesium pyrophosphate). The MgO equivalent is then
calculated.
14.2 Reagents:
14.2.1 Ammonium Nitrate Wash Solution.-Dissolve
100 grams of NH4NO3 (ammonium nitrate) in water, add
200 mL of NH4OH, and dilute to 1 liter.
14.3 Procedure:
14.3.1 Acidify filtrates retainedin determination of
CaO (sec. 13) with HCI and concentrate to about 250 mL.
Add to this solution about 10 mL of (NH4)2HPO4
(ammonium phosphate) (250 g/L), and cool solution by
placing in a beaker of ice water. After cooling, add NH4OH
drop by drop, while stirring constantly, until crystalline
magnesium ammonium phosphate begins to form,and then
in moderate excess (5 to 10 percent of volume of solution);
continue stirring for several minutes. Set solution aside
for at least 8 hours in a cool atmosphere, and then filter.
Wash twice with an ammonium nitrate wash solution.
14.3.2 Transfer precipitate and filterpaper to same
beaker in which first precipitation was effected. Dissolve
precipitate with hot HCI (1:4), and stir to thoroughly
macerate filter paper. If necessary, add more of the hot
HCI to dissolve precipitate. Dilute solution to about 100
mL, add 1 mL of (NH4)2HPO4, and then add NH4OH
drop by drop, while stirring constantly, until precipitate
is again formed as described and NH4OH is in moderate
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excess. Cool, allow to stand for about 2 hours, filter, and
wash with four 10-mL portions of the NH403 wash
solution. Place in a platinum or porcelain crucible of known
mass, slowly char paper, and carefully burn off resulting
carbon. Ignite precipitate at 2012 to 2192 *F (1100 to
1200 °C) to constant mass, taking care to avoid melting
pyrophosphate (note 5).

of reagents, and correct results obtained in analysis
accordingly.
15.3 Calcu/ation.-A typical calculation form is shown
on figure 7. Calculate percentage of SOs to nearest 0.01,
as follows:

NOTE 5.-If crucible is glazed, temperature should not exceed
2057 OF (1125 °C) because glaze may partially fuse at about
2192 OF (1200 °C).

where:

14.3.3 Blank Determination.-Make a blank determination following same procedure and using same amounts
of reagents, and correct results obtained in analysis
accordingly.
14.4 Calculation.-Atypical calculation form is shown
on figure 6. Calculate percentage of MgO to nearest 0.01,
as follows:
MgO (percent) = 72.4 M1

(3)

where:
M1 = grams of Mg2P207, and
72.4 = molecular ratio of 2MgO to Mg•P207
(0.362) divided by mass of sample used
(0.5 g), and multiplied by 100.
15.

Sulfur Trioxide

15.1 Summary of Procedure.-In this procedure, sulfate
is precipitated from an acid solution of sample with BaCI2
(barium chloride). The precipitate is ignited and mass
determined as BaSO4 (barium sulfate), and the SOs (sulfur
trioxide) equivalent calculated.
15.2 Procedure:
15.2.1 To 1 gram of sample, add 25 mL of distilled
water, heat mixture to about 160 °F (71 °C) and, while
stirring vigorously, add 5 mL of HCI. Continue stirring
for 15 minutes. Dilute solution to 50 mL and digest for
15 minutes without stirring at a temperature just below
boiling. Filter and wash residue thoroughly with hot water
using a rapid-filtering, acid-washed filter paper folded
inside a fine-textured, acid-washed filter paper. Slightly
acidify combined filtrate with HCI, dilute solution to
250 mL, and heat to boiling. From a pipet, add slowly,
dropwise, 10 mL of hot BaCI2 (100 g/L) and continue
boiling until precipitate is well formed. Digest solution
for 12 to 24 hours at a temperature just below boiling.
Take care to keep volume of solution between 225 and
260 mL; add water for this purpose if necessary. Filter
precipitate using a fine-texturedfilter paper, wash, place
paper and contents in a platinum or porcelain crucible
• of known mass, and slowly char and consume paper without
inflaming. Then, ignite at 1562+90 °F (850+50 °C), cool
in a desiccator, and determine mass of BaSO4.
15.2.2 Blank Determination.-Make
a blank determination following same procedure and using same amounts
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SOs (percent) = 34.3 3/2

(4)

Mu = grams of BaSO4, and
34.3 = molecular mass ratio of SOs to BaSO4 (0.343)
multiplied by 100.
16.

Available Alkalies

16.1 Summary of Procedute.-Measured amounts of
sample, Ca(OH)u (calcium hydroxide), and water are
combined, sealed, and allowed to react at 100.4 °F (38 °C)
for 28 days. Mixture is then unsealed, ground, slurried,
filtered, and washed. The neutralized filtrate is analyzed
for sodium and potassium, which are then calculated and
reported as equivalent Na20 (sodium oxide).
16.2 Procedure:
16.2.1 Thoroughly mix by grinding together, in a
mortar or mechanical blender, the sample and Ca(OH)2
in a proportion of 2-1/2 parts sample to 1 part Ca(OH)u
by mass. Add 7 grams of this mixture to 10 mL of water
in a small plastic vial of about 25-mL capacity, stirring
until mixture is uniform. Seal vial and store at 100.4+3.6 °F
(38+2 °C).
16.2.2 Open vial at age of 28 days and transfer
contents to a 250-mL casserole. Break up and grind the
cake with a pestle, adding a small amount of water if
necessary, so that a uniform slurry containing no lumps
is obtained (note 6). Add sufficient water to make total
volume 200 mL, and let stand 1 hour at room temperature
with frequent stirring. Then, filter through a mediumtextured filter paper into a 500-mL volumetric flask. Wash
thoroughly 8 to 10 times with hot water.
NOTE 6.-At times, it may be necessary to break vial and peel
off plastic from solid cake. In such cases, care should be exercised
to avoid loss of material and to remove all solid material from
fragments of vial. If cake is too hard to break up and grind
in casserole, a mortar should be used.
16.2.3 Neutralize filtrate with dilute HCI (1:3) using
1 to 2 drops of phenolphthalein solution as indicator. Add
exactly 5 mL of the dilute HCI in excess. Cool solution
to room temperature and fill flask to mark with distilled
water. Determine amount of Na20 (sodium oxide) and
K•O (potassium oxide) in solution by using flame
photometric or atomic absorption procedure described in
section 17 of USBR 4114, except that standard solutions
shall be made to contain 8 mL of CaCI2 (calcium chloride)
stock solution per liter of standard solution, (note 7). This
solution, as prepared, shall be used in place of the solution
of cement.
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NOTE 7.-The standard solutions made with 8 mL of CaCI2
stock solution contain the equivalent of 504 p/m (parts per
million) of CaO (calcium oxide). Tests have shown that this
amount closely approximates amount of calcium dissolved in test
solution.
16.3 Calculation.-Atypical calculation form is shown
on figure 8. Calculate results as mass percent of original
sample material, and report as the equivalent percentage
of Na20:
Equivalent Na20 (percent) = Na20 (percent)
+ (0.658) (K20 percent)

17.

20.2 Procedure.-Cure and measure test specimens in
accordance with ASTM C 157, except that moist-curing
period (including time in molds) shall be 7 days, and
measurement of length at the age of 24+1/2 hours shall
be omitted. Immediately after measurement at end of 7day period, store specimens in accordance with ASTM
C 157. After 28 days of air storage, measure length of
specimens in accordance with of ASTM C 157.
20.3 Calculations:
20.3.1 Calculate increase of drying shrinkage of
mortar bars as follows:
Si (percent) = St - &

Report

where:

17.1 Figure 13 shows a typical reporting form for the
chemical analysis.

Si = increase Of drying shrinkage,
St = average drying shrinkage of test specimens
calculated, and
So = average drying shrinkage of control specimens, calculated as follows:

PHYSICAL TESTS
18.

Density

S (percent) --

18.1 Procedure.-Determine the density of sample in
accordance with procedure described in USBR 4188, except
use about 50 grams of fly ash or natural pozzolan instead
of about 64 grams of cement as recommended in section
.7.3 of USBR 4188.

Fineness

20.3.2 Report results to nearest 0.001 percent. If
average drying shrinkage of control specimens is larger
than average drying shrinkage of test specimens, prefix
a minus sign to the value reported for the increase of
drying shrinkage of mortar bars. Typical calculation forms
are shown on figures 9 and 10.

21.

19.2 Calculations.-Typical calibration and calculation
forms are illustrated by figures2 and 3 of USBR 4430.

20.1 Test Specimens.-Prepare test specimens in
accordancewith procedures of ASTM C 157, except mold
three mortar bars from both control mix and the test mix
using table 1.

22.
Limits on Amount of Air-Entraining Admixture in Concrete

Table 1. - Mix proportions for increase of drying shrinkage of mortar
bars.

Portland cement, grams
Fly ash or natural pozzolan, grams
Graded Ottawa sand, grams
Water

Soundness

21.1 Procedure.-Conduct the soundness test in
accordance with USBR 4151, except that specimens shall
be molded from a paste composed of 25 parts by mass
of fly ash or natural pozzolan and 100 parts by mass of
a portland cement conforming to ASTM C 150.
21.2 Calculations.-Typical calculation forms are shown
on figures 4 and 5 of USBR 4151.

Increase of Drying Shrinkage of Mortar Bars

Control mix

(6)

S ---- drying shrinkage,
Li ---- length of test of control specimen at time of
initial reading, and
Lr = length of test of control specimen at follow-up
or final reading.

19.1 Procedure.-Determine amountof sample retained
when wet-sieved on a No. 325 (45-/•m) sieve in accordance
with USBR 4430, except use a representative sample of
fly ash or natural pozzolan instead of hydraulic cement
in the determination.

20.

Li- L•
Li
(100)

where:

18.2 Calculations.-A typical calculation form is shown
on figure2 of USBR 4188.

19.

(5)

22.1 Procedure.-Proceed in accordance with USBR
4233, except that a revolving; open-tub type mixer with
revolving mixing paddles may be used. The following
subsections describe the concrete mixtures.
22A.1 The control mix is prepared as described in
section 4.1 of USBR 4233, with the air-entraining
admixture added in an amount necessary to produce
5.0+0.5 percent of air in the concrete.

Test mix

500
500
None
125
1375
1250
Sufficient to produce
a flow of 100 to
115 percent
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22.1.2 The test mix shall have same proportions as
control mix (set. 22.1.1) except that it shall contain a
quantity of the fly ash or natural pozzolan under test
equivalent to 25 percent by mass of the cement instead
of an equal mass of standard sand, and a sufficient amount
of air-entraining admixture to produce 5.0+0.5 percent of
air in the concrete. Adjust total water content of test mix
to provide same consistency required for control mix.
Determine air content as specified in USBR 4233.
22.1.3 If amount of air-entraining admixture,
expressed as percent by mass of cement, found to be
necessary in test mix of 22.1.2 is more than 2.0 times
the amount of air-entraining admixture needed in control
mix of 22.1.1, make tests in accordance with USBR 4233
to determine whether air-entraining admixture, when used
in larger quantity required, meets requirements of ASTM
C 260. For this purpose, test mix specified in 22.1.2, with
5.0-t-0.5 percent of air in concrete, shall be compared with
a similar control mix containing no air-entraining
admixture, except that for the freezing and thawing test,
mixture specified in 22.1.2 shall be compared with mixture
of 22.1.1.
22.2 Calculations.-A typical calculation form is shown
on figure 1 of USBR 4233.
23.

Air Entrainment of Mortar

Table 2. - Mix proportions for air-entrainment of mortar.

Test mix
300
75
1125
See footnote 1
See footnote 3

M =
Mc =

P =
SP =
V=

actual mass per unit volume of mortar as
determined by USBR 4185 in grams per
milliliter,
mass of specified 400 mL of mortar (see section 11.4 of USBR 4185) in grams,
theoretical mass per unit volume, calculated
on an air-free basis and using values for
specific gravity and quantities of materials
in mix, in grams per milliliter,
percentage of mixing water plus Vinsol resin
solution based on mass of cement,
specific gravity of fly ash or natural pozzolan
used in mix, and
volume of air content of mortar in percent.

23.2.1 A typical calculation form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4185.
24. Pozzolanic
Cement

Activity

Index

With

Portland

Control Mix:
Portlandcement, 250 grams
Graded Ottawa sand, 687.5 grams
Water, as required for flow of 100 to 115 percent, Wc
(in milliliters).
Test Mix:
Portlandcement, 162.5 grams
Grams of sample: 87.5 times specific gravityof sample
dividedby specific gravityof portlandcement
Graded Ottawa sand, 687.5 grams
Water, as required for flow of 100 to 115 percent, Wt
(in milliliters).See section 25 for calculationof Wc
and Wt.

i Sufficient to give a flow of 80 to 95 percent.
z Available from Hercules, Inc., 917 King St., Wihnington, DE, 19899.
Sufficient to produce an air content of 18:1:3 percent, amount used
shall be considered as part of mixing water.

23.1.2- Prepare two test mixes with sufficient
neutralized Vinsol resin to produce an air content of 15
to 18 percent in first mix and 18 to 21 percent in second
mix. Then, determine by interpolation the amount of Vinsol
resin, expressed as mass percent of cement, required to
produce an air content of 18 percent.
23.2 Calculatioo.-Calculate air content of test mixes
as follows:
M.
Mn = 400

Ma =

24.1 Specimens.-Mold specimens fi:om control and test
mixes in accordance with USBR 4109. The portland cement
used in control mix shall meet requirements of ASTM
C 150, and shall be the type and brand (if available) of
the cement to be used in the actual work. For the test
mix, replace 35 percent of absolute volume of amount of
cement used in control mix by an equal absolute volume
of test sample. Make three-cube batches as follows:

23.1 Procedure:
23.1.1 Using portland cement conforming to
requirements for type I or II of ASTM C 150, prepare
a test mix in accordancewith USBR 4185, and using table 2.

Portland cement, grams
Fly ash or natural pozzolan, grams
Standard Ottawa sand, grams
Water, milliliters
Neutralized Vinsol resin solution,2 milliliters

100(1

where:

24.2 Storage of Specimens.-After molding, place specimens and molds (on base plates) in moist room or closet
at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) for 20 to 24 hours; protect
surfaces of specimens from dripping water. Following this
storage period, remove molds from moist room or closet
and remove cubes from molds. Place cubes in close-fitting
metal or glass containers (note 8), seal the containers
airtight, and store at 100+3 °F (37.8+1.7 °C) for 27 days.
Allow the specimens to cool to 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C)
before testing.

(7)

300 + 1125 +. 75 + (300)(P)(0.O1)
Mc = 300 + 1125
75 + (300)(P)(O.01)
3.15
•
+ •
1

4O7
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NOTE 8.-Use any metal container having a capacity of three
cubes if it can be sealed airtight by soldering. Containers of lighttinned sheet metal with inside dimensions of 2-1/32 by 2-1/32
by 6-1/4 inches (52 by 52 by 160 mm) have been found to be
satisfactory. Widemouth Mason jars of 1-quart (1=liter) capacity
have also been found to be satisfactory provided care is taken
to prevent breakage.

•arid by mass, plus an amount of oven-dry mineral
admixture equal to twice the mass of the lime multiplied
by a factorobtained by dividing specific gravity of mineral
admixture by specific gravity of lime. The amount of mixing
water, measured in milliliters, shall be such as to produce
a flow to 110+5 percent in accordance with procedure
described in section 11.3 of USBR 4109. A sufficient
quantity of mortar shall be made to mold at least three
2-inch (51-mm) cube specimens. The mineral admixture
and lime shall be put together and shaken vigorously in
a covered container for 2 minutes. Mortar shall be mixed
in accordance with section 10 of USBR 4305, except that
it shall, be understood that when references are made to
cement, those references are to the fly ash- or natural
pozzolan-limemixture for this case.
26.1.4 Molding Specimens.-Molds shall be in
accordance with section 3.4 of USBR 4109. The molding
of test specimens shall be in accordance with section 11.4.3
of USBR 4109; molding at least three specimens for each
test mold. Immediately after specimens are molded, seal
the molds by waxing a base plate to top of mold to prevent
escape of moisture.
26.1.5 Storage of Specimens.-Store specimens in
molds initially at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 °C) for 24+2 hours,
and then at 131+3 °F (55.0+1.7 °C) for 6 days. Cool specimens to 73.4+3 °F 4+0.25 hours before testing.
26.1.6 Testing.-At 0.5 to 1 hour before testing, strip
specimens carefully, and keep them damp after stripping.
These specimens are not capped for compression testing
as molds are built to the rigid requirements of USBR 4109.
Determine compressive strength of specimens using a
loading rate from 100 to 500 lbf/in 2 (690 to 3450 kPa)
per minute. Report average compressive strength of specimens as the pozzolanic strength. Specimens that differ
by more than 15 percent from average value of all test
specimensmade from same sample shall not be considered
in determining compressive strength. If compressive
strength of more than one specimen differs from average
by more than 15 percent, repeat the test for pozzolanic
strength. Figure 12 shows a typical recording form for
compressive strength.

24.3 Compressive Strength Test.-Determine compressive strength of all specimens at an age of 28 days.
24.4 Calculation.-A typical calculation form is shown
on figure 11. Calculate pozzolanic activity index with
portland cement as follows:
Pozzolanic activity index with portland cement is:
X

(100)

(8)

where:
X = average compressive strength of test mix
cubes, lbf/in 2 (MPa), and
Y = average compressive strength'pf control mix
cubes, lbf/in 2 (MPa).
Water Requirement

25.

25.1 Calculation.-A
typical calculation form is shown
on figure 11. Calculate water requirement for the values
of Wc and Wt in section 24.1 as follows:
Wr = Wt (100)
Wc

(9)

where:
Wr = water requirement (percentage of control),
We = water required for flowof 100 to 115 percent
in test mix, in milliliters, and
Wc = water required for flow of 100 to 115 percent
in control mix, in milliliters.
26.

Pozzolanic Activity Index With Lime

26.1 Procedure:
26.1.1 Pozzolanic Activity Test.-To determine the
activity of fly ash or natural pozzolan constituent with
hydrated lime, make specimens of standard mortar and
test in compression as described in the subsequent sections.
26.1.2 Standard Materials.-The hydrated lime shall
be chemical reagent grade calcium hydroxide (note 9) of
such fineness that residue on a No. 325 (45-#m) sieve
is not greater than 5 percent by mass as determined in
accordance with USBR 4430. The sand shall be natural
silica sand from Ottawa, Illinois, conforming to requirements of section 4, USBR 4109.

27.

Reactivity With Cement Alkalies

27.1 Procedure:
27.1.1 Reduction of Mortar Expansion.-Determine
reduction of mortar expansion in accordance with USBR
4441.
27.1.2 Mortar Expansion.-Determine mortar
expansion in accordance with requirements of USBR 4441.
28.

Report

28.1 Figure 13 shows a typical reporting form for the
physical tests.

NOTE 9.-The calcium hydroxide should be protected from
exposure to carbon dioxide. Material remaining in an opened
container after a test should not be used for subsequent tests.

29.

Precision and Bias

29.1 The precision limits for this procedure have not
been established at this time.
29.2 There is no known bias for this procedure.

26.1.3 ProportioningandMixing.-The mortar shall
contain 1 part hydrated lime and 9 parts graded standard
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Structure

N'A

Item
-•
Location
Station
.-•
Depth
•

/v'A
N'A

Tested by
.7: •'*L • ss

,,,f',e"arf,4a¢o¢

Date
8oa z-a'3

Computed by
.7. Ez- Js
Checked by
,•, ,•/CL Z dR

Offset
to

Date
de-•-a-SJ
Date
f-,?a'-8$

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or

Crucible
No.

Tare,

grams
Cos, t•l•ecHE
P•/IA/r
e'M#•e o xe•
P¢.•,w*7"

pMEa L o a
•o.
Dl• w•
•'o*, o.

Tare
plus
Wet
Sample,

D
Wet
Sample,

Tare
plus
Dried
Sample,

A
Dried
Sample,

D- A
Mass
Loss,

grams

grams

grams

grams

grams

D- A
D
x 100
Moisture
Content,
percent

I/.?//o

g.s3•'o

6.oo;•"

0.07

g./gSg

o.oo23

o. II

C

Z

•.•"7go//.1/zs

g./3g•"

F"

3

la.731•/g.egT•

•.;$o9 /•o.86so

NOTES:

Figure 1. - Sample calculation form for moisture content determination.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project

A/A

NA

Feature

Structure
A•'SE,4•cA¢

Tested by
-7:. •'.'-,/s

Date
de-zZ-Sj

Item
--'--Location
.,,..Station
-.,,Depth
-.•

Computed by
.Z'. E-,., ts
Checked by
,•./-/EL-"E.€

Date
g-z z-83
Date
de-ZZ-83

Offset
to

----

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or

7•'72

Co•Aw ¢II•
po • aAP,tA•,tr

PJEA• o•

7•7d

po wr,'• -

Co ."o.

Co•o.

Porcelain
Crucible
No.

Tare,

grams

Tare
plus
Dried
Sample,

A
Dried
Sample,

Tare
plus
Ignited
Sample,

G
Ignited
Sample,

grams

grams

grams

grams

A-G
A
x 100
Loss on
Ignition,
percent

C

2

@./36"o

//. 7001

2./24 /

O.•'/

F

3

3. /2 6"•,

/•. a'488

E. IIZ4

0,7(,

NOTES:

Figure 2. - Sample calculation form for loss on ignition determination.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Structure

A,",,4

Item
Location
Station
.---Depth ,•-

,e/A
N'A

Tested by

REa'gA,•eCd4
--,--

Computed by
.•. •',•MS
Checked by
F HE•' zE,€

----

Offset
to

Date
Date
8-23-,1'3
Date
o°-a' •-SJ

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No.

76"73

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

P•A•r

Co•o.

,Pot4,'W,•-

Co." o.

Type
or

Loss
on
Ignition,
percent

Platinum
Crucible
No.

Tare,

grams

•x-F

O.Tg

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Col. (6)

Mass
of
Ignited
Sample,
grams

Tare
plus
Precipitate,
grams

Col. (2)
After
HF,

Gross
SiO•,

Blank
Determination,

Net
SiO•,

0.5
X 100
SiO•,

grams

grams

grams

grams

percent

o.

,z,•

'z)5

o.•

O"0

l

NOTES:
Mass in col. (1) =

o.°

0.5 (100 - percent LO1)
100

HF = hydrofluoric acid

Figure 3. - Sample calculation form for silicon dioxide content determination.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A/A
Project
A,'A
Feature

Structure

Item
Location •
Station •
Depth
•--

AZA

Tested by_
-7:. •t-Z"/S
Computed by
..7:. •",e ,•/$
Checked by

A•'Ar•'ARCd/
Offset
to

Date
#'-23-8•
Date
#'-z-*-•3
Date

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No. l

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or

Platinum
Crucible
No.

7.6"72

P,,wmR-

P•,,Ea,,o,

C

25

7.€' 7..•

S:• w,•= • .

Z>EA/Y'ER ,

F

/

• od.a••.

CoZ.o.

Tare,
grams

(1)
Tare
plus
R208,

(2)
Gross
R•03,

grams

grams

•,..• .•"t` .61€{; I

Blank
Determination,

(3)

Net
R2Os,

(4)

Col. (4)
0.5
x 100
R2Oa,

R2Oa
plus
SiOz,

grams

grams

percent

percent

0.00°b

0.t¢•05

•;./g

.4"8. gg

o.O o°•'

o.i b•

32. g# #g. •I,

NOTES:
t0.5000-gram sample

Figure 4. - Sample calculation form for ammonium hydroxide group determinations.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

At',4

Structure,'•'.,CEA•eN
Item
Location
Station
Depth

A/A

,,v'A

--•
.---•

Offset
to

.-,--

Tested by_
.3:, •-•/./S

Date
8-23-$'3

Computed by
..T. EZ " ts
Checked by

Date
8-2,* - f•
Date

F.//•,, ,' E,e

8-z3 -.•3

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No. l

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or
1•

Platinum
Crucible
and Lid
Nos.

Tare,

(1)
Tare
plus
CaO,

(3)

(2)
Gross
CaO,

Net
CaO,

0.5
× 100
CaO,

grams

grams

grams

percent

0.13•3

O. O0oG

O. IJ 77

27.54

o.037?

o. ooog

O. o3 73

Z 4-6

NOTES:
*0.5000-gram sample

Figure 5. - Sample calculation form for calcium oxide determination.
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(4)

Blank
Determination

USBR 4311

Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Structure

N'/I

t•$E,€t•c•I
Item
•
Location
•
Station •
Offset .-.-Depth
..,.to
....-

A/A
/CA

Tested by
.•,E-'•/s
Computed by
-•. EA" t $
Checked by
A7 HE,' .' ,•R

Date
8-2,•-a73
Date
$-R3-83

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
ml

Sample
No.I

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
Porcelain
or
Crucible
(•
No.

Tare,

Net
MguP2OT,

= MgO,

grams

grams

grams

percent

O. 0 7,/•

O. oo/ct

0. o697

•o£

plus
MguP2Ov,

NOTES:
10.5000-gram sample

Figure 6. - Sample calculation form for magnesium oxide determination.
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Blank
Determination,

Tare

USBR 4311

Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Tested by
.Z'. •"/-t $
Computed by

Strucrure/t•..e•A Re//

A/A

Item

/cA

"'-"

Location -----Station
.-,.-Depth
•

NA

Offset
to
,.,..

Date
8-Z3-13
Date

0°-23-#3
Date

.Z'. Eu--/s

Checked by

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No. l

Brand
Name
CoMA•VCNE
P•At/r
C/,/fROK•K

Type
Procelain
or
Crucible
•
No.

Plant
ID
P•S/. O•
Co•" O.

Mz
Net
BaSO4,

34.3 M2
= SO3,

grams

percent

plus

Gross
BaSO4,

Blank
Determination,

grams

grams

grams

1o.••°• I0. gl44

O. Oq4l

0.0004

O.Oe3?

3.21

10.,066 10.7517 JO.O/G2

O. O0o•t

0. OlS@

O. 54

Tare
Tare,

BaSO4,

grams

NOTES:
t 1.0000-gram sample

Figure 7. - Sample calculation form for sulfur trioxide determination.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A/A

Structure

Project

Item
Location
Station

Feature

A/A

A/A

Tested by
.77. E• ts

A;•ESE•

Depth

.----,...,.-

Computed by
.•. E,'/. IS
Checked by

Offset

,,,..-

to

Date
8-2,-•3

Date

" F./-/E,'t.E•

..,_.

g-•3-63

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

Sample
No. t

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or

(1)
Avail.
Alkalie
Reading,

(2)
Dilution
Factor

p/m
i/•ff-

i 7•'72
7S73

(3) 2
Na20,

(4)
Avail.
Alkalie
Reading,

percent

p/m

(5)
Dilution
Factor

(6) 3
KuO,

(7)
0.658
K•O,

(3) + (7)
Equiv.
Na20,

percent

percent

percent

OotoAg¢ag

/•oww,•-

Po'K$£o•

Cot.o.

C

/. 2q

200

2. £8'

0. 32

50

0./•

0. l/

2. g q

Pov,,,e•-

Co., o.

'•"

O. $g

50

O. I•P

O. Bg

SO

O. 18

O./c°

O. 30

NOTES:
L5000-mg sample
2Col. (3) = (1)(2)(100) 500 mL
1000

divided by sample mass in milligrams.

3Col. (6) = (4)(5)(100) 5_1•L divided by sample mass in milligrams.

Figure 8. - Sample calculation form for available alkalies determination.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Tested by...
.T. Ow'fa1$
Computed by
OWENS
Checked by
/4, •, rc•EL Z

Structure
/I[°•5•'AA•'N A',€• ..•rA•'o,a,•as
Item
-..*.--Location •f•'A[ •¢dl'
Station --.-Offset
Depth
•
to

A,tA

vv'A
/v'A

Date
//-3o- 8/
Date
11-.,0 -8!
Date
11-3o -o•L

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
MIX PROPORTIONS
CementPozzolan
Sample
No.
A/I- 7 / 2o
i• -74 3 o

Specific
Gravity

Cement
Mass,
grams

type"
•" .,A

3./5

Soo

edNN•q/VD•E Cd•SSAOa C/a¢$S
P• •"AsW
arm
jr

2. aS

Brand
Name
2"•EA/.

Type
or
Class

Plant
ID
DRY/" L•
$'Z/OE,
•t" tad4

/ttt•.

3Z•

Pozzolan
Mass,
grams
o

Ottawa
Sand
Mass,
grams

W, or Wt
Water
Mass,
mL

percent

/375"

242

/o7

w'e-

/O8

147

Flow,

W•
Water
Required,
percent

9o.q

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 2-INCH OR 50-ram CUBES

Specimen
No.

Series

Total
Load

Age,
days

lbf

N

Compressive
Strength
lbf/in•
MPa

Difference
from
Average,
percent

/

Co,.,r•toz

28'

loq Koo

.€I. •

- a. we

2

do

28

Io7 •o

4,0. el

+,2. 2

3

do

2f

'o3 ooo

,41. 2

--/. •'

Compressive
Strength
Corrected
Average
lbf/in•
MPa

4/. '•7

4L97
1o

7"•$r

28

II

.7,,

.2 •P

to3 ooo

•1. •.

- O. .,•

;Z

do

28

to/•5o

4o. 5

-2. o

4L33

NorI'ES:

Figure 11. - Water requirement and pozzolanic activity index with portland cement.
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Pozzolanic
Activity
Index,
percent
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
Feature

Structure

A/A

Tested by
37. OW•'atS
Computed by
O vW•"•wS
Checked by
,•, Mtrcfg•

,•,,¢•A,• c,•/

Item
Location D•',•g• •A•
Station ..,...Offset ..,-.Depth
.-,-tO

lea
N'A

Date
/I-$0 -81
Date
//-30-81
Date
//-3O-BI

SAMPLING AND TESTING FLY ASH OR NATURAL POZZOLANS FOR USE AS A
MINERAL ADMIXTURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
MIX PROPORTIONS
Pozzolan
Sample
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Curing

Class

Temp.
°F

°C

Time

Pozzolan
Specific
Gravity

Lime
Specific
Gravity

hours

Pozzolan
Mass,

Lime
Mass,

Ottawa
Sand
Mass,

grams

grams

grams

Water Flow
Mass,
mL

%

n

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 2- BY 4-INCH (51- BY 102-mm) CYLINDERS AND 2-INCH (50-mm) CUBES
Specimen
No.

Cylinder
Size
inches

mm

Cube
Size
inches

Series

Curing
Temperature
°F

mm

Total
Load

Age,
days

°C

lbf

Compressive
Strength
N

lbf/in 2

MPa

7

5o

,4474 3o

6'

50

d.

.,4"4

7

/g /•

d,.44

9

So

do

S'4

7

/• •.•

d. a'#

54

7

/d 7oo

d. il

NOFES:

Figure 12. - Pozzolanic activity index with lime.
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Average
Compressive
Strength
lbf/in 2

MPa

d. a'?
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k. ,K. M•rLCE, C•d Dot
Compiled •/r¢I/•Z¢
3-/-•7

Ownership:RocK>" A,4rN. ,4'S•I,
Foo'/vrA/N'j CO
Location:

Pr°ject•j'RAN-rL E y .
Feotur•A•rZ•'P" DAM'
Date Letter Transmitted3°/6-8?

Section A/A Township A/'A

Branch File No. C-/,•'9•tV'

Range ,/V'A

Meridian /VA

QUALITY

EVALUATION

[] CEMENT
State:•'o/.oRAOO

Checked by A:'./1•S$

3-•--O•7

Reviewed by 7:. DoZ•,tV 3-D0.•7,
Submitted byj..p/EA•CE

Dote
3-/.€"•

J;•poz ZOL A N
Sample No. M-6"6•'4-

Region:A#'8

Material: [:•ZZo/_AN'C/,•L y A$/'i)
Source Name: A•o<:l•y A,•tou/,/r'A:/v" A-•I.I
Physical Properties

Type :

Date Rec'd.: 2-17- 87
Class: F
Volume: AW'A
Chemical Analysis,%
USBR
4114

From USBR 4188 or 4311,Density : -•'./GMg/m 3

Oxide
Analysis

From USBR 4185 or 4311, Air Content: 6".7°/o

St02

From USBR 4151 or 4311, Autoclave Expansion=On0/%
From USBR 4311 or ASTM CI57, Drying Shrinkoge:O.•-°/o Control
From USBR 4204, Fineness(BlaineAir Permeability),SpecificSurface=//Zm2/k•

AI203
Fe203
T..of above
CoO

From USBR 4311 or 4430, Passing No. 325(45-Fm) Sieve,_Z.•_%
From USBR 4186,Heat of Hydration in kJ/kg or cal/g:3-daY•17-doy_• 12B-day •
• From USBR 4191,Vicot Needle, Initial•min, Final •'min
Time-of-Set:
From USBR 4266, Gillmore Needle, Initial •mint Finol•min
False Set Penetration ('HA)
USBR 4451(Paste Method)
USBR 4359(Mortar Method)

•'z•zP
r¢.32
3.JU
9o.lo
•o9O

MoO

From USBR 4187, Normal Consistency"-°/op •-mL of H20,•---mm of Penetration S03
Alkalies
NazO
K2 0
Misc.

USBR
4nil

Total
Aval able

O./O
•oR'I

Pro)erties

Total
&lkalio, *

•
•'•

CoO
(Free Lima)
Insoluble
Residue

•-mL
of H20
°/o Penetration Ratio

Compressive Strength UsJnc• 2-inch or 5O-mm Cubes
USBR 4311- Cement/Pozzotan Mortar Test Mix
W/C :O._...............-•m L HzO/O_•?Q/o F I o w W/(C÷P):O-__'r{Z/_.amL H20,/€•'% Flow

USBR 41O9-Stondord Test
USBR 4311 - Control Mix

Age,
days

Camp. Sir.,
Ibf / in 2

Camp. Sir.,
MPo

Camp. Sir.,
ibf/in 2

Camp. Sir.,
MPo

H2O Rsq'd.
Flowa°/o of
ConTrol

PAX of Portland
Cement,©/o of
Control

LOSS
on
lgnltlon

/.8•O

Moisture
Content
I =R" Factor

•./•

(c-•)/F

0.26

Compound Composition
C2S

3

C3A

7

C3S
-----C4AF
---..
Ca S04
Minor Constituents

2B

•oeo

4/.95" •?#'o

41.35

90. q

9/. 3"

90USBR 4311-PAZ(Pozzolan Activity Index)With Lime

Ti0•

/.9•mL of H20,//• % Flow, 7-Day Strength=•-.•----H•bLg'wz(MPa)

P• Os

USBR 4311 or4441-Reactivity With Cement Alkalies
Expansion: Control Mix-#'L•°/o, Test Mix-/'Al.°/o, 14-Day ReductionJt•-.•°/o

Zn0

From USBR 4233 or 4311, Limitson Amount of AEA in Concrete
Cement: [] 4233 [] Project• SourceZ•'H/• C/A•, •.
Typ/, •Z,A

Mn20 •

Cemsnt,lbt•/'Yd3(kg/m3)

..•07

Po,=o, nn,•=,.q•(•/•,•:
Woter,+bm'/'•p41•l(kg/m3)

0
141

Test
MIx
..?•'•

76
173

•E,..•/• R'4 /•;

w/C or W/(C+P}

•:T• Rntlo
Slump,+•tmm)

•,=CE,.aria

@ Alkalies as Na t 0 equivalent:N020+0.658
AEA:

Air-Entraining

Control
Mh•

Test
Mix

0•4•

O.a•'•"

0.34 •..R•.
•3.•"
71•.0
£035
0.0•7

Air Content (Gray.), %
|

•tr Contont (Press.).%

K20

Admixture

Figure 13. - Typical reporting form for properties of cementitious materials.
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-----

Sulfide
Sulfur

Aggregate: Coarse ([] 4233 [] Project)• Source-c€ ,Sp.Gr.•.4€'•l, MSA3•.S'.k•(mm)i CIFine(l•4233 [] Project)• SourceG_•-., Sp.Gr• '-gT, EM •oT•r"
AEA Brand t'•/,•.F•/- RZI'$•'At'
ManufacturerJPI•,. ZAS.
Control
MIx

.---,.-

-----

Conf.rol
Mix

•..I

Tilt
Mix

•3

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4341-92

LENGTH CHANGE OF DRILLED OR SAWED SPECIMENS
OF CEMENT MORTAR AND CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4341; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 341-84.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the length changes of drilled or sawed
specimens of cement mortar and concrete that are caused
by other than externally applied forces and temperature
changes. This procedure can be readily adapted, if desired,
to studies of length change involving different schedules
or environmental treatment.
1.1.1 The term "length change," as used in this
procedure, is defined as "an increase or decrease in a linear
dimension of a test specimen that has been caused by any
factor other than externally applied forces and temperature
changes".

2.

Applicable Documents

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Measurementsof length change permit assessment
of potential for volumetric expansion or contraction of
drilled or sawed specimens of cement mortar or concrete
due to various causes other than externally applied forces
and temperature changes. This procedure is useful in
evaluating movements in structures by measurements made
on specimens taken from the structure.

5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125 and C 490.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4901 Drying Shrinkage of Hardened Concrete
4908 Length Change of Hardened Concrete Exposed to
Alkali Sulfates
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates*
C 341 Standard Test Method for Length Change of Drilled
or Sawed Specimens of Cement Mortar and Concrete2
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete3

3.

a room of specified temperature and humidity; changes
in a linear dimension are measured at specified intervals.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Specimens removed from existing structures by
coring or sawing are stored in lime-saturated water or in

1 Annual Book of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.02, 04.03.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
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6.

Apparatus

6.1 Any of the followinglength-change devices may
be used depending on dimensions of test specimen. These
devices shall generally conform to requirements of ASTM
C 490.
6.1.1 Horizontal Comparator.-This instrument
consists of a rigid invar steel frame carrying a movable
table on which specimen is supported at three points. Each
end of the invar frame holds an upright invar post. One
post is equipped with an adjustable head at the top, and
the other post is fitted with a dial gauge, see figure 3
of USBR 4901. The head of the adjusting screw and stem
of dial gauge contact a stainless-steel gauge point in each
end of test specimen. A standard bar of 1/2-inch (12.7mm) diameter invar steel, of varying lengths for the
different-sized comparators and with mounts to position
bar equidistant between measuring points of the
instrument, is used to obtain a constant dial setting.
6.1.2 Vertical Comparator.-This instrument, one
type of which is shown on figure 1, has been found
satisfactory for use in measuring small prisms with lengths
as small as 3 inches (76 mm). The terminals of this
instrument are heat treated and polished.

USBR 434:1

F:[gur'e 2. - A suitable ex:ten, sorrleter [or meas, urement
of •er•g:th chan•ge of S, lp, ec•imens h,a,•,mg gaug;e studs

on sii&s

Figure 1. -A su:hablle vcrdcle compa•a>c•r

for the

measulemerl•t Of len, g•h, ,clLJ•anges

6.1.3 ['•,,/•r•,m'
F'J,:i•ge •¢grdu".n G3a>:es.-Th, ese gauges
sk, al] be designed :o •cc,a.m,,:)date :l-•e size ,::ff specimen used
and to F,>a'¢.'ide .,:•r permit a p,:,.sitive means c,,f c,ontac• whh
the gauge scads {rJ.,:)te 1)T%e srraJ!n gauge shal!L provide
a dial miic>,:)me:er c,r (:,::her meas.u•ing device graduated
t ,: • r e: a d :i •q, 0.00, 0/I -ii n c h (0 (],() 25 - m m } :i n c •e, m e n r s, T' h e d e s i g n
s 1-J a Ii 1 p r ,:.r•' [ d e a •:n e a n s t:,:, r c h, e c k i n g 1: n e a s t • i i n g d e v ice a g a i n s:
a reference h,a:

[c [g'ure 3. - Inserts and in, s, ert screws for' ,•aric,,us sizes of specirn•ens.
The scr'ev, s p,ermil adljlustmer•t ,•:1,• specimen t:o a standard len•gl:•',.

N(•'E :i.-T'hree strain gau:ges .of the f:u]c•untl p.lhs•e type are
i]lk•.•.¢rate.d a.lrl fiigL*re 2 [rl, thi'•; procedure and f[g;uzc i in USBR
49,1) 1. These gauges are ess.enria]]y all,:*y s•ed haines •1-•: a=e
held [ic) ylermi• ala short lCl[*glitud[Dall] (ra'ldd us:ing; a lint plate 5,Fl, r;ing:
arr•lngem,,:,nl

'TIhe

ins, mu-ner•,t

is p,Cli•,ii{i[L)FJe:,d

between inner31nost ends of gauge studs Contact ter•:qirJ, a]s
of.ou.n3pa rator shall be plane, p,a.]ished, heat-•eated surtraces
as descriibe.d in AS,TM C 490.
6. :1 4.2:
(Ta'eZ•,e S'tL•& ,:*•q' E)carce ,gf •]pecHT?ens.-\X?he'n
.c.,:m3g, a•at,:.}r is to be t•sed •,:, me'as.L•re between gauge svuds
.,an sides of sF, ecim.ens:, c:,a.ntact ,ern:-Uia:,ls sha]]l be oonica],
h,e.ab•re.ated surfaces as shc,,wn ,:m figure 2:. In, •hils; case:,,
the gauge length, sha]tl be the &istance between reference
F:,.,:•m•s, which are' Lc<:a•ed in exposed ends. of gauge s;¢•ds

by a SeE Cif p,:xirl•edl

[-:,lr, s hle]d in ]*<l!les. i3s tlq, e fladq, e•3d gauge StL*ds in :l-le specimen
A dM is nq,,:,,un.tedl belween th, e n,,m.,able f•ame.s for ]c.ngd>change
Fen d i rigs.

6.1.4 h>,erts., k'•seT,* &•'e"ws, and GaL,g'e Fo/n'gs ,o,;
S;Li'o's.-Tlnes¢: heI?.s sl-•dlt be AIS.I b•pe 3 16 s•a[Mess s•eel
or <:,:he• corrc, sion-resL,;rant me:.ral (',.f siimi],ar hardness.
Gauge studs of iinvar or s.imiilar metali should be used when
specimens
a•e •es•:ed at suJbStantia]b.,, different temperatures.
Figure 3 in tl•is g,,>,•ce'du•e and l]gure 2 in, USBR dqCl,:8

{see. ,5.15.

t'[,,1 "i
(;:i•i'U>ye' Sr•,,•£:-Ga,•ge s.tLids shall h,e AIS.I type
31{!11 stain]less steel or .,::•ther c,,:,rn:,sSc,•-resistan•: metal of

s.i,r, il.ar t3ardness.
,15.1.5..1
S'gc, ds'/br E•'ds of S'pece)'nens-Gauge
studs
that are u,. h:,e k:,,•ted in ends c,,f specimens stnall ]-•a','e
a rc,,,unded, surface :o p>:)vide point oontact whh terrniinals
of
The types of studs descrih, ed in ASTM C 49(1
a•e suitable for ins.erdon into drilled h,:•les. S.pher[cal studs
having a diameter of 1/'4 o:) 3v."S [nc:h (6 to 1() ram):, ,or

_sh,rw a•] assc:,•t:l:lt•e.nt ,•3,f these items.
comp.arat,t;.r is t,:•. be used t{:,. measure between gauge studs
in ends c,,f Sl-:,ecimerllS, the gauge length for o:maputing
percentage length change Shlal]l be .u,::,nsJ:dered :o be distance.
12 3

0
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studs that are sections of spheres of similar diameter, are
suitable for cementing to ends of specimens.
6.1.5.2 Studs forSides ofSpecimens.-The exposed
ends of gauge studs that are to be located on sides of
specimens shall have a plane surface, and shall have a
diameter or diagonal of 3/8 to 1/2 inch (10 to 13 ram).
For dry setting, the stud length shall be 1/2 to 5/8 inch
(13 to 16 mm). Shorter lengths, including plane disks,
may be satisfactory for studs that are to be cemented.
6.2 DialC•uges.-Dial gauges shall be graduated to read
either to nearest 0.0001 inch (0.0025 mm) or to nearest
0.001 percent of gauge length.
7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

8.

8.1 Samples shall be obtained in accordance with
applicable provisions of USBR 4042.
8.2 Test specimens shall be either cores or rectangular
prisms that have been drilled or sawed from existing
concrete or mortar structures; and that are free from
reinforcing steel, visible cracks, or other structural defects:
Specimens may be of any size; however, if they are to
be compared, they should not differ in their cross-sectional
dimensions by more than 10 percent or in their length
by more than 20 percent (note 2). It is desirable that gauge
length be at least six times the maximum nominal size
of the coarse aggregatebut not less than 3 inches (76 ram),
and that minimum cross-sectional dimension be at least
three times the maximum nominal size of the coarse
aggregatebut not less than 2 inches (51 ram). When gauge
studs are to be located on sides of specimen, the overall
specimen length shall exceed gauge length by at least 2
inches.
NOTE 2.-Sizes of specimens for which comparators
normally available are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are

1- by 1- by 10-inch (25- by 25- by 254-mm) bars
3- by 3- by 15-inch (76- by 76- by 381-mm) bars
4- by 4- by 30-inch (102- by 102- by 762-mm) bars
8- by 8- by 48-inch (203- by 203- by 1219-mm) bars
3- by 6-inch (76- by 152-mm) cores or cylinders
6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-ram) cores or cylinders
10- by 20-inch (254- by 508-ram) cores or cylinders
12- by 24-inch (305- by 610-mm) cylinders
18- by 36-inch (457- by 914-mm) cylinders
24- by 48-inch (610- by 1219-mm) cylinders
30- by 60-inch (762- by 1524-mm) cylinders
36- by 72-inch (914- by 1829-mm) cylinders

8.3 Setting Gauge Studs:
8.3.1 Gauge studs may be dry-set, cemented into
drilled holes, or cemented directly to surface of specimen.
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8.3.2 Drilled Holes.-For gauge studs that are to be
cemented into drilled holes, the holes should be drilled
only slightly larger than the studs (note 3). For studs that
are to be dry-set, holes should be drilled 0.005 inch (0.13
ram) smaller than diameter of studs. For small specimens,
ensure that specimens are not damaged by drilling
operation.
NOTE 3.-Carbide-tipped masonry drills have been found most
suitable for this purpose.
8.3.2.1 For Gauge Studs in Ends of Specimen.Drill holes in ends of a specimen so that their longitudinal
axes coincide with longitudinal axis of specimen. Hole
depths should be such that gauge studs will project from
1/8 to 3/16 inch (3 to 5 mm) beyond ends of specimen.
8.3.2.2 For Gauge Studs on Sides of Specimen.Drill two holes in each of the two opposite sides of specimen
to compensate for warping and to provide a better average
for length change. Position both pairs of holes in a plane
containing longitudinal axis of specimen and space the
holes to conform to length of comparator. The center of
each hole should be at least 1 inch (25 ram) from end
of specimen. Hole depths should preferably be such that
top surfaces of gauge studs can be set about 0.1 inch (3
ram) below surface of specimen.
8.3.3 Cementing Methods:
8.3.3.1 Studs Set in Holes.-Positiongauge studs
in their previously drilled holes and at prescribed depths
with their exposed ends parallel to surface of specimen
for studs having plane end surfaces. The cementing material
should be stable and effective in either a wet or dry
environment and at temperatures up to 250 °F (121 °C).
The following cementing materials have been found
satisfactory:
8.3.3.1.1 Epoxy Resin.-Epoxy resins for this
purpose should cure at room temperatures. Holes should
be free of loose particles and visually dry to ensure good
bond.
8.3.3.1.2 Lead.-Lead is satisfactory for specimens subjected to air storage but is not recommended for
long periods of water storage (sec. 10.2.1).
8.3.3.1.3 Portland Cement Paste.-Use a thick
paste of portland cement plus 2 percent calcium chloride
by mass of cement. Moisten each hole with about 5 mL
of water, and cement studs in place after water has been
absorbed. Moist-cure the paste for about 24 hours.
8.3.3.1.4 Other Cementing Media.-Sulfur, rose
metal, and plaster of paris have also proven satisfactory.
8.3.3.2 Studs Cemented to Surface.-An epoxy
resin that sets at room temperature and does not soften
at a temperature of 250 °F (121 °C) is the most satisfactory
material for cementing studs to surface of specimen. To
ensure good bond, it is essential that surface be clean. Acid
etching, followed by flushing with water and drying, is
a satisfactory preparation of surface for bonding. The
exposed end surface of each stud having a plane end surface
should be parallel to surface of specimen.
8.3.4 DIT-Setting Method.-Drive gauge studs into
their previously drilled holes to their prescribed depths
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being careful not to deform exposed ends of studs during
driving operation.
8.3.5 Reference Points on Gauge Studs.-Establish a
reference point on each gauge stud that is located on side
of specimen by drilling a hole, about 0.04 inch (1 mm)
in diameter, with a No. 56 American Standard twist drill
into end of stud to a depth sufficient to provide clearance
between bottom of hole and point of comparator, see
figure 2. A template will aid in spacing holes at proper
gauge length, which should be as close to mean gauge
length of comparator as practicable. Remove burred edges
from reference point holes.
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 Each measuring device shall be checked against a
reference bar at regular intervals as described in ASTM
C 490.
10.

Conditioning

10.1 For Measurement.-Prior to initial measurement
for length, condition specimens by immersion in limesaturated water. Maintain temperature of this water at
73.4+3.0 °F (23.0±1.7 °C), except that during last hour
of immersion prior to making measurements, maintain
temperature at 73.4±1.0 °F (23.0±0.6 °C). When
measuring, remove specimens from water one at a time,
wipe with a damp cloth, and immediately measure for
length. Make length measurements at 7-day intervals, and
continue conditioning until change in length over a 7-day
period is less than 0.001 percent. Use the length
measurement that determines that this criterion has been
met as the basis for calculating length change occurring
during the air- or water-storage period.
10.2 Subsequent Storage=After measurement at end
of conditioning period, store specimens as described in
either 10.2.1 or 10.2.2, unless another condition of storage
is specified.
10.2.1
Water Storage.-Immerse
specimens in limesaturated water at 73.4+3.0 °F (23.0±1.7 °C). For at least
30 minutes prior to measuring the specimens, maintain
the temperature at 73.4±1.0 °F (23.0±0.6 °C). Make length
measurements on each specimen after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
and 64 weeks, unless otherwise specified.
10.2.2 Air Storage.-Store
specimens in circulating
air maintained at 73.4±2.0 °F (23.0±1.1 °C) and at a relative humidity of 50±4 percent, unless some other condition
of storage is specified. Unless otherwise specified, measure
specimens for length at weekly intervals and continue them
in air storage until their change in length over a 7-day
period is less than 0.001 percent. Preferably, make the
measurements in a room maintained at the same
temperature and humidity levels prescribed for storage.
11.

For specimens with side-mounted gauge studs, determine
gauge length by direct measurement between reference
points with a suitable scale. For specimens with endmounted studs, determine gauge length by first measuring
distance between ends of studs with suitable calipers, and
then subtracting the lengths of the two studs.
11.2 Subsequent Readings:
11.2.1
Vertical Comparator.-When
using the
vertical comparator, specimen should be brought to
comparator with the dial feeler point retracted. The lower
gauge point of specimen should be brought to rest squarely
on lower instrument pin; specimen is then held in position
while dial feeler point is released to contact upper gauge
point. Before a reading is taken, specimen shall be rotated
to ensure correct seating.
11.2.2 Horizontal Comparator.-Operation of the
horizontal comparator is similar to that of the vertical
comparator, with specimen being carefully placed on
instrument supports and gauge points placed against
neutral instrument pin before gauge feeler pin is released
to contact gauge point in other end of specimen.
11.2.3 Fulcrum Strain Gauge.-The strain gauge
should be clasped firmly with one end of gauge in either
hand. The fourth and index fingers of other hand should
then be brought in contact with specimen and instrument
pins brought to specimen carefully by closing the fingers
until instrument pins are in contact with gauge points.
The instrument pins should be perpendicularto specimen
to ensure correct readings and to prevent breakage of feeler
pins.
12.

Calculations

12.1 Figure 6 in USBR 4901 shows a standard data
form used in the length-change computations for 8- by
8- by 48-inch (203- by 203- by 1219-mm) bars and for
18-inch (457-mm) diameter by 36-inch (914-mm) length
cores or cylinders. Figure 5 in USBR 4901 is a sample
data form devised to illustrate the computations involved
for a 4- by 4- by 30-inch (102- by 102- by 762-mm) bar;
this form is explained as follows:
Column

8
9
10
11

Procedure

11.1 Determination of Gauge Length=Determine
gauge length of each specimen to an accuracy of 1 percent.
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Date of measurement
Age in days from time of casting or start of
test
Time in days for conditioning and storing
Room temperature, T, at time of
measurement
AT, which is 73.4 °F - T (23.0 °C - T)
Standard bar base reading
Standard bar reading corrected to 73.4 °F
(23.0 °C)
Actual dial reading of specimen No. 1
Actual dial reading of specimen No. 2
Average dial reading of specimens 1 and 2
Thermal correction to reading, which is
equal to thermal coefficient times A T times
GL (gauge length)
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12
13
14
15
16
13.

Dial reading corrected for deviation from
73.4 °F (23.0 °C)
AL, total drying shrinkage to date
ALe, unit length change, or AiT/C,L, in inch
per inch per °F [(mm/mm)/°C]x 10.6
ALe in percent = ALt (100)
Percentage of length change between
readings

Report

13.1 The length change of hardened concrete is best
reported by letter containing all the known data. The report
shall include:
• Sources of specimen in terms of structure and
particular location in structure from where specimen
was obtained.
• Dimensions of test specimen.
• Maximum size and mineral character of aggregate
in concrete.
• Description of conditioning, either by indication that
type of conditioning outlined in section 10 was followed,
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or by giving details of any conditioning not conforming
to section 10. In either case, report total length of
conditioning period.
• Description of storage conditioning, either by
indicating that type of storage outlined in section 10
was followed, or by giving details of storage methods
not conforming to section 10.
• Total length of storage period, exclusive of
conditioning period, prior to each length measurement.
• Length-change data, reported as percent increase or
decrease in linear dimension to nearest 0.001 percent,
based on initial measurement made at end of conditioning period.
• Any condition or characteristic of the concrete that
may be of interest to the testing.
• Any other pertinent information
14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 Precision is dependent upon the particular test
conditions; no general statement can be made.
14.2 There is no known bias.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4359-92

EARLY STIFFENING OF PORTLAND CEMENT
(MORTAR METHOD)
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. This procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4359; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 359-83.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of early stiffening in portland cement
mortar.
,

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1030 Calibrating Specific Gravity Flasks
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4185 Air Content of Hydraulic Cement Mortar
4187 Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortarsof Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement 1,2
C 359 Standard Test Method for Early Stiffening of
Portland Cement (Mortar Method) *
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar,and Concrete L2
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials *a,3
C 778 Standard Specification for Standard Sand l
D 1193 Standard Specification for Reagent Water4
E I Standard Specification for ASTM Thermometers5
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A mortar is prepared with the cement to be tested
using specified quantities of cement, standard sand, and
water. Using the modified Vicat apparatus, measurements
of penetration are made at stipulated intervals after the
beginning of mixing procedure. Upon completion of first
series of penetration measurements, mortar is returned
1
2
3
4
5

Annual BookofASTMStandards,
Annual Book o[ASTM Standards,
AnnualBook of ASTMStandards,
Annual Book of ASTM Standards,
Annual Book of ASTMStandards,

vol. 04.01.
vol. 04.02.
vols. 04.03, 04.08.
vol. 11.0 1.
vols. 05.03, 14.01.
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to mixer to be remixed. Following the remix procedure,
an additional remix penetration is determined. A tabulation
of the penetration measurements is included in the report
(sec. 13).
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 The purpose of this test procedure is to determine
the degree to which a cement mortar develops early
stiffening. This procedure is intended primarily for use
by those interested in research on methods for determining
potential false set of portland cement.
4.2 When used for estimating relative tendency of a
cement to manifest early stiffening, a judgment may be
made by comparing the behavior in the penetration series
(secs. 12.4.1 and 12.4.2) and the remix procedure (sec.
12.4.3) to differentiate a relatively less serious and less
persistent tendency to early stiffening from one that is
more persistent and, consequently, more serious.
4.3 Severe false setting in a cement may cause difficulty
from a placing and handling standpoint, but it is not likely
to cause difficulties where concrete is mixed for a longer
time than usual, as usually occurs in transit mixing or where
the concrete is remixed prior to placing or transporting
in concrete pumping operations. False setting is most likely
noticed where concrete is mixed for a short interval in
stationary mixers and transported to forms in nonagitating
equipment, as on some paving jobs.
4.4 Cements with severe false setting usually require
slightly more mixing water to produce same consistency,
which may result in slightly lower strengths and increased
drying shrinkage.
4.5 Flash set of a severity sufficient to cause difficulties
from a placing and handling standpoint usually will cause
cement to fail requirements for time-of-setting in ASTM
C 150.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Early Stiffening.-The
early development of
stiffness in working characteristics of a portland-cement
paste, mortar, or concrete. Variable forms include "false
set" and "flash set."
5.2 False Sec.-The early development of stiffness in
working characteristics of a portland-cement paste, mortar,
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or concrete without the evolution of much heat. This type
of stiffness can be dispelled and plasticity regained by
further mixing without addition of water. Also known as
"grab set," "premature stiffening," "hesitation set," and
"rubber set."
5.3 Flash Set.-The early development of stiffness in
working characteristics of a portland-cement paste, mortar,
or concrete that usually occurs with the evolution of
considerable heat. This type of stiffness cannot be dispelled
nor can the plasticity be regained by furthermixing without
addition of water. Also known as "quick set."
6.

8.

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
• is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
9.

Sampling
9.1

Apparatus

6.1
Vicat Apparatus.-Shall conform to requirements
of USBR 4187, except that the l-ram needle shall be
replaced by a mass such that the total mass of 10-ram
plunger, indicator, and added mass shall be 400+0.5 grams.
6.2 Spoon.-Shall conform to requirement of USBR
4185.
6.3 Mixer, Bowl, Paddle, and Scraper.-Shall conform
to requirements of USBR 4305.
6.4 Scales, Standard Masses, and Glass Graduates.Shall conform to requirements of ASTM C 490.
6.5 Thermometer.-ASTM No. 1C or 1F, conforming
to requirements of ASTM E 1.
6.6 TroweL-The trowel shall have a steel blade, 4 to
6 inches (102 to 152 ram) in length, with straightedge.
6.7 Clock Timer.
6.8 Containers.-The containers shall have inside
dimensions of about 2 by 2 by 6 inches (50 by 50 by 150 ram),
be made of any suitable material such as sheet metal or
plastic, be rigid and watertight, and be at least 2 inches
(50 ram) deep (see fig. 1).

10.

7.

Reagentsand Materials

7.1 Standard Sand.-Sand shall be No. 20 to No. 30
(850 to 600 #m), graded, and conform to requirements
of ASTM C 778.
7.2 Mixing Water.-Potable water is satisfactory for
routine tests. For all referee and cooperative tests, reagent
water conforming to requirements of ASTM D 1193 for
Type III or Type IV grades of reagent water shall be used.
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Calibration and Standardization

10.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
10.2 Scales shall be calibrated to meet requirements
of section 6.4 in accordance with USBR 1012.
10.3 Glass graduates shall be calibrated to meet
requirements of ASTM C 490 in accordance with USBR
1030.
10.4 Compliance to section 6.1 for the Vicat apparatus
shall be accomplishedby using linear measurement devices
complying with USBR 1000.
11.

Conditioning

11.1 The temperature of room, dry materials, paddle,
bowl, and containers shall be maintained between 68 and
81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C). The temperature of mixing water
shall not vary from 73.4 °F (23 °C) by more than +3 °F
(+1.7 °C).
11.2 The relative humidity of laboratory shall not be
less than 50 percent.
12.

Figure 1. - Container.

Sample the cement in accordance with USBR 4183.

Procedure

12.1 Batch.-Mix simultaneously 600 grams of cement,
300 grams of graded standard sand, 300 grams of No. 20
to No. 30 (850- to 600-#m) standard sand, and 180 mL
of water for all cements except Types III and IliA, for
which amount of water shall be 192 mL.
12.2 Mixing of Mortar.-The mixing shall be done in
mechanical mixer as follows:
12.2.1 Place sand and cement in dry bowl and mix
these dry materials for a few seconds with spoon.
12.2.2 Place bowl in mixer, set paddle in place, and
mix dry materials for 10 seconds at slow speed (140±5
r/rain).
12.2.3 With the mixer operating at slow speed, add
the entirequantity of mixing water within 5 seconds. Then,
stop the mixer, quickly change to medium speed (285±10
r/min), and continue mixing for 1 minute, timing from
firstaddition of water.
12.2.4 Stop mixer, scrape sides of mixing bowl with
rubber scraper, and quickly place thermometer in mortar.
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Allow mortar to stand undisturbed for remainder of a 45second interval from time of stopping mixer.
12.2.5 Read temperature, remove thermometer,
start mixer, and mix for 15 seconds at medium speed.
If mortar temperature is not in the range of 73.4+3 °F
(23+1.7 °C), discard the batch and adjust temperature of
water or sand, or both, to give required temperature.
12.3 Filling Container:
12.3.1 Immediately after completion of mixing,
remove bowl from mixer and, with a spoon, uniformly
distribute a portion of mortar into container until the
container is heaping full. When removing mortar from
bowl, quickly and gently place each spoonful of mortar
into container; do not remove mortar pushed up on side
of bowl by the paddle. After container has been filled,
reassemble mixer, cover bowl with a lid, and retain
remaining mortar for a remix test to be performed later.
To compact mortar in container, lift container about 3
inches (80 mm) off table with both hands and rap container
twice against table surface.
12.3.2 With leading edge of trowel slightly raised,
strike off mortar with one stroke of trowel along length
of container. Then, remove excess mortar by using a sawing
motion with straightedge of trowel along length of
container in a direction opposite to that used in striking
off the mortar. Smooth surface of mortar with a single
stroke of trowel.
12.4 Penetration Tests:
12.4.1 After filling container, immediately place the
10-ram plunger of Vicar apparatus in contact with surface
of mortar at midpoint of container on longitudinal
centerline, and set movable indicator at zero. Release
plunger 3 minutes after the starting time of wet mixing
and record, as the initial penetration, the depth in
millimeters that plunger has settled below surface 10
seconds after being released. Generally, plunger will settle
to bottom of container and initial penetration will
accordingly be recorded as +50 mm.
12.4.2 Immediately withdraw and clean plunger.
After moving Vicat apparatus to desired location, determine
penetrations at intervals of 5, 8, and 11 minutes after start
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of mixing. Do not move filled container until these
measurements are completed. Make all penetrations along
longitudinal centerline of container. Obtain the 5- and 8minute penetrations at points about 1-1/2 inches (40 mm)
from each end of container, and obtain l 1-minute
penetration at a point about midway between points where
initial and 5-minute penetrations were made.
12.4.3 After completing the 11-minute penetration
measurement, immediately return mortar in container to
bowl, start mixer, raise bowl into mixing position, and
remix at medium speed for 1 minute. Fill a clean container
as outlined in section 12.3 and determine penetration 45
seconds after completion of mixing.
12.4.4 Figure 2 shows a typical calculation form.
13.

Report

13.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183. The report shall show the depths of
the penetrations as follows:
Initial penetration
5-minute penetration
8-minute penetration
11-minute penetration
Remix penetration
14.

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Precision and Bias

14.1 Interlaboratory test data for determination of
statements of precision and bias in accordance with ASTM
C 670 are being evaluated and will be included in a later
revision of this test procedure.
15.

Reference

15.1 For additional useful information on details of
cement test methods, see "Manual of Cement Testing,"
which appears in the Annual Book of ASTM Standards,
vol. 04.01.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. iD C-TO30
Project
•,•/'A S'HoE RE•IoN
Feature
M•,•8,:e" B,' uF, w DA,•

Tested by
• -z•u•'p•$
Computed by
Pt4. Da'•fd.S"
Checked by
0 •E/v'S

Structure

D,4 //t
Item 6"•'/,,/•'a/r
Location DEw'V'E,• LAB
Station
--•
Offset
--,--Depth
.--,..to

Date
g-•3" 74
Date
8-23-7•

EARLY STIFFENING OF PORTLAND CEMENT (MORTAR METHOD)

Sample
No.

Brand
Name

•"8,,•" CAgA F/•'P.•€$

g S'7Z

OE/• EJv'7"
Co.

Plant
ID
o,'€

S•tA•/D•,
Nv

or
Class
/•" ZA

• LA

Admixture

Water,
mL

Temp.,
°C

Initial,
mm

5-min,
mm

Aro ,wE

/8'0

24

So

50

/,"o w£

/80

24

.5"0+

NOTES:

Figure 2. - Sample data and calculation form.
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Penetration
8-min, 11-rain, Remix,
mm
mm
mm
4q

4#

50
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4403-92

TIME-OF-SETTING OF CONCRETE MIXTURES
BY PENETRATION RESISTANCE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4403; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 403-80.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of time-of-setting of concrete with slump
greater than zero by testing mortar sieved from concrete
mixture. This procedure is suitable for use only when tests
of mortar fraction of concrete will provide information
required. Because hardening of concrete is a gradual process,
any definition of time-of-setting must necessarily be
arbitrary. The temperature of storage of specimens used
in this procedure is to be selected by the user. Times of
initial and final setting of concrete are determined in'
accordance with this procedure on the basis of a rate-ofhardening test made by using penetration resistance needles
on mortar sieved from concrete mixture.
1.1.1 This procedure may also be applied to prepared
mortars and grouts; however, when setting time of concrete
is desired, test shall be performed on mortar sieved from
concrete mixture and not on a prepared mortar intended
to simulate mortar fraction of the concrete.
1.2 This procedure may also be used for determining
effects of variables such as temperature, cement, mixture
proportions, additions, and admixtures upon the time-ofsetting and hardening characteristics of concrete. Procedure
may also be used as a part of performance specifications •
to determine compliance with specified time-of-setting
requirements.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by
Volumetric Method
4231 Air Content of FreshlyMixed Concrete by Pressure
Method

C 6•/0
Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials2
3.

Terminology

3.1 Time of Initial Setting.-The elapsed time, after
initial contact of cement and water, required for mortar
sieved from concrete to reach a penetration resistance of
500 lbf/in2 (3.4 MPa).
3.2 Time of Final Setting.-The elapsed time, after
initial contact of cement and water, required for mortar
sieved from concrete to reach a penetration resistance of
4,000 lbf/in2 (27.6 MPa).
4.

Apparatus

4.1 Containers for Mortar Specimens.-Rigid, watertight, nonabsorptive, nonoiled containers, either cylindrical
or rectangular in cross section. The mortar surface area
shall be provided for 10 undisturbed readings of penetration resistance in accordance with section 10.2 for clear
distance requirements. The minimum lateral dimension
shall be 6 inches (152 mm), and the height at least 6
inches.
4.2 Penetration Resistance Apparatus.3-Spring
reaction-type apparatus, graduated from 10 to 130 lbf (44
to 578 N) in increments of 2 lbf (9 N) or less, or hydraulic
reaction-type apparatus with pressure gauge of 150- to
200-1bf (667- to 890-N) capacity, graduated in increments
of 2 lbf or less. Indications of actual needle loads by these
apparatus shall be accurate to 2 lbf. Removable needles
of the following bearing areas shall be provided: 1, 1/2,
1/4, 1/10, 1/20, and 1/40 in2 (645, 323, 161, 65, 32, and
16 mm2). Each needle shank shall be scribed peripherally
1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
3 Typicalexamples of instruments meeting requirements for penetration
resistance apparatus are: Acme Penetrometer, manufactured by E. W.
Zimmerman Construction Chemicals, Inc., Chicago, Illinois; Proctor
Mortar Penetrometer Assembly,model CT-419, manufactured by Soiltest,"
Inc., Chicago, Illinois; and Proctor Penetration Resistance Apparatus,
model H-4137, manufactured by Humbolt Manufacturing Co., Norridge,
Illinois.

2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 403 Standard Test Method for Time of Setting of
Concrete Mixtures by Penetration ResistancO
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at an exact measurement distance of 1 inch (25.4 mm)
above the bearing face. The length of the 1/40-in2 (16mm 2) needle shall not be more than 3-1/2 inches (89 mm)
to minimize bending.
4.3 TampingRod.-A
round, straight, steel rod 5/8 inch
(16 mm) in diameter and about 24 inches (610 mm) in
length, with tamping end rounded to a 5/8-inch-diameter
hemispherical tip.
4.4 Pipet.-Pipet or suitable instrument for drawing off
free water from surface of test specimens.
5.

Upon completion of specimen preparation, mortar surface
shall be at least 1/2 inch (13 ram) below top edge of
container to provide space for collection and removal of
bleeding water and to avoid contact between mortar surface
and protective covering specified in section 9.
9.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
!6.

Number of Specimens

6.1 At least three separate batches shall be made for
each test condition. One rate-of-hardening test shall be
made on each batch. An equal number of batches for each
condition shall be made on any given day. When it is
impossible to make at least one test for each variable on
.a given day, mixing of entire series of batches shall be
completed in as few days as possible, and one of the
mixtures shall be repeated each day as a standard of
• comparison.
7.

Calibration

and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
8.

Preparation of Mortar Specimens

8.1 From concrete mixture under test, select a
representative sample of concrete of sufficient volume to
provide enough mortar to fill test container, or containers,
to a depth of at least 5-1/2 inches (140 ram).
8.2 Remove essentially all mortar from sample of
concrete by sieving it through a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve
onto a nonabsorptive surface.
8.3 Thoroughly remix mortar by hand methods on the
nonabsorptive surface, place mortar in container, and
compact by rodding. Rod specimen by holding tamping
rod so as to penetrate mortar with round end. Rod mortar
once for each 1 in 2 (645 mm 2) of top surface area of
specimen and distribute strokes uniformly over cross
section of specimen. After completion of rodding, tap sides
of container lightly with tamping rod to close voids left
by tamping rod and to further level surface of specimen.
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Conditioning

9.1 Store and maintain specimens at desired temperature of test. To preventexcessive evaporation of moisture,
keep the specimens covered with a suitable material such
as damp burlap or a tight-fitting, water-impermeable cover
for duration of the test, except when bleeding water is
being removed or penetration tests are being made.
Specimens shall be shielded from the sun.
10.

Procedure

10.1 Remove bleeding water from surface of mortar
specimens by using a pipet or suitable instrument just prior
to making a penetration test. To facilitate collection of
bleeding water, tilt specimen carefully to an angle of about
12 ° from horizontal by placing a block under one side
2 minutes prior to removal of bleeding water.
10.2 Insert a needle of appropriate size, depending
upon state of hardening of mortar, into penetration
resistance apparatus and bring bearing surface of needle
into contact with mortar surface. Gradually and uniformly
apply a vertical force downward on apparatus until needle
penetrates mortar to a depth of 1 inch (25.4 ram) exact
measurement as indicated by scribe mark. The time required
to penetrate to this 1-inch depth shall be about 10 seconds.
Record the force required and time of application, measured
as elapsed time after initial contact of cement and water.
In subsequent penetration tests, take care to avoid areas
where mortar has been disturbed by previous rests. The
clear distance between needle impressions shall be at least
two diameters of needle being used, but not less than
1/2 inch (13 mm). The clear distance between any needle
impression and side of container shall not be less than
1 inch (25 mm).
10.3 Make penetration tests at hourly intervals for
• normal mixtures and normal temperatures, with the initial
test being made after an elapsed time of 3 to 4 hours.
For accelerated mixtures or high temperatures, it may be
advisable to make initial test after an elapsed time of 1
or 2 hours and subsequent tests at 1/2-hour intervals. For
low-temperature conditions or retarded concrete mixtures,
initial penetrationtest may be deferred for an elapsed time
of 4 to 6 hours, and perhaps longer. Subsequent tests may
be made at 1-hour intervals unless rate of increase in
penetration resistance indicates that shorter intervals are
desirable.
10.4 No less than six penetrationresistance determinations shall be made in each rate-of-hardening test, and
the time intervals between penetration resis'tance
determinations shall be such as to give a satisfactory rateof-hardening curve, as indicated by equally spaced points.
Continue tests until one penetration resistance of at least
4,000 lbf/in2 (27.6 MPa) is reached.
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11.

Calculations

11.1 Calculate penetration resistance, in pound force
per square inch (megapascals), as the force required to
cause a 1-inch (25.4-mm) depth of penetration of needle
divided by area of bearing face of needle.
11.2 Time-of-Setting=Times
of initial and final setting
as defined in sections 3.1 and 3.2 shall be calculated by
averaging the elapsed times determined from the curves
plotted in accordance with section 12.1.2, at which
penetration resistances of 500 and 4,000 lbf/in • (3.4 and
27.6 MPa) are reached. Time-of-setting shall be reported
in hours and minutes to nearest minute.
12.

Report

12.1 Figure 1 shows a typical data sheet and reporting
form. The report shall include:
12.1.1 Data on Concrete Mixture:
• Type and proportions of cement, fine aggregate,and
coarse aggregate (including maximum size); and ratio
of net water content to cement content.
• Name, nature, and percentage of active ingredients
(by mass of cement) of any addition or admixture used.
• Air content of fresh concrete and method of
determination (USBR 4138, 4173, or 4231).
• Consistency of concrete as determined by the slump
test or other test for consistency (USBR 4143).
• Temperature of mortar after sieving.
• Record of ambient temperature during test period.
• Date of test
12.1.2 Curves.-For each variable and condition of
concrete as specifiecl in section 6, results from each of
three or more rate-of-hardening tests shall be plotted
separately showing penetration resistance in pound force
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per square inch (megapascals) as the ordinate and elapsed:
time in hours and minutes as the abscissa, where 500 lbf/in2
(3.4 MPa) and 1 hour are represented by not less than
1/2 inch (13 mm) on the graph paper. Figure 2 shows
a typical plotting of curves.
13.

Precision and Bias

13.1 The single-operator coefficient of variation for
time of initial set has been found to be 7.1 percent.
Therefore, the range of results obtained on three separate
batches by same operator with same apparatus, using
similar materials, on three different days, should not exceed
23 percent of their average.
13.2 The multilaboratory coefficient of variation for
time of init!al_s_et, wh_e9 results are based on average of
three tests, has been found to be-5.2 percent. Therefore,
results of two different laboratories on similar materials
should not differ by more than 15 percent of their average.
13.3 The single-operator coefficient of variation for
time of final set has been found to be 4.7 percent. Therefore,
the range of results obtained on three separate batches
by same operator with same apparatus, using similar
materials, on three different days, should not exceed 16
percent of their average.
13.4 The multilaboratory coefficient of variation for
time of final set, when results are based on average of
three tests, has been found to be 4.5 percent. Therefore,
results of two different laboratories on similar materials
should not differ by more than 13 percent of their average.
NOTE 1.-The values for precision shown in sections 13.1
through 13.4 are the 1S and 2S limits as described in ASTM
C 670.
13.5

This procedure has no known bias.
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Spec. or dDC- 76 12
Solic. No. 4-$2"-57- o06 •o

Structure
Co•c-R•'7"E •dVlfY PAl

Tested by 77. GA • TO
O. A4o o 7-E/•

Project gA•,4AI'7-/-EV"

Item •t•t DESlaN
Location
Station
Offset
Depth
to

Computed by 77. GAETo

Featureg/•A A/7"Z •'y

•A A4

Date
•°-/S-•'3
Date
,o_/K.$3
Date
2-/6-83

Checked by •, /Woo 7-•',•

TIME-OF-SETTING OF CONCRETE MIXTURES BY PENETRATION RESISTANCE
Mix No. 84-205£
Mortar: From 4 inch MSA concrete
Sand: EM. =3.. OO, percentage of total a•gregate= dO
Course aggrega•e: •°8 % of No. 4 to 3/• inch; 22 •oof • inch to 1,• inch; 24 % of///• inch to 2//•4 inch;
and 20 % of 24.J•nch to 4 inch•
-Cement: No. A4'- 75"22 , Type .Z•', Amount /q'__q lbm/ydL Supplier: 5o•r•cl•sr Po• rz A a/• OD•S-eA• TX
Pozzolan: No. M-7•-23
, Class F_•_, Amount •_•__ lbm/ydL Supplier: l•srE• AS•I• MPAC/CE SrA.• CocdC/S• AZ
Water: Amount/4t7 lbm/yd •, W/(C+P) =0.57 pozzolan replacement of cement 20 %.
-Ae --'
-Admixtures: TypeAEA, Brand AIVX'/I•fP. , Dosage /•- oz/yd• (29.57) =3-q'-q'mL/yd•
Type D
D , Brand,O#A-,•S-,B•.., Dosage *it oz/cwt (2.58) =
/o. 3 oz/yd• (29.57) =30•'mL/yd•
Type, Brand
, Dosage __ oz/cwt (2.58) =
oz/yd• (29.57) = __ mL/yd•
AEA (air-entraining admixture), Type A (water-reducing), Type B (retarding), Type C (accelerating), Type D (Types A and B),
Type E (Types A and C), Type F (Type A, high range), Type G (Types A and B, high range), and calcium chloride
(accelerating).
Batch No.
Time of cement-water contact
Mortar temp. after seiving
Room temp.
Air Content:
P =pressure meter
G = gravimetric
Slump
.

1
I/." oO a.m.
..o"7 °F
70 ° F
*4.£ % P, 3. q%G
% P, 3. •- % G
• t• inch

Time•
/o.r•.
3:•'0

Batch No. 1
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
size
Resistance
Hr.
Min.
in2
lbf lbf/in•
*€ 5"0
•
/,44 •'7•

4:•0

3-

•0

•o

160 /•goo

£:•0

•

5-0

I•1•o

•,:2•

7

2•

•o

2
1." oop. m.
°F
oF
4.3 %P,3.0 %G
% P, 3. O % G
2 t/t• inch

Timeo
p, tm.
•':o4

Batch No. 2
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
Size
Resistance
Hr.
Min.
in2
lbf lbf/in•
4
04
•
72 2g#

B:O0

[

O0

•/4

177

I$•l 206#0 •:30

•

•0

//•o

124 496o

Average Time-of-Set (from fig. 2): Initial

7:M

•,

31

•o

3
2: Oop. •.
°F
oF
"•-2% P, 4.3% G, minus//•inch
% P, 3. O % G, minus 4 inch
2 • inch

Tim%
o,t•.
•:3o

Batch No. 3
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
Size
Resistance
in•
lbf lbf/in
Hr.
Min.
4
30

70•

7.'30

5

30

lOCI •oqo

8.'00

•

O0

•l •'40

g:52

g

•'Z

7:4E

B

•

/./4o

66 2.B4•

q:ol

7"

Ol

g:o/

7

Ol

//"4o

•II

3•40

q:/E

7

/5"

g:12

7

/•

t•/•o

ql 3B4o

q:/6

7

/b

g:2Z

7

2•

t•/4o

//7 4•0

4" hours 3• min.; Final 7 hours // min.

Figure la. - Typical data sheet and reporting form (inch-pound units).
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Spec. or
•C- 7G/2
Solic. No. 4-5J-ST-OOGqo

Structure
CoA/E•eET£ GRAVITY DA•€
Item MIX L•.s/G•
Location
Station
Offset
Depth
to

Project..,
•NAA/T/_.Ey
Feature
8•eA x/TLEY DAAd

Tested by T. G,4E TO
D. AdoorER
Computed
b.z.
.v GA ETO

Date
2-/£-8B

Checked by
0. A/looTER

Date
e°-/5-83

Date
•- I..£'-g3

TIME-OF-SETTING OF CONCRETE MIXTURES BY PENETRATION RESISTANCE
Mix No. •4-•°O55
Mortar: From I00 mm MSA concrete
Sand: EM. =3,0___0, percentage of total aggregate= 30
Course aggregate:2A" % of 4.7£mm to 9.___Smm; Z__22 % of •.____• mm toZ•Omm; 24% of @•'._.__0mm to 5_._Tram;
and 2__O0 % of £___Tmm to/O__Omm.
Cement: No. M- 7S2 -°
, Type -Lr" , Amount//gkg/m 3. Supplier: 5ol/r/lu/_•sr Pa•r/.A A/o• ODESSA, 7"X
Pozzolan: No. M- 73-Z3
, Class F', Amount,33- kg/mk Supplier: M/e'STEmA/-•,,4PAC//E 5z-A>CoC///S•
Water: Amount 87 kg/m 3, W/(C+P)zx= L 0.3"7, pozzolan replacement of cement •O %.
Admixtures: Type--AEA, Brand A/VX: f,•-•-., Dosage/_•_ oz/yd' (38.67) = 4d,•mL/m 3
Type __D_D, BrandPOA-2S:•,•p,,
•VAL Dosage • oz/cwt (0.022) =O.O•i•oz/kg (IE3) (29.57)
=3•?mL/m3

AZ

Type __, Brand

, Dosage __ oz/cwt (0.022) = __ oz/kg (
) (29.57)
= __ mL/m 3
AEA (air-entraining admixture), Type A (water-reducing), Type B (retarding), Type C (accelerating), Type D (Types A and B),
Type E (Types A and C), Type F (Type A, high range), Type G (Types A and B, high range), and calcium chloride
(accelerating).
Batch No.
Time of cement-water contact
Mortar temp. after seiving
Room temp.
Air Content:
P = pressure meter
G = gravimetric
Slump

Time
,z?/•,.

4

:4

/61

320

II. 0

6:00

5

O0

161

7o074.q

32 5•6 /g..4
/6 4Oq 253
/6 552 34.•

d:30

•"

30

g5

'#g5

7.'Ol

d

Ol

.32

•07

7:31

6

31

16

31d,

7:4K

g

45

/6

o°.'o/

7

oi

o°2/2

7

8:22

7

£4o

4:503-

5"0

#E

7/2

5o
!/s
•5

4.3 % P, 3.0% G
% P,-3. 0 % G
#'7 mm

Time
,,o. at.

/61

d
7
7

/4.4 °C
2/. / °C

4.0 3-:04

3
2: OOp.tn.
13. q °C
2L l °C

m.

Batch No. 2
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
Size
Resistance
Hr.
Min. mm •
N
MPa

5"o

5:5o
4:/•L:Z5

2

,,•.E % P, 3.q% G
% P, 3. 2 % G
57 mm

Batch No. 1
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
size
Resistance
Hr.
Min. mm 2
N
MPa

d

3:6"0

1
/1:00 a. m.
/3. •1 °C
2/. / o C

•.£ % P, 4.3 % G, minus3Z•-mm
% P, 3.0% G, minus/:o mm
d'O mm

Time
P.o2.

.4

3o

7:30:5"

30

/•/
3-7g
•5 •14

Z..O •:•0
Z5

Batch No.
Elapsed
Needle Penetration
Time
Size
Resistance
N
MPa
Hr.
Min. mm •

3.•
q.5

8•:00

d

0o

3241g

13-. 7

o0:30

e•

JO

3•

5g7!18.2

Iq./,

g:52

•

•2

/6

357 24.0

2q4 I•

q:o/

7

O

IE

37• Z3.1

16

40E e°.•.l

q.'15

7

15

Id

4gq

/2

/6

4oE 2£/

q:/6

7

/6

16

4q430.3

22

/6

E20 3•.

Average Time-of-Set (from fig. 2): Initial -4 hours3• min.; Final 7 hours // min.
Figure lb. - Typical data sheet and reporting form (SI-metric).
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5,0O0
(34.47)

Xl
I
I
I":1

FINAL SET
4,000 Ibf/in 2 (27.58 MPo)
0 7HRS. 08 MIN.
X 7HRS. 17 MIN.
[] 7HRS. 09 MIN.
AV. 7HRS. II MIN.

41500
(31.03)

!

l

u)

.J 4,ooo
<
(27.58)
u
or)
o.
w

I

... 3,500
-r (24.13)
U
z

(

t=.l
• n-

•ooo
o(2o.68)
iv

INITIAL SET

w
¢J 2,5oo
a- (17.24}
0
u.

500 Ibf/in= (3.45 MPa)
0 4 HRS. 25 MIN.
X 4HRS. 42 MIN.
[3 4HRS. 38 MIN.
AV. 4HRS. 35 MIN.

Q
z

0
=L
•000
W" 113.79)
€3
Z
<[
I-€/)
(/)

,,,

/I

rl
t

•5o0

(E (10.34)
Z
0
IE:

•000
z (6.89)

S

Q.

500
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•r•/
o0

2

4

3

ELAPSED

5

TIME IN

HOURS

Figure 2. - Results of rate-of-hardening tests.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4426-92

DRYING SHRINKAGE OF CONCRETE BLOCK
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4426; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 426-70 (Reapproved 1982).

Scope

1.1 This designation covers a routine standardized
procedure for determining drying shrinkage of concrete
block, brick, or other concrete products under specified
accelerated drying conditions. This procedure is similar in
principle to the method describedin British Standard 1881,
"Methods of Testing Concrete."

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1007 Calibrating Dial Indicators
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 426 Standard Test Method for Drying Shrinkage of
Concrete Block 1
C 490 Standard Specificationfor Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete2
2.3 British Standard:
1881 Methodsof TestingConcrete
2.4 NationalInstitute ofStandards and Technology3:
Circular 512 Methodsof MeasuringHumidityand Testing
Hydrometers4
2.5 AmericanNational Standard:
B5.10 Detailed Requirements for TwistDrills

3.

Definitions

3.1 Drying Shrinkage.-In this method, drying shrinkage is the change in linear dimension of test specimen
due to drying from a saturated condition to an equilibrium
weight and length under specified accelerated drying
conditions.

4.

Apparatus

4.1 Measuring Instruments.-The instruments for
measuring drying shrinkage shall be so designed as to
I AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.05.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
3 FormerlyNationalBureau of Standards.
4 This reference is made for informationon measurementof the relative
humidityin dryingovens.
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permit or provide the conditions described in 4.1.1 through
4.1.5.
NOTE 1.-Strain gauges may be obtained with various gauge
lengths. The 10-inch (254-mm) gauge length is recommended
for use with regular concrete block; however, particular sizes
of products may require other gauge lengths. The length of the
shrinkage specimen shall not be less than required for a minimum
gauge length (distance between gauge plugs) of 6 inches (152
mm). The Whittemore extensometer (fig. 1) has been found
satisfactory for use with regular size block.
4.1.1 A means oi positive contact with the specimen
that will ensure reproducible measurements of length.
4.1.2 A means for precise measurement that consists
of a dial micrometer or other measuring device graduated
to read in 0.0001-inch (0.0025-mm) units, accurate within
0.0001 inch in any 0.0010-inch (0.0254-mm) range, and
within 0.0002 inch (0.0051 mm) in any 0.0100-inch
(0.2540-mm) range.
4.1.3 Sufficient range in measuring device to allow
for small variations in gauge lengths.
NOTE 2.-If shrinkage reference points are set carefully to
position, a dial micrometer with a travel of 0.2 or 0.3 inch (5.1
or 7.6 ram) provides ample range in the instrument.
4.1.4 A means for checking the measuring device
at regular intervals against a standard reference.
NOTE 3.-A standard reference bar shall be furnished by the
manufacturer of the instrument. A standard bar of ordinary steel
is satisfactory, but corrections must be made for variations in
its length due to temperature changes. When a more nearly
constant datum is desired, Invar steel is preferable because of
its low coefficient of thermal expansion. The standard reference
bar should be protected from air currents when not in use by
placing it inside a closed wooden box.
4.1.5 Convenient and rapid measurement of
specimens.
4.2 Comparator.-The
instrument for measuring
volume change of concrete prisms as described in ASTM
C 490 may be used for specimens which will not
accommodate a 10-inch (254-mm) gauge,and it is desired
to measure the specimen end to end, see figure 2.
4.3 Gauge P/ugs.-Gauge
plugs shall be made from
metal that is resistant to corrosion. When used with strain
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Figure 3. - Drying oven suitable for determining drying shrinkage of concrete block. From ASTM C 426, vol. 04.05, 1984.

4.7 Balance or Scale.-The balance shall be sensitive
to within 0.1 percent of the mass of smallest specimen
tested.
5.

Reagentsand Materials

5.1 Reagants and materials are covered under section
4.4.3 and note 6.
6.

Precautions

6.1 These test procedures may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and do not claim
to address all safety problems associated with their use.
It is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
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6.2 Reference Bar.-The standard reference bar should
be protected against air currents as specified in note 3.
6.3 Gauge Plugs.-The gauge plugs shall be made of
metal that is resistant to corrosion, and shall meet the
specifications outlined under section 4.3 and note 4. If any
cementing agent for attaching plugs to specimens (sec.
4.3.1) is substituted for portland cement, tests should be
performed as instructed in note 9.
6.4 Drying Oven.-Direct heating of test specimens
with the combustion products of gas or other carbonaceous
fuels may have an effect on the drying characteristics of
portland cement products, as outlined in note 5.
6.5 Specimens:
6.5.1 The initial reading of specimen length at
saturation must be taken with the gauge line at about water
level in compliance with section 11.2.

USBR 4426

6.5.2 If some masonry units exude moisture faster
in the initial drying period than theocalcium chloride
solution can absorb, the units may be allowed to drain
for 48 hours in room air, as outlined in section 11.4 and
note 11.
7.

I s'l'. Cu'l'-.•

Test Specimens

_-,,

7.1 The test specimens selected shall be whole units,
free of visible cracks or other structural defects, which shall
be representative of the lot from which they are selected
(note 7). Portions of face shells (see 7.1.1) may be used
for testing in lieu of whole units providing they are dry
cut lengthwise from both faces of hollow units at least
12 inches (305 ram) in length. Units previously subjected
to tests involving temperatures exceeding 150 °F (65.6 o C)
shall not be used in drying shrinkage tests.

--!i

(102 mrn)---• •"Specimen

i_z-'"
!
No.I

Figure 4. - View of sawed block showing a suggested sequence of
cuts and location of two half-face shell specimens. From ASTM
C 426, vol. 04.05, 1984.

holes for strain gauge points with a NO. 56 to No. 60
twist drill, see section 2.5.

NOTE 7.-In tests of short units such as concrete brick by this
method, use of a 10-inch (254-mm) Whittemore strain gauge
is feasible when two units are butted together and joined using
an epoxy resin cement to form an extremely thin joint between
the units. The abutting ends of the units should be ground to
ensure intimate contact and a thin joint; these precautions are
necessary to ensure the thinnest joints practicable and thereby
avoid abnormal shrinkage indications. Some laboratories have
obtained satisfactory results using a 10-inch Whittemore strain
gauge on specimens joined with unfilled epoxy cements.

NOTE 8.-A 5/16-inch (7.9-mm) diameter, carbide-tipped
masonry drill has been found satisfactory for gauge plugs 3/8 inch
(9.5 mm) in diameter.
NOTE 9.-A number of cementing agents have been reported
satisfactory for setting gauge plugs. Materials such as dental
cement and some of the polyester and epoxy resins reduce the
preparation time of shrinkage test specimens. Tests to determine
the effect of water immersion and subsequent drying on the
material's adhesion should be made prior to substitution of any
cementing agent for portland cement.

7.1.1 The number of specimens selected should
consist of three whole units or six, half-face shells. The
half-face shells should be at least 4 inches (102 ram) wide
and should be same length as shell. The shells should be
removed fromdiagonally opposite ends of the two opposite
face shells as shown on figure4. Half-face shell specimens
must be dry cut from hollow units not less than 12 inches
(305 mm) in length.
8.

•_. 2nd Cui"

8.1.1 When gauge plugs used with strain gauges are
attached to surface of concrete with epoxy or polyester
resin, drill receiving holes for strain gauge points prior
to attachment of gauge plugs. Attach plugs with epoxy
or polyester resin (note 9) using strain gauge punch bar
or other convenient template to set gauge holes proper
distance apart. The surface of metal gauge plugs which
will be in contact with resin should be roughened with
emery cloth.
8.2 Inserts for Comparator Measurements.-Mount on
opposite ends of test specimen's spherically shaped gauge
plugs, for use with the type of comparator described in
ASTM C 490. Drill a shallow recess (note 10) at desired
location using a drill size slightly smaller than plug
diameter. Fill recess with cementing material and firmly
press plug into position, taking care that cement extends
slightly above the level of center of sphere. After cementing
material is sufficiently hard, clean excess material from
exposed portion of gauge plug.

Preparation of Apparatus

8.1 Inserts for Strain Gauge Measurements on Whole
Units andHalf-FaceShellSpecimens.-Place a pair of gauge
plugs at or near, and parallel to, the centerline in each
of two opposite faces of the whole unit specimen. Place
a gauge line on both interior and exterior sides of each
half-face shell specimen. Drill the gauge plug holes with
a drill that is slightly smaller than plug diameter to provide
a snug fit (note 8). The depth of the holes shall be such
that the exposed surface of inserted gauge plug is about
0.1 inch (2.5 mm) below surface of specimen. The
cementing agent shall be portland cement paste or an
approved alternate cementing agent (note 9). Prior to
setting plug, plug holes shall be moistened when hydraulic
cement is used, but shall be dry and dust free when plugs
are set in epoxy or polyester resins or other nonhydraulic
cementing materials. After cementing material has been
placed in hole, insert gauge plug and prick punch plug
to proper gauge length with gauge bar provided. Wipe
off excess cementing material and allow remainder to cure.
Aftercementing material is sufficiently hard, drill receiving

NOTE 10.-Satisfactoryresults without a drilled recess have
been reported with the use of quick-setting cementing materials
(note 9).
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 Shrinkage Measurement Devices:
9.1.1 The Whittemore extensometer (fig. 1) shall
comply with USBR 1000, and be calibrated to a standard
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reference bar (note 3) or gauge block furnished by the
manufacturer. The dial gauge shall be calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1007.
9.1.2 Dial micrometers (4.1.2) shall also be calibrated
in accordance with USBR 1000.
9.1.3 Comparator (4.2) shall meet the specifications
as outlined in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 of ASTM C 490,
and the measuring device and dial gaugeshall be calibrated
against a reference bar as outlined under section 5.4.3 of
C 490.
9.2 Gauge Plugs.-The gauge plugs shall comply with
the requirements of section 4.3.
9.3 Drying Oven.-The
drying oven shall conform to
the requirements of sections 4.4 through 4.4.4 and shall
be calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1020.
9.4 Balance or Scale.-The
balance or scale shall
conform to requirements of section 4.7, and shall be
calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1012.
9.5 Thermometer.-The
thermometer for checking the
water in the immersion tank shall be accepted on
manufacturer's certification.
10.

3/8-inch (9.5-mm), or larger, mesh and removing visible
surface water by blotting with a damp cloth.
11.4 Store test specimens for drying in the oven as
described in 4.4. In exceptional circumstances, it is
permissible to surface dry specimens in room air before
sto•ing in oven (note 11). To ensure uniformity of drying,
individual specimens should be rotated to different
positions in drying oven each time readings are taken.
NOTE l l.-Reports have indicated that moisture is exuded
faster by some masonry units during the early part of the drying
period than can be absorbed by the calcium chloride solution,
causing condensation to form on interior surfaces of oven. Where
this situation is encountered, it shall be permissible to allow units
to lose excess water for periods up to 48 hours in room air
before transfer to drying oven, provided effect of such deviation
permitted under 11.4 has been determined to be negligible.
11.5 After 5 days of drying, including any period of
preliminary drying in room air up to 48 hours, remove
shrinkage specimens from drying oven and cool to
73.4+2 °F (23+1.1 °C), see note 12. Following cooling,
obtain specimen length reading, mass determination, and
length reading of standard reference bar.

Conditioning

NOTE 12.-Use a cooling chamber consisting of a steel, drumtype container equipped with a ring-sealed, rubber-gasketed-type
cover. The drum cover should be equipped with a thermometer,
the bulb of which is in the proximity of the uppermost test
specimen. The drum must be stored in a temperature-controlled
room to ensure that its final equilibrium temperature will be
73.4 °F (23 °C). Length measurements made at temperatures
other than 73.4 °F shall be corrected as shown in 12.3.

10.1 Oven.-The temperature of the oven shall be
established as specified under section 4.4.2. The humidity
shall be stabilized as specified under section 4.4.3 and note 6.
10.2 Cooling Chambet.-The cooling chamber shall be
airtight as specified under section 4.5, and be maintained
in a temperature-controlled room as specified under section
11.5 and note 12.
10.3 Immersion Tank.-The temperature of the water
in the immersion tank shall be as specified under section
4.6.
10.4 Specimens:
10.4.1 If portions of face shells are used as test
specimens, they shall be prepared as specified in sections
7.1 and 7.1.1, note 7, and as shown on figure4.
10.4.2 Install gauge plugs as directed under sections
8.1, 8.1.1, and 8.2, including notes 8, 9, and 10.
10.5 Laboratory Atmosphete.-The temperature
variation in the laboratory from the standard temperature
of 73.4 °F (23 °C) at the time readings are made shall
not exceed ±5 °F (±2.8 °C) in accordance with note 14.
11.

11.6 Return test specimens to drying oven for a second
period of drying. The duration of the second, and
subsequent, drying periods shall be 48 hours. Following
the second period of drying, repeat cooling, length readings,
and mass determination as specified in 11.5.
11.7 Continue 48-hourdrying periods in specified oven,
followedby length and mass determinations after cooling
under specified conditions (note 12) until the equilibrium
condition of specimens has been reached. Equilibrium is
considered to be the prevailing condition when the average
length change from 6 previous days of drying is 0.002
percent, or less, and when the average mass loss in 48
hours of drying is 0.2 percent, or less, as compared to
the last previously determined mass.

Procedure

NOTE 13.-When uniform attainment of equilibrium length
is not apparent in the tabular data, the value of equilibrium
shrinkage may be obtained from shrinkage-time curves drawn
through experimental points as illustrated on figure 5. The dotted
line (AB) on this figure has a slope corresponding to the limiting
value of rate of shrinkage (0.002 percent in 6 days), and can
be fitted to the experimental curve in such a manner that the
points of intersection (C and D) is 0.002 percent. The value
of equilibrium shrinkage shall be taken as the shrinkage
corresponding to point D expressed to nearest 0.001 percent.
Data for which the rate of shrinkage is obviously within the
prescribed limit need not be plotted, but the principle of selecting
point D should be followed. That is, final percent shrinkage is
the greater of two values agreeingwithin 0.002 percentage points
over a period of 6 days.

11.1
Immerse specimens for drying shrinkage determination in water at 73.4±2 °F (23+1.1 °C) for 48 hours.
11.2 Obtain initial length reading on test specimen.
Take initial reading of specimen length, at saturation, with
unit positioned in water tank so that its gauge line is about
at the level of the water surface to avoid error due to
cooling evaporation. Accompany length readings of test
specimens by length readings of standard reference bar,
see 12.2 and 12.3 for methods of adjusting and correcting
length readings.
11.3 Obtain saturated surface-dry mass of test
specimen. A saturated surface-dry condition shall be
obtained by draining test specimen for 1 minute over a
44l
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12.3 Method of Correcting Length Readings to
Standard Temperacure.-Correct length readings taken at
temperatures other than 73.4 °F (23 °C):

0- Obse(ved values.

0.02 I•

•o"

of shrinkage

initial length of test specimen at R1 reading,
final length of test specimen at R2 reading,
inital length reading of reference bar, and
final length of reference bar.

_

L = L,- (T•- 73.4) GxQ

00"0 I
0

where:

_

0.05

I

4

I

I

I

L = length of specimen or reference bar at 73.4 °F,
Lx = length of specimen or reference bar at
temperature T• (note 14),
Gx = gauge length of specimen or reference bar at
temperature Tx, and
Q = thermal coefficient of expansion of material
(note 15).

"'i1

NOTE 14.-The variation of the temperature in the laboratory
from the standard temperature of 73.4 °F (23 °C) at the time
readings are made on the test specimens shall not exceed ±5 °F
(2.8 °C).

I

8
12
16 20 24 28
DRYING TIME, DAYS
Note: The interval CD is 6 days on the time scale

NOTE 15.-The coefficient Q for mild steel is (6.5/An/in)/°F
or (ll.7#m/m)/°CThe coefficient Q for concrete, if unknown,
may be assumed to be (4.5#in/in)/°For (8.1/lm/m)/°C

and 0.002 percent on'the shrinkage scale.
Poin't D defines equilibrium shrinkage value.
Figure 5. - Graphical method of determining equilibrium shrinkage.
From ASTM C 426, vol. 04.05, 1984.
12.

(3)

12.4 A sample calculation form covering sections 12.1,
12.2, and 12.3 is shown on figure 6.

Calculations

12.1 Calculate
gauge length:

drying

SL --

shrinkage

AL
G

as a percentage of

(100)

(1)

where:
SL = linear drying shrinkage, percent;
A L = change in linear dimension of specimen due to
drying from saturated condition to equilibrium mass and lengths as specified in 11.7;
and
G = test specimen gauge length.
12.2 Adjustment for Variation in Reference Bar
Readings.-Adjustthe reported change in linear dimension
of test specimen for variations in reference bar gauge
readings that are due to causes other than temperature
changes:
A Lx = (L1- RD - (L2- R2)

(2)

where:

13.

13.1 A typical report form is shown on figure 7. The
report shall include:
• Identification of kind of product and number of
specimens for each condition of test.
• Source of specimens.
• Kind of aggregate, type of portland cement, and
method of producing product.
• Condition of curing and drying prior to test.
• Age of specimens at start of shrinkage test.
• Total length of drying period prior to each length
measurement.
• Mass of test specimens as received, saturated, and
at time of each length measurement, including
equilibrium.
• Total linear drying shrinkage percent from saturation
to each length measurement, including the length
measured at equilibrium.
• Any other pertinent information.

14.

A L1 = change in linear dimension of specimen due to
variations in reference bar readings not
caused by temperature changes,

Report

Precision and Bias

14.1 The precision and bias for this test procedure have
not been established.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

Tested

Structurekf,"A/eE/coo'•E

Feature
OfPlcE B•/Z•/N'a--SA•/DA,CO

..*-3-6? Date
B-18P-d7

Computed by
.*-3-•7 Date
E. D•/gSTA/¢ 3-/@-d7 "
Checked by
9-.*-d7 Date
O. PARAOY 3-/8-d1

Item A4,*sow•v" /..//€/rs
Location DE/vvE,'€ d--A8
Station
•
Offset
Depth ,----.
to
------

Project F'• V'-A,,e•

bE.v Du/VST:,qN

DRYING SHRINKAGE OF CONCRETE BLOCK
Block Produced By: VAzd-•'Y ATe" octc Co.j DE,•,'v•R a •'0
Date Produced: /-2-d7
Aggregate: Type A/o•M.,t• O•/¢a•r•
, MSA a/',,.4
i:'.cheg(m..-'2)., Source C,'•'A• C/e•Eve--DE/vv•E•zaco
Cement: Type
2"
, Brand .2"o,•'Az.
, Supplier PoArtAwoj co
Pozzolan: Class
A/A
, Source
/I/,4
, Supplier N',,q
, Cementitious
,€,'.,et
Other Additives: 4/4
Method of Curing and Drying Prior to Test: Sr•',4 Nt (tat I/o//,.s;} --A/• C•Jez" (A'ESr)
Nominal Size:
d'- 8J" a'- 8Y/dinches (-ram-), Grade: /V
, Type: .Z"//o..,c ow'- Z•.aa 8E/t•e/A,'•
Age
Time
Specimen
of
ImmerNo.
Specimen,
sed,
days
hours

Drying Time,
hours

Air
I

- D
As Rec'd.
Mass,
Ibm
-(.kg-)-

B
SSD
Mass,
Ibm

A,
Drying
Cycle
Mass,
Ibm

%

MC*
Absorption
Drying
Shrinkage,
B - A (100), _----•(100),
BD
A
percent
percent
percent

Oven

dO

.•d. 6"o

4g
.48

3g. e.!

7•
/20

3•.•7
2/6

2

dO

..q•.27
.,•. e7

•.a

21, q

0.0•0
o. o•o

34.40
4W

3•'./el
4g

7--0
120
/68

gO

•6.31
36.•@"

3d. ;•o
,4@
48

72

0. Oeg
0. 0• 8"

36. 3•
3•. .q l

21g

3

0.0•0

..•g. 44

•'.5

d.•

.*6. •'7

O. o•0
o.oBo

O. 027

12o
/66"
•6.56
36.56

21g
264

•'. I

* MC = Moisture content as defined in USBR 4140.
Figure 7. - Typical reporting form for concrete masonry units.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4430-92

FINENESSOF HYDRAULIC CEMENT
BY NO. 325 (45-#m) SIEVE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4430; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 430-83.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of fineness of hydraulic cement by means
of the No. 325 (45-#m) sieve.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for LinearMeasurementDevices
1040 Calibrating Pressure Gauges
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 43O Standard Test Method For Fineness of Hydraulic
Cement by the 45-#m (No. 325) Sieve t
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 2
E 177 Standard Recommended Practice for Use of the
Terms Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurement
of a Property of a Material3

3.

Apparatus

3.1 Sieve.-The sieve frame shall be of metal not subject
to corrosion by water and shall be circular, 2.0 _+ 0.25
inches (50.80 + 6.35 ram), in diameter. The depth of the
sieve from top of frame to cloth shall be 3.0 + 0.25 inches
(76.20 + 6.35 mm). The frame shall have either (1) side
walls 3.5 + 0.25 inches (88.90 ± 6.35 ram) in total height,
or (2) legs of sufficient length, 0.5 inch (13 mm) minimum,
to allow air circulation beneath sieve cloth. The sieve frame
shall be fittedwith a No. 325 (45-#m) stainless steel, AISI
type 304, woven-wire sieve cloth, conforming to
requirements of ASTM E 11. The cloth shall be mounted
in frame without distortion, looseness, or wrinkling. For
a sieve fabricated by soldering cloth to frame, the joint
shall be made smooth to prevent cement from catching
in joints between cloth and frame. Two-piece sieves shall
clamp tightly on cloth to prevent cement from catching
in joints between cloth and frame.
1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01.
2 AnnualBookofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
3 Annual Book of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 14.02.

3.2 Spray Nozzle.-The
spray nozzle (fig. 1) Shall be
constructed of metal not subject to corrosion by water,
and shall have an inside diameter of 0.6875 inch (17.46
mm) with a central hole drilled in line with longitudinal
axis, an intermediate row of eight holes drilled 0.2344 inch
(5.95 mm) center-to-center at an angle of 5 ° from
longitudinal axis, and an outer row of eight holes drilled
0.4375 inch (11.11 mm) center-to-center at an angle of
10 ° from longitudinal axis. All holes shall be 0.02 inch
(0.51 mm) in diameter.
3.3 Pressure Gauge.-The
pressure gauge shall be 3
inches (76 mm) minimum diameter, shall be graduated
in 1-1bf/in 2 (6.9-kPa) increments, and shall have a
maximum capacity of 30 lbf/in 2 (207 kPa). The accuracy
at 10 Ibf/in2 (69 kPa) shall be +0.25 lbf/in2 (±1.72 kPa).

4.

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

5.

Calibration of Sieve

5.1 Place 1.000 gram of current lot of National Institute
of Standards and Technology4 standard sample No. 114
on a clean, dry, No. 325 (45-/•m) sieve and proceed as
described in section 7. The sieve correction factor is the
difference between test residue obtained and assigned
residue value indicated by electroformed sheet sieve
fineness specified for standard sample, expressed as a
percentage of test residue.
NOTE 1.-Please note that sieve correction factor, as specified,
is a factor to be multiplied by residue obtained, and amount to
be added to or subtracted from residue in any given test is therefore
proportional to amount of residue. After 100 determinations,
sieve should be recalibrated.
Formerly National Bureau of Standards.
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NOTE 3.-After five determinations, sieve should be dipped
in dilute acetic acid (1+6) or dilute hydrochloric acid (1+10).
and immediately rinsed with distilled or deionized water to remove particles lodged in meshes.
8.
Figure I. - Spray nozzle: 17 holes of 0.02-inch (0.51-mm) diameter.
Using outside threads rather than inside threads (as shown) is
permissible.
5.1.1
Factor:

8.1 Calculate fineness of cement to nearest 0.01 percent
as follows:
Rc = Rs (100 + C)

Example ofDeierminadon ofSieve Correction

Residue on No. 325 (45-/•m) sieve,
sample No. 114
Residue for a 1-gram sample
Residueon sieve being calibrated
Difference

F= 100-Rc

7.

(2)

F = fineness of cement expressed as corrected
percentage passing No. 325 (45-/1m) sieve,
Rc = corrected residue in percent,
Rs = residue from sample retained on No. 325
(45-#m) sieve in grams, and
C = sieve correction factor in percent (determined
as prescribed in section 5); may be either
plus or minus.

5.1.2 A typical calculation and calibration form is
shown on figure 2.
5.2 The spray nozzle shall be checked to comply with
section 3.2 by using linear measurement devices in
accordance with USBR 1000.
5.3 The pressure gauge shall be calibrated to comply
with section 3.3 in accordancewith USBR 1040.

8.1.1

Example:

Sieve correction factor, C
Residue from sample being
tested, R•
Corrected residue, R•

Conditioning
6.1

(1)

where:

= 12.2%
=
0.122 g
=
0.093 g
= +0.029 g

Correction factor - +0.029
0.093 (100) = + 31.18 = + 31.2%

6.

Calculation

Corrected amount passing, F

Conditioning of samples is covered in section 7.

8.1.2

Procedure
9.

7.1 Place a 1.000-gram sample of cement on a clean,
dry, No. 325 (45-#m) sieve. Wet sample thoroughly with
a gentle stream of water. Remove sieve from under the
nozzle and adjust pressure on spray nozzle to 10+0.5 Ibf/in2
(69+3.4 kPa). Return sieve to its position under nozzle
and wash for 1 minute, moving sieve with a circular motion
in a horizontal plane at the rate of one motion per second.
Bottom of spray nozzle should extend below top of sieve
frame about 0.5 inch (13 mm). Immediately upon removing
sieve from spray, rinse once with about 3 in• (50 cm 3)
of distilled or deionized water, being careful not to lose
any residue, and then blot lower surface gently upon a
damp cloth. Dry sieve and residue in an oven or over
a hot plate (note 2), supporting sieve in such a manner
that air may pass freely beneath it. Cool sieve; then brush
residue from sieve and determine mass on an analytical
balance capable of reproducing results within 0.0005 gram
(note 3).

= + 3t.2%
=
=
=
=

0.088 g
0.088 (100 + 31.2)
11.55%
100- 11.55 = 88.45%

A typical calculation form is shown on figure 3.

Report

9.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183.
10.

Precision and Bias

10.1 Normal Fineness Product.-The multilaboratory
precision has been found to be +0.75 percent (IS) as defined
in ASTM E 177; therefore, results of properly conducted
tests from two different laboratories on identical samples
of cement should agree 95 percent of time within +2.1
percent.
10.2 High Fineness Product.-The multilaboratory
precision has been foundto be +0.50 percent(IS) as defined
in ASTM E 177; therefore, results of properly conducted
tests from two different laboratories on identical samples
of cement should agree 95 percent of time within +1.4
percent.
10.3 There is no known bias.

NOTE Z-Care should be taken not to heat sieve to the point
of softening the solder.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project

Structure

A/A
Item owgm•';• ,fro. S,f,•p•g//4-,NI
Location D•'atV•,• L,48
Station iv',4
Offset A/,4
• Depth N'A
to NA

A/AI

•A

Feature

/cA

Calibrated by
A•./e//r'cHf,•/
Computed by

Date
w-4- ,•7
Date

Checked by
AX. _T•#•ro,¢

Date
2-4=87

CALIBRATION OF No. 325 (45-/•m) SIEVE

Standard
Sample
No.

Standard
Sample
Assigned
Residue,
percent

1/4 /•

d. q

/o

ooo

do

do

//

/o oO0

NOTES:
XCorrectionfactor =

Sieve
ID
No.

Mass
of
Sample,

Measured
Residue,

Assigned
Residue,

Difference,

Correction
Factor, 1

grams

grams

grams

grams

percent

O. O44t

o. ag9

•0. Oc°G

•.a'd. •'

t

difference
measured residue =

o. o.?•"
o. o,qL4

(100)

=

.•"d. 8 %

Figure 2. - Sample calculation and calibration form.
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s•. or
Solic. No.
Project

Feature

Structure

A/A

N'A

Item C,tmf, vr •e'Ef. d'•€• -q',C•P-" E$
Location
Station --,.Offset -,-Depth •
to

A/A
AdA

Tested by
A"./•'1; r'c,qEA ¢.
Co•,p.utedby

Date
6"- •-#,•
Date

Checked b_.v
A•. ..7o/€•4/soH

Date
d -£- 8•

FINENESSOF HYDRAULIC CEMENT BY No. 325 (45-•m) SIEVE
Sieve
ID
No.

Brand
Name

Plant
ID

Type
or
Class

Mass
of
Sample,
grams

crAwL83

7

A,'I

A/.Z"

A/2"

g ooo

C CA/.84

//

N2"

;v'2"

NZ

I.ooo

Sample
No.

Measured
Residue,

Sieve
Correction
Factor,
percent

Corrected
Residue,1

a. o4o:•

÷27. 8'

S•.14

9q-.•

Oe O241

•2Z•'

3.oo°

96.9;Z

grams

NOTES:
XCorrectedresidue = measuredresiduetimes 100 plus sieve correctionfactor
= O.oq;OZ (100+ ,2%1/' ) = d;./•t % /
/

N.r --A/o ,• .l'Je,,, •,"/,'a d

Figure 3. - Sample data and calculation form.
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percent

Percent
Passing

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4441-92

EFFECTIVENESS OF MINERAL ADMIXTURES IN
PREVENTING EXCESSIVE EXPANSION OF CONCRETE
DUE TO ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. This procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4441; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 441-81.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of effectiveness of mineral admixtures in
preventing excessive expansion caused by the reaction
between aggregates and alkalies in portland cement
mixtures. The evaluation is based on the expansion
developed by cement-admixture combinations in mortar
bars, made with reactive aggregates(Pyrex glass), during
storage under prescribed conditions of test. The procedure
may be used:
(1) as a preliminary or screening test to evaluate
relative effectiveness of a number of different
admixturesbeing considered for use to prevent excessive
expansion due to alkali-aggregatereaction, and
(2) to evaluate admixtures proposed for use on a
particular job to prevent excessive expansion due to
alkali-aggregatereaction by testing in the quantity and
in combination with the cement or cements to be used
on the job.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4227 Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
4311 Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural Pozzolans
for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates1
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement2

C 441 Standard Test Method for Effectiveness of Mineral
Admixtures in Preventing Excessive Expansion of Concrete
Due to the Alkali-Aggregate Reaction 3
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement
of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete 2
C 618 Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture
in Portland Cement Concrete 3
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This procedure provides for two methods of
evaluation as follows:
3.1.1 The expansion of mortar bars containing a
high-alkali cement, a mineral admixture, and Pyrex glass4
aggregate is compared to the expansion of companion bars
without the mineral admixture.
3.1.2 Mortar bars containing Pyrex glass aggregate,
cement, and mineral admixture, proposed for use on a
specific project, are measured to determine if expansion
exceeds specifications limits.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Many mineral admixturesare effective in reducing
the expansion that occurs when reactive aggregates react
with alkalies in cement. A measure of the effectiveness
of the mineral admixture in reducing this expansion is
obtained in this procedure, and can be used as a screening
test for admixtures that are to be used in concretes
containing reactive aggregates.
4.2 This procedure can also be used to measure the
amount of expansion that occurs when a mineral admixture
is used in combination with a cement proposed for use
3 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
4 Pyrex brand glass No. 7740 is available as quenched lump cullet from
the Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY. Glass rods are available from
laboratory supply houses; use of 10-mm-diameter rods is preferred.

I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02, 04.03.
2 AnnuMBook'ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.01, 04.02.
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is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

on a specific job. A maximum expansion of 0.'020 percent
at 14 days is usually specified when a job mixture is used
in accordance with section 9.2.3.
4.3 Although the reduction in expansive reaction is
evaluated at 14 days, readings are usually continued for
at least 1 year. Some pozzolans have been found effective
in reducing early-age expansions, but excessive expansions
have occurred at later ages. Petrographic analysis and other
tests on pozzolanic materials should be used as additional
safeguards against undesirable expansions.
5.

9.

9.1 Obtain samples of mineral admixturein accordance
with applicable provisions of USBR 4311.
9.2 Proportioning and Consistency of Mortar:
9.2.1 Control Mixture.-The quantities of dry
materials for control mixture shall be 400 grams of highalkali cement (note 1) and 900 grams of Pyrex glass
aggregate, made by recombining portions retained on
various sieves in the grading prescribed in section 7.1.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125 and C 490.
6.

7.

NOTE 1.-If a high-alkali
total alkalies as Na20 is
requirements of ASTM C
expansion of mortar bars
percent or more at 14 days.

Apparatus
6.1

The apparatus shall be as described in USBR 4227.

Materials

NOTE 2.-A smaller quantity of admixture and a proportionately
larger quantity of cement may be used if there is evidence that
it is unusually effective in reducing expansion due to alkaliaggregate reaction, and that use of a smaller quantity is likely
to produce a large reduction of expansion of test mixture as
compared to that of control mixture.

Table 1. - Grading requirements.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Sieve Size

4 (4.75 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600 #m)
50 (300/am)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Retained on
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/am)
50 (300/am)
100 (150/am)

Mass,
percent

9.2.3 Job Mixture.-The quantities of dry materials
used for job mixture shall be in accordance with
requirements of sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2 except that cement
to be used on job shall be used instead of high-alkali cement.
Also, the quantity of admixture, by absolute volume, used
to replace cement shall be equivalent to that proposed
for use on job.
9.2.4 Flow.-The amount of mixing water, measured
in milliliters, shall be such as to produce a flow between
100 and 115 percent as determined in accordance with
USBR 4109.
9.3 Preparation of Test Specimens:
9.3.1 Dimensions andNumber of Test Specimens.Make three 1- by 1- by 11-1/4-inch (25- by 25- by 286mm) test specimens having an effective gauge length of
10 inches (254 ram) from each batch of each mortar
mixture. One set of three specimens shall represent each
test or job mixture. On same day that test specimens are
made, make one set of three specimens representing control
mixture and store in same container with corresponding
test specimens. Make all specimens stored in a given
container on same day, and do not open container again
or remove it from storage until 13 days have elapsed. If
more specimens from test or job mixtures, or both, are

10
25
25
25
15

7.2 Cement.-A high-alkali cement, conforming to
ASTM C 150 and containing about 1.0 percent total alkalies
as Na20 (sodium oxide) [percent Na20 plus 0.658 percent
K20 (potassium oxide)] shall be used in preparation of
mortar bars for the percent reduction in expansion test.
The cement to be used on job shall be used in combination
with admixture in the proportions to be used on job, and
in preparation of mortar bars for job mix evaluation.
7.3 Mineral Admixtures.-Admixtures conforming to
ASTM C 618 shall be used in preparation of mortar bars
for the present reduction in expansion test.
8.

cement containing about 1.0 percent
not available, any cement meeting
150 may be used provided average
made from control mixture is 0.10

9.2.2 Test Mixture.-The quantities of dry materials
for test mixture shall be 300 grams of high-alkali cement,
a mass of admixture having an absolute volume equal to
absolute volume of 100 grams of portland cement (100
times specific gravity of admixture divided by 3.15) and
900 grams of Pyrex glass aggregate, made by recombining
portions retained on various sieves in the grading
prescribed in 7.1.

7.1 Pyrex Glass.-Crushed
Pyrex glass No. 7740
(quenched, lump cullet or solid glass rod) crushed and
graded according to table 1 shall be used. After Pyrex glass
has been separated into various sieve sizes, each size shall
be washed with a water spray over the sieve to remove
adhering dust and fine particles from aggregate. The
portions retained on various sieves shall then be dried
and, unless used immediately, each such portion shall be
stored individually in a clean container provided with a
tight-fitting cover.

Passing

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
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madeon a given day than can be stored in a singlecontainer
with specimens from control mixture made on that day,
make additional control mixture specimens for each
additional storage container used.
9.3.2 Preparation of Molds.-Prepare molds as
specified in USBR 4227 or ASTM C 490.
9.3.3 Mixing of Mortar.-Mix mortar as specified in
USBR 4227 or 4305, except add admixture with cement
to water.
9.3.4 Molding Test Specimens.-Mold specimens as
specified in USBR 4227.
10.

Calibration and Standardization

10.1 Calibration and standardization
outlined in section 10 of USBR 4227.
11.

shall be as

Conditioning

11.1 The temperature of the dry materials, water,
molding room, and moist cabinet; and humidity of
laboratory and moist cabinet shall conform to requirements
of section 11 of USBR 4227.
11.2 Store test specimens in accordance with requirements of section 11 of USBR 4227.
12.

Procedure

12.1 Test specimens in accordance with requirements
and at times stipulated in USBR 4227.
12.2 Readingsand observations should be recorded on
their appropriate data form; a typical form is shown on
figure 1.
13.

Calculation

13.1 For tests of mixtures proportioned in accordance
with sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, calculate reduction of mortar
expansion resulting from use of an admixture as follows,
and report result to nearest 0.1 percent.
Re --

Ec- Et
Ec
(100)

(1)

where:
Re = percent of reduction of mortar expansion,
Et = average expansion of mortar bars from test
mixture, and
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E• = average expansion of mortar bars from
control mixture.
13.2 For test mixtures proportioned in accordancewith
9.2.3, report average expansion of mortar bars as the
expansion of the combination proposed for use in the work.
Indicate contraction (negative expansion) by prefixing a
minus sign to percentage expansion reported.
13.3 A typical calculation form is shown on figure 1.
14.

Reports

14.1 Figure 1 may also be used as a typical reporting
form. The report shall include:
• Type of portland cement used and its total alkali
content as Na20 in percent. If test is applied to a cementadmixture combination to be used in specific work, the
type, brand, and manufacturing location of the cement
shall be reported.
• Type and proportion of admixture used. If test is
applied to a cement-admixture combination to be used
in specific work, the type, brand, source, proportion,
and nature of admixture shall be reported.
• If control mixture and test mixture are prepared
as specified in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, the average
expansion of mortar bars prepared from control mixture
and average expansion of mortar bars from test mixture
shall be reported, in percent. Also, reduction in mortar
expansion resulting from use of admixture shall be
reported, in percent.
• Average expansion of mortar bars prepared as
specified in section 9.2.3 from job mixtures, in percent.
15.

Precision and Bias

15.1 Within laboratory variability shall be considered
satisfactory if percentage expansion of each specimen made
from same cement-aggregate combination is within 0.003
of the average, except that, if average expansion exceeds
0.020 percent, repeatability shall be considered satisfactory
if percentage expansion of each specimen molded from
same cement-aggregate combination is within 15 percent
of average.
15.2 This procedure has no known bias.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

Structure

/e,•.a-,•,,•,•cAt

.,.x....-

Item
Location•.•*at l,,'•'• L4e8
Station •
Offset -t..-'Depth
•
to
..,..-

Project
Feature

Tested by
/•'. •/rCAIE/•'

Date
,t0-2.•-7•

Co/•uted by
AW/t rcN E• •

Date
/a-2 $ -2;•

Checked by

Date

EFFECTIVENESS OF MINERAL ADMIXTURES IN PREVENTING EXCESSIVE
EXPANSION OF CONCRETE DUE TO ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION

Cement
Admixture
Aggregate

1
2
1
2
1
2

MIX DATA
BrandP,4PC•'P/•

Sample No.

74 •'g

Type

.2r

Sample No.

7/73

Type•W A[•S¢

Control Mix No./Og
Pyrex Glass
Spec.

Abs.

Gray.

Cement 1
Cement 2
Admixture 1
Admixture 2
Water
Aggregate 1
Aggregate 2
Sieve Size
3[8 inch (9.5 ram)
No. 4 (4.75 ram)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 16 (1.18 mm)
No. 30 (600 vm)
No. 50 (300/am)
No. 100 (150 pm)
Pan
Totals

Total
Alkali
as

Ibm

Sodium

9b

Oxide

•.lo --

1.1•

W/C
or
W/C+P

Mass Agg.
•

Flow
%

o..03

Supplier

Mass

W/C
or
W/C+P

Agg.

•

Flow
%

Source

Job Mix No. __
Proj. Agg. w/
% Cement Rep. by Mass*
Mass
Ibm

%

3oo

Source ,$'Aa'rA/V/•IAI

"*'-

Test Mix No. •
Pyrex Glass w/Admix.

Ibm

%

•oo

Brand AI•oX -

Class AfA

MSA •inch (mm)

Sample No. •°y,•'X

Source•t•a•tt•a C/2"Y.w CA

tc•Td#fsV'D

grams

Reactive
Agg.
W/C
or

Flow

Ibm

W/C+P

°A•

Mass

9b

grams

Nonreactive
Agg.
W/C
or

Flow

W/C+P
9b

%

o.'1.5

7S.Z

•.•L• w
/TZ
•OO

?0
?2a"
•Z5"
285"
l.g$"
•
a]oo

/o3

//Z /d8
t•Oo

9o 1o
22S Z5
2ZK 2.q"
?Z•" Z.•"
'35 /.4"
•
O
•oo loo

10
Z£"
Z•
6o•"
/.•
o
1oo

* Mix is proportioned by volume of cement and admixture: mass of admixture times specific gravity, then divided by specific gravity of cement.
TEST DATA
Date Cast/•-•3-Tq Specimen Size •inches • Comparator No. Z
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Figure 1. - Sample form on mix design and test data on measuring expansion of mortar bars.
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EARLY STIFFENING OF PORTLAND CEMENT
(PASTE METHOD)
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4451; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 451-83.

Scope

3.1 A paste is prepared with the cement to be tested
using sufficient water to give a required initial penetration
as measured by the Vicat apparatus at a stipulated time •
after completion of mixing. A second penetration, termed
the final penetration, is measured at a later stipulated time.
The ratio of final to initial penetration is calculated as
a percentage.

or to establish whether a cement complies with a
specification limit on early stiffening.
4.2 When used for establishing compliance with a
specification limit, the specification requirement is
customarily stated in terms of minimum allowable final
penetration, in percent, and calculated in accordance with
section 13. When used for estimating relative tendency
of a cement to manifest early stiffening, additional
information of value may be obtained if remix procedure
described in section 12.5 is used. Under some conditions,
a judgment may be made by comparing behavior in initial
test and in remix procedure to differentiate a relatively
less serious and• less persistent tendency to early stiffening
from one that is more persistent and, consequently, more
serious.
4.3 Severe false setting in a cement may cause difficulty
from a placing and handling standpoint; however, it is
not likely to cause difficulties where concrete is mixed for
a longer time than usual, as usually occurs in transit mixing,
or where it is remixed prior to placing or transporting,
as occurs in concrete pumping operations. False setting
is most likely to be noticeable where concrete is mixed
for a short interval in stationary mixers and transported
to the forms in nonagitating equipment, such as on some
paving jobs.
4.4 Cements with severe false setting usually require
slightly more water to produce same consistency, which
may be expected to result in slightly lower strengths and
increased drying shrinkage.
4.5 Flash set of a severity sufficient to cause difficulties
from a placing and handling standpoint usually will cause
cement to fail requirements for time-of-setting in ASTM
C 150.

4.

5.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of early stiffening in portland cement paste.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4187 Normal Consistency of Hydraulic Cement
4305 Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortarsof Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement •
C 451 Standard Test Method for Early Stiffening of
Portland Cement (Paste Method) 2
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete •
D 1193 Standard Specification for Reagent Water 3
3.

Summary of Procedure

Significance and Use

Terminology

5.1 Early Stiffening.-The early development of a
perceptible difference in working characteristics of a
portland cement paste, mortar, or concrete may be also
defined as false set or quick or flash set.
5.2 False Set.-The rapid development of stiffness in
a mixed portland cement paste, mortar, or concrete without
the evolution of much heat, which stiffness can be dispelled

4.1 The purpose of this test procedure is to determine
the degree to which a cement paste develops early stiffening
1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 11.01.
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10.5 The Vicat apparatus shall be calibrated to conform
to requirements of USBR 4187 by using scales conforming
to ASTM C 490 and linear measurement devices in
accordancewith USBR 1000.
10.6 The mixer, bowl, paddle, and scraper shall be
checked to conform with USBR 4305 by using a revolution
counter and linear measurement devices meeting the
standards of USBR 1000.

and plasticity regained by further mixing without addition
of water. False set, grab set, premature stiffening, hesitation
set, early stiffening, and rubber set are other terms referring
to this same phenomenon; however, false set is preferred
term.
5.3 Quick or Flash Set.-The rapid development of
rigidity in a mixed portland cement paste, mortar, or
concrete, usually with the evolution of considerable heat,
which rigidity cannot be dispelled nor can the plasticity
be regained by further mixing without addition of water.
Quick set is preferred term.
6.

11.

11.1 Temperature andHumidity.
11.1.1 The temperature of the room shall be
maintained between 68 and 81.5 °F (20 and 27.5 °C) and
temperature of dry materials, paddle, bowl, conical ring,
and baseplate shall be within the same range at time of
test. Temperature of mixing water shall not vary from
73.4 °F (23 °C) by more than +3 °F (+1.7 °C).
11.1.2 Relative humidity of laboratory shall not be
less than 50 percent.

Apparatus

6.1 Scales and Standard Masses.-Shall conform to
requirements of ASTM C 490.
6.2 Glass Graduates.-Shall conform to requirements
of ASTM C 490.
6.3 Vicar Apparatus.-Shall conform to requirements
of USBR 4187.
6.4 TroweL-Trowel shall have a steel blade 4 to 6
inches (100 to 150 ram) in length, with straight edges.
6.5 Mixer, Bowl, Paddle, and Scraper.-Shall conform
to requirements of USBR 4305.

12.

7.1 Mixing Water.-Potable water is satisfactory for
routine tests. For all referee and cooperative tests, reagent
water conforming to requirements of ASTM D 1193 for
Type III or Type IV grades of reagent water shall be used.
8.

Precautions

8.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
9.

Sampling
9.1

10.

Procedure

12.1 Preparation of Cement Paste.-Mix 500 grams of
cement with sufficient water to produce a paste with an
initial penetration of 32+4 mm using the following
procedure:
12.1.1 Place dry paddle add dry bowl in mixing
position in mixer.
12.1.2 Introduce materials for a batch into bowl and
mix as follows:
(1) Place all mixing water in bowl.
(2) Add cement to water and allow 30 seconds for
absorption of water.
(3) Start mixer and mix at slow speed (140+5 r/min)
for 30 seconds.
(4) Stop mixer for 15 seconds and scrape down into
batch any paste that may have collected on sides of bowl.
(5) Start mixer and mix at medium speed (285+10
r/min) for 2.5 minutes.
12.2 Molding Test Specimens.-Quickly
form cement
paste into a ball with gloved hands. Press ball, resting
in palm of one hand, into larger end of conical ring of
Vicat apparatus (fig. 1, USBR 4187) held in other hand,
completely filling ring with paste. Remove excess paste
at larger end of ring by a single movement of palm of
hand. Place ring on its larger end on the glass plate and
slice off excess paste at smaller end (top) of ring by a
single oblique stroke of a sharp-edged trowel held at a
slight angle to top of ring. Smooth top of specimen, if
necessary, with one or two light touches of pointed end
of trowel. During the operation of cutting and smoothing,
take care not to compress the paste.
12.3 Determination of Initial Penetration.-Place the
paste, that is confined in ring and resting on glass plate,
under the rod of apparatus about one third of the diameter
from the edge. Move the plunger end of rod into contact
with surface of paste and tighten setscrew. Then, set
movable indicator to upper zero mark of scale and release

Reagentsand Materials

7.

Conditioning

Sample cement in accordancewith USBR 4183.
Calibration and Standardization

10.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly.
10.2 Scales shall be calibrated to meet requirements
of ASTM C 490 in accordancewith USBR 1012.
10.3 Standard masses shall be calibrated to conform
to ASTM C 490 by comparing to standard masses issued
by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology),
formerly NBS (National Bureau of Standards).
10.4 Glass graduates shall be accepted on certification
by manufacturer to conform to requirements of section
4.2 of USBR 4187 and ASTM C 490.
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rod exactly 20 seconds after completion of mixing. The
apparatus shall be free of all vibrations during test. Consider
the paste to have proper consistency when rod settles to
a point 32+4 mm below original surface of paste within
30 seconds after being released. This consistency is the
initial penetration. Make trial pastes with varying
percentages of water until this consistency is obtained.
During the 30-second interval for initial penetration, return
excess paste to bowl and cover bowl and mixing paddle
with a lid.
12.4 Determination" of Final Penetration.-After
completion of initial penetration reading, remove plunger
from paste, clean it, and reset ring and plate in a new
position. This operation should be performed with as little
disturbance as possible to paste confined in ring. Then,
move plunger so that it is once again in contact with surface
of paste, tighten setscrew, and set movable indicator to
upper zero mark of scale. Release the rod 5 minutes after
completion of mixing period, and determine final
penetration 30 seconds after release of rod.
12.5 Determination ofRemixPenetration.-If penetrations determined by the previous determinations show
cement to be rapid stiffening, information as to the nature
of the stiffening may be obtained as follows:
12.5.1 Upon completion of measurement of
5-minute penetration (sec. 12.4), immediately return paste
in mold to bowl. Start mixer, raise bowl into mixing
position, and remix contents of bowl at medium speed
(285:t:10 r/rain) for 1 minute. Fill ring and determine
penetration in same manner as specified in sections 12.2
and 12.3.
13.

Calculation

13.1 Calculate the percent final penetration based on
ratio of final to initial penetration as follows:
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P=

B (100)

(1)

where:
P = percent final penetration,
A = initial penetration in millimeters, and
B = final penetration in millimeters.
13.2 Figure 1 shows a suggested worksheet and computation form.

14.

Report

14.1 A suggested reporting form is shown on figure
5 of USBR 4183. Report results of test as follows:
Initial penetration
Final penetration
Percent final penetration
Remix penetration
15.

mm
mm
__ %
mm

Precision and Bias

15.t The precision and bias for this test procedure have
not been established at this time.
16.

Reference

16.1 For additional useful information on details of
cement test methods, reference may be made to "Manual
of Cement Testing," which appears in the Annual Book
ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4457-92

MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION
OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS
OF AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
ifollowing
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4457; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 457-82a.

Scope

2.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
microscopical determinations of air-void content, and the
specific surface, spacing factor, and air-paste ratio of the
air-void system in hardened concrete. Two methods (note
1) are described: (1) Linear Traverse (Rosiwal) Method
[ 1] 1, which is currently in use by the Bureau of Reclamation;
and (2) Modified Point-Count Method [2,3,4,5].
1.2 This procedure is based upon measurement of the
air-void system in hardened concrete by prescribed
microscopical methods on sawed and ground sections
intersecting portions of the interior of the samples, or
specimens of concrete from the field or laboratory (note

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 457 Standard Practice for Microscopical Determination
of Air-Void Content and Parameters of the Air-Void System
in Hardened Concrete2

3.

Definitions

1.3 This procedure does not attempt to describe, in
detail, the alternative procedures by which surfaces for
examination may be prepared or the techniques of
microscopical observation and measurement, because it is
assumed that work will be performed by or under the
supervision of a microscopist or personnel adequately
instructed in these methods. The intent of this procedure
is to outline the principles of the two methods and to
establish standards for performance of the techniques in
evaluating an air-void system in hardened concrete.

3.1 Air Void.-An air void is a small space enclosed
by cement paste in concrete and occupied by air. This term
does not refer to capillary or other openings of
submicroscopical dimensions or to voids within particles
of aggregate.An air void is almost invariably larger than
2 /am in diameter. The term "air voids" includes both
"entrapped" and "entrained" air voids.
3.2 Linear Traverse (Rosiwal) Method.-This method
is the determinationof volumetriccompositionof a solid
by integrating distance traversed across areas of each
componentalong a line, or along regularly spaced lines,
in one or more planes intersectinga sample of the solid.
Finely ground sections of concrete are examined microscopicallyalong a series of regularly spaced lines, and the
followingdata are obtained: (1) total number of sections
of air voids intersected,(2) total distancetraversed across
sections of voids, (3) total distance traversed across
remainder of concrete, and (4) total distance traversed
across paste, if desired.
3.3 Point-CountMethod.-This method involves the
determinationof volumetric compositionof a solid by
observationof frequency that areas of each component
coincide with a regular system of points in one or more
planes intersectinga sample of solid.
3.4 ModifiedPoint-CountMethod.-Thisis the pointcountmethodsupplementedby determinationof frequency

1 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References, section 19.

2 AnnualBookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.

2).

NOTE 1.-This procedure does not include a description of
the areal traverse method [6]; or [7], in which air voids are
relegated to a series of size ranges where number of voids per
unit volume of concrete can be calculated.
NOTE 2.-The spacing factor is a useful index related to
maximum distance of any point in cement paste from periphery
of an air void. The calculation of this spacing factor is based
on an assumption that all air voids in sample are equal-sized
spheres arranged in a simple cubic lattice throughout cement
paste. The geometrical principles were developed primarily by
T. C. Powers [8].
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that areas of each component of a solid are intersected
by regularly spaced lines in one or more planes intersecting
a sample of solid. Finely ground sections of the concrete
are examined microscopically along a series of regularly
spaced lines, and the following data are obtained: (1) total
number of sections of air voids intersected, (2) frequency
that regularly spaced points on line of traverse are
superimposed on sections of air voids, and (3) total number
of points superimposed on paste, if desired.
3.5 Air-Void Content.-The
air-void content is the
proportional volume of air voids in concrete expressed
as the volume percent of the hardened concrete.
3.6 Paste Content.-The
paste content is the proportional volume of cement paste in concrete expressed as
the volume percent of the hardened concrete. This volume
is calculated as either the simple summation of proportional
volumes of cement and water included in concrete mixture,
or as determined by microscopical analysis of the hardened
concrete by traversing the prepared sections, [9,10].
3.7 Specific Sucface.-The specific surface is the surface
area of air voids in hardened concrete, expressed as the
area per cubic unit length of the air-void volume.
3.8 Chordlntercept.-The chord intercept is the average
length of the chord across cross sections of air voids
intercepted by a line of microscopical traverse.
3.9 Number of Air Voids Per Unit Length of Traverse.-This is the number of air voids intercepted by a line
of microscopical traverse expressed as number of air voids
per inch or per millimeter of traverse.
3.10 Spacing Factor.-The spacing factor is a useful
index related to maximumdistance of any point in cement
paste from periphery of an air void (note 2).
3.11 Air-Paste Ratio.-The air-paste ratio is the ratio
of volume of air to volume of paste in the hardened concrete.
4.

Table 1. - Minimum area Of finished surface for microscopical
measurement.
Nominal or observed
maximum size of
aggregatein concrete

6 inches (150 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1/2 inch (12.5 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 ram)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

Total minimum area to be traversed
for determination of specific
surface or spacing factor based on
direct measurement of:
Total air-void
Paste-air
content 1
ratio
in 2
(mm 2)
in 2
(mm0
250
65
24
12
11
10
9
7

(161
(41
(15
(7
(7
(6
(5
(4

290)
935)
484)
742)
097)
452)
806)
516)

100
30
15
12
11
10
9
7

(64
(19
(9
(7
(7
(6
(5
(4

516)
355)
677)
742)
097)
452)
806)
516)

1 The indicated area values refer to reasonably homogeneous, wellcompacted concrete. The microscopical measurement should be made on
a proportionately larger area of sections if concrete is markedly heterogeneous in distribution of aggregateor has large air voids. If more than
one finished surface is taken from a single portion of the concrete, the
finished surfaces shall be separated by a distance greater than one-half
of nominal or observed maximum size of aggregate.
5.

Apparatus and Materials

5.1 The apparatus and materials necessary for
fabrication of finely-lapped surfaces for this procedure are
as follows:
5.1.1 DiamondSaw.-Slabbing
saw with an automatic
feed, and blade large enough to make at least a 7-inch
(178-mm) cut in one pass. A cutting lubricant for the saw
is also necessary.
5.1.2 Horizontal Lap Wbeel.-A steel, cast iron, or
other metal lap wheel, preferably at least 16 inches (406
mm) in diameter and large enough to grind at least a
4- by 6-inch (102- by 152-mm) area.
5.1.3 Free Abrasive Machine.-This machine uses
abrasive grit in the lubricant, with sample holders rotating
on a rotating table. This type of machine greatly increases
speed of preparation of finelyground surfaces.
5.1.4 Polishing
Wheel.-A polishing wheel at least
8 inches (203 mm) in diameter, preferably with a twospeed or vibratory polisher.
5.1.5 Hotplate or Oven.-Shall
be thermostatically
controlled to permit drying and impregnating specimens
with resin or wax for preparing thin sections, ground
surfaces, and polished sections.
5.1.6 Abrasives.-Silicon-carbide
grits: No. 100
(150 /•m), No. 220 (63 /zm), No. 320 (31 #m), No. 600
(16 #m), and No. 800 (12 /•m); with optical finishing
powders such as M-303, M-204, and M-309; and polishing
powders as needed.
5.2 Apparatus and materials other than those described
have been used satisfactorily.

Sampling and Conditioning

4.1 Samples of hardened concrete for determination
of air-void content and for determination of specific surface
and spacing factor of air-void system may be obtained from
specimens cast in the field or laboratory; or by coring,
sawing, or otherwise removing concrete from structures.
The method used for securing the small portion or portions
• of concrete for microscopical measurement and the location
from which they are obtained will depend on objectives
of program. Care should be taken in selecting and securing
the portions for measurements so as to provide reliable
data of type desired. Generally, samples of hardened
concrete from structures or large test specimens should
be secured in accordance with USBR 4042. Each sample
should be sufficient to provide at least the minimum area
of finishedsurface for microscopical measurement as shown
in table 1.
4.2 To determine compliance of hardened concrete with
requirements of specifications on air-void content or on
specific surface and spacing factor of air-void system, a
sample of the concrete should be obtained from at least
three locations in body of concrete and microscopical
measurements should be made on at least one section
prepared from each of at least three of such samples.

6.

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
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to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 Precautionary measures are given in note 3, section
7.2 concerning fumes from xylene (if used).
7.

Preparation of Sections

7.1 Unless objectives of program dictate a special
method, sections for microscopical measurement should
be sawed approximately at right angles to a formed or
finished surface included in sample of hardened concrete,
preferably across layers in which fresh concrete was
deposited. Individual sections should be as large as can
be ground and traversed satisfactorily with available
equipment. The required area may be traversed on one
or more prepared sections of concrete. Best results are
obtained if selected traverse length is spread uniformly
over maximum of available prepared surface of concrete
to compensate to the fullest practicable degree for
heterogeneity of the concrete.
7.2 After sawing of a slab of hardened concrete, the
surface should be ground with successively finer abrasives,
such as a No. 100 (150-/am) silicon-carbide abrasive to
remove saw marks; and then successively with the No.
220, 320, 600, and 800 (63-, 31-, 16-, and 12-#m) abrasives
until surface is suitable for microscopical observation (note
3). All surfaces of slab should be washed and scrubbed
thoroughly with a brush after sawing; and after each
grinding operation by brushing or using a fine, high-velocity
spray of solvent or water to remove grit and loose particles
of concrete. The surface may be considered satisfactory
for the microscopical traverse when surface, as viewed in
strong light incident as a low angle appears essentially
plane. Exceptions would include air voids or voids within
particles of aggregate,where edges of sections of air voids
are sharp and not rounded or crumbled; areas where sand
grains are plucked from surface or areas where surface
is irregular as a result of incomplete grinding, gouging,
or scratching of cement paste and constitute less than about
5 percent of total area; and where any air-void sections
as small as 10/am in diameter are distinquishable or would
be distinquishable if present.
NOTE 3.-If difficulty is encountered in preparing a satisfactory
surface, the following method is helpful: (1) heat partially
prepared slab of concrete to 302 °F (150 °C) in an oven; (2)
remove specimen from oven and immediately brush melted
carnauba wax heated to 302 °F onto surface, repeating application
as wax is absorbed by concrete so that when temperature of
concrete falls below melting point of wax, a perceptible film
of wax remains on surface; and (3) after specimen has cooled
to about room temperature, repeat grinding operation as outlined
in section 7.2. After completion of grinding, remove wax residue
from air voids by heating concrete to 302 °F and immersing
specimen in xylene in a metal can. Perform this operation under
a hood, avoid breathing the xylene fumes, and place lid on can
after specimen has been immersed. Gentle agitation of can will
facilitate dissolution of wax. Repeat this operation if examination
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of surface indicates incomplete removal of wax. Exceptionally
fragile concrete may require two or more applications of wax
and cycles of grinding before a satisfactory surface is obtained.
7.3 Parameters of the air-void system in the nearsurface portion of the concrete should be determined by
grinding portions of finished or formed surfaces in
accordance with procedures described in section 7.2.
Individual sections should be as large as can be ground
and traversed satisfactorily with available equipment. The
required area may be traversed on one or more prepared
sections, and the traverse length spread uniformly over
maximum of available prepared section. Because parameters of air-void system may vary greatly with distance from
finished or formed surface, the distance separating the
section to be traversed from the finished or formed surface
should be measured as accurately as possible, at least to
nearest 0.05 inch (1.3 mm). The following method may
be used to establish the variation of parameters of airvoid system with depth from a finished or formed surface:
(1) prepare a specimen that includes a portion of finished
or formed surface to be investigated and of convenient
thickness, such as about 1 inch (25 mm), by sawing
perpendicular and parallel to finished or formed surface;
(2) grind surface using the No. 100 or 220 (150- or 63/am) abrasive grit Until last portion of surface is just
removed, then complete grinding operation as described
in section 7.2-this initially produced surface shall be
reference plane to which depth measurements are referred;
(3) grind back surface of specimen to produce a plane
section as described in section 7.2; (4) measure thickness
of specimen, using a micrometer caliper, to nearest 0.05
inch (1.3 mm) for at least four points uniformly spaced
around periphery of specimen, averaging results and
recording this average to nearest 0.05 inch; (5) determine
parameters of system at both surfaces of specimen as
described in section 10 or 14; and (6) again grind section
near exposed surface to any desired depth, repeat traversing
of prepared section, and measure thickness as before so
that parameters can be correlated with distance of traversed
surface from finishedor formed suface. Repeatthe grinding
and traversing operations as required.
7.4 If the parameters of air-void system near the
finishedor formed surface are being determined to establish
possible effects of surface treatments, finishing practices,
admixtures, or other variables, the relationship of such
parameters and the distance from finished or formed
surface should be established for both the test concrete
and reference concrete. For specimens having rough
surfaces, it may be desirable to establish two reference
planes on the surface, at the highest and lowest projections
on surface. This would permit determining the air-void
characteristics between the two reference planes and
comparison of results with the depth below each plane.
Specimen should be capped with high-strength gypsum
plaster or plaster of paris by placing a conical pile of capping
material on a capping plate and pressing concrete surface
into material until highest point on surface contacts the
plate. After capping material has hardened, measure
thickness to back surface prepared in step (3) of section
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NOTE 4.-If linear traverse device is motor-driven, a speed
sufficiently low to permit satisfactory inspection of surface of
specimen should be available.

7.3 using the micrometer caliper, step (4) of section 7.3.
Grind the top (capped) surface to desired depth for
microscopical observation. For observations between the
two reference planes, the distance traversed over capping
material should be subtracted from results. A thickness
measurement should be taken when surface has been
ground to lowest point in original surface to establish that
reference plane.
7.5 The cement paste content of the near-surface zone
differs from that of the concrete as a whole; therefore,
for calculation of spacing factor, the proportional volume
of cement paste in prepared sections shall be determined
by microscopical traversing (see [9, 10] for applicable
methods) or calculated from air-paste ratio in near-surface
zone determined by methods of this procedure.
8.

NOTE 5.-It is convenient to have lateral movement of specimen
accomplished by using a calibrated cross-feed screw to which
upper lead screw and stage assembly are attached.
NOTE 6.-A satisfactory linear traverse device can be
constructed by suitable modification of a machinist's lathe. The
stage and upper lead screw assembly can be constructed on the
carriage, which normally has a calibrated cross-feed arrangement.
A manually operated clutch must be installed to permit control
of movement of carriage by operator without disengagingcarriage
from lead screw. Vibration is minimized when motor is mounted
separately from lathe chassis. A rotation counter should be affixed
to main lead screw.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1.2 Stereoscopic Microscope and Support.-This
microscope shall have objectives and oculars to give final
magnifications from about 30× to at least 125×, and be
so arranged as to permit continuous observations of surface
of a concrete specimen mounted on stage of linear traverse
device. One ocular should include cross-hairs or some other
reticle device to serve as an index point.
9.1.3 Microscope Lamp.-This lamp should be a
spotlight-type, arranged to provide illumination sufficient
for close scrutiny of surface of a concrete specimen at a
magnification of about 125×.
9.1.4 SpiritLevel.-A 4- to 6-inch (102- to 152-mm)
long level.
9.1.5 Modeling Clay.-Required to support and level
section or other leveling-support device.

8.1 The calibration and standardization of
miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing
the tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section
2 are covered under that particular procedure or standard.
LINEAR TRAVERSE (ROSIWAL)
METHOD
9.

Apparatus for Measurement of Specimens

9.1 The equipment listed in sections 9.1.1 through 9.1.5
is a recommended minimum selection permitting
application of the linear traverse method to determine the
air-void content and the specific surface and spacing factor
of the air-void system in hardened concrete. However,
equipment other than that listed has been used
satisfactorily.
9.1.1 Linear Traverse Device.-This
device, either
hand- or motor-driven (note 4), consists of a stage or
platform mounted on a carriage, and shall be so constructed
that a specimen of concrete placed on the stage can be
moved smoothly and uniformly: (1) at least 4.0 inches
(102 mm) by turning a main lead screw to which carriage
is connected, (2) at least 3.0 inches (76 mm) in a direction
at right angles to main lead screw (note 5), and (3) at
least 2.5 inches (64 mm) parallel to main lead screw using
an upper lead screw, and to which stage is attached and
supported by carriage (note 6). The pitch of the upper
lead screw should not exceed 0.0105 inch (0.267 mm) per
revolution. The pitch of both lead screws should be
determined to nearest 0.0001 inch (0.003 mm) per
revolution. Rotation counters should be attached to main
lead screw and upper lead screw, and each counter should
be supplemented by an indicator such that number of
revolutions can be read to nearest 0.01. A manually operated
tally counter should also be provided. If calculations are
to be based on air-paste ratio, either a third lead screw
(installed on upper stage) equipped with a revolution
counter must be included, in which case main lead screw
need not be equipped with a counter, or it must be possible
to disengage counter from main lead screw. A photograph
of a satisfactory linear traverse device is shown on figure 1.

10.

Procedure

10.1 Place prepared slab of concrete on stage of linear
traverse device with prepared surface upward and such
that a formed or finished surface, if present, is parallel
to main lead screw of device. Using the spirit level, carefully
level prepared surface by placing pedestals of modeling
clay under slab so that surface may be traversed with a
minimum of focusing of microscope (note 7). Adjust
microscope lamp so that beam is focused in field of view
of microscope at a magnification of at least 50×, and is
incident upon surface at a low angle so that air voids are
clearly delineated by a shadow.
10.2 By means appropriate to device being used,
superimpose selected index point in reticle of one eyepiece
of microscope, near one corner of specimen, ensuring that
drives for carriage and stage are engaged and adjusted to
remove all play from gear system. The preselected index
point should be used throughout the entire traverse, and
should be essentially dimensionless; that is, without
perceptible area or length. If intersection of crosshairs is
used, index point should be selected as the intersection
of one pair of edges of the crosshairs. Initiate each segment
of traverse at edge of satisfactory plane surface of slab
rather than at edge of slab itself. Length of segments of
traverse may vary. Extreme care must be used to determine
• whether a section of an air void is intersected by apparent
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12.1.2 Air- VoM Content.-Whenair-pasteratio is not
determined, calculate air-void content as follows:

Table 2. - Minimum length of traverse for the linear
traverse method.

Nominal or observed
maximum size of
aggregate in concrete

Minimumlength of
traverse for
determination of
air-void content, *
specific surface,
or spacin$ factor
inches
(ram)

6 inches (150 mm)
3 inches (75 am)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 am)
1/2 inch (12.5 am)
3/8 inch (9.5 am)
No. 4 (4.75 am)

160
120
100
95
90
80
75
55

T= P,,Ru + P•Rro,
N
n = "•, and
A = 100nC

A = air-void content of hardened concrete, in
percent;
T = total length of traverse, in inches
(millimeters);
Pro = pitch of main lead screw, in inches (millimeters) per revolution;
Rro = total number of revolutions of main lead
screw;
n = average number of air-void sections intercepted per inch or per millimeter of traverse; and
Other terms as previously defined.
NOTE 10.-It may be more convenient to calculate:
100 Pu Ru
Pu Ru + P• Rm

A=
where:

(5)

Pro Rro = total length of traverses minus total length of
traverses across voids (note 9).

traverse measurements using the following equation as a
basis:
Pu Ru
c (1)
N
where:

12.1.3 Spacing Factor.-When paste content of
concrete is known, calculate the spacing factor [8]:
When ---P
A

C = average chord intercept of air-void sections on
line of traverse, in inches (millimeters);
N = total number of air voids intersected in entire
traverse;
Pu = pitch of upper lead screw used for traversing
air voids, in inches (millimeters) per revolution; and
Ru = total number of revolutions of upper lead
screw.

< 4.342,
P
400 n

L -When ---P
A

L =

NOTE 9.-The product P• Ru is equal to the total length of
traverses across voids.

or

L-

P
A•x

(6)

> 4.342,

-Of

1.4

+

-1

(7)

where:

12.1.1 SpecificSurface.-Calculate the specific surface
from the followingequation [8]:
4
-C

(4)

where:

(4064)
(3048)
(2540)
(2413)
(2286)
(2032)
(1905)
(1397)

i The limits of uncertainty of results obtained for airvoid content depend upon length of traverse and airvoid content of concrete. Based on experience, recommended minimum length of traverse shown should produce limits of uncertainty such that, up to 3 percent airvoid content, the standard deviation is not greater than
0.5 percent which, at 3 percent air-void content, corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 17 percent. For traverse lengths greater than 55 inches (1397 mm) and
air-void contents greater than 3 percent, the coefficient
of variation is correspondingly reduced. The data
obtained can be analyzed by statistical methods to determine limits of uncertainty to be applied.

a =

(3)

p/A = paste-air ratio;
/- = spacing factor, in inches (millimeters);
p = paste content, in volume percent of concrete; and
Other terms as previously defined.

(2)

where:

NOTE l l.-When calculating spacing factor for near-surface
sections prepared and analyzed in accordance with 7.3, use the
value for p that was determined microscopically by traversing
the respective sections. Whenever determined by microscopical

cz = specific surface, in inches -I (or in2/in3),
(millimeters -I) (or mm2/mm3), and
C = as previously defined.
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G = percent by volume of total aggregatein
mixture proportions as batched, and
Other terms as previously defined.

traverses of a section, use p, as determined experimentally, in
calculating the paste-air ratio or spacing factor for that section.
12.1.3.1 If desired, the spacing factor may be
estimated graphically using figure 2 or 3 rather than using
equation (6) or (7).
12.2 When calculations are to be based on the airpaste ratio, proceed as follows:
12.2.1 Air-Paste Ratio.-Calculatethe air-paste ratio
as follows:
N
(8)
np --

12.3 Calculate the values for air-void content, air-paste
ratio (when determined), specific surface, and spacing factor
to three significant digits and report results to nearest
two significant digits.
12.4 The Bureau does not determine the air-void
content, specific surface, and spacing factor by the air-paste
ratio as described in section 12.2.
12.5 Figure 4 shows a typical data sheet and figure
5 shows a calculation form for the linear traverse method.
Figure 5 does not include data by the air-pasteratio method.

PpRp

A
P

(9)

-- npC

where:

MODIFIED POINT-COUNT
A/p = air-paste ratio,
np = average number of air-voidsections intersected per inch or per millimeter of traverse in paste,
Pp = pitch of lead screw used for traversing
sections of cement paste in inches
(millimeters),
Rp = total number of revolutions of lead screw
used for traversing sections of cement
paste, and
Other terms as previously defined.

13.

12.2.2 Spacing Factor.-Calculate spacing factor, L,
as follows:
When -7
p

--< 4.342,
L --

When --P
A
where:

1
4nv

L

or

--

p
A•

(10)

4.342, use equation (7), section 12.1.3.

p/A = the reciprocal of A/p calculated in 12.2.1.
12.2.2.1 If desired, the spacing factor may be
estimated graphically using figure 2 or 3 rather than using
equation (7) or (10).
12.2.3 Air-Void Content.-The
air-void content of the
hardened concrete can be calculated using the air-paste
ratio as follows:

A

-D•

A
•A
-P

G
-Pl

Apparatus for Measurement of Specimens

13.1 The equipment listed in sections 13.1.1 through
13.1.5 is a recommended minimum selection permitting
application of the modified point-count method to
determine the air-void content and the specific surface and
spacing factor of the air-void system in hardened concrete.
However, equipment other than that listed has been used
satisfactorily.
13.1.1 Point-Count
Device.-This
device consists of
a stage or platform connected to the lead screw, and
designed such that a specimen of concrete placed on the
stage can be moved smoothly and uniformly through equal
distances by turning the lead screw. The total possible
translation of the stage should be not less than 4.0 inches
(102 mm). The lead screw should be fitted with a notched
wheel and stopping device such that, with rotation of lead
screw, a click is easily audible to operator when a stop
position is reached. Intervals between stops should
correspond to a translation of the stage from 0.025 to
0.200 inch (0.64 to 5.08 mm); magnitude of average
translation of stage between clicks should be determined
to nearest 0.0001 inch (0.003 mm). The device should be
designed so that concrete specimen mounted on stage can
be moved at right angles to main lead screw by at least
3.0 inches (76 mm) (note 5). At least three digital counters
shall be provided, either affixed to point-count device or
mounted separately (note 12). If calculations are to be based
on the air-paste ratio, a counter shall also be provided
for determining paste content.
NOTE 12.-A counter may conveniently be attachedto stopping
device so as to register automatically the number of stops
corresponding to any traverse across a specimen..

(100)

+1+

METHOD

(11)

13.1.2 Stereoscopic Microscope and Support=Refer
to section 9.1.2.
13.1.3 MicroscopeLamp.-Refer to section 9.1.3.
13.1.4 SpiritLeveL-Refer to section 9.1.4.
13.1.5 Modeling CIw.-Refer to section 9.1.5.

where:
Pl = percent by volume of air-free paste in
mixture proportions as batched,
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Estimate the spacing factor as follows:
(I) If air content was measured, select appropriate value in lower diagram and
follow horizontallyto calculated or estimated paste content, Thenlmove
vertically to upper diagram to calculated specific surface and then
horizontally to corresponding spacing factorlor
(2)If paste-air ratio was measured, select the appropriate value in.the upper
diagram,movevertically upward to calculated specific surface,and
then horizontally to corresponding spacing factor.
Figure 2. - Graphs for estimating spacing factorl
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Note: To determ'ine spacing factor for o void systemin o concretefrom microscopicallydetermined
parameters, select calculatedor estimated paste conienton the ordinate of lower diagram and follow
horizontallyto proper air content or paste-air ratio of the concrete.Thenrnoveverticallyto upper dio¢Jrom,
which correlatesthe specific surface of the voids and the spacing factor. If specific surface has been
measured or is estimated,the value of the spacing factor is indicatedat the ordinate. Conversely•specific
surface is indicated on the curves at ohy selected values for the spacing factor end paste-air ratio.
Figure 3. - Probable yoid•ystcm in air-entrained concrete conforming wkh ACI 613-54. From [11].

14.

Procedure

!

:

i

/

of focusing of microscope (note 7). Adjust microscope lamp
so that beam is focused in field of view of microscope
at a magnification of at least 50×, and is incident upon
surface at a low angle so that air voids are clearly delineated
by a shadow.
14.2 By means appropriate to device being used,
superimpose selected index point in reticle of one eyepiece
of microscope, near one corner of specimen, ensuring that

14.1 Place prepared slab of concrete on stage of pointcount device with prepared surface Upward and such that
a formed or finished surface, if present, is parallel to main
lead screw of device. Using the spirit level, carefully level
prepared surface by placing pedestals of modeling clay
under slab so that surface may be traversed with a minimum
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drives for carriage are engaged and adjusted to remove
all play from gear system. The stopping device shall be
:at a stop or click position at beginning of traverse. The
preselected index point should be used throughout the
entire traverse, and should be essentially dimensionless;
that is, without perceptible area or length. If intersection
of crosshairs is used, index point should be selected as
the intersection of one pair of edges of the crosshairs.
Initiate each segment of traverse at edge of satisfactory
plane surface of slab rather than at edge of slab itself.
Length of segments of traverse may vary. Read and record
settings on all appropriate counters. Using main lead screw,
.cause movement of stage assembly and specimen while
simultaneously scrutinizing surface of slab. Each time an
air-void section passes beneath index point in reticle of
one eyepiece, tally a count on appropriate counter. Extreme
care must be used to determine whether a section of an
air void is intersected by apparent movement of index
point when line of traverse is nearly tangential to void
section. Results can be affected significantly by consistent
error in this respect. If periphery of an air void is crumbled
or rounded, the position of true periphery in plane of surface
must be estimated by extrapolation of surface contour of
air void. Care must be used to distinguish depressions
produced by plucking of sand grains from air voids. If
a chipped or otherwise broken portion of ground surface
is traversed, air voids revealed in depression should be
counted and measured as though they were projected into
the plane of the surface. When a stop or click position
is reached, mark a tally on appropriate counter. If index
point is superimposed on a section of an air void at the
stop position, mark a tally on appropriate counter. If the
air-paste ratio is to be computed, a fourth counter is
required. Mark a tally on counter if index point is
superimposed on a section of cement paste. Proceed in
this manner to the last stop position on line of traverse.
Mark a tally for each air void intercepted by line of traverse,
a tally for each stop position, a tally for each stop position
where index point is superimposed on a section of an air
void and, when appropriate, a tally for each stop position
where index point is superimposed on a section of cement
paste. At the end of line of traverse, read and record the
tally shown by each counter. Terminate each segment of
traverse at edge of plane, prepared surface rather than
at edge of slab. If traverse is being made to determine
only the air-void content, the number of air voids
intersected by line of traverse need not be determined.
If lines of traverse are shorter than 1 inch (25 mm), do
not tally a count for an air void that corresponds with
point of observation at beginning of each line of traverse.
NOTE 13.-Some operators have found it preferable from the
standpoint of enhanced precision, reduced error of tallying, and
reduced operator fatigue to accomplish the operations by
traversing each traverse line twice, once to record what is found
at each stop and once to record number of voids intercepted
by line of traverse.
14.3 By means appropriate to device being used, shift
concrete slab, at right angles to direction of traverse, an
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appropriate distance. Space segments of traverse to achieve
at least the minimum total traverse length over the specified
minimum area of prepared surface, see section 15. Proceed
along new line of traverse as before for all segments of
total traverse and for all sections prepared from a sample
of concrete so as to comply with requirements of this
procedure or with such other requirements as may be
necessary.
15.

Length of Traverse and Number of Points

15.1 When total air content is desired, the minimum
length of traverse and the minimum number of points
shall be as shown in table 3.
15.2 When calculations are to be based on air-paste
ratio, the minimum length of traverse shall be as shown
in table 3; however, the minimum number of points shall
comply with the following approximate equation:
Sv --

1
V2

(12)

where:
Sv = total number of stops where index point is
superimposed on a section of an air void,
and
V = desired coefficient of variation of air-void content expressed as a fractional value.
The required minimum total number of points depends
on air-paste ratio. Points measured should be uniformly
distributed over concrete surface.
16.

Calculations

16.1 When calculations are to be based on total air
content, proceed as follows:
16.1.1 Air-Void Content.-Calculate the air-void
content from results of point-count analysis as follows:
A --

100 S,,
St

(13)

where:
A = air-void content of hardened concrete, in
percent;
St = total number of stops during traverse; and
Sv = as defined in equation (12).
16.1.2 SpecificSurface.-Calculate the specific surface
[8] as follows:
Initially, determine total length of traverse and number
of air-void sections per inch or per millimeter:
T= Ls (St - Ta)
D

--

N
T

(14)
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Table 3. - Minimum length of traverse and minimum number of points for the modified point-count methodk
Nominal or observed
maximum size of
aggregate in concrete

6 inches (150 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1/2 inch (12.5 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

Minimum length of
traverse for determination
of air-void content,
specific surface, or
spacing factor
inches
(mm)
160
120
100
95
90
80
75
55

Minimumnumber of
points for determination
of air-void content,
specific surface, or
spacing factor

(4064)
(3048)
(2540)
(2413)
(2286)
(2032)
(1905)
(1397)

2400
1800
1500
1425
1350
1200
1125
1000

1 The limits of uncertainty of results obtained for air-void content depend upon number of points and airvoid content of concrete. The recommended minimum number of points shown should produce limits of
uncertainty such that, up to 3 percent air-void content, the standard deviation of not greater than 0.5 percent
which, at 3 percent air-void content, corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 17 percent. For number
of points greater than 1000 and air-void contents greater than 3 percent, the coefficient of variation is
correspondingly reduced. The data obtained can be analyzed by statistical methods to determine limits of
uncertainty to be applied.
When p > 4.342,

Determine average chord intercept:
C =

A
100 n

(15)

L=

Then, calculate specific surface:
o• =

3
O•

where:
4
•

p
7+1

)1/3]
-1

(18)

p/A = paste-air ratio, or the reciprocal of A/p;
L = spacing factor, in inches (millimeters);
p = paste content, in volume percent of
concrete; and
Other terms as previously defined.

(16)

where:

16.2 When calculations are to be based on air-paste
ratio, proceed as follows:
16.2.1 Air-Paste Ratio.-Calculate the air-pasteratio
from results of point-count analysis as follows:

T = total length of traverse, in inches
(millimeters);
n = average number of air-void sections intersected
per inch or per millimeter of traverse;
Ta ---- number of lines of traverse included in total
traverse;
Ls = length of traverse between stops, in inches
(millimeters);
N = total number of air voids intersected in entire
traverse;
C = average chord intercept of air-void sections on
line of traverse, in inches (millimeters);
e• = specific surface; and
St = as previously defined in equation (13).

A -- Sv
p
&

(19)

where:
A/p = air-paste ratio,
Sp = total number of stops where index point is
superimposed on a section of cement
paste (counter No. 4), and
Sv = as defined in equation (12).
16.2.2 SpecificSurface.-Calculate
the specific surface
as follows:
Initially, determine total length of traverse through
paste and number of air-void sections per inch or per
millimeter:

16.1.3 Spacing Factor.-If the paste content of the
concrete is known, calculate the sPacing factor, L, as follows:
When p -• 4.342,

=
P
L -- 400 n

[

1.4

(17)
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Determine average chord intercept:
C---- •
no

G = percent by volume of total aggregatein
mixture proportions as batched,
A/p = air-paste ratio as calculated in section 16.2.1,
and
A = as previously defined.
16.3 The Bureau does not use the modified point-count
method; therefore, no typical forms or data are included
with this procedure.

(21)

Then, calculate specific surface using equation (16).
where:
To = total length of traverse through paste, in
inches (millimeters);
np = average number of air-void sections intersected
per inch or per millimeter of traverse in
paste; and
Other terms as previously defined.
16.2.3 Spacing Facton-Calculate
L, as follows:
When •

17.

17.1 A typical reporting form showing the results of
the linear traverse (Rosiwal) method and the modified
point-count method is shown on figure 6. The report should
include:
• Identification of source of samples.
• Location from which samples were taken and
samples orientation with respect to sources.
• Orientation and position of slabs cut from samples
for traversing.
• Length of traverse and, if modified point-count
method is used, the number of stops.
• Determined values of air-void content, specific
surface, spacing factor, and air-paste ratio (if measured).
If parameters of air-void system have been determined
on one or more near-surface sections, relationship of
such parameters to depth from finished or formed
surface for test concrete and reference concrete, respectively, should be included.
• A comparison between determined values of air-void
content, specific surface, spacing factor, and air-paste
ratio with the values recommended by the American
Concrete Institute Committee 613 for freeze-thaw
resistant portland cement concrete, see figure 3.

the spacing factor,

_< 4.342,
1
L- 4np

(22)

When p > 4.342, use equation (18).
A
All terms as previously defined.
16.2.3.1 If desired, the spacing factor may be
estimated graphically using figure 2 or 3.
16.2.4 Air-VoM Content.-Calculate the air-void
content as follows:
A =
where:
Pl

=

(23)

(€)

Report

18.

Precision and Bias of Air-Content Results

18.1 Precision criteria for judging air-content results
obta!ned by the point-count method are given in table 4.
18.2 A bias statement has not been established at this
time.

percent by volume of air-free paste in
mixture proportions as batched,

Table 4. - Single operator standard deviation (1S) for indicated air content using the modified pointcount method.

Nominal or observed
maximum size
aggregate in concrete
6 inches (150 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
1/2 inch (12.5 ram)
3/8 inch (9.5 ram)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)

Number
of
points

1

3

2400
1800
1500
1425
1350
1200
1125
1000

0.20
.23
.26
.26
.27
.29
.30
.31

0.35
.40
.44
.45
.46
.49
.51
.54

Air content, percent
5
7
0.45
.52
.56
.58
.59
.63
.65
.69

0.52
.60
.66
.68
.69
.74
.76
.81

9
0.59
.67
.74
.76
.78
.83
.85
.91

Values shown are the theoretical maximum standard deviations when number of points counted is the
minimum shown in table 3. The difference between the results of two properly conducted tests (D2S) should
not exceed 2.83 times the standard deviations shown. The precision for the linear traverse method has not
been determined.
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MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS OF THE
AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE--LINEAR TRAVERSE METHOD
CureD-

Reading
No.

lative
Voids

1

28

2

Reading
No.

Void
Void
Total
Total
"Zero.... End.... Zero.... End"
0

Cumu o

lative
Voids

2Z 77 g•aoO, ao f• eas.•'2

16

53/

73

!fro°. 52 •

•'•403.30

17

3"77

3

/oa?

7q. •5

2•606. 0[•

18

d13

4
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103.g3

g•t?a•m
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d57

5

/61

12/.•i0

•3, 012.32
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6

/#5

]3.•.•6

•'• 2IZ 22

21

7/q

7

e 12

15.,-Z. 31

83•42L 50

22

8

242

171.gl

oo3, d24. oo 7

23

9

2 74"

g03.44

•'• #e4.55

24

lO

e,z

2tq.3o

egaeg.gq

25

11

336

23-/.14

e4•ege.qe

26

12

.•7•

2o°0.05

[?•48• g3

27

13

37q

#qK51

'g•d33.7q

28

14

4aq

323.20

84a 8.,•t .,•"

29

15

4gl

•.•d.Sg

g•03• 33

30

Void
"Zero"

Void
"End"
3q•.3g
430.1O

o

Total
Total
"'Zero.... End"

,r eee.e
8.•, 42e 47

20.7d
4..q..7,#

g• 8.•2. 04

gZg8

10o.3o

NOTES:

e•e tA,'6 appara/us,/he
vo,'d ¢oua/e," on& reaa/s •0 #o¢.•r /A,'s •es• i,4e ¢oaater
was rese/ /o zero a[/er reoa/,'• A/o. lz r•e l/o,d"Elaol"co/amn aadreao/,'•3# 17 t•ra
gl are ¢uma/a#£•'e #o 3,'w'e 7LoVL•/ l•nJ#• of •raverse aceoSS zold_•.

Figure 4. - Typical data sheet for determination
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of air-void distribution.
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MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS OF THE
AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE--LINEAR TRAVERSE METHOD
N (Total Number of Air Voids Intersected in Entire Traverse), Reading = 7/q
Pu (Upper Level Screw Traversing Air Voids), Calibration Factor: lj•Oo. 048:0,oo#$3o inch/rev.
Ru (Total Number of Revolutions of Upper Lead Screw), Reading =•3o, •to

rev.

Pm (Main Lead Screw Traversing Entire Specimen), Calibration Factor: 1/4o, a07

=6.02a'oo inch/rev.

Rm (Total Number of Revolutionsof Main Lead Screw), Final Reading of Total "End" Column Minus InitialReadingof Total
"Zero" Column:•dj2•.3,• -•2__•ooa.oo =4355.3$ rev.
PuR• (Length of Traverse Across Voids), (o.o•1P35o)($'•.4•

) =

4Z, •t2

PmRm (Length of Traverse Across Non-Voids), (O.O•J'oo)(4@3•1,93
C (Average Chord Intercept of Air Voids) = PuRu/N=
a (Specific Surface) = 4/C= 4/O.oo•IS =

.qt,,•2

inches

) =/o.•. 8.,•

inches

= •, 006 lJ" inches

/7._Z•

inch -1

d 50

A (Air-Void Content), Air-Paste Ratio Not Determined:
T(Total Length of Traverse) = PuRu + PmRm =
4,42 +/o f, 83 =//0. •£ inches
n (Average Number of Air-Void Sections Intercepted) = N T:
71el //.to. •.,q = d.•2.
per inch
A = 100 nC = (100)( £.a'Z
)(o. oogj$ ) = 4.o/
% or, Where P•,RmEquals Total Length of Traverses Minus the
SumofTraversesAcrossVoids, A=(lOOPoR.)/(PoRo+PmR=) = (100)( 4,•tg
)/(4.4¢ +/oK.8$ ) =
4. o/ %
L (Spacing Factor), Paste Content of Concrete Known:
p (Paste Content, Volume Percent of Concrete) = (100)(2 Cement Volume, Fly Ash, Water) Divided by Total Volume of
Batch*=(100)(Oo(?4Sd
+(9./4d8 +0,o3g7.)/. /..•" = 2g. dl %
p/A= g•,•,l /.,¢t, ol
= 7.,t.•
When p/A < 4.342, L = p/4OOn or p/A(x =

When p/A > 4.342, L

--

3

[

(X

1.4

(•)I/3

+1

/(400)(
/(
-

1

]__3

-d•

)(
[

) =

1.4(ZtJ+I)

inch

) =
i/3]

-

1

inch

=0.o08•

NOTES:
* These quantities obtained from mix design.

Figure 5a. - Typicalcalculations for air-voiddetermination (inch-pound units).
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MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS OF THE
AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE--LINEAR TRAVERSE METHOD
N(Total

Number of Air Voids Intersected in Entire Traverse), Reading = 71q

Pu (Upper Level Screw Traversing Air Voids), Calibration Factor: 1/4. 72J"

= O. 2116 mm/rev.

Ru (Total Number of Revolutions of Upper Lead Screw), Reading =.6"30.40 rev.
Pm (Main Lead Screw Traversing Entire Specimen), Calibration Factor: 1//.a"7.q"

= O.d.•SO

mm/rev.

Rm (Total Number of Revolutions of Main Lead Screw), Final Reading of Total "End" Column Minus Initial Reading of Total
"Zero" Column:it).•ZJ3.33 -6•0oo,oo =423& 35 rev.
PuRu (Length of Traverse Across Voids), (0. ZiI6 )(G3o.'4o
P•R•

) =//2. 2

mm

(Length of Traverse Across Non-Voids), (O.g.•S'o)(4233o3• ) =26dV8. l

C (Average Chord lntercept of Air Voids) = PuRo/N=
c* (Specific Surface) = 4/C= 4/O./S•

=

2..47.6

//2.2

/ •/q

mm

=O./..q'6

mm

mm -1

A (Air-Void Content), Air-Paste Ratio Not Determined:
T (Total Length of Traverse) = PoRo + PmRm =//2. •.
+26•)g- / = 20°00. 3 mm
a (Average Number of Air-Void Sections lntercepted) = N/ T=
71q /2800..•
= 0.2S7 permm
A = 100 oC = (100)(o. •$7
)(o. IS& ) = 4.o/ % or, Where PmRm Equals Total Length of Traverses Minus the
Sum of Traverses Across Voids, A = (lOO P•R•)/(P.Ru + P.•R=) = (100)(112o2 )/(llt.Z +2•'ol ) = "qt. OI
L (Spacing Factor), Paste Content of Concrete Known:
p (Paste Content, Volume Percent of Concrete) = (100)(Y Cement Volume, Fly Ash, Water) Divided by Total Volume of
Batch* = (100) (o.00•15S + 0.oo4157_+0. oo105q ) /o.o42q•. d -= .2 •?. d/ %
p/A=
20O.&I/,q•.Ol
= 7.13
When p/A <_ 4.342, L = p/400n or lo/Ac• = __/(400)(
= __/(

Whenp/A>4.342, Z = Z

[

1.4

(•

,/3

+I)- I

]

3[

)(

1.4

) = __ mm
) =

I)'

L

1]

= O. g/3

NOTES:
* These quantities obtained from mix design.

Figure 5b. - Typical calculations for air-void determination (SI-metric).
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MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS OF THE
AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE--LINEAR TRAVERSE METHOD
A
Air Content,
percent

C
Average
Chord
Intercept,
inch

ol
Specific
Surface,
inch-

n
No. of Voids
Intercepted,
per inch

#t/IEF-I

4.01

$.00•l•

•ffO

•.S•"

2g.d /

7./3

0. 008'4

MEF-7

4.3g

0.00£6

do3

d.57

28.61

d.S6

0.0087

/•EF-IO

4.2q

O.OOd3

d36"

d.81

2g. 61

B.d7

0.0083

PF-I

4.33

O. OOq2

437

4. 74

2g.gl

d.d/

O. OIgO

PF-4

4. 3q

O. OlO3

3B'7

4, 25"

•o• dl

d.52

O. OI3E

PF-/o

4. 3 2

o. o104

3o°g

4. / 7

2g. d I

d. dR

O. OI3g

Pt•-3 7

4:. •o

o. oo35"

/• /5"8

13.5l

28. •,1

d. 22

O. 004.4

PF-43

5..38

O. oo3q

I• 03 7

/3. q3

28. l,l

•32

o. oo4-•

PF-4£

•4a

O.OO4O

qq7

/3.•2

28.•1

5.24-

O.OO4.7

Specimen
No.

p
Paste
Content,
percent

NOTES:

Figure 6a. - Summary of air-void parameters (inch-pound units).
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MICROSCOPICAL DETERMINATION OF AIR-VOID CONTENT AND PARAMETERS OF THE
AIR-VOID SYSTEM IN HARDENED CONCRETE--LINEAR TRAVERSE METHOD
Specimen
No.

A
Air Content,
percent

C
Average
Chord
Intercept,
mm

ot
Specific
Surface,
mm

n
No. of Voids
Intercepted,
per mm

p
Paste
Content,
percent

p/A
Paste-Air
Ratio

L
Spacing
Factor,
mm

MEF-I

4. o I

0./5"6

2S. 6

O. 257

Z,g. 6

MEF-7

4.3g

0./68

23.7

O. gN'q

28.d

d.56

O. gg/

MEF-IO

4.2q

O./dO

@67.0

0.26o°

2•C,

d.l,7

0.2//

,°F-/

4.35

0.234

/7. e

0./o°7

•d,

d.d/

0.305

PF-4

4, 3q

O. 26Z

/5.. •

O./6 7

2g.. £

d. 5g

O. 343

PF-/O

4.3e

0.264

/5.2

O. 164

=o,•.d

d. •2

0. 34.5"

PF-37

4.60

0.0o°9

4£6

O.524

2g.•

d.22

0.112

Pf-43

5. 50°

O. 0 qq

•. 8

0. S'45"

Z2. g

•.. 32

O. II 7

PF-46

$I.46

O. 102

3q. 3

O. Y36

ZJ.d

S.24

O. 1

Figure 6b. - Summary of air-void parameters (SI-metri¢).
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the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
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Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
determination of" (1) Young's chord modulus of elasticity,
and (2) Poisson's ratio of molded concrete cylinders and
diamond-drilled concrete cores under longitudinal
compressive stress.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1104 Load Verification of TestingMachines
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4O39 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
4O42 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 174 Standard Method of MeasuringLength of Drilled
Concrete Cores 1
C 469 Standard Test Method for Static Modulus of
Elasticity and Poisson'sRatio of Concrete in Compression 1
E 6 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Methods
of MechanicalTesting2
E 83 Standard Method of Verificationand Classification
of Extensometers 2
3.

' Poisson's ratio is computed as ratio of change in transverse
strain to change in longitudinal strain.
4.

4.1 This test procedure provides a stress to strain ratio
value and a ratio of lateral to longitudinal strain for
hardened concrete at designated age and curing conditions.
4.2 The modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio values,
applicable within the customary working stress range of
0 to 40 percent of ultimate concrete strength, may be used
in sizing reinforced and nonreinforced structural members,
establishing quantity of reinforcement, and computing
stress for observed strains.
NOTE 1.-This method of calculating elasticity and Poisson's
ratio should be limited to cylinders or cores with concrete strengths
less than 6,000 lbf/in2 (41.4 MPa) because the working stress
range is increased above 1,000 lbf/in2 (6.9 MPa) with the current
high-strength concrete being used in some construction.
4.3 The modulus of elasticity values obtained will
usually be less than values derived under rapid load
application, e.g. dynamic or seismic rates, and will usually
be greater than values obtained under slow load application
or extended load duration, other test conditions being the
same.
5.

3.1 A cylindrical concrete specimen is loaded in
compression at a prescribed rate. Longitudinal and, if
desired, transverse strains are measured at two stipulated
stress levels. The modulus of elasticity is computed as the
• ratio of change in stress to change in longitudinal strain.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM E 6.
6.

Summary of Procedure

Significance and Use

Interferences

6.1 The upper loading value is a function of the
strength and elasticity of the concrete at time of testing.
Care must be taken during preliminary loading to ensure
that overloading does not occur.
7.

Apparatus

7.1 Testing Machine.-Any type of testing machine
capable of imposing a load at the rate and magnitude
prescribed in section 13.3 may be used. The machine shall

1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 03:01
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c:o nform tc,, req u.i•ements ,of USBR 1! ] 04, and spheric:{1• head
a rad I::, e a r i n g ]31 oc k s •:i h a ] ] ,c:,,2)n f o r m •: € :) s, e c €[o n 5 o f U S, B •:•, 4 0 3 9,

7.2
(]on:l:pre•,•so,n•ereL-F,L],;de{e.rmmiF•g moc!luilus ,of
el{1stkity, a bonded or lmb•:,,cded sen, s, in, g ,devi:ce shali be
F:,>,:)vided for meas.,L•riing, to, nearest 10 rnJi]k:,nldT•s, d-Je
average def:orrn{1{ii,:m c,,f v,v,3 dian-Tetric{1H'/ opposite gauge
liine•,:, each para]lle:l t,3 dne axis., {1n, d each, centered ab,.::m.:
mildheJ:g]l-•t c:,]f: s.pec;mecl 7'he effec:ive ]eng:h 7d each gauge
liine shah be n,o• less than :}wee ¢iimes the nrmximmn, s:ize
,of aggregate in concrete nor more than •wc,.-¢hirds heigh,¢
L]lf specmnen.
T[qle preferred length Ot: gaLJtge liT-lie :iSl onehalf heiigh: ,,•f spec:ime•,. Gauge F:,.oJ!Cl{S may be ernbedded
in 7::,r cemented to sF, ecJnqe•b, :rod def,::),rmati•,nl ,:ff the two
l]ines read ilndependem:•y:, .{)r a .c.,:)mpress.,:)me•:er may b.e used
cc,.ns]s•.ing •::,.i va, o yokes,, one ot: whi:ch ]is rigidly atm.ched
t:l:)

s.pecJi:]en

(:ll•.lpl}lS;i{'e
Clln

t7177l,•

pClli l] {[ 5;

r¢:l,t{1t/ing

1{-[-]l{:.

S()

yoke,

•::ll• •nelr

{-I•Ja•"

i't"

[•7•i['d'0•Pa)l

attached

a[

{ 7•i•(.:•

ct!ia][T]le{]:l£call][y

free •,:, ro{:{1{:e. Ar onle pll[]li[•Jr
be:we.e.n, tv,,o SLTppCllI"IE F)lJ]nl•S:l

iS
'

a ]h:mg p h.<,• rod sha•I k:,e used to m:,int:ain a o::::,n, suJ Cl• distance.
bet'wt2eD

•I({:X•<e:S;

S;I¢) I

that

at t]-,e '[)ppll)lS[[€

Flll[)iJ.'--]{

I:)'•'•.

{_:]irC•]J•T•]

"

fete.nee' the change in distar, ce between yc,,•-¢es is equ{1J to
the s•mn:t ,of def,o•madon, s t:,f the •:wo dliametrka]ly c:,p.p,:•site
galGe Enes. Defonvad,::m: may be mleasured!
dia] gauge
k)) l'

{1

(us.edl dlirecdy),, v•,kh {1 lever multipbin, g system, a wire
strMn gauge:. ,or by a Imea• ',•'ariab]e d.if•ezent:iial •ransfc,,rmeL
?l . 2!l
F.'•*' 7' •ll f? ll•" { .:IIL• • el r e 'F. -- • f
Fill[) L S f•lll: ) 7• I •;
Ya ti'[)
;S
desiired:l
trac•sver's.e s:y'{1in shall l::le dete.rmi!ned by: i:I ) {1•q: uc, bll:•nded
exlenslometer iC{1F:,;d:,lle iOf me{1surhqlg {:o •qleares{ 2:5#inch
(0.6.35#m) the change in d{aTne.ter •{: mid.he[gl-•t of
speciimer,, ,:•r 172) rw,7) bonded sCrain, gg•uges m,:,•,•Ted
c:irot•mfere.ntiially
at diame.:•ica]Jy of•pCllS.iee points {1•
midheight of speciimecl an, d c:apal::,le of 7•qeas.uriic, g
c,irlc:mnfe•enda] scraiin eta. heaves{ 10 milIil:_l.nths. ,% comb]ir, ed
C{)Fl']I211"leSS(HFT],eteF

gFIJ

m:lb<l•qllded

Figu,•'e

de.vice.

exE(.:lDSClli]7.teter

1

SI}-•(}I*XfS:

{s

StlCh

3

{1

•ii•illlEC

•C] I addlZe•;S

Thiis

ap, p{1•{1:,Lm sl-ml,• co.nrai•, a third yoke:, o:•ns.isdng o.f •W,lL)equa]l
segments, h:,c:ated }-•.a]}Cway bleltween the: two c,:mq, F, res,_;.O:l•:le¢er 'yokes •nd attached t,:)l spec:irnen, at {w,:• dian-Tetrica•ly
,@FlOSite point.•: Midlway be.•wee.n d-rose p,:,invs a sh•:,r• p.ix%t
rod:, adj, ac:ent :•.:, long pi,,•ot >,:,d:. sh, E•lll be us.edl w:,, main•a{c,
a constant all{stance betw'eer• b,o:tOTr• and rn{ddle yoke.s:. T'he
'.[hi d '• ] e :}' C I k e s ]-J a I • kle h i l•l ged a t p; v II) t Fll'l: )ii n "[ {" 'l:) •'te •' 7"hi 5: t ]" ilL) t £{ f {{ZX'I•I

all

•,{1t:el'Q•

(:ll rtl]]-llillll¢2lzl

,<(:ll:]]•TIF¢•

]21lrloblelITiS

•S,l}[]31•=llL!1•-i=:i[{Cl:l<[1]lll:11•e•

flSS,:}Ci•ted

C{1Se'

specirne•,s,,
.sF,e<:ime•,s
{]7]e I

V.l'i{]•.

it:•;i

"

•]SeI

]:{

cr{xss

;ill

••],as!;l[]lnr} •

is •,,• p.•event impact ]bo{1di•,g. Ac:c:ord, ir•g]%% :ff•ef'
have bee's1, F•ll'lGlpt•:I'ly pl:,S:i:Jilone,d
]:':l.laEen:.
t-]le{1d •';]-]ll[)L•]l.'l kll< []-l{:lVed
tl:le e]ectrk ]:']7]{:J{'l:)•" t(:l
I{);•

]<:I'•Xl•e:Z

k:ll}l:

'wi•b[•l about 0'.5 inch (i3 n:wn)of speciimen. Then, the
hyd•au]lic F:,umlp :is. •'ulrned on and the F:,.owe• ram, bro.ugh•:
{r•r,:) oonrac:: •ev.!' .5:]•::;'v<{i!' whh •rlae s.F:,ecin-•ens. (3,•hez
preca•:lZ[l::ms V,l,:mld be Io av,:Lx[d eccentrk: ]!l,)adings; •s;e ,:ml:•.
{1 safe procedure in h{1•>dllirLg of al]l specimens:, large c,.r
sn-m]L, and a>,Ll, id backing up. •:,,:• "l-:,'[ck uF:,"' {1ny readings:
J'lat nqli•iht l,ave been ]:F.l[ssed. •f, .i)n the c,::•rn•ary, s;gnJifJ:cam
•e•dingsmust be pid,:ed up: l{•e'l shou]ld be: reilie.vecl ¢c,

of d-•e :we:, >'.oke segment:s, ii•l d-m l-m.•:[zo, n:{1• Fdarm.. At
•a.F:lpOsite point o.n ci>.:utmfe•ence, •:t-•e:. two segmem:s, sh•l]l
be o,:mnectedl d:l>:).•agh a diial .gauge ,:).i-.o:he• serTs[ng device
cap.ablie {xt: n'm:•SLF{tqlg •r{1nsverse defornm{bon •o nearest
51[}•.,]inch (].2:?'f.im:, so that this defonrlatio•, is v'a.,{ce (ci, r
more if eccentric:it'y c:,f gauge exceeds dq, at c,,f hinge} •:he.
transvers.e defo•n'mdc:,•Ti c,.•: sp.ech-nleCl d•m:rle{er.
7.4
]ns.rruments f.or o::mnpre:ss.ion •esmin, g ,d: cy]lh-•de•s
]arg:er d3{1n 6 by ]•2 inches. ,: ].•}•'!: by ![l()•!l [•]•j]:'77l) a•e i:)f S•aIT]e
bask:: desiign as CC,ln-@ressc, n-•,eter, except tha• the •x.•::,l sets.
of Jnstrunq, ents are: slepara•e
7.5
A ha]lance ,,)r so:ale:, accura:e ¢:o C:I] ]Ic:, /,0,1345 kgi.:,
sha]ll be: pFl[]l'Vide(•l i:f necess.a: 7
8.

<[LJlilaNe

is; dqe re.sFl,:msibi]ity of the •:ls:er tel .conSt.llt and establJish
aF:,propria•e ::afety and h, ea]i{h p.ya, c{ices and, de{e;n•ine
aF:,plic{1bi]iky elf •e.gu]a•,•ry linlfimaGl:,C,s p.ri,:7.•" •,::• use.
8..27
I13 f•]lI IC:ll)]:]•nplj•elSS. i(]l•*•l
*•e•:*•S::,
I•],le ilnla;FJ prec:]uri:or] '•<:l
be. lL)blseFvec]!:, JT:lgrtJctJa[•y JcJ t}qle'
c:,:mcrete ,:ar

Cll:)•kre:•l]e'•J•

device

i

• Ol:)nslilde•ab]e

pllL]ljir][

I[aS Jlong

•ts m{1xiin-]u:n-,

peak

]•Cll{1d

has

n,:•t exceeded :i , iekt p•:,.int il belx:,,w dlesii•ed re.adling, d-ran sh:•wl,,•
'•'l:lrt':
b•]C]ti:
LIp l•(L]l d-•e desired ]lD3ld.
9.

Sampling, Test Specimens,. and Test Units

() 1[
lC'lre S h ly
D:-I i: X el•J Co rile Fe• e Sh•] 1] [-:lle <[i •L ]1 •71 p ]•e ,d it71
acc,:,.r,d.•,m:e wid-s d-se F:,>o',,•isiions ,,d USBR 41: 72:
92 l-][arclene.c] ,,:,,mcreCe shall be' sa,npled i:n a,,:,:,:•rdan, ce
whh {-}:l:e p]70"•,'iSi()l]lS (I.f L•SBR 47;t42.

plrecaLl[lt OFI s.

8l 1 This •es• plrClCe',dl•ce
F• • 3l' {•--]VCll]'•I•e }'{ag{1rdiL)]L•.q
ma•erii•ls, (,,perati{,,ns: {1n, c] equipn:-senr, •r, dl does n, ot ,t.:iaiiT,
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93
Test •.ec;'26,.i,e,3.5:
!:i'31
Mo/i:'eJ Qvf/nd?,,'Lm • ,C,pec;,•r73e,gs.-Test
cy]inder's
shall be: molded iin a<o:3.rdance wiith the requirern:ec.,•s fc,,r'
o0,n<lp•essio.n •es• specimens off USBR 419'2:, o.r L)SBR 4(1,31,
a•_dl shall be capped in acoo•"dance v•,{t:h, requiiremen•-s ,::,,f
USBR 46d7.

,L.:ornpressometer

(:liFje-sixlh

(1•: t]-Je

t•eighlt

•ii,l:),tvie

•-]Je •}ase'

of the specimen. Ce•:,ze.r the ul-:,.per ?'oke •c,d :ig.hten fi!zm]),
against •:13e cylinder the two pmirited screws ti:lat h,::i, Id the
rm, g i,-i place. Re:n-,i,c•,ve the •,.,o...>derl: b]lock:s,, and :ig;hten the
fl-•ree, screws M t}qlt.• center ring with the specm:-Jen c:eme•ed
i!n the f•:lme TigMerl •he •'w(• screws in the center riirlg
against •he fl-•,e ,c::},I:i•,,J.e:•, and ]l,,:x:,ser• t-I<le s.p.•cer bars
cormectMg the three y,::•kes. ]•,siai]Jl dials be'twee'n •pper
and ]owe;: yokes and[ ,:)r• cente'• y:,ke.. Filgure 2 shows a
(!i-lai}e 12-i!nc:h (11 $2- b}., 305-]l[],nGi) CLXtTlic:re[e cyhnder wJith

!)3.2
Dri77ed C,:are. •'4}•e'.c:/me.ns'.-Cc, res sha][l comF:,13•
whh •he:' requiireme.n, ts fl>r dlrill][i:ng an•d ma.is•are co.nditi,:ming apphi,c::ab]e to:, c:.,:•mpres.sive strength spec:imens of USB, R
40d2, except thar only dliam,,,•nd-dri•ed cc,•'es h, civiing
a
length-to-diam, eter ratio greace.r than 1.S(1, sha•.]l be used.
Requirements rel:•th.,e to storage and to:, arnbies, t c:or•dJ!•ions
im, med•ately p.•'ic,•' t,o, test shall be the: sam, e as i:,:•r mc,.]dd
cyllMdrilcal sF,,ecime•,s. (12.1 :L
9.3.3
The ends of te:s• spe.dmens st-,al• be made
F:,erl::,.en.dicu]ar t.o the ax:]s, within-C1,.5:', and plane wi:hin
().(}0,2 inch (0.05 n:qm). ]if s.pecin3en as ,•:as• does n,,•,t mee•
F,,laneness zequiIements, p•aneness, shall be accomphished
b,y capping iin accc,.>J.ance wi•h, USBR ,4617, by IaF, p.:i•q,g,
or by g;•irJ.diin, g. Aggregate F:,.,:•pc,,uts which ,,•ccur at ends
o { s F:'e ci m e n s m a }. be r e p a i r ed p,• ,,:,rid ed c m • ,• 1 a r e a .o f p o g": • u: s
.d•es n,o• exceed ]:t-) percent o.•: sl::,.ecimer, are,• and •'eF,•irs
are made before ,capping (n gri nd ing is co•i•qp.]eled (note 2: :,.
P%neness wil]l be. ,:,ms•idered within uderance
whet, a
'0.0',0,2hirlch feeder g;at.lge wi]]! not pass be•we.en specm:-•en
s•rface and a siuaigh•edge ]-•eil.d against st,rL3,:e.

a

i-iil()lJKil[ed

arldl

re.cTidt,

N[*I'E !k-After d, ials have been it:lS•;t[]Je,,J c,n
eX[CFh•,h;:,IWIC[(.2,

[[ iS •](]l[ rmces._s it),' Ilhac they h,e ren-i,,;,vecJ until

da)."s tesl schedlu]e has h,.ee:rt

b,•iI[i}'•'E d:. IC]I•] larger spec[meris, {(:,.rtg;J]tt:i,,:]]n•}l tic [,::,•lirlati<2:,s-t r,:,,J,•i
andl iluCe•ml •mg mJy h:,e held iin pllace by {h:tiings mstal]edi M
irls.e•ts. F, II:•ced [r:, m,,4•!l prior t,:• csas.•iiiug=. <:, r :installled• b.y drilling
i•-•O:, eq>L-:c. Jiwi,cn L¢[]ld cel:l•ei-JtJing [F.isc'rt ,:•,r I::•b in pllaui•e •{te.•" •e,•eipt
of sF:ieCm-len. Or., these ]arger sF:,ecin'J, ens, t]-i:e:lu d:i;N,, •;7•},, •].e tised
t,::,, n-i:ea>tar(. [l:,.ng[tuldinJl
defo2Kl*4t:i,o/2i, and: SiX Ol,ia•,],,; ,,::, n-le•lSUr,•,
]at:e r •1] Ch.:f< ,,r :rnaeic,•
] ,1[).•,!

'•5(;.'kie.n

nqieaslLiremie'Nts

•lre t,::l be •lG, ade LISiNIg b,oi•/ded

s•<•in gaulges, sm,:•<,,th fl-xe area t<:,. receive the gauges b.y
v,•i:re b.ru.,;hing o,r sam-ling ]:Lem,:},• e ]oose ,dtlSt [:r,::)m sueface

93.4 The diamete.• c,.f •es• s.peciimen shall {:.,.e
measured by caJlipe.r te:l ne:•ii•est 0,()'] :[•%Lh {,.'],.25 msTi) t;r.},'
averagir•g two ,.•ian-leters n-•ea.,iured at rJght ;•ng]les t,:•, e•cl-•
oth, er near ,..:ence• (:,f ]en.gth ,:)1 specimen. This :•ve.r;•f:;e
diameter s.h,a]• be' used fc,•' cakulatir'•g cr,•ss-sectio, na] area
The ]ei-Jg;t[a (af •t m,::,]ded specimen,, J!nc:]!uding caps:, S}Cl•dl
be :rne•suredi ari, d •eF,;•rted ux, iwarest 0 ] ]n,Ct:l <,2,S rani,:,
The length of a drilled specimen, includJirig;
caps,, sha]l h,,e
FI-J ea s LIIr ed i! ci a ij L ,1:) rd a n, <e w i t h A ST' M C 117 d., •i n.d s h <Ll • Lt I s < :,
be ref-:,.ormd co i:,earest ,'.).I M.ch
9.!!,..5
If :here are no o<l,l:l:,p.•n[c,,n, specimens avaJilaNe
determination
,a,f o:•rnpress[ve sitrengrh,,
and if
applr,:h•¢Jiillate dleNsity
speciimer, is
•7•el ]Kr]I•]SS

f<•.r

rJl<)•

[<]•':_)V•I

•l,i

shah be. dete•m,h-•ed flrm:m,Ji:•l:ely pck:,•' to re.st an, d sec,::•.rdec]
u, nearest ,7)'.1 Ibm (CI' 045 kg). The densi:oy s.ha]l be ca]culamd
by dividing; @•e mass. of th, e spe.c:imen by {rs vohm-•,e •ls
ca lieu Ilaiedl f:r, ,l-•:l the dime.n, sh_z,.ns ,;•btail3ed •rl 9 3.4. The reSt•lIl:
sha]ll be expressed t,:• :he nearest I lbm.,.'fc ?= <:,r ] kg;,./'m';
t0'.

Preparation
](]1 ]1

The

exlel-asitlil:i:leter,

of Apparau•,s

nrmtl-x;,.d

filL]it

•$•]l,I;)[l•llti•lg

d•le ihqs, trurlFsent

s[ra[a]s, ci•ql tt:le spec:il:•qe.N

the iot)ni:pi•:es.son3,eleF-

]-JIl:]l•[-J¢;•]•}, (

is c:lescrihecJ

ulsecl

•ll.)•

meast.•r[ng

in r]-•is s, eceior•

[}:1{-'

cc,.mt:•lct,>J..

N(YFE 2-];Le.pairs may be made by epo::<yMg d•4sh::,dged
a.ggreg;ace back in F,.ila,ce o,• by fH!liing x.,,:,i.d wM:, caF:,p.iing; m:xte:.riill
and :]fl<i,v,'it•,g adiequa•e time •,;)F i1 i,;)!harden,

CII•:

[:,l:)r-

use.

FiirTit,

se.t d:,e capped
cyimide= (]1.,-] a fiat S.UlZ•::a,,.e a,l,i p:lace •la:<::l
vv',m¢•de•ql b]od<:s ,:•rll ,:a, ppo.site sides c,,f •l-•e spedmen. Lower
the c,:unpressonmmr-e:*:•ens.,:.nne•er iirm:3 p,:}sitii,,:•n .,m c(:ap oJ
the J..>l,liCks;
t]:-l:i,.i. {:,F:,eraG,:m ;:JiH?i:l, tYlal:Jlca]l[.• eJevates the

FigLirC: 2
%J.,i1:l:l •

i 7 S,

,1•'•
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L,)'

12 inikl:• i: 1•,2 h3 ::11[)• i:]][1:1: I •IIII]ILT(£[I• Qi'lJl]•]cr
,•x!cn•l,:,::lqc:'.c7 m,:,t:•)tecJ 41:ul r(',,:])' {Ol-t•5,
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13.3 Compression loads are applied at the rate of 2,000.
lbf/in 2 (13.9 MPa) per minute unless otherwise specified.
Briefly, the procedure for routine compression testing by
hydraulic machine is as follows: First, rotate dial knob to
proper dial range and turn on air supply; then adjust rateof-loading device to proper range for dial to be used. When
the r•ite-of-loading device is adjusted, the load-pacing disk
moves at a uniform clockwise rate. The load-indicating
hand is controlled manually to follow one of the dots on
the rate-of-loading disk. The compression specimen should
then be placed directly on lower platen of machine or on
an elevated block which rests on lower platen. The
specimen should be centered under spherical bearing head
and the cross head moved down to between 0.5 and 1 inch
(13 and 25 mm) of the top of specimen. For the Bureau's
5-million-pound force (22 241-kN) testing machine, the
adjustableplaten on the bottom of the sensitive cross head
is adjusted by electric motors which rotate a disk cam.
The hydraulic pump is started, release valve (left hand)
is closed, and the control valve (right hand) is opened.
Thus, the compression loading is initiated.
13.4 Load Specimen Twice.-If a companion specimen
has been tested for strength and strength exceeds
3,000 lbf/in2 (20.7 MPa), extend the firstloading, on which
no readings are taken, to 1,000 lbf/in2 (6.9 MPa). If strength
is unknown, load until either a stress of 1,000 lbf/in2 or
strain given in table 1, whichever comes first, is attained.
Use this value for upper load on second loading when
readings are taken. On both loadings, apply load
continuously and without shock at a constant rate within
the range of 35+5 lbf/in2 (241+34.5 kPa) per second. On
first loading, observe performance of gauges and correct
any unusual behavior prior to second loading. On second
loading, record (without interruption of loading) the
longitudinal strain at the point (1) when compressive stress
is zero, (2) 100 lbf/in 2 (689 kPa), and (3) maximum load
as previously determined. If Poisson's ratio is to be
determined, record transverse strain at the same points.
Record results on test record form, figure 4. If specimen
is to be tested to destruction, remove the load and
compressometer-extensometer prior to reloading for
strength test. When measuring with expandable bonded
strain measuring devices, continue the second loading to
failure without interruption of loading.

by air jet or light brushing. Dry surface of concrete to
receive gauge. Apply a leveling and precoat of epoxy
adhesive to concrete. After sealing coat has hardened,
abrade surface with silicon-carbide paper. Bond gauge to
specimens using a high-strength epoxy adhesive.
11.

Calibration and Standardization

11.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
11.2 Procedures for calibrating strain measuring
devices are given in ASTM E 83.
11.3 A frame constant must be determined for each
compressometer-extensometer
frame. This constant is
determined from gauge length, eccentricity of gauge, and
the hinge from the axis of specimen (sec. 14).
12.

Conditioning

12.1 Specimens shall be subject to the specific curing
conditions, and tested at the age for which elasticity
information is desired. Specimens shall be tested within
1 hour after removal from curing or storage room when
using unbonded strain measuring devices. Specimens
removed from a moist room for testing shall be kept moist
by a wet cloth covering during interval between removal
and test.
12.2 Adhesives • do not adhere well to wet surfaces.
When using bonded strain measuring devices, area of
surface to which gauges must be bonded needs to be surface
dried with a minimum of drying occurring to test specimens
as a whole. On removal of specimen from moist room,
wrap specimen in plastic. Cut windows in the plastic where
strain gauges are to be applied. Seal plastic around the
windows to the specimen when sealant adhesive is applied
to specimen as described in 10.2. If significant drying occurs,
waterproof gauges and return specimen to moist room
before testing.
12.3 Maintain ambient temperature and humidity as
constant as possible throughout test. Record any unusual
fluctuation in temperature or humidity in the report
(sec. 15).
13.

Table 1. - Maximum strain values.

Procedure

Density at time of test,
lbm/ft 3
kg/m 3

13.1 If companion specimens are available, determine
compressive strength in accordancewith USBR 4039 prior
to test for modulus of elasticity.
13.2 Place the specimen, with strain-measuring
equipment attached, on lower platen or bearing block of
testing machine. Carefully align axis of specimen with
center of thrust of spherically seated upper bearing block.
Note reading on strain indicators. As bearing block is
brought slowly to bear upon specimen, rotate movable
portion of block gently by hand so that uniform seating
is obtained.

-->205
165-204
135-164
115-134
105-114
95-104
85-94
75-84
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• 3284
2643-3268
2162-2627
1842-2146
1682-1826
1522-1666
1362-1506
1201-1346

Max. strain at age indicated,
x 10-6
7 Days or
Less than
more
7 days
300
375
450
525
600
675
750
825

200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
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14.

Calculations

14.1 When bonded gauges are used as measuring
devices, the longitudinal and lateral deformations for
calculating the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio
are obtained directly. When a compressometerextensometer frame is used, the deformations need to be
adjustedfor the frame constants. If hinge of frame is same
distance from center of specimen as dial gauge, the
measured readings are amplified by a factor of 2 over the
actual deformation and the measured readings should be
multiplied by a factor of 0.5. If distances are not the same,
correction can be calculated as follows:
FRLo or FR•

_

er
er + eg

(1).

FRz,o = longitudinal frame ratio,
FRz,A = lateral frame ratio,
e• = longitudinal or lateral eccentricity of rod
measured to nearest 0.01 inch, and
eg -- longitudinal or lateral eccentricity of gauge
measured to nearest 0.01 inch from axis of'
specimen.
FRLo
GL

FRz,a ( SRLA )
_ Dz,A _
DLO

(2)

(FRz, a) (SRLA )

(FCLo)

If frame measurements are:

FCLo =

longitudinal frame constant, and
GL = gauge length in inches (millimeters)

4.656
4.656 + 4.641

-- 0.5008

Using equation (2):
FCLo =

(3)

where:

0.5008
8.00

= 0.0626

Using equation (3):
9OO
(0.0626)(0.003525)

modulus of elasticity in pound force per
square inch (gigapascals),
S= stress in pound force per square inch (megapascals), and
SRLo = measured longitudinal strain, inch per inch
(millimeter per millimeter).
=

DLO =

Dz,A =

(FCLo) (SRLo)

(FRLa) (SRz,a)

d•

= 4.08 x 106 lbf/in 2
Using equation (1):
FRz,A =

(4)

(5)

3.503
3.503 + 4.856

= 0.4191

Using equation (7):

DLA

# -- Dz,o

# --

(6)

(0.4191)(0.000485)
(0.0626) (0.003525) (6.00)

= 0.154

14.1.1 Figure 3 shows a typical form for determining
the frame ratios and frame constant.
14.2 This section describes the method of obtaining
the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio from bonded
gauges with equipment currently being used at the Bureau's
Denver Office. Other readout equipment could also be used

where:
longitudinal deformation in inches
(millimeters),
Dz.a = unit lateral deformation in inches
(millimeters),
DLO

(7)

Example (using inch-pound units):

FRLo --

S
(FCzo) (SRLo)

(SRLo) (da)

Using equation (1):

where:

E =

.da
(FCLo) (SRLo)

GL = 8.00 inches
e• = 4.656 inches longitudinal and 3.503 inches
lateral,
eg = 4.641 inches longitudinal and 4.856 inches
lateral, and from specimen No. 9 on
figure4:
S = 900 lbf/in2,
d• = 6.00 inches,
SRz,o = 35.25 × 10 -4 inch, and
SRLA = 4.85 × 10 -4 inch, then:

where:

FCLo --

SRz,A = measured lateral strain, inch per inch (millimeter per millimeter),
da = specimen diameter in inches (millimeters),
and
# = Poisson's ratio.

=
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without changing the test procedure. A printout of the
data is shown on figure 5, and a plot of the data is shown
on figure 6. The present program is in inch-pound units;
figures are not presented using metric terminology.
14.2.1 After strain gauges have been installed on
concrete cylinder, they must be connected to a readout
device. The readout device currently in use is a system
consisting of a multiplexer and analog-to-digitalconverter
that is interfaced to a digital computer. The two axial strain
gauges and two precision resistors are connected in a fullbridge configuration for sensitive detection of strain in
the strain gauges. The two strain gauges are positioned
in opposite legs of the bridge so that their outputs are
averaged. The bridge is excited using a 5-volt, d-c power
supply, and output of bridge is connected to multiplexer.
The lateral pair of strain gauges is connected in a similar
bridge and its output is connected to another channel of
the multiplexer as are the electrical load output of the
testing machine and the bridge excitation voltage. The
digital computer is programmed to read voltages using
the multiplexer and analog-to-digitalconverter at the rate
of about two times per second and then to calculate the
strains and stresses which it then plots on its CRT display
and saves for hardcopy plotting and printer after the test.
14.2.2 The computer program for calculating strain
is based on the strain gauge equations for an unbalanced
bridge. This calculation requires that the output of the
bridge and excitation voltage be read initially with specimen
in an unstrained state and then again as specimen is being
strained. Using this information and the gauge factor of
the strain gauges, the strain can be computed using the
following equations:
-2 Vr
GF(1 + Vr)

(8)

Vo
Vo (unstrained)
V,. (strained) - •

(9)

Strain -Vr =
where:

14.2.3 The gauge factor of the strain gauges is
entered by the operator before the test and the strain is
calculated each time bridge output and excitation voltage
is read for both the axial and lateral strain gauges. The
load voltage output from testing machine is read at same
time bridge outputs are read. By using area of cylinder
entered by operator at beginning of test, the stress on
the cylinder is also computed.
14.2.4 After test has been completed, the computer
program gives the operator the options of plotting and/
or printing the test data. Plotting of the data is done on
a digital plotter which gives a plot of stress versus strain
with both axial and lateral strains plotted on same set
of axes. Printout of the data gives stress, axial strain, lateral
strain, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson's ratio. Calculation
of modulus of elasticity is performed by dividing stress
at each point by strain at that point. This calculation is
equivalent to calculating a chord modulus from zero.
Calculation of the modulus for other chords can be done
manually using data provided on printout. Poisson's ratio
is calculated by dividing lateral strain at each point by
axial strain at that point.
14.2.5 Because the automatic recording is on a timed
interval rather than on a load interval, it is not possible
to determine a chord modulus between 100 and 1,000
lbf/in 2 (0.00069 and 0.00690 GPa) exactly.
15.

15.1 Figure4 shows a typical report, and it shall include:
• Specimen identification number
• Dimensions of specimen in inches (millimeters)
• Curing and environmental histories of specimen
• Age of specimen
• Strength of concrete (if determined)
• Density of concrete (if determined)
• Stress-strain curves (if plotted)
• Chord modulus of elasticity
• Poisson's ratio (if determined)
16.

Vo = bridge output voltage,
Vi = bridge excitation voltage, and
GF = gauge factor of strain gauges.

Report

Precision and Bias

16.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
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Measuredby /.]. j•,•.]. SON'

Compressometer-Extensometer
Deformation Data and Computations

Computed by/./. Aff•'Z So.V"

Date
oo_/o _•..¢-

Checkedby

Date
8-/o- •O"

y, Gdl•"

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND POISSON'S RATIO OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
]•Core
[] Cylinder
Frame Dia., Length,
ID inches inches
(,m•r)
•

I

g

12

GL
Gauge
Length,
inches
.(,m•)

8. oo

er
Eccentricity
of Rod
Long.,
Lat.,
inches
inches

4. •,Sg

3.5"o3

eg
Eccentricity
of Gauge
Long.,
Lat.,
inches
inches

FRLo
Longitudinal
Frame
Ratio

FR•
Lateral
Frame
Ratio

er

er
er + e•

4. t;.•1 4. •'.,,rg

O. •Oog

er + eg

O. "g-/•l

Figure 3.-Determination of longitudinal and lateral frame ratios and longitudinal frame constant.
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FCLo
Longitudinal
Frame
Constant
FRLo

GL

0. o•26
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Tested by H. N'•"-SON"
Date
OA,a,•
• 6•./1,"
g-/o -•f
Item •"A,q •rr/c P,•opg.• r/•Ir
Computed by
Project
A/. A/'fZ eroN"
Location Dj,•w'v'•'A• L4r8
Checked by
Date
Station ,M.g"
Offset A/g"
Feature
14I/z0 //o,¢sE D,•
Depth ,4/.2"
to A,,'.Z"
STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND POISSON'S RATIO OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
Frame No. / for G- inch (.ram) Diameter by/Z- inch£mm-)Length of:/gCore 1:3 Cylinder
Mix No. N'2"
.MSA
/z/'•.
inches•n-), Cement ,•LZ" lbm(kg), Pozzolan N'.Z" lbm(kg)
Pozzolan Replacementby Mass of Cement•,4Z'%, W/C = ,•2" or W/(C + P) = ,a/.l"
Specimen Dimensions: Diameter, • (1) •(2) •.ot • •.oo inches f.mm)7•--•gth,L (1)/8.o1(2)//.9•inches fSmn3T,
Area, A = n" da2/4 = (1) 7r (•,q9) 2/4, (2) rr (K.ot) 2/4 = (1)•./• (2)•8,•7 in 2
Volume, V= AL/1,728 or (1000) = (1) (•.°,1o°) (/#,or)/(/7.1• ), (2) (•8.!J7) (//.gq)/(n,lJ' ), = (1) •(2)0.197 fO,(,m•
Mass, M = (1) •(2) 29,__.•3 lbm•)'
9
11
10
1
2
Longitudinal strain in
Lateral Strain in
SR•o (5 - 4)
Core
in/in x 10-4Amm•a•e-1"8"•
in/in x 10-4• Upper d•, Average
Longitudinal
Elastic
Specimen
or
Age,
at Compressive Stress
at Compressive Stress
Cylinder
days
shown in lbf/in2•
shown in lbf/in 2
strain
Diameter,
Stress,
lbf/in 2
in/in(•
No.
3
4
5
6
7
8
inches
0
Io o
X 10-4
0
/oo
Upper
Upper
Spec. or
Solic. No.

A/2"
q

Structure

D C- • ff'.q'•"

•'2"

12
Average.
SR•o
in/in•
x 10 -4

2q. 7S

/.I

/.•

•,I

x 10-4
3. o

3.,,et
4.0°
4.q

,3o. 0
/.q

2.1

5.5"

2. o

2.•"

7.•

2. Z

2.9

7.7

&./

13
SRL•
(8 - 7)
Lateral Strain
m/in

3•. /

14
Average
SRz•
in/in L•m•n•)
x 10-•

•o0

15
S
Stress
(9 - 7 or 4)

Elastic Properties
16
E
Modulus of
Elasticity

lbf/in• .•.lh-)-

lbf/in •

35..5

17
Poisson's
Ratio

18
Density
M/ V

19
Ultimate
Strength

lbm/ft•

lbf/in•

4• •/o

oa&-y

x 106

3. 20

700

•.76

O./Zo

/4• •

,4. o° •"

•o o

•.o•

o.1•4

/48.7 4• qeo

Figure 4. - Typical data and reporting form.
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Axial
Strain,

Lateral
Strain,

6A

•L

22
37
199
317
436
554
672
790
9O8
1,025
1,143
1,260
1,378
1,495
1,613
1,730
1,850
1,967
2,081
2,194
2,308
2,425
2,543
2,661
2,779
2,896
3,015
3,133
3,251
3,368
3,482
3,512
3,540
3,566
3,593
3,615
3,625

5
10
44
69
95
122
149
176
203
231
259
287
315
345
374
404
434
466
497
528
561
597
633
676
727
777
835
905
981
1,066
1,174
1,214
1,264
1,330
1,429
1,607
1,934

2
3
9
14
18
23
28
32
37
42
47
52
57
62
67
72
77
82
88
93
98
104
110
118
130
141
152
163
177
198
245
271
304
351
424
572
1,297

100
1,000

27
225

6
41

USBR Calculations
E= 4.54 x 106,/.L = 0.176

228
1,450

50
333

10
60

ASTM Calculations
E = 4.31 x 106, # = 0.176

Stress,
lbf/in2

USBR Concrete Laboratory
Elastic Properties Testing
Test: Arrowrock Dam, 6- by 12-inch
Spec: DH-2A/55.3 Compression
Date and Time: 10/08/87, 13:05

Maximum Load = 3,625 lbf/in 2
Area to 70% = 0.853
Area 70% to ultimate = 4.403

Figure 5. - Typical printout data.
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Figure6. - Plot of data shown on. figure5.
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PROCEDURE FOR

SPLITTING TENSILE STRENGTH
OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4496; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 496-71 (Reapproved 1979).

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the splitting tensile strength of cylindrical
concrete specimens such as molded cylinders and drilled
cores.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for LinearMeasurementDevices
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 496 Standard Test Method for Splitting Tensile
Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens 1
2.3 ACI Standard:
213R Guide for Structural Lightweight Aggregate
Concrete2
3.

Apparatus

3.1 Testing Machine.-The testing machine shall
conform to requirements of USBR 4039, and may be of
any type of sufficient capacity that will provide rate of
loading prescribed in section 7.5.
3.2 Supplementary Bearing Bar or Plate.-If diameter
or largest dimension of upper bearing face or lower bearing
block is less than length of cylinder to be tested, a
supplementary bearing bar or plate made of machined steel
shall be used. Surfaces of bar or plate shall be machined
to within +0.001 inch (0.025 ram) of planeness, as
measured on any line of contact of bearing area. Bar or
1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 American Concrete Institute 1985 ACI Manual of Concrete Practice,
part 1.

plate shall have a width of at least 2 inches (51 mm)
and a thickness not less than distance from edge of spherical
or rectangular bearing block to end of cylinder. The bar
or plate shall be used in such manner that load will be
applied over entire length of specimen.
3.3 Bearing Strips.-Two bearing strips of nominal
1/8-inch (3-ram) thick balsa wood, free of imperfections,
about 1 inch (25 mm) wide, and of a length equal to or
slightly longer than that of specimen shall be provided
for each specimen. Strips shall be placed between specimen
and both the upper and lower bearing blocks of testing
machine, or between specimen and supplemental bars or
plates, if used (see sec. 3.2). Bearing strips shall not be
reused.
4.

Precautions

4.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.

Test Specimens

5.1 The test specimens shall conform to the size,
molding, and curing requirements set forthin either USBR
4031 or 4192: Drilled cores shall conform to the size and
curing requirements set forth in USBR 4042. Moist-cured
specimens, during the period between their removal from
curing environment and testing, shall be kept moist by
a wet burlap or blanket covering, and shall be tested in
a moist condition as soon as practicable.
5.2 When evaluating lightweight aggregate concrete,
the effects of curing and moisture condition on the tensile
splitting strength discussed in section 4.10 of ACI 213R
must be considered.
6.

Calibration

and Standardization

6.1 Calibration and standardization of miscellaneous
equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests listed
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under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference to another.
6.2 The testing machine shall meet requirements of
section 7.5 by being calibrated in accordance with USBR
1104.
6.3 The supplementary bearing bar or plate shall be
checked for compliance with section 3.2 by using linear
measurement devices complying with standards of USBR
1000.
7.

Procedure

7.1 Marking.-Draw diametral lines on each end of
specimen using a suitable device that will ensure that lines
are in same axial plane, see figures 1 and 2 (note 1). As
an alternative, use aligning jig as shown on figure 3 (note

2).

NOTE 1.-Figures 1 and 2 show a suitable device for drawing
diametral lines on each end of specimen in same axial plane.
The device consists of three parts: (1) a 4-inch (102-mm) steel
channel, flanges of which have been machined flat, (2) a section
of a tee bar, B, that is grooved to fit smoothly over flanges
of channel and includes a rectangular notch for positioning vertical
member of tee bar assembly, and (3) a vertical bar, C, containing
a longitudinal aperture (cleft), A, for guiding a pencil. The tee
bar assembly is not fastened to channel, it is positioned at either
end of channel without disturbing position of specimen when
marking diametral lines.
NOTE Z-Figure 4 is a detailed drawing of the aligning jig
shown on figure 3 that achieves same purpose as marking
diametral lines. The device consists of: (1) a base for holding

lower bearing strip and cylinder, (2) a supplementary bearing
bar conforming to requirements of section 3.2 as to critical
dimensions and planeness, and (3) two uprights for positioning
test cylinder, bearing strips, and supplementary bearing bar.
7.2 Measurements:
7.2.1 Determine diameter of test specimen to nearest
0.01 inch (0.25 mm) by averaging three diameters measured
near ends and middle of specimen and lying in plane
containing diametral lines marked on the two ends.
Determine length of specimen to nearest 0.1 inch (2.5
mm) by averaging at least two length measurements taken
in plane containing diametral lines.
7.3 Positioning Using Marked Diametral Lines.Center one of the balsa wood strips along center of lower
bearing block. Place specimen on balsa wood strip and
align such that diametral lines marked on ends of specimen
are vertical and centered over strip. Place a second balsa
wood strip lengthwise on cylinder, centered on diametral
lines. Position assembly to ensure following two conditions:
(1) The projection of the plane of the two diametral
lines marked on ends of specimen intersects center of upper
bearing plate.
(2) Supplementary bearing bar or plate, when used,
and the center of specimen are directly beneath center
of thrust of spherical bearing block (fig. 5).
7.4 Positioning Using Aligning Jig.-Position bearing
strips, test cylinder, and supplementary bearing bar using
aligning jig as shown on figure 3, and center jig so that
supplementary bearing bar and center of specimen are
directly beneath center of thrust of spherical bearing block.

Ii

TOP

I inch = 25.4 millimeters

Concrete Specimen_••

_ii .....

I"

B••

•1•"
a

16"rain.
SIDE

A= Longitudinal aperture

I

----I

END
(cleft) in vertical bar,

C.

B= Section of T-bar grooved to fit over flanges of
4-inch steel channel.
C= Vertical bar.
Figure 1. - General views of a suitable apparatus for marking end diameters used for alignment of
specimen in testing machine.
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ALL FACES MA,C:HIINE:D AND,
PRECISIIO, N FITTED
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Figure 2
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7.3.I AF, F.}y h::,ad o:m, tin, uously and wid-,,o•{ shock at
a cc,.ns.tan• •'ate wikl-An •he. range o.f 100 to 2:00 ][bf/'in :•
,:I!;8!il' to::, 1379 kPa) per minute splitting •:e.nsi[e s•re.ss und•
faJiiu•e ,,,ccurs ,:inote 3:1. Record maxJin'Jum appIied load
i!n,ticated by resting machJine a• faiiluze, and note Lvpe of
faUu•'e and aF, peara•,ce o.f c,:mcrere.
Nc•rr'E 3 Tk, e: relat•.orJshi[p k,,c'rwee:n spiittJing •ensil, e s•resas dnd
applJie.d k•,ad: Jis sh,.,:•w•, Jem secti,on, 8. The required loading •ange
h:l splJCdng t:e.nsiJle stress <,:,zre.sp.,:•l],ds; •,::, an, applied total load
h:l •l-*e •arJ, ge ,::4[ 11,31:],0 t<3,-.!2:.(,'00 ]bf (5'0 •i, I:.1:) J'13.].5 kN:, F:,e•
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•'c,.ll.o w s.:
T' --
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linch :: 2:54 millimeters
2

ii

F'ii•;,c•e 4. - F:'et•Jl[s ,•,{ a SL ak, e a .•.r ng g

T = sp, lit•:Mg •:ensile strengd• in pound for'ce per
squar'e m.ch (megapas.ca•s:l,
P = maxhnurn app.lie'd •c,,ad indicate.d by tes.tJirJg
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A •}.,pii(:•l .caLcutatii,,:m {c,,rm is; shown o.n f:Jgure 4.
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19'.]
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,, Maxiimum load Jn p,o'and R>rce (kJ:lone.wtons',,
,, S.p.]kting •e.nsile strength ca]lculat:edl
to neazest
5' ib{/'M;: c,r 0.()5 MPa
,, Estimated p>::•pc,,rd:,L•.n c,,{: coarse aggregate {•acu•red
dur'•ng tes•:
,, Age of spedmen
•, Cuning Mistory
,, Defects in specimen
,, Type of fracture
,,. Type .,:•f specimen

10.

Precis;ion and Bias
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4497-92

TESTING CONCRETE PIPE, SECTIONS, OR TILE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4497; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 497-85b.

1.

Scope

C 497 Standard Methods of Testing Concrete Pipe,
Sections, or Tile •
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials2
C 822 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to
Concrete Pipe and Related Products *

1.1 This designation covers procedures for the testing
of concrete pipe, sections, or tile. The tests described are
used in production and acceptance testing to evaluate
properties provided for in the specifications
12 The tests appear in this procedure in the following
order:
Section
External Load Crushing Strength ......
Flat Slab Tops ..................
Core Strength ..................
Absorption ...................
Hydrostatic ...................
Permeability ...................
Manhole Step ..................

3.

3.1 For definitions of terms relating to concrete pipe,
see ASTM C 822.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

4.

Precautions

4.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

13 The test specimens shall not have been exposed
to temperatures below 40 °F (44 °C) for the 24 hours
immediately preceding the test, and shall be free of all
visible moisture.
1.4 If any test specimen fails because of mechanical
reasons, such as failure of testing equipment or improper
specimen preparation, specimen may be discarded and
another taken
1.5 Specimens shall be selected in accordance with the
specifications for type of pipe or tile being tested.

2.

Terminology

5.

Calibration and Standardization

5.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
5.2 The calibration of equipment for the three-edge
bearing method is covered under section 7.4 and USBR
1104.
5.3 Linear measuring devices shall be calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1000.
5.4 Ovens shall be calibrated in accordance with USBR
1020.
5.5 Balances or scales are covered under section 10.4.5
and shall be calibrated in accordance with USBR 1012.
5.6 The pressure gauge referenced in section 11.3.3
shall be calibrated in accordance with USBR 1040.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
1040 Calibrating Pressure Gauges
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
2.2 ASTM Standards:

I Annual BookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.05.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, and 04.08.
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6.

Conditioning

6.1 The conditioning of specimens for the tests is
covered under each test individually.
7. External Load Crushing
Three-Edge Bearing Method

Strength

Test by

7.1 Summary
of Method.-Specimen
is tested in a
machine designed to apply a crushing force upon specimen
in a plane through vertical axis extending along length
of specimen.
7.2 Significance and Use.-The crushing test can be
either a quality control test performed to establish that
finishedpipe has sufficient strength to withstand crushing
loads stated in specifications, or a proof-of-design test
performed to prove adequacy of design.
7.3 Apparatus:
7.3.1 In making any test, any mechanical or handpowered device may be used in which the test head moves
at such a speed that load is applied at a minimum uniform
rate of 3,000 lbf/lin ft (43.9 kN/lin m) of pipe per minute
and a maximum uniform rate of 7,500 lbf/lin ft
(109.4 kN/lin m) of pipe per minute.
7.3.2 The testing machine shall be substantial and
rigid throughout so that distribution of load will not be
affected appreciably by the deformation or yielding of any
part.
7.3.3 The three-edge bearing method of loading shall
be used. The test specimen shall be supported on two
parallel longitudinal strips, and the load applied through
a top bearing beam, see figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. At option
of manufacturer, the two parallel strips or the top bearing
beam may extend the full length or any portion of length
of specimen.
7.3.4 The lower bearings shall consist of hardwood
or hard rubber strips. Hardwood strips shall be straight,
have a cross section of not less than 2 inches (51 mm)
in width and not less than 1 inch (25 mm) nor more
than 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) in height, and shall have the
top inside corners rounded to a radius of 1/2 inch (13
ram). Hard rubber strips shall have a durometer hardness
of not less than 45 nor more than 60; be rectangular in
cross section having a width of not less than 2 inches,
a thickness not less than 1 inch nor more than 1-1/2 inches;
.qnd shall have the top inside corners rounded to a radius
,• 1/2 inch.
7.3.5 The bottom bearing strips shall be fastened
.o a wooden or steel beam, or directly to a concrete base,
••ny of which shall provide sufficient rigidity to permit
application of maximum load without a deflection greater
than 1/720 of specimen length. The interior vertical sides
of strips shall be parallel and spaced apart not more than
1 in/ft (83 mm/m) of specimen diameter, but in no case
less than 1 inch (25 mm) apart. The bearing faces of the
bottom strips shall not vary from a straight line vertically
or horizontally by more than 1/32 in/ft (2.6 mm/m) of
length under no load.
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TONGUE-ANDGROOVE PIPE

MODIFIED TONGUE-ANDGROOVE PIPE
L= Laying length

L

PLAIN END OR CUT PIPE

BELL AND SPIGOT PIPE
I
/

Upper bearing
¢:•Rigid steel member
hordwood block -•.j•
[-Beom or other

•B•ring
stt ps,
Rigid base-•l •type and spocing
os specified
NOTE: The obove sketches illustrate methods for opplying Iood to pipe.
Figure 1. - Three-edge bearing test for circular pipe.

7.3.6 The upper bearing shall be a rigid hardwood
beam with or without an attached hard rubber strip. The
hardwood beam shall be sound, free of knots, and straight
and true from end to end. It shall be fastened to a steel
or wood-faced steel beam of such dimensions that
deflections under maximum load will not be greater than
1/720 of specimen length. The bearing face of the
hardwood beam shall not deviate from a straight line by
more than 1/32 in/ft (2.6 mm/m) of length. When a
hard rubber strip is used on bearing face, it shall have
a durometer hardness not less than 45 nor more than 60,
a width of not less than 2 inches (51 mm) and a thickness
of not less than 1 inch (25 mm) nor more than 1-1/2
inches (38 mm), and shall be secured to the hardwood
beam.
7.3.7 If mutually agreed between manufacturer and
client prior to test and before specimen is placed, a fillet
of plaster of paris not exceeding I inch (25 mm) in thickness
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Figure 2. - Three-edge bearing test for arch pipe.
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opplyincj the load % the pipe.
• Figure 3. - Three-edge bearing test for horizontal elliptical pipe.
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k•or oiher •pe

•

z inch(IZ7mm) r°dius

7.3.8 The equipment shall be so designed that load
will be distributed about center of overall length of
specimen (figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4). At option of manufacturer,
center of load may be applied at any point on the overall
length of specimen. The load may be applied either at
a single point or at multiple points dependent on length
of specimen being tested and rigidity of test frame. Multiple
points of load applications to top bearing will permit use
of lighter beams without appreciabledeflection.
7.4 Calibration.-The
loading device shall be one that
provides an accuracy of +2 percent at specified test loads.
A calibration curve may be used. Machines used for
performing the three-edge bearing tests shall be verified
in accordancewith USBR 1104.
7.5 Procedure:
7.5.1 Place specimen on two bottom bearing strips
in such a manner that the pipe or tile rests firmly and
with the most uniform possible bearing on each strip.
7.5.2 Mark the two ends of specimen at a point
midway between bearing strips and then establish
diametrically opposite points on each end.
7.5.3 Place top bearing beam so that it is aligned
with the marks established in 7.5.2. After placing specimen
in machine on bottom strips, align the top bearings
symmetrically in testing machine. Apply load at rate
indicated in 7.3.1 until either the formulation of a 0.01inch (0.25-mm) crack width or the ultimate strength load,
as may be specified, is reached. If both the 0.01-inch crack
and the ultimate load are required, the specified rate of
loading need not be maintained after the load of the 0.01inch crack has been determined.
7.5.4 The 0.01-inch crack load is the maximum load
applied to the pipe before a crack having a width of 0.01
inch (0.25 ram) occurs throughout a continuous length
of 1 foot (305 mm) or more, measured parallel to
longitudinal axis of pipe barrel. Consider the crack to be
0.01 inch in width when point of measuring gauge will,
without forcing, penetrate 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) at close
intervals throughout the specified distance of 1 foot.
Measure width of crack using a gauge made from a leaf
0.01 inch thick (as in a set of standard machinist gauges),
ground to a point of 1/16 inch in width with corners
rounded, and with a taper of 1/4 in/in (0.25 mm/mm),
as shown on figure 5. The ultimate load is reached when
the pipe will support no more load.
NOTE 1.-As used in this procedure, the 0.01-inch (0.25-ram)
crack is a test criterion for pipe tested in the three-edge bearing
test and is not intended as an indication of overstressed or failed
pipe under installed conditions.

= ....•'' , -'•- _r.
•j•--Beoring strips, space at no
I•----•-o••
.
•
more than linch per foot
• • d bose ower
"
Rig
•/
((83minim)of spon but
beoring, ot least
.... J
not less thon I inch(25mm).
6 by 6 inches(152 by 152ram)
Note:This figure illusfrotes o mei'hod of •pplying the lood io the pipe.

7.6 Calculations:
7.6.1 Strength test results shall be calculated in terms
of pounds force per linear foot (kilonewtons per linear
meter) to produce a 0.01-inch (0.25-mm) crack, or pounds
force per linear foot at ultimate load, or both, as required
by specifications. The laying length used in calculating the
strength values shall be that as indicated by an Lon figures 1,
2, 3, and 4, except that for tongue-and-groove pipe, the

Figure 4. - Three-edge bearing test for vertical elliptical pipe.

may be cast on surface of upper and lower bearings. The
width of the fillet cap, top or bottom, shall be not more
than 1 in/ft (83 mm/m) of specimen diameter, but in
no case less than 1 inch.
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inch per inch(0.25 mmlmm)\
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Pu Load appl•ed across Too

f Pu Load apphed i'hrough wood

of #rarneond cover or r•ser

[block Iocai'ed •n centero'f
slab

4 inches(f02 mml-•.

.

.

ness

/Wood bearing

! 0,0o...r j

Figure 5. - Gauge leaf for measuring cracks.
FLAT SLAB TOP WITH
ACCESS OPENING

laying length L shall include either the tongue or the groove,
whichever is longer.
7.6.2 The load in pounds force per linear foot
required to produce the 0.01-inch crack shall be calculated
by dividing total load on specimen, at time crack occurs,
by laying length of pipe.
7.6.3 The crushing strength, or ultimate load, in
pounds per linear foot shall be calculated by dividing
maximum load applied to specimen by laying length.
7.6.4 Figure 7 shows a typical calculation form.
7.7 Precision and Bias:
7.7.1. The true value for the strength of a concrete
pipe cannot be determined because the specimen is tested
5o destruction and an exact duplicate specimen cannot be
obtained. Therefore, no calculations of precision and bias
are presently possible. Specifications that include this test
method for various types of concrete pipe should include
a provision for additional tests of one or more specimens.
8.

\

FLAT SLAB TOP WITHOUT
ACCESS OPENING

Figure 6. - Flat slab top test.

9.

Test for Flat Slab Tops

8.1 Summary of Method.-A load is applied to flat slab
top and supporting capacity of top is measured.
8.2 Significance and Use.-The method is a proof-ofdesign test performed to prove the adequacy of design.
8.3 Procedure.-Place the section that has been
designated to receive the flat slab top on a firm, even
surface. Assemble flat slab top to this section. If a frame
or riser has been designed to be fitted to access portion
of flat slab top, assemble it to the slab top. Apply test
load to riser or frame as assembled to the slab top. If
no access opening has been provided to the flat slab top,
apply test load to center of flat slab top by means of a
12- by 12- by 4-inch (305- by 305- by 102-ram) wood
bearing block (fig. 6). Calculate the test load as follows:
(1)
Pu = 1.3D+ 2.17 Pz,(l +I)
where:
Pu = applied minimum ultimate proof-of-design
test load in pounds force (newtons),
D = total calculated field dead load on slab in
pounds force (newtons),
PL = calculated live load on flat slab top, and
I = impact factor, 30 percent minimum.
8.4 This test is not used by the Bureau; therefore, no
typical calculations are included.
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Core Strength Test

9.1 Summary of Method.-The
compressive strength
of the concrete in the pipe is determined by making
crushing tests of cores cut from the pipe.
9.2 Significance
and Use.-The core strength test is a
quality control test performed to establish the fact that
the finished, shippable, precast concrete product has
sufficient concrete strength to meet the strengths stated
in the specifications.
9.3 Apparatus.-A core drill shall be used for securing
cylindrical core specimens from the wall of the pipe; a
shot drill or a diamond drill may be used.
9.4 Test Specimens:
9.4.1 The core specimen taken for determination of
compressive strength shall have a diameter at least three
times the maximum size of the coarse aggregate used in
the concrete. If cores are cut from wall of pipe and tested,
the length to diameter ratio shall lie between 1 and 2
after the curved surfaces have been removed from the cut
core.
9.4.2 Moisture Conditioning.-Unless the agency for
which the testing is being done directs otherwise, the core
test specimens shall be submerged in lime-saturated water
in accordance with the provisions of USBR 4042.
9.5 Procedure:
9.5.1 EndPreparation andCapping.-Core specimens
to be tested in compression shall have ends that are
essentially smooth, and perpendicular to the axis and of
same diameter as body of specimen. Before making the
compression test, cap ends of specimen to meet
requirements of USBR 4617.
9.5.2 Measurement.-Prior to testing, measure length
of capped specimen to nearest 0.1 inch (2.5 ram), and
determine its average diameter to nearest 0.1 inch from
two measurements taken at right angles near center of
length.
9.5.3 Test the specimens as prescribed in section 9
of USBR 4039.
9.6 Calculations:
9.6.1 Calculate compressive strength of each
specimen in pounds force per square inch (pascals) based

on average diameter of specimen. If ratio of length to
diameter is less than 2, make allowance for this ratio by
multiplying the compressive strength by the applicable
correction factor given in table 1; determine values not
given in the table by interpolation.
9.6.2 A typical calculation form for the core strength
test is shown on figure 5 of USBR 4039.
9.7 Precision andBias:
9.7.1 This procedure for testing concrete pipe for
strength is considered satisfactory for acceptance testing
of commercial shipments because it has been used
extensively for such testing. In cases of disagreement arising
from differences in values reported by the Bureau and the
supplier when using this procedure for acceptance testing,
the statistical bias, if any, should be determined with each
comparison being based on testing specimens randomly
drawn from one pipe of the type being evaluated.
Table 1.-Strength correction factors for variations in L/D.
LID

Factor,
percent

LID

Factor,
percent

2.25
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

101.4
101.1
100.6
100.0
99.2
98.4
97.6

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.0

96.8
96.O
95.2
94.5
93.1
9O.O
85.0

Note: Cylindrical specimens with an L/D less than 1.0
may be broken for informational purposes but are not
considered as acceptable specimens for strength evaluation.
Cylindrical specimens with an L/Dgreaterthan 2.25 should
be sawed to an L/D of 2.0.
10.

Absorption Test

10.1 Summary ofMethod.-This method covers testing
of a specimen that is a sample or core from wall of pipe.
Test specimen is firstsubjected to drying, then to immersion
to determine specimen's absorption of water when tested
by the described procedures. Two alternative procedures
for conducting the test are presented. Method A is the
standard test and referee, and requires 3 to 6 days to
complete. Method B is intended as an accelerated test that
requires about 1-1/2 days to complete.
10.2 Significance and Use.-The method is a quality
control test performed to establish the fact that the finished,
shippable pipe meets the absorption limits stated in the
specifications.
10.3 Test Specimens:
10.3.1 Method A Specimens=Method A absorption
test specimens shall be in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable pipe specification and shall be used for
the absorption procedure that requires 5 hours for boiling,
and a natural water cooling period of 14 to 24 hours.
10.3.2 Method B Specimens.-Method B absorption
test specimens shall consist of three 1-1/2-inch (38-mm)
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diameter cores as taken from the two ends and the center
area of each tile, pipe, or section.
10.4 Procedurefor Boiling Absorption Test.
10.4.1 Drying Specimens.-Dry specimens in a
ventilated, mechanical convection oven at 221 to 239 °F
(105 to 115 °C).
10.4.1.1 Method A.-Dry specimens until two
successive determinations of mass at intervals of not less
than 6 hours show an increment of loss not greater than
0.10 percent of last oven-dry mass of specimen. Dry specimens with a wall thickness of 1.5 inches (38 mm) or
less for a minimum of 24 hours, dry specimens with a
wall thickness of 1.5 to 3 inches (38 to 76 ram) f6r a
minimum of 48 hours, and dry specimens with a wall
thickness exceeding 3 inches for a minimum of 72 hours.
Use the last 6 hours of the minimum d•ing time to
determine if sample has obtained proper dried mass.
10.4.1.2 Method B.-Dry all specimens for a
minimum of 24 hours.
10.4.2 Determining Mass of Dried Specimens.Determine mass of oven-dried specimens immediately
upon removal from oven, where drying temperature was
221 to 239 °F (105 to 115 °C).
10.4.3 Immersion andBoiling:
10.4.3.1 Method A Specimen.-Within 24 hours,
carefully place dried specimen, that mass has been
determined for, in a suitable receptacle that contains clean
water at 50 to 75 °F (10 to 24 °C). Use distilled water,
rain water, or tap water that is known to have no effect
on test results. Heat water to boiling point in not less
than 1 hour nor more than 2 hours. Do not apply live
steam to water to shorten preboil period until after 1 hour
of heating by gas or electricity has been completed. Continue
boiling for 5 hours. At end of 5-hour boiling period, turn
off heat and allow specimen to cool in the water to room
temperature by the natural loss of heat for not less than
14 hours nor more than 24 hours.
10.4.3.2 Method B Specimen.-Within 24 hours,
carefully place dried specimen, that mass has been
determined for, in a suitable receptacle that contains clean
water at 50 to 75 °F (10 to 24 °C). Use distilled water,
rain water, or tap water that is known to have no effect
on test results. Heat water to boiling point in not less
than 1 hour nor more than 2 hours. Do not apply live
steam to water to shorten preboil period until after 1 hour
of heating by gas or electricity has been completed. Continue
boiling for 3 hours. At end of 3-hour boiling period, turn
off heat and cool specimen for 3 hours by running cold
tap water into boiler, or by placing specimen in a separate
container of water. Temperature of the cooling water shall
not exceed 65 °F (18 °C).
10.4.4 Redetermining Mass of Wet Specimens.Remove water-cooled specimens from water, place on an
open drain rack, and allow to drain for 1 minute. Remove
remaining superficial water by quickly blotting specimen
with a dry, absorbent cloth or paper. Determine mass of
specimen immediately followingblotting.
10.4.5 Scale Sensitivi(y.-Determine mass of specimens less than 2.2 Ibm (1 kg) to an accuracy of 0.10 percent
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of specimen mass. Determine mass of specimens more
than 2.2 lbm to an accuracy of 0.002 Ibm (1 g).
10.5 Calculations:
10.5.1 MethodA Specimen.-Divide increase in mass
of boiled specimen by its dry mass and express as a
percentage of dry mass; this is the absorption of the
specimen. Report results separately for each specimen.
10.5.2 MethodB Specimen.-Divide increase in mass
of boiled specimen by its dry mass and express as a
percentage of dry mass; this is the absorption of the
specimen. Report the result as an average of the three
1-1/2-inch (38-mm) diameter cores as taken from one tile
or pipe section. The absorption, as calculated by this
method, shall be considered satisfactory when its value
does not exceed a value that is 0.5 percent less than the
absorption designated in the Method A procedure. When
the absorption, as calculated by this method, does not meet
the specified requirement, a retest may be done using
Method A.
10.5.3 Figure 8 shows a typical calculation form.
10.6 Procedure for l O-Minute Soaking Absorption
Test.-Test specimens for determination of the 10-minute
water soaking absorption may be the same as those used
later for the 5-hour boiling absorption test. After drying
and determining mass as specified in sections 10.4.1 and
10.4.2, immerse specimens in clear water for 10 minutes
at room temperature. Then, remove specimens and
determine mass in accordance with 10.4.4 and calculate
percentage absorption in accordance with 10.5. Figure 8
shows a typical calculation form.
10.7 PrecisionandBias:
10.7.1 Single-Operator Precision:
10.7.1.1 Method A.-The single-operator standard
deviation has been found to be 0.143 percent; therefore,
results of two properly conducted tests by the same operator
on the same material should not differ by more than 0.40
percent.
10.7.1.2 Method B.-The single-operator standard
deviation has been found to be 0.157 percent; therefore,
results of two properly conducted tests by the same operator
on the same material should not differ by more than 0.44
percent.
NOTE 2.-The values shown in 10.7.1.1 and 10.7.1.2 represent,
respectively, the (IS) and (D2S) limits described in ASTM C 670.
10.7.1.3 The lOoMinute Soak Method.-Precision
for this method has not been determined, a statement will
be included when proper data have been collected and
analyzed.
10.7.2 Multilaboratory Precision.-The multilaboratory precision for the three methods discussed in 10.7.1
have not been determined; however, they are being
investigated. Precision statements will be included when
the proper data have been obtained and anlyzed..
10.7.3 Bias.-The bias for the three methods
discussed in 10.7.1 cannot be determined because the true
value for the absorption is not known and cannot be
determined except by application of tests for which the
bias is not known.
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11.

Hydrostatic Test

11.1 Summary of Method.-A section of pipe is
subjected to hydrostatic pressure and observed for leakage
at joint or on surface of pipe section.
11.2 Significance and Use.-This is a quality control
test performed to establish the fact that the finished,
shippable pipe meets the leakage requirements stated in
the specifications for installed pipe wall or pipe joint or
both.
11.3 Procedure:
11.3.1 The equipment for making the test shall be
such that the specimen under test can be filledwith water
to the exclusion of air and subjected to the required
hydrostatic pressure without the presence of enough
leakage from the ends of the pipe to interfere with the
test, and that no appreciable circumferential compression
is placed on outside of specimen wall.
11.3.2 Do not test when temperature of specimen,
air around specimen, or water within specimen is below
33 °F (1 °C).
11.3.3 Connect a standardized pressure gauge close
to specimen. Raise pressure of water in about 1 minute
to required level and hold for specified time. The water
pressure or time of holding pressure, or both, may be
increased when so specified.
11.3.4 A data worksheet is not included for the
hydrostatic test because it is strictly an observance test.
11.4 Precision andBias:
11.4.1 No justifiable statement can be made on either
the precision or on the bias of this method of testing for
leakage under hydrostatic pressure because the test result
merely states whether there is conformance to the criteria;
for success specified.
12.

Permeability

Test

12.1 Summary of Method.-A section of pipe is kept
filledwith water for a specified time and the outer surface
is tested for moisture.
12.2 Significance and Use.-This is a quality control
test performed to establish the fact that the finished,
shippable pipe meets the leakage limits stated in the specifications.
12.3 Procedure.-Perform tests by placing a section of
pipe, with spigot end down, on a soft rubber mat or its
equivalent, weighted if necessary, and kept filledwith water
to a level of the base of the socket during the test period.
Make initial inspection about 15 minutes after test has
begun. If pipe shows moist or damp spots on outer surface
of pipe at that time, continue tests for a period not to
exceed 24 hours at option of manufacturer. Examine pipe
during extended period for existence of moist or damp
spots.
12.3.1 A data worksheet is not inlcuded for the
permeability test because it is strictly an observance test.
12.4 Precision and Bias:
12.4.1 No justifiable statement can be made on either
the precision or on the bias of this method of testing for
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leakage because the test result merely states whether there
is conformance to the criteria for success specified.
13.

Manhole Step Test

13.1 Summary of Method.-This
method covers the
testing of an installed manhole step. The step shall be
installed so that distance from wall of riser or cone,
measured from point of embedment to outside face of rung,
is 5.5 inches (140 mm). The step shall be initially subjected
to a horizontal pull-out load and then a vertical load. The
loads shall be applied over a width of 3.5 inches (89 mm)
and centered on rung. Load shall be applied at a uniform
rate until required test load is reached.
13.2 This test is not used by the Bureau; therefore,
no typical calculations are included.
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13.3 Precision and Bias:
13.3.1 No justifiable statements can be made on the
precision and bias for this test because the test result merely
states whether there is conformance to the criteria for
the success specified.
14.

Report

14.1 This designation includes several test procedures;
therefore, no single reporting form would be appropraite.
Figure 9 shows a typical reporting form for the more
common pipe tests. Results of a test such as permeability
would be more appropriately described in a memorandum
type report.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. DC-3eP4'2
Project

Structure/•/p•..•/A,,,•..

Compiled by
/--/. ,z•,,/w,w/#

- Item p.•'C'•Car•" K"•¢•'rC
Location •'•,€c./¢e./'r,•'¢/:
Station
•
Offset

Feature

Depth

.-,.-

to

,,o/p•
w',•

Date
4-4-.4"4

Computed by

Date

Checked by

Date

•,-

TESTING CONCRETE PIPE, SECTIONS, OR TILE

Pipe
ID
No.

Type
of
Pipe

Class
of
Pipe

ox- 7 •'p,,•or
g-7•;.-•oes-A-

Three-Edge Bearing Test
Core
Abso:ption
Age, 0.01-inch (0.25-mm)
Ultimate
StreL•h, Standard,
Method
days
Crack,
Load,
•
•._A_,
•(kN/m)
•(kN/m) ! (MPa)
percent
percent
22

•3.•'o

•,•oo

•/Io

4.1

•. t?

Remarks:

Figure 9. - Sample reporting form for various tests on concrete pipe, sections, or tile.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4500-92

TESTING ASBESTOS-CEMENT PIPE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4500; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 500-83.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for testing
of asbestos-cementpipe for hydrostatic strength, flexural
strength, crushing strength, straightness, and uncombined
calcium hydroxide. This procedure is for use in conjunction
with the individual specifications for asbestos-cementpipe.
1.2 Guidelines for internal and external corrosion are
included in section 11, and serve as an aid in determining
the type of pipe which, should be specified to maximize
service life for a particular application.
2.

Applicable Documents

4.

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1025 Checking Sieves
1040 Calibrating Pressure Gauges
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
3100 Sampling of Water
3105 Hydrogen Ion Activity (pH) of Water and WaterBased Fluids
5450 Determining Water Soluble Solids in Soils
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 500 Standard Test Methods for Asbestos-Cement PipO
D 1125 Standard Test Methods for Electrical Conductivity and Resistivity of Water 2
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 3
3.

3.3 Glass and Reference Electrodes, and pH Meter.This equipment, which is used for determiningthe pH
of the solution,shall conform to requirements of USBR
3105.
3.4 Conductivity
Bridge and Cell.-The
conductivity
bridge and cell shall be capable of providing the data
outlined in USBR 5450 and ASTM D 1125.
3.5 Sieves.'-Sieves
shall comply with requirements of
ASTM E 11.

5.

Apparatus

3.1 Hydrostatic Pressure Testing Machine.-This
machine shall be capable of applying water pressure at
a uniform rate of not less than 100 lbf/in2 (689.5 kPa)
per second to a specified pressure, and maintainingthis
pressurelevel for a minimumof 5 seconds.
3.2 Flexural TestingMachine.-This machine shall be
capable of applying a load at a uniform rate of at least
250 lbf/s (1112 N/s) to a specifiedload, and maintaining
this load for a minimumof 5 secondsfor the flexureproof
test. Machine shall also be capable of applyinga load at
a uniform rate of 2,000+500 lbf/min per linear foot
(29.2+7.3 kN/min per linear meter) for the crushing test.
I AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vol. 04.05
2 AnnualBookofASTMStandards,vol. 11.01.
3 AnnualBookofASTMStandards,vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02
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Calibration and Standardization

5.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.
5.2 The pressure gauge for the hydrostatic pressure
testing machine shall be calibrated in accordance with
USBR 1040.
5.3 The flexural testing machine shall conform to
requirements of section 3.2 by calibration procedures of
USBR 1104.
5.4 The conductivity bridge and cell and pH meter
shall be calibrated in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions.
5.5 Sieves shall meet requirements of ASTM E 11 by
calibration in accordancewith USBR 1025.
6.

Hydrostatic Pressure Test

6.1 Significance.-The hydrostatic pressure test establishes the fact that pipe has sufficient strength to withstand
hydrostatic pressure loads stated in specifications. The
strength level required by the specifications ensures that
a minimum strength is maintained; that pipe will not leak
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or weep in service; and that pipe will accommodatestresses
simultaneously induced by internal pressure, earth loads,
and surge pressures.
6.2 Terminology:
6.2.1 Hydrostatic Strength.-The ability of the pipe
and coupling sleeve to withstand forces resulting from
internal pressure.
6.3 Procedure.-Placepipe and coupling sleeve, or pipe
and coupling sleeve with factory-assembled joint, in a
hydrostatic pressure testing machine with gaskets that seal
the ends but exert no end pressure. Expel all air and apply
internal water pressure at a minimum uniform rate of
100 lbf/in2 (689.5 kPa) per second to specified pressure,
and maintain that pressure level for a minimum of 5
seconds.
6.3.1 Coupling sleeves may be tested with a rubber
bladder inside sleeves.
6.3.2 Consider hydrostatic pressure test to have failed
when pipe or coupling sleeve fails to sustain test pressure
for the 5-second period.
7.

7.3.1. Consider the flexural test to have failed when
a break occurs in pipe as a result of flexural load being
applied to pipe during test prior to reaching minimum
flexural load, or while holding at this minimum load.
8.

FlexuralTest

7.1 Significance.-The flexural test establishes the fact
that the pipe has sufficient strength to withstand the
flexural bending loads stated in the specifications. These
test loads provide adequate strengths to resist transverse
bending loads normally encountered in field service when
good bedding methods are employed by the installer.
7.2 Terminology:
7.2.1 Flexural Strength.-The ability of a standard
pipe section to withstand external loads bearing on the
pipe transversely to its longitudinal axis that induce
bending.
7.3 Procedure.-Support pipe in a flexural testing
machine over a clear span of 9 feet (2.74 m). Unless
otherwise specified, it shall be optional, with pipe lengths
in excess of 12.5 feet (3.81 m), to test at 75 percent of
specified loads on supports 12 feet (3.66 m) apart. Apply
load at a minimum uniform rate of 250 lbf/s (1112 N/s)
until load reaches proof load specified; maintain proof load
for a minimum of 5 seconds. Distribute load equally and
apply at third points of clear span, as shown on figure
1.

Crushing Test

8.1 Significance.-The crushing test establishes the fact
that pipe has sufficient strength to withstand crushing loads
stated in the specifications. The strength level required
by the specifications ensures minimum strengths that will
satisfactorily withstand magnitude of loads normally
encountered in service with a reasonable margin of safety.
8.2 Terminology:
8.2.1 Crushing Strength.-The ability of pipe to
withstand external loads that tend to collapse pipe.
8.2.2 Consider the crushing test (fig. 2) to have failed
when a break occurs in pipe as a result of crushing load
being applied to pipe during test prior to reaching
minimum crushing load designated in specifications.
8.3 Procedure for V-Shaped, Three Edge Bearing
Method.-The assembly for this method is shown on figure
3.
Load

Load

A

Side

/

/ \

Front

\

/p•n
Clear S

• ch (12.7mm)rodius

Detail
Figure 2. - Assembly for crushing strength test.

9 feet(2.7m)
0ptionol: 12 feet (3.6m)

6inches

W

•l-inch
(25-mm) rodius•
er loading block--

Asbestos-Cement pipe

- Rubber/

Lower V-Block

L

Optional : 4 feet(I.2m) •"
Figure 1. -Assembly for flexural strength test.

.

12 inch

, o5 ram, miLuo--J

Figure 3. - Assembly for V-shaped crushing strength test.
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8.3.1 The lower press-block consists of a V-shaped
support having an included angle of 150° ; support is made
of metal or hardwood. Insert strips of rubber of suitable
width and length between press-block and test specimen.
These rubber strips shall be 0.625+0.125 inch (15.9+3.2
mm) thick, and have a hardness between 45 and 65 Shore
A durometer.
8.3.2 The flat upper press-block, made of same
material as lower press-block, shall have a minimum width
.of 6 inches (152 mm). Insert a strip of rubber that is
the same size as rubber strips in lower press-block (sec.
8.3.1) between press-block and test specimen.
8.3.3 Apply load at a uniform rate so that failure
will occur in not less than 15 seconds and in not more
than 30 seconds.
9.

Straightness Test

9.1 Significance.-The straightness test covers measurement of the maximum deviation from straightness of a
standard length of asbestos-cement pipe.
9.2 Procedure.-Measure maximum ordinate from
exterior surface of pipe by placing a straightedge, that
exceeds pipe length, against exterior surface; or by placing
pipe on a plane surface, upon which the pipe can be rolled,
and measuring maximum distance from exterior pipe
surface to the plane surface.
Uncombined Calcium Hydroxide Test

10.

10.1 Significance.-This test covers measurement of
amount of uncombined calcium hydroxide in asbestoscement pipe to establish the fact that pipe has required
chemical resistance. Criteria for resistance to environmental
aggressiveness is given in section 11.
10.2 Terminology:
10.2.1 Uncombined Calcium Hydroxide.-The chemical resistance of the pipe as related to the uncombined
calcium hydroxide content.
10.3 Reagents:
10.3.1 Ammonium Acetate, StandardSolution (1 mL
= 0.0066 gram of Ca(OH)2).-Dissolve 16.0 grams of dry
crystalline ammonium acetate in 1 liter of absolute or
anhydrous ethanol (note 1). Standardize the solution
against calcium oxide (CaO) in accordance with sections
10.4.3 and 10.4.4. Calculate the calcium hydroxide
equivalent as follows:

dD
E

(100)

(2)

where:
C = Ca(OH)2 equivalent of ammonium acetate solution, in grams per milliliter;
D = milliliters of ammonium acetate required for
titration of solution; and
E = grams of sample used.

(1)

10.5.1

Figure 4 shows a typical calculation form.

11. Guidelines
rosion

where:
A = grams of CaO used, and
B = milliliters of ammonium acetate required
titration.

10.3.2 Phenolphthalein
Indicator Solution.-Dissolve
1.0 gram of phenolphthalein in 100 mL of absolute ethanol
(note 1).
10.3.3 Glycerol-Ethanol
Solvent
(1+2).-Mix 1
volume of glycerol with 2 volumes of anhydrous or absolute
ethanol (note 1). To each liter of this solution, add 2.0
mL of phenolphthalein indicator solution. Adjust the
solvent to slightly basic with either dilute sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) in absolute ethanol (note 1) or standard
ammonium acetate solution, depending on original pH.
10.3.4 Strontium Nitrate, Sr(NO3)2.
10.4 Procedure:
10.4.1 Prepare representative samples of pipe and
coupling sleeves, and immediately sieve them through a
No. 20 (850-#m) sieve. Place material passing sieve
immediately into a bottle and cover with bottle's groundglass top.
10.4.2 Place bottle, with top removed, in a drying
oven at 220 °F (104.4 °C) for 2 hours; then cool in a
desiccator to room temperature.
10.4.3 Obtain a mass of 1+0.010 gram of dried
sample to nearest 0.001 gram, and place this mass in a
dry 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask. Using a Teflon-fluorocarbon
encapsulated stirring bar, add 60 mL of the glycerol-ethanol
solvent and 2.0 grams of Sr(NOa)2. Attach flask to a
watercooled condenser with a standard-taper 24/40 glass
joint and place on a hotplate with a magnetic stirrer.
10.4.4 Boil solution gently for 30 minutes, while
stirring gently. Then, remove flask and filter mixture
through a Buchner funnel under vacuum. Bring filtrate
to a boil and titrate with ammonium acetate solution until
mixture is colorless. Compare with a similar mixture
containing no phenolphthalein indicator.
10.5 Calculations.-Calculate the percentage of uncombined Ca(OH)2 in the sample as follows:
Ca(OH)2 (percent) --

Ca(OH)2 equivalent, in grams per milliliter,
1.32A
B

NOTE 1.-Specially denatured alcohol conforming with Formula
No. 30, 3a, or 2b of the U.S. Bureau of Internal Revenue Service
(Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division), or alcohol consisting of
95 percent specially denatured alcohol conforming to, Formula
No. 3a plus 5 percent isopropanol may be substituted.

for

for Internal

and External Cor-

11.1 Scope.-This procedure establishes guidelines for
the definition and classification of aggressive water and
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soil environments. The guidelines are based on exposure
within the temperature range of 40 to 80 °F (4.4 to 26.7
°C). For pipe exposures to temperatures beyond these
limits, consult manufacturer.
11.2 Significance and Use.-Guidelines for internal and
external corrosion of asbestos-cement pipe are included
in this procedure solely for the purpose of helping users
evaluate the economic service life of asbestos-cement pipe
under various soil and water conditions. If either water
or soil corrosion guidelines are not adhered to, some
decrease in economic service life can be expected; when
guidelines are followed, experience has shown that an
indefinite life can be expected for the pipe.
11.3 Summary of Method.-Factors that cause aggressive environments, internal and external waters, external
soil conditions, and soluble sulfate contents of waters and
soils should be considered separately even though they may
exist in combination.
11.4 Corrosion Guidelines for Water Transported
Through Asbestos-Cement Pipe:
11.4.1 The aggressiveness of water is classified as
shown in table 1. The aggressive index is defined as:
AI = pH + log (FH)

Table 3. - Minimum pH in nonsulfate acidic soils.
MinimumpH of acidic
soils when using asbestoscement pipe

Water conditions
within soil
environment

Essentially quiescent
Mildly fluctuating
Rapidly moving or
grossly cyclic

(3)

5.0
5.5

4.0
5.0

6.3

5.5

Table 4. - Attack on concrete by soils and waters containing various
sulfate concentrations.

AI = aggressiveindex,
pH = index of acidityor alkalinityof the water in
standard pH units,
total alkalinity in milligrams per liter as CaCO3,
and
calcium hardness in milligrams per liter as
CaCO3.

Relative degree
of sulfate attack
Very Severe*
Negligible
Positive I
Severe*
Very Severe*

Table 1. - Aggressivenessof water.

SO4 in water,
mg/L

SO4 in soil,
percent

1500 to 10 000
0 to 150
150 to 1500
1500 to 10 000
_> 10 000

0.20 to 2.00
0 to 0.10
0.10 to 0.20
0.20 to 2.00
_> 2.00

Water

Value of AI

1 Use Type II asbestos-cementpipe.

Highly aggressive
Moderately aggressive
Nonaggressive

< 10.0
10.0 to 11.9
-->12.0

12.

11.4.2 Table 2 shows the type of asbestos-cement
pipe to be used with aggressive waters. •
Table 2. - Type of pipe for aggressive waters.

Highly aggressive
Moderately aggressive
Nonaggressive

Type II

cement pipe in acidic soils. The pipe may or may not
perform satisfactorily in acidicsoil environments that have
pH values below those listed in the table. To determine
suitability of pipe in soils that have lower pH values,
evaluate each situation individually, taking into consideration all aspects of soil environment that affect its
corrosiveness to asbestos-cementpipe.
11.6 Corrosion Guidelines forSoluble Sulfate in Water
andSoils:
11.6.1 Table 4 classifies the relative degree of sulfate
attack on concrete products by various concentrations of
soluble sulfates in soils and ground water.

where:

Water

Type I

Recommendedpipe
See Note
Type II
Types I and II

12.1 The pH determinations shall be entered on the
forms shown in USBR 3100.
12.2 The SO4 determinations shall be entered on a
form that is shown on figure 1 of USBR 5450.
12.3 The Ca(OH)2 equivalent and the percentage of
Ca(OH)2 shall be determined in accordance with sections
10.3.1 and 10.5, as demonstrated on figure 4.
13.

Note: The serviceability of asbestos-cement pipe for such applications
should be established by the Government in conjunction with
manufacturer.
11.5 Co•osion Guidelines for Acidic Soils External to
Asbestos-Cement Pipe.-Table 3 shows guidelines, based
upon minimum pH factors alone, for the use of asbestos-
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Calculations

Report

13.1
14.

Figure 5 shows a typical reporting form.

Precision and Bias

14.1 The precision and bias for this procedure are not
known at this time.
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Spec_ or
Solic. No. RESEARCH
Project
HA
Feature

Tested by
8. •'/,,v'K
Computed by

Structure

P/PE
Item •owo• or•t,•s2o•'•'••'orj/. •
Location •E•y•,• LAw
Station •
Offset
Depth •
to .--.----

A/A

Date
f-/4-d/
Date

Checked by

Date

TESTING ASBESTOS-CEMENT PIPE

Specimen
No.

M'3•dgA

Type
of
Specimen
dC SNEEr

C
Ca(OH)2
Equivalent
of Standard
Solution,
g/mL

D
Standard
Solution
Required
for Titration,
mL

E
Mass
of
Sample,

Uncombined
Ca(OH)2,

grams

percent

O. 4

a O06G

8.. •o0

/. 00•

5..4

s •'•'A/•

O. 4

o/o

/. 51

/. o06"

0. q

Method
of
Curing
z
Ho•/•s
$ rEA•
12 A/o•'•s

SilicaCement
Ratio

M-3Pd@8

o/o

M-3o°d•'C

do

22
t/o•/,.s
-•r•A•

O. •[

o/•

O. •1

I. 004

0. d

M'3•dq

o/o

5r•,,t•

o

o/o

I•;.•

o. qq8

I0. q

5"rWA,•4

o. e;

•/o

/. 21

g O0/

0.

1•-3E71

do

,W'oa

0

do

/q.3q

/. 000

/2. #

M-5@ 7•

•/o

Foa

0. •

o/o

/3. •8

/. 00.7

q.i

1. 007

0.@

/. 00•

/4.0

M-3qoq
IH-3qlO

A C P/pE

•o

o.6

2/. 3q•

0

Figure 4. - Typical calculation form for determination of uncombined calcium hydroxide.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. •ESEARCI*I
Project
HA
Feature
A/A

Structure/•/p E
Item AsB•swos-CE•e•Arr P•o•.
Location D•'a,'•'•"R /--AS
Station •
Offset •
Depth •
to .-------4

Tested by
tPI. P,•-AgoO•,"
Computed by
A4. PEABODY
Checked by
o•.A/'•:ZSOA/

Date
/-5-82.
Date
/-/3-82

TESTING ASBESTOS-CEMENT PIPE

Specimen
No.

Hydrostatic
Pressure
Test

Bursting
Pressure,
lbf/in 2

Three-Edge
Bearing
Crushing
Strength,
lbf/ft

Flexural
Strength,
lbf/in 2
(kPa)

V-Block
Crushing
Strength,
lbf/ft

_/I.'•.T I•\

PA S.Y&"0 - •'o
LEA/<A6•'. AT
2 25"/,b,c/fOz

3Go
•2 90

24-A-So

A c-3o-3

24--D-5o P,q.•SEO --•,,'o
,4 C-5O-I £EA.F-Ad•AT
37S/A,F//t•z
24-0-50
AC-50-2

"•, 800
55O
I/• S-GO

24-D-•o

Ac-5o-3

q, • 70

Figure 5. - Typical form for reporting properties of asbestos-cement pipe.
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Straightness
Test

Uncombined
Ca(OH)z,
percent
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CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4512; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 512-82 (Reapproved 1983).
3.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for the
determination of creep of molded concrete cylinders
subjected to a sustained longitudinal compressive load. Two
methods may be used in performing the test.
1.1.1 MechodA.-This
method essentially follows the
procedure outlined in ASTM C 512, and is limited to
concrete in which the maximum aggregatesize does not
exceed 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm).
1.1.2 MechodB.-This
method is used by the Bureau
of Reclamation, and was developed primarily to study creep
of concrete containing aggregateslarger than 1-1/2 inches
(37.5 ram). Interior mass concrete in dams frequently
contains aggregate up to a maximum size of 6 inches
(150 mm), and a test cylinder must also be of relatively
large size to be representative. Usually, 18- by 36-inch
(457 by 914-mm) test cylinders are used by the Bureau.
2.

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure measures the load-induced, time-.
dependent compressive strain at selected ages for concrete
under an arbitrary set of controlled environmentalconditions.
3.2 This procedure can be used to compare creep
potentials of different concretes. A method is available,
using a developed equation or graphical plot, for calculating
stress from strain data within massive nonreinforced
concrete structures. For most specific design applications,
the test conditions set forth herein must be modified to
more closely simulate the anticipated curing, thermal,
exposure, and loading age conditions for the prototype
structure. Current theories and effects of material and
environmental parameters are presented in ACI SP-9.
3.3 In the absence of a satisfactory hypothesis
governing creep phenomena, a number of assumptions
have been developed that have been generally substantiated
by testing and experience.
3.3.1 Creep is proportional to stress in the stress
range from 0 to 40 percent of the concrete compressive
strength.
3.3.2 Creep has been shown to be directly proportional to paste content throughout the range of paste
contents normally used in concrete. Thus, creep characteristics of concrete mixtures containing aggregate of a
maximum size greater than 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm) may
be determined from creep characteristics of the minus
1-1/2-inch (-37.5 mm) fraction obtained by wet sieving.
Multiply value of characteristic by ratio of cement paste
content (proportion by volume) in full concrete mixture
to paste content of sieved sample.
3.4 The use of the logarithmic expression in section
10 does not imply that the creep strain-time relationship
is necessarily an exact logarithmic function; however, for
the period of 1 year, the expression approximates normal
creep behavior with sufficient accuracy to make possible
the calculation of parameters that are useful for the purpose
of comparing concretes.
3.5 There are no data that would support extrapolation
of the results of this test procedure to tension or torsion.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1040 Calibrating Pressure Gauges
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens
4901 Drying Shrinkage of Hardened Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 470 Standard Specification for Molds for Forming
Concrete Test Cylinders Vertically l
C 512 Standard Test Method for Creep of Concrete in
Compression I
E 177 Standard Recommended Practice for Use of the
Terms Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurement
of a Property of a MaterialU2
2.3 A CI Standard:
SP-9 Symposium on Creep of Concrete3
1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 14.02.
:5 Available from American Concrete Institute, PO Box 19150, Detroit,
Michigan 48219.
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shall be at least 11-1/2 inches (292 mm). When ends of
specimen are in contact with steel bearing plates, specimen
length shall be at least equal to gauge length of strainmeasuring apparatus plus diameter of specimen.
6.2 Fabricating Specimens.-The maximum size of
aggregate shall not exceed 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm).
Vertically cast cylinders shall be fabricated in accordance
with provisions of section 8 of USBR 4192. The ends of
each cylinder shall meet the planeness requirements of
section 1.2 and note 1 of USBR 4617. Horizontally cast
specimens shall be consolidated by the method appropriate
to the consistency of the concrete as indicated in section
8.5.1 of USBR 4192. Care must be taken to ensure that
rod or vibrator does not strike the strain meter. When
vibration is used, concrete shall be placed in one layer
and vibrating element shall not exceed 1-1/4 inches (32
ram) in diameter. When rodding is used, concrete shall
be placed in two approximately equal layers with each layer
being rodded 25 times evenly along each side of strain
meter. Afterconsolidation, concrete shall be struck off with
trowel or float, then trowelled the minimum amount to
form the concrete in the opening concentrically with rest
of specimen. A template curved in the radius of the
specimen may be used as a strikeoff to shape and finish
concrete more precisely in the opening.

copper, to prevent loss of moisture by evaporation, and
shall remain sealed throughout storage and testing period.
7.1.3 Variable Curing Temperature Regimen.When it is desired to introduce effect of temperature on
elastic and inelastic properties of a concrete, such as the
adiabatic temperature conditions existing in massive
concrete or temperature conditions to which concrete is
subjected during accelerated curing, temperatures within
specimen storage facilityshall be controlled to correspond
to desired temperature history. The user shall be
responsible for establishing the time-temperature history
and the permissible range of deviation.
7.1.4 Other Curing Conditions.-Other test ages and
ambient storage conditions may be substituted when
information is required for specific applications. The
storage conditions shall be carefully detailed in the report.
7.2 Embedded Gauges.-Figure 1 shows a mold for
horizontally casting a specimen to contain an elastic wire
strain gauge for measuring strain. The strain meter is
secured rigidly in center of mold with two threaded rods
attached to an angle iron at top of mold. When this or
a similar system is used, the support rods shall be removed
after mold is filled and concrete has taken initial set so
that gauge is free to respond to movements of the concrete.
Unthread the rods. from the gauge and remove from
specimen. This will leave two long voids in the concrete
which are considered negligible in volume.

NOTE Z-Requirements for planeness may be met by capping,
lapping, or, at time of casting, fitting ends with bearing plates
normal to axis of cylinder.

8.

6.3 Number ofSpecimens.-No less than six specimens
shall be made from a given batch of concrete for each
test condition: two specimens shall be tested for
compressive strength, two shall be loaded and observed
for total deformation, and two shall remain unloaded for
use as control specimens to indicate deformations due to
causes other than load. Each strength and control specimen
shall undergo same curing and storage treatment as loaded
specimen.
7.

Conditioning

7.1 Curing and Storage of Specimens:
7.1.1 Standard Curing.-Beforeremoval from molds,
specimens shall be stored at 73.4±3.0 °F (23.0±1.7 °C)
and covered to prevent evaporation. Specimens shall be
removed from molds not less than 20 nor more than 48
hours after molding, and stored in a moist condition at
73.4±3.0 °F until the age of 7 days. A moist condition
is that in which free water is maintained on surfaces of
specimens at all times. Specimens shall not be exposed
to a stream of running water nor be stored in water. After
completion of moist curing, the specimens shall be stored
at 73.4±2.0 °F (23.0+1.1 °C) and at a relative humidity
of 50±4 percent until completion of test.
7.1.2 Basic Creep Curing.-If it is desired to prevent
gain or loss of water during storage and test period,
specimens shall, at time of fabricationor stripping, be
enclosed and sealed in moistureproof jackets, such as thin
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Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
8.2 Molds shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
section 3 in USBR 4192 by using linear measuring devices
meeting requirements of USBR 1000.
8.3 Loading frames shall be checked for compliance
with section 4.2 using loading jacks equipped with certified
pressure gauges or by hydraulic load-maintaining devices
equipped with certified gauges. These gauges may be
checked for accuracy in accordance with USBR 1040.
8.4 Strain measuring devices of the mechanical type
shall he checked for compliance by comparing with a
constant-length standard reference bar made of invar steel.
Elastic wire and vibrating wire-type strain measuring
devices are calibrated using calibration jigs with optional
micrometers. Althoughthe manufacturer's calibrations are
normally accurate, gauges should be checked to ensure they
have not been damaged by being extended beyond their
working range during handling.
9.

Procedure

9.1 Age at Loading.-When purpose of test is to
compare creep potential of different concretes, initially load
specimens at 28-day's age. When complete creep behavior
of a given concrete is desired, prepare specimens for initial
loading at 2-, 7-, 28-, and 90-day's; and 1-year age. If

USBR 4512

• information is desired for other ages of loading, include
such in the report.
9.2 Loading Details.-Immediately prior to loading
creep specimens, determine compressive strength of
strength specimens in accordance with USBR 4039. When
unsealed creep specimens are placed in loading frame, cover
ends of control cylinders to prevent loss of moisture
(note 3). Load specimens at an intensity of not more than
40 percent of the compressive strength at age of loading.
Make strain readings immediately before and after loading,
2 to 6 hours after loading, daily for 1 week, weekly for
1 month, and monthly until end of 1 year. With higher
concentrations of cement replacements by pozzolans and
the slower strength gains, the early strain readings must
be interpreted with caution. Before making each strain
reading, measure the load. If load varies more than 2 percent
from correct value, load must be adjusted (note 4). Make
strain readings on control specimens on same schedule
as loaded specimens.

extrapolation to zero time by method of least squares may
be used to determine this quantity.
For example, to calculate the total strain at 133 and
126 days for 100 lbf/in 2 at 7 days loading age and for
400 Ibf/in 2 at 14 days loading age, the constant initial
elastic strain, 1/E, is 0.29 and 0.23 x 10.6 inch per inch
per pound force per square inch, respectively. The creep
rate, F (K), is determined by running a linear regression
equation plotting the natural logarithm (base e =
2.7182818) of (t + 1) on the x-axis againstthe normalized
creep in inch per inch per pound force per square inch
for each age of reading on the y-axis. The correlation
coefficient, intercept point where line crosses the y-axis,
and the slope of the line are then determined:
100 Ibf/in 2 at 7 days loading age:
Correlation coefficient = 0.8239902
Intercept = 0.330921
Slope = 0.0338368
e = 0.29 + 0.0338 In (133 + 1)
= 0.29 + 0.0338 (4.8978)
= 0.46 lbf/in 2
For comparison, figure 7 indicates e = 0.49 lbf/in 2

NOTE 3.-When placing creep specimens in frame, take care
in aligning specimens to avoid eccentric loading.
NOTE 4.-Where springs are used to maintain load, adjustment
can be accomplished by applying correct load and tightening nuts
on threaded reaction rods.
10.

400 lbf/in 2 at 14 days loading age:
Correlation coefficient = 0.9740423
Intercept = 0.2428489
Slope = 0.0312123
= 0.23 + 0.0312 In (126 + 1)
= 0.23 + 0.0312 (4.8442)
= 0.38 lbf/in 2
For comparison, figure 7 indicates e = 0.38 lbf/in 2

Calculations

10.1 Calculate total load-induced strain per pound force
per square inch (or per kilopascal) as the difference between
the average strain values of the loaded and control
specimens divided by the averagestress. To determine creep
strain per pound force per square inch (or per kilopascal)
for any age, subtract from the total load-induced strain,
at that age, the strain immediately after loading. If desired,
plot total strain on semilog coordinate paper, on which
logarithmic axis represents time, to determine constants
1/E and F(K ) used in the following equation:
1
e = -if- +F(K) In (t+ 1)

It should be noted that a correlation coefficient close
to unity (1) indicates a highly positive relationship.
10.2 Figures 6 through 10 show typical calculation
forms and plotted curves.
11.

Report

(1)
11.1 A reporting form for this procedure is best
represented by a cover letter in conjunction with figures
6 through 10. The report shall include:

where:
e = total strain in pound force per square inch
(kilopascals),
E = instantaneous elastic modulus in pound force
per square inch (kilopascals),
F (K) = creep rate (calculated as slope of a straight
line representing creep curve on semilog
plot),
In = natural logarithmic function, and
r = time after loading in days

• Cementitious content, water-cementitious ratio,
maximum aggregate size, slump, and air content.
• Type and source of cement, aggregate, admixture,
and mixing water (if other than fresh water is used).
• Position of cylinder when cast.
• Storage conditions before and after loading.
• Age of specimen at time of loading.
• Compressive strength of specimen.
• Type of strain measuring device.
• Magnitude of any preload.
• Intensity of applied load.
• Initial elastic strain.
• Creep strain at designated age up to 1 year.
• Creep rate F (K), if determined.

The constant 1/E is the initial elastic strain, and is
determined from the strain readings taken immediately
before and after loading the specimen. If loading was not
accomplishedexpeditiously, some creep may have occurred
before the after-loadingstrain was observed, in which event
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SI}-I{::IIL]]I• ag;:•e:e '@.:i![]lliJi•} I 2:I pe:•cc:•]l• i:• •]:]e •ri. erag;e.
]i-:2 Tlq, e,:e Js n,:• kn,/•,"a•rJ bi:•=s
METHOD B
13 .
t3.]

A ppa ra •:u s
•F.<s'7.•,•.M¢i:

A<uJ.rxq%,

•'!'.•x•ex:,2-The

I,,<):/i.diin, g pLs.{.,:)n

(• 57 '.1 •q, m ) i v• d i a •:n e'• e r T I-• i s p i s t • ,. r• F"] •* t e i: ,q=,: ,'<' e' s. £ •', a c>. i i n J e*:
machi ned i rl t.,:) :,: q::,. p I a tiE. (:xf 11.,:);I,:{ i ng •r• I )qle. A S { "]g:le "1-C t]';.•n
. . O" •i•'•g; ?r<:,•.'•i,:{e:S. a s,_::•[ [::,et•'c:.c•rl, F,I•EC• a,zcl ,•yhin, de,: vv•Hl.
A ,u:, ,,-J s.t: a ra • SLm • a.• i ne.J F",r essu re i s. n-J aJi n w:• i t:, edi ,:) r• pi:s.•<::,:7, F,] •:e
b,'.•' a c¢l,n•rol s).'5;te:l:]:, oar)•,Jsti•lg I •_•.[: • r:,•cs.s.tl;•e: cc,,•a,•>:Aller=
a [-•'1CI, { ,L ) 1" - d E i A., t_: IG I :t•J e { t2 I- i :11 •; p. u I 1 ] t • . []= IG; J •l i I •1 ,L ,,. IL£1-•1 kl [; I TL (I, r { [i•;

,t.,[:,l;]]]e%.:ge:,;_t

[() s?'s;1"c,lll

13 ]1.2:
A pressulre ga•lg:e, k, as. l-:,eeri pll•l, ce{:l in }-ly,::h:a,ulJc
l i•:,c •[s • ci:,eck: le•,•!lirsg ,:H-,, c,::•2tr,,)] irJst•L•rne.r•,t..<,t:,,:)uld
c<, •awr<:,[].e.r s;, J:cl< . ,::a, •:,s i ,-J.g p,r €::'>; •,;=Ll•'e: •,L]I],'•)I ,,::, I LI, F] ,C,C) FII1 i •]L],,: ) L•S]]Fe,
•/•;aLf:e'•::i•
re'llie• va lye' in s:ys{cm w<,,ulM. ,:d->er, he£ore: dlat:,•aging;

!i ],.

I::,I'L%S1ZLT•PS JIYe I"E:•ICI:IL•I],

Pressu re J:•i. regLl] atcJI kz, y • 'v • *e'-%'pc .u,: ,r•t >,.)11•_'• .•ae*-J s.iH'< e
t,,:) s•::,•],] c]rii•nges ir• pre:ssL, rc. The I,:•,2.'; •:r, ai•ahq, ed .c)n
the: cyl]in,,de:•s, vi•ry ,Jlepc.ndlhtg ,ujp<,n, age: .,:)IF c<:,n,•rctc: wll•cn
cy]lirMe:•s are' h:,,ade,J. A >;( F:,Jr•te t,:slt•.,,]l >;},'rg[e]:]] iS •-•e:,•eea_,a•r•.,

] 2, ].::,
Z>;tra-st;,o, n g seam]less steo[ •Ll[:•ii•:,g. •tnc]
3..,(l, or3-•bIF/:ir],: (:2(• ,G•;.%kF"a:, piiF, e •i•ting.s :tre. u, sed <:,n al•
pressu, r,e lir, es:, v,)'l:,icls p.e:•:TJi•s •,n,'y ,:,,f t:h,<, s:}'s•e:.m.,•. •(:, h:,e
<,,F, crate<!l at ;• higher F,;ess,•,re. i:• reqlLni•ed.
13.2
/:,,)a,_4'Z%i• t7}:a',•e'.s '. The rc:,,J.s c<l•:,ne:c{i•:l.g. •Jq, e top and
bas.e F,Jares ::,re ,•:,•,,cle ,:,f l•igt-], strer)g1-]h, M;•x-EI 2b s•ee]
t,,.) •ed•uce n•,r••k:,er ¢:,,{ ,7, ads; ne:,•:ess•t•-]}: ]:,::,,r P){g:k, er ],:)ads.
S;•ii[ten:ers; hn,•,ve' be'e'•q, a.tdi,dc.d •.,:) top. enJ [:,[a:e: •<,, avoi,.]l
e.>:ccssive. JlefLec•i,:•r• <>f F:,l;•.e' ,a,.•q, eqL•aUzer ce:dl is F,.k•ce:,J
:,•:, I::,..,:,:t.,::,n:,, b•se: pla•e' v,,l•cn F,•essu•es ,,,,;¢r 400 lh,.f/i:n:
,:.2:7•i.S k]7>;l) ar,c aF, F,•ie:.,] t,:, av,:}J.d r>0,nLl,•i•:,:,,rnl
.';•ess
cllist,:ibL,:ii,:•.n
•car,:,ss sp, ecJime'n er•cl! oil,He e(:, has,::: ]t>lla•te
•!l<:fle:,c:•:i,:•,•. T'b,]s equalize1" ce]l iis ,..on•q,c•ctec] t,a s.•]r*q,e ]:,:yc].•a L1]iC
J_)re'SS.LLre :lii,:]c ;as. I:,:);],d:i•,g pi.•{{,,zq. 12{.ec•lu, se eq,H•,liiz:er cell ca•Jes
m•ss. o4 •;F:,.eci]-r,<:•q, i:,• adMii1-:i,:.)n •c:, ],:,e•tl <,,n, SF:,eci]:•:,er•, a spacer
v, i•e JL,: l:::.h,,•,e.d o.]:• v,,,p:, <:,t •hc, }7)iSC<:,,•] t,:) t:r:ls,n•c' •]ha• h, yc]l•ulic
/I u. id e:•-, t,::.]: >; erz: i
c• v i t3., k;<:'• v,'ee:'•q: 1:,%,• {:, n a, ld cy ] Jnd;er en,J.
11 ,{,,

P•'ecautions.

],G,I
T'lrm. g•_.l;)c.•,l pre:,•:HL•ti,:)rJs; :tre :l:)t: s.anTle •s IF():
•l-,ctl:,:•c!l ,:•. (s.ec. 5 >. Specii•,[ p:e.,c:u•sii,,)r,s iirl, c:a•se ,:)f F,.,,],we'•
•a, il,t,re a:,c ,:]i•;(LlSSt_.,.q {i]] :.;.e'.EJi,,)z-1 l g 1.1.. a•,*<{l pre'c:•L, ti,:),ls iin
(• I•';£• ,I:)l: p •'{-'S•q L[ 1-e b.'.;, Zl,:b_;, F, i lq >;e:ct i< :,.*°, ]1 L 1.2:
1 5..

115.1
Sp'P•.,::•:i'(.:'t']' M}:UL%TI:,e m<:,,h]l
f,<•,,: <:;•sting;. •l-•e 18.by 3.'(;- Ji n,.. I• : q 5:'- I::,y ':114 - ]• in, m :, <:,:•*rl c re :e cv 1 i: ,-u d•:r s i s s h,: •vv •:,
,:•:li fJg].]re 7, A s,[-i,c:ct ,c,:){•[-:,cl: ]iTic; (](}1 i•q,,,z!h (,0,2<, , i:]]£1q)
[lii,:]:.;:. tlla;iE ]7{:ll-JLItJil]S ,:)r• cyli•*51ee, <,:• sec)l •_•al']i,Erel(: irr,c)lri

2
]•.l*/1 l

•l"

--' [

.l•J:<:

--

<

Tes•: Spec:imer, s
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NCr£E 5.-T'his ,c,::ms.c,•id•tA:m i•.; :L;,suallly a,cc<,.mpllisHlcd
using a
2-ilnch ,:51 -ram;, sp:zdl vibrat.,ir ,•:•pera,rirlg al ab.,:*u • 1! 0',.00(> v ilbrae:i,, ms
p,e• reinLate. T),, minimize any F,,:,•.;:s:iblc c{:,mage t:,,x •Pm i:nte:rnai
wixe.s .mr insez•s.. {Ihe fi]lllir, g may k:,.e ,:,l•de m rw,:,, equ;,] I:ryers
i •: it :i s c,b v i c, :a s t l-, :l t t:h e co r,, ,: r e t e i s, re,c e il v i rl g at d ehl u a t ,e c• : , n s,,L • I •i d ar ],, • r,
15.';
A.•i,'m•,ee ,cd6"pe'c.•7:,)er•,.•:. One tesr specihrJe•, s.t-•al]!
be .cast for e•ch, h.::,ading •ge' ()he •.;p, ecimen sba{I •tlso be
cast {,,:, remain L, nlc,.•de.d fc,: L•se as a• c,:.:,Y, tr(:,J{ •';pec[n]erl t(:,
indicate ddo•matic, ns &,e •:,,• caL:,ses c,,•he: than ],:me] (:,'he
,o,r two:, specJimens s.h•]l be cas: and rested ilc, (:;- b 7 112.!:-:.
12-by 2:4-, ,a,r 18-by 3C!l-iinc:h (152-by q(*5-:, .24)5-by (;] C:,-=
,at 457- by 914-tni-n) m,a.]ds., ,Jepend[ng .,:•n [h,e ma•:imLlm
size I aggregate. •:•Jl•ql St]TelI]glhl
SU,elLil]neD
shall
[•[-]IIL]

h•ve. title sJme S[l,:•rage {ream•e.nt
.• n,:•te 6)

Llll[•]l•(}]

;l•; a ]l,,x•decJ :spe,ciimen

N(]WE 6-Wkh hJigh l-,er,ce•:alzs,.ges ,:•1 p,:*zzc, IN,:n r¢.plla,•.<.mc:•.t ,:,f
cement, s.t::il:,ping .of •lhe •,uter re, aM •"•'15" k,•,ve l,,• L<' delbTed
t,,D tl-Je 72-hc, tn spe,:iimen zs, ge. A. ls<J,,, lal[::,ping ar,,d :•callJtq,•l; may n,:,m
12,e a ccc, m p 1 i s t-a e.d u n t i R .C•- d a y' s >l ge. B ec; • *, s e ,: >•- •/, e •: ,c t e • * s; i 'v e a •= n, :, u •:l c
aabClli• :in,i•,tlll,i, ecl• el-it: i4-and 2F;-<!I;I}: creep :qJ-:lCl(i][]I-:I(>•],S
HI21a}' I'l(:l["
][at::lpecl and •.ieLife<!l mihe salrl]le cl;i 7 L/•:; {Ihe CCI.II'IIT(/I{ v, I3I(TICi1:IGC'I*5,
]In c,v ,case slh,:,Mcl mlq, e sp,eciim.uis bc :,{]h:,,we<l •,,• >:taq i,, d'l,e [l:)0g:,e•,:e'n• humJidity ro,:,m l<,•-age, r Elt,;ln 2:8
•1•;€:'
(:ll•

kilt I

IL {;i{)'i >;

{LJ'(

15.4 67n,•qTer,Spe:'cek•e.n.•
Tk, c &saribedl lc,,adiing systc'm
has been a.dapte.d f(:ar iestirl, g Ii,-iin,: I, ,: 152- m m) d iia[neter
cyilinder s by n-J, odi fy i c,g :he I,:•ad i ng; ffa•, n,e•,i Fii,gt, re 2, s h, i, ws
a l,::•adh:•g flame with, a (;-i!nc]l d L,r,-,,eler g:,ist.c,n pl•,te iras•allled
irl, to, each i-Jead t•:,[a:e , •<•.r [,>ad h:•; t a,<::, ,:yl iitqde•s Tile pre.vi,:•t•s
rr, erln,c:,d <_ff l•:,ading used a HqiydraiLll]c rai]] pl;:,ced b,e,•we,,:,n
ct-ie ewo specimens Tlhe m<>;•i,-i,,4; F,r,:•ced<l•e s•]i,i.],lL]ltt folll<:,w
£1•a r ,o f M e t h ,: >d A ,: s. e c ca, ;,.
16.

]6;. ]
CDn"c•;•,•d6',•,r,;,r<.ij•c.
Ttl,c :,•:,;,:7:,1 p,l•F,,,•sc: <::,f Mett:,,:•<l
B is t,o determine •lhe' c•eep ,LU r•:la:•L,, ,a,,nc•c:¢ •. Tl:c curing
cc:,ndiri,:m tl-,a• best si:rE, ullate•,; mass inleri,:•r ,u,•:,crete is the
.one where spedmens have been :>iv,•lled kl!gfiii:iSI tq:l(:,isttlre
,c}:,anges. T'he•et:ore., •lJlt.e',;'.; ,:)tl]lejr-,¢:,•,{se ,t.tliFec[et], sp.e•/me,-,s
sk, al] be cL•re'.d and tested
sealc:d i1!], C,apper };I,L:•':.C'tS •t ;t
•empera rt.,•e ,•f 73.4_+2 o F •: 2: j, (1,= ] { ': ' ,(11)
J16.2
£'•(•' C;:z•ds,•,'l)•s'.-The
ends ,:}€ eadi cy]ind{r q]aHI
be: flat to,. a t,::£1erance ,:ff 0.002 in(]t ,:()()5. i]3rt]) This
requ•remen• c•n be met b 7 IlapF, ing ,:>r, at •:ime •:,t: casriing;,
by {•itli[nig; e.n,,:•[s wilt:, beating F, II•,tes IIl,,:)•']ll];l] r{:, •D¢IIS ,;].]:
cyll[ncler. E:*perience:. ha,s sh,:,wn tlhac v,,MIs (fr,:miq, mipF, eJ
b][eed water, air, •lCl,d se'tt]emen, r).,:)ccu•r beneath the •':T'
end p]la•e. Because ,,:•f rl-Jis:, ]a ppiing is prelerred W h, ecl test
p,r,c,,gram calJls f,:>r s.pechnens t,•, be I,:m,!led at 2:
anti

m•:,isr:]re .chz•r:,ges, is ]pL•,ae,] insiicle zJ stJnd•lrd s}-•eez steel
mold Brass {r, serts f,:•r measL,ring length d-l:mge are. •:,elld
in i:4ace by x.,e.rtilc•l spacer bamls. These i,:ls.er:s, are placed
•,:• give three J 0-inch : 25 {-irlm:, g:lL,ge re•>dmgs alogg each
o.]: []G:ree gat:lgc, hines, >T,•tced at •2(> ° irJter•,'als ar',aund
circt:m:-Jference ,: ff c'.T]iinder.
152
A'*?v','k•m"?• Z' .•;.,">c<,,",r•"•'•,,'•.-T]:•e:
cy•h]der is. lfiilled in
three ]a3ers.. wikh C•l<:h la)<.• beih-lg cc,,n,s,:•lid•l•ed by an
irJ:e.rn.a[ vibrat.c,r (note 5> If incer,ia] elastic wire, vibrating
wii•ce,, c,r o,d-•e,r tTpc <:4 ga ug;es •,re L•scd (c,a: ntc:asuring strain
i]ns;t.eac• of •in•.;.erts and external dJia]-type measuring
mstrt:m•erns., they are mi;m•,Hy, inse•ted manua[]'.7 w]hile
speciimerl, :is being cast, ,:are beiing raker• nca• to damage
gaulges 'a&:en specimen is being fabrli.ca{edl F,:•r a•] lg-b,y
35-inch <45.7- b'y 9114-rain) specimen,, three gauges are:.
usua]lly iml;erted ve'•wiic•Lf;ly When specimens are cas.r at a
field site, p.a•t,i,cullar .c•u-e sh.C:,Llild be t;l•,•e:llTI t()cas;t therJ:]. <,,n:
l:Jlat
I•inilsiqied specm-mn is,
a

SILtrfa](:e

S:IIL}

[

•]*]

[

t (:1[:1

(] :;]11.}•

aJis()

{:lit

r<,, axis ,:,4 e;F, ecimen A stiffener •iirJ, g ,l:•i:g.
a[,;Rll•q,;] tClip ,IL)]• '•IGII[3, IIILt d,L•ring C;IS;tii£]g t(I rnainigtin

cylh:,dez in :,: oir,c:•,ll•,r

aE 7 Jla'i;sl

OFII

Sl,{),]:Fle

[('CIEI

i]-]ass

CCI,[IIClJ(I•(•

Li()H/C]'C'te'

S'>

,,t•(],e•,

c*,o,•- Dave suf:•J]cie.nt strerJgt]la i:<;,•-lapping k:,ef.,:•re being pJlace.d
under k>ad, arid end pllates, rnuis• be fitted t,:+ s.peci!n-i, erl, •Jluri!ng
casting. Secure t,:+g:,, p.]ate t•/, sp, e.cime.,ql k•y tr,+weliing •,+>p
SLmSac:e c:,t: co, no:fete' iin+ca, a co, he s]•ap< ,:,0'ntcr {:,t: •,.ne h, eing
ab,i;lt.iirt i islob (25 i?]]:ri ) hig/-Jer t]han 12,asi.e ,:>f c<m,e After
c,ancrete }q•lS; finished bleed irl, g;:, the •,: •I" e.m/I p[a,e is '•'iDrated
se c ui • e'['.i, d o w •], ,;•,n c o t • x[,. { :, t s j:,e c i I: ]:1 c' n :• •l:<!l •;,, i, [,:t c:' r e d t ,: • c< •.p:, f"e' r

r:,erperJd•icuLtr
4) is placed

Co, n,d itio, ni!rJ, g

slhape

?, 12
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ce.r•iitJied caliibrati,•:ms submitted by manu[acture.r
These
cal]ibz'ations
st>t, LxJd k,e' checked iir, jigs with ,:•ptic:a]
rn.ii•rometers re, e.ns•.are •t,at gauges hare n,:•t beer, damaged
d.L•Zi •lg n,a Cl,.t]ing
18;.

Pr'ocedure

i[,•I 1
A s:e' .i'r .Lo.•:&)':Lg-WberJ ,;:,:,rnp]e•e creep bd:,avic, r
of a given OLmCrete is d•siirecI, prepare: sl:,edmens for in]idlal
k;,adJirJg a• 2:-, 7>. 281:-:=. and '!)C,-days alqid l-ye'a• agile lf: the
2:- and 7-day •e:s.ts a•e' rx:,t reqt]ired •:,r inf.o•matie:,p.i is desii•ed
•:,.r ,•,the:z ages., inc]l•c;le sudJ JlCl•:C•,rraarii.,•:, lin. the •eF:,,:•r:.
18,,,2 2c,j'J,)•:i&• ' ,De,,'a•e9% Cen:e,r spec:inlen in •,•me sul,c:h
rclha: loading tnead covers erld of :es,: cy]iDder, Because
I(:,,a.dil3g: k, ead a•nd te.s[ s•;,e.<iimen, are s.a•]•n,e d{•nq, eter, •he
preSsL]re read ,::,,n l-r.v'dyalLa]!ic gatlge ii>; the same as l:,,)ad cm,
,c:ylilclde'c 'W[J,o*• UlS;irJg; ]o•ds ,::•ve'r $:1/i;, ll::,t,,in s ::27S8 kPa):=
F,.]ace ;e's.t sj?e•hne.n, ,:m an, equalizer ce'.lt (::,el bott,::mr• base:
F,.]a+e (see. 132 arid n,:+te 7':, L.<•.ad speciilY, er, s at +U,l• imensJipv
,:}.1: tqo.• i'cHu}re •lhan 40 F,.erce•*t ,+,l c c•:,mpressJive s+reng{h at
age c,,+ •.0ad:i•qlg. Make s•ra:ign, readings il:nnq, ediate]y before
•lrJ.d a•:ter [<,,adir, g:. 2: t,x, ¢i, ]*ours ;•f•e.a I,:ladiing, ,J•ily •:c,,r
i week., wee}.:l}, for ] m,::,ntl-•, a•q,.d •]-II,/•,]=]l•tq, l'}/ t•.n•ill earl ,::,t:
I 'year. Make readinigs <:,•ql .c.,:•l,t >:a.] spcei,ner, each ti:me h::mded
specimens are read
dh¢ e,c/imalia::e• <e:lL
19".
I::iL;nre <,

I ,::,•i!i•,•,

Irame for r. rc*.:p tests;

,::< (5 iJxr:, !S_! mlrl; dia,•rleCe•

cylinders,

]i a,_ k e •. ()' nl s pe•. JJn e'n s • h,•a • •, re la ppe d, p 1 a ce a s bee • ,,f cop pe r
,l>f sart•e tlni,ckness as liine'r c:,•l t,a,p sur:iace e:,t spechr•en,
Crimp c,:q:,,F:,er exte'n,,JJing ,,::,'vet tk, e ed,ge down ar,:xmd tlJe
"ig:leCilFlelKll ;]n';t
l:iner
fCll;FI'.I a Sela].
SiIL)]:idelr

{]l])Cl:}lp•7)er

t(::I

aAg:iFI]3l'

a o:,,at c;,•: o:m]l-mar en, amel t,,:• aJl s,:•lder jl,c•,JiCl•S too, guarJI against
Jne:,isture I,:•ss tlr•rc,.L,•gh, l-',.inI-Jc, Jles in ji.,:•iin,:s.
17.

CMiibr'ation and S•:anda.rdizatio.n

17.1
Ca•ibrad,::m, .of pressure gauges shah be: n-Jade iin,
aco::,.rLtan,,ce 'wid-• USBR 104,1'.
17.2:
S.tl•J[n rne.as'tlrirJg devices ,::•f the fulcrum-g:da•e type
sl-Jall[ be c]le.cke:.d bS c,:•nn, parirJg wi:•b a conis•anr-lengt:h
starJ, da>d ><t<re>ce
ban: rJ•ade ,;•,•: i•n,v• stee'] E]as•ic-vvire
,md viibratiing-wlre type strain nqleast,ring .devi;ae>; L*se the

C:a]lculatiions

15"1
Catox, I:•vi,:•r•s sl:,•tll l-::.e rI-•e same as •,.r med:,<,,d A
,:see 1()).
192 F'Jig;•t•res (i; [hr(:iLl•;[il 10 sb,,w• t}'p.icall ,caicuilarcJi.ir)r,
fo•ms and p.l,:•.ttedi curves
19,3 ]*'I rece•xr year'>;, E;,u•eaL•
,Lreep s, ttl,dies 5,sve
diso::,,FJt:in L•e'.:J t:lSirJg the 1:2;•ls• •.m sEraic, n :leter iF, [[-Je c!.,]lir•der s;
dJere.•ore:, r]{:, san-],f:,•e f.i•,•n-J,s •:c:,.r r'e,•.i].>l.ing
rbe data are
iic,.c][wded i,q, d-,,[s p>•.•ce'du,>L
20.

Repo, r't

2,:211.1
The •eK>(;,r•
(s.ec 11 ).
2:1,,

shall b,e t]qe sal:}=,•: as i,>r

nq, e,h<:•d

A

Precision and Bias,

211
Tl:,e F:,•<cisio.a and bii•,.s •..t:a:<:'mc:[,•s
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Spec. or
Noat,o•/•- jr$$uEo To DATr•
Solic.
.

Structure

DA I•

Item •'f--gEP ,)"ruo,'•'s-,f/Ass•w•a'
Locationg•eeHVd,€ •,*•',•'/'d Z,aa
Station
•
Offset
Depth
•
to

Project,.,g,A Z. 7" •,,v4"•
Feature TMEooo•€.•" ,•ooarEv•'/.r
-"DAM AdootP/CAr/OAt$

Tested by •- AA.4.P•'Y
Date
•C. P•u$1A
/o-f-88 • ll-Zl-Sq
Computed by
D,A•A/•'Y
Checked by
P,•'•'•'/,4

Date
/0-.€'-8'O rd¢.•¢ ,,/-•/.•
Date
,,o=3-fc/

CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
SPECIMEN DATA
Control Specimen, Cylinder No. //q
Creep Specimen, Cylinder No./•'O-/•$

• Not Loaded CF"•'Sa s,•ecl/'.5 If& )
• Loaded (f','•, • ,€,•e'€'/$ B..•)
El Unloaded
Date
Date Cast
/O-,.•'=Sg
Cylinder Nos. Cast //q -/2 7
Dimensions:
,/d•'- d,y 3 if•(mm)
MSA (Maximum
Agg-'•regate)
Size
= _
"•',/'•
•(mm) Scalped to
€'€'A
inches (mm)
Temp. of Mix =
.qSS •,,•°C)
Thermal Coefficient of Expansion (a) =
,,9o-•"
x 10.6 inch/inch •
_
Conditionin• and Curinl•: •/• •','• /,"•'* m,m/J• .• • • •,•.•r •o••,'.o lOO• ,•¢a,,•.,'o/,'a,•u**/73.•"•
Cx, mparatorNo, g#•l•7 "'InvarBarNo.
Standard Bar Zero =
1.,•'..•'•

]

•

Gauge/¥'/Jil/t,,ta•/Pt•C'GaugeLength(GL)=
• /O
•--"•(mm)
Loading Condition =/t,6 Ao,,'• Ioo•ad•oo •kPa) at/•aysage

DESCRIPTION OF DATA COLUMNS SHOWN ON F1GURE 8
Column (1): Time of day and/or date that specimens are started on creep test. For control specimens, this is the time for reading at start; for
creep specimens, the time immediately before and after loading.
Cxflumn (2): Specimen age and loading or unloading time in minutes, hours, or days.
Column (3): Temperature, T, in °F or °C taken in the 50-percent humidity room at the time creep readings are taken.
Column (4): Temperature difference, AT, in °F or °C, where AT= 73.4 °F or 23.0 °C - T.
Column (5): Standard bar base reading, which is the calibration for the standard bar with a standard gauge reading in inches or millimeters x 10-q.
Column (6): Standard bar correction for the temperature difference from 73.4 °F or 23.0 °C, see appendix table X1.2 in USBR 4901. If coefficient
of thermal expansion of invar steel from which standard or reference bar is fabricated is equal to 0.96 x 10-e (inch/inch)/°F or 1.72 x 10-6
(mm/mm)/°C and the dial gauges are accurate to 10-•, the gauge lengths are as shown in table X1.2. If this criteria is not valid, a new table
must be generated. With a 10-inch (254-mm) gauge length, AT must be greater than :t:5.2 °F (±2.89 °C).
Column (7): This column contains the dial gauge readings between the bands of gauge lines that are spaced uniformly around the perifery of the
specimen. Readingsare in inch per inch x 10-4 or millimeter per millimeter × 10-•.
Column (8): This column shows the average or summation of the dial gauge readings shown in column (7); readings are in inches or millimeters
× 10-•.
Column (9): Thermal correction to the dial gauge reading for the concrete specimen based on the thermal coefficient of expansion of the concrete
for the gauge length, summation of gauge lengths, and AT. When a control specimen is used along with a test specimen and readings are taken
at same time and temperature, this correction is not required.
Column (10): This column shows the dial gauge reading corrected for the thermal correction to 73.4 °F or 23.0 °C. Readings are shown in inches
or millimeters x 10-•. When a control specimen is used along with a test specimen and readings are taken at same time and temperature, this
correction is not required.
i Column (11): Shows the creep from first creep speciman as ALt in inches or millimeters x 10-•.
Column (12): Shows the creep from second (or companion) specimen as A/.• in inches or millimeters x 10-•.
Column (13): Average creep, ALa, of creep specimens shown in columns (11) and (12).
Column (14): Length change of control specimen at age test specimen was loaded at specified design loading. Length change, AL, shown in
inches or millimeters x 10-•.
Cxdumn (15): Creep or recovery of specimen corrected for thermal correction (if applicable) and/or control correction.
creep (ALa) or recovery (A/.•) in inches or millimeters x 10-•.

Correction shown for

Column (16): Creep ALe, which is ALa divided by gaugelength GL times 100, for converting to unit deformation. Shown in inches or
millimeters x 10-Z
Column (17): Normalized or unit creep ALe, which is column (16) divided by the load in inch per inch per pound force per square inch x 10• or
millimeter per millimeter per kilopascal x 10•. Creep value shown in inches or millimeters x 10-Z
Column (18): Recovery ALa, which is AL• divided by gauge length G£ times 100, for converting to unit recovery. Units same as shown in
column (16).
Column (19): Normalized

or unit recovery ALR, which is column

(18) divided by load. Units same as shown in column (17).

Figure 7. - Specimen data and description of data columns shown on figure 8.
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Spec. or
No 'O•°'•4ff'
Solic.
.
Project

.•arO'gO

7'm DA 7"E

,..¢A / T ,•j w'E,•

O, il,a¢

A•oaIf tCA r/ oo'$

Tested by
.
D. A•LPA/f Vf• PA,O'SJA

Structure

DA#I•4
Ite mC,•'•'P *,•'U•#'d'$
Location D•'*•V•'w•
J'A8
Station
."'.-"
Offset
Depth
•
to

Computed by

,O, sq,q•/h'Y

Checked by

JO"5-O8 Date
J/-2d-•
Date

/o-S-•f•'•c, ca //-Z/=A•/
Date

c. P/cu-€/,•

Io -3-J" ?

CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
(2)
Specimen
Age and
Loading

(6)
Standard
Bar
Correction

or

to

Unloading
Time,
h "•'•d•
min,

Gauge Line Dial Readings

23.0 °C

(14)
Control Cylinder Number

Inches•×

10 -4

//•

(15)
Creep
or
Recovery
Corrected
for
Temp.
and/or
Control
&Ls or &L4

Creep AL,

Recovery ALu

Inches or millimeters × 10 -e

*See table X1.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.
Figure 8. - Sample form for recording creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 1 of 6).
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Spec. or •OA/f .Z',,.IV..qd.,tgS' 7"0 D*47"•"
Solic. No.
Project ,.•,•. r •'/te'•w•.
Feature 7",•go#o,•€ • o°sgv•w• r
DA,• /vtoo/p/•A rloH$

Tested by

Structure

O.A,,•wcgYf ¢. PAdS/A

D,•I,/t•
Item •'•'P ,•Tg/O/•$
Location D•',J•Y'•'At 1..,,48
Station
•
Offset
..-'u--Depth
@
to

Computed by

O.ARH'4Y
Checked by

Date

/o-3-

C•'E, o CVY.. •/os. /;7oa /;Z I
/V'o •.oAD

(8)
X of

Gauge Line Dial Readings

1

2

3

Date

/o-J'..#•' 7"/#e#/ /J-ml-d;•

(7)

(6)
Standard
Bar
Correction

s/-a/-,l•

C. P•t$/A

CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION
(2)
Specimen
Age and
Loading
or
Unloading
Time,•.
min, hd•

/O-'5-f•P Date

4

5

6

7

Dial
Readings ]

8

9

=0or

(9)
Thermal
Correction

[

Inches •x 10 -4

(14)
Control CylinderNumber

Inches•x 10-4

//q

Creep ALe
or
Recovery
Corrected
for
Temp.
and/or
Control
ALs or AL,

Recovery &Ls

Inches or millimeters × 10-6

*See table Xl.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.
Figure 8. - Sample form for recording creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 2 of 6).
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Spec. or ,V'oAtE •$$a•o To DATE

StructureDA•

Project ,.•d.T #•/V'•'•

Item •'I•EEP ..#•'Td/•/ES
Location ,•,A/kt•',• f..,•l'
Station
•
Offset
-.',.-"
Depth
•
to

Solic. No.

Feature T"•tOa• O•a" ,€•a'gV,'•€'•' It"
•A•
A4oD/P/CA T/ OH$

Tested by

Computed by

D. ARav'EY
Checked by

CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION

(1)

(2)
Specimen
Age and
Loading
or
Unloading
Time,

Time
of
Day
and/or
Date

to -¢a
so -2a"

15

p

i..¢-•q
4g- /2

/4o

33

300

"•3

7, t.•

8"2

(11)
Creep
Cyl.
No./fl_2
Length
Change

r,lc•,ql3 i
o
tD..*• I -Z,q

,•,Je*'l
-.e
m,a•m I -It
/2s.•2 I

i -3a"

s.•.3o•i -•x

37,=1 -.e,•
tSj3791 -3•

Date |

/oo/•,///n" • 7 ./o•s
(8)

Gauge Line Dial Readings

(9)
Thermal
Correction

X of

Dial
Readings
or

I

I 2 I 3 I • I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9
Inches •.•n.'!!'mer•r,

:Oor

Base •v•

x I0-4

!

,

I

I

I

-o.o

7' ;.o ] -o.•

I

t za..* i +t.t

(13)
Avg.
Lenuth
Change
o
Creep
Cyl.

AL::

ALA

I

I
I
•

'r"

(14)

(15)
Creep

Control Cylinder Number I!

or

AI

Corrected
AL
at

17d

XL
at

]AL
at

•111" "

IAL
I at
"

x

10 -4

]zL

IAz
I

at

at

for

AL
at

i

AL
at

Temp.
and/or
Control
AL3 or AL•

I

o

,

'
I
I

i'

Inches cr ...... ::nczcra

-tI

/.•- -• 791

[

Date

7. :.o • -0.6

(12•
Crecp
Cyl
No.._
Leng :h
Change

ALl

•a:..•7#

I

3•.,,.
r.,¢.s"
r v.•. , ÷"/"
41P.
to5 I •2" 8"
l. •;

(10) _
13•.0 l.•
Equals
Corr.
Base
Reading

]

i

'"t3 7';:;I -o.q
-0.,

IJP?

10-;2
11-2.1

Date

/I-z /-a•9

/o-•-88jr#R# ll-t./-a•l J

(7)

I /5,

77 €oO
,.•" Ii -Ooa
-,o4

tJ

'"
3•

II-/ZP

i

=
=

(6)
Standard
Bar
Correction
to

1
7 it. 2,
÷0.•
•L2 I Pooz

7
7

i)
:1.
•r
se
Reffa•, ling

/O.,.ff'.f8

/a• 4/z

Oa I 7a.zi •o.z

a,
lo

10-2o
fo-24
11-4.

(4)
]
AT
I 73.4-T
23.0- T

Time

Age

7d

to-12-3
/0-12
lO-lat

i

73)
T
I "Iemp.

__

O.A•ew•v•C.P•eastA

'
'

I

] "21
÷/q

I

I +'.,

I

I
I

I

' 4-,?.
. ÷/t

• +to

I +/•

e"/o

l

i

i

i

|

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

m@•+

e¢o,.e,-j
I
I

*See table Xl.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.
Figure 8. -- Sample form for recording creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 3 of 6).
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Spec. or /€'oA/• .2"a'$O'gO
Solic. No.

7"00ATE

Project SAg.'r /•/v'6•€
FeatureT'AfEOOO•r •O03G'l•d-

OA• /vlootF/€,4"r/ow'$

7"

(2)

Specimen
Age and
Loading
or
Unloading
Time,
min, h•

StructureDAAitt

Tested by

-- _

D.d,R#'EY• C.p•aJs/A

Item C,•6•'P .,•T•./O/•'S
Location D•¢"Af/•'•'a• •,48
Station
•
Offset
•
Depth
•
to
•

//-z /-$q

Computed by

Date

D.AIwaVEY /o.f-fS r•vau/ /I-21-•
Checked by
•*', P•M*SlA
(7)

(6)
Standard
Bar
Correction
to

/o-..q'-•dF Date

Date
/0=•'€•

(8)
]• of
Dial
Readings
or

Gauge Line Dial Readings

•

(9)
Thermal
Correction

•0or
Inches c................

(14)
Control Cylinder Number //•'

x 10

(15)
Creep
or
Recovery
Corrected
for
Temp.
and/or
Control
AL3 or AL4

Creep AL•

Recovery ALR

*See table Xl.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.
Figure 8. - Sample form for recording creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 4 of 6).
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Spec. or
Solic. Not •OA/•" .•SSU•',I• 7• •.•?'•"

Item C,RE•'P ,•TU•/•.,@
Location •&eAi/Y•'*,R /-.AS
Station
-",---"
Offset
Depth
•
to

Project ,•A/.. 7" ,•1 I/•'R
Fe a tu re 7"/4•€'OA• O, RE ,/•ooSfP'•/... T
OANt ,a"/OO/,€'/CAT/ON$

CREEP OF CONCRETE

(1)

(2)
Specimen
Age and
Loading

Time"
of
Day
and/or
Date

(4)
....
AT
' •emp. I 73.4-T
23.0- T

I

or

'

A

ge I Time
/,•d o•/

¢O-lq-#*i

/o-/9

IO-•O
:o-z4
1/-7
11-17
12-9
I-S'-SP9
2-22
4-/•
I1--ol

I•

4,4

I:'•

34

I/q

: •: e [ ÷o.a
; q.z I -o,€
; •l.o
-o.,•

I "•/.o

I •o.4.

la's

t89

I/7• 174.o

4m

JSq8 ] 7t, e

]

B-" se
I
Rea ]ing]

Correction
to

Checked by

/o-3-.P,/

N COMPRESSION •100/A;F///II•'•/4

.•/•..¥'.I'
(9)
Thermal
Correction

1

•.•
•-7 •I i.aa'7

I

-o.g

I

i

I

!

I

I

I

!

!

i

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

I
1(12)

Creep
Cyl.
No. -Length
Change

I

I

J
i
i
i
i
i

I

i

(13)

Avg.
Length
Change
of
Creep
Cyl.

(14)

(15)
Creep

Control Cylinder Number /1 <•

(18)

Tem

AL
at

•4J

I

at

i

at

at

at

!

at

at

r3 •'tl
L•_42t

I
I

-/37
-/,q4
-/3(,
' '13;
"/•

I

I
I

I

J3 •$"1

1

I

/3".342

I
I

• r/e.A, "#,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

*See table X1.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.

I

I

,

and/or
Control
ALa or AL4

-1$.6

I

t•T34.•l

GL (100)

-- Io0
-- 1¢3

I

/=.w•l l

"/5",

v'•t

o .a o•c,'.,,e,,s

I,*..€ ,"*,•

I

Figure 8. - Sample form for recording creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 5 of 6).
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]

o

i

='

;d. -=e.•

I

(19)

Recovery ALR

or

ecov ry
C 3rrec ed
for
at

131

Date

oC. PALS/,4

I +3.0

I

I
I
]
I
I

S• d.
B•r

(6)
Standard
Bar

Date

•o-6"-&8 r•V•d •l-tl- &?

J +•2o4.

I

(11)
Creep
Cyl.
No.12_..Z
Length
Change

I

Computed by

O.AAP•cEY

I;'•,o I -s.•

•

I

(10)
/3. 5"11
*zauals
Corr.
Base
Reading

°C
I ./.0.6

; •.•P

•
,

/4
/s,
zo

(: ')

I

Unloading
Time,

Tested by
.
/0-,4"-80 Date
Z).ARAtEY•C. PA#.•/A
/l-•l-$q

Structure•A,• H

Load

USBR 4512

ro za,,re"
Project ..,•A/..r

,•t •EA•

Feature TN•oDo•E /•..•osg WE*" T
OAht tVloOtF/CAT/ OH.•

st•ct•eDA M
item •"AE•'P .5"7"a./Ot•'S
Location Dgc',d¢'l#'•'• ' •..A8
Station
•
Offset
Depth
•
to

Computed by

D.A•A/EY

Date

so-$-OO TSItItS II-z s-ecl
Date

Checked by

C. p•tS/A

/0-3-8q

CREEP OF CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION

(2)

(6)

Specimen
Age and
Loading
or
Unloading
Time,
min, h,•}

(7)

Standard
Bar
Correction
to

Gauge Line Dial Readings

Inches •x 10 "4

(14)
Control Cylinder Number /I •1

(15)
Creep
or
Recovery
Corrected
for
Temp.
and/or
Control
AL3 or AL4

Creep ALe

Recovery ALe

Inches z: m:!!!mc:crc x 10"4

*See table Xl.2 of USBR 4901 if applicable.
Figure 8. - Sample form for recordi,lg creep data and applying corrections for temperature and control (sheet 6 of 6).
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MASS CONCRETE STUDIES
UNIT CREEP VERSUS AGE

N
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K

z

15o
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z
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EL
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I
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1

I

I
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IOOO

LOADED AGE IN (t +1) DAYS-LOGARITHMIC SCALE
Figure 9. - Unit creep versus age..
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Figure 10. - Normalized creep versus age.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4535-92

RESISTANCE TO DEGRADATION OF LARGE-SIZE,
COARSE AGGREGATE BY ABRASION AND IMPACT
IN LOS ANGELES MACHINE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
'of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4535; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 535-81.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for testing
sizes of coarse aggregate larger than 3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
for resistance to degradation using the Los Angeles testing
machine.
NOTE 1.-A procedure for testing coarse aggregatesmaller than
1-1/2 inches (37.5 ram) is covered in USBR 4131.

2.

4.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4131 Resistance to Degradation of Small-Size, Coarse
Aggregate by Abrasion and Impact in Los Angeles Machine
4136 Sieve Analysi s of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 535 Standard Test Method for Resistance to Degradation of Large-Size Coarse Aggregate by Abrasion and
Impact in the Los Angeles Machine1
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 1

3.

depends upon grading of test sample. As drum rgtates,
a shelf plate picks up sample and steel spheres, carrying
them around until they are dropped to opposite side of
drum, creating an impact-crushing effect. The contents roll
within the drum with an abrading and grinding action
until shelf plate impacts, and then the cycle is repeated.
After the prescribed number of revolutions, contents are
removed from drum and aggregate portion is sieved to
measure degradation as percent loss.

Summary of Procedure

Significance and Use

4.1 The Los Angeles test has been widely used as an
indicator of the relative quality or competence of various
sources of aggregatehaving similar mineral compositions;
however, the results do not automatically permit valid
comparisons to be made between sources distinctly different
in origin, composition, or structure. Specification limits
based on this test should be assigned with extreme care
in consideration of available aggregate types and their
performance history concerning specific uses.

5,

Apparatus

5.1 Los Angeles MacMne.-The Los Angeles machine
shall conform to the requirements of section 5.1 and figure
1 of USBR 4131.
5.1.1 The machine shall be so driven and so
counterbalanced as to maintain a substantially uniform
peripheral speed of from 30 to 33 r/min (note 2). If a
section of rolled angle is used for shelf, direction of rotation
shall be such that charge is caught on outside face of angle.

3.1 The Los Angeles test is a measure of degradation
of mineral aggregatesof standard gradings resulting from
a combination of actions including abrasion or attrition,
impact, and grinding in a rotating steel drum containing
a specified number of steel spheres; the number of which

NOTE Z-Backlash or slip in driving mechanism will probably
give test results that are not duplicated by other Los Angeles
machines producing constant peripheral speed.

1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.

5.1.2 The machine shall be equippe&•/ith an
adjustable revolution counter that will automatically stop
machine after required number of revolutions.
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5.1.3 A material discharge catch pan of suitable
dimensions is required to preclude any test sample loss.
5.2 Sieves.-Sieves
shall conform to ASTM E 11.
5.3 Balance.-A balance or scale accurate to within 0.1
percent of test load over range required for this test is
required.
5.4 Charge.-The charge shall consist of 12 steel spheres
averaging about 1-27/32 inches (46.8 mm) in diameter,
with each sphere having a mass of between 0.86 and
0.98 Ibm (390 and 445 g), and having a total mass of
11.02+0.055 Ibm (5000+25 g).

condition exists, shelf should be repaired or replaced before
further tests are made. The influence that a developed
metal ridge from peening of working face of shelf has
on test results is not known; however, for uniform test
conditions, it is recommended that ridge be ground off
if its height exceeds 0.1 inch (2 mm).
7.

7.1 The field sample shall be obtained in accordance
with USBR 4075, and reduced to test portion size in
accordance with USBR 4702.

NOTE 3.-Steel ball bearings 1-13/16 inches (46.0 l,m) and
1-7/8 inches (47.6 mm) in diameter, with a mass of about 0.88
and 0.97 Ibm (400 and 440 g) each, respectively, are readily
available. Steel spheres 1-27/32 inches (46.8 ram) in diameter
with a mass of about 0.93 Ibm (420 g) may also be obtainable.
The charge may consist of a mixture of these sizes provided
the mass tolerances of section 5.4 are met.
6.

8.

Conditioningof Test Sample

8.1 The test sample shall be washed and oven dried
at 221 to 230 °F (105 to 110 °C) to a substantially constant
mass (note 4), separated into individual size fractions, and
recombined to the grading shown in table 1 that most•
nearly corresponds to range of aggregatesizes furnished
for work. The mass of the sample prior to test shall be
recorded to nearest 0.002 lbm (1 g).

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the reponsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 A precaution on backlash or slip in the driving
mechanism of the machine is outlined in note 2, section 5.
6.3 Maintenance of Shelf:
6.3.1 The shelf of the machine is subject to severe
surface wear and impact. With use, working surface of
shelf is peened by the steel spheres and tends to develop
a ridge of metal parallel to and about 1-1/4 inches (32 mm)
from junction of shelf and inner surface of cylinder. If
shelf is made from section of rolled angle, not only may
this ridge develop, but the shelf may be bent longitudinally
or transversely from its proper position.
6.3.2 Shelf should be inspected periodically to
determine whether it is bent either lengthwise or from
its normal radial position with respect to cylinder. If either

Sampling

NOTE 4.-If aggregate is essentially free of adherent coatings
and dust, requirement for washing before and after test may.
be waived. Elimination of washing after test will seldom reduce
the measured loss by more than about 0.2 percent of original
sample mass.
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of' section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 The Los Angeles machine shall be checked
periodically for wear and to assure compliance with section
5.1 of USBR 4131.
9.3 Sieves shall be calibrated to meet requirements of
ASTM E 11 in accordance with USBR 1025.
9.4 The balance or scale shall be calibrated to meet
requirements of section 5.3 in accordance with USBR 1012.

Table 1. - Gradings of test samples.
Sieve size, inch (mm)
(square openings)

Mass of indicated sizes, Ibm (g)
Grading
2

Passing

Retained on

3 (75)
2-1/2 (63)
2 (50)
1-1/2 (37.5)
1 (25.0)

2-1/2 (63)
2 (50)
1-1/2 (37.5)
1 (25.0)
3/4 (19.0)

5.51+0.11 (2500+50)
5.51+0.11 (2500+50)
1.02+0.11 (5000+50)

Totals

22.05+0.22 (10 000+100)
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11.02+0.11 (5000:t:50)
11.02+0.055 (5000+25)
22.05+0.17 (10 000+75)

11.02+0.055 (5000+25)
11.02+0.055 (5000+25)
22.05+0.11 (10 000+50)
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9.5 The charge dimensions shall be checked to meet
requirements of section 5.4 by using the linear measurement
devices in accordance with USBR 1000. The mass of the
charge shall meet requirements of section 5.4 by using
scales calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1012.
9.6 Calibration of revolution counter shall be accomplished by visual observation and by manually counting
revolutions.
9.7 Speed of revolution counter shall be checked with
an appropriate tachometer. This will provide the "average"
rotational speed of cylinder but not the uniformity of the
"peripheral" speed.
10.

Procedure

10.1 Place graded test sample and charge in Los
Angeles machine and rotate for 200 revolutions. Discharge
material from machine and make a preliminary separation
of sample on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. Sieve the finer
portion on a No. 12 (1.70-mm) sieve in a manner
conforming to USBR 4136. The total mass of material
that would be retained on the No. 12 sieve is determined
to nearest 0.01 lbm (5 g). Care should be taken to avoid
loss of any part of sample. The entire sample, including
the dust of abrasion and fracture, is then returned to testing
machine and rotated for 800 revolutions. Discharge sample
from machine and repeat previous sieving procedure. Wash
material coarser than No. 12 sieve (note 4), oven dry at

221 to 230 °F (105 to 110 °C) to a substantially constant
mass, and determine mass to nearest 0.01 lbm (5 g) (note 5).
NOTE 5.-Valuable information concerning uniformity of
sample under test may be obtained by determining loss after
200 revolutions. Ratio of loss after 200 revolutions to loss after
1000 revolutions should not exceed 0.20 for material of uniform
hardness. It is standard Bureau practice to determine percent
loss after both 200 and 1000 revolutions.
11.

Calculation

11.1 Express the loss (difference between original and
final mass of test sample) as a percentage of original mass
of test sample. Report this value as the percent loss.
11.2 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested
calculation worksheet.
NOTE 6.-The percent loss determined by this procedure has
no known consistent relationship to percent loss for same material
when tested by USBR 4131.
12.

Report

12.1 Figure 3 of USBR 4075 shows
reporting form with typical data.
13.

a suggested

Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been determined; however, they are expected to be
comparable to those of USBR 4131.
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PROCEDURE FOR

TOTAL MOISTURE CONTENT
OF AGGREGATE BY DRYING
INTRODUCTION
This test
'Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4566; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 566-84.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the percentage of evaporable moisture
in a sample of aggregateby drying.

2.

NOTE 1.-A microwave oven is not recommended for use in
this procedure because minerals are occasionally present in
aggregateswhich may cause particles to overheat and explode.
If this should occur, the microwave oven could be damaged and,
more importantly, it would create a safety hazard if exploding
• particles were to break through the front glass of oven. Larger
size particles with high absorption cannot release steam fast
enough and may explode. If a microwave oven is ever used, it
should never be used with particle sizes larger than a No. 10
(2.00-mm) sieve.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 566 Standard Test Method for Total Moisture Content
of Aggregate by Drying •

3.

4.3 Sample Container.-A
container not affected by
heat, of sufficient volume to contain sample without danger
of spilling, and of such shape that depth of sample will
not exceed one-fifth of the container's minimum lateral
dimension.

Significance and Use

3.1 This procedure is sufficiently accurate for usual
purposes such as adjusting batch masses of concrete
ingredients; it will generally measure the moisture in the
test sample more reliably than the sample can be made
to represent the aggregatesupply. In cases where aggregate
itself is altered by heat or where more refined measurement
is required, the test should be conducted using a ventilated,
controlled-temperature oven.
3.2 Large particles of coarse aggregate,especially those
larger than 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm), will require more.
time for the moisture to travel from interior of particle
to surface. The user of this test procedure should determine
by trial if rapid drying methods provide sufficient accuracy
for intended use when drying large size particles.

4.

4.2 Heat Source.-A suitable source of heat such as an
electric or gas hot plate, electric heat lamps, or ventilated
oven capable of maintaining temperature surrounding
sample at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C).

Apparatus

4.1 Balance.-A balance or scale sensitive throughout
the operating range to 0.1 percent of mass of sample being
tested.

NOTE 2.-Except for testing large samples, an ordinary frying
pan is suitable for use with a hot plate; or any shallow, flato
bottomed metal pan with heat lamps or oven.
4.4
size.

5.

Stirrer.-A

metal spoon or spatula of convenient

Precautions

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.2 Care should be exercised if alcohol is used to
expedite drying as described in note 3.

6.

Sampling

6.1 Sampling shall generally
accordancewith USBR 4075.

I Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02
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NOTE 3.-When a hot plate is used, drying can be expedited
by adding sufficient anhydrous denatured alcohol to cover moist
sample. Stir and allow suspended material to settle. Decant as
much of the alcohol as possible without losing any of sample.
Ignite the remaining alcohol and allow it to burn off during
drying over the hot plate. Care should be exercised to control
the ignition operation to prevent injury or damage from the
burning alcohol. "
7.

Sample

7.1 Secure a sample of aggregate representative of
moisture content in supply being tested and, in the case
of normal-density aggregate,determine a mass of not less
than amount listed in table 1.
Table l.-Sample size for normal-density aggregate.
Maximumnominal size]
(sieves with square openings)
1/4 inch (sand) (6.3 ram)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
1/2 inch (12.5 ram)
3/4 inch (19.0 ram)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
2 inches (50 ram)
2-1/2 inches (63 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)
3-1/2 inches (90 ram)
4 inches (100 mm)
6 inches (150 mm)

Minimummass of
sample,2 Ibm (kg)
1.1
3.3
4.4
6.6
8.8
13.2
17.6
22.0
28.7
35.3
55.1
110.2

9.2 Dry sample thoroughly in sample container to a
constant mass using the selected source of heat, exercising
care to avoid loss of any particles. Rapid heating may cause
some particles to explode, resulting in partial loss of sample.
If a source of heat other than the controlled-temperature
oven is used, stir sample during drying to accelerate the
operation and to avoid localized overheating. The sample
is thoroughly dry when further heating causes, or would
cause, less than 0.1 percent additional loss in mass.
NOTE 4.-A quick method of determining if sample specimen
has given off its absorbed moisture is by placing a piece of cigarette
paper on specimen. If moisture is still being released, steam will
cause paper to curl. If all moisture has been driven off, paper
will remain flat.
9.3 Determine mass of dried sample to nearest 0.1
percent after it has cooled sufficiently not to damage the
balance.
10.

P --

p

M=
D

(1)

moisture content of sample in percent,
mass of original sample in pound mass
(grams), and
mass of dried sample in pound mass (grams).

10.2 Surface moisture content is equal to the difference
between total moisture content and the absorption.
Absorption may be determined in accordance with USBR
4127 or 4128.
10.3 Figure 2 of USBR 4075 shows a suggested
calculation worksheet.

and Standardization

Report

11.1 No report
procedur e.

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
8.2 Balance shall be calibrated in compliance with
USBR 1012.
8.3 Oven shall be checked for compliance with section
4.2 in accordance with USBR 1020.
9.

M-D
D
(100)

where:

11.
Calibration

Calculate total moisture content as follows:

10.1

(0.5)
(1.5)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(6)
(8)
(10)
(13)
(16)
(25)
(50)

Largest sieve size upon which any material is permitted
to be retained.
2 To determine minimum mass of sample for low density
aggregate,multiply mass shown by approximate dry-loose
density of aggregate in lbm/fO (kg/m 3) and divide by 99.9
(1600).
8.

Calculation

12.

is necessary

covering

this

test

Precision and Bias

12.1 Data are not available to develop a statement of
precision and bias. Since any size of sample above the
minimum quantities given in table 1 are permitted, it is
believed that a meaningful statement is not possible.
12.2 For each particular application of this test
procedure, an indication of the precision associated with
the actual sample sizes and equipment used can be
developed by: (1) running tests on duplicate test portions
taken from same sample, or (2) taking duplicate samples
representing same lot of aggregate. Data on the bias of
the procedure might also be developed by adding a known
quantity of water to a dry aggregate, ensuring that no water
is lost prior to testing.

Procedure

9.1 Determine mass of sample to nearest 0.I percent
or 1 gram, whichever is greater, over the range required
for this test avoiding any loss of moisture from sample
to maximum extent possible.
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PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4597-92

PULSE VELOCITY THROUGH CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4597; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 597-71 (Reapproved 1979).

Scope

D 653 Standard Terms and Symbols Relating to Soil and
Rock2
D 2845 Standard Method for Laboratory Determination
of Pulse Velocities and Ultrasonic Elastic Constants of
Rock2

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of pulse velocity of propagation of compressional waves in concrete for the purpose of comparatively determining condition of concrete.
1.2 Results obtained using this procedure should not
be considered as a means of measuring strength nor as
an adequate test for establishing compliance of modulus
of elasticity of field concrete with that assumed in design
(note 1). The procedure is applicable for both field and
laboratory testing regardless of size or shape of specimen,
within limitations of available pulse energy sources (note
2).

3.

3.1 This method provides the details of essential
procedures for determination of pulse velocity, measured
in terms of travel time and distance of the compression
waves in concrete. Method also includes requirements of
instrumentation, suggested types of transducers, and effects
of aggregatesize.

NOTE 1.-When circumstances permit conducting pulse velocity
and compressive strength tests on an adequate number of the
same samples of a given concrete, a velocity-strength relationship
may be established which will serve as an index for estimation
of strength on the basis of further pulse velocity tests on that
concrete.

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 This method, which consists of measuring the time
of travel of a pulse or train of waves through a measured
path length in the material, may be used to advantage
to assessuniformity of field concrete, indicate changes in
characteristics in concrete, and (in survey of field structures)
estimate severity of deterioration, cracking, or both.

NOTE 2.-Presently, available generators limit ranges to about
2 inches (50 mm) minimum and 50 feet (15 m) maximum. The
upper limit depends partly on surface conditions and on
characteristics of interior concrete under investigation, as well
as on nature of generated signal. The maximum range is obtained
by using relatively low vibrational frequencies in the wave burst
pulses (10 to 20 kHz) to minimize absorption of signal in concrete.
The resonant frequency of the transducer assembly; that is, crystals
plus backing plate, determines frequency of vibration in concrete,
see also section 7.2.2. For shorter path lengths, where loss of
signal is not governing factor, it is possible to use vibrational
frequencies of 50 kHz or higher to achieve more accurate time
measurements and therefore, greater sensitivity in detecting
deterioration as well as cracks and other discontinuities.

5.

Terminology
5.1

6.

All definitions are in accordancewith ASTM D 653.

Apparatus

6.1 The testing apparatus is shown schematically on
figure 1.
6.1.1 Pulse Generator Circuit and Transducer.-The
pulse generator circuit shall consist of electronic circuitry
for generating pulses of voltage, and a transducer for
transforming these electronic pulses into wave bursts of
mechanical energy having vibrational frequencies in the
range of 10 to 150 kHz. The electronic circuit should
produce repetitive pulses at a rate not less than 10 per
second nor more than 150 per second. The transducer shall
be constructed of piezoelectric, magnetostrictive, or other
voltage-pressure-sensitive material (Rochelle salt, quartz,

1.3 This procedure covers only the measurement of
velocity of propagation of groups of compressional waves
in concrete and does not apply to the propagation of other
vibrations within the material.
2.

Summary of Method

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 597 Standard Test Method for Pulse Velocity Through
Concrete 1
I Annual BookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.

Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.08.
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TRANSDUCER •/'*• TRANSDUCER
( TRA•••R )

I

NOTE: IT IS ADVANTAGEOUS
-TO INCORPORATE THE
PULSE GENERATOR ,
OSCILLOSCOPE ANO
TIMING CIRCUIT INTO
ONE UNIT.

I

H

1
I

Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of a pulse velocity
testing circuit.

barium titanate, etc.), housed for protection. Transducer
shall be provided with a suitable coupling medium to obtain
adequatecontact with concrete (note 3). The voltage output
and impedance of the electronic circuit shall be designed
for use with the pressure-sensitive material used (note 4).
The electronic circuits shall be such that the use of long
connecting cables does not result in appreciable loss of
voltage. Triggering voltages suitable for driving the
oscilloscope and time-delay circuits shall be stable and
suitably spaced in time so that sharp images can be obtained
on oscilloscope.

circuit shall be provided to allow a fraction of transmitted
pulse to pass through vertical amplifiers so that time of
transmitted pulse can be obtained. The oscilloscope shall
be provided with a triggered (driven) sweep circuit that
is operated from pulse generator circuit via an interconnecting cable. Available sweep circuit velocities shall be
so related to time of travel through the concrete that both
transmitted and received pulses are within limits of
oscilloscope face. Higher sweep velocities shall be available
to facilitate accurate measurement of time interval (note
5). A deflection amplifier shall be provided to which a
connecting cable from receiver may be connected. The
frequency response of this amplifier shall be similar to
that given in section 6.1.2. The overall amplifier gain shall
be sufficient to allow full deflection of weakest signals which
are received (note 6). The cathode-ray tube may be of the
single- or double-beam type. If a single-beam type is used,
means must be provided for superimposing a timing wave
or marker pulse on the trace or face of tube in addition
to transmitted and received signals.
NOTE 5.-This is achievedconveniently by using a delay trigger
circuit combined with an increase in sweep velocity by a factor
of four or more.
NOTE 6.-An approximate gain of 200,000 maximum, including
preamplifier if used, has been found sufficient for use with
Rochelle salt receivers.
6.1.4 Time-Measuring Circuit.-If timing wave is not
displayed during test, time-measuring circuit shall be
capable of measuring intervals between 0.0001 and 0.005
second to a precision of one part of 200, except that for
laboratory use an upper limit of 0.001 second is satisfactory.
The circuit shall be provided with multiple scales so that
desired accuracy can be obtained throughout entire time
range. The circuit should be initiated by a triggering voltage
from the pulse generator circuit and should operate at the
repetition frequencyof the latter. The timing circuit should
provide an output marker pulse or "strobe" at end of delay
period that can be observed on one of the cathode-ray
tube traces as a reference marker.
6.1.4.1 The marker pulse image shall be continuously adjustable in position by a calibrated dial. The use
of a multiturn potentiometer equipped with a dial divided
into 1,000 divisions is recommended. The calibration of
delay time against dial diversions shall be essentially linear
in time intervals (note 7). The time-measuring circuit
should be reasonably insensitive to thermal and line voltage
changes.

NOTE 3.-Use of distended rubber diaphragms and an oil-filled
housing under slight pressure have been found to be satisfactory
on rough surfaces. The particular kind of rubber and oil should
be carefully selectedto avoid damageby oil to rubber or to crystals.
Castor oil and pure gum rubber or neoprene have been found
to perform satisfactorily. Thin, metal diaphragms may be used
against smooth, plane surfaces.
NOTE 4.-Voltage pulses of 500 to 1,000 volts have been found
satisfactory for use with 45 ° , X-cut, Rochelle salt crystals.
6.1.2 Receiving Circuit and Transducer.-The
receiving circuit shall consist of a transducer similar to
the transmitter, with housing, a coupling medium, and
an electronic amplifier. The voltage generated at the
receiver may be amplified in a suitable preamplifier or
head amplifier, or may be matched to the connecting cable
with a suitable transformer, prior to its transmission over
connecting cables to display unit. The amplifier or
transformer shall have an essentially flat response between
the frequencies of 5 kHz and one that is 10 times the
resonant frequencyof receiving transducer.
6.1.3 Display Unit.-The display unit shall consist
of a cathode-ray oscilloscope on which transmitted and
received pulses are viewed simultaneously. An intermixing

NOTE 7.-Ranges of 0.0002, 0.001, and 0.005 second full scale
have been found convenient for use with both laboratory
specimens and field structures although the latter range may
be omitted for laboratory use.
6.1.4.2 A calibration device shall be provided for
checking linearity and range of time-measuring circuit.
NOTE 8.-One type of calibrator widely used consists of a quartzcrystal oscillator with a frequency of 100 kHz, synchronized with
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pulse generator circuit. The calibration is connected to vertical
amplifier for use.
7.

Precautions

7.1 Safety Precautions.-Caution:This procedure
includes the use of high-voltage equipment. It is the
responsibility of the user to establish appropriate safety
practices and to determine the applicability of regulatory
limitations prior to use.
7.2 Technical Precautions:
7.2.1 Where pulse velocity measurements will
encounter materials with higher pulse velocities than the
concrete, necessary precautions must be taken to
incorporate any effect on readings.
7.2.2 Caution must be used with regard to the average
aggregate size of the concrete. The travel distance of the
pulse through the concrete shall be at least 10 times the
average aggregate size, and the wave length shall be at
least 3 times the average aggregate size. Wave length is
the wave velocity in the concrete divided by natural response
frequencyof transducers.
8.

Calibration

8.1 Determination of Calibration Correction.-Where
time intervals are measured with a dial, check accuracy
of dial measurement against a calibration circuit. Any
difference between dial reading and calibration circuit
indication is the calibration correction, which must be
included in determination of travel time, section 10.2. Check
the calibration over a range including both the zero
correction reading (sec. 10.1) and the received pulse reading.
9.

Conditioning

9.1 Moisture content of the concrete can affect the
measured pulse velocity. Therefore, in certain circumstances, it may be advantageous to the testing program to
evaluate effect of water on pulse velocity. However, such
evaluations are usually limited to laboratory investigations.
9.2 Pulse velocities may be determined on the velocity
test specimen for concrete in the oven-dry state (0 percent
saturation), in a saturated condition (100 percent
saturation), or in any intermediate state. If pulse velocities
are to be determined with the concrete in the same moisture
condition as received or as exists underground, care must
be exercised during the preparation procedure so that
moisture content does not change. In this case, it is
suggested that both the sample and test specimen be stored
m moisture-proof bags or coated with wax, and that dry
surface-preparation procedures be employed. If results are
desired for specimens in oven-dried condition, oven
temperature shall not exceed 150 °F (66 °C). The specimen
shall remain submerged in water up to the time of testing
when results are desired for the saturated state.
10.

Procedure

correction is equal to the travel time between transmitting
and receiving transducers with zero thickness of concrete
between the two. Measure the travel time directly by
pressing the two transducers together with the same
pressure used in the actual measurement, and measure the
time on the cathode-ray tube.
NOTE 9.-For transducers with a distended rubber diaphragm
and oil-filled housing, a ring of sheet cork attached to rim of
each transducer will enable transducers to be employed in a more
uniform manner. The transducer should be pressed against the
surface with which it is in contact until ring rests against that
surface throughout its circumference. The cork ring, usually about
',1/16 inch (1.6 mm) thick, should not materially decrease contact
area of diaphragm on concrete. If necessary, additional oil may
be injected into housing to force diaphragm to distend beyond
ring.
10.2 Determination of Travel Time in Concrete.-Press
faces of transducers against faces of concrete after
establishing contact through a coupling medium. Wetting
concrete with water, oil, or other viscous materials may
be used to exclude entrapped air from between concrete
surfaces of transducer and surface of concrete. Measure
length of shortest direct path between centers of
transducer's faces and the time of travel on the cathoderay tube by aligning strobe marker pulse opposite received
wave front and reading calibrated dial, or by counting
number of cycles of timing wave between transmitted and
received pulses.
10.2.1 In field applications where effective beam
width of transducers is wide, they need not be pointing
at each other. Transmission times can be measured across
corners of structures or along one face, although in the
latter case the maximum range is reduced. For laboratory
specimens, this may not be the case and reference should
be made to ASTM D 2845.
10.2.2 For greatest accuracy in time measurement,
increase amplifier gain until wave front of received signal
is as nearly vertical as possible to provide best delineation
of received signal. The error due to rounding off the received
wave is then minimized. The use of the sweep expansion
circuit will result in an increase in the accuracy of
measurement under most conditions of measurement.
10.2.3 Where pulse velocity measurements on large
structures are required, long interconnecting low capacity,
shielded, coaxial type cables are to be used.
11.

Calculations

11.1

Calculatethe pulse velocity as follows:
V

•

S1
Dc T

--

$1
Dc (Sp - De)

(1)

where:
V = pulse velocity in feet per second (meters per
second),
$1 = path length in feet (meters),
Dc = manual calibration factor,

10.1 Determination of Zero Correction.-Apply zero
time correction to measured time intervals. The zero
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T = effective time in seconds x 10-0 (measured

V2 =

time minus zero time correction),
Sp = received pulse in seconds x 10-6, and
De = delay in seconds × 10-6.
D.2

NOTE 10.-Some designers prefer to use pulse velocity
calculate the modulus of elasticity:
V2p (1 + •u)(1 - 2#)
1-#

(3)

where:
K = a constant, and
V, E, and p = as defined in equation (2).

A typical calculation form is shown on figure 2.

E =

K(-•-)

to

(2)

12.

12.1
A typical reporting form is shown on figure 3.
The report shall consist of at least the following:
•
•
•
•
•

where:
E = dynamic modulus of elasticity in pound force per
square inch (gigapascals),
p = mass density in pound mass per cubic foot (kilograms per cubic meter),
pt = Poisson's ratio (this is an assumed value based on
the density of the concrete), and
V = as defined in equation (1).
As defined in ASTM C 597, the pulse velocity is related to
the physical properties of a solid by:

Report

Location of test or identification of specimen
Path length
Orientation of transducers
Pulse velocity
Coupling medium used between transducers

and

concrete

13.

Precision and Bias

13.1

The precision and bias for this procedure are not

currently known.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

CAPPING CYLINDRICAL

FOR

USBR 4617-92

CONCRETE SPECIMENS

INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4617; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 617-84.

Scope

3.3
B46.1

1.1 This designation covers the apparatus, materials,
and procedures for capping freshly molded (2 to 4 hours
after molding) concrete cylinders with neat cement and
hardened cylinders and drilled concrete cores with highstrength gypsum plaster or sulfur mortar.
1.2 The cap shall have a compressive strength equal
to or greater than the compressive strength of the concrete
to be tested. When this is not possible, planeness of the
ends of specimens shall be obtained by sawing or grinding.
The surfaces of capped compression specimens shall be
plane within a tolerance of 0.002 inch (0.05 mm) across
any diameter.
2.

Auxiliary

4.

Tests

2.1 The requirement that capping materials for
hardened specimens must equal or exceed the anticipated
compressive strength of the cylinder shall be assured by
compliance with procedures as outlined under ASTM C 472
and USBR 4109 (also covered in section 5.2.2.1).
3.

Applicable Documents

3.1 USBR Procedures:
4109 Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars
Using 2-Inch or 50-Millimeter Cube Specimens
4305 MechanicalMixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and
Mortars of Plastic Consistency
3.2 ASTM Standards:
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cemenda
C 230 Standard Specification for Flow Table for Use in
Tests of Hydraulic Cemenda
C 472 Standard Methods for Physical Testing of Gypsum
Plasters and Gypsum ConcretO
C 617 Standard Practice for Capping Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens 2
E 18 Standard Test Methods for Rockwell Hardness and
Rockwell Superficial Hardness of Metallic Materials3

ANSI Standards:
Standard for Surface Texture'•

Apparatus

4.1 Competency of Capping Material:
4.1.1 The apparatus used to make cubes such as.
scales, glass graduates, specimen molds, mixer bowl and
paddle, flow table and flow mold, tamper, trowel, and
testing machine are described in USBR 4109; with further
reference to USBR 4305 for mixer bowl and paddle; and
to ASTM C 230 for flow table and flow mold.
4.1.2 Additional equipment required under the
procedure for molding high-strength, gypsum-plaster cubes
is the Vicat apparatus described in ASTM C 472.
4.1.3 An acceptable mold is shown on figure 1.
4.2 Capping Equipment:
4.2.1 Capping Plates.-Neat cement caps and highstrength, gypsum-plaster caps shall be formed against a
glass plate at least 1/4 inch (6 mm) thick, a machined
metal plate at least 1/2 inch (13 mm) thick, or a polished
plate of granite or diabase at least 3 inches (76 mm) thick.
Sulfur mortar caps shall be formed against similar metal
or stone plates. In all cases, plates shall be at least 1 inch
(25 mm) greater in diameter than test specimen, and
working surfaces shall not depart from a plane by more
than 0.002 inch (0.05 mm) in 6 inches (152 mm). The
surface roughness of newly finished metal plates shall not
exceed that set forth in table 4 of American National
Standard B46.1, which is 125 /• inch (3.175 #m) for any
type of surface and direction of lay. The surface, when
new, shall be free of gouges, grooves, or indentations beyond
those caused by finishing operation. Metal plates that have
been in use shall be free of any gouges, grooves, and
indentations greater than 0.010 inch (0.25 mm) deep or
greater than 0.05 in2 (32 mm 2) in surface area. If a recess
is machined into the metal plate, thickness of plate beneath
recessed area shall be at least 1/2 inch (13 mm). In no
case shall recess in plate be deeper than 1/2 inch.
NOTE 1.-In vertical capping devices, the use of two-piece metal
capping plates, is advantageous as this facilitates refinishing of

I Annum Book o[ASTMStandards,vol. 04.01.
2 Annum Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
3 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vols. 02.03, 03.01.

4 Available from American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway,
New York, NY 10018.
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Figure 2. - Cylinder capping mold and alignment device.
with molten material (note 7). After solidification is
complete, remove cubes from mold without breaking off
knob formed by the fillinghole in cover plate. Remove
oil, sharp edges, and fins from cubes and check planeness
of bearing surfaces in manner described in note 5 of USBR
4109. After storage at room temperature, test cubes in
compression at intervals of 30 minutes to 2 hours following
procedure described in section 11.6.3 of USBR 4109, and
calculate compressive Strengthin pound force per square
inch (megapascals).
NOTE 6.-If desired, a plane phenol formaldehyde (bakelite)
plate of 1/8-inch (3-mm) thickness, provided with three
appropriately spaced filling holes, may be inserted between cover
plate and mold to slow rate of cooling of test specimens.

may occur no matter how much care is exercised, and it therefore
is advisable to inspect interior of tested sulfur moi:tar cubes for
homogeneity whenever strength values obtained are significantly
lower than anticipated.
5.3 Hardened Specimens (Air-Dried).-Hardened
specimens which must be tested in an air-dry condition,
or must be soaked for 20 to 28 hours before testing, may
b• capped with sulfur mortar conforming to requirements
of section 5.2.2.
6.

Precautions

6.1
This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use,

NOTE 7.-The second filling helps prevent formation of a large
void or shrinkage pipe in body of cube. However, such defects
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Figure 3. - Cover plate for 2-inch or 50-millimeter cube mold used when fabricating cubes of capping
materials. From ASTM C 617, volume 04.02, 1984.

6.2 Safety clothing shall be worn when capping with
sulfur mortar materials: safety glasses and full face shield,
leather gloves with gauntlets, plastic or rubber apron, and
safety shoes.
6.3 Specific precautions with sulfur melting pots are
given in notes 2 and 3 of section 4.2.3 and note 10 of
section 9.2.3.
7.

Calibration

7.3.2 High-Strength Gypsum Plaster.-Compliance
with strength requirements shall be performed in
accordance with section 5.2.1 upon receipt of each new
lot of capping material, and at intervals not exceeding 3
months as outlined under section 5.2.
7.3.3 Sulfur Mortar.-Compliance with strength
requirements shall be performed in accordance with
sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.2.1 upon receipt of each new lot
of capping material, and at intervals not exceeding 3 months
as outlined under section 5.2.
7.4 Capped Specimens.-For each day's capping
operation, planeness of caps on at least three specimens
representing start, middle, and end of run shall be checked
using a straightedge and feeler gauge, making a minimum
of three measurements on different diameters to ensure
surfaces of caps do not depart from being plane by more
than 0.002 inch (0.05 mm).

or Standardization

7.1 Capping Devices:
7.1.1 Dimensions of plates and surface planarity
shall be checked periodically for compliance with section
4.2.1.
7.1.2 The alignment devices shall be checked
periodically for perpendicularity both to axis of a cylindrical
specimen and to surface of capping plate for compliance
with section 4.2.2.
7.2 Miscellaneous Equipment:
7.2.1 Straightedge.-Check periodically with a known
flat surface (lower platen of a testing machine suggested).
7.2.2 Feeler Gauge.-Accept certificate of inspection
by manufacturer.
7.2.3 Thermometer.-Accept certificate of inspection
by manufacturer. Check against at least one other
thermometer.
7.3 Capping Materials:
7.3.1 Portland Cement.-Conformance with ASTM
C 150 shall be assured by a review of mill test for each
shipment received.

8.

Conditioning

8.1 Fresh Molded Specimens:
8.1.1 Before Capping.-Do not apply neat paste to
exposed end until concrete has ceased settling in molds,
generally from 2 to 4 hours after molding.
8.1.2 After Capping.-Cover capping plate and mold
with damp burlap and a polyethylene sheet to prevent
drying for a time as suggested in section 9.1.
8.1.3 Before Testing.-Store in moist condition for
6 days with Type I neat cement or for 2 days with Type
III neat cement as outlined under note 8 of section 9.1.
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8.2 HardenedConcrete Specimens (Moist-Cured):
8.2.1 High-Strength Gypsum Plaster:
8.2.1.1 Before Capping.-No furtherconditioning
required.
8.2.1.2 After Capping.-Moist-cured specimens
shall be maintained in a moist condition between
completion of capping and time of testing by returning
them to moist storage or wrapping with a double layer
of wet burlap. Specimens with gypsum plaster caps shall
not be immersed in water and shall not be stored in a
moist room for more than 4 hours. If stored in a moist
room, gypsum plaster caps shall be protected against water
dripping on their surfaces.
8.2.2 SulfurMortar:
8.2.2.1 Before Capping.-Theends of moist-cured
specimensshall be dryenoughat time of cappingto comply
with directionsas outlinedunder section 9.2.3. The ends
of the specimen shall not be oiled prior to application
of cap. Heat sulfur mortaras outlinedunder section9.2.3.
8.2.2.2 After Capping.-Moist-cured specimens
shall-be maintained in a moist condition between
completionof capping and time of testing by returning
them to moist storage or wrapping with a double layer
of wet burlap.
8.3 HardenedConcreteSpecimens (Air-Dried):
8.3.1 No conditioningrequired if specimens are to
be tested in an air-drycondition.
8.3.2 If specimens are to be tested in a moist
condition,they must be soaked from 20 to 28 hoursbefore
testing, as cited in section5.3.
8.4 CappingMaterial:
8.4.1 Neat Cement Paste.-Mix neat cement paste
to a stiff consistency2 or 4 hours before paste is to be
used, as outlinedunder section9.1.
8.4.2 High-StrengthGypsumPlaster:
8.4.2.1 Mix high-strength gypsum plaster for
capping using same percentage of mixing water used in
qualificationtest describedin section 5.2.1.
8.4.2.2 The gypsum plaster cubes shall be
subjected to same environmentfor same length of time
as gypsum plaster capped specimens, as outlined under
section 5.2.1.
8.4.3 Sulfur Mortar:
8.4.3.1 Fresh sulfur mortar must be dry when
placed in pot as dampnessmay cause foaming,as discussed
under section9.2.3.
8.4.3.2 Keep water away from molten sulfur
mortarbecause of the tendency to foam, as discussedunder
section9.2.3.
8.4.3.3 Heat to about 265 °F (129 °C), as outlined
under section 5.2.2.1.
8.4.3.4 Proprietaryor laboratoryprepared sulfur
mortars must be allowed to harden, as outlined under
section 5.2.2.
8.4.3.5 After initial filling of cube mold with
molten sulfur (5.2.2.1) to determine adequacy of sulfur
mortar caps (5.2.2), allow sufficient time for maximum
shrinkage(about 15 rain) before final filling.Store at room
temperature for 30 minutes to 2 hours before starting
compressiontesting.
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8.5 Capping Device.-The capping plate or device
should be oiled and warmed before use, as discussed under
section 9.2.3.
9.

Procedures

9.1 Freshly MoldedCylinders.-Use only neat portland
cement pastes (note 8) to cap freshly molded cylinders.
Make caps as thin as practicable. Do not apply paste to
exposed end until concrete has ceased settling in molds,
generallyfrom 2 to 4 hoursafter molding.Duringmolding
of cylinder, strikeoffupperend even withor slightlybelow
the plane of the mold's rim. Mix neat paste to a stiff
consistency2 to 4 hours before using to allow paste to
go through period of initial shrinkage. The strength of
the paste will depend on the consistency,water-cement
ratio, curing, and brand and type of cement. For Type I
and Type II cementpastes,optimumconsistencyis generally
producedat a water-cementratio of 0.32 to 0.36 by mass.
For Type III cement, the water-cement ratio should
generally be between 0.35 and 0.39 by mass. The paste
will stiffen during the 2- to 4-hour waiting period and
the use of retempering water is not recommended.
However, if retempering water is used, the amountshould
not increase the water-cement ratio by more than 0.05
by mass. Remove free water and laitance from tOp of
specimen immediatelybeforecapping.Form cap by placing
a conical mound of paste on specimen and then gently
pressinga freshlyoiledcappingplate on the conicalmound
until plate contacts rim of mold. A very slight twisting
motion may be required to remove excess paste and
minimize air voids in the paste. The capping plate must
not rock during this operation. Carefully cover capping
plate and mold with a double layer of damp burlap and
a polyethylenesheet tO preventdrying.Removal of capping
plate after hardeningmay be accomplishedby tapping edge
with a rawhide hammer in a directionparallel to plane
of cap.
NOFE 8.-Type I neat cement caps generally require at least
6 days to develop acceptable strength,and Type III caps at least
2 days. Dry concrete specimens will absorb water from freshly
mixed neat cement paste and produce unsatisfactorycaps. Neat
cementpaste caps willshrinkand crack on dryingand; therefore,
shouldbe used only for specimens which are to be moist cured
continuouslyuntiltime of testing.
9.2 HardenedConcreteSpecimens:
9.2.1 GeneraL-Cap, saw, or grindends of hardened
cylinders that are not plane within0.002 inch (0.05 mm)
to meet that tolerance. Caps should be about 1/8 inch
(3 mm) thick, and in no instance shall any part of a cap
be more than 5/16 inch (7.94 mm) thick. If either or both
ends of a specimen have coatings or deposits of oily or
waxy materials that would interfere with bond of cap,
remove such coatings or deposits. If necessary, ends of
a specimen may be slightly roughened with a steel file
or wire brush to produce proper adhesionof cap. If desired,
capping plates may be coated with a thin layer of mineral
oil or grease to prevent capping material from adhering
to surface of plate. Before testing cylinder, cap should be
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tested for air pockets by tapping it lightly with handle
of a putty knife or other suitable instrument. A cap that
sounds hollow at any point should be removed and replaced.
Solid caps are easily obtained when capping surface is dry
and clean, mixture is at right temperature, and cylinder
is placed immediately in melted mixture on capping plate.
9.2.2 Capping With High-Strength Gypsum Plaster.-Mix high-strength plaster for capping by using same
percentage of mixing water used for qualification test
described in 5.2.1.
9.2.3 Capping With Sulfur Mortar.-Prepare the
sulfur mortar by heating to about 265 °F (129 °C), as
periodically determined by an all-metal thermometer
inserted near center of mass. Empty pot and recharge with
fresh material at frequent enough intervals to ensure oldest
material in pot has not been used more than five times
(note 9). Fresh sulfur mortar must be dry when placed
in pot as dampness may cause foaming. Keep water away
from molten sulfur mortar for same reason. The capping
plate or device should be warmed slightly before use to
slow rate of hardening and permit production of thin caps.
Oil capping plate lightly and stir molten sulfur mortar
immediately prior to pouring each cap. The ends of moistcured specimens shall be dry enough at time of capping
to preclude formation of steam or foam pockets larger
than 1/4 inch (6 ram) in diameter under or in cap. To
ensure that the cap shall be bonded to surface of specimen,
end of specimen shall not be oiled prior to application
of cap.

materials such as paraffin or oil. The gas is colorless and has
the notoriously bad odor of rotten eggs; however, this odor should
not be relied upon as a warning sign because the sensitivity to
the odor disappears rapidly on exposure. High concentrations
of this gas are lethal, and less concentrated dosages may produce
nausea, stomach distress, dizziness, headache, or irritation of the
eyes. For these and other reasons, it is desirable that melting
pot be located under a hood or near an exhaust fan and that
the capping area be well ventilated.
10.

Calculations

10.1 Sample calculations for determining the planeness
of ends of hardened cylinders and the planeness of capped
compression specimens are shown on figure 4.
10.2 Calculations for compressive strength of gypsum'
plaster cubes to determine competency for capping material
are discussed in ASTM C 472.
10.3 Calculations for compressive strength of sulfur
mortar cubes to determine competency for capping material
are shown on figures 2 and 3 of USBR 4109.
11.

Report

11.1 No report is necessary covering this test
procedure.
11.2 If a compressive strength exceeds anticipated
strength or the strength of the capping material, this fact
should be noted on the compressive strength report on
the specimens.

NOTE 9.-Reuse of material must be restricted to minimize
loss of strength and pourability occasioned by contamination of
mortar with oil and miscellaneous debris, and loss of sulfur
through volatilization.

12.

Precision and Bias

12.1 Due to the nature of this procedure, statements
on precision and bias are not appropriate.

NOTE 10.-Hy•irogen sulfide gas may be produced during
capping when sulfur mortar is contaminated with organic
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4642-92

DENSITY, ABSORPTION, AND VOIDS
IN HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4642; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 642-82.
1.

6.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the density, percent absorption, and
percent voids in hardened concrete.
2.

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular standard or by reference to
another.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 642 Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity,
Absorption, and Voids in Hardened Concrete 1
D 854 Standard Test Method forSpecific Gravity of Soils2
3.

7.

7.1

Apparatus

8.

Precautions

4.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.

Conditioning
The required conditioning is covered under section

8.

3.1 Balance.-A balance sensitive to 0.025 percent of
mass of specimen.
3.2 Container.-A
suitable container for immersing
specimen, and a suitable wire for suspending specimen
in water.
4.

Calibration and Standardization

Test Specimen

5.1 Whenever possible, sample shall consist of several
individual portions of concrete, each to be tested separately.
The individual portions may be pieces of cylinders, cores,
or beams of any desired shape or size; except that volume
of each portion shall be not less than 21.5 in3 (352 cm3),
or 1.75 Ibm (about 800 grams) of normal density concrete,
and each portion shall be free from observable cracks,
fissures, or shattered edges.
I AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.08.
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Procedure

8.1 Oven-Dry Mass.-Determine mass of specimens
and dry in an oven at 212 to 230 °F (100 to 110 °C)
for not less than 24 hours. After removing each specimen
from oven, allow to cool in dry air (preferably in a
desiccator) to 68 to 77 °F (20 to 25 °C) and again determine
mass. If specimen was comparatively dry when mass was
initially determined and second determination closely
agrees with first,consider specimen to be dry. If specimen
was wet when mass was initially determined, place
specimen in oven for a second drying treatment of 24
hours, and make a third mass determination. If third
determination checks the second, consider the specimen
dry. If in doubt, redry specimen for 24-hour periods until
check determinations are obtained. If difference between
values obtained fromtwo successive determinations exceeds
0.5 percent of lesser mass, return specimens to oven for
an additional 24-hour drying period and repeat procedure
until difference between any two successive determinations
is less than 0.5 percent of least mass obtained. Designate
this last determination as mass A.
8.2 Saturated Mass After Immersion.-Immerse
specimen after final drying, cooling, and mass determination in water at about 70 °F (21 °C) for not less than
48 hours and until two successive mass determinations
of the surface-dried sample at 24-hour intervals show an
increase in mass of less than 0.5 percent of heavier mass.
Surface dry specimen by removing surface moisture with
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a towel, and determine mass. Designate the final surface
dry determination after immersion as mass B.
8.3 Saturated Mass After Boiling.-Place specimen,
processedin accordance with 8.2, in a suitable receptacle,
cover with tapwater, and boil for 5 hours. Allowspecimen
to cool by natural loss of heat for not less than 14 hours
to a finaltemperature of 68 to 77 °F (20 to 25 °C). Remove
surface moisture with a towel and determine mass.
Designatethe soaked, boiled, surface-driedmass as mass E.
8.4 Immersed Mass.-Suspend the specimen, after
immersionand boiling, by a wire and determine mass in
water. Designateas mass E
9.

Calculations

9.1 By using the massesdetermined in section 8, make
the following calculations:
AB1 --

B-A
A
(100)

(1)

AB2 --

E-A
A
(100)

(2)

A
E- F (X)

(3)

B
p2 -- E-F (X)

(4)

E
Ps -- E-F (X)

(5)

Pl

--

p4 --

V, --

A

(X)

(6)

p4 - pl
(100), or
p4

(7)

A-F

X = 62.4 for inch-pound units, or 1000 for SI-metric
units;
pl = dry bulkdensity;
p2 = bulk density after immersion;
pa = bulk density after immersion and boiling;
p4 = apparent density; and
Vx = volume of permeable pore space (voids) in
percent.
Units for 01, 02, Oa, and 04 are pound mass per cubic
foot (kilograms per cubic meter).
9.2 Example:
9.2.1 Assume a sample having the following characteristics:
(1) True mass of solid part of specimen equal to
2.20 Ibm (1000 g);
(2) Total volume of specimen including solids,
permeable voids, and impermeable voids equal to 36.6 in 3
(600 cm3);
(3) Absolute density of solid part of specimen equal
to 124.9 lbm/ft 3 (2000 kg/m 3) or a specific gravity of 2.0;
and
(4) Void space in specimen contains initially only air
(no water).
9.2.2 Then, it follows that there are 30.5 in3
(500 cm 3) of solids and 6.1 in 3 (100 cm 3) of voids making
up specimen, and "true" void content is
6.1
36.6 (100) = 16.67 percent.
9.2.3 Assume that on immersion, 90 mL of water
is absorbed, and after immersion and boiling, 95 mL of
water is absorbed.
9.2.4 Based on assumptions in 9.2.1 and 9.2.3, data
that would be developed from procedures of section 8 would
be:

E-A
-- E- F (100)
where:
ABt = absorption after immersion (percent),
AB2 = absorption after immersion and boiling
(percent),
A= mass of oven-dried sample in air, in pound mass
(grams);
B= mass of saturated-surface-dry sample in air after
immersion, in pound mass (grams);
C= mass of sample in water after immersion, in
pound mass (grams) not part of equations;
D= mass of sample at time of sampling, in pound
mass (grams) not part of equations;
E= mass of saturated-surface-dry sample in air after
immersion and boiling, in pound mass
(grams);
F = mass of sample in water after immersion and
boiling, in pound mass (grams);
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(1) Oven-dry sample mass A equals 2.20 Ibm (1000 g).
(2) Saturated-surface-dry mass of sample in air after
immersion, mass B equals 2.40 Ibm (1090 g).
(3) Saturated-surface-dry mass of sample in air after
immersion and boiling, mass E equals 2.41 Ibm (1095 g).
(4) Mass of sample in water after immersion and
boiling, mass Fequals 1.09 Ibm (495 g) (note 1).
NOTE 1.-Because the loss of mass in water is equal to the
mass of displaced water and volume of specimen is 36.6 in•
(600 cm3), mass F of specimen in water after immersion and
boiling is:
36.6in3 \
F = 2.41 Ibm •-(62.41bm/ft0
1728 in3/fO]
= 2.41 - 1.32 = 1.09 Ibm (495 g)
9.2.5 Using the data given in 9.2.4, the calculations
of section 9.1 may be performed (note 2):
ABx --

B -A
A

(100)

= 9.1 percent

--

2.40 - 2.20
2.20

(100)
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AB2 --

E-A
A

(100)

--

a percentage of voids of 15.93 rather than 16.67. Depending
on pore size distribution, pore entry radii of concrete, and on
purposes for which test results are desired, this procedure may
be adequate or may be insufficiently rigorous. If it is desired
to fill more of the pores than will be filled by immersion and
boiling, various techniques involving the use of vacuum treatment
or increased pressures may be used. If a rigorous measure of
total pore space is desired, it can only be obtained by determining
absolute density by first reducing sample to discrete particles,
each of which is sufficiently small so that no impermeable pore
space can exist within any of the particles, minus No. 200
(-75-•m) sieve. If absolute density was determined by vacuum
treatment or increased pressures in accordance with ASTM D
854 using the minus No. 200 material, and designated as ps,
and V2 is volume of total pore space (voids), then:

2.41 - 2.20
2.20
(100)

= 9.5 percent
,ol m

A
E-F (62.4) --

2.20
2.41 - 1.09 (62.4) = 104.0

Io2 --

B
E-F (62.4) --

2.40
2.41 - 1.09 (62.4) = 113.5

pa --

E
E-F (62.4) --

2.41
2.41 - 1.09 (62.4) = 113.9

p4 --

A
A-F(62"4) --

2.20
2.20-1.09 (62.4) = 123.7

V2 =
V1 =
=

• (100)
p4

--

123.7-104.0
123.7

(100)

•
0•

(i00)

--

124.9- 104.0 (100)
124.9

---- 16.73 percent

15.93 percent

9.2.6

NOTE 2.-This procedure does not involve a determination
of absolute density. Therefore, such pore space as may be present
in specimen that is not emptied during specified drying or is
not filled with water during specified immersion and boiling,
or both, is considered "impermeable" and is not differentiated
from solid portion of specimen for the calculations, especially
those for percent voids. In the example presented, it was asssumed
that absolUte density of solid portion of specimen was
124.9 lbm/ft 3 (2000 kg/m3), total void space was 16.67 percent,
and impermeable void space was 0.30 in 3 (5 cm3). The operations,
if performed according to section 8, and calculations, if performed
according to section 9, have the effect of assuming that there
are 5.80 in• (95 cm0 of pore space and 30.82 in• (505 cm•)
of solids. This would indicate that solid material has an apparent
density of 123.6 lbm/fO (1980 kg/m•) rather than the absolute
density of 124.9 lbm/ft• (2000 kg/m3), and that specimen has
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10.

Figure 1 shows a typical calculation form.

Report

10.1 Report absorption and voids in percent, and
density in pound mass per cubic foot or kilograms per
cubic meter. No typical reporting form has been devised
for this procedure.

11.

Precision and Bias

11.1 Currently, there are insufficient data available to
justify providing precision and bias statements for this
procedure.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4666-92

RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE
TO RAPID FREEZING AND THAWING
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4666; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 666-84.
C 260 Standard Specification for Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete 1
C 494 Standard Specifications for Chemical Admixtures
for Concrete 1
C 618 Standard Specification for Fly Ash or Calcined
Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture in
Portland Cement Concrete 1
C 666 Standard Test Method for Resistance of Concrete
to Rapid Freezing and Thawing 1

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the resistance of concrete specimens to
rapidly repeated cycles of freezing and thawing in water.
This procedure is intended for use in determining the effects
of variations in properties of concrete on resistance of
concrete to freezing and thawing cycles specified. This
procedure is not intended to provide a quantitative measure
of the length of service that may be expected from a specific
type of concrete.
2.

3.

Applicable Documents

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Concrete cylinders and cores are placed in water
in an apparatus that changes temperature at center of
specimen from 10 to 70 °F (-12.2 to 21.1 °C) at the rate
of 50 times per week. Deterioration of concrete is evaluated
by periodically measuring changes in mass and by visual
inspection.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4183 Sampling and Acceptance of Hydraulic Cement
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4233 Testing Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete
4311 Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural Pozzolans
for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete
4457 Microscopical Determination of Air-Void Content
and Parameters of Air-Void System in Hardened Concrete
2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates t,2
C 150 Standard Specifications for Portland Cement 1,3

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 As noted in section 1, this procedure is intended
for the determination of the effects of variations in the
properties and conditioning of concrete on the resistance
to freezing and thawing cycles specified. Specific
applications include specified use in ASTM C 494, USBR
4233, and the ranking of coarse aggregatesas to their effect
on concrete freeze-thaw durability, especially where
soundness of aggregateis questionable.
4.2 It is assumed that this procedure will have no
significantly damaging effects on frost-resistant concrete,
which may be defined as: (1) any concrete not critically
saturated with water; that is, not sufficiently saturated to
be damaged by freezing, and (2) concrete made with frostresistant aggregatesand having an adequateair-void system
that has achieved the appropriate maturity necessary to
prevent critical saturation by water under common
conditions.
4.3 If, as a result of performance tests described in
this procedure, the concrete is found to be relatively
unaffected, it can be assumedthat concrete was either not
critically saturated or was made with "sound" aggregates,
a proper air-void system, and allowed to mature properly.

z Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.03.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards,vol. 04.01.
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Brine in the warm fluid tank is warmed to 70 °F (21.1 °C)
by electric resistance heaters. The refrigerated brine is
pumped through one specimen cabinet and returned to
reservoir by gravity through an overflow weir in cabinet.
Simultaneously, warm brine is circulated in a similar
manner through the other cabinet. At 1.5-hour intervals,
pumps are stopped, brine is drained from specimen
cabinets, fluid paths are interchanged, and pumps are
restarted. The thawed specimens are then frozen while
the frozen specimens are thawed. Fully automaticoperation
is effected by a clock-driven cam which actuates
microswitches that, in turn, operate centrifugal pump and
air-cylinder-operated plug-type valves through a system
of relays and solenoid air valves. An electrically operated
cycle counter is used to shut down the apparatus after
a given number of cycles. Overflow protection in specimen
cabinets is obtained by electrodes maintined above the
normal brine level. Brine temperatures are thermostatically
controlled, and a continuous record of brine and specimen
temperatures is obtained. Corrosion in system is reduced
by periodic additions of sodium chromate and caustic soda
to the brine. A cathodic protection has also been devised
to help minimize this inherent corrosion. With this equipment in 24-hour operation, it is possible to obtain 50 cycles
of accelerated freezing and thawing weekly, with ample
time for examining specimens whenever necessary. An
electrically operated monorail hoist is provided to facilitate
handling of specimens.
7.2 Temperature-Measuring Equipment.-This equipment consistsof thermometers, resistance thermometers,
or thermocouples capable of measuring temperature at
variouspointswithinthe specimenchamberand at centers
of controlspecimensto within+2 °F (+1.1 °C).
7.3 Scales.-The scales shall have a capacity about 50
percent greater than mass of specimens and accurate to
at least 0.01 lbm (4.5 g) withinthe range of +10 percent
of specimen mass.
7.4 Tempering Tank.-The tempering tank shall have
suitableprovisionsfor maintainingtest specimensin water
untiltheir mass is determined.

4.4 This procedure is most commonl); used to evaluate
aggregates.All aggregatesnot previously used should be
tested to determine their suitability as a constituent of
the concrete. While physical properties, petrographic
examination, and sodium or magnesium sulfate tests
indicate the soundness of aggregates,freezing and thawing
tests indicate the performance of the aggregatewhen used
in concrete. Wherever possible, laboratory results of
acceleratedfreezing and thawing should be correlated with
actual field data to establish standards of quality for
acceptancetesting.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125.
6.

Interferences

6.1 Small differences in air and moisture contents at
time of test dan have a major effect on results. Mixture
proportions and curing conditions must be carefully
controlled.
7.

Apparatus

7.1 Freezingand Thawing Apparatus:
7.1.1 The freezing and thawing apparatus shall
consist of a suitable chamber or chambers where specimens
may be subjected to the specified freezing and thawing
cycle, along with the necessary refrigerating and heating
equipment and controls to produce continuously and
automatically reproducible cycles within specified
temperature requirements. In the event that equipment
does not operate automatically, provision shall be made
for either continuous manual operation on a 24-hour basis
or for storage of all specimens in a frozen condition when
equipment is not in operation.
7.1.2 The apparatus shall be so arranged that, except
for necessary supports, each specimen is completely
surrounded by about 1/16 inch (2 ram) of water in a rubber
container at all times while specimen is being subjected
to freezing and thawing cycles.
7.1.3 Temperature of heat-exchanging medium shall
be uniform within 6 °F (3.3 °C) throughout specimen
cabinet when measured at any given time at any point
on surface of any specimen container, except during
transition between freezing and thawing and vice versa.
7.1.4 The automatic freezing and thawing apparatus
used in the Bureau's Denver Office laboratory is illustrated
on figure 1. This apparatus consists of two specimen
cabinets, cold fluid tank, warm fluid tank, means for
refrigerating and heating fluid, and the necessary coils,
pumps, valves, and automatic electrical controls to circulate
the calcium chloride brine through the system periodically.
The insulated specimen cabinets (fig. 2) each have a
maximum capacity of 3,000 Ibm (1360 kg) of concrete,
which is about 800 specimens of 3- by 6-inch (76- by
152-ram) size. The brine in the cold fluid tank is cooled
to 10 °F (-12.2 °C) by an ammonia refrigeration unit.

8.

Freezing and Thawing Cycle

8.1 The nominal freezing and thawing cycle for this
procedure shall consist of alternately lowering temperature
of specimens from 70 to 10 °F (21.1 to -12.2 °C), and
raising temperature from 10 to 70 °F (-12.2 to 21.1 °C)
in not less than 1.5 hours nor more than 3 hours. A
minimum of 25 percent of the time shall be used for
thawing. At end of cooling period, temperature at centers
of specimens shall be 10±3 °F (-12.2+1.7 °C); and at end
of heating period, temperature shall be 70+3 °F
(21.1+1.7 °C). The time required for the temperature at
the center of any single specimen to be reduced from 67
to 13 °F (19.4 to -10.6 °C) shall be no less than onehalf the cooling period. The time required for the
temperature at the center of any single specimen to be
raised from 13 to 67 °F (-10.6 to 19.4 °C) shall be no
less than one-half the heating period.
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sampled and tested in accordance with USBR 4311 and
shall comply with ASTM C 618 if pozzolan is specifically
requested. The standard freeze-thaw test does not use
pozzolans.
11.2 Air-Entraining Admixtures.-These admixtures
shall comply with ASTM C 260; however, for the standard
freeze-thawtest, the admixture shall be a neutralized vinsol
resin.
11.3 Aggregates.-Shall be sampled in accordance with
USBR 4075, and tested for specific gravity and absorption
in accordance with USBR 4127 and 4128.
11.4 Concrete.-Freshly mixed concrete shall be
sampled in accordance with USBR 4172, and hardened
concrete in accordance with USBR 4042.
11.5 Density and gravimetric air of freshconcrete shall
be determined in accordance with USBR 4138.
11.6 Consistency or slump of fresh concrete shall be
determined in accordance with USBR 4143.
11.7 Test Specimens.-Cylinder test specimens shall
normally be 3- by 6-inch (76- by 152-mm) cylinders made
in accordance with applicable requirements of USBR 4192.
Test specimens may also be cores cut from hardened
concrete. If so, specimens should not be allowed to dry
to a moisture condition below that of the structure from
which cores were obtained. This may be accomplished by
wrapping cores in plastic or by other suitable means.
11.8 If air-voidcontent of hardened concrete is desired,
it shall be determined in accordance with USBR 4457.
12.

Calibration and Standardization

12.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference.
12.2 Assurances that the temperature rises and lowers
in accordance with section 8 will have to be verified by
chart study and periodic checking with certified
thermometers.
12.3 Assurances that the internal specimen temperatures are being achieved can be accomplished by the
reinstatement of temperature measuring devices as noted
in section 8.2.
13.

a 30-minute soaking period in tap water to determine the
30-minute specific gravity and absorption in accordance
with USBR 4127 and 4128. This determination allows for
the correction of water requirement and adjusting sand
mass. The separated sizes are then recombined by
determining the mass to 0.01 Ibm (4.5 g) to satisfy the
conditions of a standard grading as shown in table 1.
Table 1.-Standard grading for freeze-thaw test using 55 percent coarse
aggregateand 45 percent fine aggregate.
Nominal Sieve Size Fractions
3/8- to 3/4-inch
9.5 to 19.0 mm
No. 4 to 3/8-inch 4.75 to 9.5 mm
No. 8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 50
No. 100
Pan
FM

2.36
1.18
600
300
150

mm
mm
t•m
#m
•m

Percent Retained
Individual Cumulative
60
60
40
100
15
15
25
24
16
5

15
30
55
79
95
100
2.74

13.2 The Bureau's practice on aggregate acceptance
tests is that, to establish a data base, all aggregatesshould
be tested under similar conditions:
(1) a standard grading,
(2) a laboratory standard Type II cement, and
(3) a 5-percent solution of neutralized vinsol resin
providing a mix with:
(a) a W/C (water-cement) ratio of 0.51,
(b) a slump of 3+1 inches (76+25 mm),
(c) an air content of 6+1 percent for a 3/4-inch
(19.0-mm) MSA mix, and
(d) a sand content of 45 percent by mass.
Based on many years of experience, the Bureau has found
that one of the most important physical properties of an
aggregate,which influences the air content and consistency
of the concrete mix, is its particle shape, especially of the
sand. Because of the different particle shapes of aggregates
from different sources, the water requirement for a concrete
with 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) MSA, 6 percent entrained air,
and a 3-inch (76-mm) slump would vary from about 240
to 330 lbm/yd 3 (142 to 196 kg/m3). Variations in the water
requirement were also noted due to different concrete
mixing temperatures. Because of these two factors, wide
variations in concrete mixes have occurred, and production
of concrete with uniform slump and air content was difficult
to achieve.
The particle shape of sand is reflected in the percentage
of voids determined from USBR 4029. An empirical
relationship between the percentage of voids in sand and
the water and air-entraining admixture requirements for
the aggregateacceptance mixes is shown on figure 3. To
compensate for the effect of particle shape of the coarse
aggregate,each sample is examined and an allowance made
for the proper selection of one of the five curves shown
on figure 3. This selection is based on the percentage of
natural to crushed coarse aggregatein the sample. On figure
3, curve N4 should be used for the natural well-rounded

Conditioning

13.1 The samples of aggregate,as received from the
field, are the ovendried and scalped samples of the plus
3/4-inch (19.0-mm) material, if necessary, and split at the
3/8-inch and No. 4 (9.5 and 4.75-mm) material. The sand
fraction is then washed to determine if the minus No.
200 (75-/zm) material is less than 3 percent, which is the
normal specifications limit for this material in Bureau
concrete sand. Determine the percentage of voids in the
sand in accordance with USBR 4029, and use the average
of three determinations. The nominal sieve fractions of
minus No. 4, No. 4 to 3/8 inch, and 3/8 to 3/4 inch
(-4.75, 4.75 to 9.5, and 9.5 to 19.0 mm) are subjected to
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Bureau has found that the sonic modulus of elasticitj,
method has not proven to be as satisfactory as the masschange method.
14.2 Immediately after specified curing period,
determine mass of specimens to nearest 0.01 Ibm (4.5 g).
14.3 Start the freezing and thawing tests by placing
specimens in the thawing water at beginning of thawing
phase of cycle. Remove specimens from apparatus, in
thawed condition, at intervals not exceeding 50 freezing
and thawing cycles, determine mass, and then return
specimens to apparatus (note 3). Protect specimens against
loss of moisture while out of apparatus, and turn specimens
end-for-end when returning them to apparatus. Rinse out
specimen container and add clean water. Return specimens
either to random positions in cabinet or to some
predetermined rotation scheme that will ensure that each
specimen that continues under test for any length of time
is subjected to conditions in all parts of freezing apparatus.
Continue testing until each specimen has been subjected
to 1,000 cycles or until mass loss of specimen reaches 25
percent, whichever occurs first, unless other limits have
been specified. Whenever a specimen is removed because
of failure, replace it for remainder of test with a dummy
specimen. Each time a specimen is tested, record its visual
appearance and make special comment on any apparent
defects.

(river-worn) coarse aggregate, and curve C4 for the 100percent crushed coarse aggregate. The intermediate curves
(N3C1, N2C2, and N1Cs) should be used for combinations
of these two types of aggregate in 3 to 1, 2 to 2, or 1 to 3
proportions of natural to crushed coarse aggregate,
respectively. To minimize the effect of temperature on
the materials and the mixing temperature, all of the
material (including the aggregate) should be stored at a
constant temperature for 24 hours prior to mixing, and
mixed at this same controlled temperature
13.3 Unless otherwise specified, specimens shall be
cured at 73.4+3 °F (23.0+1.7 o C) and at 100 percent relative
humidity prior to testing.
13.4 If a specified curing procedure concludes with
drying, specimens shall be immersed in saturated lime water
for 72 hours before proceeding with freezing and thawing
tests (note 2).
NOTE Z-Unless some other age is specified, specimens should
be removed from curing and the freezing and thawing tests started
when specimens are 28 days' old.
14.

I
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Procedure

14.1 Break three companion cores or cylinders at 28
days' a_ge at the start of the freeze-thaw test. The modulus
of elasticity may be determined if desired; however, the
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NOTE 3.-Current Bureau policy is to remove specimens after
100 cycles when good durability is expected. When it is anticipated
that specimens may deteriorate rapidly, they should be tested
at intervals not exceeding 10 cycles when initially subjected to
freezing and thawing.
14.4 When sequence of freezing and thawing cycles
must be interrupted, store specimens in a frozen condition.
14.5 If, due to equipment breakdown or other reasons,
it becomes necessary to interrupt the cycles for a prolonged
period, store specimens in a frozen condition in such a
way as to prevent loss of moisture. Maintain specimens
in containers and surround them with ice, if possible. If
it is not possible to store specimens in their containers,
wrap and seal them in as wet a condition as possible in
• a moisturepr0of material to prevent dehydration, and store
in a refrigerator or cold room maintained at 10+3 °F
(-12.2±1. 7 °C). Specimens should not remain in a thawed
condition for more than two cycles; however, a longer
period may be permissible if situation occurs only once
or twice during a complete test.
15.

-- Mo

Mo - (100)

(1)

where:
AM, = change in mass after n cycles, in percent;
Mn = mass after n cycles, in pound mass
(kilograms); and
31o = mass at start of freezingand thawing test,
in pound mass (kilograms).
15.2
16.

• Type and proportions of cement, fine aggregate, and
coarse aggregate including maximum size and grading
(or designated grading indexes), and ratio of net water
content to cement.
• Type and proportion of any addition or admixture
used.
• Air content of fresh concrete.
• Average compressive strength.
• Average modulus of elasticity.
• Density of fresh concrete.
• Consistency of fresh concrete.
• Air content of hardened concrete.
• . Average compressive strength.
• Average modulus of elasticity.
• Report if test specimens are cut from hardened
concrete and, if so, state the size, shape, orientation
of specimens in structure, and any other pertinent
information available.
16.1.2

Mixing, Molding, and Curing Procedures:

16.1.3 Characterigticsof Test Specimens:
• Dimensions of specimens prior to start of freezing
and thawing cycles.
• Mass of specimens prior to start of freezing and
thawing cycles.
• Any defects in specimens prior to start of freezing
and thawing cycles.

Calculate the change in mass as follows:
AM. ----

Properties of Concrete Mixture:

• Report any departures from standard procedures for
mixing, molding, and curing.

Calculations

15.1

16.1.1

16.1.4

Results:

• Mass loss at specified intervals.
• Any defects in specimens that developed during
testing, and the number of cycles at which such defects
were noted.

Figure 4 shows a typical data and calculation form.

NOTE 4.-For aggregate acceptance testing, three specimens
are cast and the reported cycles to failure is the average of the
three specimens.

Report

16.1 Figure 5 may be used as a typical reporting form.
An abbreviated summary of results is included on figure
3 of USBR 4075. The report shall include such of the
following data as are pertinent to the variables or
combination of variables studied in the test.

17.

Precision and Bias

17.1 The precision for this test procedure has not been
determined.
17.2 There is no known bias.
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Structure D,4A4

Project

Item ,•ff•AT•
EvAt..uA'r'/o•
Location /'•A//,'• • 2.A,8
Station
•
Offset
Depth
.--,.,
to
--,-,

Feature /•ooS•'V ELT 2D..4.,€!
/l,l o o ,, #:Ic A T /o A/,•

?-2.7-gg Date

Tested bv
fi:?. F'•;P/,,€

Spec. or
Solic. No.4•)•SI• •/ S•-A•-

-F..7- 8'$' Date
Checked by

Date
A,°Rt a- 178'•

c. Pmas/,4

RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE TO RAPID FREEZING AND THAWING
Series No.:

Sieves

,A4 . 7 92 •

19.0 to 9.5 mm 9.5 to 4.75 mm

Standard
Grading, %

60

ss in
•(kg)

Date Cast:

Conditioning Temperature 7"q,,.• °C)
MATERIAL DATA
1.18 mm

40

/4.$,,4"

15

15

25

2. o4 ,•,.,o.i-

9. •

150/am

Pan

16

5

24

.a,o•;

/.01

9'-Z7-•'o°
2 .'7#

Total FM of Sand
Batch,
•(kg) Percent Sand

$5

Percent of
Voids in Sand
Percent..gzf__•
,Min• (75/am) 0.4€-S. oo

Particle Shape Curve

/•

CA: M-•M-'-•qSp.Gr. (30 min.)•(19.0 am) =2.61 ,• (9.5 am) =2j__•, Wtd. =2.,b___/, Abs. (30 rain) =--0.• ,0•, Wtd. =•,.€.•.
FA: M-•__•_•_, Sp. Gr. (30 min.):(•)(4.75 am) = •-,'?O , Abs. (30 rain.) =0.90, Wtd. Avg. Total Agg. Sp. Gr. = •.,/:•, Abs. =O•
Cement: M- 71,2.0, Sp. Gr. = 3.16

Pozzolan: M- XA

, Sp. Gr. =

•

Percent of Cement Replaced (by Mass) =

DESIGN DATA

Mix
No.
A

AEA

Estimated
Air Content,
percent

Percent
Sand
by Mass

N•X

6

"#5

B

Percent
Pozzolan
by Mass of
Cement

A/A

Estimated
Estimated
...•&•.Content,
mp,
(am) bm•..•(kg/m 3)

27•4-

5/4-

ABSOLUTE VOLUME IN CUBIC FOOT, CUBIC YARD, OR CUBIC METER
Air
1.62

Water

Cement

Pozzolan

2.6/

•-.2/

Volume of Density Measure = O. 2•-•

Total,
(•(m3)

8, 44t

HA

W
C + P
Cementitious
Ratio by Mass (•(kg/m•)

EQUIVALENT AGGREGATE MASS

Total
A•l•regate,
fQs• (m0

Total SSD
A•regate,
kl•_.•(kg)

/8. s6

3o7.•

Fine
A.•regate,
lb(l(l(l(l(l(l(l(l(•t (kg)
/.•lr3

Coarse
A,•,gregate,
•2.•(kg)
1691

ACTI IAL MIXING DATA (Batch Quantities)
•)(m•)
Batch Ratio • ir•or m • = O. eS l•p"•

SSD
Net
Total
Gross
Aggregate Cement, Water,
Mass,
Water,
AEA,
Slump,
Mass,
•(kg) •(kg)•)(kg) •(kg) •)(kg) •(mL)•mm)

Tare Mass
Mass of
Actual
Mass of
Theoretical
Density•
Density,
Container of Container, Concrete,
and Concrete
(•kg)
(•)(kg)
•(kg)•kg/m•) •kg/m•)
8. 33

3•. 52-

/4-2. q-oo

•/5/.70

Batches •er volume •cubi• varffDor cubic meters) 3 = 6% 6,•
QUANTITIES PER CUBIC YARD OR CUBIC METER
SSD
Volume
Cement
Aggregate
of
Mass,
Mass, Aggregate,
•(kg) f(•/(m') •(kg)
3070

/8'.53

.•1•

Volume
of
Cement,
(•(m')
2.62.

Water
Mass,

Total
Mass,

Total
Volume,

•(kg)

Volume
of
Water,
•m')

Temp.@(oC)

Air Content, %

AEA

Actual

•(kg)

•)(m•)

Water

Concrete

Meter

Grav-•

• W
-- C+P

2_62-

,4-.21

3g+7

25.3•

7.•

,,'•

6.•

&.t

,97•,

o.•rl

FM = fineness modulus, CA = coarse aggregate,FA = fine aggregate,AEA = air-entraining admixture,SSD = saturated-surface-dry, and
W/(C + P) = ratio of water to cement plus pozzolan.
The batch ratio is the total ovendry aggregate of 45 Ibm (20.4 kg) plus the water of absorption, divided by the total mass of the SSD aggregate
from the "Absolute Volume" calculations.
The theoretical density is the total mass divided by the total calculated volume of the air-free constituents, both values obtained from the
"Quantities per Cubic Yard or Cubic Meter" calculations.
The batches per volume is the actual density times 27, divided by the total mass, both values obtained from the "Actual Mixing Data" calculations.
The gravimetric air content is the volume of the design batch minus the volume of the air-free batch, divided by the volume of the design batch,
then multiply by 100 to get air content in percent.
Figure 4. - Sample concrete mix data form.
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•,.4

&/

I
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in
Specimen •
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No.
•• inches inches inches • Ibm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm •
g

]R
2
•.
3
Average

3
3

6
6
!

Type of Curing: 2•
Date Age,
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to-z•-• zg

It- Iq-

I1-•
•2-t2

•-3a
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%
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I
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I
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,•a?
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Zq2
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IIl,•oo
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' At D

-'•
•

#
Poissons
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/0.5"
17

Z"h¢
30

No. of cycles
•Z
7zz
g•7
to 25% Loss
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i
A minus (-) sign indicates an increase in the mass.
AEA = air-entraining admixture, WRA = water-reducing admixture, SSD = saturated-surface-dry, FM = Fineness modulus, and En -- dynamic
modulus of elasticity.
Figure 5. - Sample reporting form for freeze-thaw test.
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APPENDIX
(Nonmandatory Information)
X1.
XI.1

MAJOR ITEMS OF VARIATION BETWEEN ASTM C 666-84 AND USBR 4666-90

Procedure

• Mass Determination (as cycles progress).
• Length Determination (as cycles progress).
• Compressive Strength (as cycles progress
companion specimens).

X1.1.1 ASTM C 666.-Two procedures: Procedure A,
Rapid Freezing and Thawing in Water; and Procedure B,
Rapid Freezing in Air and Thawing in Water.
X1.1.2
USBR 4666.-0ne procedure: Rapid Freezing
and Thawing in Water. The Bureau has facilities available
to test by ASTM Procedure B; however, we do not currently
perform this alternate procedure.

X. 1.2.1
X.1.2.2

ASTM C 666.- 14 days.
USBR 4666.-28 days.
Freeze-Thaw Temperature Range

X. 1.3

ASTM C 666:0 to 40 °F (-17.8 to 4.4 o C)
USBR 4666:10 to 70 °F (-12.2 to 21.1 °C).

X.1.3.1
X.1.3.2
X.1.4

Specimens

X. 1.4.1
X.1.4.2

X.1.6

ASTM C 666.-Generally prisms.
USBR 4666.-Generally cores or cylinders.

ASTM C 666:

• Fundamental Transverse
progress).

Freeze-Thaw Completion

X.1.6.1 ASTM C 666.-Completion
after 300 cycles or
until relative dynamic modulus of elasticity, which is
calculated from fundamental transverse frequency, reaches
60 percent of initial modulus.
X.1.6.2
USBR 4666.-Completion
after 1,000 cycles or
until a 25-percent mass loss has been reached.

Tests Performed

X. 1.5.1

USBR 4666:

• The use of the modulus of elasticity (sonic method)
has not proven to be as satisfactory as the mass-change
method; therefore, the sonic modulus is not used in
Bureau investigations.
• Mass Determination (as cycles progress).
• Length Determination (as cycles progress). Currently, the Bureau is not performing length determinations because the stud inserts become loose, making
the comparator readings inaccurate.
• Compressive Strength (three companion cores or
cylinders of 28 days' age are broken at start of freezethaw test).

Age at Start of Test

X.1.2

X.1.5

X.1.5.2

on

Frequency (as cycles
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4671-92

CRITICAL DILATION OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS
SUBJECTED TO FREEZING
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4671; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 671-77.

1.

Scope

4.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the test period of frost immunity of
concrete specimens as measured by the length of time of
water immersion required to produce critical dilation when
subjected to a prescribed slow freezing method. The
significance of the results in terms of potential field
performance depends upon the degree to which field conditions can be expected to correlate with those employed
in the laboratory.
2.

Applicable Documents

3.

4.1 This procedure is intended to give site-specific
information which is not available from conventional
freezing and thawing tests. If a particular concrete can
withstand continuous soaking throughout the anticipated
freezing season without experiencing critical dilation when
frozen, the concrete may be expected to perform well at
the site. If concrete undergoescriticaldilationbefore the
end of freezing season, the concrete may be expected to
undergodeteriorationat site.

5.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4227 Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
4341 Length Change of Drilled or Sawed Specimens of
Cement Mortar and Concrete
2.2 ASTl• Standards:
C 125 StandardDefinitionsofTermsRelatingtoConcrete
and Concrete Aggregates t
C 490 Standard Specificationfor Apparatus for Use in
Meaurementof LengthChange of HardenedCement Paste,
Mortar, and Concrete2
C 671 Standard Test Method for Critical Dilation of
Concrete Specimens Subjected to Freezing3

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Specimens are conditioned to moisture condition
anticipated in service at start of freezing season, and then
placed in a water bath and frozen and unfrozen once every
2 weeks. The test continues until critical dilation occurs
or until duration of test equals length of freezing Season
for anticipatedin-service exposure.

Significanceand Use

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125 and C 490.

6.

Interferences

6.1 The most critical part of the test is conditioning
the test specimens to the moisture content anticipated in
the prototype at the start of the freezing season. This
moisture content can best be determined by exposing a
mass of concrete of the same cross-sectional dimensions
as the prototype throughout the spring, summer, and fall,
and measuring the moisture content in areas most likely
to be exposed to freezing.
NOTE 1.-Moisture determinations may be made on core
retrieved from the prototype structure or by using a probe
moisture gauge inserted into the cored drill hole.
7.

Apparatus

7.1 Cooling Barh.-The cooling bath shall be of
sufficient size and depth to completely immerse test
specimensin water-saturatedkerosene. The bathshallhave
a sufficientvolume of kerosene per specimen and shall
be providedwithcontrolsto permit loweringtemperature
of bath and specimens uniformlyfrom 35 to 15 °F (1.7
to -9.4 °C) at the rate of 5+1 °F (2.8+0.6 °C) per hour.
Suitable bath temperature recording facilities shall be
provided.

t Annual BookofASTA4Standards,vols. 04.02, 04.03.
2 AnnuMBook ofASTA4Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
3 AnnualBookofASTA4Standards,vol. 04.02.
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7.2 Constant-Temperature Water Bath.-A refrigerated
bath capable of containing the specimens completely
immersed, and equipped with control facilitiescapable of
maintaining temperature of specimens at 35+2 °F
(1.7+1.0 °C) before and between test cycles.
7.3 Strain-Measuring and Recor&'ng Facilities.-These
facilities(note 2) and a supply of strain frames to support
specimens in the cooling bath and to provide alignment
for strain-measuring apparatus are required, see figure 1.
The strain-measuring apparatus shall have the capability
of measuring strains of 0.00001 inch (0.00025 mm) or
less.

apparatus,appearsto give the best results with respect to stability,
sensitivity, and reliability. Multichannel recording of outputs has
been found to be practical and efficient (fig. 1).
7.4 Room or Cabinet.-Required for storing specimens
at desired temperature and relative humidity, with
provision for constant circulation of air in immediate
vicinity of specimens.
7.5 Miscellaneous Equipmem.-Specimen molds and
apparatus are specified in the applicable sections of USBR
4192.
8.

NOTE 2.-The LVDT (linear variable differential transformer),
with appropriate associated electronic actuating and indicating

Materials
8.1

Materials shall be those for which the durability

Transducer ( LVDT

Brass yoke
Sprin

e level

Brass retainin(
strip

L LOWE R•

Test
beom

"Jnvor"
steel rods

Platinum
thermometer

SIGNAL COMPARER

TO NEATERS
Brass bottom

SIGNAL CONDITION•

STRAIN FRAME
MAG. TAPE

NOTES: Stainless- steel gauge plugs are cast in
the concrete specimen top and bottom.
Refrigeration is on continuously.
Heaters
comporer

ore controlled by signal
to

temperature

maintain

J

[•

RECORDER

,L,IVOL, RiCORO

desired

at oll times,

PRINTOUT

Figure 1. - Schematic of length and temperature measuring system.
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information is desired, and conditioned to the moisture
conditions at the in-service location.
8.2 A supply of kerosene must be available to maintain
the cooling bath at temperatures specified in section 7.1.
9.

The most important variable related to conditioning is
the degree of saturation of the specimens when tests are
started. Therefore, the curing and conditioning procedures
must be carefully described in terms of the purpose for
which the procedure is being used, and must be closely
followed (see sec. 6).

Precautions

9.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim to
address all safety problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
10.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

10.1 Test specimens shall be concrete cylinders that
have been mixed, molded, and cured as prescribed in USBR
4192. Specimens shall be 3 inches (76 mm) in diameter
by 6 inches (152 mm) high, and shall be fitted with axiallycentered stainless steel gauge studs both top and bottom
(note 3). Gauge studs shall conform to requirements of
USBR 4227.
NOTE 3.-Other sizes of specimens may be used at some expense
of efficiency and convenience. However, a 1:3 ratio of aggregate
to specimen size should be preserved. Comparison of concrete
must be made on specimens of same size.
10.2 Test specimens may also be cores, cubes, or prisms
cut from hardened concrete; these specimens should not
be allowed to dry to a moisture condition below that of
the structure from which they were taken. This may be
accomplishedby wrapping specimens in plastic or by other
suitable means.

Calibration

and Standardization

11.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
11.2 The adequacyto maintain the temperature control
as described in section 7 for the cooling bath and constant
temperature water bath will have to be assuredby checking
againsta certified thermometer.
11.3 Each strain-measuring device should be calibrated
before each test to ensure accuracy. Since the device remains
on the specimen throughout the test, periodic checking
againsta reference bar is not possible.
12.

Procedure

13.1 Testing shall commence immediately following
completion of specimen conditioning.
13.2 Test Cycle.-The
test cycle shall consist of cooling
the specimens in the water-saturated kerosene from 35
to 15 OF (1.7 to -9.4 °C) at the rate of 5:t:1 OF (2.8+0.6 °C)
per hour followed by immediate return of specimens to
the 35 °F water bath, where they shall remain until next
test cycle.
13.3 Frequency.-One
test cycle shall be carried out
every 2 weeks.
13.4 Measurements.-The
measured variables are the
specimen length changes and the cooling bath temperatures
during the cooling cycle. From observation of these changes,
the dilation that occurs in the specimens at the time of
freezing is determined (note 5). Dilation is determined
by measuring the vertical distance from a straight-line
projection of the prefreezing length-versus-timecontraction curve (at constant cooling rate) and the maximum
deviation of the strain trace from this projection, see
figure 2.
NOTE 5.-Additional information of value can be obtained by
measurement of the residual expansion.

NOTE 4.-For cores, cubes, or prisms, the gauge studs and
method of installation shall comply with sections 6 and 8.3 of
USBR 4341.
11.

13.

Conditioning

12.1 Results of the use of this procedure are strongly
dependent on the curing and conditioning procedures to
which the specimens have been subjected prior to testing.
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13.5 Duration of Test.-Continue test until critical
dilation is exceeded or until specimens have been exposed
for the period of interest. Determine critical dilation by
taking the differences between dilation values forsuccessive
cycles. Designate the number of cycles during which the
difference between successive dilations remained constant
as the period of frost immunity, and designate the dilation
during the last cycle before the dilation began to increase
sharply (by factorof 2 or more) as the critical dilation.
14.

Calculations

14.1 During the period of frost immunity, the
differencebetween dilation values for successive cycles will
be relatively constant. When numerical difference between
dilations begins to increase sharply (by a factor of 2 or
more) from one cycle to the next, the period of frost
immunity has been exceeded. When dilations are very small
(less than 0.005 percent), the variability associated with
the test method may be of sufficient magnitude to produce
an apparent end point that meets this criterion. Therefore,
when critical dilation is less than 0.005 percent of original
specimen length, run additional cycles to ensure that the
difference between successive dilations continues to
increase significantly. Highly frost-resistantconcrete may
never exhibit critical dilation.

USBR 4671
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Figure 2. - Typical length change and temperature charts.

15.3

14.2 The Bureau has never performed this test;
therefore, no worksheet for data has been devised. At such
time as the test is run by the Bureau, calculations will
probaby be performed by computer and the results
expressed by digital printout. A supplement or revision
to this procedure would then be issued.
15.

Report the period of frost immunity in the form:
-HX
X + I0•

(1)

where:
= mean value, and
H = 95-percent confidence interval of the mean.

Report

15.1 For each specimen, record the test period of frost
immunity. This is the total test period for which critical
dilation does not occur, and is measured by the length
of time in weeks from the start of soaking in the 35 °F
(1.7 °C) bath to the time of occurrence of critical dilation.
NOI'E 6.-No relationship has been established between the
frost immunity of specimens cut from hardened concrete and
specimens prepared in the laboratory.
15.2 Compute the mean (average) value and the
coefficient of variation for the test period of frost immunity
for each mixture-conditioning combination. From these
values, determine the 95-percent confidence interval of the
mean from the appropriate curve on figure 3.

If the mean values of replicate mixtures differ by more
than the square root of the sums of the squares of the
standard deviations of the mixtures, then an additional
mixture must be tested. This method must be repeated
until two replicate mixtures meet this criterion.
15.4 The report shall also indicate if test specimens
are cut from hardened concrete. If so cut, the size, shape,
orientation of specimens in structure, and any other
pertinent information available shall be included in the
report.
15.5 Refer to section 14.2. A cover letter that includes
the data will cover the items listed in section 15.4.
16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 Precision of a particular set of tests is as given
in section 15.3.
16.2 There is no known bias.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4672-92

SCALING RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE SURFACES
EXPOSED TO DEICING CHEMICALS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4672; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 672-76.

Scope

with a solution of deicing chemical.
periodically rated by visual examination.

Specimens

are

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for the
determination of the resistance to scaling of a horizontal
concrete surface subject to freezing and thawing cycles in
the presence of deicing chemicals. The procedure is
intended for use in evaluating this surface resistance
qualitatively by visual examination. The test can be used
to evaluate effect of mix design, surface treatment, curing,
or other variables on resistance to scaling, but is not
intended to be used as a test method for durability of
aggregatesor other ingredients of concrete.

4.1 This procedure is useful for evaluating resistance
of concretes to surface scaling when deicing chemicals are
applied to horizontal surfaces. The procedure may be
applied to specimens cut from hardened concrete, although
no relationship has been established between the frost
immunity of such specimens and laboratory specimens.
Procedure may also be used to evaluate protective coatings.

2.

5.

4.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4173 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by
Volumetric Method
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4233 Testing Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relatingto Concrete
and Concrete Aggregate€
C 511 Standard Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist
Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing
of Hydraulic Cements and Concretes l
C 672 Standard Test Method for Scaling Resistance of
Concrete Surfaces Exposed to Deicing Chemicals. •
3.

Significance and Use

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125.
6.

Interferences

6.1 Results are sensitive to air content and curing
procedures, and must be closely controlled.
7.

Apparatus

7.1 FreezingEquipment.-A chest or room of sufficient
size to hold specimens and capable of lowering temperature
of specimens to 0+5 °F (-17.8+2.8 °C) within 16 to 18
hours, and maintaining this temperature with a full load
of specimens.
7.2 Molds.-Molds to be of proper size for test
specimens used, and shall conform to requirements of
USBR 4192.
7.3 Tamping Rod.-Shallconform with USBR 4143.
7.4 Small Tools=Wood strike-off board, steel trowel,
and moderately-stiff bristle brush suitable for providing
desired texture of test surface.
7.5 Slump Cone.-Shall conform to requirements of
USBR 4143.
7.6 Air Meter.-Shall conform to requirements of USBR
4173 or 4231.
7.7 Scales=Shall conform to requirements of USBR
4192.

Summary of Procedure

3A Concrete prisms, with a mortar dike surrounding
the top surface, are subjected to cycles of freezing and
thawing in air with the space enclosed by the dike filled
1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
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10.5 Fabricationof Specimens:
10.5.1 Coat the inside surface of mold with a light
film of form oil just prior to fabricationof specimens.
10.5.2 Fill mold in one layer. Rod one time for each
2 in2 (1290 mm2) of surface, leaving a slight excess of
material after final rodding. Tap mold to close any voids,
and spade around periphery of mold with a flat trowel.
Level surface with several passes of a wood strike-off board.
10.5.3 After concrete has stopped bleeding, finish
surface with three sawing-motion passes of a wood strikeoff board. Brush surface with a medium-stiff brush as a
final finishingoperation unless another method of surface
finishingsuch as a steel-troweled surface, burlap drag, or
a troweled-in surface treatment is to be evaluated.
10.5.4 After the finishingoperation, place a dike,
about 1 inch (25 mm) wide and 3/4 inch (20 ram) high,
around perimeter of top surface of specimen. The dike
may be made of any material that will adhere to specimen
and serve to maintain brine pond on top of specimen
throughout test period. If the dike is of mortar, it shall
be air entrained and applied immediately after final
finishingoperation. The surface, where mortar is to be
applied, shall be roughened to provide a mechanical bond.
If an epoxy mortar dike is to be formed or a proven
satisfactory bonding material is used to bond dike to surface,
the dike may be applied after concrete has set. Take care
to remove any coating frombond area prior to application.
10.5.5 Test specimens cut from hardened concrete
in a structure should not be cut or damaged on the surface
to be tested, and should not be allowed to dry to a moisture
condition below that of the structure they were cut from.
This may be accomplished by wrapping specimens in a
waterproof material or by other suitable means.

7.8 ConcreteMixer.-A power-driven, revolving, tilting
drum or pan mixer capable of thoroughly mixing suitably
sized batches.
8.

Reagents and Materials

8.1 Materials shall be those for which a knowledge
of resistance to scaling is known, and will simulate
conditions at location to be used.
8.2 If an epoxy mortar dike is to be formed, epoxies
listed as currently acceptable by the Bureau will be used.
The bonding agent shall also be currently acceptable by
the Bureau.
8.3 A supply of anhydrous calcium chloride shall be
available for use as the deicing chemical.
9.

Precautions

9.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
10.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

10.1 Samples of freshlymixed concrete shall be taken
in accordance with applicable provisions of USBR 4172.
Samples of hardened concrete shall be taken in accordance
with applicable provisions of USBR 4042.
10.2 Proportioning.-The air content, cementitious
factor, slump, water-to-cementitious ratio, and other characteristics of the concrete and its ingredients shall be those
appropriate for purposes for which tests are to be made.
Concrete with the followingcharacteristics has been found
useful for the purposes for which this test procedure is
generally used, such as evaluation of a surface treatment
for prevention of scaling: (a) non-air-entrained;
(b) cementitious content, 564+9 lbm/yd 3 (334+3 kg/m3);
(c) slump, 3+0.5 inches (76+13 mm); and (d) durable
aggregate (note 1) of 1-inch (25.0-mm) maximum size.
If air-entrained concrete is to be used for comparative
purposes, it should have same proportions as that with
which it is being compared, and the air content should
be 5.5+1 percent (note 2).

11.

Calibration and Standardization

11.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing tests listed
under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference to another.
11.2 The adequacy to maintain temperature and
humidity control as listed under sections 7 and 12 will
have to be assured by checking with a certified thermometer
and humidity gauge.
11.3 Specimens are rated in accordance with the
subjective scale given in table 1. No calibration is possible,
although it is useful for a laboratory to develop a series
of slabs with different amounts of scale to serve as reference
standards.

NOTE 1.-Care should be taken to use an aggregate which
has a good performance record in freezing and thawing exposure.
NOTE 2.-For additional information pertaining to airentrained concrete proportions, see section 4 of USBR 4233.

12.

10.3 Mixing and Testing Plastic Concrete.-Machine
mix and test in conformance with applicable provisions
of USBR 4192.
10.4 Specimens shall have a surface area of at least
72 in2 (46 452 mm2) and be at least 3 inches (76 mm)
in depth. At least two duplicate specimens for each
condition to be tested shall be made.

Conditioning

12.1 Except where the method of curing is an element
of study or is otherwise specified, cover specimens with
a polyethylene sheet immediately after finishing.Take care
to prevent contact between sheet and concrete surface.
12.2 Remove specimens from molds at an age of 20
to 24 hours after addition of water to mix, and place in
moist storage for 13 days as provided for in ASTM C 511.
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Table 1. - Surface rating index.
Rating

-thoroughly at end of every five cycles. After making a
visual examination, replace solution and continue test.

Condition of surface

No scaling
Very light scaling [1/8-inch (3.2-mm) max. depth, no
coarse aggregatevisible]
Slight to moderate scaling
Moderate scaling (some coarse aggregatevisible)
Moderate to severe scaling
Severe scaling (coarse aggregatevisible over entire
surface)

NOTE 5.-Generally, 50 cycles may be sufficient to evaluate
a surface or surface treatment. However, where comparative tests
are being made, it is recommended that tests be continued beyond
the recommended minimum number of cycles if differences have
not developed.

12.3 Remove specimens from moist storage at the age
of 14 days and store in air for 14 days at 73+3 °F (23+1.7
°C) and at 45 to 55 percent relative humidity.
12.4 If protective coatings are to be evaluated, apply
them in accordancewith manufacturer's recommendations
regarding quantity and method of application at the age
of 21 days. When a material proposed for a dual-purpose
curing compound/protective coating is being evaluated,
apply it at the proper time of application for curing
compounds.
NOTE 3.-When evaluating penetration-type coatings for
application to pavement surfaces subject to traffic wear, it may
be desirable to abrade treated surface of test specimens by
sufficient wire brushing to break any films remaining on surface
after drying.
13.

Procedure

13.1 At the age of 28 days, cover flat surface of specimen
with about 1/4 inch (6 mm) of a solution of calcium chloride
and water having a concentration such that each 100 mL
of solution contains 4 grams of anhydrous calcium chloride.

13.3 Either keep specimens frozen during any
interruption in the daily cycling or maintain them in a
damp condition after removal of solution and flushing
surfaces.
14.

Calculations

14.1 There are no calculations involved in this
procedure.
15.

Report

15.1

The report shall include:

• Cementitious content, water-cementitious ratio,
slump, and air content of mix.
• Curing and drying if other than standard.
• Type of surface treatment, time of application, and
rate of application.
• Type of deicer, whether solution or solid, concentration of solution if used, and rate and time of
application.
• Visual rating of the surface after 5, 10, 15, and 25
cycles and every 25 cycles thereafter in accordance with
table 1.
• If test specimens are cut from hardened concrete,
the size, shape, orientation of specimens in structure,
and any other pertinent information available.
• Photographs and/or written description of surface.
15.2 No reporting form has been devised for this
procedure because, in all probability, a memorandum
would cover the above items.

NOTE 4.-0ther chemical deicers and different concentrations
may be used when there is a need to evaluate their specific effect.
In addition, a variation in the procedure may be adopted whereby
the solid deicer is added directly to ice produced by freezing a
1/4-inch (6-mm) layer of fresh water during freezing portion
of each cycle, and discarding and flushing resulting solution off
surface at end of thawing portion of cycle. If this procedure is
used, it should be recognized that about 100 cycles or more will
be required to evaluate a surface treatment.

16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 In statistical analyses of data obtained using
this procedure, it is necessary to recognize that the
ratings are ranks, and as such may not appropriately
be subjected to analyses based on the calculation of
averages and standard deviations nor to other techniques
that assume continuous distribution of measurement on
at least an interval scale. If groups of similar specimens
are to be reported or compared with other groups, such
nonparametric quantities as median and range may be
used.
16.2 There is no known bias.

13.2 Place specimens in a freezing environment for
16 to 18 hours. Then, remove them from freezer and place
in laboratory air at 73+3 °F (23+1.7 °C) and relative
humidity of 45 to 55 percent for 6 to 8 hours. Add water
between each cycle as necessary to maintain proper depth
of solution. Repeat this cycle daily, flushing off surface
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OF CONCRETE COMPRESSION TEST SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4684; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 684-81.
3.2 ASTM Standards:
C 177 Standard Test Method for Steady-State Thermal
Transmission Properties by Means of the Guarded Hot
Plate1
C 470 Standard Specification for Molds for Forming
Concrete Test Cylinders Vertically2
C 684 Standard Method of Making, AcceleratedCuring,
and Testing of Concrete Compression Test Specimens 2

Scope

1.1 This designation covers three procedures for
making, curing, and testing specimens of concrete stored
under conditions intended to accelerate development of
strength. The choice of which procedure to use should
be made by the user on the basis of experience and local
conditions. The three procedureg are: Procedure A-Warm
Water Method, Procedure B-Boiling Water Method, and
Procedure C-Autogenous Curing Method.

4.

NOTE 1.-All material that is not designated as belonging
specifically to one of the three procedures applies to all three
procedures.
2.

Auxiliary

Tests

2.1 Establishing adequacy of insulating material to
meet criteria as outlined under section 13.1.3.1 and
appendix section X1.2 will be in accordance with ASTM
C 177.
2.2 The measurement of slump and air content, which
is a part of this procedure as referenced under sections
11.2.1.2, 12.2.1, and 13.2.1, shall be performed in accordance
with USBR 4031 or 4192.

3.

Applicable Documents

4.1 Concrete specimens are exposed to elevated
temperatures and moisture conditions adequateto develop
a significant portion of their ultimate strength within 24
to 48 hours, depending upon procedure selected. Procedures
A and B utilize the storage of specimens in heated water
at elevated curing temperatures without moisture loss. The
primary function of the moderately heated water used in
Procedure A is to serve as insulation to conserve the heat
generated by hydration. The temperature level employed
in Procedure B provides thermal acceleration. Procedure
C involves storage of specimens in insulated curing
containers in which elevated curing temperature is obtained
from heat of hydration of cement. The sealed containers
also prevent moisture loss. Sampling and testing methods
are the same as for normally cured specimens, USBR 4172
and 4039, respectively.
4.2 Important characteristics of the three procedures
are given in table 1.
5.

3.1 USBR Procedures:
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Field
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling FreshlyMixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4231 Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by Pressure
Method
4617 Capping Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

Summary of Procedures

Significance and Use

5.1 The accelerated curing procedures provide, for a
particular combination of materials at earliest practical
time, an indication of potential strength of the concrete.
They also provide information on the variability of the
production process for use in process control.
5.2 Correlation between accelerated early strength of
test specimens and strength at some later age, achieved
1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.06, 08.01, 14.01.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
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Table 1. - Brief description of three acceleratedcuring procedures.

Procedure

Molds

Accelerated
curing
medium

Accelerated
curing
temperature
°F (°C)
95 (35)

Age at
testing

Immediately
after
casting

23.5 hours +
30 min

24 hours +
15 min

Reusableor
single use

Water

B. Boiling water

Reusableor
single use

Water

Boiling

23 hours +15
min after
casting

3.5 hours +
5 min

28.5 hours
+15 rain

C. Autogenous

Single use

Heat of
hydration

Initial
concrete
temper°
ature
augmented
by heat of
hydration

Immediately
after
casting

48 hours +15
min

49 hours +
15 min

8.

Calibration

of Equipment

8.1 Cylinder Molds.-The 6- by 12-inch (152- by 305mm) molds shall be checked for compliance with USBR
4031 and ASTM C 470.
8.2 Slump Cone.-The
slump cone shall meet the
requirements of USBR 4143.
8.3 Air Meter.-The
air meter shall be checked for
compliance with USBR 4231.
8.4 Tamping Rod.-The tamping rod shall be checked
for compliance with USBR 4143.
8.5
Vibrators.-Vibrators
shall comply with the
requirements of USBR 4031.
8.6 Mallet.-The mallet, with a rubber or rawhide head,
shall comply with the requirements of USBR 4231.
8.7 Thermometers:
8.7.1 Thermometers for verifying adequacy of
thermostatically controlledelectricalimmersionheaters, as
outlined under section 11.1.3.2, shall be accepted on
certificationof inspectionby manufacturer.
8.7.2 Maximum or minimumrecording thermometers (sec. 13) shallbe acceptedon certificationof inspection
by manufacturer.
8.8 Electrical Potentiometer.-Theelectrical potentiometer,as discussedundersection 13.1.3.1, shall be accepted
on certificationof inspectionby manufacturer.

Apparatus

9.

6.1 Required equipment are listed under each of the
three procedures, sections 11, 12, and 13.
7.

Duration of
accelerated
curing

A. Warm water

by conventional curing methods, depends upon the materials comprising the concrete and the specific procedure
employed. Any strength value provided by companion
specimens, no matter how obtained, has a dubious relation
to actual strength of the concrete inplace in the structure,
and has value only as an indicator of a probability that
desired load-bearing capability has been or can be obtained
in the structure by use of a particular formulation.
Therefore, there is no fundamental reason why the
accelerated early strength obtained from any one of the
three procedures cannot be used in the design and
evaluation of concrete strengths in the same way that
conventional 28-day strengths have been used in the past,
with suitable changes in the expected numbers used to
describe strength values. However, since the practice of
using strength values obtained from standard-cured
cylinders at 28 days is long established and widespread,
it is recognized that many will wish to use the results
of strength tests on specimens cured by acceleratedmethods
to make "predictions" of strength that might be obtained
at later ages. Such predictions should be limited to concretes
using the same materials as those used for establishing
the correlation.
5.3 The ratio of acceleratedstrength to conventionally
obtained strength of test specimens at later ages increases
with cement content and initial mixture temperature.
6.

Age
accelerated
curing
begins

Conditioning

9.1 ProcedureA-Warm Water Method:
9.1.1 Cover top of specimen with a rigid plate as
outlinedin section 11.2.2.1.
9.1.2 Place specimen in curing tank immediately,
with water temperature at 95+5 °F (35+2.8 °C).
Temperature of curing water shall not drop more than

Precautions

7.1 Precautions against scalding or eye burns from
steam are covered in note 6.
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5 °F (2.8 °C) after immersion, and shall return to 95+5 °F
within 15 minutes, as outlined under section 11.2.2.2.
9.1.3 Leave specimen in curing tank for 23.5 hours
+30 minutes, remove, and demotd cylinder as outlined
under section 11.2.2.4.
9.1.4 Ends of specimens shall be dry enough at time
of capping to preclude formation of steam or foam pockets
under or in cap.
9.1.5 Specimens shall be kept in a moist condition
after capping by placing them in moist storage or wrapping
with a double layer of wet burlap for a minimum of
30 minutes as outlined under section 11.2.3.3.
9.1.6 Test cylinder for strength at the ageof 24 hours
+15 minutes as outlined under section 11.2.3.4.
9.2 ProcedureB-Boiling Water Method:
9.2.1 Cover specimen and store in an area where
the temperature is maintained at 70+10 °F (21.1+5.5 °C),
and in accordance with section 12.2.2.
9.2.2 Place covered cylinder molds in water tank
23 hours +15 minutes after molding. The water in tank
shall be boiling at time of immersion and shall be returned
to a boiling state within 15 minutes after cylinders are
immersed, as outlined under section 12.2.3.1.
9.2.3 Leave specimen in boiling water for 3.5 hours
+ 5 minutes, remove, demold, and allow to cool for not
less than 1 hour at room temperature prior to capping
as outlined under section 12.2.3.3.
9.2.4 Specimens shall be kept in a moist condition
after capping by placing them in moist storage or wrapping
with a double layer of wet burlap for a minimum of 30
minutes.
9.2.5 Test cylinder for strength at the age of
28.5 hours +15 minutes as outlined under section 12.2.3.4.
9.3 Procedure C-Autogenous Method:
9.3.1 Immediately after molding, cover mold with
a metal plate or tightly fitted cap and place in a heavyduty plastic bag with as much entrapped air expelled as
possible prior to tying the bag as outlined under section
13.2.2.1.
9.3.2 Place bagged specimen in autogenous container
and secure container lid.
9.3.3 For at least 12 hours after molding, container
shall not be moved, jarred, or subjected to any vibration,
and shall be stored out of the sun, preferably at a
temperature of 70+10 °F (21.1+5.5 °C) as outlined under
section 13.2.2.4.
9.3.4 At an age of 48 hours +15 minutes after
molding, remove cylinder from container, demold, and
allow to stand for 30 minutes at room temperature as
outlined in section 13.2.2.5.
9.3.5 Ends of specimens shall be dry enough at time
of capping to preclude formation of steam or foam pockets
under or in cap.
9.3.6 Specimens shall be kept in a moist condition
after capping by placing them in moist storage or wrapping
with a double layer of wet burlap for a minimum of 30
minutes.
9.3.7 Test cylinder for strength at the ageof 49 hours
+15 minutes as outlined under section 13.2.3.
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10.

Sampling

10.1
4172.
11.

Sampling shall be done in accordancewith USBR

Procedure A-Warm Water Method

11.1 Apparatus:
11.1.1 Equipment and small tools for fabricating
specimens, measuring slump, and determining air content
shall conform to the applicable requirements of USBR 4031
or 4192.
11.1.2 Molds:
11.1.2.1 Molds for specimens shall conform to the
requirements for cylinder molds in USBR 4031 or 4192,
except that cardboard molds shall not be used.
11.1.2.2 Single-use, light gauge, metal molds with
lids shall conform to requirements of ASTM C 470.
11.1.2.3 When test specimens are to be used
without capping, reusable molds having machined plates
which can be securely connected to both top and bottom
of mold shall be used. These plates shall provide bearing
surfaces plane within 0.002 inch (0.05 mm), and shall also
ensure that neither end of cylinder (when prepared for
testing) shall depart from perpendicularity to the axis of
specimen by more than 0.25 ° (approximately equivalent
to 1/16 inch in 12 inches (1.6 mm in 305 mm). The mold
assembly shall be sufficiently tight to permit filled mold
to be turned from vertical filling position to a horizontal
curing position without loss of mortar or damage to test
specimen.
11.1.3 Accelerated Curing Tank:
11.1.3.1 The curing tank may be of any configuration suitable for number of cylinders to be tested, and
cylinders may be arranged in any configuration provided
a clearance of at least 2 inches (51 mm) between side
of cylinder and side of tank and at least 4 inches (102
ram) between adjacent cylinders is maintained.
NOTE 2.-A number of different tanks have been used
successfully; guidelines are shown in appendix X1.
11.1.3.2 The curing tank shall be capable of
providing the specified water temperature. The temperature at any point in the water shall be maintained within
+5 °F (+2.8 °C) of that specified. Depending upon design
features of tank and whether it is to be capable of use
for Procedure B as well as Procedure A, insulation or
mechanical agitation, or both, might be necessary to meet
the specified temperature requirements. Electrical
immersion heaters controlled by a thermostat are the most
suitable form of heating elements (note 3). Thermometers
or other temperature recording devices shall be used,
independent of the thermostat, to check temperature of
water.
NOTE 3.-For a particular procedure, the size of heating element
required will depend upon size of tank and number of cylinders
to be tested at one time. For controlling temperature, some
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12.

household thermostats may be satisfactory but generally they are.
not sufficiently sensitive.

Procedure B-Boiling Water Method

12.1 Apparatus:
12.1.1 The requirements for small tools and molds
are the same as those stated in sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2.
12.1.2 The curing tank shall conform to the
requirements specified in section 11.1.3.

11.1.3.3 The plate supporting the cylinders shall
have sufficient open perforations so as not to interfere
with circulation of water.
11.1.3.4 A lid shall be provided when tank is to
be capable of use for Procedure B as well as Procedure
A. The water level shall be checked periodically and
maintained at 4 inches (102 mm) above top of cylinders.

NOTE 6.-Caution. The use of boiling water imposes the
need for safety measures to prevent scalding or eye burns resulting
from the sudden escape of steam upon opening the cover and
immersion of or dropping cylinders into the boiling water. Lifting
tongs are suggested.

NOTE 4.-Provision for an overflow pipe is a convenience in
controlling maximum depth of water.

12.2 Procedure:
12.2.1 Preparation of Test Specimens.-Specimens
shall be prepared in accordance with section 11.2.1.
12.2.2 Initial Curing.-Cover cylinder to prevent loss
of moisture, and store so that cylinders will not be disturbed
or subjected to vibration or jarring. In storage area,
temperature adjacent to cylinders shall be maintained at
70±10 °F (21.1___5.5 °C). Protection and storage shall
conform to requirements of USBR 4031 or 4192.

11.2 Procedure:
11.2.1 Preparationof Test Specimens:
11.2.1.1 Take samples of concrete for test specimens in accordance with USBR 4172. Record location
where sampled batch is used in structure.
11.2.1.2 Measure slump and air content, and mold
specimens as required in USBR 4031 or 4192.
11.2.1.3 Test specimens shall conform to requirements for 6- by 12-inch (152- by 305-mm) cylinders in
USBR 4031 or 4192.
11.2.2 Curing:
11.2.2.1 Cover top of specimen with a rigid plate
to prevent loss of mortar to water bath (note 5).
11.2.2.2 Immediately place specimen into curing
tank (note 5). The water at time of immersion and
throughout the curing period shall be 95 ±5 °F (35 ±2.8 o C).
Temperature of curing water after immersion of cylinders
shall not drop more than 5 °F (2.8 °C) and shall return
to 95+5 °F within 15 minutes.
11.2.2.3 Temperature of curing water should be
continuously recorded or periodically measured throughout
curing period.
11.2.2.4 After curing for 23.5 hours ±30 minutes,
remove cylinder from tank and demold.

NOTE 7.-Strict attention to the protection and storage of
cylinder during this initial period is necessary for meaningful
results because of brief total curing period.
12.2.3 Accelerated Curing:
12.2.3.1 Place covered cylinder molds in water
tank 23 hours ±15 minutes after molding. Water shall
be boiling at time of immersion and throughout curing
period (notes 5 and 8). Within 15 minutes after cylinders
are immersed, water shall be returned to boiling.
NOTE 8.-In confined places, temperature of water may be
kept just below boiling point to avoid excessive evaporation. The
temperature at which water boils varies because of differences
in elevation above sea level. Differences in strengths caused by
these differences in temperature are not believed to be significant,
but comparison of results among areas so affected should be
supported by appropriate correlations and interpreted with the
knowledge of the temperature variations.

NOTE 5.-If cylinders are cast in molds meeting requirements
of 11.1.2.3, they may be stored horizontally; otherwise, they are
to be stored in curing tank with long axis vertical.

12.2.3.2 Temperature of curing water should be
continuously recorded, or measured at regular intervals
throughout the curing period.
12.2.3.3 After curing for 3.5 hours •5 minutes,
remove cylinder from boiling water, remove mold, and
allow cylinder to cool for not less than 1 hour at room
temperature priorto capping.
12.2.3.4 Capping and Testing.-Cap and test
cylinders in accordance with 11.2.3 except that age at time
of test shall be 28.5 hours +15 minutes.
12.2.3.5 Figure 1 shows a typical data form.

11.2.3 Capping and Testing:
11.2.3.1 Ends of specimens that-are not plane
within 0.002 inch (0.05 mm) or which depart from
perpendicularity to center axis by more than 0.25 °
(approximately equivalent to 1/16 inch in 12 inches)
(1.6 mm in 305 mm) shall be capped as specified in
USBR 4617.
11.2.3.2 When tested in accordance with provisions of USBR 4617, capping material shall develop, at
the age of 30 minutes, a strength equal to or greater than
strength of cylinders to be tested.
11.2.3.3 Do not test specimens prior to 30 minutes
after capping.
11.2.3.4 Test cylinder for strength at the age of
24 hours ±15 minutes in accordance with requirements
of USBR 4039.
11.2.3.5 Figure 1 shows a typical data form.

13.

Procedure C-Autogenous Method

13.1 Apparatus:
13.1.1 The requirements for small tools and molds
(note 9) are the same as those stated in sections 11.1.1
and 11.1.2.
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at an ambient temperature of -20 °F (-29 o C) for 72 hours,
nor any softening or distortion when maintained at an
ambient temperature of 140 °F (60 °C) for 72 hours. The
gasket-type heat seal shall immediately fully recover its
original thickness after 50 percent compression under these
temperature conditions.
13.2 Procedure:
13.2.1 Preparation of Test Specimens.-Prepare
specimens in accordance with section 11.2.1.
13.2.2 Curing:
13.2.2.1 Immediately after molding, cover mold
with a moisture-tight plastic cap or place mold in a heavy
duty plastic bag from which as much of the entrapped
air as possible is expelled prior to tying neck of bag (using
plastic bag and cap acceptable). The plastic bag should
be of sufficient density and strength to resist punctures
and serve as a lifting device for placing and removing
test specimen from autogenous container.
13.2.2.2 Ensure the maximum-minimum temperature sensing devices are operating (reset if necessary) and
secure autogenous container lid after specimen is in place.
13.2.2.3 Record time of molding to nearest
15 minutes and temperature of fresh concrete clearly on
outside of container.
13.2.2.4 For at least 12 hours after molding,
autogenous container shall not be moved, disturbed, or
subjected to vibration or jarring, and shall be stored out
of the sun, preferably at a temperature of 70+10 °F
(21.1+5.5 °C).
13.2.2.5 At the ageof 48 hours +15 minutes after
cylinder was molded, remove cylinder from autogenous
container and demold. Allow to stand for 30 minutes at
room temperature.
13.2.2.6 Record maximum and minimum temperatures in the container as indicated from the temperature
sensing device.

13.1.2 Autogenous Container :
13.1.2.1 The autogenouscontainer shall consist of
thermal insulation that closely surrounds the concrete test
cylinder and meets the heat retention requirements of
13.1.3.1.
13.1.2.2 The container shall be capable of being
opened to permit insertion and withdrawal of mold
containing test cylinder, and shall have an outer casing
and an inner liner to prevent mechanical damage to
insulating material.
NOTE 9.-Metal, reusable molds with end plates and clamps
may be impracticable; consideration should be given to disposable
molds. Cardboard molds shall not be used. All molds shall conform
to requirements for cylinder molds in USBR 4031 or 4192.
13.1.2.3 The Container shall have, as an integral part,
devices capable of continuously monitoring minimum and
maximum temperatures of test cylinder enclosed within.
13.1.2.4 Provision shall be made to keep container
securely closed, and shall incorporate a resilient gaskettype heat seal.
NOTE 10.-Any configuration or method of container
construction is acceptable providing container meets the
requirements of 13.1.2 and 13.1.3. Information on suitable
containers is included in appendix X1.
13.1.3 Proving Test Requirements:
13.1.3.1 HeatRetention.-Place a mold, for which
the autogenous container has been designed, into container.
If mold is not intrinsically watertight, a plastic bag may
be used inside the mold to achieve watertighmess. Fill
mold to within 0.25 inch (6 mm) of top with water heated
to 180 °F (82 °C). Insert a temperature sensing device
into water to verify temperature and record reading.
Remove temperature sensing device and close mold with
a tight fitting cap, or close plastic bag liner securely. Then,
close autogenous container. Store container in still air at
70-1-2 °F (21.1+1.1 °C) and compare temperature changes
of water, using temperature sensing devices built into
container (note 11), with the followingtabulation:
Elapsed time,
hours

° F

o C

12
24
48
72

152-t-5
136+6
114-t-7
100:t:8

67+3
58-t-3
45-t-4
38:t:4

NOTE 12.-Comparison of maximum and minimum temperatures with recorded temperature of fresh concrete will provide
an indication of abnormal or interrupted curing, which may cause
high or low strength results.
13.2.3 Capping and Testing.-Cap and test cylinders in
accordance with 11.2.3 except that age at time of test shall
be 49 hours +15 minutes.
NOTE 13.-Capping and testing may be performed at ages
different from those specified in 11.2.3. For convenience, some
agencies have established relationships between test results at
24, 72, and 96 hours with those obtained by standard moist curing.
However, at 24 hours, the relationship is less satisfactory than
those obtained by accelerated autogenous curing for 48, 72, or
96 hours. Where the curing period is other than that specified
in 13.2.2, the age at testing should be the curing period plus
1 hour. The tolerance of +-15 minutes would still apply.

NOTE 11.-The presumption is made that, at elapsed times
shown in the tabulation, the temperature inside the mold is the
same as the temperature just outside the mold.
13.1.3.2 Tightness Test for Gasket-Type Heat
Seal.-When autogenous container is immersed in water
to a depth of 6 inches (152 ram) above the joint between
separable parts, no air shall escape through the heat seal
within 5 minutes.
13.1.3.3 Stability of Autogenous Container.-The
autogenous container, or any part thereof, shall not display
embrittlement, fracturing,or distortion when maintained

13.2.4

Figure 1 shows.a typical data form.

14. • Interpretation of Results
14.1 Strength requirements in existing specifications
and codes are not based upon accelerated curing; therefore,
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use of results from these procedures for the prediction
of specification compliance of strengths at later ages must
be applied with caution. As stated in section 16, variability
of the procedures is the same or less than that from
traditional methods. Thus, results can be used in rapid
assessment of variability for process control and signaling
the need for indicated adjustments. However, the
magnitude of the strength values obtained is influenced
by the specific combination of materials so that use of
results from either conventional tests at any arbitrary age
or those from these procedures must be supported by
experience or correlations developed by the specific agency
for the existing local conditions and materials. Factors
influencing relationships between measured strengths and
those of concrete inplace are no different from those
affecting conventional strength tests.
15.

Report

15.1 Figure 1 may also serve as a reporting form when
used as an attachment to a cover letter. The report shall
include:
• Identification number.
• Diameter (and length, if not standard), in inches
(millimeters).
• Cross-sectional area, in square inches (square
millimeters).
• Maximum load, in pounds-force (newtons).
• Compressive strength calculated to nearest 10 lbf/in2
or 0.05 MPa.
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• Type of fracture, if other than usual cone.
• Defects in either specimen or caps.
• Age of specimens.
• Acceleratedcuring method used.
• Initial mix temperature to nearest °F (°C).
• Maximum and minimum temperature to nearest °F
(° C) if Procedure C used.
• Method of transportation used for shipping specimens to laboratory.
• Ambient temperature of specimen or container
during storage for Procedures B and C.
16.

Precision and Bias

16.1 The single-laboratory coefficient of variation has
been determined as 3.6 percent for a pair of cylinders cast
from same batch. Therefore, results of two properly
conducted strength tests by same laboratory on two"
individual cylinders made with same materials should not
differ by more than 10 percent of their average.
16.2 The single-laboratory, multiday coefficient of
variation has been determined as 8.7 percent for the average
of pairs of cylinders cast from single batches mixed on
2 days. Therefore, results of two properly conducted
strength tests each consisting of the average of two cylinders
from same batch-made in same laboratory on same
materials should not differ by more than 25 percent of
their average.
16.3 There is no currently known bias for this
procedure.
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APPENDIX
Xl. CURING APPARATUS
(Nonmandatory Information)
X1.1

Accelerated Curing Tank

Xl.2

X1.1.1 Curing tanks similar to the tank shown on figure
X1.1 have been used successfully.
X1.1.2 Properly designed cabinets will ensure an
almost uniform temperature throughout the curing tank
without the need for a mechanical stirrer. The immersion
heaters should be located centrally in plan, as near to bottom
of tank as possible. The water above the heater will then
be kept in circulation by convection currents.
X1.1.3 For a tank containing two or three cylinders,
two coupled elements (1500 and 5000 W) have been found
suitable for use with Procedure B. While smaller elements
will maintain specified curing, the larger element is required
as a booster to reestablish boiling within specified time
after cylinders have been immersed. Where the tank is
to be used only for Procedure A, the above heaters are
also suitable; however, a single element (3000 W) has also
been found to be suitable. With the 3000-W element, the
tank, when used for Procedure A, may be of larger
dimensions to hold more than two or three cylinders.
X1.1.4 The overflow pipe, closely fitting lid, and
exterior insulation are not essential for curing tanks used
only for Procedure A.

Autogenous Curing Container

X1.2.1 .A heat seal is required at the joint face between
the separable parts of the container. This may be a labyrinth
or a gasket-type seal, provided the requirements of 13.1.3.1,
13.1.3.2, and 13.1.3.3 are met. A suitable gasket is flexible
polyurethane foam,2 lbm/ft3 (32 kg/m3), maintainedwhen
closed at 50 percent compression.
X1.2.2 Foamed-in-place, closed-cell polyurethane
having a density between 2 and 3 lbm/ft3 (32 and 48 kg/m3)
and a thermal conductivity equal to or less than
0.15 Btu'in/(h'ft2" °F) (0.02 W/(m'K)), in accordance with
ASTM C 177, has been found to be a suitable insulating
material at the thicknesses specified to meet the heat
retention requirements of section 13.1.3.1.
X1.2.3 The maximum-minimum thermometer, if used,
should cover a range from 20 to 150 °F (-7 to 66 °C)
in 1 ° increments.
X1.2.4 A typical autogenous curing container is shown
on figure X1.2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4702-92

REDUCING FIELD SAMPLES OF AGGREGATE
TO TESTING SIZE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4702; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 702-80.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers procedures for the
reduction of field samples of aggregateto the appropriate
size for testing by employing techniques that are intended
to minimize variations in measured characteristics between
test samples so selected and the field sample.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 702 Standard Methods for Reducing Field Samples of
Aggregate to Testing SizC

3.

Significance and Use

3.1 Specifications for aggregates require sampling
portions of the material for testing. Other factors being
equal, larger samples will tend to be more representative
of total supply. These procedures provide for reducing the
large sample obtained in the field to a smaller, more
convenient size for conducting a number of tests to describe
the material and measure its quality in such a manner
that smaller portion is most likely to be an excellent
representation of field sample, and thus of total supply.
The individual test methods provide for a minimum mass
of material to be tested.
3.2 Under certain circumstances, reduction of the field
sample size prior to testingis not recommended.Substantial
differences between selected test samples sometimes cannot
be avoided. For example, a certain aggregate might have
relatively few large-size particles in the field sample, and.
these few particles may be unequally distributed among
reduced-sized test samples. Similarly, if test sample is being
examined for certain contaminants occurring as a few

I Annual BookofASTMSrandards,vol. 04.02.
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discrete fragments in only small percentages, caution should
be used in interpreting results from a reduced-sized sample.
Chance inclusion or exclusion of only one or two particles
in the selected sample may incorrectly influence interpretation of characteristics of field sample. In these cases,
entire field sample should be tested.

4.

Selection of Method

4.1 Fine Aggregate.-Field samples of fine aggregate
that are drier than the saturated-surface-dry condition (note
1) shall be reduced in size by a mechanical splitter according
to method A (sec. 9). Field samples having free moisture
on the particle surfaces may be reduced in size by quartering
according to method B (sec. 10), or by treating as a miniature
stockpile as described in method C (sec. 11).
4.1.1 If use of method B or C is desired and field
sample does not have free moisture on particle surfaces,
sample may be moistened to achieve this condition,
thoroughly mixed, and sample reduction performed.
4.1.2 If use of method A is desired and field sample
has free moisture on particle surfaces, entire field sample
may be dried to at least the surface-dry condition, using
temperatures that do not exceed those specified for any
of the tests contemplated, and sample reduction then
performed.Alternatively,if moist fieldsample is very large,
a preliminary split may be made using a mechanical splitter
having wide chute openings of 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) or
more to reduce sample to not less than 11 Ibm (5000 g).
The portion so obtained is then dried, and reduction to
test sample size is completed using method A.
NOTE 1.-In the size reduction of field samples for testing
purposes, the loss of dust and fine particles must be avoided
when splitting, quartering, or other handling of samples. The
moisture condition of sample is very important if desired
representative test samples are to be obtained. The SSD
(saturated-surface-dry) condition is defined as the condition of
aggregate particles when their permeable pores are filled with
water and no water is present on exposed surfaces. Free or surface
moisture is water carried on surfaces of aggregate particles and
not contained in the pores as absorbed water. Fine aggregate
particles will cling together when free moisture is present. In
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the SSD condition, fine aggregate particles no longer cling
together but will have just reached the free-flowing state without
any moisture present to dampen the surfaces of a sample splitter
and impede the flow as sample is fed to splitter chutes. When
using quartering method, some free moisture on particle surfaces
is desirable to avoid loss of fines. Methods of determining the
SSD condition are described in USBR 4128. As a quick
approximation, if the fine aggregate will retain its shape when
molded in the hand, it may be considered to be wetter than
SSD.
4.2 Coarse AggregatesandMixturesofCoarse andFine
Aggregates.-Reducesample using•a mechanicalsplitterin
accordance with method A (preferred method) or by
quarteringin accordance with method B. The miniature
stockpile(method C) is notpermittedfor coarse aggregates
or mixturesof coarse and fine aggregates.
5.

Precautions

5.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.

Sampling

6.1 The field sample of aggregate shall be taken in
accordance with USBR 4075, or as required by individual
test methods. When tests for sieve analysis only are
contemplated, the size of the field sample listed in USBR
4075 is usually adequate. When additional tests are to be
conducted, the user shall determine how large the field
sample should be to accomplish all intended tests.
7.

Calibration and Standardization

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 The only conditioning involved in these methods
would be as discussed under sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
9.

Method A-Mechanical Splitter

9.1 Apparatus:
9.1.1 Sample Splitter.-Sample splitters shall have an
even number of equal-width chutes, but not less than 8
for coarse aggregate or 12 for fine aggregate, which
discharge alternately on each side of splitter. The minimum
width of individual chutes shall be about 50 percent larger
than largest particles in sample to be split (note 2). The
splitter shall be equipped with two receptacles to hold
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the two halves of sample following splitting. Splitter shall
also be equipped with a hopper or straightedged pan, which
has a width equal to or slightly less than overall width
of assembly of chutes, by which sample may be fed at
a controlled rate to chutes. The splitter and accessory
equipment shall be so designed that sample will flow
smoothly without restriction or loss of material, see figure
1.
NOTE 2.-Mechanical splitters for dividing samples into
representative halves are commonly available in sizes adequate
for coarse aggregate having the largest particle not over
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm). For fine aggregate,a splitter having
1/2-inch (13-mm) wide chutes will be satisfactory when entire
sample will pass a 3/8-inch (9.5-mm) sieve. Mechanicalsplitters
can be fabricated to divide samples into other than halves (e.g.,
one-quarter size fractions, three-quarter and one-quarter size
fractions, etc.) provided samples obtained as the result of the
size reduction process are representative of original field sample.
9.2 Procedure.-Place field sample in hopper or pan
and uniformlydistributeit from edge to edge so that when
it is introducedinto chutes, approximatelyequal amounts
willflowthrough each chute. The rate sample is introduced
shall be such as to allow free flowingthrough chutes into
receptacles below. Reintroduce portionof sample in one
receptacleintosplitter as many times as necessaryto reduce
sample to size specified for intended test. The portion
of materialcollectedin the otherreceptacle may be reserved
for reduction in size for other tests.
10.

Method B-Quartering

10.1 Apparatus.-The apparatus shall consist of a
straightedged scoop, shovel, or trowel; broom or brush;
and a canvas blanket about 6 by 8 feet (2 by 2.5 m).
10.2 Procedure.-Useeither the procedure described in
section 10.2.1 or 10.2.2, or combination of both.
10.2.1 Place field sample on a hard, clean, level
surface where there will be neither loss of material nor
accidental addition of foreign material. Mix material
thoroughly by turning entire sample over three times. With
last turning, shovel entire sample into a conical pile by
depositing each shovelful on top of preceding one. Carefully
flatten conical pile to a uniform thickness and diameter
by pressing down on apex with a shovel so that each quarter
sector of the resulting pile will contain the material
originally in it. The diameter should be about four to eight
times the thickness. Divide flattenedmass into four equal
quarters with a shovel or trowel and remove two diagonally
opposite quarters, including all fine material, and brush
the cleared spaces clean. Successively mix and quarter
remaining material until sample is reduced to desired size
(fig. 2).
10.2.2 As an alternative to the method described in
section 10.2.1 for when floor surface is uneven, the field
sample may be placed on a canvas blanket and mixed with
a shovel as described in 10.2.1, or by alternately lifting
each corner of the blanket and pulling it over sample toward
diagonally opposite corners causing material to be rolled.
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Feed Chut•

At Least 8

Rolled

0 pe n i n 9 s _____...._...•

//////Ay/•

Edges

Riffle Sample Splitter

Riffle Bucket and
Separate Feed Chute Stand

(a) Large Riffle Samplers for Course Aggregate

At Least 12
Openings

Note-May be constructedas either closed or open type. Closed type is preferred.
(b) Small Riffle Sampler for Fine Aggregote
Figure l. - Typical sample splitters..
11.2 Apparatus.-The apparatus shall consist of a
straightedged scoop, shovel, or trowel for mixing aggregate;
and either a small sampling thief, small scoop, or spoon
for sampling.
11.3 Procedure.-Place field sample of damp, fine
aggregate on a hard, clean, level surface where there will
be neither loss of material nor accidental addition of foreign
material. Mix material thoroughly by turning entire sample
over three times. With last turning, shovel entire sample
into a conical pile by depositing each shovelful on top
of preceding one. If desired, conical pile may be flattened
to a uniform thickness and diameter by pressing down
on apex with a shovel so that each quarter sector of resulting
pile will contain material originally in it. Obtain a sample
for each test by selecting at least five increments of material
at random locations from miniature stockpile, using any
of the sampling devices described in section 11.2.

Flatten and divide sample as described in 10.2.1, or if surface
beneath blanket is uneven, insert a pipe or pole of some
kind beneath blanket and under center of pile and then
lift both ends of pipe, dividing sample into two equal parts.
Remove pipe, leaving a foldof the blanket between divided
portions. Insert pipe under center of pile, at right angles
to first division, and again lift both ends of pipe, dividing
sample into four equal parts. Remove two diagonally
opposite quarters, being careful to clean fines from blanket.
Successively mix and quarter remaining material until
sample is reduced to desired size (fig. 3).
11.

Method C-Miniature Stockpile Sampling

11.1
only.

Method C is for damp, fine aggregate sampling
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Mix by rolling
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Retain opposite quarters;
reject other two quarters

13.

14.

No calculations are involved in this procedure.

quarters

Precision and Accuracy

14.1 Since this procedure produces no numerical test
results, determination of precision is not possible. However,
failure to carefully follow the methods described herein
could result in providing a biased sample to be used in
subsequent testing.

Report

13.1

Sample
divided into

Figure 3. - Quartering a field sample on a canvas blanket.

Calculations

12.1

f'='t

Retain opposite quarters;.
reject other two quarters

Figure 2. - Quartering a field sample on a hard, clean, level surface.

12.

Form cone
after mixing

No report is necessary for this procedure.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4803-92

PENETRATION RESISTANCE
OF HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4803; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 803-82.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of resistance of hardened concrete to
penetration by steel probes energized by a driving unit
delivering a stated amount of energy. The penetration
resistance of the concrete is determined by measuring
exposed portion of probes.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1
USBR Procedure:
1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials l
C 803 Standard Test Method for Penetration Resistance
of Hardened Concrete2
2.3 ANSI Standard:
A 10.3 Safety Requirements for Powder Actuated
Fastening Systems3
3.

NOTE 1.-Penetration resistance test results have been
correlated with results of strength tests of drilled cores taken
from same structure. The statistical correlation studies and
additional penetration tests have then been used as the basis
for estimating core strength of similar concrete in other locations
in structure. References [1,2,3,4]4 describe procedures used and
results obtained in such tests.

5.

Apparatus

5.1 Driving Unit.-The driving unit shall be capable
of driving probes into the concrete with an accurately
controlled amount of energy so that probes will remain
embedded for measurement of projecting portion.
NOTE 2.-A powder-actuated device has been successfully used.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A driving unit delivers a known amount of energy
to several steel probes. The penetration resistance of the
concrete is determined by measuring the exposed lengths
of probes which have been driven into the concrete.

4.

4.2 For a given concrete and a given test apparatus,
a relationship between penetration resistance and strength
may be established and used to assessthe inplace concrete
strength. Such a relationship may change with curing and
exposure conditions, type and size of aggregate,and level
of strength developed in concrete.

Significance and Use

4.1 This procedure may be used to assessuniformity
• of concrete, delineate zones of poor quality or deteriorated
concrete in structures, and indicate strength development
of concrete. This procedure is not an alternative for strength
determination of concrete; however, it may be used as a
supplement to strength determination.
1 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
3 Availablefrom American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway,
New York, NY 10018.
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5.1.1
For a specified energy loading, variation of the
velocity of standard probes propelled by driving unit shall
not have a coefficient of variation greater than 3 percent
for any 10 specimen tests made by accepted ballistic
methods.
NOTE 3.-A conventional counter chronograph and appropriate
ballistic screens may be used to measure velocity 6.5 feet (or
2.0 m) from end of driving unit.
5.2 Probe.5-Each
probe shall be a hardened alloy-steel
device, cadmium- or zinc-plated, with a blunt conical end
that can be inserted into driver unit and driven into concrete
surface in such a manner that probe will remain firmly
embedded so that length of projecting portion can be

4 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References, section 14.
5 Probes are available from Densicon, Inc., 371 Welton St., Hamden,
CT 06511.
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,._a]iL•I-a{ il}[:l

Cl.ll•\/e%

6.

Precautions

61
Tl-Jese test p.r,::<edt•tes
may invoh.<:
]sazsrJe:•us
materials, •,,F, er•:ti(ans,, and equipment:, and dl,,., n,::•t claim
:,::, a,d&ess Jll •,i;•fe•)., pr•:,b]ems ass.oc]a•e81 vvitkl their u•se.
I: is •he resF,,:>rJs.ibi]i]ty ,c,f :he' :ls.er :o ccl, nst4t •.d est,..b][ilsh
apprt•priate safety and hea]!fl• p••,<:tJces and de:e:n-J, ine
:•y:,g,.licab£ixy ,c,*: regula:,:•ry limi:a:i,:ms prior :o use.
,5..7..:
Care sha][l be exercised it., :tie .c, pe:a:iL',n of any
ba][i:st:k:: <Aie::,i•e :t,, enst;•:e agai!nst une::•.pecledl ,c,t; inadh.,e::e:n:
clisc:ha :ge.:, or p•:•:,p,u]is;k,,n ,,,f at pr• •.b,e. irma free f:•ig;i-'J: wM-a
iits. artery:dr:n: danger.
6.3
The driving uni: shall] h•c•:,rp,,,:)ra:e iea•L•res :,,>
prevent ,firing when not pn::,,perly pilate8 in K:,osh]it•,ning
d!evice ,s,n ,c,•:)f}crete sL]r•ace
6.q
Pers•,cm, el s.i-•a]l wear safety gc•ggle.s and ,:}:her
appr•,,g,::iate l::,,rt•,tecm.'e attire: wl-Jen suc:h 8evices are being
l•1 S e',d

6.5
The dri!'vi!ng unit, iif: F,,:>vede: aett£•:e,d,, sh•J]l cc,,nform
t,o aF:,,plik•b]e :equi•e.mer:ts •,f ANSI S, tandardi A 103.

(,(;) Fell,dspar
(7:, Quartz
<8). Tc, paz:
(9) Sapphire or Co,:undl•n::,
,:1,0:, D,:ian;,,ond

7.

Test Area Location

7]
The concrete t,c, be tested mr]st l]a'•,'e re•Lc]sec, a
suff]ciien: degree ,:re re'siis:,•nce to:, penetratk,n s.,:• that pro, be
5 7 >:l
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raised around base of probe, the crushed concrete shall
be removed to allow reference plate to lie flat. Install probe
measuring cap and plate retainer, as appropriate, and
measure distance from reference plate to end of probe
or to upper surface of measuring cap to nearest 0.025 inch
(or 0.5 ram). If probe is slanted with respect to surface
of concrete, make four measurements equally spaced around
and parallel to probe and average them to get measurement.
10.4 Provision shall be made to decrease amount of
energy delivered to probe by driving unit or to increase
dimensions of probe when tests are to be made on concrete
having a density less than 125 lbm/fO (2002 kg/m3) or
a strength less than 2,500 lbf/in2 (17.2 MPa).

will not penetrate more than one-half the thickness of
the concrete, but will remain firmlyembedded. No probe
shall be located less than 7 inches (178 mm) from any
other probe nor less than 4 inches (102 mm) from edge
of a concrete surface.
7.2 A minimum of three firmlyembedded test probes
in a given test area shall constitute one test.
NOTE 10.-Number of tests to be made depends on intended
use of results.
8.

Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the ApplicableDocuments of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
8.2 Calibrate the measuring equipment in accordance
with USBR 1000.
8.3 The calibration curves for the penetration
resistance that compares the exposed length of probe to
a compressive strength need to be developed. These curves
may be developed by several different methods:

11.
11.1
12.

Report

• Driving unit identification and energy level used
• Structure identification
• Location of test area
• Description of test area
• Description of concrete including type of aggregate
and surface finishing technique
• Approximate thickness of concrete tested
• Dimensions of probes
• Exposed length of all probes
• Description of all other pertinent test conditions
including probes rejected for data analysis

8.4 Refer to figures 2 and 3 for typical calibration data
and curves.

13.

Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision of probe measurements has been
found to vary with the maximum size of coarse aggregate.
The indexes of precision shown in table 1 apply to
measurements on same concrete, made with same
materials, procedures, equipment, and curing conditions
which are obtained by a single operator using same
instrument.
13.2 The bias for this procedure has not been
established.

Conditioning

9.1 The concrete surface should be reasonably smooth.
Surfaces coarser than a broom finish shall be stoned or
ground over an area larger than that which will be covered
by positioning device and measuring baseplate.
10.

Figures 2 and 4 show typical calculation forms.

12.1 Figure 4 may also be used as a typical reporting
form. The report shall include:

• On cylinders fabricatedfrom a mix representing the
structure to be investigated, either standard laboratory
cure or field cure.
• On cylinders fabricated from a mix representing a
test slab for purposes of providing replicate cores and/
or cubes for providing test readings as well as those
physically broken in a compression machine.
• On the structure itself from which cores may be
taken; the cores will also be subjected to both methods
of compressive strength determinations.

9.

Calculations

Procedure

10.1 Place positioning device on surface of concrete
at location to be tested. Mount a probe in driving unit,
position driver and probe in positioning device, and fire
or otherwise drive probe into concrete followingdirections
supplied with driving unit.
10.2 Remove positioning device and tap probe on its
exposed end for firmness of embedment and to ensure
it has not rebounded. Reject any probe that is not firmly
embedded.
10.3 Place measuring baseplate over probe and position
plate so that it bears firmlyon surface of concrete without
rocking or other movement. If surface of concrete has been
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Table 1. - Precision 1.
Maximum
size of
aggregate
No. 4 (4.75 mm) (mortar)
1 inch (25.0 mm)
2 inches (50 mm)

1S Limit,2
inch (ram)

Maximum range of
three individual
measurements,3
inch (ram)

D2S Limit,4
inch (mm)

Maximum difference
between two averages
of three measurements,5
inch (ram)

0.08 (2.0)
0.10 (2.5)
0.14 (3.6)

0.26 (6.6)
0.33 (8.4)
0.46 (11.7)

0.23 (5.8)
0.28 (7.1)
0.40 (10.2)

0.13 (3.3)
0.16 (4.1)
0.22 (5.6)

These values represent indexes of precision as described in ASTM C 670.
2 These values are single-operator standard deviations for concrete made with maximum size aggregate shown in column 1.
3 These values are maximum allowable ranges forgroups of three individual measurements made close together, either as individual measurements
or by using triangular positioning device. If range of three measurements exceeds limit given, measurements should not be averaged. In
this case, a fourth probe should be fired and the one that deviates the most from the average of the four measurements should be discarded.
If the three remaining measurements still do not meet limit given, device should be moved to a different area and three new measurements
should be made.
4 These values are maximum difference between two individual measurements (D2S limits). These indexes should not be used if measurements
are being obtained in groups of three and averaged.
5 A difference larger than values given indicates a high probability that there is a significant difference in the concrete in the two areas
represented by the two groups of three measurements each.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

USBR 4805-92

PROCEDURE FOR

REBOUND NUMBER OF HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4805; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 805-79.

Scope

4.2 Abrasive Stone.-Consists of medium-grain texture,
silicon carbide or equivalent material.

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for determination of a rebound number for hardened concrete using
a spring-driven steel hammer.
2.

5.

5.1 Selection of Test Surface.-Concrete members to be
tested shall be at least 4 inches (102 mm) thick, or fixed
within a structure. Smaller specimens must be rigidly
supported. Areas exhibiting honeycombing, scaling, rough
texture, or high porosity should be avoided. Concretes
should be about the same age and have about the same
moisture condition to be compared. Dry concretes have
higher rebound numbers than wet concrete, and the surface
layer of concrete may be carbonated, yielding higher
rebound numbers [1]. 3 The form material against which
concrete was placed should be similar (note 2). Troweled
surfaces generally exhibit higher rebound numbers than
screeded or formed finishes. If possible, structural slabs
should be tested from underside to avoid finishedsurfaces.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 805 Standard Test Method for Rebound Number of
Hardened Concrete •
E 177 Standard Recommended Practice for Use of the
Terms Precision and Accuracyas Appliedto Measurement
of a Property of a Material2
3.

Significance

3.1 The rebound number determined by this procedure
may be used to assess uniformity of inplace concrete,
delineate zones or regions (areas) of poor quality or
deteriorated concrete in structures, and to indicate changes
with time in characteristics of concrete such as those caused
by hydration of cement, which provides useful information
for determining when forms and shoring may be removed.
3.2 This procedure is not intended as an alternative
for strength determination of concrete.
4.

Test Area

NOTE 2.-Where formedsurfaces were ground, overall increases
in rebound numbers of 2.1 for plywood formed members and
0.4 for high-density plywood formedsurfaces have been noted [2].
6.

Precautions

6.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Apparatus

4.1 ReboundHammer.-The rebound hammer consists
of a spring-loaded steel hammer which, when released,
strikes a steel plunger in contact with concrete surface.
The hammer must travel with a fixed and reproducible
velocity. The rebound distance of the hammer from the
steel plunger is measured on a linear scale attached to
frame of instrument. Figure 1 shows a typical device.

7.

Calibration

and Standardization

7.1 Rebound hammers require periodic servicing and
verification: semiannually for hammers in heavy use,
annually for hammers used less frequently, or whenever
there is reason to question a hammer's proper operation.
Metal anvils are available for verification and are recommended. However, verification on an anvil will not
guarantee that different hammers will yield same results
at other points on rebound scale. Some users i:ompare

NOTE 1.-Several types and sizes of rebound hammers are
commercially available to accommodate resting of various sizes
and types of concrete construction. One known source is Schmidt
Test Hammers, Inc., 502 North Tacoma Avenue, Tacoma, WA
98403.
t AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.

3 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 14.

2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 14.02.
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8.2.2: Tkmperat•res of feb,trend [•amn:Jer i;se.lf ma',.
affect reb,ouEid number.
N(IIrTE 3. Reb•_:,und h, amme.;s at (I :•F ,:-71g •::C:I may ex:tfik,,i:
re.bound nuynbe.•s re,JL•ced by as snu,c:l-, as 2 o•" 3 [311
8;.2.3

Fc,,• •eadings. t,c, be compared, •:he di:re.ctit.m c,,f
&•wcJwa,d,. upward:, e.rc.) must be:. the

impact (tq,,l:l, rJzon, tal,
S a •1-1 e.

8..2:.4 Diffe•'ent han:,rne.rs c,f same non;fiina] desiign
may g•ive rel:•,C•,lUlr•d rmmbe.•s differing from 1 to 3 unks
and there.fc,,re, te.s•s slnc:,uild be made wit]-, same hammer
tc,. co, n•pare results if more thanl o, ne hammer is t,•, be
used:, a st•:ffii.c:ie.nt mm•b, er .of tests mus• be. made on, typicaI
cc, ncr'ere svarfaces to dete•rnirJe magnitude of differences
re:, k,.e expected

9.

Pr'ocedure

9.1 F'irm•y hc:dd [nstrumer•t in a positi,::m •hat: •lk•ws
plunger to strike petpendicularlly
to:,, surface tested.
GraduaH?' increase pressure ,:m plunger unti]l k•arnmer
impacts. After imF,,ac•, •e.cord r'ebour>d nun-•ber •,:, v•vo
sigr•ifican, t ,diigks. Take 10 readings from earth t:est, area:
No t.wo irnpac• t,ests Sklall be: closer together than 1 ir•ch
(25 ram), ExamiicJe impression made on su•fac:e afte'r
inqiF, act.::, and disregard •e.adli:r,g i:f impact, cru, s•q, es .,:•r h,,zeaks.
th>:•ugl•* • ne'a>s.,urface ai• void.
10.

Fi•3]lre

]

C,::,i*(1-e{e

10.1 D,i:scard re.a.diings dffferiing from •]xe' average of
l() readings h,:l• n-Jo•e •han 7' uniits and determi:ne, average
c,.• ren:,ailnir•g •eadings. If more t:han two readiings differ
from the average by' 7 ucdts, discard end:ire s.et c:,t: readings
10.2 Figure 2 s.hov,•s a DT,,ical calculat[cm fl:,•m.

te':•t ]•Jm•:n•.:r

se.veraJl ha[-nnqlers on concrete s.,•rfaces encomp, assir:g the:
usua]l 1"ange ,,:ff rebc, u•-•d vaIues erJ.C,m•lrlteredl in fieId.
8..

Calcula•:ion

1 1. Use and In•:e:rp•'eta.¢:io, n, o.f Rebound Hammer
Re:suits

Co, ndi(io.ning

8..•[ The test area sha]]l be a• ]least i•; iin,,L:t•e:•,•. ,:1 5'2 ram),
iin diameter. He'aviily tex:•ured•, soft.,, or surfaces wit,h loose
m,:•rtar shah be grc,,u•-•d srnoo, th with abrash.,e stone
described m s.ect,i,::m: 4.2 SL•ffaces cc, a•ed with curing
cc,,n:Jpo•ur•ds c,• c, ther sealants s[:,ou]ld be: scraped to xemc, ve
a]• soft coating. Smooth-formed ,:• ,>,:•we]led sulr•a.c:es sha•]l
be tested wJi•bl,:7:,ut grinding:. The e.ffe.,• of d•/ing and
ca•b•matii,,:m
can be. mi:nimi:zed k•y tl-Jc,>,:mgh]ly wetting
s.u•face•.•, tim 2,i hours prii,or to:, testing: C•:,nc•etes over :51
,n,,.mhs c,,•d ,•-•a>, require grinding t,:• a dep,•h of ]1,.."4 i•,,ch
((!i ram:, if th, ey a•e •o be:' conqpa•ed •c,, markedl[y younger
concre.•es G•irJdi•,g tc, •hiis .de:p, tl-• is. not feasib]e wit:In, out.
powe• equipment,. An a ntomob[•e b.,:•dy slT:•op .g:•inde• work:s
well for these situations. Ground and unground surfaces
s.l-i,::•.tll[dl no• be c•,mpared
8.2 Otkler •Cac:t-o•s that may a•:•e.c• •esu][ts c,.• test are'
as fcaH,,,ves:
82] Cor•crete at 32 °F' ,i:0 ':'C),. c,,• ]iess, may exhiibiit
very •q,i.g,:h rebc,.•nd valises.. Concret,e sl-Jc,.L•l!d be •es.•ed c, niy
af:e.r if ilas [t:law'ed

1]1.1 Rebo•Lmd rnm:,be.rs sho.ulld be cc,,rrela•ed wiith co,•'e
•:est:ing informa•ii,,:•n. Due tn t-•-],e difficulty of acquiring
appropriate c,o•elatii,•:,na:l .data iic• a given iinstance,. •he
reboucld hamme• is n:-Jc, st, ase.fLd for rapiidl[y surveying large
areas;. •af simi]lar ,:oncre•es in ttne corJs•zact,iorJ tmde•'
ccmsiide•a•ii,,•,n.
:L2..

Report

12:.1 Figure 2 may also serve as. a repc,•t,iing form. The
•e.port, shall inc]lude the: fnJ•c, vvir, g infc, rmatioc• fc,.• each
t,est, area::
, . Stru.c•ure ider•ifica•ii,•m.
, . L,:)cat,iion of test. area.
, . Descriiprik•n c,,f test area, e'g.:, woc, d-fl[oatedl surface:,
dpy,. and grr.•,•nd w'ith abrasion s•one.
°,. Descriprikm ,::d cc:,n,c:xe.te:
(at:, Comp,:•sitiZ,•m, •t: known:, such as. aggregates,
cemecJr content., water'-ce.n-Jent taxi,o:, aii• content, and
admis:tu•es us.edl.
5 86
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(b) Design strength;
(c) Age;
(d) Curing conditions and any unusual conditions
related to test area; and
(e) Type of forms used for test area, if known or
discernible.
Average rebound number for each test area.
Values and locations of discarded rebound numbers.
Hammer type and serial number.
13.

13.2
14.

There is no known bias.

References

[1] Zoldners, N. G., "Calibration and Use of Impact Test
Hammer," Proceedings,
American Concrete Institute, vol.
54, pp. 161-165, August 1957.
[2] Gaynor, R. D., "In-Place Strength of Concrete-A
Comparison of Two Test Systems," and "Appendix to Series
193," National Ready Mixed Concrete Association, TIL
No. 272, November 1959.

Precision and Bias

13.1 The single-specimen,
single-operator,
machine, day precision is 2.5 units, (1S) as defined in
ASTM E 177.

[3] National Ready Mixed Concrete
No. 260, April 1968.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4823-92

EXAMINATION AND SAMPLING
OF HARDENED CONCRETE IN CONSTRUCTION
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730,Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4823; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of ASTM designation: C 823-83.

1.

Scope

E 105 Standard Recommended Practice for Probability
Sampling of Materials3
E 122 Standard Recommended Practice for Choice of
Sample Size to Estimate the Average Quality of a Lot or
Process 3
E 141 Standard Recommended Practice for Acceptance
of Evidence Based on the Results of Probability Sampling 3
2.3 ACI Publications:
ACI 201.1R Guide for Making a Condition Survey of
Concrete in Service 4

1.1 This designation outlines procedures for visual
examination and sampling of hardened concrete in
construction. Reference is made to the examination and
sampling of concrete in prefabricated building units, precast
products, and laboratory specimens.
NOTE 1.-The procedures are not directly applicable to inplace
concrete that does not harden in a normal manner or that is
observed not to develop strength sufficient to allow removal of
forms or temporary supports or to sustain required loads. Under
such circumstances, actions to be taken are dictated by
considerations for safety and requirements for continuation of
construction operations.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4215 Fundamental Transverse, Longitudinal, and
Torsional Frequencies of Concrete Specimens
4295 Petrographic Examination of Aggregate for
Concrete
4457 Microscopical Determination of Air-Void Content
and Parameters of Air-Void System in Hardened Concrete
.4597 Pulse Velocity Through Concrete
4803 Penetration Resistance of Hardened Concrete
4805 Rebound Number of Hardened Concrete
4856 Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Materials1
C 823 Standard Practice for Examination and Sampling
of Hardened Concrete in Constructions 2

3.

Significance and Use

3.1 The examination may provide a basis for planning
the inplace testing of the concrete.
3.2 The sampling can provide materials for petrographic examination (USBR 4856), chemical or physical
• analytical procedures, or any of a wide variety of destructive
or nondestructive tests to determine physical, mechanical,
or structural properties of the concrete.
3.3 The results of examination and sampling carried
out in accordance with this procedure may be used for
a variety of purposes and to serve a variety of objectives,
some of which are discussed in section 6 and ACI 201.1R.

4.

Terminology

4.1 Concrete Construction.-Any object, unit, or
structure that has been built of hydraulic cement concrete.
4.2 Category oF Concrete.-A specified level of quality
in concrete that is observed to be in a definable range
of condition as a result of service or test exposure. This
level is as distinguished from concrete in the same or related
construction that is either of differing specified quality or
of the same specified quality but in observably different
condition at the time of examination. It is also used to
refer to concrete having.a certain attribute (see sec. 11).

1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
2 AnnualBookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.

3 AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards,vol. 14.02.
4 ACI Manual ofConcretePractice,part 1.
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5. Qualifications
of Personnel

and Instruction

5.1 Qualifications.-It is assumed that the examination,
formulation of sampling plan, and sampling procedures
will be performed by personnel qualified by education and
experience to carry out such work; and to operate
equipment employed, record and interpret observations,
and report on sampling plan and its execution. Technicians
and laborers may be required to assist in these operations,
but appropriate training and supervision are mandatory.
5.2 Instructions to Employees.-This practice may be
used by personnel employed directly by those for whom
the examination and sampling program are conducted. The
employer should inform the personnel, in as much detail
as necessary, on the purposes and objectives of the
examination, nature of information sought, and extent of
examination and sampling desired. Pertinent background
information should also be made available. If the person
to perform the work is highly experienced, the employer
should seek his or her advice in delineating the
investigation. The nature, extent, and objectives of the
examination and sampling plan should be recorded, and
the record may appropriately include items listed in the
agreement (sec. 5.3).
5.3 Agreements
with Consultants.-This
practice may
be the basis for establishing arrangements between a
purchaser of a consulting service and the consultant. The
purchaser and consultant should jointly determine the
nature, extent, and objectives of the examination and
sampling program to be made, and should record their
agreementin writing. The agreementmay stipulate specific
determinations to be made, observations to be reported,
number and nature of samples to be taken, level of reliability
required for results of tests, portions of the construction
to be sampled, funds to be obligated, time schedule for
investigation, or a combination of these and other
conditions.
EXAMINATION OF CONCRETE
IN CONSTRUCTION
6.

Procedural Plan

preliminary investigations and adjustedperiodically as data
accumulates.
6.2 Purpose.-Investigations
on the condition of
concrete in service are usually undertaken to:
• Determine ability of concrete to perform satisfactorily under anticipated conditions of futureservice
• Identify processes or materials causing distress or
failure
• Determine conditions that caused or contributed to
satisfactory performance or failure
• Establish methods for repair or replacement without
the possibility of recurrence of the distress
• Determine conformance with construction specifiCations requirements
• Develop data to aid in fixingthe financial and legal
responsibility for cases involving failure or unsatisfactoryservice
• Evaluate performance of components used in the
concrete
6.2.1 It is assumedthat the manager of the investigation would begin with one or more working hypotheses,
derived from information received or gathered, that would
explain the reasons for the condition of the concrete, and
that would be continuously revised and redefined as more
information is received. The intent is that, at the end of
the investigation, an explanation will have been produced
that is the best obtainable from the investigation of the
available evidence concerning the mechanisms that
operated to produce the condition of the construction.
6.3 Scope of Investigation.-The scope of an investigation on concrete in service may be limited to only isolated
areas displaying deterioration; or may be concerned with
general distress, such as excessive deflection or collapse
of structural members. The scope may also involve study
of the dislocation of entire structures or large portions
of structures. The investigation may be confined to the
study of the concrete, or it may require substantial research
into other circumstances such as foundationconditions,
conditions of service, construction practices, and comparisons with other structures.
7.

6.1 Objective.-The objective of the examination of
concrete is to provide information that can be used to
'evaluate the condition of the concrete and the construction,
and to corroborate observed satisfactory performance or
document and explain distress or failure.The examination
of concrete in service or under test should be undertaken
in accordance with a scope, objective, and systematic
procedure, all agreed upon by the responsible parties. The
extent of the investigation and procedures that are most
appropriate for the examination depend upon a decision
as to the objectives of the investigation and the level of
reliability required for the resulting test data. This decision
may stipulate an authorized budget and time schedule for
completion of various stages of the investigation. The
budget and time schedule can be modified following
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Preliminary Investigations

7.1 Purpose.-The purpose of preliminary investigations is to verify the existence of an unsatisfactory condition,
describe its nature, and estimate its extent and possible
effect upon the performance, service life, and safety of
the structure. An investigation of failure or inadequate
performance of concrete in construction is predicatedupon
a conclusion, usually by the owner or his representatives,
that an unsatisfactory condition exists or is imminent. Such
a conclusion may be in error if the observed condition
is insignificant or if the full extent of the actual distress
of inadequacy has not been detected.
7.2 Methods.-The
preliminary investigation may
include visual inspection of the structure, review of plans
and specifications for the work, examination of available
reports by project engineers and inspectors, compilation
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of available data on ser,)ice conditions, petrographic
examination in accordance with USBR 4856, and the testing
of a few selected samples of concrete and secondary chemical
deposits in or on the concrete. The deflection, expansion,
or shrinkage of typical portions of a structure might
appropriately need to be measured. The condition of the
concrete can be estimated using nondestructive testing
procedures, such as impact devices, see USBR 4803 and
4805, and ultrasonic methods, see USBR 4597. Selected
critical portions of structures may be probed and sampled
by drilling (USBR 4042). The concrete cores may be tested
in accordance with USBR 4215. Borehole cameras and
viewing devices have been found to be helpful in specific
instances [1,2,3] 5 .
7.3 Conclusions.-The
findings of the preliminary
investigation may remove all concern with respect to the
condition of the concrete. In certain cases, the findings
may be adequate for a final conclusion on the significance
of observed distress. Otherwise, care should be taken to
assure that the preliminary investigation provides the
information necessary to delineate a plan for further
investigations as discussed in sections 8 through 14.
8.

• A thorough examination of the concrete construction
• Surveys and field tests to define and evaluate
condition of inplace concrete and safety of the
construction
• Acquiring samples for examination and testing by
laboratory procedures
9.2 Scope of Field Examination.-A detailed visual
examination should be made by personnel familiar with
concrete and concrete construction. This examination
should locate and describe all categories of the concrete.
All affected construction or portions thereof should be
identified and the external aspects of failure should be
described as quantitatively as possible. The examination
may be extended to aggregate sources in accordance with
the procedures described in USBR 4295. Photographs of
pertinent features of the construction, their environs, and
the manifestations of failure are valuable and should be
obtained.
9.3 Observadons.-Specific features of the concrete to
be noted include:
• Nature and extent of cracking and fractures
• Evidence of volume change, deflection, or dislocation
of construction or portions thereof, which may include
closing or opening of joints, tilting, shearing, or misalignment of structural elements and shifting or misalignment of machinery
• Conditions of exposed surfaces, such as spalling,
popouts, unusual weakness, disintegration, excessive'
wear, or discoloration
• Evidence of cement-aggregate reactions
• Secondary deposits on surfaces, in cracks, and in voids
• Presence and extent of repair work and quality of
its bond to original concrete

Assembly of Records

8.1 Reports and Legal Documents.-The investigation
of concrete performance should be preceded or accompanied by the assembly and critical review of records pertaining
to the project specifications, construction contract,
construction operations, concrete-making materials,
weather conditions during and after construction, and the
actual conditions of service. Such records should establish
specified requirements for the materials and completed
work, and may reveal circumstances or conditions that
caused or contributed to the distress of the concrete. Records
of operation and maintenance may describe the beginning
and progress of unsatisfactory performance.
8.2 Interviews.-Interviews with contractors, engineers,
inspectors, tradespeople, and suppliers should be conducted
to obtain pertinent information that is not included in
the written record. Owners, occupants, and users of the
construction should be questioned concerning the onset
and progress of evident distress, especially with respect
to the possible relationship to any change of the conditions
of use and service.

9.3.1 Other properties
observation would include:

of the concrete

requiring

• Thoroughness of consolidation
• Whether the concrete is air-entrained
• Evidence of segregation and bleeding
• Indications of extremely high, low, or normal water
content
• For reinforced concrete, condition of steel and its
location in section
• Nature and condition of other embeddeditems

9. Detailed Investigations of Concrete in
Construction

9.3.2 Any phenomena indicating distress of the
concrete should be studied in relation to possible causative
or contributory factors,, such as varying conditions of
exposure over the area of the construction; sequence of
placing operations; conditions prevailing during construction; sources of supply of concrete and concrete-making
materials; identifiable problems of handling, placing, and
finishing; conditions of curing and early protection; and
adequacy of structural design and conformance to plans.
Varying conditions of exposure over the areaof construction
during and after construction may include the following:

9.1 Procedures.-A detailed investigation of concrete in
construction should include all procedures required to
achieve approved scope and objectives within the
authorized budget and time schedule. After the preliminary
investigation to establish the general condition of the
concrete and extent of any unsatisfactory performance, the
detailed investigation may include:

5 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References, section 22.
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11.

• Differences in thermal exposure to solar heating;
shaded portions usually are subjected to the lowest range
of daytime thermal cycles.
• Differences in exposure to moisture which may arise
by orientation of the construction with respect to
prevailing winds during times of rainfall or snowfall,
and which will be affected by the daytime thermal cycles.
• Differences in mineral composition of subgrade so
that part of the construction is located on a foundation
containing swelling clay or containing unstable sulfides
or sulfates.
• Differences in moisture content of subgrade during
or after construction.
9.3.3 The foundation and subgrade materials and
conditions should also be carefully examined if there is
a possibility of their involvement in the serviceability of
the concrete.
9.3.4 The observations made, together with relevant
information developed as described in section 8 and the
results of the preliminary investigations described in section
7, shall be assembled,as may be appropriate, into a report
which shall either be submitted to those for whom the
study was conducted or prepared for incorporation into
a more comprehensive document covering other phases
of an investigation of broader scope.
SAMPLING HARDENED CONCRETE
10.

Requirements

10.1 Sampling each category of concrete should be done
objectively so that the set of samples taken is not weighted
with unusually poor or unusually sound concrete. Samples
may be taken to exemplify unusual or extreme conditions
or features to aid in the identification of causes of distress
or failure of concrete, but these samples should be kept
apart from samples that are taken to exemplify statistically
the properties of the inplace concrete. Thus, the samples
may be of two types: (1) those that are intended to be
representative of the variability of the inplace concrete,
and (2) those that display specific features of interest but
are not intended to be representative of any substantial
proportion of the inplace concrete. The samples should
include portions of both near-surface concrete and concrete
at depth because the concrete may vary substantially with
depth in the development of cracking, deterioration of the
cement paste, progress of cement-aggregate reactions, and
other features. The samples should also be sufficient in
size and number to permit application of all necessary
laboratory procedures upon different samples or portions
of samples than those used for other tests, except as noted
in section 12.3. Therefore, the sampling program should
be arranged with foreknowledge of the laboratory testing
program to be covered by the plan of investigations. The
samples secured for each test procedure should be sufficient
in number to provide an estimate that is of acceptable
reliability (sec. 11.2 and 11.3).
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Sampling Plan

11.1 Representative samples should be taken in
accordance with a prearranged plan that will meet the
requirements of section 10. The plan should also conform
with the recommendations of sections 4 and 5 of ASTM
E 105. For guidelines in the application of statistical
methods to a small number of samples, see reference [4].
Two sampling situations may occur, as described in sections
11.1.1 and 11.1.2.
11.1.1 Situation
/.-The preliminary examination
and other information indicate that all of the concrete is
in similar condition and quality, or that it is infeasible,
without taking and testing samples, to determine whether
the concrete is essentially uniform. For this situation,
sampling locations should be spread randomly or
.systematically over the area of interest. For large structures
or substantial areas of pavement, the sampling sequence
should be repeated at some predetermined frequency, such
as for each 500, 1,000, or 5,000 fd (46, 93, 465 m 2) of
exposed concrete, as may be appropriate. Any method for
determining sampling locations may be employed provided
the locations are established without bias.
11.1.2 Situation Z-The preliminary examination
and other information indicate the concrete is in two or
more categories (see sec. 4.2) or comprises two or more
portions that are, or are likely to be, of differing composition
or quality. For this situation, samples may be taken for
comparison with respect to several categories of
performance by using the Chi-Square Test [5].
11.2 Recommended Sampling Merhod.-Prepare to
scale an outline sketch or obtain scaled large photographs
of the surface from which the representative samples are
to be extracted. Subdivide the entire area, that includes
all of the separate surfaces, into at least 10 equal or
approximately equal sections but not less than the number
of separate areas included in the investigation. Designate
each section by a number or letter. Choose sections to
be sampled by drawing numbered or lettered slips of paper
at random from a container or by using a list of random
numbers or letters. Take the samples, in accordance with
section 13, at locations that are marked at random on the
sketch of each indicated section (note 2).
11.2.1 In an investigation of test specimens or
concrete products, the units to be examined and tested
should be selected randomly by methods similar to those
of section 11.1.
--fl.2.-2 -i)refabricated products of large dimension,
such as building units, pipe, and piling, can be sampled
by the recommended method as it is applied to structures
and pavements.
11.2.3 The sampling method should be modified as
appropriate to provide for sampling concrete members or
elements that have been removed from construction for
investigation.
NOTE 2.-If it is necessary to avoid critical reinforcement,
embedded hardware, or other construction features, move the
sampling location the minimum necessary distance to the north
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of any distress, economics of maintenance, need for repair
(if any), and the desired service life of the structure.
11.4.3 For situation 2 (set. 11.1.2), each separate
category of exposed surface of the concrete construction,
or each category of test specimen or concrete product,
should be treated individually, as described for situation
1 (set. 11.1.1). This is to establish sampling locations and
number of samples, and to select particular specimens or
product units for examination. For example, completely
scaled, partially scaled, and unscaled areas of pavement
.concrete of a specified level of quality should be sampled
separately so that three sets of samples are secured. Each
set would be comprised of concrete of a specific category
conforming with the recommendations of ASTM E 105
and E 122. Any number of sets of samples may be required
for the proper investigation of concrete that is within the
scope of an approved plan so as to adequately evaluate
concrete of differing specified levels of quality, and in
differing condition followingservice exposure.

(up on vertical-surfaces). If such a move is not feasible, move
east, south, or west (right, down, or left), alternatively considered,
in that order.
11.3 Sample Size.-For samples to be subjected to tests
yielding a numeric value, the number of samples should
be determined in accordance with the recommendations
of ASTM E 122, based upon the degree of confidence desired
to be placed in the resulting numerical value. The quantity
of concrete and the dimensions of pieces secured in the
sampling operation should conform with the stipulations
of the applicable method of test.
11.4 Evaluation of Test Results.-TeSt results from
samples obtained in accordance with situation 1, section
11.1.1 are evaluated on the basis of statistics computed
as follows:
_

Y,X;
n

(1)

12. Sampling for Compliance With Construction
Specifications

where:
= average of mean values,
Xi = an individual test result,
n ---- average number of test results, and

s = x/

n- 1

(2)

where:
s = standard deviation of individual values
11.4.1 Evaluation of Test Results on Basis of
Variability.-Variability of test results within a group is
.indicated by the variable s in equation (2) in section 11.4.
Whether these statistics are excessively large can only be
determined by comparing them with some prior knowledge
of what the variability ought to be. The best information
for this variability knowledge is contained in the precision
statement of the test method being used. Directions for
obtaining an acceptable range for the average number of
test results n, equation (1), and an acceptable difference
between the averages of two groups of tests from the same
category of concrete are given in ASTM C 670.
11.4.2 Evaluation on Quality of Concrete.-Quality of
the concrete in question can be assessed by comparing the
average of test measurements from a group within the
category of questionable quality with the average obtained
from a category of good quality. A "student's t test" [6]
may be applied to the difference between the two averages
to make the decision as to whether the difference is
significant or not. Before conducting the "t" test, other
considerations must be kept in mind. These include the
nature and intent of the construction, material properties
relevant to successful concrete in the construction, nature
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12.1 To determine the compliance of hardened concrete
with requirements of codes or contract specifications, each
sample should be sufficient in quantity and dimensions
to permit performance of the applicable test procedure
in accordance with the stipulations of the test method.
12.2 The number of samples to be taken from each
category of concrete should be established in accordance
with ASTM E 105 and E 122 so as to provide a reliable
estimate of the standard deviation and average value of
the test results. The level of reliability required and the
criteria for acceptance of the results, as set forth in ASTM
E 141, should be established as part of the construction
specifications or, if not, as a part of the sampling plan.
In the event that no such stipulation has been established,
no less than five samples shall be taken from each category
for each test procedure stipulated in the procedural plan.
12.3 In some instances, two or more tests may be
performed on a sample provided the tests initially do not
modify the properties of the concrete to be evaluated by
subsequent tests. Any such reuse or successive use of
samples shall be stipulated in detail beforehand in the
sampling plan so as to specify the nature of tests that
may be performed successively, sequence of testing, and
precautions to be taken in performing the tests and
handling the sample during testing. Three examples of
permissible successive testing are: (1) a density test
followed by a compression test; (2) an air void content
test (USBR 4457) followed by a petrographic examination;
and (3) a compression test followed by a chemical test
for cement content, provided care is taken to avoid loss
of fragments of the specimen.
12.4 For purposes of engineering surveys and research
programs, the number of samples and their characteristics may be established by responsible personnel in
accordance with the scope and objectives of the
investigation.
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13.

Sampling Procedures

13.3 If feasible, samples should be taken perpendicular
to the layers in which the concrete was deposited. The
samples should include the exposed surface, near surface
concrete, any concrete in contact with aggressive substances,
and concrete at depth. Samples of isolated spalls or popouts
should include representative examples of same and the
underlying and adjacent concrete. For sampling various
common types of concrete construction, recommended
minimum depths or thicknesses across which samples
should be taken are shown in table 1. Deeper drilling may
be required to determine the extent of cracking, condition
of construction joints, extent of any cement-aggregate
reactions, condition of concrete in contact with subgrade
material, and variability of the concrete.
13.4 Samples should be identified and oriented by
painted or inked markings on the material itself. The
samples should also be wrapped and sealed, as may be
appropriate, to preserve the moisture content representative of the structure at the time of sampling; and be
packed so as to be properly protected from freezing or
damage in transit or storage.

13.1 In general, samples of hardened concrete from
construction, concrete products of large size, or large test
specimens should be secured in accordance with USBR
4042. Specimens of hardened concrete may be obtained
by coring, sawing, or otherwise removing portions of the
concrete (note 3). Sawing or coring by rotary drilling (note
4) is preferred for samples subjected to tests for physical
properties or petrographic examination• Caution should
be used to avoid or minimize fracturing the concrete or
contamination of the sample with foreign substances. Use
of sledges, chisels, and similar tools should be avoided
because their possible effects on the integrity of the sample
would have to be considered during examination and testing
of the samples.
NOTE 3.-Care should be taken to avoid cutting critical sections
of reinforcement, conduit, and ductwork.
NOTE 4.-A diamond-drilled core is preferredto a shot-drilled
core because the resulting outer surface of the core is smoother
and reveals the composition and fabric of the concrete more
clearly.

14.

Information to Accompany Samples

14.1 The supervisory personnel responsible for the
laboratory tests, analyses, and/or the examinations of the
samples should receive complete information on the
identity and source of each sample and on the problem
being investigated. In particular, they should be advised
and consulted about specific questions on the objectives
of the investigation.
14.2 Specific items of information that should be
available to the supervisor or consultant are:

13.2 Samples for examination may be secured from
small beam or slab specimens or from small prism-shaped
or columnar concrete products by sawing across the entire
width and depth; for example, at the third-points and
middle of the length. Samples from vertically cast concrete
cylinders should be secured from top and bottom halves;
from top, middle, and bottom portions; or by sawing the
specimen longitudinally. These samples will represent any
variability arising as a consequence of placing and
compaction procedures, segregation, or bleeding. Similar
procedures and precautions should be employed in securing
samples from other types of test specimens and concrete
products. Methods for obtaining portions of samples for
testing purposes are outlined in section 13 and table 1.

• Location of source of each sample, orientation of
sample, depth from which sample was taken, and
sampling procedures.
• Photographs of the samples and of the sampling
locations should be provided, if possible.

Table 1. - Minimum depth of concrete samples for testing purposes)
Type of construction

Thickness of section,
feet (m)

Minimum depth to be
sampled, feet (m)

Slabs, pavements, walls, linings, foundations,
and structural elements accessiblefrom
one side only

1.0 (0.3) or less
1.0 (0.3) or greater

Entire depth
1.0 (0.3)

Suspended slabs, 2 walls, conduits, foundations,
structural elements exposed to atmosphere
on two or more sides, and concrete products

0.5 (0.15) or less
0.5-2.0 (0.15-0.6)

Entire depth
One half thickness or
0.5 (0.15), whichever
is greater

Massive sections

2.0 (0.6) or greater

2.0 (0.6)

1 The requirements shown in this "table may not provide the quantities or dimensions of samples that are required
by the stipulations of sections 11 and 12. In such cases, the necessary additional quantity of concrete in pieces of
appropriate minimum size should be taken at each sampling location in accordance with the requirements of section 13.
2 When suspended slabs are cored, it is desirable to leave the lower 1 inch (25 mm) uncored so as not to lose
the core by its falling from the barrel and to make it easier to patch the core hole.
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• Report on both the preliminary and detailed field
investigations including a description of the performance of the concrete in service and the results of the
concrete field examination. Surveys, field tests, and other
pertinent information on construction, source of
concrete, and concrete-making materials should also be
included.
• Results of any tests or analyses that were performed
on the concrete or concrete-making materials.
15.

22.

[1] Trantina,J. A., and L. S. Cluff, "NX Borehole Camera,"
Symposium on Soil Exploration, ASTM STP 351, Am. Soc.
Testing Mats., pp. 108-120, 1964.
[2] Burwell, E. B., Jr., and R. H. Nesbitt, "The NX
Borehole Camera," Mining Engineering,MIENA, vol. 6,
No. 8, pp. 805-808, 1954; or Journal ofMetals, American
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers,
JOMTA, vol. 6, No. 11, sec. 1, pp. 1197-1198, November
!954.

Precautions

15.1 This test procedure may involve the use of
hazardous materials, operations, and equipment. It is the
responsibility of the user of this procedure to establish
appropriate safety practices and to determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
16.

[3] Burwell, E. B., Jr., and R. H. Nesbitt, "The NX
Borehole Camera," Systems, vol. 18, No. 3, pp. 12-13, 1954.
[4] Simpson, G. G., A. Roe, and R. C. Lewontin,
Quantitative Zoology, Rev. Ed., Harcourt Brace and Co.,
New York, NY, 1960.

Calibration and Standardization

[5] Natrella, M. G., Experimental Statistics, NBS
Handbook 91, National Bureau of Standards, NBSHA,
chapter 9, August 1963; Crow, E. L, E A. Davis, and M.
W. Maxfield, Statistics Manual, cp. 8, p. 209ff, Dover
Publications, New York, NY, 1960; Military Standard
Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by
Attributes, MIL-STD-105D, April 29, 1963.

16.1 The calibration and standardization of equipment
used in obtaining and/or testing specimens is covered under.
the referenced applicable documents of section 2.
17.

Conditioning

[6] Natrella, M. G., Experimental Statistics, NBS
Handbook 91, National Bureau of Standards, NBSHA, cp.
3, August 1963.

17.1 The conditioning of the specimens used for testing
is covered under the referenced applicable documents of
section 2.
18.

22.1

Procedure

19. Calculations and Interpretation
of Results

[8] Abdun-Nur, E. A., "Sampling of Concrete in Service,"
Special Report 106, Highway Research Board, HRBRA,
pp. 13-17, 1970.

19.1 No specific forms or sample calculations are
included with this procedure because they are covered under
the referenced applicable documents of section 2.
Depending upon the scope and magnitude of the
investigations, applicable forms will have to be devised
at the time if appropriate forms are not available.
19.2 Interpretation of results are covered in section
11.4.

[9] Cordon, W. A., "Size and Number of Samples and
Statistical Considerations in Sampling," ASTM STP 169A, Am. Soc. Testing Mats., pp. 21-31, 1966.
[10] Whitehurst, E. A., "Dynamic Tests of Hardened
Concrete," ASTM STP 169-A, Am. Soc. Testing Mats., pp.
176-188, 1966.

Reports

[11] Mielenz, R. C., "Diagnosing Concrete Failures,"
Stanton Walker Lecture Series on the Material Sciences,
Lecture No. 2, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD, p.
47, 1964.

20.1 No typical report is included with this procedure
because of its wide variability. Suggestions on items to
be covered in a report are given in section 14.
21.

Background References:

[7] Abdun-Nur, E. A., "Techniques, Procedures, and
Practices of Sampling of Concrete and Concrete-Making
Materials," ASTM STP 169-A, Am. Soc. Testing Mats.,
pp. 7-17, 1960.

18.1 The overall procedure is covered in sections 6
through 13.

20.

References

[12] Petersons, N., "Recommendations for Estimation
of Quality of Concrete in Finished Structures," Materials
and Structures, MAKOB, vol. 4, No. 24, 1971. Reprinted,
Swedish Cement and Concrete Research Inst., Royal Inst.
Techn., Stockholm, Reprint 65, p. 19, 1972.

Precision and Bias

21.1 The precision ana bias for this test procedure have
not been established.
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[13] Axon, E. O., "Investigation of the Performance of
Concrete in Service," Special Report 106, Highway
Research Board, HRBRA, pp. 5-8, 1970.

[16] Mather,K.,"Petrographic Examination of Hardened
Concrete," ASTM STP 169-A, Am. Soc. Testing Mats., pp.
125-143, 1966.

[14] Oleson, C. C., "Condition Surveys of Concrete in
Service," Special Report 106, Highway Research Board,
HRBRA, pp. 9-12, 1970.

[17] Erlin, B., "Analytical Techniques," Special Report
106, Highway Research Board, HRBRA, pp. 29-37, 1970.

[15] Brink, R. H., "Physical Tests for Investigating
Performance of Concrete," Special Report 106, Highway
Research Board, HRBRA, pp. 18-20, 1970.
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4856-92

PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION
OF HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4856; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 856-83.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers a procedure that outlines
the petrographic examination on samples of hardened
concrete. The samples may be taken from concrete
construction, may be concrete products or portions thereof,
or may be concrete or mortar specimens that have been
exposed in natural environments, exposed to simulated
service conditions, or subjected to laboratory tests. The
term "concrete construction" is intended to include all types
of units or structures that are made of hydraulic cement
concrete.
NOTE 1.-Photographs of materials, phenomena, and reaction
products discussed in sections 8, 9, 10, and 12; and tables 1,
2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are available as associatedmaterialA
1.2 The petrographic methods described are applicable
to the examination of samples of all types of hardened
hydraulic cement mixtures including concrete, mortar,
grout, plaster, stucco, and terrazzo. In this procedure, the
material for examination is designated as "concrete" even
though the commentary may be applicable to other
mixtures, unless the reference is specifically to a media
other than concrete.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
1020 Calibrating Ovens
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4215 Fundamental Transverse, Longitudinal, and
Torsional Frequenciesof Concrete Specimens
4295 Petrographic Examination of Aggregate for
Concrete
4457 Microscopical Determination of Air-Void Content
and Parameters of Air-Void System in Hardened Concrete

4597 Pulse Velocity Through Concrete"
4803 Penetration Resistanceof Hardened Concrete
4805 Rebound Number of Hardened Concrete
4823 Examination and Sampling of Hardened Concrete
in Construction
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 294 Standard Descriptive Nomenclature for Constituents of Natural Mineral Aggregates2
C 452 Standard Test Method for Potential Expansion of
Portland Cement Mortars Exposed to Sulfate3
C 856 Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination
of Hardened Concrete2
E 3 " Standard Methods of Preparation of Metallographic
Specimens4
E 883 Standard Practice for Metallographic Photomicrography4
2.3 CRD Method:
C 52 Method of Test for Resistance of Concrete Surfaces
to Abrasion (Rotating Cutter Method) [1] 5
3.

3.1 It is assumed that the examination will be made
by personnel qualified by education and experience to
operate equipment used and to record and interpret results
obtained. In some cases, the petrographer will have had
adequate experience to provide detailed interpretation of
the materials' performance with respect to the engineering
and other consequences of the observations. Alternatively,
the interpretation will be made in part by engineers,
scientists, or others qualified to relate to the observations.
3.2 This procedure may be used by a petrographer
employed directly by those for whom the examination is
made. The Government shall inform the petrographer,
in as much detail as necessary, of the purposes and objectives
of examination, kind of information needed, and extent
of examination desired. Pertinent background information,
2
3
4
5

i Glossy prints, which are frequently of use to the petrographer, are
available at a nominal charge from ASTM Headquarters, 1916 Race St.,
Philadelphia PA 19103. Request adjunct No. 12-308560-00.
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Qualifications of Petrographers

Annual BookforASTMStandards, vol. 04.02
Annual BookofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
AnnualBookofASTM Standards, vol. 03.03.
Numbersin bracketsrefer to entries in References,section 14.
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including results of prior testing, should be made available.
If petrographer is highly experienced, his advice and
judgment should be sought regarding extent of examination
and on the information discussed in section 3.3.
3.3 This procedure may form the basis for establishing
arrangements between the Government and a consulting
service. In such a case, both parties should determine the
kind, extent, and objectives of examination and analyses
to be made; and should record their agreement in writing.
The agreement may stipulate specific determinations to
be made, observations to be reported, funds to be obligated,
or a combination of these or other conditions.
4.

Purposes of Examination

4.1 Examples of purposes for which a petrographic
examination of concrete is used are given in sections 4.2
through 4.5. The probable usefulness of a petrographic
examination in specific instances may be determined by
discussion with an experienced petrographer on the
objectives of the investigation.
4.2 Concrete from Construction.-A petrographic
examination on concrete from construction could include:
• A detailed determination on condition of concrete
in a construction.
• Determination on causes of inferior quality, distress,
or deterioration of concrete in a construction.
• Determination on probable future performance of
concrete.
• Determination on whether concrete in a construction
was or was not as specified; other tests may be required
in conjunction with petrographic examination.
• Description of cementitious matrix including
qualitative determination on type of hydraulic binder
used, degree of hydration, degree of carbonation if
present, evidence of unsoundness of cement, presence
of a mineral admixture, nature of hydration products,
adequacy of curing, and unusually high water-cement
ratio of paste.
• Determination on whether alkali-silica or alkalicarbonate reactions, cement-aggregate reactions, or
reactions between contaminants and matrix have taken
place and their effects on the concrete.
• Determination on whether concrete has been
subjected to and affectedby sulfate attack, other chemical
attack, early freezing, or to other harmful effects of
freezing and thawing.
• Part of a survey on safety of a structure for a present
or proposed use.
• Determination on whether concrete subjected to fire
is essentially undamaged, or moderately or seriously
damaged.
• Investigation on performance of coarse or fine
aggregatein structure, or determination of composition
of aggregate for comparison with aggregate from
approved or specified sources.
• Determination of factors that caused a given concrete
to serve satisfactorily in the environment in which it
was exposed.
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• Determination on presence and nature of surface
treatments such as dry shake applications on concrete
floors.
4.3 Test Specimens fromActual or Simulated Service.A petrographic examination may be conducted on concrete
or mortar specimens that have been subjected to actual
or simulated service conditions for most of the purposes
listed in section 4.2.
4.4 Concrete Products.-A petrographic examination
can be used for investigation of concrete products of any
kind including masonry units, precast structural units,
piling, pipe, and building modules. The products or samples
of those submitted for examination may be from current
production, from elements in service in a construction,
or from elements that have been subjected to tests or to
actual or simulated service conditions. The examination
could include:
• Determination of features listed in section 4.2.
• Determination on effects of manufacturing processes
and variables such as methods for mixing, molding,
demolding, consolidation, curing, and handling.
• Determination on effects of use of different concretemaking materials, forming and molding procedures,
types and amounts of reinforcement, and embedded
hardware.
4.5 Laboratory Specimens.-The purposes of a petrographic examination on laboratory specimens of concrete,
mortar, or cementitious paste are usually to investigate
effects of the test on the specimen or on one or more
of its constituents to provide examples of the effects of
a process, and to provide petrographer with visual evidence
on examples of reactions in a specimen of known materials,
proportions, age, and history. Specific purposes may
include:
• Determine if alkali-silica reaction has taken place,
what aggregate constituents were affected, what
evidence of reaction exists, and effects of reaction on
concrete.
• To establish whether one or more alkali-carbonate
reactions have taken place, which aggregateconstituents
were affected, what evidence of reaction exists, and
effects of reaction on concrete properties.
• Determine if any other cement-aggregate reaction
has taken place. In addition to alkali-silica and alkalicarbonate reactions, other reactions are hydration of
anhydrous sulfates, rehydration of zeolites, wetting of
clays; and reactions involving solubility, oxidation,
sulfates, and sulfides [2,3,4].
• Establish whether an aggregateused in a test has
been contaminated by a reactive constituent when, in
fact, aggregatewas not reactive.
• To establish effects of a freezing and thawing test
or other physical or mechanical exposure of concrete
on aggregateand matrix.
• Determine extent of a reaction, nature of reaction
products, and effects of reaction produced in exposure
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5.2.11 Microscope Slides.-Clear, noncorrosive, glass
slides about 1 inch (25 ram) wide and at least 1-3/4 inches
(44 mm) long. Thickness of slides may need to be specified
to fit some thin-section machines.
5.2.12 Cover Glasses.-Noncorrosive cover glasses of
No. 1 (0.18 mm) thickness (preferred).
5.3 Equipment for Specimen Examination:
5.3.1 Stereomicroscope.-This microscope should
provide magnifications in the range from 7× to 70×, or
more.
5.3.2 Dollies.-Small,
wheeled dollies with flat tops,
with a portion of the top curved to hold a section of core
to assist in manipulating concrete specimens under the
stereom'croscope.
5.3.3 Polarizing Microscope.-For
examinations in
transmitted light, with mechanical stage; low-, medium-,
and high-power objectives such as 3.5X, 10X, and 20×
to 25X; 43X to 50× with a numerical aperture of 0.85
or more; assorted eyepieces having appropriate corrections
and magnifications for use with each of the objectives;
micrometer eyepiece; condenser adjustable to match
numerical aperture of objective with highest numerical
aperture to be used; full- and quarter-wave compensators,
quartz wedge, and other accessories.
5.3.4 Metallographic
Microscope.-With
vertical
illuminator; mechanical stage; metallographic objectives of
low, medium, and high magnification; and appropriate
eyepieces to provide a range of magnifications from about
25× to 500X. Reflected polarized light should be available
and appropriate compensators provided. Some polarizing
microscopes can be equipped with accessories for
metallographic examination if the tube can be raised or
the stage lowered to give adequate clearance for vertical
illuminator and thicker specimens usually used. For more
information on metallographic photomicrography, refer to
ASTM E 883.
5.3.5 Eyepiece Micrometer.-Eyepiece
micrometers
calibrated using a stage micrometer are useful for measuring
particles of aggregate,cement grains, calcium hydroxide,
and other crystals; and for measuring widths of cracks.
5.3.6 Stage Micrometer=For
calibrating eyepiece
micrometers.
5.3.7 Microscope
Lamps.-Many
modern polarizing
microscopes have built-in illuminators which are
convenient and satisfactory if, with the condenser, they
can be adjusted to fill the back lens of the objective of
highest numerical aperture with light. If microscope
requires a separate illuminator, tungsten ribbon-filament
bulbs in suitable adjustablehousings are satisfactory. Several
types of illuminators are available for stereomicroscopes,
some can be mounted on the microscope while some stand
on their own bases. The choice is a question of adequacy.
of illumination for tasks intended. Focusable illuminators
are preferred.
5.3.8 Needleholders
and Points=In addition to pin
vises and needles from laboratory supply houses, a No.
10 sewing needle mounted in a handle or a selection of
dissecting needles from size 00 to size 4 are useful for
prying out reaction products.

to a chemically aggressive environment, such as in
ASTM C 452.
• To determine characteristics of moist-cured concrete
that has not been subjected to chemical attack, to a
cement-aggregate reaction, or to freezing and thawing.
• By comparison with appropriate laboratory specimens, a petrographer may be able to substantiate
existence of a particular reaction in concrete, or
determine that reaction cannot be detected.
5.

Apparatus

5.1 The apparatus and equipment used in making
petrographic examinations of hardened concrete depend
on the methods required. This section includes equipment
generally used; equipment required for field sampling is
not listed. Any other useful equipment may be added.
5.2 Equipment forSpecimen Preparation:
5.2.1 Diamond Saw.-A slabbing saw with an
automatic feed and blade large enough to make at least
a 7-inch (178-mm) cut in one pass.
5.2.2 Cutting Lubricant=Requiredfor diamond saw.
5.2.3 Horizontal Lap Wheel.-A steel, cast iron, or
other metal lap wheel at least 16 inches (406 mm) in
diameter and large enough to grind at least a 4- by 6inch (102- by 152-mm) area.
5.2.4 Free Abrasive Machine=This machine uses
abrasive grit in lubricant, and has sample holders on a
rotating table. This type of grinding machine increases
speed of preparation of finelyground surfaces.
5.2.5 Polishing WheeL-This wheel should be at least
8 inches (203 mm) in diameter, and should preferably be
a two-speed or vibratory polisher.
5.2.6 Hot Plate or Oven.-Should
be thermostatically
controlled to permit drying and impregnating specimens
with resin or wax for preparation of thin sections, ground
surfaces, and polished sections.
5.2.7 Prospector's Pick or Bricklayer's Hammer.One or both of these tools may be needed.
5.2.8 Abrasives.-Silicon carbide grits: No. 100
(150 /•m), No. 220 (63 #m), No. 320 (31 #m), No. 600
(16/am), No. 800 (12/lm); optical finishing powders such
as M-303, M-204, and M-309; and polishing powders as
needed.
5.2.9 Plate-GlassSquares=These plate-glass squares
should be from 12 to 18 inches (305 to 457 ram) on an
edge and at least 3/8 inch (10 ram) thick for hand-finishing
specimens.
5.2.10 Suitable Medium or Media.-For impregnating
concrete and mounting thin sections. Canada balsam,
Lakeside 70 cement, and flexibilized epoxy formulations
have been found to be successful. Should also have an
appropriate solvent.
NOTE Z-Caution: Flexibilized epoxies form strong bonds but
have higher indexes of refraction than Canada balsam or Lakeside
70. These epoxies are toxic and should not be allowed to touch
skin. Plastic gloves should be worn when using, and work should
be done under a hood so as not to breathe fumes.
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5.3.9 Bottles with Droppers=For applying acid,
water, and other reagents during examination.
5.3.10 Assorted Forceps.-Preferablystainless steel,
including fine-pointedwatchmaker's forceps.
5.3.11 Refractometer and Immersion Media.Covering the range of refractive indexes from 1.410 to
at least 1.785, in intervals not larger than 0.005. Stable
immersion media, calibrated at a known temperature and
of known thermal coefficient, are preferable and should
be used in a temperature-controlled room. A thermometer
graduated in tenths of a degree Fahrenheit, or Celsius,
should be used to measure air temperature near microscope
stage so that thermal corrections of refractive index can
be made if needed.
5.3.12 Miscellaneous Equipment=Otherequipment
needed includes linear measurement devices, ovens, and
lens paper.
6.

is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health .practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.2 Specific precautions are given in note 2 of section
5.2.10 on the toxicity of certain materials.
8.

8.1 Cores shall be obtained in accordance with USBR
4042. The minimum size of sample should be at least one
core; preferably 6 inches (152 mm) in diameter and 12
inches (305 mm) long for each mixture, condition, or
category of concrete; except that for pavement, the full
depth of pavement shall be sampled with a 4- or 6-inch
(102- or 152-mm) core. Broken fragments of concrete are
usually of doubtful use in a petrographic examination
because damage to concrete cannot be clearly identified
as a function of sampling technique or representative of
real condition of concrete. Cores smaller than 6 inches
in diameter can be used if aggregateis small enough. In
deteriorated concrete, core recovery is much poorer with
a 2-1/8-inch (54-mm) diameter core than with a 6-inch
diameter core.
8.2 Samples from Construction.-The most useful
samples for petrographic examination of concrete from
construction are diamond-drilled cores with a diameter at
least two times, preferably three times, the maximum size
of the coarse aggregate in the concrete. If 6-inch (150-mm)
aggregate is used, a core at least 10 inches (254 ram) in
diameter is desirable.
8.2.1 The location and orientation of all cores,
including cores or core lengths not sent to laboratory, should
be clearly shown. Each core should be properly labeled.
For vertically drilled cores, the elevation or depth at top
and bottom of each section should be shown, and any core
loss and fracturesprior to the drilling should be marked.
For cores taken horizontally or obliquely, direction of
vertical plane and tops and bottoms should be marked.
A field log similar to the log shown on figure 1 should
be provided.
8.2.2 Broken pieces of concrete from extremely
deteriorated structures, or pieces removed while preparing
for repair work, are sometimes used for the petrographic
examination. The samples will be more useful if their
original locations in the structure are clearly described or
indicated on a sketch or photograph.
8.2.3 Figure 1 also shows a typical form for sample
information, which should include:

Selection and Use of Apparatus

6.1 Laboratories should be equipped to provide
photographs, photomacrographs, and photomicrographs to
illustrate significant features of the concrete. While
ordinary microscope lamps are sometimes satisfactory for
photomicrography in transmitted and reflected light, lamps
providing intense point or field sources, such as tungsten
ribbon-filament bulbs or zirconium or carbon arcs, are more
desirable.
6.2 The minimum equipment required for a petrographic examination of concrete, where both specimen
preparation and examination are completed within the
laboratory, consists of a selection of apparatus and supplies
for specimen preparation; a stereomicroscope, preferably
on a large stand so that 6-inch (152-mm) diameter cores
can be conveniently examined; polarizing microscope and
accessories; lamps for each microscope; and a stable,
calibrated, immersion media of known thermal coefficient.
Specimens for petrographic examination may be obtained
by sending samples to individuals or firms that offer custom
services in preparing thin or polished sections and finelyground surfaces. However, it is more convenient to prepare
specimens in-house if possible.
6.3 X-ray diffraction, X-ray emission, differential
thermal analysis, thermogravimetric analysis, analytical
chemistry, infrared spectroscopy, and other techniques may
be useful in obtaining quick and definite answers to relevant
questions where microscopy will not do so. Some
undesirable constituents of concrete, some hydration of
products of cementitious materials, and some reaction
products that are useful in defining effects of different
exposures, and many contaminating materials may not be
identified unless techniques that supplement light
microscopy are used [5,6].
7.

Samples

• Location and original orientation of each specimen,
see USBR 4823.
• Mixture proportions of concrete.
• Sources of concrete-making materials, and results of
any testing on these materials.
• Description of mixing, placing, consolidation, and
curing methods.
• Age of structure or, for a structure that required
several years to complete, dates of placement of concrete
sampled.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
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• Conditions of operation and service exposure.
• Reason for and objectives of examination.
• Symptoms believed to indicate distress or
deterioration.
• Results of field tests such as measurements of
Fundamental Transverse, Longitudinal, and Torsional
Frequencies of Concrete Specimens (USBR 4215); Pulse
Velocity (USBR 4597); Rebound Hammer (USBR
4805); or Probe Readings (USBR 4803).
8.3 Samples from Test Specimens from Natural
Exposures, Concrete Products, andLaboratorySpecimens:
8.3.1 Information on these types of samples should
include materials used, mixture proportions, curing, age
of concrete when placed in service or test,.orientation in
exposure, present age, condition surveys during exposure,
characteristics of natural or laboratory exposure, and
method of manufacture of the concrete products. Large
concrete products may be sampled similar to those from
construction (sec. 8.2), and smaller concrete products may
be represented by one or more samples showing range
of condition from service or fabrication,or both.
8.3.2 The exposure of laboratory specimens should
be described with the test results in addition to age at
test and available test results on aggregates, hydraulic
binders, and admixtures used. This information should
accompany test specimens from natural exposures and
concrete products or samples therefrom, if available.
8.3.3 Figure 1 may also serve as a typical form for
reporting the information required on these samples.
9.

Examination of Samples

9.1 Choice of Method.-Specific techniques and
methods used in examination of a sample depend on
purpose of examination and nature of sample. The method
to be used should be selected after questions that
examination is intended to answer have been clearly formulated. The method should answer those questions as
unequivocally and economically as possible. Details that
need to be resolved will be dictated by objectives of
examination and will vary for different situations.
Consequently, selection and location of specimens from
samples submitted for examination should be guided by
objectives of study. For relevant subjects not described in
this procedure, refer to USBR 4295 and 4457 and ASTM
C 294.
9.2 Visual Examination and Outline of Additional
Examination.-A petrographic examination of concrete,
mortar, or cementitious paste should begin with a review
of all available information about the specimefi, followed
by a visual examination of each sample. An outline of
the information that can be obtained from the visual
examination is given in table 1. The visual exam should
be followed by an examination using a stereomicroscope,
see table 2 and section 12.1. In some cases, further study
is unnecessary and a final report can be prepared. In other
cases, specimens are selected during the visual and
stereomicroscope examinations for further processing and
additional stereomicroscope study, more detailed examination using the petrographic or metallographic micro601

scopes or by X-ray diffraction and other instrumental
methods, and for other chemical or physical tests. Methods
for specimen preparation are outlined in section 10. Tables"
2, 3, 4, and 5 summarize characteristics of concrete
conveniently observed with the stereomicroscopic,
petrographic, and metallographic microscopes. During each
examination, the petrographer should note specific
examinations to be subsequently made in detail, and may
recognize the need to reexamine specimens. Possible
observations using different types of microscopes are shown
in table 6, and properties of some relevant compounds
are listed in table 7.
9.3 Photography.-It is frequentlydesirable to maintain
a photographic record as illustrations for the report and
for future reference. The followingsections describe the
types of photographs that may be useful.
9.3.1 Overlapping close-up photographs of a core
laid out in sequence, including a dimensional scale, are
often useful. It is convenient to use a view camera at a
constant distance with same lighting in all photographs.
9.3.2 Photographs and photomacrographs of
features of interest on a core surface, ground surface, or
an old or new crack surface at magnifications of 0.7X to
3X are particularly useful if specimen will be destroyed
during subsequent examinations. A camera equipped with
a long extension bellows, lenses of focal length from 2.9
to 6.5 inches (73.7 to 165.1 mm), and a ground-glass back
is desirable.
9.3.3 Photomacrographs at magnifications of at least
3X to 10X and sometimes higher, may be used to illustrate
reaction products or growths on specimen or significant
crack patterns. Black and white photographs, such as 4
by 5 inches (102 by 127 ram) taken at 1X magnification
on fine-grained film with a long gray scale, convey a great
deal of information and may be more useful than a
photograph taken at a higher magnification on a smaller
format. As a general guide, subject should be illuminated
by oblique lighting at a low angle if relief on subject surface
is low, and at a higher angle if relief is high. The object
of the oblique illumination is to show detail and contrast
without obscuring features by long shadows. Details can
also be enhanced by using colored filters,such as Wratten
G or other yellow filters. Cross lighting from two sides
is sometimes successful in showing detail and obliterating
confusing shadows.
9.3.4 Photomicrographs of thin sections, immersion
mounts, and polished sections at magnifications from 2X
to an upper limit appropriate to the subject and dependent
on quality of equipment and skill of photographer may
be used to illustrate textures, compounds, and crack
patterns.
9.3.5 The range of photographic techniques used
should be adequate to provide a good selection of
illustrations for the report and record. The subjects for
illustrations are usually selected during the visual and
stereomicroscopic examinations.
10.

Specimen Preparation and Conditioning

10.1 Preparation for Visual and Stereomicroscope
Examination:
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10.1.1 Diamond-drilled cores, formed or finished
surfaces, freshly broken surfaces, or old crack surfaces
should be examined in condition received. It is sometimes
helpful to have drilled, formed, and finished surfaces wetted
to increase contrast.
10.1.2 Diamond saw cuts should be oriented with
relation to significant features of the concrete; either
normal to bedding directions in conventional concrete,
normal to a formed or finished surface, or normal to a
crack or crack system; in order to reveal structure and
fabric of the concrete and extent of alteration outward
from crack.
10.1.3 It is useful to prepare at least one sawed
surface by grinding it with progressively finer abrasives
(as described in USBR 4457) until a smooth matte finish
is achieved, and to select areas on matching opposing
surface for preparation of thin sections and specimens for
optical, chemical, X-ray diffraction, or other examinations.
10.1.4 Specimens obtained by diamond drilling are
not ordinarily damaged in the process; however, weak
concrete damaged by chemical attack, an alkali-aggregate
reaction, freezing and thawing, or any combination thereof,
will result in poor core recovery with many fractures if
core is drilled with a 2-1/8-inch (54-mm) diameter bit
and barrel. However, if drilled with a 6-inch (152-mm)
diameter bit and barrel, essentially complete recovery
results. This difference is particularly important in
petrographic examinations made during condition surveys
of old structures. Weakened concrete may also break during
sawing. The removal and preparation of specimens for
laboratory studies usually involves the application of force
and sometimes the application of heat to specimen.
10.1.5 The effects of force can be minimized during
specimen preparation by using thicker slices and making
only one cut parallel to long axis of a core section. Fractured
or fragile concrete can be supported by partially or
completely encasing it in plaster, epoxy resin, or other
reinforcing media before sawing.
10.1.6 Heat used while impregnating concrete with
thermoplastic wax or resin will cause cracking if concrete
is heated while it is wet, and will also alter the optical
properties of some compounds, such as ettringite. As a
result, artifacts may be produced and compound identification made difficult. These artifacts may be mistaken
as original features, so care must be used in evaluating
a particular feature and indexing it as original in the
specimen when the feature may have been produced during
removal of specimen from structure or during laboratory
processing.
10.1.7 When alkali-carbonatereactions are suspected
and rims around crushed carbonate aggregateare observed,
it is useful to etch a sawed or ground surface in 6 N(normal)
or weaker hydrochloric acid to see if peripheral rims on
coarse aggregateparticles are more or less susceptible to
etching than interior of particle. Because etching destroys
the surface, this step should not be taken until all other
examinations of the surface have been completed. Etching
the ground surface for 30 seconds in 10-percent
hydrochloric acid is an appropriate procedure.
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10.2 Preparation of Immersion Mounts=Secondary
products of nondeleterious and deleterious chemical
processes may be observed during the stereomicroscopic
examination. Finely-pointed probes may be used to excavate
and transfer these products to microscope slides. The
material is then covered with a cover glass, immersed in
a refractive index liquid, and examined using a polarizing
microscope to determine optical characteristics of the
product such as index of refraction, birefringence, and
optical character.
10.3 Preparationof Thin Sections.-A detailed description of thin-section preparation is beyond the scope of
this procedure. There are many laboratories that provide
this service if in-house facilities are not available.
Preparation includes slicing the concrete into 1/16-inch
(2-ram) thick wafers if concrete is strong, and thicker slices
if concrete is weak. It may be necessary to impregnate
the concrete with a resin before slicing to prevent
disintegration. Diluted flexibilized epoxy or thermoplastic
resins have been used successfully. The thin concrete slices
are then mounted on glass slides using flexibilized epoxy,
Canada balsam, or Lakeside 70 and ground on laps using
progressively finer abrasive until a thickness of 1181
microinches (30 #m) or less is obtained; a thickness not
greater than 787 microinches (20 #m) is required for
detailed examination of paste in transmitted light. It is
usually necessary to check thickness of section using
birefringent colors of common minerals in the aggregate,
such as quartz or feldspar, during final grinding stages.
A cover glass is placed on the cleaned, prepared section
and secured with Canada balsam or other media.
10.3.1 Semiautomatic thin-section machines are
available which prepare original surface of the blank for
mounting, trims, excess thickness of blank after mounting,
and grinds the section to 1968 to 3937 microinches (50
to 100/am) leaving little thickness to be removed by hand
lapping.
10.4 Preparation"for Examination by Metallographic
Microscope:
10.4.1 The preparation of specimens for examination by the metallographic microscope is described in
ASTM E 3, the methods described in this procedure are
intended as guides only. Methods should be used that are
appropriate to the varieties of microscopical techniques
used, and to specimen condition and composition. It is
impossible to provide instructions to cover every possible
situation.
11.

Calibration and Standardization

11.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
11.2 Linear measurement devices shall be calibrated
in accordance with USBR 1000.
11.3 Ovens shall be calibrated in accordance with USBR
1020.
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11.4 Thermometers shall be checked against thermometers certified by the manufacturers.
11.5 The eyepiece micrometer shall be calibrated with
a stage micrometer in accordance with section 5.3.5.
11.6 The stable immersion media shall be calibrated
to meet requirements of section 5.3.11.
12.

Procedure

12.1 Visual andStereomicroscope Examination:
12.1.1 If there is more than one specimen, arrange
them in logical order to represent position in structure
and differences in material, proportions, and exposure, or
any combination thereof. Photographs and sketches of
significant features should be made before specimens are
altered. Tables 1 and 2 list some features to be observed
during examination.
12.1.2 Concrete from Construction (Core Log):
12.1.2.1. Fit fragmented cores together to determine if any pieces are missing. Measure cores to verify
field data and prepare a diagramatic log of each core, if
necessary. The log should be made to a scale to show
relevant features. The log may be used to show fresh and
old fractures, reacted particles, reaction products, changes
in size or type of coarse and fine aggregates, distribution
of coarse aggregate, honeycomb, segregation of components, cold jointsor lift or course boundaries, location and
direction of steel or other embedded material, changes in
color or paste, and other significant features. Notes should
be made and suitably referenced in log. If cores have been
suitably packed to preserve the moisture content as drilled,
which may or may not be the actual inplace moisture
content, specimens should be carefully handled to preserve
moisture content and avoid breakage. Tests that may be
made on specimens in the as-received moisture condition
include compressive strength, static or dynamic modulus
of elasticity, air content by high-pressure meter,
permeability, and freezing and thawing.
12.1.2.2 During the visual examination, a general
comparison of cores representing different conditions,
materials, and extent and nature of deterioration should
be made and recorded. Specimens should be sorted into
comparable groups based on conditions or location of
regions designated for more detailed examination. In some
cases during the visual or stereomicroscope examinations,
one or more specimens from each group may be selected
for more detailed studies. If a reduced number of specimens
is to be selected for detailed examination, selection should
be made after careful visual and stereomicroscope
examinations have been made to define one or more factors
that characterize each group.
12.1.3 Specimens from Natural Exposures.-These
specimens should be laid out in logical order-either by
materials, proportions, age, or any combination thereof,
and compared with respect to composition and condition.
Significant features for more detailed examination should
be marked and noted. Table 3 shows features of firedamaged concrete.
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12.1.4 Concrete Products:
12.1.4.1 The concrete product samplesmay consist
of complete units when they have relatively small
dimensions, such as tile, block, or brick, or portions removed
from units by coring or sawing. Samples should be
organized and oriented in a manner appropriate to
objectives of examination. For example, portions taken
from a single product unit should be grouped together,
and each sample should be described by visual observation
and measurement of dimensions in relation to markings
or labels. The followinginformation should be recorded
or clearly marked on the samples: location in product unit
(top, side, end, interior, etc.); vertical and horizontal
directions as cast or molded; outer and inner ends; position
in product unit during curing period; position of sample
relative to highly stressed portions of concrete adjacent
to tendon anchorages; and location in unit as placed in
the construction. Sketches or photographs of pertinent
features should be recorded to show conditions such as
cracking, staining, chemical deposits, presence of foreign
matter, segregation, and surface defects.
12.1.4.2 Methods described in sections 12.1.1 and
12.1.2 are applicable in the examination of concrete
products. The investigation may be directed toward features
resulting from the specific manufacturing operations
involved such as mixing, molding, demolding, curing, and
any prestressing methods. For example, lack of uniformity
might originate in incomplete mixing, improper consolidation during molding, or incomplete or nonuniform
curing. Surface defects and poor appearance may result
from improper application of form-release agents, which
may cause inhibition of hydration of the cement in a nearsurface zone. Such features can be detected and described
by visual and microscopical examinations of formed or
molded surfaces, sawed and lapped surfaces, or fracture
surfaces across the sample.
12.1.5 Laboratory Specimens=These specimens
should be laid out in logical order and compared with respect
to composition and condition, and to features influenced
or expected to be influenced by testing.
12.1.6 Stereomicroscope Examination.-Thestereomicroscope examination reveals additional details at
magnifications from 5× to 150×, see tables 1 and 2. The
visual and stereomicroscope examinations are often
performed alternately. Examinations at low magnifications
reveal characteristics of formed, finished, deteriorated,
broken, sawed, or ground surfaces. Old cracks may be
opened and their surfaces examined to detect reaction
products and secondary alteration. These cracks are
frequently of different color than mass of the concrete,
and appear blurred by secondary deposits.
12.1.6.1 Freshly broken surfaces may follow
structural weaknesses, and may reveal significant features
that have not been masked by secondary alteration.
12.1.6.2 Sawed and ground surfaces are examined
to detect fine cracks and trace networks of cracks that are
not perceptible on drilled or sawed surfaces, filling and
partial fillingin voids and cracks, and to detect rims on
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aggregate particles that may indicate chemical reaction
between cement and aggregate.Rims on gravel or natural
sand should be presumed to be a result of weathering in
the deposit unless samples of aggregatesused are available
and show that rims were not present before aggregate
was used in concrete. Rims produced in the concrete on
particles of sand and gravel are absent or relatively thin
and faint at locations where particles are in contact with
an air void. Rims produced by weathering may mask rims
produced by alkali-silica reaction. Rimmed crushed stone
m concrete usually indicates an alteration in the concrete
from alkali-silicaor alkali-carbonatereactions [7,8,9]. Pale
rims in mortar bordering coarse aggregate[6,11] and pale
areas in mortar may be gel-soaked paste [10] or highly
carbonated paste adjoining carbonate aggregate that has
undergone an alkali-carbonatereaction.
12.1.6.3 Deposits in old cracks may include calcite,
ettringite, calcium hydroxide, or more unusual crystalline
substances, and occasionally include sand, silt, clay, and
freshwater or saltwater organisms. Such organisms may
provide evidence that part of a structure that is not
ordinarily submerged has been submerged.
12.1.6.4 Quantitative determination of concrete
constituents can be made by microscopical point-count or
linear-traverse methods in general accord with requirements of USBR 4457. A total analysis may include
proportional amounts of coarse aggregate,fine aggregate,
cementitious matrix, and air voids. The differentiation of
coarse and fine aggregateis not accurate unless the two
fractions are distinquishable lithologically
because
maximum dimension of particles usually is not intersected
by prepared surface. Similarly, the proportion of individual
rock types can be determined quantitatively by these
methods, such as the content of unsound or reactive
constituents in the coarse or fine aggregate, or both;
proportions of lightweight and normal weight aggregate;
and abundanceof granular contaminating substances.
12.2 Polarizing Microscope Examination:
12.2.1 Characteristics of Good Concrete Thin
Sections.-Features that characterize good, thin sections of
concrete or mortar include: (1) mounted lower surface is
free of abrasive and has been ground to a smooth matte
finish normally obtained by finishingsurface with optical
alumina or equivalent, (2) lower surface of blank is entire,
(3) air voids have complete peripheries, (4) there is a
sharp boundary between void and surrounding mortar, (5)
deposits in voids are preserved, and (6) aggregate that
has been observed under stereomicroscope to be entire
when blank was selected has remained entire and
microfractures have not been produced in sectioning. It
is very difficult to avoid production of microfractures when
aggregate is principally quartzite and quartz if it is desired
to reduce section to a thickness of 1181 microinches (30 #m)
so that brightest birefringence color of quartz is of firstorder white. Some cracks will be formed and some loss
of paste that is softer than quartz aggregate will occur.
12.2.1.1. The desirable thickness of the thin
section ranges from about 787 to 1575 microinches (20
to 40/•m). Thinner sections may be required for detailed
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examination of the cement paste matrix. It is sometimes
necessary to abandon the normal thickness and use a thicker
section to preserve fragile deposits in voids such as alkalisilica gel, ettringite, calcium hydroxide, calcite, aragonite,
or thaumasite. When it is desired to preserve contact
between mortar and coarse aggregate, it may be preferable
to have the section thicker than normal with the highest
birefringence color of the quartz a pale first-orderyellow.
In normal concrete, material bordering the aggregate
consists of amorphous cement gel, with calcium hydroxide
crystals evenly distributed but with slight concentrations
along undersides of fine and coarse aggregate if section
is cut parallel to placement direction. For an alkali-silica
reaction, there is usually a zone depleted in or free of
calcium hydroxide surrounding reacted aggregate particles.
Gel is occasionally present surrounding the aggregate or
soaking the paste so that it is completely dark with crossed
polars and brown grading hazily to a more normal paste
in plane polarized light. Gel-soaked paste is fairly easy
to recognize, and it is possible to recognize depleted calcium
hydroxide around a reacted aggregate particle if the fine
aggregate of any crusher dust present does not contain
much colorless mica. Thin flakes of muscovite can be
confused with thin tablets of calcium hydroxide when both
are viewed on edge; they can be distinquished if the higher
index of the mica is observed.
12.2.1.2 It is sometimes preferable to lose part
of the section or crack the quartz in order to distinguish
among quartz (birefringence 0.009), calcium hydroxide
(birefringence 0.027), and calcite (birefringence 0.172).
When these three materials occur together, the quartz
particles will be shaped like sand grains or rock fragments
while the calcium hydroxide will be present either as tablets
tangential to aggregate or as poikilitic crystals in the paste
enclosing residual cement grains or areas of gel. The
birefringence of calcium hydroxide is three times that of
quartz, birefringence of calcite is 6.4 times that of calcium
hydroxide, and birefringence of aragonite is 5.7 times that
of calcium hydroxide. While aragonite is fairly uncommon
in concrete, calcite is common as a product of carbonation
and as an ingredient of aggregate. At the normal thickness
of 1181 microinches, (30 #m) the highest birefringence
of calcium hydroxide viewed parallel to the cleavage is
bright first-orderyellow with an occasional orange or firstorder red. Calcite in the same section has high-order white
birefringence except in very minute grains where it is very
thin, approximately rhombic in shape, and birefringence
is first-order white. The birefringence relationships
discussed in this section are the basis that makes possible
much of the interpretation of concrete thin sections.
12.2.2.2 Choice of Areas for Thin Sections of
Concrete.-Areas from which thin sections are to be
prepared usually should be chosen after examining the
sawed or sawed and ground surface with a stereomicroscope. Selection of the area may depend on the directed
examination features, or selection may be affected by the
presence of highly deteriorated concrete and the desire
to choose a volume strong enough to endure sectioning
even after impregnation. In this case, an area of mortar
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with coarse aggregateat corners or along sides may be
the best selection. If it is desired to compare the aggregate
with an aggregateof known source to establish whether..
both came from the same source, coarse aggregateshould
be selected in sufficient quantity to cover the range of
varieties present and their physical condition. If concrete
has been subjected to alkali-silica or alkali-carbonate
reactions, areasselected for sectioning should include coarse
aggregatewith cracks inside the periphery but surrounding
the center and cracks in middle of particle, which narrow
toward the border and which may or may not contain gel,
in the case of alkali-silica reaction. Reaction-rimmed
particles may be chosen for sectioning for either type of
reaction, but it is usually futile to do so because rims distinct
to the naked eye or to the lower power of the stereo'microscope may not be visible in thin section. Features
visible in the examination of thin sections of concrete are
shown in table 5.
12.3 Metallographic Microscope Examination[12].There are two advantages of examining concrete with a
metallographic microscope: (1) only one prepared surface
is required, and (2) the polished surface enhances and allows
etching the residual cement. When the objective of the
petrographic examination is particularly concerned with
the composition and characteristics of the cementitious
materials, polished sections that are produced by grinding
and polishing a sawed piece of concrete are particularly
useful in detecting unusual amounts of free calcium oxide,
magnesium oxide, or their hydration products and other
cementitious constituents. Although the coarser relict
cementitious grains may be far from a representative
sample, they can reveal characteristics that, if correlated
with behavior and history of concrete, can be extremely
helpful in interpreting behavior. Table 6 lists constituents
of concrete visible, after preparation, using different
microscopes. Table 7 is a list of substances reported as
occurring in concrete.
13.

Report

13.1 Figure 1 may serve as a typical reporting form
along with a cover letter. The report for the petrographic
examination should include:
• Location and orientation of samples in the construction, products, or types of specimens.
• History of samples (as available).
• Physical and chemical tests made on the samples,
with results.
• Description of samples and a report on mixture
proportions (if available or estimated), workmanship,
construction practice, and original quality of concrete
in the construction (as available).
• Interpretation of nature of materials, and chemical
and physical events that contributed to success or distress
of the concrete.
14.
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Table 3. - Effects of fire on characteristics of concrete.
CAUSES AND EFFECTS

INVESTIGATION METHODS

Surface Hardness

Dehydration to 212 °F (100 °C) removes
free water; dehydration is essentially cornplete at 1004 °F (540 °C); calcium hydroxide goes to calcium oxide between 842
and 932 °F (450 and 500 °C). Paste
expands with thermal coefficient effect and
then shrinks, cracks, decrepitates, and
becomes soft [21].

Beneath the softened concrete, which can be
tested in accordance with USBR 4805, concrete is probably normal if it has not undergone color change. Establish by coring for
for compressive tests, by wear tests
(CRD-C 52) [21], and by scratching with
a knife.

Cracking

Perpendicular to face and internal, where
heating or cooling caused excess tensile
stresses. In some new concrete, resembles
large-scale shrinkage cracking; may penetrate up to 3.9 inches (100 ram) but may
heal autogenously [21].

Examination of surface, ultrasonic tests,
coring, and petrographic examination [21].

Color Change.-When concrete
has not spalled, observe depth
of pink color to estimate fire
exposure.

Concrete made with sedimentary or metamorphic aggregate shows permanent color
change on heating. Color normal to 446 ° F
(230 °C); goes from pink to red between
554 and 1094 °F (290 and 590 °C);
between 1094 and 1652 °F (590 and
900 °C), color changes to gray and then to
buff [21]. For temperatures up to about
932 °F (500 °C), temperature distribution
is little affected by using carbonate rather
than siliceous aggregate [22]. At 1063 °F
(573 °C), low quartz inverts to high with a
0.85-percentincrease in volume, producing
popouts. Spalling over steel to expose onefourth of bar at 1454 °F (790 °C); whitepowdered decomposed hydration products
at 1652 °F (900 °C). Surface cracking at
about 554 °F (290 °C); deeper cracking at
about 1004 °F (540 °C).

Color change is the factormost useful to
investigator; permits recognizing how
deeply a temperature of about 572 o F
(300 °C) occurred [22].

Aggregate Beha vior.-Aggregate
behavior affects strength,
modulus, spaUing, cracking,
surface hardness, and residual
thermal strains [21].

Aggregates differ in thermal diffusivity, conductivity, and coefficient of expansion.
Heat transmission decreases from concrete
made with highly siliceous aggregate,
sandstone, traprock, limestone, and lightweight aggregates[21].

Changes upon heating are often accompanied by a volume change [21].

Spa/ling

Occurs subparallel to free face; followed by
breaking off of saucer-like pieces especially
at corners and edges [21].

Compressive Strength and Elastic
Modulus.-For concrete at least
1-year old, strength will increase
after cooling from 572 °F
(300 °C) if design strength was
attained [22].

Reduction in strength of concrete containing
siliceous gravel after heating, then cooling
and testing:
Heated to temperature,
Reduction,
°F (oC)
percent

CHARACTERISTIC

356
698
1058

(180)
(370)
(570)

25
50
80

Reduction in modulus
temperature, o F (o C)
392
806
1400

Reduction,
percent

(200)
(430)
(760)

25
50
70

609

Determinations by compressive tests and
static modulus of cores; USBR 4805 for
qualitative determination; USBR 4597 [21].
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Table 4. - Common types of concrete deterioration.
TYPE OF
DETERIORATION
Alkali-aggregate
reaction

Sulfate attack

Freeze-thaw

COMMON
EVIDENCE

OCCURRENCE

Silica Gel

Generally clear and colorless or white and porcelaneous; generally hard and
desiccated; occurs in voids, fractures, rock sockets, porous aggregateparticles, and cementitious paste and as an exudation on exposed surfaces.

Reaction Rims

Often clarified; occur around reactive aggregateparticles; incipient fractures
associatedwith reaction rims may occur within aggregateparticles.

Fractures

Generally occur in paste and around or through aggregateparticles; pattern
cracking occurs on exposed surfaces; generally associatedwith reactive
aggregateparticles and formation of silica gel; often filled with silica gel.

Concrete Appearance

Generally dull, white, and chalky paste.

Sulfate Minerals
(gypsum, ettringite, etc.)

Generally white, fibrous, subspherulitic, or platy crystals; occurs in voids,
fractures, and rock sockets.

Fractures

Generally occur in paste; pattern cracking occurs on exposed surfaces; generally associated with formation of sulfate minerals; often filled with sulfate
minerals.

Concrete Appearance

Generally dull, white, porous, and chalky paste.

Carbonation

Generally white, calcium carbonate deposits; occurs in voids, fractures, rock
sockets, and paste.

Fractures

Generally occur in paste and around aggregate particles near and parallel to
exposed surfaces; may also occur within absorptive, clayey, and/or poor
quality aggregateparticles; associatedwith formation of ice crystals in concrete or aggregateparticles due to freezing; often filled with calcium
carbonate.

Popouts

Generally absorptive, clayey, and/or poor quality aggregateparticles near
exposed surfaces; results in pitting of exposed surfaces.
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Table 6. - Characteristics of concrete observed using microscopes.
Characteristic

Stereomicroscope

Type of Microscope
Petrographics

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
_
X
X
X
X

X
_
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

-

-

X

X

X

X
X*
X

X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
-

X2
X
X
X3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X
X

X
X
X4

Aggresate:
Shape
Grading
Distribution
Texture
Composition
Rock types
Alteration
degree
products
Coatings
Rims
Internal cracking
Contamination
Concrete:
Air-entrained or not
Air voids
shape
size
distribution
Bleeding
Segregation
Aggregate-pastebond
Fractures
Embedded items
size
shape
location
type
Alteration
degree and type
reaction products
location
identification
Nature and condition of surface treatments
Paste:
Color
Hardness
Porosity
Carbonation
Residual cementitious
distribution
particle size
abundance
composition
Mineral admixtures
size
abundance
identification
Compounds in hydrated cement
Contamination
size
abundance
identification

Metallographic
X
X
-

Secondary ettringite can sometimes be recognized by crystal habit and silky luster.
2 Fly ash can be detected by color and shape when dark spheres are present. In concrete that has not oxidized, presence of
slag may be inferred from green or blue color of paste.
3 Ettringite and calcium hydroxide in voids may be recognized by their crystal habits.
4 Magnesiumoxide and calcium oxide should be identifiable in polished section.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
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PROCEDURE

FOR

•)

USBR 4900-92

PULLOUT STRENGTH OF HARDENED
CONCRETE OR SHOTCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM
1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4900; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
designation: C 900-82.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for determination of the pullout strength of hardened concrete or
shotcrete in test specimens or structures by measuring the
force_ required to pull an embedded metal insert and the
attached truncated cone of concrete from a concrete mass.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
1430 Calibrating the Loading Device for Permeability
Tests
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates1,2
C 900 Standard Test Method for Pullout Strength of
Hardened Concrete I
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A metal insert is embedded in fresh concrete or
shotcrete; after either has hardened, the pullout strength
is determined by measuring the maximum force required
to pull insert from the mass. The configuration of the
embedded insert and bearing ring of the loading system
affects shape of pullout fracture within the mass and the
measured pullout strength.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 For a given concrete or shotcrete and test apparatus,
the pullout strength is related to other strength test results.
Such strength relationships depend on configuration of
embedded insert, bearing ring dimensions, depth of
1 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.03.
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embedment, and level of strength development in the
concrete or shotcrete. This relationship must be established
for each system and each new combination of concreting
or shotcreting materials prior to testing. Such relationships
tend to be less variable where both pullout and other test
specimens are of consistent size and cured under similar
conditions. The references given in section 15 present
experiences by different researchers on the use of pullout
test equipment.
4.2 Pullout tests are used to determine when the inplace
strength of the concrete or shotcrete has reached a specified
level so that, for example, post-tensioning may proceed,
forms and shores may be removed, or winter protection
and curing may be terminated.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 The apparatus requires three basic subsystems: (1)
a pullout insert, (2) a loading system, and (3) a loadmeasuring system (fig. 1).
NOTE 1.-A center-pull hydraulic jack with a suitable pressure
gauge and bearing ring have been used satisfactorily.
6.1.1 The pullout insert shall be made of metal, and
shall consist of a cylindrical head to be embedded in the
fresh concrete or shotcrete, and a shaft firmly attached
to the head.
6.1.2 For tests where the conic fracture intersects
the exposed surface of the concrete or shotcrete, the loading
system shall consist of a bearing ring to be placed against
hardened surface concentrically around pullout insert shaft,
and a loading apparatus with necessary load-measuring
devices that can be readily attached to pullout shaft. For
embedded tests where conic fracture surface does not
intersect exposed surface, a bearing ring shall be provided
on the concrete or shotcrete by using a highly compressible
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Concre•e• ro shotcr•t• satfoce•[----T-•
B•rin9 rin9 -_.•

i/;• :•

Conic fracturef
Pullout insert
Note - Concrete or shotcrete surfacemay be top or bottom of slab or verticalor inclined wall.

Figure 1. - Apparatus for pullout test.

material to form a cylindrical void concentric with pullout
shaft and having a diameter as specified in section 6.2.3.
6.1.3 Test apparatus shall include centering features
that will ensure that ring is concentric with pullout insert
shaft, and that applied load is axial to pullout shaft and
uniform on bearing ring.
6.2 Equipment dimensions (fig. 2) shall be determined
as follows:
6.2.1 Diameter of pullout insert head (d2) shall be
determined by specifier (note 2). Thickness of insert head
and yield strength of metal shall be sufficient to avoid
yielding of insert during test. Sides of the insert head shall
be smooth.

Figure 2. - Schematic of pullout test.

NOTE 4.-Hydraulic pumps that provide a smooth, uniform
loading rate may give more uniform test results than pumps
that apply load intermittently, such as repeated-stroke hand
pumps.
6.2.6 Gauges shall have a minimum division not
larger than 5 percent of minimum value in intended range
of use. For most accurate results, gauges should have a
maximum value indicator that retains the reading when
fracture and stress release occur.

NOTE 2.-Typical diameters are 1 and 1.2 inches (25 and 30
mm), but smaller and larger diameters have been used.
NOTE 3.-The pullout insert may be coated with a release agent
to minimize bonding with concrete or shotcrete. Insert may be
tapered to minimize side friction during testing, and may be
notched to prevent rotation in the concrete or shotcrete if insert
shafts are to be unthreaded from the embedded insert.

7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials• operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

6.2.2 The length of the pullout insert shaft shall
be such that the diameter of the insert head (d2) and/or
the bearing ring (d3) may be varied to maintain an apex
angle (a) of 65 ° to 70°, which is satisfactory in most cases
and permits plotting of the inplace strength gain shortly
after the concrete sets. Diameter of insert shaft (all) shall
be no more than 0.6 times the head diameter (d2). A pullout
shaft may be threaded into tke insert, or may be an integral
part of insert.
6.2.3 Bearing ring shall have an inside diameter (ds)
of 2.0 to 2.4 times the insert head diameter (d2), and shall
have an outside diameter (d4) of at least 1.25 times inside
diameter (d3). Thickness of bearing ring (t) shall be at
least 0.4 times pullout insert head diameter (d2).
6.2.4 The limits for the dimensions and configurations of pullout test inserts and apparatus are intended
to accommodate various systems. Tolerances fordimensions
of inserts shall be +2 percent within a given system.
6.2.5 Loading apparatus shall have sufficient capacity
to provide the loading rate prescribed in section 11.4, and
to also exceed maximum load expected.

8.

Sampling

8.1 Pullout test locations shall be separated so that
the clear spacing between inserts is at least 10 times the
pullout insert head diameter (d2). There shall be at least
four times the head diameter clear space between inserts
and edges of the concrete or shotcrete. Inserts shall be
placed so that reinforcement falls outside expected conic
failure surface by more than one rebar diameter, or
maximum size of aggregate,whichever is greater.
8.2 A minimum of three pullout tests shall comprise
a test result.
NOTE 5.-The number of tests performed to represent an area
or portion of a structure dependson type of construction; structure
geometry; and the uniformity of exposure to temperature,
moisture, and drying. Frequently, it will be desirable to provide
more than three individual pullout inserts in a given placement.
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9.

Calibration

and Standardization

11.

11.1 Pullout inserts may be attached to forms prior
to placement of concrete (fig. 3), embedded in horizontal
unformed concrete or shotcrete surfaces, or embedded deep
within the concrete or shotcrete.
11.1.1 Attach pullout inserts to forms using bolts
or other acceptable methods that firmly secure inserts in
their proper location prior to concrete placement. All
inserts for same test shall be embedded to same depth,
and each shaft shall be perpendicular to formed surface.
11.1.2 Place surface pullout inserts directly into the
fresh concrete or shotcrete such that uniform depth of
embedment and a plane bearing surface perpendicular to
insert shaft axis are ensured (fig. 4).

9.i The pullout apparatus shall be calibrated at least
annually, and after all repairs or adjustments. Calibration
shall be by one of the methods prescribed in USBR 1104
or with a compression testing machine conforming to
requirements of USBR 4039 using the calibration
procedures described in appendix X1.
10.

Procedure

Conditioning

10.1 Because it is the intent of this procedure to
evaluate strength of concrete or shotccrete inplace in a
structure, no special conditioning should be given to the
portion to be tested.
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f •

O
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#
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end a•r desired disfance from concrefe surface.
Figure 3. - Methods of holding pullout inserts to formworkduring concrete or shotcrete placement.
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A

h = height of conic frustrum from insert head to
large-base surface, in inches (millimeters).

fHold here with fingers

f
,---Nut
Plos'l'ic disk

I

12.2 Convert test readings to force on the basis of the
calibration data. When a stress calculation is required,
calculate pullout strength by dividing pullout force by
assumed area of frustrum (fig. 2) resulting from pullout
fracture using the following equations:

---Wosher

F•
'
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.,3

I

0
•

'°F•

o
•

---]. •

P
#v = •

o

o

NOTE - Rost-icdiskensuresperoendcutorityof s•oft fo surFoce. Inser'• is forced gently
bto fresh concrete or shotcretewith o twisting, puddling mo•ion to oMoin uniform
embedmen• ond o plnne beoringsurfoce with o minimum or ow bubbles o4
surfoce thor ore visibte tl•rough 1he tronsp•rent plosiic disk.

Figure 4. - Method of placing insert into horizontalsurface of
fresh concrete or shotcrete.
NOTE 6.-The placing of inserts into unformed surfaces requires
special awareness• Training and supervision of field personnel
may be necessary to ensure proper installation. For placement
of inserts deep within a concrete or shotcrete, follow
manufacturer's instructions.
11.2 When concrete or shotcrete is to be tested, remove
all hardware used for securing pullout inserts in position.
Before mounting hydraulic ram for testing, ensure a smooth
normal bearing surface by removing debris and surface
abnormalities.
11.3 Use a bearing ring for all surface pullout test
configurations. Place bearing ring around pullout insert
shaft, connect shaft to hydraulic ram, and tighten pullout
assembly snugly against bearing surface, ensuring that
bearing ring is centered around shaft and flush against
bearing surface.
11.4 If insert is to be tested to rupture of specimen,
load at a uniform rate that will cause pullout rupture to
occur in 120+30 seconds. Record maximum gauge reading
to nearest half of the least division on dial. If insert is
to be tested only to a specified level for acceptance, load
at a uniform rate that will reach specified level in 120+30
seconds.
Calculations

12.

12.1 To ensure maintaining a cone fracture with an
apex angle between 65 ° and 70° , calculate the apex angle
as follows:
(1)
where:
a = apex angle of conic frustrum in degrees;
d2 = diameter of pullout insert head, in inches
(millimeters);
d3 = inside diameter of bearing ring or large-base
diameter of assumed conic frustrum, in
inches (millimeters); and

A = • (a3 + a•)4 [4/• + (a3 - &)2]

(2)

(3)

where:
pullout strength, in pound force per
square inch (megapascals);
p= pullout force, in pound force
(kilonewtons);
A= fracture surface area, in square inches
(square millimeters); and
d2, d3, and h = as previously defined.
12.3 Figure 5 shows a typical calculation form.
12.4 A curve must be plotted, depicting cone pull-out
strength against compressive strengths of whatever
configuration or method of obtaining comparison samples
that are desired, to establish a factor to convert from pullout strengths. No typical curve is included with this procedure because so many variables exist. To plot such a
curve, a series of points would have to be established for
whatever mix is chosen, desired age of mix, and a method
of fabrication and curing.
13.

Report

13.1 Figure 5 may also be used as a reporting form.
The report shall include:
• Identification, from which specific location of pullout
test can later be determined.
• Type of concrete or shotcrete surface tested; e.g.,
formed surface, unformed surface, or interior.
• Dimensions of the pullout insert and bearing ring
(sketch or define dimensions).
• Maximum load.
• Abnormalities in ruptured specimen and in loading
cycle.
• Curing methods used and moisture condition of
concrete or shotcrete at time of test.
• Other information regarding unusual job conditions
that may affect strength.
14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 The precision for this procedure has not been
determined.
14.2 Bias.-Existing stress may affect results.
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APPENDIX
(Mandatory Information)
Xl.

CALIBRATION OF PULLOUT-HYDRAULIC

X1.1 Calibrate pullout-hydraulic loading system
(pump, gauge, and hydraulic ram) with a testing machine
meeting applicable requirements of USBR 4039.
X1.2 Place hydraulic ram between the two testing
machine bearing blocks. Position ram and bearing blocks
to ensure concentric and axial loading, and extend piston
to level anticipated for actual pullout testing. Carefully
position testing machine head against pullout ram.
NOTE Xl.l-Protection of bearing blocks is required to
prevent damage to testing machine. Cold-rolled steel plate
at least 0.5 inch (13 mm) thick is recommended.
X1.3 Using hydraulic pump, apply loads progressively over range of anticipateduse, and record hydraulic
pressure gauge reading and testing machine load at each

620

LOADING SYSTEM

calibration load level. With available center-pull jacks,
friction in system produces different calibration curves
on an increasing series of loads as opposed to decreasing
loads; therefore, only increasing loads should be used.
In general, readings should be taken at about every 20
load levels distributed within range of loads anticipated
in use.
X1.4 Using readings obtained during calibration
loading, calculate a linear regression equation using the
least-squares curve-fitting method. Pullout testing may
occur within a narrow range of the capacity of pullout
jack. If the test results fall within a narrow range,
calculate regression equation based on calibration
readings in that range, excluding those outside test range.
X1.5 Figures 1 and 2 in USBR 1430 show a typical
calibration form and a calibration plot, respectively.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

(

USBR 4901-92

DRYING SHRINKAGE OF HARDENED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4901; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This procedure is somewhat similar to ASTM
C 157 (Standard Test Method for Length Change of Hardened Cement Mortar and Concrete). The major item of variation is:
ASTM C 157-Includes length change of concrete and mortar due to causes other than externally applied forces and temperature
changes.
USBR 4901-A procedure primarily for determining drying shrinkage of concrete using specimens of larger size than those
described in ASTM C 157.

1.

4.

Scope

Significance and Use

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of length change of concrete due to a
moisture loss from the concrete.
1.2 The term "length change," as used herein, is defined
as "the decrease in a linear dimension of a test specimen
caused by loss of moisture from specimen."

4.1 Measurementsof length change permit the assessment of the potential for linear and volumetric contraction
of the concrete when subjected to a loss of moisture. This
procedure is particularly useful for comparative evaluation
of the drying shrinkage potential of different concrete
mixtures.

2.

5.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4143 Slump of Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4908 Length Change of Hardened Concrete Exposed to
Alkali Sulfates
4910 Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion of
Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates1,z
C 157 Standard Test Method for Length Change of
Hardened Cement Mortar and Concrete 1,3
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete 1,3

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This procedure consists of casting concrete prisms
and then subjecting them to an initial moist curing period
followed by a drying atmosphere of controlled conditions.
Length measurements are measured periodically during
specimen drying period.
1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.03.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.0 1.
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Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
section 1.2 and in ASTM C 125.

6.

Apparatus

6.1 Molds.-The
molds (figs. 1 and 2) shall be
constructed to produce 4- by 4- by 30-inch (100- by 100by 760-mm) test prisms or cylinders. Concrete for the test
specimens shall have a maximum size aggregateof 1-1/2
inches (37.5 mm), or be made from concrete wet-sieved
to 1-1/2-inch maximum size. If concrete to be tested
contains aggregate larger than 1-1/2 inches, the test
specimen shall be a cylinder with a length-to-diameter ratio
of 2 and a diameter that is a minimum of three times
the maximum size of the aggregate.
6.1.1 Molds shall be made of steel or other hard
metal that is not readily attacked by cement paste or
concrete. Sides of molds shall be sufficiently rigid to prevent
spreading or warping. The parts of the molds shall be
tight fitting and firmly held together when assembled.
Inside surfaces shall be smooth and free of pits.
6.1.2 Each end plate of the 4- by 4- by 30-inch mold
shall be equipped to hold, properly in place during casting,
one brass insert as shown on figure 2 of USBR 4908. Each
cylinder mold shall have inserts for three gauge lines at
equidistant points around perimeter of cylinder. To prevent
restraint on insert before demolding of specimen, the device
for holding insert in position shall be arranged such that,
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7.

Precautions
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8.

Test S;peciimens

SI
Mix c{m•,•.•:ete
in a su.itab[e ]ab,oratcary m:ixe• in
•cc•:,.rdan,•e •uiffh tk•e •F,F:,liicable F:,r,•:•,visik)ns c,f USBR 4•')2:.
I)ete•'lllqline ,,.,:Hqsisl•eflc}, I[)]• concrete b3l, the sIump l•elS, t ii•l:
acc• •,rdan, ce w i th USBR d I; 43,.
8..1.•1
C<:,nc•e.te t:,:•r the 4- by
by 3,(l,-iinch (i00- by
100-b? 760-ram) test sF,.ec[men, s sk•ali cc:,nta:in a.•;.gregate
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not exceeding 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm) in size. If test
specimen is made from a mix having a larger maximum
size, the concrete must be wet-sieved over a 1-1/2-inch
(37.5-mm) sieve. In this case, the effect of wet-sieving
on the mix proportions must be considered in interpreting
the results.
8.1.2 Place concrete in the cylinder molds in three
layers using internal vibrators to consolidate concrete. Place
concrete in the beam mold in two approximately equal
layers. Consolidate each layer using external vibration by
placing mold on a table vibrator. As top layer is being
placed in beam mold, work concrete thorougly around each
insert with the fingers. The top layer shall slightly overfill
the mold. After consolidation is complete, strike off excess
material with a straightedge. After completion of molding,
loosen the device for holding the inserts in position to
prevent any restraint of the inserts during initial shrinkage
of specimens.
9.

Calibration

and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 The comparator and fulcrum plate strain gauge
shall be checked against a standard reference bar, as
described in ASTM C 490. Table X1.2 in appendix X1
shows a typical calibrated dial reading correction factor
for temperature variations. The dial gauge setting of the
measuring device shall be checked by reference bar, as a
minimum, at beginning and end of each set of readings
and at intermediate intervals when a large number of
specimens are being measured.
9.3 The adequacy to maintain the temperature and
humidity control have to be assured by checking with a
certified thermometer and humidity gauge.
10.

10.2 Subsequent Storage.-At end of initial curing
period, make a second length measurement. Store
specimens in a drying room conforming to requirements
of section 6.4.2.
11.

11.1 Make length measurements on each specimen
after periods of air storage of 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 42, and
60 days and every 30 days thereafter for 1 year for the
4- by 4- by 30-inch (100- by 100- by 760-mm) prism
specimens and for 2 years for the cylinder specimens.
11.1.1 When making measurements, ensure that
gauge points on specimen and feeler pins on instrument
are clean. When making measurements with horizontal
comparator, carefully place specimens on instrument
supports. Place gauge point of specimen against neutral
instrument pin. Release the gauge feeler pin to contact
gauge point on opposite end of specimen. Record dial
reading to nearest 0.0001 inch (0.0025 mm).
11.1.2 For measurements with fulcrum plate strain
gauge, clasp gauge firmly with one end in either hand.
Bring the fourth and index fingers in contact with specimen.
Then, move instrument pins to specimen carefully by
closing fingers until instrument pins are in contact with
gauge points. The instrument pins shall be perpendicular
to the specimen to ensure correct readings and to prevent
breakage of feeler pins.
12.
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Calculations

12.1

Calculate the length change as follows:
ALt --

,:Io-4
GL

(1)

where:
ALt = shrinkage at time t in millionths,
do = original gauge reading in ten-thousandths of
an inch (2.5 × 10-6 m),
dt = gauge reading at time t in ten-thousandths of
an inch (2.5 X 10-6 m), and
GL = gauge length in inches (millimeters).

Conditioning

10.1 Initial Curing:
10.1.1 Cure test specimens in molds at a relative
humidity of 90 percent or above, and at a temperature
of 73.4+3.0 °F (23.0+1.7 °C). Protect the specimens from
dripping water.
10.1.2 Remove specimens from molds at the age
of 3 days. Screw the stainless steel gauge points into the
brass inserts previously embedded in specimens. The gauge
length of the 4- by 4- by 30-inch (100- by 100- by 760-ram)
prisms should be adjusted to a standard length using the
adjustable gauge points and lock nuts. The gauge lengths
of the cylinders are not adjustable, but an initial reading
should be taken and recorded at this time with the strain
gauge.
10.1.3 Afterinitial measurements of length, cure the
specimens in either a moist room or in lime-saturated water
conforming to section 6.4.1 until specimens reach the age
of 14 days, including period in molds, or to such other
age of curing as may be specified.

Procedure

12.2 Figures 5, 6, and 7 show suggested worksheets
and typical data.

13.

Report

13.1 The drying skrinkage of hardened concrete should
be reported along with the coefficient of thermal expansion
as part of the predicted volume change. Mix design studies
including strength and elasticity, volume change, thermal
properties, and temperature rise and heat of hydration are
best covered by a separate report under a letter of
transmittal. The report shall include:
• Identification of concrete specimens, number of
specimens for each condition, and date molded.

USBR 4901

• The source and identification of each material used.
• Type, maximum size, moisture condition, and
gradation of aggregate.
• Size of specimens.
• Concrete mixture data, including consistency.
• Description of consolidation of concrete, including
whether rodding or external or internal vibration was
used.
• Conditions and periods of moist curing prior and
subsequent to removal of molds if different from those
specified in section 10.
• Description of storage condition, either by indicating
whether air storage outlined in section 10 was followed

625

or by giving details of any procedure not conforming
to this cohdition.
• Length of drying period for each observation.
• Length change data reported as percent decrease in
linear dimension to nearest 0.001 percent based on initial
measurement made at start of drying period.
° Any other pertinent information.
14.

Precision and Bias

14.1 The precision and bias statements for this
procedure have not been established at this time.

USBR 4901
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APPENDIX
X1.

TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS FOR VARIOUS GAUGE LENGTHS OF REFERENCEBARS
(Nonmandatory Information)
Was found to be 0.96 x 10-6 inch per inch per °F at
a base temperature of 70 °F (21.1 °C). The Bureau's
Materials Laborato•/ Procedures Manual, dated January 2,
1951, shows temperature corrections for a 30-inch
comparator to be applied to invar bars No. 1 and No. 2
based on a base temperature of 73.4 °F (23.0 °C).
X1.3 Based on the above data and that most Bureau
gauges used with comparators are designed to be read
to 10.4 inches, tables XI.1 and X1.2 were generated to
reflect corrections to gauge readings through different
temperature ranges, based on a base temperature of
73.4 °F for a zero reading, for 10-, 20-, and 28-inch
reference bars.

X1.1 The Bureau of Reclamationprimarily uses 10-,
20-, and 28-inch reference bars made of annealed invar
steel, that most textbooks show as having a coefficient
of thermal expansion of 0.6 x 10-8 inch per inch per
°E Reference ASTM C 490 states that reference bars
"shall be of a steel alloy having a coefficient of thermal
expansion no greater than 2 x 10 -8 inch
•
per inch per
°C," which is equivalent to 1.1 x 10-8 inch per inch per
oE
X1.2 Bureau files reveal that invar steel furnished
for reference gauges and fabricated in the Denver
Research Laboratory was checked for the thermal.
coefficient of expansion in July 1948, along with a 30-inch
flat-bed comparator and its reference bars. The coefficient

Table Xl.1.-Reference bar data 1.

Gauge Length
inches
mm
10
20
28

254
508
711

Total Shrinkage
or Expansion
inch/°F
mm/°C
x 10-8
x 10-6
9.6
19.2
26.9

17.2
34.4
48.1

Temperature Range with Zero Corrections
oF
oC
68.2 through 78.6
70.8 through 76.0
71.6 through 75.2

20.1 through 25.9
21.6 through 24.4
22.0 through 24.0

•Values shown in this table are based on a thermal coefficient of expansion for invar steel equal to
0.96 × 10-6 inch per inch per °F and gauges accurate to 10-4 inch, based on 73.4 °F (23.0 °C) as a
zero reading. Table values are not valid for reference bar lengths other than those shown
or for dial gauges with an accuracy other than 10-4 inch.
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Table X1.2.-Temperature correction factors for various invar reference bars by gauge length. •
10-inch or 254-mm Gauge Lensth
Temperature Range
Correction,
°F
°C
inch × 10-4
37.0-47.3
2.7-8.4
-3
47.4-57.7
8.5-14.2
-2
57.8-68.1
14.3-20.0
-1
68.2-78.6
20.1-25.9
0
78.7-89.0
26.0-31.7
+1
89.1-99.4
31.8-37.5
+2
99.5-109.8 37.6-43.3
÷3
109.9-120.2 43.4-49.1
÷4
120.3-130.6 49.2-54.9
+5
130.7-141.1
55.0-60.7
÷6
141.2-151.5 60.8-66.6
÷7
151.6-161.9 66.7-72.4
÷8
162.0-172.3 72.5-78.3
÷9
Approx. spread: 10.3 OF, 5.7 °C

20-inch or 508-mm Gauge Length
Temperature Range
Correction,
°F
°C
inch × 10-4
34.4-39.5
1.2-4.1
-7
39.6-44.7
4.2-7.0
-6
44.8-49.9
7.1-9.9
-5
50.0-55.1
10.0-12.8
-4
55.2-60.3
12.9-15.7
-3
60.4-65.5
15.8-18.6
-2
65.6-70.7
18.7-21.5
-1
70.8-76.0
21.6-24.4
0
76.1-81.2
24.5-27.3
÷1
81.3-86.4
27.4-30.2
÷2
86.5-91.6
30.3-33.1
÷3
91.7-96.8
33.2-36.0
÷4
96.9-102.0 36.1-38.9
÷5
102.1-107.2
39.0-41.8
÷6
107.3-112.4 41.9-44.8
+7
112.5-117.6 44.9-47.7
÷8
117.7-122.8 47.8-50.6
÷9
122.9-128.0 50.7-53.5
÷10
128.1-133.2
53.6-56.4
÷11
133.3-138.5
56.5-59.3
÷12
138.6-143.7
59.4-62.2
÷13
143.8-148.9 62.3-65.1
+14
149.0-154.1
65.2-68.0
+15
154.2-159.3 68.1-70.9
÷16
159.4-164.5
71.0-73.8
÷17
164.6-169.7 73.9-76.7
÷18
169.8-174.9 76.8-79.6
÷19
Approx. spread: 5.1 °F, 2.8 °C

28-inch or 711-mm Gauge Length
Temperature Range
Correction,
°F
°C
inch × 10-4
34.4-38.0
1.2-3.2
-10
38.1-41.8
3.3-5.3
-9
41.9-45.5
5.4-7.4
-8
45.6-49.2
7.5-9.4
-7
49.3-52.9
9.5-11.5
-6
53.0-56.6
11.6-13.6
-5
56.7-60.3
13.7-15.7
-4
60.4-64.1
15.8-17.8
-3
64.2-67.8
17.9-19.8
-2
67.9-71.5
19.9-21.9
-1
71.6-75.2
22.0-24.0
0
75.3-78.9
24.1-26.1
÷1
7%0-82.6
26.2-28.1
÷2
82.7-86.4
28.2-30.2
÷3
86.5-90.1
30.3-32.3
÷4
90.2-93.8
32.4-34.4
÷5
93.9-97.5
34.5-36.5
÷6
97.6-101.2
36.6-38.5
÷7
101.3-104.9 38.6-40.6
÷8
105.0-108.7 40.7-42.7
÷9
108.8-112.4 42.8-44.8
÷10
112.5-116.1 44.9-46.9
÷11
116.2-119.8 47.0-48.9
÷12
119.9-123.5 49.0-51.0
÷13
123.6-127.3
51.1-53.1
÷14
127.4-131.0 53.2-55.2
÷15
131.1-134.7
55.3-57.3
÷16
134.8-138.4 57.4-59.3
+17
138.5-142.1
59.4-61.4
÷18
142.2-145.8 61.5-63.5
÷19
145.9-149.6 63.6-65.6
÷20
149.7-153.3 65.7-67.6
÷21
153.4-157.0 67.7-69.7
÷22
157.1-160.7 69.8-71.8
+23
160.8-164.4 71.9-73.9
÷24
164.5-168.1
74.0-76.0
÷25
168.2-171.9 76.1-78.0
÷26
172.0-175.6 78.1-80.1
÷27
Approx. spread: 3.6 °F, 2.0 °C

1Values shown in this table are based on a thermal coefficient of expansion for invar steel equal to 0.96 × 10-6 inch per inch
per °F and gauges accurate to 10 -4 inch, based on 73.4 °F (23.0 °C) as a zero reading. Table values are not valid for reference
bar lengths other than those shown or for dial gaugeswith an accuracy other than 10-4 inch.
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aggregatemass and its known specific gravity, it is possible
to calculate the percent of voids corresponding to each
degree of compaction. The particle index is then calculated
as a function of the two percents of voids TM.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determination of the particle index of aggregate as an
overall measure of particle shape and texture characteristics.

4.

NOTE 1.-This procedure is suggested for testing aggregates
with a maximum particle size of 3/4 inch (19.0 mm). In testing
aggregateslarger than this size, a larger mold having a similar
• diameter-to-height ratio may be used, but the rodding energy
per layer must be increased proportional to the increased
horizontal cross-sectional area of the mold [1]1.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4128 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine Aggregate
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates2,3
D 1883 Standard Test Method for Bearing Ratio of
Laboratory-Compacted Soils4
D 3398 Standard Test Method for Index of Aggregate
Particle Shape and Texture3
D 3665 Standard Practice for Random Sampling of
Paving Materials3
3.

Summary of Procedure

4.1 This procedure provides an index value for the
relative particle shape and texture characteristics of
aggregate. This value is a quantitative measure of the
aggregateshape and texture characteristics that may affect
the performance of road and paving mixtures. This
procedure has been successfully used to indicate the effects
of these characteristics on the compaction and strength
characteristics of soil-aggregate and asphaltic concrete •
mixtures.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Cylindrical Mold.-The cylindrical mold shall have
an inside diameter of 6.0004-0.005 inches (152.40+0.13
mm), and shall have an inside height of 7.0004-0.005 inches
(177.804-0.13 ram), as shown on figure 1 (note 2). The
mold shall be made from metal of a thickness of at least
0.24 inch (6.1 mm), and shall be of sufficient rigidity to
retain its form during rough usage.
NOTE 2.-The mold specified in ASTM D 1883 is the same
size.
NOTE 3.-For testing of the fine sieve fractions of aggregate
smaller than the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve, it may be appropriate
in some circumstances to use a smaller cylindrical container having
a similar diameter-to-heightratio with a decreasedrodding effort
per layer required, and proportional to the decreasedhorizontal
cross-sectional area of mold.

3.1 A sample of aggregateis separated into stipulated
sieve fractions and each fraction is compacted in a calibrated
container under two different degrees of tamping. From
1
2
3
4

Significance and Use

Numbers ,in brackets refer to entries in References,section 15.
Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
AnnualBook ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.03.
Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.08.

6.2 Tamping Rod.-A round, straight, steel rod that
is 5/8 inch (16 ram) in diameter and about 24 inches
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NOTE 4.-For fine aggregatesizes, if a smaller mold is used
as mentioned in note 3, less fine material will be needed and
sample size can be adjusted accordingly.
9.

+

at leost
0.24" B
(6.1ram)

(152.4+0.13mm) 1

0.24"
(6.1turn)

=
0

(5

r,-

r

a•

c•ll

E

10.

(610 mm) long, with tamping end rounded to a 5/8-inchdiameter hemispherical tip. Mass of rod shall be
2.05+0.02 Ibm (930+9 g).
6.3 Scale.-A scale of at least 33-1bm (15-kg) capacity,
sensitive to 0.004 Ibm (2 g) or less, and accurateto 0.009 Ibm
(4 g) or less.

Passing

Precautions

3/4
1/2
• 3/8
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
8.

Conditioning

10.1 Wash sample of aggregateby decantation of wash
water through a No. 200 (75-/am) sieve or through a fine
aggregatesieve that is at least one size smaller than smallest
sieve size fraction to be tested. Continue the washing and
decanting operation until wash water is clear, then flush
residue on sieve back into aggregatesample. Dry sample
to a constant mass at 230+9 °F (110+5 °C), and sieve
material in accordancewith USBR 4136 into the following
sieve fractions:

Figure 1. - Cylindrical mold.

7.

and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard directly
or by reference to another.
9.2 Determine volume of mold as described in 9.2.1,
9.2.2, and 9.2.3 at least two times, and use average volume
for calculation of percentage of voids in 12.1.
9.2.1 Fill measure with water at room temperature
and cover with a piece of plate glass in such a way as
to eliminate bubbles and excess water.
9.2.2 Determine net mass of water in measure to
an accuracy of 0.009 lbm (4.1 g) or less.
9.2.3 Measure temperature of water and determine
volume of measure by multiplying net mass of water by
corresponding density of water at given temperature listed
in table 2 of USBR 4029.
9.2.4 Figure 2 shows a sample data form with
calculations.
9.3 Scales shall be calibrated in accordancewith USBR
1012.

at least
6 -+ 0.005"

Calibration

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

inch (19.0 mm)
inch (12.5 mm)
inch (9.5 mm)
4 (4.75 mm)
8 (2.36 mm)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600 #m)
50 (300/am)
100 (150 #m)

Retained
1/2
3/8
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

inch (12.5 mm)
inch (9.5 ram)
4 (4.75 mm)
8 (2.36 ram)
16 (1.18 mm)
30 (600/am)
50 (300/am)
100 (150 #m)
200 (75/am)

It is not necessary to include sieves in the sieve analysis
below the smallest size which is available in an amount
of more than 10 percent.
10.2 After the required amount of material has been
sieved for each size fraction to be tested, determine bulkdry specific gravity of each size group in accordance with
USBR 4127 and 4128, whichever is applicable,except that
for the saturated-surface-dry condition for fine aggregate
in USBR 4128, hard-finished paper towels should be used
to dry particles until no more moisture is evident on fresh
towels.

8.1 Sample aggregateto be tested in accordance with
ASTM D 3665 and USBR 4075, and reduce to the
appropriate size test sample in accordancewith USBR 4702.
8.2 Obtain a sample of such size that it will yield at
least 13 Ibm (5.9 kg) of each size of aggregate,as described
in section 10.1, which is available in amounts of 10 percent
or more in grading of aggregate. Only test size groups
that are present in sample in quantities of at least 10 percent
of total sample unless otherwise specifically requested.
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NOTE 5.-The standard mold procedure for determination of
the saturated-surface-dry condition of fine aggregate in USBR
4128 does not work well with these uniform size fractions. For
example, rounded aggregates with small particle indexes will not
retain the cone mold shape at any moisture content.

Vlo =

11.

Vso =

NOTE 6.-In compacting the aggregate, height of drop of
tamping rod may be controlled by using a rule to check height,
or by adding a loose-fitting sleeve over rod with a slot-and-pin
arrangement that will permit rod to move about 2 inches (50
ram) vertically within sleeve when placed on surface of aggregate.
11.1.2 Repeat filling of mold using the same sample
and compaction, and make a second determination of net
mass of aggregatein mold as described in 11.1.1. Use the
average mass of the two runs to calculate the percentage
of voids at 10 drops for each size.

(100)

(1)

(100)

(2)

Ms0

Procedure

11.1 Using oven-dried samples for each size fraction,
run determinations of percentage of voids at each of the
two levels of compaction in accordance with procedure
given in this section. Use a new sample of material selected
from the oven-dried material for each test. First, run two
tests for each size at the compaction of 10 drops of tamping
rod per layer. Then, run test two more times using 50
drops of rod per layer as compactive effort.
11.1.1 Place cylindrical mold on a uniform, solid
foundation. Fill mold in three layers. Gently place aggregate
into mold by feeding from a hand scoop until mold is
about one-third full. The distance from point of discharge
from hand scoop to surface of each layer should be about
6 inches (150 mm). Level surface by hand and compact
layer using 10 drops of tamping rod evenly distributed
over surface. Apply each drop by holding rod Vertically
with its rounded end about 2 inches (50 mm) above surface
of aggregateand releasing so that rod falls freely. Place
a second layer in mold using same procedure, filling mold
about two-thirds full. As before, level surface and apply
10 drops of rod. Fill remaining space in mold with a third
layer and again level surface and apply same compactive
effort, 10 drops of rod. After final layer has been compacted,
add individual peices of aggregate to make surface of
aggregatemass even with rim of mold, with no projections
above rim. Determine net mass of aggregatein mold to
an accuracy of at least 0.009 Ibm (4.1 g).

( sD. - Mlo
sD•

sD•

where:
V10 = percentage of voids in aggregate compacted at
10 drops per layer,
Vs0 = percentage of voids in aggregate compacted at
50 drops per layer,
M10 = average net mass of aggregate in mold
compacted at 10 drops per layer, in pound
mass (kilograms),
Ms0 ---- average net mass of aggregate in mold
compacted at 50 drops per layer, in pound
mass (kilograms),
s = bulk-dry specific gravity of aggregate size
fraction,
vm = volume of cylindrical mold, in cubic feet (cubic
meters), and
Dw =
density of water (62.4 lbm/ft 3 at 39 °F
or 1000 kg/m 3 at 4 °C or corresponding
density at measured temperature).
12.1.1 Figure 3 shows a typical calculation form.
12.2 Determine the particle index Ia for each size
fraction tested by using nomograph shown on figure 4
or as follows:
Ia

=

1.25 V10- 0.25 Vs0- 32.0

(3)

12.3 Calculate the weighted particle index of an
aggregatecontaining several sizes by averagingthe particle
index data for each size fraction weighted on basis of
percentage of fraction in original grading of sample as
received or, preferably, on basis of average grading of
material to be used in work. Figure 4 shows a typical
example method for determining the weighted particle
index. For sizes represented by less than 10 percent in
the grading, for which no particle index data were obtained,
use the average of the particle index of the next coarser
and next finer sizes for which data are available, or the
particle index for the next coarser or finer size if a value
•s available only in one direction.

NOTE Z-The net mass obtained in the replicate determinations
should agree within about 0.5 percent.

13.

11.1.3 For the higher degree of compaction test,
follow the steps outlined in 11.1.1 and 11.1.2, except use
50 drops of tamping rod in compacting each layer. Again
average the net mass from two runs for use in computing
percentage of voids at 50 drops for each size fraction.

13.1 Figure 3 along with a cover letter may be used
as the reporting form, which shall include:

12.

•
•
14.

Calculations

Report

Identification of aggregate
Weighted particle index
Precision and Bias

14.1 This procedure is primarily used in research work,
and the precision has not currently been determined.
14.2 There is no known bias.

12.1 Calculate percentage of voids in each size fraction
of aggregate for both 10 and 50 drops per layer:
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Figure 4. - Nomograph for determiningparticle index Ia.
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4903-92

FLAT AND ELONGATED PARTICLES
IN COARSE AND FINE AGGREGATES
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4903; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is patterned after Test
Methods CRD-C, 119-53, "Method of Test for Flat and Elongated Particles in Coarse Aggregate;" and CRD-C, 120-55, "Method
of Test for Flat and Elongated Particles in Fine Aggregate," both from the Handbook for Concrete and Cement [1] 1.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the proportion of flat and/or elongated
particles in coarse and fine aggregates proposed for use
in concrete. The workability of fresh concrete is markedly
decreased as the percentage of flat and/or elongated
particles in coarse aggregate increases, which can be
detrimental to obtaining the required flexural or highcompressive strengths in the hardened concrete. The
workability of fresh concrete is also decreased when
significant proportions of the flat and/or elongated
particles are present in fine aggregate, which can result
in increased cement and water requirements.
1.2 This procedure is to be applied to the coarse
aggregate size gradation ranges of 6 to 3 inches (150 to
75 ram), 3 to 1-1/2 inches (75 to 37.5 mm), 1-1/2 to
3/4 inch (37.5 to 19.0 ram), 3/4 to 3/8 inch (19.0 to
9.5 mm) and, when a visual inspection indicates high
proportions of flat and/or elongated particles, to the
3/8-inch to No. 4 (9.5 to 4.75 ram) size; and to the fine
aggregate sieve size fractions of No. 4 to No. 8 (4.75 to
2.36 ram) and No. 8 through No. 100 (2.36 mm through
150 #m). Four methods are described in this procedure,
three for coarse aggregate and one for fine aggregate, as
follows:
(1) Measured coarse particles (both counted particles
or particle mass determined), weighted averages not
required;
(2) Measured coarse particles (both counted particles
or particle mass determined), weighted averages required;
(3) Visual inspection of coarse particles; and
(4) Microscopic and/or visual inspection of fine
particles.
2.

Applicable Documents

1025 Checking Sieves
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4295 Petrographic Examination of Aggregate for
Concrete
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
5005 Determining Unified Soil Classification (Visual
Method)
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relatingto Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates 2
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purpose€
3.

3.1 Samples of coarse and fine aggregate to be
examined should be dry sieved in accordance with USBR
4136, and then further reduced to at least 300 particles
in each gradation range, except for selected sieve size
fractions finer than No. 30 (600 t•m) where only 200
particles are needed. The particles in each of the selected
and reduced gradation ranges are then subdivided into flat,
elongated, flat and elongated, and not flat and/or elongated,
dependent upon method selected (note 1). The subdivided
groups are then counted, mass determined (as required),
and calculations made to determine specific proportions
of each subdivided group of particles in the examined
• aggregate sample.
NOTE 1.-The flat, elongated, and the flat and elongated groups
could be combined into one category and be determined by count
or by mass determination; or may be determined by the summation
of each individual group.
4.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1000 Standards for LinearMeasurement Devices
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens

Summary of Procedure

Significance and Use

4.1 As noted in section 1, large proportions of flat
and/or elongated particles in coarse or fine aggregatecan
2 AnnualBook of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.02, 04.03.
3 AnnualBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.

I Numbers in bracketsrefer to entries in References,section 17.
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deleteriously affect the workability of a fresh concrete
mixture, which may require increases in cementitious
materials and, subsequently, cost increases. This procedure
is used to aid in determining the concrete making properties
of aggregate and to determine compliance of the particle
shape characteristics, flat and/or elongated, with
specification requirements. This procedure may also
provide data necessary for control of the mechanical
production of coarse and fine aggregate for concrete.
5.

@
•rm

Base
PLAN
FIXED POST

Terminology

5.1 Fiat Piece.-A particle of aggregate for which ratio
of width to thickness of its circumscribing rectangular prism
is three or greater.
5.2 ElongatedPiece.-A particle of aggregate for which
ratio of length to width of its circumscribing rectangular
prism is three or greater.
5.3 Flat and Elongated Piece.-A particle of aggregate
that meets criteria for both flat and elongated particles.

r

13

"J

/"

WING BOLT

SWINGING ARM

NOTE 2.-The length, width, and thickness are, respectively,
the greatest, intermediate, and least dimensions of any particle
along mutually perpendicular directions of the particle's
circumscribing prism. These definitions use the ratio criterion
of three, are specific to this test procedure, and are based on
the definitions given in ASTM C 125 and the illustration shown
on figure 4 of USBR 5005.

""

E•

-F|xed poet

6.

€

Apparatus

4 Developed by the Concrete Research Division, Waterways Experiment
Station, •orps of Engineers,Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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;•-Drill and tsp
three holes
for wing bolt
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6.1 The apparatus used in this test procedure shall
consist of any suitable equipment by which aggregate
particles may be tested for compliance with definitions
in section 5, when required. The apparatus shall permit
the use of all methods described in this procedure for coarse
aggregate;it is not intended to imply that other equipment
cannot be substituted to serve similar functions.
6.1.1 Proportional Caliper Device.4-This device,
which is shown on figure 1, consists of a base with two
fixed posts and a swinging arm between them. The axis
(thumbscrew) on which the arm swings is positioned so
that the openings between the ends of the arm and the
fixed posts maintain a constant ratio. The device Shown
on figure 1 has three axis positions which allow ratios
of 1:2, 1:3, and 1:5 to be obtained.
6.1.2 Outside Caliper.-This general purpose caliper,
shown on figure 2, has a type II spring, rectangular leg,
adjusting screw, and is class 1, style A.
6.1.3 Rule.-The rule consists of any strip of material
marked off in units for measuring, and may be graduated
in fractions of inches, tenths of feet, and/or metric
measures. A 6-inch, 0.5-foot, or 15-cm rule is generally
considered adequate.
6.1.4 Balance or Scales.-The balance or scales used
shall be sensitive to 0.5 percent of mass of sample to be
measured (note 3).

%

BASE

1 inch=25.4 mm

Figure 1. - Proportional caliper device.

Figure 2. - General purpose caliper
checking flat and elongated particles.

for

6.1.5 Oven.-An oven of appropriate size capable of
maintaining a uniform temperature of 230 +9 °F (110
±5 °C).
6.1.6 Sieves.-The sieves shall have square openings
and shall conform to ASTM Ell. For the coarse aggregate,
6- to 3-inch (150- to 75-mm), 3- to 1-1/2-inch (75- to
37.5-mm), 1-1/2- to 3/4-inch (37.5- to 19.0-mm), 3/4to 3/8-inch (19.0- to 9.5-mm), and 3/8-inch to No. 4 (9.5to 4.75-mm) sieves are required (note 4). For the fine

USBR 49O3

aggregate,No. 4 to 200 (4.75-mm to 75-#m), No. 4, 8,
16, 30, 50, 100, and 200 (4.75-, 2.36-, and 1.18-mm and
600-, 300-, 150- and 75-#m) sieves are required.
6.1.7 Microscope.-The
microscope shall be stereoscopic, equipped with 10X oculars and 0.66X and 2.0X
objectives to give magnifications of 6.6 and 20 diameters
(note 5).
6.1.8 Other Equipment.-Also
required are smooth,
straight-pointed forceps; needleholder and points; and a
focusing or spot illuminator of variable intensity (note 6).
NOTE 3.-A balance or scale will not be required when
percentages of particles are based on count rather than mass.
NOTE 4.-Primarily, Bureau concrete mixes use the size fraction
3/4 inch to No. 4, and do not use the 3/4 to 3/8 inch or the
3/8 inch to No. 4 size fractions. However, concrete in canal
linings is an exception. Select the sieve size fraction that is
pertinent to the specific type of Construction.

SIEVE SIZE

INDIVIDUAL CUMULATIVE INDIVIDUAL CUMULATIVE
6 Inches

0

0

0

0

3 Inches

28

28

21

21
41

1-1/2 Inches

26

54

20

3/4 Inch

22

76

16

57

3/8 Inch

16

92

12

69

No. 4

8

100

6

75

No. 4

0

0

0

No. 8

12

12

3

78

No. 16

20

32

5

83

No. 30

24

56

6

89

No. 50

24

80

6

95

No. 100

16

96

4

99

100

1

100

Pan
4
FINENESS MODULUS:2.76

PERCENT SAND (clean separation)=25 Percent
(Sieve sizes are based on square openings)
NOTE: I inch : 25.4 mm

NOTE 5.-Any magnification in the range of 5 to 30 diameters
or greater may be used in place of the 6.6 and 20 diameters
specified. If desired, a micrometer disk with a scale division of
0.1 mm fitted into one of the oculars may be used as a measuring
device for determining dimensions of fine aggregateparticles.
NOTE 6.-Any illuminating device that is satisfactory to the
operator and provides adequate glare-free illumination may be
used.

7.

Precautions

SIZE OF OPENINGS IN INCHES

IO0
9O

°o°. 5o gc,
• "•Q.
P•

od

o
d

_
d
I

NOTE: I f•"•l

8.1 Samples of coarse and fine aggregateshall be obtained
in accordance with USBR 4075 and shall be dry sieved
in accordancewith USBR 4136 to provide samples of each
nominal size range to be examined.
8.1.1 Figure 3 shows a typical size distribution of
suitably graded aggregate for concrete. Most concrete
aggregates,depending on the nominal MSA (maximum
size aggregate),will approximate the grading curve shown
on figure 3. For whatever nominal MSA is desired, a scalp
of the material retained on that nominal size (in percent),
subtracted from the percentages retained (as shown on
the table and curve on figure 3), multiplied by a factor
of 100, and divided by the percent passing results in the
percent retained for the minus 3-inch (-75-mm) MSA
sample. If the table on figure 3 was in terms of cumulative
percent passing instead of cumulative percent retained, that
percentage multiplied by the same factor would give the
typical size distribution for a suitably graded aggregatefor
concrete in terms of percent passing for whatever nominal
MSA is desired. For example, using figure 3, the cumulative
640
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7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

8.

COMBINED
PERCENT RETAINED

PERCENT RETAINED
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SIEVE SIZE
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Figure 3. - Typical sieve size distribution of a suitably graded natural
aggregate.

percent retained or passing the various sieves on the coarse
aggregatefraction of a 6-inch (150-mm) sieve reduced to
a 3-inch (75-mm) sieve would be as shown in table 1.
8.1.2 Samples taken to provide the sufficient mass
required for the coarser sieves in table 2 will probably
overload some of the finer sieves also shown in the table.
An overload will require from one to several splits, as
described in USBR 4702, of the minus fraction of the
material smaller than the next larger sieve to the seive
that caused the split. For example, figure 3 shows a typical
size distribution of a suitably graded 6-inch (150-mm) MSA
natural aggregate.If a 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) MSA similarly
graded aggregatewas desired for a flat and/or elongated
particle count, this grading would yield a cumulative percent

USBR 49O3

Table 1. - Cumulative percent retained or passing various sieves on coarse aggregate fraction
of a 6-inch sieve reduced to a 3-inch sieve.
Nominal Sieve Size
6 inches (150 mm)
3 inches (75 mm)
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 16 (1.18 mm)
No. 30 (600 #m)
No. 50 (300 #m)
No. 100 (150 •m)
No. 200 (75 #m)
Pan

CPR

CPP

CPR
-21

0
21
41
57
69
75
78
83
89
95
99
99.5
100

100
79
59
43
31
25
22
17
11
5
1
0.5
0

Retained
Times
F = 1.266

0
20
36
48
54
57
62
68
74
78
78.5
79

0
25
46
61
68
72
78
86
94
99
99.4
100

Passing,
Times
F = 1.266"
100
75
54
39
32
28
22
14
6
1
0.6
0

CPR ----- cumulative percent retained.
CPP = cumulative percent passing.
* F = 100/percent passing ---- 100/79 = 1.266. For whichever sieve a scalp is desired
for, the percentage retained is the negative value and F = 100 divided by corresponding
percent passing.
Table 2. - Minimum representative sample size required by test designations USBR 4075, 4136, and 4903.

Nominal size
range fraction

6 to 3 inches (150 to 75 mm)
3 to 1-1/2 inches (75 to 37.5 mm)
1-1/2 to 3/4 inch (37.5 to 19.0 mm)
3/4 to 3/8 inch (19.0 to 9.5 mm)
3/4 inch to No. 4 (19.0 to 4.75 mm)
3/8 inch to No. 4 (9.5 to 4.75 mm)
No. 4 to No. 8 (4.75 to 2.36 mm)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8 to No. 16 (2.36 to 1.18 mm)
16 to No. 30 (1.18 mm to 600 •m)
30 to No. 50 (600 to 300 •m)
50 to No. 100 (300 to 150 •m)
100 to No. 200 (150 to 75 •m)

4075
Field sample,
four times min.
required sieve analysis
Mass
Ibm
kg

4136
Sieve
analysis

4903
For 300
particles

4903
For 200
particles

Mass
lbm
kg

Avg. mass
Ibm
kg

Avg. mass
Ibm
kg

4,700
600
80
10
10
2
0.8

2140
280
40
4.5
4.5
1.0
0.4

1,175
150
20
2.5
2.5
0.5
0.2

535
70
10
1.1
1.1
0.25
0.1

1,375
165
21
2.6
1.6
0.3
0.04

625
75
10
1.2
0.7
0.15
0.02

Ibm

g

Ibm

g

Ibm

g

Ibm

0.8

400

0.2

100

0.005
-

2.3
0.3

-

g
0.026
0.003
0.0004

Max. for
accuracy
and no
overload 1
Mass
Ibm
kg
129
54
29
14.5
7.2
7.2
0.7

58
25
13
6.5
3.3
3.3
0.3

Ibm

g

0.31
0.15
0.08
0.04
0.02

141
68
36
18
9

The maximum mass allowed on each sieve to provide accuracy and not overload the sieves was based on the assumption that the Gilson
shaker with an effective sieve area of 14.75 by 22.75 inches = 335.56 in 2 (0.2165 m 2) would be used through the No. 4 sieve, and the 8-inch
(200-mm) sieve would be used through the No. 200 sieve with an effective sievearea of 50.26 in 2 (0.0324 m2). The maximum mass was
assumedto be the volume of the particle just passing the largest sieve size in the fraction times an assumedspecific gravity of 2.75.
Four times this amount, (4) (78) = 312 Ibm (141.5 kg),
determines the size of the field sample required to initiate
the test. The 312-1bm sample should be split three times,
as directed in USBR 4702, until sample is about 78 Ibm.
A sieve analysis should then be run on this sample. Assume
that the resulting gradation agrees with that shown in
table 3, then 21 Ibm plus is available for the flat and/
or elongated particle count and does not overload the
3/4-inch sieve (29 Ibm, table 2). The analysis may now

retained on the sieves as shown in table 3. From table
2, 21 Ibm (10 kg) is required for a minimum mass for
300 particles and only 20 Ibm (9 kg) is required for a
sieve analysis sample. Consequently, the mass required for
a 300-particle count would control; however, the gradation
shown in table 3 shows that only 27 percent of the total
material was retained on the 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) sieve.
By proportioning, 27/21 as 100/x, and x = 78 Ibm (35.3
kg) to satisfy the criteria for sieve analysis determination.
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proceed with one operation of the Gilson shaker. This
completes preparation of the 1-1/2- to 3/4-inch (37.5to 19.5-mm) sieve size for the flat and/or elongated
determination.
Preparation of the 3/4- to 3/8-inch (19.5- to 9.5-mm)
sieve fraction should now be undertaken. From table 3,
20 percent of the total sieve analysis sample is retained
between the 3/4- and 3/8-inch sieves. Using this percentage
with the 78-1bm sample results in (0.20) (78) = 15.6 Ibm
(7.1 kg). From table 2,only 2.6 Ibm (1.2 kg) is required
for the 300-particle count; however, a mass in excess of
14.5 Ibm (6.5 kg) will overload the 3/8-inch sieve.
Therefore, a split down in accordance with USBR 4702
will be required for all material passing the 3/4-inch sieve
and to satisfy the overload criteria. The 78-Ibm sample
minus 27 percent of the 1-1/2- to 3/4-inch scalped material
results in 78 - (0.27) (78) = 56.94 Ibm (25.8 kg). To
approximate a closer mass of minus 3/4 inch to the 2.6
lbm required to furnish the 300-particle count, it would
be advisable to split the 56.94 lbm four times to obtain
a mass of about 3.6 Ibm (1.6 kg) and process the resulting

3/4-inch material through the rest of the sieves. To correct
this new grading back to the original 1-1/2-inch grading,
see table 4.
8.2 Number of Particles:
8.2.1 The number of particles in each nominal size
range fraction to be examined are minimal and are based
on experience and statistical considerations, see table 5.
At least 300 particles of each nominal size range fraction
shall be examined, except for sieve size fractionsfiner than
No. 30 (600 #m) where a minimum of 200 particles shall
be examined.
8.2.2 If sample of a nominal size range contains many
more particles than need to be examined, the range may
be reduced to the proper number of particles in accordance
with methods of USBR 4702 (Method A preferred) or
as described in section 8 of USBR 4295.
NOTE Z-If there is less than 10 percent of sample retained
in any one nominal size range of coarse aggregatefractions, the
flat and elongated particles are not physically determined.
9.

Table 3. - Cumulative percent retained on various sieves for the coarse
aggregatefraction of a 1-1/2-inch sieve reduced to a 3/4-inch sieve.
Nominal Sieve Size

CPR

1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 16 (1.18 mm)

0
27
47
58
63
71

Nominal Sieve Size
No.
No.
No.
No.
Pan

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed in the Applicable Documents of section 2 are covered
under that particular procedure or standard directly or by
reference.
9.2 Calipers and rule shall be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1000.
9.3 Balances or scales shall be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1012 to comply with section 6.1.4.

CPR

30 (600 #m)
50 (300 #m)
100 (150/am)
200 (75 #m)

Calibration and Standardization

81
92
98
99.2
100

CPR = cumulative percent retained.

Table 4.-Corrected grading to reflect original 1-1/2-inch grading.

TotalSample
CPR
CPP
1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm)
3/4 inch (19.0 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 mm)
No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 16 (1.18 mm)
No. 30 (600/am)
No. 50 (300 lam)
No. 100 (150/am)
No. 200 (75/am)
Pan

0
27

100
73

SplitDown
Sample
-3/4 inch
(-19.0 mm)
CPR
CPP

CPR of
SplitDownSample
Times
CPP of
Total
Sample

Corrected Gradings to
Reflect Original Sample
CPR
CPP
CPP of
Add
Split-Down
CPR
Sample Times
of
CPP of
Total
Total
Sample
Sample

....
0
100
0
28
72
20
47
42
58
31
58
49
51
36
63
60
40
44
71
74
26
54
81
88
12
64
91
98
2
72
99
98.8
1.2
72.1
99.1
100
0
'73
100

53
42
37
29
19
9
1
0.9
0

CPR ----- cumulative percent retained.
CPP = cumulative percent passing.
Note: For whichever sieve size a split-down is required, the percentages retained or passing the original
sample for that particular sieve size are applicable.
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Table 5. - Minimum to maximum representative sample size to yield number of particle sizes under section 8.2.
Nominal size
range fraction
6 to 3 inches (150 to 75 mm)
3 to 1-1/2 inches (75 to 37.5 mm)
1-1/2 to 3/4 inch (37.5 to 19.0 ram)
3/4 to 3/8 inch (19.0 to 9.5 ram)
3/4 inch to No. 4 (19.0 to 4.75 ram)

3/8
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

inch to No. 4 (9.5 to 4.75 mm)
4 to No. 8 (4.75 to 2.36 mm)
8 to No. 16 (2.36 to 1.18 mm)
16 to No. 30 (1.18 mm to 600/am)
30 to No. 50 (600 to 300 #m)
50 to No. 100 (300 to 150 #m)
100 to No. 200 (150 to 75 #m)

Mass of 300 particles
Max.
Min.
Probable
Ibm
kg
Ibm
kg
Ibm
kg
3,214
402
50
6.5
6.5

1458
182
23
3.0
3.0

402
50
6.5
0.8
0.8

182
23
3.0
0.4
0.4

1,374
167
21
2.6
1.6

623
76
9.5
1.2
0.7

Ibm

g

Ibm

g

Ibm

g

0.8
-

363
46
5.7
0.7

0.1
-

45
5.7
0.7
0.1

0.3
-

136
19.4
2.4
0.3

Max.
Ibm
kg

Ibm

Mass of 200 particles
Min.
Probable
Ibm
kg
Ibm
kg

g

Ibm

g

Ibm

g

0.06
0.008
0.001

-

0.008
0.001
0.0001

-

0.026
0.003
0.0004

Note: The concentration of particles to the maximum or minimum side of the sieve fraction, and the degree of sphericity dictate a wide variation
in the amount of sample required. For values in the probable size of samples, an intermediate size fraction was assumed with perfect sphericity,
and a specific gravity of 2.75 was assumed for mass determination.
9.4 Ovens shall be calibrated in accordancewith USBR
1020 to comply with section 6.1.5.
9.5 Sieves shall be calibrated in accordancewith USBR
1025 to comply with section 6.1.6.

10.

Conditioning

10.1 Preconditioning and preparation of sample are
required as described in section 8.

A. TEST FOR ELONGATION

11. MeasuredCoarse Particles Method-Weighted
Averages Not Required
11.1 Procedure.-Each
particle from the coarse
aggregate nominal size ranges, as selected in section 8,
is examined using the proportional caliper device or
appropriate apparatus. The particles are then separated
into four groups: (1) flat, (2) elongated, (3) both flat and
elongated, and (4) not flat or elongated.
11.1.1 Elongation.-When
using the proportional
caliper device and testing for elongation, set larger opening
of device equal to length of particle by placing particle
between fixed post and point of swinging arm. If width
of particle can be placed within smaller opening of swinging
arm and its fixed point, the particle is elongated (fig. 4).
11.1.2 Flamess.-When
using proportional caliper
device and testing for flatness, set larger opening of device
equal to width of particle by placing particle between fixed
post and point of swinging arm. If thickness of particle
can be placed within smaller opening of swinging arm
and its fixed point, the particle is flat (fig. 4).
11.1.3 Elongation
and/or Flamess.-Meets
the
criteria established under both sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2.
11.1.4 Not Flat or Elongated-Does
not meet the
criteria established under either 11.1.1 or 11.1.2.
il.2 CMculadons.-After
the examined particles have
been classified as described in section 11.1, they are counted

B. TEST FOR FLATNESS
Figure 4. - Illustrations on using the proportional caliper device.
and expressed as the percentage of flat, elongated, flat
and elongated, and not flat or elongated present in each
sieve size fraction examined, and recorded to nearest whole
percent (fig. 5). The flat and/or elongated particles are
expressed as a percentage by particle count according to:
p=

--

__ff___F (100),or
n

E
n

(100), or

F&E
n
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(1)
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where:
P =
F =
E =
F& E =
n =

percent of flat and/or elongated particles
by particle count,
number of flat particles;
number of elongated particles,
number of particles that are both flat and
elongated, and
number of particles examined.
t

11.2.1 Figure 5 shows an example of the calculations
required when using this method.
12. MeasuredCoarse ParticlesMethod-Weighted
Averages Required
12.1 Procedure.-Each particle from the coarse
aggregate nominal size ranges, as selected in section 8,
is examined using the proPortional caliper device or
appropriate apparatus. The particles are then separated
into four groups: (1) flat, (2) elongated, (3) both flat and
elongated, and (4) not flat or elongated, and the mass
determined for each group.
12.1.1 The specific procedure for use with the
proportional caliper device is the same as described in
sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2.
12.2 Calculations.-After the examined particles have
been classified, they are counted and expressed as the
percentage of flat, elongated, flat and elongated, and not
flat or elongated present in each nominal size range
examined, and recorded to nearest 0.1 percent (fig. 6).
The particles in each group shall have the weighted average
mass determined and recorded as a percentage of total
mass of each gradation range examined to the nearest whole
percent. The flat and elongated particles are expressed as
a percentage by particle count according to equation (1)
in section 11.2. These same particles are expressed as a
percentage of mass according to:
Pm =

=

_

Fm& Em = mass of particles that are both flat and
elongated; and
nm= mass of particles measured (300 particles minimum), in pound mass
(kilograms).
12.2.1 When weighted averages are calculated, based
on actual or assumed proportions of the several sieve sizes
in a nominal size range, the ranges not tested shall be
assumed to have same percentages of flat and elongated
particles as the average of next smaller and next larger
ranges or, if one range is not represented, it shall be
considered to have same percentage as next larger or next
smaller range, whichever is present. Ranges used for
calculating weighted averages shall be based on smallest
coarse range examined, which is usually the 3/8-inch to
No. 4 (9.5- to 4.75-mm) range.
12.2.2 Figure 6 shows an example of the calculations
required when using this method.
13.

Visual Inspection of Coarse Particles Method

nm

13.1 Procedure.-Each particle from the coarse
aggregate nominal size ranges, as selected in section 8,
is visually examined. The particles are then separated into
two groups: (1) flat and/or elongated, and (2) not flat
or elongated.
13.1.1 The specific procedure shall be a visual
estimation of the width-to-thickness and length-to-width
ratios. The investigator is assumed to have the experience
and expertise necessary to recognize and separate the flat
and elongated particles in accordance with the 3:1 ratio
described in section 5.
13.2 Calculations.-After the examined particles have
been classified as described in section 13.1, they are counted
and expressed as the percentage of flat and/or elongated
present in each nominal size range examined, and recorded
to nearest whole percent (fig. 5). If required, determine
mass of separated groups, expressed as described in section
12.2, and record to nearest 0.1 percent as shown on figure6.
If weighted averages are required, use the calculations
described in section 12.2.1, and expressed as shown on
figure 6.

Em(100), or

14. Microscopic and Visual Inspection of Fine
Particles Method

/7

-•(100),or

nm

Fm&E•
nm

(100)

14.1 Procedure.-Eachparticle from the fine aggregate
sieve size ranges, as selected in section 8, is visually
examined and with the aid of a microscope. The particles
are then separated into two groups: (1) flat and/or
elongated, and (2) not flat or elongated. The largest sieve
size fraction,No. 4 to No. 8 (4.75 to 2.36 mm), may be
examined with no or low magnification with equal ease
and accuracy. Any suitable magnification in the range of
5× to 30× may be used for the finer sizes.
14.1.1 The specific procedure shall be a visual or
microscopic inspection and estimation of the length-towidth and width-to-thickness ratios in accordance with
section 5.

(2)

where:
= percent of flat and/or elongated particles by mass;
Fm= mass of flat particles, in pound mass
(kilograms);
Em = mass of elongated particles, in pound
mass (kilograms);
P•
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14.2 Calc•lations.-After
the examined particles have
been classified as described in section 14.1, they are counted
and expressed as the percentage of flat and elongated
present in each sieve size fraction examined, and recorded
to nearest whole percent. The total flat and/or elongated
particle count is reported as the average of the sieve size
examined to the nearest whole percent (fig. 7). If required,
separated groups may also be expressed using weighted
averages, and recorded to nearest 0.1 percent as shown
on figure 7. The weighted average shall be based on a
recalculated grading which includes only those sieve size
fractions.

• Adequate identification of aggregatetested.
• Percentages to nearest whole percent of the flat,
elongated, flat and elongated, and not flat or elongated,
as required and dependent upon method used, in each
nominal size range or sieve size fraction examined and
calculated by number, ma/;s, and weighted averages as
required.
• Number of particles tested in each nominal size range
or sieve size fraction examined.
15.2 When values for percent of flat, elongated, flat
andelongated, and not flat or elongated particles, dependent
upon method used, have been calculated both by particle
count and by mass and only a single value is required for
determination of compliance with specification limit or
in case of dispute, the percent by mass value shall be used.
15.3 When results are to be reported as part of USBR
4295, the visual inspection methods may be used.

NOTE 8.-For example, the weighted average percentage of
flat and/or elongated particles, based on a recalculated grading
of the No. 8 (2.36-mm) sieve size fraction, is obtained by
multiplying recalculated individual percent retained times
percentage of flat and/or elongated particles in the examined
sieve size fraction. For the example on figure 7, 5 percent times
12.5 percent yields 0.6 percent. It should be noted that the percent
of flat and/orelongated particles is recorded to nearest 0.1 percent.
However, the total (cumulative) flat and elongated, as a weighted
average percent of recalculated gradings, is reported to nearest
whole percent.

16.

16.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.

14.2.1 Figure 7 shows an example of the calculations
required when using this method.
15.

Precision and Bias

17.

Report

References

[1] Handbook for Concrete and Cement, Corps of
Engineers, U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, MS.

15.1 Refer to figure 4 of USBR 4075 for a typical
reporting form. The report shall include:
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Figure 5. - Saml31e calculation form using the measured coarse particles methodlweighted averages not required.
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Figure 7. - Sample calculation form using the microscopic and visual inspection of fine particles method.
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UNITED STATES
INTERIORBuREAU
DEPARTMENT
OF RECLAMATION
OF THE

PROCEDURE FOR

(•)

USBR 4904-92

PERCENTAGE OF CRUSHED PARTICLES
IN COARSE AND FINE AGGREGATES
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4904; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is patterned after Test
Method No. 205-E, dated September 14, 1964, published by the State of California, Department of Public Works, Division of
Highways.
1.

Scope

in color, texture, composition, firmness, or form; may
appear along old fracture surfaces.
3.5 Unweathered
Surfaces.-Surfaces
showing only
fresh rock, with no significant physical or chemical
alterations; may include freshly broken, previously healed
fractures.
3.6 Coarse Sand.-Sand-size particles passing the No.
4 (4.75-mm) sieve and retained on the No. 8, 16, and
30 (2.36-mm, 1.18-mm, and 600-•m) sieves.

1.1 This test designation describes the procedures for
determining percent by mass and particle count of particles
which, by visual or microscopic inspection, have the
characteristics of crushed aggregate.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
1020 Calibrating Ovens
4075 Sampling Aggregates
4117 Materials Finer Than No. 200 (75-#m) Sieve in
Mineral Aggregates by Washing
4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
4702 Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing
Size
4903 Flat and Elongated Particles in Coarse and Fine
Aggregates
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates•a
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 1,3
3.

4.

Terminology

3.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125, and as follows:
3.2 Crushed
GraveL-The
product resulting from
artificial crushing of gravel with substantially all fragments
having at least one face resulting from fracture.
3.3 Crushed
Stone.-The
product resulting from
artificial crushing of rocks, boulders, or large cobbles with
substantially all faces resulting from crushing operation.
3.4 Weathered Surfaces.-Surfaces produced by
physical-chemical changes in rock, which result in changes

Apparatus

4.1 The apparatus components listed in this section
comprise a recommended selection which will permit
determination of percentage of crushed particles by mass
or particle count.
4.1.1 Balance.-A balance or scale with a minimum
capacity of 13.23 Ibm (6 kg) and sensitivity to 0.0022 Ibm
(1 g) or less is required when determining mass.
4.1.2 Sieves.-The
sieves shall be of the woven wire
type with square openings, and shall conform to ASTM
Ell.
4.1.3 Splitter.-Any device may be used as the splitter
if it will divide sample into representative portions;
however, the riffle-type splitter is preferable to hand
quartering.
4.1.4 Spatula.-A spatula or similar tool is necessary
to aid in sorting aggregate particles when determining
percent by mass.
4.1.5 .Stereoscopic Microscope.-A
binocular microscope with objectives and oculars to give final magnifications from about 6 to 60 times the actual size.
4.1.6 Needleholder
and Points, and Forceps.-These
are tools used to aid in sorting coarse sand particles when
determining percent by particle count; forceps to be
straight-pointed.
5.

Precautions

5.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the

1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards,vol. 04.03.
3 AnnualBook of ASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
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responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
5.2 Wash and oven-dry dirty aggregatesin accordance
with USBR 4117 if dirt or dust film obscures surface enough
to make it difficult to detect fractured particle faces.
5.3 Material used in this procedure may be reused for
other tests when there would otherwise be insufficient
material for all required tests.
6.

7.3 The ovens used in drying the samples shall be
checked in accordancewith USBR 1020.
8.

Preparation of Sample

6.1 Samples for this procedure shall be obtained in
accordance with USBR 4075.
6.2 Sieve analysis determinations shall be run in
accordance with USBR 4136 after material is split down
to proper size in accordance with USBR 4702.
6.3 From each aggregate fraction representing 5
percent or more of submitted sample, split a representative
portion to within 10 percent of mass specified according
to table 1. This mass determination or not less than 300
particles of each size fraction, including coarse sand sizes
passing the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and retained on the
No. 8, 16, and 30 (2.36-mm, 1.18-mm, and 600-•m) sieves,
shall be used for particle count determination. Material
passingthe No. 30 sieve shall not be tested.
6.4 For further guidelines on handling samples to
obtain the mass required to furnish 300 particles, refer
to section 8 and tables 1, 2, and 3 Of USBR 4903.
7.

Procedure

8.1 Determine mass of each test sample to nearest
gram and record as the "Test Sample Mass,"or count not
less than 300 particles and record as the "Total Number
of Particles."
8.2 Spread one test sample on a clean, flat surface large
enough to permit material to be spread thinly for
inspection.
8.3 Use the knife edge of a large spatula, needleholder,
forceps, or similar tool to separate crushed particles from
uncrushed particles. Any particle appearing to have one
or more freshly fractured faces, regardless of size, shall
be considered a crushed particle.
8.4 When separation is complete, determine mass of
crushed particles and record as "Mass of Crushed Particles,"
or count number of crushed particles and record as
"Number of Crushed Particles."
8.5 Repeat 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 for each test sample
representing an individual size fraction.
9.

Calculations

9.1 Calculate percentage of crushed particles in each
respective test sample using the following formulas:

Calibration and Standardization

p•

7.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
7.2 Balancesor scales shall be calibrated in accordance
with USBR 1012.

= M• (100)
Ms

where:
Pm ---- percentageof crushed particles by mass,
Mc ---- mass of crushed particles, and
Ms ---- mass of test sample; or:

Table 1. - Mass required on each sieve size for crushed particle determination.
Sieve Sizes for Coarse Aggregate Fraction
Passing
Retained
6-inch (150-mm)
4-inch (100-mm)
3-inch (75-mm)
2-1/2-inch (63-mm)
2-inch (50-mm)
1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm)
1-1/4-inch (31.5-mm)
1-inch (25.0-mm)
3/4-inch (19.0-ram)
3/4-inch (19.0-ram)
1/2-inch (12.5-mm)
3/8-inch (9.5-mm)
No. 4 (4.75-mm)
No. 8 (2.36-mm)
No. 16 (1.18-mm)

3-inch (75-mm)
2-inch (50-mm)
1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm)
1-1/4-inch (31.5-mm)
1-inch (25.0-mm)
3/4-inch (19.0-mm)
1/2-inch (12.5-mm)
No. 4 (4.75-mm)
3/8-inch (9.5-mm)
No. 4 (4.75-mm)
No. 4 (4.75-mm)
No. 4 (4.75-mm)
No. 8 (2.36-mm)
No. 16 (1.18-mm)
No. 30 (600-#m)

650

Mass of
Test Sample, -I-10%
Ibm
kg
1,375
400
165
105
50
21
10.6
3.2
2.8
1.6
0.6
0.33
0.04
0.005
0.0007

625
180
75
50
25
10
4.8
1.4
1.3
0.7
0.27
0.15
0.02
0.002
O.OOO3

(1)

USBR 4904

Re = N• (100)

Art

The rest of the procedure remains the same, except this
additional data must be recorded.
9.4 Figure 1 shows a suggested work sheet and typical
calculations.

(2)

where:
PC

No=
Art=

10.

percentage of crushed particles by particle
count,
number of crushed particles, and
total number of particles (not less than 300).

9.2 Calculate percentage of crushed particles in the
whole sample or in the coarse portions of the submitted
sample by the weighted average method as follows:
Multiply percentage (based on total mass or total
particle count of sample) of each size fraction to be included
in weighted averageby its respective percentage of crushed
particles, result from equation (1) or (2). The sum of these
products divided by sum of percentage of each of the
included size fractions results in the weighted average
percentage of crushed particles for that group of fractions
included in calculation.
9.3 Some specifications may specify a minimum
percentage of at least two fractured faces on each particle
for a certain size range. If this is required, the particles
between each sieve must be separated; one pile for singleface fractures and another for two or more face fractures.
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Report

10.1 Figure 4 of USBR 4075 may be used as a typical
reporting form. The report shall include the following
information as appropriate:
• Size fractions in submitted sample.
• Percent of each size fraction in submitted sample.
• Percent of crushed particles in each size fraction as
determined by either mass or particle count.
• Weighted average percentage of crushed particles
retained on the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve fraction; passing
the No. 4 sieve and retained on the No. 8, 16, and
30 (2.36-mm, 1.18-mm, and 600-#m) sieve fractions,
respectively; and total sample as passing the maximum
size sieve and retained on the No. 30 sieve.
11.

Precision and Bias

11.1 The precision and bias statements
procedure have not been established.
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Totals
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%
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24. •?
/?. 29
/4. a'6
4.•'J"

3
27
/q
IG
S

7. 20
/3. • 6"
9/, oo

g
16"
/o o

Total Sample
Particles
Ms
N,
Sample
Total
Mass,
No.
Ibm

a."/9
0, 3 •

32/
3/8

o.oo#"
o.ooo•,

31•
.•19

SINGLE-FACE FRACTURE
P=
Pc
Product
_•8
•
of
(100)
(100)
(•) (Pro)

Ne
Crushed
No.

Me
Crushed
Mass,
Ibm

%

Product
of
(•') (Pc)

%

MULTIPLE-FACE FRACTURE

/.• ,•"
-.*• ,'.,"V•"
"U,,,•..€

.27

46.a,•a2k

,•

/6
$"
"7

/•
Summation
%

Mass

Count

Plus
No. 4

A =

D= =

De =

Minus
No.
--inch
to No. 30

B =

E= =

F• =

C =

F= =

Fc =

Plus
No. 4
Minus
No. 4
__ inch
to No. 30
Plus
No. 4
Minus
No. 4

A =

/9= =

De =

B =

E= =

F_., =

C =

F= =

F• =

A•_
a•

/9= =

De =

B =
•0

E= =
•'•5

F_, =
•(; 2

Cd2

..•;0

Sieve
Fractions

...•-inch
to No. 30

SEPARATE TEST FOR TOTAL PARTICLES WITH FRACTURED FACES

Product
Summation

/8. 97

•-.""•

O. 3o4
0.oo84
0.0o06
o.o ooo4

3 08
70
"4"1
•Z

8'8'
yy
gl
I•
7

@•

•37•

•.Z•#

97
•5
/3
7

/• •'Zo
los
•'•
•,

/• 6".5"Z
//5"
9I
E•

WEIGHTED AVERAGES
D=
A

%

Single-Face Fracture
E=
Fm
D,
F_,
B
C
A
B

%

%

%

%

Fe
C

%

/9=
A

%

Multiple-Face Fracture
E• F=
D.
F•
B
C
A
B

%

%

%

%

Total Particles-Fractured Faces
F•

c
%

/9=

A
%

E=

•
%

F=

T
%

q/

E,

•
%

F,

T
%

92
/z

/3
7e

•"4•

De

-X
%

72

NOTE: A, B, and C indicate summation of fractionalindividual percent retained (P/) on the "as received" sample. D•, E=, F=, De, Ee, and Fe indicate
summation of fractional product (Pl) (P=) or (/•) (Pc), respectively.
Figure la.-Sample worksheet for determination of crushed particle faces (inch-pound units).
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F==

F.=

A•
•'2.
B =
•O

/9= =
.4"• •
E= =
•t•4"

*/8

/7•;7

/4"g2

70
•41
•z

•I
12
7

•3

los

7

.S'6

I/.4"
•1
•g

WEIGHTED AVERAGES

Mass

df,7.• mm

9•

.•IS

Count

Dm
A

%

Single-Face Fracture
Em
Fm
De
E•
B
C
A
B

%

%

%

%

Multiple-Face Fracture
F,
C

%

19=
A

%

E=
B

%

F=
C

%

D•
A

%

F_.
B

%

Total Particles-Fractured Faces
F•
C

%

19=
A

%

E=
B

%

1:=
C

%

D• =
..W•
E. =
•

D•
A

%

Ee
B

%

F.
C

%

92
72

to 600 tim

NOTE: A, B, and C indicate summation of fractional individual percent retained (/•) on the "as received" sample. D=, E=, F=, D•, F.•, and F• indicate
summation of fractional product (Pi) (Pro) or (Pi) (Pc), respectively.
Figure lb.-Sample worksheetfor determination of crushed particle faces (Sl-metric units).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4905-92

CONSISTENCY AND DENSITY OF NO-SLUMP CONCRETE
WITH VIBRATORY TABLE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4905; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
C 1170-91.

Scope

2.

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for determining the consistency and density of no-slump concrete
when standard slump test procedures, as outlined in USBR
4143, and density procedures, as outlined in USBR 4138,
are not applicable. These procedures are applicable in both
the laboratory and field.
NOTE 1.-These procedures are considered applicableto plastic
concrete having coarse aggregate up to 2 inches (50 mm) in
size. If coarse aggregateis larger than 2 inches, procedures are
applicable when made on the fraction of concrete passing the
2-inch sieve, with larger aggregatebeing removed in accordance
with USBR 4172 with the exception that a 2-inch sieve is used
instead of a 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) sieve. The USBR 4172
procedure is not considered applicable for nonplastic and noncohesive concrete.
1.2 These procedures, intended for use in testing rollercompacted concrete, may be applicable to testing other
types of concrete such as cement-treated aggregate and
mixtures similar to soil-cement.
1.3 Two alternate test methods are provided to determine the consistency and density of concrete using a Vebe
vibrating table:
1.3.1
Test Method A [using a 50-1bm (22.7-kg)
surcharge mass placed on top of the test specimen].-Test
Method A shall be used for testing concrete of very stiff
to extremely dry consistency in accordancewith ACI 211.375 (R 1989).
1.3.2
Test Method B (no surcharge).-Test Method B
shall be used for concrete of stiff to very stiff consistency
or when the Vebe time by Test Method A is less than
5 seconds.
1.4 The recommended vibration table for this test
procedure is the Vebe vibrating table. To date, all Bureau
testing has been performed using this testing apparatus.
An alternate vibrating table may be substituted for the
Vebe apparatus provided it meets the specifications for
the sinusoidal vibration as shown in section 9.3 and the
alternate testing requirements of sections 11 and 12.
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Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4029 Density and Voids in Aggregate
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in Field
4138 Density, Yield, Clean, Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4143 Slump of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 1170 Standard Test Methods for Determining Consistency and Density of Roller-Compacted Concrete Using
a Vibrating Table 1
E 1 Specification for ASTM Thermometers2
E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing
Purposes1, 3
2.3 A CI Standards:
207.5R-89 Roller-Compacted Concrete 4
211.3-75R-89 Standard Practice for Selecting Proportions
for No-Slump Concrete 4

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This procedure is used to measure the consistency
of stiff to extremely dry concrete mixtures (note 2).
Consistency is meaasured as the time required for a given
mass of concrete to be consolidated by vibrating in a
cylindrically shaped mold. Denisty of the compacted
specimen is measured by determining the mass of the
consolidated specimen and dividing by its volume, which
is determined using water-displacement methods.
NOTE 2.-Further description of concrete of this consistency
is given in ACI 207.5R-89 and ACI 211.3-75 (R 1989).
1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 05.03, 14.03.
3 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.06, 04.07, 05.05, 14.02.
4 ACIManualofConcretePractice, part 1, 1990. Available fromAmerican
Concrete Institute, PO Box 19150, Redford Station, Detroit, MI 48219.
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4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Test methods A and B are intended to be used for
determining the consistency and density of stiff to
extremely dry concrete mixtures common when using
roller-compacted concrete construction.
4.1.1 Because of the stiff to extremely dry consistency
of some roller-compacted concrete mixtures, the standard
Vebe test method of rodding the specimen in a slumpcone is substituted by Test Methods A and B. For Test
Method A, the surcharge mass is increased from 6 Ibm
(2.72 kg) to 50 Ibm (22.7 kg); and for Test Method B,
the surcharge mass is eliminated.
4.2 Test Method A uses a 50-Ibm surcharge and is
used for concrete consolidated by roller-compaction
methods. The consistency and density of concrete suitable
for consolidation by vibrating rollers can be determined
using Test Method A.
4.3 Test Method B does not use a surcharge and can
be used to determine the consistency and density of some
concrete mixtures consolidated by conventional vibration
techniques and some concrete mixtures consolidated by
vibrating rollers.
5.

Terminology.

5.1 Roller-Compacted Concrete.-Concrete of zeroslump consistency which is placed by depositing loosely
in horizontal lifts and consolidated with smooth-drum
vibrating rollers.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Cylindrical Mold-The cylindrical mold shall be
made of steel or other hard metal resistant to cement paste
corrosion and have an inside diameter of 9-1/2+1/16 inches
(241+2 ram) and a height of 7-3/4+1/16 inches
(197+2 ram). Volume of mold shall be determined in
accordance with USBR 4029. The mold shall be equipped
with permanently affixed metal slots which can be rigidly
clamped to Vebe vibrating table. Top rim of mold shall
be smooth, planar, and parallel to bottom of mold; and
shall be capable of providing a tight seal. There should
be no leakage of air bubbles when mold is filled with water
and a smooth glass or plastic plate is placed over top rim.
6.2 Swivel Arm andGuide Sleeve.-A metal guide sleeve
with clamp assembly or other suitable holding device
mounted on a swivel arm. The swivel arm and guide sleeve
must be capable of holding a metal shaft attached to a
50-1bin (22.7-kg) surcharge in a position perpendicular to
vibrating table, which allows the rod to slide freely when
clamp is released. The guide sleeve inside diameter shall
be 1/8+1/16 inch (3.2+1.6 mm) larger than the diameter
of the metal shaft of the surcharge. The sleeve must be
capable of maintaining a locked position with center of
sleeve directly over center of vibrating table, and shall also
be capable of rotating away from center of table. The Vebe
vibrating table comes equipped with this guide sleeve.
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6.3 Surcharge.-A
cylindrical surcharge with a metal
shaft at least 18 inches (457 mm) long and 5/8+1/16
inch (16±2mm) diameter attached perpendicularly to the
plate and embedded through center of surcharge. The shaft
shall slide through the guide sleeve without binding or
excessive play. The base of the surcharge shall have a
9±l/8-inch (229±3-mm) diameter. Surcharge shall have
a mass of 50+1 Ibm (22.7+0.5 kg) including mass of the
metal shaft. If the surcharge is hand held, the length of
the metal shaft may be reduced to 12 inches (305 mm)
and fabricated with a "T" or "D" handle for gripping the
surcharge shaft to avoid the hand slipping.
6.4 Balance or Scale.-The balance or scale shall be of
sufficient capacity to determine total mass of sample and
mold, and have sufficient accuracy so that mass of concrete
sample may be determined to nearest .01 Ibm (4.5 g).
6.5 Fiat Plate.-A square, flat plate or acrylic plate at
least 1/2 inch thick with a length and width at least 1 inch
(25 ram) greater than outside diameter of cylincrical mold
is required. The plate shall be smooth and planar.
6.6 Vebe Vibrating Table.-A vibrating table with a
3/4-inch (19 ram) thick steel deck with dimensions of
about 15 inches in length, 10-1/4 inches in width, and
12 inches in height (381- 260- 305-mm). The vibrating
table shall be constructed in such a manner as to prevent
flexing of the table during operation. The table deck shall
be activated by an electromechanical vibrator. The total
mass of the vibrator and table shall be approximately 210
Ibm (95 kg). The table shall be level and clamped to a
concrete floor or base slab having sufficient mass to prevent
displacement of the apparatus during performance of the
test.
NOTE 3.-The recommended vibrating table for these test
procedures is the Vebe vibrating table. To date, testing has been
performed using this apparatus. An alternative vibrating table
may be substituted for the Vebe apparatus (fig. 1) provided it
meets the specifications for the sinusoidal vibration given in
subsection 9.3 and is in accordance with the alternative testing
requirements of sections 11 and 12. The Vebe apparatus,including
cylindrical mold and guide sleeves, is manufactured by Dynapac
Maskin (formerly Vibro-Verken), PO Box 1103, 5-171-22, Solna,
Sweden; Dynapac Manufacturing, Inc., Stanhope NJ 07874; and
Soiltest, Inc., 86 Albrecht Drive, PO Box 8004, Lake Bluff IL
60044-9902.
6.7 Thermometer.-ASTM No. 1F or 1C thermometer
conforming to the requirements of ASTM specification E 1.
6.8 Sieve.-A 2-inch (50-mm) sieve conforming to
ASTM specification E 11.
6.9 Miscellaneous Equipment.-Also required are a
shovel, scoop, slump rod, stopwatch, and flashlight.
7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous materials, operations, and. equipment, and does not claim to
address all safety problems associated with its use. The
user is. responsible to consult and establish appropriate
safety and health practices and to determine applicability
of regulatory limitations prior to use.
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with a minimum mass of 50 Ibm (22.7 kg). Handle concrete
in such a manner that coarse aggregatedoes not separate
from the mortar.
NOTE 5.-Concrete in the range of no-slump consistency is
highly susceptible to segregation during handling. To minimize
this, it is essential that care be used in obtaining samples and,
during transporting, remixing and testing of the concrete. Squareended shovels and scoops should be used to obtain a representative
sample. Concrete should be handled in such a way that largesized coarse aggregatedoes not separate from the mortar.
11.1.2 Dampen the interior of the mold and fill with
29.5+1.5 Ibm (13.4+0.7 kg) of concrete. Using a squareedged scoop and tamping rod, place and distribute the
concrete evenly to minimize segregation and rock pockets.
Level the surface of the loose concrete.
11.1.3 Secure the mold on the Vebe table by hand
tightening the wing nuts. Slide the shaft of the surcharge
mass through the guide sleeve, and rotate the surcharge
to its locked position centered over the mold, ensuring
that it will fit inside the mold when released. The surcharge
may be lowered into the mold during this procedure to
adjust the position of the mold but it shall not be placed
on the specimen. Secure the wing nuts of the Vebe table
with a wrench to prevent loosening during the test. Gently
lower the surcharge onto the surface of the specimen.
11.1.4 If the surcharge cannot be centered in the
mold without binding on the inside wall of the mold, place
the surcharge directly onto the specimen in the mold
without the use of the guide sleeve, and manually hold
the surcharge shaft perpendicular to the top of the table.
The surcharge shaft must be held manually throughout
the remainder of the Vebe test. Do not apply additional
hand pressure to the surcharge when manually holding
the surcharge.
11.1.5 Start the vibrator and timer. Using a flashlight, observe the concrete in the annular space between
the edge of the surcharge and the inside wall of the mold.
As the test progresses, mortar will fill in the annular space
between the outer edge of the surcharge and the inside
mold wall. Observe the mortar until it forms a ring around
the total perimeter of the surcharge. When the mortar
ring forms completely around the surcharge, stop the
vibrator and timer; determine the elapsed time to the
nearest minute and second. Record this time as the Vebe
consistency time, Test Method A. If the wing nuts loosen
during the test, repeat the test with a fresh sample of
concrete. If the ring of mortar does not form after 2 minutes
of vibration, stop the vibrator and timer; record this
condition on the report.
11.1.6 If the following conditions exist after 2 minutes have elapsed, document them in the report, record
the elapsed time, and retest if necessary:
11.1.6.1 A rock pocket in the loose specimen prevents the mortar ring from forming at one small location
even though the mortar ring forms in all other locations,
or:
11.1.6.2 The elapsed time in which the majority
of the mortar ring formed is similar to previous readings
with the same mixture proportions.
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11.1.7 Determine the density of the specimen in
accordancewith section 11.2.
11.2 Vebe Density ofFreshly Consolidated Concrete:
11.2.1 Followingdeterminationof the Vebe time,
remove the surcharge. Vibrate the specimen withoutthe
surcharge for an additional 10 seconds to level the top
surface of the sample.
11.2.2 Remove the mold with the consolidated
specimen from the Vebe table, and wipe any mortar from
the inside wall of the cylinder mold above the level of
the consolidatedconcrete.Place the flatplateon the cylinder
mold and determine to the nearest 0.01 Ibm (4.5 g) the
mass of the cylindrical mold, consolidatedconcrete specimen, and flat plate. Determine the mass of the specimen
by subtracting the mass of the cylindricalmold and flat
plate from the mass of the cylindrical mold, consolidated
specimen, and flat plate. Remove the flat plate.
11.2.3 Place the moldon a level surface and carefully
fillthe mold withwater at room temperature to a meniscus
level just above the top rim while minimizingwashout
of paste from the specimen surface.
11.2.4 Determine the temperature of the water to
the nearest 1 OF (1 °C).
11.2.5 Carefully cover the mold with the flat plate
in such a way as to eliminateair bubblesand excess water.
11.2.6 Wipe all excess water, and determinethe total
mass of the cylinder mold, consolidatedspecimen, water,
and flat plate. Determine the mass of the water by
subtracting the mass of the mold, specimen, and flat plate
as determinedin 11.2.2 from the total mass.
11.2.7 Determine the volume of water by dividing
the mass of water by the densityof water at the recorded
temperature in accordancewith the values given in tables
1 or 2--interpolatingif necessary.Determine the volume
of water to the nearest 0.001 ft• (0.028 L).
11.2.8 Determine the volume of the specimen by
subtracting the volume of the water obtained in 11.2.7
from the volume of the cylinder mold obtainedin 9.2.
11.2.9 Determine the density of the specimen in
accordance with section 13, Calculations. This is referred
to as the Vebe densityof the specimen, Test Method A.
11.3 Vibrating Consistency Time and Density Using
an Alternative Vibrating Table, Test Method A :
11.3.1 Determine the consistency time of concrete
in accordance with 11.1. Record the use of an alternative
vibrating table, and record the time as vibrating consistency
time, Test Method A.
11.3.2 Determine the density of the specimen in
accordancewith 11.2. Refer to this as the vibrating density
of the specimen, Test Method A.
11.3.2.1 When determining the consistency and
density of concrete using an alternative vibrating table,
it may not be possible to vibrate the specimen without
a surcharge. This is due to disturbance of the compacted
specimen when large-amplitude, low-frequency vibration
waves occur after the vibrator is turned off. If this occurs,
leave the surcharge on the specimen after determining
the vibrating time, and vibrate the specimen for an
additional 10 seconds. Record the use of the surcharge
for the density determination.
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Table 1. - Absolute density of water in grams per cubic centimeter -- °E•
°F

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

0.999 841
.999 878
.999 905
.999 930
.999 947
.999 962
.999 969
.999 973
.999 972
.999 965
.999 952
.999 941
.999 916
.999 893
.999 861
.999 830
.999 789
.999 751
.999 700
.999645
.999 605
.999 531
.999 475
.999 402
.999 339
.999 258
.999 188
.999 099
.999 007
.998 943
.998 826
.998 739
.998 632
.998 539
.998 424
.998 325
.998 203
.998 078
.997 970
.997 837
.997 724
.997 585
.997 466
.997 320
.997 196
.997 044
.996 888
.996 756
.996 594
.996 485
.996 289
.996 147
.995 973
.995 826

845
881
908
932
949
963
969
973
971
964
951
939
914
890
858
826
785
746
695
641
598
525
468
396
331
251
179
090
001
931
817
728
623
528
414
313
191
067
957
826
710
573
451
308
181
028
875
740
583
465
275
130
958
808

848
883
910
933
950
963
970
973
971
962
950
936
911
887
855
822
781
741
689
637
590
520
460
389
323
244
170
081
*994
920
809
718
613
516
404
301
178
056
943
814
696
561
437
295
166
013
862
724
572
446
261
112
944
790

852
886
913
935
952
964
970
973
970
961
949
934
909
883
852
818
778
736
684
633
583
514
453
383
315
237
161
071
*988
908
800
707
604
505
394
288
166
046
930
803
682
549
422
283
150
*997
848
707
561
426
246
095
929
772

856
889
915
937
953
965
971
973
969
960
948
931
907
880
849
814
774
731
678
629
575
509
446
377
307
230
152
062
"981
896
791
696
595
493
384
276
153
035
917
792
668
537
408
270
135
*982
835
691
550
407
232
077
914
754

860
892
918
939
955
966
971
973
969
959
947
929
905
877
846
810
770
726
673
625
568
503
439
371
299
223
144
053
*975
885
783
686
586
482
375
264
14l
024
904
781
655
526
393
258
120
*966
822
675
540
387
218
060
900
736

863
894
920
940
956
966
971
972
968
957
945
926
902
874
842
805
766
720
667
621
561
497
431
364
290
216
135
044
*969
873
774
675
576
470
365
252
128
013
890
769
641
514
378
246
105
*950
809
659
529
367
204
043
885
718

867
897
923
942
958
967
972
972
967
956
944
924
900
871
839
801
762
715
662
617
553
492
424
358
282
209
126
035
*962
861
765
664
567
459
355
240
116
002
877
758
627
502
364
233
090
*935
796
643
518
348
190
025
870
700

871
900
925
944
959
968
972
972
966
955
943
921
898
867
836
797
759
710
656
613
546
486
417
352
274
202
117
025
*956
849
756
653
558
447
345
227
103
*992
864
747
613
490
349
221
074
"919
782
626
507
328
175
008
855
682

874
902
928
945
961
968
973
972
966
953
942
919
895
864
833
793
755
705
651
609
538
481
409
345
266
195
108
016
*949
838
748
643
548
436
335
215
090
"981
850
735
599
478
335
208
059
*904
769
610
496
309
161
*990
841
664

i To obtain absolute density of water in pound mass per cubic foot, multiply value shown in table by 62.4278578.
* First three significant digits shown in line below.
11.3.2.2

Determine the density of the consolidated

12.1.1

specimen in accordance with 11.2.2 through 11.2.9.

with

TEST METHOD B -- VEBE TIME
Procedure
Vebe Consistency

sample of concrete

section 8, and place the concrete

in the cylindrical

Place the mold on the Vebe table, and tighten

the wing nuts to prevent loosening during the test.
12.1.3

12.1

a representative

mold in accordance with 11.1.1 and 11.1.2.
12.1.2

12.

Obtain

having a minimum mass of 50 lbm (22.7 kg) in accordance

Time

(without a surcharge):

Start the vibrator and the timer. Observe the

contact between the concrete and inside wall of the mold.
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Table 2. - Absolute density of water in kilograms per cubic meter -- °C.
°C

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

999.841
.900
.941
.965
.973
.965
.941
.902
.849
.781
.700
.605
.498
.377
.244
.099
998.943
.774
.595
.405
.203
997.992
.770
.538
.296
.044
996.783
.512
.232
995.944
.646

.847
.905
.944
.967
.973
.963
.938
.898
.843
.774
.691
.595
.486
.364
.230
.084
.926
.757
.576
.385
.183
.970
.747
.514
.271
.018
.756
.485
.204
.914
.616

.854
.909
.947
.968
.973
.961
.935
.893
.837
.766
.682
.585
.475
.352
.216
.069
.910
.739
.558
.365
.162
.948
.724
.490
.246
*.992
.729
.457
.175
.885
.586

.860
.914
.950
.969
.972
.959
.931
.888
.830
.758
.673
.574
.463
.339
.202
.054
.893
.722
.539
.345
.141
.926
.701
.466
.221
*.967
.703
.429
.147
.855
.555

.866
.918
.953
.970
.972
.957
.927
.883
.824
.751
.664
.564
.451
.326
.188
.038
.877
.704
.520
.325
.120
.904
.678
.442
.196
*.941
.676
.401
.118
.826
.525

.872
.923
.955
.971
.972
.955
.924
.877
.817
.742
.654
.553
.439
.312
.173
.023
.860
.686
.501
.305
.099
.882
.655
.418
.171
*.914
.649
.373
.089
.796
.494

.878
.927
.958
.972
.970
.952
.920
.872
.810
.734
.645
.542
.427
.299
.159
.007
.843
.668
.482
.285
.078
.860
.632
.394
.146
*.888
.621
.345
.060
.766
.464

.884
.930
.960
.972
.969
.950
.916
.866
.803
.726
.635
.531
.415
.285
.144
*.991
.826
.650
.463
.265
.056
.837
.608
.369
.120
*.862
.594
.317
.031
.736
.433

.889
.934
.962
.973
.968
.947
.911
.861
.796
.717
.625
.520
.402
.272
.129
*.975
.809
.632
.444
.244
.035
.815
.585
.345
.095
*.836
.567
.289
.002
.706
.402

.895
.938
.964
.973
.966
.944
.907
.855
.789
.709
.615
.509
.390
.258
.114
*.959
.792
.613
.424
.224
.013
.792
.561
.320
.069
*.809
.540
.261
*.973
.676
.371

* First three significant digits shown in line below.
As the specimen consolidates, a ring of mortar will form
around the perimeter of the specimen against the inside
wall of the mold and will fill in between coarse aggregates.
Observe the formation of the mortar ring around the
perimeter of the mold. When the mortar ring is completely
formed, stop the vibrator and timer; determine the elapsed
time to the nearest minute and second. Record this time
as the Vebe consistency time, Test Method B. If the mortar
ring does not form after 2 minutes, stop the vibrator. Record
this condition on the report, and repeat the test with a
fresh sample of concrete using Test Method A if necessary.
If the wing nuts loosen during the test, repeat the test
with a fresh sample of cohcrete.
12.1.4 Record the conditions of 11.1.6, if appropriate.
12.2 Density of Fresh Concrete, Test Method B:
12.2.1 Determine the density of the specimen in
accordance with 11.2. Refer to the density as Vebe density
of the specimen, Test Method B.
12.3
Vibration ConsistencyTime and Density Using
Alternate Vibrating Table, Test Method B:
12.3.1
Vibrating Consistency Time, Test Method B:
12.3.1.1 Determine the vibrating consistency time,
Test Method B, in accordance with 12.1.1 through 12.1.4.
Record the use of an alternate vibrating table.
12.3.1.2 If the conditions of 11.3.2.1 are observed,
discontinue the test and do not use Test Method B for
vibrating consistency time or density.
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12.3.2

.Density of Fresh Concrete, Test Method'B:

12.3.2.1 Determine the density of fresh concrete
in accordance with 11.2. Refer to the density as vibrating
density of the specimen, Test Method B.
13.

Calculations

13.1
Following determination of the Vebe consistency
time, determine density of sample as follows:

D--

Ms
V•

where:
D = density in pound mass per cubic foot [kilograms
per cubic meter or kilograms per cubic
decameter (note 6)]
Ms = mass of sample in pound mass (kilograms), and
Vs = volume of sample in cubic feet (cubic meters or
cubic decameters)
13.2

Figure 3 shows a suggested calculation form.

NOTE 6.-To convert from cubic decameters to cubic meters,
multiply by 1000.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.

D C- 7•'.•'8

Project •'flV'T'•A
Feature
Z/'p,•g.•

•

/_/'rA/4

S;,*/LL•ATE•

DA,•

StructureDAt¢ t

Tested by
• •o/•',•'

Date

Item A///X D•'$I•/€'
Location DgA/V•'• /- A 8
Station •
Offset
Depth •
to

Computed by
/•. A4 trcllE•
Checked by

Date

77. Do,, •,•,

4-/•-ff

CONSISTENCY AND DENSITY OF NO-SLUMP CONCRETE WITH VIBRATORY TABLE
Mix No.:
Date:

Shift:
Time:

Batch or Test No.:
Inspector:

Volumetric Calibration
Mold No.: /
(1) Mass of mold, plate, and water
(2) Mass of mold and plate
(3) Mass of water, (1) - (2)
(4) Temperature of water
(5) Absolute density of water:
From table 1: (62.4278578) ( Oo qq7•70
(6) Volume of mold, (3)/(5)

•'4 , ool
33. b"•O
20° •t41
70.0

Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
°F

•2...•01
0.3•$

lbm/ft3
ft 3

5"/. 4,40

Ibm

63°/OO
$3, •"•0
2q. •'4o
7/./,•10
€•'. 0,4o
70.0

Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
°F

Vebe (or Alternate) Determination
Vibrating Time:
O
min
2 /
sec
Surcharge:
IZ"Yes
[] No, mass -Method: [•t"A
17 B
Comments:
/•o•,•"
.,•v'•/L,4BZ E •,'€
T/,4/$ TEST

Density Determination
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Mass of mold, sample, and plate
Mass of mold and plate
Mass of sample, (7) - (8)
Mass of mold, sample, plate, and water
Mass of water, (10) - (7)
Temperature of water
Absolue density of water:
From table 1: (62.4278578) ( O, • q 7 • 70 )
Volume of water, (11)/(13)
Volume of sample, (6) - (14)
Density of sample, (9)/(15)

•'2. 301
O./•.q
O./•'q
/'4•. 4•

Figure 3a. - Sample data and calculation form (inch-pound units).
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4-I•-J'5

lbm/ft3
ft 3
ft 3
lbm/fO
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A) C- 7558

Vr°Jec•'#ar•AZ

/./rAa

Feature

/-./,'pe',€ St/z,, •A rE,• DAm

Structure•) A •

Tested by
77. A•o•" E/€"

Date
4-/q-8'£

Item MIX" DE,.*/aA/
Location D,_1,4t'y'd."• L,48
Station --x..Offset
.-,..Depth
..,,.to

Co/•.uted by
/• /TCXE•I.
Checked by
?7. DO/.. EA t

Date
4-/q-Sg"

v

CONSISTENCY AND DENSITY OF NO-SLUMP CONCRETE WITH VIBRATORY TABLE
Mix No.:
Date:

Shift:
Time:

Mold
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Batch or Test No.:
Inspector:
Volumetric Calibration

No.: /
Mass of mold, plate, and water
Mass of mold and plate
Mass of water, (1) - (2)
Temperature of water
Absolute density of water:
From table 2:
(6) Volume of mold, (3)/(5)

24. ,•t •.•z"
/.5", 2 Z 3
•. 2 72.
2/, /
•qT. •70
0o00•2,•/

kg
kg
kg
°C
kg/m 3
m3

Vebe (or Alternate) Determination
Vibrating Time:
O
min
2 / sec
Surcharge: [B/Yes
17 No, mass -Method: [•'A
[] B
Comments:

,41•w•-AwA/•A8•.E

23. 3 7q

kg

Fo• T•//s rEST

Density Determination
(7) Mass of mold, sample, and plate
(8) Mass of mold and plate
(9) Mass of sample, (7) - (8)
(10) Mass of mold, sample, plate, and water
(11) Mass of water, (10) - (7)
(12) Temperature of water
(13) Absolue density of water:
From table 2:
(14) Volume of water, (11)/(13)
(15) Volume of sample, (6) - (14)
(16) Density of sample, (9)/(15)

2g. •2• kg

/3. 3 q?

kg

kg
32. Z6? kg
.9.647 kg
2AI °C

•qZ q 7O
kg/m 3
0. oo_q6 S'4 m 3
0.00•'637 m 3
2377 kg/m 3

Figure 3b. - Sample data and calculation form (SI-metric).
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L--•'9

--

V,mbl

SuY-•ha•-'-go

Te•t

Cent •a i
Ut ah
P•oj
gppe•
St i 1 lwate•Speai ficat ions No:
Fo•
Mix Nammm

tests taken

from 09101186

09101/86
09101186
09101186
09102186
09102186
09102186
09103/86
09103/86
09104186
09/04186
09/04/86
09105186
09/06/86
09106186
09/06/86
09/07/86
09/07/86
09108186
09108186
109102186
09109186
09/09/86
09/09/86
09/10/86
09/10/861
09/11/86
09/11/86
09/12/86
09/12/86
09/13/86:
09/13/86)
09/14/86:
09/14/86
09/14/86
09/15/86
09/15/86
09/15/86

RCC1

SHIFT TEST
TEST
1,2m3 NUM. BATCH
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

met
Danm
DC--7558

to 09130186

Test Identi?ication
TEST
DATE

Summary"

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Test Results

LOCATION
!COMPACTION
STATION OFFSET ELEVATION TIME (SEC)
31+40
31+50
33+20
39+6
36+75
23+20
27+70
29+35
20+25
35+00
24+75
31+75
25+80
39+90
20+25
35+70
30+00
26+35
33+60
22+50
34+60
39+00
20+35
26+60
20+75
40+60
19+99
32+75
25+77
36+70
28+50
34+25
27+37
42+40
37+90
25+20
38+71

32
75
20
35
75
25
70
35
87
50
45
28
7
40
80
63
50
95
70
40
92
65
43
70
90
86
95
88
18
94
50
25
68
88
20
85
91

i

8018.0
8019.0
8019.0
8019.0
8020.0
8020.0
8021.0
8021.0
8022.0
8022.0
8022.0
8023.0
8023.0
8024.0
8025.0
8025.0
8026.0
8026.0
8026•0
8027.0
8027.0
8027.0
8028.0
8028.0
8029.0
8029.0
8030.0
8030.0
8030.0
8031.0
8031.0
8031.0
8032.0
8032.0
8032.0
8032.0
8033.0

13
16
41
5
8
60
7
26
14
25
15
8
3
10
10
5
33
6
12
6
9
44
33
3
27
18
10
7
27
16
90
7
55
6
7
23
16

DENSITY
(Ibmlft3)
147.00
147.60
1•8.30
145.30
146.50
147.10
144.40
146.10
147.60
148.10
146.90
145.60
145.40
146.50
145.60
145.10
145.90
147.50
147.10
147.30
146.40
146.60
147.80
145.90
148.10
146.40
146.20
147.80
146.80
147.50
146.70
148.10
150.00
148.30
148.20
147.10
145.50

Figure 4. - Typical reporting form.

14.

15.

Report

14.1 Figure 4 shows a typical reporting form that was
produced by computer.

Precision and Bias

15.1 Precision.-The
precision for this procedure is
currently unknown.
15.2 Bias.-The procedure in these test methods for
determining consistency and density of roller-compacted
concrete has no bias because consistency and density can
only be defined in terms of these test methods.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4906-92

CASTING NO-SLUMP CONCRETE IN CYLINDER MOLDS
USING VIBRATORY TABLE
INTRODUCTION
This test
Division,
following
of ASTM

1.

procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4906; the number immediately
the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
C 1176-91.
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 470 Standard Specification for Molds for Forming
Concrete Test Cylinders Vertically1
C 1170 Standard Test Methods for Determining
Consistency and Density of Roller-Compacted Concrete
Using a Vibrating Table 1
C 1176 Standard Practice for Making Roller-Compacted
Concrete in Cylinder Molds Using a Vibrating Table 1
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes•, 2
2.3 ACI Standards:
207.5R-89 Roller Compacted Concrete3
211.3-75R-89 Standard Practice forSelecting Proportions
for No-Slump Concrete3

Scope

1.1 This designation covers
making cylindrical test specimens
when standard procedures by
vibration, as described in USBR
practicable.

the test procedure for
from no-slump concrete
rodding and internal
4031 and 4192, are not

NOTE 1.-This procedure is considered applicable for plastic
concrete with a coarse aggregate content less than 2 inches
(50 mm) in maximum size. If coarse aggregateis larger than
2 inches, the procedure is applicable when made on the fraction
of concrete passing the 2-inch sieve, with larger aggregatebeing
removed in accordancewith USBR 4172 with the exception that
the 2-inch sieve is used instead of the 1-1/2-inch (37.5-mm) seive.
1.2 These procedures, intended for use in testing rollercompacted concrete, may be applicable to testing other
types of concrete such as cement-treated aggregate and
mixtures similar to soil-cement.
1.3 Method A describes procedures for making test
specimens in a steel mold attached to Vebe vibrating table.
Method B describes procedures for making test specimens
in disposable plastic molds inserted into a rigid sleeve
attached to Vebe vibrating table.
1.4 The recommended vibration table for this test
procedure is the Vebe vibrating table. To date, all Bureau
testing has been performed using this testing apparatus.
An alternate vibration table may be substituted for the
Vebe apparatus provided it meets the specifications for
the sinusoidal vibration as shown in section 9.2.1.

2.

Applicable Documents

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 This test procedure is for making cylindrical
concrete test specimens using the Vebe vibrating table.
Test specimens are cast vertically in cylindrical molds ridigly
attached to the vibrating table under a 20-1bm (9.07-kg)
surcharge to facilitate consolidation.

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 This procedure is intended to be used for stiff to
extremely dry concrete mixtures commonly used in rollercompacted concrete construction. This procedure is used
instead of rodding or internal vibration, which cannot
properly consolidate concrete of this consistency.
NOTE 2.-Further description of this concrete consistency is
given in ACI 207.5R-89 and 211.3-75 (R 1989). 3 The consistency
of concrete may be determined in accordance with ASTM C 1170)

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in Field
4039 Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4496 Splitting Tensile Strength of Cylindrical Concrete
Specimens

1 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.0l, 04.06, 04.07, 05.05, 14.02.
3 ACI Manualof Concrete Practice, part 1, 1990, available from American
Concrete Institute, PO Box 19150, Redford Station, Detroit, MI 48219.
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5.

Terminology

5.1 Roller Compacted Concrete=Concrete of zeroslump consistency which is placed by depositing loosely
in horizontal lifts and consolidated with smooth-drum
vibrating rollers.
6.

Detail
Swivel

Apparatus

6.1 Molds:
6.1.1 Type A Mold.-A cylindrical mold conforming
to the requirements of ASTM C 470 for 6-inch (152-mm)
diameter by 12-inch (305-mm) high reusable molds. Molds
shall be made of steel or other hard metal not readily
attacked by the cement paste. Aluminum molds shall not
be used. Molds shall be equipped with permanently affixed
metal slotted brackets on the baseplate so the molds can
be rigidly clamped to a vibrating table. The top rim of
the mold shall be smooth, plane, and parallel to the bottom
of the mold. The bottom of the mold shall provide a
watertight seal.
6.1.2 Type B Mold.-A single-use plastic, cylindrical
mold 6 inches in diameter and a height of 12 inches (152
by 305 mm). The mold specifications shall conform to
ASTM C 470 for single-use plastic molds.
6.1.2.1 Mold Sleeve.-A Type B cylindrical mold
shall be inserted into a rigid cylindrical sleeve with a bottom
baseplate that is clamped to the vibrating table. The mold
sleeve shall be made of steel or other hard metal that
does not react with concrete containing portland or other
hydraulic cement. The sleeve shall be capable of firmly
and vertically holding the plastic mold in place without
deformation and shall be slotted vertically with adjustable
clamps for tightening around the mold. The sleeve shall
be hinged so that it can be opened to remove the mold
(fig. 1) and shall also have permanently affixed slotted
metal brackets so the sleeve may be rigidly clamped to
the vibrating table. The mold sleeve shall have a minimum
wall thickness of 1/8 inch (3.2 mm), and a minimum
baseplate thickness of 1/4 inch (6.4 mm). The inside
diameter of the mold sleeve shall be 1/8 + 1/16 inch
(3.2+1.6 mm) larger than the outside diameter of the
Type B mold and have a height 1/2 to 1/4 inch (12.8
to 6.4 mm) less than the height of the Type B mold.
6.2 Vebe Vibrating Table.-A vibrating table with .a
3/4-inch (19-mm) thick steel deck with dimensions
15 inches in length, 10-1/4 inches in width, and 12 inches
in height (381- 260- 305-mm). The vibrating table shall
be constructed in such a manner as to prevent flexing
of the table during operation. The table deck shall be
activated by an electromechanical vibrator. The total mass
of the vibrator and table shall be approximately 210 Ibm
(95 kg). The table shall be level and clamped to a concrete
floor or base slab having sufficient mass to prevent displacement of the apparatus during specimen preparation.
NOTE 3.-The recommended vibrating table for these test
procedures is the Vebe vibrating table.4 To date, testing has been
4 The Vebe vibrating table, including cylindrical mold and guide sleeves,
is manufactured by Soiltest, 86 Albrecht Drive, PO Box 8004, Lake Bluff
IL 60044-9902.
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nut to assure bass
8witch

Vibrating

performe d using this apparatus. An alternative vibrating table
may be substituted for the Vebe apparatus provided it meets
the specifications for the sinusoidal vibration given in 9.2 and
is in accordance with the alternative testing requirements of
section 11. The Vebe apparatus, including cylindrical mold and
guide sleeves, is manufactured by Dynapac Maskin (formerly
Vibro-Verken), PO Box 1103, 5-171-22, Solna, Sweden; Dynapac
Manufacturing,Inc., Stanhope NJ 07874; and Soiltest, 86 Albrecht
Drive, PO Box 8004, Lake Bluff IL 60044-9902.
6.3 Swivel Arm andGuide Sleeve.-A metal guide sleeve
with a clamp assembly or other suitable holding device
mounted on a swivel arm. The swivel arm and guide sleeve
must be capable of holding a metal shaft attached to a
20-Ibm (9.1-kg) cylindrical mass in a position perpendicular
to the vibrating surface which allows the shaft to slide
freely when the clamp is released. The swivel arm must
be capable of maintaining the guide sleeve in a locked
position directly over the center of the specimens to be
vibrated. The swivel arm shall also be capable of being
rotated away from the center of the table.
NOTE 4.-The Vebe vibrating table comes equipped with the
swivel arm and guide sleeve.
6.4 Surcharge.-A cylindrical surcharge with a metal
shaft at least 18 inches (457 mm) long and 5/8 + 1/16 inch
(16+2 mm) diameter attached perpendicularly to the plate
and embedded through the center of surcharge. The shaft
shall slide through the guide sleeve without binding or
excessive play. The base of the surcharge shall have a
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5-3/4 + 1/8-inch (146+3 mm) diameter. Surcharge shall
have a mass of 20+0.5 Ibm (9.1+0.25 kg) including the
mass of the metal shaft (fig. 1). If the surcharge is hand
held, the length of the shaft may be reduced to 12 inches
(305 mm) and fabricated with a "T" or "D" handle to
grip the surcharge shaft to avoid the hand slipping.
6.5 Sieve.-A 2-inch (50-mm) sieve conforming to
ASTM E 11.
6.6 Small Tools=Trowels,
square-ended shovel and
hand scoops, steel trowel, wooden float, wrench, tamping
rod, and flashlight as required.
7.

and cleaned of any hardened concrete or cement paste which
may interface with free movement of the table top.
10.

10.1 No special conditioning process is required for
this procedure.
11.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim to
address all safety problems associated with its use. The
user is responsible to consult and establish appropriate
safety and health practices and to determine applicability
of regulatory limitations prior to use.
8.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

8.1 Samples of fresh concrete should be obtained in
accordancewith USBR 4172.
8.2 Concrete samples should have 2-inch (50-mm)
maximum size aggregate.If concrete has aggregatelarger
than 2 inches, sample shall be obtained by wetsieving
over a 2-inch sieve in accordancewith USBR 4172.
8.3 Concrete test specimens shall be made within
45 minutes after the completion of mixing concrete unless
otherwise stipulated.
9.

Calibration

Conditioning

and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the
tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2
are covered under that particular procedure or standard
directly or by reference.
9.2 Vebe Vibrating Table.-The frequency and amplitude of the vibrating table shall be determined under
simulated test conditions prior to initial use, and annually
thereafter (note 5). Frequency and amplitude shall be
determined in accordance with USBR 4031 or 4192.
NOTE 5.-This determination can be performedby personnel
of the Materials Engineering Branch [code D-3735] at the Bureau's
Denver Office, and should be coordinated with the calibration
of other vibration testing equipment.
9.2.1 The vibrating table shall produce a sinusoidal
vibratory motion with a frequency of at least 3600+100
vibrations per minute (60+I.67 Hz) and an amplitude of
vibration of 0.0085+0.0015 inch (0.22+0.04 mm) when
a 60.0+2.5-1bm (27.2+1.1-kg) surcharge is rigidly bolted
to the center of the table.
9.3 Cylindrical Molds.-The cylindrical molds shall
conform to the dimensional requirements of ASTM C 470.
9.4 At least, after every 3 months of continuous use,
the underside of the vibrating table top should be inspected
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Procedure

11.1 Method A-- Type A Molds:
11.1.1 Coat Type A molds with a suitable lubricant
or bond breaker prior to casting the test specimens to
facilitateremoval from the mold.
11.1.2 Place the mold on Vebe table, and center the
surcharge so that the edges of the plastic plate do not
touch the walls of the mold. Lower the surcharge into
the mold to check for proper clearance. Attach the mold
to the Vebe table, and firmlytighten the wing nuts. Move
the surcharge away from the mold.
11.1.3 Place enough concrete in the mold so that
the mold will be filled to one-third of its volume after
consolidation [about 9.51bm (4.3 kg)]. A tamping rod may
be used to distribute the loose concrete as it is added. During
filling,use square-ended shovels and scoops to Obtain representative samples, and handle the concrete in such a manner
that larger sized coarse aggregate particles do not separate
from the mortar.
11.1.4 Move the surcharge over the center of the
mold, release the guide sleeve clamp, and place the surcharge gently on the loose concrete. The surcharge shall
be able to vertically slide free without binding on the guide
sleeve.
11.1.5 If the surcharge cannot be centered in the
mold without binding on the inside wall of the mold, place
the surcharge directly onto the specimen in the mold
without use of the guide sleeve, and hold the surcharge
shaft perpendicular to the top of the table. Hold the
surcharge shaft manually while vibrating the specimen.
11.1.6 Start the vibrator, and allow the concrete to
consolidate under the surcharge. Using a flashlight,observe
the concrete in the annular space between the edge of
the surcharge and the inside wall of the mold. As the
concrete consolidates, mortar will fill in the annular space
between the outer edge of the surcharge and the inside
mold wall. Observe the mortar until it forms a ring around
the total perimeter of the surcharge. When the mortar
ring forms completely around the surcharge, stop the
vibrator. If the wing nuts loosen while casting the specimen,
retighten the wing nuts, then continue vibrating to ensure
complete consolidation of the specimen.
11.1.7 If a rock pocket prevents the mortar ring from
forming at one small location, even though it has formed
in all other locations, the vibrator can be stopped and
another layer of concrete added. If a significant portion
of the mortar ring does not form,this indicates the concrete
may have insufficient mortar due to either improper
sampling, segregation, or improper mixture proportioning.
In these instances, the concrete specimen should be visually
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inspected after stripping from the mold, and a decision
then made whether to accept or reject the specimen.
11.1.8 Repeat the procedure in 11.1.3 through 11.1.7
for the second lift of concrete, filling the mold to about
two-thirds its volume. For the third lift, overfill the mold
by mounding the concrete above the top of the mold. Again,
place the surcharge on the loose concrete and consolidate.
If the surcharge consolidates concrete below the top level
of the mold, turn off the vibrating table. Place additional
concrete in the mold so that, when consolidated, the
concrete will be about 1/8 inch (3 mm) above the top
of the mold. Continue vibrating, and slide the surcharge
back and forth across the top of the mold until the
compacted concrete is level with the top of the mold. This
replaces strikeoff with a float since stiff concrete cannot
be easily floated. Do not allow the srucharge to remain
in one position when the concrete is being finished because
this can cause aggregates to be forced down and mortar
to be forced out of the mold resulting in a nonrepresentative
test specimen. After the surface has been screeded with
the surcharge, vibrate the specimen for 4+1 seconds without
the surcharge to fill in minor surface tears unless damage
to the specimen by large-amplitude oscillations of the
vibrator is anticipated.
11.1.8.1 When making test specimens using an
alternative vibrating table, it may not be possible to vibrate
the specimen without a surcharge. This is due to the disturbance of the compacted specimen when large-amplitude,
low-frequency oscillations occur after the vibrator has been
turned off. If this occurs, keep the surcharge in place until
the vibrating table has completely stopped.
11.1.9 Remove the mold with the consolidated
specimen from the vibrating table, and finish the top surface
of the specimen with a steel trowel or wooden float. Avoid
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dislodging aggregateparticles from the surface when using
a wooden float.
11.2 Method B--Type B Molds:
11.2.1 Make concrete test specimens in Type B molds
in accordance with 11.1. Prior to making test specimens,
insert a Type B mold into the metal sleeve ensuring a
close fit but not deforming the plastic mold. A sleeve
assembly made from an existing steel cylindrical mold is
shown on figure 1. Rigidly clamp the entire assembly to
the Vebe table, and make the test specimen in accordance
with procedures in 11.1.2 through 11.1.9.
12.

Curing

12.1 Unless otherwise specified, all specimens shall be
cured in accordance with the sections on curing in USBR
4031 or 4192, whichever is applicable. Specimens tested
for compressive strength and splitting tensile strength shall
be in accordance with USBR 4039 and 4496, respectively.
13.

Calculations

13.1 There are no calculations
procedure.
14.

Report

14.1
15.

involved in this test

A reporting form is not required for this procedure.

Precision and Bias

15.1 Currently, the precision and bias for this procedure
is unknown.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4907-92

SPECIFIC HEAT OF AGGREGATES, CONCRETE,
AND OTHER MATERIALS
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4907; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.
i.

Scope

concrete. Thus a knowledge of the thermal properties of
concrete is necessary for establishing temperature control
procedures during construction. Because aggregate
comprises most of the volume of concrete, a measurement
of the specific heat of the aggregate gives a good indication
of the specific heat of the concrete.

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for determining the mean specific heat of concrete, aggregates,and
other materials. While the description of this procedure
mentions only concrete, it is applicable to any material
that will fit in the calorimeter.
2.

5.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2. ASTMStandards:
C 125 StandardDefinitionsofTerms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates •
C 168 StandardDefinitionsofTerms Relating to Thermal
InsulatingMaterials2
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A sample of known mass is placed in a calorimeter,
and a known amount of heat is then applied to calorimeter.
The specific heat of the specimen is calculated from its
temperature rise after applying corrections to heat input
to calorimeter.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Specific heat, which is the amount of heat required
to raise the temperature of a unit mass of material by
1 °, is expressed in this procedure as British thermal units
per pound mass degree Fahrenheit and as joules per
kilogram degree Celsius. This determination is made by
measuring the net heat required to raise the temperature
of a specimen by a given amount.
4.2 The temperature regime and resulting thermal
stresses in mass concrete, during its early life, are a function
of the rate of heat evolution produced by cement hydration,
specific heat, thermal conductivity, and density of the
1 AnnualBook ofASTMSrandards, vols. 04.02, 04.03.
.2 Annual BookofASTM Srandards, voL 04.06.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure are as defined in
ASTM C 125 and C 168.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Calorimeter.-The calorimeter described in this
procedure was designed for concrete, and uses an 8- by
16-inch (203- by 406-mm) cylindrical specimen cast with
a 1.5-inch (38-mm) diameter hole extending the length
of the specimen. However, the calorimeter can be used
for any material where the test specimen can be adapted
to fit.
6.1.1 The calorimeter shall consist of two containers
separated by a layer of insulation. The inner container,
which holds specimen and water, shall be made of stainless
steel or copper. The outer container may be made of sheet
steel. Specimen shall rest on a support that will permit
circulation of water and minimize thermal conduction
between specimen and calorimeter wall. A micarta base
has been foundto be satisfactory for this sfipport.
6.2 Stirrer.-A brass stirrer capable of maintaining
circulation of water through inner container of calorimeter.
6.3 Heater.-An immersion heater, with associated
equipment to measure heat input, capable of raising
temperature of inner container of calorimeter, including
specimen and water, by 20 °F (11 °C) in 45 minutes.
6.4 Thermometer.-A thermometer graduated to 0.1 ° F
(0.06 °C), or a recording thermometer capable of being
read to this same precisionin the range from 32 to 150 °F
(0 to 65.6 °C).
6.5 Scales.-Scales shall be capable of determining mass
of sample within an accuracy of 0.1 percent.
NOTE 1.-The specific heat apparatus currently in use at the
Bureau's Denver Office has been automated to include data
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a normal run.It is recommended that the average results
of several runs be used.

12.8 Perform the test at each of two mean temperatures
of about 50 and 140 °F (10 and 60 °C).

11.

13.

Conditioning

11.1 No conditioning of the saturated specimen is
necessary; however, if specimen temperature is about the
same as the water bath temperature, initial equilibrium
will be attained sooner.
12.

Procedure

12.1 Initially, determine mass of specimen. The
specimen should then be immersed in an accurately
measured quantity of water in the inner container. Heater
and propeller should then be inserted, cover placed on
container, and heater connections made.
12.2 Start stirrer and continue stirring until equilibrium
temperature has been reached as indicated by timetemperature curve becoming linear," as shown on figure
4. This may require 1 to 2 hours.
12.3 Read initial temperature •. Continue stirring for
30 minutes and then read temperature To. The temperature
change during this 30-minute interval will be used in the
calculations as a correction for heat loss or gain from
calorimeter during test.
12.4 Turn on heater for 45 minutes or until a
temperature rise of about 20 °F (11 °C) has occurred.
Record total heat input.
12.5 Turn off heater, continue stirring, and make
temperature readings until time-temperaturecurve is again
linear. Record the temperature when curve is linear as

T•.

12.6 Continue stirring for 30 minutes and make
another temperature reading, which is recorded as Tr. This
final 30-minute interval will be used as a correction factor
along with the initial 30-minute interval.
12.7 When using the automatic data acquisition and
control unit to monitor and control the test, follow the
steps in 12.7.1.
12.7.1 Connect the RTD to the data acquisition and
control unit. The four-wire ohms technique is used to
measure resistance of RTD. A computer controls the
control unit and records temperature data from RTD. A
high-order polynomial equation is used to convert RTD
resistance to temperature. After initial equilibrium is
reached,computer is instructed by operator to apply power
to heater. The computer commands the control unit to
close a relay, which in turn closes a solid-statepower relay
to apply power to heater. At this point, the watt-hour
standard starts sending out pulses which are counted by
control unit. The computer records the temperature and,
when temperature has increased by 20 °F (11.2 °C),
computer commands control unit to remove power from
heater. The total pulse count is transferred to the computer
and the apparatus is again allowed to reach equilibrium.
At this point, computer calculates the specific heat and
generates a graph of the temperature data. A block diagram
of the apparatus and computer control is shown on figure
5.

Calculations

13.1 When using the automatic data acquisition system
described in section 12.7.1, the computer calculates the
specific heat and generates a graph of the temperature
data.
13.2 Calculations for a typical test are shown on figure
6. For this example test, 5-minute intervals were used;
however, any interval can be used. For most automated
procedures, such as the one described in 12.7.1, 1-minute
intervals are used.
13.3 To calculate the true temperature rise, the test
should be divided into three temperature periods: an initial
period from • to To, heating period from To to T•, and
final period from To to /•. The temperature rise is equal
to T• - To + To, where To is a calculated temperature
correction. This correction is actually a Summation, of
opposite sign, of the temperature drifts per interval during
the heating period calculated fromdrifts determined during
the initial and final periods. The increase in temperature
drift between the initial and any intermediate interval is
to the increase in temperature drift between initial and
finalperiods as the average temperature difference between
initial and same intermediate interval is to the average
temperature difference between initial and final periods.
Mathematically, this proportion can be stated:

T• = -nCa+

To+T.
2

[ Cb- Ca ] [ ( T• + T2 +

•7 T•

(- nT•)

]

'"

+ T,, - •)

(1)

where:
To = temperature correction factor,
n = number of intervals during heating period
(usually 1- or 5-minute intervals),
Cs = average temperature drift (algebraic) per
interval during initial period,
Cb = average temperature drift (algebraic) per
interval during final period,
Ta = average temperature during initial period,
Tb = average temperature during final period,
To = temperature at end of initial period and at
start of heating period,
T• = temperature at end of heating period and at
start of final period, and
/'1, T2 .... Ta = temperature at intervals of heating
period.
13.4 The specific heat of the concretein British thermal
units per pound mass degree Fahrenheit or joules per
kilogram degree Celsius is equal to the total heat input
minus the heat required to raise temperature of water and
calorimeter divided by corrected temperature rise and mass
of specimen (fig. 6).
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13.5
Figures 7 and 8 are included to establish factors
used in the example shown on figure 6.
13.6 The water equivalent of the calorimeter, as shown
on figures 8a and 8b, must be reestablished for each
calorimeter used. The water equivalent of the calorimeter
currently used by the Bureau is shown or* figures 8c and
8d.
13.7 When using the automatic data acquisitionsystem
described in section 12.7.1, the computer has been
programmed to compute the factors internally to provide
data similar to that shown on figures 7 and 8.
13.7.1
A computer printout utilizing the automatic
data acquisition system described in section 12.7.1 is
illustrated on figure 9.
13.7.2
A summarization of cycle runs for two
specimens is shown in table I that generates the regression
equations for the linear (straight line) versus parabolic
curves illustrated on figure 10.
14.

Report

14.1
Figure 11 shows a typical reportitag form for the
thermal properties, which consists of conductivity,
diffusivity, and specific heat. The report shall include:
• Identification of constituents of sample.
• Mixture proportions, if concrete.
• Two average temperatures.
• Specific heat at each temperature.
15.

Precision and Bias

15.1 The precision for this procedure has not been
• determined.
15.2 There is no known bias.

Table 1. - Summarization of cycle runs.
Specimen

Cycle
No.

Start
Temp.,
oF

End
Temp.,
oF

Specimen No. 2
9-25-85
68.78 Ibm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

31.08
49.80
67.94
85.09
100.90
115.67
129.09
141.65

50.01
67.94
84.89
100.49
115.06
128.20
140.57
152.35

40.46
58.97
76.52
92.90
108.08
122.07
134.92
147.05

0.378
.248
.254
.260
.266
.270
.278
.291

Specimen No. 3
9-25-85
68.84 lbm

1
2
3
4
4
6
7

31.19
51.14
70.71
88.80
105.36
120.15
133.77

51.43
70.80
88.64
104.95
119.55
132.93
145.73

41.17
61.07
79.80
97.00
112.55
126.66
139.84

.325
.254
.256
.262
.276
.280
[284

Average
Specific
Temp.,
Heat,
oF
Btu/(lbm • °F)

Specimen
No.

Average
Temp. (T),
°F

Specific
Heat (S),
Btu/(lbm • °F)

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

58.97
61.07
76.52
79.8O
92.90
97.00
108.08
112.55
122.07
126.66
134.92
139.84
147.05

0.248
.254
.254
.256
.260
.262
.266
.276
.270
.280
.278
.284
.291

Specific heat equations:
S= 0.221947 + 0.0004373 T, or
S= 0.245342 - 0.0000588 T+ 0.00000243 T 2
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Figure 4. - Typical temperature curves during specific heat test.

Figure 5. - Block diagram of data acquisition and control system.
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Spec. or
Solic. No.
Project
CAwY6•, PE,•Y Z/,v/r
Feature

Structure
Item

•"o,•'C'A• •" T'•"

Location
Station
Depth

CAwroH F#RRY DA,• f•,e.•.

Tested

DAA, t

V._

h'L. HA RSoE

Computed by

d. NARaoE

Offset
to

Checked by
G..//O,a aZ. ANO

Date

/I- 8-48
Date

//-8-4g

Date
//- g-4'8

SPECIFIC HEAT OF AGGREGATES, CONCRETE, AND OTHER MATERIALS
Specimen No.: CF'A4'o
Time,

Temp.

T,-

To
T1
T2
TO
T4
TO
TO
T7
T8
T0
T10
Tn
T•2
T•s
TI,t

TI•
T•s
T17

Tls
T19

TOo
•
•2
7•s
T•

7•

min.
0

5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180

Ado. /
Mass of specimen = bd•. 23 Ibm
Mass of water =/2. q6 Ibm

Temp.)

oF

3Z 22

To - Ti _ 3Z 7o-..•Z z2
n
•

G
G

3Z 7o
3q.60
42. 38
44•. 61
#6". •'3
4g. •'t
5"o. •7
52. •'5
54. 7/
•"ef.Y4
5•. Z4
5"4.77
.5".€. 5"•
5"-F..47
•-4.43
o'4.•€3
•-'4. 44;4.47
-€'4. 5"o
.•-4:55
.q'.g. £'•'
5"4. •;2
5"4.d:•
.4-4. d
5"4. 73

Heat input = @25. 4q5 revolutions
Revolutions times 2.056 = Btu's

•

n

G- G

o.4W
6 = O. O#'O "A"

= -o. o43°•

T• = T• +2 To

= re x z • •
+.,;,.7,> = 3 Z 4€g OF
= •'4. F4 °•

2

2
Tb- T• = /Z 3•?°F

T• + TO +... + •a) +

T•
•

-0.04.3

-• (-nT•

/ o" 20

= --Lq•o P CO. 002:474)(345. 3$)
Temperature rise = T• - To+ T• = •.7•-3•. ?o-zoa
Average temperature --

TO+2 T•

_

Heat input = ('•.q95)(8. oSg)=

•7.•o+#'4.73

= l•.. q•*ff

=46.ZZoF

#,6•. g/•e •,ta

*Heat to water = (/- 0 o 2 a')€"1•.. @g)('/..€.. @ 7) • •m Z .•'.•"1 8•-•
**Heat to calorimeter = ('/. 7 a7)(1.•, q T)= •-• 7. .•1 8flu
Heat to concrete = 4 d B, e; Id'-2oZ •'.4.-/_ EZ •K / = Z•O•. oo0• •#•t
Specific heat =
•'•i'. $'oe;

(6 •r. z • ) (/J:../ r) = o. z /o o a•',,/dZ,,,,. -F)

5"4. q•

* Obtain factor from figure 7a.
** Obtain factor from figure 8a.
Figure 6a. - Typical calculation form (inch-pound units).
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Spec.
Solic. or
No.
Project
-CA•Yo.v F•RmY U,v/'r
Feature
CAwvow f..,•v" DA• g•.,o• ,oz.

Structure DA •,4
Item •'o•€,q•7-•
Location
Station
Offset
Depth
to

Tested bY•e•./t./ARSO E
Computed by
E.. /'/A•80•
Checked by
•.. I-/oAGLA•O

//-•'-.€-8
Date
Date
Date
//- 8"-4g

SPECIFIC HEAT OF AGGREGATES, CONCRETE, AND OTHER MATERIALS
Specimen No.: C•"A¢'o A/o. /
Temp.

To
T•
T4
T7
•G
T10
Tn
T•2
Tla
Tx4
T•
T16
T•7
T•s
T•o
T•o
T2•
•2
Tua
T•

T[

Time,
min.

Temp.,
°C

0
5
10

2. qo

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180

3./7
..F. 22
5.77
Z o/
•24
q. 34/o. • 7
Ig •'0
/2. e;2
/3. •2
12. ql
/•o. g•
/2. 5"•
/2..4•'
1• 4•
1•.4•
1,o.47
12.4•
/P.•'o
/•. $3
/•. 6"4
1.2.6"7
/2. •'
/2. • I
/.o. 6"3

Mass of specimen = 30. •'5 kg
Mass of water = •. g8 kg
G

-- To- Ti _
n

Cb

--

G-G

Heat input = 22•. 4•"
revolutions
Revolutionstimes 2.169 = kJ

3./7- 2.90
•

_ o.2.___._77 = 0.o45Oc
6"

/E. 75-/2.69
G

_

Tt- To _
n

o. 12 =
G
O. o 2 O°C

=-o. o25°C

TO_

T,. + To
2

_

•. 9o + ,a. 17
•
= .3. 04-°•

Tb--

•-/- TO
2

--

/•'75÷/•'•;3=/•.6"J'°•-

Tb- To= •.•'c

L IIZ +

++

[.

( t

+ To+2

(-nT•

";"'9- ":'"

= -/. o8"o,, (o. ooz•l/)C/q3, se)

Temperature rise = To - To+T• =/2.•-3. 17-0.•'7q = t•. •'8"°C
Average temperature --

To+ T,,
2

_

Heat input =¢"•-•.49•')(•./g•)=
*Heat to water =(g lqg'.•)(.•..,lV•')(•.

3.t7+ /•. g• = •. qto oC
4•'Z o,97 /<3"
•?,•')= 21€1. gZZ A..T

**Heat to calorimeter = (3. ,°3"1)(•g'$')= 2'•'. 7•¢Z/•
Heat to concrete =.4•. o ./•,_•oi?. •ZZ-•?•. 7K•---ag•L/l• •J
241.11N"
Specific heat = (3o. "/5) (,€. 8$') = O. /F773 •€.7"/('•.• - "C)

/.•. 76"

* Obtain factor from figure 7b.
** Obtain factor from figure 8b.
Figure 6b. - Typical calculation form (Sl-metric).
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t.0tc

i.004

1.00•

\

I.OOe
•

1.0 O?

•

I.•(

w
I-

LOOt

1.00•

\

1.002

(/3

1.001

J
J

---

1.00:

___

J

• 1.00¢
i 0.99€.

1.00•

h

J

I.O01,

'•' "

--

120

130

140

,\

150

160

170

180

190

I00

I10

120

CONTINUATION OF CURVE BELOW

-

i

I.OOC
0.99g
0.998
0.997
30

40

60

•

70

90

90

TEMPERATURE t °F

Figure 7a. - Specific heat of distilled water (inch-pound units).
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4.204

4.224 -•l

4.199

J

,;220 •
4.195

4.216 •

J

4.191

• 4.187

2

4.208

J

: 4.18•

":

4.204

55

60

4.199

ta

4.195

E

4.191

,

4.187

I

4.183,

i

4.178

B

w

4.174

65

7O

75

80

85

CONTINUATION OF CURVE BELOW

I

0

I
5

,\ I
I
I

I

,
i

20

25

TEMPERATURE,

30

35
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Figure 7b. - Specific heat of distilled water (SI-metric).
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2.40

THERMAL PROPERTIES - SPECIFIC HEAT
2.20

CORRECTION CHART FOR OBTAINING WATER EQUIVALENT
I

FROM AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
2.00
0

Z4-50°
1.80

No•e: Use curve T 24-:30 when
method for determining
specific heo? described in
Lob Report NO. CE-39 is used.

L60

1.40

io

30

50

70

90

I10

150

130

170

oF
Figure 8a. - Water equivalent of a calorimeter (inch-pound units).,

THERMAL PROPERTIES-SPECIFIC HEAT

4.1"

CORRECT ION
FROM AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

3.79

P
3.4Z

Note: Use curve T 24-30 when method
for determining specific heot
described in Lob Report NO. CE-39
Is used.

•04

2.66

-IO

o

tO

20

30

40

50

eC
Figure 8b. - Water equivalent of a calorimeter (SI-metric).
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1.50

I

I

J

I

I

THERMAl. PROPERTIES-SPECIFIC HEAT
1.45 -- -CORRECTION CHART FOR OBTAININGWATER EQUIVALENT FROM AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE
I
1

/

1.40

1.35

/

LL
O
--i
.€o0

1.30
"•-y
1.25

1.20

1.15

/

I.lO

1.05

I0

/

J

/

50

/

50

/

ff

/

/

= 1.0548+ 0.002571 T

J

70

90

I10

1:50

150

170

oF
Figure 8c. - Water equivalent of a calorimeter currently used by Bureau of Reclamation (inch-pound units).
1.70
THERMAL
1.60

PROPERTIES-SPECIFIC

HEAT

CORRECTION CHART FOR OBTAINING WATER,
EQUIVALENT FROM AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

/

I .50

/

O
O

I ,40

-y = 1.19964 + 0.0048807 T
I .30

1.20

1.10
-10

10

30

50

70

°c
Figure 8d. - Water equivalent of a calorimeter currently used by Bureau of Reclamation (SI-metric).
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USBR CONCRETE LABORATORY
SPECIFIC HEAT TEST
Project: BUFFALO BILL DAM
Specimen No: SPECIMEN TWO
Oat'e: 25 Sep 1985
Data file: BUFFB2_I:HP8290,Te2
Specimen weight:
68.78 pounds

TEMPERATURE

CYCLE

3
TEMPERATURE - DEGREES F

TIME
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660

0
67.9
67.9
67.9
67.9
73.2
76.9
80.5
83.9
87.3
86,7
86.1
85.9
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.4
85.4
85.3
85.2
85.2
85.1
85.0
85.0
84.9

l
67.9
67.9
67.9
68.6
73.6
77.3
80.8
84.2
87.6
06.6
86. I
85.9
85 7
85 7
85 6
85 B
85 4
85 4
85 3
85 2
85 2
85.1
85.0
85.0

2
87 9
67 8
67 9
69 3
74 0
77 7
81 .I
84.6
87.8
86.5
86.0
85.8
85.7
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.4
85.4
85.3
85.2
85.2
85.1
85.0
84.9

3
67.9
67.9
67.9
69.9
74.4
78.0
81.S
84.9
88.3
86.4
86.0
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.6
85.5
85.4
85.4
85.3
85.2
85.1
85.!
85.0
84.9

4

S

67.9
67.9
67.9
70.4
74.7
79.4
81.8
85.2
87.9
86.4
86.0
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.6
85.5
85.4
85.3
85.3
85.2
85.1
85.1
85.0
84.9

67.9
67.8
67.9
70.9
75.1
78.7
82 2
85 6
87 6
86 3
86 0
85 8
85 7
85 6
85 5
85 5
85 4
85 3
85 3
85 2
85. I
85.1
85.0
84.9

G
67.•
67.9
67.9
71.4
75.5
79.0
82.5
85.9
87.3
86.2
85.9
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.5
85.4
85.3
85.3
85.2
85.1
85.1
85.0
84.9

7
67.9
67.9
67.9
71.9
75.9
78.4
82.8
86.3
87.1
86.2
85.9
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.5
85.4
85.3
85.3
85.2
BS.1
85.0
85.0
84.9

8
67.9
67.9
67.9
72.3
76.2
79.8
83.2
86.6
87.0
86.1
85.9
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.5
85.4
85.3
85.2
85.2
85.1
85.0
85.0
84.9

9
67.9
67.9
67.9
72,8
76,6
80.1
83.5
86.8
86.8
86,1
85.9
85.8
85.7
85.6
85.5
85.4
85.4
85,3
85.2
85.2
85.1
85.0
85.0
84.9

CALCULATION5
CA =
0.00000 degrees F
Cb =
-.00681 degrees F
Ta =
67.94 degrees F
Tb =
84.99 degrees F
Average temperature =
76.$2 degrees F
Tc =
1.1338 degrees F
Temperature rise = 18.29 degrees F
Heat input =
158.08 wait-hours =
539.53 Btu
Weight of water = 11.82 pounds
Specific heat of water at 76.5 degrees F =
.9976 Btu/(lb-°F)
Heat to water =215.71Btu
Heat to calorimeter =
4.65 Btu
Weight of concrete specimen = 68.78 pounds
Heat to concrete = 319.17 Btu
Specific heat of concrete specimen at

76.5 degrees F = .254 Btu/(lb.°F)

Figure 9. - Typical computer output generated from automatic data acquisition system.
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•
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e
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Figure 10. - Linear (straight line) versus parabolic curves plot of specificheat.
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Structure

Spec. or DESIG^I 5TAGA•
Solic. No.
Project bt/OSHONE
Feature

A3•-,wALO 8ILL DAM

DAM MoD/F'ICeq T/OA/
Item Co,•'CRETE /W/• x OEsI G,cJ
Location•"f'• CEA/T•",elp, e:/yv.e:e•
Station
•
Offset
Depth
to

Tested by A4. P.-•ASODy•A4. d'ASfOate
[D.AR,vEY, F. T,CA VE•e $
9€10-25
Computed by
Date

Coeapu TE•

Checked by
A•. PEA8oo Y

?f/o-2#

Date
qf /o-2£

SPECIHC HEAT OF AGGREGATES, CONCRETE, AND OTHER MATERIALS
MIX DATA
Ibm
Water
Type I_•./2" cement
Class F"
fly ash
Fine aggregate
Coarse aggregate
Volume of air-entraining admixture,
5-.5oz/94 Ibm (kg), C+ P
Volume of water-reducing admixture,
•f. Ooz/ q.• Ibm (kg), C+ P

kg

mL

245
Io5.
•2G

Mineralogic makeup of aggregate: ,•,e/,•.•,•/L y z•/mZsrox,'E
THERMAL PROPERTIES
Concrete
Temp. (T)
oC
oF

Saturated
density (P)
lbm/ft3
kg/m 3

50
/OO

15L 5

/SO

NOrE:

•03qgBg
S= o.221q47
C= PDS

O

Diffusivi• (D)
ft2/h
m2/h

Specific heat (S)
Btu/(lbm'° F)
kJ/(kg.°C)

Conductivity (C)
Btu/(h'h'° F)
kJ/(m-h-°C)

O.03g

0. 244

Z-4o

o.o3G

o. 266

L45

o. 034

O. 298

i.4,g

- O.O0003qG T
+ 0oo0o.•373 T

Figure 11. -Typicalrei•orting form for thermal
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4908-92

LENGTH CHANGE OF HARDENED CONCRETE
EXPOSED TO ALKALI SULFATES
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4908; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.

1.

4.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the length change of hardened concrete when
exposed to alkali-sulfatesolutions.
1.2 This procedure exposes concrete specimens to
sodium-sulfate solutions but can also be used with
magnesium-sulfate solutions or a combination of sodium
and magnesium sulfate.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 490 Standard Specification for Apparatus for' Use in
Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement
Paste, Mortar, and Concrete 1

3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Three methods are described:
3.1.1 Method A consists of continuous soaking of
test specimens in a 2A-percent, Sodium-sulfate solution
at room temperature. This exposure corresponds to a severe
field exposure.
3.1.2 Method B consists of continuous soaking of
test specimens in a 10-percent, sodium-sulfate solution at
room temperature. This method will produce failure in
about one-sixth the time requiredin method A.
3.1.3 Method C consists of alternately soaking test
specimens for 16 hours in a 2.1-percent, sodium-sulfate
solution at about 73 °F (23 °C), and drying the test
specimens for 8 hours in air under a forced draft at about
130 °F (54 °C). This method produces failure in about
one-sixth the time required in method A and about the
same time required in method B.
3.2 All test specimens are measured for length change
at periodic intervals. An expansion of 0.5 percent is
considered failure. The relative resistance to sulfate attack
is based on the time of exposure to produce failure.
1 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02.
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Significance and Use

4.1 Sulfate attack is a chemical reaction between
cementitious materials and alkali-sulfatewater, and results
in a swelling of the concrete and sometimes complete
disintegration. This procedure measures the extent of
sulfate attack as indicated by a linear expansion of the
test specimen.
4.2 This procedure permits the evaluation of sulfate
resistance of blends of cements and blends of portland
cement, pozzolans, and slags under sulfate exposure
conditions.

5.

Apparatus

5.1 Mixer.-Shall conform to requirements of USBR
4192.
5.2 Vibrator.-The vibrator shall have a 3/8-inch
(10-mm) spud.
5.3 Molds.-Molds are required for casting the 3- by
6-inch (76- by 152-mm) cylinders, and shall conform to
requirements of USBR 4192. A typical mold arrangement
is shown on figure 1.
5.4 Comparator.-Shall conform to requirements of
ASTM C 490.
5.5 Solution Tanks:
5.5.1 Tanks of stainless steel or other corrosionresistant material are required for containing the sulfate
solutions in methods A and B. The tanks shall be of such
depth that the 3- by 6-inch test specimens are completely
immersed during soaking period.
5.5.2 Automatically operated equipment for method
C consists of an elevated sulfate solution storage tank, an
insulated specimen storage cabinet equipped with timecontrolled equipment for pumping sulfate solution from
specimen tank into elevated storage tank, and an electric
or steam heater and blower forcirculating warm air through
the specimen storage tank. Storage racks shall hold and
separate the test specimens in such manner as to ensure
complete coverage by sulfate solution during soaking cycle
and free flow of air around each specimen during drying
cycle. Tank linings, specimen racks, piping, and other parts
of equipment in contact with the sulfate solution shall
be of stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant material.

USBR 4908

after taking readings and at regular intervals during
readings if a large number of specimens are to be measured.
9.2 Check concentration of sulfate solution at intervals
frequent enough to assure that concentration does not vary
more than 1 percent.

10. Conditioning

Figure 1. - Typical casting mold.

6. Reagents and Materials
6.1 Reagent grade chemicals shall be used in all tests.
Any anhydrous or hydrated sodium sulfate may be used)
if water content of salt is checked by loss on ignition and
proper corrections made to give sodium-sulfate concentrations of 2.1 percent for methods A and C and 10 percent
for method B.
6.2 Gauge stud inserts (fig. 2) shall be stainless steel
as specified in ASTM C 490.

7. Precautions
7.1 This procedure may involve hazardous materials,
operations, and equipment, and does not claim to address
all safety problems associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and to determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

8. Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units
8.1 Test specimens shall be 3- by 6-inch (76- by
152-mm) cvlinders cast in accordance with USBR 4192.
8.2 Place molds on rubber covered steel baseplates with
rubber mounted gauge stud inserts attached to covering;
attach mold to base~lateswith screws. Place corrosion
resistant metal identification tags in bottom of molds with
reading sides downward so that when cylinders are
demolded the tags are embedded in the concrete cylinders
and readable.
8.3 Fill mold in two layers, with each layer being about
one-half the volume of mold. Consolidate each layer by
vibration using an internal vibrator with a 3/8-inch
(10-mm) spud. Set top spider, with rubber mounted gauge
stud insert attached, in place by tapping with butt end
of a tamping rod until close contact between spider and
mold is obtained.
8.4 Three specimens are generally cast for testing using
the gang mold shown on figure 1.

9. Calibration and Standardization
9.1 The comparator for measuring length changes shall
be checked against a standard reference bar before and

10.1 After fabrication, place specimens in molds in a
moist environment at 73 OF (22.8 OC). After 24 hours,
remove specimens from molds and cure them for an
additional 13 days at 73.4f 3 OF (23.0f 1.7 "C) and 100
percent relative humidity, o r in a tank of saturated
limewater at 73.4f 3 OF. At 14-day age, remove specimens
from the moist environment and cure for 14 days at
73.4f 3 OF and 5 0 f 2 percent relative humidity.

1 1. Procedure
11.1 MethodA:
11.1.1 At completion of 28-day curing period,
measure specimens for length to nearest 0.001 inch
(0.025 mm) using comparator. Place specimens in solution
tank for 24 hours, then remove specimens from tank,
surface dry, and measure again for length. This latter
reading is used to compute expansion due to sulfate attack.
T h e difference between the two measurements is the
expansion due to absorption. After taking the second
measurement, return specimens to the solution tank.
Measure specimens for length again after 30 days and every
3 months thereafter. Some materials with poor resistance
to sulfate attack may require more frequent measurement.
11.1.2 Clean hole in base anvil of comDarator into
which the gauge stud of the specimens is inserted. This
bottom gauge fitting tends to collect water and sand, and
should be cleaned after every reading. Wipe gauge studs
of specimen before placing in comparator. Read and record
indicated length on comparator for each specimen and the
reference bar. Slowly spin specimen in comparator while
taking a reading. Specimens should be placed in comparator
with same end up each time a length measurement is taken.
11.2 Method B:
11.2.1 Method B follows same procedure as method
A except specimens are placed in a tank containing a 10percent, sodium-sulfate solution.
11.3 MethodC
11.3.1 Method C follows same procedure as method
A except exposure consists of alternately soaking test
specimens for 16 hours in a 2.1-percent, sodium-sulfate
solution at room temperature, about 73 OF (23 OC), and
drying for 8 hours in air under a forced draft at about
130 OF (54 OC). T h e specimens shall be removed from
solution tank for length measurements at o r near end of
soaking period so that they are saturated and near room
temperature when measured.
11.4 T h e concentrations of solution in methods A and
C shall be maintained between 2.0 and 2.2 percent, and
in method B between 9.8 and 10.2 percent. Periodic checks

USBR 4908

dividing by 127 (5 inches = 127 mm) and multiplying
by 100.

of the concentration shall be made as necessary to maintain
sulfate concentration between these limits. The entire
solution shall be replaced with a new solution annually.
12.

13.

Calculations

Report

13.1 Figure 3 may also serve as a typical reporting
form when used as an attachment with a cover letter.
Report the type of cement and, if blending materials are
used, the amount and identification of blending material.
Report expansion as percent expansion using length after
1 day in solution as base length. The amount of expansion
due to absorption during I day in solution may be reported
as additional information.

12.1 Figure 3 shows a typical data and calculation form.
12.2 Record expansion of each specimen individually,
but report percent expansion as average of three specimens.
12.3 To convert from expansion in inches to percent
expansion, divide by 5 and multiply by 100. Although
specimen length is 6 inches, effective gauge length is 5
inches. If measurements are made in metric units, convert
from expansion in millimeters to percent expansion by
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GAUGE POINTS FOR
No,,

H•I SER T

FULCRUM PLATE
S;T RAqiN GAUGE

A

B,

I 0-•,. I: 5-1, & •,'O'-il N'CH
COMPARATQ, RS

THREAD

I

llnc::h
di,olmeler•,
2 E!; N F
l:,er iinc:h

B2:

El, I

di,,amel:er,

2:

I!•,serl on, d giciui.qe p.oiinl II:or •8i by 38-inch 'votume chon•e,
i c•[lndle, rs;,'
,
jG6uee hen_•'h pre, de erm•ecl iln
! mcSdl.
"
I
:'
Insert •c,r 2-by 2-b.y C1..•,3-

I

:1

REMARKS

28 NF
per inch

llooil' slobs,,
b•' •,Cl-•lC:h,

and for 4-b.y 4.....
and 8-b,•' •;'--•"ll i.

48qnch, bmor•i. Gouge: polntl B'II
•ise, d •n II•l,rgmei, bars al%l! sllob,,
Onm•l B•" u•ed ir, smol!l h.ars..

•nse•rll for one e, nd
I-b.•
I-by [O-Inch anlel •.-I•1.)..i.-b,y
I 5,-.ilrm•ct'l bars.
Gouge lengllh, pt'ede4ermfne:¢ll iri
emil

I

•;, Inch
diameter,

31¸

2£ NF
per iirll C]'l:

I

•' iin c::h
diomeler,,

mmQ4d. GoU, gle pel]}•lt!

El, ondl lio,ck-

nmum!l provii•le, odlju,s•'mientl to
CCmlSl•lrl, l o, verollll Ilengllhl.

inieirll and gl,•mu:g•

pl,O•nlt

l:or

NO',,, 31, obo,v'e.

28 NF'
per inch
C:¸

1

6;

I
a' linch
,diorneler,,

m•

2:0 NC
per inch

N,o, 6
idiorneler;

O

Ii,

II,

•.2: NC:
per inch

-• in, c:h
diameter,
28; NF
per i rll Ol-ll
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Figure 3. - Typical data and calculation form for determining the sulfate resistance of concrete.
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PROCEDURE FOR

THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4909; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of CRD Method C 36-73.
1.

Scope

address all safety problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

1.1 This designation outlines a procedure for determining the thermal diffusivity of concrete. The thermal
diffusivity is equal to the thermal conductivity divided by
the heat capacity per unit volume, or thermal conductivity
divided by the product of specific heat and saturated density
of the hardened concrete, and may be used as an index
of the facility with which the material will undergo
temperature change.
2.

5.

5.1 Conditioning
section 7.

6.

Applicable Documents

Apparatus

7.

3.1 Heating, Bath.-A constant-temperature tank in
which concrete cylinders can be maintained at a uniform
temperature. The tank shall have a capacity of at least
35 gallons (132 L), and shall have automatically controlled
heating elemem:s to maintain the water temperature within
+0.5°F (+0.27°C) at set temperatures up to the boiling
point of water.
3.2 Refrigerator-Oven Chamber.-A chamber where
the temperature of concrete cylinders can be lowered to
35°F (1.7°C).
3.3 Computer.-A portable computer with an appropriate data acquisition system for taking data over a time
frame from copper-constantan thermocouples immersed
in the heating bath, refrigerator-oven chamber, and
attached to the side of and imbedded in the specimen.
4.

of the specimens is covered under

Calibration and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or method.
6.2 The constant-'temperature water bath must be
checked for compliance with section 3.1 by using
thermometers certified by the manufacturer.
6.3 The refrigerator-oven chamber must be checked
for compliance with section 3.2 by using thermometers
certified by the manufacturer.

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4907 Specific Heat of Aggregates, Concrete, and Other
Materials
2.2 CRD Method:
C 36 Method of Test for Thermal Diffusivity of Concrete l

3.

Conditioning

Procedure

7.1 Number of Specimens.-At least three specimens
shall be tested at each temperature range.
7.2 Preparation of Specimen.-Thetest specimen shall
be a 6- by 12-inch(152- by 305-ram) cylinder. For specimens
other than this shape, refer to CRD Method C 36. If molded,
specimen shall be made in accordance with the applicable
provisions of USBR 4192, and shall contain a thermocouple
placed at the center of mass or, if prepared froma hardened
concrete core, shall contain a similarly placed thermocouple
inserted in an axially drilled hole 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) or
smaller in diameter for the 6-inch-diameter cylinder or
1-1/2 inches (38 mm) or smaller in diameter for the
8-inch-diameter cylinder, which has been subsequently
grouted. Molded specimens shall be moist cured for at least
14 days prior to testing in accordance with USBR 4192.
If concrete mixture proposed for study contains aggregate
larger than 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm), the coarser aggregate
should be crushed to 3/8- to 1-1/2-inch (9.5- to 37.5-mm)
sizes and proportioned into the minus 1-1/2-inch mix at
the same percentage as the plus 1-1/2-inch size proposed
(note 1).

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim to
1 Handbook for Concrete and Cement, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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NOTE 1.-The larger size aggregateis crushed to preserve the
mineralogic composition for smaller test specimens.

OC

7.3 Heatingand Cooling.-Test each specimen over four
temperature ranges (note 2). The low range shall be from
35 to 75 + 3 °F (1.7 to 23.9 •- 1.7 °C), the first intermediate
range from 75 to 115 + 3 °F (23.9 to 46.1 ± 1.7 °C),
the second intermediate range from 115 to 155 + 3 °F
(46.1 to 68.3 + 1.7 °C), and the high range from 155
to 195 + 3 °F (68.3 to 90.6 ± 1.7 °C). Place concrete
cylinder in a lifting frame and lower into a container that
has enough water to cover specimen, at least 5 gallons
(19 L). Place container with specimen into the refrigeratoroven and bring to desired starting temperature at lower
end of temperature range. Maintain temperature of water
bath at upper end of temperature range. The temperature
of chamber, water in container, and center and outside
of specimen must all be in a steady-state condition prior
to proceeding with test. Then, remove specimen from
refrigerator-oven using the lifting frame and place
immediately into high-temperature water bath.
NOTE Z-The thermal diffusivity of concrete varies with
temperature of concrete. Performing the test over four
temperature ranges provides four points to delineate this
variation, although only one or two ranges are usually adequate
to provide values for diffusivity within the required accuracy.
With the equipment described in this procedure, best results are
obtained by conducting the test from low to high temperatures;
however, when using other equipment the reverse may be true.
7.4 Measurements.-The heating history shall be
obtained at 1-minuteintervals fromtime specimen is placed
in high-temperature bath until temperature difference
between center of specimen and water bath is 3°F (or
2°C), or less. As a check on repeatability, two heating
histories could be obtained for each test specimen at each
temperature range. The calculated diffusivities shall check
within ±0.002 ft2/h (0.00018 m2/h) when run at same
temperature. At least three specimens shall be tested at
each temperature range. AppendixXl•gives the operation
instructions for the data acquisition program. Figure X1.1
shows a schematic of the program, table X1.1 shows a
typical data printout, and figure X1.2 shows a computergenerated graphical plot.
8.

M

--

/'2 - tl

(1)

where:
cc = thermal diffusivity in square feet per hour
(square meters per hour),
M = a factordepending on size and shape of
specimen [1] 2 , and
tl and t2 = times in minutes at which specified
temperature differences between center
and circumference of specimen are
reached.
For a cylinder,

M=

5.783 + 7r 2
/-2

(2)

L2

where:
T1 and T2 = temperature differences at times
tl and t2,
In (--•'•

= natural logarithm of temperature
difference ratio,
/- = radius of cylinder in feet (meters), and
L = length of cylinder in feet (meters):

k12/

8.2 The average temperature of the specimen is
calculated:
Tt =

0.707 (Tel- Tee) + Tee

(3)

where:
Tt = average specimen temperature at tl or t2, in

°F (°C);

Tel = circumference temperature at tl or t2, in °F
(°C); and
Tee = center temperature at tl or t2, in °F (° C).
NOTE 3.-The factor 0.707 has been determined as the point
where the internal volume is equal to the external volume of
any cylindrical specimen.
The average specimen temperature over a time range
is calculated:

Calculations

8.1 The temperature difference in degrees (°F or oc)
between center and circumference of specimen shall be
plotted against the time in minutes on a semilogarithmic
scale (fig X1.2). A time interval shall be selected from
the straigh t portion of this plot, and the centercircumference temperature difference between start and
end of this selected time interval shall be recorded. The
time elapsed between the center-circumference temperature difference of 20 and 5 °F (68 and 41 °C) is commonly
used. These values shall be used in equation (1), from
which the thermal diffusivity can be calculated:
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T

--

Ttl -I- Tt2

2

where:
T ---- average specimen temperature over a time
range, in °F (°C);
Ttl = Tt at time tl, in °F (°C); and
Tt2 = Tt at time tu, in °F (°C).
2 Numbers in brackets refer to entries in References,section 11.

(4)

USBR 49O9

A sample worksheet is shown on figure 1 using data
from appendix table X1.1 and figure X1.2. The average
diffusivity should be plotted against the average temperature on a single graph for all three specimens over all
four temperature ranges. A linear or second-order parabolic
curve should be fit to this data by the method of least
squares, and the curve equation should appearon the graph;
refer to computer-generated data (table 1) and the resulting
graph (fig. 2).

T•"
Tt
TtI
Ttz

T --

Specimen
No.

Average
Temperature,
°F

Measured
Diffusivity,
ft2/h

1
2
3

155 to 195
155 to 195
155 to 195

191.76
191.86
191.91

0.0226
.0230
.0229

1
2
3

115 to 155
115 to 155
115 to 155

151.77
151.73
151.71

.0226
.0227
.0225

1
2
3

75 to 115
75 to 115
75 to 115

110.58
110.69
110.44

.0224
.0229
.0229

1
2
3

35 to 75
35 to 75
35 to 75

70.70
71.44
71.50

.0215
.0227
.0223

69.07 + 73.93
2

5.783 +
0.252
= (60)(1.407)
102.398
OC

9.

-- 71.50 OF

--

3.14162
12

60 In 4.083
92.528 + 9.870

= 0.82433

0.82433
65.05 - 28.05

-- 0.0223 ft2/h

Report

9.1 Values of diffusivity, as produced by the curve
equation, shall be reported at 50, 100, and 150 °F (10,
38, and 66 °C). The curve equation shall not be used to
estimate diffusivity beyond the range of measured data.
For a typical reporting form, refer to figure 11 in USBR
4907.
10.

Precision and Bias

10.1 The precision and bias have not been established
for this procedure at this time.
11.

8.3 Sample Calculations.-The
following calculations
are on a 6-inch (152-mm) diameter, 1-foot (0.3048-m) long
cylinder. The temperature and time values were obtained
from table X1.1 and figure X1.2.
is currently

°F and T• = 54.81 °F at tl
(74.98-54.81) + 54.81 = 69.07 °F
°F at 28.05 minutes
°F at 65.05 minutes

•20.17'•
60 In \ 4.--•]

Data points were not used in regression analysis.
Diffusivity regression equations:
D = 22.0 x 10 -3 + 46.3 x 10 -7 T, or
D = 21.2 × 10 -3 + 18.8 × 10 -0 T- 53.7 × 10 -° T 2
D = 21.5 × 10 -s + 11.3 × 10 -6 T- 40.5 × 10-12 T •
- 12.1 × 10-11 T 3
where:
D = diffusivity in square feet per hour, and
T = temperature in °E

8.3.1 The computer program
grammed for inch-pound units only:

74.98
0.707
69.07
73.93

Then,
T1 = 20.17 °F at tl = 28.05 minutes
/'2 = 4.94 °F at t2 = 65.05 minutes

Table 1. - Measureddiffusivity data points used in regression
analysis and diffusivity regression equations. *

Temperature
Range,
°F

=
=
=
=

References

[1] Ingersoll, L. R. and A. C., and O. J. Zobel, Heat
Conduction, pp. 183-185 and appended tables, McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 1948. Usable charts are also found
in: (a) Williamson and Adams, Phys. Rev. XIV, p. 99
(1919), and (b) McAdams, W. H., Heat Transmission,
pp. 27-44, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1942.
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APPENDIX
Xl.

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
(Mandatory Information)

1.

Turn ON.

2.

Type in LOAD "TDIFF', and push END LINE.

3.

To start program, push RUN key.

4.

When screen shows:
TEST

GET DATA
OFF TAPE

Push TEST (this is kl button).
5.

When asked to input test title, type in test title (up to 25 characters), then push END LINE.
Example:

6.

MIDDLE FORK DAM

END LINE

When asked to input specimen ID, type in specimen ID (up to 25 characters), then push END LINE.
Example:

CYLINDER J1

END LINE

When asked to input date, type in as shown, then push END LINE.

7.

Example:

END LINE

12/16/83

Program will now measure all temperatures and print them out each time you press FRIG TEMP (button kl).

8.

This button may be pressed as many times as needed to ensure that everything has reached steady state.
9.

When everything has reached steady state, you are ready to start test:
Place specimen in hot bath and press START (button k4) as soon as possible.

10. Computer will start taking data as soon as you press START, and will take a reading every 15 seconds.
After a few readings, temperature will not change as fast and 15 seconds between readings is too short. The
screen will show:
TIME + TIME To double the time
next time a reading
the reading interval
push TIME- (button

FINISHED

between readings, push TIME+ (button kl). Push this button only once, then wait. The
is taken, the reading interval will change to 30 seconds. If you then push TIME+ again,
will change to 60 seconds the next time it reads. To shorten the time between readings,
k2). This will cut the reading interval in half.

11. When test is finished (center temperature and water temperature about equal), press FINISHED(button k4).
The computer will then stop taking data.
12.

The screen will now ask what's next? To store the data, press STORE (button kl).

13. You will now be asked for a data file name. Type in file name (up to six characters), and press END
LINE.
Example:

M FDS 1 H

END LINE

This example file name is MFD (Middle Fork Dam), S1 (Specimen 1), and H (high temperature).
14. Computer will store data on tape, which will take several minutes. When screen stops blinking, data has
been stored.
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15.

You are now ready for next test. Press NEWTEST (button k4).

16. You will be warned that the previous data will be lost if it has not been stored. If data has been stored,
type in Y END LINE. If you type in N END LINE, screen will show same as in step 12, and you can press
STORE (button kl) if you have not stored the data.
17.

You are now ready for next test, go back to step 5 and repeat sequence.

[ -o2, 2 1231d 5

REFRIGERATOR

DATA ACQUISITION UNIT I

WATERI•I II
BATH " I I

T-type Thermocouple J
Input module-slot I
J

I]]]]]] PRINTER
Ambien'l"
Air

f

- Specimen
Circumference

Specimen
HOT WATER BATH
:•RTABLE COMPUTER
Nofe : All femperofure sensors ore T-type #hermocouples.
Figure X1.1. - Schematic of data acquisitionsystem for thermal diffusivity test.
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Table XI.1. - Sample data printout on a thermal diffusivity test.

Elapsed
Time,
minutes

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.52
3.02
4.05
5.05
6.05
7.05
8.05
9.05
10.05
11.05
12.05
13.05
14.05
15.05
16.05
17.05
18.05
19.05
20.05
21.05
22.05
23.05
24.05
25.05
26.05
27.05
28.05
29.05
30.05
31.05

oF

oF

CenterCircumference
Temperature
Difference,
oF

34.62
34.63
34.63
34.65
34.67
34.68
34.72
34.76
34.79
34.87
34.96
35.17
35.45
35.79
36.24
36.80
37.43
38.18
39.01
39.90
40.84
41.81
42.83
43.84
44.84
45.85
46.82
47.81
48.77'
49.59
50.60
51.49
52.34
53.19
54.02
54.81
55.56
56.28
56.98

75.28
75.18
75.14
75.13
75.13
75.11
75.09
75.07
75.06
75.03
75.01
75.00
74.97
74.97
74.95
74.96
74.94
74.93
74.94
74.92
74.92
74.93
74.92
74.92
74.96
74.96
74.95
74.93
74.95
74.95
74.95
74.94
74.96
74.98
74.98
74.98
74.96
75.00
74.99

40.67
40.55
40.52
40.48
40.46
40.42
40.37
40.31
40.27
40.17
40.05
39.83
39.52
39.18
38.71
38.16
37.51
36.74
35.92
35.02
34.08
33.11
32.09
31.08
30.12
29.12
28.13
27.12
26.18
25.26
24.34
23.44
22.63
21.79
20.96
20.17
19.41
18.72
18.01

Specimen Temperature
Center,
Circumference,

Water
Temperature,
oF
75.20
75.10
75.07
75.11
75.03
75.09
75.05
75.05
75.03
74.99
74.97
74.98
74.95
74.94
74.94
74.92
74.92
74.90
74.89
74.87
74.90
74.91
74.89
74.93
74.92
74.93
74.92
74.93
74.93
74.93
74.94
74.94
74.94
74.95
74.95
74.96
74.96
74.97
74.97
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Water
Temperature,

oF

CenterCircumference
Temperature
Difference,
oF

75.01
75.01
75.03
75.01
75.02
75.03
75.03
75.03
75.06
75.09
75.07
75.10
75.08
75.11
75.10
75.12
75.16
75.12
75.17
75.14
75.16
75.17
75.20
75.22
75.24
75.23
75.26
75.28
75.30
75.31
75.34
75.35
75.37
75.38
75.42
75.42
75.43
75.43
75.46

17.35
16.69
16.07
15.44
14.85
14.30
13.76
13.22
12.74
12.26
11.77
11.36
10.89
10.51
10.09
9.72
9.37
8.97
8.67
8.31
8.00
7.70
7.44
7.17
6.89
6.62
6.40
6.17
5.94
5.72
5.53
5.34
5.14
4.94
4.80
4.63
4.45
4.28
4.14

75.03
74.98
74.99
75.00
75.00
75.02
75.02
75.03
75.03
75.06
75.06
75.07
75.06
75.08
75.11
75.11
75.12
75.14
75.14
75.14
75.15
75.17
75.19
75.21
75.22
75.22
75.25
75.29
75.29
75.30
75.34
75.35
75.34
75.36
75.41
75.42
75.43
75.43
75.43

Elapsed
Time,
minutes

Specimen Temperature
Center,
Circumference,
oF

32.05
33.05
34.05
35.05
36.05
37.05
38.05
39.05
40.05
41.05
42.05
43.05
44.05
45.05
46.05
47.05
48.05
49.05
50.05
51.05
52.05
53.05
54.05
55.05
56.05
57.05
58.05
59.05
60.05
61.05
62.05
63.05
64.05
65.05
66.05
67.05
68.05
69.05
70.05

57.65
58.31
58.95
59.57
60.17
60.73
61.27
61.82
62.32
62.83
63.30
63.74
64.19
64.60
65.00
65.41
65.79
66.15
66.50
66.83
67.16
67.46
67.77
68.05
68.35
68.61
68.86
69.11
69.36
69.59
69.82
70.01
70.23
70.44
70.62
70.80
70.99
71.15
71.32
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4910-92

COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION
OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4910; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.
1.

3.8 Transformers.-For measuring length change
during testing, six LVDT's (linear variable differential
transformers) are required.
3.9 Transducer Indicators.-Two amplifier transducer
indicators are required. These indicators are highsensitivity, differential transformer, input modules for
reading summation of length change occurring in three
of the test specimens. The normal length change range
selection for concrete is set so that a full scale division
is 0.01 inch (0.25 mm); the scale is divided into 100
divisions.
3.10 Other types of sensing, controlling, and recording
equipment and instrumentation can also provide satisfactory results. This system is being described somewhat in
detail for the benefit of Bureau personnel who will be
conducting the test with this equipment.

Scope

1.1 Most unrestrained engineering materials expand
when heated and contract when cooled. The strain due
to a 1°-temperature change is known as the coefficient
of thermal expansion. This coefficient is approximately
constant for a considerable range of temperatures, and
generally increases with an increase in temperature. For
a homogeneous, isotropic material, the coefficient applies
to all dimensions in all directions. This test designation
covers a procedure for determining the thermal coefficient
of expansion for hardened concrete in a saturated,
intermediate, or dry-moisture condition.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
3.

4.

Precautions

4.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

Apparatus

3.1 Holding Tank.-An insulated, copper-lined tank to
hold circulating water.
3.2 Water Tank.-A water tank containing electric
immersion heaters and refrigeration coils capable of
maintaining circulating water at constant temperatures
between 35 and 90 °F (1.7 and 32.2 °C).
3.3 Recorder.-A thermocouple recorder to record
water temperature versus time.
3.4 RefrigerationUnit.-A freon refrigeration unit for
lowering water temperature.
3.5 Controller.-A controller for regulating water
temperature. Controller should automatically turn heater
and refrigeration units on and off.
3.6 SteelFrames.-Invar steel, level frames for holding
concrete test specimens as they are lowered into water
(six required).
3.7 Thecmometer.-A thermometer with a range of 35
to 90 °F (1.7 to 32.2 °C), and with an accuracy of 0.1 °F
(0.1.6 °C).

5.

Sampling and Test Specimens

5.1 Six concrete test specimens are sawed as 2- by 2by 4-inch (50- by 50- by 100-mm) prisms obtained in
accordance with USBR 4042, or cast as 2- by 4-inch (50by 100-mm) cylinders made in accordance with USBR 4192.
Invar buttons are then epoxied onto the ends of the
specimens. The buttons are recessed to accommodate the
tips of the holding frame during testing. Length
measurements are made to nearest 0.01 inch (0.25 ram),
and testing normally occurs in a 100-percent vacuum
saturated condition, as close to zero load as possible.
5.2 In our previous test procedures, mass concrete has
been tested at three different moisture conditions to
determine difference in thermal coefficients at each state.
These three conditions are 100 percent dry, 100 percent
vacuum saturated, and 75 percent vacuum saturated. If
testing by these renditions is requested, 12 specimens are
prepared in 2 groups of 6 each. All specimens are oven
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dried at 190 °F (87.8 °C) to initiate testing under equal
conditions.
5.2.1 During initial drying of first set of specimens,
mass is determined until no loss of the mass is observed.
Specimens are immediately dipped in heated paraffin wax
to sustain this 100 percent dry condition.
5.2.2 After initial drying, second set of specimens
are vacuum saturated and their mass determined until no
increase in mass is observed. Specimens are immediately
submerged in a water bath of constant temperature to
sustain this 100 percent saturated condition.
5.2.3 The second set of specimens, which were
previously tested in a fully saturated state, are also used
for obtaining data in a partially saturated condition. The
fully saturated specimens are dried and their mass
determined until they reach a condition of 75 percent
saturation. To remain in this state, specimens are
immediately dipped in heated paraffin wax. The highest
values for coefficient of thermal expansion are normally
obtained in this 75 percent saturated condition.

Step 21.-Set range selector to CAL and bring needle
to 100 with CAL SET adjustment.
Step 22.-Bring range selector back to 10.
Step 23.-Set ABC selector switch to B. Insert shim.
Step 24.-Adjust needle to 100 with span B adjustment
screw.
Step 25.-Set ABC selector switch to C. Insert shim.
Step 26.-Repeat step 24 with span C screw.
Step 27.-Check zero of A+B+C.
Step 28.-Repeat
steps 18 through 27 with second
amplitude.
Step 29.-With range selector at 10 and ABC selector
switch at A+B+C, begin test by moving rheostat to about
55 and turning on all other switches. Turn recorder to
"select-o-print."
Step 30.-Temperature
is adjusted with knob on
temperature controller.
6.3 Temperature control shall be verified as conforming with section 3 by adequate thermometers certified by
manufacturer.

6.

7.

Calibration

and Standardization

6.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure.
6.2 The LVDT's are calibrated on the thermal
expansion testing apparatus as follows:
Step/.-Place test specimens in tank.
Step 2.-Set ABC selector switch to A of TAI (Transducer
Amplifier-Indicator).
Step 3.-Set range selector to STANDBY. Adjust meter
screw for zero reading.
Step 4.-Turn sensitivity to maximum (clockwise) and
set zero knobs to center point (arrows point upward).
Step 5.-Repeat steps 1 through 4 for second TAI.
Step G-Turn range selector to NULL.
Step Z-Unlock adjustmentknob on frame and set LVDT
for zero meter reading, lock LVDT, and adjust with
"mechanical adjustment knob" to bring needle as close to
zero as possible. Lock manual adjustment knob.
Step 8.-Fine adjust to zero with proper null screw.
Step 9.-If necessary, alternate mechanical and null
adjustment to bring needle as close to zero as possible.
Step lO.-Set ABC selector switch to B, and repeat steps 7
through 9.
Step//.-Set ABC selector switch to C, and repeat steps 7
through 9.
Step 12.-Turn second TAI range selector to NULL.
Step 13.-Repeat steps 7 through 11 for second amplitude.
Step 14.-Set range selector to 10.
Step 15.-Adjust zero for A with fine-zero controls.
Repe•it for B and C.
Step/G-Check
zero of A+B+C.
Step/Z-Repeat
steps 14 through 16 with second TAI.
Step 18.-Set ABC selector switch to A.
Step 19.-Insert 0.01-inch (0.25-mm) shim between first
LVDT and mechanical adjuster with a sawing motion.
Step 20.-Adjust sensitivity to bring needle to 100.

Conditioning

7.1 Tests should be conducted in a room environment
where temperature change is held to a minimum. Other
conditioning is covered under section 5.
8.

Procedure

8.1 Test specimens in a fully dry, fully saturated, or
partially saturated state are placed in their holding frames
and lowered into a water bath of constant temperature
1 day prior to testing. This allows all components to reach
a temperature equilibrium.
8.2 Fill in heading of Data and Computation Sheet
(fig. 1) and begin test.
8.3 The initial time, water temperature, and amplified
meter readings are taken and temperature controller is
set to 70 or 80 °F (21.1 or 26.7 °C) depending upon initial
room temperature.
8.4 When water reaches set temperature, hold
temperature constant for 5 to 7 minutes while entries are
made on data sheet of length changes, temperatures, and
time.
8.5 Increase temperature to 90 °F (32.2 °C) and repeat
data entries.
8.6 Lower temperature to 85 °F (29.4 °C) and read
in 10 °F (5.6 °C) increments down to 35 °F (1.7 °C).
Increase temperature to 40 °F (4.4 °C) and read in 10 °F
increments back to the initial set temperature. In this
manner, data points are obtained for every 5 °F (2.8 °C)
interval between 35 and 90 °F as temperature is fluctuated.
8.7 Meter versus temperature readings are plotted and
a linear curve is drawn (fig. 2).
9.

Calculations

9.1 Figure 1 shows a typical data and calculation form.
9.2 Figure 2 shows the curve discussed in section 8.7.
The length or projected meter readings are determined
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from the curve at the intersect point of 35 °F (1.7 °C)
and 90 °F (32.2 °C).
9.2.1 Calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion
as follows:
CE -- y= -)'1
0.55 S
where:
CE = coefficient of thermal expansion, in (in/in)/°F
x 10-6 or (cm/cm)/°C x 10-6;
= intercept of line at 35 °F (1.7 °C);
= intercept of line at 90 °F (32.2 °C); and
S = summation of gauge lengths, in inches
(millimeters).
9.2.2 A more precise method of calculating the
coefficient of thermal expansion is by the least squares
method of calculation for determining the slope of a line
(fig. 3):
(1)

yl = -c + 35b

(2)

yz = -c + 90b

(3)

C =

;/--J7

(5)

a=£b

(6)

where:

(1)

CE = 2•.g-z
0.55 S

b = X (x - •) (Y - F)
X (x - i)2

a = constant derived from the average temperature
multiplied by the slope of the line,
b = slope of line,
c = constant derived from a, minus the average
meter readings,
x = temperature in °F (°C),
f = average temperature in °F (oC),
y = measurement in inches per inch (centimeters
per centimeter),
y = average measurement in inches per inch
(centimeters per centimeter), and
CE, S, yl, and y• = as previously defined.

10.

Report

10.1 A cover letter along with figures I and 2 or figure 3
should serve as a report for this procedure.

11.

(4)
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Precision and Bias

11.1 The precision and bias for this procedure have
not been established.
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PA•'oA•'ar 7"A•Uc ;"IOH
Solic. No.
_Sro'•Sg$
Project ,•'WI 8P
FeatureSO'fp,,4/.6 8/,,'#. ,O,,4A4,k•"
.f'p/.t£ aWAY" ,WOO

Structure
8,€/'P't',,,q•'o AT/,',, Z:•IA4
Item•,•'C,•dr•" r,q'•'•ml,4,• EXP.
Location D•"A•'V'4"• /'-..Am
Station •
Offset
Depth •
to
..-.....

Tested by

Date

Computed by

Date

o. AaN•" y"

?- 8'-•'6"

•'./•8o•-

•-•'-•r•"

Checked by

Date

COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION OF CONCRI•TE
Specimen: lg Prism
1-1 Cylinder;
Jl• Sawed
[] Fabricated;
Nominal Size2- £v2-aV4 inches xcmm-)Aggregate Source: CoarseAL, rHopF •o•s 7:. •
Fine •€• r•/opp Co•s•. ('£•'•)
MSA:
/• inches (-mm• /.6• ro 3-,•€// C•I/-€,//EO
IX 100% Vacuum Saturated
[] 75% Vacuum Saturated
[] 100% Oven Dried
Gauge Lengths: (1)•__• (2) 4.____q_• (3) "•._____o• (4)•L(5) •1.• (6) "•.O inches (-ram-)Summation:•./•" inches (-ram-).

Time

Temperature
°F
°C

No. 1
Range /O
Meter Reading

No. 2
Range /0
O. o/s•v'cW • /oo
Meter Reading

Average
Meter
Reading

8:@0

7£4

9:03

74. 9

q:$1

80.•?

-/-/0. 7

€-//. I

¥'/0. 9

/o.'o.4"

8'q.•

÷•o.S

q.,oo. ?

-/-•o. 7

/o:3e;

#.€,•

+ /• •

+/*F.8

+/5.0

/o2 •'•1

d •.

+0.7

+ o. •

-/-o..5

1l'30

•.0

-4..4

-4.o

-4.•.

//:3"•

$'9, ?

,//,7

-//. I

-//.•.

/2:30

•..4-

-/4.o

-/•.q

-/4.0

/:1/

45. I

2:$'0

37.•"

-3/.5"

-3o. $

-31. •.

•:/,2

39. 9

-• •. 9

- ,9. •/. 3

-,,••. •;

3:.44

•'o.•

-•o.•

-/9.6

-2o.o.

CE-

y2-yl

0.55s

o

_

•0.3-(--3•.6)

o.#yC•./Z•)

o

=4.128

o

Remarks
•'*.l/,f(/5 •'), •/,/. Ce.4"•'.,)• /• (3.4"$g').,

,,'11;o,,÷• ,•€,4/,'a,•,/o,c"

Figure 1. - Typical data and calculation form for measurement of expansion.
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Computed by
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Checked by
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COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION OF CONCRETE
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Figure 3. - Least squares method of calculation for determining slope of line.
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TEMPERATURE RISE OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4911; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for determining the temperature rise in concrete under adiabatic
conditions primarily due to heat generated by cement and
pozzolan during hydration.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4186 Heat of Hydration of Hydraulic Cement
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4907 Specific Heat of Aggregates, Concrete, and Other
Materials
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 Temperature rise tests are conducted on 700-1bm
(318-kg) concrete specimens sealed in 21-1/2- by
21-1/2-inch (546- by 546-mm) cylindrical metal containers
and placed in a calorimeter chamber. Temperature of air
within chamber is maintained at same temperature as
specimen by automatic control equipment, which keeps
an electrical resistance thermometer exposed to chamber
air in balance with a resistance thermometer in a well
extending to center of concrete specimen. As a result, any
heat generated by cement and/or pozzolan results in a
temperature rise in the concrete and a corresponding rise
in chamber temperature.
4.

the structure due to initial temperature rise. These practices
include artificial cooling of materials prior to mixing and/
or the concrete by using cooling pipes after placing. The
extent to which these practices must be carried is
determined from tests on the temperature rise of concrete.
4.2 A direct method of measuring temperature rise of
concrete due to hydration of cement is furnished by the
adiabatic calorimeter. Heat of hydration of cement may
be calculated when temperature rise and specific heat
(USBR 4907) of the concrete are known. Since it is
frequently useful to know the heat of hydration, the
calculations to determine this value from the temperature
rise test data is included in section 10 of this procedure.
Other methods, such as heat of solution (USBR 4186),
have also been found satisfactory to determine heat of
hydration. However, when a pozzolanic material which
reacts with the hydrated cement is also used in the concrete,
it is necessary to conduct a temperature rise test as herein
described to measure the amount and rate of heat
generation.
5.

Apparatus

5.1 Specimen
Conrainer.-The
specimen container
(figure 1) shall be 21-1/2 inches (546 mm) high by
21-1/2 inches in diameter, and is made of 20-gauge black
iron with a 7-inch (178-mm) diameter hole in the top
for filling. Two brass tubes shall be soldered through the
lid of this container and shall extend 12 inches (305 mm)
into the container. When lid is placed on container, these
tubes extend down into center of specimen to form wells
into which controlling and reading thermometers are
placed. In addition, an air valve and sometimes a
manometer tube are soldered into lid. The air valve is
used to admit air pressure into the container, after it has
been filled and soldered, to confirm that the container is
completely sealed. The manometer tube permits study of
pressure or vacuum developments during the process of
hydration.
5.2 Adiabatic Calorimeter Curing Room.-The calorimeter curing room is a chamber heavily insulated to
minimizeoutsidetemperature influences,and can therefore
be controlled to a very precise temperature. One such
chamber is describedas follows:

Significance and Use

4.1 When concrete is rapidly placed in a large mass
structure, heat generated by hydration of cement and
pozzolan cannot readily be dissipated. Consequently,
structure reaches a high temperature while concrete is still
in a relatively plastic state. When subsequent cooling to
normal mean temperature occurs, concrete is less plastic
and structure cannot respond to accompanying volume
change. Thus, stresses are set up in the concrete which,
if allowed to exceed tensile strength of concrete, may result
in cracking the structure. Accordingly, special design and
construction practices are required to prevent cracking of
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5.:':.1
FiguIe 2: s.h,,•ves., c:D:•ss sectk:,,n ot the c:a]lozJ!rne':e'• r,oom .c,a.nstruc:k•n. The wails are. a( dc,.uE,de ho]l•c,,w
m a so, n U u n i! •: ,c,o nst ru c •iio n w i •h 7' i n ch es ,( • 78 ]l-n, m ', o • r,:•,ckwc,,o]l insulIadorJ between the cinder k,k)cks c,,n wails between
•o, om, s,. a:vJ 5. inches ,::]2:7 turn) o•: >:)ck-wo,,,:)]l i:nsula•Jion
•:,.n outside wails. The fll,,:)(:,r is. c,:•nstruc:•ed wid-J, a 4-inch
,: 1,1:1,2:-mm) c,•mcrete base, .,:Y•,er which is :J, 1,1:l,-i!nch •:254mini. •ayer ,4 m,s;alafing vermi!culZi:te c,:mcrete, t,,,pped wid-•
another
inches of r'einfo>L:ed c,;mcrete. The vermiicullite
concrete
has ;J the.•mal ccmdu<tiivi!t'.¢' coefficiient about onetwelfth rh.•l of: regular ,concrete. Ce.ilJing ,cor•struc:rJon
cc:,n, sists o.f 2- i:,) tS.-•nch (5()- by 150-m, nq,) iioi:s•s c,.n :[,15-inch
(406-mm) c:ente•s=, over which iis iaid wc:,,ad t]c,,.,:•:ing. All:
the spgcce between rai:ters, is tel:lied with >;:•ck-we,,.,)]l insulations,
which pr'.,:•vides 6 ]inches (]!i2 m,m',, of Ms.u4ad,::m •hrcx.•gh
the ceiling
AH iinterior wa]l•s and ceilings a•e corsstructed
wM-a, a ][4nch (25-n-•m,). ll,=yer <:,• F,.]aster sF,•'ay paintedl with
a]nnq, inum F,.g•[nt. Air circu]a•ii,,::m is provided by ]5- I:,y
48-inch (381- by _ 219-ram) openings through the ceiling
o.n ei•lT•e.r' side ,:•f tFJe room, wi:th a duct o.vez the room
cc:,.nnec:ri:ng ttnes.e :wc, c,,p.ecJings. In. this duct: are placed
k,.•Me ,c<:,JJs and e:lecr•ica•]i heaters for conr>a.]!Ii:ng
ailz
ternpe.•ature and a bllower for ci:>cu]latMg •he' air
5.2.2
Aii• from bh:,,wer enters; rc,,on:-• behind a
F:,erf,::>n•red wall jacker cc, veri!ng c,,n.e sidle a.f r,oom. Behind
the jiac:ker are:. meta]l baffles whMn di:s.:ribu:e' air from b.ks, we•
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so that air e.nte'[s, re,ore un]if:c:,rn:•]ly a.cr.,:•ss entire side .of
•oc,m. A simi.la• ilacket is placed ,,m return, side of n>a,m.
With r]-Jis un]f,::)rm meth,:}d ,:}f air' cii>L u]!a•Jc, n, a[]! te'n-@eratu•'e
gradie.nrs •hrc, ng:b,,:m:t room are. reduced •o a mirfimum.
The perforated wall iackets, iin some c,,f •]he. roo.ms are made
,::>f No 20 gauge gaDv.anized Jir.,m WM:l 5/'16-inch, {8.-ram)
diameter h(::,[e.s on 2-]/'8-irJ, ch, r5,l-mm) centers. In other
>::•oms, ii/'8-inch (3-ram) tempered masonite is ased w£t:h
1.,."2-inclJ, (]3-n-in-K:, hc,.ies O13 2.@irlch (•{d-mm)c:entez's
(nu.•:e 1). AI!] iins•dle surfaces are .coa:ed w:kh al•rnJin•nql
pain.:.
NCE-'E 1-The :metal wa!ll i, acke{s are F.re.•:er•ed because mas,:mize
has. been fou:nd! •C, expand and buckle fr.um •lS;e:. a•: high
t• e HTh per a{ u; r e s
5.2.3
Ample ac,ces;s into the,c:alc•.rirn, eter room for small
e.lectric liift t•xcks •nnd fi:,r handling large spe.cMne.ns is
pr<,,vii.de.d by a Ste.x, ensc,.n ,:r•'erlap.-•ype.,, c:a.]d-st.,:•.rage do, or
'wid-• a d- by 7-f,u,,;:•t (] 2-by 2.1-m)•.pening
(figure 3.:1.
5.24
Ternperatulre
c:,::lnt>;:xl is mlaim-a;in, ed IDly dl• awiin, g
air over o>a,]ing coils and heatez units. ]located in du,ct over
ca]lor':ime•er >,:•<:,m The •'in-tyg:,e o;•c,]ing cc, ils are: capabte <:,.•
trarJsfe.rr[ng: 18,000 Bt u./'h, (5,272 W), 'with a 22: c, F' ,: 12:2 o C)
diffe•en•iall between k•,rM, e and ro,,,:m? •emperamre. Brme
refrigeran• cc,.mes from a st]ppl'.r • maintahmd
ar abo,u• l r_!i °F
(-9 ::"C) Electrically u,,perated
vallve.s proviide re'friigera:ion
adjusm-•,ent The hea:iing unit cc:,.nsis•s <:;,£ a frame ,:m wI-Jich
are:. muunred he.lira[ coiiRs ,:•f N,;>. ]9 C:hD::une] "=A" wire
dles[gr:•ed f:,::•r a peak •:emperature c,,f 400 °F ,:12:(],4 °C) at
d lJp ,::';!:!)'Sl3 '¢,7:1, and :11"3 %L The air in "c•:,e r,,:l<:•m is ch, arJ, g:ed
four {limes per n:qinu•e by an A,nerican B]owe.r Co. Modal
No 35CI c:erJt•:ifag:al n:iUlltivarJ, e blower, be]: driven at:
380 rT"mJin by a 15-hp (11 L9-W) induction motor.
323 The ternpera:ure-con:zo•lMg
:[nstrun-,e.rJ•:s.
,C:,l>nSiSt ,•,f w'ha: •s known as •:he "Horm,ywe]l Electr•x,n•k
] 51 prOpll:)rtiCllElirlg rec,:•rdlh-Jg CClnltrO[]lers " *I•llhe ' e]errJlen,s o{
t[•Js system c:,::]r•sis.r ,,)f:

•. A marchedl F, air u,f e[ectrica] •esistance rherm, orne:ers
o. Honeywell[ s;triltc,, chart pro,p.,:•.rrioning controlller.
•, Honeywe]l]l E]k.c:rr-o-va]: unit
•, S,a•arable reactor, 3 kV'A, General Ele.c:tri;c M.Jdel
Nc,,. 9XM38A 1.
52.6 'I"lne. resistance the'•n-•c:,n-Jleters are nickel-vdre
budl:l.s w'•tb a re'sistance ,::if about (!i()0 ,u, hnql.S at 100 °F
(!;?..8 . . C),.. Th, e @mrmome•:ers are a balan, ced pair
matchedl to witl'fin (),1 o F' (C)'.06 '::'C) •hroughoat their
•ange: T'he spedmen :hezmometer, whk:h, is. encased
in, a cIa.se.-firt[ng s•:a[nlless-sted tube:. 2 ] inches { 5,33 ram)
k:,ng i:or F:,>:•recti,;m,
is a H.,:•ne'v'weE Ins.trmnen,• Co.
Part 73,72:d. The air therma.mleter has the same s.en, sitb•'e
ele.men• encased •n s.raiirJ•e'ss-stee]i tubing
5.2:.7
The tempe:.ra{•re sensing and r'ecc,.•ding
iln, strumen: is a Hc,,n,e.ywe]l][ Ele.,c•r'onik p.roporri,:>ning
re.cording: cantro]lez
The iniria• ntfl]: ic,.oiinr ,:•,f ::h:is. instrun-,ent ils; a• {:he ce.n, ter c,,t: the scale:,, and the t'u•lI-scale
defle:c::ii,,:}r• is; - 110 to:, + 10 o C,
5..2.8
Pc,.wex •o the ro,::ma l:xe:ate.•s, is re.gu]ared
thr,•ugh the: Elec:r-o-vo.]t unit c,• the. (ontro]lle> This
produces a varying d-c contro.1 v,::dtage w.h, ictq, •egula:es.
the pow'er flow tt•Jr,:mgh •:lne. sarur'ab•e reactor
5.2:9
T,u, read temperature in rc:,orn•, two additi,::>na]l
therm•m,e.•e.rs sirrJ, i]lar m, t}-m t:h, ermometers used in the
cc,,n:rc:,l c:ircuit are. used, one for re•>diing raom ai•
tempe•:•ture :rod one for reading: speciimer• tempe.ratare..
Leads f>,::>rn these ff•,erm,:•me.te.rs are b>c•ug]-•t tu. the:
cc,.mF, L•rer cc:,ntro.lJledl data acquisitikm system iin. control
ro,u,m
TEl!s. system makes a fc,.ur-wii•e zesiis.•:ance
ineg•sure.n'sent c;,n earth c,• the: thermometers.
5.2.]0
ID'•her types. ,:•f ¢omro.]l systems and mstrurnen, tatii,:m can also provide sa•is.•:ac::ory c:on:•ol. This
system, has beer• described s.ome.wtaat iin, de'•ail f.c,• the
benlefit c,,t: Bureau persorm, el wh,:, wi][I be: cc, ndu<:•iing the
test w:kE {>,is ]ins.:a]llatilan. T'iq, e systern used mus• cc, nt>¢,]l the :en-J, perarure 'within a •ole:.rael.¢e of ±0.01 °F
(=0,,,0Ct55 o C).
5..3 Zr]'•e';oa'.,!'
vibrators w:kh
2-inch ,'51-n-Jin•:l, F, oker vibraro, r heads opera•iing •,• a
minimum of ]0,00'() viibratk,ns p,e.• m]r:,ute.
54:
•i!mpi)]•? Rod.-The
ramping >,:)d shall be
5/'8-Jinc]:l ,::16-m,-n) d•iame.•er w:kh a 2d-mch .l:6]0-mrnl
long bu:l]let-nos.edl ro.d.
6,

Pre, cam:ior•s

•il]
This :es.: p>•>ce.du,•e
may irJvolve haza>:lc,,Lts
materiials:, op, era•ior•s, and eqlniiF, ment, arm does; n, ot claim
:,:•, addl•ess a]lI safe:ry p>::•blems, associated wM-• i•s use.
Ir is; t]-•e' re's.porssibi]iity o• •bae, user re,, o:]nstAt andl es.tab•ish
appropriate s;a•et:'.,, arm he.al@• IDractice.s and determine
aF, p]icabi•iry ,:ff regulatory ]i:m•talions prior re,, use
7,,

t:i•ure

:!,

Adlabo•¢ic <al,uri:unere•

C:allibra•tion

arid Standardizatiori

7.1
The •alik,.•atic, n and s.•andard•z;a•iion
of miis,cel]anec:,us eqlu@,men•: ,u,r apparatus used irJ pe.r•:o, rn-fing the
tests •]st:ed under the Appt;i.cable E),;•culn-aents o,•: s.ec:tJion 2

rooms.

7 ,i: ) ?',
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are covered under that particular procedure directly or
by reference.
7.2 Thermometers shall be calibrated by taping the
thermometers together along with a standard calibrated
thermometer and placing them in an oil bath within
the calorimeter room or chamber. Calibration shall be
made at each 10 o F (6 o C) increment within the expected
range of the temperature rise.
8.

9.3 After entire test batch has been placed in the
container, it may be necessary to use the tamping rod
to form holes for the brass tubes that are soldered to
the container lid (sec. 5.1).
9.4 Put lid on specimen container and solder in
place. Attach a tire pump to air valve and induce air
to a pressure of 2 to 3 inches (50 to 75 mm) of mercury
into container. Test solder joints for leaks using a soap
solution. Disconnect pump and release air pressure. Add
a few drops of light oil to each thermometer well to
form a liquid contact between thermometer and well.
Place insulation jacket around container. Place control
thermometer in one of the wells and connect to control
instrument after disconnecting the decade resistance box
which has been maintaining the room temperature at
70 °F (21.1 °C). The room temperature will now be
controlled by temperature of specimen. Place specimen
reading thermometer in second well and take readings
of the air and specimen temperatures so that control
index on controller can be adjustedto maintain the room
temperature to exactly the same temperature of the
specimen.
9.5 Record temperatures hourly at beginning of test
period and at greater intervals as test progresses. Test
should continue for 28 days, and values of temperature
rise and heat of hydration of cement reported at 1, 3,
7, 14, and 28 days. Because of the slightly different
characteristics of the thermometers, the specimen and
air reading thermometers shall be matched after the
first day of testing and at greater intervals as test proceeds. This matching operation shall be done by wiping
the oil film from the surface of the specimen thermometer, and suspending it with the air thermometer so
that their sensitive elements are together as described
previously. Any variation of the air temperature from
that of the specimen should be corrected by adjusting
the control index.

Conditioning

8.1 Concrete test mixtures containing aggregatein
the 3- to 6-inch (75- to 150-mm) size fraction should
be selectively hatched to produce a 4-1/2-inch (114-mm)
maximum size aggregate.
8.2 Two percent additional cement, pozzolan, and
water shall be added to the temperature rise specimens
to compensate for heat absorbed by metal container
and one-half the insulation surrounding specimen. This
2 percent is a correction factor and should not be included
when repormg mixture proportions.
8.3 The calorimeter room should be under temperature control the day before a temperature rise test is
to be initiated. This provides an opportunity to check
operation of controller and readings of thermometers
and to bring all equipment in room, as well as room
itself, to starting temperature. The test may be started
at any initial temperature of the concrete; however, the
initial temperature greatly affects the rate of hydration
during the first few days. Accordingly, concrete aggregate
and mixing water should be tempered to produce an
initial temperature as close to 70 °F (21.1 °C) as can
be obtained unless rate of hydration at some other initial
temperature is specifically desired. To maintain
temperature of room at 70 o F prior to test, the specimen
controlling thermometer should be replaced with a
decade-resistance box.
8.4 Before starting test, the specimen and airreading thermometers shall be matched by placing them
so that their sensitive elements are together and at same
temperature. Several readings should be taken on each
thermometer and the difference in their resistance
reading noted. Accordingly, when test is started, the
control should be set to maintain this difference between
the air and specimen thermometer resistance readings.
9.

10.

Calculations

10.1 Typical values of temperature rise and heat of
hydration for various types of cement are shown on
figure 4, and typical data for determining same are shown
on figure 5. Although frequent temperature readings
should be taken during the test to maintain close control,
only sufficient readings need be calculated to plot a
smooth curve of temperature rise. The heat of hydration
is equal to temperature rise times average specific heat,
times total mass of mix divided by mass of cement.
The result is a value in British thermal units per pound
mass of cement (or joules per kilogram). The average
specific heat for a given temperature range is used
because the specific heat of the concrete varies with
temperature. For example, at the initial temperature,
the specific heat of the concrete was 0.2139 Btu/(Ibm .° F)
[895.5 J/(kg'°C))]. At age of 28 days, the concrete had
attained a temperature of 127.8 °F (53.2 °C) and a
temperature rise of 56.0 °F (31.1 °C). At this temperature, the specific heat of the concrete was 0.2281

Procedure

9.1 Concrete shall be prepared for testing in
accordance with USBR 4192. Prime mixer before
making test batch. Test batch shall be about 700 Ibm
(320 kg) of concrete made in a sample batch. The entire
batch shall be placed in the specimen container so that
exact quantities are known.
9.2 Immediately after mixing, make an initial
temperature reading on concrete with a precision
mercury thermometer. Place concrete in container
through the 7-inch (178-mm) diameter lid opening in
two layers, with each layer being about one-half the
volume of container. Compact each layer with the
internal vibrator.
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Btu/(lbm" °F) [955.0 J/(kg'°C)]. The average specific
heat over this interval of temperature rise would be:

10.2 A data acquisition system has been assembled
which takes measurements of temperature at predetermined intervals during the temperature rise test and stores
the data. These data can then be printed or plotted. A
computer program has also been developed for calculating
heat of hydration. A complete description of this system
and the computer program are given in appendix X1.

0.5 (0.2139 + 0.2281) = 0.221 Btu/(lbm.°F), or
0.5 (895.5 + 955.0) = 925.3 J/(kg-°C)
This average value of specific heat should be used
to calculate the 28-day heat of hydration. The heat of
hydration at 28 days is equal to temperature rise times
average specific heat times mass of concrete divided
by mass of cement, which would be:

11.

Report

11.1 Figure 12, of USBR 4909, includes relevant data
on the cement, pozzolan, aggregate, mixture proportions,
and initial temperature; it may be used as a reporting form.
A table prepared similar to table 1 provides calculations
of average specific heat through given temperature rise.
Figure 4 shows a plot of temperature rise and heat of
hydration. Figure 5 shows calculations of average specific
heat and heat of hydration.

(56.0) (0.221) (702.2)
(56.0)
= 155.2 Btu/lbm, or
(31.1) (925.3) (318.5)
(25.4)
= 360.9 kJ/kg
NOTE 2.-Normal practice in cement industry testing has been
to use the CGS system of metric units. In that system of units,
heat of hydration is reported as calories per gram of cement.
To convert British thermal units per pound mass to calories per
gram, divide by 1.8.

12.

Precision and Bias

12.1 The precision and bias statements for this
procedure have not been determined at this time.
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Table la. - Sample calculation of average specific heat through
given temperature rise for calculation of heat of hydration, t
Temp.
°F

Temp.
Rise, °F

71.8
72.8
73.8
74.8
75.8
76.8
77.8
78.8
79.8
80.8
81.8
82.8
83.8
84.8
85.8
86.8
87.8
88.8
89.8
90.8
91.8
92.8
93.8
94.8
95.8
96.8
97.8
98.8
99.8
100.8
101.8
102.8
103.8
104.8
105.8
106.8
107.8
108.8
109.8
110 8
111.8
112.8
113.8
114.8
115.8
116.8
117.8
118.8
119.8
120.8
121.8
122.8
123.8
124.8
125.8
126.8
127.8
128.8
129.8
130.8
131.8
132.8
133.8
134.8
135.8
136.8
t37.8
138.8

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Table lb. - Sample calculation of average specific heat through
given temperature rise for calculation of heat of hydration.

Spec. Heat
Av. Spec. Heat
Btu/(lbm-° F)
0.2139
.2142
.2144
.2147
.2149
.2152
.2154
.2157
.2160
.2162
.2165
.2167
.2170
.2172
.2175
.2177
.2180
.2182
.2185
.2187
.2190
.2193
.2195
.2198
.2200
.2203
.2205
.2208
.2210
.2213
.2215
.2218
.2220
.2223
.2226
.2228
.2231
.2233
.2236
.2238
.2241
.2243
.2246
.2248
.2251
.2253
.2256
.2259
.2261
.2264
.2266
.2269
.2271
.2274
.2276
.2279
.2281
.2284
.2286
.2289
.2292
.2294
.2297
.2299
.2302
.2304
.2307
.2309

0.2139
.2141
.2142
.2143
.2144
.2146
.2147
.2148
.2150
.2151
.2152
.2153
.2155
.2156
.2157
.2158
.2160
.2161
.2162
.2163
.2165
.2166
.2167
.2169
.2170
.2171
.2172
.2174
.2175
.2176
.2177
.2179
.2180
.2181
.2183
.2184
.2185
.2186
.2188
.2189
.2190
.2191
.2193
.2194
.2195
.2196
.2198
.2199
.2200
.2202
.2203
.2204
.2205
.2207
.2208
.2209
.2210
.2212
.2213
.2214
.2216
.2217
.2218
.2219
.222l
.2222
.2223
.2224-

Temp.
°C

Temp.
R•e,°C

Spec. Heat

22.1

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

895.5
897.4
899.3
901.3
903.2
905.1
907.0
909.0
910.9
912.9
914.8
916.7
918.6
920.6
922.5
924.4
926.3
928.2
930.2
932.1
934.0
935.8
937.7
939.5
941.4
943.2
945.1
947.1
949.0
951.0
952.9
954.8
956.7
958.7
960.6
962.5
964.4
966.3
968.2

23.1
24.1
25.1
26.1
27.1
28.1
29.1
30.1
31.1
32.1
33.1
34.1
35.1
36.1
37.1
38.1
39.1
40.1
41.1
42.1
43.1
44.1
45.1
46.1
47.1
48.1
49.1
50.1
51.1
52.1
53.1
54.1
55.1
56.1
57.1
58.1
59.1

Av. Spec. Heat
J/kg" °C)
895.5
896.5
897.4
898.4
899.4
900.3
901.3
902.3
903.2
904.2
905.2
906.1
907.1
908.1
909.0
910.0
910.9
911.9
912.9
913.8
914.8
915.7
916.6
917.5
918.5
919.4
920.3
921.3
922.3
923.3
924.2
925.2
926.1
927.1
928.1
929.0
930.0
930.9
931.9

fAn equation for specific heat of this particular concrete, as
determined by specific heat tests and calculated by the method
of least squares, is 0.1957 + 0.000 2537 T in English units.
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APPENDIX
x1.

COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION FOR
ADIABATIC TEMPERATURE RISE TESTING OF CONCRETE
(Nonmandatory Information)

X1.1

Scope

resistance of these thermometers is measured by the
HP-3497A using the four-wire ohms method for the most
accuracy. A third-order polynomial is used to convert these
resistance readings to temperature. Four thermometers are
used in the test, two are placed in specimen and two are
suspended in room to measure room temperature. One
of the specimen thermometers and one of the room
thermometers are conncected to the HP-3497A for data
acquisition. The other two thermometers are used by the
room temperature control equipment for control and
recording.

X1.1.1 The program for the adiabatic temperature rise
testing of concrete has two main functions: (1) to acquire
temperature rise data, and (2) present these data in
graphical and printed forms. The first function of acquiring
the data is accomplished using the following equipment:
HP-85A Desktop Computer with I/O ROM, Printer/
Plotter ROM, Advanced Programming ROM, Mass
Storage ROM, IEEE-488 interface, and 16K memory
module.

X1.2

HP-3497A Data Acquisition and Control Unit with
a 20-channel multiplexer card in slot 0 configured
for four-wire resistance measurement.
HP-82901M

X1.2.1 Operation of the program was designed to be
self explanatory; however, a step-by-step procedure is as
follows:

Dual Flexible Disk Drive

The second function of printing and plotting the data
uses the following equipment:

Step 1. Load main program from tape by typing: LOAD
"Autost," followed by using END LINE key. (Hereafter, all
typed commands are followed by pressing END LINE key).

HP-7225B Plotter, and HP-82905A Printer
Other equipment could be used with this program, but
would require modification of the software. The program
was written to allow for a maximum of two tests to be
performed simultaneously. The program takes temperature
measurements at predetermined intervals, and stores these
measurements and total elapsed time on a disk. Program
will print or plot the stored data either during the test
or after its completion.
X1.1.2 A temperature rise test usually is run for 28 days.
Because of this extended length of time, it is important
that the data be protected from loss and that the program
can restart automatically in the event of a power failure.
To guard againstloss of data, the data is stored on a flexible
disk immediately after data is acquired. To guard against
a defective disk, all data are put on two flexible disks,
one on each side of the dual drive. In the event of a power
failure, the Auto-Start feature on the HP-85A is used. When
power is restored, program is read from tape cassette in
tape drive of HP-85A, and execution begins. When main
program begins execution in this manner, it initially loads
data file from tape that has reading intervals stored on
it and then checks time and date to see if any readings
were missed. The time and date are read from the
HP-3497A, which has a battery-backed clock that was set
at start of test. If any readings were missed or if it is
time for another reading, program takes a reading and
fills any missed readings with this reading.
X1.1.3 The temperature rise test uses nickel bulb
resistance thermometers for sensing temperature. The

Procedure

Step 2.

Press RUN key.

Step 3. You now have 10 seconds to push function
key INIT to start initialization sequence. This key is marked
k7 and for proper operation, the shift key must be held
down while this key is pressed.
Step 4.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Then, you will be asked for the following:
Room A Test Title
Room A Specimen ID
Room B Test Title
Room B Specimen ID

Type in titles and ID's when asked, and follow each
answer by pressing END LINE key. Answers to these
questions must be 18 characters or less.
Step 5. You will then be asked to enter data file names.
These are the names used for the files that the test data
will be stored on. Enter these names, 7 characters or less,
and press END LINE key.
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Step 6. The reading intervals are now entered. You
will be askedfor reading frequency and number of readings
at that frequency. A maximum of 300 readings can be
stored, so plan your work carefully. The following example
illustrates this step:

USBR 4911

To read every hour for first week, every 3 hours for
second week, and every 6 hours for third and fourth weeks,
make the following entries:
1,168
3,56
6,56
0,0

elapsed time, and prints these values on the computer's
internal printer. Press kl and you will be asked how many
minutes you want between printings. If you enter 10, then
every 10 minutes a reading of these values will be made
and printed out. This will continue until kl is pressed
again and a new time is entered. If a zero is entered, the
process is terminated. This is a nice feature to use for
providing additional backup of the data. Please note that
none of the data printed using this function will be stored
on the floppy disks.

1-hour intervals for 168 readings (7 days
times 24 readings per day = 168)
3-hour intervals for 56 readings (7 days
times 8 readings per day = 56)
6-hour intervals for 56 readings (14 days
times 4 readings per day = 56)
Terminates entries

PLOT.-Pressing k2 will make a plot of the data to this
point in the test on an external HP-7225B plotter. This
should be done at a time that will not conflict with a
regularly scheduled temperature reading.

Step 7. At this point, data files are created on disks
and a special file named BASDAT is created on tape. This
file contains the data file names and the reading interval
information entered in step 6. When the statement "DATA
FILE CREATION COMPLETE" is displayed, this process
is complete.

RESIS.-Pressingk3 causes immediate temperature and
resistance readings on all four thermometers, and these
values are then printed on the computer's internal printer.
This function is useful for finding a problem within the
system.

Step 8. You will then be asked to enter the current
time and date in the sequence MMDDHHMMSS. A "zerofill" and military time must be used for proper entry; e.g.,
July 9 and 1:32 p.m., the proper entry is 0709133200. The
date and time entry sets the clock and calendar in the
HP-3497A.

X1.2.2 After test is completed, the data can be
printed and plotted as desired, and is available on disk
for future manipulations if required.

Step 9. The preliminary setup is now complete. The
program has now stopped and the next step is to press
the RUN key. This time however, when the statement
10 SECONDS TO INITIALIZE is displayed, do NOr press
the INIT key.

X1.3

X1.3.1 Connection of the thermometers
acquisition unit should be done as follows:

Step 10. The specimen should now be prepared. During
the preparation process, note the exact time that mix is
completed and the temperature of the mix at that time.
The computer screen will display a list of options after
step 9 is executed. The option of interest at this time
is the START option, which corresponds to function key
k8. Hold shift key down and press k8. You will then be
asked to enter the starting time of the specimen. Enter
this date and time in the same manner as date and time
were entered in step 8. The starting mix temperature and
room temperature should also be entered when asked for.

Channels
Channels
Channels
Channels

PRINDAT-Pressing k5 (SHIFT and k5) causes all data
taken to this point in the test to be printed on an external
HP-82905A printer. This can be done at any time during
a test, but should be done when it will not interfere with
a regularly scheduled temperature reading.
T-PRINT.-This function provides an independent
reading of specimen and room temperatures and the

0
1
2
3

and
and
and
and

to the data

10.-Room A thermometer
11.-Specimen A thermometer
12.-Room B thermometer
13.-Specimen B thermometer

Channels 0, 1, 2, and 3 are used as voltage reading inputs,
and channels 10, 11, 12, and 13 are used as current source
outputs. The inputs and outputs are connected in parallel
at the thermometer leads. It is important to note that
if two tests are to be run simultaneously, the specimen
initially used to start test must be placed in the room
designated as Room A.

Step 11. The program is now off and running. If a
second specimen is to be tested, start it in the same manner
as described in step 10.
Step 12. The other options mentioned in step 10 that
are displayed on the screen can be used during the test
to perform several data display functions:

Connection of Thermometers

Xl.4

Example of Computer Output

X1.4.1 Figure X1.1 is an example of adiabatic
temperature rise.
X1.4.2 Figure X1.2 is a plot of adiabatic temperature
rise.
X1.4.3 Figure X1.3 is a computation of specific heat.
X1.4.4 Figure X1.4 shows computer generated specific
heat curves.
X1.4.5 Figure X1.5 consists of average specific heat
and heat of hydration. The computer generated data had
been established in English units; metric data were added.
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Test: BUFFALO BILL DAM
Specimen:
SAMPLE 1
Test Started:
6 FEB 1989
Day
0
1•
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
27.85

Buffalo Bill Dam -- High sand mix -Measuredspecific heat data.
Average
Temperature
(°F)

Measured
Specific Heat
Btu/(lbm • °F)

Specimen
Temp., °F

Temperature
Rise, °F

Specimen
No.

48.0
66.6
78.3
82.8
86.5
89.7
92.2
94.3
96.0
97.4
98.6
99.6
100.4
101.1
101.6
102.0
102.4
102.6
102.7
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.9
102.8
102.8

0.0
18.6
30.3
34.8
38.5
41.7
44.2
46.3
48.0
49.4
50.6
51.6
52.4
53.1
53.6
54.0
54.4
54.6
54.7
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.9
54.8
54.8

1
2
3

47.44
47.24
47.07

0.250
.244
.247

1
2
3

65.48
65.66
64.96

.256
.252
.253

1
2
3

82.11
82.43
81.38

.261
.257
.259

1
2
3

97.31
97.70
96.23

.269
.266
.265

1
2
3

111.36
111.70
109.80

.276
.278
.270

1
2.
3

124.62
124.95
122.36

.274
.265
.272

1
2
3

136.70
136.91
133.82

.271
.278
.280

3

144.04

.286

Points used in regression analysis and specific
regression heat equations.
Specific heat equations:
S = 0.231 + (0.348 X 10-3) T or
S = 0.224 + (0.516 X 10-3) T- (893 X 10-9) T 2 or
S = 0.226 + (0.436 X 10 -•) T- (66.3 X 10 -12) T 2 - (3.13 X 10-9) T3
where:
T = concrete temperature in °F
S = specific heat in Btu/(lbm • °F)

Figure X 1.1. - Computer generated
adiabatic temperature rise.

Figure X1.3. - Computer generatedspecific heat.

BUFFRLO BILL fIRM
SPECIMEN:
SRHPLE I
TEST

!is
TIME

STRRTES:

(ORYS)

Figure Xl.2. - Computer generatedadiabatictemperature rise curve.
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m

Computer generated specific heat curves.

Buffalo Bill Dam -- High Sand Mix
Age
(days)
0
1
3
7
14
21
28
Notes:

Concrete
Temperature, T
(°F)
(°C)
48
66.6
82.8
94.3
101.6
102.9
102.8

8.9
19.2
28.2
34.6
38.7
39.4
39.3

Specific
Heat, S
Btu/(lbm"°F) J/(kg" °C)
0.2480
.2544
.2601
.2641
.2666
.2670
.2670

1038
1065
1089
1106
1116
1118
1118

Temperature
Rise, Tr
(°F)
(°C)
0
18.6
34.8
46.3
53.6
54.9
54.8

0
10.3
19.3
25.7
29.8
30.5
30.4

Average Specific
Heat, Sa
Btu/(lbm- °F) J/(kg- °C)
0.2480
.2512
.2540
.2560
.2573
.2575
.2575

Total batch mass = 649.04 Ibm, (294.40 kg)
Cement and fly ash batch mass = 55.84 Ibm, (25.33 kg)
S = 0.231 2608 + 0.000 347 80 T
Sa = 1/2 (S + 0.2480) , English units
Sa = 1/2 (S + 1038) , metric units
Tr × Sa >( 649.04
Tr × Sa × 294.40
H, Btu/lbm=
55.84
H, kJ/kg=
25.33
Figure Xl.5. - Calculations of average specific heat and heat of hydration.
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1038
1052
1064
1072
1077
1078
1078

Heat of
Hydration, H
(Btu/lbm)
(kJ/kg)
0
54.31
102.74
137.77
160.29
164.32
164.02

0
125.90
238.58
320.20
373.09
382.15
380.90

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

•
"• •

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4913-92

WATER PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4913; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.
1.

Scope

exposed surface through the more or less continuous Void
spaces to the free surface, (2) by diffusion through the
capillaries as a vapor due to difference in vapor pressure
on opposite faces of the concrete, and (3) by capillarity
and evaporation at the free surface. As most experimental
work of this nature is confined to the first method, the
pressure-type permeability test is usually used.
4.3 Wide variations may occur in permeability test
results even between specimens cast from the same mix.
This variation may be explained by assumingthat the size
and number of voids and capillaries differ in specimens
of presumably the same composition; however, the amount
of water percolating through concrete is generally very
small. The flow is a function of pressure and the conditidn
of the concrete, and depends on such factors as method
of casting, length and type of curing, cement content, watercement ratio, and aggregategrading. The permeability of
concrete is usually decreased by a reduction in water-cement
ratio, an increase in cement content, or a decrease in the
maximum size aggregate.

1.1 This designation covers the procedure for
determining the permeability of concrete when subjected
to water at a pressure of 400 Ibf/in 2 (2758 kPa). The
calculations are based upon an application of Darcy's law
for unidirectional flow at constant head.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1
USBR Procedures:
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates1,2
D 5 Standard Test Method for Penetration of Bituminous
Materials2
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A 6-inch (152-mm) section of a 6- by 12-inch (152by 305-mm) cylinder is placed in a frame that allows the
water to enter one face under a head of 400 lbf/in 2 (2758
kPa) and exit at opposite face. When inflow reaches a
constant rate, the permeability is calculated as the rate
of flow through the specimen. The procedure also describes
larger test cylinders which can be used for concretes
containing aggregate up to 6-inch (150-ram) maximum
size.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Permeability test data are useful for estimating rate
of leakage through concrete, rate of solution and
constituents removed from cement in a concrete structure
by percolating water, and basic information on the internal
structure of concrete. Tests at a standard age provide a
comparison of the internal structures of various concretes.
4.2 There are three methods by which water may pass
through concrete or other semiporous materials: (1) by
percolation under sufficient pressure to force liquid from
Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vol. 04.02
2 Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.03
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5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure, with the exception
of permeability, are as defined in ASTM C 125.
5.2 Permeabiliry.-The
volume of water, in cubic feet
(cubic meters), passing through a 1-ft2 or 1-m2 cross section
of the material in 1 year under the action of a unit hydraulic
gradient. The value so derived is based on a standard
temperature of 68 °F (20 °C), a factor generally not
considered in field determinations.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 The purpose of the permeability test apparatus is
to force water through a specimen and to measure the
rate of percolation at a selected pressure that can be easily
controlled and regulated. The apparatus consists basically
of a pressure source, a water reservoir calibrated to measure
water input, specimen containers, frames and connecting
pipes, and test units (figs. 1 and 2).
6.1.1 Pressure System.-The test pressure is supplied
by a cylinder of compressed air or nitrogen at about 2,200
Ibf/in2 (15 168 kPa) from which the main line pressure
is reduced to about 600 lbf/in2 (4137 kPa) using a master

USBR 4913
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Figure 1. - Schematic layout of permeability

regulator. The main line is connected to the reservoir
through individual regulators of the heavy oxygen-cutting
type that are capable of transmitting pressures from 0
to 500 lbf/in 2 (0 to 3447 kPa). This arrangement lends
itself to flexible operation because the pressure on the
units may be varied individually to supply any desired
pressure up to a maximum of 450 lbf/in 2 (3103 kPa). This
apparatus is provided with double extra-heavy brass pipe,
fittings, and valves; and all joints are made with a Teflon
base pipe compound.
6.1.2 Water Reservoir.-Each test unit includes a
water reservoir that consists of a 30-inch (762-mm) length
of 4-inch (100-mm) brass tubing that is attached to a side
arm gauge glass provided with a graduated scale. Each
reservoir shall be connected with suitable fittings and valves
for fillingreservoir with water, for admitting air pressure
up to 450 lbf/in 2 (3103 kPa), and for connecting to
specimen container. Reservoir should be made of a
noncorrosive material such as brass or stainless steel and
be able to withstand an internal pressure of 500 lbf/in 2
(3447 kPa).
6.1.3 Specimen Container.-The
specimen container
(fig. 3) is designed so that water entering the top covers
upper surface of specimen and passes through the concrete
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apparatus.

and out the bottom without any lateral flow. This cast
nickel steel container is also designed to withstand a
pressure of 500 lbf/in 2 (3447 kPa). The inside diameter
of the container is sufficient to provide a 1/2-inch (12.7mm) clearance on all sides of the specimen for a sealing
compound. A machined ledge is provided at the bottom
to ensure a seat for the test cylinder and to prevent extrusion
of sealing compound when under pressure. The top is
secured against a neoprene gasket. Water passing through
specimen is caught in a collecting container.
6.1.4 Distilled Water o• Sand Filte• and Cotton
Bacting.-If distilled water is not available or if steel test
units must be used, a 1/2- to 2-inch (13- to 51-mm) deep
sand filtershall be placed over a thin layer of cotton batting
covering the specimen to remove rust or other impurities.
6.1.4.1 The sand filter should be composed of
Ottawa sand, graded to contain about 70 percent of No.
30 to No. 50 (600- to 300-#m) and 30 percent of No.
50 to No. 100 (300- to 150-#m) sand particles.
6.1.5 SupplementaryEquipment.-A portable electric
retort with double pot to heat stearin pitch sealing
compound, a vacu-blaster for cleaning surfaces, air-operated
wrenches for tightening flange bolts, and miscellaneous
trucks and dollies are required.
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ll, f' pern"<akillJ

•,ir cy]im•ler ,:righ<,

7.

O' Jppar•tm;

sH-,.,,,wing

8.3 The 6- by I::,-inch (157:- b,y 15?-ranx) concrete
permeability specimens shah be: brok:en from cy]!inde'rs cast
in 6- b.7 }.?:-iin, cl•, ':i] 5.2- by 305-mm,). metal c3Ainder mc,,lds
The grooves fc,,rmed iln the: concrete cyl!ir•ders, h,'/the co.lla:'s
c:ause phnes ,:ff red uced crc,,s s sect•cm, whk:h permit cy]!;nde:s
:o be broken s,o, that test specim, ens that a•e about 6 iinches
(]52 ram), deep widq freshly broken surfaces at 5o,:h ends.
may be: produced. Figure 5 iHust:ates one o.f d-•ese cylilnde.rs.
To, faci]lffate breakiing the cyllinders at the: reduced s.ectio.ns:,
sapp,c•,•ts should be' placed under the ends; and cem:er c,,f
grooved cylinder and a compressive load app]:ied o.n the
grc,,o'ce, as; shown on figure 6. The s.ealir•g sarface of t]m'
upper end ,,)f the spechnen that is iin position for te's•:ir, g
and f,o•rned by rim on circumference of specimen by the
collars shall be chiipped or vacu-blasted before sampl!e is
placed iin perme.abiln:y coe,:ainer,, as shown on figure 7.
This method of preparatio.n F,>:•vides the most representati!ve portion c,f the..cylh'•der for pe:.:meabil]ity tests and
e]ffminates •he necessit'y c,,f adiusting for "end effect" or
. . surface skin cc:,ndffi)o.n."
8.4 Bec:a•se specimens 8 inches ,:12:03 ram) in diameter
by 8. inches long, and ]argen, are: considere.d tc,.o ]large ,,,)
break because of the roughness presented by tlqe hrge
aggregate, the mortar i:rc,,m b.,)th the top and bottom ,0,f
these: cylinders shall[ be chippe•d or :',oug:hene.d b3• ratablasting nnti]l the agg:egate iis oompletel'•,
exposedl•, except
fc,.: a 3./4-inch (]9'-ram) wide ring around t]•e bc,•:te,,m edge,
which is necessary •,,:)ok:,•ain a good seat on the suppc, r'ti:ng
flange.

c•m,p•essed-

9.

•md te•itic,6• traits

'l-"es•: Specimens.

8.1
Unless anot]qer size ils. specified, n:-A:• and p.la,ce
corJictete i m•l ,fi.-by ]2:-in,sh ,11 <.,2- by :i,05-mrn) cylinder molds
]in accordance l•.,.'ilth the' applicabIe pre)'•,,iis;[ol]S. IIL) f USBIR 4192,
except •:ha: c)']iinder molds shah have l/'d-iinch (6A-m,n','.l.
wide by 1/2:-J!c,.ch (12:.7-mm)deep c<:,lLJrs that are 3 inches
,11176 n:]m) i•roil:-J each end to prc, vicle groc,.ves h-s the ,:•wJcte:te,
see •:igu•e 4.
:8.2:
Cc,,ncre•e fc,• the 18;- by 18-inc•, (457-by 4"37-mm).
pe•meability cylinder spe:cimens is a, iso mass n•i>:ed and
may cc, ntain aggregate up t,o 6-Jlnc:h ,(150-m[Yl) rnaxin•un'•
size.

N(YFt-I

'}SP l-

2.-' H)dr,•s.'t,::,.ne:,"

manufact•,•:e'd

by

•)*e US.

Co•F, sum

Cc,, is recommended
I!)'.2:
Phce cap ,on the specimen c:on•aine•:, tighten
securely:, and cc:,nnec• container tc,, water :'eservo]i•
10,.

Calibration

and Standardization

I01 Each water reservoiir must be. calibrated un.de•
op, eratiing pressure •,,•) de*ermm, e the ":tan)¢ factor.,'" vvhii(::h
is; the :'elati,J.nship between gauge reading and water volume
leaving •he reserv,mir. F'i[l[ reservo.ir to, abo.ve d,e zerc,

NOTE 1 -Fig;u•e 3 sb,:n•.,s •he: .dimer•sio•JS of tl:,e containers
fc•.r •be 8 and 12-in•:h (2¢J?:.- and 305-turn) diameter test: spe.,cin:,e.ns
'T'tte tesl f:,.>,_-,•edure fi,,: {e.s.ting these specimen sizes is tin, e. sartTie
:IS f•,Ilr •esting [Pile 1£I- L•}! 181-ilChl
J57-mlm) specimen,
s.
(

o.f App, a='atus

9.1
The app, r,opriiate specimen (:ontaiiner shall be
carefully c:ieaned to,. remove any k::,o.se sea].ing oompound
before a s.amplle is. centered in iit •for testing iin a do, wn
pos.kion o.: same po.sitic, n as cyIm, der was. cast. Apply a
1../4-incl-• (,6-ram,) layer of p.]aster ,Ll, f Pans ,:ima.•:e 2) to
container fhnge. Seat specimen o.n iq!ange so that specimen
is; centered in o::,.ntainer (fig. 80. Fill annula: space between
spechnen and container with a stea:iln pitch ( a by-prc,duc:•
of s,•).ap manufacture) co, ml>•mnded t,0, )'•eld a penetratic,.n
of 20 tc, 25 when tested by ASTM D 5. Tt•e pitch should
be. heated using the electric :e•:,,:)rt t.• ab, a.ut 45() °F (232
°C):, and p<:,•re:d around and between specimen and
container (fig. 0). Se:ve•al pcao=s •re usually necessary to
ensure space: is complete]17 i:iHed.

P'recautilons

7.1
Th, is •est p.>:•cedu•e ma'/ irn.,olve hazardous
mate:ialls:, ,,:,pexati,,::ms, and equipment=, and does nc,.t c]him
to address all safety problems assocLn:ed with its •J, se. It
is •he respc,,n, sibffty ,,:)f the ,aser t,::, ,:,:m, sai• and establi:sh,
app.rc,,priate sal:e:t'.y and he.ahb p.:ac•ices and determine
aF, p.licabi]lity of re:gu, latc, r)' ]limilta•ions F,.:].c,,: t,:•. nse.
8..

Preparation,

kill, I
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Specimen
Size,
inches A
18

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
C

B

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

'rsl-inch bolt

19•4 19 l} I• 27 3 24 5., inch drill for

8

I
i I
137113 I'• I•
i
•71 9 I
•

6

13! 7

12

I

I

i Z5 inch drillfor_3
19 3 14 • •
inch bolt 4
I
i • inchdrillfor 5
472• I0 2 i.•
inchbolt 8
I
I •Jnchdrillfor5
12 27 8 2 I•inchbolt e

L BC M

•, I• 2• 2 7i

I
7
I
4
I
4

N

0

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

3 i i 3•3 21 21¼ 5•3
20 8 4•:4•1•
I

3

•

• • •,d,• ,

"'. "•,•,•,"'k\

.=, ,,, .'

"%i=l•rl rl •----

"T" lll•

I I

,•t

I

•i•,•L•k

i•J

•

\ /

"/

-r

'

"

"•'..

I

'

i

\

•

i

ill I TI

I g•, li

•'•L,,' •, •l

GENERAL NOTES
Cop ond shell to be of chrome
nickel cost steel.

v

,

•

.I

•-inch Semi-

'

=,

-'--r

oll cont•ners ,•

--4

.

Steel costingsof o density su•ficient to w,thsfondO hydr•stoticpressure of 500 IbfAnT
Costings must be onneoledbefore
mochining.
I ;n = 25.4 mm
I Ibf/in2= 6.8948 kPo

; /

'

-i

Bolts to be S.A.E. cop screws,
hex. heod ond hex. nut complete with woshers.

Spotfoce

G

Figure 3. - Design drawing of specimen container.
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}:]gt:rt'
/'• •al•,t c,::,•ilcl,•, i-:,,crmeui•i]:it) cy]ilq,,•r d>:,'€,u•:lg q>::,,::,',es
}c, rmed k:,,, the c,::,]i.•ts sih,,.vcr•
li•.:'LI[C ].

]•igl]

i

:'r•

o •[l• 1:4

•Ii •:i-- I:'i• I-%:inch , !i?
i ti]i,q

;

{ll•l ¢ ],r(:,'i'

I':li!

lcle. #r,; •,, l,+'cs

!}[)<i

in rile

II1[[]'1)iL:iI]il]iL!•:[

'C.dcmz]lu•e

[Kl,:i]d i,:l, iEh

A/g

]211 as

P"rocedm"e

Calcu, iatic,,rJ, and Ineerpretat{o,n,

""

K- = ,c,,:)e:{{iciler, t c,,f perme•b,i!lky in l•:eet per second
,:1 meters per secon,,Jl ),
Qt = h-•reme'n,• ,:{ f]i,,:)w :i:r:, cubk: fee.t per se.o:md
(cubic tnc'•e•:s, per s;e,oa, nd',•,
k = •ez•gth ,:•,•; spe.cime•q, in t:ee• (meters),
A =: c>:•ss-s.ecd,:m,a] a•eu ,,4 spech32•er, irJ SqlU;nxe •:ee:
(square metezs),, ar•dl
H = apF:,liied pressure pe:• f,:.•o• (mete:) od water
(c,.,:•te 3).
I{

11. l
A f:•e] all ,,.:.:•ll, ciect J{,,ns. ]lave been secured., fi]li s.ys[elin,
w ith, v,'•ter lit 7 q, 4+2 ': ' P i: 23 ,I],± l ] o C :1 App]iy a•ih pres.scu:c
c:,f 4(:i(1 1k:,7,"i£-• •:'-!:7S•I kF"ai:, t•=, tk•e v,,ace'•: rese'•:v<,,ir. Read
w•t:er ]e.ve] <,.n gauge g]ass. Ir,,i:]o,v me;ts•Jre•:•e:E•ts s.hc•,uN
k,e takee, f+e,quet+tl•., ,dt:lsh-xg fJirs• dcly and twice ;+i day 1f-c,,:
rel:naMdl,er c,,{ re'st pe'rJi,,:l,d ReJ,dJings sha]!l be +eoL•,rded •,,n
v,,,:•rks.h=eet •:{{g: Ill]i)A caxe+{•,:i[ [rxs.F,.ectiori o{: tl:•e k,,,,r)t•:,,)l:l:q
SLl:trfaCe ,L•.t rest spe'c•in-Jer, sh<;,LtJld be •lliat!le t,t,, .dete.r nil[he ex•<•
lime o{
]In s,:mle cases=. OL•ttIow may i-}(i,{ ,•)ccur.
]].2
Tcs.dng s]hn]l o•l.ntillue fc,• about S0(I t-l,::•,u•s. A•
c,c:,mp,]ech:,r• ,:•f test:, c:,:•ntaJlne:r s.h, al] be: ,de.tac:[•ed fr,,:;,rcJ •c,•,;•
unk and he;•ted wid• hc:,t wat<r t-c,, sc,,{•en Fdt,ch s,o t:h;•t
st-:,eci•q•e.r:• •:nay be re•:rtc•ve.,d.
12.

<t:ig

o; :,a i,c fete,

rea•ding on
s.cale Applly air pressure t,:.• '•(',u:il ]bf,'m •
!2758 kPa> ,,•r* d-,e reservc,,il'. Bleed wace:: f>::mn system •nriil
w•ter M •-cse:rv,::,,h: is at zer,;)mark ,:m s,c;ale }{em,:•ve waecr
fr,::,•l•i s.ysee.n-a tlh>:•ugh
the v.u,t]let
vcl["c,e [n 5()0-cm •
{it•cre.merl,•s i•:,e,;• m •;;:a,duaced cylMdler. ,A{tc-:r ea,c:h iricremeFJt
klas beerl reiin,:>,,,e,d., level of water in g.luge g;lilss sha•]! bc'
reaJ c,•n, dhc s,c:•,k: aJ•q,,•t •ec,mdled T'hc c•diibradi,c:,n ,:arast•m,t
.c:,• tank fmsc•,:•l s]la•]ll be c:•]cu]•ced {>,:ui,q these rea•,:•Jlmgs a:;
.c•.l•Jc: cel]til//ece:Ts l::,cr ceLl•Jinloter.
I i,

ou, efi:iicienr c,,i perme•Sili%•'

= f:kl,•v ir• cubic fee•: per year (cubic meters F,e•
yea•)=, and
.Q"• =: increr•neE•t ,,:/fl,:•w M cub:k: ce.ndmeters p,e:•

Q'

•-Jl ,[]llL] r,

T'hen,,

= <,, (

> Ii
) (' ]1 :x l•l{i'cm s,

o,f Resuh:s
iin • 'i_s'7! " S. kPa, equals a head

12.1
P]I,,:>• m{ll,,•w data •s shc,,ws• ,:•n {igulre I [ S,e]lec•
a :l(l(:i,-]•<:,ur pe•rii,,,d {•::,•- wll•iclh •:h::aw •a•:e was e,_;sentiallly
,•,,::,rtst•mt Rcco>J [he lest age as. •he age c,,{ the c:,•,nc•-ete
•t mid.p,, d,it •:,.f ]l,:E<l•<:,,,u• F, eri• •.d.

":

7 18
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I,;:, •..•IIF[efi
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FieHre 8. "•..'ie'w .::,f h,.•,tt,:•.n:• ,:.P specimen o::,n*air'ier sh,::,'•,, in, g t'ne'N>::,,J
•1 Nt•plyin/; plasre.• c,f F%ris t,::. con, rsinel fl• r@:e.

t:'i•3u:e 6
M]•s:]u,•d ,•f brc•kikJ,• pcminncuh, il]ty •;pt.:,Licn•nz. •,'•:,*•: that
,<c cq•d I,:.•s ah.c.,•d..:.' h,r,•:h J:• o.l• 21J,:ul, g r]le •r',;:•,il;,'t,:J pilan<.

•-'[gLJ[-¢.: 51 - V[e•.¥ ,::d top ,::,• %•e,cimv-.n
>•aled :i[,r.t• p. ,sJiti, n '•,. kh ,<eaNn [-:.i:tcli].

Oi:,IHaJl-ICg

;-,t,v,,'[ng

e@e,cinmn

12.5 The adjusur•ent fo.r end effe:ct ,::table' 2 and fig. I41',,
d.eper•ds, o.n specimen ]iength i•c th, e •engih ;is. •ess tin, an 30
inches ,:762 rnm) Thiis adliulsu-nen• is. n,0,t required if ,he
specimens tested have f•es,)@.•.' bro.ken surfaces ,;:l.n the •'::*t::'
and b,:•tt:om as. opposed to ch, ipF, ed ,0,r vacu•-b]lastedl surfaces..
The chipping of the fo.•med s.•rface crealedl by •l-ae cc, H•r
o,n top of specimen is nee c,:•nsidered t:o be a ch:ipped or
vac•J-b•asred surface.
1'<,
The amount ,:_•: outflow is de•ermiine.d by
iY•esstJrirJg tl-•e m•ss ,o,r volume c:,f >..rate:•: in collecting j:,r
c:,.• o::,,r•::aine• ar regn]lar h-,ter,,'als. This value is. entered ,:::•r•
th, e w,/•,•ksh, ee.r ({ig. 10), it k,i. n,s,r used in the ca]kul.ackm
c,,f: pe:zmeabi]ity but s<:,mecimes F•ro.vi:de.s useRfl i:ni:c,,•matior•,.

12_!:,
For the t•stJal lab,oratory ttest:s.=, a colIectic, n t,c)r
ternpera•e from 73q +it: o F ,•: 230± 1 1 o C) tc, the s.tar•,dard
t:en:-•pe•am•e c,f 68 o F' (20 °'C::, need nc, t be made because
th, e s:lna•l zesLi;hiing vallcte d:i•lfe.ze•,,c:e is; nor consCdlered o•:
F:,.r•ct•ca] ilmp,,:•'ta nce.
12.4 The test age ,.U a spe,cirnen is the: nt:lmber of dl%vs
from e•stirag dh•< •<:,. the tm-•e us,:d ,o,n •he iiniClk*v¢'-Nme
&•r'•'e •,;:• de•eHr•ine ,,;ak:•e c,•f rate c,{ in•I,::,,w When a series
c,•: c:,,:•r•crete mixes arc: •,•£, be: compared f:or permeability
at eaNiy ages, d•,e l-lydrat[,:,,•:• ,c,f the cemer•t •dte.rs the
perlnesbli lit.,,, w J( ]:q, age, and •h e results s.h,/)ll •dl k:,e conve rted
to a o•mp.a•ab.,le test age. T%N.e 1 and t:igutre 13 show f•lct,s.rs
tak:e•i f;c,m aver•lg;e ,,,aIt:ies that (:sE, be' •us.ed for acijit•s.tiir•.g:
perrneabil:it 7 vaJu=e5; tt,i, (i0-d•3ys age. Bec•mse cements and
p.c, zzc, lar, s h, ydh•lze •t cl:i:fi%.r'es: •'ates.:,. na.oze os.mF, arab{e
re.s•ulcs can h,,e ,::•h, taiinedl wDen •ime p,e.rn:-•its debating
perl:neabilik:y test umil specimens are in excess c,,f: 240days age, when hydrati<m, its. esse.ntiaHy comple.te

13.

Repor•::

1%]
A report ,:m dhiis p>,:>cedure is best a.occ, mp]Iiished
by s lette• subrnhtiing the p>:>peNte's
c,.f the nNix de.siig.n
mve.sti:gati,,•t•s.. Tl-•e •e.f,or• shall inc]l,ud, e:
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Table 1. - Age factors for adjustingpermeability values to 60-days age (from fig. 13).

J
•
•
A
•
14•

Age,
days

Factor

Age,
days

Factor

Age,
days

Factor

Age,
days

Factor

Age,
days

Factor

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

150
147
143
140
137
135
133
131
128
125
122
119
!16
114
112
110
108
107
105
103
101
100
98
96
94
94
93
92
91
90
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
84
83
82
82

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

81
80
80
79
78
77
77
76
76
75
75
75
74
74
73
73
72
72
71
70
70
69
69
69
68
68
68
67
67
66
66
66
66
66
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

64
64
64
63
63
63
62
62
62
61
61
61
60
60
60
60
59
59
59
59
59
58
58
58
58
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
51
51
51
51
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
49
49
49
49
49
49

2O3
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

49
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

Source of concrete materials.
Mixture proportions.
Curing conditions, if other than continuously
Age at test.
Coefficient of permeability.
Plot of inflow.

15.
moist.
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Table 2. -Adjustment factors for end effect (from fig. 14).
Lenth of

FactorI,

Length of

Factori,

specimen,
inches (ram)

percent

specimen,
inches (mm)

percent

21
38
50
60
75
86
90
100
106

18 (457)
24 (610)
28 (711)
36 (914)
48 (1219)
60 (1524)
120 (3048)
240 (6096)
480 (12 192)

112
119
124
127
134
136
143
147
149

1
2
3
4
6
.8
9
12
15

(25)
(51)
(76)
(102)
(152)
(203)
(229)
(305)
(381)

L The value of this factor approaches 150 percent as the length approaches
infinity: Ratio of specimen length to its length plus 6 inches for the
end effect is oo/(ao + 6) = 100. For the standard 12-inch specimen, the
ratio of specimen length to its length plus 6 inches for end effect would
be 12/(12 + 6 )= 0.667. Since the end effect factor for this standard
12-inch specimen is 100 percent, the factor at infinity must be the ratio
for an infinitely long specimen divided by the ratio for the 12-inch

specimen, or 100/0.667 = 150.

NOTE: The permeability computed from the test data for the length
of specimen at any age, divided by the appropriate factor, should be
equal to the permeability for the same concrete at the same age when
tested in a 12-inch-long specimen when the end effect equals 6 inches
of additional representative concrete•
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Spec. or DES/aN STAaE
Solic. No.
Project C'•'A#rR.A/. OtrA PI
Feature
Z/'ppER Srl• P,/ATE•. DA,a4

Structure DA#4

,
Item RCC It4tx #t.rlaAt 2"A/VC..*r.
Location Z•',•,c'y'd',R /..,,4a
Station •
Offset --*--Depth •
to
......-.-

tTested by r..OocE•,
Date
,- K.MITc/¢Et• ,. /t- o, •.'o It-3-82
Computed by
Date
K./H irc, qEZ/.
/2-3oJ'2
Checked by
Date
7:. •o•E•t
/2-3-82

WATER PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE
Mix No.RCC Nb. Z-4
MSA /•
inches • Source: C•to'a',¥•'O S•NosroAtE-4/P•e ST"/Z•v'ArER
Cement No. A4-7/•O
Type }T/-.A Brand/Source Z#t8 SrO./•EV/Z$ -¢Z/O• o'• Mass/J2.o Ibm
Pozzolan No./t•-d4q8 Class
f"
Source/Supplier ZA$ Sro./CA//Cd6o, IL
Mass2•5.o Ibm • d__•_• %
Mix Proportions: • % -- to • inch (am), .£-q" %/• to 3/4 inch LmeeO, a9-% a/4 to 3/8 inch Lum'r),
___• % • to ,q inch (•m.r), • %
to
inch (am)
Sand 34. 5 %
Mix Properties: W/(C+P) O,44- , Density
148. 41
lbm/ft 3 •, Slump • inches£m.mg"
Air Content: Press.
• % Grav. /. o
%
Curing: CoNr/•tt•,oLt• •o• Ct•R• • /oo • R•/v'• Al•m/o/•-y A• 7•o• *•
Specimen No./_.L_, Sizedxg, a•nches (.ramS, Date Cast 4-/-•P•, Test Age23•__•_•$ Unit No. B , Tank Factor//•._..•_3cmS/cm
Test Press. ,400
lbf/in 2 • × 2.31 or.0,.H•=
•'$•t feet •r• of Head, Purpose •r•/ya,.¢r/a•r/oW$

Date

Time

Test Hours
Individual (I)
Cumulative (C)
I
C

Gauge
Reading,
cm

Inflow
Diff. in
Tank Factor)lq.43
Times Diff. in
Gauge
Reading, Gauge Reading, cm3
cm
I
C

o

o

Z$o

o

o

•:Oo•m

2

2

7.40

0.1o

II. q

//. 9

II- I0

7:ooom

14

/6

7. 70

o.3o

3•.8

4Z7

IL-18

8:00o•

,qq

6•"

gl•"

0.4•"

53.7

/Ol.4

a-/V

•:ooo/.

• 72

/3 7

oo.£0

o.3•

4I.&

143.

II-/g

•:ooom

•4

/g /

$. go

0.1o

I/. q

/55.I

t1-17

•: aOam

24

/ •J"

g. 70

o.lo

II, q

/•7.0

•:OOa•

24

209

0%75

o.o•

•.o

173.o

II-/q

•:dOo•

24

e33

g.ro

o.o•

6.0

/7q, o

/ t-,%*

8: oo =., •

9./5

O.B£

#L&

22o.•

/l-2•

€:ooa•

•.2o

0. o•

• d. o

226.8

11-24

•?:#oa,,•i

24

3•'•

q.20

o

22•.8

11"2g

7:4£am

4&

•o/

q.•o

o. •o

23. q

2•o. 7

i/- •q

f:ooam'

7e

473

?.go

0.8o

23.q

274.6

11-3o

•..o#atn

24

497

9.70

0.1o

I/. 9

•°o°d.•

12-1

•:OOatm
8: ooa•

d,. o

eqe.K

8:ooam!

J'e/
S'4t.•
s'[, q

o.o•

I 2-3

•4
•
4
eel

@.o•

12-2

q. 7£
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[,. o

g.O

e°q#.•
304.9

Figure 10. - Sample data and calculation form for water permeability
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Figure 11. - Inflow data curve.
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Spec. or D•:$/6"# ,aefAaE
Solic. No.
P r °J ectff'•'Nr•.•tt_

Tested by T. Do•N f
Date
K. i•/rc/dEg/I1-? ro 12-3-f•

Structure

DAict
ItemA•CC At]IX D•'$/6A/2"•'//•'S•
Locatibn QEAt'V'ER •*18

/_./'T,4 H

Station
Depth

Feature

U#pE,• Sr/•wArE• DA/•

.--x..•

Offset
to
.,-,..--

Computed by
3€'. Ad/rc•€•//-

Date
/•'-.,8 -8•

Checked by
T. Do*' •'m'

Date
/8 -3-88

WATER PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE
Basic Equation: K =
where:
K =
Q =
L =
A =
/-/ =

OL or QAH

TEST DATA REPORTED
L = O__.....•g
6".
/12 = O.•"O,a"
ft.(am•
A = wd2/4 = • (O.S) 2/4 = O. Iq6
ft2(.ma')"
H= 400 lbf/in2• x 2.31 _(0.-14• = •ft..DrO"
Q1 (fig. 11) = O.3•'--g" cm•/h
Age.of specimen at time flow is obtained:
23q days
End Condition: ,•,•otCA'a/•'•'A/DS

KAH
L

coefficient of permeability in ft/s (m/s),
increment of flow in fO/s (m3s),
length of specimen in feet (m),
cross-sectional area of specimen in ft2 (m2), and
head of water in feet (m).

STEP 1:
Let Q' = flow in ft3/yr (m3/yr). If flow rate Q1 is reported in cmS/h,
Q' = 0.309355 •)1 fO/yr, or
= 0.008760 Q1 m3/yr (from section 12.2)
= (0.3o73•'S)
#oSS'f ) =
O./o?dP
ft•/yr •L0a26y,e•
STEP 2:
Let/(1 =
K1

0'L in (fO/ft2)/yr or (m3/m•)/yr, K• is unit hydraulic gradient
AH

= (O.loq•
( O. Iq6

)( O.•oS ) =
)(
q•4
)

=

o.o•447
IdP/.I

•.O•x/O-4

(f0/ft2)/yr or•

STEP 3:
Adjust K1 value to 60-day age using table 1:
100K•
=
(100) (O.ooo.•o•)
K1 = Factor from table 1
( •ta" )

Th/• ¢a/cu/a/,'oa ,• $•owt,
ased

6".#'at/O -•

(fO/ft2)/yr or•

oa/y for

/oecauae •ZAe procedure

.cetmea/t'//oasma•ert'a/s

=

t'//aa'•ra•i• toar•oo$¢$.
T•/$ •r•ep was no•
a$sex•oe$
a •@Aet de3ree
a/Aydra/,'oa
of

a do de)Is' a•ee #Aan ,'s aeA/'ewed

•o,',• •ecc.

STEP 4:
For specimens with broken ends, K2 = Kq, and this step is not required.
Adjust K2 value:
Kq =

100/(2
Factor from table 2

=

(100) (O.OOO•
( 7£ )

)

=

•], l •'/0 -4t

(fO/ft•)/yr or•

r•,'• colc•/al,'o,, ,'# S•ow• oa/_>, •or ,'//•s•ral,'o•
•aa•oses. T/•,'# •r•o ,was
•o /" ,•e cessa# y •eca•se e•,ds o/ #/oec,'me•, were •-o•ee•, a,,•/ aot c,4,•o/oe•

Figure 12. - Sample worksheeet for determining coefficient of permeability.
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Figure 13. - Effect of specimen age on permeability.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4914-92

DIRECT TENSILE STRENGTH, STATIC MODULUS
OF ELASTICITY, AND POISSON'S RATIO
OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE SPECIMENS IN TENSION
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Materials Engineering Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4914; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.
1.

Scope

of any type capable of imposing a load at the rate and
magnitude prescribed in this test procedure. A self-aligning,
spherically seated, alignment assembly shall be mounted
on the testing machine. This assembly provides precise
alignment through an adaptor plate that bolts into the
crosshead, and holds a spherical brace and bearing to seat
the alignment rod.
5.2 Longitudinal Strain Gauges.-A bonded sensing
device for measuring strain to the nearest 5 microunits
per unit shall be used for determining the modulus of
elasticity. The deformation shall be calculated from the
average of measurements made by diametrically opposite
gauge lines, each parallel to the longitudinal axis, centered
at midheight of the specimen. The effective length of each
gauge line shall be greater than two times the maximum
concrete aggregate size but less than two-thirds the height
of the specimen.
5.3 Transverse Strain Gauges.-For Poisson's ratio, the
transverse strain shall be the average value determined
by two bonded gauges mounted circumferentially, at
diametrically opposite points, at midheight of the specimen.
The strain gauges shall have the capability of measuring
the circumferential strain to the nearest 5 microunits per
unit.
5.4 End Plates and Connecting Assembly.-End plates,
to be bonded to ends of cast or cored specimens, shall
be made of high-quality steel with diameters not larger
than 1.4 times the diameter of the cylindrical test specimen.
The plates shall be of such thickness and strength to
minimize flexing under the ultimate tensile load. A double
end plate design, as shown on figures 1 and 2, has been
found to give the best performance. In this design, stress
from the testing machine is distributed by a ring of bolts
to an end plate that is bonded to the specimen. Threaded
connectors attach the end plates to an alignment rod of
the testing machine. With this type of end plate, a specimen
with a length-to-diameter ratio as low as 1.5 may be tested.
With a single-plate, center-pull, end plate, the length-todiameter ratio should exceed 2.0 because of the greater
length of end effect on the specimen.

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for
determining the chord modulus of elasticity (Young's static
modulus), Poisson's ratio, and the direct tensile strength
of molded concrete
cylinders and diamond-drilled concrete
cores under longitudinal tensile stress.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1
USBR Procedures:
1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
4031 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in Field
4042 Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed
Beams or Cubes of Concrete and Shotcrete
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 174 Standard Method of Measuring Length of Drilled
Concrete Cores •
E 6 Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Methods
of Mechanical Testing 2
3.

Significance

3.1 This procedure is of primary significance in
determining the direct tensile properties of various concrete
materials.
4.

Terminology
4.1
4.2
4.3

5.

Tensile Strength.-As defined in ASTM E 6.
Modulus ofElasticity.-As defined in ASTM E 6.
Poisson's Ratio.-As defined in ASTM E 6.

Apparatus

5.1 Testing Machine.-The testing machine shall
conform to the requirements of USBR 1104, and may be
I Annual Book ofASTMStandards, vol. 04.02.
2 Annual Book olcASTMStandards, vols. 03.0l, 08.03.
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SECTION A--A

SECTION A--A
,I•NOTE : Higher SAE grade bolts may be used,
proper uniform"torque required.

•Steel plate to be
bonded to concrete
*NOTE : Higher SAE grade bolts may be
specimen
used. proper uniform torque
required.

Steel plate to be
bonded to concrete
specimen

Figure 2. - Steel end plate assembly for testing 10-inch (250-mm) concrete
cylinders in tension (2 required).

Figure 1. - Steel end plate assembly for testing 6-inch (150-mm) concrete
cylinders in tension (2 required).

6.

condition as applied to compressive strength specimens
in USBR 4042, except that only diamond-drilled cores
having a length-to-diameter ratio greater than 1.5 shall
be used. Requirements relative to storage and ambient
conditions immediately prior to testing shall be the same
as those for molded cylindrical specimens in USBR 4192.
7.3 Measurement of Test Specimens.-The diameter of
each test specimen shall be determined by averaging two
diameter measurements taken at right angles to each other
near the center of the specimen length. These diameters
shall be measured to the nearest 0.01 inch (0.25 mm) with
a caliper. The average diameter shall be used for calculating
cross-sectional area. The length of the specimen shall be
reported to the nearest 0.10 inch (2.5 ram), with the drilled
specimens measured in accordance with ASTM C 174.

Precautions

6.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 Caution:
Exposure to epoxy adhesives can cause
skin irritations and Other health problems. Personnel
applying these adhesives are cautioned to avoid contact
with skin, avoid prolonged or repeated breathing of vapors,
and use with adequateventilation.
7.

Test Specimens

8.

7.1 Molded CylindricalSpecimens.-Test cylinders shall
conform to the size, molding, and curing requirements set
forth in USBR 4192 (laboratory specimens) or USBR 4031
(field specimens). Moist cured specimens, during the period
between their removal from the curing environment and
testing, shall be kept moist by a wet cloth cover.
7.2 Drilled Core Specimens.-Cores shall comply with
the requirements for drilling, end preparation, and moisture

Conditioning

8.1 Bonding End Plates.-Sandblast the face of the end
plate to remove all foreign matter and to provide a good
bonding surface. Lightly sandblast or lap the ends of the
specimens to remove laitance and to provide a good surface
for bonding to the end plate. Surface dry the ends of the
specimen and bond end plates to the specimen using a
high-modulus, high-bond-strength epoxy. End plates shall
727
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be boaded perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
specimen.
8.2 Attaching BondedStrain Gauges.-Smooth
theareas
to receive gauges by wire brushing or sanding. Remove
loose dust from the surface by air jet or brushing. Dry
surface of concrete to receive gauge. Apply a leveling and
sealing precoat of epoxy adhesive to the concrete. After
sealing coat has hardened, abraid the surface with siliconcarbide paper. Bond gauge to specimen using a highstrength epoxy adhesive. Other adhesives recommended
by the strain gauge manufacturer may be used in place
of the epoxy.
8.3 Moisture
Cond#ion.-Strength
and elasticity of
concrete are affected by the moisture condition at time
of test. For comparable results, standard conditions are
to test the specimen with the concrete in a saturated
condition. Epoxy adhesive does not adhere well to wet
surfaces; therefore, the surfaces to which end plates and
gauges must be bonded need to be surface dried with a
minimum of drying occurring to the test specimen as a
whole. On removing specimen from moist room preparatory to applying end plates and gauges, wrap the specimen
in plastic. Cut windows into the plastic where the strain
gauges are to be applied. Seal the plastic around windows
to the specimen. If significant drying occurs, waterproof
the gauges and return specimen to moist room before
testing,
9.

Calibration

and Standardization

11.

Calculations

11.1 Calculate the modulus of elasticity to the nearest
50,000 lbf/in2 or 0.350 GPa as follows:
E --

&-&

(1)

{2 - •1

where:
E = chord modulus of elasticity, in pound force per
square inch (gigapascals);
$2 =
stress corresponding to 40 percent of ultimate
load or at a stress corresponding to a selected
strain, in pound force per square inch
(megapascals);
$1 =
stress selected to be near the start of the straight
portion of the stress-straincurve, in pound force
per square inch (megapascals);
longitudinal strain produced by stress &, to
e2 =
nearest 5 microunits per unit; and
longitudinal
strain produced by stress Sx, to
el =
nearest 5 microunits per unit.
11.2 Calculate Poisson's ratio to the nearest 0.01 as
follows:
/'2
r =
(2)
•2 -- •i

where:

9.1 The calibration and standardization of the
miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing
the tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section
2 are covered under that particular procedure or standard.
10.

and Poisson's ratio are not to be measured, continue loading
to failure on first loading. Record maximum applied load
at failure and note type of failure.

r = Poisson's ratio,
t2 = transverse strain at midheight of specimen
produced by stress $2 (sec. 11.1), to
nearest 5 microunits per unit;
tl = transverse strain at midheight of specimen
produced by stress &(sec. 11.1), to
nearest 5 microunits per unit; and
e2 and el = as previously defined in equation (1).

Procedure

10.1 An ambient temperature and humidity, as
constant as possible, shall be maintained throughout the
test. All unusual fluctuations in temperature or humidity
shall be noted in the report.
10.2 If comparison specimens are available, the
ultimate tensile strength shall be determined prior to
testing for modulus of elasticity.
10.3 Attach a threaded connector into the bonded end
plate at each end of the test specimen. Ensure that rods
of the alignment assemblies move freely in the spherical
heads. Thread specimen connectors to rods of the top and
bottom alignment assemblies. Attach strain gauge leads
to indicating or recording instrument.
10.4 Apply load continuously and without shock at a
constant rate between 100 and 200 (lbf/in2)/min (689 to
1378 kPa/min) to what is anticipated to be about 40 percent
of ultimate load. If instruments are not of the continuously
recording type, record strain at every 20-1bf/in 2 (138-kPa)
increment of stress. Reduce load to zero at about the same
rate that load was applied. Repeat the loading and the
readings. If the two test runs appear compatible, make
a final continuous loading to failure. If modulus of elasticity

11.3 Calculate direct tensile
10 lbf/in 2 (0.069 MPa) as follows:

strength

to nearest

L
T = •- (inch-pound units)
L
T -- 1000A

(3)
(metric units)

where:
T

direct tensile strength in pound force per square
inch (megapascals),
L= ultimate total load in pound force (kilonewtons),
and
A= cross-sectional area in square inches (square
meters).
11.4 Figure 3 shows a typical calculation form and
figure 4 shows a typical plot of the data. Data acquisition
and calculations may be performed automatically by
computer and are represented by figures 5 and 6.
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Computed by
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,-'-
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Date

to

DIRECT TENSILE STRENGTH, STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY,.
AND POISSON'S RATIO OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE SPECIMENS IN TENSION
Date:

/- / "7 - q/

Time:

9 : 4-0

Area:

2g. 27

in2Prn4• Type' of Curing:

a.ln.,'T:•,"

,Cylinder:

A/o. A I

Idenc

; Dimensionsa,.oo

Longitudinal Strain
Stress
S] or $2
MPa

Ibf/in 2

zo
20

x 10 -•'

MPa

#in/in

6
&

lob
a3o

o
O
S
?

46
Jr5
b3
"72
ZP/
9O
Jo0
109
12o
13o
/4-/
/S/
J(,,3
1"/4
/g6
19,9"
:2-11
224
'2.37.
Zs•
:z.7o
•.87
let/
294"

in#.
zo?
23J
21ol
28 7
39
.•65
9Z
.q-/•t'
494
52o
•4-6
57'/
597
•7
672

7/o

II
13
1q-

2-(,

g
st/

?/9

E= ($2 - St) + (e2 - et) = (286'
15

r=(r2-rt)+(e2-eO=(

Ultimate Total Load =

- ;oq.) + ( ?__O_O - 3.__.OO ) x 10 -6 =18•" + 60 x 10 -° =3.•$'x
-5

20,326

Direct Tensile Strength =

)x10-6+(? • -3• )x10"6=/0

x10-6+60

lbf/in •
Figure 3: - Elastic properties data and computation form.
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12.

Report

•
•
•

12.1 The report may include the data from figures 3
through 6 as appropriate along with a cover letter. The
final report shall include:
•
•
•

13.

Specimen identification number.
Dimensions of specimen in inches (millimeters).
Curing and environmental history of concrete.

Tensile strength of concrete.
Modulus of elasticity, if determined.
Poisson's ratio, if determined.
Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision and bias of this procedure have not
been determined.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4915-92

DIRECT SHEAR OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE SPECIMENS
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4915; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision.

1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines a procedure for measuring peak and residual shear strength as a function of
stress normal to the shear plane. The procedure is to be
used for measuring shear strength of intact or open concrete
joints, concrete/rock interfaces, homogeneous concrete, and
other planar, possibly weak features. Results are employed
in stability analyses of concrete structures.
1.2 Intact specimens are tested to failure by the
shearing process at predetermined normal stresses. The
shear stress at failure for at least three "like" specimens
at different normal stresses are used to compute a failure
envelope. Specimens with open features as well as sheared
homogeneous specimens are subjected to sliding forces in
a series of at least three normal stresses; a peak failure
envelope is obtained for each specimen. Normal and shear
stresses for similar features may be statistically analyzed
to determine a combined failure envelope.
1.3 Test results obtained by this procedure do not take
into consideration pore pressure, specimen size, progressive
failure, nonuniform stress, or displacement distribution.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
1007 Calibrating Dial Indicators
1008 Calibrating Linear Variable Differential Transformers
4192 Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in
Laboratory
4823 Examination and Sampling of Hardened Concrete
in Construction

3.

Significance and Use

3.1 The test is used to complement other concrete
property tests which provide data relating to the strength
properties of concrete.

4.

Terminology

Cohesion.-Shear strength or resistance at zero normal
stress.
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Dilatancy.-The change in the value of normal
displacements as a result of applied shear force.
Direct Shear Test.-A shear test in which a specimen
under an applied normal force is stressed to failure by
moving one section of the specimen container (holding
ring) relative to other section.
Failure Envelope.-An envelope defined by a locus of
points that represents the combinations of shear and
normal stresses that will cause a material to fail.
Friction Angle or Angle of Internal Friction.-Angle
between axis of normal stress and the tangent to failure
envelope at a point representing a given failure stress
condition for material.
Intact Shear Test.-A direct shear test in which failure
is induced along a particular zone of weakness such as
a joint or lift line.
Intact Specimen.-A bonded specimen, with no broken
joint, for which an intact shear test can be performed.
Normal Displacement.-Displacement in inches (millimeters) measured perpendicular to the shear zone.
Normal Force or Load.-The pounds force (newtons)
applied to test specimen perpendicular to test feature.
Normal Stress.-Normal force divided by area of shear
surface, pounds force per square inch (megapascals).
Open Specimen.-Specimen with an open or unbonded
joint, on which only a sliding frictiontest can be performed.
Shear Direction.-Direction that shearing takes place
across the shear surface.
Shear Displacement.-Displacement in inches (millimeters) measured parallel to direction of shear force.
Shear Force or Load-The pounds force (newtons)
applied parallel to shear surface which ultimately causes
failureor displacement across this surface.
ShearPlane.-Planealong which failureof material occurs
by shearing.
ShearStress.-Shear force divided by area of shear surface,
pounds force per square inch (megapascals).
Shear Surface.-Similar to shear plane except that this
is actual sliding surface where displacement occurs.
Shear Zone.-Zone of material located within test gap.
Sliding Friction Test.-A direct shear test of an open
or nonjointed plane.
Surface Roughness.-Irregularity of shear surface.
Test Apparatus.-Machine used to perform a direct shear
test.
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Test Feamte.-Specific zone of material on or in a
specimen to be tested such as an open joint, lift line, or
rock-concrete contact.
Test Gap.-Distance between the two holding rings where
shear and normal forces are applied.
5.

Apparatus and Materials

5.1 Equipment for sampling specimens is outlined in
USBR 4823. Preparation of specimens for testing is
outlined in USBR 4192.
5.2 The test apparatus consists of a pair of specimen
"holding" rings to support the two halves of the specimen,
which may or may not be intact. Specimens are encapsulated
in the rings with cement, epoxy, or a similar strong
adhesive. Specimen is positioned in shear device so that
resultant of an applied normal force acts perpendicular
to shear plane, where a force is applied along the plane
of test feature. The apparatus should have low friction
rollers, cables, or other devices to ensure that frictional
resistance of equipment to shear forceis less than i percent
of the maximum shear force applied in the test. The
apparatus should also be capable of applying the specified
normal force and maintaining it within 2 percent
throughout the test, and be capable of shearing the
specimen at a uniform rate of load or displacement with
10 percent deviation.
5.3 Indicators to measure displacement normal to test
feature should have a sensitivity of 0.001 inch (0.025 mm).
5.4 Indicators to measure shear displacement should
have a sensitivity of 0.001 inch (0.025 mm), and a capacity
in excess of expected total shear displacement.
5.5 Normal and shear forces and displacements should
be recorded or plotted continuously, or at a minimum of
10 regular increments, before reaching peak value.
6.

Precautions

6.1 Safety.-This procedure may include the use of
hazardous materials, operations, and equipment. Therefore,
personal safety devices such as glasses, shoes, and gloves
are required. It is the responsibility of the user to establish
appropriate safety practices and to determine applicability
of regulatory limitations prior to use.
6.2 TechnicaL-Specimens
must be protected against
mechanical damage during casting and insertion into test
apparatus.Specimens with open features must be cast with
care so that foreign material is not introduced onto test
surfaces.

The specimen length on either side of shear zone must
be long enough to ensure that a firm grip is achieved
by encapsulating material. Specimen size and corresponding
shear surface area should be maximized within limits of
sampling, shear box dimensions, and test apparatus load
capabilities.
7.2.1 The area of shear surface, or expected shear
surface, must be measured. Cylindrical specimen diameters
should be determined within 0.01 inch (0.25 mm) by
averaging two diameter measurements taken at right angles
to each other near test feature. The inclination of test
feature (inclination at which test feature is oriented with
respect to axis of specimen) must be measured to nearest
degree. The average diameter and inclination are used to
calculate cross-sectional area.
7.2.2 The area of irregular-shaped specimens is
determined by planimetric measurement of a peripheral
trace of specimens. If preferred, area of cylindrical-shaped
specimens may also be determined using this method.
7.3 The moisture condition of specimen at time of
testing shall be noted.
7.4 If a specific shear direction is selected prior to
testing, specimen must be marked accordingly and care
must be taken during casting process to maintain marking.
7.5 For concrete specimens with open test features,
joint roughness should be described prior to testing.
8.

Calibration and Standardization

8.1 The calibration and standardization of equipment
used in performing the tests listed under the Applicable
Documents of section 2 are covered under that particular
procedure or by reference to another.
8.2 Regular calibration of all load-indicating devices,
such as load cells and hydraulic pressure gauges, should
be maintained for the testing range.
8.3 Regular calibration of all displacement measuring
devices, such as the LVDT (linear variable differential
transformer), must be in accordance with USBR 1008, and
dial gauges in accordance with USBR 1007. These devices
should be maintained for the anticipated testing range.
8.4 If an automatic recording system is used, regular
calibration should be maintained for the testing range.
9.

Conditioning

9.1 No specific conditioning atmosphere is required
to perform the test; however, temperature and humidity
observations should be included with results of each test.

7. Test Samples, Testing Units, and Test
Specimens

10.

7.1 The number of specimens tested is determined by
practical considerations. It is considered good practice to
test, within each sample group, nine similar specimens
at three different normal stresses. The minimum
recommended sample group size is three specimens.
7.2 The specimen can be cylindrical or irregular shaped.
The test feature must be at about midheight of specimen.

10.1 Photographs:
10.1.1 Intact Specimens.-Photograph two side
views, 90° apart, of specimen. One photograph should be
oriented such that test feature is shown perpendicular to
direction of shearing.
10.1.2 Open Specimens.-Photograph specimen as
stated in section 10.1.1, and also a view of open test surfaces.
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10.2 The specimen holding rings should be cleaned
and greased before use to aid in removal of specimens
after testing.
10.3 Casting Intact Specimens in Holding Rings:
10.3.1 Specimen is centered in one holding ring and
test feature is aligned parallel to line of shearing action
of test apparatus.
10.3.2 Encapsulate lower half of specimen in holding
ring, and fill to top of ring. If test feature is irregular
and extends beyond test gap provided by test apparatus,
then only fill holding ring to within 1/8 inch (3.2 ram)
of test feature.
10.3.3 Spacer blocks should be placed around 'test
feature, and all possible avenues for encapsulating material
to escape should be pluggedwith clay. The second holding
ring is then positioned over specimen and aligned parallel
to firstring.
10.3.4 Encapsulate specimen in second ring as
described in 10.3.2 for firstring.
10.3.5 After curing encapsulate material, remove
spacer blocks, clay, etc., from between holding rings.
10.4 Casting Specimens With Open Features in
HoldingRings:
10.4.1 One-half of specimen is positioned in a ring
so that test feature is centered and aligned with line of
shearing action of test machine. The two halves of the
specimen are then mated.
10.4.2 Encapsulate first specimen half as described
in 10.3.2.
10.4.3 Spacer blocks are placed around test feature,
and all possible channels for encapsulating material to
escape should be plugged to ensure that no material will
flow onto test surface. The second ring is then positioned
over specimen and aligned with firstring.
10.4.4 Encapsulate remaining specimen half in
second ring as described in 10.3.2.
10.4.5 After encapsulating material has cured, rings
can be separated and spacer blocks, clay, etc., removed.
10.5 Specimen holding rings should be bolted, clamped,
or wired together while being transported or assembled
in test apparatus to minimize mechanical damage of test
feature.
10.6 Specimen holding rings are positioned in test
apparatus, and bolts, clamps, or wires removed.
10.7 Load and displacement measurement devices are
checked, activated, and zeroed.
10.8 The required normal force (computed from the
specified stress multiplied by cross-sectional area) is applied
and the corresponding normal displacement recorded.
10.9 Shear force and shear displacement are "zeroed"
along with recording device.
10.10 Specimen is sheared at a "controlled" rate of
stress or displacement until a peak shear stress is reached.
Continuous readings or a minimum of 10 data points
including shear, normal stress, and displacement should
be recorded before reaching peak value.
NOTE 1.-For an intact specimen, break value is determined
from peak shear stress of initial run for that specimen. The
open feature created by shear failure of original intact specimen
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can subsequently be tested for shearing resistance under a sequence
of normal stresses; i.e., return to procedure of section 10.8.
10.11 Once peak shear stress is determined, shear load
is released, normal force is changed to next value, and
procedures of sections 10.8 through 10.10 repeated.
Shearing resistance tests for open features are performed
by applying a minimum of three normal forces in order
of increasing magnitude.
10.12 If excessive shear displacement occurs during
testing, normal force may be removed, specimen realigned
to original position, and test sequence continued. The
correlation of results may vary, depending upon nature
of test feature and position of specimen at each normal
stress. Alternatively, specimen can be remated for every
normal stress, and procedures of 10.8 through 10.10
repeated.
10.13 Specimens ate again photographed as described
in section 10.1.
11.

Calculations

11.1

Formulas:
S

• = •
a,•-

N
A

(1)
(2)

where:
r = shear stress, in pound force per square inch
(megapascals);
S = shear force, in pound force (Newtons);
A = initial cross-sectional area, in square inches
(square millimeters);
a,• = normal stress, in pound force per square inch
(megapascals); and
N = normal force, in pound force (Newtons).
d= arc tan (-•)

(3)

where:
d = effective dilatancy of slides,
d• = normal component of tangent line drawn to
rising leg of normal displacement versus
shear displacement graph, and
ds = shear component of tangent line drawn to
rising leg of normal displacement versus
shear displacement graph.
NOTE 2.-Conditions of dilatancy prompting the need for
equation (3) occur so infrequently that no typical data are included
in this procedure.
NOTE 3.-For each specimen, plot graphs of shear stress versus
normal and horizontal displacementand peak shear stress versus
normal stress. Failure envelopes are computed for the following
three types of combined data using least-squareslinear regression:
(1) peak sliding resistance data for individual specimens
(2) Peak (breakingstrength) datafor similar, intact specimens
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(3) peak sliding resistance data for specimens with similar
open features
Better results may be obtained by using curvilinear failure
envelopes. The friction angle and cohesion are computed to
represent each failure envelope.

or across feature and amount o.f crushing, shearing, etc.
Include photographs and other notes, description of
possible interference with casting material, and
roughness (with respect to direction of shearing).
• Moisture condition at time of testing.
• Test information-data, type, rate, etc.
• Tabulation of all recorded data-normal and shear
stresses and displacements.
• Tabulation of all computed results-break values,
dilatancy, friction angle, cohesion.
• Graphs as described in note 3 of section 11.
• Calibration data.

11.2 Figures 1 and 2 show typical graphs, and figure 3
shows a typical data and calculation form.
Report

12.

12.1 The report
information:

should include

the following

12.2 A cover letter accompaniedwith figures 1, 2,
and 3 will serve as a reporting form.

• Identification of specimen-type, history.
• Description of test feature before testing. An open
surface feature should describe roughness with respect
to orientation; include photographs.
• Description of sheared surfaces after testing. Type
of failure.If originally intact, percent of aggregate along

-r

13.1 The precision and bias statements
procedure have not been established.
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friction peak shear strength data using a Coulomb-Navier failure criterion.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

,• •

USBR 4916-92

FOR

PROCEDURE

LOSS OF ENTRAINED AIR
WITH VARIOUS FLY ASHES (FOAM INDEX)
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research andLaboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4916; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure was established from
a report of February 1981 on "The Use of Fly Ash in Air-Entrained Concrete-Report of Recent NSGA-NRMCA Research Laboratory
Studies" by Richard C. Meininger, Director of Engineering Research, National Sand and Gravel Association and National Ready
Mixed Concrete Association, 900 Spring Street, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910. Credit was extended to Vance Dodson of the
W. R. Grace Co. on a report given at the January 1980 meeting of the Transportation Research Board in Washington, DC,
on the introduction of this test.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers a procedure for determining the tendency of a given fly ash to increase the airentraining admixture requirement of a concrete.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 125 Standard Definitions of Terms Relatingto Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates 1,2
C 150 Standard Specification for Portland Cement 1,3
C 260 Standard Specification for Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete 1
C 618 Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Raw or
Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture
in Portland Cement Concrete *
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A mixture of fly ash, cement, air-entraining
admixture, and water is shaken in a glass bottle to produce
a foam. The foam is considered stable if it completely covers
the water surface after a 45-second waiting period following
15 seconds of vigorous shaking. The minimum amount
of admixture required to produce a stable foam when fly
ash is present is compared with amount required when
only cement is used.
4.

Significance and Use

provides an estimate of the amountof admixturerequired
in concrete.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Terms used in this procedure, with the exception
of "foam index," are as defined in ASTM C 125.
5.2 Foam index is defined as the minimum amount
of air-entraining admixture necessary to produce a stable
foam under a prescribed set of conditions.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Jar.-A tightly stoppered, wide-mouth jar with a
capacity of 16 fluid ounces (473 mL), and a length-todiameter ratio of 1.0.
6.2 Scales.-Scales for determining mass of ingredients
shall have an accuracy of 0.3 percent of mass being
determined.
Materials

7.

7.1 Cement shall comply with requirements of ASTM
C 150; fly ash shall comply with requirements of ASTM
C 618, class F or C; and air-entraining admixture shall
comply with requirements of ASTM C 260.
8.

Calibration
8.1

9.

4.1 One of the potential disadvantages in the use of
fly ash in air-entrained concrete is an abnormally high
demand for air-entraining admixture with some ashes,
usually attributed to the quantity and form of carbon in
the ash. This test procedure identifies such ashes and

and Standardization

No special calibration is required.

Conditioning
9.1

10.

No conditioning of materials is required.
Procedure

10.1 Place 16 grams of cement, 4 grams of fly ash,
and 50 mL of water in jar. Cap jar and shake for 15 seconds.
10.2 Add a small-measured amount of diluted (1 in
20 solution) air-entraining admixture, cap jar, and shake

1 AnnualBook ofASTlVlStandards,vol. 04.02.
2 AnnualBook ofASTMStandaMs, vol. 04.03.
3 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vol. 04.01.
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vigorously for 15 seconds. Allow jar to stand for 45 seconds.
10.3 Observe the foam. If foam completely covers
surface, it is considered stable; if it does not, it is unstable.
10.4 If first trial produces unstable foam, add another
increment of air-entraining admixture and repeat
procedure. If first trial produces stable foam, discard sample
and repeat procedure with a smaller quantity of airentraining admixture. Continue repetitions until it is
possible to estimate amount of admixture necessary to
produce a stable foam.
10.5 Repeat the entire procedure using a mixture of
20 grams of cement and 50 mL of water.
10.6 This procedure is considered to be a 5-minute
test. After a successful 5-minute test, let specimen stand
for 45 minutes, shake vigorously for 15 seconds, allow to
stand for 45 seconds, and then observe the foam. If now
considered unstable, measure and add additional admixture
to stabilize the foam. This is called the 45-minute test.
11.

a stable foam is recorded as the foam index for that mixture
for both the 5- and 45-minute test.
12.

Report

12.1 A report on this procedure would probably be
done by letter. Figure 1 shows a typical form for recording
test results, this form should include:
• Identification of cement, fly ash, and air-entraining
admixture.
• Foam index for cement-fly ash mixture for both the
5- and 45-minute test.
• Foam index for cement mixture without fly ash for
both the 5- and 45-minute test.
13.

Interpretation of Results

Precision and Bias

13.1 The precision values for this procedure have
not been determined.
13.2 There is no known bias.

11.1 The minimum quantity of admixture, expressed
in concentrated form, required in each mixture to produce
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LOSS OF ENTRAINED AIR WITH VARIOUS FLY ASHES (FOAM INDEX)
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Figure 1. - Foam index determination at 5 and 45 minutes.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 4917-92

WATER CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4917; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of an ASTM draft proposal for a new designation entitled "Standard Test Method for Determining Water Content of Freshly
Mixed Concrete," and "Technical Report M-85/06 (revised) July 1985, Operations Guide and Modification Analysis for Use of
the Corps of Engineers Concrete Quality Monitor on Roller-Compacted Concrete and Soil Cement" as presented by the Department
of the Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for three
chemical methods for determining the free water content
of a sample of freshly mixed concrete. These three methods
are applicable to either laboratory or field conditions. The
choice of which method to use is up to the discretion of
the user; the existing environmental conditions may have
some bearing on the choice.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4094 Specifications for Ready-MixedConcrete
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4918 Cement Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standard:
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Material€
2.3 American Chemical Society Reagent Chemicals
Specifica tion•
3.

Summary of Procedure

3.1 A given mass of freshly mixed concrete is
intermixed with a chloride solution of given strength and
volume. The chloride ion concentration of intermixed
solution is directly related to water content of concrete
sample, and is determined by volumetric titration or
coulometric reference technique. A blank test is required
that intermixes a given volume of distilled water with a
concrete sample of given mass, and determines chloride
ion concentration of intermixed blank solution by
• volumetric titration or coulometric reference technique. In

method A [3,4], the chloride ion concentration is
determined by adding an excess of a standard silver nitrate
solution to a fixed volume of each intermixed solution.
Chloride ions are thereby precipitated as silver chloride.
The residual silver is determined by titrating with a
standard thiocyanate solution in the presence of a ferric
alum end-point indicator. In method B [5] and method
C [6], the chloride ion concentration is determined by
adding a fixed volume of intermixed solution to the acid
buffer. The concentration is then determined using an
instrumental coulometric reference technique. If blank test
indicates no chlorides are present in concrete, the blank
test may be waived in subsequent testing.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Test results can be used to determine variability
of water content within a single batch of concrete, and
also the variability of water content between different
batches of nominally identical concrete. If test is used to
indicate concrete uniformity, correct and appropriate
sampling procedures must be followed. Sampling
procedures are referenced in section 8.
4.2 The water-cement ratio of a concrete sample can
be estimated when test is used in conjunction with USBR
4918.
4.3 This procedure is not applicable to concretes
containing certain materials that yield significant and
varying amounts of chloride ions in solution under
conditions of the tests.

METHOD A (KELLY-VAIL) -WATER CONTENT TEST BY
VOLUMETRIC TITRATION
5.

I Annual Book of ASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
2 "'Reagent Chemicals, American Chemical Society Specifications," Am.
Chemical Soc., Washington, DC. For suggestions on testing reagents not
listed by the American Chemical Society, see references [1,2], section 31.

Apparatus

5.1 The apparatus components listed in sections 5.1.1
through 5.1.19 are recommended minimum selections
necessary to conduct required analysis; other components
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can be used. An acceptable selection of apparatus
components is shown in table 1.
5.1.1 Balance.-The balance shall have a capacity of
not less than 5.75 lbm (2600 grams), and a sensitivity
to at least 0.00022 Ibm (0.1 gram).
5.1.2 Handtools.-Shovel, hand scoops, and rubber
gloves as required.
5.1.3 Sample Tub.-Polyethylene, 5-quart (4.7-L)
capacity.
5.1.4 Wide-Mouth Jar.-Polyethylene, 1/2-gallon
(1.9-L) capacity jar, with screw closure and lid (two
required).
5.1.5 UniversalMixer.-End-over-end mixer (fig. 1),
driven at 40 to 60 r/rain, with the capacity to hold and
turn end-over-end a 1/2-gallon (1.9-L) wide-mouth jar
containing 5.5 Ibm (2.5 kg) of material.
5.1.6 Timer.-A O- to 15-minute industrial timer
switch with automatic reset for use with mixer.
5.1.7 Conical Beaker.-Narrow mouth, with a 16.9fluidounce (500-mL) capacity (two required).
5.1.8 Pipet.-Volumetricpipet, glass, class A or B,
with a 1.69-fluidounce (50-mL) capacity.
5.1.9 Automatic Pipet.-Glass pipet (two required)
with Teflon plug, with capacities of 0.85 and 0.34 fluid
ounces (25 and 10 mL).
5.1.10 Amber Reagent Bottles.-Narrow-mouth,
Boston rounds-from-amber, polypropylene bottles; 32-fluid
ounce (950- to -1000-mL) capacity; two required.
5.1.11 Rubber Stopper.- No. 6 (two required), one
with two holes and one with three holes for use with
amber reagent bottles.
5.1.12 Buret.-Buret shall have an acrylic body with
Teflon plug, class A or B accuracy, and of 3.38-fluid ounce
(100-mL) capacity.
5.1.13 Volumetric Flask.-Polypropylene,16.9-fluid
ounce (500-mL) capacity, two required.
5.1.14 Fixed Volume Dispensers.-Polyethylene with
polypropylene measuring chambers; two 0.07-fluid ounce
(2-mL) and two 0.17-fluid ounce (5-mL) dispensers
required.
5.1.15 Carboy.-Rectangular, aspirator-type with
spigot; 2-gallon (7.6-L) capacity; made of linear
polyethylene.
5.1.16 Double Buret Clamp.-Double buret holder
clamp, nonferric alloy die casting, and nickel plated.
5.1.17 Utility Clamp.-Three-pronged grip and
vinylized jaws.
5.1.18 Rubber Tubing.-Rubber latex tubing, 1/4inch (6.4-ram) inside diameter and 10 feet (3 m) long,
for connecting glass tubing siphon lines to 1.69-fluidounce
(50-mL) automatic pipets.
5.1.19 Glass Tubing.-Standard wall, 0.276-inch (7ram), glass tubing siphon lines; two required for one rubber
stopper and one required for other stopper.
NOTE 1.-Any volumetric dispenser that has an accuracy equal
to or greater than ±0.0017 fluid ounce (-t-0.05 mL) and a reproducibility equal to or greater than ±0.0007 fluid ounce (+0.02 mL)
is acceptable.
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6.

Reagents

6.1 Purity of Reagents.-Reagent grade chemicals shall
be used in all tests. Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended
that all reagents shall conform to the specifications of the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the American
Chemical Society, where such specifications are available
(see sec. 2.3). Other grades may be used provided it is
first ascertained that reagent is of sufficiently high purity
to permit its use without lessening accuracy of determination. A comparison of results obtained using the proposed
grades with results obtained using reagent grade chemicals
should be made to ensure that proposed grades are
sufficiently pure, unless previous records confirm they are
satisfactory.
6.2 Purity of Water.-Unless otherwise indicated, all
references to water shall be understood to mean distilled
water or water of equal purity.
6.3 FerricAlum Indicator Solution.-Dissolve0.11 Ibm
(50 g) of FeNH4(SO4)2"12H20 (ferric ammonium sulphate)
in 3.4 fluid ounces (100 mL) of water, and add 5 drops
of nitric acid solution (1 + 1).
6.4 NitricAcid Solution (1 + 1).-Carefully add one
volume of HNOa (concentrated nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.42)
to one volume of tap water.
6.5 Nitrobenzene (sp. gr. 1.20).-Caution:CsHsN02
(nitrobenzene) is extremely toxic and is rapidly absorbed
through the skin. Contact with skin or clothing and
inhalation of fumes and vapors should be avoided.
Precaution should be observed when using this chemical.
6.6 Potassium Thiocyanate Solution (0.05 N).Dissolve 24.3--+0.2 grams of dry KSCN (potassium
thiocyanate) in water and dilute to 1.3 gallons (5 L).
6.7 Silver Nitrate Solution (0.5 N).-Dissolve 255-+2
grams of dry AgNOa (silver nitrate) in distilled water and
dilute to 0.79 gallon (3 L).
6.8 Sodium Chlortde Solution (0.5 AD.-Dissolve 292-+3
grams of dry NaC1 (sodium chloride) in tap water and
dilute to 2.6 gallons (10 L).
7.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.2 Specific precautions are addressed in section 6.5
on toxicity of nitrobenzene.
8.

Sampling

8.1 The sample of concrete from which water content
test specimens are made shall be representative of entire
batch, and shall be not less than 44.1 Ibm (20 kg). The
sample shall be obtained in accordance with USBR 4172
and/or 4094; the latter designation outlines procedures
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10.

Conditioning

for sampling for uniformity of concrete produced in truck
mixers. If wet sieving of aggregates larger than 1-1/2 inches
(37.5 mm) is not permitted, the wide-mouth jar (sec. 5:1.4)
should be of adequate size to accommodate larger aggregate
concrete.

10.1 The only conditioning required is the wet sieving
of aggregates larger than 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm) (if
allowed), as discussed in section 8.1.

9.

11.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the tests
listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2 are
covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 Blank Equivalent Constant.-Using an automatic
pipet, place 0.34 fluid ounce (10 mL) of the 0.5 N AgNOa
solution into a beaker. Using fixed volume dispensers, add
0.34 fluid ounce of HNOa (1 + 1), 0.17 fluidounce (5 mL)
of ferric alum indicator solution, and 0.07 fluid ounce (2
mL) of nitrobenzene. Shake well for a few seconds, and
then titrate solution using a 3.38-fluid ounce (100-mL)
buret of 0.05 N KSCN solution. Swirl contents of beaker
during titration. Stop titration when an initial, permanent,
reddish-brown color appears. Record volume of KSCN
required to reach endpoint; this volume is the blank
equivalent constant.
9.3 Water Content Versus PotassiumTMocyanate Endpoint.-Determine a mass of 100.0+0.1 grams for 3.38 fluid
ounces (100 mL) of water. Place water in a clean, widemouth jar. Using a volumetric flask, add 16.9 fluid ounces
(500 mL) of 0.5 N NaC1 solution. Secure lid and mix in
a universal mixer for 3 minutes. Remove jar from mixer
and withdraw a 0.84-fluid ounce (25-mL) sample of
intermixed solution using a volumetric pipet. Place this
sample in a conical beaker. Using an automatic pipet, add
0.84 fluid ounce of 0.5 N AgNO3 to beaker and, with
fixed volume dispensers, add 0.34 fluid ounce (10 mL)
of HNOa (1 + 1), 0.17 fluid ounce (5 mL) of ferric alum
indicator solution, and 0.07 fluid ounce (2 mL) of
nitrobenzene. Shake well. Titrate using a 3.38-fluid ounce
(100-mL) buret of 0.05 N KSCN solution. Swirl contents
of beaker during titration. Titrate to a permanent, reddishbrown color endpoint. Record volume of KSCN; this is
KSCN volume required for a chloride-free concrete
specimen containing 100 grams of water.
9.4 Water Content Versus Total Potassium TMocyanate Calibration Curve.-Repeat procedure outlined in
section 9.3 for 140.0+0.1 and 180.0+0.1 grams of water.
Plot water content in grams versus KSCN in milliliters,
and draw a smooth curve through calibration data.
9.5 Calibration Requirements.-Thecalibration procedures outlined in sections 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 are required
each time new reagents are used. A single-point calibration
check, in accordance with procedure outlined in 9.3, is
required on a weekly basis before testing concrete
specimens. If single-point calibration check differs from
established value by more than 0.02 fluid ounce (+0.50
mL) of KSCN, a complete recalibration is required.
9.6 The Bureau has never performed this test;
therefore, no typical worksheets, calculations, etc., are
included for method A.
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Procedure

11.1 Obtain two equal masses of 4.41+0.44 Ibm
(2000±200 g) each for test specimens from sample
obtained in accordance with 8.1. Record exact mass of each
test specimen to nearest 0.002 Ibm (1 g).
NOTE Z-The reason for the wide range of sample mass is
to prevent mortar-aggregate ratio from being biased through
adjustment of sample size.
11.2 Place each specimen into individual wide-mouth
jars. Using a volumetric flask, add 16.9 fluid ounces (500
mL) of 0.5 N NaCI solution to one specimen (sample)
and 16.9 fluid ounces of distilled water to other specimen
(blank). Secure lids on jars.
11.3 Turn the two jars end-over-end, either by hand
or in an end-over-end mixer. At least 75 complete
revolutions are recommended if jars are turned by hand;
if turned by a 40- to 60-r/min mixer, at least 2 minutes
of mixing are recommended. Under no circumstances
should jars be turned at a speed exceeding 80 r/min because
any higher speed would prevent salt solution and distilled
water fromcompletely mixing with concrete samples.
11.4 Remove jars from mixer, loosen lids, allow
contents to settle for 3 to 5 minutes; then withdraw 0.84
fluid ounce (25 mL) from each jar. Using a volumetric
pipet, place the two withdrawals in separate conical beakers.
Using an automatic pipet, add 0.84 fluid ounce (25 mL)
of 0.5 N AgNO3 solution to sample specimen and 0.34
fluid ounce (10 mL) of 0.5 N AgNOa solution to blank
specimen. Using fixed volume dispensers, add 0.34 fluid
ounce (10 mL) of HNOa (1 + 1), 0.17 fluid ounce (5
mL) of ferricalum indicator solution, and 0:07 fluidounce
(2 mL) nitrobenzene to each beaker. Shake well.
11.5 The chloride strength of the sample and blank
solutions in the beakers are determined by titration using
the 0.05 N KSCN solution that is in a 3.38-fluid ounce
(100-mL) buret. Titration may be accelerated by initially
adding 0.84 fluid ounce (25 mL) of 0.05 N KSCN with
an automatic pipet, and then completing titration with
the KSCN. Swirl contents of sample and blank beakers
during titration. Stop titrations when first, permanent,
reddish-brown color appears. Record volumes of KSCN
solution required to reach endpoints. These volumes are
represented by x in equation (1) and s in section 12.2.
If concrete being tested does not contain chlorides, use
of blank specimen may be discontinued after initial
determination.
12.

Calculations

12.1 Calculate KSCN equivalent of blank specimen as
follows:
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y•

(1)

a--X

where:
y = KSCN equivalent of blank specimen, in
milliliters;
a = blank equivalent constant, in milliliters, as
detet•mined in accordance with section 9.2;
and
x = volume of KSCN, in milliliters, required to
reach endpoint of blank specimen, as determined in accordance with section 11.5.

14.

12.2 Water content is determined using calibration
curve described in section 9.4. The KSCN value to be used
with calibration curve is s + y, which is the volume of
potassium thiocyanate solution required for sample plus
volume of potassium thiocyanate equivalent of blank
specimen. The computed water content shall be shown
in pound mass (grams).
NOTE 3.-Computed water content is often stated as a percent
of total specimen mass by dividing computed water content by
recorded mass of test sample and multiplying by 100:
Water content (percent)
Water content in pound mass (kilograms)
= Mass of sample in pound mass (kilograms)

(100)

NOTE 4.-Computed water content may also be expressed:

c

Ms (d)

(2)

where:
C •
Ms •

d=

water in test sample, in pound mass
(kilograms);
mass of test sample, in pound mass (kilograms); and
density of concrete, in pound mass per cubic
yard (kilograms per cubic meter), as determined in accordance with USBR 4138.

14.1 Balance.-Refer
to section 5.1.1.
14.2 Hand Scoop.-The
hand scoop shall have a square
mouth, be made of cast aluminum, and have a bowl size
about 3 inches wide by 8 inches long (76 by 203 mm).
14.3 Sample Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.3.
14.4 Wide-MouthJar.-Refer
to section 5.1.4.
14.5 Centrifu&e.-Variable
speed, four-place centrifuge
for 0.51-fluid ounce (15-mL) tubes.
14.6 Centrifuge
Tubes.-Disposable,
polystyrene
centrifuge tubes, 0.51-fluid ounce (15-mL) capacity (two
required per test).
14.7 Eppendorf
Pipet.-Tip
ejector, fixed volume,
0.0034-fluid ounce (100-#L) capacity pipet.
14.8 Disposable
Pipet Tips.-Disposable
tips for
0.0034-fluid ounce (100-#L) Eppendorf pipet.
14.9 Chloride
Mecer.-The
chloride meter accepts
samples of either 0.0007-fluid ounce (20-/•L) or 0.0034fluid ounce (100-#L) capacity, and makes a coulometric
determination of chloride with precision of duplicate
chloride determinations having a coefficient of variation
of 1.0 percent.

14.10 Volumetric
Flask.-Polypropylene
volumetric
flask with a 8.4-fluid ounce (250-mL) capacity.
14.11 Carboy.-Refer
to section 5.1.15.
15.

Reagents

15.1 Purity of Reagents.-Refer
to section 6.1.
15.2 Purity of Water.-Distilled
water or water of equal
purity is required to run the blank test described in section
19.2. Unless otherwise indicated, tap water may be used.
15.3 Sodium
Chloride
Solution
(0.5 N).-Refer
to
section 6.8.

12.3 Refer to section 9.6 for statement concerning
calculations.

13.

Apparatus

NOTE 5.-One known device meeting these requirements is
the Corning Model 920M Chloride Meter.

Water content in pound mass per cubic yard
(kilograms per cubic meter)
--

METHOD B (USA-CERL/KELLY-VAIL) -WATER CONTENT TEST BY
COULOMETRIC REFERENCE
TECHNIQUE

NOTE 6.-Dry NaCl crystals dissolve slowly, and mechanical
agitation is recommended to ensure that crystals completely
dissolve.

Precision

13.1 The single operator standard deviation has been
found to be 0.55 percent; therefore, results of two properly
conducted tests by same operator on same material should
not differ by more than 1.56 percent) Multilaboratory
precision data have not been obtained.

15.4 Acid Buffer Solution.-A
prepared reagent
consisting of 0.075 lbm/gal (0.9 g/100 mL) of polyvinyl
alcohol, 0.40 lbm/gal (4.8 g/100 mL) glacial acetic acid,
0.013 lbm/gal (0.16 g/100 mL) nitric acid, and 0.0003 lbm/
gal (4 mg/100 mL) NaC1 in deionized water.

3 These •ercentage values represent, respectively, the 1S and D2S limits
as described in ASTM C 670 for Preparing Precision Statements for
Test Methods for Construction Materials.

NOTE 7.-One known source is Corning; this is a reagent for
the Corning Model 920M Chloride Meter.
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16.

Precautions

16.1
17.

Refer to section 7.1.

Sampling

17.1 The sample of concrete from which water content
test specimens are made shall be representative of entire
batch, and shall be not less than 4.41 Ibm (20 kg). The
sample shall be obtained in accordance with USBR 4172
and/or 4094; the latter designation outlines procedures
for sampling for uniformity of concrete produced in truck
mixers.
18.

Calibration and Standardization

18.1
19.

Refer to sections 9.1 and 19.6.

Procedure

19.1 Obtain two equal masses of 4.41+0.44 Ibm
(2000+200 g) each for test specimens (note 2) from sample
obtained in accordance with 17.1. Record exact mass of
each test specimen to nearest 0.002 lbm (1 g).
19.2 Place each specimen into individual wide-mouth
jars. Using a volumetric flask, add 8.4 fluid ounces (250 mL)
of 0.5 N NaCl solution to one specimen (sample) and
8.4 fluid ounces of distilled water to other specimen (blank).
Secure lids on jars.
19.3 Turn the two jars end-over-end, either by hand
or in an end-over-end mixer. At least 75 complete
revolutions are recommended if jars are turned by hand;
if turned by a 40- to 60-r/min mixer, at least 2 minutes
of mixing are recommended. Under no circumstances
should jars be turned at a speed exceeding 80 r/min because
any higher speed would prevent salt solution and distilled
water from completely mixing with concrete samples.
19.4 After mixing, remove lids and pour solutions from
each jar into two separate, centrifuge, tubes. Place tubes
into the centrifuge, and centrifuge at 2,000 to 3,000 r/min
for 3 to 4 minutes.
19.5 To prepare chloride meter for analysis, place
sample selector toggle switch on 0.0034 fluid ounce
(100 •tL), place ON/OFF switch in ON position, pour
0.51 to 0.57 fluid ounce (15 to 17 mL) of acid buffer solution
into meter's 0.68-fluid ounce (20-mL) beaker, place beaker
onto stand, lower silver electrodes into beaker, and press
conditioning switch to start conditioning cycle.
NOTE 8.-These steps are for use with the Coming Model
920M Chloride Meter; if another device is used, steps should
be modified to meet manufacturer's calibration and operation
procedures.

ibility. If meter's blank light is on, no chlorides are present.
If concrete being tested does not contain chlorides, use
of blank specimen may be discontinued after initial
determination. When an air entrainer or a component
which causes foam when centrifuged is present, an extra
step is necessary. After centrifuging sample, wipe foam
layer out of centrifuge tube with a cotton swab, and
recentrifuge sample before obtaining the 0.0034-fluid ounce
(100-#L) specimen.
19.7 To determine chloride strength of actual sample,
use an Eppendorf pipet to transfer a 0.0034-fluid ounce
(100-#L) specimen from actual sample centrifuge tube into
meter's 0.68-fluid ounce (20-mL) beaker. Press titration
switch. Record result and repeat test to ensure reproducibility to +1 percent.
19.8 To determine chloride strength of the 0.5 NNaCI
solution, use an Eppendorf pipet to transfer 0.0034 fluid
ounce (100 #L) of 0.5 N NaCl solution into meter's 0.68fluid ounce (20-mL) beaker. Press titration switch. Record
result and repeat test to ensure reproducibility to +1
percent.
20.

Calculations

20.1 Calculate water content by using chloride
strengths determined in accordance with procedure
described in section 19:
Water content in fluid ounces (mL)

= (250)

Sod

(

Sa - BI \ BIM /

-1

(3)

where:
Std = relative chloride strength of 0.5 N NaC1 solution, in milliequivalents per liter (sec. 19.8);
Sa= relative chloride strength of sample solution,
in milliequivalents per liter (sec. 19.7);
131= relative chloride strength of blank solution, in
milliequivalents per liter (sec. 19.6);
SaM ---- mass of sample to nearest 0.0022 Ibm (1 g);
and
BIM = mass of blank to nearest 0.0022 lbm (1 g).
NOTE 9.-Computed water content is often stated as a percent
of total specimen mass by dividing computed water content by
recorded mass of test sample and multiplying by 100:
Water content (percent)
Water content in fluid ounces (milliliters)
= Mass of sample in pound mass (grams)

(100)

NOTE 10.-Computed water content may also be expressed
as shown in equation (2), note 4, section 12.2.

19.6 To determine chloride strength of blank sample,
use, an Eppendorf pipet to transfer a 0.0034-fluid ounce
(100-#L) specimen from blank sample centrifuge tube into
meter's 0.68-fluid ounce (20-mL) beaker. Press titration
switch. Record result and repeat test to ensure reproduc-

20.2 The Bureau has never performed this test;
therefore, no typical worksheets or calculations are included
for method B.
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21.

Precision

22.2 Refer to section 20.2 for statement concerning
calculations.

21.1 The single operator standard deviation has been
found to be 0.53 percent; therefore, results of two properly
conducted tests by same operator on same material should
not differ by more than 1.50 percenO. Multilaboratory data
have not been obtained.

Method C -- Corps of Engineers
Concrete Quality Monitor Water
Content of Soil Cement or
Roller-Compacted Concrete

22. Improved Accuracy: Correction for Sampling
Errors

23.

22.1 Small samples often do not contain representative
amounts of coarse aggregate and, therefore, accuracy of
water content determination may be improved by using
the following procedure.
22.1.1 After water content is found, pour sample
remaining in jar over a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. Sieve the
aggregate,and then rinse aggregateoff to ensure that mass
measured is not biased by residual cement and water slurry.
Determine the SSD (saturated-surface-dry) mass of the
damp coarse aggregateeither by drying with a towel or
by determining mass of sample immersed in water using
procedures described in USBR 4127. For the latter method:
B --

C
1
1- (-•g)

(4)

25.

22.1.2 Determine coarse aggregate content of a
larger sample of concrete, 0.5 ft 3 (0.014 m 3) for example,
which is representative of the batch or load of concrete.
Express the SSD mass of aggregate as a decimal fraction
of mass of concrete
(note 9).
22.1.3 Correct the determined water content (sec.
12.2) by multiplying it by the following fraction:

where:
--

B

Precautions

25.1

26.

Refer to section 7.1.

Sampling

26.1 The sample of concrete from which the water
content test specimens are made shall be representative
of the entire batch and shall not be less than 26.4 to 33
Ibm (12 to 15 kg). The sample shall be obtained in
accordance with USBR 4172 and/or 4094; the latter
designation outlines procedures for sampling the
uniformity of concrete prepared in truck mixers.
27.

Ms J

B = as defined in equation (4),
Ms = as defined in equation (2), and
As = decimal fraction of mass
(sec. 22.1.2).

Reagents

24.1 Sodium Chloride Solution (0.5 N).-Refer to
section 6.8.
24.2 Acid Buffer Solution.-Refer to section 15.4 and
note 7.

B = SSD mass in air, in pound mass (kilograms);
C = immersed mass of aggregate, in pound mass
(kilograms); and
sg = SSD specific gravity.

At

23.1 Balance.-Refer
to section 5.1.1.
23.2 Hand Scoop.-Refer
to section 14.2.
23.3 Sample Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.3.
23.4 Wide-MouthJar.-Refer
to section 5.1.4.
23.5 Centrifuge.-Refer
to section 14.5.
23.6 Centrifuge
Tubes.-Refer
to section 14.6.
23.7 Eppendorf
Pipet.-Tip
ejector, fixed volume,
0.0007-fluid ounce (20-#L) capacity pipet.
23.8 Disposable Pipet 23ps.-Disposable tips for
0.0007-fluid ounce (20-#L) Eppendorf pipet.
23.9 Chloride Meter.-Refer to section 14.9 and note 5.
23.10 VolumetricFlask.-Refer to section 14.10.
23.11 Carboy.-Refer to section 5.1.15.
23.12 Beakers.-Polypropylene Griffin low-form,
graduated, 8.45-fluid ounce (250-mL) capacity beakers.
24.

where:

Apparatus

Calibration and Standardization

27.1
28.

of concrete

NOTE 11.-In some instances, it may be possible to use a
theoretical As derived from the batch masses and coarse aggregate
sieve analysis. Such values will be in error to the extent that
the sieve analysis of the coarse aggregatepassing the No. 4 (4.75mm) sieve varies in individual batches.
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Refer to sections 9.1 and 28.

Procedure

NOTE 12.-The Coming 920M chloride meter provides readouts
in metric units only; therefore, the following procedural steps
addressonly metric quantities.
28.1 The CQM (Concrete Quality Monitor) water
content test consists of adding 250 mL of a 0.5 N NaC1

USBR 4917

solution to a 2-kg concrete sample, intermixing the two,
and determining the chloride concentration of the
intermixed supernatant salt solution using the Corning
920M chloride meter. If the concrete contains chlorides
from other sources, both an actual and a blank sample
must be used. The blank sample should be 250 mL of
distilled water added to a 2-kg concrete sample.
28.2 Obtain a 12- to 15-kg sample of fresh concrete,
mix to ensure homogeneity, and prepare two subsamples
of at least 2±0.2 kg each (note 13). Record exact mass
of each subsample to nearest gram. Place one subsample
in a wide-mouth jar and, using a volumetric flask, add
250 mL of distilled water. Secure lid on jar. This is the
blank sample required for estimating chlorides in the
concrete itself.

into meter's 20-mL beaker (note 15). Press titration switch.
Record result and repeat test to ensure reproducibility to
±1 percent, Sa in equation (3).
28.9 Determine chloride strength of the 0.5 N NaC1
solution by pipetting 20 •L of this solution, using an
Eppendorf pipet, into the meter's 20-mL beaker. Press
titration switch. Record result and repeat test to ensure
reproducibility to +1 percent, Std in equation (3). The
water content can now be calculated using equation (3)
in section 20.
28.10 If concrete being tested does not contain
chlorides; that is, if chloride strength of blank sample equals
zero, the blank sample tests may be terminated.

NOTE 13.-The reason for the wide range of sample mass
is to prevent biasing the mortar/aggregate ratio of the sample
by adjustingthe sample size.

29.1 The water contents determined using the CQM
method should be compared with the batch proportion
values. If this comparison varies by less than 10 percent,
it may be assumed that the CQM method is working
properly, the concrete batch is homogeneous, and that the
hatched proportion values are correct. If the compared
results vary by more than 10 percent, a second complete
CQM test should be run. The 2-kg test samples for this
rerun should be taken from the original 12- to 15-kg sample
collected for the initial runs. Use extreme care on the rerun
to ensure that no procedural errors are made. If second
test agreesclosely with the batch proportion values, it may
be assumed that initial test was in error. If second test
is significantly different from both the batch values and
initial test or if second test agrees closely with initial test,
one of three possibilities has occurred:

28.3 Place the second 2-kg sample in another widemouth jar, add 250 mL of 0.5 N NaC1 solution, and secure
lid.
28.4 Turn both jars end-over-end, either by hand or
in an end-over-end mixer. A minimum of 75 complete
revolutions is recommended if the jars are turned by hand;
if turned by a 40- to 60-r/min mixer, a minimum of 2
minutes is recommended.
NOTE 14.-Under no condition should the jars be turned so
rapidly that the centrifugal force would exceed the gravitational
force because the excess speed would prevent the salt solution
and distilled water from completely mixing with the concrete.

29.

Comparison With Mix Design Values

(1) concrete sample is not representative of bulk,
which
indicates
poor mixer
efficiency
and
nonhomogeneity;
(2) batch is not the same as indicated by batch
proportions; or
(3) CQM system is incorrectly calibrated.

28.5 After mixing, remove jar lids and pour the watercement slurry from the blank sample and the NaC1
solution-cement slurry from the actual sample into the
centrifuge tubes. Place these tubes into the centrifuge and
run at 2000 to 3000 r/min for 3 to 4 minutes.
28.6 Prepare chloride meter for analysis by (1) placing
sample selector toggle switch on 100 #L and placing ON/
OFF switch to ON, (2) placing 15 to 17 mL of acid buffer
solution into the 20-mL beaker of the meter, (3) placing
beaker on stand, (4) lowering the silver electrodes, and
(5) starting the conditioning cycle by pressing the
conditioning switch. These five steps are required only
at the beginning of each day or when buffer solution sign
indicates that it needs changing (about every five to eight
readings).
pipetting 20 #Lof blank sample, using an Eppendorf pipet,
into meter's 20-mL beaker (note 15). Press titration switch.
Record result and repeat test to ensure reproducibility, BI
in equation (3). If meter's blank light is on, no chlorides
are present.

29.2 Figure 2 shows a series of analytical steps for
determining which of the three possible problems has
occurred. It is recommended that an inquiry be made as
to any possible changes or problems that may have occurred
at the batch plant.
29.3 Figure 3 shows a sample worksheet with typical
data and calculations.

NOTE 15.-The 20-BL sample will result in a reading of about
100 on the NaC1 chloride meter; if desired, a 100-•L sample
may be used.

[1] Rosen,Joseph, Reagent Chemicals andStandards, D.
Van Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, NY.

28.8 Determine chloride strength of actual sample by
pipetting 20 •L of actual sample, using an Eppendorf pipet,
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30.

Report

30.1 No sample reporting form is included for this
test procedure.
31.

References

[2] United States Pharmacopeia andNational Formulary
XV, 20th ed., Mack Publishing Co., 20th and Northampton
Streets, Easton, PA, 18042, 1980.
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[3] Kelly, R. T. and J. W. Vail, "Rapid Analysis of Fresh
Concrete," Concrete, April 1968, pp. 140-145, and May
1968, pp. 206-210.
[4] Howdyshell, E A., Operations Guide: Water and
Cement Content of Fresh Concrete, Technical Report
M-177/ADA 022697, U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory,USA-CERL, September 1975.
[5] Howdyshell, E A., Revised Operations Guide for a
Chemical Technique co Determine Water and Cement
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Content of Fresh Concrete, Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory Technical Report M-212/ADA
039120 (USA-CERL), Interstate Research Park, P O Box
4005, Champaign, IL, 61820, April 1977.
[6] Howdyshell, E A., Corps of Engineers Concrete
Quality Monitor: Operations Guide, Technical Report M293/ADA 102753, USA-CERL, May 1981.
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Table 1. - Test equipment for determining water content.
Item
No.

Equipment

QuantityI
MethodA Method B Method C

Description

Source 2

1

Balance

1

1

1

Triple beam, 2600-g min. capacity, 0.1-g sensitivity.

ES

2

Hand scoop

1

1

1

One piece, cast-aluminum, bowl size about 3 inches wide by 5
or 8 inches long (76 by 127 or 230 mm).

ES

3

Sample tub

1

1

1

Polyethylene,

DS

4

Wide-mouth jar

2

2

2

Polyethylene, 0.5-gal (1.9-L) capacity, with screw closure and
lid.

LGS

5

Universal mixer

End-over-end mixer, double-ended shaft, driven at 40 to
60 r/rain by a 1/4-hp (0.19-kW) a-c motor. Capable of
turning the wide-mouth jars containing 5.5 Ibm (2.5 kg)
of material.

LES

5-qt. (4.7-L) capacity.

6

Timer

0- to 15-rain industrial timer switch with automatic reset
(115 V, 60 cycle); for use with item 5.

LES

7

Beaker

Polypropylene, Griffin low-form graduated, 250-mL capacity
(sold in case lots of six).

LES

8

Conical beaker,
500mL

Glass, narrow-mouth. To allow for breakage, a shelf-pack
of 12 is normally ordered.

LGS

9

Amber bottles

Narrow-mouth, Boston rounds-from-amber, polypropylene
bottles; 32-fl. oz. (950- to 1000-mL) capacity. Normally
ordered in packages of six bottles.

LGS

10

Rubber stopper

No. 6 size, one with two holes and one with three holes.

LGS

11

Pipet,
25 mL

Volumetric pipet, glass, class A or B. To allow for breakage,
a shelf-pack of 12 is normally ordered.

LGS

12

Automatic pipet,
10 mL
25 mL

Glass pipet with Teflon plug. To allow for breakage,
two cases (two per case) are normally ordered.

LGS

13

Eppendorf pipet

14

Disposable
pipet tips

15

Buret, 100 mL

16

Volumetric flask
500mL
250mL

17

18

1

1

Tip ejector, fixed volume, one of 0.0034-fl. oz. (100-/aL)
capacity, and one of 0.0007-fl. oz. (20-/aL) capacity.

LGS

As
req'd.

3

Disposable tips for the pipets listed in item 13.

LGS

Acrylic body with Teflon plug, class A or B accuracy.

LGS

Polypropylene.

LGS

2

-

1

1

Fixed volume
dispensers
2 mL
5 mL
Carboy

Polyethylene with polypropylene
1

1

1

measuring chambers.

Rectangular, aspirator-type with spigot and screw closure;
2-gal (7.6-L) capacity; linear polyethylene.
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Table 1. - Test equipment for determining water content-Continued.
Item
. No.
19

Equipment

Quantity 1
Method A Method B Method C

Double buret
clamp

1

20

Utility clamp

1

21

Rubber tubing

10 ft
(3.05 m)

22

Glass tubing

3 lines

23

Centrifuge

-

1

24

Centrifuge tubes

-

(2 per
test)

25

Chloride meter

-

1

(2 per
test)

Description

Source 2

Double buret holder clamp, nonferric alloy die casting,
nickel-plated.
Three-pronged grip and vinylized jaws.

LGS
LGS

Amber rubber latex tubing, 0.25-inch (6.4-mm) i.d., std.
1/16-inch (1.6-mm) wall thickness. Normally sold in
96-foot (29.3-m) lengths.

LGS

Glass tubing, 0.276-inch (7-mm) o.d. by 10 inches (254 mm)
long, standard wall thickness.

LGS

Variable speed, four-place centrifuge for 0.5 l-ft. oz. (15-mL)
tubes.

LGS

Disposable polystyrene tubes of 0.51-fl. oz. (15-mL) capacity.

LGS

A chloride meter that will accept a 0.0007- or 0.0034-fl. oz.
(20- or 100-#L) sample of chloride for coulometric determination. The Corning Model 920M Chloride Meter is
one known device that meets requirements.

LES or
LGS

1 Quantity required to conduct tests.
2 Source:
ES indicates equipment suppliers for concrete and soils testing labs.
DS indicates domestic food freezer supplier.
LGS indicates laboratory glass supplier.
LES indicates laboratory equipment supplier.
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Spec. or A/•T •VA/ZAJZE
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DA•

Date [
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Structure
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Loca tio n T,•'oo*roA €.ga oA•
Station
•
Offset •

Computed by

Depth

•

to

"*"'--

Checked by

Date
Date

•

WATER CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE

Sample
No.

Std
Chloride
Strength
of 0.5 N NaCI
Solution,
meq/L

Sa
Chloride
Strength
of Sample
Solution,
meq/L

BI
Chloride
Strength
of Blank
Solution,
meq/L

q'4

$7

O

SaM
Mass of
Sample
Solution,

BIM
Mass of
Blank
Solution,

grams

grams

Figure 3. - Sample calculation form for determining water content using method C.
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Water
Content
in mL,
Equation
(3)

Water
Content
in Percent,
Z (lOO)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 4918-92

CEMENT CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
INTRODUCTION
This test procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 4918; the number immediately
following the designation indicates year of original adoption or year of last revision. This test procedure is a modified version
of an ASTM draft proposal for a new designation entitled "Standard Test Method for Determining Cement Content of Freshly
Mixed Concrete," and "Technical Report M-85/06 (revised) July 1985, Operations Guide and Modification Analysis for Use of
the Corps of Engineers Concrete Quality Monitor on Roller-Compacted Concrete and Soil Cement" as presented by the Department
of the Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois.
1.

Scope

3.

1.1 This designation covers the procedures for three
physical-chemical methods for determining cement content
of a sample of freshly mixed concrete. These three methods
are applicableto all freshly mixed portland cement concrete
batches for which calibration can be obtained in advance,
except for those containing certain aggregates,fly ash, or
admixtures that, when washed over a No. 100 (150-#m)
sieve, yield significant and varying amounts of calcium ions
in solution under conditions of test. The choice of which
method to use is up to the discretion of the user; existing
environmental conditions may have some bearing on the
choice.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
4094 Specifications for Ready-MixedConcrete
4127 Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse
Aggregate
4138 Density, Yield, Clean Separation, and Air Content
(Gravimetric) of Concrete
4172 Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete
4917 Water Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete
2.2 ASTM Standards:
C 670 Standard Practice for Preparing Precision
Statements for Test Methods for Construction Material1
E 11 Standard Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for
Testing Purposes 2
2.3 American Chemical Society Reagent Chemicals
Specifications;3
i AnnuMBook ofASTMStandards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.03, 04.08.
2 Annual Book ofASTM Standards, vols. 04.01, 04.02, 04.06, 05.05, 14.02.
3 "Reagent Chemicals, American Chemical Society Specifications," Am.
Chemical Soc., Washington DC. For suggestions on testing reagents not
listed by the American Chemical Society, see references [1,2],
section 31.
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Summary of Procedure

3.1 A given mass of freshly mixed concrete is washed
with a given volume of water over a nest of sieves. The
water is agitated so as to uniformly suspend cement and
other fine particles washed from concrete (those particles
passing finest sieve). A constant-volume representative
sample of the cement suspension is obtained and diluted
with a known volume of nitric acid and water. The diluted
sample is agitated without heat to dissolve calcium
compounds in the cement. The calcium ion concentration
of resulting solution is determined by manual volumetric
titration in Method A [3,4] or by instrumental fluourometric determination in Method B [5], and is correlated
to cement content of specimen by a previously developed
calibration curve. Method C [6] uses somewhat different
equipment to separate the aggregateand cement to obtain
a representative sample of the cement suspension. This
method includes the use of a commercially availablecalcium
analyzer and chloride meter for determining the calcium
and chloride solution strengths, respectively [4].
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Test results can be used to determine variability
of cement content within a single batch of concrete, and
also the variability of cement content between batches of
nominally identical concrete. If test is used to indicate
concrete uniformity, correct and appropriate sampling
procedures must be followed. Sampling procedures are
referenced in section 8.
4.2 The water-cement ratio of a concrete sample can
be estimated when test is used in conjunction with USBR
4917.
4.3 This procedure is not applicable to concretes
containing certain aggregates,fly ash, or admixtures that,
when washed over a No. 100 (150-#m) sieve, yield
significant and varying amounts of calcium ions in solution
under conditions of the tests, see section 1.1.

USBR 4918

METHOD A (KELLY-VAIL) -CEMENT CONTENT BY MANUAL
VOLUMETRIC TITRATION
5.

To this pipet is attached a 3.38+0.34-fluid ounce (100+10mL) automatic pipet with a three-way tap that can empty
its contents through the larger pipet without draining the
contents out of the overflow device. The reproducibility
of the automatic pipet must be +0.2 percent.
5.1.9 Automatic
Pipet.-A 10.14+0.84-fluid ounce
(300+25-mL) automatic glass pipet fitted with a threeway tap. Reproducibility of this pipet must be +0.2 percent.
5.1.10 Carboy.-Rectangular,
aspirator-type with
spigot and screw closure, 2-gallon (7.6-L) capacity, made
of linear polyethylene (two required).
5.1.11 Magnetic
Stirrer.-Variable-speed
magnetic
stirrer (milkshake type) with Teflon-coated magnetic
stirring rod.
5.1.12 Buret.-Buret
shall have an acrylic body with
Teflon plug, class A or B accuracy, and of 3.38-fluid ounce
(100-mL) capacity. A three-pronged utility clamp and a
support base and rod are required to hold buret.
5.1.13 Fixed Volume Dispenser.-Polyethylene
dispenser with a polypropylene measuring chamber,
0.17-fluid ounce (5-mL) capacity.
5.1.14 Rubber Tubing.-Rubber
latex tubing, 0.5-inch
(13-mm) inside diameter and 20 feet (6.1 m) long.
5.1.15
Timer.-A O- to 15-minute industrial timer
switch with automatic reset.
5.1.16 Dropping
Bottle-Polyethylene,
1.01-fluid
ounce (30-mL), narrow-mouth bottle and dropping pipet.
5.1.17 Conical Beakers or Erlenmeyer Flasks.Narrow-mouth,conicalbeakersor Erlenmeyer flasks;glass.
One 16.9-fluid ounce (500-mL) capacity and one 27.05or 33.81-fluid ounce (800- or 1000-mL) capacityrequired.
5.1.18 Utility Clamp.-Three-prongedgrip and
vinylized jaws.
5.1.19 Pipet.-Volumetricglass pipet, class A or B,
with a 0.84-fluidounce (25-mL) capacity.
5.1.20 Suction Bulb.-Rubber suction bulb, recommended when pipetting the 0.84-fluid ounce cement
sample.

Apparatus

5.1 The apparatus components listed in sections 5.1.1
through 5.1.20 are recommended minimum selections
necessary to conduct required analysis; other components
can be used, see references [5,6]. An acceptable selection
of apparatus components is shown in table 1.
5.1.1 BMance.-The
balance shall have a capacity of
not less than 5.75 Ibm (2600 grams), and a sensitivity
to at least 0.00022 Ibm (0.1 gram).
5.1.2 Handtools.-Shovels,
hand scoops, and rubber
gloves as required.
5.1.3 Sample Tub.-Polyethylene,
5-quart (4.7-L)
capacity.
5.1.4 Specimen
Tub.-Polyethylene,
2-quart (1.9-L)
capacity.
5.1.5
Washing Machine.-Domestic,
portable, washing machine; must have a smooth interior, side-mounted
impeller, and recirculating pump and hose. The recirculating hose shall be fitted with a T-piece and have 3 feet
(0.91 m) of 1/4-inch (6.4-mm) inside-diameter, latex tubing
for connecting to linked pipet. The inside dimensions of
the washing machine tub shall be a minimum of 15-5/16
by 12-5/16 inches (389 by 313 mm), and capable of holding
a 15-5/16- by 12-5/16-inch nest of sieves. Working capacity
of the tub shall be 10 gallons (37.6 L).
NOTE 1.-The cement suspension tank described in section
14.5 may be fitted with the T-piece and substituted for the washing
machine.
5.1.6 Sieve Nest.-Rectangular
steel frame, 15-5/16 by
12-5/16 by 8 inches (389 by 313 by 203 mm), with a
No. 50 (300-#m) sieve at bottom and a No. 4 (4.75-mm)
sieve at midheight. The No. 4 sieve should be removable.
A separate sieve frame, 4 inches (102 mm) deep, with
a No. 100 (150-#m) sieve at the bottom, shall be nested
below the No. 50 sieve of the top frame.
NOTE 2.-The No. 100 sieve should be used with the No. 50
and No. 4 sieves when a calcareous 4 fine aggregateis encountered.
The combination of sieves used for calibration and cement content
testing must be consistent.
NOTE 3.-If cement suspension tank listed in section 14.5 is
used, the sieve nest listed in section 14.6 should be used.
5.1.7
Wash Bottle.-Polyethylene,
1.69-fluid ounce
(50-mL) capacity.
5.1.8 Linked Pipets.-A
4.23+0.34-fluid ounce
(125+10•mL) glass pipet with an automatic leveling and
overflow device, and fitted with a three-way tap is required.
4 A fine aggregateis regarded as "calcareous" when results of a chemical
analysis show in excess of 20 percent calcium oxide.

6.

Reagents

6.1 Purity ofReagents.-Reagent grade chemicals shall
be used in all tests. Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended
that all reagents shall conform to the specifications of the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the American
Chemical Society, where such specifications are available)
Other grades may be used, provided it is first ascertained
that reagent is of sufficiently high purity to permit its
use without lessening accuracy of determination. A
comparison of results obtained using the proposed grades
with results obtained using reagent grade chemicals should
be made to ensure that proposed grades are sufficiently
pure, unless previous records confirm they are satisfactory.
6.2 Purity of Water.-Unless otherwise indicated, all
references to water shall be understood to mean distilled
water or water of equal purity. The primary use of the
distilled water is for reagent preparation.
6.3 Ammonium Hydroxide (ammonium chloride
buffer solution, pH ---- 10).-Add 4.8 fluid ounces (142 mL)
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of NH4OH (ammonia hydroxide), assay as NHa (ammonia)
(w/w) 28 to 30 percent, to 0.039 pound mass
(17.5 g) of NH4C1 (ammonia chloride), and dilute to 8.4
fluid ounces (250 mL) with water. The ammonium
hydroxide in the buffer solution evaporates rapidly. The
solution should be kept under cover except when dispensing
reagents to minimize evaporation.
6.4 Eriochrome Black T Indicator Solution.-Dissolve
0.5 gram of Eriochrome Black T, color index No. 14645,
in 0.84 fluid ounce (25 mL) of triethanolamine. The
indicator solution has a storage life of about 2 months.
6.5 Nitric Acid Solution (1 + 19).-Add 1 volume of
concentrated HNOa (nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.42) to 19 volumes
of water.
6.6 Di-Sodium Ethylenediaminetetracetate (0.01N).Dissolve 3.72+0.01 grams of EDTA (di-sodium ethylenediaminetetracetate) in water and dilute to 33.8 fluid ounces
(1 L). Store EDTA solution in polyethylene bottles.
7.

9.3 Cement.-Using
materials and mix proportions of
the concrete to be tested, hand mix a 4.4-1bin (2-kg) sample
of concrete. Determine mass of cement and water for this
mix to nearest 0.022 Ibm (1 g), and determine mass of
aggregatesto nearest 0.022 lbm (10 g). Ensure that all
cement from tools, mixing bowl, etc., is washed into
washing machine. Determine relative calcium ion content
of this mix by following the steps outlined in sections
11.2 through 11.5. Record volume of EDTA solution
required for cement calibration specimen (note 4).
9.4 Calibration
Curve.-To
construct the linear
calibration curve of cement content versus volume of EDTA
required, plot zero cement and volume of EDTA required
for aggregateblank (sec. 9.2) as one point. Plot mass of
cement in 4.4-Ibm (2-kg) concrete calibration sample and
volume of EDTA required (sec. 9.3) as a second point.
Connect the two points by a straight line to complete
calibration curve for these sources and types of cement
and aggregate.All unknown cement contents are linearly
proportional in terms of calcium ion content [5].
9.5 Calibration
Requirements.-Both
the cement
calibration test (sec. 9.3) and aggregate blank test (sec.
9.2) must be repeated each time tap water sources, additives,
aggregatesources, cement source, or cement type change;
and each time a new EDTA reagent solution is used. A
daily cement calibration test should be made. The results
of the three most recent daily tests must agree within
5 percent; if they do not, three tests should be made each
day. After 3 days of three-a-day test averagesbeing within
5 percent of each other, one test per day may be resumed
until deviation exceeds 5 percent.
9.6 The Bureau has never performed this test;
therefore, no typical worksheets, calculations, etc., are
included for Method A.

Precautions

7.1 This test procedure may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment, and does not claim
to address all safety problems associated with its use. It
is the responsibility of the user to consult and establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
7.2 A precaution is given in section 11.5 on color
perception.
8. Sampling
8.1 The sample of concrete from which cement content
test specimen is taken shall be representative of entire
batch, and shall have a mass of not less than 44.1 Ibm
(20 kg). The sample shall be obtained in accordance with
USBR 4172 and/or 4094, the latter designation outlines
procedures for sampling for uniformity of concrete
produced in truck mixers.
9.

10.

Conditioning

10.1 Conditioning of concrete for calibration is covered
under section 9.

Calibration and Standardization

11.

Procedure

9.1 The calibration and standardization of miscellaneous equipment or apparatus used in performing the
tests listed under the Applicable Documents of section 2
are covered under that particular procedure or standard.
9.2 AggregateBlank.-Prepare a representative 4.4-1bm
(2-kg) sample of concrete using materials and mix
proportions of the concrete to be tested minus the cement.
The sample mass should be 4.4 Ibm minus the mass of
cement which would be contained in a 4.4-1bm sample
of concrete. To determine the relative calcium ion content
of these materials, follow the steps outlined in sections
11.2 through 11.5. Record the volume of EDTA solution
required for "aggregate blank."

11.1 Obtain a 4.41+0.44-1bm (2000+200-g) test
specimen from concrete sample in accordance with
section 8.1. The concrete shall contain aggregatesizes up
to 1-1/2 inches (37.5 mm). Record exact mass of test
specimen to nearest 0.0022 Ibm (1 g). Also, obtain a
6.6+0.66-1bm (3000+300-g) test specimen of sample for
concrete containing aggregate sizes greater than
1-1/2 inches. Correct for coarse aggregate variance as
described in section 22.

NOTE 4.-If 6.6-Ibm (3-kg) specimens are tested, procedure
should be followed for 6.6 Ibm instead of 4.4 Ibm.

11.2 Fill washing machine with 10-t-0.1 gallons
(37.9+0.4 L) of tap water. Transfer test specimen to sieves

NOTE 5.-The reason for the wide range of sample mass is
to prevent the mortar-aggregate ratio from being biased through
adjustment of sample size.
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nested over washing machine, and turn on recirculating
pump and agitator of machine. Wash the plus No. 4
(+4.75-mm) aggregatescarefully on the sieve using the
jet of water from recirculating pump hose. After all cement
has been removed from aggregateretained on No. 4 sieve,
remove sieve (note 6). Wash the plus No. 50 (+130-#m)
aggregateon sieve for about 1-1/2 minutes or until all
cement has been removed from aggregate.If both the No.
50 (300-#m) and the No. 100 (150-#m) sieves are usedL
remove the No. 50 sieve at this time and wash aggregate
retained on No. 100 sieve for 1-1/2 minutes. Squeeze end
of large-bore recirculating hose to force cement suspension
to flow through T-piece and 1/4-inch (6.4-mm) inside
diameter tubing. Rapidly release recirculating hose to allow
cement suspension to flow through it. As soon as hose
is released, connect end of the 1/4-inch tubing to 4.23-fluid
ounce (125-mL) linked pipet. Squeeze recirculating hose
again to direct cement suspension into pipet. When pipet
is filled to overflow device, switch off lower pipet tap and
release recirculating hose.
NOTE 6.-For greater accuracy, aggregate retained on No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve may be used in procedure described in section
22.

12.

Calculations

12.1 Determine cement content of sample by first
correcting result from section 11.5 to an exact 4.41-Ibm
(2000-g) sample,5 and then referring to calibration graph.
Correct data by following formula:
R = [TWI+(Mc-TW1)](--•s)

(1)

where."
R = result to use with calibration graph,
TW1 = EDTA required for a sample of tap water only,
Mc = calcium ion concentration result from section
11.5,
ME = 4.41 Ibm (2 kg), and
Ms = mass of sample in pound mass (kilograms).
NOTE L-If desired, cement content in pound mass per cubic
yard or kilograms per cubic meter may be calculated as follows:

where:

11.3 Drain the 4.23-fluid ounce (125-mL) aliquot of
cement suspension into 27.05-fluid ounce (800-mL) beaker.
Wash out the 4.23-fluid ounce linked pipet using 3.38 fluid
ounces (100 mL) of HNO3 solution from automatic pipet
positioned above the linked pipet. Leave tap on the lower
4.23-fluid ounce linked pipet open during this washing
so that acid wash solution will flow into 27.05-fluid ounce
beaker. Dilute the cement-HNO3 solution in beaker with
10.14 fluid ounces (300 mL) of tap water from the
10.14-fluid ounce automatic pipet. Place a Teflon-coated
magnetic stirring rod in beaker and stir contents on a
magnetic stirrer for 3 minutes.
11.4 Pipet off 0.84 fluid ounce (25 mL) of resulting
cement solution after stirring is completed, and place in
a 16.9-fluid ounce (500-mL) conical beaker. Using a fixedvolume dispenser, add 0.34 ounce (10 mL) of ammoniaammonium chloride buffer solution and 4 to 8 drops of
the Eriochrome Black T indicator solution. The same
number of drops should be used for both the calibration
and test samples. To obtain a clear and distinct endpoint,
buffer must be added before indicator solution.
11.5 The calcium ion concentration of the solution in
the 16.9-fluid ounce beaker is determined by an EDTA
endpoint titration using a 3.38-fluid ounce (100-mL) buret.
Swirl contents of beaker during titration. Stop titration
when solution turns from a red-wine color to a pronounced
blue. Record volume of EDTA solution required to reach
endpoint. Operators should not wear tinted glasses or
sunglasses during calcium titration process because such
glasses may alter the perception of the red-wine to blue
endpoint.
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Cm = cement content in pound mass per cubic yard (kilograms per cubic meter),
M1 = mass of cement in test sample in pound mass
(kilograms),
M2 = total mass of test sample in pound mass (kilograms),
and
D = density of concrete in pound mass per cubic yard
(kilograms per cubic meter), as determined in
accordancewith USBR 4138.
NOTE 8.-If desired, the cement content can be expressed as
a percent (Cp) of total specimen mass by dividing result of
equation (1)by mass of sample that calibration chart is based
on, and multiplying by 100:
R
Cp -- Mg (100)

(3)

12.2 Refer to section 9.6 for statement concerning
calculations.
13.

Precision

13.1 The single operator standard deviation has been
found to be 0.97 percent; therefore, results of two properly
conducted tests by same operator on same material should
not differ by more than 2.75 percent. 6 Multilaboratory
precision data have not been obtained.
5 This is the mass of sample that the calibration chart is based on.
6 These values represent, respectively, the 1S and D2S limits as described
in ASTM C 670.
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METHOD B (USA-CERL/KELLY-VAIL)
CEMENT CONTENT BY
INSTRUMENTAL FLUOROMETRIC
DETERMINATION
14.

15.

15.1 Purity of Reagents.-Refer to section 6.1.
15.2 NitricAcid Solution (1 + 19).-Refer to section
6.5.
15.3 Ethylene Glycol Bis (aminoethylether) TetraAcetic Acid (EGTA) Solution.-A prepared reagent of 0.04
percent mass per unit volume.

Apparatus

14.1 Balance.-Refer
to section 5.1.1.
14.2 Hand Scoop.-The
hand scoop shall have a square
mouth, made of cast aluminum, and have a bowl size about
3 inches wide by 8 inches long (76 by 203 ram).
14.3 Sample Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.3.
14.4 Specimen
Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.4.
14.5 Cement Suspension Tank.-This tank requires a
polypropylene, 10-gallon (38-L) capacity "Nalgene" tank
with recirculating pump and hose; 1/20-hp, d-c motor with
an a-c/d-c controller for use on 115/120-volt a-c lines;
watertight bushing; Jiffy mixing blade coupled through a
universal joint to a 1/12-hp stirrer motor; and a cutout
ring to hold 12-inch (305-ram) diameter sieves.
NOTE 9.-The washing machine described in section 5.1.5 may
be substituted for the cement suspension tank.

NOTE 10.-If washing machine is used instead of cement
suspension tank, the sieve nest described in section 5.1.6 should
be used.
14.7 Magnetic Stirrer.-Refer to section 5.1.11.
14.8 Syringe-Type Pipet.-Syringe-type, variable
volume, transfer pipet of 1.01-fluid ounce (30-mL) capacity.
14.9 Eppendorf Pipets.-Tip ejector, fixed volume
pipets, one of 0.0007-fluid ounce (20-#L) capacity and one
0.0034-fluid ounce (100-#L) capacity.
14.10 Disposable Pipet •os.-Disposable tips for
0.0007- and 0.0034-fluid ounce Eppendorf pipets.
14.11 Flasks.-One polycarbonate, 16.9-fluid ounce
(500-mL) capacity Erlenmeyer flask; and one polypropylene, 8.4-fluid ounce (250-mL) capacity volumetric flask
are required.
14.12 Calcium Analyzer.-The calcium analyzer accepts
samples from 0.0007 to 0.0034 fluidounce (20 to 100/zL),
and makes fluorometricdetermination of calcium with
precision of duplicate calcium analysis performed having
a coefficient of variation of 1.4 percent for 0.0034-fluid
ounce samples and 1.7 percent for 0.0007-fluid ounce
samples.

15.4 Calcein Indicator Solution.-Reconstitute 1 gram
of dry powder calcein indicator with 0.34 fluid ounce
(10 mL) ±1 percent of the calcium standard (10.00 mg
percent) (note 12).
15.5 Calcium Standard Solution.-A prepared reagent
(10.00 mg percent meq/L) (note 12).
15.6 Potassium Hydroxide (1.0 N).-A prepared
reagent, 1.0 N potassium hydroxide prepared with
deionized water (note 12).

16.

Precautions

17.

Sampling

17.1

18.

Refer to section 7.1.

Refer to section 8.1.

Calibration and Standardization

18.1 Refer to section 9.1.
18.2 Cement.-Using materials and mix proportions of
concrete to be tested, hand mix a 4.4-1bm (2-kg) sample
of concrete. Determine mass of cement and water for this
mix to nearest 0.0022 ibm (1 g), and determine mass of
aggregate to nearest 0.022 Ibm (10 g). Ensure that all
cement from tools, mixing bowl, etc., is washed into
washing machine.
NOTE 13.-If 6.6-Ibm (3-kg) specimens are tested, procedure
should be followed for 6.6 lbm instead of 4.4 Ibm.
18.2.1 Fill washing machine or cement suspension
tank with water to 10-gallon (38-L) mark on side of tank.
Place nested sieves on tank and turn on agitator.
18.2.2 Transfer the 4.4-Ibm specimen to sieves over
tank. Start recirculating pump and wash residue from
specimen container into tank using water jet from
recirculating pump hose (note 13).
18.2.3 Wash the plus No. 4 (+4.75-mm) aggregate
carefully using water jet from recirculating pump hose.
After all cement has been washed from the aggregate
retained on the No. 4 sieve (about 1 to 1.5 minutes of
washing), remove No. 4 sieve.
NOTE 14.-For greater accuracy, aggregateretained on No. 4
sieve may be used in procedure of section 22.

NOTE 11.-One known device meeting these requirements is
the Corning Model 940 Calcium Analyzer.
Carboy.-Refer

NOTE 12.-One known source is Corning; this is a reagent
for the Corning Model 940 Calcium Analyzer.

16.1

14.6 Sieves.-A nest of standard, stainless-steel sieves
of 12.0-inch (305-mm) diameter and consisting of No. 4
(4.75-mm), No. 50 (300-#m), and No. 100 (150-•m) sieves
is required (notes 2 and 10).

14.13

Reagents

18.2.4 Wash aggregate retained on No. 50 (300-/•m)
sieve until all cement has been washed from aggregate

to section 5.1.10.
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(about 1 to 1.5 minutes of washing). Remove No. 50 sieve.
NOTE 15.-When both the No. 50 (300-/1m) and No. 100 (150•m) sieves are used, aggregateretained on the No. 100 sieve
should be washed an additional 1 to 1.5 minutes after No. 50
sieve has been removed. Remove No. 100 sieve when washing
is complete.
18.2.5 Obtain a 1.01-fluid ounce (30-mL) representative sample of the cement suspension in the tank using
the 1.01-fluid ounce syringe pipet. Place suspended material
in a 16.9-fluid ounce (500-mL) Erlenmeyer flask. Refill
syringe pipet with 5 percent nitric acid solution and add
it to material in Erlenmeyer flask, occasionally shaking
pipet while discharging to ensure that all cement that
settled out when cement sample was taken is dissolved
and flushed out with the acid solution. Using a volumetric
flask, add 8.4 ounces (250 mL) of tap water to Erlenmeyer
flask.
18.2.6 Place magnetic stirring bar in Erlenmeyer
flask, and place flask onto a magnetic stirrer. Turn on
stirring motor and verify stirring action is working.
18.2.7 Prepare calcium analyzer by switching power
on, place MEQ/MG toggle switch to MG, fill cuvette to
mark with 1.0 N potassium hydroxide, and add 0.0034
fluid ounce (100-/•L) of reconstituted calcein reagent to
cuvette using the Eppendorf pipet. Place cuvette in analyzer,
use an Eppendorf pipet to add 0.0034 fluid ounce of calcium
standard solution, and push titration button to condition
cuvette for analysis. This latter step is required only after
cuvette has been filled with a new potassium hydroxide
solution.

18.2.9), add a 0.0034-fluid ounce sample to cuvette using
an Eppendorf pipet (note 14).
18.4 Calibration Curve.-To construct the linear
calibration curve of cement content versus calcium analyzer
reading, plot zero cement and aggregate blank calibration
result (sec. 18.3) divided by five as one point. Plot mass
of cement in the 4.4-Ibm concrete calibration sample and
its calcium analyzer reading (sec. 18.2.9) as the other point.
Connect the two points by a straight line to complete the
calibration curve for these sources and types of cement
and aggregate. All unknown cement contents are linearly
proportional in terms of calcium ion content [7] (note
13).
18.5 Calibration Requirements.-Both
the concrete and
aggregate blank calibration tests must be repeated each
time the water, aggregate, cement, or additive source
changes. A daily cement calibration test (sec. 18.2) should
be made. The results of the three most recent tests must
agree within 5 percent; if they do not, three tests should
be made each day. After 3 days of three-a-day test averages
being within 5 percent of each other, one test per day
may be resumed until deviation exceeds 5 percent.
18.6 The Bureau has never performed this test;
therefore, no typical worksheets, calculations, etc., are
included for Method B.
19.

19.1 Refer to section 11.1.
19.2 Follow the procedures outlined in sections 18.2.1
through 18.2.9.
20.

NOTE 16.-These steps are for use with Corning Model 940
Calcium Analyzer; if another instrument is used, steps should
be modified to meet manufacturer's calibration and operation
procedures.
18.2.8 To calibrate the calcium meter, add 0.0034
fluid ounce (100-#L) of calcium standard to cuvette using
the Eppendorf pipet, and then press titration button.
Record result and repeat test by adding another 0.0034
fluid ounce of the calcium standard and titrating. Repeat
test until consecutive results are less than 1.5 percent apart.
Push calibration button and run an additional 0.0034-fluid
ounce sample of calcium standard to ensure that calcium
standard readout value is 10 (+0.1 mg percent) (note 17).
18.2.9 To determine strength of cement solution in
Erlenmeyer flask, pipet a 0.0007-fluid ounce (20-/zL)
sample from flask into cuvette using the Eppendorf pipet,
press titrate button, and record result. Repeat test until
all values are less than 1.5 percent apart (note 17).
18.3 Aggregate
Blank.-To determine the aggregate
blank calibration constant, repeat the procedures outlined
in sections 18.2.1 through 18.2.9, excluding the addition
of the 4.4-Ibm (2-kg) concrete sample to the tank. Instead,
add to the tank the same amount of aggregate,additives,
and water that would be in a 4.4-1bm concrete sample.
Also, instead of adding a 0.0007-fluid ounce sample (sec.
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Procedure

Calculations

20.1 Determine cement content of sample by first
correcting the result from section 18.2.9 to an exact 4.41Ibm (2000-g) sample, and then referring to the calibration
graph. Correct data by followingformula:
ME

(4)

where:
= calcium reading obtained for sample of tap
water only;
Mew = mass of cement and water from section 18.2, in
pound mass (kilograms); and
Other terms as previously defined in equation (1).

TI•

NOTE 17.-If desired, the cement content in pound mass per
cubic yard may be calculated as shown by equation (2), section
12.1.
NOTE 18.-If desired, the cement content can be expressed
as a percent (Cv) of the total specimen mass by dividing the
result of equation (4) by the mass of sample that the calibration
chart is based on, and multiplying by 100:

USBR 4918

G = M• (100)
21.

(5)

sieve analysis. Such values will be in error to the extent that
the sieve analysis of the coarse aggregatepassing the No. 4 (4.75mm) sieve varies in individual batches.

Precision

METHOD C - CORPS OF ENGINEERS
CONCRETE QUALITY MONITOR
CEMENT CONTENT OF SOIL CEMENT
OR ROLLER-COMPACTED CONCRETE

21.1 The single operator standard deviation has been
found to be 1.02 percent; therefore, results of two properly
conducted tests by same operator on same material should
not differ by more than 2.89 percent. Multilaboratory
precision data have not been obtained.

22. Improved Accuracy: Correction for
Sampling Errors

23.

23.1
23.2
23.3
23.4
23.5
23.6
23.7
23.8
23.9
23.10
23.11
23.12
23.13

22.1 Small samples often do not contain representative
amounts of coarse aggregate and, therefore, accuracy of
cement content determination may be improved by using
the following procedure.
22.1.1 Resieve the damp, coarse aggregate collected
on the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve after sample is washed.
Determine the SSD (saturated-surface-dry) mass of the
damp coarse aggregate either by drying with a towel or
by determining mass of sample immersed in water using
procedures described in USBR 4127. For the latter method:
B --

C

Apparatus

(6)

Reagents

24.
where:

24.1 Nitric Acid Solution (1+ 19).-Refer to section 6.5.
24.2 Ethylene Glycol Bis (aminoethylether) TetraAcetic Acid (EGTA) Solution.-Refer to section 15.3.
24.3 Calcein Indicator Solution.-Refer to section 15.4.
24.4 Calcium Standard Solution.-Refer to section 15.5.
24.5 Potassium Hydroxide (1.0 N).-Refer to section
15.6.

B = SSD mass of coarse aggregate in air, in pound
mass (kilograms);
C = immersed mass of coarse aggregate, in pound
mass (kilograms); and
sg = SSD specific gravity.
22.1.2 Determine coarse aggregate content of a
larger sample of concrete, 0.0185 ydz (0.014 m3) for
example, which is representative of the batch or load of
concrete. Express the SSD mass of aggregate as a decimal
fraction of mass of concrete.
22.1.3 Correct the determined cement content (set.
20.1) by multiplying it by the following fraction:

25.

26.

Refer to section 7.1.

Sampling

26.1 Refer to the requirements
standardization under section 27.
27.

where:
--

Precautions

25.1

1 -At
1 - As

At

Balance.-Refer to section 5.1.1.
Hand Scoop.-Refer to section 14.2.
Sample Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.3.
Specimen Tub.-Refer to section 5.1.4.
Cement Suspension Tank.-Refer to section 14.5.
Sieves.-Refer to section 14.6.
Magnetic Stirrer.-Refer to section 5.1.11.
Syringe-Type Pipet.-Refer to section 14.8.
EppendorfPipets.-Referto section 14.9.
Disposable Pipet 7)•,s.-Refer to section 14.10.
Flasks.-Referto section 14.11.
Calcium Analyzer.-Refer to section 14.12.
Carboy.-Refer to section 5.1.10.

B
Ms'

B = as defined in equation (6),
Ms = mass of test sample in pound mass (kilograms),
and
As = decimal fraction of mass of concrete
(set. 22.1.2).
NOTE 19.-In some instances, it may be possible to use a
theoretical A8 derived from the batch mass and coarse aggregate
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Calibration

for calibration

and

and Standardization

27.1 Prior to performing the cement content test, the
test procedure must be calibrated for the calcium in the
cement and the raw materials in the concrete. This is
accomplishedby performing the standard cement content
test. To determine the aggregateblank calibration value,
section 28.3 in the test procedure is excluded and the
aggregate proportions and additives present in a 4-kg
concrete sample are obtained and used as the "4-kg sample."
In section 28.11, a 100-#Lsample is analyzed in the calcium
meter.

USBR 4918

28.4 Transfer the 4°kg sample to the nest of sieves
over the tank. Turn on tank's recirculating pump and wash
residue from the 4-kg sample container into the tank using
the water jet from the recirculating pump hose.
28.5 Wash the plus 4.75-mm aggregatecarefully using
the water jet from the recirculating pump hose. After all
cement has been washed from the aggregateretained on
the 4.75-mm sieve, which takes about 1 to 1.5 minutes,
remove the sieve.
28.6 Wash aggregate retained on the 300-•m sieve
until all cement has been removed (about 1 to 1.5 minutes),
then remove the sieve.
-

NOTE 20.-The Corning 940 calcium analyzer provides readouts
in metric units only; therefore, the following procedural steps
addressonly metric quantities.
27.2 For the concrete calibration test, a 4-kg concrete
sample is hand mixed using the materials and mix
proportions of the concrete to be tested (sections 28.2
through 28.11), and the results recorded.
NOTE 21.-The sieve arrangement used in the calibration
procedure should be consistent with that used in the test
procedure; that is, if only the 4.75°mm and 300-•tm sieves are
used to calibrate the cement test, the same sieves should be used
during the testing. If the 4.75-mm, 300-/zm, and 150-#m sieves
are used, they should be used for both calibrating and testing.

NOTE 23.-When both the 300- and 150-gtm sieves are used,
the aggregateretained on the 150-#m sieve should be washed
an additional 1 to 1.5 minutes after the 300-•um sieve has been
removed. Remove the 150-/•m sieve when washing is completed.

27.3 The cement calibration curve is a linear plot of
the cement content in grams versus the calcium analyzer
reading in milligrams-percent, with zero cement being the
aggregate blank calibration result in milligrams-percent
divided by five. The mass of the cement in the 4-kg concrete
calibration sample and corresponding calcium analyzer
reading is the other set of coordinates.
27.4 The concrete calibration test must be repeated
each time the cement, aggregatesource or type, or water
source used to produce the concrete changes; or weekly
if the aggregateand cement sources or aggregatetype do
not change.
28.

28.7 Obtain a representative sample of the cement
suspension in the tank using the 30-mL syringe pipet. Place
this suspended material in a 500-mL Erlenmeyer flask.
Refill syringe pipet with 5 percent nitric acid and add
this solution to the contents of the Erlenmeyer flask. While
discharging the acid solution from the pipet, shake pipet
occasionally to ensure that all material that settled out
when sample was taken has dissolved and is flushed with
the acid solution. Use a volumetric flask to add 250 mL
of tap water to the Erlenmeyer flask.
28.8 Put a magnetic stirring bar in Erlenmeyer flask
and place bar on a magnetic stirrer. Turn on stirring motor
and ensure that stirring has begun.
28.9 Prepare calcium analyzer by switching power on
and filling cuvette to the mark with 1.0 N potassium
hydroxide. Then, add 100 #L of reconstituted calcein
reagent using an Eppendorf pipet. Place cuvette in analyzer•
add 100#L of calcium standard solution using the
Eppendorf pipet, and push titration button to condition
cuvette for analysis. This latter step is required only after
cuvette is filled with a new potassium hydroxide solution.
A single cuvette filling is enough for 15 to 20 readings.
28.10 Start the analysis by placing the meq/mg%
toggle switch at rag% and adding 100#L of the calcium
standard to the cuvette using an Eppendorf pipet. Press
titration button. Record result and repeat test by adding
another 100-•tL sample. Repeat testing until consecutive
results are within 1.5 percent. Push calibration button and
run an additional 100-/•L sample of the calcium standard
to ensure that calcium standard readout value is 10 ± 0.1
mg%.
28.11 Determine strength of cement solution in
Erlenmeyer flask by analyzing a 20-•tL sample in the
calcium analyzer. Repeat this analysis until all values are
within 1.5 percent. Determine cement content by referring
to the calibration graph.
28.12 For a sample recording of the calcium analyzer
readings on the raw materials, see figure 1.
28.12.1 To make an accurate prediction of a calcium
analyzer reading on cementitious materials for a particular

Procedure

28.1 The CQM (Concrete Quality Monitor) cement
content test is based on the following assumptions:
• Cement of a given type from a given source is uniform
in calcium content; that is, the aggregates either do
not contain calcium or are uniform in calcium content
for that proportion of the aggregatesthat pass the finest
sieve over the cement suspension tank.
• When agitated, cement can be dispersed uniformly
and suspended in water so that a representative sample
can be obtained.
• Stirring without external heat will produce a
quantitative solution of cement in nitric acid.
• Calcium content of cement solution can be determined
by titration with the Corning 940 calcium analyzer.
28.2 Fill cement suspension tank with tap water to
the 37.8-L mark on the side of the tank. Place nested sieves
on tank and turn on tank's agitator.
NOTE 22.-If calcareous fines are present, it is recommended
that a 150-/.tm sieve be nested below the 300-/•m sieve. The
combination of sieves used for calibration and cement content
testing must be consistent.
28.3 Obtain the 15- to 30-kg concrete sample, mix
sample to ensure homogeneity (or remix if used in
conjunction with water test), and weigh out 4 ± 0.4 kg
of fresh concrete. Record this mass to the nearest gram.
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size sample representing a particular batch size, a linear
regression equation should be developed from readings
obtained:
y = ax + b

values and initial test values or if second test agreesclosely
with initial test, one of three possibilities has occurred:
(1) Concrete sample is not representative of bulk,
which
indicates
poor mixer
efficiency
and
nonhomogeneity;

(7)

where:
=
=
=
=

y
x
a
b

(2) Batch is not the same as indicated
proportions; or

calcium reading in mg% (milligrams-percent),
cementitious content in grams or kilograms,
slope value, and
value where plotted line intercepts y-axis.

(3)

a = 0.1024
x ---- 76.9 grams of cement for a 4-kg concrete
sample
b = 2.082
y = 0.1024 (76.9) + 2.082
= 9.96 mg%
=
=
=
=
=

30.

Report

30.1 No typical reporting form is included with this
test procedure.
31.

0.0017
30.8 grams of fly ash for a 4-kg concretesample
2.214
0.0017 (30.8) + 2.214
2.27 mg%
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a
x
b
y
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Table 1. - Test equipment for determining cement content.
Item
No.

Equipment

Method A

Description

Quantity 1
Method B Method C

Source2

1

Bala.nce

1

1

1

Triple beam, 2600-g min. capacity, 0.1-g sensitivity.

ES

2

Hand scoop

1

1

1

One piece, cast-aluminum, bowl size about 3.25 by 5 by 2
inches (83 by 127 by 51 mm).

ES

3

Sample tub

1

1

1

Polyethylene,

5-qt. (4.7-L) capacity.

DS

4

Specimen tub

1

1

1

Polyethylene, 2-qt. (1.9-L) capacity.

DS

5

Washing machine

I

-

-

Domestic portable type, smooth interior, side-mounted
impeller, and recirculating pump and hose. Hose
to be fitted with a T-piece for connecting to linked
pipet. Working capacity of tub shall be 10 gal. (38 L).

DA

6

Cement suspension
tank

1

1

Polypropylene, 10-gal. capacity "Nalgene" tank with
recirculating pump and hose; 1/20-hp, d-c motor with
an a-c/d-ccontroller for use on 115/120-V, a-c lines;
watertight bushing; Jiffy mixing blade coupled through
a universal joint to a 1/12-hp stirrer motor; and a
cutout ring to hold 12-inch (305-mm) diameter sieves.

LES or
LGS

7

Timer

0- to 15-min. industrial timer switch with automatic
reset (115 V, 60 cycle).

8

Sieve nests

Rectangular steel frame, 15-5/16 by 12-5/16 by 8 inches
(389 by 313 by 203 mm), with a No. 50 (300-t•m) sieve
at bottom and a removable No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve at
midheight. A separate4rame, 4 inches (102 mm) deep
with a No. 100 (150-•m) sieve at bottom, shall be
nested below the No. 50 sieve of top frame.

ES

A nest of standard stainless-steel sieves of 12-inch
diameter, and consisting of No. 4, No. 50, and No. 100
sieves.

ES

1

I

LES

Wash bottle

Polyethylene,

1.69-fl. oz. (50-mL) capacity.

LGS

10

Dropping bottle

Polyethylene, 1.01-fl. oz. (30-mL), narrow-mouth bottle
and dropping pipet.

LGS

11

Conical beaker

Narrow-mouth, glass, conical beakers or Erlenmeyer flasks.
One of 16.9-fl. oz. (500-mL) capacity and one 27.05- or
33.81-fl. oz. (800- or 1000-mL) capacity. To allow for
breakage, a shelf-pack of 12 is normally ordered.

LGS

One polycarbonate, 16.9-fl. oz. Erlenmeyer flask; and one
polypropylene, 8.4-fl. oz. (250-mL) volumetric flask.

LGS

Volumetric glass pipet, class A or B, 0.84-fl. oz. (25-mL)
capacity. To allow for breakage, a shelf-packof 12 is
normally ordered.

LGS

9

12

Flasks

13

Pipet

2

2
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Table 1. - Test equipment for determining cement content - Continued
Item
No.
14

15

16
17

Equipment
Linked pipets

Method A

Quantityl
Method B Method C

1 set

Automatic pipet

1

Syringe-type pipet

2

Eppendorf pipets

18

Pipet tips

19

Buret

20

Fixed volume
dispenser

21

Carboys

As
req'd,

1
2

As
req'd.

Description

A 4.23-fl.oz. (125-mL) glass pipet with an automatic
leveling and overflowdevice, fitted with a three-way
tap. To this pipet is attached a 3.38-fl. oz. (100-mL)
automatic pipet with a three-way tap that can empty
its contents through the larger pipet. To allow for
breakage, two sets are normally ordered.

LGS

Automatic glass pipet with three-way tap, 10.14-fl. oz.
(300-mL) capacity. To allow for breakage, 'two are
normally ordered.

LGS

Syringe-type, variable volume, transfer pipet of
1.01-fl. oz. (30-mL) capacity.

LGS

Tip ejector, fixed-volume pipets, one of 0.0007-fl. oz.
(20-•L) capacity and one 0.0034-fl. oz. (100-#L)
capacity.

LGS

Disposable tips for pipets listed in item 17.

LGS

Acrylic body with Teflon plug, class A or B accuracy,
3.4-fl. oz. (100-mL) capacity.

LGS

Polyethylene dispenser with polypropylene
measuring chamber, 0.17-fl. oz. (5-mL) capacity.
2

2

1

Source 2

LGS

Rectangular, aspirator type with spigot and screw
closure; 2-gal. (7.6-L) capacity; made of linear
polyethylene.

LGS

22

Utility clamp

1

Three-pronged grip with vinylized jaws.

LGS

23

Suction bulb

1

Rubber suction bulb for use with the pipet in item 13.

LGS

24

Rubber tubing

Amber rubber latex tubing, 0.5-inch (13-mm) i.d.

LGS

25

Magnetic stirrer

Variable-speed magnetic stirrer (milkshake type) with
Teflon-coated magnetic stirring rod and stainless-steel
containers.

LGS

A calcium analyzer that will accept samples from 0.0007
to 0.0034 ft. oz. (20- to 100-1zL), and makes
fluorometric determination of calcium to the precision
noted in section 14.12.

LES

26

Calcium analyzer

20 ft
(6.1 m)
1

-

1

1

1 Quantity required to conduct tests.
2 Source:
ES indicates equipment suppliers for concrete and soils testing labs.
DS indicates domestic food freezer supplier.
DA indicates a domestic appliance store.
LGS indicates a laboratory glass supplier.
LES indicates a laboratory equipment supplier.
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Spec. or
Solic. No. A•or AW•I•AaLE
Project •ZdOl• •'•g•'• •,,q/Vl
A/•'ppN'•A•a o/€
Feature

Structure
A•A-Co•PACT•eb
•plO¢gr•
Item €•d.CgA• €,4/
Location T,•owr•Al.•" a o,•
Station ..4.--Offset •"
Depth •
to
...I...-

Tested by

.•ovepJ of E•¢t•r•As
Computed by

Checked by

w,-t.---

Date

I •82
Date

Date

CEMENT CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
Cement: BrandA$//GaovE•rr
Type •*L,4
Location D•/AA"•'•') O,•
Pozzolan: Type /•'•lw,,qS//
Class •
Supplieri••j,:AT•/rSAN•L.
Location•g•T,•l•/Ae W'.,4
Water: [] Well • City [] Distilled • Demineralized Description
T'A• I•V"Ar/-,•

Aggregate

Nominal
Size
Fraction

Name

of
Deposit

Location Description
Legal
Geographical

Supplier

/•-d a,f?

.S',C,•E

Coarse:

Quality
Evaluation
Sample
No.

If- •, •o
mtw## •6.4
,4/.r G/v•
•eNm •aae
•aY /•4/x
CALCIUM ANALYZER READINGS ON RAW MATERIALS Sample Size* [] 20pL [• 100pL
Fly Ash
Mass Proportions of Aggregate and Water**
Cement
Calcium
Batch
Mass of a
Mass,
Mass,
Ibm
Ibm
Ingredients
Reading,
Calcium,
Density,
Calcium,
4°•__•_ Sample,
•r
yd•
Ibm
mg%
mg%
mg%
-- kg/m•
l. •3o
5. 7oo
l•. I
37. q
3/.•3
7•8
0.83•
•'.4q
•5. 78
#. •88
//O.S
l•. o9o
/gS. q
/qo 11o
.5",¢HO
• a.•o8
•'£•'#'0 ,,$'.,•w,o
24.aoo
a. /g l
•13. J
eL o4
•aO.7
Totals
14q. f5
4. ooo
MIX DESIGN AND CALIBRATION DATA FOR RAW MATERIALS
Mass of a
Calcium
Batch
Percent
Mix
Specific
,• Sample,
Reading
Calcium Reading
Mass,
by
Ingredients
Gravity
Ibm
With Water,
for Raw Materials
g
Mass
mg%
mg%
8o
/.f2
Cement
3./•"
o. o7•
•. •'•'
9,€1@-•.•1 :
7.77
= O. Og
Pozzolan
•,•
0.o30•
•.•7
2.27-•°21
.9.-°
0.7;,
Water
I, Oo
O. S750
•, 21
J. 1971
• €• /• ,•g
•.7•
o. •'/o•
843
•.77
Fine:

o.'q 7

$,9No

2. ••"

ql?

ao- is.,.

Totals
Cement

o.##a7
o./•d 7

4. oooo
o

8.74

/a. .a"l

* If a 20-•L solution sample is used, multiply calcium reading by 5.
** The theoretical air-free batch density times the result of the individual batch mass divided by the total batch mass yields the individual batch
density. Then, the sample specimen size times the result of the individual batch density divided by the sum of the individual batch densitiesyields

the

proportioning

value, e...•.

1,•41.

t¢#/•'€-€'/•l(. °) = .ql•. 12. Z",¢t•:,• .,¢t"4•€. l•/14•o

elK,) =/o .•0 J¢9

Figure 1. - Sample worksheet for the calibration of raw materials.
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20-

FOr 0/oo-/•L

somple bosed on o .•_• -•kg)

mixture somple

I

140

CEMENT CONTENT

IN

POUND MASS PER CUBIC YARD

Figure 2. - Graphical illustration of data generatedon figure 1.
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Spec. or
Solic No A/or AVAIL/•SZ•
Project/*qL,•o w C'R•'lc DA•
/-/•'PPA/E• • O•gWoN'
Feature
/•/•ow C•EIe DA•

Structure

•o••eA- CoMPA c r•a Cowc•Cr6
Item •ESEA.•CM
Location 7"•ourOAd• O•Go•,t"
Station •
Offset --!...Depth ..,..
to

Tested by

Date

Computed by

Date

Checked by

Date

CEMENT CONTENT OF FRESHLY MIXED CONCRETE
Batch Mass
•/g o
lbmAkg')Sample Mass
.•
•kg) l
Dispersant Used: [•'Yes [] No
Concentration
ZoO
•(grarm)

Concrete Mix A°gFga ro ,#",,•t./,•d" /
Batch Density
/..q'4-. I
lbm/ft3•
Calcium Analyzer Volume: I-1 20 •L I•"100 •L
Dispersant Brand •",,g/•'oN
Ingredients
Cement

Mix Design
4-A_• Sample
/.94%
0. 0 7 7•

Trial Batches for Mix Calibration Curve (kiloBrams)
..0_0% Cement /.fff_% Cement /._•_•% Cement ?.•ar% Cement •.Z.4"% Cement
0. 0000
0. O 78'O
O. Og•O
0. O qOO
o. o•oo
O. O3lO
O. I •o

O. O320
o. Iq4O

o. qzTs
O. 2SOO
o. 7,• •'0

o. q32o

/./•.ao

O. 871o

o. •'•oo

O. q831
•. / 7•

o. q831

3. ,97•o
2./6

3.qg•'o

o. qg31
0. / 744
4. oog•"

Fly Ash

0.0312.

O. 03lO

O. 0310

Water

0. lq40

O. lq40

O. lq40

3to /wcWW$

/.Iq70

//:• ro 3/• /,v'¢M
$t•tc/t ro A/o.4

0.0°/04
o. • 6 71

o. gq40
O. g•"75"

M/w#$ •V•*

•. g830
O./S'6•
••. oooo

3,#wo

Total Mass

C•lcium Analyzer

O. 745"0

•. / 744
7. 7•

O. 745"o

•. 60

O• •r31

0. •3l

l O• / 744.

O. / 744

q. 8•"

Cement
Fly Ash
Water

Total Mass

Calcium Analyzer
Readin• in rag%

Cement
Fly Ash
Water

Total Mass

Calcium AnalTzer
R•*din• in m•%

Remarks:

Figure 3. - Sample worksheet for aggregateblank calibration and the concrete mix calibration curve.
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20 M

For a/°-•°-/zL

IZ
lid
(J
W
(1.
i

solution sample based on o _•_4-•E(kg)

mixture sample

16

¢t
ew
--I
.d

12

Z
1
Z
I
O
I•I

8

laJ
N

b

Z
4
u
J

I

I
0.5

L
CEMENT

I
Lo

=

I
1.5

i

I
2.0

i

I "

2.5

CONTENT IN
PERCENTAGE OF
CONCRETE MIXTURE

CEMENT

I

I

3.0

i

I

3.5

OF

Figure4.-Graphicalill•trationofdatageneratedonfigure3.

•

,

RERUN CONCURS WITH BATCH
PROPORTIONS. ASSUME PROCEDURAL
ERROR ON FIRST TEST, BATCH OK.

ERROR IN'RESULTS
GREATER THANtlO%
RERUN FROM SAME
SAMPLE

I

I

I

,1

RERUN DISAGREES WITH BOTH FIRST |
RUN AND BATCH PROPORTIONS.
PROCEDURAL ERROR MAY HAVF
OCCURRED ON FIRST RUN. ERRORS
EXIST IN CALIBRATIONI HOMOGENEITY,
OR BATCH PROPORTIONS.

RERUN AGREES WITH FIRST RUN.
I
NO PROCEDURAL ERROR. ERRORS
EXIST IN CALIBRATION• HOMOGENEITY, I
OR BATCH PROPORTIONS.
I

I

I

I TEST WITH NEW 12- TO 15-kg
SAMPLE FROM SAME BATCH.

I

RESULTS OF SECOND SAMPLE
AGREE WITH FIRSTtiNDICATING
HOMOGENEITY IS NOT A
PROBLEM.

__l__

[ CHECK CALIBRATION

CALIBRATION OK,
INDICATING ERROR IN
BATCH PROPORTIONS.

J

I

I

RESULTS OF SECOND SAMPLE
DISAGREE WiTH SECOND RUN,
FIRST SAMPLE. HOMOGENEITY
IS A PROBLEM.

I
i

RESULTS OF SECOND SAMPLE
AGREE WITH SECOND RUN,
FIRST SAMPLE. HOMOGENEITY
iS NOT A PROBLEM.

I

1

CHECK CALIBRATION

I

I

CALIBRATION INCORRECT.
RECOMPUTE RESULTS.

I
RECOMPUTEDRESULTS
CONCUR WITH BATCH
PROPORTIONS. BATCH OK.

i

RESULTS OF SECOND SAMPLE I
DISAGREE WITH FIRST t
INDICATING HOMOGEN•TY iS A
PROBLEM.

I •==•='•=•-•o+•-=.•
i

I CALIBRATION INCORRECT. I
RECOMPUTE RESULTS.

l
RESULTS

I

RECOMPUTED
DISAGREE WITH BATCH
I PROPORTIONS• INDICATING
ERROR IN BATCH PROPORTIONS.

I

RECOMPUTEDRESULTS
CONCUR WITH BATCH
PROPORTIONS. BATCH OK.

Figure 5. - Procedure for checking cause of error in cement content results.
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I

l

I

I

CALIBRATION OK,
INDICATING ERROR IN
BATCH PROPORTIONS.

i

RECOMPUTED RESULTS
DISAGREE WITH BATCH
PROPORTIONSt INDICATING
ERROR IN BATCH PROPORTIONS.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
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PROCEDUREFOR

USBR 9300-89

CHECKING, ROUNDING,
AND REPORTING OF LABORATORY DATA
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Concrete and Structural Branch, code D-3730, and the Geotechnical Services Branch,
code D-3760, of the Research and Laboratory Services Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under"
the fixed designation USBR 9300. The number immediately following the designation indicates the year of acceptance or the
year of last revision.

1.

4.3 All measured or computed data are to be recorded
in a legible manner on the data form. If a number is
computed or recorded erroneously, draw a line through
the incorrect number and write the correct value to the
side or above the incorrect entry. In No Circumstance Shall
the Original Value Be Erased or Written Over.
4.4 All measured or computed data must be recorded
as specified in the procedure (e.g., "record to the nearest
0.01 Ibm"). For those cases, where the number of digits
is not specified, a value should be recorded to one more
digit than prescribed by the rules of significant digits as
described in USBR 3000.
4.5 Any observation made during the test that might
have an effect on the results, or on use of the results,
should be written on the data form. If information is placed
on the back of the form, clearly indicate on the front that
additional information is on the back.

Scope

1.1. This designation outlines procedures for checking
data on laboratory data forms, rounding numbers, and
recording and reporting of the data.
1.2 This procedure is to be used by Bureau of
Reclamation laboratories engaged in testing of cement,
concrete, aggregates,soil, and rock, and is to be used to
provide uniformity and consistency in handling data, data
forms, and reports.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 3000 Using Significant Digits in Calculating and
Reporting Laboratory Data
2.2 ASTM Standards:
E 29 Indicating Which Places of Figures Are to Be
Considered Significant in Specified Limiting Values
E 380 Metric Practice
2.3
Bureau Document:
Metric Manual

3.

5.

5.1 All numerical data that are the result of a calculation
must be checked by an individual other than the person
who computed and recorded the data.
5.2 All data transferred to a data form from another
source, such as other data forms, calibrations values, etc.,
shall be checked by an individual other than the person
recording the data.
5.3 All recorded data that are correct must show a
checkmark, preferably in red, by each number checked (see
fig. 1).

Terminology

3.1 A Term Specific to This Designation Is:
3.1.1 Rounding.-The process of reducing the
number of digits in a number according to rules relating
to the required accuracy of the value.

4.

Checking Data on Original Data Forms

Recording Data on Original Data Forms

NOTE 2.-Example data forms included in the other USBR
procedures contained in this manual do not show checkmarks
in order to illustrate the required data in a neat and legible manner.
Completed data forms should be similar to figure 1 or 2.

4.1 The heading of each data form must be completed
in full. The initials and surname of appropriate persons
are to be entered in the space for "tested by," "computed
by," and "checked by" (see example on fig. 1).
4.2 The portion of the data form for auxiliary test;s
must show the year of the version of the procedure used
(see fig. 1).

5.4 If recorded data are incorrect, draw a line through
the number and Write the correct number to the side or
above the incorrect value. In No Circumstance Shall the
Original Value Be Erased or Written Over.
5.4.1 The same method or system of computation
must be used for checking the data as was used in calculating
the recorded values.

NOTE 1.-Since procedures may be revised, it is important that
the version of the procedure used be identified.
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NOTE 3.-Numbers calculated by "chain" computations with
a calculator or computer may result in different values than
rounding values for each entry and using the rounded value in
subsequent calculations. The calculator or computer carries more
digits than the rounded number when a "chain" computation
is being used.
5.4.2 Data corrected by the checker should be verified
by a person other than the checker and a checkmark shown
by the correct value. An entry should be made on the data
form "corrections verified by
(Name)
"
5.5 The name of the checker and the date the data
were checked must be entered on the form heading. The
last name of the checker must be completely written out.
5.6 It is the responsibility of the checker to ensure
that all numbers are correct, recorded to the proper number
of places specified in the procedure, and that rounding
is in conformance with this designation. The checker should
also review the measured data for reasonableness (e.g.,
a recorded mass of 179 Ibm when the maximum capacity
of a scale is known to be 100 Ibm).
5.7 If necessary changes are made to data subsequent
to the final checking, changes must be checked and the
changes explained in the Remarks section of the data form.
6. Checking Data Presented on Graphs, Tables,
and Figures Reporting Laboratory Data
6.1 All data shown on graphs, tables, and figures must
be checked by an individual other than the person who
originally prepared the graph, table, or figure.
6.2 The original figure should not show checkmarks
for each value. It is recommended that a copy of the original
graph or figure be made and checkmarks be placed by
each value on the copy (see example on fig. 2).
6.3 Once the graph, table, or figure is considered
correct, the name of the person who prepared the graph,
table, or figure; the date prepared; the name of the checker;
and the date the data were checked must be entered in
the space provided or in the lower left corner of the original
graph, table, or figure.
7.

Rounding Numbers

7.1 When a numerical value is to be rounded to fewer
digits than the total number available, the following
procedure is to be followed:
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When the first
digit dropped is:

The last digit
retained is:

Examples

<5
>5
Exactly 5
5 followed only by zeros

Unchanged
Increased by 1
Increased by 1
Increased by 1

2.44 to 2.4
2.46 to 2.5
2.55 to 2.6
2.5500 to 2.6

The same rules apply when rounding a number with many
digits to a number with few digits. A computer!or calculator
may display the answer to a computation as ten digits
and the answer is to be recorded to two digits. For example,
the number 2.3456789 would be rounded to 2.3; the first
digit dropped would be the 4.
Other examples:
2.49999
2.49999
2.55555
2.55555
2.50000

to
to
to
to
to

2.5
2
2.56
3
3

7.2 The examples shown above, exactly 5 or 5 followed
by zeros, are rounded differently than indicatedin the USBR
Metric Manual, ASTM E 380, and ASTM E 29. These
documents all indicate that the number is tO be rounded
to the closest even number. In the example (shown above)
2.50000 would be rounded to 2 and not 3. Unfortunately,
calculators and computers do not follow this rule and always
round up. Recognizing the wide-spread use Of calculators
and computers, the policy as stated in subpgragraph 7.1
should be followed.
8.

Reporting Data

8.1 Data reported as result(s), of the test, must conform
with instructions in: the respective procedure, since some
reported values are different than what is recorded on the
data form. (For example, the computed value for liquid
limit of a soil is recorded on the data form to the nearest
0.1 percent but is to be reported to the nearest 1 percent.)
If the reported value is not specified, the data should be
reported in accordance with the rules of significant digits
as described in USBR 3000.
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7-1391 (I 2-8b)
]
Bureau of Reclamation
SAMPLE NO.

LABORATORY COMPACTION TEST

55T_131/

TESTED BY

I PROJECT

i
ICOMPUTED BY

DATE

A. Green

5/28/89

Blows per layer

I B. Brown

251//

Mass of tamping rod

CHECKED BY

5/29/89

C.White

3

5.50 I//

I

I

DATE

5/29/89

Height of drop

Volume of mold

Ibm

i

v"

5500 _ 8 9

XYZ Dom

DATE

No. of layers

Specimen No.

I DesignationUSBR
FEATURE

Example

I 8.0

v'

0. 0497 I•

ft3

2
Wet unit weightdeterminations

Water added

(g or ml)

+8• 8o

Mass of mold+ wet soil

(Ibm)

11.15

Mass of mold

(tbm)

5.41

Mass of wet soil

(Ibm)

Wet unitweight

(Ibf/ft3)

(in2)

Area of needle

I ,
Penetrometerreading

(Ibf)

Average reading
Penetrationresistance

240

II.52

I 1.87

5.41

p

.£•t :11•

5.72v'
115. I V

Needle No. -

160

122.9v"

I+Z=•

330

5.41

5.41
6.43v

420

I

I 1.64

6.46v"
I30-oV"

I

i

J

129.4 I/

I 1.69
5.41
6.28v
126.4 v/

Penetrationresistancedeterminations

40

40

20

10

4

t/4o

V4o

tlzo

I/io

72

45

50

50

40

73

47

49

49

37

51

I/4

72

46

49

39

(Ibf)

72 J

46 J

50v•
-6e-

49 v/

39I/

(Ibf/in2)

2880 V

1840W

1000v"

490 v•

156v•

Moisturecontentdeterminations
Dish No.

15

44

45

55

20

Mass of dish + wet soil

(g)

382.4

386.7

382. I

381.5

369.5

Mass of dish + dry soil

(g)

359. I

359.6

352.4

347.3

330.6

133.8 •

140.6 V'

138.6 V"

I t 8.0 v"

27.1 I/

29.7•

34.2 I/

38.9•
212.6 If

Mass of dish
Mass of water

(g)

129.4 v"

(g)

23.3V"

(g)

Mass of dry soil

ZZ9.7 I/

225.8 If

211.8 I/

208.7 v/

12.0 I/"

14.0I•

16.4l/

i

Moisture content

(% of dry mass)

iO.i •/

Dry unit weight determinations
I

1°6e•1

Remarks:

Corrections

verified

by D. Block
Auxiliary tests:

USBR 5205- 8 9
USBR 5300 - 89

USBR 532O - 8 9
USBR 5505 - 8 9

GPO 849-889

Figure 1. - Checked data sheet -- example.
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%1414 (9-85)
Bureau of Reclamation
;AMPLE NO.

Depth

IFEATURE

55T-13v'

Hole No.

I
I

COMPACTION - PENETRATION RESISTANCE CURVES

AP-5A•'

Dom

XYZ

Plotted by

:3.2- 7.8 v/
D[]
•. •

I
[PROJECT

ft []

m [] Checked by

,/
3000

55O0 - 89•

Designation USBR

Exornple

B. Brown

Date

5128/89

C. White

Date

5/29/89

i
pv

\
U

z

<
F(/)
m
o')
LU
rr

z

0

V

2000

I

\
•

1000

-\

I<
l--

uJ
Z
,,,

\

J

v"

C

V"

Vlr•

THEORETICAL CURVE AT
COMPLETE SATURATION;
NUMBERS INDICATE
PERCENTAGE OF VOIDS

J

12o

"30v /
/

i-

"1(.9
LU

v"
I10

•\/
•1•

/,
/,v

Gravel

/3 5 •"

\

v40 ,

100

v"
9O
CLASSIFICATION

••

/

"•

I->"
n-"
O

/

SMI/
13vt%

tOw"
t5v"
MOISTURE CONTENT (%)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
Minus No. 4

Sand

50 .•/%

Plus No. 4

Fines

37v•%

Bulk

20•/

COMPACTION

2-661/

Method
Percent larger than tested
Maximum dry unit weight

13 V"
114.0L/•

kN/m3
Ibf/ft3

Apparent
Absorption

__. %

ATTERBERG LIMITS
Liquid Limit
Plasticity Index

Optimum moisture content
Degree of saturation @ opt

33 v" %

Remarks

Penetration resistance @ opt

14.0v'%
•%
i000 • [] kPa
[] Ibf/in2

4vt %

Shrinkage Limit •
%
GPO 848-759

Figure 2. - Checked plotting -- example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 1000-89

STANDARDS FOR LINEAR MEASUREMENT DEVICES
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1000. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

in a roll-up case. Flexible metal printed tapes should meet
the requirements of Federal Specification GGG-T-106D.
The tapes are to be housed in a suitable case. Inch-pound
scale tapes having a length of 6, 8, or 12 feet are generally
adequatefor most laboratory and field applications. Metric
scale tapes having a length of 2 to 3 meters are generally
adequate for most laboratory and field applications. A
certificate of inspection certifying that the flexible metal
printed tape meets Federal specifications is to be obtained
from the manufacturer when ordering the tape.
5.2 Engraved Metal Rule.-A device manufactured from
tool steel which is used to obtain accurate linear
measurements. Engraved metal rules should meet the
requirements of Federal Specification GGG-R-791E The
rule is to be constructed in one piece without joints and
is to be made of tool steel. A certificate of inspection
certifying that the engraved metal rule meets Federal
specifications is to be obtained fromthe manufacturer when
ordering the rule.
5.3 HardwoodRule.-A device used to obtain accurate
linear measurements manufactured from hardwood. The
hardwood rule should meet the requirements of Federal
Specification GGG-R-791E The hardwood rule is to be
constructed in one piece of well-seasoned hardwood from
birch, boxwood, or hard maple. The wood is to be straightgrained and clear throughout. A rule that is marked with
the inch-pound scale (1/8-inch graduations) on one face
and the metric scale (1-cm graduations) on the other face
is adequate for most laboratory and field applications.
5.4 Vernier or Dial Calipers.-A measuring device
which consists of a main scale with a fixed jaw and a
sliding jaw with an attached vernier and is used to obtain
precise inside, outside, or depth measurements. Vernier
or dial calipers should meet the requirements of Federal
Specification GGG-C-111B. Inch-pound scale vernier or dial
calipers which have a measuring range of 0 to 6 inches
must be graduated to read in thousandths of an inch (0.001
in). Metric scale vernier or dial calipers which have a
measuring range of 0 to 150 mm must be graduated to
read in two one-hundredths of a millimeter (0.02 mm).
A certificate of inspection certifying that the vernier or
dial caliper meets Federal specifications is to be obtained
from the manufacturer when ordering the calipers.
5.5 Outside Micrometer.-A
device which is used to
obtain precise outside measurements. Outside micrometers
should meet the requirements of Federal Specification

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
ordering and maintaining quality control of linear
measurement devices to be used for laboratory and field
applications. Minimum requirements for tapes, calipers,
micrometers, and gauge blocks are outlined in this
designation. It is strongly recommended that a certificate
of inspection certifying that the linear measurement device
meets the standards of the applicableFederal specifications
be obtained when purchasing these devices.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 Federal Specification•
GGG-T-106D Tape Measuring, General Use
GGG-R-791F Rules, Measuring
GGG-C- 111B Calipers and Gages, Vernier
GGG-C-105B Caliper, Micrometer (Inside, Outside,
Tube) and Gage, Depth Micrometer
GGG-C-15C Gage Blocks and Accessories
3.

Significance and Use

3.1 Accurate linear measurements must be taken to
Obtain proper values from laboratory and field tests.
3.2 The information in this designation is to be used
whenever any of the linear measurement devices listed
in paragraph 5 are purchased.
3.3 With the exception of tapes and rules, linear
measurementdevices should be returned to the manufacturer or to an appropriate certification agency biennially
for recertification.
4.

Terminology

4.1 Traceability Certificate.-A certificate of inspection
certifying that a linear measurement device meets the
Federal specifications for its particular grade or model and
that its accuracy is traceable to the National Institute of
• Standards and Technology (National Bureau of Standards)
or the international standard of length.
5.

Apparatus

5.1 Flexible Metal Printed Tape.-A device used to
obtain accuratelinear measurements and is usually enclosed
773
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GGG-C-105B. Inch-pound scale outside micrometers which
have a measuring range of 0 to 1.000 inch must be graduated
to read to at least one-thousandth of an inch (0.001 in).
Metric scale outside micrometers which have a measuring
range of 0 to 25 mm must be graduated to read to at
least two one-hundredths of a millimeter (0.02 mm). A
certificate of inspection certifying that the outside
micrometer meets the Federalspecification is to be obtained
from the manufacturer when ordering the micrometer.
• 5.6 Inside Micrometers.-A device which is used to
obtain precise inside measurements. Inside micrometers
should meet the requirements of Federal Specification
GGG-C-105B. Inch-pound scale inside micrometers which
have a measuring range of 2 to 12 inches must be graduated
to read to at least one-thousandth of an inch (0.001 in).
Metric scale inside micrometers which have a measuring
range of 50 to 300 mm must be graduated to read to at
least two one-hundredths of a millimeter (0.02 mm). A
certificate of inspection certifying that the inside micrometer meets Federal specifications is to be obtained from
the manufacturer when ordering the micrometer.
5.7 Depth Micrometers.-A device which is used to
obtain precise depth measurements. Depth micrometers
should meet the requirements of Federal Specification
GGG-C-105B. Inch-pound scale depth micrometers which
have a metering range of 0 to 10 inches must be graduated
to read to at least one-thousandth of an inch (0.001 inch).
Metric scale depth micrometers which have a measuring
range of 250 mm must be graduated to read to at least
two one-hundredths of a millimeter (0.02 ram.) A certificate
of inspection certifying that the depth micrometer meets
Federal specifications is to be obtained from the
manufacturer when ordering the micrometer.
5.8 Rectangular Gauge Blocks.-Precision steel rectangular gauge blocks are designed to be used individually.
Gauge blocks are suitable for checking dial caliper, vernier
caliper, micrometer caliper, and dial indicator travel. Inchpound and metric scale gauge blocks are to be compatible
with the calibration requirements; i.e., dial gauges, calipers,
etc. A certificate of inspection certifying that the rectangular
gauge blocks meet Federal specifications is to be obtained
from the manufacturer when ordering the gauge blocks.
5.9 Square Gauge Blocks.-Precision steel square gauge
blocks are designed for stack assembly. An accessory hole
is drilled through the center of each gauge block to allow
the tie rod to pass through for assembly. A certificate of
inspection certifying that the square gauge blocks meet
Federal specifications is to be obtained from the
manufacturer when ordering the gauge blocks.
6.

Precautions

6.1 Safety Precautions.-Examine the linear
measurement devices (as received or before their use) for
sharp edges or burrs.
6.2 Technical Precautions:
6.2.1 Examine the linear measurement devices for
bent or missing components each time they are used.
6.2.2 Store the linear measurement devices in a
suitable case when not in use.
774

6.2.3 Occasionally rub or wipe the linear measurement device with an oily rag if it is used in a wet or
damp environment (not applicable for hardwood rules).
6.2.4 Use extreme caution when marking control
numbers on linear measurement devices. Under no
circumstances should the precision gauge blocks be marked
or scribed by the purchaser. The manufacturer stamps the
dimensions and serial number on the block at the time
of manufacture and calibration.
Calibration and Standardization

7.

7.1 Verify that the certificate of inspection is current.
If it is not current, the linear measurement device should
not be used.
It is recommended that linear measurement devices be
returned to the manufacturer or to an appropriate
certification agency biennially for recertification.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 Not applicable, special conditioning requirements
are not needed for this procedure.
Procedure

9.

9.1 Purchasing:
9.1.1 All information is to be recorded on the "Linear
Measurement Device Acceptance Form" as shown on
figure 1.
9.1.2 Determine the type of measurement device that
is needed, e.g., when determining the volume of relative
density measures, one needs a depth micrometer with a
measuring range of 0 to 10 inches and an inside micrometer with a measuring range of 2 to 12 inches.
9.1.3 Determine the nominal range of the item or
items to be measured.
9.1.4 Obtain a catalog froma reputable supplier that
supplies precision linear measurement devices.
9.1.5 Determine if the supplier can furnish the linear
measurement device needed to accomplish the task.
9.1.6 Determine if the supplier can furnish a
certificate of inspection and if construction and accuracy
comply with applicable Federal specifications.
9.2 Upon receipt of the linear measurement device,
the followingitems should be noted.
• Date of receipt
• Type of linear measurement device
• Name of the manufacturer
• Serial number of the linear measurement device
• Are the range and scale markings on the linear
measurement device as specified on the purchase order?
• Check the certificate of inspection to ensure that it
is current and that the data listed on it are applicable
to the device (serial number and type).
10.

Interpretation of Results

10.1 Use the instructions and tables listed in the applicable Federal specifications to aid in determining if the

USBR 1000

linear measurement device complies with the special
requirements.
10.2 If the linear measurement device meets all of the
specified requirements, accept the device; if it does not,
it is to be rejected and returned to the manufacturer.

7-2300 (l '2,.86)
Bureau of Reclamation

11.

Report

11.1 The report is to consist of a completed "Linear
MeasurementDevice Acceptance Form." This information
(fig. 1) should be filed with the laboratory equipment
calibration records.

LINEAR MEASUREMENT DEVICE ACCEPTANCE FORM
DeslsnatlonUSBR lO00 8 9

PART 1. (COMPLETE WHEN ORDERING THE LINEAR MEASUREMENT DEVICE.)

Example

DATE

1.

ORDERED aY

2.

TYPE OF LINEAR MEASUREMENT DEVICE

3.

NOMINAL MEASURING RANGE REQUIEMENTS, 0--1 0

4.

SCALE MARKING REQUIREMENTS

0.001 inch

5.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF SUPPLIER

Example

6.

IS A CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION FURNISHED?

6/I 7/89

Depth micrometer
inches

[] YES

[] NO

PART 2. (COMPLETED UPON RECEIPT OF THE LINEAR MEASUREMENT DEVICE.)

Example

1.

RECEIVED sv

2.

TYPE OF LINEAR MEASURMENT DEVICE

3.

NAMEOF MANUFACTURER Example

DATE

Depth microme|er

4. SERIALNUMSER DM-'q'967550
8.

DO THE RANGE AND SCALE MARKINGS COMPLY WITH THE SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS?

[] Yes
s.

[] NO

Is T.E CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION VAL,D?

[•ACCEPT

[] YES

[] NO

D REJECT

Figure l. - Linear measurement device acceptanceform --example.
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PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 1007-89

CALIBRATING DIAL INDICATORS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services *
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1007. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision•
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for calibrating dial indicators for laboratory and field applications.
1.2 Method A outlines the calibration procedure using
precision gauge blocks; Method B outlines the calibration
procedure using a micrometer fixture.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
2.2 ASME Standard:
ANSI B89.1.10 Dial Indicators (for Linear Measurement)
2.3 Federal Specification:
GGG-G-15C Gage Blocks and Accessories
3.

Summary of Method

3.1 Comparison readings between a dial indicator and
• either precision gauge blocks (method A) or a micrometer
fixture (method B) are used to determine the accuracy,
repeatability, and hysteresis of the dial indicator. The results
are used to evaluate the acceptability of dial indicators for
laboratory and field use.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Accurate ,linear measurements are required to
obtain proper data for laboratory and field use.
4.2 Calibrate dial indicators when purchased and
annually thereafter.
5.

Terminology

5.1 Definitions are in accordancewith USBR 3900.
5.2 Terms not included in USBR 3900 specific to this
designation are:
5.2.1 Accuracy.-The
degree to which displayed dial
indicator readings vary from known spindle displacements.
5.2.2 Graduation.-The
least measured value which
is marked on the dial indicator face.
5.2.3 Hysteresis.-The
difference in displayed dial
indicator readings at any particular spindle displacement
776

within the specified range, when the dial indicator reading
is approachedfirst with increasing and then with decreasing
spindle displacements.
5.2.4 Range.-The measured values over which the
dial indicator is intended to measure, specified by upper
and lower limits.
5.2.5 Repeatability.-Thedegree to which displayed
dial indicator readings vary for successive measurements
of the same reference.
6.

Apparatus

6.1 Dial Indicator.-A dial indicator used for standard
laboratory or field applications.
6.2 Method A -- Precision Gauge Block Calibration:
6.2.1 PrecisionGauge Blocks (fig. la).-A set of steel
gauge blocks (inch-pound or metric), usually rectangular,
meeting the requirements of Federal Specifications GGGG-15C and those requirements identified in USBR 1000
forprecision gauge blocks. A gauge block set should contain
sizes (or combination of sizes) necessary to satisfactorily
perform the calibration procedure as outlined in
paragraph 10.
6.2.2 Dial Indicator Comparator Stand (fig. lb).-A
stand consisting of a base; ground to a guaranteed flatness
and warp-free stability; a support column and an adjustable
arm onto which the dial indicator can be securely attached.
6.3 Method B- Micrometer Fixture Calibration:
6.3.1 Micrometer Fixture (fig. 2a).-A precision
instrument capable of obtaining comparison readings over
the full range of the dial indicator. The spindle must be
nonrotating and spring loaded. The micrometer fixture
is to be calibrated annually by the manufacturer.
6.3.2 Magnetic Base Dial Indicator Holder (fig. 2b).A magnetic base with a solid upright post adapted with
a swivel snug, gauge rod, and dial indicator clamp with
fine adjustment capabilities.
7.

Precautions

7.1 Safety Precautions.-The dial indicator case, stem,
spindle, and contact point are to be examined for burrs
and sharp edges.
7.2 Technical Precaution•.
7.2.1 The dial face is to be examined for clarity of
graduations.
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9.

Conditioning

9.1 Perform this calibration in an environment as close
to 68 °F (20 o C) as possible.
9.2 The dial indicator, calibration gauge blocks, and
dial indicator comparator stand and base should be in the
environment in which they are to be calibrated for at least
24 hours prior to calibration.
10.

Procedure

10.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Dial Indicator
Calibration Sheet" as shown on figure 3.
10.2 Record the range and graduation of the dial
indicator to be calibrated.
10.3 Locate and record the manufacturer and serial
number of the dial indicator to be calibrated. If it has no
serial number, record the model number and any identifying
marking.
10.4 Record the type and serial number of the reference
standard to be used.
10.5 Method A -- Precision Gauge Block Calibration:
10.5.1 Mount the dial indicator on the dial indicator
comparator stand as shown on figure 4a.
10.5.2 Accuracy Determination:
10.5.2.1 Position the dial indicator on the dial indi•
cator comparator stand. Adjust the dial indicator in such
a manner that when the contact point of the spindle rests
firmly on the comparator stand base, the hand registers
0.000.
10.5.2.2 Record the zero reading on the dial
indicator calibration form.
10.5.2.3 Displace the dial indicator spindle by
• inserting gauge blocks of appropriate thicknesses between
the comparator base and the contact point of the dial
indicator as shown on figure 4b. These gauge blocks should
be of such thickness that the hand can be displaced in
approximately equal increments (a minimum of four
increments per revolution of the dial indicator hand) over
the entire range of the dial. Record the gauge block(s)
used (reference standard length) and the dial indicator
reading at each increment. Record the dial indicator
readings to the highest readability possible--based on
smallest graduation of the dial indicator dial.
10.5.3 Hysteresis Determination:
10.5.3.1 Displace the spindle of the dial indicator
by inserting the same gauge blocks as used in subparagraph 10.5.2.3. This time insert the gauge blocks in reverse
order; i.e., thickest block to thinnest.
10.5.3.2 Read and record dial indicator readings
for each gauge block used.
10.5.4 Repeatability Determination:
10.5.4.1 Remove all gauge blocks from beneath
the contact point. Readjust the dial indicator on the support
column so that the hand registers 0.000 with the contact
point resting on the comparator base and record the value.
10.5.4.2 Rotate the hand of the dial indicator by
displacing the dial indicator spindle using an appropriate
size (or combination of) gauge block(s). (See subpar.
10.5.4.6.)
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10.5.4.3 Read and record the dial gauge reading
and the gauge block(s) used.
10.5.4.4 Remove the gauge block(s) and record
the dial indicator reading.
10.5.4.5 Repeat subparagraphs 10.5.4.1 through
10.5.4.4 a minimum of three times.
10.5.4.6 Subparagraph 10.5.4 should be followed
at approximately 25, 50, and 75 percent of full range of
the dial indicator.
10.6 Method B -- Micrometer Fixture Calibration:
10.6.1 Mount the dial indicator on the bench of the
micrometer fixture utilizing the magnetic base dial indicator
holder as shown on figure 5.
10.6.2 Accuracy Determination:
10.6.2.1 Displace the dial indicator spindle so the
indicator hand registers 0.000 by turning the micrometer
head.
10.6.2.2 Set the micrometer head to read 0.000.
10.6.2.3 Read and record the zero readings on the
dial indicator calibration form.
10.6.2.4 Displace the dial indicator spindle by
turning the micrometer head in equal increments (a
minimum of four increments per revolution of the dial
indicator hand) over the entire range of the dial. Read
and record the readings of both the dial indicator and the
micrometer fixture at each increment. Record the dial
indicator readings to the highest readability possible-based on smallest graduation of the dial indicator hand.
10.6.3 HysteresisDetermination:
10.6.3.1 Displace the spindle of the dial indicator
by turning the micrometer head in the opposite direction
to that used in subparagraph 10.6.2.1.
10.6.3.2 Read and record dial indicator and
micrometer fixture readings at the same increments as
performed in subparagraph 10.6.2.4.
10.6.4 Repeatability Determination:
10.6.4.1 Adjust both the dial indicator and the
micrometer fixtureto read 0.000.
10.6.4.2 Displace the spindle of the dial indicator
by turning the micrometer fixtureto cause the appropriate
revolution of the dial indicator hand. (See subpar. 10.6.4.8.)
10.6.4.3 Turn the micrometer fixturehead to read
0.000.
10.6.4.4 Read and record the micrometer reading
and corresponding dial indicator reading.
10.6.4.5 Turn the micrometer fixture head to:
return the micrometer back to zero.
10.6.4.6 Read and record the micrometer reading
and corresponding dial indicator reading.
10.6.4.7 Repeat subparagraphs 10.6.4.1 through
10.6.4.6 a minimum of three times.
10.6.4.8 Subparagraph 10.6.4 should be followed
at approximately 25, 50, and 75 percent of full range of
the dial indicator.
11.

Calculations

11.1 Calculations for determining the accuracy,
hysteresis, and repeatability of the dial indicator are as
shown on the "Dial Indicator Calibration Sheet" (fig. 3).

USBR 1007
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0-I.000 inch I 0.001 inch

DIAL INDICATOR RANGE/GRADUATIONS
MANUFACTURER

D•auon USeR 1oo7._8_9

DIAL INDICATOR CALIBRATION SHEET

SERIAL NO.

D1-115281

GAUGE BLOCKS

SERIAL NO

MF-I00

MICROMETER FIXTURE

SERIAL NO

Example
[--J

REFERENCE STANDARD USED:.

CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

DATE

CALIBRATION CHECKED BY

DATE
HYSTERESIS

ACCURACY
TRIAL REFERENCE
DIAL
NO.
STANDARD INDICATOF
LENGTH
READINGS
(1)

(31

TRIAL REFERENCE
DIAL
NO.
STANDARD INDICATOR
LENGTH
READING

REPEATABI LITY
HYSTERESIS
(3) - (7)

BASE
RETRACTED RETURN REPEATREADING
READING ABILITY
DIAL
READING

(4)

(5)

I

0.000

0.000

0.000

89

.0.000

0.000

0.000

2

0.025

0.025

0.000

88

O. 025

0. 024

0.00 I

3

0.050

0.050

0.000

87

O. 050

O. 050

O. 000

0.000

0.050

0.000

0.000

4

0.075

0.075

0.000

86

O. 075

0.074

O. 00 I

0.000

0.050

0.000

0.000

5

0.100

0.100

0.000

85

O. I00

0. I00

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.000

0.000

6

0.125

0.125

0.000

84

0;125

0. 125

0.000

0.150

0.000

83

0. 150

0. 150

0.000

7

(2)

DIFFERENCE
(2)-(3)

0.150

(6)

(?)

(8)

8

•.175

0.175

O.OO0

82

O. 175

0. 175

0.000

9

0.200

0.200

0.000

81

0.200

0. 199

0.001

(9)

(10)

(11)

-- 2 I/2

REVOLUTIONS. --

0.000

0.250

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.250

0.(XX)

0.000

0.000

0.250

0.000

O.D00

ACCURACY: ACCEPT[]

HYSTERESIS: ACCEPT[]

REPEATABILITY: ACCEPT []

REJECT O

REJECT []

REJECT []

REMARKS:

(9) - (11)

112 REVI LUTION-

Only partial calibration dala shown.

GPO 850--947

Figure 3. - Dial indicator calibration sheet -- example.
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h,,Id(< ', f::,),:lb] indicacc, r., m:d ,:,:, n:,i,:r,>rr,•_re r head.

]L2.

13

Ir•terpretation of Res,uks

12:.]
Table ] shows ma::•immT], a]k:,v,,£bb,de,'•,iat]i,•,n •rJd
is t,,:•, be used •c,, eva]ua•e •]le, :Jccep•ab]lii•y ,•:ff the diial

Repo, rt

13. 1 The re:.F,,:•rt is t:o consist .c,f a o :m-•p]le•:ed and checked
" 1_',1 i a ]1 I n d i c a '•,: • r C a I i b r a t i, I, n, S h e e t '' ( f ]i g % ),. T h, i s, i n f,L)r m a tic,, n
is •_:,. be filed whh ti•e ]al:,,c:,•at,:>ry equiipment ca]ibrmic;,n

]2.1!: D: ,de'viaG:)n of •he. diia]! indlica•c,,r exceeds d:,e ]lhnii•s
l]isted m, :ab]le ] t:or re.pern:•bJilgy, hysteresis, (:,r accurac3<,.

€ C,:3, DJ S,

1!:,.2

78.0

All ca]l.c:,L•]lati{,,•n,s; ;{re:. to sk,,:•.v,, a chec:kma•k.
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Table 1. - Dial indicator maximum deviation.
Smallest
graduation
inch
mm

Repeatability

Hysteresis

First 2-1/3
revolutions

Accurat7
First 10
revolutions

First 20*
revolutions

Deviation in unitsofsmallest graduation
0.00005
.00010
.00050
•00100

0.001
.002
.010
.020

+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2

0.50
.50
.33
.33

+1
+1
+1
+1

+4
-1-3
+3
+2

* Over 20 revolutions consult with individual manufacturers for standard procedure.
Table 1 taken from ANSI B 89.1.10-1978 dial indicators for linear measurements.
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PROCEDURE FOR

CALIBRATING LINEAR VARIABLE
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMERS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1008. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for calibrating LVDTs (linear variable differential transformers).
1.2 Method A outlines the calibration procedure using
precision gauge blocks; method B outlines the calibration
procedure incorporating a micrometer fixture.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedure:
USBR 1000 Standards for LinearMeasurementDevices
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
2.2. FederalSpecification:
GGG-G-15C Gage Blocks and Accessories
3.

Summary of Method

3.1 Readingsfrom an LVDT and from either the precision gauge blocks (method A) or the micrometer fixture (method B) are compared to determine the linearity
and repeatability of the LVDT. The results are used to
determine the acceptability of the LVDT for laboratory use.
4.

one end of the total linear range; i.e., one-half of the total
linear range.
5.2.4 Range.-Total distance traveled by the core
expressed in terms of percent plus or minus full-scale
displacement.
5.2.5 Repeatability.-Thedegree of LVDT measurement variation for successive measurements of the same
reference standard.
5.2.6 Linearity.-Thevariation of LVDT measurements from a straight line. The measurements are obtained
using a series of reference standards applied over the total:
linear range of the LVDT.
5.2.7 Percent Error.-The ratio (expressed as a percent) of (1) the difference between an LVDT measurement of a reference standard and the actual length of the
reference standard to (2) the total linear range of the LVDT.
Percent error also may be determined over a fraction of
the total linear range.
5.2.8 VoltageError.-The difference in LVDT voltage
output for successive measurements of the same reference
standard.
"t"
VOLTAGE OUTPUT

Significance and Use

MAXIMUM

4.1 LVDTs must be calibrated for use in the laboratory
to ensure reliable linear measurements.
4.2 Calibrate LVDTs before initial use and at least
annually thereafter.
5.

Terminology

,
/
! /"

CORE DISPLA=CEMENT II

(see fig.l)

...........-e

/

//
P,

+

CORE DISPLACEMENT

I

5.1 Definitions are in accordancewith USBR 3900.
5.2 Terms not included in USBR 3900 specific to this
designation are:
5.2.1 NullPosition.-The LVDT core position within
the LVDT body that voltage output is zero.
5.2.2 TLR (total linear range).-Total distance that
may be traveled by the LVDT core in moving from the
position of maximum voltage output at one end of the
body--through the null position--to the position of
maximum voltage output at the opposite end of the body.
5.2.3 Full-Scale Displacement.-Total distance
traveled by the core in moving from the null position to
782
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MAXIMUM

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

"ULL SCALE 0tSPLAOdEN•ULL SCALE OIS•ACEk
TOTAL UNEAR DISPLACEkENT

RANGE = + FULL SCALE DISPLACEMENT

Figure 1. - Terminology of the LVDT.
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6L,

App,aratus

7.1.:2!:
V,,,rifv•,aH e]ectrical v+.irJm, g is; o:mnected U,r;•F . .
er]y. and c}-la• t]qie S,i•l•r]llJ[ condit"li.,:)ne.s:
(]if uise.d)Jis grc,.u2•d!ed
pr•:,pe'rI'.i t,:•. pr,evec, c electrical shc,,,ck •,::::, ehe .,)pe.rac,::,r
7.2:
Te'ct, s2'.k:d F'?'ec;:.+' u',•i",: >rim:
7.2I
The I_AiDGT' ca.re arldl b,>d). + are: a rna•che:d se•
a:s F,,UrChased fr{:,nr, d-J,e manufactt,rer; t:(ar best perf,o, rmarJ, ce,
d,;l, ru•t" iirJterc}q,t•rJge cores "a, ilttT, ,,:>tkler ...VD'T b,_:,,.dies.
7.2:.2:
E.eF:,•ace rl-•e •,•,re:. and bdy Jif: eiiLhez shc,.ws any
sign c,f dents, be.nd{ng, ,:}r c, thez defects w'h,¢cl-• rr, a'.•<' Jffecr
j:>erf<,,r n-•ance ,u,f t"t]e dcvL:e
7.2:.3.
T'llm. LVDT care ;•nd b,,::•dTi, sh,:xu,]dl be s,r,:•red in
a suiitu:blle N:,x ,u,r case when, nor :irJ, t,se.
7+2.4
t),,u, r•,oE ex,cced El-•e /nput" volnlge .c.,f t.he I?v*F,,'T
as spcci•ci:e,•] Dy title nqai-mfac:ruzer

6 1

< ':c'nera'] AFioa'r;i+'t•.•s:
6 ]. ]
L VD77-A,n elc,ctrkul transducer w]hJich o:,nveru•
Imiear ctlis, p]acel+l]f, rlit it<:, e,]lectr[cal ,,:mCp, ut:, An I_XT}D]-" (]iirJicar
variable, ,dJifgerend•U trarlsf,::l, rmler)cc:,nsL, its oir a statiorllary
LVDT bc:,dy and a l:•i,,:.r•ak:,[e LV'D'T c•:,re, The I,VL'>T' o;:>rc'
is :breaded ,,:>n both ends s,•> t.l:m LVDT c,::,.ie extt.i:Tsi,;_lr• ri:i,,ds.
cars be at•,clne.d.
I5t2 ,5]igna[ Cb,nd#ti;,,s;ver 3J!'•J Re..i!mqgu'g Eq•u•Ts;PTe':TcA s.igrlal o:.jndl{ti<:,ner .prc,,viidcs excitatk:,rl vo]h;:Lge for ct•e'
LY?D"i-' I as w'et• a.,i, •F,,p•,:q:>r[;l•€ elec, rc,,nic drcuitry t:, : > make
the ,}ut.pl:it <::,£: t}qe lra•q,s,ducer {LVDT) compaci!b[e whh
readout equJiprc, ent FLe:a.d,:•t•,z e,quiprne•q• a,::cep•s ,:at].•p•,•
f>,:>m the s:igna], o,l, nd.iti<::,,2:ler and c,m,n,+.'erts it ilntc:, u visual
disF,][ay c,,f •ran, sdulcer displa>Eemenu
6,]. •J,
f'•TL)T
CU'Fe
L<2•<rC£i'S/,i:L•7
R,oJ
(fig
2a)-A

8.

:K1
3,@,ff:,,,:x+' A.-Ve•it). = :}-*a•: gauge bh:lcks ulsed for
o, bt•inir•g LVDT cc,.n:lpa•is,a21 readings are: curre.n:]y
calibrated iir, aco:_>rc'lalq, ce v,,hh USBFL 10CI.(L If t"he gauge
bh>ck calilbraci;:>l:• is n<:,c current, the ,c:alilbrat"iT,:m procedure
shc:,uld be: j>erfc:,•n-J, ed bet,:l.re uisii:lg •:he gauige bbocks,
:8.21:
]l•SoH':er;,J' DP-Verify thi•J!t c}Jie mJcr,:m:ie•:ez fi:x:ture Das
been ctli:•:erl, l]y ca]!Jlb>,red! by the manufacturer ,:Jr ,,:Mq, er
quu]ii•::ied pers.,::,nne] If the ca!lit::,•,t:i<:,,n
is n{:,e current, @J,e
c•]ibrat{,:):q. ,;.h,;,,uhl bc g::,e•f,:>rmed
beh:,re u, sin, g en, e
m iicrc,,n:-Jete r if ilxct•r@

nonmagnetic rod ,: prefer•h, Jy l::,russ :,, tb, readed ,:;,n both end.',.
The dktmeter ,a.f •he >:nil and rh•eadls 112"JMSt hi.e: .c,:unpa-J•{k,.lle
w]iffl the: dialm, eter ,:>f d-J,e h:,:>[e M the LVI)T cc,.se.. The
rod sl:x:,uld be fflrea,aecl ;t •ll]illi•nlT*t:lXl-] l:ii: ] [raC[mi (.Ja'i rKIKI-i)
,•t ea(n el!-•dl with, an appl,:>:eit:l-lace, i,•l,•al ]le, rl, g;tll ,:ff 2-],,,2
irM'•es (65. rnm,),
(7;;

1,£•"

t I;'?L•*}T

7•if•;IP{i)/<-]'

();'ili(ii•Jbi. •,

{ f]ig;

2:,{ ),--7 ill)•iL]l

L?VI)T

Teflc:,.c, guii,de.s are re:quired a,nd ,:arJ be. t-:,urc:haso.d t£',I),FFI 1-]iV
[.VDT manulfac•u•rer. The p.urp<:,,se .,d •]q,e Td:ll,u,n guklc.-,,,
{s to,, i]liin, itq:liiz.e cra,]svers.c ,rJ,,;rvernent ,,)( the LVDT o•re
v,,it.hm tk, e LVDT b,•:,dy.
61.2 3/crDod A--P;e'ciu<,t:i' (bt:.+>Ic ]G•k (L,/gbr:n•';:>s:!':
6.2. l
Prec•i,i,:),,• (Tal:.,£,c b'b, ck.s. A set ,::).f stee.Ji gauge
b,]kKks ( inch-pou nd 4rid i," ( iis m¢.Pt • {c ZlI , U •; Lf•l ] Iv zec¢ •* [-J g;i,] ] a [ ]i;/lL
meet re.quiremen•s ,:>f Fedc'•ul SpecJ!•:ic;•tic, ns 'G(K]-G-I 1,<:]
a2-•d tl3ost.2 require2ncrJes Ji,•eJ:]eifie.] in ]1_7S.B]5'< 1'17,,()0 /<i,r pre'cisii,,m gauge Hoc:k.s. A gaclge bll,,:•ck st:e: should Ctlll!liGlirJl s:igcs
( (1, r C O IGI•b • I-i a t i t/, FJ , ) f _•i [ 2: c S ) n• e t: C ,• 5 kt r '.7:' [ ( :• 5, a i I i S ira c t (:, J!ii l 'f •, ¢ r :•:( a r i ], i
[11-1@ ca]ik:,r•tk:,,rl p[,L2Ct_:,dt;i•:e'S ;1<'; ,::,,utl:ined in ?,arag:i;ip]:]: ],1).
6,22
Cb,mT,,•r, mJ,•' .5;'a.tnU (fig •:,:i,, A s.t•J.nd o,::,nsziseMg
,a,f a base .,af "a'arp-f•ee s.cabilit"y al]d gl'(Itil[/C CC' •1 g.tlaGlEl{.e:cd
flat"ness:, u S21]:l,iE:,()r[ CC:,]I.:I•T]I+•; LltFlu:] arl adjasiable •?rni ,:.)r?t,,>
which the FgDT •I],l;)l.JlS]•i]l]lg bJl,i>ck carl b,e se.curelly attacl-md.
6.2:3
LVDT]hq;,e+,u:,tJT;ig
]'Ue•,•k-A dleviice uisod r<,, at.t"a,•h
the LV[)T u:i, [}.lie C(:lHI-];r)aFill-ci,• stdrJ,L• (5•'€ fTg ?]b, },
(:i;3

kJ¢'g/7oJ

F--i•,ir,p{:f;o?2 i'u/2•F •]i'{L'[2;'F&

Calib,ra•:/;o,n, and S/andardlizauon,

9,,

C:o.nditioning

"). r
Perl:,>rm this c:aliibraG,:>n, iin a:n envirc,.nmeint as. close
t<:, (::i8 ::'F ,: 2()o C :, as pc, s;s;ib]e.
9.2 "['urri ,:in aJ;l e]ecurc, nJl( eqluiiF, mer, t an.d •i[]+,,:)v¢, •,,:> v+arm
•p f•:,,• 30 mint,,•es befa.rc use

(]:i!£!']•',rdG!';l:ll7:

6.!,,.]
M,'•r.,:).me+*e.r F,':,:r•++'re (filg. i:,-A IT, recisJ.c,n
inscrumer:,t: for ]liraear n•eas•ure2•q,e.•t
.,::;,•pab][e ,,;)ir •:,bt"aJ2]h]g
readings ,:n:er r}-i,e t-<:,•::•l ]Ane:,r ra:qge c,f the LV]D, TL The
spindle r•:l,l,s;• be. 2q,,,:•r,r(,.•a•:irq, g •,nd :•.prJc, g ]c,,aded The
mk:r,ome•er fixture is t,,:• be calibrated anrn:ially by the
m:ln•afacture'r or ocher ,quulifged pers,:,,r, nd.
632 lTec:r,:vi, t• D.•'.•r•:.+'/ k•%T,.,.,,•:i, eCer (fig. • :,.-A n
e,]ect>anic iTl:iL>i)Jlne:¢t'r
u.sedl t,,:> o,:;,nvert disp]lace]m.crt, c .of c],e:
s p i ad]le <>1 c i h,e mJk. :r,, )[ ncce:r f:li x tu re t,,:;, v iis u a I rm m, cri,.. ,dJi.•lp] ay
J'.

Precautior, s
F•igL,rV

7 IlL
5)+#•'C•' t"7"•'•;•!uM vsi's:
7 ]. 1!
T'hie. LV[)T bc,,3y sk,,:,uld
andl,/or sk, urp edges

",

I:ilc),iil:ll:i•i,•

be €><Ji•q!]inc.d

c<,luir!,n

•,:lr ]:-:lurlrs

d)

] V]•)']

]L'vq)T' 'i:7],Lil:rl,/,ulr;il,i,r
bll,i, ck
(l:t/¢rhii, ct
•:,) ;•,,liu'•luble
ITIG, III:'I'•ilT, L

•ilili >:";L, alrld
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•n>•

]VI)T

(]•A:#nal::i,,.n

b) zeaJ,;ILlI
I'CiCI,

as•iLiril/>ly---clii.Ll-,;,nG.t•l,L:r

t,,•llEiJ•m¢lllL

t2:' •i}•ii•]ld]l•: i

C) elc, t >>n:ic

{}' ]:[]il;•'(JI[]I]•'[IL'F

head
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,:;iq:i..:•t•o<l

inh•, :,:,•'•e:,

IIlT!i•II,

•;}i

FI,:
,:t :

•i:

lYErr
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•,J•41•,;L]
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h(!;l,],
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9.3. The L.VD'rl calibration g•,uge blocks,, mii.cr,olirl, ecer
I:ixtu•'e• and c:cm-lparatcar sIand slsou]l,d k:,e in the en',ironn-Jeni
ir• v,ehicl-• they a•re to, be. cal!ih,,LJ•ed f:,•,r at lease
h.,:•urs
pz]i,/•,r to c:atibrati,:m,
]LO,,

/;iXlL:,tC

J:ig;it.d

I 0 8.1

?'•eY•:2,!{,i' F'i: aS/'£i':,: J,,r2 ,,:h÷ i, •'•) 7•

1081. ]
adjt,s;l:nble arm

tig•re 3

Procedure

A.'cta,L]i the ].VI2i, T i]lci, u[K[ng; bh_:,ck {::o t:he
.,:)f t}q,e c,,l,l-tlF,,;tral:,•l,r
stand as sl-io, wn o.n

]():S. 1.2: S]ide the IA,•IL)T core and o:•re e.::•:ter•sic:,e•
rod a•ssemlDI 7 imx,, the LVI)T bod,.i,
108.1.3
P]iace the IVDT l>0dy into d-•,e LVDT
m<:,.unting 'bl,:•ck and tJTg.]•cen the aF, p.•,•,i::,riace' screw ,s.n •he
irl<•,undn•; b.ll.,xk (D() N( YI-' <:,ver•[g;hten the s.,crew ,:)rl tl-le.
m<l.uming blc, ct,:::, Ibis can cl, eforn-i the UVDT bc, dy )
108.1..qi
Apply v,:lhage to. the I_X.ZDT t-h:isure t1•iat
the lir, e v,;Atage: is c<mr•padble with •he' p.,:rw.'e• requi•emenis,
c,,•: @J,C signa]i c,tmdAtic,,n, er }Ttefer t,n the mam, ufactu•'e.•'s
c, per'a*£ng instruc:ri,:_ms For v.,:Atage requiiremenes.
],i3.,vl. ] S Place • .galutg< b,l,:•ck (o.u se.ries •;,f L,,l!t,,c:ks)
'<•,.'}71id-i lilaS, al height e.qulad •,:• ,s, nc-ha]£: the eota]l linear rallge
,:ff d-•e 1.VI)T ulnde• ,he LV[),T ,c,=•e. ex•en..iic,,n to, d; iie
•:•:,• •ii[•. LVDT hanqng a 2-inch ,:i 5il]',L•L mm) •<:,,•:al linear range,
a ]-inch, (25.4-mm)gauge bh:,ck is used.
i I{),•II({, Us[l-l•; t]nie ;•,djiustal:4e •lr•ni,, adjust the
L.VI)T bodl)' 'a[:, ,:•r .dc, wn c:,n •lqe' c:,:m:lparat,•r s;•:•n,:/ SLIpp('.,r•:
c:,:>l u, mn •:s; necess.ar]i• s,,:, [h,e OLlt ls, Llt C,[: []:IC rE:;/,d,;*tll'• equipmen•
is appr,::aximate.ly e,qua] t,,:, ()v,:Ac.

]01
A]IL Ula•a are: t,:a be recc•rde.d ,:,,n •he "Lineg, r V'a•hb[e
D,i{fe•'en, qal T'ransfc, rn-Jer Ca•ibrati,:lrJ," f,0,r'm as shown on
fiigtii re 5,
]02
tqLe:,<:,•>rc•l type •llqid se:.ria] nmnbe• ,ff zhe LVI_),T •(:,.
be ,calibn•lced; if: i7• has n,:• •i,er{al number, record the model
number and amy c:,•he• ideniify{ng markin, gs.
103 Record. the tor_al linear rarL_a;e ,:if: the LV'D,T
104 lqLe.cord tl•e type and serial number c,f the re•Perence:
standard used.
]05 Attach th, e cable fro.m {:h,e LVDT co the: si;gl-•a]l
,c,:)l-Jd Jil:i,one:• ;l al-•d attuc]-J the:, ,a,,bJc £:z',,:>m d-,e signal O:)l-Jid]it i,olle•;
,•m•pin t,0, the read,c,,•L•t equipl:nent. PJlug [n the read!out
equipment c,c,, s r:,,•.we• s•,urc:e •rsd. ai]o.w a X]llirliTXYJlC.lI•il 3[}"
H-J, i ]-]11.]l •" e vearlllt•p

licit_51 Slide an L.VDT Tefl,:•r• g:uJide, c:,mit<;:i, ewc}-i end ,;:if
else LVlT)T core as shown on figure 2a.
]()7
Attach the LVDT ,oo, re extensii.on rc, d t,s. the end
,,,f the LVDT c,,:•,re by scve, v,.Ang •he' L\/DT core e::,A:erJ, Sic, ri
rod into the th, re.ade.d L)JDT core

]i I:).I$ L7
,,.,;)]L•IIF]Pi
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L•lf

[]le

SCt. Lilrc tilt_' ,td]ck•iEIb]e 8I'•11, ,:L)II the SlIL•i•IpILI•+I'•
,L,:•mparail,:,r

•ilta/•]lld ilr] lhc

p< x.s h" i,: :m described
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in subparagraph 10.8.1.6, by tightening the screw of the
adjustable arm.
10.8.1.8 Use the ZERO adjustment on the signal
conditioner to obtain a reading of exactly 0.000 volt.This
is the null position of the LVDT.
NOTE 1.-Adjustment of the signal conditioner may vary.
slightly depending on the type of signal conditioner used. Refer
to the manufacturer's operating instructions for adjustment of
the specific signal conditioner used.
10.8.2 Signal Conditioner Span Setting (LVDT factor
determination):
10.8.2.1 Remove the gauge block (or series of
blocks) from beneath the LVDT core extension rod.
10.8.2.2 Place a gauge block (or series of blocks)
which has a height equal to the total linear range of the
LVDT (as recorded in subpar. 10.3) under the core
extension rod; i.e., for an LVDT with a 2-inch (50.8-mm)
total linear range, a 2-inch gauge block is used.
10.8.2.3 Adjust the signal conditioner, using the
GAIN control screw, so that the output of the LVDT is
equal to +10.000 volts d.c. (Polarity depends on the wiring
of the LVDT.)
NOTE 2.-For convenience, subparagraph 10.8.2.3 specifies a
setting of ±10.000 volts d.c. for the LVDT output at full-scale
• displacement. Other values of output at full LVDT displacement
may be used, if desired.
10.8.2.4 Remove the gauge block (or series of
gauge blocks) from beneath the core extension rod and
replace it with a gauge block (or series of gauge blocks)
having a height equal to one-half the total linear range
of the LVDT. The readout should indicate 0.000 volt; if'
it does not, reset by adjusting the ZERO adjustment.
10.8.2.5 Repeat subparagraphs 10.8.2.2 through
10.8.2.4 until values of 0.000 and +10.000 (see note 2)
volts are obtained.
10.8.2)6 Record the value of LVDT output at fullscale displacement -+-10.000 volts (see note 2) as "LVDT
output 1" as shown on figure 5.
10.8.2.7 Remove the gauge block (or series of
gauge blocks) from beneath the LVDT core extension rod
and allow the LVDT core extension rod to rest on the
comparator stand base.
10.8.2.8 Record the LVDT output obtained as
"LVDT output 2" as shown on figure 5.
10.8.2.9 Calculate and record the LVDT output
change and the "LVDT factor"as shown on figure 5.
10.8.3 Linearity of the LVDT:
10.8.3.1 Select appropriate displacement increments (gauge blocks) to displace the LVDT core through
its total linear range. It is recommended that the gauge
blocks be selected such that a minimum of four readings-equally spaced throughout the LVDT total linear range-are used.
10.8.3.2 Raise the LVDT core extension rod, and
place the appropriate gauge block(s) on the comparator
stand base beneath the LVDT core extension rod.
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10.8.3.3 Record the gauge block(s) height in
column 1 and the corresponding output of the LVDT
readout equipment in column 2 as shown on figure 5.
10.8.3.4 Continue to displace the LVDT core at
the selected increments until it has been displaced through
its total linear range.
10.8.3.5 Record the gauge block(s) height and the
corresponding output of the LVDT readout equipment at
each displacement increment as shown on figure 5.
10.8.3.6 Calculate and record values of percent of
TLR and percent error for each displacement increment
as shown on figure 5.
10.8.3.7 Check the linearity of the LvDT in
accordancewith provisions in subparagraph 12.1.
10.8.4 Repeatability of the L VDT.
10.8.4.1 Remove the gauge block(s) frombeneath
the LVDT core extension rod.
10.8.4.2 Repeat subparagraphs 10.8.3.2 through
10.8.3.5 using the same displacement increments (gauge
blocks) selected in subparagraph 10.8.3.1.
10.8.4.3 Calculate and record the voltage error at
each corresponding displacement increment as shown on
figure 5.
10.8.4.4 Check repeatability of the LVDT in
accordance with provisions in subparagraph 12.2.
10.9 Method B--Micrometer Fixture Calibration:
10.9.1 Secure the LVDT body into the chuck of the
micrometer fixture as shown on figure 4. (DO NOT
overtighten the chuck around the LVDT body.)
10.9.2 Slide the LVDT c0re with the Teflon guides
and core extension rod assembly into the LVDT body.
10.9.3 Attach the LVDT core extension rod to the
spindle of the micrometer head carrier using an appropriate
'attachment assembly as shown on figure4.
10.9.4 Applyvoltage to the LVDT. Ensure that the
line voltage is compatible with the power requirements
of the signal conditioner. Refer to the manufacturer's
operating instructions for voltage requirements.
10.9.5 Ensure that the signal conditioner has had
a minimum 30-minute warmup time.
10.9.6 NullPositionofLVDT'.
10.9.6.1 Turn the GAIN control of the signal
conditioner (see note 1) to the minimum gain setting.
10.9.6.2 Adjust the ZERO control of the signal
conditioner to achieve an output of zero volt.
10.9.6.3 Turn GAIN control to approximately the
midpoint position.
10.9.6.4 Remove the LVDT core by sliding the
micrometer head carrier along the bed of the micrometer
fixture until the output is approximately 0 volt. Tighten
the micrometer head carrier to the bed of the micrometer
fixture.
10.9.6.5 Rotate the micrometer head to achieve
a reading of exactly 0.000 volt. This is the null position
of the LVDT.
10.9.7 Signal Conditioner Span Setting (LVDT factor
determination):
10.9.7.1 Reset the electronic digital micrometer
to read 0.000.
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10.9.7.2 Rotate the micrometer head until the
LVDT core has been displaced a distance equal to onehalf the total linear range of the LVDT; i.e. for an LVDT
having a 2-inch (50.8-mm) total linear range, the digital
micrometer should read +1.000 inch (25.4 mm). Record
the value of LVDT output achieved as "LVDT output 1."
10.9.7.3 Adjust the signal conditioner, using the
GAIN control screw, so the output of the LVDT readout
equipment is equal to ±10.000 volts d.c. (see note 2).
Polarity depends on the wiring of the LVDT.
10.9.7.4 Rotate the micrometer head in the
opposite direction until the electronic digital micrometer
reads 0.000 volt. The readout equipment should indicate
0.000 volt; if it does not, reset by adjusting the ZERO
adjustment.
10.9.7.5 Repeat subparagraphs 10.9.7.2 through
10.9.7.4 until values of 0.000 and +10.000 volts (see note
2) are obtained.
10.9.7.6 Rotate the micrometer head until the
electronic digital micrometer indicates the LVDT has been
displaced a distance equal to one-half the total linear range
of the LVDT. (This is to be equal displacement but opposite
direction as that achieved in subpar. 10.9.7.2.)
10.9.7.7 Record the LVDT output obtained as
"LVDT output 2."
10.9.7.8 Calculate and record the LVDT output
change and the "LVDT factor."
10.9.8 Linearity ofthe LVDT'.
10.9.8.1 Select appropriate displacement increments to displace the LVDT core through its total linear
range. It is recommended that the displacement increments
be selected such that a minimum of four readings--equally
.spaced throughout the LVDT range--are used.
10.9.,.8.2 Rotate the micrometer head until the
electronic digital micrometer output corresponds to the
desired displacement increment.
10.9.8.3 Read and record the digital micrometer
output and corresponding LVDT output voltage.
10.9.8.4 Continue to displace the LVDT by
rotating the micr6meter head to the selected increments
until ihe LVDT core has been displaced through its total
linear range.
10.9.8.5 Record the LVDT displacement as
indicated by the digital micrometer and the corresponding
voltage output at each displacement increment.
10.9.8.6 Calculate and record values of percent of
TLR and percent error for each displacement increment.
10.9.8.7 Check the linearity of the LVDT in
accordance with provisions of subparagraph 12.1.
10.9.9 Repeatability ofthe LVDT:
10.9.9.1 Rotate the micrometer head until the
digital micrometer reads 0.000 volt.
10.9.9.2 Repeat subparagraphs 10.9.8.2 through
10.9.8.5 using the same displacement increments selected
in subparagraph 10.9.8.1.
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10.9.9.3 Calculate and record the voltage error at
each corresponding displacement increment as shown on
figure 5.
10.9.9.4 Check repeatability of the LVDT in
accordancewith provisions in subparagraph 12.2.
11.

Calculations

11.1 Calculations are as shown on the "Linear Variable Differential Transformer Calibration" form. (fig. 5).
12.

Interpretation

of Results

12.1 Linearit¥.-Table 1 is to be used for evaluation of
LVDT linearity.
12.1.2 If percent error, at the listed percent of total
linear range, exceeds the amount listed in table I the LVDT
should be rejected.
12.2 Repeatability.-The voltage error should not
exceed +0.05 volt at any displacement. If the voltage error
(col. 8, fig. 5) exceeds +0.05 volt, the LVDT should be
rejected.
13.

Report

13.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Linear Variable Differential Transformer Calibration"
form (fig. 5).
13.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.
14.

Background Reference

"Handbook of Measurementand Control," Handbook HB76, copyright 1976 by Schaevitz Engineering, Pennsauken,
NJ, Library of Congress Catalog No. 76-24971.
Table 1. - LVDT percent error tolerances.
Total
linear
range
in
mm
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
2.00
4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
20.00

2.5
5
10
15
20
25
50
100
150
200
250
500

Range,
Allowable percent error
plus or minus over indicated percent
of total linear range, %
in
mm
50
75
100
0.050
1.25
0.100
2.5
0.200
5.0
0.300
7.5
0.400 10 .
0.500 12.5
1.000 25
2.000 50
3.000 75
4.000 100
5.000 125
10.000 250

0.10
.10
.10
.10
.15
.15
.25
.25
.15
.15
.15
.15

0.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
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LINEAR VARIABLE DIFFERENTIAL

7-2347 (S-86)
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LVDTTYPE

Designation USBR 1008---•--9

TRANSFORMER CALIBRATION

HR I000

MANUFACTURER

Example

SERIAL NO

[] GAUGE BLOCKS

SERIAL NO

[] MICROMETER FIXTURE

SERIAL NO.

REFERENCE STANDARD USED:

CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

DATE

CALIBRATION CHECKED BY

DATE

15
GBII2

LVDT FACTOR DETERMINATION
2.000

[] in

(b) LVDT OUTPUT 1

[0.000

V

(a) LVDTTOTAL LINEAR RANGE (TLR)

,

[] mm

(c) LVDT OUTPUT 2

-9.978

V

(d) LVDT OUTPUT CHANGE (b) - (c)

19.978

V

(e) LVDT FACTOR (a)/(d)

0.100

[] in/V [] mm/V
LI N EAR ITY

TRIAL

REFERENCE

PERCENT

LVDT

CHANGE IN

LVDT

PERCENT ERROR

NO.

STANDARD
LENGTH
[] in
[7 mm

OF
TLR
(%)

OUTPUT
(VOLTS•

LVDT OUTPUT
(3) = (2) - (C)

MEASUREMENT
(4) = (3) X (e)
[] in
I--] mm

(5) = (•a
1
4 x 100

(4)

(5)

(1)

(VOLTS)

(2)

(3)

I

0

0

-9.978

0

2

0.250

12.5

-7.480

2.498

0.2498

0

0.010

0

3

0.500

25

-4.982

4.996

0.4996

0.020

4

0.750

37..5

-2.483

7.495

0.7495

0.025

5

1.000

50

0.000

9.978

0.9978

0.110

6

1.250

62.5

2.525

12.503

1.2503

-0.0I 5

7

1.500

75

5.037

15.015

1.5015

-0.075

8

1.750

97.5

7.533

I 7.511

1.7511

-0.055

9

2.000

I O0

I 0.000

19.978

1.9978

0.110

TRIAL
NO.

REFERENCE
STANDARD
LENGTH

PERCENT
OF
TLR

R EPEATABILITY

[] in

[] mm

LVDT
OUTPUT
(VOLTS)

(%)

0

0

2

0.250

3

0.500

4

0.750

5

1.000

6

(8)

-9.976

0.002

12.5

-7.519

-0.039

25

-5.003

-0.021

37.5

-2.•22

0.039

50

0.000

0.000

1.250

62.5

2.532

0.007

7

1.500

75

5.040

0.003

8

1.750

87.5

7.531

-0.002

9

2.000

I 0.000

0.000

I O0

LINEARITY

[] ACCEPT
[] REJECT

(VOLTS)

(7)
I

VOLTAGE
ERROR
(8) = (7) - (2)

R EPEATABI LITY

[] ACCEPT
[] REJECT

REMARKS

G F>O 850 - 945

l•igure 5. - Linear variable differential transformer calibration -- example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 1010-89

CALIBRATING UNIT WEIGHT MEASURES
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1010. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.

1.

Scope

these values, a reference dial reading constant is calculated
for use in the maximum index unit weight test (USBR

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating unit weight measures used for determining
minimum and maximum index unit weights of cohesionless
soils in accordancewith USBR 5525 and 5530.
1.2 Calibration consists of determining the volume of
the measure, the volume per unit height of the measure,
and the reference dial reading constant for the equipment.
1.3 The volume is determined by a water-filling method
and checked by a linear-measurement method.

2.

5530).
4.

4.1 The 0.1- and 0.5-fO (2830- and 4160-cm0 capacity
measures are used in determining both the minimum and
maximum index unit weights of cohesionless soils (USBR
5525, 5530). Periodic calibration of these measures must
be performed to ensure reliable laboratory test results.
4.2 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the measure, annually after receipt, before reuse
after anything occurs which may affect the volume of the
measure, or whenever test results are questionable.
4.3 Upon receipt, the measure is checked to verify that
it conforms to the dimensional requirements shown on
figure 1.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1000 Standards for Linear MeasurementDevices
USBR 1007 Calibrating Dial Indicators
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR 5525 Determining the Minimum Index Unit
Weight of Cohesionless Soils
USBR 5530 Determining the Maximum Index Unit
Weight of Cohesionless Soils
2.2 ASTM Standard:
E 1 ASTM Thermometers

3.

Significance and Use

5.

Terminology
5.1

6.

Definitions are in accordancewith USBR 3900.

Apparatus

6.1 Balance or Scale.-Typical balances or scales used
for this designation are:

Summary of Method

Application
Measures about0.1 ft3
Inch-pound units
SI units
Measures about0.5 ft3
Inch-pound units
SI units

3.1 Volume by Water Filling.-A unit weight measure
is completely filledwith water. The mass of water required
to fillthe measure is obtained, the absolute density of water
determined and, from these values, the volume of the
measure is calculated.
3.2 Volume byLinearMeasurement.-Measurements of
the inside diameter and height of a unit weight measure
are carefully obtained. The volume and volume per unit
height of the measure are calculated using those values.
The calculated volume is compared to the volume
determined in subparagraph 3.1.
3.3 Determination of Reference Dial Reading Constant.-A calibration bar is placed across the top of a
measure. Dial indicator readings are obtained on both the
right and left side of the measure. The thickness of the
calibration bar and surcharge baseplate is determined. From

Readable to Approximate capacity
0.01 Ibm
1
g

50 Ibm
20 kg

0.01 Ibm
10
g

150 lbm
80 kg

6.2 Unit Weight Measure (fig. la).-Cylindricalunitweight measure of 0.1 and 0.5 ft3 (2830 and 14 160 cm3)
capacity, conforming to the dimensional requirements
shown on figure 1.
6.3 Surcharge Baseplates (fig. lb).-One steel surcharge
baseplate, approximately 0.5 inch (13 mm) thick for each
size mold, made from cold-rolled steel.
6.4 Dial Indicator Reference Bracket (fig. 2).-A
reference bracket which holds the dial indicator assembly
to ensure that the indicator can be consistently adjusted.
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Fl[gure 2:. - D:ia]l indiicam, r re,ferenlce bracket
and diaI i•:•dk:am, r assembll?

,a)

,15.8 D!•/]c!di•rof Ass'emb•v.-A
device, used fc,¢ •he
measurernen,• of dm: vo.•u, me c,,f specimens. The asse.mbly
shall consiis• of a diali indicarc,,• (gauge) having a 2.(/00inch, (5121,-n'xm)or greare.r range:,, with 0.12K],l-inch (0,.'()2-n-mf)
or fine• graduations,, mc,,unted o,n a dM indic:ato• holder
so that •t•e' Jindicator s•em is p,a, ral•el with the ve:.r•ical axis
of the measure. The assembly may be: equip.l:,,edi with a
spacer ring(s), us.ed •o extend d-m. •'ar•g:e ,a,f th, e assemblIy
if desired.
6.9 CaL&,ra'di;,n Ban-A steel bar having a length of I2
h-,c•es (300 mrn), a width of abnut 3, inches (75 ram),,
arid a thickness .o.f 1/8 inch (:13 ram)
e•;.10
.P.€•sr/c c,,r GZ•s's' PJ)res'.-O,ne p]late apF:,rcx•imately
8 by 8 by 1/% ir•ch, e.s thick (200 by 200 by 6 ram); one
F,.[ate aF,,proximately 12: by 12 by l./4-inch thick (300 by
3121'0' by 6 ram).
611
Tl:•,ermome,•er.-O
•'C: to 50 °C, 0.5 •:'C:: .di:vis, ic,,n,s:,
conforming to the requirement:s ot: ASTM E 1
5.12 Stopcock grease or siimilar sealan{.
6.13 giLvceL•ane.o, us Fq'u•pmer•!'L-Ba•b,
syringe and
rE)wells.

Ue, it weight meas•re,

K CI i

t"

"El,att0rr= llh ill •i*'

•1 E•J,•iI.JR E SIZE
OI '1: 2: •J 3,1 I'

,(b)

Ele•l•

.l•i,,c•

IC, p •:", M"I•.

K
5.9g•14:1 .•i•1,

Su•,clrJ,•=rge

t-qgu:e 1. -Index unJir weigh•

baseplam

•es•:in•g

eql•ipment.

6.5 De?,•k' Micr'ome,,•e;>For inch-pound applications,
a depth micro,meter having a measuring •ange cff a• least
121, t:o 1121, inches, readable •c,, a• least 0.121,01 inch. Fo,: me•:ric
ap,pl•cadkms, a depth n',icromem• haviing a measuring range
of at least 0 :o 250 ram, readable to at least 0'02 n•llimeter
6.6 Inside MZ'rom'e'ter.-Fn• inch-p.o,ur•d applications,
an inside mi£:rometer having: a measuriing xange of at: lle.ast
51: •o 12 ir•cln, es., readable rc,, a,t least 0.001 inch. For metric
ap,p.Hcadions, an inside nqczometer having a measuring
range of at: •east 50 to 3,0121, ram:,, r'eadah,,le to at least C1,,0,2
millkn,e•:er..
6.7
OuL•/&" 3£,'cro,merer:-For in, oh-pc, and ap.pIicadcms,
an nutside m, icromecer h, aving: a measariing range c,f at
least 121, tc,. 1 inch, readale, J[e to, at least 0,.()Ci,1 inch,. For m,e.E'ic
:•p,p]licador•s, an outside mic:r'ome•er having a n-ieas.uring
range of a• leas,: 0 :c, 2:5 ram, readable to at least Ci, 0,2
mil•ime•e.•.

7.

Reagents and Materialls

7.1
Tapwater near room temperature. (?']_. ':' Z': s.hould
be used for ca][ibradlng d-m unit weight measures.
Precautions

8.

&i'A-'O," P>ecau,ffoz•s:
8.1.1
This de.signadc,,rJ may involve l-•azardc:,us
materiials, c, peratinn, s:, and equipme.nL
81,,],2,':
E:xamine the measure (as •ec:ei:ved •,r before
h:s, use) for sharp edges c,.• barrs.
8.1

?"!;•0

USBR 1010

8.2 Technical Precautions.-Examine the measure to
ensure that it has a smooth finish on the inside and top
surfaces. Rough machining could produce ridges or gouges
which affect volume measurements.
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 Verify that equipment is currently calibrated in
accordancewith the applicablecalibration procedure. If the
calibration is not current, perform the calibration before
Using the equiI•ment for this procedure.
USBR 1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
USBR 1007 Calibrating Dial Indicators
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
10.

Conditioning

10.1 Perform this calibration in an area isolated from
drafts and/or extreme temperature fluctuations.
10.2 The measure, measurement equipment, water, and
laboratory environment must all be at about the same
temperature while performing this procedure.
11.

Procedure

11.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Unit Weight
Measure Calibration" form as shown on figure 3.
11.2 Record the nominal volume, identification
number, and type of measure.
11.3 Determine the volume of the measure using the
.water-filling method as described in subparagraph 11.4 and
then use the linear-measurement method as described in
subparagraph 11.5. Compare the results for acceptability
in accordancewith subparagraph 11.6.
11.4 Determination of Measure Volume by the WaterFillingMethod:
11.4.1 Lightly grease the top of the measure; be
careful not to get grease on the inside of the measure.
Determine and record the mass of the measure and the
glass or plastic plate using a scale of appropriate capacity
to the nearest 0.01 Ibm.
11.4.2 Place the measure on a firm, level surface
and fill the measure slightly above its rim with water.
11.4.3 Slide the glass or plastic plate over the top
surface of the measure so the measure remains completely
filled with water and no air bubbles are entrapped. A bulb
syringe may be useful to add or remove water as the plate
is sliding into place.
11.4.4 Completely dry excess water from the outside
of the measure and plate.
11.4.5 Determine and record the mass of the
measure, glass, or plastic plate, and water to the nearest
0.01 Ibm.
11.4.6 Remove the plate. Determine and record the
temperature of the water to the nearest 0.5 °C.
11.4.7 Determine and record the absolute density of
water from table 1.
11.4.8 Calculate and record the volume of the
measure to the nearest 0.0001 ft3 (1 cm 0.

11.5 Determination ofMeasure Volume by the LinearMeasurement Method:
11.5.1 Using the inside micrometer, determine the
inside diameter of the measure. Make three measurements
of the diameter; one near the top of the mold, one near
the midheight, and one near the bottom. These measurements should be spaced equally around the circumference
of the mold. Record these values to the nearest 0.001 inch
(0.02 ram).
11.5.2 Using the depth micrometer, determine the
inside height of the measure. Make three measurements
of the inside height equally spaced around the circumference
of the mold. Record these values to the nearest 0.001 inch
(0.02 mm).
11.5.3 Calculate the average inside diameter and
average inside height of the measure. Record these values
to the nearest 0.001 inch (0.02 mm).
11.5.4 Calculate and record the volume of the
-measure to the nearest 0.0001 ft3 (1 cm3).
11.5.5 Calculate and record the volume per unit
height of the measure to the nearest 0.00001 ft3/in (0.01
cm3/mm) as shown on figure 3.
11.6 The volumes calculated from the two methods
must be within 0.0005 ft3 for the 0.1-fO measure and within.
0.0025 ft• for the 0.5-ft3 measure.
11.6.1 If the two volumes are not within the above
limit, check all calculations and verify that all equipment
is performing correctly, that all calibrations are correct,
and that the procedures and techniques used are correct.
If problems are not discovered, then repeat subparagraphs
11.3 through 11.6. If the values are still inconsistent, then
failureto obtain agreement is an indication that the measure
is badly worn or deformed and must be replaced.
11.7 Compare the volumes with previously determined
values to verify that they are consistent and reasonable.
If they are not, go to subparagraph 11.6.1.
11.8 Determination of ReferenceBracket Reading:
11.8.1 Place the dial indicator in the dial indicator
reference bracket and record the dial indicator reading on.
the calibration form and in a conspicuous location on the
reference bracket. If a spacer ring is used, the dial indicator
reading with the spacer ring also should be determined
and posted.
NOTE 1.-The reference bracket reading is used as a check
of the dial indicator to ensure consistent dial indicator readings.
The reference bracket reading should be checked before using
the dial indicator. If reference bracket readings are inconsistent,
the dial indicator should be recalibrated prior to its use.
11.9 Determination of Reference Dial Reading,
Constant:.
11.9.1 With an outside micrometer, measure the
thickness of the calibration bar at a point approximately
1 inch (25 mm) from one end. Mark the point measured
and record the bar thickness on the calibration form. The
point measured is the point of contact of the dial gauge
indicator on the calibration bar.
11.9.2 Place the calibration bar across the top of the
measure along the axis of the guide brackets (fig. 4). The
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MEASURE NO.

I

I

UNIT WEIGHT MEASURE CALIBRATION

Bureau of Reclamation

[NOMINAL

VOLUME

I

0.1

rk"l. 3

DATE I COMPUTED BY

CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

"

I

I

D cms

DATE

1010-_8_9

] O,AL ,ND,CATOR NO. D,._,.

[ CHECKED BY

DETERMINATION OF MEASURE VOLUME
USING MICROMETER

DATE

TRIAL
NO.

Inside diameter of measure ........................................

(1) Average insidediameter

DesignationUSBR

[] in

1

6.037

2

6.046

3

6.023
6.035

[] mm

6.072

Inside heightof measure .........................................

6.076
6.082
(2) Average inside height

[] in

[] mm

(3) Volumeof measure = /T(1)2 (2)
4C*

[] ft3

[] cm3

6.077
I

0.1006

DETERMINATION OF MEASURE VOLUME
BY WATER FILLING METHOD
(4) Mass of measure + glass plate + water

[] Ibm

[] g

16.32

(5) Mass of measure + glass plate

[]ibm

Fig

10.06

(6) Mass of water (4) - (5)

[]Ibm

Dg

6.26

[] Ibm/ft3

[] g/cm 3

62.34

[] ft3

r'] cm3

0.1004

[] ft3/in

[] cm3/mm

0.01652

(7) Temperatureof water

18.0

°C

**(8) Absolutedensityof water
(9) Volumeof measure = (6_.))
(8)
(10) Volumeper unit height= (9.•)
(2)

DETERMINATION OF REFERENCE DIAL READING CONSTANT
1.639

Dial indicatorreadings,left side .....................................

1.639
1.639
1.636

rightside ....................................

1.635
1.635

(11 ) Average dial indicatorreading
(12) Calibrationbar thickness

[] in

[] mm

1.637

[]in

Omm

0.216

0.508

Surcharge base plate thickness ............... .......................

0.508
0.513
0.5l 3

(13)

Average base plate thickness

0.511

[] in

[] mm

(14) Specimen heightat zero dial
" (2) - [(11) - (12) * (13)]

r•lin

•ram

[

4.i45

(15) Reference bracket reading

[] in

[] mm

1

0.360

*For inch pound application, C = 1,728 and converts in 3 to ft3
For S I metric applications, C = 1,000 and converts mm 3 to cm3
"'Absolute density value obtained from Table 1, USBR 1010

Figure 3. - Unit weight measure calibration --example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 1011-89

CALIBRATING MEASURES FOR SAND CALIBRATION
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1011. The number immediately"
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.

1.

Scope

4.

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating the measure used to determine the density of
calibrated sand in accordance with USBR 1435. The
calibrated sand is used in determining the unit weight of
soils in place by the sand-cone method in accordancewith
USBR 7205.
1.2 Calibration consists of determining the volume of
the measure.
1.3 The volume is determined by a water-filling method
and checked by a linear-measurement method. If the shape
of the measure is such that the linear-measurement method
is not practical, the water-filling method is performed twice.

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 1435 Calibrating Sand-Cone Equipment and Sand
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR 7205 Determining Unit Weight of Soils In-Place
by the Sand-Cone Method
2.2 ASTM Standard:
E 1 ASTM Thermometers
• 3.

Summary of Methods

3.1
Volume by Water Fffling.-The measure used to
determine the density of calibrated sand is completely filled
with water. The mass of water required to fillthe measure
is obtained, the absolute density of water is determined
and, from these values, the volume of the measure is
calculated.
3.2 Volume byLinearMeasurement.-Measurements of
the inside diameter and height of a measure used to
determine the density of calibrated sand are carefully
obtained. The volume of the measure is calculated using
these values. The calculated volume is compared to the
volume determined in subparagraph 3.1. If the shape of
the measure is such that the linear-measurement method
is not practical, the water-filling method is performed twice
and the average volume used.
794

Significanceand Use

4.1 Special measures are used in determining the
idensity of calibrated sand (USBR 1435) for in-place unit
weight determination of soil by the sand-cone method
(USBR 7205). Periodic calibration of these measures mus•
be performed to ensure reliable unit weight determination.•
4.2 The volume and shape of the measure muse
approximate the volume and shape of the hole to be duG
at the test site. Generally, measures of appropriate size
are not available commercially and must be specially
fabricated.
4.3 This calibration procedure is to be performed uporL
receipt of the measure, annually after receipt, before reuse
after anything occurs which may affect the volume of the
measure, and whenever test results are questionable.

5.

Terminology
5.1

6.

Definitions are in accordancewith USBR 3900.

Apparatus

6.1 Balance or Scale.-Typical balances or scales used for
this designation are:
Application
Readable to Approximate capacity
Measures about0.25 ft3
50 Ibm
Inch-pound units
0.01 lbm
20 kg
SI units
1
g
Measures about0.5 ft3
150 Ibm
Inch-pound units
0.01 Ibm
80 kg
SI units
0.01 kg
6.2 Measure.-A container having the approximate
shape and volume of the test hole to be dug for the sandcone test (USBR 7205). Details and illustrations of some
measures are given on figures 1 through 3. The inside
diameter, or opening, of the calibration measure must be
equal to or slightly smaller than the hole diameter of the
sand-cone template.
6.3 Depth Micrometer.-For inch-pound applications,
a depth micrometer having a measuring range of 0 to
12 inches, readable to at least 0.001 inch. For SI applications,
a depth micrometer having a measuring range of 0 to
300 mm, readable to at least 0.02 ram.

USBR 1011

6.4 Inside Micrometer.-For inch-pouncl applications,
an inside micrometer having a measuring range of 2 to
12 inches, readable to at least 0.001 inch. For SI applications,
an inside micrometer having a measuring range of 50 to
300 mm, readable to at least 0.02 mm.
6.5 Gauge Blocks.-A set of precision gauge blocksthat
may be used to extend the measuring range of the depth
micrometer if necessary.
6.6 Thermometer.-O to 50 °C, 0.5 °C divisions,
conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 1.
6.7 Plasticot Glass Plate.-One plastic or glass plate,
about 12 by 12 inches by 1/4-inch thick (300 by 300 by
6-ram).
6.8 Stopcock grease or similar sealant.
6.9 Miscellaneous Equipment.-Bulb syringe and
towels.
7.

/then use the linear-measurement method as described in
subparagraph 11.5. Compare the results for acceptability
in accordance with subparagraph 11.6.
11.3.1 If the shape of the measure is such that the
linear-measurementmethod is not practical, perfor m the
water-filling method twice and compare the results for
acceptability in accordance with subparagraph 11.8.
11.4 Determination of Measure Volume- WaterFillingMethod:
11.4.1 Lightly grease the top of the measure; be
careful not to get grease on the inside of the measure.
Determine and record the mass of the measure and plastic
or glass plate to the nearest 0.01 Ibm (either 1 or 10 g,
as appropriate).
11.4.2 Place the measure on a firm, level surface
and fill the measure slightly above its rim with water.
11.4.3 Slide the glass or plastic plate over the top
surface of the measure so that it remains completely filled
with water and no air bubbles are entrapped. A bulb syringe
may be useful to add or remove water.
11.4.4 Completely dry any excess water from the
outside of the measure and plate.
11.4.5 Determine and record the mass of the
measure, glass or plastic plate, and water to the nearest
0.01 Ibm (either 1 or 10 g, as appropriate).
11.4.6 Calculate the mass of water used to fill the
measure.
11.4.7 Remove the plate. Determine and record the
temperature of the water to the nearest 0.5 °C.
11.4.8 Determine and record the absolute density of
water at the measured temperature from table 1.
11.4.9 Calculate and record the volume of the
measure to the nearest 0.0001 ft3 (1 cm3).
11.4.10 Empty the water from the measure.
11.4.11 Clean and dry the measure thoroughly.
11.5 Determination of Measure Volume -- Linear
Measurement Method:
11.5.1 Using the inside micrometer caliper, determine the inside diameter of the measure. Make six
measurements of the diameter; three near the top of the
measure, and three near the bottom. Space the measurements equally around the circumference of the measure
at each location. Record these values to the nearest 0.001
inch (0.02 mm).
11.5.2 Using the depth micrometer, determine the
inside height of the measure. Make three measurements
of the inside height equally spaced around the circumference
of the mold. Record these values to the nearest 0.001 inch
(0.02 mm).

Reagents and Materials

7.1 Tapwater near room temperature (20 °C) should
be used for calibrating the measure.
8.

Precautions

8.1 Safety Ptecautionw.
8.1.1 This designation may involve hazardous
materials, operations, and equipment.
8.1.2 Examine the measure for sharp edges or burrs..
8.2 Technical Ptecautions.-Examinethe measure to
ensure that it has a smooth finish on the inside and top
surfaces. Rough machining could produce ridges or gouges
which affect volume measurements.
9.

Calibration and Standardization

9.1 Verify that equipment is currently calibrated in
accordance with the applicable calibration procedure. If the
calibration is not current, perform the calibration before
using the equipment for this procedure.
USBR 1000 Standards for Linear Measurement Devices
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
10.

Conditioning

10.1 Perform this calibration in an area isolated from
drafts and/or extreme temperature fluctuations.
10.2 The measure, measurement equipment, water, and
the laboratory environment must all be at about the same
temperature while performing this procedure.
11.

Procedure

NOTE 1.-If the measuring range of the depth micrometer
is not sufficient, place a gauge block of known height on the
bottom of the measure and add its height to the measured depth
of the depth micrometer.

11.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Measure for
Calibrated Sand Calibration Sheet" form as shown on
figure 4.
11.2 Record ,the nominal sizes (capacity, diameter,
height) and control number along with any other
identifying markings of the measure to be calibrated.
11.3 Determine the volume of the measure using the
water-filling method as described in subparagraph 11.4 and

11.5.3 Calculate the average inside diameter at top
and at bottom of the measure. Record these values to the
nearest 0.001 inch (0.02 mm).
11.5.4 Calculate and record the average inside diameter of the measure to the nearest 0.001 inch (0.02 mm).
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Table 1. - Absolute density of water in grams per cubic centimeter.Y
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
1
2
3
4

0.999841
900
941
965
973

847
905
944
967
973

854
909
947
968
973

860
914
950
969
972

866
918
953
970
972

872
923
955
971
972

878
927
958
972
970

884
930
960
•72
969

889
934
962
973
968

895
938
964
973
966

5
6
7
8
9

965
941
902
849
781

963
938
898
843
774

961
935
893
837
766

959
931
888
830
758

957
927
883
824
751

955
924
877
817
742

952
920
872
810
734

950
916
866
803
726

947
911
861
796
717

944
907
855
789
709

10
11
12
13
14

700
605
498
377
244

691
595
486
364
230

682
585
475
352
216

673
574
463
339
202

664
564
451
326
188

654
553
439
312
173

645
542
427
299
159

635
531
415
285
144

625
520
402
272
129

615
509
390
258
114

15
16
17
18
19

099
0.998943
774
595
405

084
926
757
576
385

069
910
739
558
365

054
893
722
539
345

038
877
704
520
325

023
860
686
501
305

007 "991 *975 *959
843 826 809 792
668 650 632 613
482 463 444 424
285 265 244 224

20
21
22
23
24

203
0.997992
770
538
296

183
970
747
514
271

162
948
724
490
246

141
926
701
466
221

120
904
678
442
196

099
882
655
418
171

078
860
632
394
146

25
26
27
28
29
30

044
0.996783
512
232
0.995944
646

018
756
485
204
914
616

Degrees
C

c-

056
837
608
369
120

035
815
585
345
095

013
792
561
320
069

*992 *967 "941 "914 *888 *862 *836 *809
729 703 676 649 621 594 567 540
457 429 401 373 345 317 289 261
175 147 118 089 060 031 002*973
885 855 826 796 766 736 706 676
586 555 525 494 464 433 402 371

of the measure. If the value of the ratio falls outside the
limits, go to subparagraph 11.7.
11.6.1 Compare the volumes with previously
determined values to see if they are consistent and
reasonable. If they are, go to paragraph 13. If they are
not, go to subparagraph 11.7.
11.7 Check calculations and verify that all equipment
is performing correctly, that all calibrations are correct,
and that the procedures and techniques used are correct.
Check the measure for out-of-roundness. If problems are
not discovered, then repeat subparagraphs 11.3 through
11.6. If the values are still inconsistent, then failure to
,obtain agreement between the methods within the limits
is an indication that the measure is badly worn or deformed
:and must be replaced.
11.8 If the water-filling method was performed twice
(see subpar. 11.3.1) determine the acceptability of the two
results by dividing either value by the other. If the value
.of the ratio is between 0.995 and 1.005, inclusive, average
the two values and use the average as the volume of the
measure. If the value of the ratio falls outside the limits,
.go to subparagraph 11.9.
11.8.1 Compare the value with previously determined values to check if it is consistent and reasonable.
ilf so, go to paragraph 13. If not, go to subparagraph 11.9.
11.9 Check calculations and verify that all equipment
is performing correctly, that all calibrations are correct,
and that the procedures and techniques used are correct.
If problems are not discovered then repeat subparagraphs
11.3 through 11.4 and subparagraph 11.8. Failure to obtain
agreement is an indication of equipment malfunction or
the procedure has been performed incorrectly.
12.

* For inch-pound applications,multiply the values in this table by 62.4280
to convert to lbm/ftL
* First three significant figures shown in line below.

Calculations

12.1 The calculations are as shown on the "Measure
for Calibrated Sand Calibration" form (fig. 4).

11.5.5 Calculate and record the averageinside height
of the measure to the nearest 0.001 inch (0.02 mm).
11.5.6 Calculate and record the volume of the
measure to the nearest 0.0001 ft 3 (1 cm3).
11.6 Determine the acceptabilityof the values obtained
from the linear-measurement method and the water-filling
method by dividing either value by the other. If the value
of the ratio is between 0.995 and 1.005, inclusive, use the
value obtained by the water-filling method as the volume

13.

Report

13.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Measure for Calibrated Sand Calibration Sheet" form
(fig. 4).
13.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.
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A+2

Dimension A
(diameter of opening)
must be equal to or
slightly smaller than
the template ope•
diameter,

A

"

p end plate, bore
to fit over outside
diameter of pipe

t
I

C

I

I

A+2

II

SAND CALIBRATION MEASURES

Bottom end plate,
weld watertight
to pipe

NOTES
May be fabricated from s•'ondord
weight steel pipe.
Weld fop and bottom end plates
perpendicular to bore of pipe.

NOMINAL
VOLUME
(CU. FT.)

A
NOMINAL

0.35

DIAMETER
( INCHES}
8

0.92

12

B
NOMINAL
HEIGHT

*If standard pipe is used
Figure 1. - Sand calibration measures.
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12
14

C
WALL*
THICKNESS
(INCHES)
0.322
0.575
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7-2332 (g-s6)

Bure eu of Reclamation

I

MEASURE FOR CALIBRATEDSAND
CALIBRATION SHEET
Example

CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

Designation USBR 10l ! - ,_89

DATE

CALIBRATION COMPUTED BY

DATE

CALIBRATION CHECKED BY

DATE

MEASURE NO.

9

NOMINAL INSIDE DIAMETER

NOMINAL VOLUME
8

0.35

[] in [] mm NOMINAL INSIDE HEIGHT

12

DETERMINATION OF MEASURE VOLUME
USING MICROMETER
TR IAL NO.

INSIDE DIAMETER OF MEASURE

[•]in

Qmm

TOP

BOTTOM

1

8.008

8.010

2

8.009

8.008

3

8,009

8.008

8.009

8.009

AVERAGE OF TRIALS NO. 1, 2, 3 .................... [•']in

Dram ............

(1) Average insidediameter= (top + bottom)/2 ........... [•in

[]ram ............

INSIDE HEIGHT OF MEASURE

[•in

[]

mm

8.009

1

12.001

2

12.004

3
(2•

Average inside height ........................ [•in

(3) Volume of measure = •
4c*

12.000
12.002

F-]mm ............

.[•ft3r•cm 3
...........................

0.3=}99

DETERMINATION OF MEASURE VOLUME
BY WATER FILLING METHOD

TRIAL 1

(4) Mass of measure + glass plate + water ............... [] Ibm Dg
(5) Mass of measure + glass plate ..................

5].85
30.05

[] Ibm Dg

(6) Mass of water = (4) - (S) ...................... [] Ibm r'=]g

TRIAL 2

............

2[.80

(7) Temperatureof water in °C ..........................................
(8) Absolutedensityof water** . ...... 0.998.099 ...... [] Ibm/ft3 [] g/cm3 ..........
(9) Volumeof measure = 6_•_.
(8) ....................

82.31

[] ft3 [] cm3............

(10) Average volume of measure ...................Oft3

Ocm3 ...........

0.3499
]"

I-

* For inch poundapplications, C = 1,728 and convertsin3 to ft3;
For Sl metricapplications,

C = 1,000 end convertsmm3 to cm3

* * Absolutedensityvalue obtainedfromTable 1, U SBR 1011

GPO 849--727

Figure 4. - Measure for calibrated sand calibration sheet -- example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 1012-89

CALIBRATING BALANCES OR SCALES
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, Code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1012. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.

1.

4.3 If it is not feasible to maintain such a contract,
the calibration checks should be performed by laboratory
personnel. These should be performed annually, or more
frequently if it is suspected that any scales or balances
are not operating properly. Certified personnel should
perform any necessary adjustments.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for calibrating balances or scales used for standard laboratory
testing.
1.2 This procedure is used to determine the calibration
of a balance or scale over its full capacity range. The method
described is used to periodically check laboratory balances
or scales. If stringent calibration tolerances are required,
this procedure should not be used; the apparatus should
be inspected and calibrated by an appropriate certifying
agency.
2.

5.

5.1 Definitions are in accordancewith USBR 3900.
5.2 Terms not included in USBR 3900 specific to this
designation are:
5.2.1 Error.-The arithmetic difference between the
mass of the precision mass standard and the balance or
scale reading obtained for that standard.
5.2.2 PercentError.-The ratio expressed as a percent
of (1) the error calculated for a given precision mass
standard, to (2) the mass of the precision mass standard.
5.2.3 Tolerance.-The acceptable mass deviation
(error) within which a balance or scale is acceptable for
most soil laboratory applications.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedure:
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
2.2 ASTM Standard:
E 617 Standard Specification for Laboratory Weights and
Precision Mass Standards
2.3 National Bureau of Standards.-Handbook 44 [1]1.

3.

6.

Apparatus

6.1 Precision Mass Standards.-Precision mass standards used for calibration of balances or scales must be of
known accuracy. If suitable testing facilities for the
calibration of these masses are not available locally, masses
calibrated by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards) are
available on request from the Bureau's Denver Office, code
D-3730. Calibrated masses required for this procedure are
to be such that the balance or scale may be loaded in
increments equal to one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths, and
total capacity of the balance or scale.

Summary of Method

3.1 Calibrated masses are placed on a balance or scale.
The known mass value is compared to the balance or scale
reading. The percent error is calculated, and the
acceptability of the balance or scale is determined.

4.

Terminology

Significance and Use

4.1 Mass determinations are performed as part of
virtually every laboratory soil testing procedure. Accurate
mass determinations are required to ensure reliable
laboratory test results. The following balances or scales
are commonly used in soils laboratories: portable platform
scale, fan scale, two-pan balance, and electronic balance.
4.2 It is recommended that each laboratory maintain
a service contract with a company certified to perform
maintenance and calibration on all scales or balances used
by the laboratory. The contract should provide for annual
inspection, and calibration if necessary.

7.

Precautions

7.1 Safety Precautions:
7.1.1 Ensure that electronic scales or balances are
properly grounded and that power cords are not frayed
or cut.
7.1.2 Inspect the portable scales to ensure proper
mounting on the platform and that the platform and frame
are constructed so as to provide sufficient strength and
rigidity to prevent collapse when the scale or balance is
in use.

i Number in brackets refers to the reference.
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7.2 TechnicMPrffcautions.-Tables and floorson which
• the balances or scales are placed must not deflect.
8.

Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 Verify that the precision mass standards used for
comparison readings are currently calibrated and meet the
standards outlined in ASTM E 617. If the calibration is
outdated, the precision mass standards should be calibrated
before they are used for this procedure.

9.

11.

Calculations

11.1

Calculate error for each mass measurement.

Conditioning

9.1 Perform this calibration procedure in an area that
is isolated from heat sources, air currents, and vibrations.
It is recommended that this calibration be performed in
an environment which is as close to 68 °F (20 °C) as
possible.
9.2 The balance or scale and the precision mass
standards are to be placed in the environment in which
they are to be calibrated for a period of at least 24 hours
prior to calibration.
10.

10.4.4 Record the mass of the precision mass
standard applied and the balance or scale reading for each
mass measurement.
10.4.5 Calculate error for each mass measurement.
10.4.6 Calculate percent error for each mass
measurement.

Procedure

10.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Balance or
Scale Calibration" form as shown on figure 1.
10.2 Check the balance or scale to ensure that it is
level and isolated from heat sources, air currents, and/or
vibrations.
10.3 Mechanical Balances or Scales:
10.3.1 Balance the beam with no mass applied.
10.3.2 Place precision mass standards corresponding
to 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of the capacity of the balance
or scale on the beam or pan.
10.3.3 Record the mass of the precision mass
standard applied and the balance or scale reading for each
mass.
10.3.4 Calculate error for each mass measurement.
10.3.5 Calculate percent error for each mass
measurement.
10.4 Electronic Balances or Scales:
10.4.1 Plug the power cord into a power supply
compatible to the power requirements of the electronic
balance or scale.
NOTE 1.-A warmup period may be required for some electronic
balances or scales.

802

(1)

(4) = error, g or Ibm
(2) = mass of precision mass standard, g or Ibm
(3) = balance or scale reading, g or Ibm
11.2 Calculate
measurement.

percent

error

for

each

-(5) = 100(4)

(2)

where:
(5)
(4)
(2)
100

=
=
=
=

mass
(2)

percent error
error, g or Ibm
mass of precision mass standard, g or Ibm
convert from decimal to percent

Interpretation of Results

12.

12.1 The following tables (1 and 2) are to be used
to determine the acceptability of a balance or scale for
most soil laboratory applications. If the computed error,i
for any precision mass standard placed on the calibrateff
• balance or scale, is outside the acceptabletolerances--given
in these tables--the balance or scale should be adjusted
by certified personnel. These tables have been adapted in
part from the National Bureau of Standards Handbook
44.

Report

13.

13.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Balance or Scale Calibration" form (fig. 1).
13.2

10.4.2 Tare the balance or scale and check for a zero
balance reading. Record the balance or scale reading as
shown on figure 1.
10.4.3 Place precision mass standards corresponding
to 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent capacity of the balance or
scale on the beam or pan.

(4) ----- (2)-(3)

where:

14.

All calculations are to show a checkmark.

Reference

[1] National Bureau of Standards, Handbook 44,
"Specifications, Tolerances, and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices," U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 1983.

USBR 1012

Table 1.-Basic tolerances for balancesor scales, inchpound units.

From

Test mass
To, but not
including
Pounds

0
1
1
2
2
4
4
7
7
10
10
15
15
20
20
30
30
40
40
50
50
75
75
100
100
150
150
200
200
300
300
400
400
600
600
800
800
1000
1000 and over

Table Z-Basic tolerances for balancesor scales,
SI units.

Maximum allowable
error, tolerance
+

From

Pounds

Test mass
To, but not
including

Milligrams

Grams
0
10
20
40
60
100
150
200
300

0.002
.004
.008
.012
.016
.020
.023
.031
.039
.047
.062
.094
.125
.188
.250
.375
.500
.750
.875
0.1percent
of test mass

400
500
750

10
20
40
60
100
150
200
300
400

500
750
1000
Kilograms
1
2
2
3
3
5
5
10
10
15
15
20
20
30
30
40
40
50
50 kilograms
and over
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Maximum allowable
error, tolerance
±

15
50
100
150
250
350
500
650
800
Grams
1.0
1.5
2.0
4.0
5.5
7.5
11.0
15.0
19.0
25.0
35.O
45.0
0.1 percent
of test mass

USBR 1012

7-2310 (9-85)
Bureau of Reclamation

Manufacturer

BALANCE OR SCALE CALIBRATION
Designation USBR 1012 - _•

Example

Type of balance or scale:

Model No.

Mechanical []

Electrical •]

Serial No.

SI

I OOA

Other

grams

Nominalcapacity

3,000 grams

Sensitivity

Zero balance reading

0.00 groms

Date of calibration of precision mass standards

Calibration performed by

Example

Date

2/I 5/89

Calibrationchecked by

Example

Date

2/I 5/89

Trial

(1)

Mass of precisionmass
standard

Balance or scale
reading

(2)

(3)

[] grams
[3 pounds

O.01

Error
(4) =
(2) -- (3)

118189

% Error

(5) =

(4)
(2) x 100

0.00
750

750.73

-0.73

-O. IO

3

1500

1500.99

--0.99

-0.07

4

2250

2250.89

-- O . 89

-- 0 • 04

5

3000

2999.96

0.04

0.001

J

REMARKS

Balance is acceptable.

GF•O 848-600

Figure 1.

-

Balance or scale calibration --example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

USBR 1020-89

FOR

CALIBRATING OVENS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1020. The number immediately
followingthe designation indicates the year of acceptance or the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating ovens used for standard laboratory testing. This
calibration procedure is limited to ovens operating to a
maximum temperature of 300 °C. Ovens operating at
higher temperatures require special handling and, therefore, should be periodically checked by the manufacturer.
1.2 This procedure is to be used for periodic checks
of laboratory ovens. If stringent calibration tolerances are
required, this procedure should not be used and ASTM
designation: E 145 is to be consulted.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 ASTM Standard:
E 1 ASTM Thermometers
E 145 Specification for Gravity-Convection and ForcedVentilation Ovens
3.

Summary of Method

3.1 A thermometer is placed in an oven which is set
at the desired operating temperature. The temperature
reading of the thermometer is compared to the oven
thermostat reading. The appropriate thermostat adjustment is determined.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Accurate temperature control is important for
many soil testing procedures in order to obtain accurate
results.
4.2 Ovens are used primarily for determination of
moisture content in soils. The ovens should have minimum
inside dimensions of 3 feet wide by 2 feet deep by 2 feet
high. For most soils laboratory application ovens should
be thermostatically controlled at 110+5 °C. Since it is
necessary that a uniform temperature be maintained
throughout the oven, the mechanical convection or forceddraft ovens are recommended.
NOTE 1.-Ovens slightly smaller than the recommended size
may be used, but oven temperature varies significantly when
the door is opened• and calibration will be more difficult.
805

4.3 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the oven and annually thereafter.
5.

Apparatus

5.1 Oven.-An
oven, thermostatically
controlled,
forced-draft or mechanical convection, horizontal air flow
type.
5.2 Thermometer.-Etched
stem glass thermometer
with eye-hook at the end for hanging, 0 to 300 °C, 2 °C
divisions, mercury filled, conforming to the requirements
of ASTM E 1.
5.3 Gloves.-Asbestos,
1 pair, to be used whenever
handling equipment heated to elevated temperatures.
6.

Precautions

6.1 Safety Precautions:
6.1.1 All electrical wires and cords are to be checked
for damage. If any damage is observed, it is to be repaired
before attempting to use the oven.
6.1.2 Care should be exercised in handling any
equipment that is heated to elevated temperatures. Gloves
are to be worn whenever handling such equipment or
materials.
7.

Calibration

and Standardization

7.1 Verify that the thermometer to be used for this
procedure has a certificate of inspection or calibration
verification from the manufacturer. If there is doubt as
to the accuracy of the thermometer, it should not be used
for this procedure; a thermometer with a verifiable accuracy
is to be obtained and used.
8.

Conditioning

8.1 During the calibration procedure, the room
temperature should not vary more than +10 °C.
9.

Procedure

9.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Oven
Calibration" form as shown on figure 1.
9.2 Locate and record the serial number, or any other
identifying markings, of the oven to be calibrated.

USBR 1020

9.3 Remove any material (sample containers, pans,
etc.) from the oven.
9.4 Carefully hang the thermometer by its eye-hook
with a piece of wire as close to the center of the oven
chamber as possible. Make sure that the thermometer hangs
freely.
9.5 Determine the applicabletemperature at which the
oven will be calibrated and set the thermostat of the oven
to that temperature.

9.10 If the thermometer reading is within +5 °C of
the thermostat reading, the calibration procedure is
completed. If the thermometer reading differs from the
thermostat reading by more than 5 °C, or if a more stringent
calibration is desired, see subparagraph 1.2.
9.11 Adjust the thermostat by the amount of the
thermostat correction.
9.12 Repeat subparagraphs 9.6 through 9.11 until the
desired calibration accuracy has been achieved.

NOTE 2.-For most geotechnical purposes, the oven will be
calibrated at 110 °C. If calibration is desired at another
temperature, the procedure is similar. If a range of calibrated
temperatures is desired, the calibration should be performed in
intervals of 5 °C over the desired range of temperatures.

10.

10.1 Calculate the thermostat
following expression:

9.6 Allow sufficient time for the oven temperature to
stabilize and record the oven thermostat reading.
9.7 Determine the thermometer reading and record
the value.

where:

NOTE 3.-The oven temperature will drop drastically when
the oven door is opened. The thermometer reading should be
taken as quickly as possible once the door is opened.

11.

9.9
value.

Calculate the thermostat correction and record the

806

Calculations
correction

using the

Thermostat correction = (1) - (2)

(1) = oven thermostat reading
(2) = thermometer reading
Report

11.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Oven Calibration" form (fig. 1).
11.2

All calculations are to show a checkmark.

USBR 1020

7-2306 (6-85)
B•ea• of Reclamation

Oven Identification

OVEN CALIBRATION
Designation USBR 1020CalibrationTemperature
or Temperature Range
110

Model 1206 SN 36157

Calibration performed by

Exomple

Date

3- 24 - 89

Calibration checked by

Exomple

Date

3-24-89

OVEN THERMOSTAT
READING
(1)

THERMOMETER
READING
(2)

89
no oC
[] o F

THERMOSTAT
CORRECTION
(1) - (2)

I10 ° C

116 = C

-6 ° C

104 ° C

I I 0° C

0

COMMENTS:

GPO 847- 97 t

Figure 1. - Oven calibration -- example.
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UNI:TED STATES DEPARTMENT' OF THE: INTERIOR
BURE,,6,U OF RECLAMATION

USBR 1;': •l-•ll

PROCEDURE FOR

CHECKING SIEVES
INTRODUCTION
TEllS. F,.r<:<:ec]iure is L:,nclex •]ile ]luris.dict],oc, of the: Geo,rechnica]l Serviices B•'anch, code E)-2,.7¢30 Fi:esea•-ch an,,ll kabozat,'.>ry
S.er"vi.ces
DMsi,::,n. Den';'cr '{]trice, E:< n've•, C,::,kl, rad,::,, This. proce.dure is issued utq, de.r •he fixed de.s.]gnaG, m USBR ]102:5. The hi'am, her icnr•cl, e&iarely
f,:,H(,.whJ:g the. de•';ignatioc, indicates •be year of ac,ce:ptance
,:,• •lTle year ,L: ,t Ias• revis.io.n.

1. Scope
] i
This ,3esigrJat:ion out]lines the. proc:edure flOr
checking sieves used in lal:,o;a:ory
g:rada•ioln ana]lys.is
proce,dt:lres. Th{s prc,lce&L]re can be: used for' checking both
wqre clc•h and! perfora:ed-p•ate sieves The siieves shah
oc, nfc,l•n:, t.o ASTM spe.c]!fications. E-] I fc¢ wire-cloth sieves
and E-%23. for perforated plate siieves.
12 F'ou•' meH•ods a•e discussed tc,, check •he confo, rmance .,::,f sieves Mc,.•e than c:,n,e method may apply for
•he same sieve as C,lutliined.
l:a)
Me.•bc:,d A desc:ibes the procedure for checking w'ire
c[ofl• sieves having ape•'•ures as: large as: 4.75 mm (No.. 4111
and as sn,a]l as; 38l #m (No, 400)using a "s:ieve inspec:or"
w'h]ick, iSl a mecl-Janica[ device using: d:ial ind/carc,¢s OlZ liiclear
variable Jlifferen,•ia]l tranlSf,l:>rmer's (LVD, Ts) •c,, make lielear
me.asuren'JerJtS as sl>:•w•q, •:,.n figure 1.

--.....

NfK"E 1 -Th, e siie.ve i:i>•;pe.c{.,:•r shown o.n figure 2 ,r:an be aclap.•ed
u, ,a•;e. IVDTs an:d a oorr•pu¢:e•" 0o fac:ilirate, wire dliameter and
aperture dlimensic, n meas;L•remems ]r.,h,,rfnatic, n c,•m<e•'r, irJg these
adapta•i,:,ns cJ•q he obt•ined b'.s• ,o::,cltac•ing the Bureau's
Gec,•echl:lical Services Iq.r•,ncl-b, code ].:>-376(I,,. l:,enver Ctffice,
De.nve•:, (::ok)rad• :,.

9

Aux:i[iary

"8:
11

ll,

NCITE: Sieve ic, spectt•.r is ad•,p•able t.0 \ario.us sieves anJ .::,d-,er
linear measuIemer:,t devices.

(b)
Mer}•c:,d B desc:•ibe•,. •lne pr.,:)cedure for checking
wire-cl,•l•h siievesl havJing al-:,e•:ru•'es, from 95 mm (3/8-in:1
•,•.> ]()lJ, mm !14 in) L•s;ng plug gauges and a •iin, ear
meas,L•:emer• device, see fiigure 3.
(c) Metk,,•cl C describes the p>:•ceduze for che.ckm, g
wire-ch:•,{h sileves having apertures [>,)m 236 mm (Nol :8:1,
•: o 15 (:, m •-n ,:; {:; i n ) ,• • s i rJ g a • i n e a r m e a Sl •re• n e n: d e v i ce ( f i g. 3 )..
(d) MettT, o,d [) describes •he prc<::edure for checkilng
plerf,:>n•vec]-p•a•e sieves haviDg apertures from 4.75 mm
<No.
to ][3(]' n:-lm C,r5 in). using a li!near measurement
de:*,,ice ,: fig:. 3 )
2:.

14

Figure I - Siieve: ;n, spe;:t.:•r wikh dial indkal:,::,rs 1 ) mvcH:::,cular
mkr.LL.<,,p.e, 2:]:, m:i,:•,:,.scope •.L:?F,,:,rr aim. !i.) ,•3icrosl,L:,pe
adjusmne:r*¢ knob, 4111' wa•p .d[r<:cti,,:,n,. 51. s.tage, ,•i)]o.ckiing boll<
7) k:,e'ze[, •'il) glLlide rail: 9} •xrdI• •1 adj, ustment kn,,,b, 10:, shoc, t
adjll.•ltl;•n:e:r/t
kF]l:}b, ] I ) Si]'IOGI IG{l'e,.'ril•:lr•
] 2) gu•Me rail
lJi•l]
{

iI-l:l,.lical:l::Ir•

anld

]4 )

l:nalgnez;ic

•[l:}

]•l{[llbLle]*.¢[

Verrlier ,:,,r dial ca]{pe:•:lS
]linear measltflren-•e}l{:
device.s) aseld •c:,. measure aF, er•:ure dime.nsiJns and wi•e
d!iameters ,o,f sieves <me•:hodis B:, C.:, and [)) 1T]t•lSl•: c<ar•:f:orcn
t.c:, •equirmenl•S spec:if{ed i!n USBR 1,1301:}, prior to. performing
this p>:•:>ce.clt• •'e.
•.•l I

Tests

2 1
]L)i!al inJic•tc,•s or LVDTs Lk,;ed t:,•i> measure ape.rt•ure
,J[•alTle,•s[,:,ns a•n,.I wiKe dial:nerers. <::,4 s.ic.ves .(nmthc,.d AZi n'Jt•.s:
be: :a[:ibra•e:d in ac,::,:HrdarlCC with USBR 1'1[)0.7 or ][()CI,8
respective]y,, pci,:•r :(:, pearfc,•mling this p¢ocednre
2:2 F"iu G gaL•ges L]se.d t.,• check aF, er•:ure dimensions of
sieves !r:,•e.cl-Jc,,JJ B) aze •,. <on,p]'/wkh spe.cificaciions giiven
in •a ble I

3I.

Applicable: Documents

USBR 100CI

8[()l•[[

S.•andards. f,o• Linear Measurement [ -•llev ,"ces

USBR 1025

Table 1. - Plug gauges -- plug gaugedimensions.

Sieve designation
Standard Alternative
millimeter
inch
9.5
12.5
16.0
19.0
22.4
25.0
31.5
38.1
45.0
50.0
63.0
75.0
90.0
100.0

•
•
¥•
M
•
1
l-lA
1-½
l-SA
2
2-½
3
3-'A
4

A
in

B
in

C
in

D
in

E
in

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.30

½
th
th
V2
•
9•
•
•A
sA
•A
5A
3A
3A
•A

0.3550
0.4625
0.5686
0.6825
0.7962
0.9100
1.1600
1.4100
1.6450
1.8800
2.3500
2.8200
3.3070
3.7600

0.4043
0.5375
0.6814
0.8175
0.9537
1.0900
1.3400
1.5900
1.8551
2.1200
2.6500
3.1800
3.7800
4.2400

Threads

qb

1°
1°
2°
2°
3°
3°
3°
3°
3°
4°
5°
6°
9°
9°

- 25'.
- 43"
- 9"
- 35"
- 0"
- 26"
- 26'
- 26'
- 45"
- 34"
- 44'
- 52"
- 0'
- 9"

Inscribed lines at widths equal
"No-Go," and "Max."..•A

6
6
10
10
10
IA
'A
IA
IA
IA
aA
*A
tA
'A

- 32
- 32
- 24
- 24
- 24
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20
- 20

- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC
- NC

Go to No-Go

Fs-in
•-in
•-in
•-in
•-in
•-in
½-in
½-in
Vz-in
V2-in
V2-in
½-in
½-in
tA-in

Hex. X 2JA
Hex. X 2-SA
Hex. X 2-sA
Hex. X 2JA
Hex. × 2JA
Hex. Y 2-•A
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in
Hex. X 3 in

in
in
in
in
in
in

Maximum
not more
than 5%
mm

9.80
12.89
16.5
19.6
23.1
25.8
32.5
38.6
46.4
51.5
64.9
77.2
92.7
103.0

9.97
13.10
16.7
19.9
23.4
26.1
32.9
39.1
46.9
52.1
65.6
78.1
93.6
104.0

9.20
12.11
15.5
18.4
21.7
24.2
30.5
36.8
43.6
48.5
61.1
72.8
87.3
97.0

10.16
13.31
17.0
20.1
23.7
26.4
33.2
39.5
47.4
52.6
66.2
78.7
94.4
104.8

PLUG GAGES

\
< Go

Handle

Allowable dimensions Maximum
Minimum Maximum
individual
"Go .... No-Go"
opening
mm
mm
"max" mm

No-G
to
Max

-,eqF

c ;i

> Max.

PLAN VIEW

/

thhllltltllhl fm
•l,l,l,l,l•l•Pi
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SECTION F-F
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A

SIDE VIEW
Material:
High carbon or alloy steel to be
hardened before final grinding.

©
--6

I-Lt4'•
Li- ^x/
•ivet
i

Alternate method of attaching
handles on smaller size gauges
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t::igurw 2
]::'laci,kg •m :!:I irJ,.cl>dkmncl,er k:,rass sieve .,,r• ;:• sic',< iins.pect,,}t
IVI I'T>, I) I \ilbTi 2 :; ]/l<:•,:;iJi•g b,,]L •lnd 3 I ]igi[Git swhch
USBR 1()()7 Ca•[bratingDial Indicators
lJS, BR ]0CJ'8 C:Jl:ibratJic, g L.ine.,;,r Vahab]e D[fferenrkll
Tr a a3 s f,::l,r I ]] e r S
USBR 39(]'()
S,:andard Det:init{c:,r:lS c,{ 7'e:rms •Tn,?l Symbols
Rdafi!ng re,. S,,>i!l Meclmnics
3.2 A STM Sr:.,,n'.ct•a'•i:.i>:
El 1]
Standard Specif[ca•iilon •:,:tr •,NTire-Cl, otl'J Slieve's for
Test b,g Ptl.rF,,oses
E 3.2::•
Standa>d Specification h::¢ Peri:,:•rared-F:']a:e
•:,:•r TesfirJg FhJrp•ses
3 3
Fede.r;.i'/•qpe,•:)'tTi:•' ni.:,.n':
GGG-C-I1 I B CalEpe.rs and Gages, Ve'rn:i:er
4;.

5...

]:lavirhg

P'recaudo, nls

5.1
57#e'O' P>e'•m.•c•,b.n.s::
Care s.h,clu]d be exe.>c]sed while
handliclg sieve.s •c,. avoid possib.le iinji•3t 7 from s.barp edges
c•,t ?rc, tr'asi,:m 01]1 tl]e sieve.
5.2
Tec•%•ic.,J
P?ec:m, eT;,,.n,,s:::
PeriodicaH, y, check the
siieves visuallly for re, ars c,¢ breaks m the wire cloth,,

Sieves

6.

Terminollogy

6 ]1
Detirdti,:ms are m, accordance wirb USBR 3.9'00
(5;2 Terms n,•,c incladed iin US, BR 3.900 specific •,•, dfis
de:sig,;n a C,,:•,n •re::
62I
.4.per[e.•Te.-The
oF, erring .or bole between
parallel! wires isa a si!eve.
62.2
Wd'<p:-Dii•ec•ic:,.n
,,:if travel acrc,,ss the' s:ieve
p, aralJel to .one set ,•,f wires as shown c,,n, f•igare q
62.3
5h'ooc-Diirectic,,n,
c,.• t•ave]; •rom top to,. bott,,:im
a•,.d perF:,erldik:•]ar t•a the w;•rp as sh,:>WCl c:,n, fig;are d.
6..2.4i
Sie've'. An in, s•rument with, a •Crame and: wire.c],:l.d-• c,r f, erf,:',ze•:ed bc:,.•t(::,.m •sed fc,• separatiing coarse •r,:/rn
£ine: pa•rts, of Ik>c;,se matter
6.1:.<, , $mge-'l-'he
ap.par•tas ,:m tl-•e sieve mspecv•ir
wbkh ho.]&,; •he sie've and moves h-• the X and Y (warp
and shoot), dhe.ction..

Signifiicance and Use

4.1
Perl:i]e•tb[]ity,
c,:)n]pressJhil:ii•y, alnd slhear strel]gc•l
of a s•:,,i] mass are influenced by the percermlge of varJiO'LJS
p.:•IVi,cle siizes present in the s,a.:i]l mass In c,,r.de:• t<;, oE, mirl
an, accurate, quamitatbve measure c:,.•( •he distribution .,:if
pa•rii,c•e s, Jize, s:, sieves m, eering star•dlard n, omiiclal ,dm-•e•-*si,•ms
r•t•St b.e ased
.i.2
T'hiis t:,>:•ce,Stl•e Jls to, be perfc,•med up,:m re..cei?t
<::,,} dse s:ieves, at leg•s• :,c,n•a]!ly :here'af•e'r= and be.fc:,•e use
after reF,.•irs ,:•r other o,•:,c:•rre'nces v,'hicl-, may affect test
re.salts sie;r•,ific:atrltly--an, d wherm.ver test res,•lts are
q Lies • :i onable,
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]! iE]e:•iF" I]:II.:I•2FC:I•]C]]t

i. Ii<2k iC•" L![](t

•:I['.J•

•i•Li•¢•

{:•I;.2:8 EI•'J,{dL The area. usuz•lJly ciircu•ar, in w]•k:h
vhe im•:•ge is •ende•ed b,'.i.:' •lhe le:.ns, s.ys, tern ,::)f the c,F,,Cc,•l
]i I--] S I t

r

L1 •.GI e Cl

1,

6.2.9
<S;'ec-A
number .,:•f ape.r1,llres
measo•re',-[ a•l•l,d grc, up•_',J eoge•tter as .,:•r*e.

acid,

wir'es

METHOD A

'eEl eck i 17•,• •t,•,'r i •e-CII ,: , t h Si:ev e U s i: ng •1 •iI ie'lk ,' e • nsr>ec •c,,•
,::()F:,,•i:c:i] Linear MeasL•re'meri, L•; Wich D, iial ]m, di,:::,•,:>rs,
Z
C:,
m

7,,

i,,-;i

7.1 Me:•]hc, d A is l:ls.ed •x::, ,clhe.cT¢ siieve.s haviing ape:reuse
d { ine•lSlici.ns fr,c•,n'J 12"8;-iC{]:*Cl ( N 'l:.). *i 0C li ) [.(]i ,t •i 75 ]7Cl nI-• Ii Nci. 4 '1.

-=i

Summary oif Meehod -- Meth, od A

Pc•'f<:,,rm a v:is.ual inspec•ii.,:)n c::,•: •t•e. sieve. P%ce :he sieve
in ehe sieve ins;e>ec•c,r and check a nl, lr, inmST:i •:,.•: ]0 set-s
<,,t 10, aperture dimensk•,ns an, d wi•e di:arne•e•s F'ive se.cs
are ,checked i!n cbe warp X,diirect {<:m, and five sees are checked
i]••] 1,I've: SI'•II::)(]I{ Ydirecti<:,,I:l
(tig
S, ieve •TF:iertclre: dl]merlsii.,:)ns
and wire diiaimieters •re rneaStllted using ,diial midica•ors
,.ictacisecl
t<• cI-Je sieve inspectc,r a'+,erage sieve aperture
<!lil:Yle'nsici.zqs ;ire .calcul;•ed f,• b.i:)t{q, the' warp X and shc,,,o•
Cl, irec:tk)r/,s
a•i•lid ,::,l:)l:np.a•ed
l,i)II]GlaXJlIG:TLHTI and i-s•_iin.ilTl_um
rlC, ll/qii•:•a]! dlill•lq, ecJs][oI7]lS for standl•lrd test- s.iieves, Average wire
diameters a•e cak::ull•tedl t:oc both t]he warp X •cld s,h,::,,c,•
Ydiirectic,,c,s
and are: c,c•,mp, arec:l t,:• n-•axil:nu, ln arJld mini:m•:•m
allowab]e di:ameters. The pe:rcent ,,)•: s.iie.ve ap, e'rtulc
idJii•le:rlsJ!,o,z-is l,,rg;e• •han specitJie<{I J:s. L•zl:,LL•l:a:iitcId,, ;Ill]IlL{ tlhi,c.
la•.ges,: sJieve ,:.•pe.n:ing i:s, ,•e•el]l•qii:rJe<!l
a ,.qec;:is.i<:,n l<:, ;Ic.TCC]•l:
,,;:¢ re';iiect •t:•e. si:eve {c:=,r ]•b,ora:c, U LlSe iis basc',.:l ,.•n r.l:ic sic",.
mc:e•ing SF:,ecifiied d.ic;lensi,ons.
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ib:I yi•,l:l

•,,<.'1•,

,:lT,,It n:iai:i,;:.i:t.l,ii!

[,•iltc:ri:•;

6.26 Bl'/•:,•'II]q'I'Lj,•i•l I, The dils:eance between t[qle rJeare:st
edges .•:,f p0•<:, ad:iace.•q,: apertures in a pe•fc:,rated place
62.7
2:{¢tU:,.
between :he ,k:e:[2l+•e:'rs; ':)']• tWO
Tlt•e:

Idi:Sl:•]•)Ce:

adjlacenr •F,,e,r•L•res irl a pertr,•l, ra•e:.d plate.

i¸ i,

LS ]:IIR

] I[]l•: 5

Apparatus.... Me:hod A

8.

{q;.][
.5',!"e"•c /i,>•€•r.,::,.r:-,•
sieve ][[Js.F:,.ect,cl,• is slsown ,,3n
f]gyre I.
•:.l].I
SI]• 1•:. sieve inspec•:,.r is a nqleClJanicasil
device
w}v,i.ch can be L•se.d •,,, ineasu:re •ll•e' d:istar>ce between p,l•iinrs
,:marl (i, bjle,C• m,:,.unted to, the ,n•m, LmH 7 drR.erl X- Y stage.
Muvemen• <,,t •]l-le X- Y stage L,;. measured direccl'/ by
.diial irJldkat,l:,rs rnl,:mnted
pai'alllel •,:, tkle X and Y J, xii•; ,,:•,f
•lhe s•age A sieve is n>:L•tmlved ,:m •l-•e s.:age and ba,:klighred
The s•age can be' moved independerltLv aloclg either tlqe
X-axis i::la'a•p direc::km) or all,:mg rl:Je }:axis (s.l-J(,..,:)•
direc:ti,on) b::/ me;ms ,:•f driive screws mov:in,g on s•a•k:,n:,r'y
halt:-nu•s The Stlr•a.ce of the s.Jie'•le is. observed thr,::•@-J
;a 'v:ert:icall'.•' m,,,tm, ted micr,::,sol.pe. (]rosshairs in •h:e
n-J, icros..C,l:L•pe ,ire ulsedl to ]locate measurement p,,:)Jints .on •[q,e
siieve A wi!de r;iclge ,::•f sie'vle sizes, can be accurately measured
]iCl either' s'.•.'s:•en-•, ,:,f units by s:elec•in, g SI <ln•e.rna•h,na]!
S}.'ste•n ,:::,t Un:its.)c,.r in.Ckl-p,:,.und <Links:, dial incfl•carors ,:•f
a•2,p.r,2:iig:,•"lal-e' •,;en,•;[t[,•'ity srJd t-lav:inl,g S.L•fi•icient :rave] ILL',, 5!aFlia*]l
;]• ]eas.• c, ne aper'rur'e dimensic, cl and wire diameter. A rack
and p•r•iorh driiven mii{r,0.so•,F:,e sup.port ,•,ve•arm L,; moved
verticall 7 orl, tlq, e c,•.]Umln to. E•CtlS ,:m, :[l:e wire-cloth E•s;i]ly
p,•.siti, medl n:-lagtqletic dia] ind•cat•,¢ h,,,:,llders •a,c:ilita•e zeroing
dne dia] ir, dbceltors for direct measuremen[ arid wi]ll k:,re•k
awa}: if over ira's:el ,occ•zs Rapid traverse of eirl-Jer Xor
}" axis i;s. pr•:lv[ded •Cll]i' lifting either drive screw <]l]J{ IL}f i[•i:
ha•f-nu• •nd •l:idmg :l-•e su•ge t:,,:• the new ],:•c•]io•,
The sieve ;irJ, spe•:,,•r is, a,dap•able to check a 117-b?
25-iinch f•anl•C with a Gi]ls,,:•n TM sieve •s shown on fi,gL•re
The SleeVe m,:,undng brgl,[•,[e• iS ulsed to [':lilac:e: [he Gillslon TM
sJieve civil thle sJieve iinspectc, r. The II•]I];CFCIISOI[)pe pi,ki,[)[[•;]g ar]:I;i
alh::l,W'S the mi• r,::,sc:,:q;:,.e •:, re;•ch a]] aF, ertL•re:',:; Cl, n the siieve
9,l

Callibratkm

and St:andard•zat:[o,n,

( ;il:l

llllJlLel]llIklIl[

{:If ( ]l]:•llll]:[

TM

•lliL: U• l [i]]

•I £e

•l•l

i•12qpC(]lIiI

--Method A

I![•.][
l•l•t:l•i!f'}ll {:lh;ll•: dlia] ][l'ld!iCZltthCIDql tl;]•l•lpe I beelFt ca]l[bralUI ii,nl
"a,c,c,l•rdance with USBR ]007. If •lne..cali!br'at[,:>n iis n,:•t
,:urrent:, pert,l:•rrn •}-*e ca]ibrati,:m before asiing the d]ia]
indii,:•{ors, for •tn, isl prc, cedlLxre
10.

COlnldifionlieg

]gill ]

-- ]•l•et:hod A

PII[ [C)lr [{ •l perforinirlg

lif]lSpelc{or

and

•l-•e}., are

t•. be d:m.cked

tempe'rcF{Llres
I 1.

Siel•,lSelS[

•,re

plrlOc:edurle

tijliS prClllCed,•re.:,

pl]Zace' rl-•e siie'•l,e

][I-1 [}-]e same elnlVii•orllne:nr

for

al]•lg:l['lL):*:[•7•l•]I[e!•}J

-- •,l•eltlqlod

several

bJo.urs

i!1"]I V,,lhjic['J

tm,•i[

:heir

[Tie Samle.
,•

] 1 ]
A•I dat•t are t,:• 1Zllel rec•de.d {]l[•l •}"le IlCl3ecki•*•; '%:ireCkl,•h Siieve" •:Cl< m :is; sh,olC<-• ,:•n figtll•e d.
112: Pla.ce [t-le sieve inlspe'lC{,:,r OCl a levell and sturdy
•Jblle. Plug rlle light O_:lcd ira,l, a p•:,wet <:,urle{
11 3, l?.e<ord fhe sie,,;e ._;[ze in bo.•h SI :•nd inch-F:,Ou•ld
units. Also re.cord :Ise sieve con•:>:.•l number', if apF:,H,c:,•b]e,
aSi Shown I:)]F• fiigt•rc ,:;i.
•1.4 Visually examiin.e •:he s.•e"•'e
pl•eferak, ly 'wirh a
magcJifyin g g.]ass, f{il,• any •eJ•s,, exlces.s.ive wea•:l andl/'•:,r wire

•]igL][•

l !I

AlLI]LII]t>til:/g [•:li•'

idiSFl]iaCe{Z]€l-]I

siie,,,,o

iill:qlll':llLlC{ll'l" I Ill ika]:i[z:lrate •lx

]li:--t]po•n, Cl[]l]l-F]ltDle'['iOI-I

( iilMll:l" TM •[ie"•le:

of {Ibis:I •:iS{]l;II

inspec-

{il;m--fl;iws :ire r-,•,l• aFlparen• or iii suitable •epairs are made,i
check the ;•,o:eF,•ed box:, if •*<"L, cl-•eck rl-•e •ejected box The
S•e',:e:, if re:jie'c:te',f[, shah klle clisc;]IElde:d.

',!•. ] 2:
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7-23os it-sT)
Bureau of Rech-lmation
PROJECT
EXAMPLE

CHECKING WIRE-CLOTH SIEVE

DATE

CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

Sieve Size

4

Visual Inspection:

•o o

Set No.
I(X)

NO.

DATE

4.7 5

inches

fT•Fn

Sieve Control NO.

[] Rejected

A

Aperture Oknension (mm)

(mm)

•3d

Initial

Final

Wire

Reading

Reading

Diameter
X
Y

•z
CC

Initial

Final

Reading

Reading

Aperture
D•ension
X
Y

I

0.00

1.54

I .54

I

1.54

6.29

2
3

6.29
12,55

7.87
14.09

I .58
I. 54

2
3

7.87
14.09

12.55
18.97

4

18.97

20.53

I .56

4

5
6

4.75
II. 17
17.47

6.50
12.72
18.99

1.57

5

0.00
6.30

4.75
11.17

4.73
4.87

I .53

6
7
8

12.72
0.00

17.47
4.83

4.75
4.83

6.39

II .25

4.86

9

12.78

17.59

4.81

I0

0.00

4.85

4.85

7

2(Y)

CHECKED BY

CALIBRATION

I• Accepted

Wire Di•neter

0irection

Designation USOR 1075- 89
LAB. LOCATION

FEATURE

8

4.83

6.39

9

11.25

12.78

I0

17.59

19.16

1.52
1.56
1.53
1".57

4.75
4.68
4.88

I

0.00

I. 54

1.54

I

1.54

6.29

2

4.75

6.29

7.84

.55

2

7.84

12.59

4.75

3

12.59

14.12

I. 53

3

14.12

19.00

4.88

4

19.00

20.54

.54

4

5

4.85
II .26

6.38
12.80

4.85
I I. 26

4.85
4.88

7
8

17.61

17.61
4.86

4.81
4.66

9
I0

6

.53

5

0.00
6.58

19.51

.54
1.54

6
7

12.80
0.00

4,86

6.39

°53

8

6.39

I I. 24

4.85

II. 24
17.59

12.76
19.14

.52
.55

9
I0

12.76
0.00

17.59
4.79

4.83
4.79

AIIowable
Average Wire Diameter (mr'n)
Average Aperture (rrrn)

max

X

Y

1,46
4.60

1.62
4.90

i.55

1.54

4.80
4.88

4.83
4.88
%

Largest Aperture (ram)

5.14

5 % of Apertures can exceed

5.02

Remarks:

Measured

min

Only partial sieve

0

(ram)

checking data shown.

Accepted []
Rejected []

SHEET

Figure 6. - Checking wire-cloth sieve -- using sieve inspector -- example.
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11.5 Select the appropriate lens for the microscope to
achieve the specified magnification, table 2. The lens
selection is based on the field diameter dimensions allowing
approximately 4 wire diameters and 4 aperature dimensions
in the field of vision.

area

Table 2. - Lens sizes.
Sieve size
Lens
No. 4 through No. 40
0.5X
No. 40 through No. 200
2X
NOTE 2.-The sieve inspector can be used to check sieves larger
than 4.75 mm (No. 4) if the lens and focal point are adjusted.
Also, dial indicators will need to be adaptedto allow measurement
of one wire diameter with one adjacent aperture dimension. It
is recommended that a plug gauge or linear measurement device
be used for sieves larger than 4.75 mm (No. 4).
11.6 Secure the lens selected in subparagraph 11.5 into
the lower end of the microscope.
11.7 Select appropriate dial indicators to achieve the
specified range and accuracy, table 3.
Table 3 - Dial indicator selection.
Sieve size
Dial range
Larger than No. 6
25 mm travel )< 0.01 mm/division
No. 6 or smaller
5 mm travel )< 0.0002 mm/division
11.8 Secure the dial indicators selected in subparagraph
11.7 onto the sieve inspector as shown on figure 1.
11.9 Turn on the light of the sieve inspector.
NOTE 3.-When checking a Gilson TM sieve, attach the appropriate fixtures as shown on figure 5 before mounting the sieve.
11.10 Invert the sieve and place it on the backlighted
stage such that the wires run in the warp X and shoot
Ydirections.
11.11 Focus the microscope by turning the adjustment
knob on the microscope support overarm along with
selecting the proper magnification setting located on top
of the microscope.
11.12 Align the crosshairs of the microscope with the
wires of the sieve. Verify that the sieve is set inplace
properly by turning the warp adjustment knob. The warp
wires should move parallel with one crosshair during
movement of the stage in the warp direction. The shoot
wires should move parallel with the other crosshair during
movement of the stage in the shoot direction. Adjust the
sieve as needed to align the wires with the crosshairs.
Tighten the locking bolt located on the front of the stage,
as necessary, to secure the sieve in place. Take care not
to overtighten the bolt; it could deform the sieve frame.
11.13 Locate a minimum of 10 sets--each containing
10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters--as shown on
figure 7. Five sets will run in the warp X direction and
five sets will run in the shoot Ydirection.
The sets should
be selected to uniformly cover the entire surface of the
sieve or wherever excessive wear is shown. If there are
fewer than 100 apertures in the sieve, check all apertures.

814

Figure 7. - Appproximate location of aperture sets on the sieve surface.
If 10 sets of 10 apertures and wire diameters cannot be
located, then randomly select 100 apertures and wire
diameters, 50 in the warp Xdirection
and 50 in the shoot
Ydirection
to evenly represent the sieve.
11.14 Set the position of the crosshairs of the
microscope so they are diagonal to the axes of the wire
mesh as shown at the top of figure 8.
11.15 Adjust the position of the stage so the crosshairs
coincide with the center of the left edge of the wire (right
side of aperture) running in the shoot Ydirection --shown
as location 1 on figure 8.
11.16 Slide the magnetic holder for the warp direction
dial gauge along its guide rail until the dial indicator
registers near zero. Rotate the bezel to read 0.00 and record
as Initial reading in the "Wire Diameter" section (fig. 6).
11.17 Move the stage of the sieve inspector by turning
the warp adjustment knob until the crosshairs coincide
with a point directly across the wire from position 1 -shown as position 2 on figure 8.
11.18 Read and record the dial indicator reading as
Final reading in the "Wire Diameter" section (fig. 6).

USBR 1025

set containing a minimum of 10 wire diameters and 10
aperture dimensions has been measured.
11.24 Adjust the position of the stage so that the
crosshairs coincide with position 22 at the center of the
bottom edge of the bottom wire (top of aperture) running
in the shoot Y direction, of set 2 -- shown as position
22 on figure 8.
11.25 Slide the magnetic holder for the shoot direction
dial gauge along its guide rail until the dial indicatorregisters nearly zero. Rotate the bezel to 0.00 and record
as Initial reading in the "Wire Diameter" section (fig. 6).
11.26 Move the stage of the sieve inspector by turning
the shoot adjustment knob until the crosshairs coincide
with a point directly across the wire from position 22
shown as position 23 on figure 8.
11.27 Read and record the dial indicator reading as
Final reading in the "Wire Diameter" section (fig. 6).
11.28 Record the dial indicator reading obtained in
subparagraph 11.27 as Initial reading in the "Aperture
Dimension" section (fig. 6)
11.29 Move the stage along the shoot axis until the
crosshairs coincide with a pointdirectly across the aperture
from position 23 -- shown as position 24 on figure 8.
Read and record the dial indicator as Finalreadingin the
"Aperture Dimension" section (fig. 6).
:
11.30 Record the dial indicator reading obtained in
subparagraph 11.29 as Initial reading in the "Wire
Diameter" section (fig. 6).
11.31 As necessary, slide the magnetic holder for the
warp direction dial gauge along its guide rail until the
dial indicator registers nearly zero. Rotate the bezel to
0.00 and record in the appropriate column.
11.32 Repeat subparagraphs 11.26 through 11.31 using
the appropriate position (shown on figure 8) until the
second set containing a minimum of 10 wire diameters
and 10 aperture dimensions has been measured. Movement
of the crosshairs during measurements, for each set, should
follow the sequence shown on figure 8; however the exact
position of the sets may vary.
11.33 Repeat subparagraphs 11.15 through 11.32 until
a minimum of 10 sets, 5 sets running in the warp X
direction and 5 sets running in the shoot Ydirection,have
been checked (see subpar. 11.13).
11.34 Obtain the following values from table 4 and
record as shown on figure6:
• Average wire diameter limits
• Average aperture dimension limits
• Largest allowable aperture dimension
• Aperture dimension of which 5 percent of the
measured apertures can exceed

Cross ha•s.• •Sieve wire
/---- -Aligning cross hairs with
center left side of sieve
aperture/wire (reading 1)

Cross hairs 2•

•Sieve wire
i '\/"
;/

Aligning cross hairs with
center bottom of sieve
aperture/w!re (reading22)

f4•
A•
•41J

z

@-•

IU

. ,6"•,g
A,.-

w•

•

w•

•

•

6e3.
•,•-•

..•

i/

WARP (X) DIRECTION
1 -- Reading location
Al -- Aperture number
• W• -- Wire number
Figure 8. - Sequence of aperture dimension and wire diameter readings
for one set.

11.19 Record the dial indicator reading obtained in
subparagraph 11.18 as Initial reading in the "Aperture
Dimension" section (fig. 6).
11.20 Move the stage along the warp axis until the
crosshairs coincide with a point directly across the sieve
aperture from position 2 --shown as position 3 on figure 8.
Read and record the dial indicator as Final reading in the
"Aperture Dimension" section (fig. 6).
11.21 Record the dial indicator reading obtained in
subparagraph 11.20 as Initial reading in the "Wire
Diameter" section (fig. 6).
11.22 As necessary, slide the magnetic holder for the
warp direction dial gauge along its guide rail until the
dial indicator registers nearly zero. Rotate the bezel to
0.00 and record in the appropriate column.
11.23 Repeat subparagraph 11.17 through 11.22 using
the appropriate positions (shown on figure 8) until one

NOTE 4.-If table 4 does not list the tolerances needed for
a certain size sieve, refer to appendix X1, table XI.1.
11.35 Calculate and record to the nearest 0.01 mm,
the average aperture dimension and average wire diameter
in both the warp X and shoot Y directions as shown on
figure6.
11.36 Locate and record to the nearest 0.01 mm the
largest sieve aperture dimension in both the warp X and
shoot Ydirection as shown on figure6.
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Table 4.-Wire-cloth sieves for testing purposes --standard specifications.
Wire diameter
Aperture dimension
Averase
Nominal
Average
Largest 5% can
minimum maximum
minimum maximum allowable exceed
inch
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
6
9.50
10.50
10.0
145.6
154.4
157.0
156.0
5
7.60
8.40
8.00
121.3
128.7
130.9
130.0
3-½
5.78
6.38
6.08
87.3
92.7
94.4
93.6
3
5.51
6.09
5.80
72.8
77.2
78.7
78.1
2-½
5.23
5.78
5.50
61.1
64.9
66.2
65.6
2
4.80
5.30
5.05
48.5
51.5
52.6
52.1
1-3A
4.61
5.09
4.85
43.6
46.4
47.4
46.9
1-½
4.36
4.82
4.59
36.4
38.6
39.5
39.1
1-1A
4.02
4.44
4.23
30.5
32.5
33.2
32.9
1
3.61
3.99
3.80
24.2
25.8
26.4
26.1
7/8
3.33
3.68
3.50
21.7
23.1
23.7
23.4
3/4
3.14
3.47
3.30
18.4
19.6
20.1
19.9
7/16
2.33
2.57
2.45
10.85
11.55
11.94
11.75
5/8
2.85
3.15
3.00
15.5
16.5
17.00
16.7
3/8
2.16
2.38
2.27
9.20
9.80
10.16
9.97
5/16
1.97
2.17
2.07
7.75
8.25
8.58
8.41
No. 4
1.46
1.62
1.54
4.60
4.90
5.14
5.02
No. 5
1.30
1.44
1.37
3.87
4.13
4.35
4.23
No. 8
0.95
1.05
1.00
2.280
2.440
2.600
2.515
No. 10
.855
0.945
0.900
1.930
2.070
2.215
2.135
No. 16
.618
.683
.650
1.135
1.225
1.330
1.270
No. 30
.361
.419
.390
575 #m
625/am 695 #m 660 #m
No. 40
.268
.312
.290
406 #m
444/am 502/am 471/am
No. 50
.199
.231
.215
286 #m
314 #m 363 #m 337/am
No. 100
.102
.118
.110
142/am
158/am
192/am 174/am
No. 200
.0477
.0583
.053
70/am
80/am
103/am 091/am
No. 325
.027
.033
.030
42/am
48/am
66/am
57/am

Sieve size
mm
150
125
90
75
63
50
45
37.5
31.5
25.0
22.4
19.0
11.2
16.0
9.50
8.00
4.75
4.00
2.36
2.00
1.18
600 lam
425 #m
300/am
150 #m
75 /am
45 #m

Note: If table 4 does not list the sieve size needed, refer to appendix X1, table X1.1.
A
% Greater = 100 (/•)

11.37 Calculate and record to the nearest one percent
the percentage of apertures greater than the allowable limit
as shown on figure 6.
12.

Calculations

where:
A=

number of aperture measurements greater than
the limit
total number of aperture measurements for sieve
100 = convert from decimal to percent

-- Method A

12.1
Calculate the wire diameters and aperture dimensions using the following expression:

12.4
Calculate the average wire diameter in both the
warp Xand shoot Ydirection
for the entii:e sieve.

Wire diameter or aperture dimension = final reading - initial reading

Wa • Wl+ w2+ w8...+
N,,

12.2 Calculate the average aperture dimension in both
the warp Xand shoot Ydirection
for the entire sieve.

Aa =

al + a2 + as... + a,•
Na

(2)

wn

(3)

where:
Wa -- average wire diameter in either the Xor Y
direction, mm
wl, w2, wa, and wn = measured individual wire
diameters in either the Xor Ydirection, mm
Nw = total number of wire diameter measurements in
either the Xor Ydirection

(1)

where:
Aa = average aperture dimension in either the Xor Y
direction, mm
al, a2, as, and an = measured sieve aperturedimension
in either the Xor the Ydirection, mm
Na = total number of aperture measurements in either
the Xor Ydirection

13.

12.3 Calculate the measured percentage of aperture
dimensions greater than the allowable percentage (5% of
apertures can exceed) for the entire sieve.
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Interpretation of Results -- Method A

13.1 The sieve will be accepted if the followingcriteria
are met:
• The visual inspection is acceptable
• The average wire diameter, of the warp Xand shoot
Ydirections
(taken seperately), falls within the specified
limits

USBR 1025

• The average aperture dimension, in both the warp
Xand shoot Ydirection,
is within the specified limits
• The largest measured aperture dimension is less than
the specified limit
• The percentage of measured aperture dimensions
greater than the specified limit is 5 percent or less
13.2 If the criteria in subparagraph 13.1 are met, check
the accepted box; if not, check the rejected box. If the
sieve is rejected and cannot be repaired, it should be
discarded.
14.

Maximum individual aper---

Report-- Method A

t

7

go to no-go

Average minimum 1
variation, go

< go

J

Figure 9. - Plug gauge schematic.

METHOD B
Checking Wire-Cloth Sieve Using a Plug Gauge
and Linear MeasurementDevice

linear measurement device is to meet requirements of
Federal Specifications GGG-C-111B, and conform to any
additional requirements specified in USBR 1000.

Summary of Method q Method B

17.

15.1 Method B is used to check sieves having aperture
dimensions from 9.5 mm (3/8-in) to 100-mm (4-in).
Perform a visual inspection of the sieve. Check a minimum
of 10 sets of 10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters.
Five sets are checked in the warp X direction and five
sets are checked in the shoot Y direction (fig. 4). A plug
gauge is used to check aperture dimensions againstrequired
"go/no go" criteria. A linear measurement device is used
to measure wire diameters adjacent to the apertures.
Average wire diameters are calculated for both the warp
Xand shoot Ydirections
and compared to maximum and
minimum allowable diameters. Aperture dimensions are
checked for allowable oversize and maximum aperture
dimension. A decision to accept or reject the sieve for
laboratory use is based on the sieve meeting specified
dimensions.
16.

> max.

no-go to ma•

Average maximum
variation, no-go

14.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Checking Wire-Cloth Sieve" form (fig. 6).
14.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.

15.

---•

ture, max.

Apparatus -- Method B

16.1 Plug Gauges.-A set of plug gauges (fig. 3), conforming to the requirements in table 1, and a schematic
is shown on figure 9. Each plug gauge is inscribed with
three parallel lines at blade widths corresponding to--in
order of increasing dimension--the "go" dimension, the
"no-go" dimension, and the "max." dimension. Thus
inscribed, the face of the blade is divided into four regions.
The regions--in order of increasing blade width--are
referred to as the "< go" region, the "go to no-go" region,
the "no-go to max." region, and the "> max." region. When
the plug gauge is inserted into an aperture in a sieve,
the dimension of the aperture can be visually classified
into one of the four regions. For most soil and concrete
laboratory applications, plug gauges are required for the
following sieve sizes: 9.5-, 19.0-, 37.5-, 75-mm, (3/8-,
3/4-, 1-1/2-, and 3-inch, respectively).
16.2 Linear Measurement Devices.-A vernier or dial
caliper (fig. 3) used to measure the wire diameters. The
817

Calibration and Standardization q Method B

17.1 Initially (when received) verify that plug gauges
conform to the requirements as specified in table 1. If
a linear measurement device is used, verify that it meets
the requirements of USBR 1000. If the calibration is not
current, perform the calibration before using the linear
measurement device for this procedure.
18.

Conditioning-- Method B

18.1 Prior to performing this procedure, place the plug
gauges, linear measurement devices, and sieves in the same
environment in which they are to be checked for several
hours until their temperatures are approximately the same
19.

Procedure -- Method B

19.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Checking WireCloth Sieve (Plug Gauges)" form as shown on figure 10.
19.2 Record the sieve size in both SI and inch-pound
units. Also, record the sieve control number, if applicable.
19.3 Visually examine the sieve--preferably with a
magnifying glass, for any tears, excessive wear, and/or wire
displacement. If--upon completion of the visual inspection-flaws are not apparent or if suitable repairs are made,
check the accepted box; if not, check the rejected box. The
sieve, if rejected, shall be discarded.
19.4 Locate a minimum of 10 sets--each containing
10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters--as shown on
figure 7. Five sets will run in the warp X direction and
five sets will run in the shoot Ydirection. The sets should
be selected to uniformly cover the entire surface of the
sieve or wherever excessive wear is shown. If there are
fewer than 100 apertures in the sieve, check all apertures.
If 10 sets of 10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters
cannot be located, then randomly select 100 apertures and
wire diameter, 50 in the warp X direction and 50 in the
shoot Ydirection to evenly represent the sieve.
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Desi•lnatlon

PROJECT

FEATURE

USBR 1025- _8• ,

LAB. LOCATION

EXAMPLE
CALIBRATION PERFORMEDBY

DATE

Sieve Size

CALtBRATION CHECKED BY

3/8

No.

visual Inspection:

DATE

9. 5

inches

turn

[] Accepted
Sieve Control No.

r-] Rejected

Aperture

Field

No.

No.

1

I

<
x

go
Y

2

10
11

go to no-go

no-go to max

X

X

Y

8"-2

Wire Diameter (ram)

max

Y

Y

X

Y

,/
,,Z
,/

2.27

,,/
,Z
v/
v/
,J

2.29

2.17
2.22
2.23
2.31
2.27
2.28
2.26
2.31

2

2.23

12

2.25
2.27

v"
v/
v/

13
14
15
16

2.29
2.30

x/

v/
v/
v/
v/

1"7
18
19
20
21

2.31
2.32
2.27
2.26
2.28

22
23
24
25
Average Aperture
X

Y

50

50

No. out of spec.

0

4

L •'•its

2.16

to

2.38

Percent

0

8

Avg. X

2.26

Y

2.28

Total No. Measured

4

Total Percent

Remarks:

Average Wire Diameter

(5 percent allowed)

Average wire diameter and total percent Include oil pages.
(Only

partial sieve checking

data shown)

Accepted []
Rejected

[]

SHEET

Figure 10. - Checking wire-cloth sieves (plug gauges) -- example.
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15<5
O, btain d•e cc,.iie.ct plu.g gauge f:or •he sieve, to
be: tested:,, matc:h[ng the steve siz;e wkh •he plug; gauge
size,

19.6. In, sert fire. plug gauge in, the first aperture ,IA•)
of the icii•s.t set widl the long horiz:o.nta]l axJis of d-m gauge
blade oriented i•, the warp X direcrio, n (fiig. 8). Visuallly
dete'•mine d-•e re.gi,:m of the. plug gauge blade that is
intersected, by the surface o.f the sieve arJ.d pIac:e a checkmark
in the ap.prc,,p•iate coh:ln-m co.rre.sponding •,;• t}-J,e pIag gauge
reading: as shc,,wn ,:::m figure i0. Figure 11 shows a p, lug
gauge p]laced in a sJ[eve..
P9.7 Using the lir•e.ai" measu, rement device,, measure
the fk'st wire diameter W\ c,,f the first set (hg. 81:, to the
nearest 0.01 mm arJ.d record as;. sho.wn on fJigure 10.
19.8. Repeat s.ubparag•'aphs 19.6 and 19'.7 tJsing the
apprloprJiat:e
poslJEJ]:•l-iS unti]l a mic, imum Gill: ll() apelr[ure
.din'•ensiorJ, san, d •;ire diameters fo.r the set rurm[ng Jin the
warp X directiion have be.en checked (see subpa> 1%4).
lcI.9 Insert the pl[ug gauge in the. f{rst apeIture As1
of the set:trod set with the •c,,ng horizontal axis; o,f the gauge
bllade..orierJ, ted m the: sh,:•o.t Y directiion (fig. 8;), Vis.ual][v
de:te.rmir•e the regio.n of: the p]ag gauge blade that: is
intersected by the surface of the:. s.ieve an, d p]lace a mark
it, the appropriiat:e cc, lumn, c,arresporMing: to, the plug gaug:e
reading as show'n on f:igure ] 0.
lchl0
Usiing the ][iine:ar ,•leasure.n•ent device, measui'e
the fk's• wire: diiame.•er W;'il of: d•e second set (f'•g. 8) to.
the nearest 0£1,1[ nn,n• and zecc,•d as; sho, wn on figure 10..
lc1'11
Repeat subparag:raph 19..9 and 19.]0 using the
ap.propriate pc,,s.kkms, until a miinimum of 10 aperture
dimensikms and wire diameters for the set ianning in dm
shoot: Ydire.c:don
have been, cl-J, ecked (see subpar. 19.4).
119.12
Repeat subparagraphs 119'.8 and I'9.11 umil a
mJinimun-, o, f l CI, sets.,. 5 sets running in the warp Xdire.ction
and 5 s.ets, runniing iin the: sabc,c,,t Y .diirecti.c,,n:,. have been
checked.
1!5).] 3
O'bta[n t}]e ap.prci, p•iate n]iv•irniutln dtl,d rFJaxJ.Fnun'l
a]Iowable lhnits for the average whe diameter from tah,,b 4
and re.cord as; shown, c,,n fiigu•e 10. If the s.b.ve size is not

s.h, ow rJ, on table 4, ,2,1e,•airJ, due s.p.ecified vahaes from appendix
X1,. table XI.I.
19.14 Calculate the percentage o,f c,,peMngs wl-•ich f;tl•
ir• the "r•c,,-go to max." region for both the warp X and
shoo.t Y d/trecti,::ms and reco>l to:, the nearest I percent
as; shown, o•:, figure ]_0. Cak:u•at:e the:. total percentage and
reo::•.:d as sl-•c, wn ors fiigure 10.
15;'.15
CMct:date and record to the rm.arest: CIl,O] iT, hi the
ave•g, ge w'•re diameter m both the •x, arF,, X and s;hoot Y
dire.cuons as. shown on figure 10.

2:1.

FJ,gure 1

Interpretation

of' Re:suits

1

Method B

2:1.1
T'he. sieve will I:ae accep.t:ed under the fc,,Howing
crkeri!a:
°, T'he. visual inspectior, is accep.tab],e
°, T'he. average w'ire .diarnete:r, of the warp X and. shoot
Ydirectkms
(tak:et• separately)., f:al]ls w'ith,;r• the speciif:iled
5 m i ts

- Square hmn:,e ;vire d,<}*h s:ie,'€,e•
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• Either all the checkmarks are in the "go to no-go"
columns or less than 5 percent of the checkmarks fall
in the "no-go to max." column.
• There are no aperture dimensions in the "• go" or
"• max." columns
21.2 If there are greater than 5-percent openings in
the "no-go to max." column, recalibrate the sieve using
method C.
21.3 If the sieve does not meet the criteria of
subparagraph 21.1, except as noted in subparagraph 21.2,
the sieve is to be rejected. It may be repaired and rechecked,
otherwise discard if rejected.
22.

Report-- Method B

22.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Checking Wire-Cloth Sieve (Plug Gauges)" form (fig. 10).
22.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.
METHOD C
Checking Wire-Cloth Sieve Using
a Linear Measurement Device
23.

Summary of Method -- Method C

23.1 Method C is used to check sieves having aperture
dimensions from 2.36 mm (No. 8) to 150 mm (6 in).
Perform a visual inspection of the sieve. Use a linear
measurement device to check a minimum of 10 sets of
10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters as shown in
figure 7. Five sets are checked in the warp X direction
and five sets are checked in the shoot Y direction (fig.
4). Average wire diameter and aperture dimensions are
calculated for both the warp X and shoot Y directions
and compared to maximum and minimum allowable
dimensions. Aperture dimensions are checked for allowable
oversize percentage and maximum aperture dimension. A
decision to accept or reject the sieve for laboratory use
is based on the sieve meeting specified dimensions.
24.

Apparatus -- Method C

24.1 Linear Measurement Devices.-A vernier or dial
caliper (fig. 3) is used to measure aperture dimensions
and wire diameters. The linear measurement device is to
meet requirements of Federal Specifications GGG-C-111B,
and conform to any additional requirements specified in
USBR 1000.
25. Calibration

and Standardization--Method

C

25.1 Verify that the linear measurement device has
been calibrated in accordance with USBR 1000. If the
calibration is not current, perform the calibration before
using the linear measurement device for this procedure.
26.

Conditioning--

Method C

26.1 Prior to performing this procedure, place the
linear measurement device and sieves in the same

environment in which they are to be checked for several
hours until their temperatures are approximately the same.
27.

Procedure -- Method C

27.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Checking WireCloth Sieve (Measurement Devices)" form as shown on
figure 12.
27.2 Record the sieve size in both SI and inch-pound
units. Also record the sieve control number, if applicable,
as shown on figure 12.
27.3 Visually examine the sieve--preferably with a
magnifying glass, for any tears, excessive wear, and/or wire
displacement. If--upon completion of the visual inspection-flaws are not apparent or if suitable repairs are made,
check the accepted box; if not, check the rejected box. The
sieve, if rejected, shall be discarded.
27.4 Locate a minimum of 10 sets -- each containing
10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters -- as shown
on figure 7. Five sets will run in the warp X direction
and five will run in the shoot Ydirection. The sets should
be selected to uniformly cover the entire surface of the
sieve or wherever excessive wear is shown. If there are
fewer than 100 apertures in the sieve, check all apertures.
If 10 sets of 10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters
cannot be located, then randomly select 100 apertures and
wire diameters, 50 in the warp X direction and 50 in the
shoot Ydirection to evenly represent the sieve.
27.5 Beginning with the first aperture (A1, fig. 8) of
the firstset, measure the aperture dimension using a linear
measurement device. Measure the aperture dimension in
the warp X direction, and record the value to the nearest
0.01 mm as shown on figure 12.
27.6 Using the linear measurement device, measure
the first wire diameter W1 of the first set (fig. 8) to the
nearest 0.01 mm and record as shown on figure 12.
27.7 Repeat subparagraphs 27.5 and 27.6 until a
minimum of 10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters
each have been checked for the set.
27.8 Beginning with the first aperture (All, fig. 8) ofJ
the second set, measure the aperture dimension using a
linear measurement device. Measure the aperture
dimension in the shoot Y direction, and record the value
to the nearest 0.01 mm as shown on figure 12.
27.9 Using the linear measurement device, measure
the first wire diameter Wll of the second set (fig. 8) to
the nearest 0.01 mm and record on figure 12.
27.10 Repeat subparagraphs 27.8 and 27.9 until a
minimum of 10 aperture dimensions and wire diameters
each have been checked for the set.
27.11 Repeat subparagraphs 27.7 and 27.10 until a
minimum of 10 sets, 5 sets running in the warp Xdirection
and 5 sets running in the shoot Y direction, have been
checked.
27.12 Obtain the following values from table 4 and
record as shown on figure 12:
• Average wire diameter limits
• Average aperture dimension limits
• Largest allowable aperture dimension
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CHECKING WIRE-CLOTH SIEVE (MEASUREMENT DEVICES)

PROJECT

FEATURE

EXAMPLE
CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CALIBRATION CHECKED BY

3

No.

75
Sieve ControlNo.

Field
No.

ApertureDimension
(mm)

I
•

DATE

inches

[] Accepted
[] Rejected

Visual Inspection:
Aperture
No.

ILAB. LOCATION

DATE

Sieve Size

I)esignationUSBP, 1025 - @9

mm
8'L 3

Wire Diameter
imm)

Warp (X)

Shoot (y)

Warp (X)

Shoot (Y)

74.2
75.0

74.0
76.0

5.75
5.83

5.78
5.80

min
5.51
73.8

Average Wire Diameter (mm)
Average Aperture(ram)
Largest Aperture(mm)
5 % of Aperturescan exceed

Remarks:

Allowable
max
6.09
77.2
78.7
78. I
(ram)

X
5.79
74.6
75.0

Measured

0

Y
5.79
75.0
76.0
%

Only two apertures on 8-inch diameter sieve.

Accepted []
Rejected []
SHEET__OF__

Figure 12. - Checking wire-cloth sieve (measurement devices) -- example.
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• Aperture dimension of which 5 percent of the
measured apertures can exceed

• The average wire diameter, of the warp Xand shoot
Ydirections (taken separately), falls within the specified
limits
• The average aperture dimension in both the warp
Sand shoot Ydirection is within the specified limits
• The largest measured aperture dimension is less than
the specified limit
• The percentage of measured aperture dimensions
greater than the specified limit is 5 percent or less
29.2 If the criteria in subparagraph 29.1 are met, check
the accepted box; if not, check the rejected box. If the
sieve is rejected and cannot be repaired it should be
discarded.

NOTE 6.-If table 4 does not list the tolerances needed for
a certain sieve size, refer to appendix X1, table XI.1.
27.13 Calculate and record to the nearest 0.01 mm the
average aperture dimension and average wire diameter in
both the warp X and shoot Y directions as shown on
figure 12.
27.14 Locate and record to the nearest 0.01 mm the
largest sieve aperture dimension in both the warp X and
shoot Ydirections as shown on figure 12.
27.15 Calculate and record to the nearest one percent
the percentage of apertures greater than the allowable limit
as shown on figure 12.
28.

Calculations

30.

30.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Checking Wire-Cloth Sieve (MeasurementDevices)"form
(fig. 12).
30.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.

-- Method C

28.1 Calculate the average aperture dimension in both
the warp Xand shoot Ydirection
for the entire sieve.
Aa ----

al+ a2+ a3...+ an
Na

METHOD D
Checking Perforated Plate Sieve
Using a Linear Measurement Device

(7)

where:

A•

---- average aperture dimension in either the Xor Y
direction, mm
al, a2, a3, and an ---- measured sieve aperturedimension
in either the Xor the Ydirection, mm
ga = total number of aperture measurements in either
the Xor the Ydirection

31.

(8)

where:
A= number of aperture measurements greater than
the limit
N
total number of aperture measurements •or the
sieve
100 = convert from decimal to percent

32.

wl+ w2+ w3...+ w•
Nw

(9)
where:
W• = average wire diameter in either the Xor Y
direction, mm
Wl, w2, w3, and w• = measured individual wire
diameter in either the Xor Ydirection,
mm
Nw = total number of wire diameter measurements in
either the Xfor Ydirection
29.

Apparatus -- Method D

32.1 Linear Measurement Devices.-A vernier or dial
caliper (fig. 3) is used to measure bridgewidth and aperture
dimension. The plate thickness is measured using any
reliable linear measuring device. The linear measurement
devices are to meet requirements of Federal Specifications
GGG-C-111B, and conform to any additional requirements
specified in USBR 1000.

28.3 Calculate the average wire diameter in both the
warp Sand shoot Ydirection for the entire sieve.
W• -=

Summary of Method -- Method D

31.1 Method D is used to check perforated plate sieves
having aperture dimensions from 4.75 mm (No. 4) to
150 mm (6 inch). Perform a visual inspection of the sieve.
Use a linear measurement device to measure aperture
dimension, bridgewidth, and plate thickness along two
lines. Aperture pitch is calculated. The dimensions obtained
are individually compared with specified dimensions. A
decision to accept or reject the perforated plate sieve for
laboratory use is based on the sieve meeting specified
dimensions.

28.2 Calculate the measured percentage of aperture
dimensions greater than the limit for the entire sieve.
%Greater = 100 (A)

Report-- Method C

33.

Calibration and Standardization --Method D

33.1 Verify that the linear measurement devices have
been calibrated in accordance with USBR 1000. If the
calibration is not current, perform the calibration before
using the linear measurement device for this procedure.

Interpretation of Results -- Method C

34.

29.1 The sieve will be accepted if the followingcriteria
are met:
• The visual inspection is acceptable

Conditioning-- Method D

34.1 Prior to performing this procedure, place the
linear measurement devices and sieves in the same
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environment in which they are to be checked for several
hours until their temperatures are approximately the same.
• 35.

Procedure -- Method D

35.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Checking
Perforated Plate Sieve" form as shown on figure 13.
35.2 Record the sieve size in both SI and inch-pound
units. Also record the sieve control number, if applicable,
as shown on figure 13. Locate from figure 14 and record,
as shown on figure 13, sieve aperture dimension limits,
bridgewidth dimension limit, pitch dimension limits, and
plate thickness dimension limits for the appropriate sieve
size. If the sieve size is not shown on figure 14, specified
values can be obtained from appendix X1, table X1.2.
35.3 Visually examine the perforated plate sieve--preferably with a magnifying glass, for any flaws. If--upon
completion of the visual inspection--flaws are not apparent
or if suitable repairs are made, check the accepted box;
if not, check the rejected box. The sieve, if rejected, shall
be discarded. A typical perforated plate sieve is shown
on figure 15.
NOTE 6.-The plug gauges which where used for the wirecloth sieves are unacceptable for the perforated plate sieves due
to the change in allowable dimensions.
35.4 Check all dimensions using a linear measurement
device. Because of the manner in which the sieve is
fabricated, each aperture is tapered so be sure to make
measurements on the side of the plate on which the
manufacturer indicated the aperture size.
35.5 The two straight lines used for checking square
apertures are separated by either 90 degrees (perpendicular), or 63 degrees 26 minutes to each other as shown
on figure 14. The two straight lines used for checking
round apertures are separated by 60 degrees.
35.6 The apertures selected to verify that the sieve
is within allowable dimensions are those which lie along
two straight lines, each at least 100-mm (3.94-in) in length,
or a total of 20 apertures (10 in the direction of each
line) whichever is greater. If these requirements cannot
be met, check all apertures in the sieve.
35.6.1 Beginning with straight line 1 (0 degrees),
measure and record the aperture dimensions to the nearest
0.01 mm in both the warp X and shoot Y directions as
shown on figure 13.
35.6.2 Measure and record the bridgewidth dimensions (Zi, fig. 14) to the nearest 0.01 mm between the
apertures measured in subparagraph 35.6.1.
35.6.3 Measure and record the plate thickness to the
nearest 0.01 mm on 25 percent of the bridges measured
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as shown on figure 13. Preferably this should be done
on the bridges that show the most wear--apparent by the
smallest bridgewidth dimension. Repeat subparagraphs
35.6.1 and 35.6.4 until the required number of apertures
or a distance of 100 mm have been checked.
35.6.4 Calculate and record to the nearest 0.01 mm
the pitch distance as shown on figure 13.
35.7 Beginning at subparagraph 35.6.1 and continuing
through subparagraph 35.6.4 check the sieve in the other
direction of travel along line 2 as shown on figure 14.
Record the data on a second form. If the aperture
dimensions, pitch dimensions, bridgewidth, and plate
thicknesses fall within the required limits, place a
checkmark in the approved box. Record any remarks at
the bottom of figure 13.
36.

Calculations -- Method D

36.1

Calculate the pitch dimension.

Pitch = ½Xi+ V2Xi+I+ Zi
(10)
where:
Pitch = center-to-center distance of adjacent apertures,
mm
Xi = aperture dimension; Xfor line 1; Yfor line 2,
mm
Xi + 1 ---- aperture dimension of the following aperture:
Xfor line 1; Yfor line 2, mm
Zi = bridgewidth of bridge between apertures Xi
and Xi + 1 or Y," and Y," + 1, mm
37.

Interpretation of Results -- Method D

37.1 The sieve will be acceptedif the following criteria
are met:
• The visual inspection is acceptable
• All aperture dimensions are within specified limits
• All bridgewidth dimensions are within specified
limit
• All pitch distances are within specified limits
• Plate thickness falls within specified limits
37.2 If the criteria in subparagraph 37.1 are met,
check the acceptedbox; if not, check the rejected box. If
the sieve is rejected and cannot be repaired, it should be
discarded.
38.

Report -- Method D

38.1 The report is to consist of a completed and
checked "Checking Perforated Plate Sieve" form (fig. 13).
38.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.

USBR 1025

CHECKING PERFORATED PLATE SIEVE

"/-2399 (1-87)
Bureau of Reclamation
PROJECT
EXAMPLE
CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

DATE

[]Accepted
[] Rejected

2
3
4
5
6

4

Sieve Size

I

NO.

3/16

inches

4.75

Sieve Control NO.
Pitch

Bridgewidth

Dimension
(mm)

Dimension
(mm)
Z

Dime ns ic
(mm)
X

DATE

Line No.

Sieve Aperture

1

CALIBRATIOi'4 CHECKED BY

0o

Directionof Travel
Visual Inspection:

Designation USBR 1025 - 89
LAB. LOCATION

FEATURE

Y

-- 4.72
4.71
4.70
4.78

4.67
4.63
4.61
4.62

4.66
4.61

4.68
4.68

7

4.68

4.69

8
9

4.6 8

4.65

10

4.61
4.64

4.70
4.62

11

4.62

4.61

12
13

4,68
4,68

4.71
4.72

14
15

4.62
4.64

4.61
4.61

16

4,68

4.64

Plate Thickness
(mm)

Pitch
X

Y

2.66
2.21

7.:58
6.92

2.62

7.36

2.64
2.44

7.38
7.08

I . :53

2.58
2.50

7.22
7.18

1.54

2.48
2,57

7.12
7.20

2.51

7.14

2.70
2.71
2.57

7.55
7.39
7.25

2.58

7.21

2.63

7.28

1.41

1,46

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sieve Aperture

Pitch

Bridgewidth

Dimension
Lrnits (ram)
4.61 to 4.89

Dmension
Less than The
Limit (ram).
1.03

Dime nsion
Limits (rr•)
5.8

.to,

7.8

Plate Thickness
Limits (nTn)
0.8
to 1.5

Remarks:

Accepted []
Rejected

[]
SHEET

Figure 13. - Checking perforated plate sieve --example.
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ALLOWABLE DIMENSIONS --PERFORATED PLATE SIEVES
Sieve
size
mm
75
37.5
19.0
9.5
4.75

in
3
1-V2
3A
V8
No. 4

Aperture width
range
mm
74.3 - 75.4
37.l - 37.9
18.7 - 19.3
9.3 - 9.7
4.61 - 4.89

Distance between
aperture center (pitch)
mm
86 - 109
43 - 55
22 - 29
11.3 - 14.9
5.8 - 7.8

Plate
thickness
mm
2.5 - 4.0
1.5 - 2.5
1.5- 2.5
1.0- 2.0
0.8 - 1.5

Minimum
bridge width
mm
10
5.25
3
1.75
1.03

XI
100 mm (minimum)

NOTE: This drawing denotes the two straight lines when seperated by 63 degrees 26 minutes.
Figure 14. - Allowable dimensions --perforated plate sieves. Measuring sequence for perforated plate sieves.
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Appendix X1
Table X 1.1 - Nominal dimensions, permissible variations for wire cloth of standard test sieves (U.S.A. Standard Series) [ASTM E 11].
Sieve Designation

Nominal

PermissibleVariation of Average
Opening from the
Standard Sieve
Designation

Maximum Opening Size for Not
More than 5 % of

Maximum Individual Opening

Nominal
Wire Diame-

Standardb

Alternative

Sieve Opening, in.•

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

5 in.
4.24 in.
4 in. a
3½ in.
3 in.
2½ in.
2.12 in.
2 in.a "
13/, in.
l½ in.
IV, in.
1.06 in.
I in.a
7/8 in.
a/, in.
% in.
0.530 in.
½ in. a
7/1• in.
% in.
5A6 in.
0.265 in.
Y( in. °
No. 3½
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 10
No. 12•
No. 14
No. 16
No. 18
No. 20
No. 25
No. 30
No. 35
No. 40
No. 45
No. 50
No. 60
No. 70
No. 80
No. 100
No. 120
No. 140
No. 170
No. 200
No. 230
No. 270
No. 325
No. 400

5
4.24
4
3.5
3
2.5
2.12
2
1.75
1.5
1.25
1.06
i
0.875
0.750
0.625
0.530
0.500
0.438
0.375
0.312
0.265
0.250
0.223
0.187
0.157
0.132
0.1 I i
0.0937
0.0787
0.0661
0.0555
0.0469
0.0394
0.0331
0.0278
0.0234
0.0197
0.0165
0.0139
0.0117
0.0098
0.0083
0.0070
0.0059
0.0049
0.0041
0.0035
0.0029
0.0025
0.0021
0.0017
0.0015

+3.7 mm
+3.2 mm
+3.0 mm
+2.7 mm
_+2.2 mm
_+ 1.9 mm
_+1.6 mm
_+ 1.5 mm
_+ 1.4 mm
_+l.I mm
_+ I.O'mm
_+0.8 mm
-+0.8 mm
-+0.7 mm
-+0.6 mm
-+0.5 mm
+0.41 mm
-+0.39 mm
-+0.35 mm
-+0:30 mm
-+0.25 mm
--.0.21 mm
_+0.20 mm
-+0.18 mm
-+0.15 mm
-+0.13 mm
-+0.11 mm
-+0.095 mm
-+0.080 mm
-+0.070 mm
-+0.060 mm
-+0.050 mm
-+0.045 mm
_+0.040 mm
_+35 •m
_+30 .tm
_+25 a.m
_+20 ±m
_+19 •tm
_+16 •.m
_+14 .tm
_+12 ±m
_+10 •.m
_+9 •tm
+8 p.m
_+7 p.m
_+6 •tm
±5 •tm
_+5 I.tm
_+4 p.m
_+4 p.m
_+3 p.m
+3 p.m

130.0 mm
110.2 mm
104.0 mm
93.6 mm
78.1 mm
65.6 mm
55.2 mm
52.! mm
46.9 mm
39.1 mm
32.9 mm
27.7 mm
26.1 mm
23.4 mm
19.9 mm
16.7 mm
13.83 mm
13.10 mm
I 1.75 mm
9.97 mm
8.41 mm
7.05 mm
6.64 mm
5.90 mm
5.02 mm
4.23 mm
3.55 mm
2.975 mm
2.515 mm
2.135 mm
1.820 mm
1.505 mm
1.270 mm
1.080 mm
925 Ixm
775 p.m
660 pm
550 otto
471 p.m
396 p.m
337 v-m
283 otm
242 p.m
207 p.m
174 tim
147 p.m
126 p.m
108 p.m
91 gm
77 txm
66 p.m
57 ixm
48 p.m

130.9 mm
II1.1 mm
104.8 mm
94.4 mm
78.7 mm
66.2 mm
55.7 mm
52.6 mm
47.4 mm
39.5 mm
33.2 mm
28.0 mm
26.4 mm
23.7 mm
20.1 mm
17.0 mm
14.05 mm
13.31 mm
11.94 mm
10.16 mm
8.58 mm
7.20 mm
6.78 mm
6.04 mm
5.14 mm
4.35 mm
3.66 mm
3.070 mm
2.600 mm
2.215 mm
1.890 mm
1.565 mm
1.330 mm
1.135 mm
970 p.m
815 •tm
695 #m
585 p.m
502 •m
425 •tm
363 p.m
306 p.m
263 •tm
227 p.m
192 ttm
163 ttm
141 Ixm
122 o.m
103 ltm
89 I.tm
76 ttm
66 ptm
57 itm

8.0
6.40
6.30
6.08
5.80
5.50
5.15
5.05
4.85
4.59
4.23
3.90
3.80
3.50
3.30
3.00
2.75
2.67
2.45
2.27
2.07
1.87
1.82
1.68
1.54
1.37
1.23
1.10
1.00
0.900
0.810
0.725
0.650
0.580
0.510
0.450
0.390
0.340
0.290
0.247
0.215
0.180
0.152
0.131
O.110
0.091
0.076
0.064
0.053
0.044
0.037
0.030
0.025

125 mm
1136 mm
I00 mma
90 mm
75 mm
63 mm
53 mm
50 mm a
45 mm
37.5 mm
31.5 mm
26.5 mm
25.0 mm a
22.4 mm
19.0 mm
16.0 mm
13.2 mm
12.5 mm a
I 1.2 mm
9.5 mm
8.0 mm
6.7 mm
6.3 mm a
5.6 mm
4.75 mm
4.00 mm
3.35 mm
2.80 mm
2.36 mm
2.00 mm
1.70 mm
1.40 mm
1.18 mm
1.00 mm
850 Lm /
710 •m
600 •m
500 •m
425 •.m
355 •m
300 •m
250 •m
212 tm
180 p.m
150 gm
125 •tm
106 p.m
90pro
75 p.m
63 v.m
53 p.m
45 gm
38 p.m

Openings

ter, mm°

° The averagediameterof the warpand of the shoot wires, taken separately, of the cloth of any sieve shall not deviatefrom
the nominal values by more than the following:
Sieves coarserthan 600 p.m
5 %
Sieves 600 to 125 p.m
7½ %
Sieves finer than 125 p.m
10 %
b These standard designations correspond to the values for test sieve apertures recommended by the International Standards
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland.
Only approximately equivalent to the metric values in Column I.
a These sieves are not in the standard series but they have been included because they are in common usage.
• These numbers (3½ to 400) are the approximate number of openings per linear inch but it is preferred that the sieve be
identified by the standard designation in millimeters or p.m.
/ I000 ttm= I mm.
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Table X1.2. - Nominal dimensions, permissible variations, and ranges for perforated plate in standard sieves [ASTM E 323].
Sieve Designation and
Aperture Size a

Maximum
Variation of

Preferred

Standarda

Alternative

Aperture
SizcC

Standard

Alternative

mm

in.r

mm

mm

in. r

(I)

Permissible
RangeD

mm

(3)

(4)

(5)

5
4•/4
4
3•/z
3

+-i.0
+-0.9
+-0.9
+-0.8
+-0.7

160
135
128
III
95

6Y4
5V4
5
4%
3Y4"

63
53
50a
45
37.5

2•z
2•/•
2
I:Y4
IV2

+-0.6
+-0.6
+-0.5
+0.5
+-0.4

80
68
64
57
48

3•/,
2%
2•z
21/4
!%

72
61
58
51
43

31.5
26.5
25.0a
22.4
19.0

1•/4
i 9'•s
I
%
%

+-0.4
+-0.4
+-0.4
+-0.3
:t:0.3

41
35
32
29
25

I%
1•
IV4
I•/•
I

37
31
29
26
22

!6.0
13.2
12.5 a
11.2
9.5

%
•7/.'rz
z/z
7A•
%

+-0.27
+-0.25
+-0.24
_+0.23
+-0.20

21
18
17
15
13.0

1:•%
:Y4
•9'•
%
t&

8.0
6.7
6.3a
5.6
4.75

"f•,
17/•
V4
7/.r•
:•'t•

+-0.19
+-0.17
+-0.16
+-0.15
+-0.14

I 1.0
9.9
9.5
8.7
6.8

•/1•
•
:•'M
'•u
•/4

9.5
8.3
8.0
7.2
5.8

to
to
to
to
to

4.00
3.35
2.80
2.36
2.00

%2
0.127(•)
7/•
3/•
0.078

+-0.13
+-0.12
+-0.11
+0.10
+0.09

5.9
4.9
4.4
3.8
3.3

%2
•'•8
•9'•
%2
%

5.0
4.2
3.7
3.2
2.8

1.70
1.40
I. 18
1.00

0.066
0.055
0.045
0.039

+-0.08
+-0.08
±0.07
+-0.07

2.9
2.6
2.2
2.0

7/•
0.100
0.090
0.077

2.5
2.2
1.9
1.7

125
106
100 c"
90
75

(2)

Plate Thickness

Centers
Preferred
Standard
mm

(6)

Permissible
Range

Alternative
in. E

gage r

mm

(7)

(8)

(91

3.4
3.4
3.4
2.7
2.7

0.1345
0.1345
0.1345
0.1046
O. 1046

10
10
10
12
12

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

to 4.0
to 4.0
to 4.0
to4.0
to 4.0

to 92
to 78
to 73
to 65
to 55

2.7
2.7
2.7
1.9
i.9

0.1046
0.1046
0.1046
0.0747
0.0747

12
12
12
14
14

2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5

to 4.0
to 4.0
to 4.0
to 2.5
to 2.5

to 47
to 40
to 37
to 33
to 29

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

0.0747
0.0747
0.0747
0.0747
0.0747

14
14
14
14
14

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

to
to
to
to
to

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

19 to 24
16 to 20
15 to 20
13 to 17
11.3 to 14.9

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

0.0747
0.0747
0.0747
0.0747
0.0747

14
14
14
14
14

1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

to
to
to
to
to

2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

1.9
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.0747
0.0598
0.0598
0.0598
0.0598

14
16
16
16
16

1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

to
to
to
to
to

2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

to 6.8
to 5.7
to 5.1
to 4.4
to 3.8

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.0598
0.0598
0.0598
0.0598
0.0598

16
16
16
16
16

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

to
to
to
to
to

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

to
to
to
to

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

0.0299
0.0299
0.0299
0.0299

22
22
22
22

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

to
to
to
to

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

144 to 184
122 to 155
115 to 147
lOOto 128
86 to 109

12.6
11.4
10.9
10.0
7.8

3.3
3.0
2.5
2.3

(10)

A The values shown in this table refer to both round and square apertures.In general,square-aperture
perforated-sieve
plates are available only in 3.35 mm and larger.
a These standard designations, progressing from a base of I mm in the ratio of approximately • to I, correspondto the
values for test sieve apertures recommended by the International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland.
c This permissible variation applies to both the standard aperture sizes and the alternative aperture sizes.
o A range of +-15 % is allowed except that in no case shall the minimum bridge (bar between apertures) be less than one
halfof the differencebetween the nominalapertureand the preferred center.
Only approximatelyequivalentto the standard values.
e The gage values are for carbonsteel. For other materials, the gage used should be the nearest decimal equivalentof the
U.S. standard gage for steel.
•" These sieves are not in the standard series but they have been included because they are in common usage.
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PROCEDUREFOR

USBR 1030-89'

CALIBRATING SPECIFIC GRAVITY FLASKS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The calibration procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1030. The
number immediately following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.

1.

Scope

5.1.1 Apparent Specific Gravity.-Ga, ratio of: (1) the
mass in air of a given volume of the impermeable portion
of a permeable material (that is, the solid matter including
its impermeable pores or voids) at a stated temperature,
to (2) the mass in air of an equal volume of distilled water
at a stated temperature (ASTM definition).
5.1.2 SpecificGravityofSolids.-Gs, ratioof: (1) the
mass in air of a given volume of solids at a stated temperature, to (2) the mass in air of an equal volume of
distilled water at a stated temperature (ASTM).

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating specific gravity flasks used for determining the
specific gravity of soils as performed in accordance with
USBR 5320 (method A).

2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR 5320 Determining Specific Gravity of Soils
2.2 ASTM Standards:
D 854 Standard Method for Specific Gravity of Soils
E1 ASTM Thermometers
3.

6.

6.1 Balance or Scale.-A typical balance or scale used
for this designation must be readable to 0.01 g and have
a capacity of about 500 g.
6.2 Specific Gravity Flask (fig. 1).-A flask having a
capacity of 250 mL or larger.
6.3 Vacuum Pump.-A vacuum pump (motorized or
hand-held) capable of applying a vacuum of at least 10
inches (250 mm) of mercury to the specific gravityflask.
6.4 Flexible Tubing.-Noncollapsible flexible tubing
sufficient for connecting the vacuum pump to a rubber
stopper which fits the specific gravity flask.
6.5 Thermometer.- 0.5 ° C divisions conforming to the
requirements of ASTM E 1.
6.6 Water bulb with stem.
6.7 Water Bath.-A water bath for maintaining the
specific gravity flaskand contents at a constant temperature
during the calibration procedure. The water bath is not
mandatory but is recommended to minimize effects of
density variations of the water from room temperature
fluctuations.
6.8 Cotton swabs.

Summary of Method

3.1 The mass of a dry, clean specific gravity flask is
determined and recorded. The flask is filled with distilled
water to the graduation line on the neck of the flask. A
vacuum is applied to the flask until all entrapped air is
removed. The mass of the flask and water, temperature
of the water, and volume of the flask are determined and
recorded.

4.

Significance and Use

4.1 Specific gravity (volumetric) flasks are used to
determine the apparent specific gravity of soils composed
of material passing the U.S.A. Standard series No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve. Accurate calibration of the mass and
volume of the flask is necessary to obtain a reliable value
of soil specific gravity.
4.2 The procedure described results in a flask
calibration that may be used to determine the specific
gravity of a specimen of any suitable mass.
4.3 The calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the flask.

5.

Apparatus

7.

Reagentsand Materials

7.1 Distilled water is to be used for determining the
volume of the specific gravity flask.
8.

Precautions

8.1 Safety Precautions:
8.1.1 Ensure that the water bath and vacuum pump
power cords are in good condition and are properly,
grounded.

Terminology

5.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
Terms of particular significance are:
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] ] 4 Fi]U: the flask with .distJil]ledl water urMl the bot:tom
c,,f •l-•e meniscus is even witl-• the reference mark: (cali!brati[.,:m
line:, ,:m the neck: cd the: flask as. shown on figure 1.
11,5
Place t:he wate,>{iil]led
filask iin the constant
temper'ature water bath and securely p]lace a rubber' s•:opper
on th, e •c,, F, c,.f the flask.
11[.l(•] AppI 7 a
c:ormlectMg the ,•,laC•.]lUii-l") s.iL)uirce
wi@• apF,.ropriat:e tubing m. the filask: rc,, •'emc:,ve a]U! entrapped
air.
17 Ge:ndly rc,,l] the: fhsk: occasionaliy tc, aid m removal
of aiir.
I 18 k.e:a•e, the flask in d-•e wate• bath, witt-• •:he va.cuum
ap, p]lie.d, •nt]] there are no visilb,]e air bubbles
1].'9
Release the x•acuum and rem,a, ve t]-,e flask •ron',
the wate:.• bath. If the water ]e.ve]l has fa]]len h.elow @Je
refeten,ce mark::,, the water bulb with stem is, t,,a, be used
to, repIa(e the distilled water p•ecise,]iy •p to tk, e mark,
1110 Wiith a t:ovvel,, dry •he o,utsidle <:,,I• ct-•e •:lask and
use a cott:,:m swab tc, dry the ins•i,de neck u,f the •:]as, k ab(r•'e
tl-•,e :eference mark
1111
Dete•n-ffne and record the: mass .,:{ tl]le ware'•{ilie:ig{ flask 1]o. the nearest: 0()] gl-an-l.
1112
Immediatelly after de:•e:rmiM]ng the: mass c,,f: the
wa•e>fillled f]las.k=, gerniy shake •he flask and insert d-Je
d-•erm,,:•me•er t,c:, mii,ddepth
]1.13
Determine and record the: tempeta•:are ,af •l-•e
wate• ,,o the. near'e.st 0.5 °C.
]11.14 Calculam and reo:,rd vl-•e vo]lume .,:ff the specific
gravity •]!ask to •he' neare.s• 0.()1 cm:L
]i •15 Repea• s.•t::iiF, aragraph, s 113 tl-sro•gh 11.14 to
£:lbtaiFJ, ;t s.ecGEi.d trim
I lt16 The diiffe•'ence be.pa•een, •he •wo •riMIs must be
0.1 cn-w" c,,r less It: tMis is nol the case, tt'Je prc:,.c:edlure, is
to. be repeated •ntil two co.nsecutiive
values are' w{thin
0'.] cm' ,::•f each, c,.the•
11.17'
Calculate and r'eoord the average f[ask vo.Iume
to th, e nearest 0()1 cm, s
'vact3uIn'•

Fiigure L - S.pe,ciific gravity' flask
8.1.2
C]h, eck: d-Je c•:,ndM<m c,,f rl-•e spec:ifJic g•avit 7
flasks to:, ensnre the•e are n,:• chipped or sharp edges <,,r
cracks.
82
Tu'c;•n•,L•d Pre•urmn.•.-E.rJ, sur'e that •l-•e gra,duatk:,n
line on the {]lask is •He.ar%, inscribed ,•.t•, tk, e flask neck
9.

Calibration

and St:andardiz:at•on

12:.

9. ]
\.•er'if,}, tin, a• the: balance ,:•r scale used is. ,curren•l'y
call{brateJI in a,c,c,,:,rdan, ce with USBR ] 0 il 2. If the calibration
iis not current,
per•c,.•m t>e calibrati,:m bef,c,•e using the
bMan,,Le o.r scale f,:l.r this F,>:,cedu•e
10.

Calcula•o, ns;

121
CMcuIate d-m volume ,:•f the specific graviLv f•ask
using th, e express:ian:
r7
'

Conditioning

= /5:__2•
(,{51)

wl-•,ere':

1.(',,1
Perf,:,rm this .calibr;•6<)n in arl area iis,,:)]late,d from
excessiive heat sources .,:)r air currents and is n:sain, tained
at ,,•r near >•c,m tem, pe:.•a•are ,o,f (,8. :' F (2:()':' C).
1,0,2
T'h,e specific gn.lvih'.i• fIasks and water bath should
be pllace.d m, @•e c!n, viir,a,mn,(rn in which, they are: to E,e
calibrated {,;;lit" LL perjill*C;I IL){ at le:•lsi•t 2'J: hours belf(_-:l•le Ca]•k:lr at Jtci, n,
1 I.

k}}l •

(7)
(5)
< 31
{2)
(G)

Pro, cedlure

13,.

] ]. 1
All! da<• are It:, be re,o,:,rdedl ,,:)r• th, e "SF:,ecifi!,J (Sraviipy'
Flask CMlibratii,,,n (Vo]lum, e Meth,,,:•dl),"' foHr•, as. s]bown c,,n
tig •re 2
] 11.2 Rec•,,r.d tk, e identi{icati,a.n n=umber o.{ the s.pecifiic
g•avir.r' {las;k :<: , k:,e c;:•ffibr•edl
111.3 De.termine th, e mass ,,:•,f •he. dean, dry s.pecifi!,L:
g.rav•v.p' f•ask •c,, tn, e nearest (]1,,{1,1 gram and record

=
=
=
=
=

volume c,.f f]lask,, cm s
(3)
{2} is the: mass Clif s•,a•er, g
mass iC•l• {llas.k: fil•e•!l with ware'n, g
mass ,0,:( f]las.k, g
ah,,s,,:•]lute ,dens[t 7 c,f water at temperature
(taMe 1),, g/cm"

Repo•'t

]13.. 1
The re:p,:Jrt •s t,a. o3irJSiSt o,• a comp]leted and checked
S peci fic (.31ra
FI ]a S k Ca ] ibrat [olrj ( •CII1UI nl-ie }•li et h odl )" fl()rm
(fiig. 2111.
•3..2
All cM,•:ul:nions are. t,,:, show a checkmark
113.3 A pe•m, anent ze.co•d should be. made fa, r e•<h
spe,u£fic gravi: 7 I]ask used :in, th, e iaborat•ry.
....
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Table 1. - Absolute densityof water in grams per cubic centimeter,t
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.999841
900
941
965
973

847
905
944
967
973

854
909
947
968
973

860
914
950
969
972

866
918
953
970
972

872
923
955
971
972

878
927
958
972
970

884
930
960
972
969

889
934
962
973
968

895
938
964
973
966

965
941
902
849
781

963
938
898
843
774

961
935
893
837
766

959
931
888
830
758

957
927
883
824
751

955
924
877
817
742

952
920
872
810
734

950
916
866
803
726

947
911
861
796
717

944
907
855
789
709

10
11
12
13
14

700
605
498
377
244

691
595
486
364
230

682
585
475
352
216

673
574
463
339
202

664
564
451
326
188

654
553
439
312
173

645
542
427
299
159

635
531
415
285
144

625
520
402
272
129

615
509
390
258
114

15
16
17
18
19

099
0.998943
774
595
405

084
926
757
576
385

069
910
739
558
365

054
893
722
539
345

038
877
704
520
325

023
860
686
501
305

007
843
668
482
285

"991
826
650
463
265

*975
809
632
444
244

*959
792
613
424
224

20
21
22
23
24

203
0.997992
770
538
296

183
970
747
514
271

162
948
724
490
246

141
926
701
466
221

120
904
678
442
196

099
882
655
418
171

078
860
632
394
146

056
837
608
369
120

035
815
585
345
095

013
792
561
320
069

25
26
27
28
29
30

044
0.996783
512
232
0.995944
646

018
756
485
204
914
616

*992
729
457
175
885
586

*967
703
429
147
855
555

"941
676
401
118
826
525

"914
649
373
089
796
494

*888
621
345
060
766
464

*862
594
317
031
736
433

*836
567
289
002
706
402

*809
540
261
*973
676
371

Degrees
C
0
1
2
3
4

0

t For inch-pound applications, multiply the values in this table by 62.4280 to convert
to lbm/ftL
* First three significant figures shown in line below.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY FLASK CALIBRATION
(VOLUME METHOD)

P ROJECT

DesignationUSBR 1030-_•_

FEATURE

Example
CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

1.

FLASK NO.

2.

MASS OFFLASK

DATE

COMPUTED BY

DATE

CHECKED BY

DATE

86

79.88

(o)

TRIAL NO.

(o)

3.

MASS OF FLASK + DISTILLED WATER

4.

TEMPERATURE OF WATER

5.

MASS OF WATER = (3) - (2)

6.

ABSOLUTE DENSITY OF WATER AT TEMP. (4)

7.

VOLUME OF FLASK - (5)/(6)

(cm3)

8.

AVERAGE

(cm3)

1.

FLASK NO._

2.

MASS OF FLASK

( oc}
(o)
• (9/cm3 )

1

2

325.81

325.80

23.5

23.0

245.93

245.92

0.997418

246.57

0.997538

246.53

246.55

(0)
TRIAL NO.
1

2

(o)

3.

MASS OF FLASK + DISTILLED WATER

4.

TEMPERATURE OF WATER

5.

MASS OF WATER = (3) - (2)

6.

ABSOLUTE DENSITY OF WATER AT TEMP. (4)

7.

VOLUME OF FLASK = (5)1(6)

(cm3)

8.

AVERAGE

(cm3)

(oc)
(o)
(g/cm3)

GPO 854 - 192

Figure 2. - Specific gravity flask calibration (volume method) --example.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 1040-89

CALIBRATING PRESSURE GAUGES
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1040. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

5.3 Tubing.-High-pressure tubing of appropriate size
and length to connect pressure gauges and the primary
pressure standard to the pressure source.
5.4 Pressure Regulator.-Apressure regulator capable
of maintaining the desired pressure to the gauges and
primary pressure standard.
5.5 Valves.-Appropriate size valves, two required;
bleed and pressure cutoff.

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating pressure gauges used for standard laboratory
testing. It is recommended that any adjustments to a
pressure gauge be made only by experienced personnel
or the manufacturer.
1.2 This calibration procedure is limited to pressure
gauges as classified in Federal Specification GG-G-76E.
2.

6.

Applicable Documents

6.1 Safety Precautions.-Safety glasses are to be worn
when applying pressure to the gauges.

2.1 American National Standard, ANSI B40.1-1980;
Gauges-Pressure Indicating Dial Type -- Elastic Element
2.2 Federal Specification GG-G-76E, Gauges, Pressure,
and Vacuum, Dial Indicating, 1981
3.

7.

Summary of Method

8.

and Standardization

Conditioning

8.1 Not applicable; special conditioning requirements
are not needed for this procedure.
9.

Significance and Use

Procedure

9.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Pressure Gauge
Calibration" form as shown on figure 2.
9.2 Master Gauge Calibration:
9.2.1 Connect the master gauge to the primary pressure standard and pressure source as shown on figure 3a.
9.2.2 Apply pressure to the master gauge in increments (a minimum of five) over the full range of the
master gauge.
9.2.3 Record the value of pressure indicated by the
primary pressure standard and the corresponding value
of pressure indicated by the master gauge for each pressure
increment.
9.2.4 Compute the percent error for each pressure
increment and compare the values obtained with
permissible error values in table 1.
9.2.5 Adjust the master gauge if necessary (see
subpar. 1.1) and repeat subparagraphs 9.2.2 through 9.2.4

4.1 Pressure gauges used in the laboratory must be
calibrated to ensure reliable test results.
4.2 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of a pressure gauge and annually thereafter.
5.

Calibration

7.1 Verify that the primary pressure standard has been
currently calibrated in accordance with manufacturer
specifications. If the calibration is not current, it is to be
performed before using the primary pressure standard for
this calibration procedure.

3.1 A master gauge is calibrated using a primary
pressure standard (see subpar. 9.2, figs. 1 and 3a). The
pressure gauge to be calibrated is connected to the master
gauge as shown on figure.3b. Pressure is applied to the
pressure gauge at predetermined pressure increments over
its full operating range. The value indicated by the pressure
gauge is compared to the corresponding value indicated
by the master gauge at each pressure increment. The
percent error between the two values is calculated and
the gauge is adjusted as necessary.
4.

Precautions

Apparatus

5.1 Pressure
Gauge.-A pressure gauge meeting
requirements of Federal Specification GG-G-76E and the
American National Standard ANSI B40.1-1980.
5.2 Primary Pressure Standard (fig. 1).-A high
accuracy, deadweight tester designed for precision measurement of applied gas pressure. The device consists of
a weighted piston which becomes suspended in static
equilibrium when a prescribed gas pressure is introduced.
Calibrated masses are used for a range of pressures.
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Ngu[e ]

- F'ri,z,-,,ary pres, su•e

31 l:l,,,Jdrd

l:,•,•iil d•e cali,L:•la•ed percent error Jis within the permi.•.s.ible.
range specified io table 1.
9,2,6 After th, ree triais, if :he percec,• error va]'nes
ca£1cmlat:edl for the master gauge are not whhin th,:tse shown,
in ::ab.]le 1, a new rnas.:er gauge sht•u, ld be <ab, rain, ed. and
ca]ibratedl in accordance with s•lbparagraph ,t.2
9'.3.
(•;:m•e (7•/ibr3txi;,,n'::
9.3 1 C,o, nneer •he gaage to be .calib, ra•ed t,o, the maste.•
gauge and. pressure so.nrce as sn, owt:, c,,n, f•gnre 3b.
9.32
Apply p•esst•.•e •,,:> the gauge t,::,, be ca]ik:,ratedl
iln ilncremer, ts ,:ia minimmn •Jf five::, c, ver the full •a•lge: c,.f
the gauge
9.3.3
Rec,,:>rd •t-•e. va],ae c:,t: pre.ssore indica•ed by the
master gat•g:e, and •he cc:,rrespo.nding vahJe of pres:s;•re
indicated by •:he. gaage being caNibrare.c[ f:,or earn pres.s.•re

J,ccoraq,,

i] ne re:'fl-• e t71 t

ge,,,te,Nmic•]

TaMe I

A.o:ura,:y
gr a de:•

}:aiest;,Nre gattge aocur•,cy gr>dles.:

F"erm:is.si!b•e erro, r, percent c,•: span
Lo.w er
Midldle
U F'per
c, ne- •c,.u,r tin,
,,:•ne-i:,a 1t:
c,,ne- fv, oKh
c,•: scale:
o]f: scal!e
,:-xl•: s.ca]le
0 ]l
0 ]1
(I,, ]
0 25
0, 25
(I, 25
05
05
(I,,5
2 (I
] 0
20
3 0
2:0
3,0
•i (}
% ()
4 ()
5 (}
!i 0
5 0

4A
3,,•,
2A
A
B
,171
L':,

W•k,,le: •at,:en f•,,m, ANS]I I!i, li@, 1-1 •)8C,.
Accu, ra<y

9.3.4
C.orn, pute th, e percent errc,,• for ea,ch pressure
increment and compare the: vai•e.s t::•bu•ined wiidT• permissible error vallue.s, in table 1
9'.3.5
Adjms.• the gauge ill oecessary (see subpa•. 1.11>
ar, d repeat subpaH•graplns 9'.3.2 thrc@gt•l 9.34 unrii] •.l-le:
callcLN•ted percent error va]l,aes a•e wkhiin dq, e permiissible
ranges spee:iNed iln •:ab,]e 1.
93,6 Ah:er •:hree tria•s, i!f the perc:en,• e.rr.or valises
calcala•ed lf:,:•r the gauge a•e n.c,: wkh:in, those sh,,,:)wrt iin
•ab,]e 1, •he ga•g;e shouldl be rejected f.c,• lab{:,•ato.ry wise'.

I0.
10.1
11.

e*ade
g;•dle

is Sl:,e•it•ied

,:•t

3A

by

gen, era]ly

the
is;

rnanufacrurer
s,•itak, Je

I,u,r

AN,
most

L•b,•at,,•t}, testing apg]ka6,cms,

C:allc:ulatiions
Calculati,::,ns

required are as; shown .on figure 2.

Repo.rt

11.. 1
Th, e repc,.•t iis. to oo, nsiZs;t of a oon-,p]e:ed and che.cked
"P•es.s.ure Gauge Ca]ibratk:,n,:" form ,:6ig. 2111.
"11.2:
AH calcu,]athms a•e. K,, sho.w a checkmark.
El; } 4
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PRESSURE GAUGE CALIBRATION

Bureauof Reclamation
MANUFACTURER

De=ignation USBR 1040 - 89 --

EXAMPLE

GAUGE RANGE
0-1400 kPa

ACCURACY GRADE
3A

SERIAL NO.

MASTER GAUGE RANGE
0-1500kPa
CALIBRATED BY

ACCURACY GRADE
3A
DATE
CHECKED BY

SERIAL NO.
45787

7

DATE

1500 kPo

FULL SCALE MASTER GAUGE INDICATION (FCM)

Master gauge calibration
Pressure applied
Ibf/in2
[]
kPa
[]

Master gauge reading (MGR)
Ibf/in2 []
kPa []
Trial

(1)

(A)

%error -(1)-(MGR)
(FCM)
Trial

(B)

(C)

X 100

(A)

(B)

(C)

0

0

0

0

O.O

0.0

0.0

200

200

200

200

0,0

0,0

0,0

400

401

400

402

-0,07

0,0

-0,13

600

598

600

5.99

0,13

0.0

0,07

800

801

801

801

-0,07

-0.07

-0,07

1000

I000

1000

1000

0.0

0,0

0,0

1200

1202

1201

1200

-0.13

-0,07

0,0

1400

1400

1398

1399

0.0

1500

1502

1500

1500

-0,13

0.13

0,07

0,0

0,0

FULLSCALE MASTERGAUGEINDICATION(FCG)1400kPe
Gaugecalibration
Gauge reading (GR)
Ibf/in2 []
kPa []
Trial

Master gauge
reading [] Ibf/in2
[] kPa
(1)

(A)

0

%error-(1)--(GR) X 100
(FCG)
Trial
(C)

(B)

0

(A)

200

202

-0,14

402

-0,14

600

602

-0,14

800

802

-0.14

1000

1000

0,0

1200

1200

0,0

1400

1400

0.0

Remarks
[]
[]

(C)

0,0

400

Accept
Reject

(B)

Trial A Indicales 9aucje meals permissible error percenla•les
in Table I

9iven

for 3A accuracy grade.

GPO 849-232

Figure 2. - Pressure gaugeCahDra,iun -- example.
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Primary Pressure
Standard

Bleed valve (•

• Pressure
cutoff valve

Pressure
regulator
Pressure source
(a)

Schematic of master gauge calibration

Gauge to be calibrated

Bleed valve

I

Pressure
regulo-tor (

Pressure source
(b) Schematic of gauge calibration
Figure 3. - Schematics of calibration assemblies.
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CALIBRATING HYDROMETERS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1405. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
|.

of temperature variation and dispersing agent. The
hydrometer corrections are subtracted fromthe hydrometer
readings obtained during the gradation analysis test to give
a corrected hydrometer reading.
4.2 The hydrometer correction values obtained from
this procedure are unique to the individual hydrometer.•
dispersing agent, percent solution of the agent, and
temperature range in which the calibration procedure is
performed. If any one of these is changed, new individual
hydrometer correction values must be obtained.
4.3 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the hydrometer as an acceptance check.
4.4 The hydrometer zero reading (see subpar. 10.2)
must be checked upon receipt of the hydrometer and annually thereafter or anytime hydrometer readings are suspect.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating the hydrometer used for gradation analysis of
soils as performed in accordancewith USBR 5330.
1.2 This calibration procedure is used to determine the
hydrometer correction to compensate for the temperature
of the water and the type of dispersing agent used.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR 5330 Performing Gradation Analysis of Fines and
Sand Size Fraction of Soils, Including Hydrometer Analysis
2.2 ASTM Standards:
E 1 ASTM Thermometers
E 100 Specification for ASTM Hydrometers
3.

5.

5.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
Terms of particular significance are:
5.1.1 Dispersing Agent.-An agent used to assist in
separating individual fine soil particles and to prevent them
from flocculating when in suspension.
5.1.2 Gradation Analysis.-The process of determining gradation (ASTM definition).

Summary of Method

3.1 A hydrometer cylinder is filled with either distilled
water or a sodium hexametaphosphate solution of given
concentration and is placed in a water bath. A hydrometer
is placed into the cylinder and sufficient time is allowed
for the hydrometer, hydrometer cylinder, cylinder fluid,
and water bath to reach a temperature equilibrium.
Hydrometer readings are taken at temperatures spanning
the range of expected test temperatures, and corrections
for intermediate temperatures are calculated.
4.

Terminology

6.

Apparatus

6.1 Soil Hydrometer.-An
ASTM soil hydrometer,
graduated to read in grams per liter of suspension and
conforming to the requirements for hydrometer 152H in
ASTM E 100.
6.2 HydrometerCylinder.-A glass cylinder essentially
18 inches in height and 2-1/2 inches in diameter (457
by 64 ram) and marked for a volume of 1000 mL. The
inside diameter is to be such that the 1000-mL mark is
14+1 inch (355+25 mm) from the bottom on the inside.,
6.3 Stirring Apparatus (malt mixer).-A mechanically
operated stirring device in which a suitably mounted electric
motor turns a vertical shaft at a speed of not less than
10,000 revolutions per minute without load. The shaft
should be equipped with a replaceable stirring paddle made
of metal, plastic, or hard rubber. The shaft is to be of
such a length that the stirring paddle will operate not
less than 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) above the bottom of the

Significance and Use

4.1 Soil hydrometers are used in gradation analysis of
soils to determine the distribution of particles smaller than
the U.S.A. Standard series No. 200 (75-#m) sieve. The
ASTM soil hydrometers used by the Bureau are marked
to read in grams of soil in suspension per liter of mixture
of soil and distilled water at 20 ° C. Since the temperature
of the water used in the test may not be exactly 20 °C
and because either distilled water or a solution of distilled
water and dispersing agent is used, it is necessary to prepare
hydrometer correction charts to compensate for the effects
837
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dispersion cup. A special dispersion cup conforming to
either of the designs shown on figure 1 should be provided.
6.4 Thetmometer.-O
to 50 °C, 0.5 °C divisions,
conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 1.
6.5 Balance or Scale.-A" typical balance or scale used
for this designation must be readable to 0.1 g and have
,a capacity of about 500 g.
6.6 Rubber Stopper.-An appropriate size rubber.
stopper to adequately seal the hydrometer cylinder.
6.7 Water Bath.-An automatic temperature-controlled;
water tank or an insulated container large enough to hold,
the hydrometer cylinder is required. It is important that
the water bath, hydrometer, and the hydrometer cylinder
and its contents be maintained at a constant temperature
for each hydrometer reading.
6.8 Sodium Hexametaphosphate.-A chemical agent in,
powder, crystal, or granular form, used as a dispersingI
agent.
6.9 Graduated Cylindet.-lO00
mL capacity, graduatedi
to 10 mL.
6.10 Graduated Cylinder.-250
mL capacity, graduated
to 2 mL or other suitable container or method to measure
125 mL of the dispersing agent solution.
7.

Reagentsand Materials

7.1 Distilled water is to be used for obtaining hydrometer corrections for gradation analysis that will be performe d
using distilled water as the fluid medium.
7.2 A sodium hexametaphosphate and distilled watet
solution is to be used for obtaining hydrometer corrections
for gradation analysis that will be performed using sodium
hexametaphosphate as a dispersing agent.
t'-•3.75"dio.-•-,.

•11•11

Solution desired,
4
8
12

Pemanent
Baffle

Removable
BRafflse
/H/lld
e

Baffle
Location
Plan

in.
mm

._j

8.

2.6
66

Precautions

8.1 Technical Ptdcautions:
8.1.1 Sufficient time should be allowed for the.
hydrometer and liquids to reach a temperature equilibrium.
Usually 30 minutes are required for the hydrometer to
.each equilibrium after the liquids have attained the desired
temperature.
8.1.2 Because sodium hexametaphosphate in
powder, granular, or crystalline form absorbs moisture, the
material must be stored in airtight containers.

Metric Equivalents

1.3
33

Sodium hexametaphosphate required, g
40
80
120

7.5 If an 8- or 12-percent solution is desired, the proce-'
dure outlined in subparagraph 7.3 is to be used along witl•
the appropriate amount of sodium hexametaphosphate as'
given in subparagraph 7.4.
7.6 A prepared sodium hexametaphosphate dispersin•
A
solution may be stored for no more than 21 days if theI
storage temperature remains near room temperature (73[
° F), and for no more than 7 days if the temperature of•
the storage area consistently exceeds 73 °E
t
7.7 All containers of the dispersing solution must have i
the date of preparation and percent solution marked on
them.

3.75"dia. •

•

7.3 In general, a 4-percent solution of sodium
hexametaphosphate is used in performing the calibration
procedure stated in subparagraph 7.2 (see subpar. 7.4 for:
preparing 8 and 12 percent solutions). To prepare a 4percent solution, the following procedure is to be followed:
7.3.1 Fill a 1000-mL graduated cylinder with distilled,
water to approximately 750 mL.
7.3.2 Obtain 40 grams of reagent grade or better:L
sodium hexametaphosphate and place it into the dispersion I
cup. Add approximately 100 mL of distilled water to thel
sodium hexametaphosphate. Mix the sodium hexametaphosphate and water using the malt mixer until the sodium'.
hexametaphosphate is dissolved. To dissolve the sodium
hexametaphosphate into solution typically requires
approximately 5 minutes of mixing in the malt mixer.
7.3.3 Add the solution from the dispersion cup to
the graduated cylinder. Fill the graduated cylinder to the
1000-mL line with distilled water. Take the rubber stopper
and securely place it on top of the graduated cylinder. With
one hand over the top of the graduated cylinder and the
other on the bottom, shake the graduated cylinder to
thoroughly mix the solution.
7.4 In some circumstances, an 8- or 12-percent solution.
may be desired as a dispersing agent. The following
amounts of sodium hexametaphosphate are to be used for
the desired percent solution of sodium hexametaphosphate:

3.75
95.2

9.

Preparation of Apparatus

9.1 The hydrometer is to be cleaned, especially the
reading portion of the stem, by washing the hydromete,

Figure 1. - Dispersion cup designs [ASTM D 422].
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This will either be distilled water or a solution of sodium
hexametaphosphate, as described in subparagraph 7.3 or
7.4.
12.4 The hydrometer is calibrated by taking hydrometer readings at four different temperatures covering the
range of expected test temperatures.
12.5 Adjust the temperature of the water bath to the
lowest calibration temperature desired.
12.6 Place 125 mL of dispersing agent solution into
the hydrometer cylinder.
12.7 Fill the hydrometer cylinder to 1000 mL with
distilled water.
12.8 Apply a rubber stopper and securely place it on
top of the hydrometer cylinder. With one hand over the
top of the hydrometer cylinder and the other on the'
hydrometer cylinder bottom, shake the hydrometer cylinder
until the dispersing agent and distilled water are thoroughly
mixed.
12.9 Place the hydrometer cylinder into the water bath.
12.10 Dry the hydrometer, if necessary; Carefully place:
the hydrometer into the hydrometer cylinder and wait at
least 30 minutes to allow the temperature of the
hydrometer, hydrometer cylinder, and liquids to equalize.
12.11 Record the temperature of the liquid in the
hydrometer cylinder to the nearest 0.5 °C.
12.12 Determine and record the water level at the top
of the meniscus on the hydrometer to the nearest 0.5 unit.
If the water level is above the zero mark on the hydrometer i
then the hydrometer correction is recorded as a negative
value of that reading. If the water level is below the zero
.marking on the hydrometer, then the hydrometer
correction is recorded as a positive value of that reading
(see fig. 3).
12.13 Verify the hydrometer reading by removing the
;hydrometer, drying it, and replacing the hydrometer into
the hydrometer cylinder. If the hydrometer readings are
;not the same, remove the hydrometer and repeat subparagraphs 12.10 through 12.12 until a reading can be verified.
12.14 Remove the hydrometer and elevate the
temperatureof the water bath to the next desired calibration
temperature. Allow the temperatures of the water bath,
the hydrometer cylinder, and the dispersing agent solution!
to equalize.
12.15 Repeat subparagraphs 12.10 through 12.14 until
ihydrometer readings at four different temperatures
covering the range of expected test temperatures have been
,obtained and verified.
12.16 Determine the calibration equation.
12.16.1 Plot the temperature versus hydrometer
:reading data pairs on a graph similar to that shown on
figure 4.
12.16.2 Draw a best-fit struight line through the
plotted points (or perform a linear regression analysis and
construct the resulting best-fit straight line on the graph).
12.16.3 Compare the data points to the straight line
for acceptability.
12.16.3.1 All data points should plot within +0.5
hydrometer unit of the straight line (or the correlation
Coefficient for the linear regression should be equal to or
greater than +0.95).

with soapy water and then rinsing it with alcohol and
again in clean water.
10.

Calibration and Standardization

10.1 Verify that the balance or scale used is currently
calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1012. If the calibration
is not current, perform the calibration before using the
balance or scale for this procedure.
10.2 Hydrometer Zero Reading Check.-The zero
reading must be checked upon receipt of the hydrometer
and annually thereafter or anytime hydrometer readings
are suspect.
10.2.1 Fill a clean hydrometer cylinder to the
calibration mark with 1 liter of distilled water.
10.2.2 Prepare a water bath at 20 °C and place the
hydrometer cylinder and distilled water in the bath. Stir
the water in the cylinder occasionally and allow sufficient
time for the temperature of the water in the cylinder to
come to equilibrium with the bath temperature.
10.2.3 Wash the hydrometer to be calibrated witb
soap and distilled water and clean the neck with alcohol.
Rinse the hyclrometer in distilled water ancl di• it with
a clean towel.
10.2.4 Place the hydrometer in the cylinder and allow
adequate time for the temperature of the hydrometer and
water to stabilize.
10.2.5 Take the reading of the hydrometer at the
top of the meniscus (see note 1) to the nearest 0.5 unit
and record as shown on figure 2. This reading should be
between +0.5 and -1.5. Insert the thermometer so that
the tip is about 8 inches (200 mm) into the hydrometer
cylinder, and check that the water temperature has
remained at 20 °C. The thermometer should be read to
the nearest 0.5 °C.
NOTE 1.-Hydrometers are graduated by the manufacturer tc
be read at the bottom of the meniscus formed by the liquid on
• the stem. Since it is not possible to secure readings of soil
.suspensions at the bottom of the meniscus, readings must be
taken at the top. By calibrating the hydrometer, using the top
of the meniscus, this correction is automatically accounted.
10.2.6 If the hydrometer reading does not fall within
the required range, the hydrometer is to be rejected for
laboratory use.
11.

Conditioning

11.1 Perform this calibration procedure in an are•
where there will not be a large temperature fluctuation
while performing the procedure.
12.

Procedure

12.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Hydrometer
Calibration for Gradation Analysis" form as shown on
figure 2.
12.2 Locate and record the hydrometer number.
12.3 Record the type of and percent solution of
dispersing agent to be used for the calibration procedure.
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7-2309 (12-86)

HYDROMETER CALIBRATION FOR
GRADATION ANALYSIS

J

Bureau of ReclsnmUon
NYDROMETERNO.

J Deldsnatlon USBR 140S-_•-q_

ZERO READING 0.5

189

DISPERSING AGENT

PERCENTSOLUTION

Sodium Hexometophosphote
CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

DATE

4%

CHECKED BY

DATE

CALIBRATION DATA

TEMPERATURE

HYDROMETER READING

oC

18.0

6.5

21.0

5.5

25.0

4.0

28.0

5.0

DETERMINATION OF CALIBRATION EQUATION
SELECTED POINTS
TEMPERATURE

HYDROMETER READING

•C

(1)

18.0

(3)

6.5

(2)

28.0

(4)

3.0

HYDROMETER CALIBRATION EQUATION
I

y .... b

(2) - (1) "

10,0

(A)

(4) - (3) -

-- 3.5

(S)

m .1.•1
(A)"
b - ¥ -mx

I CALIBRATION EQUATION

y : -0,35(X)+ 12.1•

I

-0.35

b - (3) - (m)(1) -

12.8

l

GPO 852-933

Figure 2. - Hydrometer calibration for gradation analysis -- example.
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13.5 Calculation of the hydrometer corrections shown
in table 1 is performed as follows:
y = -0.35 x + 12.8

m
-

NeQatlve

-C
-

"-•Zero

value

_

Positive

(Calibration equation, fig. 2)

substitute 18 °C into the calibration equation:

mark

y = -0.35 (18.0) + 12.8
y= 6.5

value

Therefore, the hydrometer correction, y, (for the
temperature of 18 oC) is recorded in the table as 6.5. This
substitution procedure is continued for the entire
temperature range calibrated.
14.

m

14.1 The report is to consist of the following completed
and checked form, plot, and table:
"Hydrometer Calibration for Gradation Analysis" form
(fig. 2).
Plot of calibration equation (fig. 4).
Table of hydrometer corrections (table 1).

zc

Figure 3. - Soil hydrometer
stem sketch.
12.16.3.2 If the criteria in subparagraph 12.16.3.1
are not met, discard the data point that appears to be
farthest from the straight line and repeat subparagraphs
12.16.1 through 12.16.3. If the criteria still cannot be met,
the calibration procedure must be repeated until the criteria
have been satisfied.
12.16.4 Determine and record the equation of the
calibration line.
12.17 Use the calibration equation to obtain a table
of temperature-hydrometer corrections as shown in table 1.
13.

14.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark and all
plotting must be checked.
Table 1. - Hydrometer corrections.
Hydrometer number 189
Dispersing agent Sodium hexametaphosphate
Percent solution 4•
Calibration date
Computed by
Checked by

Calculations

13.1 Determine the linear equation of the hydrometer
calibration line and calculate the hydrometer corrections
"or the temperature range calibrated.
13.2 Select the two datapairs closest to the straight
!ine and calculate the equation of the straight line. The
.•luation of the calibration line is determined in the form:
a,here:
y ---m =
x :
b =

Report

y= mx+b
hydrometer correction
slope of line
temperature, aC
hydrometer correction intercept

13.3 The "Hydrometer Calibration for Gradation
Analysis" form illustrates an example calculation of the
slope of the calibration line, m, and the intercept, &
13.4 Calculate hydrometer corrections using the
calibration equation in subparagraph 13.2 and substituting
the appropriate temperatures. The temperature range is
generally between 18 and 28 °C, using 0.5 oC increments.
These hydrometer corrections are to be rounded to the
nearest 0.5 unit as shown in table 1 for the example
calibration equation.
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Temperature, °C

Hydrometer correction

18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.5
26.0
26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0

6.5
6.5
6.O
6.0
6.0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.5
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.0
3.0

USBR 1405

HYDROMETER

No.

189

Sodium Hexometophosphote
4 % Solution
7.0-

Iy---0.35 x

6,0'
0

+12.8 I

CALIBRATION EQUATION

........

O')
(D
Z
LU

5.0-

t•J
I-LIJ

•o

4.0-

-r

18.o
zl_,o
2s.o

28.0

I
I
I

s.5
s.s
4.0

13.o

•,0-

2.0

18.0

I
19.0

I

20.0

I
21.0

I"
22.0

I
23.0

I
?.4.0

TEMPERATURE

(°C)

Figure 4. - Hydrometer calibration equation.
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PROCEDURE

FOR

USBR 1430-89

CALIBRATING THE LOADING DEVICE
FOR PERMEABILITY TESTS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Division Research and Laboratory
Services Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1430. The number
immediately following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating the loading device used for permeability tests
as performed in accordancewith USBR 5600 or 5605.
1.2 This calibration procedure is used to determine the
acceptability of the loading device.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR "1104 Load Verification of Testing Machines
USBR 5600 Determining Permeability and Settlement
of Soils [8-in (203-mm) Diameter Cylinder]
USBR 5605 Determining Permeability and Settlement
of Soils Containing Gravel
3.

Summary of Method

3.1 The loading device is placed in a testing machine
and is loaded incrementally to the maximum capacity of
the ram. The reading on the pressure gauge of the loading
device is compared to the testing machine load reading
at each loading increment.
3.2 The repeatability of the loading device at several
loads is checked, and the loading device is adjusted or
repaired as necessary.
3.3 A calibration plot definingthe relationship between
pressure gauge readings and testing machine load readings
is used to determine which pressure gauge readings to
use for a particular load when performing permeability
tests in accordance with USBR 5600 or 5605.
4.

Significance and Use

4.1 A calibrated loading device must be used in the
laboratory to ensure that correct loads are placed on the
permeability specimen when the specimen is tested in
accordancewith USBR 5600 or 5605.
4.2 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the loading device and biennially thereafter.
5.

Apparatus

5.1 Testing Machine.-Any
type having sufficient load
capacity. The testing machine should be equipped with
* Concrete Manual, Bureau of Reclamation, part 2, in press.
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two steel bearing blocks with hardened faces; the upper
one of which is a spherically seated headblock and the
lower of a plain rigid block. The faces of the bearing blocks
when new should not depart from plane by more than
0.0005 inch (0.013 mm) at any point and should be
maintained within 0.001 inch (0.02 mm). The bearing faces
should be perpendicular to the axis of loading of each
bearing block. The center of the bearing face of the
spherically seated block should coincide with the center
of the sphere. The moving portion of this block should
be held closely in the spherical seat, but the design should
be such that the bearing face can be rotated freely and
tilted through small angles in any direction to prevent
eccentric loading conditions.
5.2 LoadingDevice.-A hand-operated hydraulic pump
loading device, fitted with a pressure gauge of sufficient
capacity to safely load the ram to at least 75 to 80 percent
of its load rating, including flexiblehose with quick-connect
couplings for attaching to rams.
5.3 SteelPlate.-A steel plate equivalent to the top plate
of the permeability apparatus to be placed between the
loading device and the upper bearing block of the testing
machine.
6.

Precautions

6.1 Technical Precautions:
6.1.1 Visually check the condition of the loading
device each time it is used. Be sure that all hydraulic hoses
and fittingsare connected to the proper inlet and outlet
connections of the pump cylinder.
6.1.2 During loading and when the maximum
capacity of the ram has been reached, visually check the
system for leaks and malfunctions which could affect test
results.
6.1.3 Use a steel plate between the loading device
and the upper bearing plate of the testing machine. Do
not allow the saddle of the ram to come into contact with
the upper bearing plate of the testing machine while it
is being loaded because the apparatus may be damaged.
6.2 Safety Precautions.-Extremecare should be
exercised when working with hydraulic hoses and loading
devices. Safety devices, such as safety glasses and safetv
shoes, must be used while performing the calibration.

USBR 1430

LOADING DEVICE CALIBRATION
FOR
PERMEABILITY TESTS

7-2343 (11-86)
Bureau of Reclamation
CALIBRATION PERFORMED BY

RAM CAPACITY
PUMP SERIAL NO.

DATE

7 t0n .(I 4T000 Ibf)
USBR 3130.

TESTING MACHINE:
MANUFACTURER
PRESSURE GAUGE
READING,
Ibf/in2

o

DesignationUSBR 1430--8€•

CALIBRATION CHECKED BY

RAM SERIAL NO.

72691 4

GAUGE SERIAL NO

G56055

DATE OF LAST CALIBRATION

Exomple

TM1000

SERIAL NO.

DATE

2/I 8187

MODEL NO. _ I

LOAD
Ibf
TRIAL NO. 1

o

TRIAL NO. 2

o

TRIAL NO. 3

o

AVERAGE LOAD
Ihf

o

1000

.1821

184.3

1821

1828

2000

3574

3597

3574

3582

3000

5418

5485

5463

5455

4000

7419

7419

7419

7419

5000

9217

9150

9217

9195

6000

10,926

10,881

10,926

101911

REMARKS

Figure 1. - Loading device calibration for permeability tests --example.
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7.

Calibration and Standardization

for defects and adjust or repair as necessary. Repeat the
procedure until the readings meet the criteria.
9.11 Compute the average of the three load readings
for each pressure increment.
9.12 Prepare a plot of average load versus pressure
gauge reading, and draw a best fit line from the origin
through the data points as shown on figure 2.

7.1 Verify that the testing machine has been recently
calibrated in accordancewith USBR 1104. If the calibration
is not current, perform the calibration before using the
testing machine.
8.

Conditioning

10.

8.1 The room temperature should not vary more than
+5 °C during the calibration.
8.2 Place the loading device and other apparatus in
the environment in which it is to be calibrated for at least
24 hours before performing the calibration procedure.
9.

Calculations
Determine the averageof the three load readings.

10.1

A--

RI + R2+ R3

3

where:

Procedure

R1,

9.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Loading Device
Calibration for Permeability Tests" form as shown on
figure 1.
9.2 Refer to the manufacturer's instructions for
guidelines on operating the testing maching.
9.3 Assemble the ram, hydraulic line, pressure gauge,
and pump. Ensure that all air is removed from the system.
See manufacturer's instructions for the recommended
method to remove air from the loading device.
9.4 Place the ram in the load frame of the testing
machine. Be sure there is .sufficient clearance between the
upper and lower bearing plates of the testing machine.
9.5 Place the steel plate between the loading device
and the upper bearing plate of the testing machine.
9.6 Pump the loading device until a pressure gauge
reading equal to about 10 percent of the maximum capacity
of the pressure gauge is reached. Read and record the
pressure gauge reading as shown on figure 1.
9.7 Using the most sensitive range possible of the
testing machine, read and record the corresponding load
due to the pressure applied in subparagraph 9.6.
9.8 Repeat subparagraphs 9.6 and 9.7 increasing the
pressure gauge reading in 10 percent increments. Continue
increasing the pressure until a load equal to at least 75
to 80 percent of the load rating of the ram is reached.
9.9 Release the pressure in the pump (refer to the
manufacturer's instructions).
9.10 Perform subparagraphs 9.6 through 9.9 a total
of three times. The three load readings should not vary
from each other by more than 1 percent of the maximum
capacity of the ram; if they do, inspect the loading device

11.

A = average load
R2,/• = individual load readings
Report

11.1 The report is to consist of the followingcompleted
and checked form and plot:
"Loading Device Calibration for Permeability Tests"
form (fig. 1).
A plot of the calibration results (fig. 2).
11.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark and
all plotting must be checked.
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Figure 2. - Loading device --calibration plot example.
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CALIBRATING THE VIBRATORY TABLE
FOR MAXIMUM INDEX UNIT WEIGHT TESTING
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. This procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 1440. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for
calibrating the vibratory table used for determining the
maximum index unit weight of cohesionless soils in the
laboratory as performed in accordancewith USBR 5530.
1.2 This procedure is limited to the Syntron Model
V-80 cushioned vibratory table manufactered before 1965,
and the Syntron Model V-75 solid impact vibratory table.
which is currently the only model accepted by USBR that
can be purchased new.
1.3 This calibration procedure is used to determine the
vertical amplitude of the vibrating tables described in
subparagraph 1.2 and to adjust the table--if necessaryto an average double amplitude (peak-to-peak) displacement of 0.013+0.002 inch (0.33+0.05 mm) at 60-hertz
frequency.
2.

Auxiliary

Tests

2.1 The LVDTs (linear variable differential transformers) used to measure the vertical amplitude of the vibratory
table must be calibrated in accordance with USBR 1008
prior to performing this procedure.
3.

Applicable Documents

3.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1008 Calibrating Linear Variable Differential
Transformers
USBR 5530 Determining the Maximum Index Unit
Weight of Cohesionless Soils
3.2 ASTM Standard:
D 4253 Maximum Index Density of Soils Using a
Vibratory Table
3.3 Journal:
Geotechnical Testing Journal, Suggested Method for the
Calibration of Vibrating Tables for Maximum Index¢
Density Testing, vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 152-157, Sept., 1979.
4.

Summary of Method

4.1 Calibration masses of 300 and 95 Ibm (136 and
43 kg) are securely anchored to the vibratory table deck.
846

The amplitude of vibration produced by the vibratory table
is measured using LVDTs which are attached to the
calibration masses. The amplitude of vibration of the
vibratory table is checked at rheostat control settings of
100, 80, 60, 40, 20, and 0. The measured amplitude is
compared to that which is required, and adjustments are
made to the table if necessary.
5.

Significance and Use

5.1 For many cohesionless, free-draining soils, maximum index unit weight is a key element in evaluating
the state of compactness of a given soil mass which occurs
either naturally or is placed during construction (fill).
5.2 The double amplitudeof vertical vibration has been
found to have a significant effect on the soil index unit
weight obtained in the laboratory. Vibratory tables that
subject a unit weight mold with soil to a double amplitude
vertical vibration of something other than 0.013+0.002
inch (0.33+0.05 mm), at 60 Hz, produce inconsistent
maximum index unit weight values using USBR 5530.
5.3 This calibration procedure is to be performed upon
receipt of the table, biennially thereafter, before reuse after
any event such as relocation or repairs which might affect
its operation, and whenever test results are questionable.
6.

Apparatus (see schematic fig. X2.1)

6.1 Vibrating Table (fig. 1).-A vibratory table securely
mounted to a concrete floor or mass of sufficient size and
configuration that excess vibrations are not transmitted
to other testing areas. The vertically vibrating deck of the
table is to be of sufficient size and rigidity that the mass
assembly being used can be attached and rigidly supportec•;
during the calibration. The table is to be capable of vertically
vibrating the mold assembly with a sinusoidal time-vertical
displacement relationship at an average double amplitude
(peak-to-peak displacemen.t) of 0.013+0.002
......inch
(0.33+0.05 mm) at 60-Hz frequency. The table should have
the capability for adjustment of the double amplitude of
vibration between about 0.005 inch (0.15 mm) and 0.013
inch (0.33 mm) at 60 Hz.
6.2 Linear Variable Differential Transformer
(LVDT).-LVDT, a.c., capable of accurately measuring lineaL

USBR t440,
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Fig;m-e ]. -Y'i,,2h, ers-J•.•tic: c::,# 'v:i•::,rat,::,Q.•

tab]!e.

di:sF, Jace'n:Jent wi:hi!n CI0005 incl-• Miinh-nurn rsomina'.l
diisF, lacetnen• zange _+0.(}50 inc:h•, maxiimum nl,Om•nal
dispilacement range ±100 inch. The L•gD.Ts. are. m. have
a No. ,6-40 UNF threaded core. The tveo LVD.Ts r•eedled
s.ho•Jd nl•ee• these requireme.nts.
6.2..]
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6.2:.2
ZVDTG'm'&:,.•.-L•gDT Te•qon g•i:des, whiich C•lEi
be purchased fr,•,n3 the LVDT manufact•Jrer; four guides.
required. The purpose ,,if Te:.•:]o.n guides, ils to ensure •c,,
!-*o•'izt-)irj[al
movement of the L.VI3'IT core dlu, ring use.
63,
(5•'•!]l'bra, gli:ln •tr,:i!s•aes:
6.3..1
A three-piece c:a•ibra•k:,n: mass having a
co, mbined mass o,•: 300 ]ibm <]36 kg)nsed to simLt]late the:
mass ,,:ff the: l[o, aded CII.5-ft!; 1:1114 2'l)0-cm•l
measure. File[
sur•:ace.s ,:ir• the caiibratior• masses must be ground flat:,
paralld, and t,0, at bas• a •;]!,. finiish •o ensure proper cc,,ntact.
N(JFE ]-A 6•. fi•lish •e:•Cers t,:• the average peak-to-,,,a•ley
d:ist-aiTide

Jnl

n•lilC[lCllilTl•.•-]e•i

(]1• •]

[]]e

:Sl.l;'lfaC:{ -, CIf the: t.•tlli•2lra[ilClf;

•'naSSle•i

6.3.2
A ,::me-piece c:al, ih,.[a[:ion mass of 95 ]h,m (43. kg)
used t,,:• s.•mulare the mass of t}*Jie io, aded (l ]-t:t :•' .(<:8;3,C1,-cm• 1
I31 e:• S t.] re,

64 S?•naqg•;,,nd):n'i:•n'er.-A signall c,:mdiri,:merto provide
a cc,.nsvant a-c ilniF,,ut tc,, d-m LVDT and c,onve•'t the ,:mtpt:lt
f>:)m a.c. •o a proportic,,na• d-c sJigna]
65 .5',•mrage 03c:h'Z:•s•:T,,e-A stc,•ag:e .c•scJill.oscope •ls.ed
•,,:• recc,,>d the ,im:ltpUl[ ot: d-•,e [.VDT A duabbeam,, cathoderay <•.sc•i][loscc,,pe iis requi!redl to check •he. v•t:l, rating tak4e
for rc<::kilng rno,•ion. The osci]k:,scope Jis. t,:> be fkted whh
a s.ui•able cam, era •,:•, make a perma•le.c•t: record of •he table
v•ibrati,:m wave form.
•,.,l•i Dg.m•]'
•%drme:'re:'r-A
digitai "vohmecer
with a
measlL•ring •ar•ge Cllf 1 IT]I\I7 "•l) 2•il0 '¢0Cl•'[ s wJirh kllll[)tl•J a'C a•llCl
d-c functions used {or hod1 the iiniitia]l ca]l[brat•cllnl of the
[VDT and [:,:•r cemerJinlg •-l-•e LVDT core in d-m body before
each measurement Cl, f the viibr'at:hm, ampl{tmde. The
vokmel[el• is •tsed a]s{:,l t,:ll check the value and varia[iil,:•n
of a-c power onske.
5.7
Sr•nb.na W, £rame .(fig. 2:I.-A s.tado, n, ary frame used
•cl. hci,][d the LVDT bc,dy in p, Jace and in isc,,][adkm from,
ext:e.rna• vib, ralionis The stationa<},' frame co.r•s•sts ot: an
adliusrabIe stand and vac•ulm Fdate to pro, vide a so, rid bas.e
for the s.•and.

Figur• i

Sra¢•cmar.

calJk•-•i,:r

Jr;me

6.8 Fe,e]e:.r (,:;m•'e.-A •:eele.r ga,•ge having a thickness
of (I.020 inch ,::05 ] rnm) used •:c,¢ F, ed{:,dk:: c•]ib•ti,c,n checks
o( the LVD'T bevvv'een v•ibra:Ji,,:)n meas•rern:eeltS.
6.9 £a'r F>>;,gecg,:•r:s •:requ]red;i.-Ear pro•ec:t,ors are to,, be
w,<l,•n by all pers,:mnel perfc,,•n•ing the ca•brat:bn, The
vibratory table pr',:>dlatces a n, oiise ]level •r• excess c,,•: ]40 dB.
6.10 M/S ce,ILe n e o. us Eq u •p.n:l e =,n [ - C o. m b i •, a t i c, n
v•'renclq, es, ,:me end Nix and one end ,::4•.en ; to:, include 1-1./4-,
]5/']6-,, and c;,/'l{>,_iinc:h s;•z:e; ad]ius.table wrenches, one 8and c,s,e l'0,-J!nch:; £-,::mnc:e ba]• peen ]qammer.
*.

P'recautiior•s

7.1 S•,t'er) • P•et.m,•,,,ions:
7'.1.1
En:s,u, re that the vibrat,•iry table asi,d contro, Her
are p>:)pe.rJly grc,,ur•ded! to av,,t*Jid F, OSsilble electrical s.h,•,ck
7'.12
Ear prc,•e•ors are •,::• be. worn by a]][ F, ers,,:mne]
whil]e wo.rking •i•q the vicinity .,){ tile vibr;•[,:>ry tabb during
,k•,pe • a t i o n.
7.2
7•ec•§ni a ?' PrecnueJi;,ns::
72,1
Check aI• mounts ,,:m tlr, e. vb•atory tablle for
,cracks and Ioo, se b,oksl, •eF,,ai• ,0,r repla,ce ]i• necessary.
72.<:
Ensure that •he: vilbra:c•%.• tab]e is n:•e,.untedl ]e'•,el
c•nd s.ecu•el'.,• t.o a s,Aid c:,<•,ncre:[e slab ,:•.• k>unJiadk:m
72.3 Ensure •ha• the nnc, kmting hc:4es f,c,• the index
•:ni• weigh• measures are: &ilied iin the ],:>cavio, ns as. S}lOV,•n
,:m •igu,•'e X2:3 ]li •:he. I-•c,.]es are [],:tt iin •tle l,:•cador•,s as
Stl,;)V•ln,, the vibra•c, ry •ah,.ie' can cx:hlibit ,,:mt-,:if-phas.e
•:, i7'
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oscillation. The resulting amplitude at the center of the
out-of-phase table can be considerably less than that on
either side.
7.2.4 Examine the condition of all the mounting
holes on the vibratory table deck to ensure that the threads
are not stripped. If the threads are stripped, rotate the
bolt pattern 180 degrees, if possible, and redrill the
mounting holes.
7.2.5 Ensure that the flat surfaces of the three-piece
calibration mass are ground to a smooth finish as described
in subparagraph 6.3.1.
7.2.6 Ensure that the LVDT extension rods have
been made in accordance with subparagraph 6.2.1. The
rods are to be made of a nonmagnetic metal, preferably
brass.
8.

Calibration

and Standardization

8.1 Ensure that the LVDTs are currently calibrated in
accordance with USBR 1008. Verify the calibration of the
LVDTs each time a vibratory table is calibrated in
accordance with procedure in subparagraph 10.4.
8.2 Verify that the oscilloscope and voltmeter have
been calibrated within the last year. If the calibrations are
not current, the oscilloscope and voltmeter should be sent
to a qualified calibration agency for calibration prior to use.
9.

Conditioning

9.1 Allow all electronic equipment to warm up for a
minimum of 30 minutes prior to use to ensure stability.
9.2 Calibrate the vibratory table in its permanently
mounted location.
10.

Procedure

10.1 All data are to be recorded on the "Vibratory Table
Calibration Sheet" as shown on figure 3.
10.2 Locate and record all pertinent information as
shown on figure 3. Be sure to include Remarks with regard
to voltage source characteristics as well as table mount
location and condition.
10.3 Calibration Using the 300-1bin Calibration Mass:
10.3.1 Place the bottom one-third of the 300-1bin
(136-kg) calibration mass on the vibratory table deck.
10.3.2 Align the bolt down tabs with the appropriate
mounting holes, being sure that the front mark on the
calibration mass is to the frontof the table.
10.3.3 Secure the calibration mass to the table using
three 3/8-inch-diameter bolts having a minimum length
of 1-1/4 inches.
10.3.4 Place the second one-third of the 300-1bin
calibration mass on top of the bottom calibration mass.
10.3.5 Align the match marks on the masses, then
securely bolt the two pieces together using three socket
head bolts.
10.3.6 Place the top one-third of the 300-1bin
calibration mass onto the two calibration masses already
bolted in place.
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10.3.7 Align the match marks on the masses, and
securely bolt the pieces together using three socket head
bolts.
10.3.8 Place the vacuum plate and adjustable stand
directly in front of the vibratory table.
10.3.9 Attach a vacuum line from the vacuum plate
to a vacuum pump, turn on the vacuum pump, and check
to see if the stand and plate are secure by shaking the
mast of the stand. There will be some movement due to
flexing of the steel pipe; however, the vacuum plate should'
not move.
10.3.10 Slide the two calibration stand brackets over
the mast, and attach and secure the bracket extension arms.
10.3.11 Position the lower bracket over the right
side of the calibration mass and the upper bracket over
the left side of the calibration mass, and secure each using
the locking bolts on the calibration stand bracket.
10.3.12 Ensure that all personnel in the vicinity of
the vibratory table are wearing ear protectors.
10.3.13 Turn the rheostat located on the control box
to the 100-percent setting, and activate the vibrator by
moving the on/off switch to the "on" position.
10.3.14 Allow the vibratory table to operate at this
setting for a minimum of 5 minutes, and then deactivate
the vibrator by moving the on/off switch to the "off"
position.
10.4 Verification of LVDT Calibration:
10.4.1 Connect the oscilloscope and amplifier to a
power supply in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.
10.4.2 Attach LVDT No. 1 cable to channel No. 1
of the amplifier. Similarly, attach the LVDT No. 2 cable
to channel No. 2 of the amplifier.
10.4.3 Attach the output cable from channel No. 1
of the amplifier to channel No. 1 of the oscilloscope.
Similarly, attach the output cable from channel No. 2 of
the amplifier to channel No. 2 of the oscilloscope.
10.4.4 Connect the voltmeter to the terminal of the
amplifier such that the voltage output of the LVDTs can
be constantly monitored.
10.4.5 Attach the LVDT mounting block to the
LVDT mounting block carrier as shown on figure X2.2.
10.4.6 Slide the LVDT mounting block assembly
onto the bracket extension arm, and loosely secure it in
place by slightly turning the thumb screw.
10.4.7 Attach the Teflon guides and LVDT core
extension rod to the core of LVDT No. 1 as shown on
figure 4a. The purpose of the Teflon guides is to ensure
that, when the LVDT core is being displaced for calibration
verification, there is no horizontal movement which could
affect the calibration.
10.4.8 Slide the body of LVDT No. 1 into the
mounting block assembly attached to the bracket extension
arm located over the right side of the calibration mass,
and secure the LVDT body in place by tightening the
mounting block screw.
10.4.9 Position the LVDT core with the extension
rod attached (fig. 4a) into the body of the LVDT.
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VIBRATORY TABLE CALIBRATION SHEET

1

Designation USBR 1440 - 8 9

Example

Manufacturer
Calibrationperformedby

Date

Calibration checked by

Date

Model
Table
Vibrator
Controller

VP75 A

6035

V75

C22724

Special R74791

60037

Rated voltage
Site voltage
Remarks (voltage)

Serial No.

230 Vac

60 Hz

240 Vac

60 Hz

Voltage drops from 240 Vac at generator to 236 Vac at table.

Yes

No

Top mountsreplaced

X

Bottommountsreplaced

X

Remarks (mounting)

Table mounted and anchored to a concrete slab.

Date of last calibration

None ( New lable )

Location

Example

As-founddoubleamplitude(inches) with 300 Ibm []
95 Ibm [] calibrationmass at rheostatsetting 100:

Left side

Right side

0.009

0.010

Vibratorunit:

X

Cleaned

x

Adjusted

x

6.2
No.

Yes

Table mounfed inside 8-by 10-fool metal shed•

furnished by ac generator.

Load (amps)

0.009

Dismantled

Remarks

Center

power to the vibratory table

Voltage and Irequency are odluslable on this unit.

Figure 3. - Vibratory table calibration sheet --example.
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300 Ibm calibrationmass
Simulates0.5-ft3 test apparatusand soil mass

Rheostat
setting
.(%?

100

Double
amplitude
left side
(inches)

Double
amplitude
rightside
(inches)

0.012

0.012

Double
amplitude
center
(inches)

Load
(amps)

0,012

6,2

8O

0,012

6, I

60

O. 007

5,3

40

0,004

4,4

20

0,003

3,8

0.002

3.5

0

100•

Recommended Rheostat Setting
Remarks

95 Ibm calibrationmass
Simulates0.1-ft3 test apparatusand soii mass
Double
amplitude
left side
(inches)

Double
amplitude
rightside
(inches)

Double
amplitude
center
(inches)

0.OI4

0.014

0,014

6, I

O,014

0,014

0,014

6,0

60

0.012

5.7

4O

0.008

4.6

20

0.003

4.4

0

0.002

3.5

Rheostat
setting
(%)
100=
80

RecommendedRheostatSetting
Remarks

•

Load
(amps)

8o%

Striking of pole faces observed at this selling, DO NOT OPERATE VIBRATOR AT I00 %.

GPO 849-230

Figure 3. - Vibratory table calibration sheet --example --Continued.
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10.4.10 Position •he U?D'T body by sIiding the
rn,,::•untiing blc<:k assembly al,:•rJg the bra,cke: ¢'xtensk•rl
ar'n'l arJd/,o.r b? m,,:)vir:g the brac:ke• arm itse]i if rJecessa•y,
such d•at •l:•e co•e e'xtensk>r• r,,:•d fi•nnl?' rests cJear •h,e
No. (q-40 UNF d-J, readed, h,:.•]e I;,>cated c:,n, •he •,:,p su, zface
of the calibrati<m rnass•, and se,::urely •iighter• i!• in F,.hce
10'.4.1 ] Adj'ust the ca•[brat[o.cl stand b.ra,cl,:e.• and/'•r
d:-•e h, eigh•: of d-Je LVDT bc,,dy within the mounting bIock
s•::,, r:haL, w]-mn @Je LVD.T core extension r,::•,.d •es•:s firm] 7
e:,,c• •]-m. tc}p surface .of •he. caliibraciion mass,, the outpu• c:,c•
the vo][tmeter is at: c,,r r•ear 00 v,::@. ][:rJsLlre that the toggle
switch on d-J,e amplifier c.ontr,E•,l! box is se'• to the apF, ropria•e.
LVDT and tha• the volmnete.x is se.c c,n the d-.c •:,•r•c¢]c,.n
The vo.kn'Jeter range shouId be se• at 20 volts d.c ,:)r less
to L•,bt:ain the serLs;itiv[ty reqlailred :,:• measure 1[ m\i'i
104.12 P.osiit:i:a.n the output signa• o.f •he LVDT o.n
the oscilk:,s.c,ope such •:ha• the hc:,rizor•tal Ime is; set c,n
the first major dhi,qsi,:m from the bot-t,;],in c,.f the screen.
Refer to the..,:}sciith:•scc, pe instrucd,:m man•ua]l for the correct
.•:,scil]loscc:,pe seeing
;[0'.4.]3
CarefL•]Ly s]i,•Le •l•,e ().020-ir, ch (Ci, 5]-n'Jm/
thick feeler &:JL]ge betweerJ •he LVDT core exte.ns•:a.n rod
arid th, e ca]ibratic, n, mass as show•, c,.n f•gure 4b.
10.4.]4
The vc,.ltn'mter
a.utput shc:,u]d indicate, a
;han, g:e a.f 0.200 volts d.c. Check d-•e signa• trace ,,:>r• tl-•e
osci]lloscc,.pe f:or proper F:,•acement. Remove the lee'let
gauge. The va.]•rc•eter shoa]d irJdicate •he' ini:tJi•:[ voltage
as. in subparagraph 10,.4.1].:, arJ, d d-•e o.u•put siigna] of the
Lk,'DT' shc,,uild ren•r'n •c•, the: po.sidorJ s.et: in subparagraph
10.4.12:. If thes.e resuhs; are n,o• obtained, adj•st d-m. a mF:,h!fiier
according][y by turning t•q,e gair• con•rc,.] a•c;I re.F:,eadng
subF, arag•aF:,hs 10.d ][ ] th>,:>ugh 104.1d as. c,,f•en as. requLred
•<::,. ensure ,::orrec• ad]iust[Tmnt

,::a) LVDT c.,:,.:e/c,c•re e:xrenskm ]'odl ;•ss.embly. a) lefkm, guide,
b.,). Nc,. 6-911 UNF •hreadedl screw, c::, U•.q::)T o::,.re e:s:•ens.i,:m r.•.d,
d) lock nuut., and e). LVDT o,::,re.

N,LTI-'E 2.-h' J,n LVDT wklh a meJ, sui•ing •av*g.e •:,,•l-•,et •h, an 2
M<hes (50 rnnT:l is usedl •.he v.,:fll•age ,:,.utpult is comp.uted using
the [a.]lll,:L)wiing e.quJ, d,:,n:
l),r -W h e I: e::

L:};: D r
M,

,:5,

19',, =: "v,,:fltage ,::,,•{pm o4c the: t•-arlsdL•cer, V
/G•'a =: k:nc,,'•,.'•q disF:,]a;ement:, i•:• c,r ,n,n
•)'7 .... E•t:M v./alt:•ge ,:,tztpu•: c,f the: LVDT, VI. I tyF:,i.ca[ly a
"::,0,-v,:•lt range:, ±10 vol•s asi pet manufacturer's
specifii,:a•ic, r,s)
a•.f• =:
total measurir•g •a•ge ,,aft the L\;'D,'I-; ]in .::,• n:q,m

Feeler gauge pla(err]e•Jt.

Figure. d - Veriifymg the I?;•DT cahih,•a• ii,,,n
](}.5 ]
It{-'il,-:l, UNF'

P,,:•,sii•ion LVDT N.o. ] dire,::dy
[-iCliIe oFJ t•le right side I::l,f

t:hreaided

,::,re.: the N,:.•..
Chc' iC•]]kl,•Z•](:l•

]:I:1 dSG.

10.32
Place the LVDT {,:}.re: wiid• ex:ens:ia.n r,•.,d
a•ached inrc,, t]he L?k.•D,T' b,:•dy, and screw the LVDT ,::,::•rc
e.xtensi,:m >:•dl iinr•:, d-,e •l-•r,•:;L.dd ]:,,:•:le :it, <hu <Jlib•,,•M,n

I(}.4.]5
Rein, ore •:he co, re and. core ex:te.nsic, n re,,d
f>:•m •he L3gl_)TI :md ren:•(::,ve th, e Te:fkl, n guides.
1,11)A. 1[,:5 Reartac]-J the c,:.}re exre.nsk,• rc,.d to d-•e LDVT

:113 a S S..

:10.5!•
L,:•ck t]:•e exvens•i.,• >,:>{I •ir] F:.la>c:e ,::m the
ca:libratior•, ,*q,u•ss using tv,,,, ]c,.,ckrJu•s.
]0.54 Set the toggle s.witd:• ._,,n •he. ampllifier cc,.ntr<:,•
box •c,, the aF,.pr,•pr[ate L.VDT.
1:05•.i, C::;•refu]ly a,d:ii•]s,• d-•,e calibrad,::m, ]5•ac:-=:ets an, d
LVDT ho]der s<:, rh:J• dne. core is. irl th, e c:e.n, tc:: of d-Je LVDT:
]056 S, li:de, the LVDT b<.:,d'.i:' up .o• d,:}v,•t:• aco:•rdl]r•g] 4,
•n,t:i][ ttT•e, v,:dmT•e.•er reads at <:,r nea• 00 v,::d•.
105.7
P,:,sicii,/.,r, LVD,T N,:,,. 2: direct[), ,.>vet tk•e N,:•
(i,-d(;I UNF th:e>ded halle ,:>n the [eft side a.f th, e cahibracii,,m
mass:, and re'peat subpa•'g•g,:aF,.hs 10.5.2 {hr,::nlgh 10.5.6

(,I l,l"e

][0d.]7
Repeat sabpa•agraF:,h,s
10.4.:; •h•C, LJgh
I:0.d.16. for LVDT' Na.. 2: I,•,cated over th, e. lef: side c,f rl-•e
caliih, ration mass.
CAUTION'::
D,:,. not lean, stan, d.. c:,r •e:s• c:,n, the vib, ratory
•:ab]e whii•e the LVDT c:alibra•ik•.rts are. being verilfied. The
sliight:est az•c•,,:)u•,¢ ,:}f movement ,•:•c• affect the caliibraGon.

,% I
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10,.5.8
Check the vc,,kage output o.f LA•DT No. 1 and.
readjust to 0.0 vc,,k, it: necessary.
10.5.9 Ensur'e that all[ persorme], in •:l-•e vicinity of
the ,dbrata, ry tak,,le are wearing ear prci, tec:•:ors.
10.5.10 Ensure t:hat •he •heostat lloca•ed on the
cc,,ntrc,,][ box is at the ll{}0-percent s, ett•ng.
10.5.11
Activate the viibrator by moving the o,n/'a, ff.
switch to t:he. "cx, n •'' position..
]0.5,.12
Check: the oscilk•,scope •race to see that the
traces are:. in the prc,.per l[ocadons; Le.,, £ght L3?DT is the
top trace: and left LVID,T ils; the bc,,ttc,,m t•ace. If they are
not in i]hie, proper Iocatio.ns,, adjust them by turning the
pc,,sit•c,,n, k:nobs on r:he c,s;dIlosco,pe.
10.5.13
Lo,ck d-m tzaces o, cJ the o, sc•ll[ci, s.c:ope s,c•een
by pressing: the app, ropriate contro.l[s on the osciilloscope..
11{t.5,..14
Obtain a pl-•omgi•ap.h of the oscilloscope
traces, for F,,ermanent •e.cozd as;. sho.wn on fiigure S.
10.5.15
If' tl-•e co.ntrc,,l[ box for the vibrator>, table •s
equipped wild, an amme.ter, read and recci, rd the amperage
value as show•l c,,n figare 3.
10,,5,16 Deactivate. 4m. vibratoi by mr'ning the o,n/"
off switch to the. "'off" po.sJiriion.
10.5.17
Loosen the locknuts holding the LVDT core
extension rod to the calibration rn, ass o,n either the right
or leR LVD']7'I
10.5.18;
Unsc:rew the LVDT core extensior, ro,d frc,,m
d'•e calibration mass•, tc<•sen the locking boks on the
c:al[ibration stand b•acket, and s.wiing the: h, racket so tl'•at
the LVDT is. posiMoned directl? over the: threaded center
ho.le in the: ca]ih, ra:io, n mass.
10.5.1q
Screw the LVDT core exte.ns, ic,,n rod ]into the
ho]Ie iln the cente.z' of the cal]h, ration mass, and lock: it h-,
pos.kion.
10.5.20 Carefully adjust the ca•ibratici, n, s;tanid bracket
and I_VDT hc, l[d:er so that the I_.hDT" co.re is in the center
of the LVDT body.
10.5.21
Slide t]h,e LVDT body •p. or down accc,,>din, gl 7
Unltil[ the volrme.te• reads at or near' ()'.0 vol[t.
10.5.22:
Repeat subparagraph 10.5..9 rlTroagh 10,5.16,
10.6 Examine the c, sciHosco, pe trace photc,,grap]hs
obtain, ed in subparagraph 10.5.14 f:c•r the: siides and center
c,l[: the calibratk:,,n: mass..
1(],.7
If the: sides, and c:en, te• oscilloscope photographs;
iindicate the viibratcary ta, ble is. p.roduciing the cc,,•rect
amF,.•imde ';,a]ae.s; i..e.=,. 0.CIq3_+:0.00,2 inch (0,._:i,3,--0.05 rnm),
repeat subparag:raphs 10'.5.9 through 10,.522 with rheostat
sett:•ngs of 80, 6;0,:, 40, 20, and 0.
N(TFE 3-The ',,;b.rat,,:}ry tame is calibrated air rheostat sertinig:s
less. than, 1(}0 per'cent so tha• a pnc, pe• rheost:at s.etting can be
determined for performing :he n•iaxirnurn index •niit weiight .,:ff
cokies;ion][es;s s•::i,•ls, using the. we• methc, d, as. ,outlined in USBP,
55. 30.

RFLAT]IVE b,ENSITY TIABLE C.,•,L]3%RATION
Lo(adon,::
M,:Jdl:

De.m.,er Offke Geo•echclkal Se.rvke:.s B•anclnt
D•te:: February 2:2, ]gIBe;'
No. \.•P-75.A Unit 2 Setiia] No. t:itZl'[0•i.l:h: .(Con, mhc,]llerll

C,nnt,'oll]er Setting (¢::, 100
R.en-,arks: (:er,•et as t',,::,und

Mass on Unit:: 3110 AMP'S: 72

Photo #i

Cont•o]l]er Selting i:!;i) 100 M•*•;• a,n Unit: 300 AMP'F;:: 72
t•.emarks.:: Le.ft and RJight as l•;ound LT'= B,::ltlona, RT = Top Ph,•:,to #2
Figure 5. - RdatJve

,de'ns]Lv tJble ,calibratic,•n,--•s f,:•und ,::,sd][k}sa.:•pe traces.

values, c:,f amp]l{tude,, the r•ecessary
repaJirs andl,/or
adjiasrme.n, ts mast be: made •o the vibratory unk M o•der
vc;, oh, rain the correct amplitude.
NCII'E 4.-For a new • ',,ih, rat:ory table, it is recommended that
the: viibtatc,,<}• unit be dlis, mant][ed a•>i adl paint be remo'•.ed from
the ends of th, e cc, i][ s.pring:s s,¢n,::e g•adeal we:.aziing of the F,,am, t
can ,ca•s.e changes in c•fik,,•aric,,n values ,t•btained. This should
be ac,cc,,nnp.]lished bef,:•re usling d'se vibratory table.
] 0.9
l[.<ib,ra• tot A d,i•s;'em!'en rs: :
10..9.1 Check the d.ist:ar•ce Between the top o.{ the
l!ocknut ne.a•est the leaf s;p,riing cl[am,p to, •:he: bottom of
the leaf s.p.rh-hg clamp, item D, fiigure XI2. The distance
should be:. appr,:>:imately 7/"8 inch (2:2 re, m). [f it is no.t:,.
k:<•sen t:he locknuts. Set the correct
distance and re'peat
sabparag•apl-•s 10.5£i' through 10.516.
10.9.2
I•: tl-•e: double amplitude vaW, es are:. equal to,
0.0 ] 3, +-:'11). 002: ]i •, c In, '=:i 0.3, 3,-+: 0' 0' S m m ) , p r o c e ed a s, pe

i07.1 Ze.turr• the LVDT ]located •n the center of thie.
ca]Iib•aric,.n n:iass •o. either the. right ,3.• ]left: position thorn •,.,mch
it: was moved h• subp, arag;aph ]0.5]8. Repea• subF,,a•'ag=aph, s
]0520 and 1052].
10.8 l[f: the slides or center oscil[loscope phc,,tog•aphs
indicate: that the vi!bra•ory tabl[e is producing in:co•ec•
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s,ubparagraphs I0.5..17 through 10..7;; if nc,,:.., adldi!donal
vibrator adjustmer•ts need to, be made.. This may be dc,,ne
by further adjustirJg the: locknuts, item B:,. figare XI 2.
1093 Ensure :hat a]:l personnell in the vicir, ity of
:he viibrarc,,ry table are. wearing ear pro,:ecu:•rs.
10.9'4
Ensure that th, e rheostat is, at: 100-p,ercent
se.•ting, and turn the vibrator contr,c;]llLer o,n.
10.95 Wkh one peas.on at: each stud (item 9:,. fig;
X1.2),, simukaneo,usly tnrn d:e bottom lock nuts. It the
amplitude of the vibrator is too. k>w, the bottom ]ocknuts
are :c,, be tightened. 1• the amp, Htude .o.f :he vibrator ils:
tc,,,o high, :Be k:,om:•m 1ocknuts are to be ]loosened. If the
desk'ed values of amp][imde cannot be obtained by a,djiasting
the hot:ram ][c,,c:knuts, it ma?, be n, ecessary to. eh:her :igl-•t:er,
or loosen the :c•.ic,, ],:,&nuts; to oh:rain the desired valae.s.
10,9.,6 Secure the loekn, ats agai!ns: cme anot:h, er when
the desired ampUtude values are obtairJed
and turn the
vibrator co, ntroller off.
10.9.7 Ensure that :he stopnut (item 15, trig. X1.2)
which hc,,lds d:m. armature casting tc,, ::he coiii assemh,,ly is
seciare.. If the s,:c,,pnut needs m be replace&, i: is. to. be
replaced with a new one. Never rease a worn stopnut.
10.10
Check t,_•ba:ra:n'ee Betu:*een Pole Faces W•'tk, (,h:k:•
be'at/on Mass fn, PtS'ce' (model V-8;0 only•,, fig;.. XI.1, item A)::
10.10.1
Obtaiin twc, strips of paper app, roximatel'y
3./8 inch (10 ram) wide at •east ,6 inches (150 ram) l:ong,
and insert one s.trip between each o• the: pole faces ot"
rhe viibra:c,,r.
10'.1,{}.2:
Ensure: that the. rheostat is set at: 100 percent:
and that aIl persc,,nne.i in the vicilnity are. wea•ing ear
prc:,:ectors; turn the vibratory tahde on •c,,r abo,ut 5 seconds.
10'.10.3
Turn the vibratory taNe off and check the
paper'. Marking:s or• the F,,aper ir•dicate that the pole traces.
are makieg: contact.
10.10'.4 Adjiust the. vibrarc,,r iin accordance with
subp.aragaph 10.9, and repeat s.ubparagraph, s I0,.10.1
rhrovgh 1.0.I0.3 until markings are nor seen on the paper.
ll0. I0.5 Repeat subparagrap, hs 10.10.2 through
10.10.4 ir•s.erting the second F, aper strip on d:e opposite
side c,.f the vilt:,ratory tablle as: heft>re.
10.10,6 Exami!ne the. c,,sci]loscope trace. I• the:
amplitude is; not c:orrect, fed]Low the manufacturer:'s.
it:struction f•:or inserGng shims bet:ween the vibratkm
dampener and the cc,,:e, mounting assembly (items, 14 and
C,. fig;. X 1.1 ).
1(}.10.7 Repeat the procedare as outlined iir•
suh, paragrap/'J,s I0.5.9 through 10.522, and label the
pBomgrap,hs as sho, wn on figure ,6.
10,..11
(•,e•c# the A#' Gap (mode]l V-75 onl?', item A,
fig. X1.2).::
Nt3TEI:: 5-]U: the control bc,.x for the. vibratory table is; eqaipped
wh:h an ammeter, tln, e air gap for the V-75 is. •:o be: checked
iin a,cc:o,:'dance with s•ubl:,ar'ag•apl: 1(I,.] 1 ]if the c(mtro,• bclx •s riot
eql•l:,,ped, whh ael amme.ter,, :l-J,e air gag:, can be: checked as l:,,e:
subparagraph 10.10
10.11.1
With the 300-1bin ,(136-kg) mass in place,,
ensure that the rheostat is, set at: 10() percent and that
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RELATIVE DENSFFY YT•!•LE CAL.IBR.,'•TIO,N
Locatkm,::
Mode]l:

Denver Office Geotech•,Jcal Services B.:ac•cln,
I)•te:: February 22, "rcl'8.c:l '
No,. •,?P-75A Unit: .7.! Se•i]:l No,. 60103.6. <Con,•:o]ller)

C,0ntrol]er Seuing .(e?:) 1[00 Mass ol•l Unit::: 30'0 AMPS:: 74
F•.emarks; After adji recc, mmer•,ded selt[ng [oi: 1./'2 [:t • measure
•?hot c, •3
Center

Cc,.r•m:dler S,e:ming ('%) 100 Mass o,n ]m.lrllit: .•,Cl,0 AMPS: 7.4
Remarks: After adji recorrunended s.eming fc, r ?/2 f:: measure
F'h,nto #4
L.t" = Bortc:,m, KT'= To,p
Figure 6. - Relat:Ne: de.nsi:ry ::able calib•ari.on -- a,f'mr sdjus:in,g
CtSCilk)scope, :l',a:ces,

all personnel in the: vicir•ity of the: vibratory table are
wearing ear protectors; mrn the vibrator on.
] 0,..11.2:
Read the amperage 'tallme and con:pare the
value ob:ainedl with d:e rated value for the vibrato.r; i.e.,
a t:alt:,,•e rated fc,: 2:3121, vc,]Lts a.c, 8 amps, wLl][ draw
apprc,,ximately 7 amp, s when it: is p.roperly adljiusted.
10.11.3
Repeat the prc,,cedure out]lined in, s, ubparagraphs 10.9.4 through 10,.0.7 if the amperage value obtained
in subparagraph I011 2 is incc,,rrect
10.11A
Loosen the ]Ic,,cknu:s l:o, lding the: LVDT core
e.xtensican rods to, the: calibration mass, a•,d unscrew the
rods from :he: mass.
10.11.5
Move the adljiustablle st:ar•,d as; required, and
remove the: 300-]Ibm ,1:1136-kg), calJibradon masses from the
t abl[e deck.
10.12
G•!'k,;br•,•,b• L&'/•g, ••h e 5;!5-•"b*'• CwEiL,,n• :i•;,,n a/a's's:
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10.12.1 Place the 95-1bm (43-kg) calibration mass
on the vibratory table.
10.12.2 Align the boltdown tabs with the approp-,
riate mounting holes in the table top; be sure that th•
front mark on the mass is to the front of the table.
10.12.3 Secure the calibation mass to the table using
three 3/8-inch-diameter bolts having a minimum length
of 1-1/4-inches. Use washers if necessary.
10.12.4 To measure the double amplitude of the
vibratory table with the 95-1bm calibration mass, repea•
subparagraphs 10.3.8 through 10.3.11 and 10.5.1 through,
10.5.22.
10.12.5 Examine the oscilloscope trace photographs
obtained in subparagraph 10.5.14.
10.12.6 If the sides and center oscilloscope photographs indicate the vibratory table is producing the correct
amplitude values; i.e., 0.013±0.002 inch (0.33±0.05 mm),
repeat subparagraphs 10.5.9 through 10.5.22 with rheostat
settings of 80, 60, 40, 20, and 0.
10.12.7 If the double amplitudeexceed the prescribed
value, the rheostat is to be adjusteduntil the correct double
amplitude value is obtained.
10.12.8 Turn on the vibratory table with the rheostat
set at 100 percent.
10.12.9 Slowly turn the rheostat counterclockwise,
and monitor the oscilloscope until the correct value of
amplitude is obtained.
10.12.10 Obtain a photograph of oscilloscope trace,
and record the recommended rheostat setting that is
required in order to obtain the correct double amplitude.
10.12.11 Turn off the vibratory table.
10.12.12 After determining the recommended
setting for the vibratory table, it is recommended that the
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air gap be checked at this setting as prescribed in either
subparagraph 10.10 or 10.11, whichever is appropriate.
10.12.13 Loosen the locknuts holding the LVDT core
extension rods to the calibration mass, and unscrew the
rods from the mass.
10.12.14 Move the adjustable stand as required, and
remove the 95-1bm mass from the table deck.
10.12.15 Disconnect all electronic equipment, and
carefully store the calibration masses in a suitable container.
11.

Interpretation of Results

11.1 If the vibratory table fails to produce the required
double amplitude as specified in this procedure, it should
either be repaired or rejected.
11.2 Under no circumstances should the vibratory table
be operated with a power source which provides 5 percent
less than, or 10 percent greater than (approximately), the
rated power requirements of the vibratory table. If the
power source is insufficient, it is recommended that a stepup transformer be installed to obtain the desired voltage.
12.

Report

12.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Vibratory Table Calibration Sheet" (fig. 3) along with
the photographs obtained at each rheostat setting.
12.2 See appendix X1 for sketches of vibratory table
component parts.
12.3 See appendix X2 for drawings of vibratory table
calibration equipment.
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ANNEX A1.
AI.1

INSTALLATION

AND MAINTENANCE

Scope

and tightened. A lead anchor, threaded for a minimum
3/8-inch-diameter bolt, is recommended. It is also
recommended that threaded anchors be used instead of.
lag bolt anchors, since the latter sometimes strip when
the lag bolt is tightened. Clean all of the dust out of each
hole. Insert one lead anchor into each hole. If the lead
anchor is the type that must be set by use of a drive tool,
follow the manufacturer's recommendation for the correct
setting procedure.
A1.2.10 Relocate the vibratory table directly over the
mounting holes. Place the 2- by 4-inch shims under the
bottom frame of the vibratory table. Insert the appropriate.
sized bolts into the holes on the mounts, and tighten each
bolt 3 to 4 turns; then remove the 2- by 4-inch shims.
and allow the weight of the table to rest on the mounts.
Tighten all bolts securely.
A1.2.11 The controller should be installed as close
to the table as possible, preferably on the wall in a clean,
dry location, free from excessive heat and vibration. The
controller should be located where it may be easily seen
and is accessible to the operator, approximately 4 to 5
feet (1.2 to 1.5 m) above the floor.
A1.2.12 Wire the vibrator to the controller and the
controller to the power supply. The wiring connections
must be securely made in accordance with the wiring
diagram included in each control box. A ground connection
to the controller and table is required to ensure maximum
safety to the operator. Wiring should be connected by a
qualified electrician.

A1.1.1 Annex A1 outlines procedures for recommended installation and maintenanceof FMC Corporation, Syntron electromagnetic vibratory tables, models VP-80 and
VP-75A. These tables are used for determining the maximum index unit weight of cohesionless, free-draining soils.
A1.2

Installation

A1.2.1 The vibratory unit is designed for a specific
line voltage and frequency. The power supply voltage and
frequency must match the information stamped on the
equipment name plate. If the power supply voltage is 5
percent less than, or 10 percent greater than (approximately) the rated voltage, installation of a transformer
is required for proper operation.
A1.2.2 The nominal dimensions of the steel deck of
the table should be 3/8 inch (10 ram) thick and 30 by
30 inches (760 by 760 ram).
A1.2.3 Verify that bolt holes, used to attach calibration
masses to the steel deck, are drilled in the correct locations and that they are tapped to receive 3/8-inch NC bolts.
A1.2A Vibratory tables are extremely noisy during
operation. If possible, select a site where the table can
be isolated from personnel working in the immediate area.
Some tables have been isolated by constructing a soundproof covering around the table. If such a cover is used,
it must be easily removed or disassembled to calibrate
the table.
A1.2.5 Select a site in the laboratory suitable for mounting the vibratory table. This site must be on a concrete
slab in a protected area and close to the power supply.
When selecting the site, allow about a 16-inch (400-ram)
clearance between the back of the table and the wall and
allow at least 3 feet (1 meter) clearance on either side.
The front of the table (usually identified by the equipment
name tag) should face open space in the laboratory. Position
the vibratory table so that the power cord comes out of
the back of the vibratory adjacent to the wall.
A1.2.6 Obtain four wood shims made of 2- by 4-inch
lumber. Each shim should have a length of about 12 inches
(300 ram). Place one shim under each side of the bottom
portion of the table frame, with the smaller dimension
of the shim in the vertical direction. The purpose of these
shims is to relieve the weight the table may exert on the
mounts while the anchor holes are marked and the table
is fastened to the floor. If this precaution is not taken,
undue stress will be placed on the mounts which could
cause them to fail prematurely.
A1.2.7 Mark the anchor hole locations (2 per mount),
then remove the table and determine the size of the hole
that must be drilled in the concrete. The size of the hole
requireddepends on the size and model of the lead anchor.
A1.2.8 Obtain a suitable masonry bit and power drill.
A power drill, which drills by impact as well as rotation,
usually works better than one that drills only by rotation.
A1.2.9 Drill each hole to the recommended depth. If
the hole is drilled deeper than the recommended depth,
the lead anchor will pull out when the bolt is inserted

OF VIBRATORY TABLES

A1.3

Maintenanceof the Vibratory Table

A1.3.1 Dry the vibratory unit with compressed air after
wet use and occasionally lubricate the leaf and coil springs
with WD-40 or a similar rust preventive product; this
keeps the components from rusting, thereby keeping the
vibrator moving freely.
A1.3.2 Plug all holes on the table that are not in use
with appropriate size bolts; this prevents water from
running into the holes and down into the vibrator.
A1.3.3 Periodically clean the attaching holes for the
maximum index unit weight measures that are located on
the deck of the table.
A1.3.4 Repairing the stripped holes in the table top
can be accomplished by using a Helicoil TM thread
replacement device. The Helicoil TM set can be purchased
at most hardware and automotive repair centers.
A1.3.5 Periodically check the vibratory table for broken
or weathered top and bottom mounts.
A1.3.6 Periodically check the electrical wiring for
frayed, cracked, or broken insulation.
A1.3.7 Periodically check the vibratory table for loose
lock nuts, broken leaf springs, etc.
A1.3.6 Periodically check the electrical wiring for
frayed, cracked, or broken insulation.
A1.3.7 Periodically check the vibratory table for loose
lock nuts, broken leaf springs, etc.
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CAUTION:
Do not attempt repairs unless the unit can
be recalibrated before use, since adjustmentwill be required.
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APPENDIX Xl
VIBRATORY TABLE COMPONENT

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item

Description
Coil rubber
Rubber transverse spring spacer
Coil cover (plain)
Spring clamp (center)
Leaf springs
Coil springs
Spring seats (outer)
Stud
Spring seats (inner)
Armature mounting assembly

11
12
13
14
15
16
A
B
C

PARTS

Description
Coil cover (cable support side)
Cable strain relief
Core mounting assembly
Vibration dampener
Leaf spring spacer (center)
Leaf spring spacer (end)
Clearance between pole faces
Lock nuts
Location of shims

Figure X1.1. - Vibratory table component parts (model No. V-80).
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Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description

Item

Coil assembly
Rubber transverse spring
Coil cover (plain)
Leaf spring clamp
Leaf spring
Striking plate assembly
Coil spring
Outside spring seat
Stud

10
11
12
13
14
15
A
B
C
D

Description
Inside spring seat
Armature costing
Coil cover (cable side)
Cable bushing
Core assembly
Stop nut (5/8 inch-11)
Air gap
Lock nuts
Location of shim
Lock nuts/leaf spring clamp gap

Figure X1.2. - Vibratory table component parts (model No. V-75).
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APPENDIX X2
VIBRATORY TABLE CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT

OscilloscopeJ

I °,•.°, I

Staff onary
.Frame

Volt met er

body

DT

core
on Moss
Vibrator
Control ]

I

Vibrating
Table

j,.--- Concrete Floor
Figure X2.1 - Vibratory table calibration equipment -- schematic.
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and tap 5•-IIUNC holes
x 2.50 deep, equally spaced @ 120*

/
x
\

3-Hold down tabs
equally spaced
12G

-•

9.200 B.C.

• 63/See note 7

PART A- BOTTOM MASS
ONE REQ I D
SHOP

NOTES

NOTE

NOTE: Manufacture these parts in the following sequence:
I. Manufacture Hold Down Tabs Part D.
2. Obtain 6 cap screws.
3. Manufacture Bottom Mass Part A welding of Tabs Part D.
4. Manufacture Center Mass Part B.
5. Obtain the moss of the bottom Mass Part A and Center
Mass Part B;include3 cap screws.
6.Subtract the moss obtained in No.5 from 30o• this will
be the mass required for the Top Mass Part C including
the additional 3cap screws.
7 Surface texture e•/flat and parallel to adjoining surfaces.
NOTE: Prior to welding the Hold Down Tabs to the Calibration
Mass, bevel edge of Hold Down Tabs and grind or
machine excess weld spatter so that the weld is flush
with the outside of Calibration Mass,
All material manufactured from cold rolled steel.
Figure X2.2. - Vibratorytable calibration equipment. 101-D-647
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All dimensions are in inches
unless otherwise shown.
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Drill thru counterbore
6i x 0.70 deep equally
spaced @ 120 °

- •-IINC Holes x 2.50 deep
di'illed and "•opped,,equally
spaced @ 120 °

B

See note 7

jN°.

PART B - CENTER MASS

••__Se

e note 7

ONE REQ'D
Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment -- Continued. 101-D-647
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Dr,ill and tap 2-{-II NC holes
x I" deep, equally spaced @ 180".

41

-5 Drilled thr,u counter,bor,e
ee x 0.70 deep, equally spaced
i•

® izo'.

4-No. 6-4OUNF x ½ Deep,
drrilled and lapped holes
equally spaced @ 90 =.

63/See note 7

(.---No. 6-40 UNF x -• Deep, dPilled
•
and topped.

t

,

See note 7

PART C-TOP MASS
ONE REQ e D

,//0.312 Rf•-0.6875

l.9•..l•---Be\•lel

°.,°°--j__

0
0

°-',°
1-

m

SOCKET

ed,; for' weld..

HEAD SCREW
6 REQID

2.300

.!

PART D-HOLD DOWN
3 REQtD

Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment --Continued.
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TABS
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it*

No. 6-4OUNF x • deep
equally spaced.
\

2-1-11NCxl'deep
equally spaced.
'" deep
x i
-

\
.0.312 R
\• / •0.85R

F//A VA__
6.750
HOLD

DOWN TABS
PART B
THREE REQUIRED

NOTES

+0

z

€€3

All material manufactured from cold
rolled steel. All dimensions ore in inches
unless otherwise shown.
NOTE A: Do not face top of Calibration
Weight until its moss has been
determined,the finished moss,
of the Calibration Weight must
be equal to 951bs._+o.251bs.
NOTE B: Prior to welding the Hold Down
Tabs to the Calibration Moss,
bevel edge of the Calibration
Moss and grind or machine
excess weld spotter so that
weld is flush with the outside of the Calibration Moss.

2.85

4.85
CALIBRATION MASS
PART A
ONE REQUIRED
Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment. 101-D-648
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•,X/

f•2 Sched. 40 block pipe.(•)

PART A
ONE REQUIRED

±Dio. round rod.----t--•

7
i ..... --,•

/
k i u,
ends)
CENTER STEEL ROD AND NUTS iHex nut(Both
PART B
ONE REQUIRED

._do

-

• -'••_
" "•

Ln

/•--:•,, 'X•/•O:eRam h°le s° th°t
1.188R••_•
/
½ bolt slides
through freely.

-

"•

'

PART C
TWO REQUIRED

,o 'nc squ°:,:i
d,1•,o. in'
• Hex nut
SET SCREW AND NUT
PART E
TWO REQUIRED

18.0

_--!

•2½ Sched. 40 block pipe.

r
CALIBRATION STAND BRACKET
.-- .
PART D
:TWO REQUIRED
Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment -- 101-D-649
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Drilled hole thru.
Ream hole so that
3_8 bolt slides
through freely.

7

frg Dia. round steel bar.
I

•x•x
z

t

2 Req'd. 14½ total length H•/•-1½ Dia.

is Oia.

"'

EXTENSION ARMS
PART F
TWO OF EACH REQUIRED

_s

• •6NC
•I•I:I:I:I:I,%$111] -•_
STANDARD :5/8

NC BOLT AND NUT
PART G
TWO REQUIRED

R,/2-• Drilled fhru for No.
IOx 1.4 long fillister head
screws.This is the only
modification required for
the standard commercially

Thumb screw

Thread for No.
8-3Z screw• (.ql.40
thru. I.•62=•__•I
iF,',
_•No.lO-24NC,drilled
=•
=--"Jb_
•..III

le Hex nut-.%

"•tlt
i
T I

5

available Bakelite mounting
block for the I000 HR LVDT.

J II:
,I,
III
tit

i•--• f•- 18 NC

' st
J

'

; •.30

head screw.

J

2.2

L-.
I--

---i3-T-•_

,1.9
LVDT MOUNTING BLOCK CARRIER
PART H
TWO REQUIRED

9_

I

BAKELITE MOUNTING BLOCK
•.
PART I

Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment -- Continued. 101-D-649
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(K•Corners cut to•l radius

I;,', \

oi

•-----•-2¢.PT

,A-,3,c

-I •- • -•,'L ........

•1-

I

•..

,o

' ......

/

'_J•,

•_

1-8

-I'T •U•-

I•'•-Groove tO suit weather
strip ½ wide x ½ thick.

ALUMINUM

VACUUM
PART J

HANDLES

FOR WEIGHTS
PART K
TWO REQUIRED

PLATE

Figure X2.2. - Vibratory table calibration equipment. -- Continued.

101-D-649

i

• 4.0__•0

I
J

TO VM*

LVDT NO.I *
|
SCOPE*
LVOI•'• Oi°'h°le

cb

-!-

¼Oio h°leJ
ILVDTI nO.a*
½ 0io. ,oJ-•.j,

o

I

/
I

-• Oio. h,•e-" I

LVDT NO.Z*

I

/

" ."-•J•l
•'oi=,o,,
o•o•
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE

FOR

DETERMINING UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(VISUAL METHOD)
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 5005. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
This procedure is similar to ASTM D 2488, Standard Practice for Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual Procedure)
except for the following: (1) change in title and format, (2) references to USBR procedures, (3) note 2 in ASTM D 2488 is
required in this procedure, (4) note 4 in ASTM D 2488 is required in this procedure, (5) the maximum particle size is in millimeters
with prescribed increments of measurement, (6) the specimens for the dry strength test are one-fourth inch (6 mm) in diameter
rather than one-half inch (12 mm), (7) note 14 is not used, and (8) moisture content is used here instead of water content
and mass is substituted for weight.
For circumstances where it may be required or expedient to use ASTM standards, ASTM D 2487 or D 2488 may be substituted
for USBR 5000 or 5005, respectively. However, it must be clearly stated in written comments, tables, figures, and logs that the
ASTM standards were used.
I.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedures for the
description of soils for engineering purposes.
1.2 This designation outlines procedures for visually
identifying soils for engineering purposes based on the
classification system described in USBR 5000. The
identification is based on visual examination and manual
tests. It must be clearly stated in reporting an identification,
that it is based on the visual-manual processes.
1.2.1 When precise classification of soils for
engineering purposes is required, the procedures required
in USBR 5000 shall be used.
1.2.2 The identification portion of this procedure -in assigning a group symbol and name -- is limited to'
soil particles smaller than 3 inches (75 mm); that is, passing
a U.S.A. Standard series 3-inch sieve.
1.2.3 The identification portion of this procedure is
limited to naturally o•:curring soils.
NOTE 1.-This procedure may be used as a descriptive system
applied to such materials as shale, claystone, shells, crushed rock,
etc. (see app. X2).
1.3 The descriptive information in this procedure may
be used with other soil classification systems or for materials
other than naturally occurring soils.
2.

Applicable Documents

2.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
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USBR 5000 Determining Unified Soil Classification
(Laboratory Method)
2.2 ASTM Standaeds:
D 2487 Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes
D 2488 Standard Practice for Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual Procedure)
3.

Summary of Method

3.1 Using visual examination and simple manual tests,
this procedure gives standardized criteria and processes
for describing and identifying soils.
3.2 Soil can be givenan identification by assigninga'
group symbol(s) and name. The flow charts (figure 1 for
fine-grained soils and figure 2 for coarse-grained soils)
can be used to determine the appropriate group symbol(s)
and name. If the soil has visually determined properties
that do not distinctly place it into a specific group,
borderline symbols may be used (see app. X3).
3.3 A distinction must be made between dual symbols
and borderline symbols.
3.3.1 A dual symbol (two symbols separated by a
hyphen, e.g., GP-GM, SW-SC, CL-ML) should be used to
indicate the soil has been identified as having the properties
of a classification as required by USBR 5000 where two
symbols are required. Two symbols are required when the
soil has between 5 and 12 percent fines and where the
liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-ML
(cross hatched) area of the plasticity chart.
3.3.2 A borderline symbol (two symbols separated
by a slash, e.g., CL/CH, GM/SM, CL/ML) should be used
to indicate the soil has been identified as having properties
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that do not distinctly place the soil into a specific group
(see app. X3).
4.

Coarse
Fine

Significance and Use

4.1 The descriptive information required in this
procedure can be used to describe a soil to aid in the evaluation of its significant properties for engineering use.
4.2 The descriptive information required in this
procedure should be used to supplement the classification
of a soil as determined in USBR 5000.
4.3 This procedure may be used in identifying soils
using the classification group symbols and names as
prescribed in USBR 5000. Since the names and symbols
used in this procedure to identify the soils are the same
as those used in USBR 5000, it shall be clearly stated in
reports, etc., that the classification symbol and name are
based on the visual-manual procedures.
4.4 This procedure is to be used not only for
identification of soils in the field but also in the office,
in the laboratory, or wherever soil samples are inspected
and described.
4.5 The procedure has particular value in grouping
similar soil samples so that only a minimum number of
laboratory tests need be run for positive soil classification.

-- Passes 3-inch (75-mm) sieve and retained
on 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) sieve
-- Passes 3/4-inch (19.0-mm) sieve and
retained on No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve

5.2.2 Sand.-Particles of rock that will pass a No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (75-/zm)
sieve with the followingsubdivisions:
Coarse
Medium
Fine

-- Passes No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and retained
on No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve
-- Passes No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve and retained
on No. 40 (425-#m) sieve
-- Passes No. 40 (425-#m) sieve and retained
on No. 200 (75-/•m) sieve

4.6 When describing and identifying soil samples from
a given boring, test pit, or group of borings or pits, it
is not necessary to follow all of the processes in this
procedure for every sample. Soils which appear to be similar
can be grouped together. One sample from the group can
be completely described and identified, with the others
referred to "as similar" based on performing only a few
of the descriptive and identification processes described
in this procedure.

5.2.3 Clay.-Soil passing the No. 200 (75-#m) U.S.A.
Standard sieve that exhibits plasticity (putty-like
properties) within a range of moisture contents, and which
exhibits considerable strength when air-dried. For
classification, a clay is a fine-grained soil, or the fine-grained
portion of a soil, having a plasticity index equal to or greater
than 4 and the plot of plasticity index versus liquid limit
falls on or above the "A'-line (see fig. 3, USBR 5000).
5.2.4 Silt.-Material passing the No. 200 (75-•am)
U.S.A. Standard sieve that is nonplastic or very slightly
plastic and that exhibits little or no strength when airdried (ASTM). For classification, a silt is a fine-grained
soil, or the fine-grainedportion of a soil, having a plasticity
index less than 4 or if the plot of plasticity index versus
liquid limit falls below the "A"-line (see fig. 3, USBR 5000).
5.2.5 Organic Clay•-A clay with sufficient organic
content to influence the soil properties. For classification,
an organic clay is a soil that would be classified as a clay
except that its liquid limit value after ovendrying is less
than 75 percent of its liquid limit value before ovendrying.
5.2.6 Organic Silt.-A silt with sufficient organic
content to influence the soil properties. For classification,
an organic silt is a soil that would be classified as a silt
except that its liquid limit value after ovendrying is less
than 75 percent of its liquid limit value before ovendrying.

5.

6.

NOTE 2.-The ability to describe and identify soils correctly
is learned more readily under the guidance of experienced
personnel, but it also may be acquiredsystematically by comparing
numerical laboratory test results for typical soils of each type
with their visual and manual characteristics.

Terminology

5.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
Terms of particular significance are:
5.1.1 Boulder.-A particle of rock that will not pass
a 12-inch (300-mm) square opening.
5.1.2 Cobble.-A
particle of rock that will pass a
12-inch (300-mm) square opening and be retained on a
3-inch (75-mm) U.S.A. Standard sieve.
5.1.3 Peat.-A soil composed primarily of vegetable
tissue in various stages of decomposition with an organic
odor, a dark brown to black color, a spongy consistency,
and a texture ranging from fibrous to amorphous (ASTM
D 2487-83).
5.2 Terms Specific to This Designation:
5.2.1 GraveL-Particles of rock that will pass a 3-inch
(75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve
with the followingsubdivisions:
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Apparatus

6.1 Required Apparatus:
6.1.1 Small supply of water.
6.1.2 Pocket knife or small spatula.
6.2 Useful Auxiliary Apparatus:
6.2.1 Small bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid, one
part HC1 (10 N) to three parts distilled water.
6.2.2 Small test tube and stopper, or jar with a lid.
6.2.3 Dish for wash test.
6.2.4 Small hand lens.
6.2.5 Ruler.
7.

Precautions

7.1 When preparing the dilute HC1 (hydrochloric acid)
solution of one part concentrated HCI (10 N) to three
parts of distilled water, slow!y add acid into water following
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necessary safety precautions. Handle with caution and store
safely. If solution comes in contact with skin, rinse:
thoroughly with water.
CAUTION.-Do not add water to acid.
8.

Sampling

8.1 The sample shall be considered to be representative
of the stratum, from where it was obtained, by an
appropriate acceptedor standard procedure.
NOTE 3.-The sampling procedure should be identified as
having been conducted in accordance with a USBR procedure
or an ASTM standard, or other appropriate standard or procedure.
8.2

NOTE 4.-Remarks as to the origin may take the form of a
boring number and sample number in conjunction with a job
number, a geologic stratum, a pedologic horizon, or a location
description with respect to a permanent monument, grid system,
or station number and offset with respect to a stated centerline,
and a depth or elevation.

kg

Ibm

4.75
9.5
19.0
37.5
75.0

No. 4
3/8
3/4
1-1/2
3"

0.1
0.25
1.1
10
70

0.2
0.5
2.5
20
150

ROUNDED

•

SUBROUNDED

Nearly plane sides with wellrounded corners and edges.
SUBANGULAR

e

Sharp edges and relatively plane
sides with unpolished surfaces,
as freshly broken rock.

NOTE 5.-If random, isolated particles are encountered that
are significantly larger than the particles in the soil matrix, the
soil matrix can be accurately describedand identified in accordance
with the above schedule.

• Figure 3. - Typical angularity of coarse-grained particles.
Table 2. - Criteria for describing particle shape (see fig. 4).

8.4 If the field sample or specimen being examined
is smaller than the minimum amount, the report shall
include an appropriate remark.
9.

(•

Similar to angular but with somewhat rounded edges.

Minimum specimen size,
drymass

in

•)

•

8.3 For accurate description and identification, the
minimum amounts of the specimen to be examined shall
be in accordancewith the following schedule:

mm

Rounded
- Particles have smoothly curved sides and no edges
Subrounded - Particles have nearly plane sides but have wellrounded corners and edges
Subangular - Particles are similar to angular description but
have rounded edges
Angular
- Particles have sharp edges and relatively plane
sides with unpolished surfaces

Smoothly curved sides and edges.

The sample shall be carefully identified as to origin.

Maximum particlesize,
stoveopemng

Table 1. - Criteria for describing angularity of coarse-grained particles
(see fig. 3).

The particle shape shall be described as follows where length,
width, and thickness refer to the greatest, intermediate, and least
dimensions of a particle, respectively.

Descriptive Information

9.1 Describe the angularityof the sand (coarse sizes
only), gravel, cobbles, and boulders as rounded, subrounded,
subangular, or angular as indicated by the criteria in table
1 and on figure 3. A range of angularity may be stated
such as subrounded to rounded.
9.2 Describe the shape of the gravel, cobbles, and
boulders as flat, elongated, or flat and elongated if they
meet the criteria in table 2 and on figure 4; otherwise,
do not remark. Indicate the fraction of particles having
that shape such as one-third of gravel particles are flat.
9.3 Describe the color. Color is an important property
in identifying organic soils and within a given locality it
may also be useful in identifying materials of similar
geologic origin. If the sample contains layers or patches
871

Flat

width _> 3
- Particles with thicknes-----•

Elongated

- Particles with

Flat and
elongated

- Particles meet criteria for both flat and elongated

length
width

> 3

of varying colors, this should be noted and all representative
colors should be described. Color should be described for
moist samples. If color represents a dry condition, this
should be stated in the report.
9.4 Describe the odor if organic or unusual. Soils
containing a significant amount of organic material usually
have a distinctive odor of decaying vegetation. This is
especially apparent in fresh samples; but if the samples
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Table 3. - Criteria for describingmoisture condition.
Dry
- Absence of moisture, dusty, dry to the touch
Moist - Damp but no visible water
Wet
- Visible free water, usually, soil is below water table
Table 4. - Criteria for describing the reaction with HCI.
None - No visible reaction
Weak - Some reaction, with bubbles forming slowly
Strong - Violent reaction, with bubbles forming immediately
Table 5. - Criteria for describing consistency.

Flat: W/T > 3
Elongated: L/W > 3
Flat and Elongated: meets both criteria

Very soft
Soft
Firm
Hard

Figure 4. - Criteria for particle shape.
are dried, the odor may often be revived by heating a
moistened sample. Describe the odor if unusual (petroleum
product, chemical, etc.).
9.5 Describe the moisture condition
as dry, moist, or
wet as indicated by the criteria in table 3.
9.6 Describe the reaction with HCI as none, weak, or
strong as indicated by the criteria in table 4. Since calcium
carbonate is a common cementing agent, a report of its
presence on the basis of the reaction with dilute HCI is
important.
9.7 For intact fine-grained soil, describe the consistency
as very soft, soft, firm, hard, or very hard as indicated
by the criteria in table 5. This observation is inappropriate
for disturbed soils or soils with significant amounts of
gravel.
9.8 Describe the cementation
of intact coarse-grained
soils as weak, moderate, or strong as indicated by the criteria
in table 6.
9.9 Describe the structure of intact soils according to
the criteria in table 7.
9.10 For gravel and sand components, describe the
range of particle sizes within each component as defined
in subparagraphs 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 (for example: about 20
percent fine to coarse gravel, about 40 percent fine to coarse
sand).
9.11 Describe the maximumparticle size found in the
sample.
9.11.1 If the maximum particle size is a sand size,
describe as fine, medium, or coarse as defined in
subparagraph 5.2.2 (for example: maximum size, medium
sand).
9.11.2 If the maximum particle size is a gravel size,
describe maximum particle size in millimeters as the
smallest sieve opening that the particle would pass [for
example: maximum size, 37.5 mm (would pass 37.5-mmsquare opening but not a 19.0-mm-squareopening)].
9.11.3 If the maximum particle size is a cobble or
boulder size, describe the maximum dimension of the
largest particle (for example: maximum dimension,
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Thumb penetrates soil more than 1 inch (25 mm)
Thumb penetrates soil about 1 inch (25 mm)
Thumb indents soil about 1/4 inch (6 mm)
Thumb cannot indent soil but readily indented with
thumbnail
Very hard - Thumbnail cannot indent soil
Table 6. - Criteria for describing cementation.
Weak
Moderate
Strong

- Crumbles or breaks With handling or little finger
pressure
-Crumbles or breaks with considerable finger
pressure
- Will not crumble or break with finger pressure
Table 7. - Criteria for describing structure.

Stratified
Laminated
Fissured
Slickensided
Blocky
Lensed
Homogeneous

- Alternating layers of varying material or color
with layers at least 1/4 inch (6 mm) thick;
note thickness
- Alternating layers of varying material or color
with the layers less than 1/4 inch (6 mm)
thick; note thickness
- Breaks along definite planes of fracture with
little resistance to fracturing
- Fracture planes appear polished or glossy,
sometimes striated
- Cohesive soil that can be broken down into
small angular lumps which resist further
breakdown
- Inclusion of small pockets of different soils,
such as small lenses of sand scattered
through a mass of clay; note thickness
- Same color and appearancethroughout

400 mm). Use 25-mm increments from 75 to 300 mm
(cobbles) and 100-mm increments for particles larger than
300 mm (boulders).
9.12 Describe the hardness of coarse sand and larger
particles as hard or state what happens when the particles
are hit by a hammer (e.g., gravel-size particles fracture
with considerable hammer blow, some gravel-size particles
crumble with hammer blow). Hard means particles do not
crack, fracture, or crumble under a hammer blow.
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9.13 Additional comments should be noted such as:
Presence of roots or root holes
Difficulty in drilling or augeringhole
Caving of trench or hole
Presence of mica
9.14 A local or commercial name and/or a geologic
interpretation for the soil may be added if identified as
such.
9.15 A classification or identification of the soil
according to other classification systems may be added if
identified as such.
10.

Identification of Peat

10.1 A sample composed primarily of vegetable tissue
in various stages of decomposition that has a fibrous to
amorphous texture--usually a dark brown to black color-and an organic odor should be designated as a highly organic
soil and shall be identified as peat, PT, and not subjected
to the identification procedures described hereafter.
11.

Specimen Preparation for Identification

11.1 The soil identification portion of this procedure
is based on the minus 3-inch (75-mm) particle sizes. The
plus 3-inch (75-mm) particles must be removed, manually,
for a loose sample, or mentally evaluated, for an intact
sample before classifying the soil.
11.2 Estimate and note the percentage of cobbles and
the percentage of boulders. Performed visually, these
estimates will be on the basis of volume percentage.

11.3 Of the fraction of the soil smaller than 3 inches
(75 mm), estimate and note the percentage, by dry mass,
of the gravel, sand, and fines. (See app. X4 for suggested
procedures.)
NOTE 7.-Since the particle-size components appear visually
on the basis of volume, considerable experience is required to
estimate the percentages on the basis of dry mass. Frequent
comparisons with laboratory gradation analyses should be made.
11.3.1 The percentages shall be estimated to the
nearest 5 percent. The percentages of gravel, sand, and
fines must add up to 100 percent.
11.3.2 If one of the components is present, but not
in sufficient quantity to be considered 5 percent of the
minus 3-inch (75-mm) portion, indicate its presence by
the term trace (for example: trace of fines). A trace is
not to be considered in the total of 100 percent for the
components.
Preliminary

13.

Procedure for Identifying Fine-Grained Soils

13.1 Selection.-Select a representative sample of the
material for examination. Remove particles larger than
the No. 40 sieve (medium sand and larger) until a specimen
equivalent to about a handful of material is available. Use
this specimen for performing the dry strength, dilatancy,
and toughness tests.
13.2 DrySrrength.-From the specimen, select enough
material to mold into a ball about 1 inch (25 mm) in
diameter. Mold the material until it has the consistency
of putty; add water if necessary.
13.2.1 From the molded material, make at least three
test specimens. A test specimen shall be a ball of material
about 1/4 inch (6 mm) in diameter. Allow the test
specimens to dry in air or sun or dry by artificial means
as long as the temperature does not exceed 140 °F (60 °C).
13.2.2 If the test specimen contains natural dry
lumps, those that are about 1/4 inch (6 mm) in diameter
may be used in place of the molded balls.
NOTE &-The process of molding and drying usually produces
higher strengths than are found in natural dry lumps of soil.

NOTE &-Since the percentages of the particle-size distribution
in USBR 5000 are by dry mass and the estimates of percentages
for gravel, sand, and fines in this procedure are by dry mass,
it is recommended that the report state that the percentages
of cobbles and boulders are by volume.

12.

12.2 The soil is coarse grained if it contains less than
50 percent fines; followparagraph 14.

13.2.3 Test the strength of the dry balls or lumps
by crushing between the fingers and note the strength
as none, low, medium, high, or very high according to
the criteria in table 8. If natural dry lumps are used, do
not use the results of any of the lumps that are found
to contain particles of coarse sand.
13.2.4 The presence of high-strength water-soluble
cementing materials, such as calcium carbonate, may cause
exceptionally high dry strengths. The presence of calcium
carbonate usually can be detected from the intensity of
the reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid (see subpar. 9.6).
13.3 Dilatancy.-From the specimen, select enough
material to mold into a ball about 1/2 inch (12 mm) in.
diameter. Mold the material; add water if necessary until
it has a soft, but not sticky, consistency.
13.3.1 Smooth the soil ball in the palm of one hand
with the blade of a knife or small spatula. Shake
horizontally, striking the side of the hand vigorously against
the other hand several times. Note the reaction of water
appearing on the surface of the soil. Squeeze the sample
Table 8. - Criteria for describing dry strength.
None
Low
Medium
High

Identification Procedure
Very High

12.1 The soil is fine grained if it contains 50 percent
or more fines; follow paragraph 13.
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-The dry specimen crumbles into powder with
mere pressure of handling.
- The dry specimen crumbles into powder with
some finger pressure.
- The dry specimen breaks into pieces or crumbles
with considerable finger pressure.
- The dry specimen cannot be broken with finger
pressure. Specimen will break into pieces
between thumb and a hard surface.
- The dry specimen cannot be broken between the
thumb and a hard surface.
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by closing the hand or pinching the soil between the fingers
and note reaction as none, slow, or rapid according to the
criteria in table 9. The reaction is the speed at which water
appears while shaking and disappears while squeezing.
13.4
Toughness=Following completion of the dilatancy test, shape the test specimen into an elongated pat
and roll by hand on a smooth surface or between the palms
into a thread about 1/8 inch (3 mm) in diameter. (If the
sampie is too wet to roll easily, it should be spread out
into a thin layer and allowed to lose some water by
evaporation.) Fold the sample threads and reroll repeatedly
until the thread crumbles at a diameter of about 1/8 inch
(3 ram). The thread will crumble at a diameter of 1/8
inch (3 mm) when the soil is near the plastic limit. Note
the pressure required to roll the thread near the plastic
limit. Also, note the strength of the thread. Afterthe thread
crumbles, the pieces should be lumped together and
kneaded until the lump crumbles. Note the toughness of
the material during kneading.
13.4.1 Describe the toughness of the thread and lump
as low, medium, or high according to the criteria in table 10.
13.5 Plasticity=On the basis of observations made
during the toughness test, describe the plasticity of the
material according to the criteria given in table 11.
13.6 Inorganic/Organic.-Decide whether the soil is an
inorganicor an organic fine-grainedsoil (see subpar. 13.8).
If inorganic, followsubparagraph 13.7.
13.7 Identification of Inorganic Fine-Grained Soils:
13.7.1 Identify the soil as a lean clay, CL, if the soil
has medium to high dry strength, none to slow dilatancy,
and medium toughness and plasticity (see table 12).
13.7.2 Identify the soil as a fat clay, CH, if the soil
has high to very high dry strength, no dilatancy, and high
toughness and plasticity (see table 12).
13.7.3 Identify the soil as a silt, ML, if the soil has
none to low dry strength, slow to rapid dilatancy, and low
toughness and plasticity or is nonplastic (see table 12).
Table 9. - Criteria for describing dilatancy.
None - No visible change in the specimen
Slow - Water appears slowly on the surface of the specimen
during shaking and does not disappear or disappears
slowly upon squeezing
Rapid - Water appears quickly on the surface of the specimen
during shaking and disappears quickly upon
squeezing

Table 10. - Criteria for describing toughness.
Low

Medium
High

- Only slight pressure is required to roll the thread
near the plastic limit. The thread and the lump
are weak and soft.
- Medium pressure is required to roll the thread to
near the plastic limit. The thread and the lump
have medium stiffness.
- Considerable pressure is required to roll the thread
to near the plastic limit. The thread and the lump
have very high stiffness.
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Table 11. - Criteria for describing plasticity.
Nonplastic
Low
Medium

High

- A 1/8-inch (3-mm) thread cannot be rolled at
any moisture content.
- The thread can be barely rolled and the lump
cannot be formed when drier than the plastic
limit.
- The thread is easy to roll and not much time
is required to reach the plastic limit. The thread
cannot be rerolled after reaching the plastic
limit. The lump crumbles when drier than the
plastic limit.
- It takes considerable time rolling and kneading
to reach the plastic limit. The thread can be
rerolled several times close to the plastic limit.
The lump can be formed without crumbling
when drier than the plastic limit.

Table 12. - Identification of inorganic fine-grained soils from manual tests
Soil
symbol

Dry strength

Dilatancy

Toughness

Low or thread cannot be formed
Medium
Low to medium
High

ML

None to low

Slow to rapid

CL
MH
CH

Medium to high
Low to medium
High to very high

None to slow
None to slow
None

13.7.4 Identify the soil as an elasticsilt, MH, if the
soil has low to medium dry strength, none to slow dilatancy,
and low to medium toughness and plasticity (see table 12).
NOTE 9.-These properties for elastic silt are similar to those
for a lean clay. However, the silt will dry much faster on the
hand and have a smooth, silky feel when dry. Some soils which
would classify as elastic silt, MH, according to the criteria in
USBR 5000 are visually difficult to distinguish from lean clay,
CL. It may be necessary to perform laboratory testing for proper
identification.
13.8 Identification of Organic Fine-GrainedSoils:
13.8.1 Identify the soil as an organic soil, OL/OH,
if the soil contains enough organic particles to influence
the soil properties. Organic soils usually have a dark brown
to black color and may have an organic odor. Often, organic
soils will change color, e.g., black to brown, when exposed
to the air. Some organic soils will lighten in color
significantly when air dried. Normally, organic soils would
not have a high toughness or plasticity. The thread for
the toughness test will be spongy.
NOTE 10.-In some cases, through practice and experience,
it may be possible to further identify the organic soils as organic
silts or organic clays, OL or OH. Correlations between the
dilatancy, dry strength, and toughness tests and laboratory tests
can be made to identify organic soils in certain deposits of similar
materials of known geologic origin.
13.9 If the soil is estimated to have 15 to 25 percent
sand or gravel or both, the words "with sand" or "with
gravel" shall be added to the group name (see figs. la
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and lb) (for example: lean clay with sand, CL; silt with
gravel, ML). If the percent of sand is equal to the percent
of gravel, use "with sand."
13.10 If the soil is estimated to have 30 percent or
more sand or gravel or both, the words "sandy" or "gravelly"
shall be added to the group name. Add the word "sandy"
if there appears to be more sand than gravel. Add the
word "gravelly" if there appears to be more gravel than
sand (see figs. la and lb) (for example: sandy lean clay,
CL; gravelly fat clay, CH; sandy silt, ML). If the percent
of sand is equal to the percent of gravel, use "sandy."
14. Procedure for Identifying Coarse-Grained
Soils (contains less than 50 % fines)
14.1 The soil is a gravel if the percent gravel is
estimated to be more than the percent sand.
14.2 The soil is a sand if the percent gravel is estimated
to be equal to or less than the percent sand.
14.3 The soil is a clean gravel or clean sand if the
percent fines is estimated to be 5 percent or less.
14.3.1 Identify the soil as a well-gradedgravel, GW,
or as a well-graded sand, SW, if it has a wide range of
particle sizes and substantial amounts of the intermediate
particle sizes.
14.3.2 Identify the soil as a poorly graded gravel,
GP, or as a poorly graded sand, SP, if it consists
predominantly of one size (uniformly graded) or if it has
a wide range of sizes with some intermediate sizes obviously
missing (gap or skip graded).
14.4 The soil is either a gravel with fines or a sand
with finesif the percent fines is estimated to be 15 percent
or more.
14.4.1 Identify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or
a clayey sand, SC, if the fines are clayey as determined
by the procedures in paragraph 13.
14.4.2 Identify the soil as a silty gravel, GM, or a
silty sand, SM, if the fines are silty as determined by the
procedures in paragraph 13.
14.5 If the soil is estimated to contain 10 percent fines,
give the soil a dual identification using two group symbols.
14.5.1 The first group symbol shall correspond to
a clean gravel or sand (GW, GP, SW, SP) and the second
symbol shall correspond to a gravel or sand with fines
(GC, GM, SC, SM).
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14.5.2 The group name shall correspond to the first
group symbol plus "with clay" or "with silt" to indicate
the plasticity characteristics of the fines (see fig. 2) (for
example: well-graded gravel with clay, GW-GC; poorly
graded sand with silt, SP-SM).
14.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel
but contains an estimated 15 percent or more of the other
coarse-grained constituent, the words "with gravel" or
"with sand" shall be added to the group name (see fig. 2)
(for example: poorly graded gravel with sand, GP; clayey
sand with gravel, SC).
14.7 If the field sample contained any cobbles and/
or boulders, the words "with cobbles," or "with cobbles
and boulders" shall be added to the group name (for
example: silty gravel with cobbles, GM).
15.

Report

15.1 The report shall include information as to sample
origin as well as the items indicated in table 13.
NOTE 11.-Example: CLAYEY GRAVEL WITH SAND AND
COBBLES (GC): About 50 percent fine to coarse, subrounded
to subangular gravel; about 30 percent fine to coarse, subrounded
sand; about 20 percent fines with medium plasticity, high dry
strength, no dilatancy, medium toughness; original field sample
had trace of hard, subrounded cobbles; maximum size, 150 mm;
weak reaction with HCI.
In-place conditions: firm, homogeneous, dry, brown
Geologic interpretation: alluvial fan
NOTE 12.-Other examples of soil descriptions and identifications are given in appendixesX1 and X2.
15.2 If, in the soil description, the soil is identified
using a classification group symbol and name as described
in USBR 5000, it must be distinctly and clearly stated in
log forms, summary tables, reports, etc., that the symbol
and na•e are based on visual-manual procedures.
16.

Precision and Accuracy

16.1 This method provides qualitative information
only; therefore, a precision and accuracy statement is
nonapplicable.
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Table 13. - Checklistfor description of soils.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Group name
Group symbol
Percent of cobbles and/or boulders (by volume)
Percent of gravel, sand and/or fines (by dry mass)
Particle-size range: Gravel- fine, coarse
Sand - fine, medium, coarse
Particle angularity:
angular
subangular
subrounded
rounded
Particle shape (if appropriate): flat
elongated
flat and elongated
Maximum particle size or dimension
Hardness of coarse sand and larger particles
Plasticity of fines: nonplastic
low
medium
high
Dry strength:
none
low
medium
high
very high
Dilatancy:
none
slow
rapid
Toughness:
low
medium
high
Color (in moist condition)
Odor -- mention only if olganic or unusual
Moisture: dry
moist
wet
Reaction with HCI: none
weak
strong

For intact samples:
soft
firm
hard
18.
Consistency (fine-grained soils only): very soft
slickensided
lensed
19.
Structure:
stratified
laminated
fissured
20.
Cementation:
weak
moderate
strong
21.
Local name
22.
Geologic interpretation
Additional comments:
Presence of roots or root holes
Presence of mica, gypsum,etc.
Surface coatingson coarse-grained particles
Caving or sloughing of auger hole or trench sides
Difficulty in augeringor excavation
Etc.
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very hard
homogeneous
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APPENDIX
Xl.

EXAMPLES OF VISUAL SOIL DESCRIPTIONS

X1.1
The following examples show how the information required in subparagraph 15.1 can be reported. The
information that is included in descriptions should be based
on individual circumstances and need.
Example 1: WELL-GRADED GRAVEL WITH SAND (GW):
About 75 percent fine to coarse, hard, subangular gravel; about
25 percent fine to coarse, hard, subangular sand; trace of fines;
maximum size, 75 mm; dry, brown; no reaction with HCI.

Example 3: ORGANIC SOIL (OL/OH): About 100 percent
fines with low plasticity, slow dilatancy, low dry strength, low
toughness; wet, dark brown, organic odor; weak reaction with
HCI.
Example 4: SILTY SAND WITH ORGANIC FINES (SM):
About 75 percent fine to coarse, hard, subangular reddish sand;
about 25 percent organic and dark brown nonplastic fines, no
dry strength, slow dilatancy; wet; maximum size, coarse sand;
weak reaction with HCI.

Example 2: SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL (SM): About 60
percent predominantly fine sand; about 25 percent fines with
low plasticity, low dry strength, rapid dilatancy, low toughness;
about 15 percent fine, hard, subrounded gravel (a few gravelsize particles fractured with hammer blow); maximum size, 20
mm; no reaction with HCI. Note: field sample size smaller than
recommended.

Example 5: POORLY GRADED GRAVEL WITH SILT, SAND,
COBBLES AND BOULDERS (GP-GM): About 75 percent fine
to coarse, hard, subrounded to subangular gravel; about 15 percent
fine, hard, subrounded to subangular sand; about 10 percent
nonplastic fines; moist, brown; no reaction with HCI. Original
field sample had a trace of hard, subrounded cobbles and a trace
of hard, subrounded boulders, having a maximum dimension of
500 mm.

In-place conditions -- firm, stratified and contains lenses of
silt 1 to 2 inches thick, moist, brown to gray; in-place dry unit

X2.

weight was 106 lbf/ft 3 and in-place moisture was 9 percent.

USING THE IDENTIFICATION METHOD AS A DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEM
FOR SHALE, CLAYSTONE, SHELLS, SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, ETC.

X2.1
The identification method may be used as a
descriptive system applied to materials that exist in situ
as shale, claystone, sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, etc., but
convert to soils after field or laboratory processing
(crushing, slaking, etc.).
X2.2
Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag, etc.,
should be identified as such. However, the processes used
in this procedure for describing the particle size and
plasticity characteristics may be used in the description
of the material. If desired, an identification using a group
name and symbol according to this method may be assigned
to aid in describing the material.
X2.3
The group symbol(s) and group names should
be placed in quotation marks or noted with some type
of distinguishing symbol (see examples).
X2.4 Examples of how group names and symbols could
be incorporated into a descriptive system for materials that
are not naturally occurring soils follow.
Example 1: SHALE CHUNKS: Retrieved as 2- to 4-inch pieces
of shale from power auger hole, dry, brown, no reaction with
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HCI. After slaking in water for 24 hours, material identified
as "SANDY LEAN CLAY (CL)" --About 60 percent fines with
medium plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy, medium
toughness; about 35 percent fine to medium sand; about 5 percent
gravel-size pieces of shale.
Example 2: CRUSHED SANDSTONE: Product of commercial
crushing operation; "POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT
(SP-SM)" -- About 90 percent fine to medium sand; about 10
percent nonplastic fines; maximum size, medium sand; dry,
reddish-brown; strong reaction with HCI.
Example 3: BROKEN SHELLS: Natural deposit of shells;
"POORLY GRADED GRAVEL WITH SAND (GP)" -- About
60 percent gravel-sizebroken shells; about 35 percent sand and
sand-size shell pieces; about 5 percent fines.
Example 4: CRUSHED ROCK: Processed from gravel and
cobbles in Pit No. 7; "POORLY GRADED GRAVEL (GP)" -About 90 percent fine, hard, angular gravel-size particles; about
10 percent coarse, hard, angular sand-size particles; maximum
size, 20 mm; dry, tan; no reaction with HCI.
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X3.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING A BORDERLINE SYMBOL
FOR SOILS WITH TWO POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATIONS

X3.1 Since this practice is based on estimates of particle
size distribution and plasticity characteristics, it may be
difficult to clearly identify the soil as belonging to one
category. To indicate that the soil may fall into one of
two possible basic groups, a borderline symbol may be
used with the two symbols separated by a slash (for
example: SC/CL, CL/CH).
X3.1.1 A borderline symbol may be used when the
percent fines is estimated to be between 45 and 55 percent.
One symbol should be for a coarse-grained soil with fines
and the other for a fine-grained soil (for example: GM/ML,
CL/SC).
X3.1.2 A borderline symbol may be used when the
percent sand and the percent gravel is estimated to be
about the same (for example: GP/SP, SC/GC, GM/SM).
It is practically impossible to have a soil that would have
a borderline symbol of GW/SW.
X3.1.3 A borderline symbol may be used when the
soil could be either well graded or poorly graded (for
example: GW/GP, SW/SP).
X3.1.4 A borderline symbol may be used when the
soil could either be a silt or a clay (for example: CL/ML,
CH/MH, SC/SM).

X4.

X3.1.5 A borderline symbol may be used when a
fine-grained soil has properties that indicate that it is at
the boundary between a soil of low compressibility and
a soil of high compressibility (for example: CL/CH,
MH/ML).
X3.2 The order of the borderline symbols should reflect
similarity to surrounding or adjacent soils (for example:
soils in a borrow area have been identified as CH. One
sample is considered to have a borderline symbol of CL.
and CH. To show similarity, the borderline symbol should
be CH/CL).
X3.3 The group name for a soil with a borderline
symbol should be the group name for the first symbol,
except for:
CL/CH - lean to fat clay
ML/CL - clayey silt
CL/ML - silty clay
X3.4 The use of a borderline symbol should not be
used indiscriminately. Every effort should be made to place
the soil into a single group.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE PERCENT
OF GRAVEL, SAND, AND FINES IN A SOIL SAMPLE

X4.1 Jar Method=The relative percentage of coarseand fine-grainedmaterial may be estimated by thoroughly
shaking a mixture of soil and water in a test tube or jar,
and then allowing the mixture to settle. The coarse particles
will fall to the bottom and successively finer particles will
be deposited with increasing time; the sand sizes will fall
out of suspension in 20 to 30 seconds. The relative
proportions can be estimated from the relative volume
of each size separate. This method should be correlated
to particle-size laboratory determinations.
X4.2 VisualMethod.-Mentally visualize the gravel size
particles placed in a sack (or other container) or sacks.
Then, do the same with the sand size particles and the
fines. Then, mentally compare the number of sacks to
estimate the percentage of plus No. 4 sieve size and minus
No. 4 sieve size present. The percentages of sand and
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fines in the minus sieve size No. 4 material then can be
estimated from the wash test (see subpar. X4.3).
X4.3 Wash Test (for relative percentages of sand and
fines).-Select and moisten enough minus No. 4 sieve size
material to form a 1-inch (25-mm) cube of soil. Cut the
cube in half, set one-half to the side, and place the other
half in a small dish. Wash and decant the fines out of
the material in the dish until the wash water is clear, and
then compare the two samples and estimate the percentage
of sand and fines. Remember that the percentage is based
on mass, not volume. However, the volume comparison
will provide a reasonable indication of grain size
percentages.
While washing, it may be necessary to break down lumps
of fines with a fingerto get the correct percentages.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 5325-89

PERFORMING GRADATION ANALYSIS
OF GRAVEL SIZE FRACTION OF SOILS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 5325. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure forl
performing gradation analysis of the gravel size fraction
of soils. The term "gravel" refers to particles of rock that
will pass a 3-inch (75-mm) sieve and be retained on a
No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. The sieve sizes included in this
designation are noted.
U.S.A. Standard series sieve
mm
in
75
37.5
19.0
9.5
4.75
2. Auxiliary

4.

Summary of Method

4.1 Soil is separated in sizes by a series of sieves of
progressively smaller openings. The mass retained on each
sieve is determined and the percent of the total sample
mass passing each sieve is calculated.

3
1-1/2
3/4
3/8
(No. 4)

5.

Significance and Use

5.1 The percentage and distribution of particle sizes
influence the strength, permeability, and compressibility
of a soil mass. The amount of fines, sand (USBR 5330),
and gravel (USBR 5325) are used to obtain gradation
curves. These curves are widely used for identification and
classification of soils and in the assessment of in-place
characteristics of a soil mass.

Tests

2.1 A sample must be obtained in accordance with
USBR 5205 prior to performing this procedure. The
moisture content of the soil must be determined in
accordancewith USBR 5300 as part of this procedure.
3.

3.2 ASTM Standards:
C 136 Standard Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and
Coarse Aggregates
E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing
Purposes
E 323 Specification for Perforated-Plate Sieves for
Testing Purposes

Applicable Documents

6.

3.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 1025 Checking Sieves
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR "4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates
USBR 5205 Preparing Soil Samples by Splitting or
Quartering
USBR 5300 Determining Moisture Content of Soil and
Rock by the Oven Method
USBR 5330 . Performing Gradation Analysis of Fines and
Sand Size Fraction of Soils, Including Hydrometer Analysis
USBR 5335 Performing Gradation Analysis of Soils
Without Hydrometer-Wet Sieve
* Concrete Manual, Bureau of Reclamation, part 2, in press.
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Terminology

6.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
Terms of particular significance are:
6.1.1 Gradation.-The
proportions by mass of a soil
or fragmented rock distributed in specified particle-size:
ranges (ASTM definition).
6.1.2 Gradation Analysis.-The process of determining gradation (ASTM).
6.1.3 GraveL-Particles of rock that will pass a 3inch (75-ram) U.S.A. Standard sieve and be retained on
a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve.
6.2 Terms not included in USBR 3900 specific to this
designation are:
6.2.1 Maximum Particle Size.-The largest particle
in a soil sample as related to sieve openings of 3-, 1-1/2-,
3/4-, 3/8-inch or the No. 4 sieve. A maximum particle
size of 1-1/2-inch means the largest particle passes a
1-1/2-inch sieve, but is retained on a 3/4-inch sieve.
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,:S.ff: 2 Fs•n-A pan L•sed in a set (nest),,:ff sieves placed
beneath the smaHe.s.t sieve siiz.e and us.edl to cc,,Hec• the
parNcJes tha• plass the smla[]est siieve C:lFlleI"JliYItg,
7.

Appara•:us

7.1
Bak•nce or'Sca/e.-A balance or scab ,J apF,>:•priate
capach:'/ for dete.r'nq•ining moisture co, nten•. The mass o[
the specimen, can, range from 2C1,{) g •p to 35. kg •:,,i ma.re
d e pe rJ d •i n,g o rl :
* Maxm'mm p.aitk::le size present
* Entire. samp]le ils tested
. Representative pordc,,n of sg•mple tested
N<Tf'E ]-A typk:a• set c,f bai!ances ,::,• scabs tl2,•t wc, ula c•,,•'e•
the •eqluirem, en•s .of this designaiozq are::

(:l, ()1
0,iI
]
{),01

g
g
g
]bm

20(:1 g:*
1()00 gT:
20 kg
150, llb,m
*Often same •ppar.m•ts

7.":
BSd%nce' .o.z' Si'Me.-A 7pical balance or scale used
to. measure d•e mass .of soill particles retained ,0,n each stove
must h,e readabb to 0.01 ibm (0.1 kg ,::•r 10 g) and have
a capaci!ty c:,t: about 150 Ibm (80 kg).
73 >%e.•.es.-US.A.
Standard series 3-, 11-1.,..'2-, 3../4-,
3./8-inch,. and No 4 (•"5-, 3.7.5-•. 19.0-, 0.5-, 4.75-mm) sieves:,
conformiing to tl•ie requirements ,:ff ASTM EliL •:,r ASTM
E • 23.

FJgu, e ]

7.4
i•a!n'& Ci•,,nta/n.er•<
,::•r Ba•s'.-Suitable
rne•al can,.
cc,,ntainer, or bag f,a,z sample storage andl cc, ntaMers for
meas.u•ements d mass,, as reqai:red.
75 aTm.•GV4 • De's'i,m'.-A mec:h,:Jrical sJieve shake• (fig 1)
that causes J-m F,.ardcles t:,•, bounce •nd: turn so chat a[]l
p, art[c]es, have ampD ,:•ppc,•tuni:tie.s in varic,•s c:,•:iel-,tati(:,•q•s
to •each the si:eve, openings. The agitation of particles must
h,,e such that adequate sieving is reached wM-•in a reasonable
dine Adequate s:i:e,,•h-•,g is reachedl whec• an •ddid,:ma]l 1
minute of sJie.vir•g ,does not change the mass on any of
the sbves by more than i,() percent
The siievJing device i]lus•'ated [n USBR $330 may be:
used except that ii• iis gene.•'a]lIy impr'a,cdca] •fc=,r maxhnum
part:icl!e s•i:zes ,a,•: 1-]/'2 inch and larger. Care must be taken
no* tc, c,,verkmd the sieves {see subF,.ar. 8.2:2:1).
7({ 3'ep,•:!n•gJ•,• De'r•,L'e •:OF:,donal:,.-A devke suc:h as
sh,owr• c,,s fi:gure 2 n-my be used fi•r separating so, ills c,n
the N•. 4 siieve. This devke should nc:,t be usedl to perf,:•rm
a gradathm ana•ysiis
8,,

- M:c,chamic•d sie•,e

shaker

S.2
TeJ•nk•H' Pvc•mjr.#;,,ns.8.21
Due t,:::• d-•e eJ:f:e':ts ,;:ff s,•mpli:ng,, h,•ndllirtg,
pr.,:•cessi]r•,g:, and testing ,,,n sc:,me rn•]te.ria]s:, resuIts ,,ff this
•es• may not ref:]ecl in-p.]aee c,,mdlhk::,ns ,,,r the pr.,:•perde's
o.{ the mater:ial causedl by pre<essing and p'Jacemer, t du, rh-,g
c,•.nstructJior•. Of particu, ia• ,conceH• a•e materials s.uc]n as;
>:fit ar•,d,..,"o• f>iah,.]e decc, mpc, sed granite, s;ar:,ds:c:,ne., smile=.
liimestone,, clays.{,,:•ne:,
e•c, ,:•,r s•:,i]ls affected bk' aii• and!,/c,,r
oven d<},frag Such, materihls must be identified bef,:].re
p>,:,ce.ssmg and the pers.,:•n •:eqt,est[ng; the test should ve•'ii{y
whett-•er standlard pl:{:ll:edlu•es ;•ie' t,:l Js.,e {o[]O'lwed, v,&ethe•
n:•c,diif::i:c•ti•:,ns are. zF:T,.>c>pria•e..
,,>r v,'hethe.r d•e ma•:erm]
sh,:mldl be: F,>:•cesse.d and testedl m all I'£a uti,::,.n.ary statements
ntlus.t be' m•,2k, a.n .d:•::• f.,:•rnn, s •mc'l in repc,.•tiing the :es:
,da ca
8;2.'::
CJ•e ]I•]II•S[ k:l,e [•lkei-i IL(:I prevel!•l (]l\,'elyjO,1lji•l,g {'[-le
s i]e'•'es.
$22:.1
7he. total! q,uas, t[ b (:,.f mate:.da] to,. be sieved
must be lhr•ked s.,l, d-aat ,,m a given siievc alll the pa•iicles
Flare aFl• opr:.,c,•tt.lt]•it }, t{:, teJc:•:• sJievc openings a numbe•'
of times durilng v]lle: sterling
,:•peraii,,,n. As • rule, Jif: the
m•eri.•] re, caMedl on • s•ieve at the. c,:n:npled,::m ,J testing
is; spread out even][y ,,vet the area ,=ff the sbve:, d:e ]Lo.,e.r
of mat:eria][ shc, u]d n,,,:,t be m,::,ze than one F, art•icIe: •h, ick
$2.22
For wire ck:,d:* s.iieves, the ]4:,,ad on •t:e ch::,th
]'rlLISt here.i: be s<:, g;•e•tt t[-m• p,e•manen• ,Je{,o•n-mtJon o.1:
the ch:nh, occurs This sh<ru]ld be ch(cked vJsu•d]y t,o a'v=,:.•.i],.J
overlo>ding th, e sieve.

P='ec:au•:ions

S.. I •%,.ie(}, Prec3ue,•ions:
8.1[ 1 ApproF, riiate pe,•s, ona]l F:,>•Hective aF=,F,a•el are to,
be worn, when l-rand]ling d•e samF, b and duz'[ng c, perathm
c,f tt•e:, sievin, g device
8.1[ 2 Ear pr,,:)tectkm shouldl be' wc, zn du•Mg oF,.erat{(i,n
c,i: d•e mechanica]i sievJing device.

,c@:l
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Figure 2.
9'.

>i,,•']l,aF•J•ing ,J•.'•ice

Sampling.,. Test Spec, mens, and! Test Units

i,)di'•,idual soil p.artic]les, wi]]l be free f:k:,.win, g and suc:ln chat
tl•e s•.i]l can be: s.eparate.d by the sieving l-:,>:>cess.
Ill ]!.1
Prepa•t•c:,n, .,:•f a s.smple in accordance wids,
US, BF: 52,1:)5 will no.rim, ally re.stile iin an, ap.F:,>opriia•e mo.•stu, re
c:,c, nt'ent •:c:,.• siev:isg.
1 ].1.2
]If the entbe amc, ut•t c:,,f soil avsi]lah,.[e is to.
be testes and iis: r•,or reduced iin size iin accordance with
US, BR 52:05:, •he' s.oi]• must be conSitic:,sed to. •/•e: ap.F:,•.,•pri!s•:e
m<dstur'e c<:,stent £n ;•,•::,c::,,:)rclsr•ce whh USBR 52()5.
11.1.3.
F.c,• s.o.:[•s tc,, be testedl at their natura• m•a.istu•e
contempt, tiT, e. test spechnen siT,:>uIcl be separated ..m a No. {
sieve whh the minus No. { mcgee.rio] not al],:•,wed t.o be:c,,•me
driler th, an th, e r•,•turaI rn,:41stu, re cc, s, te:.n,t. The plus N,:* 4
maceria] can thec• be condidor•e8 an, d tested in acc•:,•danc:e
wiith d•is 8esignatio.r•. H,:_•wever, •[qe dry mass o,f dle minus.
No 4 mate.•la] must be detenTfilne.d and aS,ded t.,:• the dry
mass ,::•[ the tots] .specirne•q, as 8eter,nin, ed it, th, is; procedure.

9'. 1 £:,rnpie. •>epa'ra'diJ,n::
91.1
F"i'epare a •:e's*: sample of minus 3-is,ch marerilal
in accordance with USBR 520,5,.. The mass of the specimen
to be. tested depends o,n d•e n,axim,LUm, particle silze pre:sem
in :he soJil as fo.ilows::

9.5
19.0'
:!, 7.5
7 Ii,

3/' 8;
3./4
1 - 1/" 2
3.

0.5"
2. !, •
20
] 50,

* Fo, tlc, e eq,W.,r•,ent
F,r,c•cedluFe,,

11

le!s{

0,.21,"
L. ;t *
] O,
70,

c!.:F.Jka•ly u•;•.:l in thL';

spec:iulen

t•a,;•:ss

,,:,•: at

]eus¢

10 ]t:,n:, (q.5 kg:. b; •eo::,mnc, e,:lded ,:see suit,par 122-:!:).

12.

Tt',ese values; are iin •:ertns of dry mass. Va•ue•.;, fis,•
wet mass c,,f the s.pecimen wiI• have tc, be: adliusted based
o,n, an e'.s•imated tn,,;zfilsn:•re o:•ntcnu
10.

Calibratio.t•

12:.11
A]I• data are t,,• be rec,:•rdled ,:m a "G•sdatiio, n
Analysis" f,onn as s;h,:•ves •:,n, f•gL•:'e 3. C,¢ 4
12:2 F',:)r a speciimen mass ,:•f i0 lbn-i (4.5 kg),,:•r larger,
aill meast:•ements o,f msss; are to be de•e.r,niined and recorded
c.c, the nea•es.t 0,8,1 ]]b,m ((I, 01 kg)
112.21
A mlFJi:llTLlm specimec, mass ,,:•f 10 •h,m (d i!;.
kg) iis re.c.omn-•et-•dled
when :he mec•q, at-•ic:a][ sicvJin, g devi:ce,
shown el, n, figu,•e 1, is. usec] ic• combinatii.,:.•n vi4tb a balance
or sca]e reaJlable t,:• ().01 ibm ,::(IX}I kg)
]2.2:.2
TBe •equire'd minm-mm s.pe,cimen mass is; 8.5
]b.,n f<c,,r soill nsviclg a nqsxm,-sulm F,.ar•icle s;ize of 3/8-incl'*,
and 25 Ibm for a max:imum pastil,tie s:ize o1 3..".i mc:h ]if
•:ol so£-m reasc:,n tlse specimell mass for these sc,,•ls is. ]ess
tiT, an •0 Ibm, ,:•ttl, er combinat£•ns ,m: sieving equipment
,::suct:• as; described in USBR 53!i0)and balances, and scales

and S.tan, dardizatio, n

1(],.]
Verify that equipn:mnc is cu, zzec, c]iy calibracecl iin
accordan, ce w•th, the applilcable ,•sliibratiiot-• procedure If d•e
ca]•bratio.n is. r•,0,t cu•en,•., perform the ca]ibcacior• before
using •t•e:. equiipment for this prc,,c:ed,ere.
USBR 1012 CLa][ibradng Balances •:1,• Scales
USBR 1025 Checking Sie"•'es
1i.

Procedure

Condi•itoning

11.1
Before a s,0,iil can be. s.epara•ed b,y silev•ng, h mus.t
be st .• moisture cc,•,•ent such t•q,a• s.,::aii hm:,ps and/'o.•
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7-14Sl (9-s6)
Bureau of Reclamation

SAMPLE NO.
AREA

GRADATION ANALYSIS

Example
(individuQI)

TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

DATE

CHECKED BY

DATE

Designation USBR 5325._8•_
Designation USBR 5330-__
DesignationUSBR 5335-__

PROJECT

FEATURE

EXC. NO.

DEPTH

GRADATION OF GRAVEL SIZES
% MOISTURE CONTENT OF + NO. 4
assumed
1.8

WET MASS OF TOTAL SPECIMEN
162.07

TOTAL DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN

% MOISTURE CONTENT OF - NO. 4
3,m
(75 ram)

SIEVE SIZE
MASS OF CONTAINER AND
RETAINED MATERIAL

12.3

1-112"
(37.5 mm)

3/4"
(19.0 mm)

318"
(9.5 mm)

18.94

33.33

149.47

NO. 4
(4.75 mm)

PAN

24.23

28.28

124.94

12.2l

12.21

12.21

12.21

18.81

WET HASS RETAINED

6.73

21.12

12.02

16.07

106.13

DRY MASS RETAINED

6.61

20.75

11.81

15.79

MASS OF CONTAINER

DRY MASS PASSING

149.47

% OF TOTAL PASSING

100.0

142.86

122.11

110.30

94.51

95.6

81.7

73.8

63.2

94.51
[•] Ibm

GRADATION OFSAND SIZES
% TOTAL PASSING NO. 4
g FACTOR = DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN =
DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN (SIEVED)

DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN
)ISH NO.
•IEVINGTIME

[-lkg

r-]g

=

DATE

SIEVE
MASS
RETAINED (g}
NO.

MASS
PASSING (g)

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

t•
z

8
16
30

•z

2.36 mm

Ln<

1.18 mm

•-_j

6OOpm

×•
"" 0

5O

PARTICLE
DIAMETER

300pm

01-100

150pm

2OO

75#m

PAN

REMARKS

TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

DATE

CHECKED BY

DATE

TOTAL
HYDROMETER ANALYSIS
DISPERSING AGENT

HYDROMETER NO.
STARTING TIME

TIME

TEMP
°C

DATE
HYD
READ

HYD
CORR

CORR
READ

I rain
4 rain

AMOUNT
LI
13
<
uJ
r,-

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

uJ•

37/Jm

0 0U-J

19#m

×•

19 rain

9/Jm

,,,'0
OF-

60 min

5/am

7 h 15 min*
25 h 45 min*
TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

mL
PARTICLE
DIAMETER

REMARKS

AUXILIARY TESTS:
USBR 5205-8 9
USBR 5300-8 _9

2pm

DATE

CHECKED BY

I•,lm

"Not requiredfor standardtest.

DATE
GPO 852-- 184

Figure 3. - Gradation analysis (individual method) --example.
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7-1451 (9.86)
Bureau of Reclamation

SAMPLE NO.
IAREA

DeslBnationUSBR S325-.•
Destl•ation USBR 5330-__
Dest•aUon USBR 5335-__

GRADATION ANALYSIS

Exomple
(cumulative)

TESTED AND COMPUTEDBY

FEATURE

EXC. NO.

DEPTH

GRADATION OF GRAVEL SIZES
DATE

% MOISTURE CONTENT OF + NO. 4

ossumed

DATE

CHECKED BY

PROJECT

WET MASS OF TOTAL SPECIMEN

1.8

162.07

TOTAL DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN

% MOISTURE CONTENT OF - NO. 4
3'a
(75 ram)

SIEVE SIZE

1-1/2"
(37.5 mm)

12.3

314"
(19.0 ram)

3•"
(9.5 mm)

149,47

NO. 4
(4.75 mm)

PAN

MASS OF CONTAINER AND
RETAINED MATERIAL

18.94

40.06

52.08

68.15

124.94

MASS OF CONTAINER

12.21

12.21

12.21

12.21

18.81

WET HASS RETAINED

6.73

27.85

39.87

55.94

IO6.13

IDRY MASS RETAINED

6.61

27.36

39,17

54.95

94.51

142.86

122.11

110.30

94.52

95.6

81 .7

73.8

DRY NASS PASSING

149.47

•o OF TOTAL PASSING

100.0

Okg

r-lg

GRADATION OFSAND SIZES
% TOTAL PASSING NO. 4
g FACTOR- DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN
DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN (SIEVED)

DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN
)ISH NO.

DATE

51EVING TIME
SIEVE
NO.

NIb

63.2

MASS
•,ETAINED(g)

MASS
PASSING (g)

I
•3
Z

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

8

PARTICLE
DIAMETER

REMARKS

2.36 mm

16

1.18 mm
u•0.

6OOpm

30
50
100

"0
O•k-,,

2OO

u..#

PAN

3OOpm
150pm
75/•m

TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

DATE

DATE

CHECKED BY

tOTAL
HYDROMETER ANALYSIS
DISPERSING AGENT

4YDROMETER NO.

TIME

TEMP
Oc

AMOUNT

OATE

•TARTINGTIME

mL
HYD
READ

HYD
CORR

CORR
READ

"
•

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

PARTICLE
DIAHETER

REMARKS

uJ
0€
I min

Wu-J

37 #m

4 rain

0•
U-I

19pro

19 min

9pm
0cO
OIl-u_

60 rain

Spm
2pm

7 h IS min °
25 h 45 min"
TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

AUXILIARY TESTS:
USBR 5205-8 9

DATE

CHECKED BY

I•m

USSR 5a00-•

DATE
GPO 852- t84

• NOt requiredfor standardtest.
Figure 4. - Gradation analysis (cumulative method) -- example.
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may be used. In this case, a balance or scale must be used
such that the mass is determined and recorded to at least
0.1 percent of the total specimen mass.
12.3 Determine and record the wet mass of total
specimen (or dry mass, if appropriate -- see notes 2 and 3).
NOTE 2.-In this designation, "wet mass" refers to material
that has not been ovendried and "dry mass" to material that
has been ovendried or the dry mass calculated.
NOTE 3.-The gradation analysis may be performed on
ovendried material. In this case, substitute "dry mass" for "wet
mass" in this designation and disregard the steps pertaining to
determining moisture content and calculating the dry mass. The
data should be recorded in the spaces on the form for "dry mass."
12.4 Separation of specimen prior to sieving:
12.4.1 If the amount of material to be tested is greater
than the capacity of the sieving equipment (do not overload
the sieves), divide the specimen into appropriate portions
for testing. For each portion, follow the steps in
subparagraphs 12.5 through 12.11. Calculate the sum of
the wet masses retained on each sieve and in the pan,
and record as wet mass retained for each sieve size and
,in the pan and proceed with subparagraph 12.12.
12.4.2 Alternately, if the amount of material to be
tested is greater than the capacity of the sieving equipment
or to not overload the sieves, the specimen may be separated
using a No. 4 sieve prior to testing. Separation on the
No. 4 sieve also may be necessary for (1) testing the minus
No. 4 portion of a soil before or during the testing of
• the plus No. 4, (2) convenience of test scheduling, or (3)
when the plus No. 4 particles need to be soaked in water
(see subpar. 12.7.1). The wet mass of the separated minus
No. 4 material must be determined and then added to
the wet mass of any minus No. 4 particles collected and
measured during the sieving of the plus No. 4 material.
12.5 Assemble the set (nest) of sieves to be used in
order of decreasing size of opening from top to bottom
and place in the sieving device. The sieves may be the
standard set as described in subparagraph 7.3, or others
as required by the specifications covering the material to
be tested. If desired, sieves coarser than the maximum
particle size may be omitted from the set. However, a
sieve at least one size larger than the anticipatedmaximum
particle size should be included in the set. Additional sieve
sizes may be added to restrict the amount of material on
a particular sieve (see subpar. 12.4.1) or to protect individual
.sieves from excessive wear.
12.6 Place the soil specimen on the top sieve and turn
on the sieving device. To avoid overloading the top sieve,
•it may be necessary to feed the soil onto the top sieve
gradually. Sieve the material for about 15 minutes, or longer
if necessary, to separate all the material. A satisfactory
end-point is considered to have been reached when an
additional one minute of sieving does not change the mass
on any individual sieve by more than 1.0 percent.
12.6.1 Hand sieving may be used; however, use of
a mechanical sieving device is the most common and
accepted method of performing this procedure. Hand
884

sieving must be done-in accordance with the directions
in USBR 4136 or ASTM C 136. If hand sieving is used
for part or all of this procedure, it should be noted on
the data forms.
12.7 Any significant amount of minus No. 4 particles
adhering to the plus No. 4 particles must be brushed or
wiped off and placed in the minus No. 4 fraction.
12.7.1 If the minus No. 4 material cannot be easily
removed from the plus No. 4 particles, the plus No. 4
particles should be soaked and/or washed on a No. 4 sieve
until all minus No. 4 material is removed. If tests are
to be performed on the minus No. 4 material, the minus
No. 4 particles must be collected and added to the minus
No. 4 material and thoroughly mixed in. The plus No. 4
material must then be rescreened.
12.8 Determine and record the mass of container(s)
to be used.
12.9 Starting with the coarsest sieve, remove all
particles retained on each sieve and place in the
container(s). Determine and record the mass of container
and retained material. The mass may be determined and
recorded as the mass for each individual sieve size (fig. 3)
or as the mass on a cumulative basis (fig. 4). When
removing the particles, take care to avoid• permanent
deformation of sieve openings or the sieve cloth.
12.10 Remove all particles retained in the pan and
place into a container. Determine and record the mass
of container andretained material.
12.11 Calculate and record the wet mass retained on
each sieve size (individual or cumulative) and in the pan
by subtracting the mass of container from the mass of
container andretained•material.
NOTE 4.-As a check, the sum of the wet mass retainedon
each sieve (or cumulative on the No. 4 sieve) and the wet mass
retained in the pan should be about equal to the wet mass of
totalspecimen.
12.12 Determine and record to the nearest 0.1 percent
the moisture content of the plus No. 4 material and the
moisture content of the minus No. 4 material in accordance
with USBR 5300.
12.12.1 A moisture content may be assumedfor the
plus No. 4 material if previous tests on similar material
have been performed and the value is relatively constant.
Note on the form that the value •s assumed
12.13 Using the moisture content of the plus No. 4
material and the wet mass retained, calculate and record
the dry mass retained on each sieve (individual or
cumulative).
12.14 Using the moisture content of the minus No. 4
material and the wet mass of soil retained in the pan
(passing the No. 4 sieve), calculate and record the dry
mass retained in the pan.
12.15 Calculate and record the total dry mass of
specimen by one of the followingmethods:
12.15.1 Mass determined for each individual sieve
(fig. 3).-Calculate the sum of the dr), mass retained on
each sieve and in the pan. Also, record this value as dry"
mass passing under the 3-inch sieve size column (or under

USBR 5325

the columnfor the next larger sieve size than the sieve
size on which particles were retained).
12.15.2 Mass determined on cumulative basis
(fig. 4).-Calculate the sum of the dry mass retained on
the No. 4 sieve and the dry mass retainedin the pan.
12.16 Calculate and record the dry mass passingeach
sieve by one of the followingmethods.
12.16.1 Mass determined for each individual sieve
(fig. 3).-Starting with the coarsest sieve on which particles
were retained, calculate the dry mass passing each sieve
by subtracting the dry mass retained from the dry mass
passing the next larger size sieve.
12.16.2 Mass determined on cumulative basis
(fig. 4).-Calculate the dry mass passing each sieve by
subtracting the dry mass retained from the dry mass of
total specimen.
NOTE 5.-As a check, the dry mass passing the No. 4 sieve
must equal (+0.01 Ibm or kg)the dry mass retainedinthe pan.
12:17 Calculate and record to the nearest 0.1 percent
the percent of totalpassingeach sieve. Record 100.0 percent
in the sieve size column that is one sieve size larger than
the coarsest sieve size on which material was retained.
12.18 If required, plot the results as shown on figure 5.
Typically, this procedure is performed in conjunction with
USBR 5330 or 5335 to determine the gradation of the
minus No. 4 material and the plot is prepared after the
minus No. 4 gradation has been determined.

13.

Calculations

13.1 Calculate the percent of total passing for each
sieve using the following expression:
Percent of total passing = 100 ( total dr,/mass
dry mass passing
of specimen )
14.

Report

14.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Gradation Analysis" form (fig. 3 or 4).
14.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.
14.3 If required, the results are to be plotted as shown
on the "Gradation Test" form (fig. 5).
14.4 For reports, summary tables, etc., the gradation
percentages are generally reported to the nearest i percent.
The percentages may be reported as either percent passing
or percent retained.
14.5 In many cases, the gradation is reported in terms
of percent gravel, percent sand, and percent fines. The
percentages must add to 100 percent. Due to rounding,
the total may be either 99 or 101 percent; 1 percent must
be added to or subtracted from the component (gravel,
sand, or fines) with the largest percentage so the total
is 100 percent. If the percentages, when rounded to the
nearest 1 percent are equal, make the adjustment to the
coarser component.
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FIGURE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

USBR 5330-89

PROCEDURE FOR

PERFORMING GRADATION ANALYSIS
OF FINES AND SAND SIZE FRACTION OF SOILS,
INCLUDING HYDROMETER ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, Code D-3760, Research and Laboratory Services
Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under the fixed designation USBR 5330. The number immediately
following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
The method is similar to ASTM D 422-63, the principal difference being the sieve sizes used and the separation on the No. 4
instead of No. 10 sieve (4.75 and 2.00 mm) for the hydrometer test.

1.

Scope

1.1 This designation outlines the procedure for performing gradation analysis of fines and sand size fraction
of soils, including hydrometer analysis. It is used for the
quantitative determination of distribution of particle sizes
in soils.
1.2 The distribution of particle sizes larger than
retained on the No. 200 sieve (75 #m) is determined by
sieving, while the distribution of particle sizes smaller than
No. 200 is determined by a sedimentation process, using
a hydrometer to secure the necessary data.
1.3 If gravel size particles were present in the original
soil sample, this test is usually performed in conjunction
with USBR 5325.
1.4 If the particle size distribution of the minus No.
200 (75 /zm) sieve size soil is not required, USBR 5335
may be used in place of this designation.
1.5 Two methods of dispersing the soil are provided (1)
a mechanical stirring device, and (2) an air dispersion tube.
The air dispersion method must be specially requested or
specified and its use noted on the test form (see subpar. 5.3).
2.

Auxiliary

Tests

2.1 A soil sample must be prepared in accordancewith
USBR 5205 prior to performing this procedure.
3.

Applicable Documents

3.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 1012 Calibrating Balances or Scales
USBR 1020 Calibrating Ovens
USBR 1025 Checking Sieves
USBR 1405 Calibrating Hydrometers
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR "4136 Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse
Aggregates
* Concrete

USBR 5205 Preparing Soil Samples by Splitting or
Quartering
USBR 5325 Performing Gradation Analysis of Gravel
Size Fraction of Soils
USBR 5335 Performing Gradation Analysis of Soils
Without Hydrometer-Wet Sieve
3.2 ASTM Standards:
C 136 Standard Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and
Coarse Aggregates
E 1 ASTM Thermometers
E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing
Purposes
E 100 Specification for ASTM Hydrometers
D 422 Standard Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils
4.

Summary of Method

4.1 A sample of minus No. 4 (4.75-mm) material is
prepared and placed in a dispersing agent (usually sodium
hexametaphosphate) for a period of at least 16 hours. Then
it is mixed thoroughly and placed in a 1000-mL hydrometer
cylinder and filled with distilled water. Hydrometer
readings are taken at time intervals of 1, 4, 19, and 60
minutes after the beginning of sedimentation.
For soils with a high percentage of very small particles,
readings are also taken at time intervals of 7 hours 15
minutes, and 25 hours 45 minutes after the beginning of
sedimentation.
4.2 After completion of the hydrometer analysis, the
material is washed on a 200-mesh sieve. The fraction
retained on the No. 200 sieve is ovendried and separated
on the following sieves. (The sieving is done using a
powered sieve shaker.)
USA. Standard series sieves
No.
8
2.36 mm
No. 16
1.18 mm
No. 30
600/•m
No. 50
300/.Lm
No. 100
150 •m
No. 200
75 um

Manual, Bureau of Reclamation, part 2, in press.
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4.3 After sedimentation and sieving, the percentage
of particles passing specified sizes are calculated, recorded,
and plotted.
5.

dispersion cup. A special dispersion cup conforming to
either of the designs shown on figure 1 should be used.
7.5 Water Bath (optional).-A water bath for maintaining the soil suspension at a constant temperature during
the hydrometer analysis. A satisfactory constant temperature bath is an insulated tank with automatic temperature
control that maintains the soil suspension at a convenient
constant temperature at or near 68 °F (20 °C). Such a
, device is shown on figure 2. If a constant temperature
i water bath is not used, a water-filled container (such as
an additional hydrometer cylinder) must be used to store
the hydrometer between readings. The water in this storage
cylinder must be at the same temperature as the solution
in the test hydrometer cylinder.
7.6 Thermometer.-O
to 50 °C range, 0.5 ° divisions,
conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 1.
7.7 Rubber Stopper.-An
appropriate size rubber
stopper to adequately seal the hydrometer cylinder.
7.8 Sodium Hexametaphosphate.-A
chemical agent in
powder, crystal, or granular form, used as a dispersing
agent, of technical grade or better.
7.9 Evaporating Dish.-A porcelain evaporating dish,
300-mL capacity, approximately 4-1/2 inches in diameter
by 2 inches (115 by 50 mm) deep.
7.10 Tubing.-Flexible
tubing of sufficient length and
diameter to direct the flow of water for washing the soil
specimen through a No. 200 (75-#m) sieve.
7.11 Timing Device.-A
clock or stopwatch with a
second hand.
7.12 Sieve Set.-A set of sieves, of square-mesh, wovenwire cloth, conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 11.
A full set of sieves includes the following:

Significance and Use

5.1 Gradation is a descriptive term which refers to the
proportions by dry mass of a soil or fragmented rock
distributed in specified particle-size ranges.
5.2 The gradation of a soil gives an indication of the
engineering properties of the soil. Permeability, compressibility, and shear strength are all influenced by the
gradation characteristics of a soil mass. Therefore, reliable
determination of the amount of fines, sand, and gravel
in a representative soil sample is of extreme importance
for design considerations.
5.3 Normally, the mechanical stirring device is used
to disperse the soil specimen. Its use may cause degradation
of some soil particles. Performing the gradation analysis
on a mechanically dispersed specimen and on an airdispersed specimen may be useful in evaluating the
durability and hardness of sand size particles.
6.

Terminology

6.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
Terms of particular significance are:
6.1.1 Dispersing Agent.-An agent used to assist in
separating individual fine soil particles and to prevent them
from flocculating when in suspension.
6.1.2 Fines.-Portion
of soil finer than a No. 200
(75 #m) U.S.A. Standard sieve (ASTM definition).
6.1.3 Gradation.-The
proportions by mass of a soil
or fragmented rock distributed in specified particle-size
ranges (ASTM).
6.1.4 Gradation Analysis.-The process of determining gradation (ASTM).
7.

Apparatus

7.1 Balance or Scale.-A typical balance or scale used
for this designation must be readable to 0.1 g and have
a capacity of about 500 g.
7.2 Soil Hydrometer.-A soil hydrometer, graduated to
read in grams per liter of suspension and conforming to
the requirements for hydrometer 152H in ASTM E 100.
7.3 Hydrometer Cylinder.-A glass cylinder essentially
18 inches in height and 2-1/2 inches (457- by 64-mm)
in diameter, and marked for a volume of 1000 mL. The
inside diameter is to be such that the 1000-mL mark is
14+1 inch (355+25 mm) from the bottom of the inside.
7.4 Stirring Apparatus (malt mixer).-A mechanically
operatedstirring devicein whicha suitably mountedelectric
motor turns a vertical shaft at a speed of not less than
10,000 revolutions per minute without load. The shaft
shouldbe equippedwitha replaceable stirring paddle made
of metal, plastic, or hard rubber. The shaft is to be of
such a length that the stirringpaddle will operate not
less than 1-1/2 inches (38 ram) above the bottom of the
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A lid
No.
8
No. 16
No. 30
No. 50
No. 100
No. 200
A pan

2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 #m
300 #m
150 #m
75 #m

7.13
Washing Sieve.-No. 200 washing sieve may be
fabricated, or 8-inch (203-mm) brass No. 200 sieve may
be used.
7.14 Sieve Shaker.-A motor-driven electric sieve
shaker, equipped with timer as shown on figure 3, should
be used.
7.15 Brush.-A fine brass wire brush used for removing
soil from the sieves and pan.
7.16 Drying Oven.-An oven, thermostatically controlled, preferably of the forced-draft type, and capable of
maintaining a uniform temperature of 230+9 °F
(110+5 o C) throughout the drying chamber.
7.17 Air Dispersion
Tube and Air Supply=An
air
dispersion tube conforming to the requirements of figure 4.
The air supply must be capable of producing 2 cubic feet
per minute for each dispersion tube. A water trap on the
air line may be useful to remove water that condenses

USBR 5330

•'•---3.75"

f•-•3.TB"dia.•

•illl•ll

Baffle I IHJ
Rods !,,/[[/

111111

die. -------"

Baffle

III

I IJ

Metric Equivalents
in.
mm

1.3
33

2.6
66

8.4 In some instances, an 8- or 12-percent solution
may be required as a dispersing agent. The following
amounts of sodium hexametaphosphate are used for the
required percent solution of sodium hexametaphosphate.

3.75
95.2

Solution required,
Sodium hexametapercent
phosphaterequired, grams
4
40
8
8O
12
120
8.5 If an 8- or 12-percent solution is required, the
procedure outlined in subparagraph 8.3 is to be used along
with the appropriate amount of sodium hexametaphosphate as given in subparagraph 8.4.
8.6 A prepared sodium hexametaphosphate solution
may be stored for no more than 21 days if the storage
temperature remains near room temperature of 73 °W
(23 °C), and for no more than 7 days if the temperature
of the storage area consistently exceeds 73 °E
8.7 All containers of the dispersing solution must have
the date of preparation and percent solution marked on
them.
9.

Figure 1. - Dispersion cup designs [ASTM D 422].

in the air line when not in use. Otherwise, the water must
be blown out of the air line before using for dispersion
purposes.
7.18 Graduated Cylinder.-250 mL capacity, graduated
in 2 mL divisions or other suitable container or method
to measure 125 mL of the dispersing agent solution.
8.

Reagentsand Materials

8.1 Distilled water is to be used whenever water is
called for in this procedure except for water in the water
bath or when washing the specimen on a No. 200 sieve.
Tapwater that is free of acids, alkalies, or oils and suitable
for drinking may be used to fill the tank, provided the
water is changed regularly (about once per week).
8.2 A 4-percent sodium hexametaphosphate solution
is used to disperse the representative soil sample.
8.3 To prepare a 4-percent sodium hexametaphosphate
solution, the following procedure is to be followed:
8.3.1 Fill a 1000-mL hydrometer cylinder with
distilled water to approximately 750 mL.
8.3.2 Obtain 40 grams of sodium hexametaphosphate and place into the dispersion cup. Add approximately
100 mL of distilled water to the sodium hexametaphosphate. Mix the sodium hexametaphosphate and water for
5 minutes using the malt mixer or until the sodium
hexametaphosphate is completely dissolved.
8.3.3 Add the solution from the dispersion cup to.
the hydrometer cylinder. Fill the hydrometer cylinder to.
the 1000-mL line with distilled water. Insert the rubber
stopper and securely place it on top of the hydrometer'
cylinder. With one hand over the top of the hydrometer
cylinder and the other on the bottom, shake the hydrometer.
cylinder to thoroughly mix the solution.

Precautions

9.1 Technical Precautions:
9.1.1 Ensure that the hydrometeris clean, especially
the reading portionof the stem, by washingthe hydrometer
with soapy water, then rinsing it with alcohol and again
in clean water.
9.1.2 Because sodium hexametaphosphate in
powder,granular, or crystallineform absorbsmoisture,the
material must be stored in airtightcontainers.
9.1.3 Due to the effects of sampling, handling,
processing,and testing on some materials, results of this
test may not reflect in-place conditionsor the properties
of the materialcaused by processingand placementduring
construction.Of particularconcern are materials such as
soft and/or friable decomposedgranite, sandstone, shale,
limestone, claystone, etc., or soils affected by air and/or
ovendrying. Such materials must be identified before
processingand the person requesting the test shouldverify
whether standard proceduresare to be followed,whether
modificationsare appropriate,or whether the material
should be processedand tested at all. Cautionary statements:
must be made on test data forms and in reporting the:
test data.
9.1.4 A temperature differential may create convec.
tion currents in the solution--in the hydrometer cylinder-that would affect the hydrometer reading. When the
hydrometer is read during the test, it is important that
the equipment and the fluids are all at the same'
temperature. The test should be performed away from
sources of heat or cold such as direct sunlight or heating/
air conditioning vents.
10.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

10.1 Prepare a test sample of approximately 500 grams
of minus No. 4 (4.75-mm) material in accordance with
889
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Figure 2. - Constant temperature bath [ASTM D 422].

USBR 5205. If 500 grams of soil is not available, obtain
at least enough soil to have an ovendried test specimen
that meets the requirements of subparagraph 10.3.
10.2 Place the test sample into a suitable container
and ovendry the sample for a minimum of 16 hours.
10.3 Thoroughly mix the soil and obtain a specimen
of approximately 100 grams for sandy soils and about 50
grams for silty or clayey soils by splitting in accordance
with USBR 5205. Determine the mass of the specimen
to the nearest 0.1 g and record on the "Gradation Analysis"
form as shown on figure 5.
10.4 The test specimen must be dispersed in accordance
with either subparagraph 10.5 or 10.6 (see subpar. 5.3).
If the air dispersion method is used, it must be noted on
the test form.
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10.5 Dispersion of Soil Specimen (mechanical
stirring):
10.5.1 Place the soil specimen in an evaporating dish.
10.5.2 Add 125 mL of 4-percent sodium hexametaphosphate solution and enough distilled water to cover
the soil.
10.5.3 Soak the soil specimen in the sodium hexametaphosphate solution for a period of at least 16 hours.
10.5.4 Wash the specimen into a dispersion cup with
distilled water.
10.5.5 Continue adding distilled water until the
dispersion cup is within 2 inches (50 mm) of being filled.
10.5.6 Mix the contents of the dispersion cup using
the malt mixer for 1 minute.
10.6 Dispersion of Soil Specimen (air dispersion):

USBR 5330

t[-J,e range o.f •:emperatures b•acketed du•]ing ca]i[k,,ratic,,n
tire hydr<:,.me.te; c US, BR ]i 4CI,5,).
] 3.

F:igL,re 3.

Calibration

S:ie,ve a,n, al•,'si!; e,quipn:,e,,m

N(E'E i-When tk•e hydec,.meter is; iMtiaI•y p,11a.c:ed in the
dispe.•sed s.,::,]l specimen=, f,aam may appear >ound thee. h'ydrcmrJe*e•
stem n-mkiing it diffJic:'t:h t,;a read. A few .drops of alcoBo,]l <::an
h:,e added t,:> cemc•.ve t]'le •[oam and aiid in making an ac.curate
•'eadlmg of the. hydl•cm•e•er.

and Standardiz:at[on

138 Rec:.ord the tempe.•ature of ,:he: bqu{d in •l-ae hydro,meter cy•rJde.r t,,:) the ;mar'es.t 0.5 °C at each h,ydron'm.rer
r'e.ading iinterva]l Over tl-Je periodl of i•{•}; minutes the teigll.
pe•atare of the s(::,]lm]on m, the hydrometer cy•ndie.r must
nCll{ vally
tha•ql -I-:2 c'C. If i!t does,, r:he •es:t niT**IS*
be ah,,andoe•ed and started c, ve.z
]3..9 After d-se 4-mJinute re:adtr•g,,, remove the hydro.meter fron'• the hydros.meter c),•iinde• after earl-J, •e.ading
and wash off the: h,y'drc, mere• in the constant temperavure
wa, ter ha*h,. Place the hlyd•ome:ter irJ the. constant
te.mp, eratu•e water k, ath until] it: Jis; needed for tt•e, next
readir•g.

11.1 Veriify •:hat equipmem is current]ly .calibrated in
accordance wiff• tk, e app]iicable ca]!]b•'a,:ic, n procedure. If the
c:a]ibratic, n •s nc,.• current, perfc,•m the calibration belt, re
us;lug the: equiprrm.nt for th•s p,r,:>cedu•e.
USB.R 11{]112 CalJibratiing Ba[an.c:e <:•r Scales
LJSBR 1()2:0 CnlJibratiing Ovens
USBR 1()25 Checkin, gSieves
USBR 1405 Calibratm, g Hydr,,nm, eters
12.

Procedure

13.1
All data are t:o be: recorded o.n t:h,e '"G•ada•ion
AnaLvs.is" fc,,rm as sh<:,•vn on figure 5.
] 3.2:
Record •he I-•ydrcl, meter number.
]3.3, PIace rl-•e, dilspe.•sed so.i] spec:imen d,at was
prepared accordJir•g rc,, subparagrapt-J 10.5 into a k, ydlrome•e•
.cyliirJde.r c,• take the hy'dron-mte.•' cylinder cc,.ntaiMr, g the'
specimen as p•epared in sL]bF,.aragraph ]0.,5 and fill] •he:.
c:yliinder t,•, a level aF,,proxh'na•elly 2: iinc:hes (50' ram,)beh:>w
the: l Cl,()0,-mL mark vcitl•J: distilled water. T'he byd>::m•e:te:•
cyimde• and its. contents, ,:he: ,L::o•st+_nt temperature wate•
bath (or extra hydrometer cylinder ill]led with water), and
tt•e, hydn:::maeter mus.t al] h,,e at d-Je s.ame ten-Jperartne before
s;ta•tiing tl•e. •:est
]3.4 Place a rubber stopper over ,:he: m, ou•h of the
hydrcame.•er cy]ffnder. \•l/it:h one hand over tl-,e top o4 the
hydrc:,rne•er cylinder
and t•7:•e, o, the; on *:he: by.alto.meter'
c'y]inder b,c•,rtorn,, thorc,.ugh, iy mix the contents by m•nin.g
•:l'•e cylinder end c,,ve.z end fc,• ] minute.
135 Place the: byd>,:•m,e,:er cy]l]nder into the con, s.tan•
•e.mperature water b.ath (if avai]al::,][e.) and start ff, e timing:
device.
]3..[5
Remc,,ve the s•c:>pper and quickly and ca•eful, ly
wash irn:,l.> the c:ylJlnde:•--w, ith d]stil]!ed water--any soil that
may be p.re.sen• on ff•e sr•,,ppe.r c,r along the. top c,f
hydrc,,n'xeter c'•,]•iinder. The water leve.] should be approximately a• the: l(]'00-mL mark.
13,7 Careful]? place the hyd>::•me:.rer
into, the hydrometer c3dinder Record: hydrc,,meter rea,diings; after elapsed
times ,of 1,4:=. 19:, and 60 mmu, tes;. The h'•'dromerer is read
¢o the nearest 0.5 gram per ]Jter at the top of the meniicus
formed by the suspens:[o.n around its ste.m.

10.(i..1
P']ace the so, ill specimen irm,:> a h'.¢dromem•
cylinder
10'..5.2
Add 125 mL c,.f 4-pe'rcent s.c,dimn hexam, e•apk•,0.spt,ate s.o]iuticm t•. the hyd>,:•rne•er cyffnder.
10.{{.3 +Add e.no.ug> dis.tilled wa,:er to. fire' h)'dronaete•
cyilinder ¢c, h,.•ing rhe volume t.o ab,:>tlt 250 mL and stir.
10.{•..4 Soak the soil specilmen iin the s,>dium h, ex:ame•:aphosph, a•:e scd[utii,::],n ;{:or a perh>d c,f at least 16 bo,•rs.
10.5.5.
Turn on the. air sup.ply to the aJir di!spers.ic, n
tube so th, ere is a s.ma]l] ai• pressure ,(about ] to, 2: •bf/in2) ,
and ins, err ,:he. tube irJt,,• the' hydr,;m•e.te.• cylinder.
10{-•..6 Increase the aiir F, ressure t(:, about 15 ilbf./]n 2
and ILe.t the mixture disperse for 1,{], minutes. Oceasi.o.na]ly
rJins.e the silde.s c,,f •he. cy]ind.er wi•B distilled water' Fc,<
some sc,•l.s corJ, ta[Mng c:oars.e sacJd partic]les, it may be'
nece.s;sary •o increase the air p.re.ssure ,:o adequate]ly agitat:e.
and disperse, the partiic]es.
10.(5,.7
De.crease the air pressure re, a very bw pressure and slowly wilthdrav+, t•n,e, a:ir d]spers.ion tube. tZJins.e
rl-•e tube with dis.tilled wa•e.r as it: is being whd-Mrax•,n and
rinse the sides c,,tf the. l'Jydrometer c3•inder.
11.

of

hi}, •

Conditioning

12:1
A water bath is •e'c:omn*•ended for n-Jaiintaming
the soil suspens•c,,n at a ,L::orsstar,• te'mpe.rature .during ,:he.
hydron:•eter a nalysils.
12:2 T't•,e tempe•at•ure of th, e sc,,•l suspensi<m and water
bath shc,,ulld be: clJecked to ensure that they remain wffhin

•],l:)re:

N(G'E Z-If a c.,•mstant temperature w'ater I:,,aff• is. n.,:}t avaiLable,
rlq•e, h, ydromete; is. t:,a. be stored betweerJ readings in a wa•erfi]l]ed hydz,::,merer cy'Jinder Tl'•e. water is; •:c,. be of rhe ,qua]Ji D,
de.s.c•Jibed in subpa•agraF,.h 8.][. The v,,ater mus;• be: at ffJ, e same
tel•71pe•ar'are as t]'J,e s..o]ilu'•:i.ot• irJ• the test hydl•,::m'J, ete.• cy]liinder
ffi;!51) 1
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Figure 4. - Air dispersion tube. 101-D-523
13.10 Place the hydrometer in the hydrometer cylinder
approximately 30 seconds before subsequent readings are
to be taken.
13.11 If the 60-minute reading indicates that 40 percent
or more of the specimen is smaller than the 0.005-mm
size, continue the test by taking temperature and
hydrometer readings at 7-hour 15-minute and 25-hour and
45-minute time intervals. If the 60-minute reading indicates
that less than 40 percent of the specimen is smaller than
the 0.005-mm size, the test is complete. (See subpars. 14.3
and 14.4 for the necessary calculations.) If the temperature
is more than +2 °C from the last temperature reading,
keep taking temperature readings over the next 30 minutes
to ascertain whether the system was at equilibrium when
the hydrometer reading was made. If more than +2 °C
temperature change occurred in the 30-minute period, do
not use the reading.
13.12 After the hydrometer readings have been completed, carefully wash the soil specimen on a No. 200 sieve
until all fines are removed.
13.13 Pour the remaining soil into an evaporating dish
and decant excess water.
13.14 Place the evaporating dish into an oven at
230+9 °F (110+5 °C) and dry for 16 hours.
13.15 Remove the specimen from the oven after 16
hours and obtain the dry mass of the specimen.
13.16 Place the specimen into the top sieve of a sieve
set and place the lid on the top sieve. Place the sieve.
set into a sieve shaker. The sieve set should consist of
the six sizes noted in subparagraph 7.12.
13.16.1 Hand sieving may be used; however, use of
a mechanical sieving device is the most common and'
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accepted method of performing this procedure. Hand
sieving must be done in accordance with the directions
in USBR 4136 or ASTM C 136. If hand sieving is used
for part or all of this procedure, it should be noted on
the data forms.
13.17 Sieve the soil specimen for approximately 15
minutes using the powered sieve shaker and record the
mass of the soil retained on each sieve to the nearest 0.1
gram as shown on figure 5.
13.18 Calculate and record to 0.1 percent the percent
of total soil mass passing each size for both the hydrometer
and sieve analysis.
13.19 Plot the percent of total mass passing versus
the particle diameter as shown on figure 6.

14.

Calculations

14.1 Computations required on the "Gradation
Analysis" form are divided into three parts:
•
•
•

Gradation of gravel sizes
Gradation of sand sizes
Hydrometer analysis

14.2 Gradation of Gravel Sizes.-The method and.
calculations required to determine the percentages and
distribution of particles larger than the No. 4 sieve size
are outlined in USBR 5325.
14.3 Gradation of Sand Size•
14.3.1 Calculate the factor used to compute the
percentage of the total sample mass passing a given sieve
or the percentage of the total sample mass smaller thar,
a given particle size as follows:

USBR 5330

F =

W,%
W

where:
(4) = percent of total mass passing, %
F = factor calculated in accordancewith
subparagraph 14.3.1
(1) = corrected hydrometer reading

(1)

where:
F = percent factor, %/g (record to 0.001)
W, % = percent of total sample mass passing the No. 4
(4.75-mm) sieve
W = total dry mass of minus No. 4 sample, g
14.3.2 Calculate the mass of soil passing each sieve
using the following expression:
Dry mass passing, g =
dry mass of sample, g - dry mass retained, g

(2)

14.3.3 Calculate the "Y• of totalpassing'each sieve
by multiplying the mass passing each sieve, "masspassing,"
on the form by the factor F calculated in accordance with
subparagraph 14.3.1.
14.4 Hydrometer Analysis:
14.4.1 The hydrometer reading obtained is corrected
using the following expression:
(1) = (2)- (3)
(3)
where:
(1) = corrected hydrometer reading
(2) = hydrometer reading obtained from test
(3) = hydrometer correction obtained from USBR 1405
NOTE 3.-The hydrometer correction value can be either
positive or negative. Care should be taken when applying this
correction to ensure that the proper mathematical sign is used.
14.4.2 Calculate the percentage ot the total sample
mass smaller than a given particle size.
(4) = F(1)

(4)

NOTE 4.-The results of several hundred tests on widely
different soil types indicated that the maximum size particles
in suspension for any given time of sedimentation varied over
a comparatively narrow range, and was sufficiently independent
of temperature, hydrometer reading, and soil type that the
determination of the maximum particle size in suspension--based
on hydrometer reading times--is sufficiently accurate for
analyzing soils for construction purposes. If a more accurate
particle size determination is desired, the method given in ASTM
D 422 may be used.

15.

Report

15.1 The report is to consist of the completed and
checked:
"Gradation Analysis" torm (fig. 5).
"Gradation Test" plot (fig. 6).
15.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark and all
plotting must be checked.
15.3 For reports, summary tables, etc., the gradation
percentages are generally reported to the nearest I percent.
The percentages may be reported as either percent passing
or percent retained.
15.4 In many cases, the gradation is reporfed in terms
of percent gravel, percent sand, and percent fines. The
percentages must add to 100 percent. Due to rounding,
the total may be either 99 or 101 percent; 1 percent must
be added to or subtracted from the component (gravel,
sand, or fines) with the largest percentage so the total
is 100 percent. If the percentages, when rounded to the
nearest 1 percent are equal, make the adjustment to the
coarser component.

APPENDIX
Xl.

COMMENTS ON CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE HYDROMETER TEST

X1.1 A review of procedures and standards published
by various sources revealed a variety of recommended
reading times for the hydrometer test. The times
traditionally used by the Bureau of Reclamation (and
continued with this procedure) were selected based on the
following rationale.
X1.2 It has been found to be convenient to assume
a value of specific gravity for the hydrometer test. The
value assumed is 2.65. This is a reasonable assumption,
and moderate variations from this value have only a small
effect on test results. By assuming a value of specific gravity,
it was possible to print gradation forms with both particle
diameter and time of reading values on the abscissa. This
eliminates the need to calculate Stoke's Law (or use a
nomograph) for each reading, thus reducing the chance
for error. The particular times selected -- at which readings
are to be taken -- were based on both convenience in
performing the test, and in obtaining data points which
893

have approximately equal spacing when plotted on the
form. The three longer time readings (60 min, 7 h 15 min,
and 25 h 45 min) correspond to particular particle sizes
of interest (0.005, 0.002, and 0.001 mm, respectively).
X1.3 There are various recommendations concerning
storage of the hydrometer between readings. These
recommendations range from placing in clean water to
distilled or demineralized water. While distilled water is
required for preparing the soil suspension, the hydrometer
may be stored between readings in either distilled water
or tapwater that is free of acids, alkalies, or oils and is
suitable for drinking. The tapwater will not cause a
flocculating reaction with the soil, and allows laboratories
that use water baths for controlling hydrometer test
temperatures to store the hydrometer in the water bath
between readings. Test results are not affected as long as
the hydrometer bath water is changed regularly (about once
per week).
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GRADATION ANALYSIS

SAMPLE NO.
AREA

Designation USBR $325-__
Designation USBR 5330.J=19
Designation USBR 5335-__

PROJECT

FEATURE

EXC. NO.

DEPTH

GRADATION OF GRAVEL SIZES
TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

DATE

% MOISTURE CONTENT OF + NO. 4

WET MASS OF TOTAL SPECIMEN

CHECKED BY

DATE

% MOISTURE CONTENT OF - NO. 4

TOTAL DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN

3' '
(75 mm)

SIEVE SIZE

1-1/2"
(37.5 mm)

314"
(19.0 ram)

MASS OF CONTAINER AND
RETAINED MATERIAL

3/8'"
(9.5 ram)

NO. 4
(4.75 mm)

PAN

MASS OF CONTAINER
WET MASS RETAINED
DRY MASS RETAINED
DRY MASS PASSING

( example from U.S.B.I [. 5325 )

% OF TOTAL PASSING

100.0

17

SIEVING TIME
15mb.
SIEVE
MASS
RETAINED (g)
NO.
8

MASS
PASSING (g)

3.4
8.3

50.8

30

14.2

44.9

5O

22. I

37.0

100

30.8

28.3

2OO

39.0

20. I

PAN

0.1

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

I
L•
Z

55.7

16

TOTAL

73.8

5s.5
54.3

2.36 mm

•j

48.0

6OOFm

"o
Ol.-

39.6

300/Jm

30.3

1 5o•Jm

u')o.

u_•

I-lg

I .069

REMARKS

1.18 mm

21.5

TESTED AND COMPUTEDBY

632
58rl

PARTICLE
DIAMETER

•_z
o.•
w<

r•kg

63.2

GRADATION OF SAND SIZES
% TOTAL PASSING NO. 4
59. I
g FACTOR =
DRY MASS OF SPEGIME N
DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN (SIEVED)
39.2
DATE

DRY MASS OF SPECIMEN
DISH NO.

81.7

95.6

[] Ibm

7S/Jm

DATE

CHECKEDBY

DATE

39. I
HYDROMETER ANALYSIS

HYDROMETER NO.
STARTING TIME

DISPERSING AGENT

189
DATE

10'15

TIME

TEMP
°C

HYD
READ

HYD
CORR

CORR
READ

I min

27.0

16.5

3.5

13.0

4 rain

27.0

I I .0

3.5

7.5
<..5
3.0

19 min

27.0

8.0

3.5

60 rain

27.0

6.5

3.5

7 h 15 min*
25 h 45 min"
TESTED AND COMPUTED BY

II
O
<
uJ
,v.
Wm
,,,.<
0 0UJ
"0
Ok-

4%
125
mL

% OF TOTAL
PASSING

13.9
6.0
4.8
3.2

PARTICLE
DIAMETER

CHECKED BY

REMARKS

37 IJm
19/.Ira
9p.m

SFLm
2/•m

u.N
DATE

Sodium Hexamelaphosphate
AMOUNT

li4m

AUXILIARY TESTS:
USBR 5205-8 9-USBR 5300-_ _

DATE
GPO 8F•3-

"Not required for standard test.
Figure 5. - Gradation analysis -- example.
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E

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

PROCEDURE FOR

USBR 5450-89

DETERMINING WATER SOLUBLE SOLIDS IN SOILS
INTRODUCTION
This procedure is under the jurisdiction of the Geotechnical Services Branch, code D-3760 and the Applied Sciences Branch, code
D-3740, Research and Laboratory Services Division, Denver Office, Denver, Colorado. The procedure is issued under fixed designation
USBR 5450. The number immediately following the designation indicates the year of acceptanceor the year of last revision.
1.

Scope

percent of water soluble solids in soils under test conditions
may indicate potential for compression, leaching, and
subsidence of soils in contact with water.
5.3 Chemical components of soils (such as trace metals,
sulfates, and chlorides which dissolve in water) may be
determined from solutions prepared by this method.

1.1 This designation outlines a procedure for determining the amount of water soluble solids in soil.
2.

Auxiliary

Tests

2.1 A soil sample must be prepared in accordancewith
USBR 5205 prior to performing this procedure.
3.

6.

6.1 Definitions are in accordance with USBR 3900.
6.2 Terms not included in USBR 3900 specific to this
designation are:
6.2.1 Conductance.-A
measure of the ability to
conduct an electrical current in siemans, S. For this designation, conductance is measured in microsiemans,/xS.
6.2.2 Conductivit£.-Specific
conductance, which is a
measure of the ability of an aqueous solution to carry an l
electrical current between two conductors of a given surface
area and distance apart, at a specified temperature,
expressed in microsiemans per centimeter, #S/cm.

Applicable Documents

3.1 USBR Procedures:
USBR 3900 Standard Definitions of Terms and Symbols
Relating to Soil Mechanics
USBR. 5205 Preparing Soil Samples by Splitting or
Quartering
3.2 ASTM Standards:
D 1125 Standard Test Methods for Electrical Conductivity
and Resistivity of Water
E 1 Specification for ASTM Thermometers
4.

7.

Summary of Method

4.1 Distilled water is mixed with soil and agitated
frequently over a period of 4 days to extract water soluble
solids from soil. The solution containing the dissolved solids
is separated from the soil-water mixture by filtration and
a portion is evaporated to obtain a dry residue. The percent
water soluble solids in soil is determined from the mass
of the dry residue,
5.

Terminology

Significance and Use

5.1 Water soluble soil minerals, referred to as "water
soluble solids," may be dissolved and transported by flowing
water from exposed soil. The resulting reduction in soil
volume may allow compression of the soil and subsidence
of the ground surface. Additionally, where removal of soil
material occurs by solutioning of solids by water, soil pore
spaces are increased which may allow more water to flow
through the soil.
5.2 The method presented does not predict actual field
soil performance due to leaching by water. However, the
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Apparatus

7.1 Sample PreparationApparatus.-Sample splitter.
7.2 Extraction Apparatus:
7.2.1 Pan Balance.-A balance that is readable to 0.1 g
and has a capacity of about 1200 g.
7.2.2 Graduate.-5OO-mL capacity, readable to 5 mL.
7.2.3 Flask.-5OO-mL Erlenmeyer flask with rubber
stopper.
7.2.4 Flask.-5OO-mL capacity vacuum filtrationflask.
7.2.5 Paper.-Filter paper, 20 to 25 /am particle
retention; 7-, 9-, or 11-cm diameter, having high wet
strength for vacuum filtration.
7.2.6 Funnel.-Buchner
type porcelain filtering
funnel with flask adapter; 83-, 100-, or 126-mm diameter
(to fit filter size selected).
7.2.7
Vacuum.-Vacuum
source or water aspirator
device.
7.2.8 Bottle.-lOOO-mL
capacity, glass-stoppered
glass bottle.
7.3 Apparatus for Drying the Extract Solution:
7.3.1 Porcelain evaporating dish, 75-mL capacity.

USBR 545O

7.3.2 An analytical balance readable to 0.0001 g
having a capacity of about 200 g.
7.3.3 Steam-heated or low-temperature electric hot
plate.
7.3.4 Desiccator (containing anhydrous calcium
sulfate).
7.3.5 Convection oven set at 105+5 °C.
7.4 Apparatus forMeasuring Conductance:
7.4.1 Wheatstone bridge conductivity meter, +3.0
percent accuracy, meeting requirements of ASTM D 1125.
7.4.2 Pipet or dip-type conductivity cell (cell constant ---- 1 cm- ) meeting requirements of ASTM D 1125.
7.4.3 Thermometer, 0 to 50 °C, 0.5 °C divisions,
conforming to the requirements of ASTM E 1.
7.4.4 1000-mL volumetric flask.
8.

11.1.1 Dissolve 744.0 mg of potassium chloride
(KCI) in water and dilute to 1000 mL at 20q-2 °C in a
volumetric flask. This is the standard reference solution
(0.01 N) which has a conductivity of 1408/zS/cm at 25 °C.
Store solution in a glass-stoppered glass bottle.
12.

12.1 Prepare a sample of about500 g of U.S.A. Standard
series minus No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve size material in
accordance with USBR 5205.
12.2 Mix the 500-g sample thoroughly and reduce to
a test sample of about 60+10 g using a sample splitter
in accordance with splitting procedure and equipment
described in USBR 5205. Save remainder of sample--in
a properly labled container--for possible futureuse.

Reagents and Materials

13.

8.1 Distilled water is to be used any time water is
called for in this test method.
8.2 Potassium chloride (KC1), reagent grade quality as
designated by the American Chemical Society, dried at
105 °C for 2 hours.
9.

Preparation of Extract Mixture

13.1 All data are to be recorded on "Water Soluble
Solids Determination" form as shown on figure 1.
13.2 Record the sample number and any other required
identification data.
13.3 Mix the 60-g test sample thoroughly and measure
out a test specimen of 40+0.5 g. Determine and record
the mass of test specimen to the nearest 0.1 g.
13.4 Place test specimen in a clean 500-ml Erlenmeyer
flask.
13.5 Measure 400+5 mL of distilled water into a
graduated cylinder. Determine and record volume of water
to nearest 5 ml.
13.6 Add water to flask containing the test specimen.
Stopper flask tightly.
13.7 Calculate and record the extraction ratio to nearest
0.1 mL/g.
13.8 Agitate mixture of soil and water in flask by
swirling flask. Agitate mixture at least four times daily
for 4 days.

Precautions

9.1 Safety Precautions.-This procedure may involve
hazardous materials, operations, and equipment. Heating
equipment and hot containers can cause serious burns if
handled improperly. Use a container holder whenever
handling hot containers.
9.2 Technical Precautions:
9.2.1 Saturation of the extract mixture must be
checked by determining the conductivity of the extract
mixture. Soil samples that contain large amounts of soluble
solids may exceed solution capacity of the extract mixture.
If all soluble solids are not in solution, water soluble solids
determination will not reflect the true percentage of soluble
solids in the sample.
9.2.2 Electrical conductivity increases with temperature at a rate of 1.9 percent per degree Celsius. Procedures
(used in this method) correct for measurements--not at
25 °C--by applying the response of a conductivity cell
to a potassium chloride (KCI) reference solution at the
same temperature as the extract mixture.
10.

Sampling, Test Specimens, and Test Units

NOTE 1.-A standard agitation time of 4 days has been adopted
for this procedure. The agitation time may be modified (either
shortened or lengthened) depending on the solubility of the solids
in the soil being tested. The standard agitation time may be
modified if testing is performed to determine the relationship
between extract mixture conductivity (an indication of solubility)
and agitation time. If conductivity becomes constant with
increasingagitation time, the shortest agitation time which results
in constant conductivity may be used for routine testing of the
soil. If no trend develops in the data or if extremely long agitation
times are required to reach constant conductivity use of the 4day standard time is recommended.

Calibration and Standardization

10.1 Verify that equipment is currently calibrated in
accordance with applicable calibration procedure. If the
calibration is not current, calibrate conductivity equipment
in accordancewith ASTM D 1125.

13.9 After final agitation, allowsoil particles to settle-typically overnight. The extract mixture is the clear liquid
remaining over the settled soil particles.

11. Preparation of Potassium Chloride Reference
Solution

14.

11.1 The reference solution is prepared to determine
the response of the conductivity cell at the temperature
of the extract mixture prepared in paragraph 13.

Conductivity Determination

14.1 Measure temperature of extract mixture. Measure
temperature of KCI reference solution prepared in
paragraph 11. If temperatures are not within ±2 °C of
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15.10 Determine and record the mass of dish and
residue to nearest 0.0001 g.
15.11 Calculate and record mass of residue to nearest
0.0001 g.
15.11.1 If mass of residue is less than 0.01 g or more
than 0.25 g, results cannot be used. Repeat subparagraphs
15.2 through 15.11 using more or less extract solution as
appropriate.
15.12 Calculate to the nearest 0.1 percent and record
the water soluble solids content determined by evaporation.

each other, store the liquids in the same area until
temperatures are within +2 °C of each other.
14.2 Determine response of the conductivity cell to
the KCI reference solution as follows:
14.2.1 Rinse the conductivity cell with distilled
water.
14.2.2 Rinse conductivity cell three times with the
KC1 reference solution.
14.2.3 Fill conductivity cell with enough KC1
reference solution to cover electrodes; be careful to avoid
entrapment of air bubbles in the cell.
14.2.4 Determine and record conductance, K1, of the
KCI reference solution, to nearest 10 #S, using conductivity
meter following instructions provided by manufacturer of
instrument.
14.3 Determine and record conductance, Kx, of the
extract mixture according to subparagraphs 14.2.1 through
14.2.4 using the extract mixture in place of the KCI
reference solution.

16.

16.1 Specimen Preparation:
16.1.1 Calculate extraction ratio.
V
R = -ms

(1)

where:
R = extraction ratio, mL/g
V = water volume, mL
ms = specimen mass, g

NOTE Z-This procedure also can be performed using the
extract solution prepared in subparagraph 15.2.
14.4 Calculate and record cell response, J, to nearest
0.01 cm-k
14.5 Calculate and record conductivity, K, of extract
mixture to nearest 10/zS/cm.
14.5.1 If conductivity is larger than 2200 #S/cm,
extract mixture may be saturated and cannot be used.
Discard the entire soil and water mixture and prepare
another extract mixture in accordance with paragraph 13
except use less soil (higher extraction ratio). The
conductivity of the new extract mixture is checked to
determine that saturation of the extract mixture has not
been exceeded.
15.

Calculations

16.1.2

J-

15.1 All data are to be recorded on "Water Soluble
Solids Determination" form (fig. 1).
15.2 Take the extract mixture (prepared in par. 13)
and filter70+10 mL of the clear liquid by pouring through
a paper filter using the vacuum apparatus. The filtered
fluidis the extract solution. If the extract solution is cloudy,
refilter using a finer filterpaper.
15.3 Dry an evaporating dish in a convection oven
for 1 hour at 105+5 °C and cool in a desiccator. Determine
and record mass of evaporating dish to nearest 0.0001 g.
15.4 Obtain 50+1L mL volume of extract solution.
15.5 Pour the 50+5-mL volume of extract solution into
evaporating dish.
15.6 Determine and record the mass of dish and extract
solution to nearest 0.0001 g.
15.7 Place dish and solution on a steam-heated or
electric hot plate set at 98 °C and evaporate liquid.
15.8 Place dish and residue in to a convection oven
at 1054-5 °C and dry 1 hour.
15.9 Place dish and dried residue into a desiccator to
cool.
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1408
K•

(2)

where:
J = cell response to KCI reference solution at
-1
measurement temperature, cm
K1 = measured conductance of KCI reference solution
at temperature of extract mixture,/•S
1408 = conductivity of the KCI reference solution at
25 °C, #S/cm
16.1.3

Procedure

Calculate cell response.

Calculate conductivity of extract mixture.

K = JKx
where:
K = conductivity of extract mixture, #S/cm
J = cell response to KC1 reference solution at
-1
measurement temperature, cm
Kx = measured conductance of extract mixture,/aS
16.1.4

(3)

Calculate mass of residue.
nlr •

m- md

(4)

where:
mr = mass of residue, g
m = mass of dish and residue, g
me = mass of dish, g
16.1.5

Calculate water soluble solids content.
Wss = 100

(mrR)
rex- me"

where:
Was = water soluble solids content, %
R = extraction ratio, mL/g
mr = mass of residue, g

(5)

USBR 5450

mass of dish, g
mass of dish and extract solution tested, g
100 ---- convert from decimal to percent
mx

17.

•

Report

17.1 The report is to consist of a completed and checked
"Water Soluble Solids Determination" form (fig. 1).
17.2 All calculations are to show a checkmark.

18.

Background References

Method of Test for Determining the Quantity of Soluble
Sulfate in Solid (Soil or Rock) and Water Samples, Bureau
of Reclamation, Division of Research and Laboratory
Services, 2 p., May 1973.
Agricultural Handbook No. 60, 1954, "Diagnosis and
Improvement of Saline and Alkali Soils," United States
Department of Agriculture.
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TESTED BY

DATE

FEATURE

Example

COMPUTED BY

DATE

Example

CHECKED BY

DATE

17
"

SPECIMEN NO.

SPECIMEN PREPARATION

(1)

SPECIMEN MASS, M s

(2)

WATER VOLUME, V

(3)

EXTRACTION RATIO, R-(2)/(I)

(4)

MEASURED CONDUCTANCE OF

40,

g

400

mL

I 0, 0

ml_/g

KCL REFERENCE SOLUTION

K1

1440

#s

(S)

CELL RESPONSE, J-1408"/(4)

(6)

CONDUCTANCE, K x

I 3-/0

/•s

(7)

CONDUCTIVITY, K-(5)x(6)

I 340

p.S/cm

(B)

MASS OF DISH AND EXTRACT
SOLUTION, M x

(9)

0. 98

cm. 1

J O2 • 39 J *5

MASS OF DISH + RESIDUE, i

(10) MASS OF DISH, M d

g

44. €3€369

g

44. 37'54

(11) MASS OF RESIDUE, Mr-(9)-(10)

g

O. 06 I 5

g

(12) WATER SOLUBLE SOLIDS,

w.=•xtoo

I . I

%

°1408=CONDUCTIVITY OF THE KCL REFERENCE SOLUTION AT 25°C, p,S/cm

Figure 1. - Water soluble solids determination
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-- example.

